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REPORT 
OF THE 
SECRETARY OF WAR; 
' BEING PAUT OF 
TI-IE MESSAGE AND DOCUMENTS 
COMMUNICATED 'l'O THE I 
TWO HOUSES OF CONGRESS 
AT THE 
BEGINNING OF '.l1HE SECOND SESSION OF THE FIFTY-SECOND CONGRESS 
IN FOUR VOLUMES. 
VOLUME I. 
WASHINGTON: 





THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
Mr. PRESIDENT: 
I have the honor to submit, as required by law, the annual report of 
the operations of the War Department. 
It is gratifyi:J;ig to be able to state that the .Army has maintained 
throughout the year its high standard of discipline and efficiency. 
Looking to the future, and the possible necessity of rapidly transform-
ing a large number of citizens into effective soldiers, it is a matter of 
vital importance that the regular .Army, in organization and personnel, 
should represent as nearly as may be a perfect model. 
INFANTRY REORGANIZATION. 
Since the present organization of our infantry was adopted, many 
changes have taken place in the art of war, resulting, among other 
things, in a material modification of the form of infantry regiments. 
Our stationary condition in this respect has left us with an obsolete 
organization, the defects of which, however, have been so exhaustively 
discussed in former reports from this Department that they are only 
referred to in the present instance as a means of ·urgently renewing the 
recommendations of nearly all my predecessors in behalf of three-bat-
talion infantry regiments. .A carefully framed bill, embodying the 
essential features of the desired reorganization, without any addi-
tional expense, has passed the Senate, and is now pending in the House 
of Representatives. The enactment of this bill into a law would be of 
great advantage to the Army and to the nation. , 
ARTILLERY REORGANIZATION . 
.As a further means of perfecting the Army, the reorganization of 
the artillery arm has been recommended and urgently pressed upon 
Congress. Necessary provisions to this end are embodied in the bill 
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relating to infantry reorganization. All that now remains for the War· 
Department to do in the premises is to represent the meritorious char-
acter of the proposed legislation and earnestly r.ecommend it to the 
attentive c~nsideration of the House of Representatives. 
REVIVAL OF THE GR.A.DE OF LIEUTENANT-GENERAL. 
The interests of the nation demand that the administration of mili-
tary affairs shall be attended with dignity and decorum. To this end 
it is necessary that the commal\ding general should be conspicuousJ;y 
superior in rank to all subordinates. Experience bas shown that rank, 
as well as command, is essential to give proper effect to authority in any 
military organization of importance. Accordingly, it is recommended 
that the Lieutenant-Generalcy be revived as a permanent grade of 
Army rank. 
The immediate ef!ect of legislation in this behalf would, it is 
assumed, create a promotion at the head of the Army by the advance-
ment of the S/enior Major-General, who, by reason of brilliant achieve-
ments in war and Ion g and distinguished. services, is eminently en titled to 
such recognition. This view of the case, although appealing strongly 
to individual feelings, is regarded as focidental only to the main argu-
ment, which is ·advanced exclusively upon the broad basis of public 
expediency. 
ENLISTED PERSONNEL OF THE ARMY. 
The general conclusion, gathered from all sources,, is to the effect 
that while the enlisted personnel of the Army is, as a whole, very 
much better than at any time previous, much remains to be accom-
plished in this connection before we can rest entirely satisfied. 
Every possible effort has been made to secure the enlistment of de-
sirable men. The recruiting service has been administered with 
exceptional vigor and success during the past two years; and the 
standard of qualificaitions has been raised until th~ test at recruiting 
rendezvous is so critical that only 28 per cent. of the applicants for 
enlistment were accepted during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 
It seems that almost everything has been accomplished that is possible 
under existing laws. Notwithstanding all this, however, many men 
succeed in entering the Army whose "character and antecedents are 
such as to render their presence ·detrimental to the service; and the 
complaint is general as to a scarcity of material for noncommissioned 
officers 
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Improvement in administrative methods may correct some of these 
evils, but it is thought that the best remedy lies through a small. in· 
crease in compensation. If good men are wante-d for the Army they 
must be paid something near what wage earners receive in the ordinary 
pursuits of civil life. Under the pressure of national prosperity, repre· 
sentative men command good pay. 
The Army, under favorable conditions, should be one of the most de· 
sirable trades of youth; and there can scarcely be a doubt that bright 
. . 
~nd adventurous young men would seek our colors in considerable 
numbers if it were generally understood that courage and merit would 
be suitably rewarded. Under present .conditions there is scarcely any 
pecuniary benefit to attract a man to the ranks. Promotions to com· 
missioned grades are necessarily few, and the difference between the 
pay of a private and a noncommissioned officer is hardly appreciable, 
when considered in the light of an inducement to enlistment. It is, 
therefore, recommended that at least the pay of all noncommissioned 
grades be increased to the extent of making promotion thereto the 
object of legitimate ambition, thereby inducing the enlistment of the 
very best material to compete for the advantages of promotion to the 
grade of both commissioned and noncommissioned officers. Consider· 
ing that there are 1,884 sergeants of all grades and 1,614 corporals, it 
is appare~t that the inducemeut should be ample enough to justify young 
men of character and capacity in indulging the expectation of ultimately 
securing adequate compensation and recognition. 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE ARMY. 
It is believed that· our Indian wars are about at an end. In the 
march of population and civilization westw~rd that which was so long 
known as the frontier has disappeared. The necessity of massing troops 
in the West no longer exists. Seventy per cent. of the Army is now 
located west of the Mississippi River. 
The total number of posts now garrisoned by United States troops, 
not including arsenals and armories, is 96; of these 33 are located 
east of the Mississippi River, as follows: 
Maine.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Illinois .......................... __ . 1 
Massachusetts..................... 1 Michigan........................... 3 
Rhode Island....................... 1 Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Connecticut........................ 1 Kentucky.......................... 2 
New York .......................... 13 Lonisiana .......................... 1 
Mary land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
District of Columbia............... 1 Georgia............................ 1 
Ohio.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Alabama ........... _ ••. : .••••. _.... 1 , 
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· The remainder, 63, are west of the Mississippi River, as follows: 
Minnesota . .......... •... ··-·-·.... 1 Wyoming ........ -···--··--··--··. . 5 
South Dakota._. ___ ... ~ .. ···-··.... 2 Indian Territory................... 1 
North Dakota...................... 3 Oklahoma Territory .......•......•. 2 
Montana . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 5 Texas ... _ .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 9 
Kansas. . • • • . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Arizona . - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 6 
Missouri •..•••............ _ . . . . . . . . 1 New Mexico ...............••... - . . 4 
Nebraska ....••...... ···--···...... · 4 California.......................... 7 
Colorado ....•........•.. : .......... 1 Washington --·- ________ •... -- . •... 5 
Utah .••••.••. -······- .. -.. --·--····· 2 Idaho ...... ~·------·---··-·-·---... 2 
Five of thes~ are regimental posts, and are located as follows: One in 
Illinois, one in Minnesota, one in Nebraska, one in Wyoming, and 
one in Utah. These five posts are, strictly speaking, regimental. 
There are posts, however, quite as important and as large which are 
not regimental posts because the commands are made up of parts of 
different regiments. 
The question as to the proper policy that should govern the distri-
bution and location of the Army presses' for considerati9n and set· 
tlement. The tendency of distribution hitherto has been to abandon 
small and isolated posts and concentrate the troops in larger garrisons. 
This has been attended with good results, as troops can be more eco· 
nomically maintained in large than in small garrisons. It is suggested, 
therefore, that the small posts he gradually abandoned and that regi-
mental posts be established in each of the larger States which are now 
without them. They should be located at or near the principal com· 
mercial centers, where transportation facilities are ample, and move· 
ments of both men and supplies may be rapidly and economically 
made. The Army could be maintained under these conditions much 
cheaper than ever before in its history. It is thought that the cities, 
near which such posts may be located, should be required by Congress 
to donate to the Government sufficient land, say 1,000 acres, in consid· 
eration of building and maintaining such posts in their immediate 
vicinity. 
The Departm(?nt last year favored legislation establishing a military 
post in Montana, one in Arkansas, and one in New Mexico, upon the 
condition that land be donated as above set forth. In addition to a 
decided saving in the expense of maintenance, other important results 
would follow such a redistribution of the Army in larger garrisons. 
There would be better and more uniform discipline, greater esprit de 
corps, and a positive improvement in instruction and military adminis· 
tration. Officers and men would have access to churches, schools, 
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libraries, and other advantages which are only to be found near large 
centers of population. Added to this, the pre_sence of troops in the 
States would familiarize the people with the Army, lead them to better 
understand its operations, and, it is believed, foster a kindlier interest 
in it. The peopie of the St~tes would feel an interest in maintaining 
such posts, which would also be of advantage in connection with the 
training and instruction of the National Guard; and would assist its 
members to a better understanding of their duties, shouid the occasion 
arise for its temporary employment as a national force. 
THE DIVISION OF MILITARY INFORMATION. 
As originally organized, the Division of Military Information in the 
Adjutant-General's Office only contemplated the procurement and 
arrangement of intelligence about military matters from abroad. To 
this end Army officers were accredited, as military attaches; at several 
European capitals. The intelligence gathered was of professional and 
scientific value, but it pertained exclusively to foreign armies, and it 
was felt that the functions of the division should be extended to em-
brace all unclassified military information relating as well to the United 
States. 
Accordingly, in March, 1892, a reorganization of the division was 
-ordered,* so that the scheme now includes not only the collection of 
foreign intelligence, but is intended to accomplish the compilation and 
scientific arrangement of information relating to the military resources 
of the nation, with a view to facilitate their concentration and utiliza-
tion in case of emergency. 
It is in contemplation to establish and properly expand a branch of 
the division to be devoted exclusively to topography ~nd maps, with 
a view to acquiring the m9st reliable books, maps, plans and data 
relating to the topography and geography, not only of our own coun-
try, but of the world. The relative importance attached to this branch 
of military information may be illustrated by reference to the fact that 
75,000 maps alone are reported as on deposit in the division of infor-
mation of a single European war department. , 
Another important function embodies the idea of publishing and· 
distributing text-books and monographs relating to the art of war, 
thereby insuring the dissemination of useful information on military 
subjects_throughout all branches of the military establishment, including 
the National Guard. 
i' See G. 0. 23, A. G. O., 1892. 
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In connection with the collection and arrangement of the mass of 
military information herein described, plans will be carefully formu-
lated and deposited in the archives of the division, intended to antici-
pate as far as possible contingencies that may arise in case the ~ation 
should be involved in war. 
Another purpose had in view in enlarging the duties of this division 
was to bring the National Guard into better accord with this Depart-
ment, and through it with the regular Army ; to increase its numbers, 
to improve its efficiency, and, in general, to aid in making it such a 
military .force as the United States has a right to expect and require 
from its citizens. Gratifying results have already been accomplished 
in this direction, and it is expected that the active interest manifested 
by the Department will bave the effect of stimulating and encouraging 
the State. authorities, and thus lead to a general improvement in in-
-struction, discipline, and equipment of the militia. 
B,ut notwithstanding the satisfactory reports in regard to particular 
matters, the scope and_ plan of the division, regarded as a unit, is so 
comprehensive that years of sustained effort will be essential to ·the 
attainment of complete results. The importance of the work will no 
doubt inspire the best efforts of all connected therewith. 
SERVICE CORPS. 
The excellent results following the organization of a hospital corps 
1
point to the desirability Qf a suitable corps of enlisted men for general 
service, especially in the Subsistence and Quartermaster's departments. 
This would return to the ranks a large number of men now necessarily 
withdrawn for special or extra duty. Authority for enlisting a limited 
no.mber of general-service men is therefore recommended. 
MILITARY ACADEMY .A.T WEST POINT. 
The high standing of the Military Academy at West Point has been 
maintained. The reports of the Board of Visitors and of the Superin-
tendent show marked advancement and speak well of the condition 
and manaJgement of the institution. Its capacity is not overtaxed. 
Vacancies in the list of cadets constantly exist, which it is important 
should be kept full. It is recommended that the President be given 
authority to a,ppoi:nt ten cadets-at~large each yea;, as was authorized 
by law prior to June 11, 1878. It is probable that with this increase 
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there will still be vacancies and that the number of graduates will not · 
exceed seyenty-:five per annum. Such an enactment would result in 
a desirable increase in the corps of cadets, and would operate almost 
exclusively in behalf of officers of the Army and Navy, and civil officials, 
who, by a long absence in the public service, find it difficult to seen.re 
recognition for their sons in their home districts. The attention or 
Representatives is called to the provision of law requiring nominations 
to be made a year in advance. Vacancies frequently exist by reason 
of neglect to nominate promptly. The principal examination now 
takes place March 1 instead of in June, as heretofore. It is due t6 the 
Government, as well as the young men selected, that they should have 
a f~w months of preparation before the March examination. 
The recommendation of the Superintendent that the senior assist~,nt 
in the departments of law and ordnance shall be placed on the same 
footing as to pay and emoluments as those of other departments of the 
institution is concurred in. There seems to be no good reason why 
these two important departments should not have the same privileges 
as _the others. 
The board of trustees, appointed in accordance with the act of June 23, 
1892, in connection with the bequest of the late General Cullum for a 
Memorial Hall at West Point, has organized by selecting the Superin-
tendent of the Academy as president and Prof. James lVIercur as sec-
retary. It is believed that under 'its supervision a hall will be erected 
which will be a fitting monument to the memory of the gallant soldier 
and distinguished scientist to whom the Military Academy is so much 
indebted. 
The battle monument to be erected at West Point by private sub-
scription in memory of the officers and men of the regular Army who 
were killed or who died of wounds received in action during the War 
of the Rebellion has been commenced, and its early completion is an-
ticipated. 
POST·GR.A.DUATE SCHOOLS. 
On the 7th of December, 1796, the first President, in an address to 
Congress, declared that-
In proportion as the observance of.pacific maxims might exempt a nation from th~ 
necessity of practicing the rules of the military art, ought to be its care in preserv-
i:Og and transmitting, by proper establishments, the knowledge of that art. 
For this purpose he recommended the establishment of a military 
academy. 
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In accordance with these views such a school was in fact located a.t 
West Point a few -years subsequently. For many years this admirable 
institution subserved an essential purposes, and alone kept alive a, 
scientific knowledge of the higher branches of the profession of arms. 
The art of war, however, by process of never-ceasing natural expan-
sion, has become so comprehensive and complicated that it is now i:rn-
possible to include an · its branches in a single curriculum. In order, 
therefore, to· insure in the future, as in the past, the services of a small 
number of thoroughly educated officers, it has been found necessary to 
supplemenf the Military Academy by certain post-graduate schools 
devoted to the progressiv~ development of commissioned officers by 
means of special instructi~n confined exclusively to the functions for 
whicli they are respectively commissioned. 
THE ARTILLERY SCHOOL. 
· The artillery, being ~ speeial arm of exclusively technical require-
ments, was the first of the combatant ar.ms to feel the necessity of a, 
wider scope of study than is possible in the time allowed at the 
Military Academy. Accordingly a school devoted to its interests 
was organized at Fort Monroe, Va., in 1867. During the intervening 
years the evolution of this institution has been progressive in a marked 
degree, and in its present form it- may be r_egarded -as fulfilling in an 
exemplary manner all essential requirements of such an establishment. 
The curriculum ei;nbraces carefully prepared courses in artillery, bal-
listics, electricity, chemistry, explosives, and practical military exer-
cises; and also includes steam and n:i.echanism, engineering, military 
science, and photography. 
It is obvious that this system of instruction, which is highly appre-
ciated and conscientiously followed b~ the student officers, not only 
prepares a certain number of young men for promotion in their respec-
tive regiments, but insures intelligent handling of our present and 
future artillery armament. 
THE INFANTRY AND CAVALRY SCHOOL. 
In consequence of the expanding necessities of the other combatant 
arms, a school for infantry and cavalry officers was founded at Fort 
Leavenworth, Kans., in 1881. Considering the slow growth usually 
attending an educational institution, the development of this school 
has been remarkable and is exceedingly gratifying. It has already as-
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sumed the appearance and form of a war academy, as may be seen by 
reference to its curriculum, which embraces courses in strategy, theo-
retical and applied tactics, field fortification, engineering, surveying, 
topography, and hippology, besides limited courses _in so~e seven 
other subjects. 
The experimental period has been successfully passed, all primary 
features have been eliminated, and in the near future it will be safe to 
describe the Infantry and Cavalry School as a war college of the 
highest character. 
THE SCHOOL FOR DRILL AND PRACTICE FOR C.A. V .A.LRY .A.ND LIGHT 
ARTILLERY. 
Congress, by an act approved January 29, 1887, authorized and 
directed the establishment upon the Military Reservation at Fort Riley, 
Kans., of a permanent school of instruction for drill and practice for 
the Cavalry and Light Artillery of the Army. With a view to fully 
accomplishing the purpose, generous appropriations have been made 
from year to year to enlarge the post, and in consequen~e of active 
construction the formal organization of the school was necessarily 
deferred until the present year, when orders were issued formulating 
spe9i:fic regulations therefor. 
It is intended that the command under instruction shall consist of 
one regiment of cavalry or its equivalent, and such light batteries, not 
exceeding :five, as may be available. The instruction will be essentially 
practical, and will include drill, practice firing, stable management, 
tyaining of horses, and especially the combined operations of cavalry _ 
and light artillery. 
ENGINEER SCHOOL. 
In addition to the foregoing establishments devoted exclusively to 
the interests of the line of the Army, the engineer school at Willet's 
Point provides a two and one-half years' course where young officers of 
t!fe Engineer Corps can continue their studies, especially those which 
pertain especially to the engineer duties of the Army. The studies ill.-
elude military engineering, :field astronomy, military photography, 
theoretical and ,practical instruction in the use of torpedoes and sub-
marine mines for defensive purposes. The advantages of this school 
are also extended to such artillery, cavalry, and infantry officers as may 
be detailed to receive it, thus :fitting them to render important aid in 
the defense _of harbors in the case of ,emergency. 
'I 
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NECESSITIES OF ARTILLERY .A.ND INFANTRY .A.ND C.A. VALRY SCHOOLS. 
The only serious obstacle to the rapid development of the schools 
at Forts Monroe and Leavenworth, to their full limit of usefa.lness, 
arises from a want of funds to conduct the exclusively scholastic work. 
The general administration is precisely the same as at Army posts, and 
all military necessities are fully ~upplied from regular appropriations 
through the several branches of this Department. There is no adequate 
provision, however, for the formation of libraries and museums, or for 
tlie procurement of text books, mathematical . instruments, and other 
apparatus necessary for the illustration of technical and scientific sub-
jects. It is hoped that full knowledge of the important work being 
accomplished will induce appropriations sufficient to produce the best 
results in behalf of the interests of the United States. 
NATIONAL HOME FOR. DIS.A.BLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS. 
The act, apprbved March 3, 1891, making appropriations for the 
support of the National Homtt for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, con-
tained the following clause: 
P1·ovided, That the accounts relating to the expenditure of said sums, as also all 
receipts by said Home, from whatever source, shall, in addition to the supervisipns 
now provided for, be returned to and supervised by the Secretary of War. 
No provision has yet been made for the necessary clerical force to 
fully accomplish the purposes of the statute. Under the present pro-
cedure the accounts are accompanied by an abstract s~ttiug forth the 
disbursements under various heads, upon which the action of the Sec-
retary of War is noted, and the accounts transmitted to the proper 
accounting officers of the Treasury. · 
If the purpose of Congress is to insure a critical examination of every 
vouch~r pertaining to the accounts of the Home, it will be necessary to 
authorize at least three clerks, one each of the 1st, 2d, and 3d classes, 
respectively. ' 
COLLEGES . . 
· The study of military science is not wholly confined to the Arniy. 
It is extended to the colleges and universities throughout the country. 
Pursuant to law, seventy-five officers of the Army are detailed as mili-
tary instructors at agricultural colleges and other first-class institutions 
where young men are drilled and taught the rudiments of a military 
education. · The Inspector-General says in his report that over ten 
thousand boys and young men were under military instruction at the 
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different educational establishments dnring the pai:;t year. When 
these young men go out into the world they will not have the military 
education of a graduate from the Military Academy, but they will have 
some military k~owledge which may prove of a~vantage to them and 
to the country. 
Many commissioned officers and enlisted men are from time to time 
detailed to drill and instruct the militia of the different States, particu-
larly at their annual encampments. Officers are sometimes more per-
manently detailed on duty with the governors of States for the in-
struction of the National Guard. 
NATION.AL GU.A.RD. 
The importance of maintaining and improving the militia of the 
several States and the District of Columbia is generally· admitted. 
The National Guard is the reserve force of the Army. Attention is 
invited to the necessary appropriations for arming and equipping this 
reserve force. In 1808 the appropriations for the militia of the States 
was $200,000. The highly improved arms and equipments of the pres-
ent day cost for the same number of men more than treble what they 
did eighty-four years ago. The population of the country is many times 
what it was then, and the demand for these equipments has increased 
many times. 
An appropriation of only five times the amount appropriated in 
1808 can hardly be considered extravagant. Recent appropriations 
have been entirely inadequate, and the War Department is under the 
constant necessity of refusing supplies called for from the different 
States. An appropriation of at least one million dollars for-this pur-
pose is recommended. It is also recommended that · the present law 
be so changed that arms and supplies which have become unservice-
able in the hands of the militia may be sold and the proceeds of the 
sale be used for furnishing new supplies, instead of being covered into 
the Treasury. It is also recommended that the act of March 1, 1889, 
be so amended that an independent issue of supplies may be made to 
the National Guard of the District of Columbia and not be taken from 
the limited supplies of the regular Army . 
.A.DJUT.A.NT-GENER.A.L'S DEP .A.RTMENT. 
Many of the suggestions of the Adjutant-General in his report have 
been taken advantage of in the suggestions heretofore made. The ad~ 
ministration of this Bureau is running smootllly and its duties are_ well 
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performed. Its labors have recently been increased by the order en-
larging the.scope of the division of military information. This branch 
of the work o~ the office bids fair to assume' large proportions and to be 
of great importance to the service. 
INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT. 
The Inspector-General reports that "The spi~it and progress of the 
Army was never better than now." In referring to Indian soldiers he 
says that they show remarkable aptitude for the military service; that 
they are amenable to discipline, and are generally of good habits and 
proud of being soldiers and, considering their ignorance of the English 
language, their progress in drill has been extraordinary. In speaking 
of the Army generally, he says that reports of inspections made· since 
the new drill regulations were issued .show commendable alacrity on the 
part of the men in learning them, and that those for the infantry and 
cavalry are-considered an improvement. 
For some years there has been a tendency for inspectors to test the tactics and 
serviceable conditions of commands, and this has been increased by the new drill 
regulations. The wind, and muscle, and skill, and knowledge of officers and men 
are receiving more attention and are more readily tested en masse than formerly, and 
such little problems as the protection of a wagon train, the attack upon a battery, 
the tests of a ~econnaissance, and picket guard, and disposition of defense, can be 
made now before the inspector as readily as a ,skirmish drill. 
He reports that the quartermaster's stores of all kinds have generally 
been of excellent quality and sufficient in quantity, and that the sub-
sistence supplies are generally good and sufficient. The losses of stores 
have been small. 
JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT. 
The report of the Acting Judge-Advocate-General shows a healthy 
administration of ,military law. The number of trials by court-martial 
has increased, but this is largely owing to the fact that the summary 
courts, recently authorized and put in operation, have disposed of a 
great many minor offenses which would never have been presented to 
a general or garrison court-martial. Many of the more trivial offenses 
will, it is hoped, be hereafter properly treated by company comman-
ders without the aid of a court of any kind. 
The military prison at Fort Leavenworth has been admirably man-
aged, and the discipline is perhaps as nearly perfect as the circum-
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stances and conditions of the buildings will permit. Important im-
provements have been made in the buildings and in the construction 
of light, airy, and more convenient cells. 
QUARTERMASTER'S DEP .A.RTMENT. 
The report of the Quartermaster-General shows the appropriations 
and expenditures of the fiscal year. - The issues of clothing, equipage, 
and materials to the Army and the militia of the several States and Ter-
ritories and the District of Columbia have been made with commenda-
ble promptness and have given general satisfaction. The issues to the 
militia amounted to about $215~000. 
The appropriation for construction of buildings and the enlargement 
of military posts was $745,000. This amount has been nearly all ex-
pended in repairs and in the erection of new buildings, and there are 
now under contract buildings at Fort Brady, Mich., which will cost 
about $43,000, and buildings at Fort Bliss, Tex., which will cost about 
$168,000. Besides these repairs and constructions, under a special act 
and appropriation, private buildings have been purchased at the dif-
ferent posts amounting in value to $50,000. 
Decided improvements have been made in
1 
different national ceme-
teries, and the roadways authorized by Congress have all been com-
pleted within the sum appropriated. Five thousand eight hundred 
and thirty-two headstones have been provided to mark the graves ot 
Union soldiers, sailors and marines, buried in national, post, city and 
village cemeteries. 
SUBSISTENCE D~PARTMENT. 
The report of the Commissary-General of Subsistence shows the 
financial transactions of his department for the fiscal year, and gives 
the usual statistical information concerning that branch of the service. 
He again invites atten..tion to the great importance of having cooks 
and bakers enlisted for the Army, and, considering tliem essential to 
the health, comfort, and efficiency of the troops, recommends that their 
enlistment be authorized by law. Attention has · already been calle·d 
to the importance of the enlistment of general-service men for duty in 
this and other departments. 
MEDICAL DEP .A.RTMENT. 
The report of the Surgeon-General shows the health of the Army to 
be good. Taking into consideration the number of admissions to hos-
pital, the number constantly sick, the number of deaths, and the num-
-
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ber discharged for disability, the rates are lower than for the previous 
year, and considerably lower than the rates of the previous decade. 
Nine of the thirteen larger posts, garrisoned by from four hundred to 
seven hundred men each, ~ave excellent records, due largely, no doubt, 
to the sanitary condition of the posts and the care taken of the soldiers, 
as well as to the supply of good food and wholesome water. There 
have been no prevailing contagious or infectious diseases. There have 
been a few cases of smal~pox, measles, scarlet fever, and diphtheri~, but 
the precautions taken have prevented the spread of the diseases. In-
fluenza has · prevailed at a number of the posts, both at the beginning 
and the end of the year. Formerly malarial disease entered largely 
into the composition of the sick report, while now it occupies a minor 
position except at a few posts. This falling off of malarial disease is 
attributed largely to pure water, the supply being much better than 
formerly. 
Boards for the examination of candidates for admission to the Med-
ical Corps were convened in Chicago in February, 1892, and in New 
York in October, 1891, and March, 1892_, each remaining in s~ssion one 
month. Seventy-seven candida_tes were invited to appear, and fifty-
eight responded, out of which thirteen only were accepted. 
The Surgeon-Generai takes a deep interest in the more perfect organ-
ization of a medical department for the National Guard. It is hoped 
that this may be accomplished through the medical department of the 
Army, and the Association of Military Surgeons of the National Guard 
of the United .States. 
The establishment of new posts- and the construction of new barracks 
has given better quarters and improved sanitary arrangements to the en-
listed men, all of which tends to improve the health of the Army. The 
supply of water furnished at the new posts is better than that ~t many 
of the smaller garrisons, at some of which it has been impure and insuf-
ficient in quantity. Notwithstanding these improvements, the supply 
has been and still is inadequate at some posts. A few have been threat-
ened with water famine, but in most cases the deficiency has been rem-
edied. -There is, however, need of a better and more abundant supply 
at Fort Myer, Va. At Fort Brown, Tex., distilled water has been sub-
stituted for that of the Rio Grande, and with beneficial results. 
P.A.Y DEPARTMENT. 
The report of the Paymaster-General shows that the amount dis-
bursed for pay of the Army was about $300,000 less than last year. 
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This is no d9ubt partially due to the amount retained from the pay of 
enlisted men on their first enlistment, as provided by the Act of July 16, 
1890. The amount disbursed in payment of claims settled by the Sec-
ond Auditor of the Treasury was also about $300,000 less than last year. 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS. 
The report of the Chief of Engineers contains information conc~rn-
ing the construction of fortifications for the seaboard and the improve-
ment of rivers and harbors. The construction of emplacements for 
modern high-power guns and mortars in some of the larger harbors is 
well under way, but it is not yet coextensive with the construction of 
the guns or the needs of the coast defenses. It is hoped that sufficient 
appropriations will be made for this purpose and for the purchase of 
the sites needed upon the advanced headlands of our harbors for long-
range guns. A partial estimate for this purpose is submitted. 
Provision has heretofore been made by Congress for the establish-
ment of rules and regulations for the navigation of certain canals 
operated by the Government, as well as for the enforcement of such rules, 
and providing penalties for their violation. It is recommended that 
this authority be extended to all canals and similar works operated 
by the Government. To this end the Chief of Engineers submits the 
draft of a bill which, if enacted, it is thought will accomplish the ob-
ject desired. 
Attention is called to the practice ou the part of vessels entering New 
York Harb?r of emptying ballast in the approaches to the harbor off 
Sandy Hook, both within and without the 3-mile limit. The continued 
deposit of large quantities of this material may prove a source of 
danger and inconvenience to navigation, and stringent measures should 
be taken to prevent it. The Chief of Engineers submits the draft of a 
bill to prevent the evil complained of. 
The immense and growing commerce of our great lakes is worthy of 
fostering care. Its rapid increase may well be a source of national 
pride, evidencing as it does the great wealth of the nation and the en-
ergy of American enterprise. Attention is invited to the estimates of 
the Chief of Engineers for charts and surveys pertaining to the north-
' ern and northwestern lakes; to those for surveys and reconnaissances 
in military departments, and for maps for the use of the War Depart-
ment, including war maps. 
WAR 92-VOL I--2 
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ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT. 
It will be se~n by the report ~f the Chief of Ordnance that there haS 
' be~n activity in the different gun factories, and that additions and un.-
provements have been made, especially in all that pertains to our heavy 
guns and coast defenses, and in all .matters relatin'g to explosives 
and submarine operations. 
, Perhaps the most important advance of the year has been in the 
adoption of a new small arm for the service. A board of competent 
,officers spent nearly two years in examining and testing the different 
arms recommended for use and presented for tests. Fifty-three differ-
ent guns were tested. They were of both American and foreign inven-
tion, and some of them are arms now in use by the principal military 
powers of Europe. The one finally recommended is what is known as 
a magazine ~rm, and can be used as such, or as a single-loader. It has 
been adopted for a .30 caliber infantry rifle and carbine, and steps are 
being taken for its manufacture. Provision should be made for a full 
supply to the Army and to the National Guard, and for a suitable 
· stock to be held in reserve. A test of the different arms now in service 
throughout the world, as well as those of recent invention, has, it is 
believed, enabled the Department to fix upon an arm superior to any 
now in actual use. 
SIGN.AL CORPS. 
The Chief Signal Officer reports the continued improvement of the 
signal service and important acquisitions in knowledge and in mater1al 
and instruments. A course of instruction bas been established at Fort 
Riley, Kans., w)lich comprises practical and theoretical work in ele~tric-
ity, field surveying, telegraphy, telephony, and signaling. A plan out-
lining the work and equipment of the corps in case of hostilities has been 
approved, and will be carried out as appropriations are made and oppor-
tunities occur. Investigations of the possibiltties of electric flash light 
are in progress. The management of the military telegraphs has been 
satisfactory, and some new lines have been constructed. A practical 
test of the field telegraph train has been made in the construction of 
a flying field telegraph line about 35 miles long in twenty-four hours' 
time. 
RECORD .A.ND PENSION OFFICE. 
The Record and Pension Office has been in successful operation. 
Marked progress has been made in the restoration and preservation of 
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the military records of the late war and in perfecting the record-card 
system for the volunteer officers and soldiers of the different States. 
The progress of the work opens up . a prospect of reducing the clerical 
force at no very distant day. Before that is done, however, all the 
records of the Revolutionary War, should be turned over to this De-
partment and put into the best possible condition for preservation and 
reference. A law was enacted at the last session of Congress requir-
ing some of the old military records to be turned over to this Depart-
ment, but it does not include those now in the State Department. It 
is not right that these valuable records of the great Revoiutionary 
struggle should be scattered as they now are. They should all be 
brought together and put into the best possible condition. 
WAR RECORDS. 
The work of collecting and publishing the Records of the War of the 
Rebellion has progressed satisfactorily, and is nearing completion. 
Work on the atlas, of maps, and plans has also .been actively carried 
forward. The collecting_, arranging, publishing, and distributing 
of the great amount of information contained in the printed volumes 
is a much greater undertaking than is generally supposed. 
CHICKAMAUGA AND CHA'.I.'TANOOGA NATIONAL PARK. 
The commission to whom has been entrusted the work of establish-
ing the national park, which is to m.clude the battle-field of Chicka-
mauga and parts of those of Lookout Mountain, Mission Ridge, and 
Tunnel Hill, has made very gratifying progress with its work during 
~he :fiscal year. The greater part of the land has been acquired, roads 
have been opened, and satisfactory progress made in the restoration of 
the :field to the condition in which it was at the time of the battle in 
1863. The data for identifying and marking the lines of the Union 
and Confederate armies has been obtained and verified, and the work 
of establishing tablets in place will soon be undertaken. This work, 
when completed, will be of great interest and importance, not only to 
those who took part on both sides in the memorable events which 
occurred there, but to the country at large ~nd to future gene;ations.
1 
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EXPENDITURES, APPROPRIATIONS, .A.ND ESTIMATES, 
The expenditures for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, are as fol-
lows: 
Salaries and contingent expenses ... -- •.•• -- -- ....••..•..••••.•••. --
Military establishment: Support of the Army and Military Academy .. 
Public works, including river and harbor improvements ........... . 
Miscellaneous objects ......•.•.•••••.•............•........•....... 
$2, 016, 545. 65 
23,404, 533. 83 
19,861,183. 96 
5, 936, 707. 15 
51, 218, 970. 59 
The appropriations for ·the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, are as 
follows: 
Salaries and contingent expenses .. _____ . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • . • • . . • • • • $2, 04 7, 712. 45 
Military establishment: Support of the Army and Military Academy. 24, 626, 921. ;t.5 
Public works, including river and harbor improvements ...... ______ 25,895,282.00 
Miscellaneous objects ___ . ___ •..••.•••..•.•.........•• _ •• _ •. _____ •• • 3, 963, 006. 94 
56, 532, 922. 54 
The estimates for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, are as follows: 
Salarie_s and contingent expenses. __________ . ___ . ____ . ___ .. ____ . ____ . $2,087,206.00 
Military establishment: Support of the Army and Military Academy._ 26, 301, 855. 86 
Public works .............•.........................•.•... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10, 233, 413. 09 
Miscellaneous objects _ ........... ____ .. _ . _ .•...••... _ ••.. _ .• _. _ . _ _ _ _ 4, 732, 204. 77 
Total .•••••..••••••••.. ------ ______ ...••...•.•.•••..•.... _____ 43,.354, 679. 72 
The statement of appropriations, expenditures, and the balances on 
hand at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, is appended 
to this report and submitted herewith, as required by law. 
GR.A.ND .A.~MY ENCAMPMENT. 
In the month of September, 1892, there was held in the national 
capital an annual encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic, for 
which Congress made liberal appropriations from the funds of the 
District. The encampment was . a great success. It was a large and 
orderly gathering of the veterans of the war, and reflected credit upon 
the people at large as well as upon those who had the matter in charge. 
A separate and detailed report will be made to Congress, as require~ 
by the act making the appropriation. 
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPeSITION. 
The plans for the War Department exhibit at the World's Columbian 
Exposition are as nearly perfected a:::; time and circumstances will 
permit. All sections of the proposed exhibit are well in hand. · It is 
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expected to be illustrative of the advancement of the age in all that 
pertains to the art of war and the relative standing of our Gov~rn-
ment among the great military powers of the world. 
Among the important events of this great year of jubilee will be the 
naval display at Hampton Roads in April next. There will doubtless be 
a great gathering of the naval officers of the nations. In a certain 
sense they will be our guests. Tp.e War Department has an important 
military post and school at Fort Monroe, and should be in a condition 
to do its full share in making this a great success. .An appropriation 
of $25,000 for this purpose is recommended. 
In conclusion, I desire to express my gratitude to you for many acts 
of forbearance and kindness, and my thanks to the Major-General 
Commanding the Army, and to the heads of the different Bureaus of 
the Department for valuable assistance; all of which has tended to 
make the performance of my new duties pleasant and agreeable. 
S. B. ELKINS, 






Btate?nent of appropriations unde?· direction of the War Depart'ff!'ent for the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1892, showing the arnount ·appropriated under each 
title of appropriation, the amount drawn by req·uisition upon the Treaaury, and the balances subject to requ-isition July t, 1892. 
Title of appropriation. 
SALARIES, CONTINGENCIES, ETC. 
Salaries, office of-
Secretary of War ........•......•••.... .•. ...•......•••.•.••••••. ~ •••.• 
Adjutant-General. ...............••........••................... - . - - - • 
fud~~~~d-~o~~.i~i~~~~ai:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.A.ppropriatedl Repayments 
Balances I July 1, 1891, July 1, 1891, 











5,700.00 Salaries, Siinal Office 
Salaries, office of--Quartermaster-General.................................................... 2, 278. 01 158, 940. 00 iiit~sg;\:):::::::::::::)::::::::::):)::::iii: :i: ,:: !~ li _ '~!H 
Chief of Engineers ... _. _ ................ _. __ ................ ,........ 509. 71 23, 240. 00 
Publication of Records of the Rebellion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 069. 24 31, 780. 00 
~;fil!tt!~ 
$110,850.92 












Payments I Carried to I Balance 
July 1, 1891, surplus fund June 30, 1892. 
to June 30, June 30, 1892. 1892. 
$105, 061. 51 $914. 80 $4,874.61 
212,125.75 9,748.63 2,726.78 
9, 3-)9. 43 52. 75 438. 38 
14,851.91 84. 25 249. 74 
5,519.68 2,339.47 2,114.02 
156,527.94 1,338.01 3,352.06 
42, 713.94 471. 17 991. 06 
176,348.06 8,417.78 2,570.57 
39,159.18 325. 96 79.10 
44,759.82 189 .. 62 135.18 
23,146. 66 179. 71 423. 34 
31,353.95 1,084.78 2,410.51 
49,038.80 ........................ 21. 20 Salaries of employes, public buildings and grounds, under Chief Engineer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49, 060. 00 
Contingent expenses, public buildings and grounds, under Chief Engineer. . 66 500. 00 
Salaries, record and pension division, War Department................... 33,364.48 1,009,390.00 
Disposal of useless papers, War D epartment .... ..................... --- ........................... _. _ 
Contingent expenses, War Department................................... 271. 40 55,000.00 
Postage, postal union countries, War Department......................... 440. 00 1, 500.00 
............. ·1 500. 66 499. 20 . 66 . 80 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,042,754.48 999,602.78 315. 33 42,836.37 
$71. 20 ~ 71. 20 
· ·· · 5s:osi ail· ......... ............. 71. 20 
........ ...... 55,271.40 189.48 28. 06 
.. ..•... ... . . . 1,940.00 640. 00 65. 00 1,235.00 
Stationery, War Department...... .. ...................................... 1,465.15 45; 000. 00 
Rent of buildings, War Department...................................... 400. 00 6,600.00 ................... , 
.Actual expenditures 
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT • 
Expenses of Commanding General's office .........•........•.....•.•••.••............... 
Expenses of recruiting.................................................... 58,578.671 130,000.00 
Contingencies of the .Adjutant·General's department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 30. 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63. 88 
Contingencies, headquarters of militacy divisions and departments....... . •• • . . . . . . . . . . 3,000.00 ............. . 
Contingencies of Inspoetor-General's department ......................... . ............................ I 7. 70 
Contin~encies of the .Army............................... ............. . ... 3, 154. 00 
Signal Service of the .A.rmy ..•.....••.....•... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . 123. 76 
Pay, etc., of the .A.rmy . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • • . . . . . . . • • . 151, 923. 95 
Subsistence of the .Army .•...•••.•...•.•.•.••..• ~-........................ 422, 088. 75 
46,465.15 · 44,394.38 508. 69 1,562.08 





.. .... -.. ------- ~ -
----·-·-··----
18~: ~~~: i~ 12~: ~gi: g~ .... iii; 760: 69 -I - .... 5i,. ios.' 7i 
94. 68 . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 30. 80 63. 83 
3, 000. 00 3, 000. 00 ........................... . 
7.70 ......... . .... 7.70 ............. . 
18,154.00 10,969.35 4,459.14 
7,623.76 7,497.24 112. 78 
13,379,603.14 12,783,704.20 103,550.54 































Regular supplies, Quartermaster's Department ....•••.••••••• -- .•..•••••• 
Incidental expenses, Quartermaster's Department .•• •• ••.•.•• .• •..•• .•.•. 
Barracks and quarters . ......... ............. . 
337,022.00 
·38, 680. 16 
38,515.95 
430,173. 18 Transportation of the Army and its supplies . .......... ... ..•...••• . . •••. 
Transportation of the Army and its supplies, Pacific railroads ..•••••..•. 
Barracks and quarters, Fort Myer, Va ............••.•..•.••.•.••••••..••• 
Horses for cavalry and artillery ................. -......................... 34,166.71 
Construction a.nd repair of hospitals .... ...... ......... ......... ...... .... 26,170.34 
Quarters for hospital stewards . .. . ...••.........••.. : ................. .... 622. 43 
Shooting galleries and ranges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5, 4.06. 67 
P unihase of land for target ranges, Fort McPherson, Ga . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . 16, 500. 00 
Rifle range, Fort Sheridan, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 252. 00 
Clothing and camp and garrison equipage..... .... ............ . ......... .. 79, 437. 88 
Medical and hospital department........ .... .. .................... ....... 58,757.80 
tti~~lrfs~~~:~~G~~~1:1ai·;·offi~~·:: ::: :: ~::::: ::::::: ::::: :::::: :::::::::: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : 
Engineer depot at Willets Point, N . Y .. ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 14. 80 
g~~~:~~: ::~~!~~ ~~~: :::::: :: :: :: : : ::: :::::::::::::: :::::::~:: :::: ::::::: :, 14, 45~: ~~ 
Ordnance material, proceeds of sale....................................... 378,486.10 
Manufacture of arms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • . • • . . • • . . . . . 41, 363. 30 
:~:~l~tli~~/~\~{!!;if! .~.c.~~~~~::::::::::: : : : : ~:: ~:::::::::::::::::: .... 34: s!ii 25. 
Current ancl ordinary expenses, Military .Academy .. . , ...... -.... .... ... . . . 600. 00 
Miscellaneous items and incidental -expenses, Military Academy .. a.. .... 107. 30 










231, 43fi. 09 
62,576.60 
18,770.00 























63, 176. 60 
18,877.30 
2, 353, 814. 69 
646,126.14 
677,585.79 




















Total ~itary establishment .....•. , ••••..•..•. •.•••.•.• ••..•..•••. · I 2, 171, 532. 83 125, 011, 696. 73 I 78. 58 127, 183, 308. 14 123, 404, 612. 41 
Repayments 1n excess of payments ........... ..... ...... , •.. :. ••.• -•.•••.••..................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78. 58 
Actual expenditures ...•••......•.•..•••••.••.••••.••••.•••••....... ,.······ - · ·· · · -
PUBLIC WORKS. 
Building's and grounds, Military Academy. 
.. -
Buildings and grounds, Military Academy .••. -..•. -. •..••••..••••.•... . .•. 
New academic building, Military Academy ... -a •••••••••••••••••••• -••••••• 
New gymnasium, Military Academy ...••. .... , .••...•... ~.a~ ••••• • • • ••••• 
53,826.00 
474,000.00 
46, 5CO. 00 
Total buildings and grounds, Military Academy ...••••.•••.•..• •• · l======r-=====I 574,326.00 65,672.70 
Arsenals. 
_Rock Island Bridge, Rock Island, Ill . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . . 10, 279. 92 
Rock·Island Arsenal, Rock Island, Ill .• .•...•........... ~ ~ •.••••• ·•.•...... 154, 745. 29 
Augnsta Arsenal, Augusta, Ga .. ........•...••.• ••.•••..•.•.•.•............. -- - - --·. · ·. 
Columbia Arsenal, Columbia, Tenn........... . ........................... 33, 753. 54 
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa .....•......•.........•..••.••••.•...... ..... ..... . 
Springfield Arsenal, Springfield, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . • . . . . 68, 000. 00 
AFmy Gun Factory, Watervliet .. .Arsenal, West Troy, N. Y................ 1, 215, 761. 69 
Watervliet .Arsenal, West Troy, N. ¥.. .. . .. . ... .. . ... . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 3,400.00 















1, 215, 761. 69 
























































3, 091, 646. 14 
......... .-, ........ . 






























Statement of appropriations under direction of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June so, 1892, eto.-Continued. 
Title of appropriation. 
Appropriated! Repayments 
Balances I J uii 1, 1891, July 1, 1891, 
July 1, 1891. to t.1une 30, to June 30, 
1892. 1892. 
PUBLIC WORKS-continued . 
.Arsenals-Continued. 
India_napolis .A rseual, Indianapolis, Ind . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . $30, 110. 00 1 · ............. , .. •. · · · • - • • - · · 
:Repairs of arsenals........................ ..... ........................... . 41 $45,000.00 .••••••••••••• 
Testing machine.......................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000. 00 
Powder depot, Dover, N. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 299. 92 
Proving ground, Sandy Hook, N. J .....•••••••. -······ .•....•.••..••..... 62,617.00 
Total ~rsenals .......................••••.......•••••.•••••••.••..... I 1, 598, 487. 07 
Fortifications. 
Construction of a counterpoise battery ......•..••••••............•••.• ~ •. 
Protection of shore, Fortress Monroe, V-a .....•..........•...•..••.•.••... 
Artesian well, Fortress Monroe, Va ..................•...............•.... 
Armament of fortifications ......................•.......... ,.............. 5,001,487.73 
Preservation and repair of fortification........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 95, 668. 45 
Mountain guns .................................••.•...•...........•...•................ 
Board of ordnance and fortification.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150, 000. 00 
Board on fortifications or other defenses.................................. 28, 470. 77 
Board on .Armi gun factories.. ... ........................................ 2,907.40 
Plans for fortitications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 750. 00 
Torpecloes for harbor defense.............................................. 568,117.74 
i~Jt1~~ ~°u~~t_z.~r-~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~g; ~~~: ~~ 
Pneumatic dynamite guns................................................. 587, 361. 45 
Sea walls ancl embankments . . .. ....... ... .. . . .....•.• .......•.. ... . . . . . . . 9,750. 25 
Am!'Ilunition for morning and evening gun................................ 15,948.00 
Artillery targets ...................................................................... . 
Purchase of sites for seacoast defenses................................... 100. 28 
Sites for fortifications and seacoast defenses.............................. 746, 101.64 
Gun and mortar batteries ......... . ....................................... 1,824, 8.U. 96 
Sea wall, Governo1s Island, New York Harbor............................ 45,000.00 
Powder and projectiles, proceeds of sales.................................. 5, 340. 27 
Seacoast batteries for instruction of militia .....••.••.•...••.••...•.. , .................. . 
Total fortifications ................••.•.••.•••..•.•••••••••..•..•.••. 
Repayments in excess of payments ..••..•.••.••....•••••••••••..•....•... 






























Payments I Carried to I Balance 
July 1, 1891, surplus fund June 30, 1892. 
to June 30, June 30, 1892. 1892. 
$28, 769. 56 , •••••••••••••. , $1, 340. 44 

















































Bttildings and grounds in and around 'Washington. 
Improvement and care of public grounds ................................ . 
Repairs, fuel, etc., Executive Mansion .. ............... .. ..... . ... . .. .... . 
Lighting, etc., Executive Mansion .......•.•..........•..•.............•.. 





Telegraph to connect the Capitol with the Departments and the Govern· 
ment Printiug Office .................................................... , ........ . . ... . 
W~te~ SUJ?ply, Executive Mansion ....... .. . ... .. ....... .. .... .... . ...... . 
Bmldmg for State, War, and Navy Departments ......................... . 
Increasing the water supply of Washington, D. C ....................... . 
Erection of fish ways at Great Fall,, ... ... ............ . ..•. ....... ..•...... 
Building for ..A.rmy Medical Museum and Library . . .. . ......•.... ... ...... 
Care and maintenance of the Washington Monument ...... .. ............ . 
Total buildings and grounds in and around Washington. 
Repayments in excess of payments .......................... . 
Actual expenditures 
Purchase of Fort Brown reservation, Texas ...•••.•••••••••••.•••.•...... 
Wharf at Fortress Monroe, Va .................•.......................... 
Bridge over Mill Creek, Fortress Monroe, Va 
Sewerage_system, Fortress Monroe, Va .... .. . 
Military posts .......................................•.•.•....•............ 
Officers' quarters, military post at Columbus, Ohio 

































Fort Sidney, Nebr ...................•..•.••••.••..•.•••............. · 1 15, 004. 86 , .••••••.• : • •. · 1 · • • . • • • . • • • • .. . 15, 004. 861.... . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • . . • • • • 15, 004. 86 
Near Newport, Ky. (site).............................................. 11,972.05 . ••••••• •• • •• . . • • ..••• •• . . . . 11,972.05 11, 834.00 . •. • •. . •• .• •• • 138. 05 
Near Newport, Ky. (buildings) . . . • • . • • • • . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 339. 51 . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • . . . . . . • • . . 13, 339. 51 . • • • . • • . . . • . . . •• • • • . . . . • • • •• 13, 339. 51 iii i~tt!lllii)Iiii!!!!I!Hi!It!!I!))H!i :::'.;;:m:~: ~\iiii]i\\i \!\\\\\:!!\: ;~;ti\! \\HlHl)\ I\\\\l\j\\ ;J:!!I\~ 
..A.t Fort Omaha, Nebr . . . . . • . . . • • • • . • . • . • . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 113, 383. 54 .•••. . _- . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . 113, 383, 54 14, 650. 00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 98, 733. 54 
F Fort Bliss,. ~ex .. -...... ·.• .. _...... ... •• • .•• • • . .. • • • •••••• ••••....... • .. 148,959.00 . ... .. • • • .• • • . .... ... .. ..... 148. 959. 00 4,409.69 . • • . • • . • • .. • • . 144,549.31 
ort Brady, military post, M1ch1gan........ .. • .. ... . •• .................... 96,837.60 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. • • • • .. • • . 96,837.60 96, 837.60 ...................... - -- - . -
~rchase of buildinffs at military posts................................... ... . . . . . . . . . . . 50, ooo. oo ......... .. • . . 50,000.00 40,272.52 .... •• •• • •• ... 9,727.48 
O provem,:,nt of Yel owstone National Park . . • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • .. . . . . . • • • • . • 25, 000. 10 75, 000. 00 • .. • • • • • • . . • . . 100, 000. 10 99, 481. 12 • .. • • • • • • . • • .. 518. 98 
hickamauga and Chattanooga National Park... .......................... 104,753.08 200, ooo. oo ••• •••••. .. • . . 304,753.08 165,824. oo ... . . .• • • .. ••. 138,929.08 

























Statement of appropriations under direction of the Wa1· Department for the fiBcf!,l yea1· ending Jiine 30, 1892, eto.-Continued. 
Title of appropriation. 
PUBLIC WORKS-continued. 
Harbors and riveTB, 
Impili1Jrt~t::: :::::::::: :: : :::::~ :: :: : : ::: ::: :::::: ::::~:::: :: : : : 
Breakwater from Mount Desert to Porcupine Island, Maine ••••••••••••.. 
Improving harbor at-- · 
Portland, Me ..•.•..•.•••.•...• ....... ..••..•••••.•.••••••••••••.•••••• 
Camden, Me .........•.•...................••.•••••••••••.•••.•••••••. 
Improving channel in Back Cove, Portland, Me 
Improving harbor at--
Rockport, Me ..... . 
Portsmouth, N. H .....•................••••• ~ .. ~ ..••••••.•••••••••.••. 
Harbor of Refuge at Little Harbor, N. H .•.•••.••..••••••• ••••••••••.••••• 
Improving harbor at--
ifi!~t:{~:::::::: :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::::: :: ::: : : : : :: : : :: : : : 
Edgartown, Mass 
Chatham, Mass ..•.•••.••••••............••.••.•••.•.•..••.•••..••.•••. 
Gloucester .......••...........................••••••••••.••..••••••••. 
Harbor of Refnge,Sandy Bay, Cape.Ann .....••..•••••.••••.••••••• -••••.•. 
Improving harbor at--
~t1~~ire"t. _. _- _- _-: _.: _. .·::: _-_-_-: :: : : : : : .·.·_-::: :::: _. _._. :::::: ::: : : : : :: : :: : :: :: : 
~:;bn~¥i:J: ::: : : : ::: :: : :: :: : :: : : : : : ::::: ::: : : : : :: :::::::: ::::: :::::: 
~~~~~~ti~·~::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Scituate ...•..•.••••••••••..••....••............•.•.••. ~ ••..•••••.••••. 
Salem . ......... . 
Vineyard Haven 
Wareham ...... . 
Westfield .................... : ... . . ; .........•••••••.••••••••••....•••. 
Harbor of Refuge at Poiut Judith, Rhode Island ..•..•..•••.•••.•••.•••••. 
Improving harbor at Block Island 
:Breakwater at New Haven, Conn ...... .. .......••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Harbor of Refuge, Ducks Island Harbor, Conn ••••••.•••••.••.•••••••••••• 
Improving harbor at--
if!~fn~~. g~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : ::: : :: 
Balances 



































July 1, 1891, July 1, 1891, 





































Payments I Carried to I Balance 
July 1, 1891, surplus fund June 30, 1892. 
to j une 30, June 30, 1892, 
1892 . 
. $11, 000. 00 •••••••••••••• 




15,000.00 .............. 25,000.00 
5,500.00 




--·······-···- ·········-··· · 13,269.01 
-------- ........ 
3,727.99 






12,500.00 ............... 2,500.00 
84,000.00 ... ........... 28,000.00 
5,000.00 ................. 5,000.00 
11,500.00 ................ ............... 








.................. . ............... 4,000.00 



































Five Mile River, Conn ..••• .-•.•.•..•••••••••••..•••••.•.•.•..•..•••.•.. 
New Haven, Conn 
Milford, Conn. 
Norwalk, Conn 
Stamford, Conn ....... . ..... . 
Wilson's Point, Conn ...... .. .... •... ..•••......••....... 
lmprovino- Buttermilk Channel, New York ....................... ... .. ... . 
Improving Arthur Rill between Staten Island and New .Jersey, New York 
and New .Jersey . ......... . ................. - . --. -- --................... . 
Break water at Rouse's Point, Lake Champlain, New York . ............... . 
Improving harbor at Buffalo, N. Y ... .......... . .... . 
Improdng Canarsie Bay, N. Y ............... . ..... : ..................... . 
ImJ!~'l~fs~~a~.~~~ ~.~t.~~~~ ~t.~~e.~ ~~~~~.~ ~~~ .1:~.~.~ ~~~~!: .1:.e.":. ~ ~~-~. ~~~ 
Improvmg channel m Gowanus Bay, New York ..•..••............ .....••. 
Improving harbor•at- -
Charlotte. N. Y ......•••.•..............•....•••.•••..........•.••...•. 
Dunkirk,'N. Y .....•...•....••...•...•...•....... ..................... 
if E!J.~~i ~; t~~~;: ii)):::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::: 
f iti~Ji??IEH+IH/:/::::::::: 
i~iY~f :;:[~ i;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~::::::::::: 
Plattsburz, N. Y .......•....••..•• · · · · 
Pultneyville, N. Y 
Rondout, N. Y ........................ .. ............................•. 
Improving T<_mawanda Harbor and Niagara River, New York .......•.••. 
New Yor.ir Harbor .•..... . ......... 
Harbor at Mamaronock ........... . 
Improving Raritan Bay,.New .Jersey . .... ....•.. 
Survey of harbor at Atlantic City, N . .r ........ ...... .. ... ............. .. . 
Improving Shoal Harbor and Compton's Creek, New .Jersev .........•.... 
Improv~ng harbor betwl:en Philadelphia, Pa., and Camden;· N . .r ......... . 
Improvmg harbor at Erie, Pa ..••••........... 
Ice harbor at Marcus Hook, Pa .. 
Ice harbor at New Castle, Del. ........................................... . 
f11J.lronrrg barb-or at Delaware Breakwater, Delaware ........... .. ...... . i: harbor at Reedy Island, Delaware ........ .. .. ............... . ..... ... . 
proving harbor at Wilmin~-ton, Del. .. .... ... .......... . .............. . 
Removi?3g obstructions from ~he harbor at Delaware Breakwater ........ . 






















































500. 00 500. 00 
18,000.00 16,000.00 
30,837.00 6,000.00 
. 75(1. 00 ......... ... .. ... 
···· ··· ···----
750. 00 
3,500.00 3,500.00 .. ... .......... ............... . 
168,244.00 131,322.05 ....... ........ 36, ~21. 95 




2,500.00 1,500. 00 
··-···--······ 
1,000.00 >--o 








···· ······ · ·-- i·············· 13,498.41 0 15,000.00 15, 000. 00 ' ....•••••••••. ........ .. ....... 
10,000.00 10,000.00 .. .. ............ 
··········-··· 
rzj 
1,500.00 1,500.00 • • e • t !! • • • • • • ~ • ............... 8 9,000.00 9,000.00 ................. 
···········-·-6,500.00 6,500.00 ................ ................. ~ 




rJ). 37,000, 00 17,500.00 ............... 19,500.00 t_zj 16,500.00 12,500.00 ................ 4,000.00 Cl 25,044.82 20,000.00 ................ 5,044.82 t:Cl 500. 00 .... -- - -. -... --.. ......... ....... 500. 00 t_zj 22,874.76 17,500.00 
---------····· 
5,374.76 8 26,000.00 16, ooo. 00 ............... 10,000.00 ~ 1,000.00 700. 00 ................ 300. 00 5,000.00 5. 000. 00 .................. 
·········----- >-< 63,000.00 45; 500. 00 
. -... --.... -~ -.. 17,500.00 
90, 000.00 64,000.00 ............... 26,000.00 0 220. 55 
·······---·-·· 
.............. 220. 55 rzj 
20,000.00 20,000.00 
·············· ·-·-·········· 99G.49 
·············-
-............... 996. 49 ~ 500. 00 500. 00 ................. ............... 666,500.00 50,000.00 ................. 616,500.00 42,786.62 6,500.00 
······-·····-· 
36,286.62 
5,000.00 ................ .............. 5,000.00 
15, 083.00 11,500.00 .............. 3, 5~3. 00 
60,000. 00 60,000.00 .............. ........ ........... 
16,236.93 ................. .................. 16,236.93 
10,000.60 8,000.00 ................ 2,000.00 
734. 08 .................. ............... 734, 08 
349, 792.00 
900. 00 
1, 524. 58 I· ............ + ............ · I 1,524.58 N) 
o, 000. 00 •••••••••.•••.••••••• , •••••• 6,000.00 ~ 
275,000.00 
li2. 000. 00 

































;;,-I , 000.00 
... . ... ......... 
,, 000. 00 
2, 4-17.H 








8, 220. 00 
2,000.00 





















Calumet, Ill .•••••••••••••........•...•.••••••••••••.•••••.•••..••.•••. 
~i;~1~t~~: :: : ::::: ::::::: :: : : : : : : :: : : : ::: ::: : : ::: : : : ::::: :: : : :: : : : 
Harbor of refuge at- , 
Grand Marais, Mich •.•••••.•.••...•..•...••••..••..••..•.•....•..••.•. 
Portage Lake, Mich ..•.•••...............•.•••••..•••...............••• 
Sand Beach, Mich ..••.•••. 
Improving harbor _at-
Black Lake, Mich .••. ...... 
Charlevoix, Mich 
Frankfort, Mich . ... .••.... .. .. ..... .. .... ..•. . ........... .. ........•• . 
Grand Haven, Mich 
Manistee, Micl_1 .....•..............................•....•.. 
Cheboygan, Mich . . ..•. 





Petoskey, Mich ....••.....••... 
~t~~hWa~e~iM~~h:::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : ................. . 
White River, Mich ............................. - - ........ ...• .. ·•·· .. . 
Improving Eagle Harbor ................ _. . ..... ~.·: ............... ~ ..•.•.. 
Improving moutl: and harbor of Cedar River, !if1?h1gan ....... . 
Improving Harbor of Refuge Lake Huron, M1ch1gan 
Improving harbor at--
Ahnapee, Wis ..••..•••••....•.........•.•.................••....•.•... 
Ashland, Wis ...•••••.......•.••.••..••......•......•........ - .. -.. - .. 
Green Bay, Wis 
Kenosha, "\Vis ...•••••....•.............•.. 
Kewaunee, Wis 
Manitowoc, Wis 
Menomonee, Wis ...•••.•.••..•............................ 
Milwaukee, Wis 
Oconto, Wis ...... . 
im::.~;!;~t~:~.: ~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Superior Ba\vnd St. Louis Bay, Wis ..•.•••...•......•. •............. 
~~gii;!~~. J!~: :::::: ::::::::: :::: :: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::'::: 
Harbor of refuge, Milwaukee Bay, Wis ........................••......... 
Harbor of refuge at entrance Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wisconsin ...........•• 
Ice harbor at Dubuque, Iowa: ••••••••••••••........•....•..•......•..••••• 
Improving harbor at-
tf;;:i ~ara~M:~!:~i;:: ::::::: :::::::::: :: : : ::::: :: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Duluth, Minnesota ................•...............••••.•.............. 
Breakwater and harbor of refuge between Straits of Fuca and San Fran· 






























4. 500. 00 
1,055.13 
2,024.49 
6. 000. 00 
2. 000. 00 
3,500.00 
3,000.00 
15. 500. 00 




2. 000. 00 
4. 503. 99 




1~ 4C3. 00 7,500.00 ............... 7,963.00 
90,000.00 90,000.00 ................. ................... 




49, 889.27 45,989.27 .............. 3,900.00 
4,000.00 ..................... .......... ....... 4,000.00 






.............. 2,000.00 ~ 5,000. 00 1,000.00 ............... 4,000.00 
43,000.00 29,000.00 ................... 14,000.00 trj 
23,000.00 21,000.00 ............... 2,000.00 M::l 
17. 955. 00 
----·---- -----
................ 17,955.00 0 
7, 000.00 5,500.00 ................ 1,500.00 ~ 
2, 500.00 500. 00 ................ 2,000.00 1-3 
34.182. 00 20,182.00 .............. 14,000.00 0 30, 000.00 24, 000.00 .................. 6,000.00 
3,000.00 2,000.00 ............... 1,000.00 ezj 
15. 000. 00 I ........ ......... ................ 15,000.00 1-3 5; 000. 00 5,000.00 ................ .................. ~ 6,000.00 6,000.00 ............... ................... 
12,000.00 1,500.00 ................. 10,500.00 trj 
2,486.33 200. 00 .. ........... ..... 2,286.33 Ul 2,000.00 500. 00 ............... 1,500.00 trj 14,865. 20 10 , 000.00 ............... 4,865.20 0 
4,000.00 4, QOO. 00 ~ ............... ............... t_:rj 
49,264.40 44, 864.40 ................... 4,400.00 1-3 7,000.00 5,300.00 
···········-·· 
1,700.00 l> 11,000.00 10, 000.00 .............. 1,000.00 ~ 4,500.00 4,500.00 ................. ............... ~ 1,055. 13 1,055. J3 ............... .............. 
2,024.49 2, 024 49 .................. ............... 0 6, 000.00 6, 000.00 
--------······ 
............... ~ 2, 000.00 2, 000.00 ................ ............... 
3,500.00 3,000.00 ............... 500. 00 ~ 3. 000. 00 3,000.00 .................. ............... 
15. 500. 00 15,500.00 ................ ................. ~ 52. 963. 70 32,563.70 ............... 20,400.00 
10, 600.00 10,600.00 ............... .......... ..... .. 
500. 00 500. 00 
---··········· 
.................. 




4,503.99 .................. ................ 4,503.99 
25, 797.40 2<l, 797. 40 ...... -.... -..... 1, ooo.ob 
16,000.00 l6, 000. 00 ................. 
15,376.00 44,976.00 29,600.00 
·············· ~ 
140, 858. 52 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 140,858.52 ~ 
Statement of appropriations und~r direction of the War Department jot· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, etc.-Continued:. 
Title of appropriation. 
PUBLIC WORKS-continued. 
Harb01·s and rivers-Continued. 
Improv~g Humboldt harbor and bay, California ....... -.........•.•.•.... 
Improvmg harb~r atr-;- , . 
Oakland, California .................................................. . 
Wilmin_gton, 9alif?rnia ......... . 
San Lms, CaJ1fornrn. . ...... - ..... . 
San Die•7 o California ...... ............... . .... ....... . .. ............. . 
Survey of s'ar{ Francisco Harbor, San ?ablo, and Suisau 1?ays, Str~its ot 
Carquinez, and mouths of San J o~q run and Sacramen0 riYers, Ca~.ffor1?a: 
SllTT'ey of P acific coast bet.ween pomts Dumas and Cap1straue, Callforma 
Improving entrance to Coos bay and harbor, Oregon 
Improving Yaquina Bay, Oregon ....... ............ . 
Improving N ebalem Bay, Oer~on .......... ~ .............................. . 
Pm·chase of Portage Lake ana Lake Super10r canals ..................... . 
Pres?rv_ation of Portag_o Lake and L~]rn Superior canals ................. . 
Tmprovmg Moosabec J5arat Jonespoiu, Me ............. . 
Improving Bagaduce River, Maine ......................... . 
~~~~~i f;~~!i'.;~~~ ~i;:~: M:l~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Improving Kennebec River, Maine ........................... . 
l:I~~~~i If Eiil::~Rir{!ir ;::~:::::::: ~:::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ 
Improving Bellamy River, New Hampshire .............................. . 
Tmproving Cocheco Rh-er, New Hampshire .................. . 
Improving Otter Creek, Vermont .... ...... ...... .... ........ ........ .... . 
Improving Ipswich Ri1rer, Massachusetts ................................ . 
Improving Merrimac River, Massaclmsetts .....••••...................•.. 
Improving Pow ow River, Massachusetts ....•........... ................ . 
Improving Taunton River, Massacbu;;etts ............................... . 
Removing Green Jacket Shoal, Providence River, Rhode Island ......... . 
Improving Providence River ancl Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island ...... . 
Improving Pawcatuck River, Rhode Island .............................. . 
Improving Pawtucket Ri ,· er, Rhode Island ..........................•.•.. 
Improving Connecticut River betweun Hartford and Holyoke, Conn ..... . 
Improving Connecticut River, Connecticut . 
Improving Housatonic River, Connectiout. 
Improving Mystic River, Connecticut . .... . 
Improving Thames River, Connecticut ................................... . 
:Removing obstrncti-ons in East River and Hell Gate, New ~York --~----~--
Appropriated! Repayments 
Balances I July 1, 1891, July 1, 1891, 
July 1, 1891. to June 30, to June 30, 
1892. 1892. 










































































190, 000. OO, 
Payments 
July 1, 1891 I Carried to I to June 30' surplus fund Balance -
1892. ' June ?o, 18_92. June 30, 1892. 
$82,735.00 ............... $26,000.00 




25,000.00 . . .. - ••• • * ••••• 
····-------·--
................... ................. 47,000.00 
--------------
................. 1,000.00 
150. 00 . .......... ........ - 3,350.00 
38,259.40 ................. 1,740.60 
56,078.57 ...... ......... 13,921.43 
--------------
..................... 8,500.00 






-#-....... ····:·" 8,500.00 
1,000.00 .................... 5,800. 00 
--------------
................... 10,000.00 
13, 100.00 ................ . 3,400.00 
5,000.00 ...... .. ............ .................. 
12,065.00 .................. 15,000.00 
19,000. 00 .............. 34,500.00 
--·------ ---·· 
.............. . .. -35, 000. 00 
5,000.00 .... -........ -.. - .. - 4,500.00 
22,500.00 .. ........... ..... ................. 





9, 9GO. 00 
.............. . . .... .... ......... 8,000.00 
-------······· --------······ 
8, 94.0. 30 
4,500.00 . .................. ............... 
33,000.00 ................ 2,935.00 
5,000.00 ................. 
······-··---·· 
19,000.00 .............. 3,918.00 


























Improving Browns <.::reekJ.. New York ............ . 
Improving East Chester 1,reek. New York ............................... . 
Improving Narrnws at Lake Champlain, New York an<l. Vermont ....... . 
Improving Great Chazy RiYer, New York ............................... . 
. Improving Harlem River, New York 
~ Improving Hudson River, New York ..... . 
IJ>- Improv!ng P::ttchogue Rh:er, N ~w York ..... . 
~ Impronng Ticonderoga River, :New York ................. . 
Improving Wappingers Creek, New York ~ Improv~g M~tt;:i,wan C:reek, New Jersey 
I Improvmg Ehzal.>eth R1ver,NewJersey .............. . Improving Maurice River, New Jersey .................. ... . . 
<j Improving Passaic River, New Jersey .................... . 
0 Improving Raritan River, New Jersey ...•................. 
t'4 Improving Shrewsbury River, New Jersey 
H Improving South River, New Jersey .. : ... . 
I 
Improving Raccoon River, New Jersey ...................... ... ......... . 
Improving Squam River, New ,Jersey ...... .. . ... ........................ . 
Dam at Herrs Island, Allegheny River, near Pittsburg, Pa ....... ..... .. . 
~ Purchase of upper lock and tlam, Monongahela River, betw ee11 Pittsburg, 
Pa.,and Morgantown, W. Va .......................................... . 
Cost of condemnatiou of upper lock anrl dam, Monongahela Riv.er, between 
Pittsburg, Pa. and Morganstown, W. Va . . ........................... .. . 
Improving Allegheny River, Pennsylvania ................ . 
Improving Delaware l'tiver, Pennsylvania and New Jersey .........•.. .... 
Improvin~Schuylkill River, Pennsylvama ............................... . 
Survey of velaware River between Philadelphia-, Pa., and Camden, N. J .. . 
Improving Choptank River, Maryland ....... : ................ . 
Improving Chester River, Maryland .......................... . 
Improving Elk River, l\;[aryland ................... . 
Improving" Patuxent River, Maryland .......... .. ............ . .... ....... . 
Improving Susquehanna River near Havre de Grace, Md ..... . 
~~~~;~f ~\~°:1~~ .~:~.e~~ .~~?~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Improving waterway from Chincoteague Bay to Indian River Bay, Vir· 
ginia,.Maryland, and Delaware ...... _. .............. . ........ . 
Improvmg Hampton Creek and Bar, V1rgima ............ . .. . 
Impro"?-ng Aquia Creek, Virgi_ni3: ........................................ . 
Improving Occoquan Creek, Virgmia ................................ c .. . 
~prov~ng Urbana Creek, Yirgini.a . : . : ........ , .......... · ............... . 
Improv!ng .Ap_Pomatto?C Rrv;er, Vrr~1~1~ ...... .,_ .................. _ ..... . 
Im p~ov~ng Ch1ckah<?1mny ~1v_er1 V 1rgmia ............... : ............... . Imp r~v~g James Rr';er,. :7"1rgi~1a:.- ................. . ......... .. ..... .... . . 
p vmg Mattapom Rner, V1rgmia ................................... . 
Improving Nansemond River, Virginia ....•...•..................... : ... . 
Improving Pamunky Rfver, Virginia ........•........... ~· .............. . 
Improving Rappahannock Rivtr, Virginia. 
Improving Staunton River, Virginia .................................. . .. . ~i~~;~f ~ ~~l1t It::c1i:t1n~~~; vi~gi~i~·;~~i N o~·th. ca{·oi11;~::::::::::: 
tprov~ng New River, Virginia and ·west Vir~inia ...............•..••.. 









































700. 00 ····· ... ······ 
$301. 04 
11,000.00 ......... . ........ .... ..... . 
700. 00 .......•.................... 
8,916.97 . .............. .... .....•.... 
7,834.74 ........................... . 



























2-1, 500. 00 
4,46_5. 28 
7,000.00 




































































700.00 1···· ··········1·············· 




























Statement of approp1·iations unde1· direction of t'r.e Wa1· Depart?nent Joi· the fiscal ye_m· ending June 30, 1892, etc.-Continued. 
Title of appropriation. 
PUBLIC WORKS-continued. 
Harbors and rivers-Continued. 
Impro"-!ng Big Sanc~y Ri,er, We~t -Yi~ginia and Kentucky •.•••••••••.... 
Improvmrr Cheat River, West Vll'~!lllt ................... . 
Improving Great Kanawha River, west Vu:gini.a. 
Improving Little Kanawha River, West Virginia ...•.... 
Improving Shenandoah River, West Virginia .............•.......... ..... 
Im:Jt:~&a;~il:;~~!. ~~~ -~-o_r~o:~. ~~~~~~'. ~~1:~~1~~~·-~~ ~~~>~~~~·~~ ~-~~~~l.'. 
Improving Ocracoke Inlet, North Carolina .. ............................. . 
Improving waterway between New River and Swansboro, North Carolina 
Improving Oontentni.i. !' eek, North Carolina . ........................... . 
Improv~ng Fishing Ore , North Caroli.I~a ......•...•••................... 
Improvmg Mackers Cr ek, North Oarolma ..•.•.••..•..••••..•....•.•.... 
Improving Cape .E ear River~ North Carolina . ............................ . 
Improving New River, N ortu Carolina ....... ........• ............. ....... 
Improving Neuse River, North Carolina ........ .......... . 
Improving Lumber River, North Carolina .......... . 
Improving Pa.tulico and 'l'ar Rivers, N ort-h Carolina . 
lmproving Roanolre River, North Carolina .. ... . 
Impro,ing Trent River, North Carolina ....•............. 
Improving Yadkin River, North Carolina .......... . .................... . 
Improving Waccamaw River, North Carolina aml South Carolina ....... . 
Improving Mingo Creek, Sout,h Carolina ................. : .... . 
Improving Ashley River, South Carolina ................. ................ . 
Improving Beaufort River, South Carolina . 
Impro~ng Cong~ree :River, South Car_oliua .... ..... •.. : .............. . 
Improvmg Clarir s River, South Carolma~ ....•.....• .. .... 
Improving Edisto River, South Carolina ........... .. .... . 
Improving Great Pee D ee River, South Carolina 
Improving Little Pee Dee River, South Carolina 
Improving ~alkiehatchie River, South Carolina 
Improving Santee River, South Carolina ...... . 
Improving W ateree River, South Carolina ..... . 
Improving ,Jeckyl Creek, Georgia ............... . 
Improving .:\..ltamaba River. Geor~ia ..................................... . 
Improving Chattahoochee River, ueorgia and Alabama .................. . 
Improv~g Co_osa R;iver, Georgia and .Alabama ................... , ....... . 
Improvmg Flmt River, Georgia ............ . 
Improving Ocmulgee River, Georgia. 
Improving Oconee River, Georgia. 
Appropriated! Repayments 
Balances I Jul;y: 1, 1891, July 1, 1891, 
July 1, 1891. to .June 30, to .'tune 30, 
1892. 1892. 










14. 500. 00 
120,001.50 
7. 990, 00 
10,007.85 































































Payments I Carried to I Balance 
·July 1, 1891, surplus fund June 30, 1892. 
to June 30, June 30, 1892. 1892. 
$11,000.00 




1,000.00 1 · ............ ·1 1,000.00 
••••.......... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 10, 000. 00 
14,500.00 ... ....... ... ..••.... ....... 


































Improving Oosten:mla anu Coosnwatcc rivers, Georgia 
Improving Savannah River, Georgia .. ............ . ... . 
Improving La Grange Bayon, Florida ........................ . 
Im1)ro-,~ng Sa,rasota Bay,_Florida ·.· .....................•......•........ -.-
Improvmg Ocklawnha River, Florula ................. ............. ..... . . 
Improving Choctawhatchce ~iver, Florida nnd Alabama ......... . ...... . . 
Improving Escambia and Conecuh rivers, l!'lorida and Alabama ......... . 
Improvin o- Manatee River, Florida ....................................... . 
Improving St .Johns River, Florida ...... .... ... ..... . 
Improving Withlacoochee River, Fl()rida ................................. . 
Improving Alabama River, Alabama ..................................... . 
Improving Black Warrior River, Alabama ........... . 
Improving Cal1aba River, Alabama ....... ......... , ...... . 
Improying Tallapoosa River, Alabama ................................... . 
Improving Warrior and Tombigbee rivers, Alabama and Mississippi. ... . 
Improving Yazoo River, Mississippi ..................................... . 
Improving Tchula Lake, Mississippi. . .... .... ....... . 
lmpro~g Cbic_ka~:1hay ~iv~r, _Mi~sissippi 
Improvmg Leaf River, M1ss1ss1ppi ...................................... . 
Improving Noxubee River, Mississippi ............... : .................. . 
Improving Pascagoula River, Mississippi. ........... . 
Improv~ug Pe_aT~ R;ive~, ¥ississippi. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Im prov mg Mississippi River ............................................. . 
Improving Mississippi River from Minneapolis to Des Moines Rapids, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, and \Visconsin, ................... . 
Imp~ovi1;1.g Missjssi_ppi Rive_r froD?, DHs Moines Rapids to mouth of Illi· 
no1s River, lllmois and Mrnsoun ....................................... . 
Improving Mississippi River between mouths of Ohio and Illinois rivers, 
Illinois and Missouri. .................................................. . 
Impro-ving Mississippi River above :falls of St. Anthony ................ . 
Improving Mississippi River from St. Paul to Des Moines Rapids, Min-
nesota, Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, and Wisconsin ........................ . 
Reservoirs at head waters of MississipJ)i River ... . ...................... . 
Improving Des Moines Rapids, Mississippi River, Iowa, and Illinois ..... . 
Gauging the waters of Lower Mississippi and its tributaries ............. . 
Operat~ng snag and_ dre~ge b?a~s ~n t'!1c "'!JJ)per Mississippi River ........ . 
Removmg obstruct10ns m Mississippi River ....... , ..................... . 
Constructing jetties and other works at South Pass, Mississippi Rfrcr .. . 
Examination and surveys at South Pass, Mississippi River .............. . 
Mississippi River Commission .......•.•...•..•...•••....... 
Improving Bogue Chitto, Louisiana .....•.•.................•...•...•..... 
• Improving Bayou Brauf, Louisiana ...........••.••...•.................... ' · 
Improving Bayou Bartholomew, Louisiana ..•.... 
~p~~~~g ~ayou Bla_ck, Louisia11;a; .......•.............................. 
Im Proving Ba you ~afourc~e, Lourn_in;na ................................. . 
Improving B:y~~ ftquemme, Loms~ana ...•. : · .- ...........•............. 
P g y s ondeway and Vidal, Lomsrn,na ................. _._ .. . 
Improving Bayou Teche, Louisiana ............ _._ ..... . ................. . 
Connecting Bayou Teche with ·Grand Lake at Charenton, La ............ . 
i:p~~~g !_ay!'.m I';lrre Bon1!e! Loutsiana ............................... . 
p g mite iver, Lomsiana ..... . ...... . 
Improving Calcasieu River and Pass, Louisiana ...•.•.....••..••......... 
4!l!l. 39 
14,500.00 






134, 9:JU. 05 · 
4,000.00 
15. 094. 43 





2, 5U0. 00 
3,500. OU 
3,500. ( 0 
3,000.00 
4,975.00 
21 ,481.00 · 
2, 596, 24.9. 19 
499. 39 .............. , .............. , 





8,000.00 6,000.00 . ...... ......• 
. 4, Ol3. 41 4,013.41 
---··--······ · 6,000.00 
··------------ -------·------
134,930.05 80,000.00 .................... 
4,000.00 4; 000. 00 
-- .. ------------












. -- .. -- - .... --- ... 
3,500. oo. 3,500.00 
---------- ----
3,500.00 3,500.00 ................. 
3;000. 00 3,000.00 
-------------·-
4,975.00 4,975.00 ................... :.. 
21,481.00 12,500.00 ...................... 
2, 596, 249. 19 1, 91~, 312. 00 .................... .. 
330,004.64 253,500.00 ......................... 
95,061.18 · 71,007.96 ........................ 
355,100.00 249,000.00 ...................... 
6,000.00 4,404.83 ....................... 
1,400.05 400. 05 ...................... 
84,663.17 53,664.01 ....................... 
8,500.00 5,000.00 ..................... 
6,000.00 6,000.00 ........................ 
25,000.00 25,000.00 .. .. ......... .. .......... 
90,970.97 90, 970.97 ........................ 
125,000.00 125,000.00 "'"i·--·-···--· 




5,000.00 2, 500,..00 ....................... 
4, 000.00 
1,500. 00 
319. 31 ................ .. .... ...................... . 
70,000. 00 · 16,200.00 ....................... 
110,000.00 45,000. c,o ..................... 
500. 00 500. 00 ......................... 
5,000.00 5,000.00 ...................... 
22,100.05 ................. ,. ...... 
··------------
2,992.00 ...................... ....................... 
























24,053.23 t?;:l 0 
106, 100. 00 , ~ t?;:l 1,595.17 8 · 
1,000.00 I>-~ 30,999.16 t-< 3,500.00 
...................... 0 
..... .................. ~ 
......................... 
......................... ~ 









Statement of approprfrttions under dfreotion of the War Depa1·t1nent for the fiscal year enditi{J June 30, 1892, etc.-:-Continued. 
I IApp,oprlatedl Rc••ymonts I I POymont, I Cani,d to I · 
Title of appropri~tion. 
Balances July J., 1891, Jul 1, 1891, .Aggre ·ate Jul 1, 1891, sm·pl 8 fund Balance !July 1, 1891. to :Tune 30, to June 30, availa§le. to June 30, June io 1892 June 30, 1892. 
. 1892. 1892. 1892. '. · 
PUBLIC WORKS-continued. I I ' Harbor/! and rivers -Continued. 
$4, 500. 00 . . . . . . • • . • • • . • . . . • • . • • • • • • • . $4, 500. 00 $1, 800. 00 . . . • . . . • • • • • • . $2, 700. 00 
1,000.00 . . • . • •• • • . . . . . . .• • • • • . . . . . . . 1,000.00 1,-000. 00 ...•....• : .· ••. .••••......... 
77, 500: 00 .. ~.... . ...... . . • . • • • . . . . • . . 77, 500. 00 39, 506. 35 . . . • • • . . . . • • • . 37,993.65 
21, 500. 00 . . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 21, 500. 00 21, 500. 00 .......•••.•...•............ 
40, G67. 35 ·- ................. .................. 40,667.35 ................... .................... 40,667.35 
289,400.00 .................... 
---·-···-----· 
289,400.00 253,400. OU ........... ........ 36,000.00 
16,651.57 ....................... ...................... 16. 651. 57 ....................... ..... .................. 16,651.57 
35,868.78 ..... ............. . 
--------------
35,368.78 ................... .................... 35,368.78 
9,000.00 ...................... ..................... 9,000.00 7,000.00 .................... 2,000.00 
18,000.00 
--------·---·-
.................... 18,000.00 16,500.00 ...................... 1,500.00 
2,000. 00 ...... ........... . . 
----- ·-··-- ---
2,000.00 1,300.00 ................ 700. 00 
4,157.84 
····---·----·· 






















11, 56]. 64 








2,500.00 ................... ............... . .. 2,500.00 2,500.00 .................. 
--------------
4,700. 00 .................. ................ 4,700.00 3,700.00 
------------- -
1,000.00 
417, 00! 09 
--------------
..................... 417,004.09 60,000.00 .. ................. 357,004.09 
34,518.08 ...... ., ......... .................... 34,518.08 19, 51.8. 08 




................... 7,000. 00 7,000.00 .................. ................ 
2,200.00 
---·······----
.................. 2,200.00 2,200.00 .................. ................. 
1,500.00 
···········---
................... ] , 500. 00 1,000.00 .................. 500. 00 
16,000.00 ................... ................ 16,000.00 15,000.00 .................. 1,000.00 
337,003.91 .................... ................... 337,003.91 !!06, 150. 00 ................... 130,853.91 
1,000. 00 ................... ... .. ............. 1,000.00 1,000.00 ................. ................. 
196,009.00 ................ .................... 196,009. 00 138,200.00 
----···-···-·· 
57,809.00 
98,129.14 ................. .................... 98,129.14 98,120.14 ................. 
--------------
20,000.00 .................... ....................... 20,000.00 5,000.00 .................... 15,000.00 
485. 00 .................. 
------·-·--··· 
485. 00 .................. .................. 485. 00 
9,565.92 .................. 
-------------· 
9,565.92 .................... .................... 9,565.92 
247,500.00 .. ................. .. ................. 247,500.00 5,190.57 ................... 242,309.43 


























Improving Sandusky River, Ohio . . .. .. ...•.• ..•. .. ..•• .. .... .. . .•...••... 1,500, O'l I . 
Operat.ing snag boats on Ohio Ri,er, Ohio ... .......... . . .... ...........••..•.... ..... 
Exruuin:-tti?n of Porta~e Lake and Lake Snpe!·ior _Ship U~na~s....... .. . .. 3, O;I'. 
Improvm g Hay Lake ubannel, Sault Ste. Mane Rrver, M1ch11lan . . . . . . . . . 700, (), .. 
Improving St. Clair F lats Canal, Michigan:_.. .. ... .......... . .......... .. . 50, CL 
Improving Black River, Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . 9, u,.L 
Improving Menomonee River, Micbig:tn and Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37, 000 .. . 
Improving Saglnaw River, Michigan....... ... .. . . ................. .... .. . 35,000. LC 
Improving St.Joseph River, Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l, 000. 00 
Improving St. Marys River, Micl1igan... .. . . . ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 026, 500. 00 
Improving St. Marys River and St. Marys Falls Canal, Michigan. . . . • . . • . . 182. 31 
Improving Chippewa River, ·wisconsin. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . - 7,000.00 
Improving St. Croix River, Wisconsin and Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500. 00 
Improving Fox River, "\Visconsin....... .. .... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67, !17:). SJ 
Damages b37 improvement of Fox and Wisconsin ri,ers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109. 00 
Improving Minnesota River, Minnesota . ........ _......................... 9, 967. 00 
Improving R eel River of the North, Minnesota aml Dakota............... 14,000.00 
Improving White River, Indiana .... . .... ·_ ..... ........... '. ..... .... ..... . 3, 188. 00 
Improving Wabash River, Indiana and Dli:nois.. ... ... ..... . ..... .. ..... . 38,000.00 
Illinois and Mississippi Canal, Illinoiii . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 488,000.00 
Improving Calumet River, Illinois and Intliaua. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 37, 025. 14-
Improving Illinois River, lliinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J 54, 284. 85 
Improving Galena River, Illinois . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100, 000. 00 
Improving Kaskaskia River, Illinois. ......... . .. .. ........ . .............. 6, 000. 00 
Improving Black River, Missouri . ................ . . .. ..... .. .. .'. . . . . . . . . . 2, 500. 00 
Improving Gasconade River, Missouri.................................... 3,000.00 
Improving Little River, Missouri and .Arlrnnsas ........... .. .... '........ . 78. 72 
Improving Little River, Missouri.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500. 00 
Improving Osage River, Missouri and K ansas ............................ 53,000. oo 
Improving St.·Francis River, Missouri...... ........ ... . .................. 4-, 985. 63 
Improving Missom-i Rh-er from mouth to Sin1Jx City, Iowa............... 600, o:n. 88 
Removing obstructions in Missouri River fi:-om St . .T o;eph to mont h . . . . . . . . 21, 3-!0. 00 
Improving Missouri River.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 200, 230. 71 
Improving Yellowstone River, Montana and Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,720.00 
Improving Napa River, California....... .. . ... . . .......... ............ .. . 2,000.00 
Improving Redwood Creek, California ................... ... .',............ 6, 000. 00 
Improving San .Joaquin River, California . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . 33,850.98 
Examination and survey of Columbia River, Oregon . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . 3, 169. 49 
Ganging waters of Columbia River, Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800. 00 
Improvfng Columbia River at Cascades, Oregon.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165, 000. 00 
Improv!ng Colu11!-biaa1;1d Low.er Will!!.'._mette rivers uelow Portland, Oregon. 50, 000. 00 
Improvmg Coqmlle River, Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000. 00 
Improving Siuslaw River, Oregon................ ... . .. ......... . ......... 48,500.00 
Impro~ng Upper Coh~mbia 'and Snake rivers, Oregon and Washington... 10,000.00 
Improv~ng -U~qua River, Ore,gon... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .••.•. 6, 000.00 
Improvmg Wi amette R~er aoove Portland, Oregon............. . ..... . . 3,000. 00 
Improv~ng mouth of Columbia River,..Oregon and \V:ishington . .......... • 245,000.00 
Im--&-rov1_ng Columbia River from Rock Island Rapi?s to Priest Rapids, 
ash1ngton ............... . .............................. . ...... _ ... .. . 
~itt -~~11~4u~~1::,1~~ks;;ck: s~~h-~~iah~ · ;iid · si;o~ql~;i~-i~- ~i~~~~; · 













2, 026, 509. 00 
182. 31 
7,000.00 








37, 025.' 14 
154,284.85 








606, OB7. 88 


























































t, 000. 00 
430,000.00 
27,000.00 
































Statement of appropriations under direction of the Wa1· Department for the flsoal"yoa1· ending June 30, 1892, eto.~Continued. 
Title of appropriation. 
Appropriated! Repayments 
Balances Jul 1, 1891, Jul, 1, 1891., 




Payments I Carried to ·, Balance 
July 1. 1891, surplus fund June 30, 1892. 
to June 30, June 30, 1892. 1892. 
PUBLIC worurs-continue'd. 
Harbors and river,-Continued. 
Examinations, surveys, etc. : . 
Suney_fordeep.waterharbor, Gulf of Me:uco .......................... $766.96 .............. .............. $766.96
1
., .......... . . , ............. . 
Operation and care of canals and other works of navigation.......... . .• .. . . . . . . . . . $619, 192;18 . ............. 619,192.18 $619.192; 18 
Amount of requisitions sent to the Treasury prior to June 30, 1892, . · 
$766. 96 
but not paid at that date............. . .. .. ............ . .... . . . ..... ...... ..... . . . 70,151.70 . ............. 70,151.70 I 70,151.70 
1 
............. . 
RemoYing sunken vessels or craft obstructing or endangering naviga-
t.ion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 912. 93 . . .. .. .. .. .. • . 31, 912. 93 31, 912. 73 ........................... . 
Examinations, surveys, and contingencies of rivers and harbors....... 147,907.72 . • . • . . . .. • . . . . . .. . ...... . .. . 147,907.72 53,934.20 ~ 93,973.52 
Total harbors and rivers ............................................ 122, 664,850.44 
Deduct repayments in excess of payments 
' Total Signal Service ...... . ......................................... . 
·Repayments in excess ofpayments ................................... , •... 
















































National cemeteries ...••........ _-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . 3, 482. 13 
Pay of superintendents of national cemeteries............................. 308. 66 
Road from-
Natchez to the national cemetery, Mississippi......................... 106. 29 
Newberne to the national cemetery, NorLb Carolina................... 12. 95 
Antietam to the ua~ional cemetery, ~arrl~nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3. 12 
Staunton to the national cornotery, Vi_E;pma.. .. . . . ... . . . ... . .. . . . .• • . . 6,000.00 
Ale~andria to the natiuu~l cemetery, v irginia ....... .. ·.·.. ... ...... ... 7, 000. 00 
National cemetery, near Mound City, to Mounds Junction, I U ••..•......•.......... 
Road to the nat.ional cemetery-
At Hampton, Va...................................................... 2,000.00 
:~:~vir1$~~ :il;~~i;~~; ·c~i::::: ::::: :::::: :: : : : : : : : :: :: : : ::: :: : : : : ....... ~~: ~~. 10,000.00 
Port Hudson, La ....... ..... .......•••..••• ~...... . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . 13, 400. 00 .......•...... 
Near Fredericksburg, Va............................................. 4,500.00 ....... -. - .. -··1· ············· 
Approaches to the national cemetery near Culpeper, Va... . .............. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Approaches to the national cemetery near Danville, Va ............•..••.•.• :........... ... . .. . . . . . . . . 442. 28 
Repairing roads to nationa,l ccrneteries, ........... __ ....................•. 9, 004. 69 15, 000. 00 
National cemetery-:~ Hampton , Va......................................... 9,750, 00 2, ooo. oo 
1 
......... , ... . 
Levee at Brownsville national cemetery, Texas...... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 243. ·oo 
Headstones for graves of soldiers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . • 50, 967. 27 10, ·ooo. 00 
Burial of indigent soldiers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500. 00 , ............. . 
115, 98(\ 55 209, G60. 00 685. 52 
103,482.131 100. 92'1. 92 





·7, 000. 00 

































Maintenance of Garfield Hospital .................... ~ ...•.•.•.•..••.••••• 
Support and medical treatment of dest,itute patients .•..•..•.......•••..••. 
Artificial limbs .......................•.•.....••••..........••... ; ..••.•••. 
Appliances for disabled soldiers .•••••••••••.•••.. 
Trusses for disabled soldiers ..........•••..•.•.•............ 
1. 87 
], 905. 98 
6, 032.H 
250. 00 
15, 000. 00 1 · ............ · 1 15. 001. 87 15, 000. 231 1. 641 .•••.•........ 
19, o_ oo. oo . . • • • • . • • • • • . . 20, 905. \lS 18, 999. 96 • • • • • • . . . . . . . . 1, 906. 02 
366, G50. 00 . . . • . • • • • • . • • . 372,682.41 360,277.80 4,508. 6'3 7,895.98 
2, 000. 00 . . . • • • . • • . . • . . 2, 250. 00 1, 727. 19 
11, 003. 00 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 11, 003. 00 11, 003. 00 
Total artificial limbs and appliances, 
patients ...•••••••••••••............. 
Civil Burveys. 
Transportation of reports and maps to foreign ·c·oun tries 
Battle lines and sites for tablets at Antietam .......... . 
Survey of road from Aqueduct l3ridge to Mount Vernon ..•.•.. 
Survey of northern and northweRtern lakes. 
Total civil surveys .....•..............••............................ 
s, 11>0." I rn, osa. oo 1· ...... .... .. · 1 m, ""'·"' I ,01, oos.181 ,, oaa. os ! 
100. 00 I .. , .••••..••••• I 100. 00 I 98 23 I .•••••.••••••. 
15,000.00 




12, 100, 00 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 







































Statement of approp1·iations unde1· direction of the Wm· Department for the fiscal yem· ending June 30, 1892, etc.-Continued. 




July 1, 1891. 
Prevention of obstructive and injurious deposits within the harbor and 
adjacent waters of New York City............................... ....... $29,833.42 
Ordmmce stores for Wasl1i.ngton and Maine ....•.. .•.... .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . 373. 39 
.A..rming and eq11ipping the militia........ ................................ 281, 119. 98 
.A..rtillery school, Fortress Monroe, Va ................................................ -. 
Infa11try :mcl cavalry school, Fort Leavenworth, Kans ... : ............••...•••.......... 
\Vater sn11ply, Fort D . .A.. Russell, Wyo . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 2, 95.8.15 
Sn:ppprt ?f mi~i ta_r3; prison at Fort Leavenwofth, ~ans . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~9, 2~5. 06 
Publication o{ oOimal records of War of the Rebellion . .. ..• .. . ... . . ...... 35,439.62 
I!i~~;!~~rl~~~fil!i;·~~~~·ci;· :::::: :::: ~: ::: : : :: :: : :: ::::::::: ::::::::::: 4, 1~~: ~~ 
Inclox of Confederate Records, War Department ...........................••.......... 
State or Territorial homes for disabled volunteer soldiers and Raiiors .......•............ 
Support of National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers............... 56,176. 50 
tlvort of Soldiers' Home ... ·.-:._. ........................... : ............ 2,390,069.93 
1 :iry stores for Montana militia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . .11, 792. 20 
Invcstigat.ing tlie mining-debris question in California ...... . 
.A.nus and quartermaster's stores for the State of Wyoming . 
.A..ctuaJ. expenditures 
War claims of States. 
Re~n:ibursing State of Indi:'tna for expenses incurreil in enrolling her mi· 
htia ............ ...... .............................................................. .. . 
Examination of daims of States anrl Territories imcler act of .June 27, 1882. 5,689.75 
Reimbursing State anil citizens of California for expeni:-es in suppress· 
.A.ppropriatedl R. epayments 
J·uly 1, 1891, · July 1, 1891, 
to June 30, to June 30, 
1892. 1892. 
ii1g Modoc Indian hostilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 224. 25 














2, 503, 270. 45 




Payments I Carried to I Balance 
July 1, 1891, surplus fund June 30, 1892. 

























Total war claims of States .. ......... .. ............................. . 
R epayments in excess of payments 
War clai-rns of vol~intee:rs. 
Bounty to volunteers, tLeir wiclows, and legal heirs 



































:Bounty unrler act of Jul.y 28, 1806 .....•....•..........•.••••••••••••• -···· ·1· ·· -~ ·· · · ·· · ··1 56, f!lO. OO 
Three mont,lls' pay, proper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 300, 00 
Horses and ot,her property lost in the milit,ary service .................... 3,982.95 .•••••........ 
Bounty to Fifteenth and Sixteenth l\Iissomi Cavalry Volunteers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600. 00 
Commutation of rations to pnsoners of war in rebel States antl to soldiers 
Se~~i~~l~~~~1~ppii~~-~f · M~~-t~;;~ ~~i1~~t~~;~-i~ ·N ~; P~;~6 ·1~~1i;;; ~~:::: 
Providing for the comfort of sick and <liscliar&"erl sol<liers ..... 
Extra pay to officers and men who served in tile Mexican war 
Capture of Jefferson Davis ..... . 
Total war claims of volunteers ...........•••. ~ ••••••••.••••••••••••• 
Erection of monuments. 
Trenton battle monument, Trenton, N. J ......... .....••.•. , ...•.•.....•.. 
Statue to memory of Lafayette nucl compatriots 
J?edestal for statue of-
General Philip H. Slieridan 
General J obn A. Logan ........................•.•..•........•.......•. 
General Winfield Scott Hancock 
Total erection of monuments 
Relief acts. 
1, 902. 01 I 26, 014. 50 
657. 00 ............. . 
1. 92 .............. , ...•...• 









Claims of officers aml men of tlie Army for destruction of private pro1rnrty . 1 ............. . 
Claims of loyal citizens for supplres furnished during tl1c rebellion....... 6,939.00 
Claims for quarterma,'3ter's stores ancl commissary supplies............... 2,046.73 
A wards for quartermaster's stores and commissary supplies taken by 
Army in Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130. 00 
Stores and supplies taken by the Army (Bowman Act) March 3, 1891...... .............. 337,080.98 , ...••......... 
Tents for sufferers from floods in Arlrnnsas, Mis!!issippi, and Louisiana .............................. . 
Relief of destitute citizens, Territory of Okla horn a...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44, 800. UO ••••••••.•. • •• 
Relief of sufterers from overflow of Missi;.,si1)pi River ancl its tribntar.ies.. 582. 7!J ~ ............ . 
Relief of Richard Tralme and others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113. 06 .......... .... , ............. . 
R elief of James A. Terrill .............................................. ·.. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. 1, 7:'i9. 60 




























Payment to Buffalo Bayou Ship Channel Com1mny for value of improYe-
R~lfeV~/~;:t~~f~~ nr?i_:,;;~~', _-_·-_ ·_ ·_ ·_ ·. -_ ~ ·_·_ ·_ ·_ ·_ ~ ·_ ·_ ·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 92' ~it ~3 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 92' m: ~g 
R elief of Mary A. Lee, mother of Walter G. Lee ............... ,.......... . .. .. . . . . ..... 1,100.73 . . •••.. .... •.. 1,190.73 
R elief of Luther M. Blackman.. .......................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 395, O:l • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 395. 03 










50, ooo·. oo 
50,000.00 






. . . . 54· 012 '.' .. 43'· 25': ''-I ........ ': ''-! .. 491, 86' 47. I 437, "~ :~ ::: : : : : : : ::: : :j ..... ": 48': 49 


























Statement of appropriations under direction of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 189£, etc.-Continued. 
Tit]e of appropriation. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Appropriated! Ref,ayments 
Balances I July 1, 1891, Ju y 1, 1891, 
July 1, 1891. to Juno 30, to .fune 30, 
1892. 1892. ,. 
~;:U:tf~ Payments I Carried to I Balance July 1, 1891, surplns fund Jqne30, 1892. to June 30, JUDO ;JO, 1892. 1892. 
Mihtary establishment, Army and M1hta1y Academy..... • • • . . • . . • • • • • • • . 2, 171, 532. 83 25, 011. Of)(j, 13 78. 58 27, 183, 308. 14 23, 404,612. 41 687,049.59 3,091. 640. 14 
s~~ries, cont~gentexpenses, andp~s~ag~---····························· $74,961.80 ~2,034.4~~-~? $71.20 $2,109,463.00 [$2,016,6\6.851 $26,226.09 _ $66,620.06 
Public works ....... __ ........... . ........................................ 35, 691,-41(). 89 2,759,650.06 9,873.30 38,460,949.25 19,871,057.26 4, 193.27 . 18,585.698. 72 
Misce11aneous objects ... ........................... , ...................... 3, 350, OJ5.14 6,345,805.67 75,204, 71 9,771,145. "52 1 fl, 011, ·011. 86 · 197,264.01 3-, 561,960. 65 
Total ................................................................ 41, 287, 051). 66 36, 151,678.46 85,227. 79 77, 524, 865. 91 151, 304, 198. 38 1 914, 732. 90 25,305, 934. 57 
Repayments in excess of payments ........... '" .................... : ............. - . - . - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . - 85, 227. 79 ........................... . 




























MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY. 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, . 
Washington, September 30, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit, herewith, the annual reports of the 
commanding generals of the several geographical departments, i~clud-
iiig1those of their chief staff officers· of the commanding officers of the 
Artillery School, the Infantry and Cavalry School, and the Cavalry and 
Light Artillery School, and of the .Adjutant-General and the Inspector-
General of the Army. These reports give full information of all the 
operations of the troops during the past year, of the administrative work 
of the several staff officers serving with troops, of the stations and 
strength of the various organizations of the .Army, of the state of dis-
cipline and instruction of the troops, including practice with small 
arms and artillery, and the recommendations of the several command-
ers for the benefit of the military service. These reports, together 
with those of the Chiefs of Engineers and Ordnance, of the adminis-
trative staff departments, and of the Superintendent of the Military 
Academy, will give you full information of all the details of the military 
service. 
IMPORTANT SERVICES. , 
Domestic violence in some of the States has rendered necessary the 
use of military force in support of the civil authorities. Fortunately, 
in all cases save two, the State troops have proved entirely adequate 
to the emergency, and they have reflected honor upon the National 
Guard organization of the country by their prompt movements, admi-
rable discipline, and faithful discharge of duty. In the case of the 
young State of Idaho the militia organization had not yet reached the 
strength necessary to cope with a very formidable insurrection, which 
had involved much destruction of life and property in the Coour 
d'Alene mining region. Hence, upon the call of the governor and the 
order of the President, troops were promptly sent to that region in suf- · 
fl.cent force to overawe the insurgents, prevent any further loss of life 
or property, and arrest a large number of those accused of participation 
in the ins11;rrection. The report of Brig. Gen. Ruger, commanding the 
department, and that of Col. William P. Carlin, Fourth Infantry, com-
manding the troops in the field, give, in detail, all the operations in 
that service. The conduct of the troops was entirely satisfactory in 
all respects, and the good judgment and wise discretion exercised by 
Col. Carlin, under trying circumstances and conflicting demands from 
45 
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persons representing opposing interests, merited high commendation. 
It was due to Col. Carlin's discretionary action that no further destruc-
tion of life or property occurred, while peace and order and submission 
to law were restored. This service of Col. Carlin was the culmination 
of a long and distinguished career. I take great pleasure in recom-
mending him to the special consideration of the President. 
In Wyoming it has also been necessary to employ troops to prevent 
conflict between armed parties' of citizens. · · 
Other special services, of less importance, have been rendered by the 
troops in various parts of the country, involving, especially on the 
Mexican border, much labor, exposure, and hardship. ·All these serv-
ices are fully reported by the department commanders. 
'INSTRUCTION AND DISCIPLINE. 
The state~f discipline and of military instruction throughout the Army 
is highly satisfactory.. The new drill regulations for infantry, cavalry, 
and light artillery were placed in the hands of the troops at the com-
mencement of the present practice season, and all available time ,has 
been devot~d to instruction therein. The r~ports upon these new regu-
lations, both from the regular troops and from the National Guards of 
the sev-era.l States, have been satisfact~)ry, and justify the belief that, 
with the corrections in minor details which can only come from general 
use and free criticism, the new system will fully meet the necessities 
of modern tactics. 
SMALL ARMS AND FIELD ARTILLERY. 
A board of officers appointed by the Secretary of War, after long and 
thorough experimental tests of all the magazi~e small arms submitted, 
has selected the weapon ·~est adapted to all the conditions of -the serv-
ice. The report of that board having been approved, the troops of the 
United States may now be supplied with arms equal to the best in the 
world. It is earnestly recommended that no time be lost in providing 
a full supply of these arms for the regular troops and the organized 
militia of the several States, and also a ~on.siderable reserve supply for 
issue to volunteers whenever the latter may be called into service. 
It is also respectfully urged that the necessary appropriation be made 
for a full supply of the most . approved breech-loading rifled field guns 
foc the light batteries of both the regular and volunteer troops. All 
will admit that the troops of the United States should be armed with 
the best weapo;is in the world. 
· FORTIFICATION AND ARMAMENT. 
Under the wise legislation of the past few years a substantial begin-
ning has been made in the fortification and armament of the seacoast of 
the United States, as well as in the construction of a new navy worthy 
?fa ~eat and pro_sperous country. It is assumed that this recent leg-
1sla~on has establ~shed a sett~ed public policy, to be steadily adhered to 
~ntil t~e preparation~ for national defense are such that no foreign na-
tion wiJ.l venture to disturb the peace of this country. It is therefore 
thought neces ~ry_ only to urge that there be allowed no lapse in the 
annual appropriations necessary to the continued prosecution of this 
great work. 
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BARRACKS .A.ND QUAR'l'~RS. 
In connection with the new defenses of the seacoast, the time has 
now arrived when the necessary barracks and . quarters should be pro-
vided for the artillery garrisons of posts which have Jong been unoc-
cupied. The demands upon the Army for other service, for many years 
after the close of the late war, were thought to reqµire the withdrawal· 
of all garrisons from many important seaports .. He~ce, no~ only were 
no modern defenses constructed, but the old fortifications were allowed 
to fall into decay, and with them the barracks and quarters necessary 
for the accommodation of troops. The mouth of Delaware River, and 
all the important harbors upon the coasts of North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, .Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas, have re-
mained ungarrisoned and defenseless for many years. The construc-
tion of modern defenses for all these important points will demand the 
early attention of the Corps of Engineers, and the Ordnance Depart-
ment will soon be able to commence providing the appropriate arma-
ment for all those defenses. The moment a new gun is placed in position 
the artillery troops must be there to care for and use i,t. I respectfully 
recommend that estimates be prepared and submitted to Congress, .at 
the next session, for the appropriations necessary for barracks and 
other buildings at all the sea-ports above mentioned. · 
On account of its great importance in connection with naval opera-
tions, and as a place of refuge for mercantile marine, provision has 
already been made, out of the current appropriatio:o. for the present 
year, to regarrison Key West, Fla. This was possible for the reason 
that the old buildings at Key West could be made habitable by 
repairs at a moderate cost. But in all the other cases new buildings 
must be constructed in suitable locations relative to the new defenses, and 
the cost will be much too great to be borne by the ordinary appropria-
tions for construction, repairs, etc. · Hence, I respectfully suggest 
special appropriations for each of the places named, or a lump sum for 
this specific purpose, to be apportioned by the Secretary of War among 
the seaports requiting new barracks and quarters. 
REORGANIZATION OF ARTILLERY .A.ND INFANTRY. 
In connection with this important subject of the defense of the sea-
coast, I desire to again urge the passage of the measure now before 
Congress providing for the reorganization of the artillery into seven 
regiments. This measure was based upon an · accurate calculation of 
the number of batteries and number of men actually required in time 
of peace for the care of the projected fortifications and armament. 
It does not necessarily involve any actual increase in the numerical 
strength _or i?- the anyu~l expense of the Army, but only such change 
of orgamzat10n as will fully adapt the Army to the service for -which 
it is maintained, and at the same time create a moderate flow of pro-
motion in lieu of the stagnation which has for many years sedously 
interfe~ed with the full efficiency of the artillery. · 
For hke reasons I desire also to again urge the passage of the meas-
ure now ?efore Congress for the reorganization of the infantry, so that· 
each regiment shall be composed of two or three small battalions, in-
stead of one large and unwieldy battalion as at present. This change 
is necessary to adapt the organization to the requirements of modern 
tactics, and does not necessarily involve any question as to the aggre-
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gate force which Congress may see fit to maintain in time of peace. 
However small the permanent force may be, the organization should 
manifestly be that which is best adapted to the service required, in-
cluding maneuvers in the field, and which will most readily admit of 
expansion in time of war. .All military authorities now agree that the 
small battalion organization is the best in all respects. If this organ-
ization is established, then the :Q.umber of battalions in a regiment, and 
the numerical strength of each, may be changed from time to time, to 
meet the exigencies of the service. 
It is worthy to be al ways borne in mind that the number of troops 
estimated as necessary to be maintained in time of peace is only a very 
small fraction of the number which would certainly be requisite in time 
of war. 
The strength of infantry, cavalry, and field artillery forces which 
might be required in war with a foreign power does not admit of very 
accurate estimate in advance. Not so in respect to the seacoast artil-
lery. War with any considerable maritime nation would require that 
all the seacoast defenses of this country be fully manned. The force 
requisite for this purpose has been very accurately estimated at 85,000 
men; while the peace garrisons estimated as necessary for the care of 
these defens~s and instruction of the militia reserves is only 4,200 men, 
or not more than one-twentieth of the war garriosons. Nineteen-
twentieths of the war garrisons must be drawn from the local militia. 
Manifestly a considerable portion of this. artillery reserve should receive 
some instruction in time of peace. · Hence, attention is again invited to 
the importance of organizing in the seacoast States an artillery reserve, 
to be instructed annually in connection with the regular seacoast 
garrisons. Measures in this direction have already been adopted i~ 
some of the States, and these should. b_e extended throughout all the 
States bordering on the oceans and gulf. : 
MILITARY EDUCATION. 
Military education, not only in the regular .Army, but in the country 
at large, has made very many gratifying ac;Ivances in the present gen-
eration. The Military .Academy at West Point fully maintains its 
traditional high character. The Engineer School at Willets Point, the 
.Artillery School at Fort Monroe, and the Infantry and Calvary School 
at Fort Leavenworth have steadily grown into special postgraduate 
schools of great excellence, where young officers are thoroughly grol;lnded 
in the higher branches of the special services, and where those who are 
capable and ambitious of acquiring a general knowledge of all branches 
of the military art, to fit them for general staff duties or high com-
mands, may have opportunities for broad ,and diversified observation 
and studies. The Military Service Institution, a voluntary organization 
of officers of the Army for mutual improvement, the privileges of which 
arn extended to officers of the National Guards of the States, fostered 
by Gens. Sherman and Sheridan while they commanded the .Army, and 
presided over by the senior major-generals, has now for many years 
been the constant means of widespread increase in the most advanced 
studies of the scieuce and art of war. The recently established system 
?f lyceums7 for the mutual improvement of officers at all military posts, 
1 t~e logical _out~rowth of the Military Service Institution, and is 
destmed to t;1.ll further extend the steady prosecution of the higher 
military studies among all young officers of the Army. The post 
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schools for enlisted men alone have failed so far to reach the high 
standard to be desired. This is solely due to the lack of necessary 
legislation to provide for the compensation of competent teachers. 
Earnest efforts have been made in this direction by devolving this 
duty as far as possible upon commissioned officers. But this means is 
inadequate, and it is hoped the necessary a~thority of law will be 
given to compensate educated men to be enlisted as teac?-ers. The 
detail provided for by law of a large nurn ber of officers as mstrnctors 
in colleges and schools throughout the country has already produced 
very manifest and marked results. Nearly every public parade now 
witnessed has for its most interesting feature the march of long 
columns of young school boys whose military bearing would do honor 
to the best disciplined old soldiers. More important perhaps than all 
else, the organized militia of many of the States, or National Guards, 
mostly under the instruction and command of officers who gained their 
military education in the late war, have become far better disciplined 
and more reliable than any similar organization before existing in this 
country. Such a standard of excellence once established by the rough 
experience of war and transmitted by the survivors to younger men, 
as has now been done, can easily be maintained in succeeding genera-
tions. It may now be reasonably expected that the militia of this 
country will ,be a reliable military force for many years to come, and 
it should be fostered and encouraged in every appropriate way. 
Modern advances in the art and science of war require a much higher 
education, not only of officers, but of all ranks in the Army. It is now be-
coming impracticable to retain in the service men of the character and 
intelligence required for efficient noncommissioned officers. ·such men 
can obtain much higher remuneration in civil pursuits. While com-
paratively short service of private soldiers is not seriously injurious, 
comparatively long service of noncommissioned officers is essential to 
the discipline and efficie:p_cy of an army, little less so than in the case of 
commissioned officers. I therefore respectfully urge a considerable 
increase in the pay of all noncommissioned officers of the line of the 
Army. · · 
INDIAN SOLDIERS. 
The results thus far obtained by the enlistment of a few Indian 
troops and companies into the regular regiments are entirely satisfac-
tory: T~e young Indians become obedient, subordinate, and contented 
soldiers, mst~ad of a restless and dangerous element among their tribes. 
It will not be difficult to determine by experience how far this policy 
must be pursued to fully accomplish the objects had in view. 
THE RECRUITING SERVICE. 
The recruiting service has greatly improved in recent years under 
the constant care of the Adjutant-General of the Army, Brig. Gen. J. 
0. _Kelton, ~ow retired, and the efficient management of Col. Elwell S. 
Otis, supermtendent of the recruiting service. The medical depart-
ment has rendered valuable aid in the detection and rejection of un-
worthy or undesirable recruits, such as have heretofore furnished the 
largest proportion of desertions from the Army. Other beneficent 
measures,,including recent legislation, have also combined to produce 
a greater ~eg:r~e of contentment in the Army than before existed, and 
hence to d1mm1sh the percentage of desertions. 
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THE STAFF AND 'l'HE LINE OF THE ARMY. 
For many years the harmony of the W ar Department was disturbed 
and the efficiency of the military service impaired by col)fiict of 
assumed authority between the staff departments and the commanding 
officers of the Army. But wiser theories of administration and more 
moderate views of the authority of subordinates have been gradmllly 
established, until the right to exercise indepenclent authority, witllin 
the command or administrative sphere of a superior, is now rare-ly 
claimed and all departments of the military service generally work in 
harmony and due subordination, to carry into effect the requirements 
of law and the orders of the Presideat and Secretary of War. 
I take pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness· to the staff depart-
ments of the Army for their cordial assistance and in recording my 
testimony to the faithful and efficient discharge of their duties. The 
troops of the line have, during the past year as always theretofore, 
merited the commendation of the Commanding General. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
J. M. SCHOFIELD, 
Major-General Oommcmding, 
Hon. STEPHEN B. ELKINS, 
Secretary of War. 
REPORTS 
TO THE 
MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY. -
REPORT OF THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL. 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 
AD JUT ANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
, Washington, October 1, 1892. 
GENERAL: Pursuant to your instructions, I have the honor to sub-
mit the annual returns of the Army: 
A.--Showing the actual strength of the Army June 30, 1892. 
B.-Showing position and distribution of the troops by departments, 
taken from the latest returns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office. 
0.-Geographical departments and posts, with distribution of troops, 
post-offices, telegraph stations, and nearest r~iiroad stations and boat 
landings. 
D.-Statement showing gain and loss in the enlisted strength of the 
Army during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892. 
The number of enlisted men now in service, June 30, 1892, who are 
drawing increased pay under the act of Congress of August 4, 1854, is 
as follows: · 
Five years' continuous service ($2 per month) ..•............. ____ .......•.. 4,180 
Ten years' continuous service ($3 per month) .. _ ..•............... ____ .. _... 1, 745 
Fifteen years' continuous service ($4 per month)._. ....... ... ....... . . . . . . . . 976 
Twenty years' continuous service ($5 per month) . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 653 
Twenty-five years' continuous service ($6 per month) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206 
Thirty years' continuous service ($7 per month) _. _......... •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Thirty-five years' continuous service ($8 per month) ................. _.. . . . • 1 
Forty years' continuous service ($9 per month) ..... _.............. . . . . . . . . . 1 
The number of those who will become entitled to increased pay under 
the act o~ Congress of May 15, 1872, during the fiscal year ending June 
307 18947 IS: 
Reenlisted pay .................... _ ....... _ ...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 405 
One dollar per month for third year of service.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 476 
Two dollars per month for fourth year of sorvice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4: 134 
Three dollars per month for fifth year of service ............ z ....... _ ... _... 2, 651 
And the number of enlisted men whose terms will expire during the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, is 3,051. 
THE MILITARY PRISON. 
The annual report of the commandant of the Military Prison and 
the subreports of the other officers on duty there (herewith submitted) 
show very clearly the management of the affairs of the prison dur-
ing the year, and indicate an excellence in the discharge of the- im-
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portant duties devolving upon the commandant and his officers which 
is highly gratifying. 
The number of prisoners in confinement June 30, 1891, was 378; the 
number received during the year, 325; and the number lost by dis-
charge, etc., 308, leaving in confinement June 30, 1892, 395, an increase 
of 17. 
The provost guard numbers· 107 men, and are mentioned as well in-
structed, disciplined, and faithful in the performance of their duties. 
The appropriation for maintaining the prison for the year ended 
June 30, 1892, was $83,200, of which only $7-3,702.90 was expended, 
and this includes the expenditure of $1,015 for donations to 203 
prisoners (at $5 each) released froni confinement at Alcatraz Island 
and other military posts, leaving the actual ~xpenditures at the prison 
$72,689.90, a decrease in expense with -an increase in the number of 
· prisoners. In addition to the donations of money above mentionefl, 
the prison furnished 200 suits of civilian clothing for prisoners re-
leased from confinement at military posts. _ 
The change, so far as effected, from a dormitory to a cellular prison, 
under the authority granted by the Secretary of ,var, is regarded 
by the commandant as the most important one ever made, as it enables 
him to fully control the bad element, which was not possible under the 
dormitory system, and will prove of incalculable benefit to the well-
disposed prisoners as well as increase the discipline of the prison. 
The various industries were carried on with diligence, and the pris-
oners appear to have been usefully employed. 
There were manufactured during the year 1,524 pairs of boots, 20,565 
pairs of shoes, 3,257 barrack chairs, 4,059 mess stools, 218 mess tables, 
23 mess benches, 22 company field desks, 1,216 · sets of harness, 2,207 
tin boilers, 15,553 joints of stovepipe and elbows, 468 teakettles, 200 
coffeepots, 1,034 sheet-iron pans, 22,375 corn brooms, 4,000 whisk 
brooms; also the following articles of clothing for prisoners in confine-
ment at Alcatraz Isla.ind: 155 coats, 350 pairs trousers, 350 shirts, 350 
pairs drawers, and 150 overalls, besides large quantities of necessary 
articles. The total number of days of skilled labor performed by the 
prisoners was 44,625, and the number of days of unskilled labor, 78,680; 
of this number, 22,674 days of skilled labor and 12,796 of unskilled were 
performed for the Quartermaster's Department, amounting in value to 
$19,665.78. It may also be mentioned that 445 cords of wood were cut 
on the reservation and taken up on the property returns, and 99,400 
bricks made for use in building a storehouse, etc. 
The yield of the prison farm was not as large as that of the preced-
mg year owing to unusual rains, but the loss in value, it is reported, 
was made up by the cutting of nearly 36 tons of hay from the ground 
inundated during the early part of the season. The products of the 
farm were 2,300 bushels of corn, 1,100 bushels of potatoes, 6,000 heads 
of cabbage,and2,073 bushels ofvariousotherkinds ofvegetables, which, 
added to the regular rations, provided a variety of good food and 
sufficient in quantity. 
The prison fund, made up from various earnings of the prisoners' 
labor and the sale of miscellaneous material, amounted to $1,392.91, 
and was ~urned in to the United States Teasury. 
The pnson mess fund had $2,262.77 to its credit June 30, 1891; the 
amount saved during the year was $4,289.37, and the amount expen<led 
$4,316.84, leaving $2,235.30 on hand June 30, 1SD2'. · 
There were fourteen escapes and seven recaptures during the year. 
The health of the prisori has been generally good although two 
members of the guard and five prisoners died during the year. 
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The moral and mental improvement of the prisoners has received 
the special attention of the chaplain, whose efficient labors in his field 
will surely bring good results. · 
I 
DESERTION. 
It is gratifyi11g to note that the number of desertions from the Army 
is steadily decreasing. The number-2,344-reported as having oc-
curred during the year 1888-'89 was- reduced the following year to 1,503, 
and for the fiscal year ended June 20, 1892, was further reduced to 
1,382, only a fraction over 5 per cent of the legal enlisted strength of 
the Army. 
While much stress has been laid in the past on the question of deser-
tion with the view of inducing Congress to give effect, by legislative 
enactment, to the several remedial measures recommended by this 
office, it is an undoubted fact that the present rnorale of the rank and file 
of the Army is very good, and that, compared with an equal number 
of men of the same class in civil life, the enlisted. men are not inferior 
with respect to intelligence, sobriety, and faithfulness. 
DISCHARGES. 
The act of June 16, 1890, to prevent desertions from the Army, pro- . 
vides that three years after enlistment every soldier whose servic~ has 
been faithful shall be entitled to a furlough for three months, with the 
privilege, in time of peace, of obtaining his discharge at its expiration. 
Section 4 of the same act permits any enlisted man to purchase his dis-
charge from the service under such rules and conditions as the Presi-
dent may prescribe. 
The rules prescribed by the President and published in General 
Orders No. 81, of 1890, confined the right of discharge by' purchase to · 
soldiers in the second and third years of their :first enlistment, and :fixed 
the money consideration therefor. Men who had served ten years or 
more were to be classified as "veteran soldiers," who could be granted 
a discharge, by way of favor, so far as the inter~.sts of the service would 
admit or the merits of each case justify; and the rule was announced 
that soldiers discharged under the provisions of this law shall not be 
eligible to enlist again for one year from the date of discharge. 
The preponderance of military opinion, as ascertained from special 
reports on the subject by post commanders, being against the ad visa-
. bility of so long a period of exclusion, the term was reduced to six 
months by General Orders No. 96, of 1891, and :finally :fixed at two 
.. months by General Order No. 32, of May 10, 1892. This last order 
further modified General Orders No. 81, of 1890, by increasing to twelve 
years the period of service necessary to classification as veteran soldiers, 
and announcing that no soldier once discharged as a veteran will be 
again discharged by way of favor. 
The number of men discharged as veter.ans after three years' service 
and by purchase during the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, and the 
number of men so discharged who reentered the service during the same 
period, is as follows: 
Veterans ...... ....................... ....... .... · .. ... ............... ........ . 
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As under existjng conditions the term of enlistment is practically 
reduced to three years-good men who have served that portion of 
their term of service being allowed to obtain their discharge-it would 
seem evident that the objective of the law of June 16, 1890, would be 
reached equally as well, if not better, by making the first enlistment.a 
term of three years with the privilege of reenlisting within three months 
from date of discharge. In addition to the beneficjal effects of the 
present law, a first term .of three years would relieve the ranks from 
the inferior soldiers who, unable or unwilling to purchase their dis-
charge, encumber the rolls of the Army for the full period of their 
prese]lt term of se1,vice; and, fiuthermore, the Government would be 
saved the expense attending the three months' furlough now granted 
to three years' men prior to their final discharge from the service. 
FRAUDULENT ENLISTMENT, 
Of the evils which afflict the Army and impair its discipline and re-
sources, none have been, in the past, more difficult of detection than 
that of fraudulent enlistments. They have ever been a potent factor 
of desertion by introducing in the ranks a sometime vicious but always 
demoralizing element. The many kinds of enlistments coming undu 
that head are, briefly, enlistments secured by concealment of minorit~, 
marriage, or having dependent relations, obscure but disabling physi-
cal defects, prior dishonorable 8ervice, etc. To punish this class of 
offenders no legal means existed until July 27, 1892, the date of ~he 
law declaring that, after sixty days from its passage, fraudulent enlist-
ment and the receipt of any pay or allowances thereunder shall be a, mili-
tary offense, punishable under the Sixty-second Article of War. 
The admirable system of "identification cards," devised, perfected, 
and now in use by the Surgeon-General's Office, insures swift and almost 
certain detection of fraullulent enlistments; but the scheme does not 
prevent, but merely exposes, them. The law above referred to provides 
the means of prevention. The systematic distribution of these cards 
throughout the Army, coupled with swift and exemplary punishment 
awarded convicted offenders, will undoubtedly largely decrease if not 
altogether obliterate this class of offenses, so detrimental to the best in-
terests of the military service. 
RETAINED PAY, 
The first section of the act approved June 16, 1890, provides for the 
retention of $4 pe.r mouth of the monthly pay of each enlisted man of 
the Army for the first year of. his enlistment, which sum shall not be 
paid him until his discharge from the service, and shall be forfeited un-
les he serves honestly and faithfully to the date of discharge. 
This provision is intended, as indicated by the title of the act, to 
prevent desertion and to some extent protect the Government against 
the pecuniary loss resulting from the discharge, within the first year, 
of IDE?n discharged from the service for such causes as minority, habitual 
drunkenness, former dishonorable discharge, etc., which they bad suc-
ce fully concealed on enlistment. It is also beneficial to the faithful 
soldier, for the law further provides that the sums so retained s1iall be 
treated a depo, its and shall bear interest from the encl of the year of 
tbe ldier's eu1i$tment in which they shall have accrued. 
A it tand , however, the law embraces a elass of men concerning 
whose antecedent the Government has full information-those with 
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previous honorable service in the Army. There seems to be no r~ason 
whatever for subjecting to retention of pay men who have estabhshed 
their good character as soldiers by faithful service in one or more previ-
ous enlistments, and I beg, therefore, to recommend that the law abov:e 
cited be amended by inserting "first" before "enlistment" wh~re this 
word first occurs in tlie first section of that act, so as .to limit the reten-
tion of $4 per month, for the first year. of enlistment, to men who have 
not had prior service in the Army. 
PAY OF NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS. 
It is admitted by all military authorities that, owing mainly 'to the 
use of improved weapons and the consequent adoption of a new system 
of fighting, the efficiency of an army depends, in a greater degree than 
ever before, upon the qualifications, intelligence, and moral stamina of 
its non-commissioned officers. . 
The present pay and emoluments of this important and valuable class 
are altogether disproportionate to its duties and responsibilities, and I 
urgently recommend that the attention of Congress be called to the 
necessity of establishing a just scale of remuneration for the several 
grades of noncommissioned officers. Such a measure is demanded alike 
by regard for the greatest efficiency of the Army, justice to the men 
whose pay is inadequate to their rank and duties, and for the creation 
of a soldierly riYalry among the enlisted men in the ranks to earn ad-
vancement to even the lowest grade in that honorable class. 
MARCHES, ETC, 
Owing to the military operations and changes of troops during foe 
Indian troubles in the past winter, the concentration of troops in the 
Department of the East for practice marches, etc., was omitted during 
this summer and the troops at the several posts in that Department 
were directed to engage in such field exercises as could be had through 
post transportation and supplies, without increased expenses. . 
In view of the recent adoption of new drill regulations for the three 
arms of the service, orders were issued in the spring directing thorough . 
instruction of the troops in the new regulations, coupled with a critical 
examination of their practical working, and, for this parpose, com-
manders of departments were authorized to unite the garrisons . of 
different posts so far as could be done by marching without cost for 
transportation, 
GYlVINA.STIC TRA.INING, 
I can not urge too strongly upon the Major-General Commanding the 
imp?rtance of gymnastic training to the enlisted men of the Army. 
Durrng the year a manual of calisthenics has been prepared and will 
soon be distributed among the several military commands. The sys-
tem of calisthenic tr~ining now fo use at the Military Academy ha~ been 
adopted as the basis of this manual, and its use in connection with the 
setting-up drills has been approved. No apparatus is necessary and no 
expense will be incurred in the introduction of the· system, which is ex-
pected to serve as a preparatory course for a more elaborate system of 
athletic training. It is hoped that the experimental gymnasiums which 
have been established at the sever::tl recruiting depots will be so devel-
oped in the near future as to enable them to be used as training school$, 
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to which noncommissioned officers may be sent to undergo a course of 
physical training under the close supervision of officers of the medical 
department, with _a view to their being assigned to regiments and com-
panies as instructors in athletic exercises. In this connection I ven-
ture to express the hope that the excellent cour~e of gymnastic training 
which now prevails at the Military Academy may be so extended as to 
include the whole or a greater .part of the academic course and thus 
supply the Army with accomplished and proficient instructors in this 
important department. · 
POST L YCE~MS. 
By General Orders, No. 80, of October 5,1891, it was directed that on 
November 1, 1891, or as soon thereafter as practicable, an officers' lyceum 
be established at every post in the Army garrisoned by troops of the 
line, the post commander, as president, to prepare a carefully consid-
ered scheme of theoretical instruction and,in addition, to assign amm-
ally to every officer belonging to th~ lyceum a selected professional 
subject for original investigation and written report. 
It is evident from reports received that the officers' lyceum has 
proved a great success and that already much good ha~ resulted there-
from. As improve.ments in method are indicated by greater experience 
in the management of these institutions still greater results can confi-
dently be expected. The object of their establishment was to give 
officers an incentive to study and. by providing them subjects on which 
to make individual research to stimulate professional zeal and ambi-
tion. Many of the papers read· are reported as possessing special in-
terest and value. I recommend that copies of the yearly monographs 
prepared by 1nembers of th\3 several lyceums be furnished the Adjutant-
General for the division of military information, with a view to such 
further use of the papers as the Secretary of War may authorize. 
Every year valuable books are purchased by the War Department for 
distribution to the permanent post libraries; but no provision exists for 
needed repair, and it is reported that very many volumes are going to 
ruin for want of a small fund for that purpose. As the fund which 
furnishes the means of purchasing the military books and professional 
works of reference distributed to the Army is clearly the proper one 
chargeable with the cost of their necessary repair, I beg to recommend 
that, if deemed necessary, Congress be asked to increase the" Con-
tingent fund of the Army" by a specific sum, for the sole purpose of 
repairing the valuable books in the several post libraries. · 
POST EXCHANGES. 
The progress of the post-exchange system, inaugurated in 1889 as a 
~ubstit~te for the trader's store, has been most satisfactory and gratify-
mg durmg the past year. Of the 85 traders' stores that were in oper-
ation in 1889 but 14 now exist, and of this numher three will close on the 
1st of December ne_xt, one on April 1, 1893, and three others which 
are ~lowed_ to. remam open upon contingencies that will likely be de-
termmed w1thm a few months. It is probable therefore that by the 
ei~d ~f the next fiscal year the post-trader system will b~ practically 
el~mmate~ from the army administration, and only such traders' stores 
will remarn as are located at posts in Arizona and the Indian country 
remo~e from the railroads, where they are perhaps a convenience to 
s1:1 !1 _1 lated garri ons and to citizens scattered about the adjoining 
VlClillty. 
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In February last, upon. the _ground tb~t the _term "cant~en': pos-
sibly conveyed to the public mmd a meanmg which, though fo~·e1gn ~o 
the main purpose of the institution, has been for years associated m 
other armies with a place of conviviality and dissipation, the Sec-
retary of -war decided to change the name of such establishmeuts to 
that of "post exchange." Exchanges are now in successful operation 
at 85 posts, the majority of the 11 g:;trrisoned posts at which there is_no 
/ exchange being located in the vicinity of large towns or on Indian 
reservations, where their establishment is deemed inexpedient. 
During the year ended June 30, 1892, these exchanges have been 
successfully operated, furnishing enliRted men with many a~ticles ot 
comfort or convenience, at greatly reduced cost as compared with post-
trader's prices, and with a resulting profit (exclusive of ~O p_er cent. 
payable into the band fund at posts where bands are mamtamed) of 
about $212,000, the greater portion of which was returned to the com-
panies and devoted to the improvement of their messes. The total 
appraised net valuation of the stock and :fixtures ofthe exchanges now 
in operation in the Army, all of which are practically the property of the 
soldiers, amounted in the aggregate, January 1, 1892, to $127,718.39. 
That the establishment of post exchanges has resulted directly in 
the improvement of the morale of the men and of military q.iscipline is 
the conclusion reached by the great majority of those best qualified 
to determine the question, viz, commandiug officers of posts. The fol-
lowing extracts from reports received from them during the past year 
are both interesting and instructi Ye: 
Fort Mclntosh.-It hn,s hatl the effect of making the men more contented. Since 
its establishment they have had less disposition to visit the town and spend their 
time in drinking saloons. There are fewer absences witltout leave, less drunken-
ness, an1l the number of trials by summary court has been greatly reduced. I con-
sider that a well-regulated and well-conducted canteen has a very beneficial influ-
ence on the discipline and morals of my command. 
Fo1·t Thomas.-Tbe success of the canteen so far has been in all respects satisfac-
tory. The enlisted men n,re more contented aml do not visit the neighuoring 
saloons so much as tltey did before the canteen was opened. . 
F01·t Mason.-The effect of the canteen on the morals of the men is decidedly good. 
Extremely few cases of drunkenness have come to the notice of officers of the post. 
It may safely be asserted tha,t the canteen has proved of the greatest benefit, both 
morally and financJally, to the garrison. 
Fol'l McKinney.-Since my assuming control of this post, June 9, 1891, I am satis-
fieu that the abandonment of post traders' stores and establishing the canteen sys-
tem in lieu thereof is of immense benefit, not only to tho enlisted men of the Army, 
bnt to officers and their families-to the men, as it tends to keep them away from 
disreputable drinking places and their usual adjuncts, which are so frequently 
fom~u on the border of military r eservations on the frontier ( of course the viciously 
mclmed, of whom there are at all posts some to be found, will not be benefited by 
any devisable system). I believe, therefore, the canteen, conducterl in accordance 
-with present regulations an_d orders, has a good moral effect, and adds materially to 
the contentment of the soldier. It benefits the officer and his family, as it affords a 
means of making purchases for his household without havin<Y to pay the enormous 
prices for articles formerly charged by the post trader. 
0 
. Fo1·t Gaston.--The work of the canteen has been entirely satisfactory and, judg-
mg from results, I do not well see how more could be expected· from the system. 
There has been no drunkenness here and not a court of any kind since my company 
reached the post, September 16, 1890. Pay day, which under the old system was 
always to be dreaded, is now only marked by the presence of the paymaster at the 
post. The wonder to me is that the old system, with its attendant evils and no ap-
parent good, was tolerated by Army officers for so many years. 
Fort SamHouston.-The canteen here is a success. A well-conducted cluuhouse, 
healthy in its tone, it tends to the moral improvement and material comfort of the 
men. They recognize that they are no longer driven to low grogshops and gam-
bling dens. In my judgment the canteen proves one of the strongest factors we have 
for the encouragement of sobriety. _ 
Fort Custer.-As to the effect upon the welfare of my command, the canteen is a 
great success in every way over the old post-trader system. 
-
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Cavalry Depot, Jefferson Barracks.-Frankness requires the acknowledgment that 
I was strongly opposed to the establishment of the general mess and Mn teen, as it 
was fiPSt called. I have no complete knowledge of the results of a fair t,rial of this 
institution in regular garrisons, but I have no hesitation in saying that, without a. 
doubt, it is better to abolish the depot entirely tlian to abolish these instituiions 
ancl return to those of former years. 
By the Army appropriation la·w for the fiscal year ended June 30, 
1891, the sale of beer or wine in any can teen or post-trader's store was 
prohibited in any State or Territory in which the sale of alcoholic 
liquors, beer, or wine is prohibited by law. The effect of this prohibi-
tion was to stop the sale of beer in the exchanges at posts located in 
the States of Kansas and the Dakotas. The commanding officers of 
those posts report as followR: 
Fo,-t Leavenworth, Kans.-Although Kansas is nomina.Uy a prohibition State, the 
prohibition law is openly set at nought. In the town of Leavenworth, adjoining 
this post, there are several hundred saloons engaged in the selling or beer or liquor, 
and licenses to sell are granted with little or no question by the authorities. Yet 
because the law is upon the statute book and this post is within the limits of a pro-
hibition State, the post c::mteen is not allowed to sell beer or any intoxicating drink. 
The consequence is that after the men are paid off they resort to the town and there 
spend their money in the saloons, returning to the post, many of them, badl~ under 
the influence of liquor. Absence from duty and summary courts follow, with fines 
and confinement in the guardhouse. Even if there be no worse results, discipline 
is much injured: and in my opinion will never be better while such a state of affairs 
exist!:;. 
Fort Riley, Kans.-The canteen has been a success ancl would be more of one were 
the sale of beer and light wines permitted. The short time that such a conc'tition ex-
isted it met with the hearty approval of all, made the men contented, affecte«l the-
rnorale most satisfactorily, and reduced the list of absentees; and it was with regret 
such sales were discontinued under the operation of law. 
Fort · Randall, S. Dalc.-The inability to sell beer deprives the canteen of that 
main source of profit upon which all canteens rely for continued prosperity. This 
deprivation m::i,y justly be said to be the cause of 90 per cent of the evils arising 
at this post. The average enlisted man, obtaining but little bodily sat,isfaction from 
the consumption of ginger ale, soda water, etc., and knowing from experience the 
almost paralytic effects resnlting from hard cider, will have whisky or alcohol seut 
him from some one of the smaH towns ,v-ithin a radius of 30 miles of the post, or else 
he will smuggle it himself. Beer, which the · majority prefer, can not be brought so 
easily to the post in quantities sufficient to satisfy the soldier's appetite. The 
whisky is usually of the vilest kind, and its effects for several days aHer pay day 
are pitiable enough to render lenient the most stringent prohibitionist. In all of 
the small towns in this part of South Dakota liquors are sold more or less openly, 
mostly in an open manner. Thus the absurdity is presented to tbe post of the sale 
of liquors in almost every part of South Dakota, except Fort Randall. Considering 
the disadvant,age umler which this canteen labors, the results have been as satisfac-
tory as could have been expectecl. While I realize that the law restricts the sale of 
alcoholic liquors, wines, etc., to canteens in nonprohibition States, I have dwelt 
npon this point trying to show how lasting is the evil, how great is the discontent 
among the soldiers, and how a proper state of discipline becomes almost impossible, 
because I am folly convip.ced that my appeal, united as it must be with that of all 
commanders of posts in prohibition States, will finally convince those in a position 
to act that the success of prohibition in post canteen is cfuubtfnl. 
Fort Yates, N. Dcik.-It is notorious that whisky can be obtained in the little 
town of Winona, N. Dak., which is just across tho river from the post. Four soldiers 
were drowned last winter and one frozen to death this winter going to or retur?i~g 
from that town. I would strongly recommend the repeal of the law which prol11b1ts 
the sale of beer in post canteens in prohibition States. If it were sold in moderate 
quantities and under proper supervision few men would become intoxicated or would 
want to leave the post to obtain anything stronger. The military posts appear to 
be the only places where any attempt is made to enforce prohibition. 
RETIREMENT OF GENERAL-SERVICE CLERKS, ETC. 
The organic law of Februa,ry 14, 1885, establishing a retired list for 
the rank and file of the Army provides that when an enlisted man ltas 
erved as sucb thirty years he shall, on his application, be retired and 
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sball thereafter receive- 75 per cent of the pay and allowances of tlw 
rank upon which he was retired. 
July ~9, 1886, Congress classified the general-service force for cleri-
cal duty at the headquarters of the Army and at those of the seyeral 
military departments, and, for the purpose of retirement, gave the sev-
eral classes assimilated rank as :first sergeants, sergeants, corporals: aud 
privates. 
Upon this small class of enlisted men depend important interests of 
military administration. Under the officer of the Adjutant-General's De-
partment they have charge of the records and :files at department Leall-
quarters, and their duties, responsibilities, and qualifications are tl1e 
same as discharged by and required of the clerks employed, with 
higher remuneration, in the several Executive Departments. Selected 
because of their special aptitude for the duties required of them, <le-
prived of all chances of military advancement and forced, of necessity, 
to live at increased cost in the cities where department headquarters 
are located, it seem but justice to this small but highly deserving cln ss 
that, on being retjred after thirty years' faithful service, they should, 
like other enlisteu men, be entitled to receive three-fourths of the pay 
actually received by them at date of retirement, and I earnestly recom-
mend that this proposition be urged upon Congress for favorable con-
sideration. . 
Respectfully submitted. 
Maj. Gen. JOHN M. SCHOFIELD, 
· Commanding the Army. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Adjutant-General. 
MILITARY PRISON REPORTS. 
COMMANDANT'S OFFICE, U. S. MILITARY PRISON, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ., July 18, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith annual reports of the prison surgeon, 
chaplain, executive officer, quartermaster, commissltry, and commanding officer of 
the provost guard, together with the various tabulated statements sho-vying the 
number of prisoners received, discha,rged, etc., the offenses for which tried, age, 
nativity, occupation, etc.; also the amount of work performed by them. . 
Since my last report, the following changes in the officers on duty at th~ prison 
have taken place: Lieut. Col. J. P. Wright, surgeon, U.S. Army, Chaplam r B. 
McCleery, U.S. Army,·First Lieut. C. W. Mason, Fourth Infantry, and First Lieut. 
W. A. Nichols, Twenty-third Infantry, have been r.elieved, and replaced by the fol-
lowing officers: Capt. Charles Richard, asst.' surg. U. S. Army, Chaplain Cha,~les 
C. Pierce, U.S. Army, First Lieut. R. M. Blatchford, Eleventh Infantry, and First 
- Lieut. George H. Sands, Sixth Cavalry, respectively. 
Perma1:1-ent improvements have been made in and around the prison as follows: 
(1) Alterations made in privies in carpenter and shoe shops. . 
(2) Privies built for harness, broom, and tin shops, and for stone shed. 
(3) Prisoners' bathroom enlarged and improved. . 
(4) New hard-wood floors laid in the ntght guard room, guard's amusement _room, 
and wash room, two hospital wards, :first class dormitory, dynamo room, and m one 
double room in the prison surgeon's quarters. 
_(5) New standing-seam tin roof on hospital. 
(6) Glass sash doors placed in hospital, and new door placed in executive officer's 
quarters to connect with back hall. 
(7) Hospital and other buildings k alsomined. 
(8) All steam-heating pipes in prison yard placed in tunnels. 
(9) Hospital sidewalks r elaid with vitrified brick. 
(10) Brick sidewalks laid in yards and in front of all officers' quarters. 
(11) New foundations dug, walled up with stone, and paved with brick around the 
prisoners' dining room and dormitory, the old cellar converted into kitchen and 
dining room and floor ed with hard pressed brick, windows cut out and,made double 
the former size, and the pillars of foundation of this building strengthened. 
(12) Stairway made leading from first floor to dining room of above building. 
(18) Office for commissary-sergeant made in new dining room. 
(14) One hundred and eighty iron cells made and placed in :first and third floors 
of above building. 
(15) Drain pipe changed and sewerage remodeled from above building to join main 
sewer of prison. 
(16) Wooden gates on farm replaceil by five iron gates to open by rope and pulleys, 
and all farm gates and all gratings of iron around prison painted. 
(17) All pris~n builc1:ings kept in good repair, inside and out. . 
(18) A sawnnll received from the Quartermaster's Department was set up m 
wheelwright shop and used in getting out lumber for the new assembly hall. 
(19) Water pipe near post hop room dug up and relaid. 
(20) Old hop room torn down and ground prepared for construction of the new as-
sembly hall. 
(21) Dnring the last season a brickkiln was successfully worked, and two kilns 
were burned, producing 99,400 bricks. The new cellular system requiring much 
more room, has made necessary an iucrease of storaO'e room and it is de8igned to 
utilize the brick largely for builuing a store house as°well as f'or other prison use. 
(22) An a~~ition to th~ chancel in the prison chapel was added, with hard-wood 
floor and rallmg for choir, and the other side of chancel was made to correspond. 
(23) Two frame buildings be-longing to post, on west side of prison, torn down at 
reque t of the post quartermaster. 
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The following exhibit shows the receipts and expenditures during the fiscal yea.r: 
Items. .Appropri-ated. Expended. Balance. 
Subsistence .•••••.....................................•....•.. - -- $24,000 $17,867. 6P, $6,132.37 
Tobacco ............................ -- ---- - - -- -- - - -- -- - - -· -· · - - · · · 300 300. 00 ............... 
Forage and hay for bedding ........................... - ----- · · ·· · 
~H~l~~tinit~~~~~~: ::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: :: : :::::: ::: : : : 
.Advertising ............................•................ ........ -
.Apprehern,iori of escaped prisoners ............................. . 
Pay of employt'ls and ex:tra-duty men ............................ . 
~~el~l1~;sg_e_~~~~~ ~~.::~~~~:::: ,:::: :: :: : :: : : :: ::: : : : : : : : :::: ::::::: 
3,000 1,540.45 1,459.55 
1,000' 1, 000.00 .............. 
9,400 *8, 945. 99 454. 01 
2, 000 1, 9H9. 81 .19 
200 43. 80 15G. 21) 
300 150. 00 150. 00 
18,000 16,495.22 1,504.78 
20,000 20,000.00 ............... 
5,000 5,000.00 .. ...... ...... 
Tot:iJ. ....•••••••.•••••••••.•.•.••••••.••••••.•.•••••••.•.•.. 83,200 73,342.90 9,857.10 
* In addition to the sum of $8,945.99 expended at the pri~<?n for clothing and donatio1;1~ to_ prtsoners 
discharged, the sum of $360 was expended by the authorities at .Alcatraz Island, Cahforma, m pay. 
ment of donations to prisoners released from confinement at that plaee. 
Of the sum $73,342.90 expended during the year, $655 was for donations to prison-
ers released from confinement at military posts, which amount being deducted, leaves 
as the expenditures of the prison proper $72,687.90, against $73,027.06 expended in 
:fiscal year 1891; $79,753.35 in fiscal year 1890, and $79,818.92 in :fiscal year 1889. 
Including in expenditures for fiscal year 1892 the sum of $360 paid at Alcatraz 
Island, California, to prisoners released, the appropriation stands as follows: 
Amount of appropriation .. _ •.............................. -............. $83, 200.00 
Expenditures.......................................................... 73,702.90 
Balance unexpended ........................................•.... 
Received from Treasury during the year ............................... . 
Expended ......•............. ......................................... 





==== Number of donations sent to posts .............................. , ... 131 
Donations paid by authorities at Alcatraz Island, California........ 72 
Donations to prisoners released at prison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285 
Total number of donations ................................... 488 at$5~2,440 
Citizens' suits sent to posts during the year ........................ 200 
The appropriation for payment of accounts for prisoners' transportation during the 
fiscal year 1892 being included in the appropriation for the support of the Army, 
no payments on that account were made by the commandant. · 
At the close of the fiscal year 1891 the sum of $2,803.85 was retained for payments of 
accounts for prisoners' transportation not presented at that date. Of this amount 
$161.40 was expended for that purpose during the fiscal year 1892, and the balance, 
$2,642.45, was turned into the Treasury on September 30, 1891, which remains avail-
able for paymept of accounts sent, under the law, to the Treasury for settlement. 
From labor of prisoners and sales of material the following amounts were realized 
during the year: 
Received by prisoners' labor ..•••• .....••....................•••....• _.. $1, 162. 96 
Sale of rag carpets and mats........... ................................. 147. 02 
Sale of scrap iron, old cans, barrels, etc...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89. 93 
Total ...•.........•............................................... 
J<'rom similar sources, fiscal year 1891, receipts were .................... . 




The above amount, $1,392.91, was covered into the Treasury June 30, 1892. 
Receipts by sale of condemned prison property during fiscal year 1892 were $268.40, 
which amount was also covered into the Treasury. 
Taken up on property returns during the year: 200 cords hard wood, 245 cords soft 
wQOd_ ( cut on reservation); 71,500 pounds of hay, grown on farm; 99,400 bricks made 
by prisoners. 
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The receipts from the prison farm during the year were as follows: 
Corn, 2,300 bushels; potatoes, 1,100 bushels; beans, 90 bushels; peas, 45 bushels; 
onions, 325 bushels; parsnips, 340 bushels; beets, 320 bushels; salsify, 65 lmsbels; 
turnips, 450 bushels; raiishes, 48 bushels; lettuce, 35 bushels ; sweet potatoes, 375 
bushels, and about 6,000 heads of cabbage. 
The yield is not as large as that of the preceding year, due to t he unusal rains and 
high water of the Missouri River, which occurred shortly after the crop had been 
planted. · 
This loss, however, was to a great extent covered by the cutting of 71,500 pounds of 
bay on the farm, a large portion coming from the ground inundat ed during the early 
part of the season, which had been seeded down the previous year when small grain 
was raised thereon. · 
The levee placed around the main cultivated portion of t he farm prevented the 
usual inroads of the Missouri River and consequent damage t o the newly planted 
crops this year. 
This year the following acreage has been planted: Sixty-five acr es of corn,. 35 acres 
of potatoes, 14 acres of beans, and some 20 acres of other veget ables, such as cab-
bage, onions, parsnips, carrots, beets, turnips, etc. · 
Clearing of the. bottom lands progressed during the winter, r esulting in a yield of 
445 cords of wood, which hav;e been accounted for on the returns. 
The report of the prison quartermaster gives in detail the work performed for the 
quartemaster's department during the fiscal year, with cost of each article manufac-
tured. It will be seen that there has been a reduction in the co8t of boots and shoes, 
and all the reports that I have received indicate as general satisfaction to the wearers 
of prison-made shoes as is likely to obtain with any manufacture of similar articles. 
The contemplated change to calfskin from cowhide will, in my opinion, give greater 
satisfaction to the soldier, and will be more in accordance wit,h his other clothing. 
I approve the recommendation that the present barrack chair be finished in oil 
and that the seats be made of hickory slats instead of the present vulcanized fiber, 
which is very difficult to get of the original good quality, is found to warp more than 
was anticipated, and is much more expensive than slats. -
In case of injury to the slats the seats ca.n be sent to the prison for repairs or be 
replaced without great expense, for which purpose it is suggested that instructions 
be given to inspectors to require repair of chairs in this manner. 
I also invite at.tention to the recommendation to purchase broom corn in the fall 
instead of spring, and to adopt in place of the present stable broom a carpet broom 
with a row of rattan in the center. 
It is a source of gratification to hear, as I have from many sources, that prison 
manufacture is giving more general satisfaction thau ever before. In connection 
with these manufactures I invite attention to the fact that the amount of skilled 
labor required by the Quartermaster's Department has declined to such an extent 
that the number of prisoners who can now be taught trades is greatly reduced, as 
the following table ·will show: 
Funds supplied the Quartermaster's Department for mani~facture. 
Year. 
1885 .... ... _ .. _. _ .....................•.. _ ..... ••...... . . ••..... . ... ·- _ .... _. 
1886. ____ ...........•.............•. -··· ...... _ ....... ___ .. _. __ . _ ... -· .. -· •• _ 
1887. - · -·- _ ...... -·····- •. - · ·······-·· -···-· .. ·- ·- -· ··-· __ -· .. --·-·-· _. ··- .. _ 
1888. ···-·· .•.... -····· ····-······ ....... ····•······· -··· .. --· - - - .... ·- -··· --
1889,_ .. . -··· ··-··· ............ -····· -··· ........ ··· • ·· -··· .. -···· ........ ··-
1890 .... , ·····- ······- _. ·-·-·-- ............•..• _ ······-- .. . .. _ -· •. -· .. -······ i:~~--············--····- ·······-············-····-·····---·········--······ 
............ .... ...................... .......... ....................... ......... .! .................... . 
Amount. 





•205, 166. 75 
97, 923.78 












The latter includes expenditures for work on the assembly hall which is nearly 
all to be done next year. · ' 
In the fiscal year 1885 there were employed in shops at skilled labor for the Quar-
termaster's Department a daily average of 186¾ men. 
!n the :fisc~l year 1892 there were employed at the same n, daily average of 74 men. 
fhe most unportant agency of reform in any prison next to discipline is that of 
learning a trado. The knowle~ge a;11-d skill required are the greatest ~timulus to 
self-betterm~nt, and the capacity gamed to earn an honest living and the self-respect 
thereby atta.med all lead to ~he good of the iudividual, while the acquisition ~o the 
state of a sk1_ll~d workmai:i, mstead of a worthless criminal, is greatly desirable. 
Of course it 1s not possible to teach all men a trade within the limited terms of 
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sentences served here; but it is possible and desirable to increase the number now 
employed at skilled labor to at least double. . . 
This can not be done in such trades as carpentry, but can be done 111 such trades 
as harness-making tinware, boot or shoe making, and broom makil).g. 
While the Army'appropriation bill only limits. the am?unt to be expended at the 
prison from the appropriation for camp and garrison eqmpn.ge (boots and sho~s 3:nd 
barracks chairs) to $125,000, the amount assigned the prison from that appropnat1on 
last year was only $50,319.67. . . . . 
In view of the very great importance to the mdividual prisoner and to the State 
of the teaching of trades, I recommend that the manufacture of boots and shoes, 
tinware harness and brooms be increased so far as they are needed for the Army, 
if not aiready supplied from the prison. . . 
Attention is invited to the accompanying reports of tbe prison surgeon, chaplam, 
executive officer commissary officer, a.i1d guard commander. 
The health of the prison has been gratifying, except the unprecedentecl los~ of 
three prisoners through cerebro-spin_al meningitis, w1?-ich, a~ stated by th~ p1;1son 
SUTffeon could not be traced to any cause withi.n the prison. fhese reports rnchcate 
that th~ discipline of the guard and prisoners has. been e~cellent, the police of the 
prison and groun~s wel_l kept up, and ~he food of the prisoners ample and of good 
quality, the clothmg smtable and sufficient. . . 
Attention is invited to the renewed recommenrlat10n of the executive officer that 
the jurisdiction of summary courts he extended to the trial of prisoners by courts-
martial the reasons for which were given in the annual report of last year; also to 
the suff~·estion of the guard commander that enlisted men transferring to the provost 
guard 0 be not required to pay the cost of their transportation, this system of trans-
fers being the ordinary manner of recruiting the guard. 
The behavior of prisoners has never been better, due partly to the stricter disci-
pline and better means of punishment secured in the new stone cells, but chiefly 
from the fact that the rule that prisoners shall serve out time lost for misconduct 
· has been adhered to more strictly. The lengthening of sentence by loss of good time 
has been found a most.effective punishment in nearly all cases, and will continue to 
be effective so long as the practice of making them serve such time invariably is 
continued. 
The report of the prison chaplain indicates that the secular school, which was in-
stituted November, 1887, under some doubt as to itR successful operation under 
prisoner teachers, bas passed from an experiment into a confirmed success, and it 
has reached th.e stage where a large increase in the numbers attending should be 
made. 
This is in accordance with suggestions made by the honorable Assistant Secretary 
of War on his recent visit to the prison. . 
The present room admits of seating not more than one hundred. As soon as the 
changes made necessary by the new cellula,r system are completed it is believed 
that arrangements can be made to double the number of pupils. 
On November 18, 1891, the honorable Secretary of War, in accordance with- the 
report of the prison commissioners, approved the recommendation that the status 
of the prison should be changed from a dormitory to a cellular prison. Work was 
accordingly begun, and two floors of ninety cells each have been nearly completed. 
The third floor will be c(}mpleted during the summer, if no unusual delay occurs in 
the receipt of the iron. 
The cells are built in two rows, separated by boiler iron where they join at the 
back and sides, and of open iron grating in front and on top. 
1 I consider this change one of the most important ever made in the prison manage-
ment, as it does away with the innumerable evils of the common dormitory system, 
and will undoubtedly be for the benefit of foe prisoners as well as add to the disci-
pline of the prison. · 
Un_der the old system all the power of the commandant could only suppress but 
not. control, the bad element, which, combining under desperate leaders, held~. ter-
r?r1sm over the more la~-a.biding elements. This influence, arising from congrega-
~10n, was always for evil, never for good. It has greater force in prisons than the 
mfluence of organization for good in society; for its penalties are. swifter and more 
certain. Thus if a well-meaning prisoner would incline to report a case of petty 
theft or other disreputable act, threats were at once conveyed to him from the 
"_Clan-na-Gael," or "Number 2's gang," or "Number 28's gang," or the "Nigger-
killers" (the real names of former gangs), and there is no doubt that desperate risks 
would be taken to make good such threats of revenge against informers. 
It is exceedingly difficult to direct or control the power of combination among 
prisoners in any prison. I believe it is impossible under a dormitory system, with 
th~ varied classes of criminals to be found in this prison and under the law of the 
pnson. 
All evil combinations will be largely abated by the separate system, when a good 
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prisoner may avoid evil associations, if he so desires, and a large amount of control 
can be exercised by the authorities. 
The cells do not prevent communication entirely, but are sufficient for the purposes 
of this prison, and the prison will be assimilated to the Auburn system, most approved 
by modern prison authorities. 
When the cells are all completed, the floors will be ventilated by air shafts, under 
a system which is at present under advisement. 
There were fourteen escapes and seven recaptures during the year, the large num-
ber of escapes being due to one successful attempt to cut ont of a dormitory, wher· · 1 
four prisoners got away, and one successful attempt to dig out of the yard througu 
an incomplete tunnel. The latter party were followed up and three out of four were 
recaptured shortly afterwards. 
There have been in four and a half years thirty-two escapes and twenty-six recap-
tures, a net loss of six during that period. -
Attention is invited to the fact that the reward for the apprehension of deserters 
has been raised to $60, while the reward for recapture of escaped military prisoners 
remains atl!,30. 
It would seem that the reward for escaped prisoners should be at least equal to 
that paid for apprehension of deserters. This would require appropriation by Con-
gress, and the last annual estimate was accordingly made on this basis, was approved 
by the honorable Secretary of War, and the appropriation is now pending in Con-
gress. (See Estimates of Appropriations, 1892-'93, page 251.) 
The honorable Secretary of War has modified the prison regulations so as to in-
crease the number of recommendations for special clemency on the 4th of July and 
Christmas from two to t,hree on each day. 
No prisoners have been sent to the insane asylum during the past year. 
Under the usual orders of the vVar Department, the commandant representecl the 
prison at the National Prison Congress at Pittsburg, Pa., from October 10 to 15, 
1891, read a paper on "Crimes and Criminals of the American Army," and was re-
elected a member of the board of directors of the National Prison Association. 
The officers of the prison are entitled to· commendation for their faithful perform-
. ance of duty, and though the prison has suffered a loss in the departure of the 
trained officers lately relieved, their successors are zealously endeavoring to acquirn 
equal efficiency in their new duties. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. W. POPE, 
Captain and A.. Q. M., U.S. A.rniy, Conirnandant. 
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U.S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. O. 
OFFICE OF THE PRISON SURGEON, U. S. MILITARY PRISON, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., July 11, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the 
medical department of this prison for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 
On February 15, 1892, I relieved Lieut. Col. J.P. Wright, surgeon, U. S. Army, 
of the duties of attending surgeon, and have been continuously performing those' 
duties since that date. ' 
A consolidated statement of the command and military prisoners admitted to the 
sick report, with mean strength, for the year is as follows: 
Admitted. 
---------!--- ----------- ---1---ir----i--,---
Commis ioned. ......... 8. 30 
Enlisted................ 102. 83 
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It had not been the JlractiC'e of my predecessor to calculate the prisoner~ marked 
"quarte~f: by the prison surgc~n in the "average daily percentage of sick to mean 
strength m the mont~ly consohdatecl report of sick prisoners under treatment. 
It has been my pr~t1ce to account for all men excused by the prison surgeon, 
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whether taken into the hospital or marked "quarters." A man e~cused for a slight 
or tempornry a.ilmeut is as certainly noneffective as one s1;1ffermg from an acute 
disease, and unless all cases are accounted for the report will not show the actual 
condition existing. • . 
The disproportion of the average daily percentage of sick to mean strength, b&-
tween the enlisted and the milit~try prisoners, is ascribed to the greater average age 
of the ~uard (many of them having over twenty years' service) and their consequer..t 
greater liability to chronic diseases. . 
Among tbe prisoners diarrhea occurr~d more frequ_ently than_ an3: other disea~e, 
17 per cent of all cases admitted to the sick report bemg for this ailment. \Vhile 
this disease was more prevalent during the summ~r mouq1s, cases P!esented ~h~m-
selves during the entire year. Its prevalence is, m som~ cas~s, ascribed to chillu~.g 
of the surface of the body during the cool part of the mght m hot weather! and m 
others to overeating; especially was this latter cause found to be the case m those 
who had been on restricted diet. 
Catarrhal diseases of the respiratory organs, including bronchitis and common 
colds, affected the next largest number of prisoners, 14 per cent of all cases admitted 
being of this class. 
Malarial diseases were the next in frequency of occurrence, 10 per cent of the 
admissions being for these. Of the cases which have occurred since I hav~been on 
duty as attending surgeon, the greater proportion had had attacks of some form of 
the dfsease before coming to the prison, and in these the probability is that it was 
contracted prior to their arrival here. . 
Epidemic influenza of a mild type was prevalent during December and January. 
Six per cent of the admissions were due to this disease. 
Rheumatism in its various forms was acco1\ntable for a little over 5 per cent of 
the total sickness. 
Pneumonia occurred but twice during the year, which is a favorable showing. 
One of these proved fatal, a result brought about by the patient's own willful ancl 
perverse conduct aft.er convalescence had been established. 
Three cases of epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis occnrred among the prisoners, 
all of which ended in death. As already mentioned in a previous report, no condi-
tions were discoverable at the prison which might predispose to an outbreak of the 
disease. The occurrence of each case was preceded by a period of unusual rainfall 
and excessive humidity, with marked barometric and thermometric changes. I am 
informed that the disease was prevalent in the surrounding country at the same 
time. · 
But two cases of tubercular diseases appeared during the :year, both of which were· 
discharged ou surgeon's certificate of disability. I believe this is a very small ratio 
as compared with civil prisons. 
The diseases above enumerated constituted 56 per cent of all the cases admitted;. 
injuries constituted 17 per cent, while the remaining 27 per Mnt were for slight ail-
ments of various kinds. But one prisoner was severely injured (by an accidental 
explosion of dynamite), resulting in the loss of a hand. This man was pardoned. 
Among the guard, catarrhal affections of the respiratory organs were the most fre-
quent causes of admissions to the sick report, 20 pe11 cent of the total admissions be-
ing of this class. This is to be expected, since the larger proportion are on duty as 
sentries over outside working parties and as night guard. ' 
Rheumatism and diseases of the nervous system, each class constitutino- 10 per 
cent of all casei;, admitted, occurred next in frequency. This is no doubt d~e to the 
nat~re of their duties and the relatively large number of old men ~mong them. 
Drnrrhea was not as frequent among the guard as amo1w the prisoners less than 7 
per.cent of all cases admitted being for troubles of this nature. ' . 
Six members of the guard were discharged on surgeon's certificate of disability. 
One of these was for disability resulting from injury, and the others were from dis-
eases incident to old age. 
Two deaths occurred among the guard, one from a railroad accident and the other 
from cerebro-spinal meningitis. 
Attempts at feigning sickness have "been comparatively rare in my experience,. 
which speaks well for the <liscipline of the prison. 
The scrupulously clean condition in which all the buildingl:l, shops, <lormitories,. 
stables, and latrines are maintaine<l is worthy of praise. · The drains and sewers are 
regularly flushed and kept in an exci,llent sanitary state. 
The quarters of the officers, enlisted men, and civilian employes are likewise in 
good sanitary condition. 
The air space in the prisoners' dormitories is ample for the numbers now occupy-
ing them, but they can only be ventilated by means of the windows l'lind cloori> 
While this has been found to l~e fairly effective, yet drafts must arise, and it. iA 
believed that a system of artificial ventilation could be devised which would over-
come the danger and discomforts of these drafts. 
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The clothing issued to the prisoners is well adapted to.the conditions under which 
they labor and to the S(?asons, and is comfortable. 
The food is sufficient in quantity and has been well prepared, except the bread, 
which at times has not been up to the standard. · 
The subordinate service of the hospital has b.een performed by prisoners detailed 
for the purpose, under the supervision of Hospital Steward Cabell and .Acting Hos-
pita,l Steward Younghanns, Hospital Corps, U. S . .Army. These two noncommis-
sioned officers h ave been faithful, diligent, and painstaking in the performance of 
their duties. I have not found the prison nurses as careful or as intelligent in the 
performance of their duties as Hospital Corps men. This is hardly to be expected, as 
they are utterly ignora,nt of t)le simplest principles of the delicate duties of sick-
nursing when first detailed. In selecting prisoners for nurses I have endeavored to 
choose the best men I could :find, and as these are usually such as have but compara-
tively short sentences to serve, they hardly 'become fa~iliar with the routine duties 
before they are discharged. It takes time and training to make a good nurse . . In 
those cases where careful nursing was a necessary factor in the treatment, the work 
devolved upon the acting hospital steward. · 
It is my opinion, after a'n experience with prison nurses extending overaperiodof 
more than four months, that better service to the si~k would result with Hospital 
Corps men. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
CHARLES RICHARD, 
Captain and .Assistant Surgeon, U. S . .A1·my, Prison Sutgeon. 
The PRISON .ADJUTANT, U. S. MILITARY PRISON. 
CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE, U.S. MILITARY PRISON, 
.Port Leavenwo1·th, Kans., July 18, 1891. 
Sm: I have the honor to present my first annua1 report as prison chaplain, having 
relieved Chaplain J. B. McCleery on the 10th of .August, 1891. . 
During the :first eight months of my service I was required also to serve the adJa-
cent post of Fort Leavenworth, thus dividing my labor to the. detriment of the work 
in both places-. Happily that condition of affairs no longer exists, and I am per-
mitted to obey the regulations and devote my whole time to the moral improvement 
of the prisoners. 
In addition to the strictly religious part of my work, I have rendered services as 
librarian, superintendent of . the, secular school, and inspector of all mail matter 
passing between prisoners and their friends. 
In connection with the statistical tables presented herewith I beg to make the 
following report and suggest10ns concerning the fourfold aspect of my work: 
(1) .As chaplain.-! have conducted three services each Sunday, with gratifying 
results. The attenclan~e, while entirely voluntary, has reached fully 90 or 95 per 
cent of the prison population. I have not been so much concerned about permanent 
results, but have sought by va-rious methods to give the men the most practical help 
in the rri.ost acceptable way, so long as they are with us. , , 
The chapel has been considerably beautified, out much might yet be done along 
this line and in providing accommodation for a congregation that can not always 
se{lure seats. 
On nearly all legal holidays I have preferred some instructive entertainment. 
In October I was ordered, with the commandant, to attend the prison congress at 
Pittsburg, and was chosen vice-president of the International .Association of Prison 
Chaplains. It was of vast value to me to study reformatory problems with th<:>se 
who have been life-long specialists, and I trust that, in the interest of my peculiar 
work; I may have a similar privilege in the future. 
(2) As librm·ian.-A new catalogue has been prepared. Besides the care of the 
library it has fallen to the lot of the chaplain to beg from generous editors and pub-
lishers a large supply of reading material, and the newspaper and magazine files 
have in this way alone been supplie.cl. · 
(3) .As super~ntendent.-The school course is necessarily quite elementery, but has 
been very profitably pursued. Only 100 pupils cian, at present, be accomo~lated; but 
two o_r th~ee times tha!' number can be ~ound who are unable to pass tlie required 
exammat1on. In the rnterest of education and of discipline I suggest the enlarge-
ment of the school, so that it may include all prisoners who are deficient. 
I further recommend the extension of each school term from three to four months, 
mJJ e_xp rience having shown the former period to be too short for the mastery of the 
stud1e of each grade. The chool has no vacation durin CJ' the year. 
(4) 4s inspector.-This work has involved the reading0 of 6,603 outgoing letters 
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and as large a number of letters received by prisoners, and has been anything but 
a delightful task, although it has been a means of education for ·my personal work 
among the men. It has taught me much of their peculiar traits and weaknesses, 
home environments, etc., and has made my ministry more practical than it might 
have been. The percentage of incoming mail matter unfit for delivery to prisoners, 
by reason of obscenity and profanity or demoralizing information, has, to me,· been 
appalling. There are few guard-houses in the Army which do not keep me fully in-
formed as to their inmates and their offenses, as well as the more "shady" kind of 
gossip about the various posts. 
On the other hand, much of the correspondence has revealed to me, among the 
prisoners, fallen sons of honorable families, whose restoration is the absorbing desire 
of their people. 
I wish to confess myself a convert to the cell system now being introduced, as 
being a vast improvement in the line of moral influence over the former dormitory 
system, where men of all grades of morals (though politic enough to be graded well 
for pris,.m behavi{\r) could be grouped together with young boys suffering the 
penalty for their first offense, to give them a course in foulness and heart-hardening. 
That part of my table showing the cause of desertion may need to be taken cum 
• grano salis in some cases, but in the main must be reliable, for, upon his entry to 
_the prison, each man is encouraged to tell me, privately, candidly, and fearlessly, 
his motive. 
One chronic deserter, who has been in the service and out again seven times, 
would have y.s believe that he is a "skiptomanfac," if I may coin a not overchaste 
word. His claim is that he has a mania for enlisting and deserting, that he . can not 
check this resistless impulse, and that if he were discharged from the prison he 
would be impelled to enlist at the first sight of a flag and then doubtless desert 
again. Whether the theory is·correct or not it may be interesting to the student of 
military penology. 
In conclusion, I wish· to acknowledge the marked courtesy and helpfulness ac-
corded me by the commandant, and, indeed, by all the officers of the prison. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The PRISON ADJUTANT. 
CHARLES C. PIERCE, 
Chaplain, U, .S. A., Prison Chaplain. 
ACTING ASSISTANT QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE, U. S. MILITARY PRISON, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., July 9, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the work of this office dur-
ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892: 
SHOE SHOP. 
There were employed in this shop one inspector at $116.66 per month and two in-
structors at $100 per month each, and prisoners varying in number from 21 to 32, 
amounting to 8, 718½ days' labor at 50 cents per day. Total value of labor, $6,759.25. 
There were manufactured during the year: · 
Average cost. 
1,501 pai~s boots, cavalry, sewed ...............••.........•.••............•... $3. 20 
13 pairs boots, brass-screwed, old style ....................................... 2. 60 
20,450 pairs shoes, campaign, sewed ....... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 84. 
100 pairs shoes, calf~ sewed .............• ..................................... 2.19 
15 pairs shoes, brass-screwed, old style . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 84 
It will be observed that the average cost of the boots and shoes has been materi-
ally lower~d as compared with previous years. This has been accomplished by a 
closer cuttmg of the upper leather, a reduction in the number of civilian employes 
and a slight addition to the task of the prisoners at work in the shop. ' 
The only change in the pattern of the shoe was that authorized by the Quarter-
master-G;eneral August 29th, 1891, viz: The tongue and vamp of the shoe to be made 
of one piece. 
· Under date of March 31, 1892, the Quartermaster-General directed the manufac-
ture of one hundred JUl,irs calfskin shoes of an improved style of last. These were 
manufactured and sent to Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Fort McHenry, Md., and Wash-
ington Barracks, D. C. , 
No reports from tl?,ose to whom the shoes were issued have yet been received. 
I woul_d rene:V ~y recommenuation of last ·year that steel nails take the place of 
the soft iron nails m the heels of boot and shoe. 
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CARPENTER SHOP. 
In this shop from 3 to 13 prisoners have been employed in the manufacture of 
stores for the Quartermaster's Department. Total number of days, 2,288½; at 50 cents 
per d~y, $1,144.25. · . 
The following articles were manufactured at the average cost set opposite each arti-
cle: 
3, 257 barrack chairs, vulcanized sea ts ....•••• ~ ••••.••.. .......... ..•........ 
218 mess tables ..........................•.••......•......•......... ~ ...... . 
4, 059 mess stools .........................•... ~ ............................ . 
23 mess benches ..........................•..•......... ' · .................. .. . 
22 company :field desks ....•••••............••..•.••....•..•.. ••• ............ 







Upon the recommendation of this office the Quartermaster-General authorized, Oc-
tober 27, 1891, the putting together of the barrack chairs here and shipping them to 
posts already set up. This provision will certainly increase the durability of the 
chair, for unless it has been properly set up in the :first instance it must soon fall to 
pieces in use. · 
I think that the seat of the barrack chair would be more durable and comfortable 
if made of slats of hickory wood, and the whole chair much improved in appearance 
if :finished in oil before leaving the shop. 
Two company field desks, made on an enlarged pattern and with more partitions 
to contain the books, were made and issued to the depot quartermaster, Fort Leav-
enworth, Kans., for trial. 
Few stable brooms have been called for this year, which may be the resul~ of 
posts having a surplus on hand and their infrequent use for the purpose for which 
made. I would recommend a broom like the ordinary carpet broom, only made _of 
coarser material, much heavier, and reinforced with a row of rattan through its 
center, for sweeping the dirt floors of stables_. 
HARNESS SHOP. 
There have been employed in the harness shop one foreman, at $100 per month, 
and from 6 to 17 prisoners, or 3,517¾ days' labor,' at 50 cents per day. Total value, 
$2.958.88. 
'fhere were manufactured during the year, at the average cost set opposite each-
243 S. S. harness, ambulance, wheel ......••... · .......... _ .... _ ........... .. $ 6. 50 
237 S. S. harness, ambulance, lead .............. _ ...........•••. . __ ......... 14. 50 
250 S.S. harness, wagon, wheel................................ .... ........ 15.15 
436 S. S. harness, wa-gon, lead .............. _. _ ..... _ ... _ .. _ . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 20 
10 S. S. harness, light ambulance, wheel .................... __ ............ 12. 55 
8 S. S. harness, express, wheel ........... _ ........... _._ ......... _....... 22. 70 
31 sets harness, cart ...................... _ .. __ . _ ... _ ... _ . .. _... . . . . . . . . . . 14. 50 
1 set harness, buckboard ... _ ..... -. ......... __ .. _ ............ . _. _._....... 20. 08 
14 pairs lines, 2-horse ................... __ .......... _ ..... _. __ _ . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 50 
16 pairs lines, 4-horse .............. __ .... _ ...... _ .......... _. _ .... _... . . . . 2. 25 
6 pairs lines, 6-horse..................................... .......... ...... 2.75 
2 sets lines, cart ........ _ .. _ ........... _ ..... __ ........ _. __ ..... _ ... _ . . . . 1. 00 
24 lines, jerk and lead ........................ -······-·· ......... ... ... ~.. 1.45 
6
~ ~~1ii::: ~rt~~~:::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·.::::::::::::::: : : : : 1: i~ 
859 straps, halter .............. _ ...................... _ . . .... __ .... _....... . 31 
216 straps, h ame ........ _ ... __ . _ ........ _ ... ................... _ ... __ ... _ .'. .10 
130 straps, breast ................ _ ........ _ .... __ ...................... __ .. . 54 
8 straps, pole ........... __ ............. _ .... __ ....... ___ ... ____ .. ___ .. _. _ 1. 95 
~ ::~:~:; !!~~11jok~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : i; 
66 halters ................ _ .... __ .... __ ...... ____ ...... _ ......... _ ... __ . _ . . 87 
28 traces, ambulance ........... __ ... __ ...... _ .... _ .. _ .......... _ ...... _... 1. 4 
! ~!il1f !~~~J~~~i.~~~~::::::::::::::::: ~ ~:: ~ ~:::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:::::: ~::: !: ~~ 
~ ~f;~~:;i~: : : : : ·. ·.:: ·.::: : : : : : : : : : : ·.:::::::::: ·.:: ·. -. : : ·. ·.::: ~:::: ·. -. : : : : : : : : : ;! 
No changes in the specifications of any articfo manufactured in this shop have been 
made. 
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TIN SHOP. 
There were employed in the tin shop, one foreman, at $100 per month, and 3 to 9 
prisoners, or 2,068½ days' labor, at 50 cents per day. Total value, $2,234.25. 
The following articles were mam.~_factured, at the average cost set opposite each: 
802 tin wash boilers A. R.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1. 31 
126 tin coffee boilers A. R .. ~ ......... ~ . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
468 tin teakettles A. R • . • • • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . 65 
72 tin steamers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
96 tin pot covers A. R....... .. .. . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 06 
257 sheet-iron bakepans A. R., large ................ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
56 sheet-iron bakepans, small .................... ~.......................... . 29 
809 tin boilers, square ...................................... ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 87 
75 tin boilers, square, with faucets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 24 
118 tin boilers, round . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 40 
277 tin boilers, round, with faucets.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 10 
27 tin steamers, square...................................................... . 62 
290 tin cofiee pots ....................................... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
45 tin dishpans ........................................... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 09 
18 tfn pans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
20 tin teapots ........................................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
1 tin collender ....................................... ".. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
75 tin dippers ..................................... _ ......................... , . . 20 
1 tin steaming box ..... . .................................................... 49. 84 
721 sheet-iron bakepans, assorted............................................ . 36 
.12,741joints sheet-iron stovepipe, common.................................. .13 
2,766 joints sheet-iron elbows1 common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
46 joints sheet-iron T joints, common ... :.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
790 stovepipe collars ........ .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04 
223 flue stoppers ............................. ~- ............................. . 08 
20 flue thimbles........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . 05 
2 -camp stoves with furniture ........................ , ....................... 12. 38 
The work in this shop has conformecl in all respects to the specifications of the 
articles manufactured. 
BROOM SHOP, 
There were employed in the broom shop from 2 to 6 prisoners, or 1,404½ days, at 50 
cents per day. Total value, $702.25. 
The following articles were mam~factured, at the average cost set opposite each: 
22,.375 corn brooms . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0. 15 
4,000 whisk brooms........................................................ . 09½ 
23 rope mats............................................................... . 88 
The cost of the broom could probably be reduced if the broom corn was pnrchased 
in the months of October or November, instead of the spring of the year , when the 
supply in the hands of dealers is muqh reduced and the broom corn correspondingly 
high-priced. 
BLACKSMITH SHOP. 
There were employed in the blacksmith shop from 1 to 3 prisoners, or 648-½ days, 
at 50 cents per day. Total value, $324.25. - ' 
Manufactured during the year: 3,257 sets of bolts for barrack chairs; 3,257 sets 
braces for barrack chairs; 22 sets irons for company field rl.esks; 218 sets legs and 
braces for mess tables; 4,059 iron rods for mess stools; 23 sets legs and braces for 
mess benches. 
TAILOR SHOP. 
There were employed in the tailor shop from 1 to 5 prisoners, or 674# days,.at 50 
cents per day. Tota.I value, $337.18. 
The following articles of clothing were manufactured for issue to prisoners in con-
finement at Alcatraz Island: · 
155 coats ..............................................................•.... 
350 pairs trousers ............. .' ............................................ . 
350 sh!irts _ ............................................................. .' ..•. 
350 pairs drawers .......................................................... . 
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The following l abor was performed bS prisoners for the post ·quartermaster, Fort 
Leavenworth, Kans., including labor on Assembly H all: 
3,353¾ days' skilled l abor at, 50 cents per day .............•.. . .. .. ....... $1,676.87 
23,796 days' ~skilled labor, at 35 cents per day.............. . ... . . . . . . . . 8,328.60 
Total .... : ....••••..••••...••..•...... : ............ ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 005. 4 7 
. TOTAL LABOR. 
The total amount of skilled labor employed by the Quartermaster's Department was 
· 22,674H days, at 50 cents per day, $11,337.18. 
. T];le total amount of 1,mskilled l~bor, consisting of that done by prisoners turned 
over to the post quartermaster , Fort L eavenworth, Kans., as laborers, was 23,79~ 
days, at 35 cents per day, $8,328.60. 
Total value of skilled labor_ ........................•... _ .. . . .......... $11, 337.18 
Total value of unskilled labor...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,328.60 
Total...... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . , 19, 665. 78 
RECEIPTS. 
Sale of scrap leather and sacks for packing ................ •. .. ... .....•.. 
Sales to officers ·of fuel, forage, and mineral oil ............ .. . .... ....... . 
Sales to officers of boots and shoes ... . ....................... ..... ...... . 
Sales to officers of miscellaneous clothing and equipage .... . . . .... _ ...... . 
Sales to officer3 of miscellaneous quartermaster stores _. _ ... _ ... . . ....... . 
Sales of condemned property, clothing and equipage._ ..•................. 
-Sales of condemned property, quartermaster stores .......... .. .......... . 










Total...... • • • • . • • • • . . • . • . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 821. 53 
EXPENDITURES. 
The disbursements of the Quartermaster's Department made during the fiscal year 
were as follows: · 
· Paid out of appropriation for fiscal year 1891-'92: . . 
Regular supplies (tinware, etc.)_ ....... _. _ ......•........ __ ....... . _ $2, 404. 70 
Incidental expenses ( clerical services, etc.) __ .... _ ..... _. _ . . _ .. . _. _. _ _ 1, 980 .. 85 
Army transportation (harness, fieM desks, plumbing assembly hall, 
etc.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. __ .. _ ..... __ . __ . . __ . . . ... , _ 11, 216. 00 
Clothing and equipage (boots, shoes, chairs, etc.) _ .... _ ~. _ .... ... _. _ 50,319.07 
Barracks and quarters ( assembly hall, etc.) __ ... _ ..... __ ......... . .. _ 2, 846. 08 
Total ..................•...••........................ . ... . ........ 68,766.70 
Paid out of appropriation for fiscal year 1890-'91: 
i~0;!f !rg s:~~1!is~-~~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Army transportation_ .................... __ _._ ... ........... . ..... 0 •• 





Total disbursements ................•............................. 84, 141. 39 
There have been transported from this prison to general depots of the Quarter-
master's Department and to various posts 482,199 pounds of freight, for which 569 
bills of lading were issued. . . 
~here have be~n 428 transportation r equests issued, covering transportation of 2~6 
pnsoners r~turmng to last place of enlistment, and 303 escorts returning to theu-
proper stations. . · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. F. VON SCHRADER, 
First Lieutenant, Twelfth Infantry, A. A. Q. M. 
Tbe ADJUTANT U.S. MILITARY PRISON. 
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER, U.S. MILITARY PRISON, 
Fort LecH:enw.orth, Kans., Jiily 7, 1892. 
I have the honor to submit the following report for the year ending June 30, Sm: 
1892: 
During-this time I have made the daily inspections required by the prison regula-
tions, and have found the police and general condition of the prison buildings and 
grounds to l>e excellent. 'The discipline of the prisoners has been good, the few 
serious infractions having been confined, as usual, to the bad characters, of whom ther'e 
have been a larger number than usual, due probably to the reduction of sent,ences 
and discharges under the extension of the benefits of General Order No. 21 of 1891 
to prisoners whose conduct was good. 
The members of tb:e provost guard are well instructed in their duties and are well 
disciplined. Their arms are in good condition and their clothing and general ap-
pearance is excelleut, as is also their behavior both on and off duty. 
The numbers of trials of members of the guard by summary court during the year 
was 57. For the preceding nine months of the previous year during which time 
the court was established the number of tria,ls was 59. 
The civiliarn foremen and employes have been prompt and attentive to their duties. 
I would respectfully renew my recommendation of last year that steps be taken 
to have the jurisdiction of the summary court extended to prisoners. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
B. H. GILMAN, 
Captain, T,hirteenth Infantry, Executive Office1·. 
The ADJUTANT U.S. MILITARY PRISO:N". 
OFFICE OF ACTING COMMISSARY OF SUBSISTENCE, 
U.S. MILITARY PRISON, FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANS.) ,July 7, 1892. 
Srn: I have the honor to · submit the following report of this office, fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1892: 
I relieved First Lieut. C. W. Mason, Fourth Infantry, as a(}ting commissary of 
subsistence of this prison on May 1, 1892, per orders No. 35, U. S. Military Prison, 
April 26, 1892. · · 
In looking over his papers I find that the subsistence supplies for prison use (with 
the exception of fresh beef) have been purchased from the Subsistence Department 
of the Arm v under authority conferred by the honorable Secretary of vVar in a letter 
from the Commissary-General of. Subsistence, dated September 13, 1876. These I 
believe to be of the best quality, as no complaints have been made to me by any of 
the prisoners. · 
Volz Brothers, of Leavenworth, Kans., had the contract for the supply of fresh 
beef. 
The number of rations issued during the year were as follows: To prisoners, 142,-
996; to civilian employes, 2,555; total number of rations, 145,551. Daily average 
number of prisone.rs, 390}-H ; daily average number of civilians, 7; average cost per 
ration, 10.4467 cents; total cost of ration, $14,966.99. 
The ration in bulk is as follows: Pork, 9,157 pounds; rice, · 900 pounds; peas, 1,500 
ponnus; soap, 3,213 ponnds; beef, 113,994 pounds; salt, 17,055 pounds; pepper, 486 -
pounds; vinega,r, 642 gallons; flonr, 208,190 pounds; beans, 14,940 pounds; coffee, 
6,560 pounds; tea, 708 pounds; sugar, 15,808 pounds; candles, 38¼ pounds. · 
In addition to the above, articles such as mutton, dried peas, hominy, barley, 
potatoes, etc., were purchased from the prison mess fund, of which I am the treas-
urer. A large variety ofve,getablesraised on the prison farm were also served in their 
season. Hogs raised on the prison farm have been killed at different times and 
served as fresh pork. -
I consider the prisoners well fed; the variety of food ample; is well cooked and 
served, each man having an abundance. · 
Twenty-five minutes are allow.ed tor breakfast and dinner. At supper and dinner, 
on Sundays, they are dismissed when they have :finished eating. 
The commissary officer is present at each meal, as also the commissary-sergeant 
and five privates of the provost guard. 
The mess hall and kitchen are inspected by myself and commissary-sergeant every 
day. I have invariably found it in a very cleanly condition. 
Commissary-Sergeant George Wentzel has been on duty with n1e since I took 
charge of the office. I consider him a thoroughly reliable and painstaking non-
commissioned officer. 
A quarter of a pound of chewing tobacco · per month is furnished prisoners en-
gaged on special or excessive hard labor. The number of pounds issued during the 
year was 846!; value, $300. In conclusion is a statement of the prison mess fund. 
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·Received from Lieut. C. W. Mason, Fo-µrth Infantry, $1,816.62; since May 1, 1892, 
'$1,085.33; total to be accounted for, $2,901.95. Expended during May and June, 
$666.65; balance on hand June 30, $2,235.30; total _accounted for, $2,901.95. 
Respectfully submitted. 
R. M. BLATCHFORD, 
. Fi?'st Lieu.tenant, Eleventh Infantry, Prison .A. C. S. 
The ADJUTANT, U.S. Mli.ITARY PRI.SON. 
OFFICE Ol!' COMMANDING OFFICER PROVOST GUARD, 
U.S. Milita1·y P1·ison, Fort Leavenwortii, Kans., July 15, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report on the provost guard for ~he 
p~~M: . 
The method of recruiting the guard which appears to give the best satisfaction 
is by voluntary transfer of soldiers from the line who have served at least one en-
listment and have been discharged with character "excellent/' At one time dur-
ing the past year a number of vacancies existed in the guard, and it became neces-
sary to obtain :fifteen recruits from recruiting depots. These men were old soldiers 
who had served at least one enlistment and had been discharged with character 
·" excellent." ~ 
The recruits thus obtained have proven very good men, but a few came here with 
:a discontented feeling because they were not allowed to select their regiment. 
One great ol:)stacle in recruiting the guard by voluntary transfer is the fact that 
.soldiers are obliged to pay cost of transportation, which is qnite a harship for some 
who come from distant stations. 
It is the aim to have the members of the guard :first-class in every respect. The 
positions occupied by them are responsible ones, and I believe that if the Government 
would bear the expense of transporting soldiers to the guard who are transferred 
from the line, one great obstacle would be removed and a great many more applica-
. tions would be received from excellent soldiers of the line, and a larger :field would 
be offered to select from. 
The members of the guard, with a few exceptions, have been attentive to· their 
duties and conducted themselves in a highly satisfactory manner during the past year. 
Out of seventeen men who were available for discharge under provisions of General 
Order No. 80 of 1890, but two have taken advantage ofit. 
During th~ past two months a few have taken three months' furlough and accepted 
positions on the Columbian Guards at the World's Pair, Chicago, Ill., with a view of 
taking their discharge at the expiration of the three months' furloughs. 
The quarters of the guard are excellent, ample, and .well ventilated, the amuse-
II!,ent room is nicely fitted up with billiard and pool tables and a good stock or to-
bacco and cigars, and plenty of good reading matter, and it is a great source of 
pleasure and amusement to the members of the guard. 
The profits from the amusement room amount to from $60 to $75 per month, and 
this, together with the savings on the rations of about $90 per month, and the 
quantities of vegetables obtained from the prison garden, enable the guard to live 
.as wen as any organization in the U.S. Army. 
The amount of company fund at this date is $489.27. . 
· The guar l is armed with revolvers and three k_inds of shotgu;ns. 
In compliance with instructions from headquarters of the .Army, Adjutant-Gen-
eral's Office, requisitions were made several months ago for Spencer repeating shot-
guns to replace the English and Parker guns now in use, thus giving a uniformity 
,of arms, arnl it is hopecl that this long-needed change will be effected at an early date. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
FREDERICK PERKINS, 
Pirst Lieutenant, Eighth I11fantry, Commanding G'ttard. 
The ADJUTANT, U.S. MILITARY PRISON. 
U. S. MILITARY PRISON, 
Fort Lea1:enwol'th, Kans., July 18, 1892. 
'The following statement showing the number of prisoners in confinement in the 
United t~tes milita~y prison, Fo~t Leavenworth, Kans., on the 30th day of Ju~e, 
1892, received from ddferent orgarnzatiuns of the Army, the departments from wh1c_h 
sentenced, terms of sentences, together with their ages nativities and occupations, 1s 
respectfully submitted. ' ' 
,J. W. POPE, 
Captain and_ A. Q. M., U.S . .Army, Commandant. 
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Number of prisoners in confinement on the 30th day of June, 1892, 39~. . 
Of the number of prisoners confined there were sentenced from the different regi-
ments as follows: . . 
C:tvalry: First, 12; Second, 1; Third, 23; Fourth, 2; Fifth, 16; Sixth, 15; Seventh, 
9; Eighth, 10; Ninth, 7; making a total from the cavalry arll?, of 95. · . . 
Artillery: First, 16; Second, .8; Third, 11; Fourth, 18; Fifth, 5; makmg a total 
from the artillery arm of 58. 
Infantry: First, 3; Second, 9; Third, 3; Fourth, 1; Fifth, 12; S~xth, 9; Seventh, 
15; Eighth, 9; Ninth, 3; Tenth, 10; Eleventh, 9; Twelfth, 14; Thuteent~, 8; Four-
teenth, 2, Fifteenth, 9; Sixteenth, 7; Seventeenth, 9; Eighteenth, 8; Nmeteenth, 
6; Twentieth, 5; Twenty-first, 5; Twenty-second, 8; Twenty-third, 8; Twenty:..fifth, 
9; making a total from the infantry a,rm of 181. 
Battallion of Engineers, 3; Hospital C,rps, U. S. Army, 1; provost gua~d, General 
Service U.S. Army, 1; Ordnance Department, 1; recr,uits, mounted service, 24; re-
cruits, general service, 31; the whole making a grand total of 395. · 
Of the number <;>f prisoners confined there were sent from the different departments 
as follows: War, 54; Atlantic, 48; Missouri, 75; Platte, 53; Dakota, 50; Texas;43; 
East, 71; Columbia, 1; the whole making a total of 395. 
The following represents the various charges upon which the prisoners were tried 
and sentenced; Desertion, 269; desertion and desertion and sixty-second Article of 
War, 3; desertion and desertion, 6; desertion and desertion and desertion, 1; deser-
tion and desertion and desertion and desertion and sixty-second Article of War, 1; 
desertion and desertion and seventeenth Article of War, 1; desertion and seventeenth -
Article of War, 21; desertion and seventeenth and thirty-eighth Articles of War, 1; 
desertion and seventeenth and fortieth Article of War, 1; desertion and seventeenth 
and sixtieth Article of War, 1; desertion1 and seventeenth and sixty-second Article 
of War, 6; desertion and thjrty-second Article of War, 1; desertion and thirty-third 
Article of '\Var, 1; desertion and thirty-ninth Article of War, 1 i desertion and 
thirty-ninth and sixtieth Article of .war; 1; desertion and fortieth and sixtieth Ar-
ticle of War, 1; desertion and fiftieth Article of War, 3; desertion and fifty-first 
Article of War, 1; desertion and sixtieth Article of War, 4; desertion and sixtieth 
and sixty-second Article of War, 1; desertion and sixty-second Article of War, 
17; desertion and sixty-second and sixty-second and· sixty-second and seventeenth 
Articles of War, 1; desertion and sixty-second and s:lxty-second -Articles of War, 
1; desertion and theft, 1; violation thirty-second and twenty-first Articles of 
War, 1; violation thirty-second, thirty-third, and sixty-second Articles of War, 
1; violation thirty-second and sixty-second Articles of War, 2; violation thirty-
second and sixty-second and seventeenth Articles of War, 1; violation thirty-second, 
sixty-second; and sixty-second Articles of War, 1; violation tJiirty-second and 
sixtieth Articles of War, 1; violation thirty-third and sixty-second Article of War, 1; 
violation thirty-third, sixty-second, and sixty-second Articles of War, 1; violation 
thirty-eighth and sixty-second Article of War, 1; violation fortieth, sixtieth and 
sixty-second Articles of War, 1; violation sixtieth Article of War, 3; violation 
sixtieth and sixty-second Articles of War, 1; violation sixty-second Article of 
War, ,19; violation sixty-second and seventeenth Articles of War, 2; violation 
sixty-second, twenty-first, twenty-first .and twenty-first Articles of War, 1; vio-
lation sixty-second and sixty-second Articles of War, 5; violation sixty-second, fifty-
first, sixty-second and sixty-second Articles of War, 1; violationsixty-second, sixty-
second, and sixty-second Articles of War, 1; violation sixty-second, thirty-second, 
and twenty-fourth Article·s of War, 1; theft, 3; theft, thirty-second, twenty-first, 
and twenty-first Articles of War, 1; violation section 1360 Revised Statutes of the 
United States 1; the whole making the grand total of 395. · 
The following are the terms of sentences and number of prisoners undergoing con-
finement under each term: Seven months, 2; 9 months, 1; 1 year, 76; 1 year and 4 
months, 1; 1 year and 6 months, 75; 1 year and 8 months, 2; 1 year and 9 months, 1; 
1 year and 11 months, 1; 2 years, 65; 2 years and 4 months, 1; 2 years and 5 months, 
1; 2 years and 6 months, 107; 2 years and 8 months, 1; 2 years and 9 months, 1; 2 
years and 10 months, 1.; 2 years and 11 months, ·2; 3 years, 24; 3 years and 2 months, 
1; ~ years a_?d 6 months, 12; 4 years, 9 ;-4 years and 6 months, 2; .4 years and 9 months, 
1; ::> years, ::>; 6 years and 6 months, 1; 7 years, 1; 10 years 1; the whole making the 
grand total of 395. 
The '.1pproximate ages of the prisoners confined in the prison are shown by the 
follow mg: Between 19 and ~O years, 7; between 20 and 25 yeats, 185; between 25 
and 30 years, 149; between 30 ahd 35 years, 45; between 35 and 40 years, 6; between 
40 and 45 years, 3; total, 395. · 
Of the prison em confined here, the nativity, as claimed by them, is as follows: 
United States, 305; Canada, 7; Ea~tlndies, 1; . England, 10; France, 1; Germany, 22; 
Ireland, 32; Norway, 2; Nova Scotia, 1; Prussia, 2; Scotland, 4; Swe<len, 7; Switzer-
land, 1; total, 395. 
The following occupations are represented: Acrobat, 1; barbers, 15; bakers, 2; 
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basketruaker, 1; beltmaker, 1; boltcutter, 1; bonecarver, 1; bricklayer, 3; brush-
molder, 1; blacksmith, 11; boilermaker, 1; bookkeeper, 1; brewer, 1; broom-makers, 
2; butchers, 4; cabinetmaker, 1; carpenters, 19; carpet-weaver, 1; clerks, 25; cigar-
maker, 1; coopers, 3; cooks, 8; cotton-weaver, 1; drug clerk, 1; electricians, 2; 
engravers, 2; engineers, 3; farmers, 18; :firemen, 18; furniture :finisher, 1; garden-
ers, 3; gold-beaters, 1; hostlers, 6; harnessmakers, 2; hat-finishers, 2; horseshoer, 
1; iron-moulders, 2; japanner, 1; jeweler, 1; laborers, 74; lather, 1; machinists, 7; 
miners, 2; molders, 2; musicians, 4; nickel-platers, 10; painters, 25; printers, 10; 
paper-hangers, 2; plumbers, 2; porter, 1; railroad men , 5; rubberworker, 1; sailors, 
16; salesmen, 2; school-teachers, 2; shownian, 1; shoemakers, .16; slate-roofer, 1; 
stone-cutters, 3; stone-masons, 2; steel-workers, 2; steam and gas-fitters, 1; tailors, 
9; tinsmiths, 3; teamsters, 20; telegraph operators, 2; upholsterer, 1; weavers, 2; 
watchmaker, 1; wheelwright; 1; wood-turner, 1; wool-spinner, 1; wire-drawers, 
2; total 395. · 
Annual report of alterations in p1·isoners and prison lab01· pe1jurnied at the U. S. Military 
Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., during the fiscal yea,· ending Jurie ;JO, 1892. 
In prison. Gain. Loss. 
Discharged. 
Date. 
--------1---·1----- ~----- - - -- -- - --- ---
July 81, 1891 ....• , •.. 
August 31, 1891 ..... . 
September 80, 1891 .. . 
October 81, 1891 .. .. . . 
November 80, 1891 ... . 
December 81, 1891 ..•. . 
January 31, 1892 ..... . 
February 29, 1892 .••. 
March 81, 1892 ..• ..••. 
.April 80, 1892 ..•..••.. 
May 81, 1892 ....•.••.. 




381 , 421 
877 419 
389 ~00 
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Total .......... -4,-6-97- --4-, 9-64- --8-18- :\---7-:\-3-25--+-2-5_9_1 __ 28_/ __ 2 --5-j~ 308 82 
RECAPITULATION. 
tr:t:id !~~:-~~·. ~~~~_._._._. :::::::: :::::·::::: ::: .- :: ::.::::::: ::: : .- .- .- :: ::: : :: : .- .- ::::::: ::::: ::: : : : :i~ 
Total ..••.. ..•.•...•. ~ . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 703 
. LOSS. 
Discharged: . 
Exp1rat10n of sentence ... .. .........•... ..... ...................................... ..• . .•.. 259 
Ii~~! J:t:;1~~~~::::::: ): : : : :::;::;::::: ::::::::::: ::  : : : :::.: !) :\ :: : :: : : : : : :: : : : :i 
Total .............................. , ••...••.••....•..•...........• ..•..••••.••..•• •..•••..... 808 
Remaining in prison June 80, 1892 ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 39a 
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Prison labor pe1jorrned. 
Labor performed for quartermaster's department. 
For clepot and post Manufacturing department. quartermaster. 
During- Num- Num- Num- Num- Num-
Number Number Number Number ber of ber of ber of ber of ber of 
of days of days of days of days dt1~s days 
days days clays harness carpen- taifor black-skilled. unskilled. shoe shop. shop. broom ter smith shop. shop. shop. shop. shop. 
-----
July, 1891 .....•••••• 206 1,622.5 750 184 217 111 118 60 73 
.August, 1891 ..•..•.. 222 1,433 758. 5 198 199 96. 5 116 168. 7 70 
September, 1891 •.... 246. 5 1,616 741. 5 194 241 91. 5 210 99.67 84 
October, 1891 .....••. 269. 25 1,783 757. 5 174. 75 213 89. 5 308 73 68 
November, 1891 . • ... 108 1,555.5 734 161 127 84 304 42 103. 5 
December, 1891. •.••• 38 1,839.5 687. 5 208 170 81 333 10 20 
January, 1892 . .. .... 142 2,048 756 304 166 137 211.5 54 68 
February, 1892 .••••. 76 1,527 723 401 172 127 251. 5 ......... 17 
March, 1892 ...•..... 189. 5 2,105.5 827.5 453 148. 5 156 186 ......... 23 
.April, 1892 .•••..••.. 534 2. 547 767 381 67. 5 148 96. 5 62 20 
May, 1892 .....••• ~ •• 680.5 2; 720 669 407 125. 5 149 60 30 40 
June, 1892 ..•••••.••. 642 2,999 547 452 222 · 134 94 75 62 
Total .....•.... 3,353.75 23,796 8,718.5 3,517.75 2,068.5 1,404.5 2, 288.5 674. 37 648.5 
Total labor 1>er- Labor performed Total -days' labor. formed for quarter- for prison. master department. 
During-
Number Number Number Number 
.Aggre-
Number Number gatenum-





skilled. unskilled. days' la· 
bor. 
------------ ------------
Jnly, 1891 ..•..•...••..••..... 1,719 1,652.5 1,670 5,022 3,389 6,644.5 10, 033.5 
.August, 1891 ...••.•..•....... 1,828.7 1,433 1,762.8 5,134 3,591.5 6,567 10,158.5 
September, 1891 . •••••.•...... 1, !l08.17 . 1,616 1,697.83 4,783.5 3,606 6,399.5 10,005.5 
October, 1891 ....•........•... 1,953 1,783 1,967 4,775.5 3,920 6,558.5 10,478.5 
November, 1891. .•..••.... .•• . 1,663.5 1,555. 5 1,859.5 4,464 3,523 6,019.5 9,542.5 
December, 1891 ......•........ 1,547.5 1,839.5 2,176 4,632 3,723.5 6,471.5 10,195 
January, 1892 .....•...... .... 1,838.5 2,048 1,886 4,363.5 3,724.5 6,411.5 10,136 
February, 1892 •..•..••••..... 1,767.5 1,527 1,907.5 
I 
4,617.5 3,675 6,144.5 9,819.5 
March, 1892 ....••••••........ 1, 98H. 5 2, 105.5 2,113 4,889 4,096.5 6,994.5 11,091 
l;\~;9r::::: ::::: :: :: : : : : : 
2,076 2,547 1,794 4,110 3,870 6,657 10,521 
2, l,61 2,720 1,615 2,996 3,776 6,716 10,492 
2,228 2,999 1, 502 4, 097 3,730 7,096 10,826 
· 22, 674~1 23, 796 21, 950. 63 1~ ----Total ...•......•..•••... 44,625 78,680 123,305 
Average number of prisoners emplo,yed daily throughout the year of 308 working days: 
Mechanics ................................................................................... 144. 88 
Laborers .•••...•••.•.. ·; •..........................•....•.•.•••.••......•..•..••.•.....•..... · 255. 45 
Total .... ••.•....•...• ...•... ....•...•..........•.•••.•..••.••...•.• •. • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • 400. 33 
Average number of prisoners in confinement per month, 390. 
ROSTER m' THE UNITED ST.A.TES MILITARY PRISON. 
OFFICERS. 
(~) Capt. J. W. Pope, A. Q; M., U.S. Army, commandant; (2) Capt. C. Richard, 
as~1stant surg_eon U. S. Army, priso_n surgeon_; (3) Chapla!n C. C. Pierce, U. S. Army, 
p~1son C?,aplau,;i; (4) Capt. B. H. Gilman, Thirteenth Infantry, executive officer; (5) 
F~rst Lieut. l!. Von Schrader, Twelfth Infantry, prison quartermaster; (6) First 
Lieut. George H. Sands, Sixth Cavalry, prison adjutant; (7) First Lieut. R. M. 
B~atchford, Eleventh Infantry,_ prison commissary; (8) First Lieut. F. Perkins, 
Eighth Infantry, commanding provost guard. 
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ENLISTED MEN. 
(1) Commissary sergeant, G-. Wentzel, U. S. Army; (2) hospital steward, H. O. 
Cabell, U. S. Army; (3) acting hospital steward, E. Younghanns, U. S. Army, and 
one private, Hospital Corps. 
PROVOST GUARD, GENERAL SERVICE~ U. S, ARMY. 
First Sergt. J. Yon, Sergt. P. Collins, Sergt. H. Bannon, Sergt. C. F. Miller, Sergt. 
J. Carmichael, Sergt. E. Edwards, Sergt. W. C. Hill, Sergt. J. Harrington, Corpl. 
W. E. Garnett, Corpl. J. M. Purcell, Corpl. E. Baker., Corpl. J. A. Lawrence, Corpl. 
0. A. R. Barany, Corpl. R. Shiels, Corpl. E. Hull, Corpl. H. Sullivan, and 91 privates. 
CIVILIAN EMPLOYES. 
J.C. Ripley, chief clerk of the prison; J. M. Allen, chief clerk of the quartermas-
ter's department; F. E. Collis, clerk in the office of the quartermaster; Geo. Cook, 
cler!r, adjutant's office. 
PRISON EMPLOYES. 
J. H. Case, foreman c~rpenter shop; N. Mayer, foreman blacksmith shop; R. H. 
Kingsley, engineer; 0. Zeeb, machinist; J. T. narroll, foreman stonemason; A. P. 
Schlag, foreman tailor shop; ·w. Kelly, T. Kelly, L. Young, L. D. Sanders, and D. 
Driscoll, teamsters; W. Buckley and J. Leonard, watchmen; W. ~cGlinn, gardener. 
QUARTERMASTER'S EMPLOYES, 
J. McGowan, inspector; D. Aiken and J. Targett, foreman· nstructors in the shoe 
shop; H. H. Bohen, foreman tinner; A. Schiefer, foreman barnessmaker; W. Jack• 
son, forage master. 
J, W. POPE, 
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Aggregate of cavalry . . ...........• . ............ ... .. ~~J~~M~ 120 I 10 o j...... ...... 120 120 1 2 .................. / 432 1 _ 
re~~;f~:';n1rot1~~~f!;i··. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . ....... ... .. . ..... . . . . . . l } I f :::::: :::::: 22r4! 11i3f } :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: li 1~ ~22 ·.::.:. :.·.::. :.· :.·:.:.· : .. : .: ·.: :.·:· :·:·· : .. :.:.:.: .: : . • :·.: ·.: ·.: ·.: :_.:·.:.:.:.: : .. :.:.:.::.· :_:···: ·:·:·.: :_: •• :.:.:·.: ·.: ·.:.:.:.:.: 5.'. , .. :.· :.· ··:·:· !··.: .. :: . .. : :. !.:.: .. :_:_: ·.: 5gof9g_.:.: .. :.::.· .: :. :.· /.: ·.: ·.: ·.: ·.· :.:·.: 6i.s5t2~ ·.: ·.: ·.:.: .. : .:.: .: ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 7~0!8! 
~i1l!i~t!fr~t!t~~1;~{)!~)))!!!!~!~~~~~)~ !~!~~~ ~~~~~~ 1 1 1 1 .•...• ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ~ 
Aggregat. of Mtille,y ••••• • •• • : ·. ••• •• . . . . . . I : ' : : : : :: : ,: ~ ····; :::::::::::: :: : I : : : :::::: :::: :· : : :::::: : : :::::: : ::: ::::: ':: : ' : : 1 •• ;; :::: 1:::::: =1~ 1:::::::: ::::.::.i ,,::: 1=,=::::ri~ 
i i i i :::::: :::::: ig 1~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: f ~ :.:.:.:.:.·.· : ..:.:·.--.--.· : ... · .. ·.::.:. : ..::·:·:·:· ·.--.--.--.·:· .. :.:.:·:·:·:· :.:.:_:.:.·.· ·.·: ... · .. ·: ... ·\, :.·.--.--_.:.: .......... i. :::::: :::::: :::::: :~i ::::::: :J::  ~~ ·~T1:::::::: :::::::::: ~I~ 
1 1 l l . •. . . . . .. . . . 10 10 . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1 2 · · · · · · • •• · · · •.• · ·, · · · · · · · ..• · · 367 · ·... • .. . . . 472 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 507 
1 1 1 1 . .. . . . . . . . • . 10 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . .• 1 2 .•• • . . •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3 . .. • . . . . . . . . . •• • •. 309 • • • . . . . . . . . 415 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 450 
1 1 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . • 10 10 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1 1 2 . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 · · · • · · · · · • · . •.• . • . 325 • • . . • . . . . . . 4 ~5 ..... :. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 60 
1 1 l 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 10 . • • • . . • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 1 2 . • • • • . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . • . . 2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. - . • 362 . • . . . • . 459 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 494 
I 1 1 1 ...... ... ... 10 10 ...... ...... . .. . . . .... .. ...... 1 1 1 ..••.. ••.. .. . .. . . . ...... •••••. ...... ••••.. .•.•.. •••. •. ···· ·· •· · · · · · ·· · · · ···· · · ·••• · · 344 · · .... . / :: : ~3!! • •• ... . . . •. • . . . . . . 474 i I i i :::::: :::::: ~z i~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ! i I :::::/:::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: i :::::: :::::: :::::: -iii :::::: :: :::: ·· :i~ :::::::: :::::::::: !: 
1 1 1 1 : : : : : : : : : : : : 10 10 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1 1 2 . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . • • . • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 6 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 382 : · . . .. . . I. . . . • . g~: •....... . . . . . . . . . . ~J 
1 1 1 1 . . . • . . . . . . . . 10 9 . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . 1 1 2 . • . • • . . •• . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • • . . • . • . . • • • • • . . . . • . . • •• • • . 4 • · · · ·. · • · ·. · • . • • • . 361 . : : : : : : : : : : : 472 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 506 i i 1 1 ... ... .... .. 10 10 ...... ······ . . . . . . . .. . . . ...... 1 l 12 ·····. ...... . .• . .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ..• •.. ... . . . · ... · · .... · · .... · · · ..... .•••.. 328 . • . . . . . . . . .. 427 . . . .. . . . ........ .. 462 
1 1 ~ ~ :::::: :::::: iz ~g :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~ t ;! :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: H; :::::::: :::: :i~ :::::::: :::::::::: :g~ 
Sevenfoentb ftei;inlentof Infantry ....... ......... ............... ··· ·· · 1 i 1 1 ...... ..•.. . 10 10 ..•... ...... ...... ..•... ...... 1 1 12 .•••.. ...... .•.•.. .....• ••••.. .•.... .••... ...... ••.... . ......•.. i. :::::: :::::: :::::: 289 .•.... .. ···· · .. m ........ .... ...... !~~ 










~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: l i ~
2 
:::::: :::::: ::::?::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: i :::::: :::::: :::::: m ::::::::1:::::.:: !~~ :::::::: :::::::::: m 
Twenty.secoudRegimentofinfantry ........ . ... . . . ..... .. ·· · ··· ' · ··· · · 1 1 ...... ...•.. • i 1 I I \ 3J3 ········1· ···· ·· 475 ··•··•·· ·•··•····· 510 5i ~.si:,\;:;.12::r~;fr:::: :: :: : : •••  •  :::::: ! ! i ! • • :: !! '! : :: ::\ :::: •:• ::: J_J_ i ::: :::: :::: :: :::: ::: :: :: : ::: :;;;:; :;:,: :::: :::: •:• •• f:! : :: : : • • • • • I ill • •••• ••• :: : : il! 
Aggregateofinfantry . .. .......... . .... . ............ ... . . . .. . ... 25 25 25 50 24 / 2-5 .. .... ...... 251 244 2 ...... ...... ...... 871 25 25 24 I 48 ...... J ...... ···· ··1······ .................. ............ 207 820 803 372 ...... ! ~49 .•.... 43l ............•.... 8,710 - 1- n,:i2G ....... .... . ...... 12, 197 
I t·· 12 3 ... 12 3 12 3 12 
a 12 


















:::\J 10 1 10 
1 10 





































12 50 45 24 4 
12 52 46 21 6 
12 52 45 22 16 
12 52 , 45 21 5 
12 51 48 20 2 
60 257 229 108 / ...... 33 
8 30 32 15 ::::::1-·· io· 9 32 34 17 
8 34 33 13 12 
8 32 32 14 12 
8 31 31 13 9 
8 33 30 15 4 
10 32 31 12 6 
8 35 35 16 9 
8 32 30 14 8 
9 36 34 16 16 
9 35 36 19 16 
9 34 26 14 9 
8 32 32 15 7 
8 31 31 15 13 
8 33 30 11 12 
9 36 35 16 18 
7 32 32 16 9 
8 32 31 15 13 
8 32 32 16 ]5 
9 36 33 15 6 
9 34 33 15 13 
7 111 28 ]3 8 
8 32 32 15 15 
8 32 32 16 9 
8 31 28 16 
------ --- ---
~~;ra;;;·:~::::::::: :~~::::::: :: : :::::::7~'7i7 :: I:'.:'. :. :::'.l:'.'. ::~'.:: ::~'.:: . : ·:: :::;; : ::::;: ::::'.: ::::; ': ... :. :::~: ---~-1=:1-.'; :::: '.: i::r: I .. 8; • ':, ::: ~ kl '. :I· ·: i .. ' :1 ·:':r~r::+;~: ::: 1---:: i::'.';:1~/~ ~ 3ff ~= ~I "~:f ::l :::: ~ :: ;, 
W .ll1. 92-VOL I p. 77 a The aides.de.camp, being included in the strength of their r~giments, areexcluded as staff officers from the "total commissioned" and "aggregate." 
b The adjutant and qnartermll!lter, battalion of engineers, being Included in tbe strength of their corps. are'excluded as staff officers from the "total comm'ssioned" and "aggregate." 
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B.-Position and distribution of troops, by Departments, takenfrtnl& 















DEPARTMENT OF THE 
EAST. 
Headquarters .. ...... 
1
; GN.eY.or's Island, Maj. Gen. O. O. Howard . . . . Department 1 2 1 1 1 
staff. 
Fort Preble, Me ...... Portland ...... ·····- Capt. R. M. Rogers, 2d 
Art. 
Fort Warren, Mass . . 1 Boston Harbor ...... Maj. W. Sinclair, 2d Art. 
lfort Adams, R. I..• .. \ Near Newport ...... Col. R. Lodor, 2d Art .... . 
]<'ol'tTrumbull, Conn . \ New London ........ Capt. J. H. Calef, 2u.A.r~. 
Fort Columbus, N. Y . I Governor's Island •.. Maj. W. L. Haskin, 1st 
i Art. 
Fort Hamilton, N. Y .\ New York Harbor .. . 
1 
Col. L. L. Langdon, 1st 
! . , Art-. 
Fort Niagara, N. Y .. · Youngstown . ...... · 1 Col. H. J ewett , 21st Inf .. . 
Fort Ontario, N. Y . . . Oswego .......... .-.. Capt. A.H. Bowman, 9th 
Inf. 
Fort Porter, N. Y .... Buffalo ............. Maj. J. W. Powell, jr., 
21st Inf. 
·Fort Schuyler, N. Y. Throg's Neck....... Capt,. F. C. Grugan, 2d 
Art. 
Fort Wadsworth, N. New York Harbor.. Maj. J. Egan, 1st Art ..... 
Y. 
Fort Wood, N. Y ..... Bedloe faland ....... i Capt. A. M. Wetherill, 
: 6th Inf. 
Madison Barracks, SackettsHar"\Jor .... ',, Col. C. G. Bartlett, 9th 
N. Y. I · Inf. 
Plattsburg Barracks. , Plattsburg ........ ·· I Capt. M.C. Foote, 9thinf. 
N. Y. I I I!'ort McHe-nry, Md .. Baltimore . .......... Maj. J. G. Ramsay, 3d 
. Art. 
Washington Bar. Washington ........ Col. L. L.Livingston, '3d 
racks, D. C. Art,. · 
1 2d Art ................ •• 
2 2dArt ................. . 
4 2d and 4th .A.rt. .. . . .. . . • • 
1 2d Art ................ ·• 
3 1st Art ........... -· 
4 1st Art ............... -· 
3 21st Inf ............... ·• 
1 l:lthinf ................ ·· 
2 21st Inf ............... -· 
2 2d .A.rt ................. . 
31st.A.rt ................ . 
1 6thlnf .... ............ --
6 9th Inf ................. . 
1 9thinf ................. . 
3 3d .A.rt ..... ............ . 
6 3d _t\rt ..... ............ . 
Fort Monroe, Va .......................... Lt. Col. R. T. Franlr, 2d 6 1st, 2d , 3d, 4th , ......... . 
Fort Myer, Va ....... Near Washington, 
, D.C. 
Art,. 
Lt. Col. G. V. Henry, 7th 4 
Cav. 
and 5th Art. 
1st, 7th, 8th, ......... . 
FortBarrancas, Fla .. Pensacola . .. ....... . Lt.L.H.Walker,4thA.rt 1 
Col. N. W. Osborne, 5th 2 
Inf. 
and 9th Cav. 
4th .A.rt ............... ·· St. Francis Bar. St. Augustine ..... . 
racks, Fla. 5thlnf ...... ........... . 
Fort McPherson, Ga. 
Jackson Barracks, 
La. 




Fort Thomas, Ky .... 
Atlanta ............. Col. H. W. mosson, 4th 8 4th .A.rt ................ . 
Art. 
New Orleans ........ Lt. J.C. Tillson, 5th Inf. 2 5thinf.. ............... . 
Mount Vernon..... . Capt. H. Romeyn, 5th Inf. 3 5th and 12th .... 
Inf. • 
Newport ............ Maj. W. M. Wherry,6th 1 6thinf ................ ·· 
Inf. 
Near Newport ...... • Col. M . .A.. Cochran, 6th 6 6th Inf .............. · · · · 
Inf. 
DEPA: :::::a:~:ent of the East .................................... ~ ...•.......•.... 12 ~~,~ 
MI 'SOURI. ! I 
Headquarters........ Chicago, Ill. ........ j Maj. Gen. N . .A.. Miles.... . . Department 1 2 1 1 .. 
Fort Sheridan, Ill .... Highwoou .......... j Col. R. E . .A.. Crofton 9 1s~t1~t. and .. ...... .. 
1 15th Inf. ' 15th Inf. 
Fort Brady, Mich ... ·I Sault Ste. Marie .... Capt: J. G. Leefe, 19th 2 19th Inf ..... ........... . 
. Inf. 
For_t Mackinac, ! Micbilimackinac Maj. E. M. Coates 19th 2 19th Inf ............... ·· 
Mich. I Island. Inf. · ' 
, Fort Wayne, Mich... Detroit .. . • . . . . .. • . . Col. G. M. Brayton 10th 4 19th Inf ............... ·· 
Inf. ' 
MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY. 
the latest returns on file in the Adjutant-Genera.l's Office, 1892. 
PRESENT, 
3 1 1 7 ........... . 2 ...•••.•. 
, l . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . 1 ........ . 2 
1.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2 .. ...... . 2 
2 ........ .. · 1 . . 1 4 .. . 1 1 9 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ... 1 ........ . ~ 
2 ... . .. ...... . : .. . 3 ..•.••... 6 




1 .......... 1 .... . 
1 .... ... ......... . 
3... 1 1 
1 .... .. .. . 
5 •. 
1 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2 ........ . 4 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 1 ........ . 4 
1 ............. . 3 ....••.•• 4 
2 .. . •..... .... 
1 ........ .. 1 .. 1 4 ... 1 10 
1 ........ ... .. . 1 ........ . 
1 ............. . 3 ..••.•... 
2 ........ .. 11. .. 6 .. . 1 11 
1 1 2 .... ·- 1 . . . . 1 2 5 . . . . . . . . . 12 
···I·· 1 .... ...... 1 .... _ 4 ..... ... . 
1 ... •. , .. .. .. .. ... ... . . . ... .. . 2 
1. .... . . . . . 1. .... 1. .. 11 3 
2 .......... 1 1 7 .•• 10 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .•. ... ..• 2 
1.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 2 ... . .. ... 2 
1 .. . .. . ... 1 


















































41 ..... . .......... . 
52 .. ... . . . 
120 ....... . 
262 ..... .. . 
66 ....... . 
183 ....... . 
284 .. 
1 
4 4 4 
3 3 3 
1 1 1 
3 3 3 
5 7 
207 . . . . . 1 4 5 5 
66 .. . . . . . . 1 1 1 
125 ................ . 
96 ..... 2 , 
187 .. . . . . . . 5 5 51 
54 .............. ,. ·1 
379 1 .. . 2 4 7 7 
62 .• j... . . . l 
191 . · I · . . . . . 4 4 4 
36~ ·+·· ... 7 7 
365 .. I. . . 6 7 7 
276 .. ... ... 1 
56 .. •. . 1 1 2 2 
123 . . . . . 1 4 5 5 
489 . . . . . 1 14 15 15 
114 .. 1 2 2 5 5 
166 .. 1 4 6 6 
68.. . . • • . . 1 1 1 
385 ..... 1 3 4 4 
79 
A<fGltEGATE, 
22 19 41 
5 18 53 
10 114 124 




24 267 291 
17 195 212 
4 63 67 
8 , 117 125 
10 89 9g 
14 178 102 
3 51 54 
26 360 381\ 
4 59 6J 
14 181 195 
301 340 370 
32 340 372 
15 262 277 
5 53 58 
13 115 128 
39 465 504 
8 111 119 
11 161 172 
4 65 60 
25 364 389 
~ 2 30 7 . . . . 1 . . 9 3 13 67 . . . 8 8 128 4, 493 287 4, 780 1 3 13 81 98 98 385 4, 493 4, 878 
= = = = == = =1:=1:=1==i==t==r-=1==1==1===1===t===l:=t:~--=-t=-=--1- - 1-- ----i===r-~= 
21 251 ....... .•.. 5 ............ . 18 22 40 .. ... ... ... ... ... 22 18 40 
1 . . 3 . . • • . • . . • • 1 . . 1 9 . . . 1 1 15 518 32 550 
-- .... 1 4 5 5 37 518 555 
1 ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 2 ... ... ... 3 123 6 129 
-- ... ... 7 123 130 
1.. .• .. .. .. .. .. 2 ... ... ... 2 124 6 130 ...... ... 2 2 2 8 124 132 
2 ..••...... 1 1 ... 3 ... 1 1 5 265 14 27' ~ ..... 3 6 9 9 23 265 288 
80 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
B.-Position and disfribution of troops, by Departrnents, taken from flu, 
POSTS. . SITUATIONS. COMMANDING OFFICER. 
GARRISONS. I PRESENT. I 
1111 ! .! 
t i IJ! 
. ~i 111 
-~ Q! I~ 
-= :: ;,; : ~ ~ Regiments. ,;, . ; : ~ I~ ~ ~ ~ § :~Ci~ 
.... a ~ c? t.;,I..,. o :: !; ~:so ii:l ~ ';' .;5 :c.,,=1 
,:::, 1il ~ ::, ; Q) !I ] ffi ~;s' ~ ~ 
; R ~~~~~ 
________________ i-----------1- ------1-1-1--1- -
DEP ARTMENT OF THE I 
MISSOURI-cont'd. 
Fort Leavenworth, 1 •••••••••••••••••••••• Col.E.F.Townsend,.12th 12 2d, 5th, 9th, ....•. ·· •• 
Kans. Inf. c~/an105\~ 
7th, 111th, 
12th, 13th, 
and 14th Inf. 
Fort Riley, Kans .... Junction City....... Col. J. W. Forsyth, 7th 11 7th Cav. ancl . .... -- ·· ·• 
Cav. · 2d. 3d, and 
/ ,, 4th .A.rt. 
Fort Supply, Ind. T. 16 miles from Wood- Col. M. Bryant, 13th Inf. 6 5th Cav. and .... ·· ·· •• 
ward. 13th Inf. 
lfortReno,Okla ..... Near Cheyenne Col.J".F.Wade,5thCav. 7 5th Cav. and .. -- ···· ·· 
Agency. 10th Inf. 
Fort Sill, Okla ..•...• 65 miles north of Maj. HenryWagner,5th 8 5thand7thCav ....... ·· ·· 
Henrietta, Tex. Cav. and13th inf. __ _ 
Total Department of the Missouri ........•.•••...••••...•..... . 61 .......••.••... -2; ::! _: _: · · 
DEPARTMENT OF 
'l'EXAS. 
Headquarters ........ San Antonio, Tex .. . 
Fort Bliss, Tex ...... El Paso ........ .... . 
Fort Brown, Tex . . . . Brownsville ....... . 
Fort Clark, Tex...... Brackettville ...... . 
Eagle Pass, Tex .................. .. ....... . 
Fort Hancock, Tex ... Hancock ...•........ 
Fort McIntosh, Tex. Laredo ............. . 
Fort Ringgold, Tex.. Rio Grande City .. .. 
Fort Sam Houston, 
Tex. 
San Antonio .••••••. 
BWiieaio~~- Frank .. D~~:rment 1111 .. 
Maj.J. Henton, 23dlnf. i, 2 23d Inf ........... -- ·· .. 
Capt. J.B. Johnson, 3d 1 3d Ca, ............. -- ·· · 
Cav. 
Col. H. M. Lazelle, 18th 6 18th Inf ..•..... -- ·· -- · 
Inf. 
Maj. H. W. Wessells,jr., 1 3d Cav ...•• ••... ·· -- -- · 
3dCav. Cc;;, G . .A.. Dodd, 3d 1 3d Cav .............. ·· · 
Maj. G . .A.. Purington, 3d 3 
Cav. 
CaJ;;, G . .A.. Drew, 3d 3 
Col. J. J. Coppinger, 23d 10 
Inf. 
3d Cav. and ...... --
18th Inf. 
3d Cav. and ...... -- · 
18th Inf. 
3d Cav., 3d ... -- -- -- · 
.A.rt., 5th 
Camp Pena Colorado, Near Marathon ..... Capt. O. Elting, 3d Cav. 
Tex. 
and23d Inf. 
1 3d Cav .............. -- · 
Total. Department of Texas •.••..••..........•.•....•••••.•••.. 28 . ; .............. I 1 1 I i. 
DEPARTMENT OF CALI-
FORNIA. 
Headquarters ... ..•.. San Francisco, Cal.. Brig. Gen. T. H. Ruger .... Department 1 1 1 1 
staff. 
Fort BJdwell, Cal .... Surprise Valley ...... CaJ;~~- H. G. Gale, 4th 1 4th Cav ........... -. ·· · 
Fort Mason. Cal. .... 
Alcatraz Island, Cal.. 
San Francisco ...... 
San Francisco Har-
bor. 
Angel Island, Cal .... 




Capt. S. A. Day, 5th .A.rt. 1 5th .A.rt . .......... · · · · · 
Lieut. Col. F. L. Guen- 2 5th .A.rt ......... - - · · -- · 
ther, 5th Art. 
Col. W. R. Shafter, 1st 5 1st Inf ............ · · -- !· 
Li~in~~l. J. S. Casey, 3 1st Inf.. ..... . .. -·!· 
Pre idio, Cal......... an Francisco ...... Col. W. M. Graham, 5th 9 4th Cav. and ...... --1· 
.A.rt. 5th .A.rt. I 
Total, Department of California .......... .••• ..•••• •••••••.... .. ~ ....•••••••••... J J }·],~ 
MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY. 81 
I 
latest returns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office, 1892-Continued. 
PRESENT. ABSENT. AGGREGATE. 
- ----------
-
- - - ----- ----
- - - - - -- - -- -
1.. 3 .. .. .. l .. 1 1 1 12 ... 1 1 66 675 88 763 . . . .. ... 3 3 ~ 91 675 766 
1.. 4.. .. .. 1.. 1 .. 210 ... 1 25 678 46 724 .. . .. 2 5 5 51 678 729 
2 .. 
-- .. 1.. 1 .. 1 5 ... ... . .. 9 307 19 326 
-- ---
2 5 7 7 26 307 333 
1.. 
-- --
1.. 1 1. .. 5 ..• 1 9 351 20 371 .. --- 5 8 8 28 351 379 · 
2 .. 
... -- 1.. .. .. 2 6 ... . .. ... 10 359 21 380 .. 1 1 4 6 6 27 359 386 
5 1 21 5 1 . . 5 . . 6 3 9 59 . .. 5 5 144 3,418 274 3,692 . . 1 12 33 46 46 320 3,418 3,738 
2 1 1 3 . . 1 ... ........ 1 ....... . . 18 14 32 .. ... ... ... ... . .. 14 18 32" 
1.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2 ........ . 
1 .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . 1 ........ . 
3 107 7 
2 56 4 
114 
-- ---
... 1 1 1 8 107 115 
60 .. ... .. . ... . .. . .. 4 56 60· 
1. ..... 1.. 1.. 1 4 . .. 9 351 19 370 -- ... 4 7 11 11 30 351 381 
1 .. . . . . .. . . ... .. 1 ........... . 1 60 3 63 .. ... 1 2 2 5 60 65 
1.. . . .. .. .. .. .. ... 1 ........ . 1 57 3 60 .: ...... 1 1 57 61. 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 ... 1 1 4 172 9 181 1 2 2 5 10 10 . 19 172 191 
1.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 3 ........ . 4 160 8 168 -- ... ... 2 2 2 10 160 17(), 
2 . ......... 1 1 9 ... 1 1 18 565 34 599 -- ... 3 6 9 9 43 665 608:, 
1 . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . 1 ... ... . .. 2 56 4 60 .............. ·... 4 56 60, 
21113~11~ 2 1 4 24 .. . 3 3 45 1, 6021 105 1,707 1 2 10 23136 36 ill 1,602 1 743: 
I 
1 1 1 2 .. -- .. 
-- .. 1 1. .. . .. .... ... 1 16 13 29 .. ... .... . .. ... ... 13 16 29 
1.. .... . 
-- .. .. .. ... 1. . . . .. --- 1 61 64 .. 
··- .... 1 1 4 61 65 
1.. .... -- -- .. .... .. ... 1 ..• . ....... 2 56 4 60 .. . ...... 1 1 1 5 56 61 1.. 
-- --
1 .... 1. .. 2 ... 
... -- · 3 119 8 127 ...... ... 3 3 3 11 119 i30 
2 .. 
.. --.. -- J... 1 4 ... 1 1 8 290 18 308 ..... 2 5 7 23 290 313 
1.. 
-- .. ...... 1 .•• 1. .. 
-·- ... 5 166 8 174 . .... 2 1 3 11 166 177 
3 .. .... .. .. 1.. . .. 6 ... 1 18 535 30 565 .. 1 3 6 10 10 39 535 574 
- -- ·----
-- - ·- - ----1 1 10 2 .. .. 1.. 2 3 2 15 . . . 2 2 38 1,243 84 1,327 .. 17 25 25 106 1,243 1,349 
== ---= 
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B.-Position and disfribution of troops, by Departrnents1 taken from the 
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DEPARTMENT OF DA- I 
KOTA. 
H d t St P 1 M . B · G We le Mer Departm ent 1 2 1 .. --. ea q~ar ers. -- - - . . . . au ' rnn. .. . . . rig. en. s y . . . I 
ritt. staff. 
Fort Snelling, Minn .. Near St. Paul ..•.... Col. E. C. Mason,3d Inf. 8 3d Inf - . -·· - - · -· . ! ·· - · ·• 
"L~ t B f d N D k L' t C 1 J -..T A -- 4 10th Cav. and - . ,. - · · 
_., or u or ' . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . \1~e~s, ~5th :in"t. LUJ. · 25th Inf. 
Fort Pembina,N. Dak ...................... Capt. C. W. Miner, 22d 1 22d Inf - - - -· ·· - . ·· - . - - · · 
Inf. 
Fort Yates, N. Dak .. 60 miles from Bis- Lieut. Col. R. F. Bernard, 6 
marck. 9th Cav. 
8th Cav., 12th .... 
and 22d Inf. ' 
l<'ort Meade, S. Dak .. Near Sturgis ........ Col. C. H. Carlton, 8th 8 
Cav. 
3d and 8th ......... . 
Cav. 
3d and 12th ......... . 
Inf. 
Fort Sully, S. Dak... 25 miles from Pierre. Lieut.Col. J. A. P. Hamp- 4 
son, 12th Inf. 
]'or,t Yellowstone, Yellowstone Park .. Capt. G. S. Anderson, 1 6th Cav ..••............. 
Wyo. 6th Cav. 
Fort Ai;sinniboine, . . . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . Lieut. Col. Evan Miles, 
Mont. 20th Inf. 
Fort Custer, Mont... 31 miles from Custer Lieut. Col. David Perry, 
Station. 10th Cav. 
9 10th Cav. and ......... . 
20th Inf. 
8 1st and 10th . . . . . ... - . 
Cav. and 
25th. Inf. 
Fort Keogh, Mont . .. Near Miles City . . . . Col. P. T, Swaine, 22d 9 
Inf. 
8th and 10th ......... . 
Cav. and 
22d Inf. 
Fort Missoula, Mont. Missoula............ Col. A. S. Burt, 25th 
Inf. -
3 25th Inf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . 
Camp Poplar River, Poplar River 8tation Maj. Lloyd Wheaton, 
• Mont. 20th Inf. 
2 20th Inf .............. --
-----
Total, Department ofDakot~ ..... ___ !_ .. ............ ............ ~ ........... .... ,2~__: .:..:_.:..:_ 
DEPARTMENT OF THE 
PLATTE. 
·Headquarters .. . .... Omaha, Nebr ....... Brig. Gen. J. R. Brooke .. _ .. Department 1 1 1 ... . 
Fort Omaha, Nebr .. . Near Omaha ....... . 
Fort Niobrara, Nebr. Near Valentine .... . 
Fort Robinson, Nebr ...................... . 
Fort Sidney, N ebr ... Sidney station ..... . 
Fort Logan, Colo . . . . Denver ............ . 
Fort Randall, S. Dak . 24 miles from Ar-
mour. 
Fort Douglas, Utah .. Near Salt Lake City. 
FortDuChesne, Utah Near Uintah A.gency 
Fort D. A. Russell, Cheyenne .....•.... . 
Wyo. 
FortMcKinney, Wyo On Clear Fork Creek 
L1ainf o1. J. B. Parke, 
Capt. C. A. Earnest, 8th 
Inf. 
Col. James Biddle, 9th 
Cav. 
Capt. W. H. Boyle, 21st 
Inf. 
Col. H C. Merriam, 7th 
Inf. 
Capt. Willis Wittich, 
21st Inf. 
Col. M. M. Blunt, 16th t 
Inf. 
Maj. J. F. Randlett, 9th 
Cav. 
Col. J . S. Poland, 17th 
Inf. 
staff. 
9 2clinf. .......... .. 
8 6th Cav. and ......... -
8th Inf. 
8 9th Cav. and ....... . --
8th Inf. 
1 21st Inf ................ . 
6 7th Inf ................ . 
2 21st Inf ............... -· 
9 16thinf' ....... ... . .. ... . 
3 9th Cav. and .. ..... - --
21st Inf. 
8 17thinf ...... . ........ -· 
Col. J. J. Van Horn, 8th 6 
Inf. 6th Cav. and ........ -· 8th Inf. 
Maj. Emil Adam, 6th Cav. 3 6th Cav. and ......... -Fort Washakie, Wy_o Near Shoshone 
.Agencv. 
Camp Pilot Butte, Rock Springs....... Capt. Wm. Quinton, 7th 
w~ In£ 
8th Inf. 
1 7thinf....... . ....... . 
Total, Departme
1
n t of the Platte ...... 
1 
........................... 54 _ ............... 111 ~ ~ 
= ==1= 
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latest returns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office, 1892-Continued. 
PRESENT, ABSENT. AGGREGATE. · 
3 114 .......... 11 . 2 ..•.......... 
2 . . . . . . 1 . . 1 . . 1 7 . . • 1 1 14 
1 ...... 1 .... 1 1 4 ......... 5 
1 ........ . 2 
2 _. ··I·· 1 .... 1 ... 3 ... ..• ... 8 
2 . . . . . . 1 . . 1 . . 2 6 . . . 1 1 12 
1 ...... 1. ... 1. .. 
1.. . ... . 
2 ••••••••• 
1 ....... . 
7 
2 
2 ..... . 1. ... 1 1 8 ... 1 1 15 
2 ............ 1 1 7 1 1 l 15 
2 . . . . . . 1 . . 1 1 1 81.. . 1 1 12 
1 . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . 1 3·... 1 
















34 .. ... ... ... ... . .• 17 
4!)6 .. .. . 2 4 6 6 34 
248 .. ..• .. . 3 3 3 16 
64 ................• 
282.. ... 3 4 7 7 22 
419 . . 1 3 6 10 10 36 
176 .. 1 2 1 4 4 16 
68 .... ....... ..... . 
455 .. 1 2 5 8 8 38 
467 . . 1 3 5 91 9 38 
460 .. .. . 2 6 8 8 36 
212 . . .. . 2 2 4 4 17 



























31~ IS 4 ~: ~[ _4_,_7_,_10_,_5_3,-1-:I. -51._6_,_1_01-,_-3-, 2_6_1,_~-2-4· '_--3,-4-85-,-.. ·'--4' -2-o·'-3-71 _6_1_ /._ -61 -28-5 -3-, 2-6-1 --3,-54-6 
42 23 .. 1. ..... l 1 2 ............ . 
2 . .... . .... . . 1 1 8 .. . 1 1 12 
3 ...... 1 .. .. . . 1 4 ..... . 1 11 : : : : : , : __ , r , , ,: 
2 ...... 1.. 1. . 1 \ ·· 1 1 1l 
1 .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . 1 .. . 2 
2 . ......... ] ...•• 9 • • • 1 1 14 
1 ... . .. 1 . .... . 1 2 ........ . 
3 . . ........ 1 1 1 8 .. . 1 1 15 
2 ..... . .... 1 .. 2 5 ... 1 1 11 
2 ..••.....••••. 1 2 ........ . 


















37 .. ... ... ... •.• •. . 19 
573 .. 
496 .. 
1 2 ... 3 3 29 
3 5 9 17 17 38 
510 .. .. . 1 4 5 5 37 
57 . . ll... 1 2 2 5 
375 .... · I 3 5 8 8 31 
98 .. .. . 1 2 3 3 7 
477 . • 2 1 6 9 9 37 
153 .•••• 1 3 4 4 12 
479 .. .. . 2 5 7 7 38 
346 .. .•• 2 3 5 5 28 
160 ...•. . .. 2 2 2 11 



























~I~~ ~,~JI 3.. 5 31 10 57 11 6 7 102 3,590 231 3,821 . . 7 18 40 65 65 296 3, 590j 3,886 
I l - - - l- -----
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B.-Position and dist1·ibution of troops, by Departments, taken from the 
POSTS. 
DEP A.RTMENT OF ARI· 
ZONA. 
SITUATIONS, 
Headquarters........ Los Angeles, Cal .... 
Fort Apache, Ariz ... 90 miles from Hol-
brook. 
Fort Bowie, Ariz .... Bowie station ..•.•.. 
Fort Grant, Ariz . . . . 27 miles from Wilcox 
Fort Huachuca, Ariz. Huachuca station ... 
San Carlos, Ariz. . . . . . ..............•••...• 
Whipple Barracks, Prescott ........•••• 
Ariz. 
San Diego Barracks, San Diego .••.•...... 
Cal. 
Fort Bayard, N.Mex. Near Silver City ... . 
Fort Marcy, N. Mex.. Santa Fe ........... . 
Fort Stanton, N. Mex 9miles from Lincoln. 
Fort Wingate, N. Mex Wingate station .... 
COMMANDING 
OFFICER. 
Brig. Gen. A. McD. Mc· 
Cook. 
Lieut. Col. C. B. McLel-
la.n, 1st Cav. 
Maj. Thos. McGregor, 
2d Cav. 
Maj. Henry Carroll, 1st 
Cav. 
Mt/· T. Haskell, 24th 
Capt. E. C. Gilbreath, 
11th Inf. 
Col. I. D. DeRussy, 11th 
Inf. 
Ma;j. E.W. Whittemore, 
10th Inf. 
Lieut. Col. D. D. Van 
Valzah, 24th Inf. 
Col. E. P. Pearson, 10th 
Inf. 
c~:; .J. N. Wheelan, 2d 
.Col. G. G. Huntt, 2d Cav. 
GARRISONS. PRESENT, 
~egiments. 
.. Department 1 2 1 .. ·· 
staff. 
3 1st Cav. and ........ · · 
11th Inf. 
2 2d Cav ......•......... ·· 
5 1st Cav .......... . 
7 2d Cav., 11th ......... . 
and 24th Inf. 
3 1st Cav. and ........ · · 
11th Inf. 
4 11th Inf ......•........ ·· 
1 10th Inf ...••••.......... 
6 1st Cav. and ........ ·· 
24th Inf. 
2 lOthinf ........•...... ·· 
2 2d Cav. and 
10th Inf. 
7 2d Cav. and 
10th Inf. 
Total, Department of Arizona •..••.............•...•...•....... ~ ............ .... _:_:,2~~ 
DEPARTMENT OF THE 
COLUMBIA. 
Headquartera ........ VW~~~erBarracks, Brig. Gen. T. H.Ruger .... . 
Fort Sherman, Idaho. Cceur d'Alene....... Col. W. P. Carlin, 4th Inf. 5 
Boise Barracks, Idaho Boise City.......... Maj. W. B. Kennedy, 4th 2 
Cav. 
Fort Canby, Wash ... MR1!~r~f Columbia C~!t.Chas. Morris, 5th 2 
Department ..•. 1 .. ·· 
staff. 
4th Cav. and ........ ·· 
4th Inf. 
4th Cav. and ..•..... · · 
4th Inf. 
5th Art ............... ·· 
Fort Spokane, Wash. Near Spokane Falls. L~th\~tl. H. C. Cook, 4 4th Inf ................ · · 
Fort Townsend, Wash Port Townsend..... Ci~lh t~r· Bainbridge, 1 14th Inf ............... · · 
Vancouver Barracks, Vancouver.......... Col. T. M. Anderson, 14th 7 4th Cav. and ......... . 
Wash. Inf. 14th Inf. 
Fort Walla Walla, Walla Walla .... .... ] Col.Anson Mills, 3d Cav. 4 4th Cav . ............... . 
Wash. 
Total, Department of the Columbia ..................... ....... . 25 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 . .. . 
MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY. 
latest returns on file in the A.djutant-Geneml's Office, 1892-Continued. 
PRESENT. ABSENT. - AGGREGATE. 
---------------1--1---l--1---1-----------
2114 ......•••.•• 11 ••••••••• 3 
::::::: :::::.'.::: r·-----
2 •••.......••.• 2 3 ... 1 1 
2 •..... 1 ..••.• 1 4 ........ . 












29 .. ... .•• .•. ... ... 17 
201 .. .. . 1 2 3 3 12 
118 .. ... 11 2 3 3 8 
278 . . 1 3 4 8 8 25 
452 .. 1 3 6 10 10 25 









::: : : :: :: :: :: :: _, :: : : ::: __ , __ , : ·: ,: ~:-- ___ --r .. ·: ·: ·: 
• • . . . 2 • • . . • • • • • • . • 1 • • . 5 1 1 1 8 352 19 371 . . 1 31 4 8 8 27 352 379 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . 2 . . . 1 1 5 130 10 140 .. . • . 1 • . . 1 1 11 130 141 
. . . . . 1 • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • • 3 111 5 116 . . • . . 1
1 
1 2 2 7 111 118 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 5---1~~ 111__:_:_:~~ 3; 3 ~_:_:__:__: 
2 1 15 4.. . . 4.. 3 2 7 31 11 5 5 621 2,524 ]46 2,670 11 4 18 29 52 52 198 2,524 2,722 
I 
3 2 1 2' .. 1 ......•• 1 1-- .•......... 
2 .... 1 .... 1 .. 
1 ............. . 
1 \·· 1 1 
1 2 ... 
] ................ . 
2 ..••.. 1 .... 1 .•. 
2 .••••.••. 
2 ••••••••• 






2 .......... 1 1 l 4 ..• 1 1 10 











289 • • • • • 1 - 3 4 4 25 
114 .. ••• •.• 2 2 2 8 
114 ....••.. 3 3 3 9 
201 .. .• . 2 .. . 2 2 16 
67 ..... 1 2 3 3 7 
433 ... ,. 4 6 10 10 31 

















3 2 11 2 .. 2 2 .• 3 2 5 20 ••• I 3 3 38 1,373 97 1,470 •• 1 10 22 33 331130 1,373 1,503 
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C.-Milita1·y comniands and posts, with post-o'jfices, teleg1·aph stations, and nea,·est raifroad 
stations 01· boat landings. 
ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES.-Headquarters, Washington, D. C.-Maj. Gen. 
JOHN M. SCHOFIELD: commanding. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST. 
Maj. Gen. OLIVER 0. How0ARD, commanding.-Headquarters, Governors Island, 
New York Harbor. 
Geographical -limits.-The New England States, States of New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina., 
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, Ohio, and the District of Columbia. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI. 
Maj. Gen. NELSON A. MILES, commanding.-He~dquarters, Chicago, I~l. 
Geographical liniits.-States of Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Kan-
sas, and Arkansas, and Indian and Oklahoma Territories. 
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS. 
Brig. Gen. FRANK ·WHEATON, commanding.-Headquarters, San Antonio, Tex. 
Geographical liniits.-State of Texas. 
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA. 
Brig. Gen. THOMAS H. RUGER, commanding.-Headquarters, San Francisco, Cal. · 
Geographical liniits.-States of California ( excepting that portion south of the thirty-
fifth parallel) and Nevada. _ 
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA. 
Brig. Gen. WESLEY MERRITT, commanding.-Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn. 
Geographical limits.-States of Minnesota, South Dakota ( excepting so much as lies 
south of the forty-fourth parallel), North Dakota, and Montana, and the post of }..,ort Yellows.tone, Wyo. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE. 
Brig. Gen. JOH.c"l' R. BROOKE, commanding.-Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr. 
Geog1·aphical limits.-States of Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, and Wyoming (excepting 
the post of Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.), Territory of Utah, so much of Idaho as lies 
east of a line formed by the extension of the western boundary of Utah to the north-
eastern boundary of Idaho, and so m'u<'.h of South Dakota as lies south of the forty-
fourth parallel. 
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA. 
Brig. Gen. ALEXANDER McD. McCOOK, com.mauding.-Headquarters, Los Angeles, 
Cal. 
Geographical Zimits.-Territories of Arizona and New Mexico and that portion of Cal-
ifornia south of the thir.ty-filth parallel, 
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA. 
Bdg. Gen. TrrO)IAS H. RUGER, commanding.-Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, 
Wash. 
Geographical Zimits.-States of Oregon, Washington and Idaho and Alaska Territory, 
excepting much of Idaho as is embraced in the Departrhent of the Platte. 
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POSTS. 
[Those not garrisoned are indicated thus*.] 
Adams, Fort, R. I. (Dept. East)-P. O., R. R. and tel. stn. Newport, R. I.; boat 
from Newport, dist. 3 m. · 
Alcatmz island, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. stn. San Francisco, 
Cal., dist. 4: m.; Govt. steamer daily (except Rnnday) to post. . 
Angel Island, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. San Francisco, 
Cal., dist. 7 m.; Govt. steamer daily (except Sunday) to post. 
Apache, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and_tel. ~tn. same; buckboard daily (except 
Sunday) from Holbrook, on A. and P.R. R., dist. 90 m. 
Army and Navy General Hospital, Ark.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Hot Springs, Ark. 
Assinniboine, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. (G. N. R) 
stn. Assinniboine. 
Barrancas, Fort, Fla. (Dept. East)-P. 0. Warrington, Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola. 
Navy Yard, Fla.; R. R. stn. at I'ensacola, Fla.; dist. 9 m.; special boat to post. 
Bayard, Fort, N. M. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. (A., T. and S. F.) stn. 
Silver City, dist. 9 m.; stage daily ( except Sunday) from Silver City; Govt. tel. 
to post. . 
Benicia Barracks, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0., tel. stn., R. R. stn., and boat ldg., 
Benicia, Cal., dist. 1 m. 
Bidwell, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. same; tel. stn. Alturas, Cal.; R. R. stn. (N. 
C. and 0. R.R.) Amedee, Cal., dist. 135 m.; stage daily except Sundays. 
Bliss, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. El -Paso, Tex., dist. lt m. 
Boise Barracks, Idaho (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boise City, Idaho; R.R. 
stn. (0. S. L.) south of Boise River, dist. 2 m. , 
Bowie, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily buckboard (except 
Sunday) from Bowie Station, Ariz., on S. P. R.R., dist. 13 m. 
Brady, Fort, Mich. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (D.S. S. and A. R.R.) Sault 
Ste. Marie, Mich. 
Brown, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. (R. G. R. R.) Browns._ville, 
Tex. 
Buford, Fort, N. Dak. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0., tel. and R.R. (G. N. R.R.) stn. same. 
Canby, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stn. at post; daily steamer from 
Portland, Oregon, to Astoria, dist. 98 m.; and thence by steam tug daily to post, 
dist 14: m. , . 
*Carr~ll, Fort, Md.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Baltimore, Md., dist. 6½ m. by water from Ligbt 
st. wharf. 
*Caswell, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N. C., dist. 2 m.; steamer daily 
from Wilmington to Southport, dist. 22 m. _ 
Clark, F01·t, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P. 0. Brackettville, Tex.; tel. stn. Fort Clark via 
Spofford. Junction, Tex.; daily stage from Spofford Junction, on S. P.R. R., dist. 
9m. · 
*Clarks Point, Mass., Fort at.-P. 0. and tel. stn. New Bedford, Mass., dist. 4: m. 
*Clinch, Fort, Fla.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Fernandina, Fla., dist. 3 m. 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio. (See Recruiting Depots.) · 
Columbus, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. New York City; tel. stn. Governors Island, 
N. Y.; Govt. steamer from New York City, dist. lt m. 
*Constit1dion, Fort, N. H.-P. 0. Newcastle, N. H.; tel. and R.R. stn. Portsip.outh, N. 
H. ; stage ()r steamer from Portsmouth, dist. 3 m. 
Custer, Ii'ort, Mont. (Dept. Dak. )-P. Q. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from Custer 
Station, on N. P.R. R., dist. 32 m. · 
D. A. Russell, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte)-P. O., tel. and R.R. (U. P., D. and G.) stn. 
Fort Russell, Wyo. 
Davids Island, N. Y. (See Recruiting Depots.) 
*Delaware, Fort, Del.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Delaware City, Del.; daily steamer from 
Philadelphia to Delaware City, dist. 2 m. from post. 
Douglas, Fort, Utah. (Dept. Platte)-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Salt Lake City, Utah, 
dist. 3 m.; city railway to post. 
Duchesne, Fort, Utah (Dept. Platte)-P. 0; and tel. stn. same; R.R. (R. G. W.R. R.) 
stn. Price Station, dist. 88 m.; stage line to post. · 
*Dutch Island, R. I., Fort on.-P. 0. Jamestown, R. I.; tel. stn. Newport, R. I.; steam 
f~rry from Newport to Jamestown, dist. 4: m., and private boat thence to post, 
dist. 1 m. 
*Finns Point, N. J., Battery at.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Salem, N. J., dist. 6 m. 
H Foote, Fort, Md.-P. 0. same; tel. stn. Alexandria, Va.; steamer from Washington, 
D. C., dist. 9 m. 
*Gaines, Fort, Ala.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Mobile, Ala.; boat from Mobile, dist •. 
30m. 
"Gorges, Fort, Me.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Portland, Me., dist. lt m. 
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Grant, For·t, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage (except Sun-
day) µom Willcox, on S. P. R. R., dist. 27 m. 
Griswold, Fort, Conn.-P. 0. Groton, Conn.; tel. and R. R . stn. New London; forry 
from New London, dist. 1 m. 
Harnilton, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East)......:.P. 0. and tel. stn. same; city railroad from 
Brooklyn, dist. 6 m. 
Hancock, Fort, 1'ex. (Dept. Tex. )-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. stn. Fort Hancock Sta-
tion (on G. H. and S. A. R.R.) dist. 1¾ m. 
Hu,achuca, Port, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily buckboard from 
Huachuca Siding, on N. Mex. and A. R.R., dist. 7 m. 
* Independerwe; For·t, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; Govt. tug from Boston, 
dist. 3 ill, . . 
Jackson BarTacks, La. (Dept. East)-P. 0. and R. R. stn. New Orleans, La., dist. 6 
m.; street cars from New Orleans pass the post; tel. stn. Slaughter House, St. 
Bernard Parish, La. 
*Jackson, Fort, La.-P. 0. Neptune, La.; tel. stn. Quarantine, La.; steamer triweekly 
from New Orleans, dist. 73 m. 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo. (See Recruiting Depots.) 
*Jejfer·son, Fort, Fla.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Key ·west, Fla.; boat from Key West, dist. 
71m. 
*Johnston, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N. C.; steamer daily from Wil-
mington, N. C., dist. 26 m. 
Keogh, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0., tel. and R.R. (N. P.R. R.) stn. same. 
* Key West Barracks, Fla. (De.pt. East)-P. O., tel. stn. and boat ldg. Key West, Fla. 
* Knox, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Prospect Ferry, Me.; tel. and R. R. stn. Bucksport, Me.; 
ferry from Bucksport, dist. ¾ m. 
* Lafayette, Fort, N. Y. H.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Fort Hamilton, N. Y.; city railroad 
from Brooklyn, dist. 6 m. 
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.)-P. O., tel. and R. R. stn. same. 
L eavenworth Military Prison, Kans.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Fort Leavenworth, 
Kans. 
* Livingston Fort, La.-P. 0. Grand Isle, La.; tel. stn. New Orleans, La.; steamer 
weekly from New Orleans, dist. 95 m. 
Logan, Fort, Colo. (Dept. Platte) (10 miles south of Denver.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. 
stn. 
Mackinac, Fort, Mich. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0 and tel. stn. Mackinac Island, Mich.; boat 
from Mackinaw City, dist. 11 m., and from St. Ignace, Mich., dist. 5 m.; steam-
boats from Chicago, Detroit, and other lake ports arrive daily from June 1 to No-
vember 1. During winter by crossing ice, or by boat from St. Ignace, Mich. 
*Macon, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. Beaufort, N. C.; tel. and R.R. stn. Morehead City, N. C., 
dist. 2 ill, 
Madison Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East.)-P. O., tel., and R.R. stn. Sacketts Harbor, 
N. Y. 
Marcy, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
* Marion, Fort, Fla. (Dept. East. )-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. St. Augustine, Fla. 
Mason, Fort, Cal. (Dep.t. Cal.)-P. 0. Station A, San Francisco, Cal.; R.R. stn. San 
Francisco, Cal., dist. 3 m.; street cars t m. from post; tel. stn. at post. 
*McCleary, Fort, Me.-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. Kittery Point, Me. 
McHenry, Fort, Md. (Dept. East.)-P. O., tel., and R. R. stn. Baltimore, Md. 
McIntosh, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. Laredo, Tex. 
McKinney, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from 
Douglas, on F. E. and M. V. R.R., di~t. 148'm., Fort Custer Station, Mont., on N. 
P.R. R., dist. 160 m., and from Suggs, Wyo., on B. and M. R.R., dist. 55 m. 
McPherson, Fort, Ga. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. Atlanta, Ga., dist. 4 m. 
Meade, Fort, S. Dak. (Dept. Dak.)-H. 0. same; tel. and R.R. (F. E. and M. V.) stn. 
Sturgis City, dist. 3 m. 
* Mifflin, Fort, Pa.-P. 0. Paschallville, stn. Philadelphia, Pa.; R. R. and tel. stn. 
Philadelphia, Pa., dist. 5 m. . 
Missoula, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. (N. P.) stn. Missoula, 
Mont., dist. 4 m. 
Mom·oe, Fort, Va. (Dept. East.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; steamers daily from Balti-
more, Washington, Norfolk, and New York, and railroad (C. and 0.) from Rich-
mond, Va. 
"Montgomery, Fort, N. Y.-P. 0., tel., andR. R. stn. Rouses Point, N. Y.,dist. lt m . 
"M?rgan, Fort, Ala.-P. 0. Herndon, Ala.; tel. stn. at post; steamer from Mobile, 
d1 t. 30 m. 
"M~ultrie, Fort, S. C.-P. 0. Moultrieville, S. C.; tel. and R.R. stn. Charleston, S. C., 
dist. 5 m. 
M~1:~ Vernon Ba1·racks, Ala. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. Mount Vernon, 
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Mym·, Fort, Va. (Dept. East.)-P. 0. and R. R. stn. Washington, D. C.; telephone 
to post. 
Newport, Barracks,_ Ky. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. Newport, Ky. . 
Niagam, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. Youngstown, N. Y.; R.R. stn. 
Lewiston, N. Y., dist. 7 m. , . 
Niobrara, Fort, Nebr. (Dept. Platte.)-P. 0. same; tel. stn. Valentme, Nebr.; R.R. 
(F. E. and M. V.) stn. Valentine, Nebr., dist. 4t m. . 
*Oglethrope, Fort, Ga.-P. O., tel., and R. R. stn. Savannah, Ga., dist. 3 m. 
Omaha, F01·t, Nebr. (Dept. Platte.)-P. 0. and R.R. stn. (F. E. and M. V.) same; tel. 
(telephone to post) stn. Omaha, Nebr. 
Ontario, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel., and R. R. stn. Oswego,~- Y. 
Pembina, Fort, N. Dak. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0., R. R., and tel. stn. Pembma, N. Dak., 
dist. 2 m. 
Pena Colorado, Camp, Tex. (Dept. 'fex.)-P. O., tel., and R. R. stn. Marathon, Tex., 
on G., H. and S . .A., R.R., dist. 4 m. 
"'Phcenix, Fort, Mass.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Fairhaven, Mass. 
* Pickens, Fort, Fla.-P. 0. Warrington, Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola navy-yard; R.R. 
stn. at Pensacola, Fla., dist. 10 miles. 
Pilot Butte Camp, Wyo. (Dept. Platte.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. (U. P.) stn. Rock 
Springs, Wyo. 
Plattsbu.rg Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. Plattsburg, N .. Y. 
*Popharn, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Popham Beach, Me.; tel. and R.R. stn. Bath, Me., dist. 
12 m. by water, 15 m. by land. 
Popla1· River, Carnp, Mont. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. (G. N.) stn. Poplar 
River Station. · 
P01·ter, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East.) P.O., tel., and R.R. stn. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Preble, Fort, Me. '(Dept. East.) P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 1¾ m. 
Presidio of San Fmncisco, Cal. (Dept. Cal. )-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn. San 
Francisco, Cal., dist. 4t m.; city railway to post. 
*Pitlaski, Fort, Ga.-P. 0., R.R., and tel. stn. Savannah, Ga., dist. 14 m. 
Randall, Fort, S. Dak. (Dept. Platte.)-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. stn . .Armour, S. 
Dak., dist. 24 m.; buckboard daily (except Sunday) and triweekly stage from 
O'Neill, Nebr., on F. E. and M. R. R., dist. 47 m. 
Reno, Fort, Okh. T. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. El Reno; Okh. 
T., on C.R. and P.R. R., dist. 5¾ m. 
Riley, Fo1·t, Kans. (Dept. 'Mo.)-P: 0., tel., and R. R. stn. same. 
Ringgold, Fort, Tex. (Dept. 'l'ex.)-P. 0. Rio Grande City, Tex.; tel. stn. at post; 
stage from Brownsville, Tex., dist. 117 m., and from Pena, on T. M. R. R., dist. 72¼ 
m., and from San Miguel, Mex., on Mex. N. R.R., dist. 23 m. 
Robinson, Fort, Nebr. (Dept. Platte.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. (F. E. and M. V.) stn. 
same. 
Sarn Houston, Fort, Tex. (Dept Tex.)-P. 0 ., tel., and R.R. stn. San Antonio, Tex. 
San Carlos, .Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage (except Sun-
day) from Bowie, on S. P. R.R. (via Fort Thomas), dist. 102 m., and triweekly 
from Willcox, via Forts Grant and Thomas, dist. 106 m. ; regular stage to post. 
San Diego Barracks, Cal. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0., tel., and R. R. (C. S.) stn. and boat 
ldg. San Diego, Cal. 
*Sandy Hook, N. J., Fort at.-P. 0. New York City; tel. and R.R. stn. Sandy Hook, 
N. J., dist. 2 m.; Govt. str. from New York, dist. 20 m. 
*Sca1nniel, Fort, Me.-P. 0., tel., and R. R. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 2 m. 
Schuyler, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East.)-P. O., tel-., and R. R. stn. West Chester, N. Y., 
dist. 3-½ m. 
*Sewall, Fort, Mass.-P. 0., tel., and R. R. stn. Marblehead, Mass., dist. lt m. 
Sheridan, Fort, Ill. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0., R. R., and tel. stn. same. 
Shm·man, Fort, Idaho (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. Sherman, Idaho; tel. and R. R. stn. 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho (on branch N. P.R. R.), dist.¾ m. . 
*Ship Island, Miss., Fort at.-P. O., tel., and R. R. (L. and N.) stn. Biloxi, Miss., dist. 
15 m.; special boat to post. · 
S~dney, F01·t, Nebr. (Dept. Platte.)-:-P, 0., tel., and R. R. (U. P.) stn. Sidney; Nebr. 
Sill, ~ort, Okh. r (Dept. ·Mo.)-P. 0. and tel_. stn. same; stage daily from Rush 
Sprmgs, Ind. r., on C., R. I. and P.R. R., dist. 29 m. 
Snelling, Fort, Minn. (Dept. Dak.)-P. O., tel., and R.R. stn. same; electric st. R.R. 
to St. Paul, Minn. 
Spokane, F01·t, Wash. (Dept. Columbia.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. Miles, Wash.; daily 
stage (except Sunday) from Davenport, on N. P.R. R., dist. 25 miles. 
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept . .A.riz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily from,,,. 
Carthage, N. Mex., on A., T. and S. F. R. R., dist. 100 m. 
*Stevens, F01·t, Oreg.-P. 0. and tel. stn. (Govt. tel. to post) .Astoria, Oreg.; steamer 
daily from R.R. stn., Portland, Oreg., to .Astoria, dist. 98 m.; from thence by steam 
tug daily ( except Sunday) to post, dist. 7 m. 
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St. Francis Barmcks, Fla. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. St. Augustine, F'.la,. 
"St. Philip, Fort, La.-P. 0. Neptune, La.; tel. stn. Old Quarantine stn. La.; steam.er 
triweekly from New Orleans, di-st. 73 m. 
Sully, Fort, S. Dak. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. (C. and N. W.) 
stn. Pierre, S. Dak., dist. 23 m. 
*Sumte1·, Fort_. S. C.-P. 0. Moultrieville, S. C.; t el. and R. R. stn. Charleston, S. C., 
dist. 5 m. 
Supply, Fort, Ind. T. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn. Woodwa~ 
Ind. T., on A., T. and S. F. R.R., dist. 15 m.; daily stage to post. 
*Taylor, Fort, Fla.-P. 0., tel. stn. and boat landing Key West, Fla. 
Thomas, Fort, Ky. (Dept. East.)-P. O., tel., and R.R. stn. Newport,- Ky. dist. 3 m. 
Townsend, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. Port Townsend, Wash., 
dist. 3 m. 
Trumbull, Fort, Conn. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. New London, Conn., 
dist. 1 m. 
Vancouve1· Barracks, Wash. (Dept. Columbia.)-P. 0. and boatldg. VancouYer, Wash.; 
tel. stn. Vancouver Barracks, Wash.; boat from Portland Oreg., daily (ex~ept 
Sunday), dist. 18 m., or by ferry _and motor line to Portland, dist. 6 m. 
Waclsworth, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East.)-P. 0 , Rosebank, Staten Island, N. Y.; tel. 
stn. Quarantine, Clifton, Staten Island, N. Y. 
Walla Walla, F01·t, W.ash. (Dept. Columbia.)-P. O., tel., and R. R. (N. P.) stn. 
Walla WaUa, Wash., dist. 1 m. . 
Warren, Fort, Mass. (Dept. East.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; steamer from 
Boston, dist. 7 m. · 
Washakie, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from 
Rawlins, Wyo., on U. P.R. R., dist. 147 m. · 
Washington Barracks, .D. C. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel., and R. R. stn. Washington, 
D. C. 
*Washington, F01·t, Md.-P. 0. sa.me; tel. stn. Alexandria. Va.; stmbt. from Wash-
ington, D. C., dist. 13 m. . 
Wayne, Fort, Mich. (Dept. Mo.)-}?. 0. and tel. stn. Detroit, Mich.; city railway from 
Detroit, dist. 4 m. 
West Point, N. Y. (U.S. Mil. Acad.)-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. same. 
Whipple Barracks, .A.1·i.z. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. Whipple; R.R. (P. and A. 
C.) stn. Prescott, Ariz. 
Willetts Point, N. Y. (U. S. Engineer School.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn. 
Whitestone, N. Y., dist. 2½ m. (See Engineer Depot.) . . ,, . 
* Winfield Scott, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. Pres1d10 of San :F ranc1sco, 
Cal. ; R. R. stn. San Francisco, Cal. . 
Wingate, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. (A. and P.) stn. 
Wingate, dist. 3 m. 
* Winthrop, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass., steamboat from Boston, 
dist. 2 m. 
Wood, Fort, Bedloes Island, N. Y. (Dept. East.)-P. O., tel., and R.R. stn. N. Y. City. 
Yates, Fort, N. Dak. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily (except Sun-
day), from Bismarck, on N. P. R. R., dist. 60 m. 
Yellou1stone, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. Mammoth Hot Springs, 
Wyo.; R.R. stn. Cinnabar, Mont., via Livingston, on N. P.R. R., dist. 8 m. _ 
ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AND DEPOTS. 
ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AND ORDNANCE DEPOTS. -
.Allegheny .Arsenal, Pa.-P. O., tel., and R.R. stn., Pittsburg, Pa.; Maj, F. H. Phipps, 
comdg. . . 
.Augusta .Arsenal, Ga.-P. 0., tel., and R. R. stn., Augusta, Ga., dist. 3 m.; electric 
R.R. from Augusta to Arsenal; Maj. J. G. Butler, comdg. 
Benicia Arsenal, Cal.-P. 0., tel., R.R. stn., and boat landin·g Benicia, Cal. , dist. 1 m.; 
Lieut. Col. L. S. Babbitt, comdg. ' 
Columbia ArBenal, Tenn.-P. 0., tel., and R. R. stn., Columbia, Tenn.; Maj. Isaac 
Arnold, jr., comdg. 
Fort Monroe A.rsen<!'l, Va.-P. O_. and tel. stn., Fort Monroe, Va.; stmbts. daily from 
New York, Balt1IDore, Washrngton, and Norfolk and railroad (C. and O.) from 
Richmond, Va.; Lieut. Col. W. A. Marye, comdg~ 
Fort SnelUng Ordnance Depoti Minn.-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn., Fort Snelling, Minn.; 
Capt. William Gerlach, 3ct. Inf., comdg. 
FranVord .A.rse!'-al, Pa.-P. 0. (,Station f) and tel. stn. (telephone to post), Philadel-
p~ia, Pa._; Lieut. Col. J.P. 1< arley, comdg. 
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind.-P. 0., tel., and R. R. stn., Indianapolis, Ind.; Maj. A. L. 
Varney, comdg. 
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Kennebec.Arsenal, Me.-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn., Augusta, Me.; Maj. J. R. McGinness, 
comdg. 
New York Arsenal, N. Y.-P. 0. New York City; tel. stn. Governors Island, N. Y.; 
Govt. steamer from New York City, dist. 1¼ m.; Maj. Clifton Comly, comdg. , 
Omaha Ordnance Depot, Nebr.-P. O., tel., and R.R. stn., Omaha, Nebr.; Capt. J.C. 
Ayres, comdg. 
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill.-P. 0. and teL stn., Rock Island, Ill.; special conveyance 
from R. R. stns. and boat ldgs. in Rock Island, Ill., and Davenport, Iowa, dist. 2 m.; 
Col. A. R. Buffiington, comdg. 
St. Louis Powdm· Depot, Mo.-P. O., tel., and R. R. stn., Jefferson Barracks, Mo.; 
Maj. J. A. Cress, comdg. ' 
S1in Antonio Arsenal, Tex.-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn.,. San Antonio, Tex.; Maj. C. E. 
Dutton, comdg. 
Springfield Armory, Mass.-P. 0., tel., and R. R. stn., Springfield, Mass.; Col. A. 
Mordecai, c.omdg. 
U. S. Powdm· Depot, N. J.-P. O., tel. (telephone to post), and R.R. stn., Dover, N. 
J., dist. 4-½ m.; Col. .T. M. Whittemore, comdg. 
Vancouver Barracks Ordnance Depot, Wash -P. 0 and boat ldg., Vancouver, Wash.; 
tel. stn., Vancouver Barracks, Wash.; boat from Portland, Oreg., daily, dist. 18 m.; 
hourly communication with Portland by ferry and motor line, dist. 6 m.; Capt. 
C H. Clark, comdg,. 
Watertown Arsenal, Mass.-P, O., tel., and R.R. stn., Watertown, Mass.; Maj. J. W. 
Reilly, comdg. , 
Wate,·vliet Arsena.l, N. Y -P. 0 and tel. stn. (telephone to post), West Troy, N. Y.; 
R. R. stn Troy, N. Y., dist. 1 m.; electric street cars to Albany, N. Y.; Maj. Cullen 
Bryant, comdg. 
RECRUITING DEPOTS. 
Colunibus Barracks, Ohio.-P 0. andR. R. stn. Columbm~, Ohio; tel. stn. at post; Lieut. 
Col. Simon Snyder, 10th Inf., comdg. 
Davids Island, N. Y.-P. 0. same; tel. stn. New Rochelle, N Y.; horse car and boat 
from New Rochelle, dist. 3 m., Lieut. Col. A. T. Smith, 8th Inf., comdg. 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. same; Lt. Col. S. B. M;. Young, 
4th Cav., comdg. 
ENGINEER DEPOT, 
Willets, Point, N. Y.-P. 0. and tel. stfl. same; R.R. stn. Whitestone, Queens County, 
N. Y., dist. 2-½ m.; Lt. Col. W.R. Kmg, comdg. · . 
HEADQUARTERS OF REGIMENTS. 
1. Fort Grant, Ariz. 
2. Fort Wingate, Ariz. 
3. Fort McIntosh, Tex. 
4. Fort Walla Walla, Wash. 
5. Fort Reno, Okla. 
1. Fort Hamilton, N. Y. 
2. Fort Adams, R, I. 
3. Washington Barracks, D. C. 
1. Angel Isl.tnd, Cal. 
2. Fort Omaha, Nebr. 
3. Fort Snelling, Minn 
4. Fort Sherman, Ida,ho. 
5. St. Francis Barracks, F a. 
6. Fort Thomas, Ky. . 
7, Fort Logan, Colo. 
8. Fort McKmney, Wyo. 
9. Madison Barracks, N. Y. 
10. Fort Marcy, N. Mex. 
11. Whipple Barracks, Ariz. 
12. Fort Leavenworth, Kans. 
13. Fort Supply, Ind. T. 
CAVALRY. 
6. Fort Niobrara,, Nebr. 
7 Fort Riley, Kans. . 
8. Fort Meade, S. Dak. 
9. Fort Robinson, Nebr. 
10. Fort Custer, Mont. 
ARTILLERY. 
I 4. Fort McPherson, Ga. j 5. Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. 
INFANTRY. 
14. Vancouver Barracks, "\Vash. 
15. Fort Sheridan, Ill. 
16. Fort Douglas, Utah. · 
17. Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
18. Fort Clark, Tex. 
19. Fort Wayne, Mi.ch. 
20, Fort Assinniboine, Mont. 
21. Fort Niaga,ra, N. Y. 
22. Fort Keogh, Mont. 
23. Fort Sam Hom;ton, Tex. 
24. Fort Bayard, N. Mex. 
25. Fort Missoula-, Mont. 
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D.-Statement Bhowing gaip, and loss in the enlisted strength of the Army during the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 189~. 
GAIN. 
Enlisted...... . • • • • . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, !)50 
Reenlisted ... : .....•....................................................... 2,328 
From desertion ....................... : ............. ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 590 
Total... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . 10, 868 
LOSS. 
Expiration of service ......................................... .... ......... . 
For disability ............. ~ ........ , ............................... -.... - - . 
By purchase .......................................... - . -..... -.. - - - - . -- - - -
For fraudulent enlistment ................................................ .. 
By favor .................... ---~ .......................................... . 
As veterans ................................. · .... .... .. , ....... - - - -... . - --.. 
For minority ....................................... ., ...............•.. .... 
Under G. 0., No. 80, of 1890 ............ _ .................. . ................ . 
By sentence of G. C. M ... ___ ..•....••..........•.................. - .•.•...• 
For other causes ........ · .................................. ---- ........ -···. 
By promotion. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.......... ....... .... -- --
l{illed in action ..................................... ...................... -
Died of wounds ........................................................... . 
Died of disease, etc .......................................................• 
Retired .............. · ........................................ ..... ........ . 

















Total ........................... ~-- ··· ............................... 10,231 
Enlisted strength June 30, 1891. ............................................ 24, 123 
Gain ............ ..•......................••............................•... 10,868 
34,991 
Loss ................................... -............. ..............•..••• ••. 10, 231 
Enlisted strength June 30, 1892 ............................ ............... .. 24, 760 
NOTE.-There were in the Army (included in the strength) on June 30, 1892: 
~~~ ~i~o~;?~:::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 7g~ 
General-service .clerks and messengers...................................... 169 
Total.......................................... . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . • • . . 988 
Ind~ans belonging to the line of the Army .. .. • • • • .. . • • . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . • • .. 780 
lnd1au scouts •••• ;......................................................... 108 
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REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. HOWARD. 
HEADQUAR'rERS DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST, 
Governors Li;land, N. Y., September 14, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following annual report for the 
information of the Major-General Commanding the Army: . 
There are at present in the Department of the East, by the last 
return, dated July 31, 1892, twenty-five garrisoned posts and thirty-
nine posts not garrisoned. . 
There are in the command 4 troops of cavalry, 41 foot batteries of 
artillery, 3 light batteries of arti1lery, and 35 companies of infantry (in-
cluding 7 skeleton companies), in all an aggregate of 388 commissioned 
officers and 4,500 enlisted men. 
The posts not garrisoned are each in charge of an ordnance sergeant, 
except in the cases of Forts Lafayette and Marion, which are in charge 
of the commanding officers of Fort Hamilton and St. Francis Barracks, 
respectively. 
In May, 1892, orders were issued looking to the preparation of Key 
West barracks for occupation by troops. 
CHANGE OF STATION OF TROOPS. 
Troop F, Seventh Cavalry, headquarters, staff and band, and com-
panies A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, and K, Ninth Infantry, headquarters, 
staff and band, and companies A, B, C, E, H, and K, Tw,enty-first In-
fantry, have joined the department, and headquarters, staff and band,-
aud companies A, B, C, D, E, F, and G, Eleventh Infantry, have left 
the department since August 31, 1891. -
INSTRUC'fION OF TROOPS. 
The progress in the instruction of troops has been satisfactory. The 
reports from the artillery target practice shows improved records and 
reduced ''mean deviations." New artillery material is supplied but 
slowly. The cavalry have had no target practice, owing to lack of proper 
target range. It is hoped that next season some means may be devised 
to furnish them facilities to carry on the necessary practice. The in-
fantry target practice has been efficient. The annual department com-
petition takes place at Fort Niagara, N. Y., beginning September 5, 
1892. 
The new drill regulations have been received and meet with general 
commendation. Practice marches have been had by the four troops of 
cavalry at Fort Myer, Va., the light battery stationed at Fort Adams, 
R. I., and the Indian company at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala. 
The reports all show the excellent results of these marches and the 
interest taken in them by both officers and men. I heartily approve 
of these outings for the troops, and recommend that as liberal a pro-
vision as possible be made by the quartermaster's department to meet 
necessary expenses of hiring camp grounds, paying toll, and meeting 
other charges. 
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LYCEUMS. 
From the reports received from the commanding officers concerning 
the lyceums, I regard them as conducing to professional proficiency in 
a high degree. At some of the smaller garrisous, where but two or 
three officers can attend, the recitative feature becomes sommv,bat tire:-
some. In fact there are many recommendations to dispense with the 
recitations _ altogether. And considering that examinations are re-
quisite to promotion, it may be wise to modify the lyceum in this respect. 
It is certainly best to make this course not only entertaining but es-
pecially practical. Whatever directly pertains to the details of field 
operations on campaigns or trial marches will always be of special in-
terest, and the young officer can not be mad~ too familiar with them. 
The detailed statement of the work accomplished, which the Major-
General Commanding tlie Army has required in his instructions, ap-
pears to be too extended to be embodied in this report. I therefore 
submit it as a separate document. 
POST SCHOOLS. 
The reports show an attendance of 991 enlisted men and 85 children 
at the post schools-an excellent exhibit. The plan of oral instruction 
and lectures by officers is recommended, as also the formation of 
classes in special subjects when desired by a sufficient number of en-
listed men. 
INDIAN COMP.A.NY. 
The Indian company at Mount Vernon, Ala., composed of Apaches, 
has made marked. and satisfactory. progress, and. this not only in a 
military sense, but also in the direction .of civilization. The company 
is now comfortably quartered, and the labor has been furnished bJ the 
Indians themselves, and in this direction they have shown considerable 
skill as workmen. The new Indian village :(or the Indian · prisoners 
has been built by the Indians, with good drainage, a swimming tank 
constructed, and a number of steam bath houses, and also an addition 
to the schoolhouse. The water supply is very limited, and it would 
be well to increase this so as to improve the sanitary condition. 
The mortality among these Indians has been very large d~ring the 
past year, but this is not extraordinary, because it is due to natural 
causes, and I think will diminish as these Indians become more 
thoroughly acclimated and accustomed to their new mode of life. 
The recruiting of this company has been at San Carlos, Ariz., and at 
Carlisle, Pa., from the latter place the men are young and educated, 
and this company offers an opening to these young men to continue 
their education, gives them at once a means of livelihood. Seven 
recruits were obtained at Carlisle, Pa., a number of applicants having 
been rejected on account of physical disability. In conclusion, it may 
be stated that the progress and condition of this I ndia,n company is 
sati ·factory, and especially encouraging to those who advocated this 
Indian experiment. 
INDI.A.N PRISONERS OF W .A.R. 
The number of Indian prisoners of war at Mount Vernon Barracks 
on September 1, 1892, were: 33 men, 162 women 12 boys and 5 girls 
over and 6? boys a1;1d 61 girls under 12 years of ~ge; tot~], 340. The 
health contrnues fairly good. Consumption is developed much more 
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slowly than formerly, and a marked decrease in skin eruptions is re-
ported, showing that cleanliness and improved sanitary conditions are 
having good effect. During August, 1892, 28 were transferred from 
the Indian company to Fort Huachuca. 
An agreement has been signed by the citizens in the vicinity of the 
Indian village not to sell liquor either to the Indian soldiers or pris-
oners, and the post exchange has been closed to the company. Drunk-
enness has almost absolutely disappeared and the men and women 
have used the money they have earned in adding to the comfort of 
their homes and families. 
Lieutenants W others_poon, Twelfth Infantry, an~ Baker, Twenty-
fourth Infantry, and the assistant surgeon in immediate charge have 
had an unusual problem to solve. They are entitled to special credit 
for :fidelity and success. 
POST EXCHANGE. 
The post exchange in the department presents the appearance or a 
small country store or refreshment room in all the premises excepting 
in the room where '' the beer" is served. There seems to be nothing par-
ticularly objectionable until this room is reached. When one enters 
this he is immediately met with disagreeable odors. The impression 
is irresistible that here beer is easily and cheaply procured, so that it 
is constantly forced upon the attention of the enlisted man. He is 
· indeed always tempted to indulge in its use. While visiting these beer 
rooms I have talked with several commanding officers upon the subject 
of the supply to the soldiers, and they have generally agreed with me 
that it would be well to abolish the sale of this beer entirely, and to 
substitute for it other beverages. There seems, as I have before re- -
ported, a great objection to having a soldier in the uniform of the 
United States behind a counter dealing out beer like a barkeeper in a 
common resort. The commanding officers, without exception, object 
to this. If there must be barkeepers in the service they should be hired 
for that purpose. Just now, under tbe present system, .soldiers appear 
to be more generally led to drink and to the offenses that go with 
drinking than under the old sutler and post-trader systems. I am 
strongly convinced by the actual experiment that, while a few drunk-
ards are moderated in their affliction by strong beer, the remaining 
soldiers who tall under temptation are worse off, and that ipilitary 
offenses are rather increased in number and aggravation. 
CONS'l'RUCTION AT POS'l'S. 
The necessity for vacating casemates becomes more and more urgent 
as they become older, and more moist and moldy. At least four sets 
of quarters are required at Fort Columbus to get the officers out of the 
fort, and an amusement hall is necessary. In it the post exchange 
might be established. Its present location in the quarters is offensive. 
Buildings have been constructed at the different posts as follows: 
At Fort Monroe, Va., three double sets of officers' quarters and two 
double sets N. C. S. officers' quarters; at Fort Preble, Me., a Q. M. 
stable; at Fort Schuyler, N. Y., a mess hall; at Fort Wadsworth, a 
coal shed; at Jackson Barracks, a bath house and commissary store-
h?use; at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., a set of barracks for the In-
dian company, a hospital, and a set of officers' quarters; at Washington 
Barracks, a coal shed. New quarters for hospital stewards were 
erected at Forts Columbus and Porter. The dock at Fort Hamilton is 
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rebuilt; that at Fort Monroe, extended. The sea wall at Governors 
Island is now about completed, and it is built at or near low-water line, 
thus preventing the la.ndh1g of drift or refuse of any kind. .A.bout 3½ 
acres of area have been thus acquired. 
THE NEW YORK LANDING FOR 1.'HE GOVERNORS ISLAND BOAT, 
The attention of the Major-General Commanding the .A.rmy is called 
to the fact of the temporary arrangement that was made between the 
War and Treasury Departments to change place of the landing of all 
the population of Governors Island, probably five hundred in number, 
from the Barge Office slip to Pier No. 3, East River. For the safety of 
all concerned, as well as for their convenience and comfort, I have 
earnestly entreated that this arrangement be annulled and that I ma.y 
receive an order to go back to the old landing or Barge Office dock. To 
this all parties at vVashington seem to have agreed, and yet, for some rea-
son unknown to me, the actual order has not yet been issued, or, if issued 
__ by the Treasury Department, it has not been executed. Should a serious 
:accident occur in consequence of the necessity of crossing several 
lines of ferries, it will be bad indeed. I can see no reason whatever to 
prevent the return, except a desire of some local officials to have tlrn 
whole dock for otht>r uses, and especially for the revenue cutters. The 
exchange of the latter, or such part of them as may be necessary, to 
Pier No. 3, would not in any way mar the service and would relieve 
the danger by allowing our steamer, which runs once every half hour 
for most of each day, to take the straight and natural crossing from 
the Island to the Battery. The State of New York, in granting the 
use of this latter water front to the United States, specifies in distinct 
terms that a portion of it shall be for the landing of the Governors 
Island barge. I can not doubt that we shall in time be relieved from 
this difficulty; yet there bas been thus far an unaccountable delay in 
bringing it to pass-about' two years-and a delay that has involved 
much misunderstanding and complaint as well as danger. 
DESERTIONS. 
The desertions from the Department of the East during the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1892, were 27L 
The percentage of desertions for the fiscal year 1888-'89 was 12.21; 
1889-'90, 8.06; 1890-'91, 7.17; 1891-'92, 6.29, which shows a continued 
falling off, a decrease of nearly 50 per cent f'rom that in 1888-'89. 
A table showing number of desertions, with a special report on the 
same, bas just been forwarded to the War Department. 
An officer of considerable observation and experience recently 
remarked that the causes of desertion, by those who are not criminally 
di 'posed, proceed, in the main, from the restlessness of men who have 
been long accustomed to frequent changes of residence. After a time, 
he ay , this roving spirit, if not relieved by changes of duty and change 
of cene, becomes almost intolerable. This statemept is doubtless to 
some extent true, so that it may be well to change our troops from gar-
rison to garrison or from one part of the country to another even more 
frequently than we do. 
As !estlessness and depression of mind proceed from diametrically 
opposite cau es, of course the true remedy is somehow to raise the 
moral tandard. The better the men are morally, .the more contented 
they are, 
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There appears to be a common error in the community at large, which 
is condensed in this statement, vjz: "The soldier in time of peace has 
nothing to do." Often the recruit joins his station having this idea 
· in his mind. He will not be long in ascertaining its falsity; but I 
believe that many a man when he finds than it requires ,untiring work, 
care, and diligence to do his whole duty as a soldier, becomes thereby 
discontented, and so seeks to escape from harder conditions than those 
of civil life, perhaps not on account of the work itself, but on account 
of the unremitting exactions of military routine. 
My conclusion is that where it is not difficult to procure recruits, 
really volunteers, it is wise to have them, beforehand, thoroughly 
understand the conditions of the service into which they propose to 
enter. 
The results obtained from regimental recruiting have been generally 
satisfactory. A large number of young men from the rural districts are 
enlisting, thus furnishing a good class of men and making the service 
popular throug~out the country. 
DISCHARGES. 
The opportunity offered to obtain discharges by order or by pur-
chase is thus far excellent in its effect. In this Department 222 were 
discharged at the end of three years, 117 purchased their discharge, and 
21 were discharged by favor at end of ten years' service. The Depart-
ment loses in number nearly double of last year, but discontent is 
sensibly relieved. 
COURTS-MARTIAL. 
Four hundred and sixty-seven cases have been tried by general court-
martial (incJuding 2 commissioned officers), 47 by garrison court-mar-
tial, and 3,995 by summary courts. The numbev of cases tried by sum-
mary court is greater than last year and the number tried by a garrison 
court is less. I have heard no complaints against the summary court 
and I believe it to be a beneficial provision. 
INSPECTIONS. 
The inspections in the Department have been thorough and co~plete. 
The assignment of an assistant to the Department inspector has facili-
tated the duties assigned to that office. 
LEGISLATION. 
Legislation looking to the establishment of the three-battalion organi-
zation in the infantry arm, the increase of two regiments of artillery, 
and the organization of all the light battalions into a separate regiment 
I earnestly recommend. 
SANI'.I.'ARY OONDI'.l.'ION. 
I 
The various reports show a good sanitary condition at all the posts. 
Epidemic catarrh (influenza) caused t)le greatest number of cases of 
sickness. 
On August 31, 1892, the Hamburg-American Packet Company's 
steamer Mora.via, from Hamburg, arrived in New York Harbor, on which 
23 deaths from cholera had occurred during the passage. The steamer is 
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detained at quara11tine with a large number of others since arrived from 
infected ·ports with the scourge on board. The vessels are at anchor 
in the lower bay in the vicinity of Forts Hamilton and Wadsworth. 
The infected passengers and immigrants are being removed to the 
quarantine hospitals on Hoffman and .Swinburne islands. The dead 
are being cremated. 
The commanding officer at Fort Hamilton has protested against the 
proximity of the ships to the shore, and I forwarded his protest to the 
health officer of the port. All proper precaution is being taken by the 
. proper officials, and I anticipate no danger. The _medical director of 
the Department has sent to every post surgeon in the Department a 
circular letter explaining in detail all precautions necessary to be taken, 
and enjoining extraordinary care in matters of police, and giving full 
information and instructions in regard to the general management and 
prevention of cholera. · 
COAST DEFENSE, 
The arguments for a more complete system of coast defense are the 
same as given in my last two annual reports . . Considerable headway 
has already been made in my Department in introducing the system.on 
this coast, particularly in the principal harbor; and the construction 
of proper armament is already well in progress. · 
It is evident that naval constructions which supplement th~ perma-
nent land defenses have gone on even more rapidly than the latter. I 
strongly hope that the appropriation essential to carry out the recom-
mendations of the .Board of Fortifications will not be intermitted from 
year to year till the coasts of our country, which are so much expos_ed, 
will he put into a good state for effective defense against any foreign 
attack which an emergency might bring upon us. . 
With reference to the garrisons for our permanent works, it is wise 
for us to recall the necessity for something more than our smaJl artillery 
force. What force we have must, of course, be thoroughly instructed 
in tbe use.of our heavy guns, how to load, how to handle, and how to 
maneuver them, but we would be lame indeed if we did not also have 
some artillery reserve made up of intelligent men, fairly well instructed 
in all that pertains to these duties. The Navy Department is setting 
us a good example in this respect by its action in connection with what 
is called the naval reserve. 
DISTURBANCES, 
Since my last annual report local labor disturbances of a serious 
nature have occurred at three places within the limits of my Department. 
I watched them with more than ordinary solicitude, because, as was 
the case in the history of other strikes in the United States, regular 
tr~:>0ps might be called upon at any moment to take an active part. 
First, there was a disturbance caused by the strike of dissatisfied iron-
wo!kers in the rolling mills at Homestead, Pa.; second, a strike of some 
sw1tch~~n employed in th_e railroad yards at Buffalo)~ N. Y.; and third, 
an ~prismg of _sundry mmers and inhabitants of uoal Creek, Tenn., 
a 0:am t the leasmg out by the State of convict laborers to work the coal 
mme . In each of these three exhibitions of mob violence, soon aft~r 
~he~ t symptoms of trouble, tbe civil authorities acknowle<Jged thell' 
mab11ity to enforce the law, and the proper civil functiona~s called 
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upon the militia or NationalGuard to assist in securing ordera~d. in 
preventing the destruction of property. . At Homestead the stnkmg 
workingmen attempted to maintain possession of the mills, and, as I 
understand, the sheriff not being able to peaceably s~cure the plant to 
its owners, they deemed it expedient to hire a body of men, denominat-
ing them "private watchmen," to guard against seizure an?- van~alism, 
and protect such new hands as they chose to employ. This action ag-
gravated the striking workmen, and they successfully opposed the 
approach of the watchmen. Shots were exchanged and lives taken by 
both parties. The watchmen were eventually overpowered by the strikers 
and their sympathizers, disarmed, maltreated, and sent away. The 
sheriff renewed his efforts to gather a sufficient posse to cope with the 
difficulty; but an adequate number of citizens failing to respond, the 
governor of the State called out some of the State militia, i. e., the Na-
tional Guard, which immediatelytook possession of the mills and restored 
them to their owners. While these troops were still in possession the 
manager of the company was foully and murderously assaulted in his 
private office, and seriously wounded, by an Anarchist, who claimed to 
sympathize with the strikers. The military force at Homestead has 
been reduced, but still a small party has been retained there for some 
two months following the first outbreak. Later at Buffalo some switch-
men, immediately after quitting their posts in the employment of the 
railroad company, attempted by riotous conduct to cripple the railroad 
by assaulting new men hired to take the places which they had aban- -
dohed, and also to injure or destroy property, and endanger human life 
by ditching trains and burning freight cars. The "extra force" brought 
out by the sheriff and poli-ee ignominiously surrendered to the mob, and 
claimed their inability to control the rioters. A judge of the court at 
Buffalo, empowered by State law, imm~diately called the organized Na-
tional Guard 9f the neighborhood to assist him in preserving order, and 
his action was supplemented by the action of the governor of the State, 
who ordered out two brigades, about 7,000 men, of the National Guard, 
State of New York, which remained at Buffalo guarding the property 
until August 27, when, at the request of the sheriff, the troops were re-
lieved and sent to their homes, the civil authorities then having the 
matter well under control. 
The disturbances at Homestead and Buffalo, occurring as they did in 
the vicinity of large cities, and in thickly populated districts, 1t was, of 
course, only a question of time when the law-abiding citizens, largely 
in the majority, aided by the National Guard, could have matters well 
under control. 
In Tennessee the question presented a more serious aspect. The 
country was sparsely settled, and the majority of the people living in 
the vicinity of the outbreak were sympathizers with the outlaws; also, 
the militia or National Guard organization of Tennessee was not so ex-
tensive as that of Pennsylvania and New York. The governor of Ten-
nessee called out a small body of militiar--a single company-and this 
~mall _force, althou.gh plainly inadequate to face the large body of riot-
mg mmers, was left for a considerable period without re.enforcements or 
support. Thus, in this wild country, the inhabitants being unsympa-
~het~c, the military _organization was almost helpless, and it seemed 
1mmment that here, 1f anywhere, the regular United States forces would 
necessarily be called. .... 
. The prompt assembling of these large bodies of the National Guard 
m the largest two States of the Union during the present season, their 
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transportation to the most distant parts of their respective States, and 
the admirable service, as we have seen, rendered in support of the civil 
authorities in repressing lawlessness and maintaining order show that 
the militia, under its new name of "National Guard," has reached a 
degree of excellence never before attained. This body of citizen sol-
diers is not only useful in maintaining order in the several States, but 
it will be of the highest value to the General Government in case of 
hostilities, in guarding important points, pending the formation of a 
volunteer army. It is certainly entitled to generous aid from the Na-
tional Treasury. At present the Government contributes relatively a. 
very much smaller sum than it did eighty or ninety years ago, when 
the militia was lacking in proper organization and discipline. The an-
nual appropriation of $400,000 might well be increased to $1,000,000. 
But, whether this be done or not, I respectfully, but urgently, invite 
your attention to the propriety and necessity of providing at the next 
session of Congress for a rearmament of the entire National Guard at 
the same time the new infantry arm is furnished to the Army. 
D-uring the years 1886, 1887, 1888, 188V, 1890, and 1891, the number 
of rifles and carbines, caliber .45, manufactured by the Ordnance De-
partment averaged 38,693 annually. Of this number an ave~age of 
7,927 was issued to the militia annually. And this fact, taken with the 
present limited appropriation for the militia, shows that it will be many 
years before the new rifles can be furnished. The result will be _that 
during this period one portion will be armed with guns of .50 caliber, 
another with .45, and still another with the new caliber of .30 or ._32. 
Should these troops be called out during this period, great confu~10n 
must result in attempting to supply them with ammunition. It is of 
the utmost importance that the National Guard should have the same 
arms and use the same ammunition as the regular Army, and I there-
fore strongly recommend that provision be made in the estimates of 
the War Department for purchasing or manufacturing the new arms 
and issuing them to the National Guard simultaneously withltheir issue 
to 1;he Army. ' 
In every case during the disturbances the National Guard responded 
with promptitude and bore themselves in a soldierly manner. The 
slightest evidence of traitorous conduct was summarily and decidedly 
punished, and deeds of cool bravery characterized the commander of 
the forces in Tennessee. 
These instances demonstrate the excellent condition of the National 
Guard, its readiness for action, arid its ability to cope with serious dif-
ficulties. That local outbreaks and lawlessness of such serious nature 
can be and are readily put down and adjusted by local civil authorities, 
supported by the local militia organizations, is surely a sign of health-
ful governll?-~nt, both parties being composed of men living under the 
sam~ conditions and the law-abiding class maintaining control. . ~o 
call m_ the regular United States fo1ces to quell minor disturbances is 
sometimes open to criticism as outside interference and often causes 
bitterness of feeling against the common protector, the General Goy· 
ernment .. The i:egular United States force is aJways ready to step lil 
when the mterests of the Government plainly require them, and may 
well b~ looked upon as a proper reserve to be used at such places a 
necessity dema1;1d , :Vhen the ~tat~ forces, civil and military, are unable 
to ~a ter the s1tu~tion. I wish, 1f P?sssible, to enhance the commen-
dations of the act10n of the various commanders of the National Guard 
of the several States in this Department for their excellent work and 
the success achieved. 
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I call attention to the detailed reports* of the several members ?f 
the permanent staff : 
(1) The .Adjutant-General, Co1. Geo. D. Ruggles, A. A.G. 
(2) The Inspector-General, Col. R. P. Hughes, I. G. 
(3) The Judge Advocate, Lieut. Col. Thomas F. Ba~r, D. J. A. G. 
(4) The Chief Quartermaster, Col. Chas; H. Tompkms, A· Q. M. ~-
(5) The Chief Commissary of ~ubRistence, Col. John P. Haw~ms~ 
A.C.G.S. 
(6) The Medical Director, Col. Charles Page, A. S. G. 
(7) The Chief Paymaster, Col. Rodney Smith, A. P. M. G. 
(8) The Inspector of Artillery, Acting Chief Ordnance Office~, and, 
Chief Signal Officer, Maj.A. C. M. Penningten,Fourth f\-rt11lery. 
(9) The Inspector of Small Arms Practice, Capt. H.P. Kmgsbury, 
Sixth Cavalry. 
To these and all the attached officers, and to the aides on my per-
sonal staff, Lieuts. Guy Howard, Charles G. Treat, and Godfrey H. 
Macdonald, I am indebted for diligent attention and efficient aid in 
conducting the affairs of the Department. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, , 
OLIVER 0. HOWARD, 
Major-General, U. S. Army, Commanding. 
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY, 
Wa~hington, D. 0. 
REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. MILES. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, Ill., September 14, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of affairs and 
operations in this departmBnt during the past year. 
The following changes of stations of troops in the department have 
been made: 
GAIN. 
Troop I, Tenth Cavalry, arrived at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., from 
Fort Apache, Ariz., on May 14, 1892, in compliance with General 
Orders, No.- 20, Adjutant-General's Office, serie~ of 1892. 
Company A, Fifth Infantry, arrived at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., 
October 17, 1891, from Fort Ringgold, Tex., in compliance with para-
graph 8, Special Orders, No. 185, Adjutant-General's Office, series of 
1891. 
LOSS. 
Troop I, First Cavalry, left Fort Leavenworth, Kans., April 21, 1892, 
en route to Fort Bayard, N. Mex., in compliance with General Orders, 
No. 20, Adjutant-General's Office, series. of 1892. 
Troop F, Seventh Cavalry, left Fort Sill, Okla., April 2, 1892, en route 
to Fort Myer, Va, in compliance with General Orders, No. 20, Adju-
tant-General's Office, series of 1892. 
Under the provisions of. General Orders, No. 28, Adjutant-G~neral's 
"Omitted. 
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Office, series of 1891, the station of Company I, Seventh Infantry 
(Indian company), was changed from Fort Sill, Okla., to Fort Logan, 
Colo., January 27, 1892. . 
WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT. 
Light Battery E, First Artillery, left Fort Riley, Kans., September 29, 
1891, and arrived at Fort Sheridan, Ill., October 1, 1891, in compliance 
with instructions from Headquarters of the Army and paragraph 6, 
Special Orders, No. 97, headquarters Department of the Missouri, series 
of 1891. . 
Light Battery F, Second,Artillery, left Fort Leavenworth, Kans., 
November 7, 1891, and arrived 'at Fort Riley, Kans., November 14, 
1891, in compliance with telegraphic instructions from Headquarters 
of the Army of October 22, 1891, and letter from same source of October 
30, 1891. . 
Company G, Tenth Infantry, left Camp Oklahoma, Okla., August?9, 
1892, and arrived at Fort Reno, Okla., on same date, in complian?e wit~ 
General Orders, No. 13, headquarters Department of the Missouri, 
August 5, 1892. 
Company G, Thirteenth Infantry, left Fort Reno, Okla, Augus~ 31, 
1892, and arrived at Fort Sill, Okla., September 5, 1892, in comphan?e 
with General Orders, No. 13, headquarters Department of the Mis-
souri, August 5, 1892. 
The inspection reports from the different posts show that the tr?ops 
are-in a good state of discipline and efficiency and are properly drilled 
and instructed. · 
A tabulated statement of the work done by post lyceums in the 
department, established in compliance with General Orders, No. 80, 
Adjutant2General's Office, series of 1891, accompanies this re:port, 
which shows that one hundred and thirty-five essays on profess1011al 
topics were read by officers during the year, followed in many cases by 
discussion of the subject treated. These essays and the reports of ~he 
discussions thereon contain much valuable and interesting information 
concerning military matters. The work already done clearly demon-
strates that these lyceums will be of much value in stimulating pro-
fessional zeal and ambition. -
No Indian distmbances have occurred sufficiently serious to call for 
the intervention of troops . 
. The troops in the Indian Territory have been occupied during a con-
siderable part of the year in removing intruders and cattle from ~he 
public lands, and in preserving order and protecting town sites during 
the settlement of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation. 
In conformity with the proclamation of the President these lands 
were thrown open to settlement at noon on the 19th of April, 1892, the 
Ind_ians having rights thereon having previously selected and been 
assigned to allotments of )and on said reservation. Large numbers of 
people seeking homes assembled at the boundary line days before_tbe 
date fixed, and apprehensions were published in the press that serious 
vi?lence a~d disturbance of the peace would accompany the opening ,of 
this tract m the absence of organized civil government. The Secretary 
of War, upon request of the Department of the Interior, directed thfLt 
troops be sent to prevent the occupation of the land opened for settle-
ment before the date assigned, protect the Indian allotments from en-
croa~bme11t, and as ist in the enforcement of the rules laid down by the 
official of the Land Bureau for the settlement of this tract. These 
duties were suece fully performed, the lands were taken up on the 
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date fixed by the President with little d·isturbance_, and_ no one was 
deprived by evasion or violence of an equal opportunity with others to 
secure a home. Thus a move:IQ.ent which it was feared would be at-
tended by scenes of disorder and outrage was executed peacefully and 
the rights of all protected. Special credit is due for this result to the 
careful precautions and skillful management of Col. J~mes F. Wa_de, 
Fifth Cavalry, to whose discretion the·duties connected with the openrng 
were intrusted, and to the vigilance and good conduct of the troops 
under his command. · 
On May 3, 1892, the commanding officer of Fort_ Reno reported the 
existence of serious dissatisfaction among the Cheyenne and .Arapaho 
Indians, owing to the deduction for so-called attorney's fees of $67,5~0 
from the moneys due those Indians in payment for that part of their 
reservation opened to settlement. With a view of learning what 
grounds, if any, existed for this discontent and of allaying it, if pos-
sible, I directe~ an investigation to be made -by Capt. J. M. Lee, Nmth 
Infantry, assistant to the inspector general of the department. Capt. 
Lee's thorough and complete report of this investigation was forwarded 
to the .Adjutant-General of the .Army on June 27. That report, together 
with his annual report, herewith forwarded, gives a complete history 
of that transaction. 
I would earnestly renew the recommendation contained in my fast 
annua,l report, that advantage be taken of the World's Columbian Ex-
position" to mobilize or assemble what is known as the National Guard 
or State militia" in connection with a considerable portion of the reg-
ular .Army. Very few of our younger officers have ever participated 
in or even witnessed the movements of large bodies of troops, and the 
benefits to be derived from the proposed mobilization are so obvious 
that I will not enlarge upon them . 
.A convention of officers of the National Guard assembled in Chicago, 
October 27, 1891, at which the subject of an encampment of the Na-
tional Guard to be held in Chicago in the summer of 1893 was carefully 
and fully considered. The National Guard of the District of Columbia 
and of thirty-three States and Territories was represented in this con-
vention. It was unanimously resolved by this convention that an en-
campment of the National Guard of the United States be held in Chi-
cago during the summer of 1893. From the 5th to the 20th of .August 
was fixed as the time for holding the encampment. .An examination 
of the meteorological record kept · by the post · surg·eon at _Fort Sheri-
dan shows that the selection of ,this date was judicious. During the 
month of May, 1892, there were seventeen rainy days, with a rainfall of 
6.51 inches. During June, twenty-one rainy days, with a rainfall of 
10.91 inches, and during July ten rainy days, with a fall of 2.54 inches. 
No outdoor drill was practicable during May or June, and very little in 
Ju]y. In .August there were only four rainy days, and the ground was 
suitable for drill. 
I quote the following from my annual report of last year: 
As the General Government makes yearly appropriations for the equipment of 
~h~ militia, I see no reason why it shoul~ not provide transportation for assembling 
1t m the encampment above proposed. fhe reasonable reduction of rates usual in 
other countries for such movements of troops, and frequently given in this country, 
would reduce the aggregate cost, say, for 90,000 State troops and 10,000 Federal 
trOOQS, to $850,000, approximately. For that purpose, I would respectfully recom-
moncl that Congress b~ asked to make the necessary appropriation to provide trans-
portation for the troops from their various State capitals to the national encampment 
at or n~ar the World's Columbian Ex~)Osition, C~icn,$0, lll., and return, and provide 
authority for the movement of such State orgarnzatrnns; the same to be designated 
and directed by the governors of the various States interested. -
J 
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The above recommendation for $850,000 was for transportation only, 
and was based upon the lowest excursion rates for travel. -
In view of the great importance of the proposed encampment, and 
its national character, I would recommend that Congress be asked to 
appropriate $1,500~000, to be used u,nder direction of the Secretary 
of War for transportation, camp expenses, field equipments, and other 
general and necessary expenses connected with the encampment. 
A detachment of 8 soldiers, under command of First Lieut. W. T. 
May, and afterwards of Second Lieut. Henry J. Hunt, Fift,6enth In-
fantry, has during the year made several successful practice marches 
upon bicycles, carrying the ordinary equipments and arms of the in-
fantry soldier. 
On the 18th day of May, 1892, a dispatch carried by relays of bi-
cycle carriers posted by the American Wheelmen's Association left 
these headquarters for the headquarters Department of the East in 
the New York Harbor. . . 
In spite of extremely bad roads and constant rains, the distance, 975 
miles, was made in 4 days and 13 hours. 
This experiment was the first one of its kind, and the results ob-
tained, under the most adverse and discouraging conditions, prove con-
clusively that the bicycle will in future prove to be a most valuable 
auxiliary to military operations, not only for courier service but also 
for moving organized bodies of men rapidly over the country. 
I also renew the recommendations contained in my annual report of 
1889, under the heads of "Recommendations," and '' Promotion of sub-
ordinate officers." 
Accompanying this report are the reports of the staff officers at 
these headquarters. 
Very respectfuHy, your obedient servant, 
NELSON A. MILES, 
Major- General, Commanding. 
The ADJUT.A.NT-GENER.A.L, U.S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. 0. 
REPORT OF BR~G. GEN. RUGER. 
HEADQUA~TERS DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA, 
San Francisco, Gal., September B, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit report of affairs in the department 
of California during the year past as follows: 
The conditions prevailing in the department since the last annual 
report was submitted have been such that no active operations proper 
have been required. 
Pursuant to instructions of ,January 14, 1891, from the Headquarters 
of the Army an~ orders given thereunder from the headquarters divi-
' 1011 of the Pacific, Troop C, Fourth Cavalry arrived for station on 
October 14, 1891, at Fort Bidwell, Cal., from FJrt Wallawalla, Wash. 
In accordance with dire(jtions of January 11 1892 from the Head-
quarters of the Arll'lly, made pursuant to the dir~ction' of the Secretary 
of War, dat~d January 9, 18U2, _based upon the request of the Secretar;v 
~f t~e In.tenor, Company B, First Infantry from Angel Island, Cali-
forma, and a detachment of the Fourth Ca;alry from the Presidio of 
Sau Francisco under Fir t Lieut. Harry C. Benson, Fourth Cavalry, pro-
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ceeded on March 8, last Capt. William~- Dougherty~ First Inf~ntr;r, 
commanding, to the Round Valley In~ian Reser~at10n to. ass~st, if 
found necessary, the United States Indian agent rn remov~ng mtru-
ders from the reservation. This duty was performed effectively and 
with good judgment, the command returning to their stations on the 
30th of April. -
In conformity to instructions in General Orders, No. 14, Headquar-
ters of the Army, the post of Fort Gaston, Cal., was discontinued on 
June 29 last, the garrison, Company F, First Infantry, was withdrawn 
and the military reservation wholly transferred on that date to the 
Interior Department. 'l'he company was assigned to the post of Beni-
cia Barracks, Cal., arriving there on June 30. 
Pursuant to the directions of June 2 last, from the Headquarters of 
the Army, batteries A and C, Fifth Artillery, left Alcatraz Island and 
the Presidio of San Francisco, Cal., on June 18 last, for Fort Canby, 
Wash., department of the Columbia, and batteries E and L, Fifth Artil-
lery, arrived from Fort Canby at Alcatraz Island and the Presidio of 
San Francisco, respectively, for station on June 23 last. 
In compliance with instructions of February 24 last, from the Major-
General Commanding the Army, Troop I, Fourth Cavalry, Capt. Abram 
..I:!}, Wood, and Troop K, Fourth Cava,lry, Capt. Joseph H. Dorst, left 
the Presidio of San Francisco on May 4 last, for the National Yosem-
ite and Sequoia Parks, respectively, and have since performed the 
duty, under the instructions of the Secretary of the _Interior, of pro-
tecting those parks from trespass. These troops are still engaged on 
such duty. 
At the request of the authorities of the State of California, the First 
Infantry, Col. William R. Shafter .commanding, was placed in a Camp 
of Instruction at Santa Cruz, Cal., on August 7 last, in conjunction 
with a division of the National Guard of California. The regiment 
remained in camp until the 27th of that month. This duty of the regi-
ment was performed with beneficial results to all concerned. / 
Good progress in general instruction has been made at all posts in 
the Department during the past year. This is due in considerable 
part to the institution of more comprehensive and systematic methods 
under the provisions of General Orders, No. 80, Headquarters of the 
Army, 1891, and of General Orders, No. 29, Headquarters of the Army, 
of the present year, than formerly obtained, relative to theoretical and 
practical instruction at post"s. 
The lyceums established at the various posts in accordance with the 
eneral Orders No. 80 have had good effect, and as improvements in 
method will come with experience in their management, the final re-
s~lts_ of their operation must be v~ry bene~cial. There has, I think, 
w1thm the past few years been an mcrease m the proportion of young 
officers who take an interest in professional studies of the higher order, 
and the workings of the post lyceums properly directed will have the 
effect to encourage officers inclined to~study and to increase the numters 
A statement of the work done in the lyceums at the various posts 
for the past year accompanies this report, to which attention is re-
quested. I have no special recommendations to offer at this time rela-
tive to post lyceums. 
I regret to state that for the year ending July 1 of the present year, 
tllere was an increase in the percentage-of desertions as compared with 
th~ previous year, althoug]J. the per cent is not as great as for the two 
prior years. I am unable to offer a satisfactory reason for , this in-
crease. AJl the conditions of service in what relates to the well-being 
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of the soldier have been equally as good during the past year as in 
that immediately preceding, and in some respects better. · 
The reports required by General Orders, No. 29, Adjutant-General's 
Office, 1892, to be submitted at the close of the course in practical 
instruction and having reference in part to modifications that may be 
deemed advisable in the Drill Regulations, will be forwarded at the 
close of the season. 
For particulars of administration in the several staff departments 
and recommendations by their chiefs on duty at department headquar-
ters, attention is requested to reports* transmitted herewith, as follows: 
Col. Oliver D. Greene, assistant adjutant-general. 
Col. Joseph R. Smith, medical director. 
Cot John P. Hawkins, chief commissary of subsistence. 
Lieut. Col. John G. Chandler, chief quartermaster. 
Lieut. Col. George H. Burton, inspector-genera,]. 
Lieut. Col. Edward Moale, Third Infantry, inspector of small-arms 
practice. 
Maj. Charles I. Wilson, chief paymaster. 
Maj. John I. Rodgers, First Artillery, inspector of artilJery. 
Maj. Edward Hunter, judge-advocate. . . 
First Lieut. Charles H. Bonesteel, Twenty-first Infantry, actrng chief 
signal officer. . 
Second Lieut. Charles G. Lyman, Second Cavalry, aide-de-camp, m 
charge of engineer office. 
/ I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
· TH0S. H. RUGER, 
Brigadier-General, Commanding • . 
The .ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. 0. 
REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. RUGER . 
. HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA, 
Vancouver Barracks, Wash., September 5, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit report of operations and affairs in 
the Department of the Columbia since September 10, 1891, as follows: 
Troop C, Fourth Cavalry, in accordance with instructions of J a_nuary 
14, 1891, from the headquarters of the .Army, and directions issued 
thereunder from headquar-ters Division of the Pacific, was relieved from 
duty in this department and proceeded from Fort Wallawa11a, Wash., 
on September 23, 1891, to Fort BidwelJ, Cal. 
Ba1,teries E and L, Fifth .Artillery, were relieved from duty at I!'ort 
Canby, Wash., and in this department on June 19 last, pursuant to 
directions of June 2 last from the headquarters of the .Army, and pro-
ceeded to Alcatraz Island and the Presidio of San Francisco, Cal., and 
Batteries A and C, Fifth Artillery, joined at Fort Canby from Alcatraz 
Island and the Pre idio of San Francisco, respectively . 
. _I~ con eq_uen?e of a state of.insurrection existing in the Creur d'Alene 
mmrng reg10n, m Sho hone County, in the northern part of the State 
of Idaho, and upon appeal made by the governor for assistance, the 
Pre ident directed, a communicated in a telegram of J u]y 12 last 
from the Major-General Commandrng the Army, that the available in-
* Omitted. 
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fantry force from Fort Sherman, Idaho, be sent without delay 11n9-er· 
command of an officer ofrank and discretion to the scene of disturbs},nce, 
with direction to the commanding officer to report to the governor of 
the State and assist tbe civil authorities in preserving the peace and 
preventing the destruction of life and property; that, if n~cessary, I 
should increase the force by troops from the nearest garrison. The 
telegram also stated in substance that three companies of infantry 
would be ordered from Fort Missoula, Departmeut of Dakota, to report 
to the commanding officer sent from ].,ort Sherman and that, if needed 
and more convenient for dispatch, additional troops would be furnished 
from the Department of Dakota. 
Pursuant to these instructions, received by me· on the·date of issue, 
I directed by telegraph Col. William P. Carlin, Fourth Infantry, com-
manding Fort Sherman, to move without delay with his available com-
mand to Wardner, Idaho, for -execution of the instructions received and 
communicated to him. He left with four companies, A, D, F, and H, of 
the Fourth Infantry, accompanied by Maj. George M. Randall, Fourth 
Infantry, in the afternoon of that day-July 12 last. 
Upon request received from Col. Carlin, with his reply acknowledg~ 
ing receipt of his orders, that the troops at Fort Spokane, Wash., be 
also ordered, and a force, in addition, from elsewhere, I directed by 
telegraph, on the same day, the commanding officer of Fort Spokane-
to proceed with his available force and report to Col. Carlin at Ward-
ner, Idaho, and that five companies of the Fourteenth Infantry be dis-
patched for like duty from Vancouver Barracks, Wash., under com-
mand of the lieutenant-colonel of the regiment. The troops from Fort 
Spokane, Companies B, E, and G, Fourth Infantry, Lieut. Col. Henry / 
0. Cook, Fourth Infantry, commanding, and from Vancouver Barracks, 
Companies B, C, D, E, and F, Fourteenth Infantry, Lieut. Col. Hugh 
A. Theaker, Fourteenth Infantry, commanding, left their stations on 
the morning of July 13 upon the orders received the previous evening. 
In consequence of representations made by tl;ie governor of Idaho as 
to the number of rioters and the force necessary, and the facts reported 
by Col. Carlin as far as then ascertainable, from which it appeared that 
the rioters, numbering several hundred, were armed and in some state of 
organization and that loss of life and much destruction of property had 
already resulted from their outbreak, it seemed advisable, to assure as. 
soon as practicable a force at hand ample to quickly restore order should 
forcible action by the troops be found necessary, to ask that an addi-
tional battalion of infantry be sent from the Department of Dakota, 
some posts of which, Fort Keogh in particular, were the most conven-
Jent in point of time, and I telegraphed on the morning of July 13 to 
the commanding general, Department of Dakota, citing the statement 
by the Major-General Commanding the Army in his telegram of the day 
before to me that troops would, if necessary, be ordered from that de-
partment, and requested that two hundred infantry under command of 
a field officer be ordered from Fort Keogh, or other post, to report to 
Col. Carlin at Wardner, Idaho, and also for assurance, in case the com-
manding general of that department might not feel authorized to take 
full action upon my request, I reported the facts to the Major-Ueriera,l 
Commanding the Army, with request that instructions be given for tlle 
movement. The troops (Companies B, 'D, F, G, and H, Twenty-second 
Infantry) under command of Lieut. Col. John H. Page, Twenty-second 
Infantry, left Fort Keogh by rail that evening. 
The immediate occasion requiring that assistance be rendered by the 
United States troops was an attack, by force of arms, begun on the 11th 
of July last, by members of an organization known as the Miners' Union,. 
/ 
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on men employed in certain of t.he mines in the region who were not 
members of the union, with the result that a number of men were killed, 
the nonunion men driven from the vicinity of the mines, and property 
destroyed. The people living in the vicinity and not miners were more 
-0r less involved or concerned through encouragement and aid given to 
the rioters, or who had incurred the enmity of the fatter, there were 
also some persons taking active part with the rioters who did not live 
in that part of the country, but apparently had come to take part in the 
disturbances. The general disorder was such that the local authorities 
had not, if disposed to do so, power to protect life and property or ar-
rest the guilty. 
The Creur d'Alene mining region in northern Idaho, the scene of the 
disturbance, embraces the valley and country adjacent north and south 
of the Creur d'Alene River from the main Creur d'Alene range on the 
east to the west for about 30 miles. The river runs west in general 
course. The mines are at various points both north and south of the 
river. The region is one of rough mountains. A map accompanies, on 
which are indicated the principal points and the locations of the mines 
in the country about. 
Col. Carlin, with the battalion from Fort Sherman and a force nearly 
200 strong of the Idaho national guard, which bad joined him en route, 
arrived at Wardner on the morning of the 14th of July, the Vancouver 
Barracks battalion at noon of that day, and the Fort Spokane and the 
Fort Missoula battalions in the evening. The latter battalion, Compa-
nies F, G, and H, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. Washington I. Sanborn 
commanding, arrived at Mullan, by the railroad direct from Missoula, 
on the evening of the 12th, but in consequence of the destruction of 
bridges east of that point by the rioters and to avoid delay and possible 
difficulty otherwise for so small a force proceeding by 'the way through 
_ points at which rioters were collected between Mullan and Wardner, 
to the west, Col. Carlin directed that the battalion join him by the 
northern rail route from Missoula, via Creur d'Alene City. The Fort 
Keogh battalion arrived at Mullan on the 15th, at which point it ·was 
~topped, subsequently being directed to Wallace and points in the 
vicinity. · 
On the approach of the troops to Wardner the rioters in part dis-
persed to the mines in the region and others collected at the stations-
Wardner, Wallace, and other points-on the railroad. They appeared 
without arms, which had been secreted or disposed of for the time 
being. The troops were distributed to the mines or placed at such 
other points by Col. Carlin as best to control the region of disturban9e. 
The State troops of Idaho present acted in conjunction with the United 
States troops and in accordance with the directions of Col. Carlin. 
Such protection and assistance as necessary was rendered by the 
t~o_ops _to t:iie c~vi~ officers in making arrests of those charged with par-
timpatrnn m_cnmmal acts during the riots. The duty performed by the 
troops bas smce consisted in assistance of the civil authorities in guard-
~ng p~1soners ~eld in custody and preventing rescue of the same, 
rnclud11;1g, also, m accordance with instructions received, those held by 
the Umted States marshal under process of the United States court 
for violation, by force of arms, of the decrees and orders of the court. 
. In accordanc~ with the instructions of the Major-General Command-
mg tlie Army, m effect that the troops be returned to their stations as 
oon a. th~ir ervices might be dispensed with, preferably first those 
b longrng m the Department of Dakota and the state of affairs so 
admitting, the battalions belonging at Fo;ts Keogh and Missoula were 
ordered to their proper stations on July 25. 
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' It has not been practicable to this date to further reduce the force 
under Col. Carlin's command, owing especially to the inconvenience 
that would result to a smaller force in giving effective assistance to 
the civil officers in guarding the prisoners held at several different 
points awaiting disposition of their cases by the courts, but it is 
expected, from information recently received, that such action will soon 
be had as will permit a reduction of the force and the withdrawal of 
that remaining not long after. 
It is observable from the narrative of mo-vements given herein, that 
most commendable promptness obtained at all of the posts from which 
troops departed for the scene of trouble. 
- It fortunately occurred that the appearance of the troops extinguished 
open lawlessness in the whole Cmur d'Alene mining region and no loss 
of life became necessary in the execution of the duties devolving upon 
the troops. These good results are undoubtedly attributable in consid-
erable degree to the excellent judgment and firmness combined in the 
conduct of affairs by Col. Carlin, very judicious action by the command-
ing officers in execution of specific duties at the different points occu-
pied by the troops, and commendably good conduct by the soldiers of 
the command. For a more particular recital of details and presentation 
of facts, attention is requested to the report of Col. William P. Carlin, 
Fourth Infantry, which accompanies this, marked A. 
The general condition in the department for the past year relative to 
instruction, discipline, and also what concerns the well-being of the 
troops at the different posts, has been satisfactory. Decidedly better 
progress has been made than in former years in the professional in-
struction of officers, owing in great part to the better and more system-
atic methods recently put in force for the Army at large. 
The results a-ccomplished in the lyceums at the different posts in the 
command are embraced in a statement attached, marked B,* to which 
attention is requested. The reports from the various posts show that . 
much interest is taken in the study of professional subjects and give 
promise of very beneficial results from the lyceum in the future. 
There has been a decided decrease in the percentage of desertions 
during the past year. 
For particulars relative to the conduct of affairs in the general staff 
departments and recommendations by the chiefs of the same at these 
headquarters as to particular matters, attention is requested to the re-
ports* transmitted herewi~h, as follows : 
Maj. Thomas Ward, assistant adjutant-general. 
Lieut. Col. Charles C. Byrne, medical director. 
Lieut. Col. Augustus G. Robinson, chief quartermaster. 
Maj. Frank M. Coxe, chief paymaster. 
Maj. John M. Hamilton First Cavalry, acting inspector-general. 
Maj. Tully McCrea, Fifth Artillery, acting engineer officer and in 
charge as inspector of small-arms practice. 
Maj. William H. Nash, chief commissary of subsistence. 
Capt. Charles H. Clark, chief of ordnance, and of 
Capt. Charles McClure, acting judge advocate. 
I am sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. THOS. H. RUGER, 
Brigadier- General, Commanding. 
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. G. 
*Omitted. 
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A. 
HEADQUARTERS U.S. TROOPS IN THE FIELD, 
Wardner, Idaho, July 26, 1892. 
The ASSISTANT AD,JUTANT GENERAL, 
Headquarterfl Department of the Columbia, Vancouver Barracks, Wash .. ' _ 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report on the operation of the troops 
under my command while engaged in suppressing the riots or insurrection in the 
·Creur d'Alene mining district of this State, viz: 
On the morning of July 12, I was notified by telegrams from Col; J. F. Curtis, in-
spector-general Idaho National Guard, then at Wallace; W. B. Heyburn, attorney for 
the mine-owners at Wardner, then at Spokane; Governor N. B. Willey1 at Boise, of 
the outbreak of the riotors or insurgents and about 2 o'clock p. m. I received a dis-
patch from Maj. Gen. Schofield, commanding the Army, saying that orders had been 
-sent to headquarters of the department directing me to move troops to the scene of 
the disturbance, and that on receipt of such orders I would move accordingly. . 
It was after 3 o'clock p. rn. when the orders from the department commander, Brig. 
Gen. Ruger, were received. But preparations for the movement had been in progress 
nearly all day. ' 
At 4 :30 I marched the four companies of the Fourth Infantry at Fort Sherma~, 
(H, D, :F, and A), to Carnr d'Alene City and embarked on the steamboat as so.on as it 
was ready, namely about 5 :30 p. m. The boat took us to Harrison near the head _of 
the lake in two hours. There we 'found a train of the Union Pacific Railroad await-
ing to take us toward Wardner, the first point at which the rioters were reported to 
be in great force and where the principal mines were located. There being no a.de-
quate facilities at this point, Harrison, for landing wagons, animals, and supplies, 
it wa8 late in the night before this was accomplished. And here I found Col. J. F. 
Curtis, inspector-general of the Idaho National Guard and representative_ of the 
governor of the State, with whom Governor Willey had requested me to advise and 
coiiperate. He informed me that be had that day passed through the camp of the 
rioters near Wardner, under flag of truce, and estimated their numbers at 500, ~ll 
armed with Winchester rifles. He asked me how many men I had. On being told m 
reply that I had 168 he said that was not enough; that he had 300 Idaho State troops 
en route, and advi~ed me to remain at Harrison till his troops could join me. · 
Col. Curtis was confident after personal observation that the riotors were fully 
prepared to fight the troops and would do so. I therefore decided to remain at Har-
rison till ~arly next morning and then move up the railroad toward Wardner to 
Cataldo, 27 miles from Harrison and 12 from Wardner, which I did, arriving there 
about 9 o'clock. The Idaho troops arrived at 12 m. at Cataldo, but only 192 strong 
instead of 300. · 
.At that time I had received the following communication from the manager of the 
Bnnker Hill mine and mill, forwarded by N. J. O'Brien, superintendent Union Pa-
cific Railroad, namely: 
''.N. J. O'BRIEN: "WARDNER, IDAHO, July 13, 1892. 
. '' Will you us~ every effort ~o delay any troops coming to Wardner f It is of utmost 
rmportance to give opportumty for all our men to leave; trains to-day. 
"V. M. CLEMENT." 
Also the following from the sheriff of the county: 
" COMMANDER OF TROOPS, 
'' Cataldo: 
"Hold troops at Cataldo subject to my orders. 
"WARDNER, 13, 
"R. A. CUNNINGHAM, 
. "Sheriff, Sho11ho1ie, Idaho." 
Having previo:usly ~ee~ informed. that Sheriff Cunningham was under the absolute 
c~ntrol o1 the mme!s ~mon and of the men engaged in the riots, I gave no atten-
t10n to his commumcat10n; but I did place implicit faith in the representations and 
the appeal of Mr. Cl ment, and believed that my advance to Wardner before the 
nonumon men had left the mill and mine would cause the rioters as an act of des-
peration and vengeance to blow up the Bunker Hill mill and massacre the prisoners 
the;r had taken from that mine and mill. I was also assured by Mr. Dryden, deputy 
Uruted Sta~es marshal, that he was informed by a friend of his in the miners' union 
that th_e bridges between Cataldo_ and the BuD;ker Hill mill had been charged with 
dynannte f~r the purpose of blow mg up the bridges and trains of troops. For these 
rea~ons, ch_1e:fly t1:1,e appeal of 1\fr. Clement, through Superintendent O'Brien of the 
pruon Pac1:fi.c Railroad, I decided to remain at Cataldo till the morning of the 14th 
1118tant. 
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Early ,m the 14th, I moved forward, having the t~ain ~topped at ~very bridge, a1_1d 
that carefully inspected for dJrnamite before crossrng 1t. We arrived at the mill 
just alongside of the railroad at 9 a. m., and at the depot of Wardner at9.20. All 
.. was then quiet, except that several hundred idlers, most of w horn had bee11: engaged 
in the riots, were lounging around the depot to see what the troops were gomg t~ do. 
The rioters from Wallace, Mullan, and Montana had left Wardner on the mght 
of the 13th, after the nonunion miners had been sent away, and a:(ter they had r~-
mov-ed the giant powder from the mill. 'fhey had placed a ton a_nd a hal_f of this 
explosive in the mill before demanding of Mr. Ciement that all lus nonumon meir 
should be sent out of the country, and announced that the mill would be b.lo:Vn up 
if he refused compliance. He yielded of course to save the property of his em-
ployers and the lives of his employes. ' 
A few minutes after arriving at Wardner I received dispatches from the mayor of 
Wallace that good citizens were being driven or ordered out of town by the rioters 
and calling for protection. 
I immediately sent forward Capt. John W. Bnbb's company, Fourth Infantry, and 
two companies of Idaho State t.roops to Wallace. Capt. Bubb at once took posJes-
sion of tbe town and restored order and confidence on the part of the good people. 
At 12 m. a battalion of the Fourteenth Infantry, under command of Lieut. Col. 
H. A. Theaker, arrived and was at once ordered to Osborn, 6 miles farther east on 
the railroad and river. Later it was ordered to Wallace, and Capt. Bubb's com-
mand was ordered to Gem mine and Burke, 3½ and 7 miles respectively from Wal-
lace, up a canon, where the main body of union miners were employed, and where 
the :first outbreak occurred which resulted in the destruction by dynamite of the 
Frisco mill and the death of many nonunion miners who were killed by the explo-
sion on the 11th instant. · 
In this connection it is proper to state that the nonunion men who · surrendered 
to the miners' union at" the Frisco mill were sent out of the country by railroad to 
the Old Mission on the Creur d'Alene River, where on the 12th instant they were 
waiting the arrival of the steamboat to take them to Creur d'Alene City. 
This boat was delayed by having to take my command from Fort Sherman to 
Harrison, and did not arrive at the Mission till about 12 o'clock at night, too late 
to remove the unfortunate nonunion miners. The rioters at Wardner had been in-
formed during the day that these men were still at the Mission, and that some of 
them had talked of going back to their work with the troops, whereupon an arme<l 
party had gone down to Mission on a hand car, and had been joined by others at 
and near the Mission, where about sundown on the 12th these armed rioters fell on 
the nonunion men and :fired on them, wounding some, and it is believed killing 
some, the number of whom we have been unable to discover. The main body were· 
frightened and ran across the meadows from the Mission and into the woods along 
the river. The armed rioters pursued and kept up the firing, until all had been 
driven into Fourth of July Canyon or into the swamps and sloughs and dense thick-
ets near the river. S·ome saved their lives by plunging into the river and swimming 
across, and hiding in the brush and swamps until morning, and then made their -way 
as best they could along the river bank till they could :find a boat tied up to the 
banks, or till the steamer came along and picked them up. 
The party ofrioters did not return to the Mission till 11 o'clock at night. I be-
lieve that a considerable number of the nonunion miners were killed and that their 
bodies were thrown into the river or swamps or destroyed by :fire. I directed a 
thorough examination of the region where the barbarous proceedings occurred by a 
detachment from Fort Sherman, and also by Company B, Pourth Infantry, under 
command of Lieut. McQuiston. Many men accused of participating in this affair 
have been arrested, but no dead bodies have yet been found. 
To return to the movements of other troops of my command: On the 12th in-
stant, at Fort Sherman, I received a telegram from Capt. W. I. Sanborn, Twenty-
fifth _Infantry, informing me that he was ordered to join me with three companies 
of his regiment from Fort Missoula. - He was instructed, in reply, to proceed to 
Mullan and take post there till further orders. When I had learned from Col. Cur-
tis and other sources that the rioters were in great force, well armed and resolved 
te fight the troops, I became uneasy lest Capt. Sanborn's battalion · might be at-
tacked by superior forces of the rioters and be badly cut up or driven back. Be-
lieving it of the utmost importance that the United States troops should not meet 
with defeat or even a check, I deemed it best to order Capt. Sanborn to return to 
Missoula and come around by Cmur d'Alene City and join me at Wardner. This is 
the explanation of what seemed a retrograde movement, or at best an inexplicable 
one. As it was, one bridge and the railroad at another point were blown up by the 
rioters in advance of Capt. Sanborn, that is, between Mullan and Wallace. Capt. 
Sanborn's battalion joined me at Wardner on the 14th at 7 :30 p. m. 
A battalion of three companies of the Fourth Infantry from Port Spokane, under 
command of Lieut. Col. H. C. Cook, :Fourth Infantry, joined me at the same time 
and place. 
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A battalion of 225 men and officers of the Twenty-second Infantry f1om Fort 
Keogh, Mont., under command of Lieut. Col. J. H. Page, Twenty-second Infantry, 
arr~ved at Mullan on the 15th instant, under instructions sent by telegraph, and re-
mamed there. Subsequently, when ~rrests were being made in great numbers at 
Burke, Gem, and Wallace, the battalion of the Twenty-second was transferred to 
Wallace. 
On the 15th instant 65 of the mj-· ·ws' union rioters were arrested at this place 
(Wardner) and placed under guard. at my camp. These persons were arrested by 
deputy United States marshals, deputy sheriffs, or upon their information and that of 
law-abiding citizens. 
Arrests at Wallace commenced at the same time; also, at Burke and Gem. In aU, 
over 300 arrests of rioters were made. Those arre~ted at Burke, Gem, and Mullan 
were sent to Wallace to be guarded. 
On the 19th instant, acting in accordance with information from Col. J. F. Curtis, 
Idaho National Guard, I proceeded to Lookout, the summit of the Bitter Root Range, 
with about three companies to arrest a party of armed rioters numbering about 90, 
said to be encamped or lurking in the mountains near that point in Montana. The 
man who had been directed by the superintendent of the Northern Pacific Railro3:d, 
at Missoula, as guide, and who reported the presence of this party at that point, dis-
appeared from the command, and, if the men were in that locality, they could not be 
found. 
At Lookout Col. Curtis and I telegraphed to the governor of Montana for pennis-
sion to pursue the rioters across the line. Without waiting for a reply we went on 
to the designated point, but found no one as stated above. The next day a reply from 
Governor Toole, refusing the permission asked, was received. The troops were re-
turned to Wallace and Wardner. • . 
As the riot or insurrection seemed now completely suppressed, and nearly all the 
active participants had been arrested or escaped from the State, and the civil aut~or-
ities appointed by the governor after his proclamation of martial law, and the Umted 
States marshal of the State were able to make all further arrests they deemed nec-
essary, there remarned nothing more for the troops to do except to guard prisoners. 
I therefore recommended, on the 23d instant, that the force be reduced and that all 
United States troops except three companies be sent to their proper str1tions. 
Under instructions from Brig, Gen. Ruger, commanding the Department of the 
Columbia, the battalion of the Twenty-fifth Infantry from Fort Missoula and that. 
the Twenty-second Infantry from Fort Keogh were relieved from further duty with 
my c?mmand, and started yesterday afternoon to their respec~iye stations .. 
It 1s a fact perhaps worthy of the attention of the authorities at Washmg_ton ~o 
state that a majority of the persons arrested for participation in the recent riots m 
this region are foreign-born, chiefly from Ireland, Canada, and Germany, and a con-
siderable number are unnaturalized. 
I take great pleasure in- reporting, for the information of superior authority, that 
the conduct of the troops under my command has been in the highest degr~e honor-
able to them and ~i:editable to the Army. Not an instance of criminal o~ 1mpr~per 
conduct toward c1t1zens or each other has been committed. It would be 1mposs1ble 
to :find(any body of men in any class o(society who could have conducted th~rnselyes 
with more propriety than the soldiers of this large command have done in this region 
during and since the riots. These remarks apply equally to all officers and men of 
the Fourth, Fourteenth, Twenty-second, and Twenty-fifth Regiments of Infa1;1try, 
as well as to the troops of the Idaho National Guard. While no :fighting was req mred, 
the spirit displayed by all tnese troops showed plainly they were fully eq~al ~o any 
emergency, and would have defended the honor of the :flag in a contest with rnsur-
gents and rioters with as much courage as if they had been a foreign foe. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
/ 
WILLIAM P. CARLIN, 
Colonel Fourth Infantry, Commanding. 
ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, ' 
Headquarters Depa1·tment of the CoZ.Umbia, Vancouver Ba1·racks, Wash.: 
WARDNER, IDAHO, .August 15, 1892. 
~IR: 1:he precE:ding ~eport was forwarded from these headquarters July 30 ultimo .. 
It 1s agam submitted, m compliance with letter from headquarters Department of 
the Columbia of the 11th instant. 
Since July 30 the following movements of troops have occurred: Companies E 
and H, Fourth Infantry, August 10, Wardner to Wallace escorting 48 prisoners to 
latter place, the companies reporting to Lieut. Col. Theake;, commanding at Wallace, 
for duty at \that place. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM P. CARLIN, 
Colonel Fourth Infantry, Comnianding. 
w A s H I N 
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. MERRITT. 
HEADQUARTERS DEP ..A.RTMENT OF DA.KOT.A., 
St. Paul, Minn., September 1, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit a report of military affairs in th_e 
Department of Dakota from August l, 1891, to July 31, 1892, inclu-
sive. The following is a record of events for the year: 
August 15, 1891.-Headquarters and Companies A, B, C, D, E, F, 
G, and II, Third Infantry, 001. E. C. Mason commanding, !eturn_ed by 
rail to Fort Snelliug, Minn., from encampment with the W1sconsm Na-
tional Guard at Camp Douglas, Wis. Distance traye]ed, 190 miles. 
August 17, 1891.-Headquarters and troops G, K, and L, First Cav-
alry, Company D, Twenty-]'ifth Infantry, with detachment of Medical 
Department, Col. A. K. Arnold, First Cavalry, t!ommauding, left Fort 
Custer, Mont., for practice in field exercises. The command marched 
to vicinity of old Fort 0. F. Smith and returned by "'Vay of the Little 
Big Horn River to post. Arrived August 31. Distance marched, 142 
miles. 
August 21, 1891.-Troops F and G, Eighth Cavalry, and Company 
H, Twelfth Infantry, Lieut. Col. William F. Drum, Twelfth Infantry, 
commanding, left Fort Yates, N. Dak., for a practice march and field ·~ 
exercises, and proceeded by way of Porcupine Creek to the Cannon 
Ball River, and up this riv.er to its south fork, where the command 
encamped August 31. Distance marched, 75¼ miles. ' 
August-, 1891.-During the month the Cheyenne River Indian 
Agency was moved to a point about 50 miles north of Fort Bennett 
and opposite Forest City, S. Dak. 
September 3, 1891.-Headquarters and Companies F, G, and H, 
Twenty-Fifth Infantry, Maj. Evan Miles commanding, left Fort Mis-
soula, Mont., for practice marching and field exercises, and proceeded 
to the Flathead Indian Agency, Mont., and encamped there four days. 
Returned to post September 12. Distance marched, about 58 miles. 
September 6, 1891.-0ompany A, Twelfth Infantry, First Lieut. D. E. 
McCarthy commanding, left Fort Bennett and proceeded to Bad River, 
S. Dak., on its annual practice march and field exercises. Returned to 
post September 17. Distance marched, 69 miles. 
September 9, 1891.-Heaclquarters and troops A, B, C, D, I, and K, 
Eighth Cavalry, Lieut. Col.. E. V. _Sumner commanding, left Fort 
Meade, S. Dak., and proceeded in direction of Rapid City and Castle 
Creek, S. Dak., for practice marching and :fi~ld exercises. Returned to 
post September 22. Distance marched, 138 miles. 
September 9, 1891.-Headquarters and companies A, B, D, E, G, and 
H, Twentieth Infantry, troops C and F, First Cavalry, with detach-
ment of Medical Department, Lieut. Col. J. C. Bates, Twentieth In-
fantry, commanding, left Fort Assinniboine., Mont., for practice in field 
exercises, and formed camp of instruction at Beaver Creek, Mont. Re-
turned to post September 18. Distance marched, 36 miles. · 
Septernber 14, 1891.-0ompany E, Twenty-Fifth Infantry, Capt. W. 
S. Scott commandii1g, left Camp Poplar River, Mont., en route to Fort 
Buford, N. Dak., changing station. Arrived September 18. Distance 
marched, 67 miles. 
Septernber 15, 1891.-0ompanies C and D, with detachment of B, 
Twelfth Infantry, Maj. J. A. P. Hampson commanding, left Fort Sully, 
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S Dak., and proceeded to Little Bend, on Missouri River, South Dakota, 
for practice marching and field exercises. Returned to post September 
22. Distance marched, about 30 miles. 
September 1.9, 1891.-Troops F and G, Eighth Cavalry, and company 
H, Twelfth Infantry, Lieut. Col. ·w. F. Drum, Twelfth Infantry com-
mandiug,returned to post from field exercises. Total distance marched, 
166 miles. 
Septeniber 21, 1891.-Troop C1 First Cavalry, with First Lieut. F. S. 
Foltz, First Cavalry, and Assistant Surgeon A. M. Smith, Medical De-
partment, First Lieut. ·w. C. Brown, First Cavalry, commanding, left 
Fort Assinniboine, Mont., for St. Marys Lakes, Montana, for hunting 
purposes and to make a reconnoissance of such sections of adjacent 
country :;i:s have not already been mapped. 
October 11, 1891.-Troop E, First Cavalry, Capt. F. A. Edwards com-
mauding, left camp on N ei Perces Creek, Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo., 
en route to its proper station, Fort Ouster, Mont. Arrived at Fort 
Yellowstone, Wyo., October 13, having marched 40 miles, and on Oc-
tober 15 left Fort Yellowstone and arrived at Fort Ouster October 26. 
Total distance marched, about 265 miles. , 
October · 20, 1891.-'l'roop C, First Cavalry, First Lieut. W. C. Brown 
commanding, left camp at St. Marys Lakes, Montana, en route to station, 
Fort Assinniboine, Mont. Upon request of the agent and authority 
from department headquarters the troop remained one day-October 
23--at the Blackfeet Iri.dian Agency, Mont., pending development of 
trouble between Canadian mounted poli'ce and Blood Indfa,ns, two of 
the latter, who were present at a fight with the Canadian police, hav-
ing escaped across the boundary line and taken refuge on the Black-
feet Reservation. Later, no trouble being anticipated and no further 
need of the presence of troops at the agency being apparent, the troop 
proceetred to its station. Arrived October 30. Total distance marched, 
388 miles. 
October 24, 1891.-0ompany A, Twelfth Infantry, Capt. J. H. Hur_st 
commanding, left Fort Bennett, S. Dak., en route to Fo>'t Yates, N. Da~, 
by steamer, changing station, pending the abandonment of the former 
post. Arrived October 28. Distance traveled by river, 164 miles. 
November 3, 1891.-Troop L, Third Cavalry, First Lieut. Godfrey H. 
Macdonald, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Bennett, en route to 
Fortl\foade, S. Dak., cha"J?-ging station. Arrived November 8. Distance 
traveled, about 200 miles. 
November 5, 1891.-Troop B, First Cavalry, Capt. John Q. Adams 
commanding, left camp at the Tongue River Agency, Mont., the pres-
ence of troops at that point being no longer considered necessary, and 
returned to its proper station, Fort Custer, Mont. Arrived November 
7. Distance marched, 60 miles. 
November 16, 1891.-From telegraphic information received from the 
Adjutant-General's office, as furnished that office from the Department 
of the Interior, on above date it was learned that B(jar Eagle and his 
followers had broken awa,y from the Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., 
~old their cattle and eff~cts, and had gone to Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., 
m a body, all the males being armed.. Investigation was directed and 
the facts in the case were ordered to be reported. Accordingly, acting 
under instructions from these headquarters, First Lieut. S. C. Mills, 
Twelfth Infantry, left Fort Sully, S. Dak., November 16, and proceeded 
to the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation to make investigation and 
report. From the investigation made by Lieut. Mills it was learned 
";1u:.t Bear Eagle and party, consi ting of about 12 men and 45 women 
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and children had abandoned tlrnir camp and disposed of their effects. 
Nothing authoritative was discovered as to their_ being armed. Copy 
of Lieut. Mills's report was forwarded to the AdJutant-General of the 
Army December 8, 1891. 
November 18, 1891.-The military post of Fort ~e~mett, S. Dak., ~as 
:finally abandoned, the detachment of troops remammg there was with-
drawn, and the post turned over to the custody of an agent of the 
Quartermaster's Department. , . . .. 
Noveniber 28, 1891.-Troop L, First Cavalry, Second Lieut. Wilham H. 
Osborne commanding, left Fort Ouster an~ yroceeded to the Crow I1~-
dianAgency, Mont., for the purpose ofrece1vrng the ~overnment anmu-
ties to which the enlisted men of the troop were entitled. Returned to 
post November 30. Distance marched, 30 miles. ' 
December 6, 1891.-Information by telegram was received from the 
commanding officer at Fort Ouster that request had been made upon 
him by the Indian agent at Tongue River Agency, Mont., for troops to 
be sent to the agency " as soon as possible," fearing that tro~ble would 
ensue in consequence of the contemplated rearrest by the sherrff of an In-
dian, Walks Nights, who, together with another Indian, No Brains, 
were caught off the resenration killing cattle; stating that the Indian 
,valks Nights had been arrested by the sheriff, but escaped from him 
· to the hills, where it was reported he was surrounded by a lot of young 
bucks prepared for fight; that he defies arrest and had sent word he 
would kill the agent and captain of police; that the police ,yere de-
moralized and practically useless; that the employes and supplies 
were at the mercy of a lot of Indians who were '' spoiling for a fight," 
and that the. Indians have been and are still ~ancing, against his (the 
agent's) orders. [N0'l'E.-The foregoing facts, as stated by the agent, 
with regard to killing cattle off the reservation were not confirmed by 
subsequent investigation.] . 
Instructions were given on December 7 that a troop of cavalry be 
sent from Fort Ouster, and troop K, First Cavalry, Capt. F. A. Boutelle 
commanding, proceeded to the agency to protect the lives of the agency 
employes and public property thereat. T1't0op left post on December 
7. Arrived at the agency December 8. Distance marched, 60 miles . 
.JJecember 12, 1891.-In compliance with instructions from headquar-
ters Department of Dakota, dated December 7, Company A, Twenty-
second Infantry, Capt. John McA. Webster commanding, left Fort 
Keogh, Mont., and proceeded to Tongue River Agency, Mont., being 
instructed to establish a substa.tion at that point. Arriv~d December 
17. Distance marched, 90 miles. 
December 17, 1891.-Troop L, Eighth Cavalry, "Casey's Scouts," First 
Lieut. William D. McAnaney commanding, left Fort Keogh, Mont., 
and proceeded to the Tongue River Agency, Montana, for . the pur-
pose of recruiting for the troop from among the Indians at the agency. 
Arrived December 21. Distance marched, 90 miles. 
Janua,ry 14, 1892.-A detachment of Troop _ L, Eighth Cavalry, 
'' Casey's Scouts," First Lieut. William D. JVIcAnaney commanding, 
left Fort Keogh, Mont., to intercept and bring into the post the Chey-
enne Indian, Walks Nights, who, it was learned, was on his way 
to Miles City, Mont.: to surrender himself to the civil authorities. This 
Indian was originally charged with '' killing cattle off the reserva-
tion." Upon invesigation it was ascertained that he kiJled a heifer 
only; that the killing was done near hiR ranch, on the reservation, and 
that he killed her because she broke into his lot several times and was 
destroying his hay. On January 15 the Indian referred to came into 
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Lieut. McAnaney's camp and was conducted to Fort Keogh. Arrived 
at post January 16. Distance marched, 34 miles. 
January 20, 1892.-Company H, Third Infantry, Capt. Charles 
Hobart commanding, left Fort Snelling and proceeded to Red Wing, 
Minn., to act as escort and firing party at the funeral of the late Col. 
James S. Brisbin, Eighth Cavalry. The company returned to its station, 
Fort Snelling, the same day. Distance traveled by rail, 96 miles. 
January 24, 1892.-Troop K, First Cavalry, Capt. F. A. Boutelle 
commanding, left camp at Tongue River Agency, Mont., and returned 
to its proper station, Fort Custer, Mont. Arrived January 26. Dis-
tance marched, 60 miles. 
_ February 11, 1892.-Troop L, First Oavalry, First Lieut. S. C. Rob-
·ertson commanding, left Fort Custer, Mont., and proceeded to the Gov-
ernment sawmill on Sand Creek, Montana, for the purpose of cutting and 
manufacturing lumber for the quarters allowed for the families of the 
married men of the troop. Returned to post February 26. Distance 
marched, 50 miles. 
March 2, 1892.-Company D, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. B. 0. 
Lockwood commanding, left Fort Keogh and proceeded to Tongue 
River Agency, Mont., to relieve Company A, Twenty-second Infantry, 
and to carry out the instructions given to_ that company. Arrived at 
camp March 7. Distance marohed, 90 miles. 
March 9, 1892.-Company A, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. J. McA. 
Webster commanding, on being relieved, by Company D-, Twenty-sec-
ond Infantry, left camp at Tongue River Agency, Mont., and returned 
to its station, Fort Keogh, Mont. Arrived March 12. Distance 
marched, 79 miles. 
March 18, 1892.-Second Lieut. Edward Anderson, First Cava~ry, 
with · a detachment of twelve Indian scouts, left Fort Assinnabome, 
Mont., on a scout, 'for the purpose of intercepting a small war party of 
Canadian Blood Indians, reported to be moving toward the Gros Ven-
tres Indian Reservation to steal horses. Nothing was seen or heard of 
the Indians, however, and the detachment returned to post March 20. 
Distance marched, about 55 miles. 
March 30, 1892.-Troops F and G, Eighth Cavalry, Maj. R. F. 
Bernard commanding, left Fort Yates, N. Dak., en route for the Sisseton 
and Wahpeton Indian Reservation, S. Dak., for the purpose of clearing 
the reservation of intruders and guarding it from intrusion by proposed 
settlers until the day and hour of the President's proclamation for the 
settlement to commence. 
April 1, 1892.-Companies A and E, Third Infantry, Capt M. C. Wil-
kinson commanding, left Fort Snelling, Minn., and proceeded to the 
Sisseton and Wahpeton Indian Reservation for the purpose of clearing 
the reservation of intruders and guarding it from intrusion by pro-
posed settlers until the day and hour of the President's proclamatio!l 
for the settlement to commence, and which took place at noon, April 
15. Upon being notified that the presence of troops was no longer 
necessary at the reservation, the command returned to its proper 
station, Fort Snelling. 
April 16, 1892.-Having been notified by United States Indian Agent 
Wm. McKu ick that, as the reservation was opened and everything sat-
isfactory, the pre ·ence of troops there was no longer necessary, Troops F 
and G, Eighth Cavalry, l\laj. R. F. Bernard commanding, left camp at 
Brown' Valley, Minn., April 18, on its return to Fort Yates from de-
tached service at the Si seton and vVahpeton Indian Reservation. Ar· 
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rived April 22. Distance traveled by rail, 764 miles, and by marching-
Troop F, 350 miles, and Troop G, 123 nules. ' · 
April 20, 1892.-Headquarters and tr?ops A, B, E, G, K, and M, 
First Cavalry, Col. A. K. Arnold comrnandmg, left Fort 9uster, Mont.; 
a1roop D, First Cavalry, Capt. A. G. Forse commandmg, left Fort 
Keogh, Mont.; Troop H, First Cavalry, Capt. ~eorge S. Hoyle com-
manding, left Fort Buford, N. Dak., and o~ Apri~ 21, Troop~ C an~ F, 
First Cavalry, Capt. F. K. Ward commandm~,, left Fort ~ssmna-~>0me, 
Mont., all en route to the Department of Arizona, changmg stat10n. 
April 29, 189.2.-Second Lieut. ·wilson O~ase, ~wentiet~ Infantry, 
with detachment of two enlisted men and six enlisted Indian scouts, 
left Fort Assinniboine, Mont., for the purpose of arresting and bringing 
into the post three Indians reported to have stolen property from a 
rancbman, named Brown, on Little Box Elder Creek, Montana. 
April 2.9, 1892.-HeadquarteFs and Troops A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, 
L, and M, Tenth Cavalry, left the Departm,mt of Arizona, en route to 
Department of Dakota, changing station, and were assigned to posts 
in this department as follows: Headquarters and Troops A, B, E, G, 
K, L, and M, Fort Ouster, Mont.; Troops O and F, Fort Assinniboine, 
J\font.; Troop D, Fort Keogh, Mont.; and Troop H, Fort Buford, N. Dak. 
Jlfa,y 4, 18.92.-The detachment under command of Second Lieut. "Wil-
son Chase, Twentieth Infantry, consisting of two enlisted men, one 
interpreter, and six Indian scouts, which left Fort Assinniboine, Mont., 
at 5 :30 p. m. AprH 29 for the purpose of arresting and bringing in to 
the post three Indians reported to have stolen property from a ranch.-
man, named Brown, on Little Box Elder Creek, Montana, found the In-
dian camp on Beaver Oreek, April 30, but it bad been then abandoned; 
considerable beef, however, hung out to dry; tin plates and some bed-
ding belonging to the rancher whom they had robbed were also found. 
The detachment patroled Box Elder Creek to Box Elder Station and 
learned that the Indians were seen moving in a westerly direction, but 
failed to find them or get any more information concerning them. Re-
turned to Fort Assinniboine, Mont., May 4. Distance marched, 87 
miles. 
May 4, 1892.-Troops O and F, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. 0. E. Nordstrom 
commanding, arrived at Fort Assinniboine, Mont., from the Department 
of Arizona, and took station. 
May 5, 1892.-Headquarters and Troops B, E, G, and K, Tenth Cav-
alry, Lieut. Col. D. Perry commanding, arrived at Fort Ouster; Troop 
A , being dismounted, marched from Ouster Station and arrived at post 
May 8, coming from the Department of Arizona, and took station. · 
ll!fay .5, 1892.-Troop H, Tenth Cavalry, Second Lieut. S. D. Rocken-
bach commanding, arrived at Fort Buford, N. Dak., from the Department 
of Arizona, and took station. . 
JJfay 5, 1892.-Troop D, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. A. 0. B. Keyes com-
mandhig, arrived at Fort Keogh, Mont., from the Department of Ari-
zona, and took station. 
llfay 18, 1892.-A detachment of troop E, Tenth Cavalry, First Lieut. 
W. H. Smith, adjutant Tenth Cavalry, commanding, left ,Fort Ouster, 
proceeded to Ouster Station,- and escorted the department commander 
and staff to the post. Distance marched, about 70 miles. 
May 22, 1892.-0ompany 0, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. P. M. 
T~orne commanding, left For~ Keogh, en route for camp u~ar Tongue 
River Agency, Mont., to relieve Uompany D, Twenty-second Infan-
try, from duty at the agency a~d to carry out the instructions governing 
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troops at that place. Arrived at the camp May 27. Distance marched, 
90 miles. . 
May 30, 1892.-Troop D, Sixth Cavalry, Capt. G. L. Scott command-
ing,_ arrived at Fort Yellowstone from Port McKinney, Wyo., for tem-
porary duty in the Yellowstone National Park during the season. Dis-
tance march·ed, 360 miles. 
June 2, 1892.-Company D, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. B. 0 . 
. Lockwood commanding, having left camp near Tongue River Agency, 
Mont., May 29, 1892, on being relieved from duty at that point by 
Company C, Twenty-second Infantry, arrived at Fort Keogh, Mont. 
Distance marched, 95 miles. 
Jime 4, 1892.-A detachment of about :fifteen enlisted men, under 
charge of a noncommissioned officer, with sufficient transportation, were 
sent out from Fort Yates, N. Dak., and ordered to report to First Lieut. 
Frederick R. Day, Twentieth Infantry, in charge of military telegraph 
lines, for the purpose of distributing poles and completely repairing the 
mTiitary telegraph line between :Fort Yates and Bismarck, N. Dak., the 
detachment being relieved every 10 days during the month by similar 
details from Fort Yates. 
Jwne 23, 1892.- Cornpany E, Twenty-secohd Infantry, First Lieut. J. 
F Kreps commanding, left Fort Keogh, Mont., en route to Fort Pem-
bina, N. Da,k., changing station. Arrived at latter post June 24. Dis-
tance traveled, 711 miles. . 
July 1, 1892.-Company I, Third Infantry, First Lieut. John EL Bea-
com commanding, left Fort Sully, S. Dak., on a practice march to Forest 
City, S. Dak., which point the company reached July 3, and encamped 
thereat until July 61 when the company returned to its proper station, 
Fort Sully, S. Dak. Arrived July 8. Distance marched, 88 miles. 
July 9, 1892.-Troop L, Eighth Cavalry, "Casey's Scouts," First Lieut. 
William D. 1.Y,IcA11aney commanding, ]eft Fort Keogh, Mont., en route 
to Lame Deer, ::\Iont., for the purpose of recruiting for the troop. 
Arrived at Camp Merritt, near Tongue River Agency, Mont., July 12. 
Distance marched, about 90 miles. 
July 12, 1892.--;-Uuder instructions from the Major-General Com-
manding the Army, companies F, G, and H , Twenty-fifth Infantry, 
Capt. vV. I. Sanborn commanding, left Fort Missoula, Mont., and pro-
ceeded to the Cmur d'Alene mining district, near '\Vardner, Idaho, to 
assist in suppressing the disorders then existing near that point and 
to protect life aud property, the command being directed to report to 
Uol. W. P .. Carliu, Fomth Infantry, who was in commaud of the forces 
there, for dnty with his command. Upon arrival at MnlJan, Idaho, at 
5 .30 a. m., July 13, it was discovered that the Northern Pacific Rail-
road track was blown up, and having reported this fact to Col. Carlin, 
he directed the command to return to Missoula and join him at Ward-
ner Junction, Idaho, ,Tia Cmur d'Alene City and Harrison, and thence 
by Uniou Pacific railroad to his camp. Arrived at Wardner Junction 
at 6 :30 p. m., July 14; went into camp and assisted in guarding trains, 
furui ·lting escorts, couting, and in making arrests. Relieved from duty 
at ~hat point 'anfl l~ft for proper station a,t 3 o'clock p. m. July 27, and 
arrived at Fort ~11ssoula at 8:30 a. m. July 28. Distance traveled, 
about 722 miles . 
. July 13, .1892.-Unde~instructions from the Major-General Command-
m_g the rmy compames B, D, F, G, and H, Twenty-second Infantry,z 
Lieut. Uol. John H. Pag commanding, left Fort Keogh }\font., at 11 :5o 
p. rn_., n route for W an~ner, Idaho, to report for du'ty to Co1. W. P. 
Carlin, Fourth Infantry, m charge of forces then engaged in suppress· 
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in o· disturb.ances and in the protection of life and property at that point. 
The command reached Waliace, Idaho, July 16, and remained on duty 
thereat under the orders of Col. Carlin until July 27, when the co~-
mand left for its proper station," Fort Keogh. Arrived July 29. Drn-
tance traveled, about 1,300 miles. . 
Jiily 22, 1892.-Troop C, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. J. B. Hickey ~om 
manding; engaged in a practice march trom Fort Meade to Hot_ Sprmgs, 
.S. Dak., returning to post July 31. Dis_tance marched, 198 mile~. · _ . 
The march of the squadron of tbe Eighth Cavalry under MaJ. Ber-
nard (now lieutenant-colonel Ninth Cavalry) fr?m Fort Yates to Man-
dan, N. Dak., with a view to clearing tbe Sisseton ~nd _Wahpe~on 
Indian Reservation in South Dakota of intruders, pendmg its openmg 
to settlement by proclamation of the President, was especially severe, 
owing to the bad roads and excessively rigor~us weather in the ~arly 
part of April. The post commander remarks: ·' The month of April has 
been unusually stormy, and the weather encountered by these troop_s 
could hardly have been worse. The storm that struck them on April 
1 was regarded as a bad one even for Dakota. Men and horses 
returned to the post in comparatively good condition." , 
It .should be remarked that Lieut. Col. Bernard, with this squadron 
of the Eighth Cavalry, and the battalion of infantry from Fort Snelling, 
performed the duty asssigned in the most satisfactory manner. Indian 
A gen~ McKusick writes Mai. Bernard in part as follows: "Your com-
mand has rendered prompt and efficient service, and for their soldierly 
bearing, respectful and moral conduct~ have the thanks of the people." 
As directed in General Orders~ No. 80, Adjutant-General's office, 
1891, I append a "carefully prepa,rnd statement* of accomplished work 
in the various lyceums of this command." A reasonable supervision 
has been had of the organization ancl administration of the lyceums, 
and such assistance in the details of their inception and _work as was 
necessary was offered them from these headquarters. Without ex-
ception they have, I think, been an advantage to the officers of the _ 
various posts. Capt. Miner, the assistant to the inspector-general 
who was charged with inspection of the lyceums of some of the posts 
of this department, reports that at the posts specified he visited the 
lyceums and attended the recitations and rea,dings, and conversed with 
many officers on the subject, and that in the opinion of all an immense 
amount of good had resulted and was likely to result from the system . 
.A principal advantage seemed to' arise in, giving officers an incentive to 
study, and objects on which to make research. The <liscussions by 
other officers of ea0h subject treated of have been interesting, and in 
every case have been the means of valuable instruction. 
In this construction I desire to call attention to the fact that .under 
the regulations, at present, there are no known means to increase the 
supply of books in the post libraries, nor to repair those that from use 
need rebinding. This last is very important. It is estimated that at 
the posts in the department there are at least ten thousand volumes of 
valuable books that are going to ruin for want of a small fund to keep 
them in repair. If sometlling is not soon done to save them it is feared 
they will be lost to officers and men, to whom they are an important 
source of instruction and enjoyment. 
The supply of proper forage to the cavalry is, it strikes me, of suf-
ficient importance to be mentioned in this report. , I have for a number 
of years in the past recommended that baled hay for cavalry be con- ., 
"Omittea. 
;,I 
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tracted for~ Success in accomplishing this has not been commensurate 
with the effort made. Annually there is a great loss of hay at many 
posts resulting from receiving the hay in bulk and stacking it at the 
posts. The loss this year at different posts in this department has 
amounted to about 350 tons. My experience leads me to believe that 
there has been a corresponding loss throughout the Army from the 
same causes. If baled hay were contracted for I do not doubt that the 
loss from damage by the weather, blowing away, and shrinkage could 
. be practically obviated. The increase in the price of baled bay over 
the loose, now that the facilities for baling are within every hay man's 
reach, would not be great. . 
So far as my information extends the Indians on the reservations in 
the limits of this department are contented and well disposed. This 
condition is not so evident in the case of the Northern Cheyennes of 
the Tongue River Agency. As indicated in my report for fast year 
these Indians are not contented. They are crowded on ~ reservation 
too small for them, especially since their numbers have been increased 
by the accession of the 370-brought from the Sioux reservations more 
than a year since, and the ill-feeling is aggravated by the encroach-
ments of white men who have settled on the reservation. 
Indian recruiting is not progressing favorably so far as the foot com-
panies are concerned. The company at Camp Poplar River numbers 
43, that at Fort Sully 24, and that at Fort Yates 26. All these organi-
zations are under the control of capable officers, who are doing much 
for the improvement of the men, and even if the organizations are not 
increased in the numbers of enlisted Indians, a good work is being done 
in civilizing those now in service. The mounted organizatioD:S at Forts 
Meade a,nd Custer are practically full, and have made remarkable prog-
ress as soldiers. The one at Fort Keogh, recruited from the Northern 
Cheyennes, lacks two-thirds of its complement of soldiers. The officer, 
in command of this troop, however, is doing exellent work in improving 
the material now in.his troop, and will, I doubt not, succeed in :filling it 
to the maximum, if it is in the power of anyone to accomplish the work 
in the face of the opposition which, becanse of the ill-feeling of the 
members of the' Northern Cheyenne tribe, comes from this band of 
Indians. 
With the exception of the difficulty in recruiting mentioned above, 
these Indian organizations have been quite as successful as was expected. 
The Indian takes great pride in the service and imitates the white sol-
dier with marked intelligence. They are well drilled and willing in 
the discharge of their duties, subordinate and generally well conducted. 
Their excellence in all respects represents the result of care and hard 
work on the part of their officers, who are entitled to much praise for 
their efficiency under many difficulties. 
In the record of events it is mentioned that the garrisons of Forts 
Keogh and Missoula performed service in connection with the mining 
strikes in the Department of the Columbia. Especial attention is 
called to the promptncsR with which these garrisons, especially that 
from Fort Mis oula, took the :field equipped for service. The troops 
from both Fort Keogh and Missoi1la returned to their stations com-
mended for valuable services by their commander in the :field. 
In view ~f ~he dan_ger of an invasion of tbe country by an epidemic 
of cbolera, 1t 1s cous1dered proper to call attention to the fact that the 
hi tory_ of the iutroduction into the Army of the scourge in past years 
shows it to have come with recruits from stations in the more densely 
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populated districts: This fact is pregnant with a suggestion as to h?w 
its presence at our frontier stations may be pr~ve~ted. 
The subject of mounts for t?e cavalry serv:1ce is one that de_seryes 
attention. Horses are now berng purchased for the cava~ry orga.m~a-
tions of this department of bl'eeders in Montana. There u, complarnt 
that many of the horses so procured are wild. and in some instapc~s 
vicious. It is not to be doubted that such IS the case when It IS 
considered that these J10rses run wild on the ranges from the time they 
are foaled until they are caugl1t up at four or five years of age to be 
sold. Running at large in herds, it is easy to be seen that they coI1tract 
habits of biting and kicking, of which it is dffficult to break them. It 
is suggested that careful treatment will rednce them to gent~eness and 
usefulness. With a view to this I have bad the facts detailed to offi-
cers to whom these horses are supplied and have advised increased 
care and careful bandlh1g, so that ff possible the horses may _gradually 
become used to the new conditions surrounding them and krndly sub-
mit to tbe service required of them. While not large enough genera~ly 
for cavalry horses, these animals are fairly well suited for the seryice 
were it not for their lack of being broken and handled while matu:rrng. 
The trial to be given under tbe present circumstances will determine 
whether or not it is economy to purchase such horses. In any event,, 
it is 'thought that it would be better for the Government to buy then 
as yearlings and have them carefully handled until old enough for serv-
ice. In this way they could be bitted and broken under control of 
cavalry officers, which is very desirable. Attention is especially invited 
to what is said on the subject in the report of the inspector-general of 
the department. 
The troops in this department may be said to be in an excellent state 
of discipline and well instructed. This is shown by the reports of officers 
and the results of drills a,nd target practice. There is much complaint, 
ho'fever, among line officers because of a lack of good material for 
non commissioned officers. Many of the best men leave the Army after a 
.short service under recent regulations. This condition suggests a means 
of keeping good men by giving them more pay as noncommissioned 
officers. This has been recommended over and over again as a matter 
of justice for work required, and it now looks as though it were even 
more necessary to keep up the tone of the Army. 
The judge-advocate of the department bas lately called attention to 
the following -facts in reference to the laws affecting the jurisdiction 
over military reservations in this department. It is observed ·that the 
act of the legislature of Minnesota, purporting to cede jurisdiction 
over Fort Snelling, contains in its second section a reserv~tion of juris-
diction to the State, which renders the cession of doubtful value to the 
Unite<l. States. In reference to a similar act relating to public-building 
sites of the State of Iowa, containing the proviso that ''nothing in this 
act shall be so construed as to prevent, on such lands, * * * the 
courts of this State from exercjsing juri sdiction of crimes committed 
thereon," the Attorney-General of tbe United States, Mr. Cushing, said: 
"This reservation is distinctly incompatible with the provisions of the 
penal acts of Congress, and would obstruct, if not defeat, the execution 
of these acts. Moreover, it is altogetlier inconsistent with any possible 
construction of that 'exclusive' jurisdiction which, according to the 
letter and the intent of the Constitution, are in such cases to be vested 
in the United States. * * * It is still more necesf;.ary that. acts per-
formed thereon , ~rnd alleged to be criminal, shall be saved from the 
criminal authority of the State. * * * It is impossible to go beyond 
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this point and give to the courts of the Slate, as proposed in thi_,~ act, 
jurisdiction of crimes committed on such sites, to the exclusion of, or 
even in concurrence with, the proper jurisdiction of the United States." 
The objection here urged would appear to apply with even greater force 
to a military reservation, and in the case of Fort Snemn·g might oper-
ate to prevent the United States from accepting a cession qualified as 
this one is. 
The constitution and laws of Montana confer upon the United States 
the exclusive jurisdiction intended in the Federal Constitution, .and ap-
pear to be entirely satisfactory. The same is true of the reservation 
contained in the act of Congress admitting ·wyoming to the Union. 
The statute of North Dakota appears to be entirely prospective. It 
provides the consent of the legislature for the subsequent acquisition 
of land for Federal purposes, and over such future acquisitions cedes a 
jurisdiction which, properly construed, is exclusive in the United States. 
This, it appears, leaves the present military reservation in North Da-
kota entirely under the jurisdiction of that State. 
The same is true of the posts and teservations in South Dakota. The 
act of that State is practically identical in language with one passed by 
the legislature of California in 1852. That statute was construed by 
the _United States circuit court in United States v. Bateman, reported 
in 34 Federal Reporter, p. 86, a case in which the jurisdiction over the 
Presidio military reservation was in question. The court there decided 
that such act did not pass exclusive jurisdiction to the Unjted States 
over any military posts or reservations owned and occupied by the 
United States at the time of its passage. It follows that South Dakota 
has complete jurisdiction still over the posts in that State. 
Section 355, Revised Statutes, provides that "No public money shall 
be e:xpended upon any site or land purchased by the United States for 
the purpose of erecting thereon any * * * arsenal, fort, fort.ifica-
tion * * * nor until the consent of the legislature of the State in 
which the land or site may be, to such purchase has been given." 
Consent by the legislature of a State to such purchase by the United 
States has uniformly been held to vest exclusive jurisdiction in the 
Federal Government. by virture of the language of article 1, section 8, 
paragraph 17, of the Constitution. In view of future expenditures of 
public money on the posts in this department situated in the States of 
Minnesota, North and South Dakota, and of the manifest propriety and 
desirability of having all military reservations under the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the Federal Government, this entire subject, briefly re-
ferred to above, is called to the attention of proper authority. 
Attention is invited to the reports of the officers of the different staff 
departments on duty at these headquarters. Recommendations sub-
mitted by them ar~ worthy of special consideration. 
The annual report of the inspector of small-arms practice can not be 
completed until the close of the target practice stason, when it will be 
forwarded. In the meantime attention is invited to a brief report by 
lVIaj. Davis, of the annual target competition conducted at Fort Keogh 
iu thi department. The results of the competition are most satisfac-
tory and peak well for the zeal and attention of the officers and men 
in thi mo" t important practice in a soldier's education. 
Very re pectfully, your obedient servant, 
.. WESLEY MERRITT, 
Brig a clier- General, Commanding. 
The ADJ TANT-GENERAL u. s. AmrY, 
Wa~hi11gton, D. 0. 
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. BROOKE. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE, 
Onwha,, Nebr., September 10, 1892. 
SIR: In compliance with instructions from Headq_uar~ers of the Army, 
dated Aug·ust 3 1892 I have the honor to submit this my annual re-
' ' port. . 
During the past year the headquarters and :fiv~ co~pames of the 
Twenty-first Infantry have been relieved from d~1ty m this _department 
and seut to the Department of the East; otherwise the regiments serv-
ing in the Department remain the same. · -
Practice marches were held cl.uring the ,.,autumn of 1891 from the 
various posts with beneficial effect. 
Com1,_)any I, Eighth Infantry, and Troqp L, Sixth Cavalry, recruited 
before my last annual report, have progressed finely. 
The enlistment of Inrl.ians was continued, and Company I, Second 
Infantry, was recruited from the Ogalallas, at Pine Ridge, to its full 
strength and stationed with its regiment at Fort Omaha, Nebr. 
Company I, Sixteenth Infantry, was recruited from the Brule Sioux, 
at Rosebud Agency, and is with its regiment at Fort Douglas, Utah. 
Enlistments for Company I, Twenty-first Infantry, are still pro_gress-
ing, and the company now at Fort Randall, S. Dak., has thirty-seven 
men. 
The effort to recruit a company of Indians for the Seventh Infantry 
jn Oklahoma and Arizona Territories was not successful. 
I have deemed it wise not to attempt a further enlistment of Indians 
up to this time, but shall do so should a favorable opportunity occur. 
There are now four companies of infantry and one troop of cavalry on 
duty in this department. 
As far as can be judged the experiment of making soldiers of Indians 
promises success. I inclose herewith the reports* of the officers com- ' 
manding these companies, which will show more in detail what has 
been accomplished. 
The changes of stations of troops in the department have been few 
in number and comprised as follows: 
Septmnber 10, 1891.-Company E, Tenth Infantry, from Fort Lewis, 
Colo., to ]'ort Stanton, N. lVIex. , 
October 9, 1891.-Company G, Seventh Infantry, from Fort Logan, 
Colo., to Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo. 
October 11, 18.91.-Company A, Seventh Infantry, from Camp Pilot 
Butte, Wyo., to Fort Logan, Colo. 
October 24, 1891.-Fort Lewis, Colo., abandoned as a military post. 
April 22, 1892.-Company G, Twenty-first Infantry, from Fort Ran-
dall, S. Dak., to Fort Sidney, Nebr. · 
April 29, 1892.-Company H, Twenty-first Infantry, from Fort Ran-
dall, S. Dak., to Department of the East. 
May 1, 1892~-Headquarters, band and Companies A, B, C, and E, 
Twenty-first Infantry, from Fort Sidney, Nebr., to Department of the 
E~ , 
May 13, 1892.-Troop D, Sixth Cavalry, from Fort McKinney, Wyo., 
to Yellowstone National Park, Wyo., for temporary duty during the 
park season. 
* Omitted. 
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On April 12 I received instructions from the Headquarters of the 
Army to have the troops at Fort McKinney, Wyo., assist the State 
authorities in restoring order, which was seriously threatened in t.be 
vicinity of that post. Fortunately all further conflict was averted by 
the surrender of one party to the troops and the gradual dispersion of 
the majority of the others to their homes. The arrested parties were 
conveyed to Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., and there held under guard 
until the 5th day of July, when they were transferred to the custody 
of the State authorities, under orders from Headquarters of the Army. -
Two camps were established in the disturbed region of Wyoming; 
one at Powder River, near the crossing of the Burlington and Missouri 
Railroad over that stre~m, consisting of headquarters and six troops 
of the Ninth Cavalry; the other near the site of old Fort Fetterman, 
consisting of headquarters and six troops of the Sixth Cavalry. I am 
informed that the presence of these troops in the disturbed region has 
had' a good influence. 
The unfinished condition of Forts Niobara and Robinson calls for 
prompt action. The restoration of the three sets of company quarters 
and OI\e other building burned at Fort McKinney requires imrrtediate 
attention. 
The enlargement of barracks at Fort Douglas, Utah, is highly neces-
sary. Numbers of m.~n are neces8arily quartered in tents; this and the 
improvement of the water ::mpply at this post have been urgently recon;i-
mended, which recommendation is herein renewed. 
The replacing of a portion of th~ company quarters at Fort D. A. 
Russell, Wyo., and the increase of the size of the storehouse at that 
post are an urgent necessity. 
I wm again renew my recommendation, made since my last annual 
report, that the garrison at Fort Du Chesne, Utah, be withdrawn, and 
that that post be abandoned as a military station. The attitude of the 
Indians in its vicinity is such as to make it unnecessary to longer 
maintain a military force· near them. The only good accomplished by 
the garrison at this time is to prevent whites encroaching on the 
Indian reservation, and this could as well be done by the Indian agent. 
Should any trouble arise with these Indians, troops could soon reach 
those points where their presence would be most necessary; but I do 
not think it probable that these tribes will again be found on the war-
path, unless it be to defend their homes from trespassers. 
Instruction in military signaling with flag, torch, and heliograpb and 
other devices was carried on during the mouths of October and Novem-
ber, 1891, at all posts in the Department, and Army Regulations 1671 
fully complied with. . 
The report of the inspector of small-arms practice gives the result of 
the annual competition and the result of the cavalry competition of 
Departments of the East, California, and Platte, which latter was held 
at Bellevue rifle range at Bellevue, near this city. The standing of 
the Ya1fous posts, regiments, and companies in the Department will be 
given as soon as the reports from the posts can be tabulated and 
arranged. 
I think the time has arrived when the soldiers who have passed be-
yond the recruit our e may be practiced at the silhouette or other 
uitable targ t over ground which i not known to them. The con-
tinuation of tbe pra tice at known di tanees is valuable to recruits and 
should b maintained for them, but such oldiers as have passed beyond 
the recruit cour e hould be practiced in a manuer which would develop 
their efficiency for battle purpose and which can not be done upon any 
' 
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ground well known to them. I renew my recommendation as regards 
the Bellevue rifle range, and that an allotment be made for payment 
of rent for this range which has been used for the past two seasons 
without E.xpense, by the courtesy of the owners of the grounds. 
From the reports received it is found that the post exchan~es have 
passed beyond the experimental stage and may now be considered a 
successful and valuable institution. 
The report of the acting-Judge advocate shows an increase in the 
trials by courts-martial over those of last year. I consider this increase 
as due to the efforts of officers to maintain discipline by resort to mil-1 
itary uourts and that the discretion granted them in paragraph 7, . 
Circular No. 13, Headquarters of the Army, 1891, has not been suf-
ficiently exercised, and it is also due, in a measure, to the decrease in 
the number of old soldiers in the various regiments. Until officers 
commanding troops shall be upheld in minor disciplinary measures this 
large number of trials by courts-martial may be expected to continue. 
The inspection of posts is progressing and will not be completed in 
time to embody the full report of the Acting Inspector-Genera]. As 
far as it has been completed the reports show discipline good and that 
instruction in drill regulations, target practice, signaling and schools 
for enlisted men have been progressing satisfactorily at the different 
posts, a general improvement being found over that of the previous 
year. 
The Officers' Lyceum was established at each of the posts in the de-
partment, and the accompanying synopsis* of the reports of work 
accomplished will show what was done at each post during the six 
months. I deem it too early in the life of this institution to make any 
recommendation. As far as observed in the reports of the command-
ing officers of the different posts of the progress made, the genera.I 
purpose of the establishment of the lyceum seems to have been well 
inaugurated. 
I would ask attention to the accompanying reports of the chiefs of 
the various staff departments at these headquarters, which give in de-
tail the operations of the various departments during the year. 
I wish to invite particular attention to the report of the medical 
director regarding the sanitary conditions of the immediate vicinity of 
Forts Logan and Douglas. The report shows the necessity for a prompt 
improvement in the water supply and sewerage system at the latter 
post. The duties of the officers of my staff have been performed with 
a degree of excellence which justifies me in commending each and all 
of them to favorable notice of the Major-General Commanding the 
.Army. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. . JOHN R. BROOKE, 
, Brigadier- General, Gornmancling. 
The .ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U.S . .ARMY, 
. Washington, D. C. 
* Omitted. 
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. M'COOK. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTl\fENT OF ARIZONA, 
Los Angeles, Gal., Septeniber 1, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the D epart-
ment of Arizona. 
This department includes the Territories of Arizona, New Mexico, 
and that portion of the State of California lying south of the thirty-
fifth parallel of latitude. Tbe total area in square miles is 275,010; 
area of Indian reservations in square miles, 26,303; number of Indians 
upon reservations, 39,577; ;population of Arizona, New Mexico, and 
California south of the thirty-fifth parallel, 417,017. 
There are eleven military posts in the department. In Arizona: Fort 
Apache, Fort Bowie, Fort Grant, Fort Huachuca, San Carlos, and 
·whipple Barracks. -In New Mexico: Fort Bayard, Fort Marcy (Santa 
Fe), Fort Stanton, -and Fort Wingate. In California: San Diego Bar-
racks. 
Fort Apache is located in the uorthern portion of the White l\Ioun-
tain Reservation-is also a subagency for the Ooyotero and White 
l\fountain Apache Indians. This post is 97 miles south of Holbrook, a 
station on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, on White Mountain Creek. 
The country in and about this station is mountainous and beautifully 
picturesque. During the winter months it is almost inaccessible on 
.account of bad roads and is comparatively an expensive post to main-
tain. The present garrison consists of one troop of First Cavalry and 
two companies of the Eleventh Infautry. Formerly the garrison of 
this post consisted of five troops of cavalry. This ·change will mate-
rially reduce the expense of supporting this post. There was an under-
standing that the Indians living in the vicinity of the post should 
furnish the hay required. There is no substance like hay growing in 
the vicinity of this post, and to assist in supporting th€ White Moun-
tain Apaches these latter were permitted to cut a pine grass, of very 
~oarse :fiber, and deliver it to the post quartermaster, calling it hay. It 
was unfit for food and injured the animals. These Indians should be 
eucouraged in self-support, but it should not be done to the injury of 
the public animals. The support of these Indians should fall upon the 
Interior Department, where sufficient appropriation should be placed. 
FORT BOWIE. 
This post is located in the northwest spur of the Chiricahua Moun-
tain,, 14 miles south of Bowie Station on the Southern Pacific Railroad. 
During tbe late Apache wars it was an important post to hold on 
account of its geographical location and the springs of water from 
which the , tation is now supplied. During the times of peace now 
enjoyed l>y the 'Ierritory of Arizona, Bowie as a military post ceases · 
to be of, uch military importance, and could be abandoned ,,hen proper 
helter can be made for its garri on at the other posts in the depart-
ment. The pre ent garri on is composed of two troops of cavalry. 
FORT GRANT. 
So l~ng a, the Apache., Yuma , l\fojaves, and Tontos are concen-
trated m and about San 1arlo , Fort Graut, on account of it location, 
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will continue to be an important military P?St. 'I It is now ga,r~:i~o_ned 
by the headquarter· and five troops of the First Cavalry. Reqms1t10~s 
have been made for some iron pipe to increase the water supply at th~s -
post. These requisitions have been disapproved, for_ what reason 1s 
not known. If something is not done to improve this water SUJ?ply, 
this important post must be abandoned or the officers and enlisted 
men be put to great inconvenience for want _of ~ater, th~ water for the 
animals being drawn from wells. Attent10n 1s espe?ially called to 
report of commanding officers of the post upon the subJect. 
FORT HU.A.CHUC.A.. 
This post is located 14 miles north of the bou_ndary between Mexico 
and the United States, also 9 miles from a stat10n on the Sonora and 
Guaymas Railroad. The present garrison of this post consists of two 
troops of the Second Cavalry, four compa,nies of Twenty-fourth In-
fantry, and Company I, Eleventh Infantry (Apache Indians). It is an 
important post and honld be maintained. 
SAN CARLOS. 
This post is the only one in the department where the temperature is 
extreme; situated on the Gila River 117 miles. from Wilcox on the 
Southern Pacific Railroad. The heat in the summer at this place is in-
tense, avera.ging 110° during June, July, and August. Fortunately 
troops at this post are considered in the field and usually their tour of 
duty is limited to six months. 
The officers are now sheltered in comparatively comfortable quar-
ters, but the enlisted men remain in their canvass sheds and are neces-
sarily most uncomfortable. There should at once be erected two oar-
racks of adobe (thick walls) with doors and plenty of windows, the 
roughest finish, in order to protect from the intense heat the enlisted 
men who serve tours of' detail at this post. Common humanity demands 
that this should be done, for as long as the agency is held at San 
Carlos, so long will the presence of troops be required there. 
WHIPPLE BARRACKS. 
The military reservatiQn of this post adjoins the city limits · of Pres~ 
cott, Ariz. Orders were at one time received to abandon this post as 
a military station. This order was reconsidered by the l\fajor-General 
Commanding the Army, with instructions that plans and esttmates be 
made and forwarded for approval of four barracks for enlisted men. 
The railroad from Ash Fork on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad is 
rapidly nearing Whip1)le Barracks, reaching there by November 1 of 
this year, whence it will be at once continued. to Phcenix, the 
Territorial capital, in the productive valley of Salt River. These im-
provements will be an important feature in that country, making 
Whipple Barracks one of the most desirnble locations for a military 
· station in the Department. From this point troops can be sent north 
or south to the Santa Fe or Southern Pacific roads, upon which they 
can be moved east or west through the northern or southern portions 
of the Territory. Therefore it is earnestly recommended that Whipple 
Barracks be retained as a military post and tbat the new barracks be 
built so that the headquarters and the four companies of the E leventh 
Infantry now composing that garrison be made reasonably comfort-
able. 
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FORT BA YARD, 
This point is sitttated at the southern base of the Black Range 
Mountains, 55 miles northwest from Deming, on the Southern Pacific 
and Santa Fe roads. The post is 9 miles from Silver City and 3 miles 
· from a new railroad completed since my last report. The garrison con-
sists of headquarters, band, and four companies, Twenty-fourth In-
fantry, with two troops of the First Cavalry. It is an important post, 
and should be retained. 
FORT STANTON. 
This post, established in 1854, is in a picturesque country on the 
banks of the Bonita Creek, 100 miles east of Carthage, N. Mex. The post 
will be a necessity until the Mescalero Apaches become more used to 
the ways of civilization. The garrison consists of one troop of the 
Second Cavalry and one company of the Tenth Infantry. 
FORT WINGATE. 
The importance of this post increases every year on account of its 
vicinage to the Navajo Reservation. This post will be permanent for 
years. It should be enlarged to a full regimental post. In case of war 
with the Navajo Indians it would at once become a large depot of sup-
plies for the campaign. The old quartermaster's warehouse at this 
place is a disgrace to civilization. It is old, leaky, dirty, and unfit f?r 
occupancy. It is impossible to keep the quartermaster's supplies m 
anything like order m1der such conditions. A good and commodious 
quartermaster's warehouse can be economically built there, and it shoul_d 
be done at once. The ground is favorable for the enlargement of this 
post, and the water supply is good and abundant. The present gar-
rison consist of headquarters, band, and :five troops of the Second Cav-
alry, four white and one Navajo Indian; two companies of the Tenth 
Infantry, one white and one Apache Indian. 
FORT MARCY. 
This post is at Santa Fe, N. Mex. The present garrison is composed 
of' the headquarters, band, and two companies of the Tenth Infantry. 
Efforts are now being made to make Fort Marcy a regimental post. 
A board bas been assembled to examine and report upon a certain 
tract of land which has been donated by the board of trade of that 
city, for the purpose of placing thereon buildings suitable for a regi-
mental post. · 
SAN DIEGO BARRACKS. 
This is the only military po t in southern California.. Its garrison 
con ists of one company of infantry. The last annual report of the 
department made mention of the advantages of this place, with its 
pleudid harbor, upon the shores of which a military establishment com-
m n urate with its importance hould be placed. The ground for the 
erection of a military post has been selected by a board convened by 
re olution of Con°Tess. I recommend that an appropriation be a. keel 
for for the purcl.ta e of this ground ; also for the erection of suitable 
buildings for a regimental post. 
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EXCHANGE OF TROOPS. 
The Tenth Cavalry was relieved by the First; the Ninth Infantry by 
the Eleventh Regiment. 
INDIAN TROOPS. 
There is one troop of cavalry-L, Second Regiment-and t':o comp?'-
nies of infantry, respectively, of the Tenth and Eleventh Regiments, m 
this department. 
The mounted troop was enlisted from the Navajo tribe, and has sta-
tion at Fort Wingate, N. Mex. This troop_was in the _field do_ing cou-
rier duty between Fort Wingate and Carrizo Mountams durmg May 
and June of this year. The duty was, so far as reported, performed 
well. 
Company I, Tenth Infantry, is posted at Fort Wingate. This com-
pany was enli ted from White Mountain and Coyotero Apaches at or 
near Fort .Apache, and from the Yumas and Mojaves, and Tonto and 
. San Carlos Apaches. · . 
Company I, Eleventh Infantry, is quartered at Fol't Huachuca. This 
company was recruited from the San Carlos and Tonto Apaches; also 
from the Yumas a,nd Mojaves held upon the White Mountain Reserva-
tion, near San Carlos Agency. These two latter companies have suf-
fered, and no doubt have not progressed as they might have done, on 
account of the repeated changes of the company commanders. 
The company commander of the cavalry troop is also relieved, and 
commander of I Company, Tenth Infantry, has fallen sick and left for 
the East. · 
Permanency in company commanders is necessary, in order that 
proper progress be made with these people as soldiers .. 
EDUCATION. 
The vicissitudes of military life, especially in this department, inter-
feres seriously with the education of the enlisted man; this, coupled 
with lack of system, has been a bar to progress. Then, again, no kind 
of education can be successfully carried on without efficient teachers. 
I recommend that forty experienced teachers, who can enlist under 
like conditions with general-service men, receiving the same pay, be 
employed and stationed at the most important posts, so that this matter 
of education of the enlisted man should have a fair trial. Under the 
present arrangement I submit a system of progressive education for 
the enlisted man, carefully prepared by Chaplain Allensworth, of the 
Twenty-fourth Infantry. (Appendix M.*) i recommend its adoption, 
for good will :flow from its use. I also ask that ten copies of "The New 
Education," with charts, be purchased and forwarded to this depart-
ment for use in enlisted men's schools. 
The officers' lyceum established by General Orders, No. 80, Adjutant-
General's Office, series of 1891, has proven a great success in this 
department, and much good has resulted therefrom. The care in the 
preparatfon of the essays submitted and the intelligence displayed upon 
the subjects discussed by a large majority of the officers is most com-
mendable. These essays were submitted to the department com-
mander, read with interest by him, and comments at the time made in 
. writing upon them. This good work should be persevered in. 
* Omitted, 
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DISCIPLINE. 
The devotion to duty and the intelligence displayed in the discharge 
of the same has been, on the part of the commissioned officers of this 
command, most commendable. On the part of the enlisted men the 
trials by general courts-martial have been decreased, but a slight 
increase has occurred in the trials by summary court. 
INDIAN DEPREDATIONS. 
"The Kid," a San Carlos Apache Indian, a refugee from the civil 
authority, is at large, living in the mountains bordering upon the White 
Mountain Indian Reservation. By his conduct he has caused much 
anxiety to white people living near the border of this reservation, as 
well as to the Indian&-who have homes upon the same. It is reported 
that this Indian killed an Apache woman on the 17th of May, on south 
side of Black River, escaping, with the daughter of the murdered 
woman. Troops and Indian scouts were unsuccessful in capturing 
him. On the 30th day of Mav last he killed a young boy named Dobie, 
30 miles north of Florence, Ariz. Upon receipt of news of the killing, 
two scouting farties were at once started from San Carlos upon the 
trail of this fugitive, commanded by experienced officers, accompani~d 
by Indian scouts and trailers. Neither of those parties succeeded m 
overtaking the renegade. Two scouting parties were also sent out 
from , Huachuca to scour the Catalina Mountains, as Kid evidently 
went in that direction. 
On June 5 this savage captured a squaw of Dazen's band, White 
-Mountain Apaches, 60 miles west of Fort Apache. Indians putsued, 
but could not overtake him, he having three ponies. , 
Scouting parties under active young officers, with Apache trailers, 
are frequently out after this desperado. He knows every foot of the 
country, and thus far has escaped capture. Many plans and devices 
have been put in operation to entrap and capture this wily savage. 
He eludes them all. 
On _the -20th of June last a Navajo Indian named Choehos killed a 
Mormon, resident of Tuba City, Coconino County, Ariz. The Indians 
claim that the killing was done in self-defense. There is no testimony 
from white men to refute this. No warrant has issued for the arrest of 
the Indian; it was feared it would prove unavailing and might lead to 
more killing. All is quiet in that neighborhood since this event. Lieut. 
Michie, Second Cavalry, went with detachment from Fort Wingate to 
investigate. 
On August 8 two men were killed at Davenport's ranch, 20 miles 
south of Separ, N. Mex. These murders are said to have been com• 
mitted by Indians. Investigation was at once made by Lieut. Horn-
brook, with detachment from Fort Bowie, who went to the scene of dep-
redation. The testimony is not conclusive. These depredators were 
said to be eigbt in number. The agent at San Carlos reports no Indians 
absent from the reservation on that date, August 8. 
The conditions surrounding the Navajo Indian Reservation are a con-
stant s~1:1-rce of aI_txiety to the Indian Bureau, the Army, and the civil 
authontie of Arizona and New Mexico. There are 9,000 Najavo In-
dians living beyond the limits of the reservation set aside for them, 
where t!1ey have been living upon the unsurveyed lands for generations 
and claim these locations as their homes. They know nothing of the land 
laws and it is hard to make these people understand that they are tres-
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passers outside of their reservation. In addition, they ?laim their pe?-
ple were in full possession of these lands before" any 'Yhite men were m 
this country; that they should have the same rights m_the u~s~uveyed 
public lands as t he white men. The white men deny this, cl~immg that 
the unsurveyed public lands are in sp1rit and ~act for their u~e only, 
and the Indian having large tracts of land set aside for occupat10n and 
use, he should be driven back upon them and compelled to stay there. 
This last proposition seems reasonable and right to ~hos~ who_ do not 
understand the situation and circumstances governrng m this case. 
Those portions of the Navajo Reservat10n with ~hich I am_ familiar 
consist of timbered mountains known as the NavaJo Forest, high table 
lands, and sandy valleys, with but little living water upon the whole area. 
I n the dry seasons this country presents a desolate appearance. The 
Navajo Indian is a nomad and has for his reservation the northeastern 
portion of Arizona, northwestern New Mexico and the strip of the Ter-
ritory of Utah lying south of the San Juan River, containing in all 
8,205,440 acres of land, or 12,821 square miles. They number 16,102, of 
whom 9,241 are living off t he reservation, and together they own 9,188 
head of cattle, 118,798 horses and 1,583,754 sheep, making this large 
tribe self-supporting. There is not sufficient water upon the present 
reservation to support these people, together with their large herds and 
flocks. . 
In order to assist this people and make it possible for them to with-
draw to the lands allotted them I submitted to the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs a plan to divide this large reservation into districts of 
proper size and numbers, having an officer of the Army with proper 
escort sent into each of these districts to make examinations with a 
view to establishing and maintaining a system of irrigation and devel-
oping a stock water supply sufficient for the Navajo Indians, together 
with suitable places for artesian wells, bore-wells to be worked by wind-
mills, reservoir sites, or where springs, etc., may be developed. 
These places are known to be limited in number and extent, but for 
all practical purposes it will qe sufficient to report in detail upon all 
such localities, giving maps, drawings, etc. Such localities can be 
carefully marked upon the existing maps of the Geological Survey, 
which have been made with great care and labor aud which represent 
the topography faithfully. This plan having met with the approval of 
the President, ·it is recommended that one party be charged with re-
porting upon all water :flowing into the Little Colorado on the Navajo 
Reservation; also Chinlee Valley as far north as the mouth of the Canon 
de Chelly. A second party should be assigned to that portion of the 
reservation eaEit of t he Canon del Muerto and east of the Tunitcha, 
Lukachukai, and Carrizo mountains. 
- A third party should examine the northwestern portion of the reser-
vation, including the remainder of the Chinlee Valley, the western 
slope of the Lukachukai and Carrizo mountains, and as far west as the 
boundary of the reservation. The San Juan River should be divided 
between the second and third parties. The officers ii;i. charge of these 
parties will be instructed to locate upon the map of the Geological Sur-
vey the points at which any work recommended is to be done. This 
work will be made in detail and as far as possible estimates be made 
of the amount of labor required for the work. In case it is reported 
that sufficient water for irrigation can be obtained, it is recommended 
that this plan be elaborated. · 
The above plan was suggested by me, first, in the interest of peace, · 
for a conflict with the Navajoes, who are great in numbers and are 
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well armed, would be a serious business; second, for the welfare and 
prosperity of this most interesting people; third, to eliminate from the 
civil and military administration of the affairs of this tribe the constant 
anxiety existing, produced by large numbers of these people living off 
their reservation, and the friction made thereby with their white neigh-
bors. 
TARGET PRACTICE, 
Instruction in target firing in this department has been carefully, 
faithfully, and hone:stly carried on. In some cases the duty has been 
irksome, owing to the transfer of troops and change of garrison, notably 
.San Carlos, wher,e it fell to the lot of troops of the Eleventh Infantry 
and First Cavalry to conduct their practice in the hottest months of · 
the year, with other attendant disadvantages. The work, however, was 
cheerfully done and the interest maintained throughout. The annual 
competitions, department rifle and bidepartment (Texas and Arizona) 
carbine, have just been completed, and were smoothly and satisfac-
torily conducted. As the range heretofore used for the department 
competition is undesirable, it is strongly recommended that the rifle 
competitions be held at some point on this coast, thereby eliminajiing 
the circumstances of heat and glare characteristic of this department, 
as also stimulating the interest and making it an inducement for the 
best shots to strive for the position of competitor. 
DRILL INSTRUCTION. 
To carry out the provisions of General Orders No. 29, current series, 
from headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office (vide Gen-
eral Orders, No. 7, current series, from this office), up to date the troops 
from the following posts have either already gone into camp or have 
selected camps and are preparing to go. 
Fort Bayard.-The caJUp selected is on Sapillo River, 28 miles north 
of post by wagon road. Troops will leave post about 15th or 20th of 
September. 
Whipple Barracks.-N ear Flagstaff since August 25, about 107 miles 
from the post. 
Fort Wingate.-To go into camp about September 6. Owing to scar-
city of water and lack of transportation this camp is within the 25-mile 
limit. 
Fort Marcy.-In camp since August 15, at National Park, on Upper 
Pecos River, about 40 miles from post. . · 
Before the end of the year all the troops of the department will have 
had a~ least twenty days in camp, with the instruction contemplated. 
The cavalry from the posts along the southern line of the department 
will go into camp in the vicinity of Fort Grant, Ariz., reaching that post 
on the 4th of November. No expense to the Government will occur, 
a trict orders have be~n given to use only the Government transpor-
.tation and limited in every case to field allowance only. 
INDIANS. 
In thi _department the. Indians are quiet except Kid, the renegad~. 
~h~y are suppo ed to be m a state of profound peace, but attention 1 
my1te<.l to the tabu~ar statements of expeditions and scouts made in 
this departmeil.t durmg the present year ending August 31. 
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These expeditions were necessary, in some instan?es pursuing the 
renegade in others scouting the canons and mountams so that rene-
, . 1 gades would not haverestmg paces. . .. 
It is recommended that the reservation once pertammg· to the post 
of Fort Union be taken possession of by the Int,erior Depa~t!Ilent and 
disposed of according to law. It will not be ne?essary for military pur-
poses. The buildings upon the same are now m the custody of a non-
commissioned officer of the Army. · . 
Should it have been d,efinitely determined that the Yuma, MoJave,. 
and Tonto Indians are to remain permanently at the San Carlos 
Agency, I would also recommend that the buil~ings and lands included 
in the military reservation of Fort Verde, Ariz., be also turned over 
to the Interior Department for proper disposition under the law. 
During the past year the members of the department staff have p~r-
formed their duties with industry and intelligence and to my entire 
satisfaction. 
My personal staff have performed their duties with industry and 
intelligence. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. A. McD. McOooK, 
Brigadier- General Commanding .. 
The ADUTANT-GENERfo.L U. S. ARMY;· 
Washington, D. 0. 
REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. WHEATON. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEX.AS. 
San Antonio, Tex., September 13, 1892. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit, for the information of the 
Major-General Commanding the Army, the following annual report of 
military operations in the Department of Texas: 
No change in the stations of troops has been made since, in compliance 
with General Orders, No. 11, dated Headquarters of the Army, May 4, 
1892, I assumed command of this departn;ient. 
The "Garza" troubles may be considered ended, though the frequent 
reports of the assembling of isolated small bands of revolutionists, 
with a view to violation of our neutrality laws by invading Mexican 
territory, has required the greatest activity of troops on our Rio Grande 
border. This service has been faithfully performed, under very try-
. ing circumstances, during the season of greatest heat, severely taxing 
. the energies of troops and animals. The operations were conducted 
in desolate, barren regions, very sparsely if at all inhabited, where 
supplies of wood and water were scarce, and where the necessary food 
for animals was almost impossible to procure. 
To prevent violators of neutrality laws from invading our neighbor, 
Mexico, the garrisons at our Rio Grande posts must be constantly on 
the alert to carry out the instructions of the Major-General Com~nand-
ing, and I consider it important that some additions be made to the 
strength of these frontier posts, which has been inadequate since the 
force in this department was reduced in June, 1888, by the transfer 
elsewhere of the Eighth Cavalry. This regiment has never been re-
placed; when it is we shall be in better condition to satisfactorily pro-
tect an immense frontier of nearly 1,500 miles, now insufficiently 
guarded. 
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The invasion of Mexico by Catarino D. Garza and his band of revo-
lutionists occurred on the 15th of September last, during the admin-
istration here of my predecessor. Reports of the movements of our 
troops were forwarded separately as they occurred. A summary of 
these operations follows: 
In September, 1891, information was received at these headquarters 
from various sources that armed parties bad crossed the Rio Grande, 
below Fort Ringgold, into Mexico, to attempt a revolution. Troops 
were sent out from the three posts on the lower Rio Grande, Forts 
Brown, McIntosh, and Ringgold, and instructed to scout the country 
up and down the river, and to arrest any armed parties found violat-
ing the neutrality laws~ The troops did not encounter any of the revo-
lutionists, but the scouting party sent out from Fort Ringg.old ascer-
tained that a body of men, about sixty in number, under command of 
Garza, had crossed the Rio Grande into Mexico on the night of Sep-
tember 15, and that the Mexican troops engaged with this body of 
revolutionists on September 16, routed them, and drove them back to 
this side. 
Scouting parties were continually,kept in the field searching for vio-
lators of the neutrality laws without any material result until Decem-
ber 21, when detachments from Troop O, Third Cavalry, and Company 
E, Eighteenth Infantry, from Fort Ringgold, met with a party of revolu-
tionists at Retamal Springs. The officers present with the detach-
ments were Capt. J. G. Bourke, Third Cavalry, commanding, and Sec-
ond Lieut. C. E. Hays, Eighteenth Infantry. Skirmishes took place 
between the detachments and revolutionists on December 21 and 22, 
resulting in the scattering of the revolutionists_. In the fight of Decem-
ber 22 Corp. Charles H. Edstrom, Troop C, Third Cavalry, was killed, 
and Second Lieut. Charles E. Hays, Eighteenth Infantry~ and Private 
David Loyd, Troop C, Tilird Cavalry, were slightly wounded. 
In the latter part of December Troops A, D, I, and K, Third Cavalry, 
were ordered from Fort Sam Houston for field service in the disturbed 
. district. Troop A, First Lieut. W. D. Beach Third Cavalry, com-
manding, and Second Lieut. W. 0. Short, Sixth Cavalry, attached, and 
Troop D, Captain G. F. Chase, Third Cavalry, commanding, First 
Lieut. J. W. Heard, Third Cavalry, and Second Lieut. G-. W. Cole, 
Seventh Cavalry, attached, were ordered to report to the commanding 
officer Fort Ringgold. Troop I, First Lieut. J. T. Knight, Third Cav-
alry, commanding, and Second Lieut. R. 0. Williams, First Cavalry, 
attached, and Troop K, Capt. G. K. Hunter, Third Cavalry, command-
ing, First Lieut. J. T. Dickman, Third Cavalry, and Second Lieut. J. 
F. Madden, Fifth Infantry, attached, were ordered to report to the 
commanding officer Fort McIntosh. Lieut. Heard joined his troop in 
t~e field a~out the middle of January, having surrendered an unex-
pired portion of a leave of absence. Lieut. Dickman joined his troop 
in the field about February 3, having requested a relief from a detail 
as special regimental recruiting officer. 
On December 29, Troops A and G, Thµ-d Cavalry, and a civil posse, 
encountered a party of revolutionists at the Rendado ranch, numbering 
about two hundred and commanded by Catarina E. Garza. The troop 
engaged this party, dispersed them, and captured one of the revolu-
ti?ni t . The officers pr_e ent with these troops were: Troop A, First 
L~eut. W. D. Beach, Third Cavalry, and Second Lieut. W. 0. Short, 
Sixth Cavalry, attached; Troop G, Capt. Francis Ha,rdie, Third Cav-
alry, commanding. 
The troop were in the field continuously during the winter until 
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withdrawn in the latter part of March. A continuous b:rief of their 
operations and the action taken at these headquarters durmg the c~m-
paign against the revolutionists was made and forward_ed from time 
to time for the information of the M~jor-General Commandmg the Army. 
On the 14th of July last, I accepted the invitation of his excellency, 
Governor James S. Hogg, to visit Austin during the encampment there 
of the Texas State Guard. 
Through the courtesy of the International and Great Northern R~il-
road a battalion of the Twenty-third Infantry, Light Battery F, Third 
Artillery (Burbank's), and a squadron of the Third Cavalry, two tro~ps, 
D and K, under Maj. L. T. Morris, Third Cavalry, were enabled, with-
out cost for transportation to the Government, to attend the encamp-
ment referred to. The foot troops were moved by rail and the mounted 
troops marched to Austin, the entire force of regulars, under command 
of Col. J. J. Coppinger, Twenty-third Infantry. 
The association of State troops and regulars here as elsewhere has, 
I consider, been most adva.,ntageous to both, and while daily visiting 
the several camps, generally with the governor, I was glad to note the 
constant improvement and progress of the State Guard, as also the 
deep interest taken by our officers and noncommissioned officers, who 
were detailed with the several State organizations to instruct and aid 
them in their drills, parades, ceremonies, and camp duties. Their efforts 
have been handsomely acknowledged by Governor Hogg and his adju-
tant-general who, with the other State, general, staff, and regimental 
officers, accorded to us all a cordial welcome and unbounded hospitality. 
On the 25th of August I attended the department annual rifle com-
petition at Fort Clark, on the Las Moras, and on the 26th presented the 
War Department medals to the successful competitors. The officers 
and soldiers displayed a satisfactory interest in this most important. 
duty. The scores for this year are superior to those of last year, and 
the department statistics indicate a steady progress. When the new 
magazine rifle shall have been adopted and supplied I feel sure a 
further marked improvement will result. 
Under the requirements of General Orders, No. 80, dated Head-
quarters of the Army, October 5, 1891, I submit with this a statement 
in detail of work accomplished in the several lyceums at posts in this 
department. Many of the papers prepared and read by officers at our 
post lyceums are of special interest and real value, and copies should 
be filed at regimental headquarters with their authors' records. . The 
adoption by the War Department of some such arrangement would, 
I think, be a healthy stimulus, and urge to increased efforts officers 
who have already, by extensive reading and careful research, submitted 
at post lyceums most creditable essays on military subjects. These 
should not be lost to the service, as is now the case, and unless copies 
of such papers are preserved with other official records proper credit 
is not likely to be awarded to deserving authors. 
Inviting attention to the reports of the judge-advocate of the de- 1 
partment, submitted herewith, I am glad to report a steady decrease 
in the number of trials by general courts-martial and in the number of 
desertions. · 
Some eleven years ago, when called upon as a department com-
mander to suggest the best remedy or means to prevent the evil of 
desertion, I then suggested remedial measures and have since had no 
occasion to change the views then held. We must give the soldier 
as we give the officer, something to live for-something to look forward 
to and hope for-" promotion," with its accompanying advantages of 
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increased pay. If our first sergeants received at least $40 instead of $20 
per month, intelligent young men of character would strive for such 
posi~ions. The pay of duty sergeants and corporals should be measur- _ 
ably increased, and the ranks of our companies would be always full 
of the best material. With this change in our laws, and $100 rewari'd 
given for any convictect deserter, I believe desertions in our ·.Army 
would be reduced to the minimum. 
The reports of the department inspector show the garrisons to be in 
a very satisfactory condition of discipline and efficiency, Our Army is 
conceded to be of good material, well fed, well clothed, well paid, and 
soon to be well armed, but the proper development of its physical con-
diti~ will never approach that obtained in other armies until every 
post has its gymnasium and physical training ground. I can conceive 
of no more important suggestion to the Major-General Commanding 
than to ask his recommendation that these be ordered and constructed 
at f-tn early date. Gymnastic training would vary the tedious mo-
notony of drillR and exercises that, when once learned by tbe recruit, 
can not always retain his interest; if one-half the time now devoted to 
company drill could be given to gymnastic instruction, our soldiers 
would not only be better prepared physically for service in the field, but 
the discontent, a frequent cause of desertion, that more or less per-
vades our ranks, could be greatly lessened, if not ultimately remm:ed. 
England and France have followed Germany in the matter of physical 
training of troops, and in striving for a perfection earnestly desired by 
our officers and soldiers we should not, in this most important instruc-
tion, remain too far behind them all. · 
Attention is invited to the accompanying detailed reports* of the 
department staff, whose duties have been most satisfactorily performed; 
they are as follows: 
Lieut. Col. James P. Martin, assistant adjutant-general. 
Maj. Peter D. Vroom, inspector-general. . 
Capt. Harvey C. Carbaugh, acting judge-advocate. 
Lieut. Col. George B. Dandy, chief quartermaster. 
Capt. Wells Willard, chief commissary of subsistence. 
Maj. Calvin DeWitt, surgeon, acting ,medical director. 
Lieut. Col. Charles M. Terrell, chief paymaster. 
Maj. Clarence E. Dutton, chief ordnance officer. 
The report of First Lieut. John E. Myers, Third Artillery, inspector 
of small arms practice of the department, will be forwarded in due time. 
First Lieut. John S. Mallory, Second Infantry, aide-de-camp, has per-




The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U.S . .ARMY, 
. Washington, D. 0. 
*Omitted. 
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REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE U.S. CAVALRY AND LIGHT 
ARTILLERY SCHOOL. 
FOR1' RILEY, KANS., September 12, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit my annual
1 
report of the progress 
and wants of this school. The troops serving here and composing the 
school consist of eight troops of cavalry, namely: A, B, 0, D, E, G, I, 
and K, Seventh Cavalry, and three batteries of light artillery, namely: 
A and F of the Second and F of the Fourth Artillery. The cavalry is 
divided into two squadrons of four troops each, under the command ?f 
Majs. S. M. Whitside and T. A. Baldwin, Seventh Cavalry. The artil-
lery is organized into a battalion under the command of Maj. W. F. 
Randolph, Third Artillery. The above-meutionetl officers and myself 
compose the school staff provided for in the third paragraph of General 
Orders No. 17, Adjutant-General's Office, current series, with First 
Lieut. J. F. Bell, adjutant Seventh Cavalry, as secretary. 
There are also situated at the post two minor schools of instruction, 
consisting of a, company of instruction of the hospital corps under com· 
mand of Maj. John Van R. Hoff, surgeon U.S. Army, and of a detach-
ment of instruction of the Signal Corps, commanded by First Lieut. J. 
E. Maxfield, Signal Corps. Both these schools are ably and admirably 
conducted, and the men instructed in them will form exceedingly valu-
able adjuncts in the carrying out of the combined operations of cavalry 
and light artillery. 
At about the time the order (above mentioned) establishing this 
school arrived, the troops here were busily engaged upon the new drill 
regulations of their respective arms, just received. lVIaj. Whitside was 
absent on leave of absence and Maj. E. B. Williston, Third Artillery, 
the then commanding officer of the light artillery battalion, bad been 
ordered relieved (by Special Orders, No. 75, Adjutant-General's Office, 
current series), but his · successor had not been designated. It was 
therefore impracticable to convene the school staff as required by 
paragraph 9, General Orders, No. 17, to prepare a scheme of instruc-
tion, a,nd it was concluded best to continue, without a set scheme, the 
instruction (already begun) which is required by paragraph 7 of this 
order which establishes the school. _ 
This conclusion was also based upon the·fact that I was at that time, 
from a lack of knowledge of the new drill regulations, unable to deter-
mine how much time would be required for the proper instruction of 
my command in the different parts thereof, when taken in connection 
with other demands upon it. The wisdom of this conclusion has been 
confirmed by results. Maj. Randolph joined this cornmq,nd June 11, 
1892, and consequently had barely time to make himself ar,quainted 
with the status of affairs when two other members of the school staff 
were ordered detached on court-martial duty and continue absent 
thereon. Thus it may be seen that it might not· only have been im-
practicable to adhere to any scheme determmecl upon by the staff, but 
it was actually not possible for the staff to intelligently formulate one. 
Upon this account and in order to better comply with the requirements 
of General Orders, No. 29, Adjutant-General's Office, current series, 
received during April, it was determined to continue with the separate 
instruction of each arm "in the special duties of its own arm," without 
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attempting to prepare a scheme for combined operations until later in 
the year, when more knowledge had been gained as to the time neces-
sary to complete the different portions of said instruction, and until the 
school staff could be convened with a full attendance. 
It is intended when the absent majors return to formulate a 
scheme as soon as practicable which will be submitted in a supple-
mentary report. · Though assiduous efforts have been made the cavalry 
command has not yet succeeded in covering the entire scope of the 
drill regulations, regimental and brigade drill, a few of the ceremonies 
and packing, not having yet received attention. Instruction in these 
subjects will be given this fall. · 
The riding hall having been completed, drilling therein began with 
the coming of cold weather last fall, and continued throughout the 
winter until spring arrived with weather suitable for outdoor drilling. 
The drill was according to the new regulations, obtained from a few 
advance sheets and from the files of the Cavalry Journal. Since the 
coming of fair weather there have been daily drills (Saturdays and 
Sundays always excepted), which occupied the entire_ foreno\m, tw_? 
hours and a half mounted and one hour dismounted, with a daily reCI-
tation for noncommissioned officers intervening. 
Since the receipt of General Orders, No. 29, Adjutant-Gener:al's 
Office, current series, all military duties have been concentrated into 
the forenoon, the afternoon being set aside for other work. This plan 
has been found to work well. The only exception made is when the 
weather is falling and the-drill must take place in the hall, which ac-
commodates but one troop at a time.. It is then neeessary to have one 
squadron drill in the.forenoon, the other in the afternoon, the drill ex -
tending from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m. 
During the winter and early spring there was had for officers and 
men theoretical instruction in the drill regulations, signaling, cavalry 
outposts, advance and rear guards, reconnoissance, etc., guard manu~l! 
small-arms · firing regulations, preliminary drills therein, and gal-
lery practice, besides the writing of essays upon military subjects 
by officers. Lyceums and post schools were conducted in accordance 
with existing orders. The veterinary surgeon has given lectures and 
practical instruction to farriers and blacksmiths. Instruction of troop 
litter-bearers has continued weekly throughout the year. Practical 
instruction in signaling was imparted to both officers and men by the 
signal officer on duty here. The cavalry troops went into camp, one 
squadron at a time, for instruction in target practice. Each squadron 
was detached from the post while in camp and had no.other duties but 
to conduct the annual practice. Such ti.me as could not, on account of 
unfavorable weather, be profitably employed in shooting was devoted 
to instruction in the new drill regulations. Instruction in this target 
camp continued from May 1, to July 23. Much practical knowledge 
and valuable training for field service is gained in these camps, aside 
from the advantages they afford for conducting the annual target 
.practice. 
Before proceeding to any recommendations concerning the wants 
of the school ~ome remarks may be very appropriately made touching 
certain conditions now existing which must necessarily have a marked 
influence upon it and upon which its wants are based. 
In a sche!Ile of organization formerly submitted by me, now doubt-
le. son file m the office of the Adjutant-General, it will be found that 
I ugge ted the cavalry sub chool should consist of twelve troops, not 
more than two of which were to be of the same regiment; that the com-
/ 
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mandant of the school be a colonel of cavalry, selected and detached 
from his regiment ; and that the secretary be specially detailed from 
the cavalry arm for this duty. . 
The order prescribing the organization of the school requires the 
cavalry portion to "consist of one regiment of caval~y (as_ nearly ag 
practicable)" whose colonel is to be commandant and its adJutant sec-
retary. It is' therefore assumed that, of course, one of the regula~ls 
organized cavalry reo-iments now existing is meant, and that, were its 
field officers all pres:nt on duty with it, the lieutenant-colonel ~011;ld 
naturally become the director of the subschool of cavalry, while its 
squadrons would fall to the command of its majors. 
The concentration of an entire regiment into one command would be 
of great and undoubted value to its esprit and personnel_ were its in-
struction and discipline properly pushed and persevered m~ but to so 
locate one regiment, when all others must be more or less widely scat-
tered, seems hardly a fair apportionment of opportunity for improve-
ment, since it would be many years before all regiments in the service 
could thus obtain any advantage from the school. 
Further than this, it is also assumed that the primary object sought 
in establishing this school was not so much to directly benefit one reg-
imen"'.i at a time as to secure a successful and permanent establishment 
of a school where facilities might be furnished for keeping pace with 
the military advancement of the time and where every apparent ad-
vance in the art of war as applied to mounted troops might be given a 
practical test, whose results could be published and discussed for the 
benefit of all. 
Upon these assumptions the following remarks and suggestions are 
based. 
To have the cavalry portion of the school consist of a regiment ap-
pears to me subject to the following objections: 
"'\Vhen the regiment changes station, as in time it must, all officers 
and men well acquainted with the methods and details of conducting 
the school depart with it. The regiment succeeding to the duty must 
begin de novo, and without experienced assistance or trained exa,_mple 
work out its own salvation. Each regiment, pursuing its own ideas, 
would hardly get a system established before being replaced by an-
other with different ideas and systems. It is scarcely possible, uuder 
these conditions, to ever succeed in securing the establishment of a 
continuous, permanent school of instruction. 
The troops of the departing regiment being seldom stationed at the 
same post with those of other regiments, the training received in the 
school would not result in the advantage of becoming a possible leaven 
for other organizations. 
The colonel, the lieutenant-colonel, the majors, or the adjutant might 
be unsuited to the duties which would fall to their lot, for although 
the ordi:ir permits the assignment of "other" officers to duty at the 
school, it is not thought probable that any of the above-mentioned offi-~ 
cers would in this manner be supplanted and deprived of duties nat-
urally theirs by existing orders. Even though entirely unfitted therefor, 
it would be of questionable benefit to the service and ruinous to regi-
mental esprit to thus supplant them in their duties . 
.Attainments and qualities of a particular kind are essential to make 
a good and successful comma,ndant or secretary of a young and un-
formed school. Not every really good regimental adjuta,nt possesses 
those requisite for the latter position, and even if he did he could not, 
at this post, sufficiently perform the duties of regimental adjutant, sec-
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retary, ·and also those of post adjutant, including the appurtenances 
in the way of duty now usually attached to that position. 
It would become necessary to select a post adjutant, while it would 
surely be of much greater importance to select an officer to perform the 
duties of secretary of the school. 
Though gratified that so much of ·the plan of organization formerly 
.submitted by me has been incorpor2ted into the order of establishment, 
I am so convinced that the regimental organization is not best adapted 
to promote the interests of the school, if it be desired to put it on a per-
manent basis, that I will again venture another suggestion, less radical 
in its departure from the present plan than my former one, for compos-
ing the personnel of the subschool of cavalry, as follows: 
Let it consist of three regularly organized squadrons, of four troops 
each, from three different regiments. Keep these squadrons supplied 
at all times, by detail if necessary, with a full complement of officers 
from th~ir own regiments. Let the detail of each squadron extend 
through three years, one squadron on1y being changed each year. In 
this manner there will always be at the school two squadrons well ac-
quainted with the methods and plan of instruction, by whose example 
the newly arriving could profit. Select the commanding officer, the 
· secreta,ry, and the director of the subschool of cavalry from the colo-
nels, the first lieutenants1 and the lieutenant-colonel§, respectively, of 
the cavalry service, irrespective of the regiments represented at the 
time in the school. If they~can be obtained from regiments not so rep-
resented, so much the better. 
Under these conditions regimental commanders would be enabled to 
select from their regiments those officers and troops best suited to profit 
by instruction in the school. The squadron esprit and competition 
naturally arising would result in great advantage to the school. 
In twelve years' time at least one squadron from each regiment now in 
the service would have bad an opportunity to profit from the scho?l, an~ 
1 the instruction of these squadro:q.s, continually returning to their regi-
ments, should certainly exert some influence for good upon the rest .. 
Should this plan be adopted it would become necessary to provide 
the four cavalry stables, two field officers' quarters, five . double sets of 
officers' quarters, and the general mess and quarters for single officers 
as contemplated in the plan of the post. Separate plans for all these 
buildings have already been approved and are, presumably, now on 
file in the office of the Quartermaster-General. 
Considering the scho.ol as it now exists, I would respectfully sub-µiit 
the following remarks and recommendations: 
The school year should begin January 10 and end December 20r 
leaving a short vacation between for the preparation of reports, etc. 
The order requires one-half of the year to be devoted to combined ma-
neuvers, leaving only one-half to separate instruction. Considering the 
amount of time annually required for target practice-a part of the 
separate instruction of each arm-the balance of six months left is to-
tally inadequate for efficient and thorough instruction in the " special 
duties of each arm." It is certainly unreasonable to expect successful 
work in combination unless the factors of the combination have been 
well instructed separately. It is therefore my opinion that at least nine 
month, of the year should be assigned to separate instruction, the 
other three being devoted to problems fm: the two arms and combined 
maneuvers dependent thereon. 
Two of the eight troops stationed here are under orders for Fort 
Sheridan and but one is ordered h&e in their stead. There will be 
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ample facilities left for the accommodation of another troop, and it is 
recommended that another be sent from somewhere in order that each 
squadron may consist of four troops, which is the squadron organiza-
tion best suited to convenient instruction and to the needs of the school. 
It is recommended that another cavalry field officer be ordered here, 
preferably a lieutena,nt-colonel, t o act as director of the subscbool of 
cavalry. There are at present but two field officers here, majors, and 
each being in command of a squadron it is not consid~red t o be for ~be 
best interest of the school that any officer should, besides commandrng 
his own squadron, also act as director of the subschool, and thereby 
possess a supervisory control over the other squadron. 
V\Thenever it shall become necessary or proper to relieve the t roops 
now stationed here it is recommended that they be relieved, the cavalry 
one squadron, aJJd the. artillery one battery, at a t ime, so that the 
troops succeeding them may not be entirely unfamiliar with the work 
of the school without experienced assistance to aid in mastering 
methods and details. 
There should be a full complement of officers and men on duty with 
the troops at all times. It seems to me hardly necessary to produce 
any argument on tbis subject. Already, according to regulations and 
special authority, the batteries stationed here will have always with 
them not only a full complement of officer s, but are allowed to keep 
constantly on hand a supply of recruits over and above their maximum 
allowance in order to guard against falling below this maximum 
strength. Discriminations, not necessitated by differing conditions, in 
favor of either subschool can not be for t he best interest of tke whole. 
Since it is apparently impracticable to keep the troops stationed here 
full of officers from their own regiment it is recommended that a suffi-
cient number of young officers (preferably unmarried.ones on account of 
shortage of officers' quarters) to :fill the troops be ordered for duty here 
from other regiments. During the current year so many officers whose 
troop8 are here have been on detached service, permanently away on de-
tail and ordered away temporarily, that frequently troops have been 
left entirely without officers and several times there has been only one 
officer to a troop available for duty. Both majors are now, at a time 
of the year when their squadrons most need their attention, absent on 
court-martial duty. 
It is a significant fact that at scarcely any time since the order es-
tablishing the school has been 1mblished have all the officers compos-
ing the school staff, as specified in that order, been available for duty 
in connection therewith. 
It is probable that the Government has no military reservation with 
a greater variety in its physical features or better adapted by nature to 
the needs of problems and military maneuvers than is this one. No 
better place could be found to assemble contiguous garrisons for fall 
maneuvers, in accordance with the suggestion contai11.ed in General 
Orders, No. 29, Adjutant-General's Office, current series, tha,n this post, 
but in order to make it possible to plan these problems and maneu-
vers on paper, and to facilitate their execution, it is absolutely neces 
sary to have made an accurate topographical map of the reservation. 
It is strongly recommended that a suitable person be sent here to make 
such a map and that it be then published. 
The Fort Monroe and Fort Leavenworth schools each receive a spe-
cial appropriation from Congress with which to provide such necessities 
as can not be obtained from the supply departments. A like appropri-
ation is equally needed here. A necessity of the above kind is a good 
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printing plant. Progress in all instruction at the school has been ex-
ceedingly satisfactory and gratifying. Great credit is due all officers 
of this command, cavalry, artillery, and staff, for cheerful and close at-
tention to their duties, for the great interest manifested in them, 3:nd 
for intelligent cooperation in every effort to secure efficient instruction 
and correct drill. No commanding officer could ask or expect more 
satisfactory assistance from, or better, subordinates. . 
In conclusion I have only to invite attention to the report* of the ~1-
rector of the subschool of light artillery, hereto appended. I concur 1n 
all the recommendations made therein. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAMES W. FORSYTH, 
Colonel Seventh Cavalry, Cornrnandant. 
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U.S. ARMY, 
Wcishington, D. C. 
REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE U. S. INFANTRY AND 
CAVALRY SCHOOL. 
FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANS., Augiist 1, 1892. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the 
United States Infantry and Cavalry School for the first school year 
commencing September 1, 1891, and ending May 31, 1892. 
The student class a§ such reported for duty at the school September 
1, 1891, and was composed of the following named officers: 
2cl Lieut. Henry A. Barber, 1st Cav. 
2d Lieut. P. D. Lochridge, 2c1 Cav. 
2d Lieut. Malvern-Hill Barnum, 3d Cav. 
2d Lieut. Michael M. McNamee, 3d Cav. 
2d Lieut. 'fhoruas H. Slavens, 4th Cav. 
2d Lieut. Stephen H. Elliott, 5th Cav. 
2d Lieut. Francis H. Beach, 6th Cav. 
2c1 Lieut. William F. Clark, 7th Cav. 
2c1 Lieut. Charles C. Walcutt,jr., 8thCav. 
1st Lieut. Montgomery D. Parker, 9th Cav, 
2d Lieut. Alexander L. Dade, 10th Cav. 
1st Lieut. Nat. P. Phister, 1st Infy. 
1st Lieut. Henry H. Benham, 2d lnfy. 
2d Lieut. Frank G. Kalk, 3d Infy. 
2d Lieut. Austin H. Brown, 4th Infy. 
2d Lieut. Robert W. Rose, 5th Infy. 
2d Lieut. William C. Bennett, 6th Infy. 
2d Lieut. Frederick H. Sargent, 7thlnfy. 
2d Lieut. George W. Ruthers, 8th lnfy. 
2d Lieut. William A. Ca.mp bell, 9th Infy. 
2d Lieut. John M. Sigworth, 10th Infy. 
2d Lieut. Charles Miller, 11th Infy. . 
2d Lieut. Benjamin A. Poore, 12th Infy. 
2d Lieut. Michael J. O'Brien, 13th Infy. 
2d Lieut. James E. Dodge, 14th Infy. 
2d Lieut. Harold L. Jackson, 15th Infy. 
2d Lieut. James T. Anderson, 16th Infy. 
2d Lieut. Frederick S. Wild, 17thlnfy. 
2d Lieut. George W. Martin, 18th Infy. 
2d Lieut. Arthur B. Foster, 19th Infy. 
2d Lieut. Archibald A. Cabaniss. 20th 
· Infy. 
2cl Lieut. Almon L. Parmerter, 21st Infy. 
2d Lieut. William M. Swaine, 22d Infy. 
2d Lieut. Charles B. Hagadorn, 23d Infy. 
2d,Lieut. Charles E. Ta,yman, 24th Infy. 
2d Lieut. Thomas H. McGuire, 25th Infy. 
On January 9, 1891, I made application to the Adjutant-General that 
all officers of the incoming student class who had been appointed from 
civil life or who had been promoted from the ranks and who had not 
studied the subjects of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, might be 
ordered t? report at ~chool 0;11 March 1, 1891. 
The, obJect was to impart mstruction in · those branches from March 
1 to September 1, so that they might enter upon the regular course on 
more equal terms with the other members of the class. In response to 
thi application the Major-General Commanding the Army was plea ed 
"Omitted, 
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to order the following-named officers to report for such preliminary 
instructions on that date, viz : 
1st Lieut. Charles B. Thompson, 5th Inf. I 2d Lieut. H enry A. 3?arbeli', 1st Cav. 
2d Lieut. George W . Ruthers, 8th Inf. 2d Lieut. John~· S1gwo~th, 10th Inf. 
2d Lieut.ArchibahlA. Caban iss, 20th Inf. 2d Lieut . Frederick S. Wild, 17th Inf. 
2d Lieut . Charles E . Tayman, 24th Inf. 
The following-na~ed officers reported for preliminary inst~uction)n 
mathematics on the dates set opposite their names: Second Lieut. Wil-
liam U. Bennett, Sixth Infantry, August 1, 1891; Second Lieut. Thomas 
H . McGuire, Twenty-fifth Infant~y, August 16, 1891. Of these officers, 
First Lieut. (now captain and assistant quartermaster) Charles B. 
Thompson, Fifth Infantry, was relieved from duty at the school July 
8, 1891, and another officer, Second Lieut. Robert W. Rose, Fifth In-
fantry, was selected to represent his regiment. 
In consequence of numerous changes in the original detail, a number 
of officers who would undoubtedly have been selected to take the pre-
liminary course, and who would have been greatly benefited therebr, 
were detailed so late in the year as to preclude any opportunity to avail 
t hemselves of this advantage. · 
The result of the experiment has been most encouraging. Not one 
of the officers selected for preliminary instruction in mathematics has 
been found deficient in the studies dependent thereon, while several, 
who labored under the same disadvantages and who did not receive 
their orders sufficiently early, but reported September 1, have not been 
so fortunate. I am convinced that this preliminary instruction should 
be cont inued at least until every officer who is appointed to the .Army 
is required to pass such an examination in those subjects that will en-
able him to take up at once the school course, should he be selected as 
a student officer. 
I am also of the opinion that January 1 is preferable to March 1, and 
would, therefore, recommend, if considered practicable, that that date 
be selected. 
Herewjth inclosed are indorsements o.n circular letters* (marked Ap-
pendices A and B) sent by the secretary of the school to a number of 
officers of the class, especially those taking the preliminary course, ask-
ing an expression of opinion as to its value to them. Their views, in-
dorsed upon the letter, clearly indicate the great success of the experi-
ment and fully warrant its continuance. 
Upon the assembling of the class, September 15, 1891, one member 
thereof was found to be absent therefrom without leave, viz, Second 
Lieut. J ames E. Dodge, Fourteenth Infantry. This officer had reported 
to me some days previously, and upon September 12 applied for two 
days' leave of absence to go to St. Louis, Mo. H e did not return at the 
expirat ion of his leave of absence, and nothing was heard of him until 
it was reported in the newspapers that he had been arrested in Hanni-
bal, Mo., under an assumed name for being concerned in a criminal 
action. He was ident ified by an officer sent from Fort Leavenworth, 
and remained in the custody of the civil authorities until March 18, 
1892, when .he was brought to this post to be tried by general court-
martial. H e has been so tried and is now awaiting the promulgation 
of the findings and sentence in his case. In the meantime another offi-
cer, Second Lieut. E . T. Winston, was detailed from the Fourteenth 
Infantry in his place, and Lieut. Dodge has taken no part whatever in 
the school course. Lieut. Winston reported October 22, 1891, and has 
continued with the class since that time. 
*Omitt~. 
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Since September 1, 1891, the following-named student officers have 
been relieved from further duty as such and assigned elsewhere: First 
Lieut. Austin H. Brown, Fourth Infantry, January 27, 1892, having 
been detailed as assistant instructor in drawing at the United States 
Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.; First Lieut. Montgomery D. 
Parker, Ninth Cavalry, February 16, 1892, being unable to proceed 
with the claJiS on account of serious affection of the eyes; Second 
Lieut. Thomas H. McGuire, Twenty-fifth Infantry, March 29, 1892, on 
account of continued ill-health which would entirely prevent him from 
continuing t4e course of study. . . 
In regaTd to the first-named case I would Tespectfully state that the 
separation-of a student officer from the school after he has commenced 
the course should not occur, except on account ·of unavoidable circum-
stances. I have reason to believe however that the order in this case 
was issued under a misapprehension, and that it is not likely to occur 
again. 
During the month of January, 1892, the semiannual examination of 
the student cl~ss took place in the studies pursued since September 1, 
1891, viz: Military Art (Shaw's Elements of Modern Tactics); Engi-
neering (Johnson's Surveying); Law (Constitutional Law). 
The following-named officers were declared deficient by the school 
staff in the subJects set opposite their names: Second Lieut. T. H. 
McGuire, Twenty-fifth Infantry, in military art an'a. engineering; Sec-
ond Lieut. George W. Martin, Eighteenth Infantry, in military art and 
engineering; Second Lieut. E. T. Winston, Fourteenth Infantry, in 
military art; Second Lieut. Harold L. Jackson, Fifteenth Infantry, in 
military art; Second Lieut. John M. Sigworth, Tenth Infantry, in mili-
tary art. They were reexamined twenty days thereafter, in accord-
ance with paragraph 48, school regulations, and declared proficient. 
The annual examination took place in the month of June, and the 
following officers were declared deficient by the school staff in the sub-
jects set opposite their names, respectively: Second Lieut. G. W. Mar-
tin, Eighteenth Infantry, in military art (Home's Precis of Modern 
Tactics) and engineering (Richard's Military Topography) ; Second 
Lieut. H. L. Jackson, Fifteenth Infantry, in military art (Home's Pre.cis 
of Modern Tactics); Second Lieut. W. A. Campbell, Ninth Infantry, 
in military art (Home's Precis of Modern Tactics); Second Lieut. J. 
M. Sigworth, Tenth Infantry, in military art (Home's Pre.cis of Mo\iern 
Tactics). They were also reexamined twenty days thereafter, and the 
following-named officers were again by the school staff declared de-
ficient: Second Lieut. George W. Martin, Eighteenth Infantry, and 
Second Lieut. Harold L. Jackson, Fifteenth Infantry. 
In accordance with paragraph 48 a special report of the action of 
the school staff in these cases has been submitted for the action of the 
Major-General Commanding the Army. 
During the school year the course of study as laid down in the school 
regulations has been closely adhered to, and in addition the new drill 
regulations have been included. This was made necessary by their 
adoption since the advent of the class. It is presumed that succeeding 
cla ses will be fully instructed therein before coming to the school, 
whe1;1, of course, the recitations in this subject will form no part of the 
curriculum, at least up to and including the school of the battalion. 
The following is a synopsi of the work in the different departments, 
the details of which will be found in the reports* of the heads thereof, 
herewith inclosed. 
•t>mitted, 
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DEP .A.RTMENT OF MILITARY .A.RT. 
This department has been continuously under the charge of Lieut. 
Col. Jacob Kline, Ninth Infantry The course as carried out has been 
eminently satisfactory both to instructors and students, as also to the 
commandant. I can not too highly commend the ability and zeal of 
Col. Kline and his assistants in so thoroughly carrying out my wishes 
in this direction. In regard to the officers found deficient in this course 
and in the course of engineering upon reexamination, a special report 
has been made as required and more particularly referred to in a pre-
vious part of this report. The recommendations of Col. Kline are sub-
stantially concurred in by me, but should be fully considered by the 
full staff before being adopted. 
Capt. A. L. Wagner, Sixth Infantry, one of the assistant instructors 
of this department is now at Cumberland, Md., by authority of the 
War Department, engaged in preparing a work on the subject of 
"Minor Tactics," for the use of the school and .Army, It is hoped that 
this will be ready to put in tbe hands of the next class. Capt. G. S. 
Wilson, Twelfth Infantry, has been acting in place of Capt. Wagner, 
and together wit,h Lieuts. W. A. Shunk, Eighth Cavalry, and Charles 
H. Barth, Twelfth Infantr.,r, have been the assistant instructors in this 
department. 
DEPARTMENT OF INFANTRY. 
This department, also under the charge of Lieut. Qo1. Jacob Kline, 
Ninth Infantry, bas bad for assistant instructors Capt. George S. Wil-
son, Twelfth Infantry; Capt. John F. Stretch, Tenth Infantry, and 
Capt. James Fornance, Thirteenth Infantry 
Since January the course of instruction bas been con.fined to the new 
drill regulations for officers belonging to that arm. · Satisfactory 'prog-
ress has been made therein. Practical exercises, it is expected, will 
take place therein during this _summ~r. 
DEPARTMENT OF CA.VALRY. 
This department has been in charge of Maj Camillo C. C. Carr, Eighth 
Cavalry, sin_ce the departure of Lieut. Col. G. B. Sanford, Nmth Cav-
alry, August 11, 1891. 
The course of studies has been by lectures by Dr. Hunter, veterinary 
surgeon, and recitations in the section room in bippology and the new 
cavalry drill regulations. To this has been added practical work in the 
field The progress in this Depa,rtment has been satisfactory in the 
highest degree and reflects the greatest credit upon the instructor in 
charge. The assistants in this Department have b~en: Capt. Francis 
Moore, Ninth Cavalry; Capt. John B. Babcock, Fifth Cavalry, and 
Capt. Samuel M. Swigert, Second Cavalry, who have thoroughly devoted 
themselves to their duties. · 
I fully concur in the recommendations of Maj. Carr with regard to the 
"papier-mache horse," and if it is not required at the United States 
Military Academy it would be of great use here and I would be very 
glad to have it. 
DEP .A.RTMEN.T OF ENGINEERING. 
This department was in charge of First Lieut. If. L. Ripley, Third 
Cavalry, as instructor, from September 1, 1891, to March 1, 1892, when, 
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at his own request, he was relieved from that duty and returned to bis 
regiment. During the time Lieut. Ripley was at the head of the ~e-
partment it was conducted to my entire satisfaction, and it was with 
much regret that I saw him depart. 
First Lieut. W. D. Beach, Third Cavalry, was detailed in place of 
Lieut. Ripley and has had charge since March 1, 1892. I am much 
gratified at the progress of the class in this department, which is en-
tirely _ due to the ability of the instructor and his assistants. 
A building for the use of this department is very much needed. 
There are no proper facilities for a drawing academy or rooms for well 
carrying out the course in photography. There is no suitable room for 
t he care of the instruments required in this department, which are very 
valuable and delicate. I would request that the building at the post 
and now used as a depot commissary storehouse ma,y be turned over to 
me to be used as above indicated. It is admirably situated for the pur-
pose and could be very easily adapted for any school use. 
A depot commissary is not required here a.ny more than at any other 
military_post. He was left here when department headquarters moved 
to St. Louis. It is understood that the present depot commissary, Maj. 
·&. T. Cushmg, C. S., expects to be ordered to another post in -course of 
:a few months, and in such event I would r13quest that the depot be 
abandoned and the buildings turned over to the post. 
DEPAR'.I.'MENT OF L.A. W, 
This department has been in the continuous charge of Capt. J. M. J. 
Sanno, Seventh Infantry, during the past year. 
Constitutional law was studied previous to January, 1892, and inter-
national law between January and June. During the coming year the 
course of military law will be taken up, so that the law course will be 
completed as required by the school regulations. 
In this course, First Lieut. R. K. Evans, Twelfth Infantry, First 
Lieut. E. P. Andrus, Fifth Cavafry, and First Lieut. Thomas Cruse, 
Sixth Cavalry, were the assistant instructors. Lieut. Evans having 
been detailed as military attache to the United States legation at Ber-
lm, Germany, has been relieved. First Lieut. C. W. Penrose, Eleventh 
Infantry, having been ordered to duty at the school, will be assigned 
to this department for the coming year's course. 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY HYGIENE. 
The course of instruction in this department, under charge of Maj. 
John Brooke, M. D, post surgeon, during the past year, has been quite 
bnef, the important part thereof taking place during the second year. 
I anticipate a greater development than heretofore in this very important 
part of the school course. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF ARTILLERY, 
It is much to be regretted· that there will be no course in artillery for 
the pre ent class . 
. La t fall,. on account of scarcity of quarters, the light battery sta-
tioned at this post was ordered to Fort Riley, Kans. It was understood 
at the tune that this move was but temporary, that in due time new 
quarters would be built for the battery, and that one would be then 
returned to this post for station. In the meantime, that the battery 
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would march from Fort Riley to this post, so as to be here by ~ugust 
1, when the usual course of instruction of the student class m that 
department could take place. I have been informed, however, that t~is 
is not to be done, and therefore the instruction in that department will 
of necessity be omitted. I had hoped to considerably enlarge the 
course in this department by adding to it some instruction in hig~ ex-
plosives. Any infantry or cavalry officer is liable to be sent off with a 
detachment to blow up a bridge, destroy buildings, etc. He should 
know how to use the means placed at his disposal for that purpose. 
He should well understand their condition as to stability and means of 
destroying them should they appear to have become unstable and 
dangerous . 
.A.gain, it is highly valuable to have a battery liere in order that it 
may be used in the general maneuvers of the troops in which the stu-
dent class is required to take part. The tactical combination of the 
three arms is a valuable object lesson to all officers, and especially to 
the young officers at this school, probably the only place in thjs coun-
try where such instructions can be obtained. 
In view of all this I earnestly request that steps be taken to return 
a battery to the school, and that quatters, stables, etc., be erected for 
them. 
Immediately after the establishment of the system of post lyceums 
last November the secretary of the school began receiving many re-
quests for text books and other military works. This has continued 
until the present time, the amount disbursed for such professional lit-
erature being over $4,000. 
The erection of a large buildjng, sufficient to .accommodate 24 un-
married officers, was begun last fall. Owing to inclement weather 
work ceased during the winter. It is expected that it will be ready 
for occupancy before cold weather sets in, when the old barrack build-
ings, known as McPherson and Thomas halls, as well as the old hos-
pital, known as Hancock hall, may be entirely abandoned. They have 
become more and more unsanitary, and in some parts of the buildings 
it is unsafe for persons to live. They should be torn down and new 
quarters erected in their place. , 
It gives me great pleasure to call the special attention of the War 
Department to_ the ability and attention to duty shown by First Lieut. ' 
W. S. Scott, First Cavalry, secretary of the school, who has devoted 
all his energies to insure its success. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
' E. F. TOWNSEND, 
Colonel Twelfth Infantry, Commandant. 
The ADJUTANT-GENER.AL U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. O. 
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aEPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE U. S. ARTILLERY SCHOOL. 
UNITED STATES ARTILLERY SCHOOL, 
Fort Monroe, Va., September 1, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit for the information of the Major-
General Commanding the Army the following report of the United 
States Artillery School and post of Fort Monroe, for the year ending 
September 1, 1892: -
This period embraced courses of instruction in steam and mechanism, 
ballistfo machines, chemistry and explosives, electricity and mines, mil-
itary hygiene, military science, the noncommissioned officers' school, 
and practical military exercises. 
STEAM AND MECHANISM. 
The object of this course is to impart elementary instruction on the 
theory of the steam engine, boilers, the principles of mechanism and 
the transmission of power, and the nature and properties of stea.IP- as 
the source of power. Instruction was · given by text-books, lectures, 
plates, and by object lessons in the no~enclature, nature and use of 
parts, as exemplified in such mechanisms as the department is provided 
with. Through the persevering efforts of the instructor, this depart-
ment, which is new in the school, has been very well equipped for 
efficient instruction, and the course proved to be one of much interest 
and,pro:fi.t to the class. 
BALLISTIC MACHINES. 
Instruction in the use of modern chronographs and the numerical 
calculations pertaining thereto was given during the afternoons -in 
November, students attending in groups of four at a time. ·The Bon-
lenge chronograph No. 111 and the Breger-Boulenger chronograph No. 
25 were used together, about 300 velocities being taken. While the 
agreement between the two instruments was fairly good, the instructor 
expresses the opinion that the latter instrument is decidedly superior 
to the former, both as to results and the liability to get out of adjust-
ment. 
CHEMISTRY AND EXPLOSIVES . 
.A.s stated in a former report, imitruction in chemistry and explosives 
and in electricity and mines is carried on simultaneously, the class 
being divided into two sections for that purpose; the sections alternat-
ing in attendance between the two departments. This is considered a 
di ad vantage, but has been necessitated by the want of sufficient ap-
paratus for the instruction of the entire class at once, especially in the 
department of electricity and mines. 
In the course of chemistry and explo iv~s, each student officer made, 
tested, and analyzed one or more of the various explosives of each cla ;., 
from tlle ordinary gunpowder mixture to the most sensitive nitru-
gJycerin compound, particular attention being given to those explo-
sive~ which are adapted to military purposes, and especially_ to th_e 
~rVIce te t to determine their condition as to stability, etc. In add1-
t1on to laboratory work, instruction was given in the use of larger quan-
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tities of explosives in demolitions cutting down trees and pnlisadesi 
the destruction of iron and wooded beams, iron plates, railway _tracksi 
masonry, walls, etc. Experiments we~e also made to ~etermme the 
sen ibility of vHrious explosives to the impact of the se_rvice bup.et, the 
effect of confinement, and their liability to "sympathetic explosions." 
ELECTRICITY AND MINES. 
The expensive nature of the apparatus required for thorough i~strq?-
tion in electricity has made it impossible to adequately eqmp this 
department from the small annual artillery school appropriation, and 
unless some of the more expensive items can be supplied from other 
sources the department must remain unprovided with them .. Much, 
however, has been added during the past two y_ears, among :which may 
be mentioned a 200-light Edison dynamo, a 300-hght alternatmg current 
machine, a Weston volt-meter, and about 100 lamps. The methods 
pursued and the ground covered were about the same a_s heretof~re 
described, witl1 the addition of the use of such new machmes and m-
strurnents as have since been added, the object being to make the 
course tlioroughly practical. The subject is one of increasing import* 
ance to the artillery and was pursued by the class with great interest. 
MILITARY HYGIENE. 
Commencing April 8, a course of six lectures on military hygiene 
was given to the class by Maj. R. S. Vickery, post surgeon. These 
lectures embraced a, general outline of anatomy, physiology, .first aid 
to the wounded and injured, including ambulance and field service and 
action in emergencies; also preventable camp diseases and the best 
mode of guarding against them. They were illustrated by skeleton 
and plates, by exhibiting the dressings to be used in case of injury 
and showing their application. A lecture on microbes and bacteria 
and the germ origin of diseases was also given by Maj. John S. Billings, 
surgeon, U. S. Army. These lectures were inter"estirig ·and instructive 
and elicited the earnest attention of the class. The afternoons given 
to them were taken from those allotted by the programme to drills, aud 
for a short course like the· above this can be done without serious det-
riment to the courses as now arranged; but a more extended course 
can not be provided for without omitting some of the subjects now 
prescribed, and for which the school was originally designed and es-
pecially equipped. An extension of this course is not therefore recom-
mended. 
MILITARY SCIENCE. 
This subject was taken up March 15 and occupied the time until the 
end of the term, June 20. The methods employed wen~ recitation and 
discussions with the use of maps and blackboards. The text-books 
used were supplemented by the notes of the instructor, drawn from the 
most recent authorities. The campaigns of Napoleon, of our own civil 
war, the war of 1866, and the Frauco-Prussian war were studied, and 
also the principles involved in the organization, mobilization, and (·on-
centration of armies and their tactical employment. It was my i II ten-
tion to ~ave some practice in the duties of advanced guards and out-
posts, but the .country about here, beside being flat and soft in rainy 
weather, is inter8ected by numerous ·wire fences, which will general1y 
make this kind of work impracticable without going to a considerable 
distance from the post. 
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DIVISION FOR ENLISTED MEN. 
In this school noncommissioned officers and selected privates of the 
instruction batteries are given thorough practical knowledge and train-
ing in the use of an machines, instruments, and appliances connected 
with their duties, and as full a knowledge as practicable of the theories 
and principles which they involve. For this purpose a course bas been 
arranged requiring about two years to complete. Members are admit-
ted at the beginning of each term, in October and January. At the 
end of a year those who can not profitably pursue the course further 
are given a certificate by the instructor setting forth the subjects in 
which they are proficient; those wbo complete the entire course are 
given•a certificate signed by the staff of the school. 
Instruction is given by recitation, lectures, and by the actual use and 
manipulation of an the instruments, machines, etc., pertaining to their 
dutie8. This instruction has been attended with the most gratifying 
results. 1 
PRACTICAL MILI11ARY EXERCISES. 
Drills during the year included exercises in mechanical maneuvers, 
artillery target firing, target firing with small arms, and infantry bat-
talion drills. Being still without Il).Odern guns or modern material of 
any kind, artillery drills were necessarily limited to the use of the old 
material. These drills with those of last year covered the entire list of 
maneuvers prescribed for the school. Target firing with small arms 
took place during the month of May, and was limited to the 200 and 
300 yard ranges, from six to eight targets being used. 
Preparatory to the regular summer artillery firing, and to afford 
student officers some experience in ballistic firing with heavy guns, 
some experimental firing with the 8-iuch C. R. was had during the 
month of June, under the direction of Capt. S. M. Mills, instructor in 
practical exercises, assisted by the student officers. His report and 
those of Lieuts. Pal'khurst, Davis, Ruckman, and Berry show that the 
firing wa,s conducted with great care and resulted in much valuable 
information. 
The regular target firing this year being more particularly for the 
instruction of the school batteries, was conducted by battery, under 
battery commanders, Maj. H. C. Hasbrook, Fourth Artillery, director. 
Noncommissioned officers performed the duties of observers at the base 
ends and those at the plotting room. Increased interest and a better 
understanding of their duties at the guns were shown by all, and the 
result of the firing was an improvement on that of former years. 
Whistler's graphic method of using ballistic formulas was found to be 
of convenient application, and bis charts substantially correct, so far -as 
could be determined from this limited experience. 
FINAL EXERCISES. 
A board of officers consisting of Col. Edwin F. Townsend, Twelfth 
InfantrY:, Col._Loomis L. Langdon, First .Artillery, Col. John M. Wil~on, 
C?rp of Engmeer , Col. .Alfred Mordecai, Ordnance Department, First 
Lieut. Henry L. Harris, Fir t Artillery, recorder was convened to 
meet at this post on Tue day, June 21, to witness the final exercises in 
the ourse, which commenced on that day and were concluded on Fri-
d_ay, June 24. The bo:ard was in attendance throughout these exer-
CI. e ? and afforded every facility necessary to the accomplishment of its 
mlS lOil. 
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The special reports of the final action of the staff in the cases of all 
student ·officers were made by the commandant immediately after the 
conclusion of these exercises. 
LIER.A.RY. 
One hundred and twenty-three volumes have been added to the 
library during the past year, at an aggregate cost of $345.65. ~n ~ddi-
tion to a subscription to six weekly and fifteen monthly publications, 
fifty-two volumes have been contributed from different departments of 
the Government and from private individuals. 
PRINTING OFFICE AND BINDERY. 
In addition to the current work of printing orders, circulars, mstruc-
tion notes, etc., the following works have been issued or are in course 
of publication: . 
Copies. 
Lectures on explosives ( completed) Lieut. Walke ......... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 
Notes on chemical analysis, Lieut. Walke................................... 500 
Effect of wind on motion of projectiles, Lieut. Rnckman.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Essays, department of artillery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 
Whistler's graphic charts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . 500 
Numbers 1, 2, and 3, Volume I, Journal U. S. Artillery ....................... 1,550 
In course of publication: Interior Ballistfos, Capt. Ingalls. Essays, department of 
military science. Number 4-, Journal U. S. Artillery. 
BINDERY, 
~ Copies. 
Machine guns, by Capt. Mills ............................................... 1, 000 
Lectures on explosives, by Lieut. Walke.................................... 500 
Chemical analysis....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . 50Q 
Essays, department of artillery,............................................. 500 
Whistler's graphic charts ....... : ...... :.................................... 500 
Journal U. S. Artillery, three numbers ...................................... 1,550 
Volumes. 
Books for school and post libraries and instructors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . 565 
Making pads for instruction purposes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 4 
Mounting maps, charts, etc .......... ·....................................•.. 133 
Blank note books for class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 200 
Total . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 6, 422. 
S.A.NITARY CONDITION. 
The health of the command during the past year has been good. 
Buildings and grounds have been kept clean and the sanitary condition 
of the post has been as good as thorough police can make it, but the 
sewerage of the fort and of the buildings outside, especially of the ho-
tels, is very imperfect and should be improved with as little delay as 
possible. A new hospital more suitably located and affording more 
modern conveniences is much needed and has been frequently recom-
mended. The water supply for general purposes is also bad, indeed 
has become quite unfit for any purpose except flushing; but efforts are 
now being made to procure a good quality of water from other wells 
with good prospect of early success. 
DISCIPLINE. 
The bearing and conduct of the men and their attention to duty have 
. been all that could be desired. The post exchange continues to con-
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tribute to the welfare of the command; the branch of the Y. M. C .. A. 
established at this post, the Catholic Social Club, the post readmg 
room, and the recreation rooms connected with each set of barracks, all 
bave their attractions for the men, and contribute largely to their im-
provement and contentment. 
, / ' 
The average strength of the command during the period covered by this report 
was ........................................... ............... ................ 3-i-0 
Percentage of desertions . v .............................. .. ............ ::- . . . . . . 3. 5 
Discharge for disability, sentence of general court-martial, etc... .............. 32 
Discharge by expiration of service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
i~!fs~!ie~t-p~;t ·. ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: ~g 
Enlisted elsewhere for hatteries at post . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·7 
Recruits from depot, (Davids Island) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Purchased discb n r Q·e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Discharged after tbree months' furloug·h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.,.. 
Not desiring discharge after three months' furlon.~h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Transferred ....................................... ......... .. ....... ..... · .... - 5 
Of the niueteen recruits received from Davids Island few are in serv-
ice now, most of them having been discharged for one reason or another 
or have deserted. 
QUAR'l'ERS., ETC. 
During the past year two double sets ~of officers' quarters have been 
completed and three double sets are near completion; two double sets 
of noncommissioned staff quarters and a brick forage house have also 
been completed, and a new coal shed near the wharf is under construc-
tion. Extensive repairs and improvements have been made u11011 the. 
post hospital and the usual repairs upon other public buildings. Roads 
and walks have been improved and extended. 
REMARKS AND RE90MMENDATIONS. 
The artillery school is now quartered in a substantial brick building 
perfectly adapted to its wants, with large,, well-lighted, and well-venti-
lated rooms heated by steam. Its la,boratories are all fitted up in a 
very complete manner, affording largely-inereased facilities to the stu-
dent, and enabling him to do not only much better butfromone-halfto 
two-thirds more work in the same time than was possible in its former 
inadequate and unsuitable rooms with imperfect appliances. The ap-
plication of four of the most distinguished scholars of the last class to 
continue their studies at the school another year is evidence of the ad-
vanta,ges afforded by it. The plan of allowing a few of the best stu-
dents in each class, who develop a taste or talent for any of the special 
courses at the school, to continue the study of them another year is be-
!ieved to be the best method of extending the benefits of the school and 
1s recommended. Such a policy would supply the artillery with neces-
sary experts for different branches of artillery work, and provide a class 
of officers from which instructors can be selected when needed. The 
only impediment to such a course is a lack of quarters, which it is hoped 
may soon be remedied. 
A ea~ch light, 36-inch lens or greater, with portable engine uynamo 
and a F1s)re range-finder are much needed for instruction purposes in 
the electrical department. The cost of these items places them beyond 
the reach of the regular appropriation for the school and it is recom-
mended that they be provided by ~pecial appropriation or from some 
other ource. 
The importance of providing this po t with modern guns at the earli-
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e t pos ible day, in order that officers of artillery may become familiar 
with their use while going through the school, need not be enlarged 
upon here. 
The present course and its arrangement were recommended for ap-
proval after a very careful consideration and discussion of aJl the ques-
tions involved by the staff of the school and the corps of mstru?tors. 
They were approved by the Secretary of W ar7 and fo.ur years of sub-
seque_nt experience have demonstrated the wisdom of the course and 
the proper sequence of its arrangement. The difficulties which it was 
foreseen would be encountered in providing satisfactory instruction in 
some of the departments have been overcome more speedily and more 
effectually than was anticipated, and all departments may now be con-
sidered as on a basis of permanent efficiency. A fuller development of 
some of them may necessitate slight readjustments from time to time, 
but it is believed that the future growth of the school will continue 
along its present lines. 
Early in the year several members of the class expressed a desire 
to undertake the publication of an artillery journal, which should be 
a medium for the exchange of thought and the discussion of artillery 
questions by artillery officers and others interested in such questions, 
and also a means of distributing the latest information on artillery sub-
jects obtainable in this and other countries. The want of such a jour-
naJ. had long been felt, and it was thought that if the initiative were 
taken it would meet with a cordial response. The scheme was approved 
by ~he staff, and the facilities afforded by the artillery school press 
were made available to them for its publication, other. expen~es to be 
borne by the journal. Tb.rough the efforts of these officers three num-
bers have already been issued and the fourth number is in course of pub-
licat~o~. Th~se have sb.o'Yn the feas_~bility_and value of such a journal, 
and 1f 1~ ~ontm_ues to rece!ve ~he cooperati<?n and support of artillery 
officers 1t 1s believed that 1t will become an important factor in the im-
provement of the service and a valuable source of information to all. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant. 
ROYAL T. FR.ANK, 
Lieutenant-Colonel, Second Artillery, Oom1)iandant. , 
Tlre .A.DJUTAN'J.1-GENERAL U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, JJ. O. 
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SUPERINTENDENT OF THE U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY. 
HEADQUARTE~S U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, 
West Point, N. Y., September 5, 1892. 
GENERAL: As Superintendent of the U.S. Military Academy, I have 
the honor to submit the following report for the year ending August 
31,1892: 
The number of officers and instructors stationed at this post on Sep-
tember 1, 1892, was as follows: Seven professors, 53 commissioned 9:ffi-
cers (including 1 surgeon and 1 assistant surgeon), 1 swordmaster, and 
1 teacher of music. 
THE CORPS OF CADETS. 
Section 1315, Revised Statutes, provides that the Corps of Cadets 
shall consist of 1 from each Congressional district, 1 from each ·Terri-
tory, 1 from the District of Columbia, and 10 from the United States 
at large. 
Under the terms of this statute the maximum number of cadets here-
tofore authorized has been 34 7; under the apportionment based on the 
census of 1890 the maximum number after March 3, 1893, will be 371. 
The number of cadets at the Academy seldom exceeds 300, and on 
May 31, 1892, it was only 252, 2 of whom were foreigners receiving in-
struction by authority of special acts of Congress. Of these 252, 8 were 
declared deficient at the June examination and were discharged. 
It will therefore be observed that on June 1, 1892, the Corps of 
Cadets lacked 28 per cent of the number authorized by law. 
These losses are due to resignations, discharges based upon defi-
ciency, either physically or in studies, and the failure of candidates to 
pass the preliminary examination required by section 1319 of the Re-
vised Statutes. · This last cause often arises from the delay in nominat-
ing candida1ies, the young gentlemen not having sufficient time to pre-
pare themselves for the examination. 
As stated in my last annual report, I am satisfied that a further 
moderate increase of the corps will be advantageous, believing that 
the plant is amply sufficient to turn out annually a larger number of 
graduates. Such increase might well be made by restoring to the 
President of the United States the privilege of appointing 10 cadets 
each year, of which power he was deprived by the act of June 11, 1878. 
On September 1, 1891, there were 287 cadets connected with the Mili-
tary Academy. · 
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Since that date the loss has been 18 by resignation, 29 by discharge: 
2 by death, and 62 by graduation. . 
The gain has been 114 admitted as new cadets, making at present a 
total number of 290 belonging to the corps, 5 of whom were admitted 
September 1, 1892. 
This number includes 1 cadet from Switzerland and 1 from Central 
America, who are receiving instructions at the Academy by authority 
of joint resolutions of Congress. 
THE PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION FOR ENTRANCE TO THE ACADEMY.-
Section 1319 of the Revised Statutes provides that appointees shall 
be examined :under regulations to be prescribed from time to time by 
the Secret,ary of War before they shall be admitted to the Academy, 
and shall be well versed in reading, writing, and arithmetic and have a 
knowledge of the elements of English grammar, of descriptive geogra-
phy, particularly of the United States, and of the history of the United 
States. 
·under the regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, each can-
didate is subjected to a very thorough physical _ examination, and the 
large percentage of failures to pass these physical examinations appears 
almost remarkable; of 185 youths who presented themselves before 
various examining boards throughout the United States on March 1, 
1892, 39 (nearly 22 per cent) were declar~d physically disqualified by 
the medical officers and were not permitted to appear for mental exami-
nation. 
Up to September 1, 1891, the preliminary examinations for entrance 
to the Academy took place at West Point, N. Y. . 
In my last annual report I urged that these examinations be con-
ducted away from the Academy, giving as my reasons that it would 
be greatly to the advantage of the candidates, who upon arriving here 
were always placed at more or less disadvantage on account of their 
surroundings, their absence from home and being entirely unaccus-
tomed to the rules and methods of discipline to which they are, at 
once, necessarily subjected; moreover, the unsuccessful candidates 
would thus be spared the expense of the journey to West Point. 
Based upon this recommendation and its approval by the Board of 
Visitors for 1891, the Hon. Secretary of War ordered boards to be con-
vened on March 1, 1892, at various points throughout the United 
States, before which candidates were directed to appear for physical 
and mental examination. 
The physical examination was made by surgeons of the U. S. Army 
in accordance with detailed instructions from the War Department. 
The mental examination was in writing, the questions having been pre-
pared )n advance under the direction of the academic board of the 
Unitea States Military Academy, 
Eac~ candidate was given a number, and the names and numbers 
we~e fo!warded to the Adjutant-General of the Army. Upon his ex-
ammat10n paper each one placed his number (not his name), with the 
place and date of the examination. 
As soon as. the exam~n~tion papers were all completed they were sent 
from the y~r10us exam1rung board , under seal, to the Superintendent 
of the Military Academy and by him laid before the academic board. 
The papers were carefully revi ed and the board, through the Superin-
t~ndent of the Acaclen:y, notified the War Department of the numbers 
of the successful candidates; the War Department then informed the 
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.Superintendent of the names corresponding to the numbem of those 
"\vho had passed and would be admitted to the ~cademy. 
Of the 145 candidates who passed the physical test, 99 passed the 
mental tests at the March examination. 
As there were still many vacancies at the Academy after . the result 
of the March examination was announced, the War Department aut1:tor-
ized 85 young gentlemen to report here on June ~3, 1892, for examma-
tion by the medical department and by the academi? board under ~he ol~ 
system; of these 85, 17 failed to report and 3 declmed, after their arri-
val, to submit to the examination, leaving only 65 who appeared before 
the board; of these 65, 11 were declarecl physically disqualified, 31 failed 
on the mental examination, and 23 were declared physically and mentally 
qualified; 2 of those declared physically disqualified, 1 on account of 
myopia, the other on account of color blindness, were afterwards aq..-
mitted on probation by direction of the Secretary of War. Of the 65 
thu examined in June, 24 had been previously examined in March and 
bad failed; of these, 15 failed a second time. 
I most earnestly repeat my recommendation that all of these exam-
inations shall be completed before the candidates report at West Point. 
In order that there may be an opportunity for a second examination 
to fill vacancies caused by failures at the first, I recommend that board& 
shall be convened on February 15 and May 15, before which candidates · 
may be ordered, and that the mental examination shall precede ths 
physical; the latter can be made while the academic board is revising 
tbe papers of the candidates and the reports of the physical and mental 
examinations will be before the War Department at the same time, 
probably by March 1 and June 1, and all who have pass.ed their ex-
aminations can be promptly admitted and the oath of allegiance ad-
ministered on June 15 of each year. 
I further recommend that alternates who have been declared phys-
ically and mentally qualified at the May examination, but whose prin-
cipals have been ::,Jdmitted., be appointed to fill the vacancies for which 
no nominations have been made. 
It has been suggested that for every vacancy at the Academy 1 
principal and 2 alternates should be appointed. 
This would be very satisfactory in case these young gentlemen could 
all be examined at the same time before boards convened at localities 
near their homes or the schools which they may be attending. It fre-
quently happens that the expense incident to the journey to the place 
of examination prevents alternates from making the trip when the 
chances seem to them to favor the success of the principal. 
Of the 211 young men authorized to appear before boards on March 
1, 139 were principals and 72 alternates; of these 185 reported, 129 of 
whom were principals and 56 alternates. 
Of the 85 young men authorized to appear before the academic board 
on June 13, 59 were principals and 26 alternates; of these, 68 reported, 
50 of whom were principals and 18 alternates. 
It is a great disappointment to an alternate to pass and still fail to 
gain admission, after coming here, because the principal bas passed; 
the disappointment js not so great when the examination takes place 
near his home and he is not obliged to report at the Academy. 
THE DEP .A.RTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION. 
The departments of instruction of the institution are as follows: 
The department of philosophy. 
The department of languages. 
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The department of drawing. 
The department of, mathematics. . 
The department of chemistry, mineralogy, and geology. 
The department of history, geography, and ethics. 
The department of civil and military engineering. 
The department of tactics. 
The department of law. 
The department of practical military engineering. 
The 'department of ordnance and gunnery. 
The reputations of the distinguished gentlemen presiding over these 
departments render it hardly necessary for me to mention the big h 
state of efficiency to which they have brought their various courses of 
instruction . 
.A. careful study of their work and frequent visits to their section 
rooms has fully shown me the wonderful progress in modern educa-
tion, and that in scientific and military t raining and in methods of in-
struction the Academy always maintains the highest standard. 
THE DEPARTMENTS OF LAW AND OF ORDNANCE AND GUNNERY. 
Section 1309 of the Revised Statutes provides for assistant professors 
in all the academic departments of instruction except those of law and 
of ordnance and gunnery, while section 1337 of the Revised Statutes 
provides that each assistant professor shall receive the pay of a cap-
tain; The department oflanguages has t wo assistant professors, one 
of French the other of Spanish. 
The impo~tance of the departments of law and of ordnance is so fully 
recognized, that it seems unjust to the first assistants in each that they 
should not be accorded the same pay now received by officers occupy-
ing similar positions in other departments. Attention is respectfully 
invited to the communication of the instructor in ordnance and gun-
nery, herewith, in which he urges that his assistant should have the 
same pay and emoluments as officers occupying like positions . in other 
departments ; equally strong reasons can be advanced in favor of grant-
ing similar privileges to the senior assistant in the department of law. 
I therefore again respectfully recommend that the senior assistants in 
these t wo departments shall hereafter be known as the assistant pro-
fessor of law and assistant instructor of ordnance and gunnery, and 
that t hey shall receive the same pay and emoluments now authorized 
by law for the assistant professors in other academic departments. 
MASTER OF THE SWORD, 
I invite attention to the recommendation submitted in my last annual 
report and in the reports of the Boards of Visitors in regard to the 
faithful, efficient, and capable swordmaster, Mr. H.J. Koehler. . 
It i earne tly recommended that the bill now before Congress giv-
ing him the rank of a first heutenant of infantry shall speedily become 
a law. · 
Mr. Koehler, who at present occupies the position of swordmaster, 
pert:orm. al o the dut~e of instructor in gymnastics and swim~ing. 
He i faithful, energetrn, and remarkably well qualified, both physically 
and intellectually, for his important work . 
. During the pa t even year he ha worked up a system of gymnas-
t~ for the Corp of Cadet which by it re ults has won the admira-
t10n of the members of the Boards of Visitors and others who have 
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witnessed jt, His system of calisthenics has been adopted by the War 
Department for the general use of the Army. 
THE CADE1' QUARTERMASTER AND COMMISSARY DEPARTMENT. 
I respectfully invite attention to the interesting repo!t (herewith) of 
Capt. W. F. Spurgin, Twenty-first Infantry, brevet maJor U. S. Army, 
now in charge of these departments. . . . 
Capt. Spurgin deserves great credit for the e?-ergetic, fa1th1ul, and 
efficient manner in which he has discharged the important duties com-
mitted to his care. 
The improvement in recent years in the character of food furnished 
the cadets and the method of serving it is very satisfactory, particu-
la.rly as it has been accomplished at comparatively little increased ex-
pense. 
I commend Capt. Spurgin for the zeal and ability he has manifested 
in bis work. 
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY BAND. 
By the act of March 3, 1875, the Military Academy Band consist ed 
of 1 teacher of music and 40 enlisted musicians; of the latter 10 r eceived 
$34 per month and the remaining 30 received $30 per month , with the 
usual allowances of enlisted men. 
By the act of March 3, 1877, the band was reduced to 1 teacher of 
musfo and 24 enlisted men, 6 of whom receive $34 per month, 6, $20 
per month, and the remaining 12, $17 per month, with the usual allow-
ances of enlisted men. 
This is the present status of the band, and I earnestly invite atten-
tion to the appeals annually made in the reports of the boards of visit-
ors and by the Superintendent of the Military Academy for its im-
provement. 
It is earnestly hoped that during the coming session of Congress the 
condition of the band will be improved and in case of its reorganiza-
tion I recommend that hereafter it shall be constituted as follows: 
One t eacher of musi_c, who shall have the r ank, pay, and emoluments 
of a second lieutenant so long as he shall remain such teacher of music; 
1 drum major, with the rank, pay, and emoluments of a sergeant of 
engineers; 30 musicians, 15 of whom shall be known as first-class musi-
cians, with pay of $34 per month, and 15 as second-class musicians, 
with pay of $24 per month; all to have the same allowance of clothing, 
rations, and quarters as now authorized by law. 
I commend to the favorable notice of the ·w· ar Department Mr. A. A. 
Olappe, the present teacher of music, who has performed his very im-
portant duties in an earnest, faithful, and most satisfactory manner. 
ARTILLERY OF THE P OST. 
I respectfully invite attent ion1to my reports for the years 1890 and 
1891 upon this subject. 
When my report for 1891 was rendered the armament of the post was 
as follows: 
In the seacoast battery.-Two 15-inch Rodman S. B. guns, three 8-
inch converted rifles, one 10-inch Rodman S. B., one 300-pounder Pa.r-
rott rifle, one 13-inch S. B. mortar. · · 
In battery Knox.-One 100-pounder Parrott rifle one 300-pounder 
Parrott rifle, one 8-inch converted rifle, four 10-inch '.Rodman S. B. 
It will be observed that there was not a modern high-power steel 
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gun in either battery; the 10-inch Rodmans and the Parro-tt rifles are 
obsolete; the 15-inch Rodmans and the 8-inch converted rifles are re-
tained in service for secondary purposes; the 13-inch mortar is prac-
tically obsolete. . 
In the siege battery.-Six 4½-inch rifled cast-iron siege guns; three 10-
incb S. B. siege mortars; three 8-inch S. B. siege mortars. Of these t1:te 
siege guns are obsolete and are never fired, being used only for drill 
purposes; the mortars are used, but are not modern. 
Field guns.-Six 3.2-inch B. L. field guns, with steel carriages, lim-
bers and caissons complete. Twelve 3-inch wrought-iron M. L. field 
guns, with carriages, limbers, and caissons complete. . 
There were also a few modern machine and rapid-fire guns. 
During the present year changes have been made as follows: 
Seacoast bcittery.-One 12-inch B. L. mortar, cast iron, steel hoope~, 
has been received and is waiting the arrival of its carriage, when 1.t 
will be mounted; meanwhile it is used in the practical instruction of 
cadets. 
Two 8-inch front pintle barbette carriages of the latest pattern, for 
the 8-inch converted rifles, have been received and mounted in the bat-
tery, replacing two carriages, one of which was out of repair and the 
other of an old pattern. . 
Two 8-inch converted rifles have been re_ceived to replace the 10-inch 
S. B. Rodman and the300-pounder Parrott; the latter is believed to be 
unsafe and has not been fired for many years; new carriages will be 
provided for all the 8-inch converted rifles as soon as an appropriation 
can be obtained for constructing new emplacements. · 
The present platforms are c~nter pintle; the Ordnance Department 
no longer furnishes center pintle carriages for 8-inch converted rifles 
and hence the changes necessary in the emplacements. An estimate 
is submitted for new platforms and the Chief of Ordnance will furnish 
the carriage$ as soon as the new emplacements are ready. 
Siege battery.-Three 10-inch S. B. mortars have been substituted for 
the three 8-inch mortars, and the embrasures have been arranged so as 
s0 admit firing the 3.2-inch field guns at a distant target. 
The same old 4½-inch muzzle-loading guns remain in position, and I 
earnestly hope that the time is not far distant when this battery will 
be supplied with modern steel guns. 
Field batteries.-Six 3.2-inch field guns have been received and tem-
porarily mounted on the old wooden carriages for the 3-inch guns; this 
was done in order to furnish 3.2-inch guns for instruction in the manual 
of the piece, and thus allow the mounted drill to go on at the same 
time with the regular 3.2-inch battery. 
It is hoped and expected that during the coming year we will receive 
for the seacoast battery an Easton & Ander$on carriage for the 12-inch 
B. L. mortar and an 8-inch steel B. L. rifle with barbette carriage com-
plete; this will provide us with a modern B. L. mortar and a modern 
steel high-power gun for instruction. 
In the siege battery we have asked that the old 4½-inch M. L. rifles 
be replaced with four new 5-inch steel B. L. siege guns and two 7-inch 
teel B. L. howitzers, with their carriages; it is believed that the guns 
and howitzer will be ready during the year, but it is doubtful whether 
the carrj age will be completed . 
. In the field batterie we hope to be supplied with new caissons and 
limb_ r for the battery u ed at mounted drill, and to replace with steel 
arriag the wood :n ones temporarily arranged for instruction in the 
manual of he piece. 
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The Chief of Ordnance bas responded most favo!ably, so far as w:as 
in his power to our efforts to improve the batteries, and I feel qmte 
sure that, with the necessary appropriations for e1?plac~ments at o~r 
disposal, we will eventually have an armament which will be a credit 
to the institution. 
:l\'IBN .A.ND HORSES FOR LIGHT BATTERY. 
I repeat the recommendations made in my previous reports that the 
light battery be placed upon an independent footfag; that a detach-
ment of not less than 30 artillery soldiers be ordered here for duty with 
the batteries, and ~ha~ 50 stro?-g draft horses be suppUed for this p_ar-
ticular purpose,rehevrng the hght cavalry horses from the duty, which 
utterly unfits them for their legitimate work. 
This subject has received the attention of various boards of visitors, 
and there appears to be but little difference of opinion as to the im-
propriety of using light cavalry horses for hauling artillery. · 
When not employed on artillery duty the men could be engaged upon 
other important work and the horses used for teaming and for prelimi-
nary cavalry instruction of cadets. 
COMP .A.NY E, BATT.A.LION OF ENGINEERS. 
This company maintains the same excellent character for drill, dis-
cipline and instruction heretofore accorded it. Under its energetic and 
efficient officers it has been instructed not only iri. the duties of sappers, 
miners, and pontonniers, but also in all the varied and important duties 
of other troops of the line. 
The company has charge of the repair and preservation of all the 
batteries, and in accordance with the terms of section 1157, Revised 
Statutes, assists in the instruction of the Corps of Cadets in practical 
military engineering and signaling. 
The officers are indefatigable in their efforts to improve the welfare, 
drill, and discipline of the company. · 
The buildings occupied as quarters and for shops and storehouses are. 
models of neatness. 
THE OAV ALRY DETACHMEN'.I.'. 
The cavalry detachment consists of 68 men, with a troop organiza-
tio1;1, and a~sists i~ the instruction of the_ cadets in. cavalry and light 
artillery drill. It is fully armed and eqmpped aud 1s regularly drilled 
on foot aud on horseback. . 
During the past year the detachment has been moved into its new 
barracks, which is a marvel of neatness and comfort. 
As a rule the men are faithful and diligent in the discharge of their 
duties. 
I can only repeat the statements made in my previous reports that 
there should be separate detachments of horses for artillery and cavalry 
drill, the cavalry horses being too light for hauling the heavy field 
pieces and caissons. 
THE DETACIIMENT OF ARMY SERVICE MEN IN THE QUARTERMAS-
TER'S DEPARTMENT. . 
For many years the Superintendent of the United States Military 
Academy had under his command at this post a detachment of 185 en-
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listed men, 117 of whom were known as the United States Military 
Academy Detachment of Artillery and 68 as the United States Military 
Academy Detachment of Cavalry. These men were a part of the line 
of the Army and subject to military duty of any kind, here or else-
where. 
The Superintendent of the Academy had the power to transfer the 
men from one detachment to the other and to increase one at the ex-
pense of the other whenever he saw fit. 
The artillery detachment performed the duties of clerks, mechanics,. 
janitors, watchmen, and laborers at the Military .Academy and the 
post of West Point, and the cavalry detachment bad charge of the 
stables and horses and assisted in the instruction of cadets in cavalry 
and artillery drill, performing also stable guard duty. 
By authority of the Secretary of War, dated January 21,1889, upon 
the application of the Superintendent the latter was authorized to 
place the post quartermaster in command of the detachment of artil-
lery in order that he might more directly give orders to these men in 
connection with the various duties appertaining to his department. 
By the terms of the act of Congress approved June 20, 1890, it was 
provided-
That the enlisted men known as the artillery detachment at West Point shall _be 
mustered out, of service as artillerymen and immediately reenlisted as Army Serv1ce 
men in the Quartermaster's Department, continuing to perform the same duties :md 
to have the same pay, allowances, rights, and privileges and subject to the rul~s, 
regulations, and laws in the same manner as if their service bad been c011tinuous m 
the artillery, and their said service shall be considered and declared to be continuous 
in the Army. 
It was assumed ap once that tbe Superintendent no longer had power 
to transfer from one detachment to the other, as heretofore, and further 
decided that a soldier whose application to serve in the Army Service 
detachment was approved by the War Department, must first be dis-
charged from the branch of service to which be belonged and then 
enlisted in the Army Service. 
The men of the detachment are not soldiers in the ordinary accep-
tation of the term, and are neither armed, equipped, nor drilled; they 
have a company organization, but are seldom called together, except 
:at monthly musters, as their duties as clerks, messengers, janitors, 
·overseers, mechanics, watchmen, and laborers require their presence 
.at different places on the post. 
The married men occupy quarters with their families while the 
single men are quartered in barracks, where they mess together, and 
.are regularly inspected once a week. 
While the majority of these men are zealous and faithful in the dis-
·charge of their duties, I regret to say that there are some wbo, by their 
conduct, fail to reflect credit upon the organization. This is shown by 
the tact that there were forty-nine cases of men of the detachment tried 
by a summary C?urt between August 1, 1891, and August 1, 1892. 
I prefer to wait another year before pronouncing this experiment a 
success and recommending that it be extended to the Army generally. 
NEW BUILDINGS. 
During the past year the following buildings have been completed: 
The new gymnasium (almost), the new cavalry barracks the ne" 
ho pital for enli ted men, the five new sets of quarters for officers, and 
twenty new sets of quarters for married enlisted men. 
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The cadet quartermaster store has been ~nl~rged by the erection of 
an addition on the north side and the bmldmg used as quarters for 
the employes of the cadet mess has been raised one ~tory. . . . 
There has been considerable delay and annoyance m connection with 
the construction of the new gymnasium. . 
1 
The work was commenced iu June, 1890, under contract with Mr. 
John Sheehan. Slow progress was made, an~ on Augu.st 14, 1891, _Mr. 
Sheehan, after completing the walls and placmg a portion of the iron 
roof-tru ses in position abandoned his contract. 
By authority of the Secretary of War t~e contrac~ ~as declared for-
feited proposals were invited for completmg the bmldmg, and on Sep-
temb~r 25, 1891, a new contract was made with Mr. John Moore, of 
Syracuse, N. Y., with the understanding that the work would be com-
pleted by January 1, 1892. 
It appeared to be a somewhat difficult task to gather up the loose 
ends of an abandoned contract, and Mr. Moore soon found that it was 
impossible to complete the job within the time he had suggested. Ex-
tensions were granted until April 1, again until May 18, again until 
July 15, and finally until August 31, when the building was almost 
finished. A photograph taken in August is submitted herewith. 
The work has been thoroughly done. The plans were prepared by 
that eminent architect Mr. Richard M. Hunt, of New York, and tha . 
structure is one of which the Academy may well be proud. 
THE NEW .A.C.A.DEMIC BUILDING. 
The plans and specifications for this building were prepared by Mr. 
Richard M. Hunt, of New York, and the contract for its erection was 
made May 18, 1891, with Messrs. J. E. and A. L. Pennock, of Phila-
delphia, Pa. · 
The Messrs. Pennock commenced work upon the demolition of the 
old structure in the latter part of June, 1891, and have pushed forward 
their operations with skill and as rapidly as they could possibly obtain 
stone from the Hudson and Chester Granite Company, of Chester, Mass., 
by which company the granite is furnished. 
While the contractors are somewhat behindhand on account of lack 
of stone, I desire to commend them for their energy and efforts to do 
the very best character of work. 
The walls of the south wing are above window heads of the third 
story, while those of the middle and north sections are at an average 
height of the first-story window sills. . 
It was hoped and expected that the south wing would be ready for 
occupancy by the close of the present calendar year. This is now very 
doubtful, but I believe that both the south and middle sections will be 
completed by the opening of the academic year, September 1, 1893, and 
that tbe whole building will be finished by the close of December, 
1893. , 
A photograrh of the east and south elevations of the building as it 
will appear when completed is submitted herewith. 
THE LIBRARY BUILDING. 
This building was used both as a library and an observatory until 
the construction of the tunnel of the West Shore road under West 
Point rendered it necessary to abandon it for observatory' purposes. 
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It is still used for purposes of instruction by the departments of phil-
osophy, law, and history. 
The library proper now contains 36,000 bound volumes, together wjth 
a large number of pamphlets, and is increasing at the rate of 1,000 vol-
umes per annum. 
The entire renovation and reconstruction, except the walls, is neces-
sary. . 
As soon as the new academic building is sufficiently completed to 
admit of occupancy, the departments of instruction should be moved 
into it and the entire structure devoted to library purposes only. . 
The roof trusses and rafters are of wood and the slate covering is in 
bad condition. The roof sholild be made fireproof. 
The stone piers in the mural circle, transit, and equatorial towers 
should be removed and the space thus obtained can be arranged for 
rooms for study and reference; the covering of the transit and mural-
circle towers must be entirely replaced and that of the equatorial tower 
might J;>e made of glass to throw light from above. 
All the interior :fittings. of the library should be :fireproof, similar to 
those used in modern constructions. , 
The cost of this work is estimated to be about $40,000, a.nd I earnestly 
recommend that this appropriation may be made at once, or that at least 
$2,500 may be made available for the employment of a skilled architect 
to prepare plans, specifications, and estimates for the complete renova-
tion of the interior of the building. 
THE WEST POINT CEMETERY. 
The West Point Cemetery contains an area of about 14 acres, more 
than one-half of which is still only partially improved. 
The old . cemetery, which contains- the remains of officers, cadets, 
soldiers, and resident civilians who have died in past years, is also 
honored with being the final resting place on earth of some of the most 
distinguished soldiers of the Republic. 
As the cemetery was being rapidly filled, I extended its limits in 
1890 so as to take in the adjacent ground, occupied in years past as a 
cadet garden. This new additi<m is now being laid out to correspond 
with the beauty of the remainder of the cemetery. 
I had hoped that we might obtain the sum of $1,500, for which I 
asked in my last annual report, to continue the improvement of this 
home of the illustrious dead, but it was deemed best to reduce the esti-
mate to $250, hardly sufficient to maintain the beauty and good order 
of the completed portion. 
I shall continue my efforts to beautify this spot, hallowed to the mem-
ory of the heroes who have devoted their lives to their country, and I 
earnestly heg that the sum of $1,500 be allowed this year for continu-
ing this work of respect for the dead. 
SEWERAGE AND PLUMBING. 
With the funds appropriated by the act of March 2, 1891, a vast im-
provement wa~ n:iade ~n the plumbing in a number of the buildings on 
the post, and it 1_s believed that the appropriation made by the act of 
Ju]~ 14, 1892, will go very far towards the completion of the existing 
proJect. 
A Ia:rge portion of the new appropriation will be devoted to the 
plu~bmg connected with the buildings occupied as barracks by the 
enlisted men. 
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WATER SUPPLY. 
The source of the water supply of t:he post of W es_t Point is the rain-
fall on the hills and valleys surroundrng the reservoirs. 
There are :five reservoirs, with capacity as follows: Gallons. 
(1) Round Pond ..................................... -··· ...... ·•·•···· 48,000,000 
(2) Delafield Pond ..••.....•................•................ - - .- ..... - 9, 000, 000 
(3) Sinclair Pond .... -••... · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · • · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · l, igg, ggg 
(4) Crownest Pond .........•.............. ···························· , (5) Cascades Dam Po~d ........ _ .............................. - -· .... - · · 500 
Only the second, fourth, and :fifth are ordinarily used, the other ~wo -
being held in reserve for emergencies, as they can n?t be made availa-
ble without filtering, and even then are not very satisfactory. 
During the summer and early autumn of 1891 the supply of water 
became dangerously low and at one time it seemed as if it would be 
necessary to cut it off from certain portions of the post. Round Pond 
was drawn upon the latter part of June, 1891, _and the post was de-
pendent upon it until October, its level durthg that period being re-
duced nearly 10 feet and probably nearly two-thirds of its contents 
used. Had winter set in without the usual heavy autumn rains the 
result would have been disastrous, as our boilers for heating cadet bar-
racks, mess hall, hospital, etc., and our gas plant are dependent upon 
the water supply. 
As new buildings are being erected and modern sanitary plumbing 
is demanding a large supply of water, I directed Capt. George McC. 
Derby, Corps of Engineers, the officer in"innnedjate charge of the water 
supply, to make a careful study of the subject and to submit a plan and 
estimate for an additional reservoir, which, with the aid of those already 
established, would assure the post against a water famine during the 
driest seasons. 
Capt. Derby bas performed this work in a most satisfactory manner, 
and I invite attention to his report, submitted herewith. 
I concur in his views and after a -personal examination of the site 
have adopted the plan for a reservoir south of Fort Putnam and submit 
an estimate of the cost thereof, as follows: 
Excavat~on for fou_ndation, 650 cubic yards~ at 25 cents per yard ....... .. 
Excavation of drain ....................... ___ .. · _. _ .... _ ..... . ......... _ 
Excavation of 20,000 cubic yards mud, at 25 cents per yard ........ . .... . 
6,000 cubic ~ards ~arthen dam, at 50 cents per yard ............... ·r····. 
3,000 feet 6-mch pipe, at $1.50 per foot ................................ . . 
Laying 3,000 feet pipe, at 50 cents per foot .............................. . 








Total -... - . -.•...• - . - - - - . - - - - - - . - . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 000. 00 
The new reservoir will cover an area of about 10 acres and will hold 
50,000,000 gallons of water. It will be 1,175 feet long and 525 feet wide 
The ~am at the south end will be 164 feet long and 22 feet high. ' 
It 1s earnestly recommended that an appropriation shall at once be 
made for this necessary and important work. 
ENLARGEMENT OF HEATING PLANT OF THE ACADEMY. 
_Th_e erection of the n_ew gymnasium a~d t~e ~nticipated completion 
w1thm the next year of the new academic bmldmg necessitates addi-
tional boiler power for heating purposes. 
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By my direction First Lieut. J. E. Kuhn, Corps of Engineers, has 
made a careful study of this subject and I invite attention to bis inter-
esting report, submitted herewith. 
The new academic buihling alone will require boiler power equivalent 
to 150 horse power. The present plant consists of four horizontal 
tubular boilers rated at 80 horse power each. During very cold weather 
all four boilers are worked to their full c~pacity, and it will therefore 
be necessary to increase the plant at least 200 horse power. It is there-
fore recommended that two additional boilers of 100 horse power each 
be placed in position. _ 
The estimated cost of this work is as follows: 
Two 100 horse-power water-tube boilers, complete ..... .......... ..•....• __ . $5,300 
127 cubic yards masonry, at $12 per yard . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • .• . 1, 524: 
New roof to boiler hou.se . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 750 
200 feet 10-inch steam pipe, at $5 .. a. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 000 
Cont,ingencies . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 926 
Total .......... ____ .. · .. ···-··................. ............. .......... 9,500 
If ordinary horizontal tubular boilers are used this estimate can be 
reduced $2,500. It is believed that the water-tube boilers would soon 
pay the difference in cost by their greater coal economy. 
THE BATTLE MONUMENT. 
A sketch of the proposed battle monument is submitted herewith. 
The monument was designed' by Messrs. McKim, Mead & White, of 
New York, and the bronze figure of Victory which will surmount it 
was modeled by Mr. Frederick W. MacMonnies of that city. 
The description of the design, as given by the architect, is as follows: 
In preparing the design we have most carefully considered the objectofthe monu-
ment and the site which it is to occupy. We believe the monument should be ~rst 
and foremost a martial one, distinctive in its character and jmpressive in its design. 
The beauty of its site and the surroundings seem to us to preclude any bulky or 
massive treatment, and to suggest rather a treatment where the impression should 
be produced by height supported by a base which should not interfere with graceful 
and artistic treatment. 
For this reason we have adopted as the .feature of our design a single monolithic 
shaft, treated in the shape of a memorial column or column of victory. 
This form seems to·us to be more distinctively martial than any other, and in this form 
we believe it is possible to obtain impressiveness and dignity without a sacrifice of 
grace and at the same time preserving a distinctively architectural and monumental 
character. ' 
We lay great stress upon these two points, viz, the necessity of g1ving the monu-
ment a martial design -and the relation of the monument to its site. 
The shaft is a monolith, 41 feet 6 inches high and 5 feet 8 inches in diameter. It is 
proposed to surmount it with a :figure of Victory .. 
The shaft rests upon a circular base, surrounded by fl.io·hts of steps, giving the 
greatest breadth and dignity possible to the base. 0 
The materials are most enduring-granite and bronze. 
On July 28, 1891, a contract was made with the .firm of Norcross 
Brother , of -yv orcester, Mass., for the granite work and the necessary 
labor Of J?lacrng the bronzes in pORition. 
The height of the monument when completed will be 78 feet. 
The cut ston_e i .finished with the exception of the big main shaft, 
four of the poh hed balls, and the capital. . The shaft has been gotten 
out from the quar!y, ?locked up, the cast-iron trimmings bolted to the 
nd , and everythmg 1 ready to go on with the work whenever the pres-
ent trike in the quarries is settled. 
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Arrangements for constructing the foundation were commenced in 
August, 1892, and by the close of the month the work was well under 
way. . .. 
It is hoped that the great shaft may be completed m time to be h~uled 
to the site during the coming· winter and that the monument will be 
finished by the summer of 1893. 
The site selected is on the plain north of Execution Hollow and 
about 100 yards east of Trophy Point, thus rendering the monument 
visible from the river north of West Point. 
I am under many obligations to the Adjutant-General's Department 
of the Army for the earnest assistance afforded me in procuring the 
names of all enlisted men of the regular Army who were killed iJ?. 
action or died of wounds received in action during the war of the re-
bellion. It is hoped to have every such name appear upon the monu-
ment. 
THE CULLUM MEMORIAL HALL. 
By the death of that noble soldier, that distinguished scientist, that 
accomplished gentleman, the late Maj. Gen. George W. Cullum, of the 
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, the U.S. Military Academy has fallen 
heir to a magnificent bequest amounting to $300,000, which is to be 
devoted to the erection of a memorial hall, the purchase of statues, 
busts, portraits of distinguished deceased officers and graduates, and 
to the continuation of the publication of Gen. Cullum's biographical 
register of graduates. 
Congress has already accepted this munificent bequest in accordance 
with the terms of the will and has provided a board of trustees, which 
has met and organized, electing the Superintendent of the United States 
Military Academy as its prei::ddent and Prof. James Mercur, United 
States Military Academy, as its secretary. 
The board fully realizes the importance of the trust imposed upon it, 
and it is believed that under its supervison a structure will be erected 
which, as a memorial hall, will be a lasting monument to the memory 
of the noble soldier and Christian gentleman to whom the Academy is so 
greatly indebted. 
THE HEALTH OF THE COMMAND. 
Attention is invited to the interesting report of Maj. Henry McElderry, 
surgeon, U. S. Army, submitted herewith. 
The general health of the command during the year has been very 
good. There has been no epidemic of any kind and but few serious cases 
of illness. 
The Corps of Cadets has been ca1led upon to lament the deat4 of 
Cadets George Henderson Myer and Arnold Akester, most estimable 
youths of high character. The former died of rheumatic fever and eu-
docarditis on May 14, 1892, and the latter died very suddenly on the 
morning of August 29, 1892, from " formation of heart-clot." 
Once more it is my pleasure to express my deep appreciation of the 
earnest, faithful, and intelligent assistance I have received in the dis-
charge of my official duties from every professor and other officer con-
nected with the Academy, and my grati:fi.cat10n at being again able to 
report the Corps of Cadets in excellent condition as regards health, 
drill, discipline, and instruction. 
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In conclusion I trust that my love for my alrna rnater, my pride in its 
development, my admiration for its work, and my full belief in its con-
tinued success will be a sufficient excuse for quoting the following elo-
quent tribute to the Military Academy from the address made by' Gen. 
Francis A. Walker, of Boston, at the convocation 'of the University of 
the State of New York at Albany on July 9, 1891 : 
There is one school in the United Stat es mainly devoted to the application of 
scientific principles to a professional art, which is so well known to all our people, 
and whose work in the development of mind and manhood has been so severely tested 
in the sight of the country and of the whole world, that I can not forbear to allude 
to it here. I mean the Military Academy at West Point. 
There is no reason to believe that for the thirty years preceding the civil war the 
young men who went to that school were in any degree superior to those who entered 
Yale or Harvard. · 
Indeed, there was at that time, at least throughout the North, a certain disinclina-
tion on the part of the more generous and ambit ious of our youth to adopt the career 
of arms. • 
Yet, when the war broke out, what a ,vealth of intellect and character was dis-
played by the graduates of that one small school dur ing the terrific trial to which they 
were instantly and without preparation subj ected. . 
Think how many men from that single academy, which had fewer living graduates 
than either Amherst or Williams, led army corps an d armies with distinction on the 
one side or the other in what was perhaps the greatest war of modern history. 
I said "of mtellect and character," for it is ch aracter even more than intellect 
which enables the commander to bear the tremendous cares, responsibilities, and 
burdens of his office. 
Gen. Walker then asks what it was which, out of these small classes 
of raw lads, developed the great soldiers of the war , and closes by say-
ing: 
Doubtless in some part it wai, the romance and t he h ighly stimulating influences 
of the military career.. Doubtless in part, also, it was the special inspiration of the 
tremendous occasion, fraught as that was with the destinies of a continent. 
But I believe it in still greater part to have been the perfectly natural effect of t~e 
application of perhap8 not extraordinary powers to t he thorough, p atient, unrem1t-
tmg study of scientific principles, directed straight upon a worthy profession, under 
the tuition and guidance of renowned masters of that art , and under the constant 
influence of professional ideas, professional sentiments, and great professional exam-
ples. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN M. W ILSON, 
Colonel of Engineers, 
Sitperintendent United States Military Academy. 
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. 0-
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HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES CORPS OF CADETS, 
West Point, N. Y., July 11, 189'e. 
The ADJUTANT UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, 
West Point, N. Y.: 
SIR: I have the honor to report that during the preceding twelve month~ instruc-
tion has been given in the drill of the three arms; in target pract~ce with SD?-all 
arms, new breech-loading field guns, seacoast guns, and mortars; rn mechanwal 
· manmuvers with field, siege, and seacoast guns; in fencing with small.sword a~d 
bayonet; in gymnastics and swimming; in military police and disciplmeJ and rn 
quartermaster, subsistence, and company administration. . 
Many changes having been introduced in the new infantry drill regulations, the 
available time during the spring was taken up entirely, so that there was no oppor-
tunity for practical instruction in minor tactics, such as was given last year. 
The officers detailed as assistants in the tactical department have been most ear-
nest in their efforts to maintain the excellent reputation of the Corps of Cadets, and 
its gratifying condition as to discipline and high honor is an attest of their tact and 
judgment. 
Very respectfully, 
H. S. HAWKINS, 
Lieutenant- Colonel, Twenty-third Infantry, Comrnanclant of Cadets. 
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, 
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTOR OF ORDNANCE AND GUNNERY, 
West Point, N. Y., July 11, 1892. 
The ADJUTANT UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY: 
Sm: I have the honor to forward herewith the annual estimate for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1893, for the department of ordnance and gunnery. 
I would respectfully recommend that an additional item be introduced into the 
Milit,ary Academy appropriation bill giving to the senior assistant instructor in the 
department of ordnance and gunnery the pay of captain mounted. 
This has been recommended by several boards of visitors and by the Superintend-
ent of the Military Academy. 
The department of ordnance and gunnery is practically the only one of the aca-
demic departments whose principal assistant does not receive this additional pay. 
His duties extend through the academic year from September to June, and in addi-
tion to his academic duties there are others connected with the batteries and arma-
ment of the post which require his attention. 
For these reasons I would respectfully recommend that this additional pay be 
allowed him. -
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, · • 
LAWRENCE L. BRUFF, 
Captain, Orclnance Department U. f:J. A., 
Instructo1· of Ordnance ancl Gunnery 
. ' 
WEST POINT, N. Y.J Octobe1· 24, 1891. 
The ADJUTANT UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY: 
SIR : In compliance with the requirements of your letter of September 19, direct-
ing me to submit a plan and estimate for increasing the water supply of the post so 
as to afford all water necessary for the new buildings recently erected and those 
now in process of erection, during all seasons of the year, I have the honor to sub-
mit the following report: 
The present water supply of the post is derived from the mountain streams feeding 
the small reservoirs at Delafield Pond, Crownest, and the Cascades, and during pro- -
tracted droughts from Sinclair Pond and the reserve supply at Round Pond. Recent 
measurements during the month of August show the consumption of water on the 
post to amount to about 277,000 gallons per diem. Allowing for the new buildings 
an~ probable growth of the post for the next ten years, I should estimate the re-
quirements of the post at about 110,000,000 gallons per annum. 
The available rainfall on the reservation is far more than ample to supply this 
amount of water of excellent quality, the only difficulty with the present system 
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being that it lacks sufficient storage capacity. During the past year every reservoir 
on the pos~ was ov~rflowing for upward of one_hundred ~nd twenty-eight days. Of 
the reservoirs mentioned above, Round Pond, with an available capacity of 48 000 000 
gallons, is the ouly storage reservoir, the others being all too small to serve'as ~ny-
thing but service r eservoirs. 
A storage of 48,000,000 gallons is too small for an annual consumption of 110,000,000 
gallons derived from streams that are commonly dry in summer. Weshouldhavein 
store, at the lowest possible estimate, six months' supply or 55,000,000 gallons; and in 
the light of the present condition of the supply I should say that 75,000,000 would 
be none too much to avoid the anxiety incident to getting very close to the limit 
during dry seasons, particularly as it must be borne in mind that there is some doubt. 
as to whether Round Pond can be relied upon to refill itself from one season to the 
next. 
The most available sites for storage reservoirs on the reservation ·are at the lower 
encl of the public meadow and on the back road between Fort Putnam and the observ-
atory. The first was examined and surveyed by Lieut. Biddle, under the direction of 
Capt. Price, in 1888; the second has been recently surveyed by Lieut. McKinstry. 
Tracings of both maps are submitted here-with. 
A reservoir in the public meadow woul<l :ceive its supply from the stream that 
flows through the meadow into Sinclair P, nd and the overflow from the Cascades 
could readily be turned into it. The supply would be most ample, and with proper 
t,reatment of the reservoir site and catchment basin I consider that there could be 
little doubt of the satisfactory quality of the water, in spite of the fact that that 
collected in Sinclair Pond at present is very poor. . 
A reservoir on the site near Fort Putnam would recei>'."e its supply from the basm 
that naturally drains into it and from the large brook that now flows throu~h ~he 
Kinsley orchard, which can be turned into this basin at a point on the mountam sule 
at nominal expense. · . 
This supply would be ample, being in itself greater than the entire consumption 
of the post. 
The area draining into the reservoir would, with this addition, amount to about 
175 acres. 
The rainfall, as given by the Weather Bureau from observations taken at the _old 
cadet hospital at this post, is 47 inches; the observations taken at the new p.ospital 
for six years past average 51.6 inches; those taken at Round Pond for s1~ years 
avera.ge 53.8 inches, and the general average for the State of New York, as given by 
the Weather Bureau, is 42 inches. 
The available rainfall, after deducting for evaporation and infiltration, is given_ by 
Rankine as from 80 to 100 per cent for steep granite slopes, as 60 to 80 per cent for hil~y 
pasture, and 40 to 60 per cent for open farm land. From the conformation of the basm 
under discussion, its dense growth of wood, and its impermeable soil, as evidenced_ by 
the fact wherever the drai11age is checked on the hillside a swamp is formed, I thmk 
that it would be conservative to estimate the available rainfall at 66 per cent of the 
total. If we assume the latter at 42 inches, the lowest of the figures given above, we 
would again be on the safe side, and the result would be a supply of about ~35,~00,~0 
gallons, considerably more than the entire consumption of the post. I feel Justified m 
conclnding that the supply of this reservoir would be most abundant. As to qual-
ity, it should b~e exceptionally fine, with all the characteristics of Crownest w~ter, 
as the entire basin is uninhabited and unused, all rocky woodland, almost entirely 
on the reservation, and hence subject to control. 
If necessary or desirable the surplus water from the Cascades and Crownes~ can be 
piped to the Fort Putnam site at nominal expense, using the pipe line provided for 
distributing purposes. 
As regards the supply, then, I consider that the advantaa-e is rather with the Fort 
Putnam 1:1ite, though either site would be satisfactory. 0 
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In other respects t he two eites compare as follows: 
--:---------------------------,--- -----------------------------
Fort Putnam. 
1 L ength of dam, 164 feet ..................... - .. - - · 
2 Height of dam above present site, 22 feet ...... . .. -
8 Height of dam above foundations, 25 feet . . .. . ... . 
4 .A rea submerged,452,000 square'feet ............. . 
5 Contents of reservoir, 50,260, 000 gallons .......... -
6 Available contents, 40,000,000 gallons ............ . 
7 Length of pond formed, 1,175 feet .. ... . ....... . - - -
8 Greatest width of pond formed, 525 feet . .. . ... . .. . 
9 Depth sufficient to prevent growth of obj ectiona-
ble algre. 
10 Obstructs bck. road to H ighland F alls ........... . 
11 Site for dam very favorable as to foundation . .... . 
~~ t e~1~;ra! i~:~~~~t~l~~lf~! :i~~~~:t~~t ~~:n.:::: 
~~ t;:~~~\~i/t1ifs~n-~: ·: : : : :: : :::::::::::::::::::: : 
16 20,000 cubic yards of mud excavated in cleanini 
can be syphoned out and distributed by hydraulic 
process over flat near r ailroad, converting same 
into a meadow. 
17 Lake instead of present swamp; improYement of 
the post. 
18 Storage capacity can readily be increased 33 per 
cent by raising proposed clam 5 feet and con-
structing dam 50 feet long at upper end. 
19 Would f urnish ample pressure at south end of post. 
20 W ould require3, 000 feet pipe line to connect with 
prtsent system. 
21 Est imated cost : 
Excavation for foundations, 650 cubic 
y ards, at 20 cent!! . . ................. $130. 00 
E xcavation of clrain for.same ....... 50. 00 
E xcavation 20,000 cubic yards mud 
cleaning, :it 10 cent ::1 ............... 2, 000.00 
6,000 cubic yards earthen dam, at40 cts 2, 400.00 
3,000 feet 6-inch pipe t o water-house, 
at $1.50 . .. ... .. .................... 4, 500. 00 
Laying same, at 50 cents . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500. 00 
Contingencies, 15 per cent ......• , ... 1, 537. 00 
Total .... •.... •..........•......... 12, 167. 00 
Round pond and p ipe line cost $40,000. 
Public meadow. 
650 feet; auxiliary low dam, 250 feet. 
21 fee t ; auxiliary dam, 4 feet. 
Un certain; upwards of 24 feet. . 
332,600 squ~re feet; Round Pond 1s 495,000; 






Obstruct s road to Cornwall. 
Unfavorable as to foundation, springs, and 
lar ge bowlders. 
Leakage likely to be great er (long dams). 
Material for construct ion abundant and near. 
Not available as ice pond. 
Site n eeded as pasture (very scarce on the pos~). 
Mud excavated not available on account of dis-
t ance. r 
Not so great an improvement in this particular. 
Does n ot readily admit of increase by raising 
darn , as auxiliary dam 400 feet long would be 
r equired. 
No improvt>ment in this respect. 
Would require 2,000 feet of pipe line to connect 
with present system. 
E stimated cost: 
1,550 cubic yards, at 20 cents . . . . $310. 00 
1,550 cubic yards; at 20 cents ... . 
5,000 cubic yards, at 10 cents ... . 
200. 00 
500. 00 
20,000 cubic yards, at40 cents.... 8, 000.00 
2,000 feet 6-inch pipe/at $1.50.... 3, 000. 00 
Laying same, at 50 cents......... 1, 000. 00 
Contingencies, 15 -per cent....... 1,952. 00 
14,962.00 
For. the reasons above outlined I would respectfully submit, as the best plan for in-
creasing the water supply of the post, the deflection of the brook in the Kinsley 
orcha~d and the construction of a storage reservoir on the site near Fort Putnam, at 
an estunated cost of $12,167. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEo. Mee. DERBY, 
Captain of Engineers, in charge of Water Su1Jply. 
H EADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, 
OFFICE TREASURER, QUARTERMASTER, AND COMMISSARY CADETS, 
West Point, N. Y., July 13, 1892. 
The ADJUTANT OF THE U NITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, 
· West Point, N. Y.: . 
Sm.: In obedience to your communication of the 6th instant, I have the honor to 
submit the following relative to my duties as treasurer of the Military Academy 
quartermaster and commissary of cadets for the :fiscal year ending June 30 1892' 
referring to each duty under its proper heading, namely: ' ' 
TREASURER OF THE MILITARY ACADEMY. 
In January last the treasurer's office ;was moved from the headquarters United 
State_s Military Academy building to the_ cadet quartermaster's department building. 
Tlns change has been of great practical ad vantage, since . the treasurer's office 
cadet store, the cloth cutters', tailor, and shoe-repairing shops, being now all undef 
one roof near the cadet barracks, the transaction of business with cadets and others 
is facilitated and expedited. · 
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The business of the treasurer's office cluring the year necessitated twenty-six sep-
arate accounts, namely: 
1 Assistant treasurer of the United 14. Deposits. 
States, New York. 15. Dialectic Society. 
2. Balances paid. 16. Equipment fund. 
3. Barber. 17. Expressage. 
4. Cadet cash. 18. Gas fund. 
5. Cadet hospital. 19. Hops and german. 
6. Cadet laundry. 20. Miscellaneous fund. 
7. Cadet quartermaster's department. 21. Miscellaneous items. 
8. Cadets ubsistence department. 22. Oaths. 
9. Confectioner. 23. Paymaster. 
10. Corps of Cadets. 24. Periodicals. 
11. Damages, ordnance, and stoppages. 25. Photographer. 
12. Dancing. 26. Policing barracks. 
13. Dentist. 
The statement of the treasurer U.S. Military Academy, dated May 19, 1891, which 
was the last made prior to the expiration of the fiscal year 1890-'91, was as follows: 
Statement No. 1. 
.A.mount. 
-ASSETS . LIABILITIES. 
Deposited with the assistant treas-
urer Unit ed States, New York -_ - - . _ $29,715.84 
K~~e!t~r itatr~i1~~fst~tis-b~-~ci;:::::: 20, o~i: ii 
Cadet hospitaL ..................... . 
Cadet laundry ____ ... _ .... _ . -... - - .. . 
Cadet quarterruaster 's department .. . 
Cadet subsistence department . . --.. . 
Cash on hand-··········- ............ - 1,799.23 Gorps of Cadets ....... -. . --. -... --.. . 
Deposits . ........................... -
Dialectic society .. ___ .............. - . 
Equipment fund .............. -..... -
Miscellaneous fund .... -............ . 
Miscellaneous items .... - -......... . . 














Total .....•..•••••...• _ ..••.... _ 51, 605. 07 Total ..•..••..........•. _ .. _ . . _. 51, 605. 07 
The following statement of r eceipts and disbursements under each account exhibits 
the totals of such receipts and disbursements between May 19, 1891, the ~ate ?f 
Statement No.1, and May 16, 1892, the date of the last statement prepared m this 
office, six bimonthly statements having been made during the year, namely: 
Statement No. 2. 
Receipts. 
1 .Assistant treasurer-checks drawn .. _ .. _...... ........ ..... ...... ...... $152, 280. 24 
2 Balances paid ... _ ............. . ......... _ . ............... ......... . ..... _ 18, 759. 10 
3 Barber ...................... . . .. . . _ . . . ....... . .. . _._. __ .. _ .... _ ....... _. 540. 25 
i 2:m ~1liti : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :C:::::::::::::::::::::::: ! : : ~ ~:::: ~ It !!~: ii 
7 Cadet quartermaster's department ... _ .. . ... . __ .................. .... .. 69,868. 86 
8 Cadet subsistence department .......... __ _ ..... . . ...... ........ . .. __ .. _ 53, 845. 95 
9 Confectioner . _ .............. _ ... __ ..... . .... _ ..... . ........... ... __ . .. . . 316. 00 
10 Corps of Cadets ... ......... ... _ . .... _ . ... ___ . ...... _ . __ ... _ ...... _ ... _ . . 178. 527. 69 g ~am3:ges, ordnance, and stoppages .. •.. . · .... _. _ . .. ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. ~~~- ~~ 
!! il~!:I'.;\:.: :; \ ;:;  ;: ::: ;;;:;; ! '.'. ;;; : ! !'. \ ! ;; :; iii\!;; :;: ~i  
21 Miscellaneous items .... . .................. . .. .... .. .... . .... _ ... _ . _. . . . 715. 40 
~~ ~aths .. te ....... ............ _ ..... ..... ... _ .. _ ........ _ .............. _.. 24. oo 
24 P!l~-~al~ .... ...... .............. - . -....... .. ... . .. - .............. . -.. - 149, 544. ~b 
~g ~~~~J~at~i~is::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :'::::::::: 5, 8!i: i~ 
Total ..•..••......•...•...............••.•...•.....•••....•.....•••. 687,931.72 
Disburse-
ments. 
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It will 1Je observed that accounts Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 1~, 22, 23,_ 24, 
and 25 appear ancl disappear in the above Statement No. 2, no balances bemg earned. 
From this statement it will be observed that cadets expended for-
Hair-cutting, etc _____________ .. ___ .................... - ... - . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $540. 20 
Support of the cadet hospital .......................... · ...............• - - . 1, 928. 61 
Confectioner ....... ............................ _. ..................... -- - - 316. 00 
Dentistrv ..................................................... -.... - .. - . . 954. 00 
~!r~~la;:s·fi;t;;r·e·s·_-_._._._._._·_·_·_·.-.:: ~ ~:::::::: ~ ~:::::::: ~ ~::::::::::: ::: : : : : 1, 2~t~8 
Hops and german .............................................. - ......... 1,641.17 
Oaths . - - ............................. -· .............. - .. - . - ... - - ...... - - . . 24. 00 
Periodicals ..... _ .................................... - - .. - .... - . - . - - -.... - 92. 00 
Photographs ... _ . ___ ..... _ .............................. -... - - . -..... - . - . 54. 00 
Policing barracks, etc ..... _ ............................ - ........•.... - . - - 5, 866. 63 
The cost of waste paper used in cad_et sinks, candles consm~1ed in c_ar.np, blacking, 
brushes and matches beinff included m the sum cha,rgecl agamst pohcmg barracks. 
The se!vice pay roll of the men employed in policing barracks was, for the year, 
$4,950. . 
The receipts of the laundry accrued principally from cadets. The expenditures 
for the laundry being great.er than the receipts, it is to be accounted for by the fact 
that certain expenditures for repairs and machinery were charged against t~e 
laundry fund. This fund under the present system of ch~rges for laundry work will 
never increase, but will diminish, as it is subjected to necessary expenditures which 
are unprovided for by Congressional appropriations. 
The following is the statement of the treasurer at date of the last settlement and 
inspection of his accounts, May 16, 1892: 
Statement No. 3. 
Amount. 
~SSETS. LIABILITIES. 
Deposited with the Assistant Treas-
urer United States, New York ...... $30,834.37 
¥n~~:!~1t~u~td8St~~: t~1:!s~~:::: 20, oti: it 
Cash on hand in office safe............ 3,496.42 
Cadet laundry ............... _ ...... . 
Cadet quartermaste.r's department .. . 
Cadet subsistence department ...... . 
Corps of Cadets ....... -- ......... .. - . 
Deposits ............•................ 
Dialectic Society ........ . .......... . 
Equipment fund .................... . 










Total ........•.•••.• _............ 54,371.58 Total .••....••...••••...••.... ; 54, 371. 58 
The amount of -the equipment fund, as given above, was reduced to $16,810 when 
settlement was made in June with this year's graduating cla,ss. 
The subcommittee of the Board of Visitors for this year inspected the books and 
systems of accounts of the treasurer's office, and left the im1m~ssio11 that it was well 
pleased. 
CADET QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT. 
The capacity of the cadet quartermaster's department building was doubled on 
the completion, in January last, of the addition erected by contract, and pa.id for by 
a Congressional appropriation, and it is now ample for the business necessary, should 
any increase in the corps, not exceeding 50 per cent, be made. 
The arrangement of offices, workshops, and storerooms gives great satisfaction. 
The two rooms occupied by the treasurer are the rooms on the main floor, old part, 
which formerly were the storerooms. 
On this same floor two neatly but plainly furnished rooms have been set apart as 
dressing rooms for cadets trying on clothing. The store occupies the basement and 
main floor of the new part and cadets are now served over a counter instead of through 
a, window as formerly. 
The workshops are on the second floor, old and new part, and are well arranged 
for their purposes. Every garment issued to cad'ets is inspected by an officer of the 
tactical department whose acceptance or rejection of the article determines the 
question of acceptance between the department and the person making the garment, 
as well, in case of acceptance, of any question which might subsequently arise as to 
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tbe fl~ of. the ga:rment. By such an inspection perfect uniformity in .1ill articles of 
c]othrng is ?b~amed and the co11:1~~ndant of ca_dets beco~es responsible for the ap-
peara.nce of his command. Facilities for markmg all articles of furniture and bed-
ding, and for stamping their names on the visor of forage caps and dress hats are 
at the convenience of all cadets. The plan inaugurated this year of preparing the 
blouses, flannel and white trousers, shoes, caps, helmets, and dress bats for new ca-
dets prior to their r~porting from measurements furnished by them in March last after 
passing the preliminary examination and the issuing of such articles immediately 
upon their reporting in June, was eminently successful. The experience gained 
this year in this matter will render the work less difficult hereafter. It is expected 
that by August 1 the new cadets will be completely equipped. During the year 
ending June 30 last the department manufactured 194 dress coats, 116 overcoata, 450 
gray blouses, 72 white jackets, 551 gray trousers, 971 white trousers, 77 flannel trous-
ers, 58 tennis trousers, 50 officers' trousers, 84 civilia,n trousers for officers, graduates 
and furlonghmen, 85 civilian coats, 80 civilian vests, 24 officers' blouses, 6 officers' 
dress coats, 9 officers' overcoats, 9 officers' capes, 58 riding trousers, and 35 waiter 
jackets. There was repaired during the year 355 dress coats, 270 overcoats, 595 gray 
blouses, 85 civilian suits, 477 pairs gloves, 2,439 p airs socks (repaired and tags sewed 
on) 338 pairs chevrons sewed on, 2,218 pairs trousers, and 1,471 pairs shoes. 
The work of the department goes smoothly on to the satisfaction, I have reason to 
believe, of the cadets for whom we labor. Much satisfaction was expressed by the 
president and members of the Board of Visitors of the working of the department 
when theBoard as a body visited the same in June last. 
CADET SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT, 
All supplies are purchased in open market as they are needed. Meats, butter, 
:and groceries are ordered weekly. Flour is purchased in quantities sufficient _to 
last two months. Fruits and other perishable articles when required. All supplies 
.are eceived and cared for by a commissary-sergeant, U. S. Army, detailed for duty 
in the cadet subsistence department. A return of J>rovisions, furniture, etc., re-
ceived, issued, and remaining on hand is made out every two months. This return 
shows everything that has been received, when received, from whom purcha~e~, and 
cost thereof; everything expended, all sales of bread to officers and others hvmg at 
the Academy; sales of scrap food, soap grease, etc. 
The period covered by a return is termed a settlement. A settlement cov~rs the 
period embraced in two calendar months, and always in that period for which the 
-corps is mustered, and which is the same as the muster of troops, occurring at end 
of February, April, .Tune, August, October, and December. 
Thus there are six settlements per year. 
The subvouchers for this return are: (1) 'l'he original invoice of supplies pur-
chased. (2) Daily issues of provisions at the cadet mess. (3) Daily issues of con-
tingent property, etc. (4) Daily issues to the cadet hospital. (5) Statement of 
sales (handed in daily to office). The reverse side of this blank exhibits al~ stores 
received during the previous day to that on which it is handed in. As invoices are 
'kept in the office, receipts of stores can be, and are, compared with them. (6) Pay 
Toll of employ es. . 
When a return is made up, a board of officers, denominated the board of audit, 
-consisting of the commandant of cadets and the senior and junior tactical offi~ers, 
-convenes according to regulations, and examines vouchers and approves or disap-
proves of same, and determines, upon consultation with the commissary of cadets, 
the amount for board each cadet shall be charged for the two months. 
When the corps is large and the cost is proportionally small, cadets are usually 
charged slightly more than the actual cost of board, and the overcharge is placed to 
the credit of the mess fund. Again, when the corps is small and the cost of board 
_proportionately large, which is usually the case after the January examination and 
until the arrival of the new cadets in June, the amount usually charged each cadet 
is slightly less than the actual cost, and the difference is charged against the mess 
fund. 
During the year the amount charged varies from the actual cost but slightly, 
whilst the cadet is charged settlement after settlement about the same price for 
subsistence, enabling him to calculate closely upon certain proportions of his pay 
which will be available for other needs. The board of audit having acted upon the 
return, and having signed their proceedings, which then becomes part of the return, 
it is submitted to the Superintendent of the Academy for his action. 
The return having received the approval of the Superintendent, the treasurer 
.settles all accounts by check on the assistant treasurer of the United States, New 
York, taking a receipt therefor on the face of the voucher showing the purchases. 
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The labor of the department is divided as follows: 
(1) All clerical labor appertaining to invoices, vouchers therefor, return, etc., i_s 
performed in this office (treasurer's) . . 
(2) The commissary sergeant keeps record of supplies received, expended, alid 
remaining on hand, taking an inventory at end of each month, or oftener if desira-
ble, antl. has charge of all supplies except the fresh meats, milk, and other supplies 
which necessarily are kept in the refrigerator. 
(3) One chief baker and one assistan~ bake all breads, cakes, and pies. 
( 4) One "chef," with one assistant, one scullion, and one scrub bing gir 1, prepares and 
cooks all meats, vegetables, soups, side dishes-in fact, everything except the bread, 
as above noted, and coffee and tea. He carves all meats in the kitchen before send-
ing them to the table, places the same on platters, giving to each platter, when roast 
beef is served, such proportions of rare or well-done meats as the waiters, who, know-
ing the wants of their tables, ask for. Such carving diminishes waste, since the 
"chef" properly cares for all odds and ends, bones, etc, Ho keeps the soup-stock 
boiler in constant operation, placing therein all suitable bones, scrap meats, uncon-
sumed drippings, etc. He renders all beef-kidney fat; the cracklings therefrom are 
deposited with the soap fat, while the rendered fat is placed in empty butter tubs, 
and stored for future use in cooking French fried potatoes and the many other arti-
cles which require to be fried in beef fat. This rendered beef fat (tallow), being 
pure, can be used in a great variety of ways in cooking as a substitute for lard or 
butter. 
The fresh meats are all State killed. Each quarter of beef has a tag attached 
showing date of killing, etc. Four different brands of flour are used in each batch 
of bread and in all bakings. One brand possesses strength, another sweetness, an-
other body, and a,nother color, or some other quality different from the other brands. 
From such a combination the most satisfactory results are obtained. A menu, the 
result of a consultation betwixt the" chef" and commissary, is made in the afternoon 
daily for dinner and supper the following day and for breakfast second morning fol-
lowing. 
This plan affords the "chef" ample time to make his arrangements ahead and to 
enable the commissary to vary the menu daily and to keep well informed as to ex-
penditures. Formerly it was considered the correct plan to have a menu prepared 
which would for an indefinite future inform cadets of the articles of diet at each 
meal every day of the week, week in and week out. As they always knew before 
going to the hall what they would have, after getting there their appetites were 
impaired by such knowledge. Under the present plan they never know previous to 
entering the ball what they will have, and their appetites are good, not having been 
killed by the disgust engendered from long fore knowledge of certain and perhaps 
disliked dishes which they would encounter at specified meals. The commissary bas 
no regular times for making inspections. He is certain to be at the mess at meal 
times, and liable to drop in at any time. Visitors are admitted at all times and into 
every part of the establishment; their presence is an assistance, inasmuch as it causes 
the employes to always have the place in perfect order, ready for inspection. Thor-
ough and complete cleanliness in every place, visible and invisible, is insisted upon. 
Only the best of provisions are purchased. Coffee, which is half Java and half 
Mocha, is used. ~he Eureka tea and coffee urns are used in making tea and coffe.~. 
These are convemently located near the hall, and are under the especial charge of 
the head waiter. · 
When the tea and coffee are ready for the tables, urns holding sufficient of each fo 
supply tables seating ten men each are filled and placed upon the table. In cold 
weather and when necessary lighted spirit lamps are placed under the urns on the 
tables. 
The crockery used is the w:hite American hotel china, which costs about the same 
as the best white English earthen or stone ware. The food is served in three courses: 
First, soup; second, meats and vegetables; third, dessert. All food not consumed in 
the hall is carried out and turned over to the "chef," who·disposes of it by serving 
it out to the employes and by placing surplus in the refrigerator. 
The scraps of food which -are left on the plates (an inconsiderable quantity) are 
ta~en care of by the head waiter and sold to indigent persons, who gladly seek it 
daily. 
No employe has any perquisite outside of his wages and board. Liberal wages are 
paid, to the end that employes will have the interest of the department at heart, 
and, by practicing economy, insure the continuance of their positions and wages. 
The cadet mess hall, its kitchens, bakery, and dormitories, are all in good condition. 
As heretofore, an effort is constantly made to furnish the cadets with wholesome, 
well-cooked food in variety such as the New York market affords, the cost on the 
average, including all expenses for service and transportation, not to exceed $15 to 
$15.50 per cadet per month. 
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The followinO' exhibits, per settlement, the number of cadets subsisted during the 
year, the actuai cost of board, the sum charged each cadet as recommended by the 
Board of Audit, the total cost per cadet for the year, and the cost per cadet per month 
and per day: 
Settlement of-
1891. 
i~;{e~1tef :s~~t~b~~: ::: : : : ::: : : : ::: : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : :: : : : :::::: :::: :: 


















Total cost for the year, etc ... .••••..••..• .••....••.•..•••••....••••••.•••• 
Cost per cadet per month ..•.••••....... . ..... . •.•.•.••..••.•..•••••..•..•••••••• 








$33. 00 $33. 00 
29. 76 81.00 
80.01 80. 00 
28.41 28.00 






The prospects are promising that the cadet garden will yield th is year an excel• 
lent crop of vegetables. 
CADET LAUNDRY. 
is in good order, 
worn. The work-
The laundry building is in excellent condition. The machinery 
and is serviceable, though two of the washing machines are much 
ing force during the winter consists of 12 persons, namely: 1 su 
-engineer: -1 fireman, driver of delivery wagon, etc.; 1 wringer, w 
two wringing J:llJl,Chines; 1 matron, who operates the washing m 
mangler; 2 assistant manglers; 1 collar and cuff ironer; 4 laundre 
perintendent and 
ho operates the 
achines; 1 chief 
sses. 
nd 20 laundresses The working force during the summer consists of the above a 
additional. The expenses of operating the laundry is divided prop 
all cadets present. This manner of defraying the expenses com 
January and February settlement 1892, for which settlement each c 
ortionally among 
menced with the 
a<;l.et was charged 
$1.95 per month. · 
adet per month. For the March and ,April settlement the charge was $1.65 per c 
For the May and June settlement the chargd. was $3.25 per cadet p 
I inclose herewith a copy of the regulations governing the laund 
During the year ending June 30, 1892, the following articles 
namely: 
Articles. 
Clothes bags ••••••.••••••••••••••.••••.• 
Sheets .•.•••..•••.••..•••••••••••••••••• 
Pillowcase8 •••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••. 
White shirts .••..•••...••.•••••••.••••.• 
· Nig_ht shirts •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Undershirts .•••••••••••••••••••••••.••. 
Drawers .•......••••••••••••...••••••••. 
White trousers ••••••••••••••••••••••... 
White jackets~ •••••••••••••••••••.••••• 
Towels •••..•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••. 

















Cuffs, pairs ..•••••••••••.••• 
Collars .•.••.••••••••••••••.• 
Shoulder belts ...••.••.••••. 
Waist belts .••...•••...•.... 
Sword belts .•••....•.....••• 
Gray trousers ..•••.......... 
Gray jackets .....•.•••..•.•. 
Blankets, single ..•••••••••• 
Spreads ••••.•...••••••.••••. 
:Bathing suits .............. . 






























Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WM. F. SPUR 
Captain, Twenty-forst Infantry, Treasurer of the Militar 
Quartermaster anil Commi 
GIN, 
y Academy, 
· ssarv of Cad6t& 
-
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Employes of the cadet laundry and their duties. 
WINTER A.RRANGE:MENT. 
No.I Designation. 
1 Superintendent and engineer •.. 
2 F ireman, driver, etc ••••••••••••• 
Duties. 
Who will be responsible for the proper workin~ of the laun<4'Y 
in every respect, and the strict enforcement of all regula-
tions. 
Who will be responsible for the fires in the. boiler roo~ and 
irons heating room; for the prompt collection and delivery 
of cadets' clothing and mess linen; for the proper care of the 
horse, wagon, and harness connected with the laundry, and 
for such other work as may be required of him by the super-
intendent of t he laundry. . · 
a Matron •••••••••••••••••••••••••. Who will operate the washing machines; and will be res pons 1, 
ble for the prompt and prop.er washing, rinsin_g, and bluein.g 
of all articles; for the cleanliness of the machmes and their 
surroundings and for the condition of the wash tubs. When 
not busy at the machines or tubs, she will aesist in assorting 
soiled clothin~, in hangi~& up washed articles, or in doing a~y-
thing else at nand reqmrmg to be done, or as the superm-
tendent may direct. - _ 
4 Wringer ....................... . 
5 Chief mangler •••••••••••••••••• 
6 Assistant mangler . ............ . 
7 • •• •• . do . ...... . ................ . 
8 Collars and cuffs ironer .••••••.. 
W ho will operate the wringers, wringing out all articles as soon 
as they are r emoved from the wasliers and conveying them 
to t,he starcher, mangle, or drying room, according to their 
destination. When delivered at the drying room to hang 
them up therein . When at the mangle, to shake 1).:iem out 
and prepare them for the mangle. His attention will he given 
:fir st to the wringers, next to lianging up, next to the prepara-
t ion of articles for the mangle. When not 11mployed as above 
stated, he will be available for folding or any other work or-
dered by the superintendent. 
Who will operate the steam mangle, be responsible for its clean-
liness and care, and that it is kept running as long as there 
is any work for it to perform, She with h er assistants will 
collect articles from the drying room, mangle them, and con-
vey them to the distributing room. When the mangle is not 
running, she and her assistants will distribute articles in the 
delivery room, or do any other work required by the superin-
tendent. 
Will assist the chief mangler, and will perform such other work 
as may be required by the superintendent. -
The same as No. 6. 
Will ·oper ate t he collars and cuffs dampener, the collars and 
cuffs ironer, anc1 the collars and cuffs shaper, and will in ad-
dition perform any other work required of her by the super-
intendent. 
{ 
The laundresses will assist in assorting soiled clothing, will 








starched articles, will do all of the ironing require'a. by hand, 
will daily police the entire building, and will perform such 
.other work as may be required of tliem bi the superintend-
ent. 
A.11 employes will be promptly on hand, ready to commence work when the whistle blows . Only 
such emplo:yes as give active, honest, and intelligimt efforts in r eturn for the liberal wages paid them 
will be retamed. It must be distinctly understood that all persons employed at the laundry will be 
required t o perform at any time any duty necessitating their assistance. 
SUMMER A.RRA.NGEMENT. 
The summer arrangement will be the same as the winter arrangement, necessary additional laun· 
dresses being t emporarily employed dming the white clothing sea:ion. 
WORKING PLAN, WINTER. 
The mess linen will be washed and mangled the first thing each morning and will be delivered at 
mess by 12 o'clock meridian each day. 
All employee will assist in assorting cadets' soiled clothing as soon as the same is received at the 
laundry on designated days. · 
Articles will be washed in the following order, viz: mess linen, collars, cuffs, handkerchiefs, belts, 
gloves, white shirt,s, night shirts, socks, drawers, undershirts, pillowcases, sheets, towels, spreads, 
flannels , blankets, and ~ray trousers. 
A.s soon as the mess lmen is washed No. 4 will p~t it through the wringer and deliver it at the man-
gle. Nos, 5, 6, and 7 will mangle and fold it, assisted in folding by No. 4 or some other available person, 
preferably by No. 4. 
The collars, cuffs, handkerchiefs, belts, and white shirts, having been washed1 rinsed, blued, and 
wrung out, will be disposed of as follows: The shirts will be bun~ up in the drymg room by No. L 
Nos . 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 will starch the collars, cuffs, and belts, and will hang them up in the drying room, 
and will then commence the ironing of the shirts and other articles. 
/ 
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As fast as articles are finished they will be plaeed on the tables in the distributing room. Nos. 5, 6, 
and 7, when not running the mangle, will distribute laundried articles to their proper boxes. When 
all articles have been distributed, all employes not otherwise engaged under the superintendent's or-
ders, will assist in making up the bundles ready for shipment to the barracks. 
At fifteen minutes before cessation of work each day, Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 will police the laundry 
and place it in complete order. - . 
The laundry will run from 8 a. m. until 4 :30 p. m. daily, with one hour's cessation from work from 12 
to 1 at noon, during which time the washing machines will be kept in operation if there are articles to 
be washed. 
All work will be completed and delivered by noon on Saturday, at which time the laundry will be 
shut down for the week. 
WORKING PLAN, SUMMER. 
The same as above, the white clothing to be washed immediately after the mess linen, in numbers 
sufficient to keep the starchers and ironers employed, and not to interfere with the preparation of work 
for the mangle. · . 
The working hours in summer will be increased to meet the necessities of the season and the closmg 
of the laundry at noon on Saturdays. 
Approved: 
JOHN M, WILSON, 
WM. F. SPURGIN, 
Oaptain, Twenty-first Infant1·y, Treasurer U. S. Military Academy, Quartermaster and Commissary of Cadets. 
Colonel of Engineers, 
Superintendent. 
The POST ADJUTANT: 
CADET HOSPITAL, U. 8. MILITARY ACADEMY, 
West Point, N. Y., August 20, 1892. 
SIR: In compliance with instructions :from your o:flj.ce I have the honor to. submit 
the following annual report concerning the conditio:IJ. and work of .the medical de-
partment of the United States Military Academy and post of West Point for the 
,fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 
The following medical officers were on duty at the post during the year for the 
periods set opposite their respective names, viz: 
(1) Maj. Henry McElderry, surgeon, U. S. Army, July 1, 1891, to June 30, 1892; 
absent on detached duty during the month of October, 1891, as member of Army 
medical examining board, New York City (S. 0. No. 206, A.G. O., c. s. 1891). 
(2) Capt. William Fitzhugh Carter, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army, July 1, 1891, to 
January 23, 1892. (Relieved, S. 0. No. 10, A.G. O., c. s., 1892.) 
(3) Acting Asst. Surg. Wm. Penn Compton, U.S. Army, July 1, 1891, to Novem-
ber 1, 1891 (contract annulled by letter from Surgeon General's Office da_ted October 
16, 1891). 
(4:) Capt. H. S. Kilbourne, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army, January 23, 1892, to June · 
30, 1892. (S. 0. No. 10, A. G. 0. c. s. 1892); absent on detached duty as member of 
Army medical examining board, New York City, from April 1 to 27, 1892. (S. O. 
No. 56, A.G. O., c. s. 1892.) 
(5) Capt. C. N. Berkeley Macauley, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, March 31, 1892, 
to April 30, 1892, during absence of Capt. Kilbourne. (S. 0. No. 56, 'A. G. 0., c. s. 
1892.) · 
Dr. G. Herbert Brown, of Highland Falls, N. Y., was employed to take charge of 
the soldiers' hospital from January 13 to 22, 1892, both dates inclusive, during ~he 
absence on leave of Capt. William Fitzhugh Carter, assistant surgeon, per authority 
ofindorsement dated Surgeon-General's Office, Washington, November 13, 1891, and 
by verbal authority and permission of the Superintendent under paragraph 1636, 
Army Regulations. 
The duties of the medical officers have been divided during the year generally as 
follows: 
The post surgeon has charge of the cadet hospital and cadet sick call, of the gen-
eral administrative affairs of the medical department of the Academy and post. He 
also has the professional charge and care of such officers and their families as may 
call on him for professional advice and treatment. 
A large part of his time is necessarily taken up with the examination of the eyes 
of those cadets who have refractive and muscular errors and who suffer in con e-
quenc~ from eyestrain-for the purpose of fitting thezd with suitable glasses for 
studymg. 
The assistant surgeon has charge of the soldiers' hospital of enlisted men sick ~n 
qu~t~rs, and of their fa?J-ilies, of civilian employes, and of such officers and their 
families as may call on him for professional advice and treatment. .. 
. He also has char~e of the physical examination of recruits and of men for reen-
listment for the engmeer company, and for the various detachments at the post, and 
of the weekly drill _and ~truct~on of members of the Hospital Corps. 
The m_ontbly sall:lt~ry mspect1ons of the post required by paragraph 1642, Army 
Regulations, are div1cled each month between the two senior medical officers, the 
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post surO'eon havin()' sanitary supervision· of the officers' quarters, cadet barracks, 
etc., on ~he plain, :i1d the assistant. surgeon of the s_oldier~'. barracks and of that 
part of the post occupied by the enlisted men and_ their families. 
The following statement shows the average daily strength of the command for 
the year: 
Officers ...•••.•.•...•...•...........•........................• - ...• - . -- - - 52. 67 
Cadets.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272. 50 
Enlisted men .................................................... - - - - -- - - 348. 08 
Total command . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 673. 25 
Civilians (officers and solcliers' families, employes and their families): 
673
: 
00 males, 60; females, 302; children, 311 ........................••.......... ___ _ 
Grand total for the post ................. · ........ _ ................... 1,346.25 
The following statement shows the number of cases treated during the year: 
Officers: Injuries, 0; diseases, 27 ............................... - ... - - - - -- - - - -
Cadets in hospital: Injuries, 73; disea,ses, 395 .......................... - . - - --
Cadets treated in quarters and excused from some duty ..................... . 
Cadets treated in quarters and excused from no duty ................... - - - - - . 
Enlisted men treated in hospital and quarters: Injuries, 88; diseases, 339. · .... 
CivHians living on reservation ( officers and soldiers' families and employes 







Grand total for post. . . . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 6, 116 
The appended tables, marked A, B, C, D, E, and F, show the character of the diseases 
treated on the post during the year-among officers (A); cadets in hospital (B); en-
listed men (C), and civilians (D and E). · 
Table Fis a recapitulation of specific febrile and acute infectious diseases and-
malarial fevers treated on the post of West Point during the fiscal year. There was 
1 death among· the Corps of Cadets during the year, that of Cadet George H. Myer, 
fourth class, on May 14, 1892, from acute inflammation of the heart (eudocarditis), 
complicating acute articular rheumatism. 
There was 1 death among the enlisted men during the year, that of Private James 
B. Rogers, cavalry detachment, age, 19f2 years; American; "accidentally drowned 
in Hudson River about January 24, 1892, opposite West Point, N. Y.; while skating 
broke through ice; body not recovere<l.." 
There were 10 deaths from diseases among civilians living on the reservation dur-
ing the year, as shown in appende,d tables marked D and E. 
While none of these deaths are reported as directly due to influenza, it is probable 
that the depressing effects of this disease, which has prevailed at the post during the 
year, have had a very marked influence on the increased death rate of this post for 
the past fiscal year, as it undoubtedly has had on that of the country at large. 
Besides the deaths reported on appended tables there was a civilian died at the 
soldiers' hospital about 5 :15 a. m.., May 8, 1892, from fracture of the base of the skull 
and consequent cerebral hemorrhage, due to an accidental fall on his head from. a 
fast-moving West Shore passenger railroad train just above the post. The man wa.s 
found lying unconscious on a truck on the platform of the West Shore depot and was 
admitted to hospital 7 :45 p. m.., May 7, 1892, as an act of humanity by authority of 
the Superintendent upon the recommendation of the post surgeon. His friends ac-
companying him. gave his name as Mr. Rudolf W. Saermandt, No. 86 Quincy street, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Twenty births are recorded as having taken place on the post during the year, 7 
being in officers' families and the remaining 13 among soldiers' families. 
Four thousand one hundred and sixty-one prescriptions were put up at the cadet 
hospital during the year and 2,895 at the soldiers' hospital for the same period, being 
7,056 for the post. · 
One hundred and ninety-four men were examined during the year by the m.edica,1 
officer in charge of the soldiers' hospital as to their physical qualifications for enlist-
ment as recruits or for reenlistment. One hundred and forty-nine vaccinations and 
125 revaccinations were perfor!)led at the post during the year, the entire fourth class 
Corps of Cadets being critically examined as to their vaccination marks, and all those 
not having recent marks being vaccinated or revaccinated. 
Estimates have been prepared :,ind forwarded during the year for the annual re-
pairs to cadet hospital ($970.99); for additions to and for improvement of grounds 
of the new soldiers' hospital ($1,995.50), and for construction of a set of hospital 
steward's quarters near the new soldiers' hospital ($2,645.20). 
Since the annullment of the contract of Acting Assist. Surg. Compton on N ovem.-
ber 1, 1891, two medical officers onl_y have been on duty at the 11ost. 
Shortly after the annullment of Dr. Compton's contract an official application was 
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forwarded1 through the regular military channels, by the present post surgeon, re-questing that another medical officer might be assigned to duty at the post to take 
Dr. Compton's place. , 
Nothing having been heard from this application, a communication was recently 
addressed to the Superintendent requesting that he take such measures as might be 
deemed by him most expedient and suitable to insure the assignment of an addi-
tional medical officer at the post before the commencement of the coming academic 
year, when the busy season for the medical department will again recommence at 
West Point. · 
Owing to the amount and special character of the work -required of and properly 
pretaining to the medical department at West Point, the services of at least three 
medical officers of the Army are needed at the post during the entire year, except -
possibly during a iew weeks in summer, when most of the officers and many of the 
cadets are away on leave. . 
It is therefore arnestly hoped that proper steps may be taken to insure the per-
manent assignment of the additional medical officer asked for and much needed at 
the post. . . 
There is another measure pertaining to the medical department of the U. S. M1h• 
tary Academy and post of West Point which the post surgeon considers it his duty, 
in justice to his own department, to recommend in this report, and which he fuµ_y 
believes only needs mentioning to commend itself to the impartial sense of justice 
and fairness of the present Superintendent. This recommendation is · as follows: 
That owing to _the increased amount of work and the specialized character of the 
duties devolvin~ upon the medical officer occupying the position of post surgeon at 
West Point, he snoul~, while on such detail, receive the increased rank and pay of a. 
lieutenant-colonel. . 
It is b elieved that every argument which was used for bestowing an additional 
grade and pay upon the Superintendent. commandant of cadets, cadet quarter~aster, 
etc., and assistant instructors at West Point would, in common justice and fair play 
to the medical department, also· en.title the senior medical officer in that department 
on duty at the post to such additional grade and emolument. 
The dispensing of medicines, clerical work, nursing, and cooking at the cadet and 
soldier's hospitals have been well and satisfactorily performed during the year by 
members of the hospital corps on duty at the post. . 
The post surgeon takes this opportunity to express his thanks to his ass1~tants for 
the intelligent and satisfactory manner in which they have performed their dutieb 
during the year. . 
The post smgeon also desires to again express his indebtedness to the Supe~m-
tendent for his uniform courtesy and cordial support of the recommendations of _him-
self and his assistants during the year tending to the improvement of the samtary 
condition of the post. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
HENRY MCELDERRY, 
Major a11d Surgeon, U.S . .A.rrny, Post Surgeon. 
A.-Sumrna1·y of diseases and i11ju1·ies treated among officers at West Point, N. Y., di,ring 
the fiscal yewr ending June 30, 1892. 
Diseases. » · · · iP ~ ~!l8~~~i~~:~~ 
________________ , __ - -- - - - - --- -·-
No deaths. 
I certU:v that the above is a correct and true summary as shown by the records of 
this hospital. 
HENRY MCELDERRY, 
Major and Surgeon, U. S. Army, Post Surgeon. 
CADET HOSPITAL, u. s. MILITARY ACADEMY, 
West Point, N . Y., July 20, 1892. 
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B.-Summar"y of diseases, wounds, and injur·ies occur1'ing among the Corps Qj Cadets, United 
States MilitariJ Aoaderny, and treated in hospital at West Point, N. Y., dur·ing the Ji.seal 
year ending June 30, 1892. 
~ bil ..,; i:.: 0 ~ .g ~ i-: ~ '1i cl ~ ~ ..,; ~ ~ ~ ~ C) CD ~ ~ ~ ':/2 0 A ~ ~ ~ E-+ 
- - -
- - - - -
- -
--
.. Diseases • 
tJ!~:z~:.~~~~~!.~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: • ::: :::: .. :. ,::::::::·iii. ·69. ·4i°. ·i2· .. 2. :::: :::: 14~ 
Malarial fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 2 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 11 6 27 
Diarrhrea, acute............................. 1 8 2 . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 11 
~~~~!!~8 -~: .t.~~ -~~~~~~~1~~~~~?~~~~~~~~~.: :: .. : ... :. : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : .. 7. : : : : : : :: : ::: ~ 
Acute articular rheumatism..................................................... 1 .... .... 1 
Muscular rheumatism (myalgia) .. . . . .. . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2 
Headache and neuralgia..................... 1 1 3 . . • . . . . . 4 . • • . 1 3 1 1 . • • . 15 
Other diseases of the nervous system........ 1 ............ ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . .. . 2 4 
Diseases of the eye................ . . . . • . . . • . 5 5 14 . . . . 4 3 2 5 9 19 6 1 73 
Diseases of the ear.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Catarrh nd common colds . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . 1 . . . . 2 . . . . 1 2 1 . . . . 3 2 2 . • • . 14 
Bronchitis, acute and subacute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 2 
Pneumonia...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . • . . • • • 1 
Other diseases of the respiratory system . • . . 1 . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . 2 
Diseases of the circulatory system . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 1 
Tonsilitis, a.cute and subacute . ............. ·1 2 1 2 . . . . 2 2 6 4 11 . . . . 1 31 
Dyspepsia, colic and constipation............ 1 6 . . . . 2 1 1 2 1 4 5 3 .. • . 26 
~~i:~~tifd!~~~.t~.~~~~~:~!.~:.s.t~~.:::::: .. : ... : ... :. :::: :::: .. :. ~ .. :. :::: .. : ... :. :::: 1~ 
Heatexhaustion ...•••.••......••...•••••.... , .... 12 .... .... ..•. .•.. .... .... .... .... 1 3 16 
Total diseases .. • • • • • • • . . . . • . • • • • • • • • . . 19 38 30 4 I 10 29 83 60 39 45 25 13 395 
==1==·1==1:==i==l==l===l==ll==l===l===l==l= 
Wounds and injuries. 
Sprains................................. . .... 1 3 1 . ... 3 2 2 · 4 1 611 24 
Boils . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . 5 1 2 1 2 5 3 1 . . • . 3 2 . • • . 25 
Coµcussion of the brain and spine .... : . . . . . . 1 1 ... ; 1 . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. • . • • . 1 4 
Contusions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . 1 2 · 1 . . . . 5 . . . . 1 2 . • • . 2 2 . . • . 16 
Lacerated wounds........................... 1 ..... ... .... .... .... ..... ... .... . ... . ... .... 1 
Simple fractures............................. . . . . . . . . . . •. . • • . 1 . .. . 1 . . . . 1 . . • . . .. . .. . . 3 
Total wounds and injuries ...••....... , 9 7 4 ·1 2 11 7, 1 I 7 j 1 7 10 1 73 
Totaldiseases,wounds,andinjuries ... · 28 . 45 34l 6 21 3690r67"To"°523514 468 
Deaths,_ 1. Cadet George H. Myer, May 14, i892, from acute inflammation of the heart, complicating 
acute articular rheumatism. 
I certify that the above is a correct and true summary as shown by the records of 
this hot:ipital. 
HENRY MCELDERRY, 
Major and Siwgeon, U. S. Army, PoBt Surgeon. 
CADET HOSPITAL, U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, 
WeBt Point, N. Y., July £01 1899. 
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C.-Summa1·y of diseases and inj1wies treated among civilians (soldiers' families, civilian 
1 employes and their Ja.niil·ies) during fiscal year end-ing June 30, 1892, with deaths. 
:Month, ............. { 
Diseases. 
Abscess •...•.....•....... 1 .. 2 .......................... .... ·· .. -· .... ·· .... ·· .. .. 




tarrh .......... _. 1 . . .. . . J 4-
1
.. 4 l .4 . . 1 . . . . . . . . . 2 2 3 2 . . . . . . . . 1 6 . . . . 31 
~iiruc:itt!iti~: : : : : : . ~ : : : : : : : : : : . : . i . ~ . ~ : : : : : : : : i . ~ : : . i . ~ : : : : : : : : . ~ : : : : . ~ . i : : 2~ 
r;ystiti& ..•............ ... ··I·· ....... . ..... ... .......... ·· .. -- .. 1 ...... ·· 1 .. 4~ d1arr hcea. . . . . . . 1 3 13 l 3 5 3 9 . . . . . _ . . . . . . 1 . . . . J • • 1 1 1 J • • • • • • • • .. • • • • 1 
indigestion..... .. . . .. . . . . 1 . _ . • . . . J • • • . . • • • . . J 2 .... J . . . .......... 3 .. -- 9 
in!!:~~~f~n-~~~- .......................... .. ............ ·· ........ ·· .. J •• •· •• 
spi"?-!!'l menin· 1 
Amenosr%~~i~~~:::::: :: :: :: :: :i :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :~ :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: -~ 






Antepartum hemor· 1 
tii{Uill< !: !: : : •• !: :: •: •• i: !: : :: : !: \ :: :: :: :; : :: :: :1 !: :: : ~i !: •; I 
2~ttt~ff;a~i:::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :~ :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :~ :: :: :: :~ :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :i t 
Colio,a~Yr~••••:::: 1 :1 ;:::,iii;:::::::: •• :::;•••::::::::::::: :::::; •• :; ! 
8~:1hl;~t1~!:::::::::: ·i ·g ·7 ·2 ·,i ·2 ·1 ·6 ·a ·i h :: h ·i h :: ·a ·2 ·i ·2 ·i ·i :: :: h h ~ 
g~!iit~;;::::::::::: :: :: :~ :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :~ :: :: :: :: :: 1i :: :~ :~? :: :: :~ .i :: :: :~ :~ :: sg 
Dentition . • . . . .. • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 .... . ....... ................... ............. • · · · .. ! 
Dermatitis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . . l .................... · · .. -· -. - · · · · · · · · · · · • · 2 
~H&E:1t~;:::::::: :: :~ :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ·f :: :i :: :: :: :: :: :: :: \: :~ :: :: :~ :: :! .~ :: .. ~ :: ~ 
Eczema . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 _. . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 . . 2 ........... · . - · · i !i~;~~::::-:::::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :i :~ :: :i :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :~ :; :: ! 
General debility ...................................................... 1 ...... -- 1 .. 
5
: 













,.;lpitati_o~ of hoa,t .. ...................... ··I·· ...... ··1·· .................. 1 ...... J !it f ii: I:;;;; ;; ;; ;; ~: :: i ;; i: •; :; it;: ::1:'. ;; ;;;;; ;; :~ :: ~: i: ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; 1 
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C.-Surnma1·y of diseases and injuries treated arnong ?ivilians ( so_ldiel's' fa:mmes, civilian e~n-
ployes and theirfarnilies) during the fiscal year ending Jii.ne 30, 1892, with deaths-Contd. 
Months.············ { ~ !~ i 8 ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ 1 
--------~,~~-,-~~-,-~-1-.----,------1-~--1---1-~--
• <ti • i, i i i, . <ti • :B • ii :B . :B ·::B :B ]~ !~ ~ ~ ~ $~ 1~ ~~ ~ 1~ 1~ ~ 
S ] § S j § ] g j § j § S j § S J § a j I § j § S j g S ,J g j § Diseases. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i 
i~=~~=i]~]i]~~]~~]i~]~~~~]i~1]~,]~ 
,ctj ,ctj c'.3 ,ctj ,ctj ~ ,ctj O ,ctj O ,ctj O ,ctj ,ctj O ,ctj ,ctj O ,ctj ,ctj O ,ctj O ,ctj l,ctj O ,ctj ,ctj O ,<!j O I E-l 
-------~---------- .------------------7-
Retroversion • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .....................•........•. -. -.. - . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Rheumatism .......................... 3 .. 2 3 .. 2 .................... 2 ............ 12 
Rhus poisoning ........... 1 ........ r .................................. 1 ...... 1.. 4 
Septicremia . .. • . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 1 
Simple fever....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . 1 
Skin disease .............................. 1 2 .... 2 .... 1.......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 
Tender nipples .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. • • 2 .. .. • . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 
Threatened antepar-
tum .........................................................................••...... 
~r:::ti:;ji~c~~~:~~~: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: "i :: .: :: .: :: :: :: "i ½ 
Tonsilitis ........................... 1 .. 3 .. 5 .... 2 .. 1 1 .... 1 ........ 1 ....••.... 15 
Toothache............ . . 1 ..... _ . . 1 . . . . 4 1 1 . . .. .. . . . . . . .. 1 . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . 9 
Hi~~~!~!::tair~-.;i;: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: -i -~ :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: i 
Ulcer....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Ulcerated womb ................................ 1...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 
¥!~~~: ~~~~~-~-~~~:: :: -~ :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: .: :: :: :: :: :: ·.: :: :: 'i :: :: t 
Total diseases .. 5 35 32 4 2514 25401134 25 56 123 31 129 53 123191513 11114 1141716 9 598 
Total wounds and in-
juries ................. 5 3 .. 1 1 ...... 1 .. 5 .. 1 2 ~ .. 1 ........ 1 .............. --1 21 / 
Total diseases, • I 
wounds, and 
Deaths;~~~~~::::::: -~~~ 3~ -~~~~~~~~~~:~~:~ 6} .::~ 3~ .~::~~ .::~::~~ 1i .~:::~ .::~lil~ r~ 
*,Private .James B. Rogers, U. S. Military Academy Detachment Cavalry, accidentall; drowned in 
Hudson River, about .r anuary 24, 1892. 
I certify that the ahove is a correct summary from the records of this hospital. 
H. S. KILBOURNE, 
Captain and Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army, · 
In charge of Soldiera' Hospital. 
SOLDIERS' HOSPITAL, U. S. MILITARY ACADEM-X-, 
Weet Point, N. Y., July 20, 1892. 
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D.-Sunimary of diseases, wounds, and injuries treated among civilimis (officera' familieB, 
men, women, and children) at West Point, N. Y., du1·ing the fiscal year ending June SO, 
1892, takenfrom the records of the cadet hospital. 
~ bD ..,; ~ d § ,Q ~ ~ ~ al ~ 'i3 0 ~ ..,; § -+'> Q 0 Q) Q) A 0 ~ ~ r:n 0 ~ A ,~ F-1 ~- ~ ~ ~ E-1 
- - -
-
- - - - - - -
--
Malarial diseases . . . . . . . • • • .. . . • . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 5 3 . . • . 3 ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 20 









Constitutional diseases...................... . . . . 2 1 1 1 . . . . 1 4 21 
Developmental diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4 2 1 1 . . . . 9 
Cancer of the breast . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Nervous diseases . . . . • . . .. . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7 .. : . 1 2 4 2 8 1 4 1 5 36 Bi:::::: ~1 l~: ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. ~ ... ~. : : : : : : : : : : : : .. ~ ... ~.I~::: : : : : i : : : : .. ~. ~ 
Diseases of the nose ..................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
R~spiratory dise~ses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 1 {> 3 1 . . . . 4 5 . . . . 4 . . . . 28 
Diseases of the srculatory system.......... 1 1 . . . . 1 2 1 5 . . . . . . . . 2 2 . . . . 15 
Diseases of the digestive system . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 16 2 12 16 14 8 12 15 8 7 6 127 
Diseases of the lymphatic system ................................ ............................. - · 
D seases of the genito-urinary system . . . . . 1 1 1 . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 2 . . . . 4 . . . . 13 
Diseases of the locomotor system .................................................... - ...... -. - · 
Diseases of the integumentary system...... . . . . 4 3 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 5 2 26 
Results of injuries.......................... . . . . 2 . . . . . . . . 2 1 . . . . . . . . 2 .. . . 1 . . .. 8 
Childbirth and diseases incidental thereto . . 1 2 . . . . . . . . 3 2 5 . . . . 1 1 . . . . . . . . 15 
Total . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . . . • . • . . . • • • • . . . . . 18 45 12 22 35 45 36 50 41 27 29 221382 
Deaths: Pneumonia . . . . . • . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . .................. ; . . • . . . . . . . • . 1 
Brights disease.................................... .... .................................... 1 
Total ............................ , ............................................................ 2 
I certify t~at the above is a couect and true summary as shown by the records of 
this hospital. 
HENRY MCELDERRY, 
Major and Surgeon, U. S. A1·my, Post Surgeon. 
CADET HOSPITAL, U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, 
West Point, N. Y., July 20, 1892. 
E.-Summary Ok diseases and injuries treated among civilians ( soldie-rs' Jamilies, civilian 
employes, and their families), at West Point, N. Y., during the fiscal year ending June 
SO, 1892, with deaths, taken from the records of the soldie1·s' hospital. 
~ bD..,;. ~ d ~1,g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ A ~ F-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 
-----------------1------- - -------
Malarial diseases............................ 9 9 6 4 5 7 1 . . . . . • . . . .. . .. .. . • . . 41 
Influenza.................................... ... . .. . . ..... ... 7 18 17 1 2 .. .. . ... . ... 45 
Dietio diseases . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . 2 1 1 3 5 2 . . .. . . . . 1 2 . . . . . . . . 17 
Other enthetic diseases. . . . . . . .. . • .. • . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . 1 . . . . 2 5 a 2 .. . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Childbirth and its results................... 2 1 2 . . .. 3 4 4 2 . . . 2 3 1 24 
Constitutional diseases...................... .. . . . . . . .. . . . • .. .. . . 3 2, . .. . 2 1 1 2 11 
DeveloJ?mental diseases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Parasitic diseases. . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 4 : : : : · · 5 · · · 2 · 3 1 2 . . . . 1 18 
~~rvous d}sf:ses ..................... , ...... 10 2 9 20 9 5 8 6 2 2 1 f 7~ 
Di:::::~fth::r::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: i .. i. :::: .. ~. i .. ~. :::: :::: 1 4 
Diseases of the nose. . .. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 1 1 . . . . . . . . 11 . . . . . . . . 1 . • . . . . . . 1 lti 
~r:l~:ttl\f:~f::~~~;:ysy~t~~:::::::::: .. ~. :::: --~- .. ~. ~ .. ~ .. :~ .. ~~ ... ~. -~~. 1i i 9: 
Diseases of the digestive system . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 21 29 10 16 10 14 11 6 5 11 7 180 E[::::'~n~=~~~~~ttit~ti:::::: ::i: ·T ·-r :i ::i: :i ::i: :i ::~: ·T t ~ a! 
Total diseases......................... 72 43 65 45 81 55 83 43 28 26 32 25 598 
Total wounds and injuries . . . .. . • . . . . . .. .. . . 8 2 1 5 7 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Total diseases, wounds, and injuries.. 80 45 65 4.6 86 62 84 43 29 26 32 25 1619 
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E.-Summary of diseases and injuries treated among civilians, etc.-Continued. 
DEATHS, 
1 
!:E1~~/:ifantum ........................ • • • • · ·: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ½ g~~~i:f:1fe· · ·· · · · · ·· · ·:: :: : : : : : : : : :: :: : : :: :: :: ::::: :: : ::: :: : ::: : ::::::::: ::: :: :: : : :: :: :: : :: : : : : i 
rii;~~r::::::::::::::: :: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : =: :: : : : :: ::: :: : : :: ==:: :: ::::::: :: :: : : : = = =: :: : : ==::::: J 
Total ........................................................................................ . 
ENTHETIC DISEASES. 
l~l:/_:.::::::_;:_:_;~:);;::::;::::~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;::;;:;!!\!((!~!!i\!!!!!!!!!;;;~~;;;;~~>i 
Total ...................................................................................... ~. 13 
P ARA.SITIC DISEASES, 
t'!~iii~n;}n';~~-s.: ::::: :::::: ::::: ::: :: :: : : : :: :: : : ::: :::: :::::: :: : : ::: : ::: :: : :::: :: : ::::::::: :::::: lg 
Total ........................................................................................ 18 
I certify that the above tabulated statement is correct. 
HENRY MCELDERRY, 
Majo1· and Swrgeon, U. S. Army, Post Surgeon. 
CADET HOSPITAL, u. s. MILITARY ACADEMY, 
West Point, N, Y., July 201 1892. 
F .-Specific febrile and acute infectious disea,ses occurring among civilian, ( officers anil 
soldiers' families, employes and their families, men., women, and children) at WestPoint, 
N. Y., during the fiscal end·ing June 30, 1892. 
Diseases. 
---------------,---------------
Typhoid fever . • .. • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • . .. . . . .. . . • . . 1 . • • . 1 .................... ~--. . .. . 2 
Irifluenza.................................... .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. 11 90 129 63 31 6 • • .. 1 331 ii;i~!~~~.~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::~: f :ii: ::i: ::~: f :::: :::: J 
Chicken pox . • . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 1 . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. 1 
Tonsilitis .. .. .. .. .. • • . .. • . . .. . .. • .. • .. .. . .. . 2 3 5 6 10 10 9 12 13 20 2 3 95 
Malarial diseases............................ 9 15 13 7 10 7 1 .... . . .. 6 13 12 93 
Typho-malarial fever ............................ _ 1 . .. . . . . . 1 ....... ·. . • .. . • • . . . . . . • • . . • . . 2 
Total.................................. 11 19 20 13 34 108 153 79 46 , 33 15 16 547 
No deaths from these diseases reported. 
I certify that the above is a correct and true summary, as shown by the records 
of this and the soldiers' hospital. · 
HENRY MCELDERRY, 
Major and Su1·geon, U. S. Army, Po8t Surgeon. 
CADET HOSPITAL, U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, 
We8t Point, N. Y., July 20, 1892. 
Col. JOHN M. WILSON, 
Corp8 of Engineers, U.S. Army: 
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, 
Wut Point, N. Y., June 13, 1892. 
Sm: In obedience to your verbal instructions of April 20, directing me to prepare 
estimate of additional boiler power required for new academic building and cost of 
same, I have the honor to submit the following: 
The architect's specifications call for 21,075 square feet of radiating surface, which 
requires boiler power equivalent to 150 horse power. 
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The present boiler plant comprises four horizontal tubular boilers rated at 80 Rd. 
P. each. I am informed by the engineer in charge of the plant t,hat in very col 
weather all four boilers are worked to their full capacity, and that there is no sur-
plus power. It will therefore be necessary to increase the present plant by at leas-t 
150 H.P. In view of the desirability of having a little reserve power to provide for 
the contingency of any accidental breakdown of a boiler I would respectfully re?-
ommend the addition to the present plant of two boilers, each of 100 H.P. T~eir 
first cost will be but a trifle more than that of an 80 H.P., whereas their installation 
will cost practically the same. . 
To install these two additional boilers will necessitate an extension of the boiler 
house, as the present plant completely fills it. This extension may be made either to 
the east 4?r to the west. The arrangement of the boiler house and coal shed as a -t 
present existing is both inconvenient and expensive. To remedy these defects 
thoroughly would demand radical and expensive alterations. Assuming, howev~r, 
that no such changes are contemplated, and that due economy is desired, I hereW1th 
submit a plan for an extension of the boiler house to the west sufficient--to cover the 
two additional boilers and to provide a 6-foot passage way whereby the coal may be 
wheeled to the fires under cover. The roof is supported upon cast-iron columns 
rising from the floor and from the brickwork between the boilers. This plan assumes 
that the cadet sink immediately in rear of the boiler house will be removed and the 
ashes carried off by the road in rear. 
The estimated cost of the foregoing plan is as follows: 
Two 100-H. P. boilers, complete .... _ ... ___ •...•• _ ..•....•••••••••••••••. 
127 cubic yards, rough pointed masonry, at $12 ... _ .....••.•..••.•..•.... 
New roof for boiler house ...................•...•.••....•.........••..•. 
200 feet 10-inch steam pipe, at $5 ...•....•....••.....••...••••.•....•••.. 






The boilers considered in the foregoing estimate are of the ordinary horizontal 
tubular pattern similar to those in place. If two water tube boilers of equal 
power be put in, their cost will be about $5,300, the other items remaining the same. 
This type of boiler is in every way superior to the horizontal tubular pattern ex<?ept 
in first cost, which would soon be paid for by their greater coal economy. If des_n:ed 
the extension of the boiler house may be made to the eastward with equal facility 
and at about the same cost. , 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH 1E. KUHN, 
Fii'Bt Lie,utenant, Corps of Engineer,. 
' ============================== 








Washington, October 1, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report for the year ended 
September 1, 1892. · 
MILITARY COLLEGES. 
The data in the table submitted herewith, compiled from the reports 
of the officers detailed as professors of military science and tactics at 
the several institutions, exhibit gratifying results. The average num-
ber of students over 15 years of age attending the several universities 
and colleges named was 18,484, an increase of 2,767 Q_ver the number 
reported last year and over 6,000 more than the number reported for 
the scholastic year 1889-'90. This marked and steady increase in the 
number of pupils attending the institutjons of learning possessing a 
chair of military science and tactics undoubtedly indicates the growth 
of sentiment throughout the country in favor of a course which blenct.s 
military instruction with the ordinary curriculum of studies. / 
The number of students physically capable of military duty is re-
ported as over 15,000, of which number 8,098 were required by the fac-
ulty of the several institutions to be enrolled as military students. At 
only four of the colleges named is attendance on the military course 
elective. The total number that received military instruction during 
the last quarter of the scholastic year 1&91-'92 was 9,012, an increase 
of 1,646 over the preceding year, while 617 students attended artillery 
drills and 8,104 infantry drills. · 
The interest generally manifested by both faculties and students is 
very good and increasing. In one instance, however, the interest of 
the faculty is reported as" not good," and, as might be expected from 
this lack of encouragement, that of the students is stated as "no€ up 
to the average." The fact that nearly all of the pupils at that institu-
tion capable of military duty are required to be enrolled leads to the 
hope that, as time demonstrates the positive benefit of a system that 
enforces manly bearing and deportment as well as inculcates habits of 
obedience, the interest of the faculty as well as that of the students 
will largely increase in the near future. In two other cases the apti-
tude of the students is reported as excellent and their interest as 
encouraging, notwithstanding the regrettable fact that at one the fac-
ulty took no interest and at the other, with the exception of the presi-
dent, the faculty manifested only passive interest in the military course. 
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Tabulated statementfroni reports of professo1·s of military science and tactics, showing average attendance of stud.,ents at universities and colleges. 
Average number of ~ 
~;s "O bl) Attendance Interest manifested by-Q;, A students. A I>· ... at-
~ta .s s ..... i-.. Q;, p 
~.g ~~ a5"d 
-
i-.. 
cl) <1)1>, -+'>"d A ~~ ~ li cl) -i ..o~ i .... .::;s "dl:i -+'>~~ Aptitude of Universities and colleges. .... 0 
~s f cl) ai i-..~$ ai studentE. 0 Ill ~ ; ~ Q;, .... 'g.$i cl) A !°e a Students. Faculty. cl) 1,; ,.c .... ::s i-.. ~ cl) p., Q;, o"d s a< 'd i-..-,;,E ::SI>-.-,;, p., 
'° i=ii Al~ 
p., 
t' '° .... ~§Ill . t .... i-.. <l)p. 
i-.. cl) ~ -.e ,.c~i,., ~:;::l<l) ~ A cl) rd t; ]o s ::s ~ t; s~ ~ I> ~ ~ ::S-+'>-+'> i-.. ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
..Alabama Agric11ltural and Mechanical College, 173 ....... 
Auburn. 
173 171 171 171 16 148 Good .• ••••. Very good •••••. Good. 
University of ..Alabama, Tuscaloosa ..........••••• 120 ....... 120 113 120 97 
-----· 
83 Fair .•...•.. Fair .••.•••.•... Improving. 
Arkansaa Industrial University, Fayetteville ... •. 435 45 480 246 243 302 
---·--
250 Not good ... • . .. do •••••••.••. But fair; military depart-
Little Rock co'mmercial College, Arkansas .....•.. ment receives fuil support. 90 9 99 95 33 35 ........... 30 Fair ..... ... .... do .....•..... Very satisfactory. Universit¥ of California, Berkeley ..........•.•••. 471 ........ 471 294 272 294 ...... 212 Very good .. Very good ...... Excellent. State ~1cultural College, Fort Collins, Colo ..... 88 ......... 88 86 69 69 .......... 61 Good .....•• Satisfactory .... All that could be desired. Sheffiel Scientific School of Yale University, 461 
·····-
461 461 108 Hi4 ...... · 138 High ..•.... Decided and im. Marked. New Haven, Conn. proving. Delaware College, Newark .•.••••••••••••••.••.••. 78 ....... 78 75 I 74 73 ...... 57 Good ....... Fair ....•••..•.. Poor; governing body is a 
board of trustees. Florida Agricultural College, Lake City ..•.••.•• . 87 7 94 94 94 66 
····--
49 Ordinary ... ..•. do .•••.••••.. Unexceptional; greatly in 
N o~th G~orgia Api?ultural Cop.ege, Dahlonega ... creased during past year. 37 10 47 26 26 26 10 24 Fair ..•..... .... do ..•..••••.. Great. Uruvers1ty of Ilijnms, Champaign _ .........•..... 476 
------
476 385 179 179 .......... 151 Good ....... Good .....•..... Satisfactory. Knox Coll~ Galesburg,lli ...................... 200 10 210 210 42 85 ......... 70 .... do •••••.. .... do ...•....... Marked. Northern · ois Normal School, Dixon •....•••••• 500 ........... 500 280 (*) 77 16 25 Fair ....•••. Fair ....•••..... Fair. De Pauw University, Greencastle, Ind ......••••. _ 800 
----·-
800 540 230 166 22 128 Good ....•.. Great .•••.•••..• Great. 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind ........••••••.. 541 
---·--
541 424 221 221 19 126 Average .••. Fair .••••••••••. About same as in other de-
partments. 
Vincennes University, Vincennes, Ind .....•••••.. 33 12 45 45 45 44 
------
41 Good ....•.. Good .•••.•••••. Good. . 
Cornell College, Mount Vernon, Iowa ...••.....•.. 438 1 439 227 177 174 ....... 156 Excellent ... Fair •.....•..... Fair. 
State University of Iowa, Iowa City ...... _ .•.•••. 172 
------
172 166 160 146 20 108 .... do ....... Satisfactory .... Satisfactory. 
Iowa Wesleyan University, Mount0 Pleasant ..•••• 219 10 229 124 96 96 16 86 Very good .. Very goodj ...... Very good; fullest coopera-
tion. 
Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan .•.. 252 2 254 250 None. 136 80 100 Excellent ... Encouraging .. _ Passive bl all except tho 
presiden. 





























Louisiana State University and Agricultural and 144 6 150 150 150 150 
----·· 
132 ____ do--····· -··-do ... .••••••. Fair. 
Mechanical College, Baton Rouge. 
Maine State College, Orono ... _ .... -. ....... . .. __ .• _ 82 
-·----
82 77 77 77 
------
65 ____ do--·-·--
.... do-······-··· Very good. M1oland Agricultural College, College Park ..... 53 
·-----
53 52 50 50 
·-----
43 Fair _______ _ Fair---········· Good. St. ohn's Colle_ie, Annapolis, Md __ ...••. _ .. _._ ... ll3 15 128 109 98 103 .... ... 86 Satis_factory . Very fair - -····· 
tii~if:~~~tle"nt. :!:! Massachusetts gricultural College, Am.hen,t _ .•. 129 
·-----
129 126 129 129 110 Gooll _______ Good--- -·- ·- ··· ;i.,. Maasachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston. __ 925 
---- --
9~5 925 185 185 170 Excellent ___ Moderate-···-·· Increasing. ~ Michigan Agricultural College, Lansing .........•. 218 
--- ---
218 196 168 Fair-----··· Not up to aver· Not good. 
~ Michigan Military Academy, Orchard Lake--····· 133 age. Great. 4 137 137 137 137 38 108 Great- ..•••. All that could 
I University of Minnesota, Minneafiolis - __ . ___ . - - - . be de~ired. 1,083 
·-----
1,083 1,000 143 163 
------
131 Good·-·-··· Good--·····-··- Very slight. 
--1 Agricultural and Mechanical Co lege of Missis- 193 5 198 185 186 217 24 42 
-··-do·---··· __ .. do---····--·- Good 0 sippi, Agricultural Colle~ 
t-t University of the State of issouri, Columbia_ ••. 500 
--- ---
500 400 174 159 15 115 ____ do----·· · ___ .do------ --··- Do. 
~ Washin&ton University, St. Louis, Mo_. __ __ -·_ . .. 405 201 606 427 224 256 
------
172 Excellent. __ Ver~· good-····· Very encourag-ing_ . I The Co ege of Montana, D eer Lodge __ .... _ ... ... _ 40 4 44 36 27 34 
------
27 Good----··· Decided _ . . - - ... Much interest manifested. University of Nebraska, Lincoln_ ...... _ .....•.•.. 307 7 314 314 (t) 163 9 157 
-·--dO ----··· Goou -- - -· -· · -·- Good. State University of Nevada, Reno. ___ .-·-··· ··_ •• _ 140 35 175 49 46 46 
------
41 ·-·-do ....•.. Excellent .....•. Excellent. ~ I-' Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N . .J ····- ...•.• 225 
------
225 220 120 122 
------
111 
-·--do----··· Goorl --···---·· · Good. ~ Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y ____ . __ . _. _. ___ -· •• 
1, a:;: 1 · ... 3. 1,300 1,200 600 402 17 371 Excelleut - __ Excellent __ ... _. Fair. c... Clinton Liberal Institute, Fort Plain, N. Y. _. _ ..•. 83 80 83 90 
------
70 Fair-- -·· ··· Fair--··-·-····· Do. c:: De La Salle Institute, New York City, N. Y ..•.•.. 105 98 203 100 195 195 
------ 185 Good - --·--- Good .. --- -·-··- $uit!3 good. ""3 St . .John's College, Fordham, N. y ___ . . _____ -·-···· 295 30 325 200 159 173 20 145 _ .• _do _____ . _ Very food ___ .. - ery good. > St . .John's Military School, Manlius, N. Y _ .•.•••••• 58 5 63 58 63 63 
------
60 VerygoocL. Excelent---·--·- Ef(ual, if notfo°ieater, than ~ 
tha.t shown or any other 1-:3 
Goocl _ -.... - Good ___ .... - - . . G:ia.artment. 
I 
Bingham School, Asheville, N. C ___ .. _ .... _ ...••• - 76 6 82 78 78 86 16 65 0 t_:rj University of North Dakota, Grand Forks-······- 70 2 72 70 70 70 
-- ----
67 ____ do----·-- . __ .do __ ----·-··- Do. z Mount Union College, Alliance, Ohio. ___ .. _ .•• _ •. _ )50 ........... 150 180 115 155 19 115 
--·-do----··- Fair------ ---- -- Strong. M Ohio Normal University, Ada.---·--···-·····-···- 1,097 20 1,117 585 (*) 348 20 223 Excellent ___ Excevtion ally Exceptionally great. ~ great. ~ Ohio State University, Columbus---·-··--·-······· 450 10 460 375 230 230 16 198 Good _______ Good--··--··· ·· Good. r' Ohio Wesle6an University, Dehtware---···· ······- 728 ---·-- 728 488 237 237 ------ 221 ____ do----··- Fair-----·-····· Fair. Allegheny ollege, Mead ville, Pa. ___ ...... _____ . _. 180 
--·---
180 131 10! 65 21 38 Average ____ Moderate. - _. - __ Good. 
Grove City College, Grove City, Pa ___ .. _ .. .. .. ___ . 220 1 221 224 221 240 12 55 Good---···- Very satisfac- Sa tis factory. 
tory. . 
Pennsylvania Military Academy, Chester __ __ __ •. _ 80 2 82 tl5 82 103 
------
74 Decided .... Well sustained . Do. 
Pennsylvania State College, State Colle_ge, Pa- ..•.. 207 6 213 183 161 161 48 128 Good-··-··- Fair ___ ________ _ Good. South Carolina Military Academy, Charlest,on _____ 126 
------
126 126 126 126 27 97 _ ... do _______ Satisfactory _ .. _ Fair. 
Patrick Military Institute, Anderson, S. C. ___ . ____ 85 23 108 88 (§) 88 
---·--
74 ____ do: ______ Good---·--·-· · - Good. 
South Dakota Agricultural College, Brookings _ .. _ 214 1 215 118 47 68 ........... 59 Fair-···-·-- Fair ____________ Fair. 
University of South Dakota, Vermillion---···· ..•. 136 
------
136 80 75 75 16 74 Good-······ Satisfactory _ .• . Cordial. Univen,ity of Tennessee, Knoxville __ ..... __ . __ .. _ 171 ........... 171 166 87 92 ........... 80 ____ do----··- Good------·-··· Good. Austin College, Sherman, Tex .. _ .... _ ..... __ . -__ . . 85 3 88 75 <II> 90 .......... 67 Fair-···-··· ____ do--·-······· Satisfactory. 
A~cultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 195 12 207 205 200 200 
------
179 Good ..••••. Excellent- __ .. __ ll'air. 
ollege Station. 
131 Excellent ___ V f:ry encourag- · Encouraging. University of Utah, Salt Lake City .•..••.•.•••.••. 175 7 182 172 165 165 11 
Norwich University, Northfield, Vt_ ••••••••••..... 50 
------
50 (t) \t) (t) 
mg. 
21 42 -· --do-- -- ··- Excellent ___ .. __ Excellent. ~ 
*Elective. tNot given. i Over 20 years of age. 9Not fixed. II All qualified. (0 
CJ.j 
I 
Tabulated statement from 1•epo1·ts of professors of military science and tactics, etc.-Continued-. 
"' 
,,:t bl) Attendance Average number of .µ :s~ 
~-S Interest manifested by-students. A 
.rra at-~ ·$ t:i ,,:t. 




<D Q),0 A ' 
<D bO ';p,, .ti Jj ~ oS s~ 'd ~ .µ 0. .... ~~ la A.ttitude of Universities and colleges. .... 0 
-~ :i ~ students . 0 "' ~s F-1001-4 ~ f F-1 ~~ 4> A oil Students. Faculty. cl! 's"o ,o .... ::s oil Q) s O' 1-4 1-4 Q) h F-1.S"§l ,,:t ,,:t h ~ 0 Q) a~ h h A- t§~ ~ ~ Q)~ ~!! ~ ~ 3 ,o . ..;p,, ~ t 'Cl 'oft 8~ ~ :m~~ :e .;'S I> A 0 
~o 
::l.µ.µ oS-+" A 0 p H lzj H ~ H 
------------
University of Vermont, Burlington . ---- -- - - - .. - - . 178 . -....... 178 138 123 123 ........ 89 Good--···· - Fair. ___________ Fair. 
VermoLt Acadeirt, Saxton's Rfver. -- - .. ---- - - . - - . 136 6 142 60 58 61 ........... 51 Fair ________ Considerable .... Considerable. 
Virfiinia. .A.grim tural and Mechanical College, 74 74 148 74 74 74 ........... 66 Good _______ Good----····--· Good. 
B aoksbur~. 
183 183 183 183 100 177 Excellent ... Excellent . ... __ . Excellent. Virginia Milit~ Institute, Lexington ... _. ____ - - _ ......... 185 
West Virginia niversity, Morgantown.---··----· 200 
·--··· 
200 191 76 106 ........... 83 
----dO -·----· Fair and increas- None. 




196 ............ 177 From indiffer- Satisfactory_ 
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DIVISION OF MILITARY INFORM.A.1.'ION, 
This division, created in the Adjutant-General's Office in 1886 and reor-
ganized by the orders of the Secretary of War on M_arch 15, 1892, :r_na~, I 
think be regarded as performing one of the most important duties rn-
trustJd by the Secretary of War to the .Adjutant-General's Office. Its 
duties, in brief, are the obtaining, systematizing, and arranging of infor-
mation of every character, both as to our own country an_d as _to those 
countries with which we would be liable to have any warlike difficulty, 
which might be or would be requ~red by the Pre~ident i~ the even~ of 
war with any one of those countries. These duties reqmre a detailed 
knowledge of the military resources of such countries so fully and so 
well arranged that the military authorities of our own country, in case 
of war, would know at once everything required for determining the 
number of men we should have to employ, the means and methods of 
transportation, the facilities for subsistence, the character of country 
over which the troops would have to move-in fact, a thorough plan and 
scheme for a war with any given country. In addition to the above, 
the acquirement by means of military attaches of a knowledge of all im-
portant military inventions, improvements, etc., in foreign countries, 
and the duty of its distribution, in order that our Army may be kept 
abreast with the most advanced military progress in other countries, 
devolve upon this division. The full scope of the usefulness of the di-
vision requires the assignment of a small number of officers carefully 
. selected for their special aptitude. '11his, however, has not been possi-
ble because of the lack of room accommodation, and for this reason the 
Secretary of War, May 3, 1892, urged upon Congress the necessity of 
providing in hired buildings for several offices now located in the State, 
War, and Navy building, viz, depot quartermaster, post paymaster, and 
the Superintendent of Public Buildings and Grounds, but the business 
of which, although of great importance, can not properly be considered 
as belonging to the War Department business or to that of any of its 
bureaus. 
Congress having failed to take the necessary action, I beg, most ur-
gently, that renewed efforts be made to secure, through the removal of 
these local offices (the only remedy for the present lack of needful ac-
commodations), such additionaLrooms as are absolutely necessary for 
the full development of the important work of the division of military 
information. 
MILITIA. 
One of the principal duties of the division of military information is 
the having charge of the relations existing between the· regular Army 
and the militia of the several States. The instructions of the Secretary 
of War have been to endeavor to cultivate close relations between the 
two, and I am happy to say that the most excellent results have been 
produced, which. results have been steadily evidenced since by the 
large increase of the numbers of the organized and uniformed militia, 
the steady improvement m discip}ine, soldierly bearing, and knowledge, 
and the evident earnest desire oh the part of the excellent personnel of 
the several national guards to reach the highest ideal characteristics of 
the citizen soldier. Regular officers have been sent, upon the applica-
tions of the governors of States, to the ' encampments of the different 
national gua"!-ds as instructors. Their reports are, in- general terms, of 
the most gratifying character and show the utmost anxiety on the part 
of the large majority of the organizations of the national guard to be-
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come proficient soldiers. The strength of the national guard to-day is 
111,718. It is in many cases not so well equipped as could be desired, 
although its equipments are as good as the amount allowed to·the States 
by the United States justifies. It is believed that the annual appro-
priation of $400,000 is not sufficient even to fully equip the national 
guard at its present strength, nor does it seem to me that the strength 
of the national guard is anywhere near so great as the necessity of the 
United States in case of war would require. It is believed that if a 
larger appropriation were made, so that an increase in arms and equip-
ments, etc., could be obtained from the General Government, the num-
bers of the national guard could and would be largely augmented in 
each State. I therefore recommend that the annual appropriation for 
the national guard be increased from $400,000 to $1,000,000. 
MILITARY ACADEMY. 
In conformity with the requirements of section 1328 of the Revised 
Statutes, the Board of Visitors who attended the annual examination 
at the Military Academy in June last have submitted a report of the 
results of their observations and investigations. 
This report bears ample testimony to the excellent condition and 
management of that institution and contains valuable suggestions and 
recommendations. Some of the latter do not involve legislative action, 
and, among the most important of these, I commend to your special at-
tention the recommendation of former Boards of Visitors-renewed by 
the last Board-as to the necessity of supplying the post of West Po_int 
with :fifty additional horses for exclusive use in the cavalry instruct10n 
of the cadets, and the great importance of furnishing a modern artillery 
equipment to replace the obsolete and dangerous guns, which can not 
be used for the purpose of instruction. 
For the cogent reasons stated in the report of the Board, I have the 
honor to recommend that Congress be urged to favorably consider the 
following recommendations, viz: That the number of cadets be increased 
by restoring to the President the power of appointing ten cad~ts at 
large, annually; that a steam-heating plant be erected on the ra1lroad 
near either the north or south dock; that the water supply be increased 
by the construction of a new reservoir near Fort Putnam; that a m~r-
ble, brick, or tile floor be substituted for the worn-out wooden floor m 
the cadet mess hall; that additional quarters be provided for the ac-
commodation of officers on duty at the Academy, and that the band be 
increased to 40 members, with the compensation now paid to :first-class 
bandsmen. 
INDIAN ENLISTMENTS. 
It was determined, early in 1891, to enlist an Indian contingen~ in 
separate companies, and, for the purpose of command and instruction, 
selected officers and noncommissioned officers of the troops of cavalry 
a?-d companies of infantry skeletonized in the preceding year were a -
signed to the I1:di:1n companies, it being the purpose, ultimately1 to 
supply noncomm1ss10ned officers for these companies by the appomt-
men t _of Indians in the manner indicated by Regulations. In pursuan?e 
of thi. plan, eleven companies have been organized and eight are m 
process of recruitment. Tlile smallest of these organizations numb~r 
15 men and the large t 42, 55 men being the full strength of an Indian 
company. 
The whole number of Indian soldiers enlisterl up to June 30, 1892, wa 
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837, of whom 419 were enlisted during the fiscal year ending with that 
date. 
The wisdom of enlisting a considerable number of Indians of the war-
like tribes, with a view to giving them employment in useful and legiti-
mate channels, has been confirmed by the experience of the past year. 
The habits of obedience, cleanliness, punctuality, and -personal l~bo_r 
enjoined by military training have been not only beneficial to the rnd1-
vidual Indians admitted to the Army, but have reacted favorably upon 
the entire personnel of the tribes from which they came. Therefore, 
looking exclusively to the interests of the Indian, in respect to his civ-
ilization, self-support, and control, the experiment of enlisting him as 
a regular soldier may be regarded as entirely :successful. The primary 
object, however, of Indian enlistments is essentially philanthropic and 
not military, and as the experiment has pas~d the tentative stage and 
is likely to become a permanent administrative policy, it should be con-
ducted without imposing a burden upon the limited resources set aside 
exclusively for the regular military establishment and the risk of im-
pairing the efficiency of the Army. 
It is, therefore! earnestly recommended that Indian enlistments be 
specifically authorized by law, substantially in the manner set forth in 
the bill (S. 2083) introduced in the Senate, February 8, 1892, by Senator 
Proctor, of Vermont. This measure looks to the recruiting of an In-
dian contingent, not exceeding 3,000 in number, which shall be a part 
of the Army, but shall not be included in the present legal enlisted 
strength of the Army. , 
RECRUITING SERVICE. 
The manner of conducting the recruiting service, general and special, 
as fully explained in the last annual report, of the Adjutant-General, 
has been adhered to during the past; year, and all recruiting officers 
have been required to make persistent efforts to secure desirable re-
cruits in sufficient numbers to fill the ranks of the various organizations. 
GENERAL RECRUITING. 
The superintendency for the general service has been maintained in 
New York City, with depots for the collection and instruction of recruits 
at Davids Island, New York Harbor, and Columbus Barracks, Ohio, 
for infantry and heavy artillery, and at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, 
for cavalry and light artillery. 
October 1, 1891, recruiting rendezvous were in operation at the fol-
lowin~ places: T:wo in each of the cities of Boston, New York, Phila- . 
de1phia, and Ohwago; and one each at Portland, Me.; Springfield, 
lVIass.; Providence, R. I.; New Haven, Conn.; Albany, Brooklyn (a 
branchofNewYorkCity), Buffalo, Elmira, and Rochester, N. Y.; Uam-
d~n ~nd ~ewarki N. J.; Har~isburg, W~lkesbarre, and Pittsburg, Pa.; 
Cmcrnnati and C eveland, Ohm; Evansville, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis 
and Terre Haute, Ind.; Detroit, Mich.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Davenport' 
Iowa; St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.; St. Louis, Mo.; Louisvrne Ky.! 
Knoxville, Tenn.; Wheeling, W. Va.; Baltimore, Md.; Washi~gton' 
D. 0.; Greensboro, N. O., and San Francisco, Cal. ' 
The rendezvous at Elmira, N. Y., was closed in October, 1891, and 
the rendezvous at Providence, ,R. I., has been recently closed. 
In April and May, 1892, rendezvous were opened at Seattle, Wash., 
and Chattanooga, Tenn., and in July, 1892, a rendezvous was opened 
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at Port Gibson, Miss., and an additional rendezvous in · Chicago, Ill. 
The rendezvous at Portland, Me., was transferred to Concord, N. H., 
in December, 1891, thence to Portsmouth, N. H., in March, 1892, and 
again, in June following, to Altoona, Pa. In April and July, 1892, the 
rendezvous at Wilkesbarre, Pa., and Greensboro, N. O., were trans-
ferred to Springfiel<I, Ill., and Nash ville, Tenn., respectively. 
In connection with these regularly established rendezvous, over forty 
temporary branch rendezvous have been conducted, for a longer or 
·shorter time, as seemed necessary in each case, for the purpose of reach-
ing the best classes in the smaller cities and towns; but, as stated in 
the report of last year, the general service has to depend almost entirely 
for its recruits upon its well-established rendezvous, which are thor-
oughly advertised and thus become known throughout farge sections 
of country surrounding them. · 
SPECIAL RECRUITING. 
. The departmental, the ordinary regimental, and the engineer recru~t-
ing services have continued to furnish, without expense to the recrmt-
ing appropriation, a fair proportion of the recruits required. . 
The special regimental recruiting service (the object of which 1s "to 
furnish to regiments serving in the more settled parts of the count~y 
the opportunity of recruiting their ranks, by means of traveling recrm~-
ing par.ties, from the communities surrounding or of easy access t? their 
posts") having, in its experimental stage, demonstra,ted that 1t,1~os-
sesses some important advantages over other methods of recrmt~ng 
and is well calculated to produce excellent results, has been applied 
during the past year to such regiments as were favorably located f~r 
special recruitment, and, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, it 
supplied to the different regiments 1,582 recruits, considera_bly more 
than tw.ice the number obtained by this means in the precedmg fiscal 
year. The importance of this branch of the recruiting service, and_ the 
fact that it has been inaugurated and developed at an opportune time, 
are apparent from the following considerations: Throughout the fiscal 
year 1891-'92 unusual efforts were made to supply, by means of the 
general recruiting service, ·as many desirable recruits as possible; the 
number of rendezvous maintained was the largest for many years, and 
the recruiting officers and parties were required- to make every exer-
tion to secure a good class of recruits in sufficient numbers to fill the 
r3tnks of the Army. The end of the fiscal year, however, found the 
Army 1,260 men below its authorized strength. _ 
The whole number of enlistments by special recruiting officers; from 
January, 1890, to June 30, 1892, was 2,404, of whom probably 2,000 were 
in service on the latter date. Without this source of supply, therefore, 
the number of vacancies in the Army, June 30, 1892, would have been 
about 3,260, or an average of 81 to each regiment, instead of an average 
of 31, as was the fact. 
~nder date of June 16, 1892, full instructions were promulgated fro1;Il 
this office for conducting the special regimental recruiting service, as it 
must evidently be relied upon hereafter to furnish a very considerable 
proportion of the recruits needed by the Army from time to time. 
Notwithstanding the constant demand for recruits throughout the 
year and the efforts made to meet this demand as far as possible, no 
relaxation has been permitted in the rigid examination of applicants as 
regar~s ~heir physica1, mental, and moral fitness for the service, required 
by ex1 ting regulations. The high standard of qualifications for accept-
ance and the general business prosperity of the country probably ac-
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count for tlre failure to secure the full number of recruits. required. It 
appears however that the number of vacancies in the ranks is from 
600 to 700 less tb~n it was a year ago, indicating satisfactory progress 
· of the efforts made for the recruitment of the Army. 
The total number of enlistments in the Army for the year ended 
June 30 1892 (excluding those not embraced in the legal limit of 25,000 
men), w~s 9,847, classified as follows: 
For the general recruiting service ........................... ~ ........... - - . · 5, 018 
For the department renuiting service ..................... _. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 003 
For the Indian companies ................................................ -- · 419 
~~or the special rerrimental recruiting service ............ ... ................ - 1,582 
For the Engineer battalion ........................................ - . - - - · ••· -~ 
8,147 
For regiments, detachments, etc ........................................•... 1,700 
Total . . . • . • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, ~4 7 
Of the 9,847 accepted recruits, 6,G52 were native born and 3,195 of 
foreign birth; 8,783 were white, 645 colored, and 419 Indians. 
The reports show that the recruiting officers making the 8,147 en-
listments embraced in the first five items of the foregoing list rejected 
20,931 applicants (72 per cent of the whole number seeking enlistment) 
as lacking the necessary ' qualifications-either physical, mental, or 
moral-which indicates that those officers have, as a rule, taken the 
necessary precautions to prevent the enlistment of m.en unfitted, from 
any cause, for the duties of soldiers. 
POST SCHOOLS. 
The annual reports show the post schools to have been carried on 
with more than usual success and with marked and positive advantage 
to the enlisted men who have attended them. While the work of these 
schools should be continued in the sphere of usefulness marked out for 
them by existing regulations, I am also of opinion that they . should 
be more largely used than they have been in connection with the mili-
tary training of noncommissioned officers. Elementary courses of study 
in topography and minor tactics and in the use of simple field instru-
ments should be introduced, in which the instruction should be im-
parted partly by means of text-books and partly by lectures, oral ex. 
planations, and practical field work. Courses of study should also be 
provided for such enlisted men as desire to apply for examination for 
promotion to the grade of commissioned officers, and these should be 
thrown open to alJ those who fulfill the statutory qualifications, whose · 
character and capacity are such as t6 give promise of future usefulness, 
and who evince a disposition to become proficient in the branches of 
study which are made the subjects of competitive examinations. 
MILITARY SERVICE CORPS, 
The concentration of troops in larger posts reduces somewhat the 
number withdrawn from military instruction to render service as extra-
duty men in the several staff departments. The effect of such details 
can not be otherwise than harmful to the efficiency of the Army, and 
the duties assigned them can be more economically performed by civil-
ian employes, or by detachments of men enlisted and trained for the 
purpose. 
· The Hospital Corps, organized in accordance with the act of March 
1, 1887, and the Corps of Mechanics and Laborers, authorized to be en-
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listed at the Military Academy, have more than fulfilled the expecta-
tions entertained with regard to them at the time they were established. 
The res-qlt. has been to provide an efficient service in both departments, 
to remove a cause that has been productive of no . little annoyance to 
company commanders and medical officers, and to restore to military 
duty a considerable number of enlisted men. 
I suggest that the system-for it is no longer an experiment-be ex-
tended, and that a. suitable corps of enliste~ men be authorized for, and 
attached to, the Quartermaster's and Subsistence Departments, to re-
place the force of enlisted men now performing-duties which are neither 
military nor beneficial to those engaged in them, in any military sense. 
The returns show that about 1,500 noncommissioned officers and pri-
vates are now detailed from their companies and withdrawn from' their 
proper instruction and assigned to classes of work which could be done 
much more economically and efficiently by a corpt; of specialists en-
listed for the purpose. The effect would be to return to the ranks a 
force equal to two reg·iments of cavalry or artillery, or three regiments 
of htfantry of more than average size. The practice here recommended 
has long been made part of the established military policy of European 
armies, and has been resorted to by them, in every case, with a view 
to a more efficient and economical administration. , I need only add 
that the adoption of special service corps has invariably been attended 
in our service by a considerable increase in efficiency and a ma1·ked 
reduction of expe!)-diture. · 
SUMMER MARCHES, ETC.-THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL INSTRUC· 
1.'ION OF OFFICERS. 
The system of theoretical instruction of officers has been placed ·on 
a satisfactory footing by the issuance of General Orders, No. 80, of 
1891. The method established by that order is in substance an appli-
cation of the lyceum or seminary system to the instruction of officers. 
No other was of possible application to men varying so much in age as 
do officers of the Army at the present time and under the present con-
ditions of advancement and promotion. The essays submitted are 
generally satisfactory, and some evince mental attainments and habits 
of investigation of the highest order. The papers read by the younger 
officers are, many of them, worthy of special commendation. This 
course covers the six months of the year during which practical in 
struction can not be carried on to advantage on account of the inclem-
ency of the weather. The corresponding course in field exercises, in-
duding summer camps, field maneuvers, and the solution of practical 
11r?blems in minor and grand tactics, is in process of development, and 
1t 1s hoped that a comprehensive scheme of practical field instruction 
-will be adopted at an early day. 
DISCIPLINE AND TRAINING. 
Th~ fi_ve yea~s n~w drawing to a close have been marked, beyond 
an:f s1m1lar per~od 1~ the history of the military establishment, by legis-
13:t~on and 1:11od1ficat10n of regulations calculated to ameliorate the con-
dition and improve the situation and surroundings of the enlisted men. 
New quarters of the most improved designs have been erected, the 
vegetable component of the ration has been largely increased, post ex-
c.han~es have bee1;1 e ~abli hed, and tbe existing methods of heating, 
ugbting, ~nd vent1lat10.n of the barracks leave nothing to be desired. 
Tb lo hrng ha . been mcreased, new barrack furniture and equipments 
ha e been upphed; a method of procuring discharge by purchase has 
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been providerl and they are given .the option, at the end of.three years' 
service of ret~rning to civil life with an honorable disch~rge. The 
tenure 'of noncommissioned officers has been made more secure, and 
their privileges and emoluments increased, both in importance a1;1-d 
value. All -reasonable inducements for promotion are placed at the dis-
posal of those who, by the faithful and intelligent performance of mili-
tary duty, joined to exemplary habits and earnest endeavors toward 
self-improvement, give evidence of being worthy of ~dvancement. 
· It may now be confidently asserted _that t~e enhst~d man ha~ no 
longer any reasonable ground of compla1nt. His material surroundmgs 
are now far in advance of those prevailing in any European army. A 
fixed code of punishments has been adopted, after full consideration of 
all aspects of the question, which is now applied by court s-martial in 
all cases brought before them for trial. But it should be steadily borne 
in mind, however, that an army may be well supplied, comfortably fed, 
lodged, clothed, and still, for want of training and discipline, fall short 
of its duty and prove of but little use in time of national emergency. 
It is only when the officers are actuated by a high sense of duty and 
held to and strongly supported in an intelligent and vigorous enforce-
ment of military discipline that a mere assemblage of armed men be-
comes indeed an army, and a safe reliance to the state in time of dan-
ger. 
Military discipline remains the same always, but the methods of ob-
taining and enforcing it are subject to constant change. The old close-
order formation has disappeared, and with it have passed away many 
of the old methods of military training. Force has given place to in-
telligence-troops are now led rather than driven-and professional 
training has become largely a matter of mental, physical, and moral 
development; but when ~11 this has been said, the fact remains that 
the importance of intelligent, implicit obedience, based upon strict 
subordination, and the rigid enforcement of that correct and orderly 
sequence of details and events which constitute military discipline is as 
great, if indeed it be not greater than ever before. 
The enlisted force is now composed of most intelligent and promis-
ing material, and stands ready to receive the highest professional train-
ing. I am proud to say that the officers stand, as a body, as regards 
capacity and intelligence and the zealous and faithful performance of 
duty, at a higher point of attainment than at any previous t ime in the 
history of our military service. To maint ain the highest discipline, to 
secure the m·ost thorough and practical t raining, and so to achieve the 
highest efficiency, the officers to whose hands this important work is 
intrusted will certainly need, and should always receive, the steadfast2 
unwavering support of the Department in thei~ endeavors to extend 
· the field of military usefulness and to maintain the high standard of 
performance of prqfessional duty which has ever characterized the 
officers of the United States Army. 
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE . 
The following is a list of persons committed to the Government Hos-
pital for the Insane under the orders of the honorable the Secretary of 
War from September 1, 1891, to September 1, 1892 : 
Officers of the U. S. Army . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Officers of the U.S. Army (retired).......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Enlisted men of the U.S. Army ... . ..... .. ........ . ... . .. . .. . .. .. ............. . . 33 
Late soldiers U.S. Army .....•.................... . .............. . . . _·,· . . . . . _. . . 2 
Tota.I .•••••••••••......•....•••....... . .•.•......•.......•• •. .. . .. . . . __ .. 41 
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OFFIOE WORK. 
The clerical force of this office remains the same as at the date of the 
last report, and has been actively employed on the work pertaining to 
the administration of the affairs of the_ military establishment, includ· 
ing the recruiting service, and also in furnishing information in answer 
to calls from the President, Congress, the several Executive Depart. 
ments, and the Court of Claims. , 
In addition to the heavy and important work of the "appointment, 
commission, and personal" and of tbe "regular army rolls" divi· 
sions of this office, they have prepared reports-the former, in pension 
and kindred cases affecting the claims of volunteer officers ., who had 
service in the general -staff of the .Army, and the latter, in similar cases 
affecting the claims of enlisted men of the regular .Army. The table 
below exhibits the number of calls for information received and an· 
swered, and it is noticed with satisfaction that no call remained unan-
sw~red September 1, 1892: · 
On hand On band 
Bureau. September Received. Finished. September 
1, 1891. 1, 1892. 
Commissioner of Pensions .•.••••. ; ...•... ............ ............. 
:!~~t~o~~;i!-~11~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Second Auditor . . . •............... ...... .... ... .................... 
Third Auditor ........••........................................... 
Fourth Auditor .. .....•••...........................•.. ............ 














5 ·•·••••••·•• 52 ........... . 
4, 08'r ····••·····• 
30 ·••••• •••••• 




58 •••••• ••·•·• 7 .......... .. 
1----l-----t--------t---
Total •••.•••••.•••....•...••.••..•••....•...........•..••.... 13,820 13,820 ..•.. •····•· 
The work of withdrawing vouchers from the great mass of papers-
over 900 cubic feet, and consisting principally of accounts of qua1:ter· 
masters and commissaries-forming part of the Confederate archives 
in the division of that name in this office, and which was begun last 
autumn, has' been pushed to satisfactory completion. .About,160,000 
vouchers, found among these papers, have been jacketed, each envelope 
bea,ring the name of the firm or individual whose signature w~s affi~e~ 
to the voucher. There were already in the Confederate archives dlVl· 
sion 857 file.boxes, estimated to contain nearly 500,000 vouchers, but the 
vouchers were in bad condition, and having originally been arrang~d 
by States, districts, etc., 'the task of ascertaining whether a certam 
name appeared on any one of them was tediou·s and unsatisfactory. 
These last have also been jack(>ted, and, combined with the 160,000 
mentioned above, make a set of 650,000 vouchers arranged in one 
alphabetical series and now filed in 1,349 file-boxes. This arrangem~nt 
will greatly facilitate the work of the division in furnishing information 
in answer to calls from the different departments of the Government, 
but chiefly from the Department of Justice and the Court of Claims . 
.A card index has been made of the names found on 14,481 pay rolls 
of civilian employes (including 6,675 pay rolls found among the mass 
of papers referred to above). This index was completed February 25, 
1892. 
The names of persons mentioned in the 43,835 letters received by the 
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Confederate War Department have been carded, and the cards are 
now being arranged in alphabetical order. . 
The force employed on this special duty originally consisted of four-
teen clerks temporarily detailed, not without inconvenience, from the 
several divisions of this office, supplemented by similar details from 
other bureaus of the War Department, the average number during the 
year being about twenty-five. . 
Congress having by the law approved May 13, 1892, provided "for 
the preparation of a general card index of the books, muster rolls, 
orders, and other papers preserved in the Confederate archives office," 
and authorizled the Secretary of War to make such appointments ashe 
might deem necessary, within the limits of the small appropriation 
made for this special purpose, sixteen clerks were appointed in June, 
1892, and the present force is now twenty-nine. This special work has 
been conducted from the beginning with creditable zeal and industry, 
and will be pushed with vigor. · 
In closing this report I beg leave to call your attention to the very 
highly efficient manner in which the officers of the .Adjutant-General's 
Department, both here and elsewhere, have performed their duties, 
and to record my appreciation of the intelligence, zeal, and efficiency 
of the clerks in the .Adjutant-General's Office. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Hon. STEPHEN B. ELKINS, 











THE ACTING· JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL. 
Hon. S. B. ELKINS, 
W.A.R DEPARTMENT, 
JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. O., September 30, 1892. 
Secretary of War: 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Judge-
Advocate-General's Department for the eleven months ending August 
31, 1892. 
Commissioned officers tried by general court-martial: 
Records reported upon and submitted to the Secretary of War for action 
of the President ...•. ~ ............... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Records received, revised, and recor<l.ed, not requiring the action of the 
President (acquitted)................................................ 3 
Enlisted men tried by general court-martial ( convicted, 1,847; acquitted, 140) 1, 987 
Military convicts tried by general court-martial ( convicted) . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Total of trials by general court-martial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 
Number of convictions of various offences, taken from the records 
of general courts-martial received at this office during the eleven 
months ending August 31, 1892: 
Absence without leave .......................... _ .................. _. _ .... . 
Allowing prisoner to escape ........................................ _ ...... . 
Assault and battery ......... ....•........................... _ ... _ ...... _ .. 
Assault with deadly weapon .... -: ......................................... . 
Assault with intent to kill ................................................ . 
Attempt at suicide ........................................................ . 
Attempting to escape .............................. . .............. _ ....... . 
Breach of arrest .............. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... __ ...... _ .. _ . 
Conspiracy ....................................... . ....... . . . ... __ ........ . 
Desertion ............................................. .. ................. __ 
(Of these offences, 259 were committed prior to October 1, 1891, and 167 
since September 30, 1891. Of the 259 desertions, 166 were apprehensions and 
93 surren<l.ers; and of the 167 desertions, 129 were apprehensions and 38 sur-
renders. Total apprehensions, 295; ·total surrenders, 131.) 
Disobedience of orders of commissioned officer .................•. __ ........ . 
Disobedience of orders of non-commissioned officer ...... . ......... _ ........ . 
Disrespect to superior officer .•..................... _ ....... _. _ ..........•.. 
Drawing fraudulent checks •............................................... . 
~~~~t::~::: -~~ -ci~ty.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::: : : : : 
Duplication of pay vouchers .............................................. . 
Embezzlement ............................................................ . 
Escaping from guard or arrest ...................................... _ ...... . 
~~ilu~e to attend drill, roll-call, etc ......................... _ ....•. _ ...... . 
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Fraudulent enlistment-............................. ........................ 5 
Indecent exposure of person. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Larcen~· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
Mayhe111. __ -· .. ~--·· ............... _. __ . __ ...... _ .•. . . .... .... ... ... .... .... 1 
Neglect of duty............................................................ 80 
Perjury.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Quitting guard or po~t as sentinel.................. ........................ 83 
Rape................................................................... .. . 1 
Resisting arrest ........... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 
Robbery..................................................... . ............. 6 
Selling or losing clothing........................... ....................... 82 
Selling, losing, or wasting GoveromC'nt property..... ....................... 42 
Sleeping on post ....................... . .................. .......... : . . . . . . 31 
Striking superior officer.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Threatening to strike superior officer.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman (not included 1mclcr previ-
ous heads) ....................... • .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . '-: . . . 6 
Disorders, etc., charged as "conduct to the preJndice of good order and mili-
tary discipline" (not included under previous heads).. ................... 757 
Miscellaneous offences (not included under any previous hea.d).............. 51 
The number of trials by garrison and summary courts-martial in the 
different departments is as follows: 
Department of Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 677 
Department of California, ............ .................. ............. - - · · · · · · 1, ~~i 
Department of the Columbia .............................................. . 
Department of the East.................................................... 3,669 
Department of Dakota .............. : ................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 050 
Department of the Missouri ............ ............ ....... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 441 g:~:~~::~i ~~ ~~~;;~~~~:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2, ~~: 
At pm;ts not in ariy of the alJoYe cieparhuents............... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,403 
Total ..................... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 670 
The number of trials by inferior courts-martial resulting in acqui~tal 
was,approximately,480, and thP, number of different enlisted men tried, 
approximately, 9,603-many having been tried more than once. 
The annual reports of this office have heretofore contained tabulat~d 
statements of its work, but it is proposed to discontinue this pr:1ctice 
because, owing to the character of the work, it is not possible in this way 
to give an accurate and satisfactory description of it. It is safe to s:1r 
that not more than one-half of it relates to. the administration of mili-
tary justice, the other half dealing with the many and various civil 
matters which fall under the jurisdiction of the War Departrp.ent. 
During the. twelve months ending Septemb~r 30th about 2,178 trials by 
general court-martial were had, and the records of all these cases have 
been carefully e~amined . . It will be readily understood that this _takes 
a g_reat d~aJ of time. Nevertheless, with all the other work relatmg to 
strict]~ military matters added, I do not think that it demands more 
atte~t10n ~ban what I may call the civiJ work of the office. . . 
Wi~li this work, civil and military: the time of this office is busily 
occupied, and I believe that it will not be possible without an increase 
of i~s force, to ha:ndle the additional work which th~ proposed" board of 
review" would gwe rise to. The bill to establish this board has already 
passed the House of Representatives, and will almost certainly become 
a_ law at the next session of Congress. It will be a radical inno_va-
tion on our pre ent court-martial system for the board of review 
will ~e vested with the juri diction to re-h~ar when duly brought be-
fore 1t, all ca es of di honorable di charge of officers and enlisted men 
of r gular ~nd volunteers, whenever tried. This marks out a new and 
very extensive field of work, not only for the board of review but for 
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this office where besides the large additional amount of copying which 
will be required,'the cases brought before the board will _have to be 
twice reviewed-once when the Secretary of War bas to decide whether 
a case shall be laid before the board; and again, when it is received 
back from the board with new evidence, and is to be repo~ted ~o Con-
gress. I feel certain, therefore, that when the ~oard of review 1s estab-
lished an increase of the force of this office will be found absolutely 
necessary. . . . 
Au act was passed at the last sess10n of Congress makmg_ several 
important changes in the administration of military justice. Hereafter 
the judge-advocate of a court-martial is to he ~xcluded from_ the close_cl 
sessions of the court as the accused has heretofore been. This change 1s 
a good one, even if there be nothi11g mo~'e in !t tha,n an ~ncrease o~ the 
appearance of fairness of the court-martial trial. Oertamly ther~ 1s no 
necessity for the judge-advocate to be present when the accused 1s not. 
The act referred to makes fraudulent enlistment, (i. e., by false repre-
sentation, or concealment of a disqualification for enlistment,) and the 
receipt of pay or allowances under it, a milita,ry offence; gives to certain, 
officers the power to administer oaths; and authorizes the remission 
and mitigation of the sentences of summary courts. The provisions of 
this act are progressive and will, I feel sure, have a good effect in the 
administration of military justice. It is to be regretted, however, that 
the House of Representatives struck out a section of the bill giving to 
courts-martial the power to punish, by confinement not exceeding three 
months or fine not exceeding $100, civilians who should be in contempt 
of their authority-the object being to enable courts-martial to compel 
civilian witnesses to testify. This they can not now do, and the con-
sequence is yery apt to be a failure of justice. Apparently this was ap-
preciated by the House of Representatives when it passed the bill to 
establish the board of review, for in that bill there is a provision giving 
to the board, withogt limit of punishment, the power denied to the 
court-martial. Yet, the board would have much less need of the power. 
Owing to a change in the date of the reports of the department 
judge-advocates, this report covers a period of eleven months only. 
The difference in the number of trials during this period and the pre-
ceding twelve months will therefore not give a correct view of the sub-
ject, nor lead. to reliable conclusions. For the sake of making such a ' 
comparison, however, we may assume that the number of trials by 
ge!leral cour~-martial for September wi_ll be the same as for August, and 
tl11s would give us as a result 2,178 trials by general court-martial for 
the t'Yelve m~mths ending September_30, and of these 464 for desertion; 
showmg an rncrease as compared with last year of 271 in the whole 
number of tria1s, and of 71 for desertion. 
This statement is disappointing, for a decrease bad been hoped for 
and ind~ed expected. However, the increase can easily be accounted 
for, and 1t seems to be probable that the highest number of trials 
bas now been reach ed, and that there will hereafter be a decrease. Dur-
ing the eleven months ending August 31 316 cases of minor offences 
w_ere brou~h~ befo~e general _courts-martial in consideration of pre-
v10us convictions, for the mamfest purpose of having the soldiers dis-
honorably discharged, as authorized by General Orders No. 21 1891 
Adjutan~-~en~ral's Offi~e_. This h~s been foun~ to be a very conv'enient 
means of riddmg the m1htary service of undesirable men. Estimating 
~he number of such trials for September the same as for August we 
nave337for the year. If these should be deducted from tllewholenurnber 
of trials the total would be 66 less than last year. It is not probable 
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that there will be so many of these trials in the future. In this con-
nection it is also worthy of note that of 426 convictions of desertion for 
the eleven months ending August 31st only 167 were for desertions oc-
curring during that period. 
This is the second year both of the summary court act and of the 
executive order establishing limits of punishment. We have, ther& 
fore, had time to test these measures and to form a judgment as to their 
merit. That either of them should receive universal and unqualifted 
approbation throughout the Army was, of course, not to be expected, 
for there would naturally be some difference of views with regard to 
the very decided changes made by them in our system of military ju-
dicature. And it may be that some modifications will be found neces-
sary. With regard to the penal code the followjng have been suggested 
by the judge-advocates of departments:-
(1) That the punishments for desertion are inadequate; 
(2) That when a conviction is of several offences none of which is 
punishable with dishonorable discharge this punishment can not, in 
the absence of previous convictions, be awarded, although the sentence 
may impose ·a long term of confinement and a heavy forfeiture; 
(3) That for offences under the thirty-eighth article of war, except 
drunkenness on guard, the punishments are too light; . 
( 4) That the rules with reference to the limitation of punishment m 
consideration of previous convictions need amendment (see reports of 
the judge-advocates of the departments of the Missouri and of the 
Columbia); . 
(5) That the alternative punishment of dishonorable discharge with 
forfeiture of all pay and allowances which may be awarded on pr~of of 
five or more previous convictions might advantageously be modified, 
so as to permit courts to sentence to dishonorable discharge alone, or 
with forfeiture of all or part of pay and allowances. 
But, considering the penal code and the summary court generally, 
the judgment of the Army is, without question, favorable to them . . It 
is readily conceded that they are improvements on the old practice. 
As to the penal code it can not have e::;caped observation that the former 
great disparity of punishment in the different military departments ~a 
disappeared. Were this the only good accomplished by the executive 
order it would be proof of its timeliness. With regard to the summary 
court it will perhaps become a question whether it ought not to be re-
lieved of that mass of trivial delinquencies which in the days of ~he 
garrison court-martial were in general disposed of without trial. 
Sixteen thousand six hundred and seventy trials by inferior courts-mar-
tial have been reported for the eleven months ending August 31st, and 
nearly all of these were by summary court. To those who do n?t _un-
derstand that the summary court is a court of very limited.jurisdiction 
and that in a large number of the cases tried the sentences were of 
the lightest kind-sometimes as little as a forfeiture of 25 cents-the 
n:iimber of trials is appalling, and gives an entirely erroneous iJ?-pre · 
10n of the condition of the discipline of the Army. It is owmg to 
the fact that on account of the convenience of the summary court a 
large number of these petty delinquences are now tried by it which 
company commanders formerly settled for themselves. Their power 
of withholding privileges and indulgences is the same now a befor' 
th~ pas age of the _summary court act, but it does not eem to be uf-
fi 1ent to afford relief to tlle summary court. Something ought to b 
done to reduce the enormou number of the e trials, and I know of no 
r on why the company commander hould not have power to di po~ 
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of many of the. insignificant matters which now burthen the time and 
record of the summary court. A peccadillo so trivial as to be punjshed 
with a forfeiture of 25 cents is too trivial to be brought before a court. 
Indeed, the company commander might well, and to the great relief of 
the summary court, be given the power to impose punishment up to-
say, a forfeiture of $2, or confinment for four days. 
THE ABOLITION OF CAPI1'AL PUNISHMENT IN THE ARMY, 
At the last session of Congress Hon. N. M. Curtis jntroduced, as an 
amendment to a bill to define the crime of murder, etc., a substitute 
for it, providing among other things for the abolition of the death pen-
alty for the violation of any statute of the United States. As this is 
intended to affect the administration of military, as well as civil, jus-
tice it seems to be desirable to consider the policy of the measure so 
far as it relates to the Army. 
All our Articles of War which authorize the infliction of capital pun-
ishment, except two, came to us from England. In them we find the 
English law as it was at the time when our articles were adopted, and 
it will be interesting to compare them with the present English code in 
onler to see how far, if at an; the English have departed from the ar-
ticles to which we still cling. I therefore give side by side the Amer-
can and the English articles now in force. 
Arne1·ican Articles. 
ART. 21. Any officer or soldier who, on 
any pretense whatsoever, strikes bis su-
perior officer, or draws or lifts up any_ 
weapon, or offers any violence against 
him, being in the execution of his of-
fi ce, or disobeys any lawful comma,nd 
of his superior officer, shall suffer death, 
or such other punishment as a court-
martial may direct. 
British Arniy Act. 
SEC. 8. (1) Every person subject to mil-
itary law who commits any of the follow-
ing offences; that is to say, 
Strikes or uses or offers any violence 
to his superior officer, being in the exe-
cution of his office, shall on conviction 
by court-martial be liable to suffer 
death, or such less punishment as is in 
this Act mentioned; and 
(2) Every person subject to military 
law who commits any of the following 
offences; that is to say, 
Strikes or uses or offers any violence 
to his superior officer, or uses threaten-
ing or insubordina,te language to his 
superior of?.cer? shall on c?nvictiou by 
court-martial, 1f he commits such of-
fence on acti rn service, be liable to suf-
fer penal servitude, or such less punish-
ment as i~ in this Act mentioned; and if 
he comnnts such offence not on active 
ser-..-~ce, be liable, if an officer, to be 
cashiered, or to suffer such less punish-
ment ~sis in this ~ct ~entioned, ancl if 
a solcher,·to suffer 1mpnson:ment or such 
less punishment as is in this Act men-
tioned. 
SEC. 9. (1) Every person subject to mili-
tary law who commits the following of-
fence; that is to say, 
Disobeys in such manner as to show a 
wilful defiance of authority any lawful 
c?mmand g~ven personally by his supu-
nor officer m the execution of his office 
wh_e~her the sa1;lle is given ora,lly, or i~ 
wntmg, or by signal, or otherwise shall 
on conviction 1,y court-martial be'liable 
to suffer death, or such less punishment 
as is in this Act mentioned; and 
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ART. 22. Any officer or soldier who be-
g_ins, excite~, _caus~s, or joins in any mu-
tmy or sed1t10n, m any troop, battery, 
company, party, post, detachment, or 
gua~d, shall suffer death, or such other 
pumshment as a court-martial may di-
rect. 
. ART. 23. Any officer or soldier who, be-
mg present at any mutiny or sedition, 
does not use his utmost endeavor to sup-
pres~ the same, or having knowledge of 
any mtended mutiny or sedition does 
not, without delay, give infor~ation 
thereof to his commanding officer, shall 
suffer death, or such other punishment 
as a court-martial may direct. 
ART. 39. Any sentinel who is found 
sleeping upon his post, or who leaves it 
before he is regularly relieved, shall suf-
fer death, or such other punishment as a 
court-martial may direct. 
ART. 4-1. Any officer who by any means 
whatsoevei:, occasions faise alarms in 
camp, garrison, or quarters, shall suffer 
death, or such other punishment as a 
~ourt-martial may direct. 
ART. 42 .. Any offir,er or soldier who mis-
behaves hrmself beforo the enemy, runs 
(2) Every person subject to military 
law who commits the following offence; 
that is to say, 
Disobeys any lawful command giv_en 
by his superior officer, shall, on convic-
tion by court martial, if he commits such 
offence on active service, be liable to 1?uf-
fer penal servitude, or such less pu1.u.sI:--. 
ment as is in this Act mentioned; an~ Ii 
he commits such offence not on act1 ve 
service, be liable, if an officer, to_ be 
cashiered, or to suffer such less puni_sh-
ment as is in this Act mentioned, and 1£ a 
soldier, to suffer imprisonment, or such 
less punishment as is in this Act men-
tioned. 
SEC. 7. Every person subject to mili-
tary law who commits any of the follow-
ing offences; that is to .,,ay, · 
(1) Causes or conspires with any ot1?-er 
persons to cause any mutiny or sedition 
in any forces belonging to Her Majesty's 
regular, reserve, or auxiliary forces, or 
Navy; or 
(2) Endeavors to seduce any person 
in Her Majesty's regular, reserve, or aux-
iliary forces, or Navy, from allegiance to 
~er Ma,jesty: or to persuade ap.y person 
m Her Ma~jesty's regular, resen-e, or aux-
iliary forces, or Navy, to join in any mu-
tiny or sedition; or _ 
(3) Joins in, or being present does not 
use his utmost endeavors to suppress, any 
mutiny or sedition in any forces belong-
ing to Her Majesty's regular, r:eserve, or 
auxiliary forces, or Navy; or 
(4) Coming to the knowledge of any 
actual or intended mutiny or sedition in 
any forces belonging to Her Majesty's 
regular, reserYe, or auxiliary forces, or 
Navy, does not without delay inform his 
comm au ding officer of the same, shall ou 
conviction by court-martial be liable to 
suffer death, or such less punishment as 
is in this Act mentioned. 
SEn. 6. (1) Every person subject to mil-
itary law who commits any of the follow-
ing offences; that is to say, 
(k) Being a soldier acting as sentinel, 
commits any of the following offences; 
that is to say, 
( i) Sleeps or is drunk on his post; or 
(ii) Leaves his post before he is regu-
larly relieved, shall, on conviction by 
court-martial, if he commits any, such 
offence on active service, Ile liable to su!-
fer death, or such less punishment as 1s 
fo this Act mentioned; and if he commits 
any such offence not on active service, be 
liable, if an officer, to be cashiered, or to 
suffer such less punishment as is in this 
Act mentioned, aud if a soldier, to suffer 
imprison neut, or such less puni hment 
as is in this Act mentioned. 
SEC. 4. Every person subject to mili-
tary law who commits any ofthefollow-
ing offences; that is to say, 
(1) Shamefully abandons or deliver up 
any garrison, place, post, or guard, or 
uses any means to compel or induce an: 
go,·ernor, commanding officer, or oth r 
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away, or shamefully abarnlons any fort, 
post, or guarfl, which he is commanded tu 
defend, or speaks words inducing others 
to do the like, or casts away his arms or 
ammunition, or quits his post or colori:'l 
to plnnder or pillage, shall suffer death, 
or such other punishment as a court-
martia,l may direct. 
ART. 43 . If any commander of any gar-
rison, fortress, or post is compelled, by 
tl1e officers and soldiers under his com-
mand, to give up to the enemy or to aban-
don it, the officers or soldiers so offending 
shall suffer death, or such other punish-
ment as a court-martial may direct. 
ART. 44. Any person belonging to the 
armies of the United States who makes 
known the watchword to any person not 
entitled to receiYe it, according to the 
rules and discipline of war/or presumes 
to give a parole or watchword different 
from that which he recei ~'eel, shall suffer 
death, or such otJier punishment as a 
court-martial may tlirect. 
ART. 45. ·whosoever relieves the enemy 
with money, victuals, or amm·unition, or 
knowingly harbors or protects an enemy, 
shall suffer deatlJ, or snch other punish-
ment as a court-martial may direct. 
ART. 46. Whosoever holds correspond-
ence with, or gives intclligeuce to, the 
enemy, either directly or indirectly, shall 
suffer death, or i;;uch other punishment as 
a court-martial may direct. 
ART. 56. Any officer or soldier who does 
violence to any person bringing provi-
sions or other necessaries to the camp, gar-
rison, or quarters of the forces of the 
United States in foreign parts, shall suf-
fer death, or such other punishment as a 
conrt-martial may direct. 
ART. 57. Whosoever, belonging to the 
armies of the United States in foreign 
parts, or at any place within the United 
States or their Territories cluriug rebellion 
against the supreme authority of the 
United States, forces a safeguard, shall 
sn !fer death. 
person shamefully to abandon or deliver 
up any garrison, place, post, or guard, 
which it was the duty of such governor, 
officer, or person to defend; or 
(2) Shamefully casts away his arms, 
ammunition, or tools in the presence of 
the enemy; or 
(3) Treacherously holds correspond-
ence with or gives intelligence to the 
enemy, or treacherously or through cow-
ardice sends a flag of truce to the enemy; or 
(4) Aslilists the enemy with arms, am-
munition, or supplies, or knowingly har-
bors · or protects an enemy not being a 
prisoner; or 
(5) Having been made a prisoner of 
war, voluntarily serves with or volunta-
rily aids the enemy; or 
(6) Knowingly does when on active 
service any act calculated to imperil the 
success of Her Majesty's forces or any 
part thereof; or 
(7) Misbehaves or induces others to 
misbehave before the enemy in such man-
ner as to show cowardfoe, shall on con-
viction by court-martial be liable to 
suffer death, or such less punishment as 
-is in this Act mentioned. 
SEC. 6. (1) Every person subject to 
military law who commits any of the fol-
lowing offences; that is to say, 
(a) Leaves his commandiug officer to 
go in search of plunder; 01· 
(b) Without orders from his superior 
officer, leaves his guard, 11icquet, patrol, 
or post; or 
(c) Forces a safeguard; or 
(d) Forces or strikes a soldier when 
acting as sentinel; or 
(e) Impedestheprovostmarshal or any 
assistant provost marshal or any officer 
or non-commissioned officer or other per-
son legally exercising authority under or 
on behalf of the provost marshal, or, 
when called on, refuses to assist in the 
executionofhis duty the provost marshal, 
assistant provost marshal, or any such 
officer, non-commissioned officer, or other 
verson; or 
(f) Does violence to any person bring-
ing provisions or supplies to the forces; 
or commits any offence against the prop-
erty or person of any iuhabita,nt of or 
resident in the .country in which he is 
serving; or · 
(g) Brenks into any house or other 
place in search of plunder; or 
(h) By discharging firearms, drawing 
swords, beating drums, making signals, 
using words, or by any means whatever, 
intentionally occasions false alarms in 
action, on the march, in the field, or else-
where; or 
(i) Treacherously makes known the 
pa.role, watchword, or countersign to any 
person not entitled to receive it; or treach-
erously ~ives a parole, watchword, or 
countersign different from what he re-
ceiYes; or 
( j) Irregularly detains or appropriates 
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ART. 47. Any officer or soldier who, 
having· received pay, or having been duly 
enlisted in the service of the United 
States, deserts the same, shall, in time of 
war,suffer death, or such other punish-
ment as a court-martial may direct; aml 
in time of peace, any punishment, ex-
cepting death, which a court-martial 
may direct. 
ART. 49. Any officer who, having ten-
dered his resignation, quits his post or 
proper duties, without leave, and with 
intent to remain permanently absent 
therefrom, prior to due notice of the ac-
ceptance of the same, shall be deemed 
and punished as a deserter. 
ART. 51. Any officer or soldier who ad-
vise~ or persuades any other officer or 
solcher to desert the service of the Uni-
ted States, shall, in time of war suffer 
death, or such other 1mnishment as a 
court-martial may direct; and in time of 
pea_ce, any punishm~ut, excepting death, 
which a court-martial may direct. 
ART. 58. In time of war, insurrection 
or rebellion, larceny, robbery, burglary; 
ar on, mayhem, man laughter, murder, 
a sanlt and battery with an intent to 
kill, wound111g, by booting or stabbing, 
to his own corns, battalion, or detach-
ment any provisions or supplies proceed-
ing to the forces, contrary to any orders 
issued in that respect; or . 
(le) Being a soldier ftcting as sentinel, 
commits any of the following offences; 
that is to say, 
( i) Sleeps or is drunk on his post; or 
(ii) Leaves his post before he is regu-
larly relieved, shall, on conviction by 
court-martial, if he commits any such 
offence on active service, be liable to suf-
fer death, or such less punishment as. 1s 
in this Act mentioned; andifhe comm.1.ts 
any such offence not on active service, be 
liable, if an officer, to be cashie~e~, or ~o 
suffer such less punishment as 1s Ill this 
Act mentioned, and if a soldier, to suffer 
imprisonment, or such less punishment 
as is in this Act mentioned. 
(2) Every p erson subject to milit~ry 
law who commits any of the following 
offences; that is to say, . 
(a) By discharging firearms, drawing 
swords, beating drums, making signals, 
using words, or by any means wha~ever, 
negligently occasions false alarms In ac-
tion, on the march, in the field, or else-
where; or (b) Makes known the parole, watch-
word, or countersign to any person not 
entitled to receive it; or, without good 
and sufficient cause, gives a parole, 
watchword, or countersign diffe~·e11_t from 
what he received, shall on convJCt1on by 
court-martial be liable, if an officer, to 
be cashiered, or to suffer such less pun-
ishment as is in this Act mentioned, and 
if a soldier, to suffer imprisonment, or 
such less punishment as is in this Act 
mentioned. 
SEC. 12. (1) Every person subject to 
militarylawwho commits any of the fol-
lowing offences ; that is to say, 
(a) Deserts or attempts to desert Her 
Majesty's service; or 
(b) Persuades, endeavors to persuade, 
procures or a,ttempts to -procure, any per-
son subject to military law to desert 
from Her Majesty's service, shall, on 
conviction by court~martial, if _he com-
mitted such offence when on activ-e serv-
ice or under orders for active sen·ice, be 
liable to suffer death, or such less pun-
ishment as is in this Act mentioned; and 
if he committed such offence under any 
other circumstances, be liable for the 
first offence to suffer imprisonment, or 
such less punishment as is in this Act 
mentioned; and for the second or any sug-
sequent offence to suffer penal ser~tude, 
or such less punishment as is in tb1S A.ct 
mentioned. 
SEC. 41. Subject to such regulation for 
the purpose of preventing inte~'ference 
with the jurisdiction of the civil court-
as are in this Act after-mentioned, eYcry 
person who, whilst be is subject to mil-
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with an intent to commit murder, rape, 
or assault and battery with an intent to 
commit rape, shall be punishable by the 
sentence of a general court-martial, when 
committed by persons in the military 
service of the United. States, and the 
punishment in any such case shall not 
be less than the punishment provided, 
for the like offence, by the laws of the 
State, Territory, or distrfot in which 
such offence may have been committed. 
[Section 1343, Revised Statutes.] 
All persons who, in time of war, or of 
rebellion against the supreme authority 
of the United States, shall be found lurk-
ing or acting as ispies, in or about any of 
the fortifications, posts, quarters, or en-
campments of any of the armies of ·the 
United States, or elsewhere, shall be tri-
able by a general court-martial, or by a 
military commission, and shall on con-
viction thereof, suffer death. ' 
itary law, shall commit any of the 
offences in this section mentioned shall be 
deemed to be guilty of an offence against 
military law, and 1f charged under this 
section with any such offence (in this 
Act referred to as a civil offence) shall be 
liable to be tried by court-martial, and 
on conviction to be punished as follows; 
that is to say, 
(1) If he is convicted of treason, be 
liable to suffer death, or such less pun-
ishment as is in this Act mentioned; and 
(2) If be is convicted of murder, be 
liable to suffer death; and 
(3) If he is convicted of manslaughter 
or treason-felony, be liable to suffer 
pen al servitude, or such less punishment 
as is in this Act mentioned; and 
(4) If he is convicted of rnpe, be 
liable to suffer penal servitude, or such 
less punishment as is in this Act men-
tioned; and 
(5) If he is convicted of any offenca 
not before in this Act particularly speci-
fied which when committed in England 
is punishable by the law of England, be 
liable, whether the offence is committed 
in England or elsewhere, either to suffer 
such punishment as might be-awarded to 
him in pursuance of this Act in r espect of 
an act to the prejudice of good order and 
military discipline, or to suffer any pun-
ishment assigned for such offence by the 
law of England. 
Provided as follows :-
(a) A person s-µbject te military la,w 
shall not be tried by court-martial for 
treason, murder, manslaughter, treason-
felony, or rape committed in the United 
Kingdom, and shall not be tried by court-
martial for treason, murder, manslaugh-
ter, treason-felony, or rape committed 
in any place within Her Majesty's do-
minions, other than the United Kingdom 
and Gibraltar, unless such person at the 
time he committed the offence was on 
active service, or such place is more than 
one hundred miles as measured in a 
straight line from any city -or town in 
which the offender can be tried for such 
offence by a competent civil court. 
(b) A person subject to military law 
w~en in Her Majest,y's dominions maybe 
tned by any competent civil court for 
any offence for which he would be triable 
if he were not subject to military law. 
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[The two ·articles which did not come to us from England are the 
forty-ninth and fifty-eighth. The forty-ninth article is taken from an 
act of Congress of August 5, 1861, a:c.d is understood to have been di-
rected at those officers of the Army who at the beginning of the war 
tendered their resignations and went South without waiting for their 
acceptance. The fifty-eighth article was originally enacted in 1863, 
and was particularly intended to give jurisdiction to courts-martial 
over the offences 1iamed when committed in territory occupied by the 
Army. Section 1343, of the Revised Statutes, relating to spies, is not 
properly speaking an Article of War at all, but is declaratory of the 
law of war.] 
From the foregoing it will be seen that with one modification the 
English code remains as regards capital punishmei~t substantially _as 
it was at the time of the Revolution. The modification is that them-
fhction of capital punishment has been as to some of the offences named 
limited to occasions of "active service," by which is meant occasions 
when the soldier "is attached to or forms part of a force which is en-
gaged in operations against the enemy, or is enga,ged in military opera-
tions in a country or place wholly or partly occupied -by an enemy, or 
is in military occupation of any foreign country." (Manual of Military 
Law, War Office, Section 189.) 
The Major-General commanding the Army takes a step in advance 
of the English code of to-day in expressing the belief that capital pun-
ishment is not necessary under any circumstances in time of peace, and 
in this view I concur, except as to one military offence hereafter to 
be mentioned. · 
Since the war of the rebellion, that is, since the stat1i.s of war ceased, 
the death sentence has been awarded by court-martial twenty times 
and by military commission nine times. The court-martial cases were 
the following: 
Num. 1Number of Order fromHead-
ber. quarters of the Army. 
1 G. C. M. 0., 50, 1867 ....•... 
2 G. C. M. 0., 66, 18fi7 ..•..•.. 
3 G. C. M. 0., 69, 1867 .....•.. 
4 G. c. ¥. 0., 69, 1867 ... .••• : 
5 G. C. M. 0., 83, 1867 ....•••. 
6 G. C. M . 0., 84, 1867 .... ... . 
7 G. C. M. 0., 103, 1867 ..•••.. 
8 G. C. M. 0., 103, 1867 ..••... 
9 G. C. M. 0., 3, 1868 ...•..... 
10 G. C. M. 0., 29, 1868 .. ..•.. . 
11 G. C. M. 0., 29, 1868 ....... . 
12 G. C. M. 0., 29, 1868 .....•.. 
13 G. C. M. 0., 70, 1869 ...... .. 
14 G. C. M . 0., 32, 1870 .. ...•.. 
15 G. C. M. 0 .. 32, 1870 .. ....•. 
16 G. C. M. 0., 32, 1870 .....••. 
17 G. C. M. 0 ., 40, 1873 ..•...•. 
18 G. C. M. 0., .12, 1882 .. •..... 
19 G. C. M. 0., 12, 1882 . .•..••. 




Mutin;v, and assaulting and stabbing superior officer with a 
bayonet. 
Mutiny, and assaulting and striking commaniling officer with 
musket. 
Mutiny, striking superior officer, and desertion. 
Mutiny, and striking superior officer. 
Mutinous conduct. 
Mutinous conduct and disobedience of orders. · 
Drunkenness on duty; sleeping on post; mutinous conduct, and 




Shooting and killing an officer who was in the execution of hls 
office. 
Mutiny and disobedience of orders. 
Do. 
Do. 
Mutiny, etc., and killing a serge;mt. . 
Offering violence to ancT shoo tin~ at superior officers; mutmy; 
failing to quell mutiny; desertion, and m1uder. 
Do. 
Do. 
Only the entences in the last three cases were carried into execu-
tion; of the other, one wa remitted and the rest were commuted. The 
condition exi 'ting at the time when the offences in the last three ca es 
I 
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(of Indian scouts) were committed are set forth in the specification to 
the charge of murder-
In that * * * a duly enlisted soldier in the service of the Uni~ed Sta~es did, 
in time of war insurrection rebellion or hostilities with hostile Indians willfully, 
premeditately,' and with m;lice afor~thought, join the hos~ile Indi3:n~, and :with 
them shoot at and kill Capt. E. C. Hentig, Sixth Cavalry, privates Wilham Miller, 
Henry C. Bird, Edward D. Livi1;1gston~, _John Sondre~g~r, and Thomas J. F~r::m, 
Company D, Sixth Cavalry. This at Cib1cu Creek, Anz. r., on or about August 30, 
1881. 
So that sine~ the war of the rebellion there have been no executions 
by virtue of the sentences of courts-martial fo! offences c~mmitted_ in 
time of peace, but there have been :three for offences committed durmg 
hostilities with Indians. 
'l'he trials by military commission resulting in death sentences have 
been as follows : 
Number. Number of Order from H ead-quarLers of the Army. 
1. .........•.................. G. C.M. 0.,40, 1869 ....•.••• . Murder. 
2 ............................. G. C.M. 0.,41, 1869 .... .. •... Do. 
Offence. 
3 . ....... _.................... G. C. M. 0., 42, 1869.......... Do. 
9. Six Modoc Indians ..•..... G. C. M. 0., 32, 1873 .......... Mmder of Gon. Canby. 
Of these nine sentences the second and four of the last mentioned 
were carried into execution, one was disapproved, and the rest were 
commuted. Case No. 2 was tried in Texas by a military commission 
convened by virtue of the authority of the Reconstruction Acts. The 
Modocs were tried for a flagrant violation of the laws of war, but not 
for the violation of any statutory co-de. 
The MaJor.Genernl commanding the Army, in his letter whioh is 
quoted in full jn Gen. Curtis's speech, says: 
I have observed that your bill proposes no exceptions whatever to the abolition of 
the death penalty. Perhaps this has been based upon the belief, in which I concur, 
that such punishment is not necessary under any circumstances in time of peace, and 
' if necessary in time of war, it can be provided by special enactment. I am not pre-
pared to say that the death penalty is not necessary in war under some circum-
stances, and for certain exceptional offences, which offences endanger the success of 
military operations and even the safety of an army, in which cases the certain and 
immediate execution of the death penalty may be the only sufficient deterrent from 
the commission of such crimes. I do not think it would be wise to take from the 
commander of an army in the field the power to inflict such punishment when he 
finds it necessary; but I do not know any other.case in which, in my judgment, the 
substitution of imprisonment for life in place of the death penalty would not in, 
crease rather than diminish the deterrent effect upon those disposed to commit crime. 
I agree with the Major-General commanding the Army in his general 
view of the subject under discussion, but I believe that it may be found 
necessary to make one exception to the abolition of capital punishment 
in the Army in time of peace-namely, as to mutiny accompanied with 
the taking of life. By the English code this military crime is still 
punishable in time of peace with death; and naturally so, because it is 
the most dangerous one to which a military command can be exposed. 
I speak here of mutiny in its worst form, when murder is committed 
and military authority overthrown. There are sometimes mutinies of a 
less serious character, not imperiling the safety of a command, which 
of course do not call for the extreme penalty of the law. It is only 
aggravated mutiny to which I refer. With this exception there seems 
to be no reason why the death penalty in time of peace should not be 
abolished by statute. I ought, however, here to call attention to the 
fact tlrnt in no instance are the Articles of War mandatory as to the 
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award of capital punishment on conviction of an offence in time of 
peace, but whenever the death penalty is made lawful courtR-martial 
are authorized to ~ward it or such other punishment as they may deem 
best; and in time of war they have the same discretion under all the 
articles authorizing capital punishment except the fifty-seventh. 
The most memorable and the saddest execution for mutiny which the 
history of this country records occurred in 1842 on board the United 
States brig Somers, when Midshipman Spencer (a son of the Secretary 
of War) and two of the crew were hanged. , Uommander Mackenzie 
by whose order it was done believed that there was a conspiracy to 
kill the officers and to seize and convert the vessel into a pirate. There 
was no trial, but the matter was laid before the officers of tb.e ship, and 
it was with their approbation that the men were hanged. When on the 
arrival of the vessel at New York it became know.n that this extreme 
measure had been taken the excitement was intense, and Commander 
Mackenzie was bitterly attacked. He was however acquitted by a 
naval court-martial before which the matter was brought. I express 
no opinion upon the merits of this notable case; I desire only to refer 
to it as a good illustration of what may be done in suppressing a mutiny, 
and of the difference between the suppression of a mutiny and the 
punishment of the mutineers. Assuming that the facts were as Oo~-
rnander Mackenzie believed them to be, and that it was necessary m 
order to save the ship and the lives of its officers that these men should 
be executed, then the right of self-preservation was a justification _for 
the act. But this justification can only extend to an act done durmg 
the existence of the mutiny. When a court-martial is convene~ for th~ 
trial of the mutineers the mutiny has been suppressed, and the 1mmed1-
ate danger is passed. The question is no longer wh~t may be done as 
a measure of self-preservation, but what punishment should be awar~ed 
in order to deter others from committing the offence; and as to this I 
believe that the death penalty is not necessary in time of peace except 
in cases of aggravated mutiny, accompanied with the taking of life. 
Referring now to the military commissions above mentioned, t?-e 
first three arose under the Reconstruction Acts and require no espemal 
notice, as the conditions which called them forth will never be repea,_ted. 
Th'e others were the military commissions by which the Modoc Indians 
were tried. These were not statutory courts, but were held to be jus-
tified by the law of war. I quote at length from the opinion of Att-0r-
ney-General Williams (14 Opinions, 249) as showing on what the 
trial by military commission in such cases rests: 
"Instructions" were prepared, in 1863, by Francis Lieber, LL.D., revised by board 
of officers, of which Gen. E. A. Hitchcock was president, and, after approv~l by 
the Pr~sident of the United States, were published for the government of armies of 
the Umted States in the field. Section 13 of these "instructions" is as follows: 
"Military jurisdiction is of two kinds: first, that which is conferred and ~e~ned 
by statute; second, that which is derived from the common law of war. :Military 
offences under the statute law must be tried in the manner therein directed; bnti 
military offences which do not come within the statute must be tried and puni heel 
under the common law of war. The character of the courts which exercise the e 
jurisdictions depends upon the local laws of each particular country. . 
"In th~ armies of the United States the first is exercised bycourts-martia_l; :'~ile 
cases which do not come within the 'Rules and Articles of War,' or tho junsd1ct10n 
conferred by statute on courts-martial are tried by milita,ry commissions." 
All the authorities which I have been able to examine upon this subject har-
monize with these "irl!!tructions." 
According to the laws of war there is nothing more sacred than a flacr of truce 
dispatched fa goocl faith, and there can be no greater act of perfidy and treachery 
th~n the assa ination of its bearers after they have been acknowledged and r~-
ce1ved by those to whom they are sent. No statute of the United States make th 
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act a crime, and, therefore, it is not punishable under the ': Rules and Articles of War;" 
and if punishable at all, it mus~ be ~hrough a_ po'Yer derived f~om the l~sage~ of war. 
Kindrecl to the act in_ quest10n m bad fmth, 1s the brea~mg of _his pa10le by a 
paroled prisoner. While the Un~ted States.'Yere at war_w~th Mexico, several offi-
cers of the Mexican army were tried by a m1htary comm1ss10n composed of officers 
of the United States army, convicted, and sentenced to be shot, and executed, for 
breaking their parole. . . 
Numerous trials of a similar nature took place durmg the war of the rebel110n. 
But there are no statutory provisions whateve_r upo_n th~ subject, and the whole 
power of the military authorities in such cases 1s <.lenved from the usages of war .. 
On the 23d of AuO'ust 1865 a military commission duly appointed assembled m 
the city of Washington' for the t,rial of Henry :"V~rz,. who ple~ded, a~ong other 
things, that the military commission had no jur~sd1ct_1on ove~· either ~is person or 
over the subject-matter of the charges and ~pec1ficat10ns, bemg ~ tnbunal unau-
thorized by either statute, military law, martial law, or well-established usage; 1:>ut 
this plea was overruled, and he was convicted upon several charges, one of which 
was "murder in violation of the laws and customs of war," and after sentence he 
was hung for his crimes. . . . . . . 
All the proceedinO's in this case derived their authority antl vahd1ty from the com-
mon law of war. Certain persons, it will be remembered, were tried and convicted 
in tho same way for the assassination of President Lincoln. 
Attorney-General Speed, in discussing this subject, (11 Opinions, 297) says: "We 
have seen.that when war comes thelaws and usages of war come also, and that <.lur-
ino- the war they are a part of the laws of the land. Under the Constitution, Con-
gr~ss may define and punish offences against those laws; but in default of Congress 
defining those laws and prescribing a punishment for their infraction, and the mode 
of proceeding to ascertain whether an offence has been committed, and what punish-
ment is to be inflicted, the Army must be governed by the laws and usages of war 
as understood and practiced by the civilized nations of the world." 
A gain: "If the prisoner be a regular unoffending soldier of the opposing party to 
the war, he should be treated with all the courtesy and kindness consistent with his 
safe custody; if he has offended against the laws.of war he should have such trial 
and be punished as the laws of war require. 
"A spy, though a prisoner of war, may be tried, condemned, and executed by a 
military tribunal without a breach of the Constitution. A bushwhacker, a jay-
hawker, a bandit, a war-rebel, an assassin, being public enemies, may be tried, con-
demned, and executed as offenders against the laws of war. * * * The law of 
nations which is the result of the experience and wisdom of ages, has decided that 
jayhawkers, banditti, etc., are offenders against the la""s of nature, and of war, and 
as such amenable to the military. Our Constitution has made those laws a part of 
the law of the land." (See, also, Vattel, 359; Wheaton's Int. Law, 406; vVoolsey's 
Int. Law, 220; Halleck's Int. Law, 400.) 
Milligan's case (4 Wallace, 2) holds, under the circumstances therein stated, a 
military commission to be illegal. But the facts there are entirely different from 
those under consideration. Milligan was the resident of a State not in rebellion. 
The courts were open and unobi;;tructed for his prosecution. He was neither a pris-
oner of war nor attached in anyway to the military or naval service of the United 
States. 
According to the "instructions" heretofore referred to, no civil tribunal has 
jurisdiction in the case disclosed by the papers. before me. 
Sections 40 and 41 thereof are as follows: 
"40. There exists no law or body of authoritative rules of action between hos Lile 
armies, except that branch of the law of natme and nations which is called the law 
and usages of war on land. 
"41. All municipal law of the ground on which the armies stand or of the coun-
tries to which they belong is sileht and of no effect between armies in the field." 
Manifestly, t,hese rules to a O'reat extent, if not altogether are correct· for it can 
not be :rretendecl th3:t a Uuitecl' States soldier is guilty of m1~rder if he kills a public 
enemy m battle, which would be the case if the municipal law was in force and ap-
plicable to an act committed under such circumstances. 
All_ the ~aws and c~stom~ of civilized warfare nrny not lJe applicable to an armed 
conflict with the Inchan tnbes upon .our western frontier· but the circumstances at-
tending the assassination of Canby and Thomas are su~h as to make their murder 
as much a violation of the laws of savage as of civilized warfare and the Indians 
conc~rn~<l ~n it fully understood the baseness and treachery of thei~ act. 
It 1s chfficult to define exactly the relations of the Indian tribes to the United 
Stat~s; but as they have been recognized as independent communities for treaty-
malnng purposes, and _as they frequently carry on organized and protracted wars, 
they may pro:pe~ly, ~sit seems to me, be hel,d subject to those rules of warfare which 
mak~ a nego~iat1on f?r peace after hostilities possible, and which make perfidy like 
that m quest10n punishable by military authority. 
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Doubtless the war with Moclocs is practically ·encled, unless some of them should 
escape ancl renew hostilities. But it is the right of the United States, as there is no 
agreement for peace, to determine· for themselves whether or not anything more 
ought to be done for the protection of the country or the punishment of crimes 
growing out of the war. 
Section 59 of said "instructions" is as follows : "A prisoner of war remains an-
swerable for his crimes committed against the captor's army or people, committed 
before he was captured, and for which he has not been punished by his own author-
ities." 
My conclusion, therefore, is that a military commission may be appointed to try 
such of the Modoc Indians now in custody as are charged with offences against the 
recognized laws of war, and that if upon such trial any are found guilty they may 
be subjected to such punishment as those laws require or justify. -
These military commissions are not statutory courts, and are not 
subject to the statutory provisions applicable to the statutory military 
courts. This is mentioned because, as the fifth section of Gen. Curtis's 
proposed substitute for the reported bill reads, these non-statutory 
courts are not covered by its provisions. It is as follows: 
SEC. 5. That the punishment of death prescribed for the violation of any pro-
. vision of the United States statutes is hereby abolished, and all laws or parts of 
laws inconsistent with this act are hereby repealed. 
The sentences of death in the cases mentioned were not awarded for 
the violation of any provisions of United States · statutes, and there-
fore such cases would not be reached by the proposed bill. 
But, I do not believe that the abolition of the death penalty can be 
made to apply to war, for the reason that the safety of the Army in 
time of war makes the death penalty necessary in certain cases, and 
because if abolished by statute recourse would be bad to it under the 
!aw of military necessity. I think there can be no doubt as to that. 
Even with our present military code thirty-seven of the two hundred 
and sixty-seven actual executions of enlisted men during the war of 
the Rebellion were without the sanction of any statutory law. In most 
of these thirty-seven cases some form of trial was had, but in eight of 
them there was no trial at all-nothing, in fact, except t~e o~der_ of' an 
officer. If the death penalty by sentence of court-martial m time of 
war should be abolished the effect would be to increase the number of 
executions without statutory trial, for the necessities of war would_be 
held to justify that which the statute withheld and even that w~ic~ 
the statute should forbid. But if the necessities of wa.r are such it 1s 
surely safer and in every way better that the punishment should be 
imposed by a statutory sentence after a trial by a statutory court than 
that recourse should be had to proceedings not recognized by law. 
I think, however, that the Articles of War authorizing capital pun-
ishment might to some extent be modified even as to time of war. 
For instance, of the two hundred and sixty-seven executions during 
the late war one hundred and thirty-nine were for desertion, and any 
degree of desertion is in time of war punishable with death. But, as 
·we well know, there are many degrees of desertion-from him w~o 
deserts one day and repents and voluntarily returns the next, to b1m 
who de ert to the enemy. The law should not treat these alike. T~e 
death penalty should be reserved for the soldier who deserts to or lil 
the immediate pre ence of the enemy· desertion of a less degree ought 
not_ to ~e punishable with death. So,' the :fifty-seventh article of war, 
w1nch 1 the only one that is absolutely mandatory as to the award of 
the d_eat~ penal+y, ought certainly to be modified. And it would on 
exammat10n probably be found that other ameliorations could be made. 
~nt the _entire abolition of the death penalty for war crime is, I th.ink, 
uupract1cable, · 
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The reports of' the judge-advocates of departments contain valua~le , 
information and the recommendations . made deserve careful cons1d-
' eration. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
G. NORMAN LIEBER, 
Acting Judge-Advocate- General • 
.REPORT OF LIEUT. COL. THOMAS F. n!lmf DEPUTY JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, JUDGE<> 
ADVOCATE DEPARTMENT OF 'l'HE EAST. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST, 
JUDGE-ADV0CATE'S OFFICE, 
Governor's Island, N. Y., Septernbe1· 16, 1892. 
Sm: In obedience to the provisions of paragraph 984, Army Regulations, as amended 
by General Orders No. 19, cur::-ent series, Adjutant-General's Office, and your letters 
of July 20 and 26, 1892, I have the honor to submit the following report of the busi-
ness of this office for the period commencing October 1, 1891, and ending August 31, 
1892. 
Number of cases tried by general courts-martial: 
Commissioned officers_ ... __ ._ .. ___ - - . -.. _. -- - -... _. _ ...........•..... _.. 2 
Non-commissioned officers .. ___ .. __ - - ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Privates .....•••....••...•...................... . .. - . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 431 
Total ..........••..•.................. .... - ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 464 
The offenses alleged against cominissioned officers were laid as follows: 
Violation of the sixtieth article of war . _ - ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Violation of the sixtieth and sixty-first articles of war.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
The offenses alleged against enlisted men were violations of the Articles of War as 
follows: 
Violation of the-
Seventeenth ................. . 
Seventeenth u,nd thirty ·Second 
Seventeenth, thirty-second, 
and sixty-second .. __ .... __ . 
Seventeenth and forty-seventh 
Seventeenth and sixty-second. 
'l'wentieth ..... __ ........... . 
Twenty-first and thirty-second 
Twenty-first and thirty-third_ 
Twenty-first and thirty-eighth 
Twenty-first and sixty-second. 
Twenty-fourth and sixty-
second. _ ..... _. . . . . . . . ..... 
Thirty-first and thirty-third .. 
Thirty-first and sixty-second. 
Thirty-second ......... _ ..... . 

















Tbirty-second andsixty-second 32 
Tb irty-third ..... _ ... _ . _ .. _ . . 12 
Thirty-third and thirty-eighth 1 
Thirty-third and sixty-second. 13 
Thirty-eighth . .. .......... _.. 24 
Thirty-eighth and sixty-second 4 
Thirty-ninth ....... ___ ....... 14 
Thirty-ninth and forty-seventh 1 
Thirty-ninth and sixty-second 2 
Fortieth .......... __ . _ ... _... 1 
Fortieth and sixty-second . . . . 3 
Forty-seventh ........ _'._. . . . . 107 
Forty-seventh and sixty-
second ___ . _ ........... _ . . . . 5 
Sixty-second . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 150 
Total...................... 462 
Of the enlisted men brought to trial by general courts-martial 24 were acquitted. 
Number of cases tried by garrison courts-martial, 43. 
The offenses alleged under the Articles of War were a.s follows : 
Violation of the- Violation of the-
Thirty-second -. - -........ - . . . . 7 Sixty-second . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Thirty-second and thirty-third. 3 
Thirty-second and sixty-second. 3 Total. ...................... 43 
Thirty-eighth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Number of different men tried, 39. 
Number acquitted, 9. 
Number of cases tried by summary courts, 3,626. 
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The offenses alleged under the Articles of Wa~ were as follows: 
Violation of the- Violation of the-
Seventeenth ..... .- . . . . . . . . . . . 7 Thirty - second, thirty-third, 
Seventeenth and si:x:ty-second. 1 and sixty-second........... 12 
Twentieth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Thirty-th_ird. ............. .. . 827 
Thirty-first . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Thirty-third and sixty-second. 47 
Thirty-first and thirty-third.. 6 Thirty-eighth................ 97 
Thirty-second ................ 1,069 Thirty.eighth and sixty-second 9 
Thirty-second and thirty-third 105 Fortieth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Thirty-second and sixty-sec- Sixty-second ................. 1,364 
ond ...... ...... .. ....... .. . 68 
Thirty- second, thirty- third, Total ...................•.. 3,626 
and thirty-eighth . . . . . • . . . . 1 
Number acquitted, 76. 
Number of different men tried was as follows: 
Number tried- Number tried-
Once ......................... 1,017 Seven times .................. 11 
Twice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 445 Eight times.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Three times... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219 Nine times . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
]<.,our times. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 Ten times.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Five times . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 --
Six times ,·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 Total.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1, 897 
· The number of summary court cases tried at the different posts in the department 
and the average strength of each garrison will be found shown by the following table: 
,. . 
Name of post. 
A..verage Number 
strell~th of of cases 
garrison. tried. 
Fort Porter, N. Y...... ...••.. ...... ....... . .. . ...... .... .. .... .. . ... . .. ... . . . . . 113 
1
~1 
~~~1 "f;!%f:fo~·JJ:::::::::::: ::: : :: :::::: :::: :::::: ::::::::::::: :: : : :::::: :: ::: 1ii 39 
Madison Barracks, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 346 1~~ 
~~~\ti,~~~fe~:~-~~~·.~-.~: :: : ::: ::: : : : :: : :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : :: : : :: : : : g: 35 
]fort Warren, Mass . . • . • . • . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115 ~~! 
Fort A.dams, R . I...................................... ......... . .... ............ 248 38 Fort Trumbull, Conn . .. ..... ......... ............................... · · · · · · · · · · · 
2
ii 237 Fort Hamilton, N. Y. H ............................... ... ... .... . .. .. · · · · · · · · · · · 180 :FortWadswortb,N.Y.H .............................. ... ..... ... ...... :....... 172 
172 Fort Columbus, N. Y. H ................................... ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 173 
26 Fort Wood, N. Y. H................ .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .• . 56 
68 ]!'ort Schuyler, N. Y. H...................................... .......... .......... 99 
86 
~rt f c~enri' Md k .. ·n· C ............. ""·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~~ 422 
~~!i ~?£:,~l~~;: :~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ~~~ m 
St. Francis Barracks, Fla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132 i~ 
Fort Barrancas, Fla ... ........................................................ ·· 
1
~: 212 ¥i1~i1:J:rt~~~o~~~~~~~~ ~~~:::: :: ::: :::: ::: :::::::: ::: :: : : : ::: : : :·: :::::: :::::: 398 280 
Jackson Barracks, La........................................................... 161 ~~ 
Ji;?£ht!~~~~~~·.~~:::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2~t 161 
l-----1----
Total ...............................•..............................................•.. 3, 026 
A comparison with the business of eleven months of the precedinll' year is sub-
mitted as follows: 0 
Numher of cases tried l>y g·eneral courts-nwrtial frolll October 1 1891 to August 
31, 1892, • . /. ' 
~~TI~~~i:e~. ~~ ~~~~::::::::::::: : : : : :·:::: : : : : : : ~ ~:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 46~ 
'l'otal .................................................... _ ........... . 
Number of cases tried by creneral courts-martial from Oct.oter 1 1890 to August 
31, 1 91, 0 / / 
Com mi ioned officers.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Enlisted men ...............•............... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 357 
~!:Ia:~~·· ........................................................... . 
.......... -.................. -........ -. -..... . ......... .. ..... -..... --.. 
363 
101 
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Number of cases tried by garrison c@urts-martial from October 1, 1891, to Au-
gust 31, 1892 ...... _ ....................... -... -............. - -.. - - ... - - - - . 43 
Number of cases tried by summary courts during the same p eriod ........•... 3,626 
Total ... _ .... _ .... _ ............................... ! •........••.... -. -. 3, 669 
Number of cases tried by garrison courts-martial from October 1, 1890, to Au-
gust 31, 1891 .. _ .. _ ......... .. ....................................••.• - - • • • . 87 
Number of cases tried by summary courts during the same period ........... 2,824 
Total . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2, 911 
Increase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 758 
The feature of the code of punishments authorizing dishonorable discharge in 
cases where the prisoner has been previously convicted a certain number of times 
' largel y accounts for the increase in the number of case~ tried before_ general courts-
martial, as recourse has been had to such courts to relieve the service of worthless 
men. The benefit of this should appear in the business of the next year. The 
marked increase of trials by summary courts does not, in my judgment, indicate a 
proport,ionate increase of offenses, but rather that recourse is now had to these 
courts for the punishment of minor offenses, such as were punished by deprivation 
of privileges or by admonishment before their creation. "Pailure to have shoes 
cleaned," "failnre to clean carbine," "appearing in a slovenly condition," appear 
as offenses freq__uently charged, with a usual penalty of 50 cents forfeiture. '£here 
is but a slight increase sbown in the number of offenders. So far as my pel'Sonal 
observation has gone of the troops in this department there has been an improve-
ment in the conduct of the soldiers. The operation of the code of prescribed penal-
ties has continued to prove satisfactory although the punishment for desertion is 
deemed too mild for so serious a crime. 
Very respectfully, 
THOMAS F. BARR, 
Deputy Jndge-Advocate-General, Jiidge-.Advocate, 
The ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, tJ. S. ARMY, 
Washjngton, D. C. 
REPORT O~' JIJAJ. EDWARD HUNTER, JUDGE-ADVOCATE, U. S, ARMY, JUDGE-ADVOCATE DE· 
PAU'fMENT OF CALIFORNIA. ) 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTl\'lENT OF CALIFORNIA 
. . OFFICE OF JUDGE-ADVOCATE 
San Francisco, Cal., Septembe1· 7, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the bush1ess of this office 
covering the period.from October 1, 1891, to and inclusive of August 31, 1892. ' 
Number of officers tried by general courts-martial .................... __ .... . 
Number of enlis~ed men tried by general courts-martial ( of this number, 5 men 
were tried twice) ...................................................... _ . . 98 
Number of trials by general courts-martia-1 where charges were not sustained. 8 
The offenses for which these men were tried are summarized as follows: 
Absence without leave (thirty-second article of war) in connection with other 
charges in some cases .. _ ...... _ ...... _ ............ ___ .... _ ... ___ .. : . ____ _ 
Abusive antl threatening language to sentry on post ..................... _ .. : 
Assault .............................. ____ .............................. ___ _ 
Desertion (in connection with other charges in some cases) ............... __ . 
Disobedience of orders of cornmissioneu. officers (twcnt,y-first article of war) 
Disrespect to commissioned officers ........ _ ... ....... __ ...... _ . ... __ ..... _ : f ;:~ ~;:mt:i~;;;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Drunkenness to the prejudice of good order an1l military discipline in "On~~~: 
tion with other charges in some cases ............. __ ·_ .......... ~ _ .. ~ .. 
Es?3:ping from ~he guard while a general prisoner .. __ ................... ::~: 
Fa1lrng to pay Just debts (sixty-second article of war) ........ _ ............ . 
Palse statement to commanding officer .......................... . ... _. . · r~;~:~yy -. --. --. ---. --. -.. ---. --.. ----.... -. --.. -------------. ---------: : : : : 
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Losing clothing (seventeenth article of war) . . .. • •••• .. .. .... .••• ..... ..•..• 1 
Leaving his post while on guard.................. .......................... 1 
Neglect of duty............................................................. 4 
Selling Government property (sixtieth article of war)....................... 1 
Theft . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Total. . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
No trials ha-ve been held by regimental courts. 
The number of trials by garrison courts-martial, on appeal from trial by summary 
courts, was 20; number of men acquitted by garrison courts-martial, 5. 
The offenses for which these men were tried are summarized as follows: 
Absence without leave (thirty-second article of war) ...... -... ___ .. _ ... . . . ... 2 
Absence from roll calls...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Abusive language and insubordinate conduct to non-commissioned officers.... 3 
Assault...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Disobeying the lawful orders of sentry...................................... 1 
Disrespect to commissioned officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Drunk at drill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Drunkenness to the prejudice of good order and military discipline . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Leaving the ranks on march without authority..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Neglect of duty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Total . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
The total number of trials by sutmnary court was ........................... 1,037 
Number of men acquitted by summary court......... ........................ 31 
The offenses for which these men were tried are summarized as follows: 
Absence without leave (thirty-second article of war) in connection with other 
charges in some cases .. , . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 437 
Absence from roll calls, parades, drills, inspections, guard-mounting, stables, 
(thirty-third article of war)........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340 
Abusive, threatening, and obscene la.nguage.... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... 4 
Committing nuisance in barracks...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Disobedience of orders and disrespect to commissioned officers ............... 4 
Disobedience of orders and disrespect to non-commissioned officers.... . . . . . . . 16 
Drunk on guard .................... ........................ ................ 1 
Drunk on duty (under arms)................................................ 8 
Drunk on duty (not under arms) .. .. ... .. . ... . ... . ... . ... . . . .. . ... ... . .... .. 18 
Drunk and disorderly.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Drunkenness to prejudice of good order and military di scipline.............. 84 
Fighting and other disturbances ...................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Ga.mbling ................................ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Lying out of quarters (thirty-first article of war)....... ..................... 1 
Minor offenses, such as "having blouse unbuttoned," or violations of other 
post orders, charged as "conduct to the prejudice of good order and mili-
tary discipline," not included under pre-,; ious heads..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 
Nezlect of duty (sixty-second article of war) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Selling articles of clothing (seventeenth article of war) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Total . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 037 
On the foregoing trials by summary court-
343 men were tried once .............•..... _ .... _ .... ___ ................... _.. 343 
115 men were tried twice ................. _ ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230 
63 men were tried three times ....... _ .............. _ .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 9 
34 men were tried four times ......... ___ .. _ ..... _ ... _ ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136 
15 men were tried five times ................. ___ ........ _ ...... __ ...... .. . . 75 
7 men were tried six times ........ _ . _ .... _ ...... _ .. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
2 men were tried seven times.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-i 
1 man was tried eight times ........ _ .... _. __ . __ .. __ ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
580 1,037 
The following data is submitted as a means of comparison between this and pre-
ceding year : 
Average number of enlisted men serving in the Department of California f?r 
eleYcn months (October 1, 1891, to and inclusive of August 31, 1892) embraced m 
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this report, 1,230. Average number of enlisted men serving in Departmen~ of C~li-
fornia for corresponding period preceding year (~ctober 1, 1_890, to and mclusr~e 
of August 31, 1891), 986. (First Infantry, averagmg 321 enlisted men, absent m 
Department of Platte durinO' months of December, 1890, and January and February, 
1891, and deducted for tho~e months in taking average strength of Department.) 
Increase for 1891-'92, 24.74 per cent. . . 
Number of trials by O'eneral courts-martial from October 1, 1891, to and mclus1ve 
of August 31 1892 98 ·e, number of trials by general courts-martial from October 1, 
1890, to and i:iclusive ~f August 31, 1891, 68 ;, increase, 44 per cent. . . 
Number of trials by garrison courts-martial from October 1, 1891, to and rnclus1ve 
of August 31, 1892, 20; number of trials by garrison courts-martial from October 1, 
1890, to and inclusive of · August 31, 1891, 32; decrease, 37.5 per cent. . . 
Number of trials by summary courts from October 1, 1891, to and mclus1ve of 
August 31 1892 1 037; number of trials by summary courts from October 1, 1890, to 
and inclu~ive of August 31, 1891, 737; increase, 40.7 per cent. 
From October 1, 1891, to and inclusive of August 31, 1892, excluding 13 men, _de-
serters from organizations in other military departments, the total number of trials 
was 1,142, embracing only 680 men, or 55.28 per cent of the enlisted strength of the 
department. 
From October 1, 1890, to and inclusive of August 31, 1891, excluding 6 men, desert-
ers from organizations in other military departments, the total number of trials was 
831, embracing only 499 men, or 50.60 per cent of the enlisted strength of the depart-
ment. 
This increase over last year in the number of trials is partly accounted for by the 
fact that the enlisted strength of the department _is greater this year than last, and 
partly because the general court-martial has afforded the means of ridding the serv-
ice of undesirable men through the power it has to dishonorably discharge soldiers for 
offenses within the cognizance of the inferior courts on proper proof of a specified 
number of previous convictions. · 
SUMMA.RY COURTS. 
Inquiry last year was made of the enlisted men as to their opinion of the change 
from garrison to summary court. 
This year I have invited on this point the opinion aud suggestions of officers in 
this department who have held such courts, and, as it happens, officers of long serv-
ice and wide experience. 
Their views are in effect as follows: 
(1) "In my judgment the law governing summary courts, as now construed and 
enforced, needs modification as a matter of equity for the convicted as well as the Gov-
ernment, for these reasons: As at present restricted, the reviewing authority has no 
discretion beyond approval or disapproval. If a sentence is too severe, as appears to 
him, he can not exercise the power to mitigate and yet if he disapproves, the ac-
cused escapes all punishment and the interests of the Government suffer; · the con-
verse of this is true if he approves. I think the same rule of action on the part of the 
reviewing authority should be applied to summary as is the case with all other courts, 
both civil and military." 
(2) "Considers trial by summary court preferable to the garrison court-martial on 
account of the speedy action, but does not think limits of punishment sufficient, es-
pecially for refractory characters. To avoid the inconsistency of a commanding of-
ficer acting upon a sentence which he has himself imJ?osed, suggests that where the 
summary court officer is the accuser, the third rankmg officer constitute the court 
for trial. Recommends that the authority to approve or disapprove a sentence in-
clude the power to remit or mitigate the same." 
(3) " Has performed the duty of summary court since the passage of the act of 
Congress, at three posts, almost without interruption. The following points have 
suggested themselves in practice: 'First. No person should be brought before the 
court uniess perfectly sober; this under the twenty-four-hour rule is not always done 
and may lead to a further breach of discipline. Second. The power of commanders tt 
mitigate sentences, I hold to be essential to discipline and fair administration of jus-
tice. Third. A record of evidence taken by summary court should be kept for a cor-
rect unders~anding of the case by the reviewing authority, ~nd also as a guard against 
false swearmg. I always keep such a record. Fourth. With the understandinO' that 
its use ~snot to extell(:!· to troops in t~e :field and in fro~t of the enemy, I hold th~ scale 
of pumshments now m use to be fair, although leanmg strongly towards leniencv 
but for armies in the :field a different and far more drastic code should be prepared~') 
(4) "The summary court as compared with the garrison court a more convenient 
expeditious, and inexpensive means of disposing of minor offenses. The hardship 
of confinement before trial reduced to a minimum. Is of the opinion the reviewing 
officer should have power to mitigate sentences." 
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(5) "Is of the opinion that the summary court i~ greatly superior to the old rrar-
rison court methods." 
. ( 6) "Is of the opinion that the summary court as now constituted works well and 
is entitled to further trial without change." 
(7) "The summary court system is satisfactory, and worthy of further trial." 
By a decision of the Secretary of War, it is made the duty of the summary court 
to enter on its record a note of the number of previous convictions it considered in 
determining on its sentence. (Decision Secretary of War, May 27, 1891.) 
According to the same authority the summary court may-take judicial notice 
of previous convictions appearing upon its own record. (Decision Secretary of War, 
January 22, 1892.) 
Now where a company joins a garrison, previous convictions of its members by 
summary court not being of record at their new station, they may escape the 
increased punishment due to the consideration of such convictions, and there may 
result at the new station an inequality of punishment. To avoid this condition it 
is recommended that there be certified from the summary court of the old station to 
that of the new, the record of previous convictions in the cases of offenders belong-
ing to the organization removed from its jurisdiction. 
DESERTIONS. 
The percentage of desertions in the Department of California from July 1, 1891, to 
June 30, 1892, was 8.03. The percentage of desertions in the Department of California 
from July 1, 1890, to June 30, 1891, was 4.21. 
In the matter of discipline, at least, there seems to be with military service a 
proneness to go to extremes. 
It is, therefore, essential to the maintenance of proper military discipline that in 
any departure from ancient and more severe systems we avoid the error of coddling 
the soldier. ' 
It is possible to make the standard of education and virtue too high for ordinary 
soldiers to attain, and as a result have them quit the service either during or at the 
end oi; a first enlistment. 
TAX ON THE PERSONAL PROPERTY (HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS) OF OFFICERS OF THE ARMY. 
Officers on duty at these headquarters have been annoyed during this and prec~d-
ing years with notifications from the offices of those having in c~arge th~ collection 
of city and county taxes, that assessments had been made on their houseliold effects, 
and the tax thereon was due, or delinquent. . . . 
My written declination to pay, giving as a reason therefor the unconstitut1~nahty 
of such taxation by a State, according to the doctrine laid down in Dobbms rs. 
Commissioners of Erie County (16 Peters, 435), was referred to the City and County 
Attorney, City and County of San Francisco, for his examination. 
The report of this law officer is erudite and elaborate, and shows a careful and ex-
tensive research of authorities. It concludes: 
"But an examination of the statutes of the United States discloses no statutory 
exemption of the household property of army or naval officers or other federal 
officials from State taxation. 
"Under these circumstances I am compelled to express it, as my ?Pinion, that, ID: 
the absence of express exemption either in the statutes of the Urnted States or ?1 
the State of California, the personal property of officers in the Army and Navy 13 
subject to State taxation." 
It is my opinion that this vexed question ought to be authoritatively settled, and 
if the Constitution does not exclude the State taxing power in the case of the per-
sonal property of officers of the Army, the power of Congress should be invoked to 
c!eate by legislation such exemption. In the present state of the question the gar-
risons of the department are liable to an annual invasion by the tax collector. 
I renew my recommendation for some change of the system by which clerks are 
:provided for officers of the Judge-Advocate's Department. The reasons for uch 
change have been presented so often and so forcibly that it does not appear nece--
sary for me to say more than that their cogency and the necessity for such change 
becomes each day of my experience more apparent. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
EDWA.,R]) HUNTE&, 
Judge-Advocate, U. S. Army, 
The ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, u. s. Army, 
Washington, D. C. 
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REPORT OF MAJ, S. W, GROESBECK, JUDGE-ADVOCATE, U. S. ARMY, JUDGE-ADVOCATE 
DEP .!RTMENT OF THE MI~SOURI. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF . THE MISSOURI, 
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE, 
Chicago, Ill., September 13, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the business of this office 
for the year ending August 30, 1892. . 
For the twelve months ending on the above date the average number of enlisted 
nien serving in the department was 3,444. . . 
The average enlisted strength reported last year was 3,004, showmg an mcrease 
for this year o~ 14.62 per cen~. . 
Owing to this report bearmg date one month earlier than the report of last year, 
but eleven months of trials of enlisted men by general court-martial are embraced 
herein. Number for eleven months, 298; monthly average, 27; which added makes 
a total of actual and estimated trials for twelve months, 325. 
Taking 325 as the basis of calculation, the percentage of trials is 9.43 as against 
a percentage last year of 9.35. This increase is apparently due to :i, noticeable in-
crease in the number of deserters apprehended and brought to trial. Of the 298 
trials, 18 resulted in acquittal. 
The offenses are as follows : 
For violation of the sixteenth article of war...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • . . . . . . . 1 
For violation of the seventeenth article of war......................... ...... . 21 
For violation of the twentieth article of war.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
For violation of the twenty-first article of war ............ -.... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
For violation of the thirty-first article of war.......................... . . . . . . . . 2 
For violation of the thirty-second article of war ................... - . . . • . . . . . . . 71 
For violation of the thirty-third article of war .....•...•.... -- . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 32 
For violation of the thirty-eighth article of war.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 7 
For violation of the thirty-ninth article of war.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lo 
For violation of the fortieth article of war...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
For violation of the forty-seventh article of war...... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 85 
For violation of the sixtieth article of war................................... . . 3 
For violation of the sixty-second article of war...... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 155 
Of the number (85) tried for desertion, 11 were found guilty of absence without 
leave only, and the sentences in three cases were remitted upon recommendation by 
the court to clemency. 
Forty-seven men were dishonorably discharged from the service upon the intro-
duction of previous convi_ctions. This is a large number to be so discharged, and the 
question not unfrequently arises as to the advisability of approving sentences to dis-
honorable discharge where the nature of the previous convictions does not seem to 
call for such radical action. Captains, however, seldom submit previqus convictions 
except with the view to eliminate undesirable men from their companies, and as the 
court has better opportunities to judge of the advisability and justice of such elim-
ination than is available to the reviewfog authority, these sentences have been 
almost uniformly approved in this department. 
In some cases there is not wanting evidence of intention on the part of men to 
blacken their record with the deliberate purpose of escaping from the service by 
dishonorable discharge. While these men. certainly can be no loss to the service, it 
yet remains true that no system of administration should be such as to induce men 
to adopt an unlawful course of action wit.h the view to secure a supposed personal 
benefit. The writer is strongly of the opinion that . every sentence to dishonorable 
discharge, based upon previous convictions, should be accompanied with confine-
ment at hard labor from three to six months, in the discretion of the court. A dis-
honorable way out of the service should also be an uncomfortable way. 
Some doubt has arisen in this department relative to the scope of General Orders, 
No. 21, series of 1891, Headquarters of the Army, wherein, under the sixty-second 
article of war, certain punishments are prescribed for "disrespect or affront to a sen-
tinel" and "resisting or disobeying sentinel in lawful execution of his duty." Post 
commanders who have been directed to execute the sentenc~s of prisoners sentenced 
by general courts-martial to a term of months in confinement at hard labor have, in 
cases where the prisoners have refused to work or have been insolent to sentinels 
and non-commissioned officers of the guard having them in charge, preferred charges 
against them for such offenses. They seem to have assumed that recent laws and 
orders have made unavailable the customs of the service relating to guard-house or 
prison discipline. . 
This view has not been approved by the department commander., and post com-
manders have been directed to use such customary means of punishment in cases of 
! 
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prisoners which, while being free from cruelty, shall be efficient in enforcing obedi. 
ence to lawful commands and respectful demeanor toward those having authority 
over them. The punishment for t,he o~enses above cited have been construed a re. 
ferring to the cases of enlisted men not m confinement, and not to convicts or soldier 
undergoing sentence of court-martial. To employ the jurisdiction of one court to 
enforce the sentence. of another can hardly be c?nduciYe to good order and discipline. 
Somewhere the means of enforcin~ instant o bedrnnce among prisoners must be lodged. 
It is doubtless kinder to the prisoner and best for the service that the/ost or other 
commander be intrusted with enforcing the rules for the government o prisoners. 
TRIALS BY INFERIOR COURTS, 
Last year's annual report was rendered before the reports of summary courts had 
been received for the month of September. These reports are now embraced herein, 
giving twelve months, to August 31, with a total of trials by summary courts of 2,636, 
a.nd by garrison courts-martial, 19; making in all, 2,655. Number of acquittals, 56. 
Number of trials by inferior courts reported last year ........................ 2,187 
Add last year's omitted September trials .......... .............•....... ~.... 214 
· Total of trials for twelve months ............... ,. ...................... 2,401 
Percentage of trials for twelve months, 1891. ....•.•••.......•••••••.••...... 79. 96 
Percentage of trials for twelve months, 1892 . ....•••..••••.•••••••.•••....•.. 77. 09 
Decrease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . ~2. 87 
These large percentages indicate that the summary court has permanently in-
creased the number of trials, but when it is recalled that before the summary couq 
was established it was customary to arbitrarily confine men in the guard-house for 
seven days without trial (often ill-advised), it is doubtful if there has been any 
actual increase in the number of punishments. 
The summary court, however, needs no defense. It meets with general ap11r.2val 
in the four following essential particulars: 
(1) Speedy determination of cases. 
(2) A decrease of the total number of days of punishment in the guardhouse, with 
(3) A corresponding increase in the number of men for duty. 
(4) Less irritation and protest among those subject to its jurisdiction. 
Of the number tried by inferior courts, 995 were tried once; 294 twice; 142 three 
times; 72 four times; 28 five times; 15 six times; 8 seven times; 3 eight times; 2 
nine times, and 1 eleven times, makino- the number of different men tried 1,560. 
The following table gives the number and percentage of trials by inferior courts 










Enlisted Trials by Apppea~s Cases of Total Per cent. 
























.......... 3 32 28.31 
28 809 119.10 
2 1 59 53.15 
6 333 92. 51 1 
1 4 484 68.45 
4 10 525 107. 
5 1 131 3!.02 
5 2 148 51.38 
2 ....... 103 39.61 
......... . .. 1 31 56. 36 
---
19 56 1 2,655 ······ ···· 
At but one post in the Department, Fort Sheridan, does the custom prevail with 
the summary courts of retaining pay unt~l di_scharge. At all ot_her. posts :fin~s are 
almost uniformly imposed. It is a question 1f the former practice is not quite as 
effective in maintaining discipline as the latter. 
DESERTIONS. 
The number of desertions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892 (A. R. 118. a 
amended by G. 0. 145, A. G. 0. 1890), and the probable cause therefor, as found by 
boards of survey, convened to investigate the cases are shown in Table I; the po t 
from which the desertions occurred, in Table II, below: 
II 
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TABLE I. 
The year of enlistment. 
The probable cause. 
First. Seconrl. Third. Fourth. Fifth. Total. 
-------------------1----,----,------------
Cause unknown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . 48 6 5 1 
Dissatisfied with the service ............ ..... . _...... 20 4 1 ... · · · · · · · · · · • · · 
Fear of punishment, some offense committed....... 13 1 4 2 · · · · · • · -
~~:;J~te:e~~~s=-=-fe~·~i"detectf;~:::::::::::::::: ~ 2 ~ .••.•• ~. :::::::: 
Worthless character. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 5 . . . . . . . . 1 ... · · · · · · · · · · • • · 
Tnfluencecl by women 4 1 -...... - -.. -· · · - · · · · · • • · 
Persuaded ........... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3 - .. -- -..... -- .. - ... -·· · · ·•·· · • · · 
Suspected of being a thief.......................... 1 2 - - . -· .. - - - - -- · · - - - --· · · -
Drunkenness, and effects thereof................... . . . .. . . . 1 ....... - - .. -· • · · · · · ·· •• · 
Had been dishonest in money transaction........... ... .. .• . 1 .....•. - - .. -- · · - · · · -· •• -
Clerk detected in dishonesty with company books... . • . . . . • . 1 ..• -.... - .• · · · · - - - - ·· - · · 
Lack of moral sense .................•...............•.......••.... - .••..•....• · · · · · 1 
Thought to have committed suicide................. . . . . . . . . 1 ..•...•........... · -· • · · 
Home-sickness . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .••.... . .•...•.. -.. -... - - - - -- •. -
Denied a furlough . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 1 .••.......•..... - .• -..• - - • - -- . · -
Received money from home and deserted............ . . . . . . • . 1 ........ - .. -.. - - - - . -- - - -






















Posts. Desertions. mate 
per cent. 
Fort Sill, O. T ........•.....•.........................•........... 
Fort Mackinac, Mich .........•.......•...•.....•................ 
382 2 0.5 
109 1 0.9 
1m f~!~~~~:::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 258 6 2.3 113 3 2. 6 359 10 2. 7 
Fort Leavenworth. K:ins .. ................ ...... ................ . 678 26 3. 8 
Fort Supply, Ind. T ............................................. . 
Fort Riley, Kans ................................•................ 
Fort Sheridan, m ............................................... . 
281 16 5.6 
696 45 6.4 
463 32 6.9 
Camp Oklahoma, O. T ... ..•................ . .. .. ................ . 54 5 9. 2 
1~----1------+----
Total. ....••.•.••..•..... ..............•.................•.........•.•.. 146 
In addition to the above number, four men reported as deserters have been found 
guilty of absence without leave only~ 
The report for last year shows that the percentage of desertions in this depart-
ment was about 5.3 percent. of the command, while this year it is about 4.2 per cent.; a 
gratifying showing. 
Of the above reported deserters, twenty-five have either surrendered or been ap-
prehended and have been tried and convicted. This is an unusually large number 
to be so promptly brou~ht to justice and, taken in connection with the large total 
number (eighty-five) tried for desertion in this department during the year ending 
June 30, seems to indicate that the recent increase in the reward from $30 to $60 has 
stimulated civil officers in their efforts to apprehend this class of offenders. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
S. W. GROESBECK, 
. . Jndge-.Advocate, U. S. Army, 
The ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, u. s. Army, 
Washingf9n, D. O. _ 
REPORT OF CAPT. H. C. CARBAUGH, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS, 
JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OIrFJCE, 
San .Antonio, Tex., .August 31, 1892. 
Sm: Under the requirements of paragraph 984, Army Regulations, as amended 
by General Orders No. 19, Adjutant-General's Office, dated March :! '3, 1892, ·r have 
the honor to submit the following report based upon the records of this office for 
eleven months ending with this date 
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During this time 134 cases have been tried by general courts-martial, resulting in 
5 acquittals and 129 convictions. The trials included 127 different men (no officers 
were tried) and 282 separate offenses. These were alleged as follows: 
Absence from various roll calls·-··· 19 Drunk on duty ................... _. 13 
Absence without leave............. 29 Leaving post ...... ; ................ 1 
Asleep on post . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 4 Provoking speeches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Desertion . .......................•• 33 Quitting guard ---- -- ------·--····· 5 
Disobedience of orders_. - - -.. _ .... - 6 Selling or losing Government prop-
Disrespect to superior officer__,-·-····· 1 ertJ ------· ·-···-··------········ 10 
Disorderly -conduct ..... _ .. _.. ...... 2 Theft .• . · .. _ ... _ .• _....... . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Disorders under the Sixty-second Article of War. 
. . . . ~ . 
Assaulting ...... _ ... _ .. , .....• _ .• 
Breaking arrest .. · .... _ .. _ .....••• 
Committing nuisance-~.-- ~-···-·- .·. 
Creating a disturbance .... _ ...... . 
Disobedience of order&of non-com-
missioned officers ... ··-·.-~ .... . ~ ... · 
Disrespect to .. iio.n-coinmissioned 
officers .. _. _ ...... __ .. _ .. _. _ ... . 
Drunk . ..-...... ·-···· ............ . 
False statement to superior officer. 










Neglect of duty (as sentinel) . .. . . 
Resisting arrest .... _ ............ . 
St?lling or losing Government prop-
erty . ..... ··---· .............. · 
Theft , , ......... ... - ............ . 
Threatening non- commissioned 
· · · officer ........ . _ .... _ .......... . 
Miscellaneous ...••.... . ......... . 









The number of records of garrison courts-martial and reports of summary courts 
which have been received and filed in this office is as follows: 
Garrison courts-martial ...........•.....•• _ . _ .... _ .. _ .... _ ....•........ - . . . . 46 
Summary, courts .... · ·-· ·· ...•............... ........ ·....................... 912 
Total .......•••...•...... __ ... _. ___ . _____ . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 958 
(of which three garrison and twenty-four summary trials resulted in acquittals.) 
These cases included 571 different men and 1,268 separate offenses, as follows: 
Offense. Gar· Sum. rison. mary. 
Absent from one to six hours .. . .......• ... 
Absent from six to twelve hours .. . . . 5 
Absent from twelve to twenty-four 
hours . ... ...... .... . .. .... . . . ... . .. 5 
Absent from twenty-four to forty. 
eight hours...... .... ............... 3 
Absent two days and over ......••.......... 
Absent from drill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 1 
Absent from dress parade . . .... ····•· ..... . 
Absent from extra duty.............. 2 
Absent from guard, etc... . . ......... 2 
Absent from hospital as patient ........... . 
Absent from inspection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Absent from inspection (of quarters). 4 
Absent from reveille and retreat. .... 1 
Absent from school ......... .. .....•....... 
Absent from stables .•...•.................. 
Assault................... . ......... 2 
Breaking arrest ...... .. ............•....... 
Committing nuisance in quarters . . . . 1 
Creating a disturbance ... ................. . 
Dirty condition of guns, accouter. 
men ts, etc..... ............. ... . .... 1 
Disobedience of orders ........ .. .••• ....... 























Offense. Gar- Sum· rison. mary. 
Disrespect to and disobedience of or· 
ders of non-commissioned officers . - 8 114 
Drunk and disordei;-ly in quar~ers. .. 4 , 30 
Drunk before commanding officer . . - . --. -- 1 
Drunk as cook, etc.................. 1 14 
Drunk on daily or extra duty . . . . . . . 4 81 
Drunk at drill............. .......... . .. . . . 30 
Drunk at guard-mounting, etc...... ...... 4 
Drunk in hospital as patient .. •.... . ..... - 4 
Drunk on parade........ ............ 1 10 
Drunk at retreat... ................. ... .. . 3 
Drunk off reservation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 10 
Drunk at stables....... .. ........... 1 13 
False statement to superior officer . . 1 lt 
f!f:o~~gi~-g iiq;;; i{it~-q~~;ti;;:: :: · · · · i · 13 
Lying out of quarters. .............. ...... 2 





Neglect of duty . . . . . .. . • • • . . . . .. . . . . 5 
Neglect to obey orders ..•. .. . . . . . . . . 1 14 
Sitting down on post . .............. .. ... -. 3 
.63, 1,205 
Total. ................ ... .... ·· - 1, 26 
Of the cases removed to garrison courts-martial for trial, 25 were so removed for 
th~ re~son tha~ the officer preferring the charges was the summary court, ~nd 21, on 
obJect1on to tnal by such court. Post commanders in very few cases availed them-
selves of their power to act as summary courts. 
In connection with the above statement of the number of different enlisted men 
~ied, of trials had, and of separate offenses, it should be noted that the average en-
listed strength during the time considered is 1 570 which is about 175 less than for 
the period covered by my report of last year, 'hen~e, the respective ratios of these 
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numbers to the streno-th- of the command is about the same as for last year. In 
making any remarks ~r reco~I?-endation_s c?ncerning th_e administr:ation ?f ~ilitary 
justice, one may say that ex1stmg practice 1s not materially defe~t1ve or me:ffectua~, 
thou~h it is quite evident that it does not al wa-y:s conf~rl?- to e~1st~ng s~atutes. This 
condition is doubtless due to the fact that this adm1111strat1on 1s bemg had under 
"piecemeal" legislation-made up of th_e Articles of _Wa~ and i~olat~d stat1;1te~ ~e-
lating to subjects included in the articles, a combmat10n :wh1c~, fro1;11 a Judicial 
standpoint, appears to be a very imperfect code. A ~ystematic cod~ficat10n of these 
laws so as to exclude all that is obsolete and contradictory and to mclude accurate 
definitions of powers obligations and prohibitions, not only as to individuals, but 
especially as to court~ in t~e mil~tarY: es~a~lis_hment, seems to be necessary: 
The garrison court-martial, with JUr1sdict10n over all offenses not capital com-
mitted by enlisted men, has been superseded by a summary court ~hose powers ~nd 
jurisdiction as to offenses are not accurately defined, the latter bem$, under ex1_st-
in0' rulings determined by limits of punishments only-a most variable quantity 
e-vin for th~ same offense. If the law creating the court mea,ns what it says, that 
offenses heretofore "cognizable" (this word being used in its usual legal meaning-
capable of being tried) by garrison courts-martial "shall" be tried by summary 
courts then general courts-martial, by statute, have no jurisdiction of anything 
except over offenses committed by officers and of capital cases in general. Practice, 
therefore, has had for its task t~ devise the poss~b~e system _as it now exists b;Y con-
struing "cognizable" as meanmg fitted, by hm1t of pumshment, to be tned-a 
most difficult definition to apply when no limits are prescribed, and which requires 
beforehand the assumption that the court will not confirm an objection to the con-
sideration of a record of previous convictions as forwarded. 
During the past year several defects, or what seemed to be defects, in the rules of 
practice have appeared, as follows: 
First. On a trial for desertion, for which the prescribed punishment is three 
months' confinement, with forfeiture of pay for the same period, a plea of guilty 
was entere·d to avoid any possible chance of dishonorable discharge through six 
previous convictions, which would have been submitted in the event of a :finding of 
guilty of absence without leave. Also, a desertion while on guard was laid both as 
desertion and quitting guard, the former with the above-mentioned. limit of three 
months' confinement and forfeiture and the latter with double that limit. It seems 
anomalous that desertion, formerly regarded as a crime, should by prescribed pun-
ishment be a less offense than absence without leave or quitting guard. 
Second. When there are several offenses charged-and there usually are-of which 
the limit of punishment for each is either prescribed or is in general well established 
by custom as being less than dishonorable discharge, there seems, without a record 
of .five or more previous convictions, to be an absence of authority to adjudge dis-
charge, even though the punishment possible amounts to a very unusual amount of 
confinement and forfeiture. 
Third. On a trial a _finding of guilty of a single specification for which the pre-
scribed limit is greater than the punishing power of a· garrison court-martial pre-
vents the use of previous convictions-unless there be five or more-in reference to 
the othe! specifie~ ~ffenses. If this be not the proper rule_, then an attempt to use 
the previous convictions for a part of the offenses and excluding them as to certain 
others is too technical for practice. 
Fourth. There have been numerous sentences given, both by inferior and general 
courts-martial, which were unauthorized by existing orders, notwithstanding the 
court was trying to adjudge them within the prescribed limits. 
The exist~g _method of d~termining the ~mount of punishment to be adjudged by 
courts-martial 1s too techmcal and complicated for general use for all conditions 
of service. In addition, it seems to me to involve a very doubtful principle oflaw 
that of increasing, through previous convictions, speoi:fic punishments or limits of' 
punishments for military offenses to be prescribed by the President under the Acts 
of Congress approved September 27 and October 1, 1890, for those statutes draw no 
distinction between an offense, whether committed first or in repetition and do not 
seem to give any authority for establishing, for a specific offense, differe:fit limits de-
pending on the previous record of him who has been convicted. For these and other 
reasons I would recommend that only maximum limits for offenses be prescribed and 
th~t at every trial in the military service ~here it :i>e?omes the duty of a cou'.rt to 
adJudge a sentence, that the record of previous convictions be submitted to enable 
the court to determine if it should deal leniently with the person convicted. This 
would enable the court to have, without reference to the knowledge of individ-
ual members, data for adjudging a sentence in furtherance of discipline· to at once 
reveal by the record to the reviewing authority as to whether that duty has been 
well performed, and to apply it as easily in the field as in garrison. I am of the belief 
th_at to ]?reserve the dignity of courts-martial and to aid in securing evidence in 
trials before them there should be a statute directing that-
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·where any person who is not subject to military law, on being duly summoned a 
a witness before a court-martial, makes default in attending; or being in attendance 
,as witness thereat refuses to take an oath legally required,,of him, or refuses to an-
swer any question to which such court may legally require an answer, or refuse to 
produce any document in his power or control legally required of him, such per ou 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and the president of the court-martial 
shall certify the offense of such person either to the district or the circuit court of 
the United States within the territorial jurisdiction of which the offense was com-
mitted, and said court shall thereupon cause such person to be arrested and shall 
inquire into the certified offense and, if it seem just, punish such person by, either 
or both, fine and imprisonment not to exceed certain amounts. 
This method has the advantage of not being an entirely new one in military serv-
ice. ( 
:rt 'would be well, either that the maximum number for a general court-martial be 
reduced or that the convening authority have the discretion to assemble less than 
thirteen members :,;egardless 'of the number that may be assembled without manifest 
injury to the service, for, in general, it is difficult to secure at any post this number 
or approximately this number without having a majority of inexperienced officers 
on the court. Starting with the juniors the decisions are frequently made before 
the vote is nearly completed. . 
Speedy trial of ·offenders by general court-martial has not always been secured 
during the past year, and if the garrison court-martial ever be reinstated to a more 
important and useful position than that which it now occupies in the present sys-
tem, there are good reasons, in the isolated nature of certain small posts in this De-
partment, for materially increasing its power to punish. 
The trivial nature, in many cases, both of offenses tried and punishments adminis-
tered by summary courts, as, for example, a fine of 25 cents for placing a soiled pitcher 
upon a mess table, causes one to think that there is, whether from real or fancied 
cause, too great a tendency to transfer responsibility for discipline from <;ompany 
and post commanders to summary courts, and to cause quick methods of trial to take 
the place of executive management, discretion, and tact. I doubt if the successful 
command and management of a company in the military service admit always of 
having disciplinary punishment administered by a disinterested hand. 
As to the execution of sentences adjudged in the military service, I repeat a former 
· statement, "that as the chief and resulting virtue must necessarily be derived from 
the administration of such punishment, that I am of the firm conviction t~at uni-
formity in guard-houses, in guard-house discipline and in methods of guarding and 
working prisoners should be strictly enforced throughout the service, so as to cause 
the former to be reformat04.'y and to be avoided." To thi8 may be added that t~ere 
seems to be no good reason why a military prisoner should draw pay or be credited 
with faithful service for the time served in the guard-house. . 
The substantial results consummated in the past two years toward placmg the 
offices of judge-advocates of the departments on a better basis, together with those 
now being completed, are, to say the least, very satisfactory. . 
In conclusion, it may in general be truthfully said that justice by military tri-
bunals is administered with a degree of care and accuracy which is remarkable. 
Very respectfully, 
H. c. CARBAUGH, 
The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL U. S . .A.RMY, 
Washington, D. C. 
Acting Judge-Advocate. 
REPORT OF CAPT. C, McCLURE, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTilfENT OF THE COLUMBIA, 
JUDGE-ADV0CATE'S OF1"ICE1 
Vancouver Barracks, Washi,ngton, Augnst 31, 1892. 
SIR: Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 984, Army Regulations, as amended 
by General Orders No. 19, Adjutant-General's Office, current series, I have the honor 
to ubmit the following report. 
The appendices herewith, which are made a -part of this report, are as follows: 
General courts-martial, A; inferior courts-martial, B; desertions, C. 
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL, 
. The number of trials had by general courts-martial in the department durina the 
tim overed by this report is 94 a against 129 had during the preceding tweh·e 
months. The large number of trial had last year, it is believed, was due in a. great 
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measure to local and temporary causes referred to in my r6port for that year. The 
number of trials shown by this report is about what should have been expected, 
and does not call for special remark. 
INFERIOR COURTS-MARTIAL. 
The number of trials by summary court has been 830,. by ga~ri~on courts-m;t;tial, 
42; total 872, as against 1,298 last year. Tp.e dec~e~se is gr3:tify1~g, a?d may, m my 
opinion be attributed larcrely to the followmg decision published m circularNo.13, 
Adjuta~t-General's Office,0December 5, 1891: ''The fact tha~ the number of trials by 
inferior court-martial has greatly increased since t~e esta~hshment of the summary 
court indicates that officers of the Army have the impression that under the present 
system they must bring every dereliction of duty _b~fore a ?ourt for tri:11, =:ind t~at -
they are allowed no discretion in the matter. This is a mistake. Their discre~10n 
is the same now as it was under the garrison court system, and they are not obliged 
to brino- cases before the summary court which tp.ey believe ought to be disposed of 
with ai admonition or the withholding of privileges or indulgences. The extent 
of the exercise of this discretion within these limits is subject to the control of the 
commanding officer. 
Another means of avoiding too many trials by the summ::t"ry court would be 
afforded by permitting company, troop, and battery commanders, in their discretion 
and acting under the direction and control of commanding officers, to require soldiers 
guilty of minor offenses for which only slight punishments are authorized to elect 
between a trial by court-martial and a specified number of extra tours of company, 
troop, or battery fatigue duty. 
An official sanction by the War Department of such a practice would, in my 
opinion, soon cause a marvelous reduction in the number of trials by the summary 
court, and would be authorizing and regulating, in time of peace, a practice which 
will of necessity find constant application in time of war. 
DESERTIONS. 
The number of desertions during the eleven months covered by this report is 55 as 
against 106 last year, showing a decrease of 51. 
Attention is .invited to Appendix C in which is set forth the causes, etc., of these 
desertions, ascertained by boards of survey, and comparison with similar data dur-
ing the three preceding years. 
The large decrease in the number of desertions during the .first and second years 
of service indicates that the "A.ct to prevent desertions from the Army * * */' 
approved June 16, 1890, as carried into effect by General Orders 80 and 81, Adjutant-
General's Office, series of 1890, is reducing very materially the number of desertions. 
It seems to be the general opinion among the officers serving with troops, that the 
r~tention of $4 per month during the .first year of an enlistment in the cases of men 
who are not serving their .first enlistment and are not receiving re-enlistment or con-
tinuous service pay, works an unnecessary hardship upon such men and deters not a 
few of them from again entering the service. 
It is believed that the law requiring this retention should be so amended as to 
limit the same to the .first year of the first enlistment. 
General Orders No. 21, Adjutant-General's Office, series of 1891, prescribing maxi-
mum _punish_ments for most of the offens~s which ~nliste~ men may commil, having 
gone mto eflect March 28, 1891, has been m operation durmg the whole of the period 
covered by this report. It has been submitted to a thorough practical test and the 
results in this department have been so generally satisfactory that I-almost' hesitate 
to recommend changes in any of the provisions of the order. 
PREVIOUS CQNVICTIONS. 
The number of men dishonorably discharged by sentence of gen_eral court-martial 
is 42 out of 86 tried this year, as against 54 out of 123 tried last year. There have 
b~en but 1~ ~onvic~ions for desertion this ;y:ear a~ against 23 last. Evidence of pre-
vious_ convic.t10ns-five or more-was subm1~ted m .30 cases as against 27 last year, 
showmg an mcrease of about 13 per cent this year over last when compared with 
the total number of men tried during the respective periods. Dishonorable dis-
charge was adjudged in 20 of' the 27, and 23 of' the 30 cases. It is also observed 
that but 8 of the 123 men tried last year and 6 of the 86 tried this year by general 
co~rts-martial were tried more than once by such courts; and each of these waA tried 
twice. · 
These fac~s justify, I. think, t1!-e ?Onclusion that the provisioris of General Orders 
No. 21, relatmg to prev10us conv1Ct10ns, should be amended as hereinafter indicated. 
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These provisions are best expressed by the following official interpretation of 
thel:l: "Gene.ral Orders, No. 21, Feb;uary 27, ~8~1, from this office, does not limit 
the mtroduct10n of evidence of :erev10us conv10t10ns to cases when soldiers are on 
trial for offenses mentioned in the order, but does subject it to certain other limita-
' tions.. When a ~oldier is o_n tri;1l for desertion, evidence of :previous desertions may 
go to mcrease his term of imprisonment; and so when on trial for an offeuse which 
when committed for the :first time, would be cognizable by an inferior court-martial 
the punishment may be increased in regular proportion in view of previous convic~ 
tions. But with these exceptions evidence of previous convictions can only be in-
troduced under the following conditions: First, the trial must be for an offense not 
ordinarily punishable with dishonorable discharge; second, there must be at lea t 
:five previous convictions; third, the only additional punishment that can be awarded 
in consequence of the introduction of such evidence is dishonorable discharge with 
forfeiture of pay and allowances," (Par. VI, Cir. No. 5, A.G. 0., June 11, 1891.) 
Evidence of previous convictions to aid in determining upon a sentence may be 
legitimately used for these two purposes, viz: (1) To justify disciplinary punish-
ment on the ground that an old offender should be punished more severely than one 
on trial for his :first offense, and (2) as evidence of incorrigibleness and worthless-
ness, and hence to justify dishonorable discharge from service. . 
The evident object of the provisions in question, as interpreted above, is to limit, 
within certain prescribed limits, the :first use of previous convictions to the crime of 
desertion and offenses cognizable by inferior courts-martial, and in all other cases 
to prm,ent their use, except as evidence of incorrigibleness or worthlessness. 
But there is a marked distinction between dishonorably discharging a soldier on 
account of previous- convictions and for incorrigibleness as evidenced by these con-
victions. · 
Any attempt to limit the use of previous convictions to this latter purpose by 
prohibiting their use for any other purpose, is imposing a limitation which :Vill, in 
practice, tend, in the nature of things, to cause courts to discharge soldiers on 
account of previous conviotions as a rule rather than for incorrigibleness as an 
exception, thus defeating the principal object which the limitation was intended to 
accomplish. 
In my opinion, the power of a court-martial to consider previous convictions to aid 
it in determining upon a sentence should be subjected to proper limitations as to the 
· amount and character of punishment which may be adjudged in consequen~e thereof; 
but a limitation of this power, except as to time, which is intended and will oper~te 
· to prevent the introduction of such evidence should not be imposed. A court-martial 
should always have power, especially in cases where maximum punish~ents are 
prescribed, to consider for the purpose of disciplinary punishment all previous con-
victions, if any, had within a prescribed period. . 
After a careful consideration of this whole matter I have reached the followrng 
conclusions : · 
(1) An inferior court-martial should have power in the cases of old offender~, i.e., 
those previously convicted four or more times within a prescribed period, to adJudge 
for minor offenses, where the same is not already authorized, the limit named m the 
eighty-third Article of War. . 
Of the 1,018 offenses tried by inferior courts during the time covered by this re-
port 592 were violations of the thirty-second and thirty-third Article~ of War, 
(absences without leave, and from roll-calls, drills, etc.). Of the 520 men tried 84 were 
tried three or more times. 
A short absence without leave and an absence from a roll-call, drill or other fo!~a-
tion, when considered as a loss of time or service to the Government, are triVIal 
offenses, but when willfully and repeatedly committed, evince on the part of the 
offenders a disregard for law and reo-ulations subversive in the highest degree of 
military discipline and control. 0 
This distinction, considered in connection with the data just cited, it is believed, 
would justify giving inferior courts the power suggested. . 
(2) W~ile courts-martial should have 'power to discharge from the ser:1ce men 
w:ho_pe:rs1Stently defy the requirements of discipline, as evidenced by prev1o~s con-
v1ct1ons, yet to deter those who would enter upon a line of bad conduct to mvoke 
such penalty, said courts should have power to add, in all cases, some confinement at 
hard labor to dishonorable discharge. 
(3) :Five previous convictions should not sustain a sentence of dishonorable di -
charge unless at Ieast one by general court-martial is included. . 
(4) In every ~rial by a_general court-martial, after a findinCT of guilty, wher~ a_dis-
cret10~a17 pumshme_nt 1s authorized, evidence, if any, of all previous conv1ct1ons 
h:=1-.d.w~thm a p~es_cnbed period should be required to be submitted to the ~ourt to 
'.3--ld it m de~rmmm()" upon its sentence. Where the prescribed limit of pumshment 
is such ~hat it _should not be increased by rea on of previous convictions, they should 
be considered m determining whether that Zimit should be imposed. 
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It is firmly believed that if the rules suggested above were adopted, the authorized 
maxi.mum punishments would cease to be practically specific penalties for the of-
fenses named, bnt would be inflicted "in those cases where the severest punishment 
should be awarded" and "in other cases would be graded down according to the 
extenuating circumstances;" and, finally, that the practice of discharging men on 
account of previous convictions would soon conform to the theory upon which it is 
based. 
It is therefore recommended that the provisions of General Orders No. 21, Adju-
tant-General's Office, series of 1891, relating to previous convictions, be amended 
accordingly. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
C. McCLURE, 
Captain and Acting Judge-Advocate. 
The ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. O. 
APPENDIX A. 
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL. 
Number of general court-martial records received, revised, recorded, and forwarded 
to the Acting Judge-Advocate.-General during the eleven months ending August 31, 
1892 :-Ninety-four cases of enlisted men. 
Convictions ............. _.. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 
Acquittals.................................................................... 4 
Total cases ......•••... .: . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . • . . . . . . 94 
C01nparison of total numbe1· with that of two previous years : 
Cases tried 1889-'90. . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 56 
Cases tried 1890-'91 ...•.•.•.. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 
Cases tried 1891-'92.... ..•••. .•.... ...... ...... ....... .•.. ...•.. ...... .... .... 94 
Decrease from last year.... • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 36 
Seventy-eight men tried once, seventy-eight cases; 8 men tried twice sixteen cases· 
86 men tried with a total of ninety-four cases. One officer of the F~urth Infantry 
tried during the year. 
Distribution of cases fried by general coiirts among the different niilitary posts of the 
department. 
Post. 
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Classification of offenses tried by generq,l courts in the department for tlte eleven mont 
ending f1-ugust tJJ, 189fJ, and comparison of nurnber of cases tried for desertion with that 
of p1·evi1:nts year, etc. 
Offense. Finding Finding not Total. 
guilty. guilty. 
' Selling or losin~ public property (article 17) .... •. .• ••.. •.. .•..... •...•.. 4 fl 
Disrespect to his commanding officer (article 20) . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 1 1 
Disobedience of orders (articfe 21) . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . . ••••• .•. • . . . ••. •. .•. . •. 3 a 
Absence from 11 p. m. inspection (article 31) •••.....•.•.••. .••. ~......... 1 1 
Absence wit,hout leave (article 32) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 18 lS 
Absence from roll-calls, drills, etc., (article 33) . • • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 12 12 
Drunk on duty (article 38) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . • •• • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . 13 1 1 1' 
L eaving or sleepin&' on post (article 39) . . • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • . . . • • . . . • . • • . . 3 2 5 
Quitting guard witnout leave (article 40) . •• • • • ••• . • • . . . . •. • ••• •. . • . . . . . . 4 4 
Desertion (article 47) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . • • . . . . • . . .. . . . . .•. . . 13 u 
Making false claim against Government (article 60) . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Diso;rders charges as "Conduct to the prejudice of good order and mili-
tary discipline" (article 62) • . . • . • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 68 74 
1----;-----t---
Total offenses . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 141 12 153 
Number of convictions of desertion . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . 13 
Convicted of "absence without leave," charge "desertion"...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Number of cases tried for desertion, 1891-'92. ... • . . . ••. . . • ••. . . . ••. ..• •.. ...... 14 
Number of cases tried for desertion, 1890-'91. • • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 27 
Number of trials for desertion this year less than last.......................... 13 
Number of men dishonorably discJharged by sentence of general court-martial.. 42 
Same, last year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-! 
Number of trials in which evidence of previous convictions was introduced . .... 30 
Same, last year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33._ 
Number of non-commissioned officers reduced to the ranks . . . .. .. . . • • • . . . .. . .. . . r 
Table exhibiting the organization to which the enlisted •men tried by general courts belong. 
Organization. Band. A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. J. L. Total. 
...:..,--- ------------1---1-------------
Ji;i~r:~fa:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~: :i :::: --~- ::~: :::: ::~: ::~: ·:r :::: :::: 
1~rtiiti~tiu:~7: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . _:. : : : : : : : : : : : : --4 -: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : -· 2 · 
Fourth Infantry............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 2 1 2 1 5 3 5 ..... - - . 
Seventh Infantry ....••.••....•....................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .......... . . 
Ninth Infantry............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .... - ..... .. .. - . -
Fourteenth Infantry . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 · · 5 · · · 5 · · · 4 3 .......... - . 
Twentieth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ................... -
General Service ..... .•..•....•....•....•............ ...... .. ... .......... .......... . ..... 

















Number of cases tried by garrison courts-martial during the eleven months 
ending August 31, 1892 ...........................•........•........... 
Number of men tried .............•....................... .....•.......... 
Convictions ....•.. ........... _ .••.............................. __ ...... . 
A.cqui ttals ............................................ _ ............ .. .. . 
'.rotal cases ...... _ ............................................... . 
:uml r of "r~moval "to garrison courts-martial upon request of accused. · 
Numb r of trials by garn on courts-martial where summary court was 
the accu er . _ ............ _ ......... _ ............................ ..... . 
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Siimmary courts. 
Number of cases tried by· summary courts during the sear ending August 
31, 1892 ......••...•• -• - • -- - - -- · • · · ·: · · · · · · · • · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • :i~~ 
Number of men tried .•••••.•••... . .........•...••......•.......•...••... 
===== 
799 
31 Convictions .•..••••••••.••••....... -- . - - . -- - - - - -- - - -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Acquittals ......••......••••.•.... : ..••.........•. -- . - - - -- -- -- - - -- · - - -- -
-----
Total cases .....•...••••.•••....... . .....................•........ 
Sentences set aside, wholly or in part, limit of punishment having been 
exceeded .......•.................. -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - --- - --· · -· - - · · · · · · · · 
830 
7 
Non-commissioned officers reduced to the ranks by sentence of inferior 
court ..........•..•.... ..• ....... ~ .......•.•..... - ..........•• - .. - • • . . 12 
Forfeitures imposed and executed............. . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 051. 05 
Number of days confinement at hard labor.............................. . 2, 697 
Number of.days solitary confinement.................................... 8 
Number of days solitary confinement on bread and water diet............ 73 
Number of days garrison arrest.......................... . ............... 6 
To be reprimanded by regimental commander........................... 1 
To be reprimanded by company commander. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 1 
.A.mount of pay detained; to be paid on :final statements ................. $1,410.00 
Number of summary court cases, 1891-'92 ... . •. .••••. .... .... ... . .• .. •.•• 830 
Number of garrison court cases, 1891-'92.... .. . • . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 42 
----
Number of cases tried by inferior courts ............ ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 872 
Number tried last year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 298 
-----
Decrease from last year ...••.. ~.. . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 426 
Distribution of cases tried by inferio1· cou1·ts, with numbe1· confined and released wi thout 
trial, · a~ the posts of the department. 
Number Number 
Strength of cases tried. Number confined P ercent. and re-Post. of garri- of men men tried. leased son. Sum- Garri- tried. without 
mary. son. t rial. 
------
l3oise Barracks ................. . .......... . 100 74 1 50 50 6 
Fort Canby .........•.•.•................... l05 38 2 32 30. 5 ..... . .. . .. 
Fort Sherman a ......... .. ................. . 287 147 2 91 31. 7 10 
~~~t i~~;~e'iit:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 173 122 7 69 39. 9 2 65 57 ......... 27 41. 5 3 
Vancouver Barracks c • ••••••••••••••• • • " •••• 421 194 27 135 32.1 46 
Fort Walla Walla ........••................ 199 197 3 116 58.3 3 
Total ................................. 1,350 829 42 d520 38.5 70 
a0;1e man oft1!is command t1;ied at camp at Wardner, Idaho, during .July, 1892, included. 
bS1x men ofth1s command tned at camps at Wardner and Wallace, Idaho, during .July and August 
1892, inGluded. . ' 
ci!fJJ~en men of this command tried at camp at Wallace, Idaho, during .July and August, 1892, in, 
dOne man of Twenty-fifth Infantry, tried at camp at Wardner, Idaho, not included. 
*C_ase _of one man belongi1;1g to Company F, Twenty-fifth Infantry, temporarily 
servmg ID the department, tned at camp at Wardner, Idaho, included, · 
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Distribution of cases and men tried by irif el"ior courts among the differtnt organi~ationa 
serving in the departnient. 
Organization. Trials. Band. A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. I. L. Total. 
Fourth Cavalry* •••• - ..••.... { 
Fifth Artillery t ...•••......... { 
· Fourth Infantry .••••••••••.. . { 
Fourt.eenth Infantry .•••••.... { 
Hospital Corps ..••••.•........ { 
Ca,;ies . . . 13 53 6 71 22 45 14 47 .... 
Men . . . . 8 30 6 39 13 27 11 27 . . . . 5 
Cases . . . . • • • • • . 2 4 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Men . . . . . • . • • . . 2 3 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Cases . . . . • . . • . . 56 48 28 32 33 27 44 15 4 ... . 
Men . . . . . . . • . . . 29 20 21 21 22 18 23 9 4 ... . 
Cases . . . 1 57 23 50 24 35 42 24 ...... ..... . 
Men . . . . 1 27 15 35 15 23 20 13 .. . ........ . 
Cases .......... .....•.......••.................... .. .. . 









Total ..••••..•••••.•..... 1 Cases ...............•.. .........•........ . ... ...... .. .. Men ....................... ..... •........ ..... ......... 871 520 
* Troop C left department September 23, 1891. 
t Batteries E and L left department June 19, 1892, and Batteries A and C entered department Jllile 
20, 1892. 
NOTE.- Troops, batteries and companies omitted in above table, except the band, Fourth Infantry, 
are not serving in the department. 
Number of times tried by inferior courts. 
Cases. 
317 men tried once............................ ..... ..... . . .................. 317 
119 men tried twice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 238 
45 men tried 3 times . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 135 
21 men tried 4 times . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -! 
12 men tried 5 times . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
5 men tried 6 times ...... .... ...... ..... •••. .•.. ...... .... ... . .... .... .... 30 
1 man tried 7 times . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
520 m~n tried with a tvtal of 871 cases. 
Classification of offenses tried by inferior courts. 
Selling or losing public property (laid under article 17) .................... - 1 
Disrespect to his commanding officer (laid under article 20)..... . ..... -. -. . . 2 
Lying out of quart'"ers (laid under article 31) . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .... 15 
Absence without leave (laid under article 32) ............................ -. . 313 
Absence from roll-calls, drills, etc. (laid under article 33) .................. -. 2i9 
Drunk on duty (laid under article 38).................... ..... . ............. -15 
Quitting guard without leave (laid under article 40) .. ........ ~.... . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Disorders charged as "conduct to the prejudice of good order and military 
discipline " (laid under article 62).... . .... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 362 
Total number of offenses ... ~ .•. _ . __ ... _____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 1, 018 
APPENDIX 0. 
DESERTIONS. 
Number of desertions during the eleven months ending August 31, 1892.. .••••• 55 
Number reported last year ...••...••.....•.....•..... _ . . . . • . . . . • • • . . • . • • • • • . . 106 
Decrease from last year •• .; ••.•••••••••••••••••.•• _ • _ . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • ••• 51 
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Causea etc. of desertions ascertained unde1· the p1·ovisions of paragraph 117, Army Regn-
, 'lation~, and ~omparison with sarne data for three preceding yeara. 
Character as set forth in Causes of desertion :- Opinions gfren in re- Nativ- ~§ 
reports of' boards of ports of boards of ,rnrYey. ity. ~1 
survey. s~-;; 
1----,---:---r----:--~---,----:---;---;- ~---,--,---,- --,-- , - 1-,-~o~ 
Year. 









·~ _ C!) 
A ~L~ 
d P.e S 
b.O .S5:.3 
·s ~ 0 rn ~ ~Q~ 
~ Q 
-----1--- 1--1- ------- - - -1---1----l--l-- - - ---
1891-'92 ... . 3 27 11 9 . .. . 2 4 
1888- '89 ... . 46524 6 7 
5 16 14 
3 74 8 
.... 36 11 













2 . •• ..••. 
3 1 2 39 16 $29.13 
9 . . . . . . . . 70 39 32. 78 
15 . . . . . . . . 50 41 35. 74 1889-'90 ... . 7 46 20 8 10 
1890-'91 . .. . 6 51 22 13 9 
4 
1 6 • • •. 5 l 2 57 49 33. 83 
Year. 






Length of service. Months in which desertions occurred. 
~ ~ ~ 's ~ p ~ E'n ~ -g ~ 
'i3 ...,, .:,. I> ~ ~ J3 8 ~ 
- - ---------- - ---- ---
1891-'92.. . . . 5 17 33 32 5 7 
1888-'89.. 3 25 19 63 47 26 12 
1889-'90 . . 5 20 16 53 49 11 11 
1890-'91 . . 4 18 34 54 41 33 20 
3 .... 8 3 2 9 4 8 8 5 2 5 5 3 
1 1 22 3 1 6 12 18 18 8 5 15 
3 1 16 . . . 6 11 13 16 9 7 7 12 ~ ~ 





Distribution of caaes of desertion among the different military posts of the depa1·tment. 
P ost. 
A,erage Number 
strength of of rer cent. garrison. desertions. 
,m~i~z:t: ·.:: ·.:: ·_ -_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
............................................................. .. . ... . .... . ... 
!if f ~ji~:::::::::::::::::;;;;::::::::::::::::;;:;:;:; i 
100 7 7. 0 105 3 2. 8 28i 4 1.4 173 5 2. 9 65 3 4. 6 421 14 3. 3 189 19 9. 5 
Total and average .............••......••...•.••.••...•••..... 1,350 - -----55 4.1 
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Distributionof cases of desertion arnong the different organizations serving in the depart;. 
ment. 
Organization. Band . .A. B C D E F G H I L 
------------1---·------ ---------
Fourth Cavalry. . . . . • • • . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . 6 (*) • • • . 7 . . . . 4 . . . . 4 (*) 2 23 
Fifth .Artillery . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • . . . . (*) . • • . (*) 2 (*) . . • . (*) (*) (*) (W") 1 3 
Fourth Infantry.................. . ...... 2 2 2 . ... . ... 1 1 1 2 .... 11 
Fourteenth Infantry.............. . . . .. .. 3 4 . . . . 2 3 4 1 (*) •••.•••• 17 
Non-Commissioned Staff . . ....•....•..............••........ ......•...... .... ..•..... 
Hospital Corps. . . . . . . • • . • . • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Total and average ......................................................... j 55 
*Not serving in the department. 
346 6. 6 
97 3.1 
435 2. 5 
412 4. 1 
19 
41 2., 
1,350 4. 1 
REPORT OF CA.PT, E, H, CROWDER, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF THE 
PLATTE. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE, 
JUDGE-ADVOCATE!S OFFICE, 
Omaha, Nebr., August31, 1892. 
Srn: Under the requirements of Army Regulations 984, as amended by General 
Orders No. 19, Adjutant-General's Office, 1891, I have the honor to submi_t the fol-
lowing report of the business of this office for the period c9mmencing September 30, 
1891, and ending August 31, 1892. 
During the period named 394 sets of charges have l:>een received; of which number 
290 were tried by general court-martial; 6 recommended for trial in other depart-
ments; 4 returned for trial by garrison court-martial; 47 returned for tri~l by S?,ID-
mary court; 13 restored to duty without trial; 4 discharged before trfal; 3 with-
drawn; 2 surrendered to civil authorities; 4 deserted; 18 awaiting trial, and 3 pend-
ing. 
The cases tried include-
Commissioned officers ....•••...•....•••...•••....•.••..•••.. ...••..•.•..... - - - 0 
Non-commissioned officers ...•.....•.........••......••.... _ .............. ---• 30 
Privates, etc ..•••..•.•••..••..•••.... _. __ ••..• __ •.. __ •.• __ ...••...••.. _ ....... 260 
Total .•••..•••••.••••••.••••••. ___ .• _ ...•.•.•..••••••••.•.•. _ . • . . . . • . . . . 290 
The offenses tried include violations of the following articles of war : Seventeenth, 
14; twentieth, 2; twenty-first, 20; thirty-second, 43; thirty-third, 37; thirty-eighth, 
341.. thirty-ninth, 9; fortieth, 5; forty-seventh, 50; sixtieth, 5; sixty-second, 171. 
The cases tried are apportioned among the different or(Y'anizations as follows: 
First Infantry, 1; Second Infantry, 37; Seventh Infantry, 38; Eighth Infantry, 28; 
Twelfth Infantry, 1; Sixteenth Infantry, 59; Seventeenth Infantry, 34; Twenty-
-first Infantry, 15; Twenty-second Infantry, 1; First Cavalry, 1; Sixth Cavalry, 46; 
Seventh 9avalry, 2; Eighth Cavalry, 1; Ninth Cavalry, 19; Tenth Cavalry, 1; Gen-
eral Service, 1; Hospital Corps, 2 · unassigned recruits, 3-total, 290. 
These records of trials have all been examined in this office, the decisions and or-
ders of the department commander indorsed thereon, promulgated in orders and 
forwarded to tho office of the Judge-Advocate-General. 
INFERIOR COURTS, 
Du.ring the period named 2,543 records of trials by inferior courts (garrison and 
summary) have been received, revised and filed in this office, of whicb 2,504: were 
by summa!y a1:1d 39 by ~arrison court. 
The~e trials mclude violations of the following articles of wa-r: Seventeenth, 4 ; 
tw_entieth, 2; twe?3-ty-fir t, 3; thirty-first, 7; thirty-second, 624; thirty-third, 926; 
thirty-fifth, 1; thirty-eighth, 146; fortieth, 4; sixty-second, 1,056. 
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These cases are apportioned among the different organizations as follows: Sixth 
Cavalry, 327; Ninth Cavalry, 371; Second Infantry, 315; Seventh Infantry, 303; 
Ejghth Infantry, 316; Sixteenth Infantry, 349; Seventeent~ ~nfantry, 2~7; Twenty-
first Infantry, 250; Hospital Corps, 23; Post N. C. S., 1; 1mhtary convict, 1-total, 
2,543. . . . . . 
The number of different men tried by rnferior · cotl"rts durmg the period n amed 
is 1,340, and the number of acqui_ttals, 73. The s_entences in 14 c~se~ w:er~ set asi~e 
as illegal; in 8 easel',! the proceedmgs were set aside for want of JUnsd1ct1on, and m 
2 cases sentences were disapproved by the post commander. 
SUMMARY COURTS. 
Two thousand five hundred and four records of trials by summary court have been 
received, revised, and filed iu this office. · 
The following table exhibits the number of cases tried by summary court at the 
several posts in the departruent: 
Fort Douglas, Utah ............. . 
l<"'ort DuChesne, Utah .. -~ ....... . 
Fort Logan, Colo ................ . 
Fort McKinney, Wyo ............ . 
Fort Niobrara, NelJr ............. . 
Fort Omaha, Nebr ............... . 
Fort Randall, S. D .............. . 
Fort Robinson, Ncl,r ............ . 










Fort Sidney, Nebr ............... . 
Fort Washakie, W~-o ............ . 
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo ......... . 
Camp' Bettens, Wyo ............. . 
Camp Elkins, Wyo .............. . 







Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 504 
The above aggregate of cases is apportioned among the different organizations in 
the department as follows: Sixth Cavalry, 320; Second Infantry, 313; Eighth In-
fantry, 309; Seventeenth Infantry, 273; Ninth Cavalry, 370; Seventh Infantry, 301; 
Sixteenth Infantry, 347; Twenty-first Infantry, 247; Post N. C. S., 1; Hospital Corps, 
23-total, 2,504. 
The offenses tried by summary courts include violations of the following articles 
of war: Seventeenth, 4; twentieth, 2; twenty-first, 2; thirty-first, 7; thirty-second, 
621; thirty-third, 920; thirty-fifth, 1; thirty-eighth, 146; fortieth, 4; sixty-second, 
1,026. 
In 14 cases brought before summary courts the accused objected to trial thereby 
and requested trial by court-martial. 
There has been an increa!'!e ju the percentnige of trials by both general and inferior 
courts-martial over tha,t of last, year. 'l'his is probably due to t};te fact that a larger 
number of recruits than usual have entered the service during the past year to re-
place old soldiers discharged under existing orders based on the act of Cong ress 
approved June 16, 1890. The right to discharge at the end of three years' service, 
given in this act, is limited to so]djers whose service has been faithful. Under it 
there has been a heavy loss to the Army of its best enlisted men, while men whose 
service has not been faithful have been held for the full term of' enlistment. This 
element, together with the recruits enlisted to supply the places of the men dis-
charged, as aforesaid, has made numerous trials by courts-martial inevitable. 
Reports from post commanders serving in this department as to changes necessniry 
in General Orders, No. 21, Adjutant-General's Office, 1891, have been received during 
the past month. As a rule these reports are most favorable to the general provisions 
of that order, but a few changes in the code of maximum punishments have been 
suggested, as follows: (1) In subdivisions a and b, paragraph 1 of said order , it is 
recommended that the period of confinement and forfeiture be doubled, and in sub-
di vision o, same paragraph, recommended that the period of confinement be increased 
by six months. (2) In subdivisions a, b, and o, paragraph 2 of said order, recom-
mended that the period of confinement be increased six months. (3) For offenses 
specified under the thirty-eighth article of war, recommended that forfeitures be 
doubled, except in the case of offense of drunkenness on guard. I concur as to the 
necessity of' these amendments, believing that under existing orders the crime of 
desertion is insufficiently punished, and that .-with respect to offenses under the 
thirty-eighth article of war, courts-martial should have a wider discretion as to the 
imposition of disciplinary punishments than they now have. 
In my last annual report attention was invited to the failure of the act of Con-
gress establishing the summary court to definitely fix the jurisdiction of this court. 
The use of the phrase "offenses now cognizable by a garrison or regimental court-
martial" in this act seems to be unfortunate. Some officers have construed the 
phrase as including all offenses within the le{l'al jnrisu.ictiou of garrison and r eO'i-
mentalcourts. By others it has been held to i;clude only those offenses which th~se 
courts could adequately punish. This matter should be set at rest, either by au-
thoritative decision or by amendment of the law. 
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Furthe~ refer~n~e was made in that rep?rt to the effect. of the summary court act 
upon the JUrisd1_ct1?n ?f _other courts-martrnl, and the opmion expressed in general 
terms that the Jurisd1ct1on conferred upon the summary court was exclusive with 
the exceptions named in the act itself, not only of the jurisdiction of garrisdn and 
regimental courts, but also of the jurisdiction of the general court as well. The 
contrary seems to have been inferentially held in Circular 9, Adjutant-General's 
Office, 1891, although the matter does not appear to have been made the subject of 
explicit ruling. 
The peculiar phraseology of the summary court act, by which it rather describes 
a certain class of offenses and provides a tribunal for their trial, than defines and 
limits the jurisdiction of existing courts, would seem to indicate that Congress in-
tended to transfer in toto the class of offenses named to the new tribunal. The act 
does not purport to affect directly the jurisdiction of any existing court, but pro-
vides in mandatory language for the trial of a certain class of offenses by a new 
court, and it seems to me that the same inferential reasoning which would remove 
these offenses from the jurisdiction of the garrison and regimental courts would 
apply as well to the general court in respect to offenses of which it is concur-
rently cognizable. In view of the obscurity of the provisions of the summary court 
act in the respects indicated, and further in view of the failure of the said act to 
definitely establish the power of the summary court to punish, I am of the opinion 
that amendment is desirable. 
In the event legislation on this general subject is sought, I desire to renew my 
recommendation of last year, that the jurisdiction of garrison and regimental courts 
be revived and extended, so as to enable these courts to impose punishment to the 
extent of six months' confinement at hard labor and forfeiture of pay for the same 
period. I can se.e no reason why these courts can not, under the guidance of exist-
ing orders, be trusted to impose punishment to the extent suggested without preju-
dice in anyway to the rights of an accused. The post commanders in this depart-
ment are practically unanimous in recommending this extension of jurisdiction. 
The classification of military offenses, with prescribed limits of punishment, incor-
porated in General Orders, 21, Adjutant-General's Office, 1891, has served a m~st use-
ful purpose in promoting uniformity and equality of punishment for offenses mvolv-
ing sustantially the same state of facts. Disparity as to punishment, so common 
under the old practice, has ceased with respect to the offenses classified, and to a 
great extent as to other offenses, the general intent of the afore~aid_ General _Orders, 
No. 21, as to punishment, being usually followed by courts-martial m awardmg s~~-
tences, and always by thfl reviewing authority in the exercise of the power of Illlh-
gation. 
· I acknowledge with much pleasure the receipt of numerous important additions 
to the office library during the past year. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. H. CROWDER, 
.,, Captain and Acting Judge-Advocate, U. S. Army. 
The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, u. s. Army, 
Washington, D. C. 
Report of Capt. Edgar S. Duclley, Acting Judge-Advocate, Department of Arizona, 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA, 
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE, 
_ Los Angeles, Cal., August 31, 1892. 
IR: In compliance with paragraph 984, Army Regulations! and in conformity with 
_in. tructions from your office ot Julv 26, 1892, I have the nonor to submit the fol-
lowing report of the business of this office for the eleven months ending this date. 
COURTS-MARTIAL, 
Officers, 
Capt. Thomas C. Lebo, Tenth Cavalry; tried for "Conduct to the prejudice of 
good order and military discipline." Trial resulted in an acquittal, and the pro· 
c e<lin•rs were promulgated in General Court-Martial Orders, No. 23, series 1 l. 
the e headquarters. 
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Enlisted men. 
There were 160 enlisted men tried by general courts martia:I duri~g this period, from 
the different organizations serving in this department, and mcludmg deserters, etc., 
from other organizations, as follows: 
Hospital Corps .................. . 
First Cavalry ................... . 
Second Cavalry ................. . 
Tenth Cavalry .................. . 
Ninth Infantry .................. . 
Tenth Infantry .................. . 
Eleventh Infantry ............... . 
Twenty .fourth Infantry ...••...•. 
2 Indian scout............. • • • • • • • • 1 
12 
27 156 
24 Deserter from Sixth Cavaly . • • • • • 1 
7 Deserter from Fifth Artillery. . . . . 1 
28
1 
Deserter from Eighteenth Infantry 1 
17 Convalescent, First Artillery . . . . . 1 
38 --
160 
The number of enlisted men tried by general courts-martial stationed at the differ-
ent posts in the department is shown by the following schedule: 
Fort Apache .................... . 
Fort Bayard .................... . 
Fort Bowie ..................... . 
Fort Grant ....... . .............. . 
11 San Diego Barracks . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 9 
31 Fort Stanton..................... 6 
5 Whipple Barracks................ 8 
27 F'ort Wingate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Fort Huachuca .................. . 
Fort Marcy ..................... . 
San Carlos ...................... . 
23 
12 Total .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 
4 
The following schedule exhibits the nature of the offenses for which enlisted men 
were tried by general courts martial: 2 were tried for violation of the seventeenth Ar-
ticle of War; 6 for violation of the twentieth Article of War; 21 for violation of the 
twenty-first Article of War; 2 for violation of the thirty-first Article of War; 27 for 
violation of the thirty-second Article of War; 18 for viofation of the thirty-third 
Article of War; 15 for violation of the thirty-eighth Article of War; 11 for viola-
tion of the thirty-ninth Article of War; 7 for violation of the fortieth Article of 
War; 16 for violntion of the forty-seventh Article of War; 8 for violation of t"he 
sixtieth Article of War; 98 for violation of the sixty-second Article of War. Some 
being charged with violation of two or more Articles of War on the same trial. 
Offenses. 
Absence without leave ....•......... 27 Disorderly conduct.................. 9 
Absent from duty and calls.... . . . • . . 18 False statements ................ : . . . 10 
Assault............................. 9 Fighting............................ 1 
Assault with weapon................ 9 Failing to salute.................... 1 
Abusing animals.................... 1 Gambling ........................... 2 
Allowing prisoner to escape . . . . . . . .. 1 Giving liquor to prisoners........... 1 
Attempting to assist prisoner to escape 1 Leaving post while sentinel......... 8 
, Attempting to escape from sentinel... 1 Lying out of quarters............... 2 
Bre'aking arrest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Misappropriating public property . . . 8 
Breaking pledge . . .. .. . . . . .... .... .. 1 Neglect of duty..................... 9 
Committing nuisance................ 1 Permitting another to do his guard 
Desertion ........................... 16 duty ......................... ·..... 1 
Disobedience of orders (twenty-first Quitting guard...................... 7 
Article of War) ................... 21 Refusing to obey non-commissioned 
Disobedience of post or company or- officer ............................. 22 
ders (sixty-second Article of War) 5 Resisting arrest ..... ................ 8 
Doing another's guard duty without Sleeping on post.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
authority . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Selling _arms, clothing, etc..... . . . . . . 2 
Drunk ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 Stragglmg on the march....... . . . . . . 1 
Drunk and disorderly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 Theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Drunk on duty ...................... 15 Threatening to kill.................. 3 
Disrespect to sentinel .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . Using abusive, obscene, or threatening 
Disrespectful and ins u b ordinate language.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 17 
(twentieth Article of War) . . . . . . . . 6 Using Government horses without au-
Disrespectful and insubordinate thority . .... .... ...... .... .... .... 3 
(sixty-second Article of War) .••••• 10 Writing direct to Secretary of War.. 1 
Of the whole number of trials by general courts-martial 13 resulted in acquittal. 
. _'f~euty-one men were dishonorably discharged through citation of previous con-
victions under paragraph 3, General Orders No. 21, series 1891, Adjutant-General's 
Office. 
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INFERIOR COURTS, 
Trials by inferior courts-martial number 1,677 during the eleven months, and are 
divided among the several posts of the department as follows: 
Posts. 
I Number of trials by-
i , Total. I Summary ; ·Garrison 
-----------------------
! court. ! court. 
! 
1m tst::::: ::: ::;::::::: :: :::: :: ::::::::::: ::::::: ::::: :::J · 
Fort Huachuca . ..••.•..• •...•.•.. ......... -~ ............... . ... ...... J 
,~~: i:;1~~: : : : : : : : : ·_:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i · 
San Carlos .. ............................. ........ .................... : 
t;i~~f::rE~~-~~~:: ::: :::: ::::::: ::: : : :: :: :: : : :: :: : ::: : : : : : :: ::::::! 
51 l ........... . 
355 : 26 
81 1 . .......... . 
257 i 4 
- 167 !-·········· -1 1:~ ! ••••••.••• :.! 
53 1 10 1 














Total •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••..•••.•.•..•....••. ! 1,636 l 41 1,677 
! 
In 19 cases objection was made to trial by summary court. 
The following schedule ~hibits the nature of the offenses for which enlisted men 
were tried by inferior courts: 
For violation of the-
Twentieth Article of War ... ............ .-............................. 1 
Twenty-first Article of War .......... . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
'l'hirty-:first Article of War.......... . .... . ... ... ... ... .. ..... .... ....• 37 
Thirty-second Article of War . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ?60 
Thirty-third Article of War........................................... 465 
Thirty-sixth Article of War...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Thirty-eighth Article of War. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 40 
Fortieth Article of War. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Sixty-second Article of War................ ................... . . . . . . . . 624 
Number of acquittals by summary courts.......... ........................ 60 
Number of acquittals by garrison courts-martial .. ................. - - . - - -- - 11 
Total ..•••.• ,...... ........... ................ ...................... 71 
Number of different men tried ... ..... .... ....... ...... .. ......... , . . . . . . . . . 973 
Average enlisted strength ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2, 501 
Per cent. of enlisted men tried by inferior courts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38. 90 
DESERTIONS. 
There have been 50 desertions from the different organizations serving in this de-
pal'tment during the past eleven months, as follows: 
Tenth Infantry . ............. .. .... .................. ...................... . 
Eleventh Infantry ......................... ...... . ...... ................ -.. . 
~h::tr~!~;~;~-~~~~~~?::::: ::: : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : ::::: :: : : : ~ :: ::: : : : : : : :: : : :::: 
Second Cavalry ............ ............................ . .. .................• 






Total ......................................... _ ..... ... . .............. · 50 
Average enlisted strength ................. ....... ........................... 2 501 
Per cent. of desertions.. ............ ..................... ... ... ............. 1. 99 
REMARKS. 
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL, 
The larger number of trials by general courts have been on charges lam under the 
tweno/-first, thirty-second, thirty-third, thirty-eighth, thirty-ninth, forty-seyenth. 
and sixty- econd Articles of War. The majority of the offenses committed have_ been, 
undoubtedly, due to those causes incident to the station of troops on the frontier, a 
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posts outside of which there are no amusements except_such as may be found in frontier 
towns, with all their temptations of saloons, ~a~blmg p~aces, etc.; b"!lt there ~ay 
also be a tendency to restlessness under d~sci:J?lm~, and m _cases of trials bY: 1:1,mor 
courts it is noticed that there has been an mclmat10n to disregard the legitimate 
authority of non-commissioned officers. . . · . 
It is possible that some persons have con~e1ved t1?-e idea that the Ir;e.asures which 
have recently been taken to lighten the duties and ~mpr~ve the condition of the e_n-
listed men mean a relaxation of the :firmness of d1sc1plme. If so, they h ave mis-
taken the object of these laws, orders,· and regulations, ~ade for their. benefit, and 
must learn, through the penalties for the acts due to their misconcept10_n, that the 
discipline of the soldier and the ma~Il:tenance of.an arm_y demand as strict an obe-
dience as ever to the orders and decisions of their superior officers; that an order, 
not on its face and at the :first glance plain~y i!le~al, must be o_beyed_ unh esitatingly 
and without cavil or question. The law still ms1sts that o:t:iedience is the :first d1~ty 
of a soldier. There is a remedy for every wrong1 an~ th~ illegal act of. a supenor 
makes him amenablA to the law; and where an mferior m rank may thmk himself 
wronged he may complain; but his first duty is to obey and afterwards t o seek legal 
redress for the wrong. 
The soldier must learn that the increased liberties given-him are not license to do 
any act which tends to weaken discipline nor do they in any way reduce the au-
thority of his superiors over him. 
The regiment having the largest number tried by general court-mart ial ~s the 
Twenty-fourth Infantry. In two companies of that regiment a large proportion of 
the offenses occurred during and after a change of station from San Car los to Fort 
Huachuca, A. T.; charges having been preferred in six cases for offenses committed 
while en route and in six cases since their arrival at their new station, making t welve 
ca es since May 19 last, as against two for all the previous part of the year. 
San CaTlos being on an Indian Reservation where there is no post exchange, and 
no liquor to be had, it is probable that being placed within reach ofan unlimited sup-
ply from neighboring saloons and at a post where they can purchase beer from the 
exC'hange, these men have gone to an excess, to which they were the more liable on 
a ccount of their former restraint. 
There seems to be a decided opinion upon the part of some officers, who have had 
the opportunity for observation, that the general character of the colored soldier 
for sobrietry is deteriorating, and this fact, together with experience with Indian 
companies at posts where they are stationed, tends to bring in question the wisdom 
of selling even beer at a post exchange; or whether the sale of it, and the quality of 
the beer, as to the percentage of alcohol it contains, and the amounts to be sold to 
m on, should not be more strictly regulated. 
SUMMARY COURTS AND GARRISON COURTS-MARTIAL, 
There have been 1,677 trials by minor courts, the larger number of offenses being 
charged under the thirty-second, thirty-third and sixty-second Articles of War. 
The number of objections to trial by summary court has been 19. 
The working of the summary court seems satisfactory, though there have bee11 
some misconceptions of the law regarding it. There is some question as t o 
wh ether the ease with which offenders may be brought before it has not h ad t he 
effect of relaxing the authority for discipline of the individual superior by turning 
it over to the summary court. In other words, does the individual officer or non-
c?mmissioned officer rely as much as formerly upon his personal authority to enforce 
his orders, or does he depend moce upon the power of the court to compel discipline Y 
The transcripts of summary court record required to be made to Depar tment 
Headquarters are, from the large posts, quite voluminous and involve a lar()'e 
amo_unt. of writing. Unless it is intended that these _are to be held to supply info~-
mation m case of the lo~s.of the record at any post, it_ wou~d se~m that it might be 
replaced by an extract g1vrng the substance of the specifications m terms as nearly as 
possible corresp?ncl.i~g _to those ~sed in General Orders No. ~1, Adjutant-Gener al's 
Office, 1891, affixmg hmits of pumshment, and the names of witnesses be omitted. 
C?ngress by rec_ent act, having given commanding officers power to mitigate or 
reunt sentence adJudged by these courts, has added another check upon the possi-
bility of error or injustice to any man tried by it. 
LIMITS OF PUNISlli\:IENT. 
The "limits of punishment" prescribed by the President in General Order s No. 
21, He~dquarters of th.e Army, Adjutant-General's· Office, series 1891 have be~n in 
op_erat1on a suffic~ent length of time to give evidence of value. The' operat ions of 
this ?rd~r have, i~ my opinion, been excellent in establishing a substantial uni-
formity m the pumshment of similar offensM! throughout the Army. 
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Section 3, permitting dishonorable discharge with forfeiture of all pay and allow-
ances upon proof of five or more previous convictions, not only affords a warning to 
9ontinual offenders, but permits company commanders to rid themselves of men who 
will, notwithstanding it, fail to prevent their discharge under it by the faithful 
and honest performance of their duty. There were twenty-one men so discharged. 
It has been suggested that the present scale of punishment is .... entirely too light. I 
think, however, that by taking into consideration the previous convictions and 
adjudging- wisely the punishment, using the substitutions provided for in section 6 
of the orcter, the limit is sufficiently large. At least the present scale of punish-
ment should have further trial. 
A few more offenses with penalty limit might well be added to the list, to be 
selected from those most frequently committed, as shown by the reports from the 
different military departments. . · 
The alternative punishment of "dishonorable discharge with forfeiture of all 
pay and allowances," which may be awarded upon proof of five or more previous 
convictions under section 3 of the order, might also be modified to permit courts 
to sentence to dishonorable discharge alone, or with forfeiture of all or any part of 
pay and allowances. In some cases, at stations remote from places where men can 
find employment, or when circumstances seem to justify it, courts might be per-
mitted more latitude in their sentences in this particular. 
That part of the order authorizing the 'tdetention of pay" is believed to be par-
ticularly valuable and deserves to be more freely used, as offering a continual in-
ducement to ~ood behavior and faithful service on account of the certainty of men 
obtaining their money in full when honorably discharged. 
DESERTIONS. 
There have been 50 desertions within the past eleven months, being 1.99 per cent 
of the average enlisted strength during this period. Of this number 11 have been 
apprehended and 10 tried, one being restored to duty without trial. 
The causes of these desertions are difficult to ascertain, the men themselves gen-
erally leaving nothing behind them to justify a finding as to the reason for their 
act, except from inference from their past record. · 
With the recent liberal laws and orders affording an easy means of obtaining 
honorable discharge by men of faithful service, there is no reason why any man of 
good chara.cter and habits should think of deserting. It is believed that the ma-
jority of those who have deserted belong to a worthless class of men of roving dis-
position and affected with the tramp mania with which the country has been un-
fortunately afflicted, or else men of bad character and habits, endeavoring to avoid 
the consequences of their own acts. 
To these there may be exceptions of men transferred from other departments to 
this one becoming homesick or affected by the entire change to different climate and 
frontier duty. Such men would most likely be found among those recruited in the 
Eastern States under the regimental recruiting system. Of the ten desertions in the 
Eleventh Infantry, six were recruits from small towns, under regimental recruiting 
. system. 
Desertions are sometimes caused also by ignorant and unsuitable non-commiss~oned 
officers; and the efforts made to raise their standard by securin~ for them h 1gber 
pay and greater privileges are in the line of remedy for the clissat1sfac-tion which, in 
some instances, produces desertion. 
No complaint has been reported in any proceedings of a b_oard of survey on causes 
of desertion, of ill treatment, or lack of food. Certainly there can be no occasion 
for complaint in this latter particular with the present ration allowance, supple-
mented as it is with the large dividends made at most posts by the exchange. The 
American soldier to-day lives in luxury when compared with the majority of labor-
ing men of this or any other country. 
GAMBLING. 
One of the most serious vices afflicting the Army, especially at frontier posts, is 
that of gambling. Some cases of desertion in this department have been directly 
traced to it as a cause, and in the cases of two men, convicted of larceny, the evidence 
showed that they had been led to commit the crime through. passion for gamblini, 
and had been led on by civilians who induced them to steal that they might benefit 
by it and the soldiers obtain money to continue their participation in a gambling 
game. 
ome steps have been taken to suppress the vice, and it is prohibited in barrac~ 
by post or company orders at most, if not at all, posts in this department. It 1B 
~1 o _prohi~ited in the post exchange by paragraph 330, Army regulations; but it 
1B still earned on secretly in the posts or on reservations. 
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Being in itself a stattitory offense, not punisha,ble under the common la~ unles~, 
accompanied by some disorder or fr_aud or so ~?nducte<l as to become_ a nmsan~e, it 
has been held not, per se, to constitute a military offense unless "mdulged m to 
such an extent or in such a manner as to give it the character of a disorder to the 
prejudice of good order and military discipline." 
This vice unquestionably prejudices good order and military disoipline indirectly 
t,hrough its effects, creating between privates themselves, and between them and 
their non-commissioned officers who indulge in it, relations which lead to laxity of' 
discipline, indebtedness, quarrels, dissatisfaction, and :finally to desertion. 
I therefore renew the recommendation often made heretofore by others, that 
gambling by soldiers at posts or stations of troops in the service of the United States 
be prohibited by law. It is already made punishable in the Navy by article 8, sec-
tion 1624, Revised Statutes. 
, AMENDMENTS TO THE ARTICLES 01!' WAR, 
The recent amendments to the Articles of War by the present Congress constitute 
a step of progress beneficial to the Army in many ways. The exclusion of the judge-
advocate during the closed session of courts-martial is in the interest of impartial 
justice, and the power given judge-advocates of departments and of courts-martial to 
administer oaths for the administration of military justice,,and for other purposes of 
military administration, will not only be a matter of economy to the Government, 
but will quicken and expedite the transaction of military business, particularly in 
the supply department and at posts. · 
It is greatly to be regretted that the. Rous~ of Rep~esentatives ~nits wisdom saw 
fit to r eject the amendment to the eighty-sixth article of war, as passed by the 
Senate. It seems strange that Con~ress, after constituting a court by its own author-
ity, should then make it an exception to all other courts by depriving it of the right 
to carry out the object of its existence, and compel any witness called before it, civil 
as well as military, to testify or to punish for contempt of its authority and dignity. 
Certainly both right and justice still demand that this power be given these courts. 
CLERIC 
The clerks for judge-advocates of departments is furnished from among the num-
ber of those under the charge and control of the Assistant Adjutant-General. Tlte 
character of the duties these clerks perform is such as to require a special acquaint-
ancfl with forms of procedure of military courts and a knowledge of military law 
orders, and decisions; they should therefore be more than mere copyists, and be re: 
quired to study the law, keep well informed as to decisions, and be able to discov('r 
any oversight or error in the proceedings. · 
It would add greatly to the efficiency of the work if these clerks could be solely 
under the control of the Judge-Advocate General's Department, and they should re-
ceive as much compensation as second or third class clerks of the General Service. 
BOOKS. 
The supply of professional books furnished this office the past year has been 
greatly ~ppree;iated, i~cluding, as it does, Opinions of the Attorney-General, volumes 
13 to 19 mclus1Ve; Dinted States Supreme Court Reports, 35 volumes, with Di o·est · 
18 volumes of the American and English EncyclopIBdia of Law; Wharton's Int;rna,~ 
tional Digest, and other valuable additions. 
The judge-advocates of departments have much to be thankful for, in this respect 
within the past two years. ' 
Respectfully submitted. 
EDGAR S. DUDLEY, 
Captain, U. S. Army, Acting Judge-Advocate. 
The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. O. 
Report of Capt. F. J. Kernan, Acting Judge-Advocate, Department of Dakota. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA, 
JUDGE-ADVOCATE1S OFFICE, 
St. Paul, Minn., September 15, 1892. 
Srn: I h~ve the hono: to submit the following report of the business of this offi ce 
for the period commencrng October 1, 1891, and ending AuO'ust 31 1892 
There were no commissioned officers tried. b ' • 
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The following table shows the number of general, garrison, and summary court-
m:1,rtial cases tried at the several posts in the depar tment, with the percentage of 
tnals: 
Average 
Number and percentage of trials. 
• 
enlisted Percent- Total Percent-Posts. strength General age of Garrison Summary inferior 
~!r~~r of gar. cases cases cases 
rison. tried. general tried. tried. cases cases. tried. cases. 
--------
Fort Assinniboine, Mont ..... 458 37 8. 08 4 206 21Q 45. 85 
Fort Bennett, S. Dak ..... ... . 59 ............. .............. . .. ....... . ...... .... 
Fort Buford, N. Dak ......... 219 13 5. 93 7 99 106 48. 40 
Fort Custer, Mont .. .......... 413 13 3.12 2 212 214 51. 81 
FortKeoih, Mont ............ 447 35 7.83 1 448 449 100. 45 
FortMea e, S. Dak ......... . 417 35 8. 39 12 264 276 66.19 
l!'ort Missoula, Mont._ ....... 193 22 11.40 1 109 110 56. 99 
]fort Pembina, N. Dak ....... 29 
··,····24· 5 5 17. 24 Fort Snelling, Minn .......... 438 5.48 3 318 321 73. 29 
Fort Sully, S. Dal\: ............ 163 24 14. 72 ..... . ....... 148 148 90. 80 
Fort Yates, N. Dak .......... 274 20 7. 30 2 118 120 43. 79 
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ...... 63 11 17. 46 
--·· · ····· 
65 65 103.17 
FortCampPoplarRiYer,Mont. 95 5 5. 26 1 25 26 27. 37 
Total ..........•••.•.... 3 208 239 1. 31 I 33 2,017 2,050 62. 73 
Convictions ....•............ ·. ............ 221 
·· ········1 27 1,904 1,991 ........... Acquittals ......... : , ........ ·······--- 18 · · 6 53 59 .. ........... 
Thero were 1,252 different enlisted men tried by inferior courts-martial. 
The different offenses tried by general court-martial were as follows: 
Cases 
tried. 
Artfole of war 
violated. 
20 Seventeenth ......... . 
6 Twentieth ........... . 
:;.o Twenty.first ......... . 
41 Thirty.second ....... . 
19 Thirty.third ......... . 
19 Thirty.eighth ....... . 
10 Thirty-ninth ........ . 
5 Fortieth ............. . 
55 Forty.seventh ....... . 
1 Fifty.first ........... . 
8 Sixtieth ............. . 
13 Sixty.second ......... . 
141 Sixty.second ......... . 
Nature of offense. 
Selling, or through neglect, losing arms, etc. 
Disrespect to commanning officer. 
Disobeying lawful command of snperior officer, 
Absence without leave. 
Failing to report to place for roll call, etc. 
Brunkenness on duty. 
Sleeping upon post. 
Quitting guard or party. 
Desertion. 
Advising to desert. 
Theft, in viclation of the sixtieth article of war. 
Theft, in violation of the sixty.second article of :war. . . . 
Conduct to the predjudice of good order and military d1sc1plme. 
The total of cases tried is distributed among organizations as follows: 
Inferior trials. 
Regiment or corps. General. Garrison. fiummary. 
---------------------------:-----------
27 
~i~~~1t°:~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ .... ............... . 
-General Service Recruits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .... - . · - · · · · · · · · · · · · 
1 ·······-·· ···· ······ 
· ... ······ ·······204 
................. iii 
348 
'l'otaL ........••••.. .. .... ............................. ........... ,-239-,-~,~ 
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The following table affords comparisons as to average ~n}is\ed 
strength of the department, and number and percentage of trrn s or 
the years stated: 
-----------------,---T~T=ri;-::a-;-:ls:--;b=:y-:_::co:,:u::r:ts:--.TP:--e-rc_e_n_ta~--"-e_o_f-tr-ia-1-s. 
Average martial. " 
Years. enlisted 1------,----+----,----









1890 ..•......•...••..•.••..•.. . ..... - . • , .••.. ·•·•·· 
1891 (fiscal year) ............. - - ---·· .. - -····· · · · · ··· 










The foregoing statistics exhibit a large increas~ in the number of trials by inferio~ 
courts-martial ao compared with forme~ years, an rnc!ease due to the ease and prompt 
ness with which the summary court disposes of bus~n~ss. . 
The records show a tendency to bring the more _tn~rng offenses ~o trial, as wel~ as 
the graver ones, so that this court is now the ch_ief mstrumentah_ty through which 
discipline is maintained. Its great importance 1s therefore mamfest. It needs no 
argument to show that it should be composed of an o~cer com_petent. by temperament, 
characte!' intellectual gifts and acquirements to discharge its duties to the be_st ad-
vantage. ' In my opinion the composit~on of this court is the greatest d~fect m ~he 
law ci·eating it, and the greatest bar to the complete success of_ the cour~ m p~actice. 
No one will contend that all men are equally well fitted to _weigh an':1, sift eviden~e, 
to decide upon guilt or in~ocenc_e, to,mee~ out suitable pumshment; rn short, to dis-
charge the important duties of Jury and Judge. Among a numbe! of officers there 
would always be much room for choice in selecting the best quahfied for summary 
court duty. . 
There is nothing to prevent the seconil in command from bemg the least competent 
- of all those available at a post. Under the law, however, he must compose the court. 
Moreover, it is very desfrable that the _summary ?ourt officer sho1;1ld be cha_nged as 
seldom as possible; but, as the officer is now des1gnat,ed, change 1s doubly hkely to 
occur. If anything happens to the post commander,_ the second 11;1 rank s?cc~eds to 
that office and a change in the court follows. Also, if the second m rank 1s directly 
-incapacitated (as by sickness, short leave, etc.), a change in the court again results. 
Every post in this department is connected by telegraph with these headquarters. 
The same is generally true throughout the Army. The law would be much improved, 
I think, by vesting the power to appoint the summary court in the department com-
mander. He could select carefully the man for the office. If the selection proved 
unwise he could change it. Ultimately the most competent would be found, and 
being found, he would be kept at the duty more continuously. Discipline would 
gain much by the more intelligent; careful, and uniform administration of justice 
and the imposition of illegal sentences (now by no means uncommon) would be a 
thing of the past. 
The prompt administration of justice through courts-martial is often prevented by 
carelessness in the preparation of the record, whereby a return of the proceedings 
for correction is made necessary. This works an obvious injustice to the prisoner 
· and increases needlessly the labor of all concerned with the trial. A remedy might 
. be found by embodying in the regulations a requirement that the whole proceedings 
should be read over in the presence of the court and that the record should show 
affirmatively that such action had beeh taken. 
The chief objects of General Orders 21, Adjutant-General's Office, 1891, would be 
more fully attained if that order were now amended. For example, two of the 
offenses most frequently committed by soldiers are breach of arrest and absence from 
the 11 p. m. insp~ction of ?arracks. These offenses are var_iously punished at pres-
ent, but from then· nature 1t does not appear that they reqmre any great diversity of 
punishment. These are merely suggested by way of example. Doubtless other ad-
ditions to that code might well be made; and in the light of experience perhaps some 
modifications of the existing provisions of the order could be advantageously ef-
fected. 
The recomm~nd~tion made by Capt. Crow~er, Acting J ~dge-Ad vocate, Department 
of t~e Platte, m h_1s last annual report relative to extendmg the punishing power of 
garnson and reg1ment:i,l cour~s-mar~ial, ~ppears to me sound and timely, and to 
conte~p~ate a change .m the right direction. Not only would it expedite business 
by avo1dmg the delay mseparable_from the prese~t system of forwarding charges to 
department headquarters for action there, but it would save time and expense in 
other ways. A court composed of three can always work faster than one of nine or 
ten members, both because discussions are sliorter and objections fewer and because 
such a court can frequently meet when the larger court can not do so ~n account of 
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the conflicting duties of some of its members. Again, at posts composed of one two 
or even three companies a sufficent number of eligible officers to compose a g~neral 
court can not be had. Hence delay and expense in assembling members from other 
posts. If the proposed increase of punishing power to award a term of six month ' 
confinement at hard labor with forfeiture of pay for the same period were conferred 
on the courts named, there is scarcely a post in the Army where the delays and ex-
pense above described could not be avoided. And it is impossmle to believe that sub-
stantial justice would suffer any by the change. If the proposed increase of puni b-
ing power be deemed too great, perhaps a:Iesser increase, say to confinement at hard 
labor for four months and a forfeiture of $4-0, might obviate the objection. 
In this connection it Sf'ems clear to me that article 94 might well be stricken from 
the code. The reasons commonly assigned for the limitations on the hours of ses-
sion contained in that article appear wholly insufficient when weighed against the 
serious inconveniences to which the limitations give rise. These inconveniences 
especially appear in the case of a general court. At most posts a majority of the 
officers will be on the court. They have other and conflicting and by no means un-
important duties to perform-drills, boards, target practice, lyceum meetings, and 
many other routine matters requiring the personal presence of the officer . . The 
limits set in article 94-8 a. m. to 3 p. m.-embrace precisely those hours during which 
these other duties require attention. Hence we find the sittings of courts short, 
and simple and unimportant trials protracted day after day. Another effect is to 
introduce a grave, perhaps fatal, irregularity into the proceedings when a court 
through inadvertence, as sometimes happens, sits beyond 3 p. m. The existence of 
this arbitrary rule may and does at times thus defeat justice by compelling the re-
viewing officer to disapprove the proceedings. The change suggested would make 
for a speedy trial, something much to be desired from every point of view. 
· It is greatly to be regretted that the recent effort to provide courts-martial with 
the power of compelling civilian witnesses to testify before them failed. Its pro-
priety and necessity are as obvious as the propriety and necessity of the court-mar-
tial itself. In my opinion, there is no power or discretion at present vested in courts-
martial which is less likely to be abused than the proposed one, if it should be con-
ferred. · 
The many and valuable additions made to the library of this office during the past 
year is most gratifying. If the same liberal course can be pursued in the future the 
library will answer its purpose completely and be a valuable adjunct to department 
headquarters. 
I append hereto a printed report containing- the statistics of desertion in this ~e-
partment for the last :fiscal year. From this 1t will be seen that out of a total of 202 
desertions, but 28 were apprehended. This is entirely too few. The present law 
authorizing the arrest of deserters and the regulation based thereon restrict tp.e pay-
ment of any reward consequent upon their apprehension to specified parties who 
shallhave arrested and delivered the offender. This does not seem to be enou~h. 
'l'here ought to be a reward offered to any civilian who furnishes the information 
upon which the military authorities actually make the arrest of a deserter. There 
is no sufficient inducement now to the ordinary civilian, who has knowedge !)f the 
whereabouts of one, to impart the information to the military. The reward is now 
conditional upon the actual arrest and delivery, whereas the essential thing is to know 
where the deserter jg to be had. Knowing this the military can themselves effect the 
arrest. 
With the exceptions indicated in the foregoing remarks, the administratio? of jus-
tice through military courts in this department appears to be carried on with rea-
sonable promptness and uniformity, and with satisfactory results. 
Very respectfully, :your obedient servant, 
F. J. KERNA.i.'ll', 
Captain- and Acting Judge-Advocate. 
The ACTL'll'G JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, U.S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. C. 
APPENDIX. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA, JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE, 
. St. Paul, Minn., August 23, 189:J. 
. Sm: I have th~ honor to submit for the information of the department commander. 
m accordance w:ith paragraph 118, Army Regulations, as amended by General Or-
d_ers No: 1~5, A~Jutant-General's Office, series of 1890, the following report of de r-
t1on withm this department for the preceding year : 
i:ett:i~r0n~ : : : ~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : -_ : : : ~ ~ ·_ : : : ~: : : : : ~: : : : : : : : : ~: : : : : : : ~: : : ~: : : ~ 1 ~ 
Total _ ............. _ .. ____ . ___ . _______ . __________ . ____ .... __ ... _. _ ... . 2 2 
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Of these, 91 were enlisted at St. Paul and Minneapolis; 56 came from depots; 16 
enlisted at posts; and 39 were enlisted by regimental recruiting parties. . 
Causes of desertion, taken from separate special reports rendered in each case, viz: 
Aggrieved over resnlt of trial by conrt-martiaL........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Chronic deserters, "repeaters".................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Debts ................................................. . ................ ..... _. 8 
Enlisted to get tra.nsportation west . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Work-complained of too much fatigne . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 12 
Work-too much work and not enough pay ........................... - .... - - . . 9 
Discouraged on account of stoppage of pay to settle for ovenlrawn clotliiug... 7 
Fear of punishment for crime................................................. 5 
Fear of pending surgic::i,l operntion........... .. ............................... 1 
Dissatisfied with c]i111ate...................................................... 1 f ~f o;t:;i ~i~: ~if~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : • : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; 
Failure to secure detail on extra duty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
~i~~~!cif ~c ::~~tcvee~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : ~ : : : ~ : : : : :· ~ : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1i 
Unkno,vn causes.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 
. Total .............. -................ : ............................... ..... 202 
One had served more than 18 and less than 19 years, 1 more than 11 and less than 
12 years, 2 more than 10 and less than 11 years, 2 more than 7 and less than 8 years, 
1 more than 6 and less than 7 years, 2 more than 5 and less than 6 years, 3 more than 
4 and less than 5 years, 1 more than 3 and less than 4 years, 12 more than 2 and less 
than 3 years, 30 more than 1 and less than 2 years, 49 more than 6 months and less 
tlrnn 1 year, 98 had served less than 6 months. 
The following table gives the posts and organizations from whic~ the men deserted: 
Posts. 
Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak ........•..... 
.Fort .A.s~inniboine, Mont .................... . 
Fort Buford, N. Dak ......................•.. 
:~~~ ~!~a~: r, D~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fort Missoula, Mont .... .................... . 
Fort Pembina, N. Dale ...................... . im i~i1ttitr: _::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Camp Poplar River, Mont ... ............... ;. 
















Regiment or corps. 
l~i~illrH +++I} 
Twelfth Infantry ........................ . 
Twentieth Infantry .. .. . .......... ....... . 
Twenty-second Inf'antry ......... : . ...... . 
Twenty-fifth Infantry ................... . 














The number of desertions for the year ending June 30, 1891, and the percentage of 
loss from this cause, with comparison with the present year, are given below: 
Year. 
Average Number Percent. 
enlisted of deser- age of 
strength. tions. loss. 
----------------------------------------
18!11 ••.• : . •• •.•••.•••• • ••• • - • · • • - • • • - · • •• • • • · • • • • • - • • -• • • • · •• • • • • • • • - - • • 







Of the whole number of deserters, 28 were apprehrrnled. 
Therewereno desertions from Forts Bennett, Custer, Shaw or Yellowstone. Aver-
age strength, 695. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
F. J. KERNAN, 
Captain and Acting Judge-Advocate. 
To the ASSISTL'lT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
D epartment of Dakota, 
St. Paul, Minn. 

• 








Washington, D. 0., October 1, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Quarter-
master's Department for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1892: 
By acts of February 24, 1891, and March 3, 1891, there was appropri-
ated for the service of the Quartermaster's Department for the fiscal 
year 1891-'92, the sum of._ ........................................ $8, 406, 160. 00 
During the fiscal year there was deposited to the credit of said appro- . 
priations, amounts received from sales to officers, etc., the sum of.. 441,204.08 
Making a total of............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,847, 364. 08 
Of this amount there was remitted to disbursing officers. $7, 773, 051. 06 
There was paid out on account of settlements made at 
Treasury of claims and accounts ................... . 29,831.76 
----- 7,802,882.82 
Leaving a balance available for payment of outstanding obligations 
incurred, or fulfillment of contracts properly entered into, within 
the fiscal year.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 044, 481. 26 
On the 1st of July, 1891, there was on hand from regular appropria-
tions for the service of the Quartermaster's Department, pertaining 
to the fiscal year, ending June 30, 1891, the sum of................. 849,576.89 
And from appropriations pertaining to previous fiscal years, including 
those for specific and indefinite purposes, the sum of , ............ _ 1, 255, 258. 32 
Making a total balance .on hand from all appropriations July 1, 
1891, of_ .......................... __ ... ___ .... _ .... _.... . . . . . 2, 104, 835. 21 
For specific purposes there was appropriated during the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1892 ..................... _ .... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 973, 500. 00 
During the year there was deposited and transferred to credit of the 
appropriations other than those for 1891-'92 (shown above) the sum 
of ......... - .. -.... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 563, 739. 78 
Making a total of. ...................................... _. .. . . 3,642,074.99 
Of said amount there was remitted to disbursing offi-
cers the sum of .................................. _ . _ $1, 326, 682. 52 
There was paid out on account of Treasury settlements 
and transferred the sum of ..... _ ......... _.. . . . . . . . . 287, 556. 53 
There was carried to the surplus fund the sum. o( ..• _.. 134, 666. 72 
1,748,905.79 
Leaving a balance of ..................... _ ..•••. _. . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 893, 169. 20 
The items of appropriations, remittances, etc., will be found in detail 
in the accompanying report of the officer in charge of the finance 
branch. 
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The reports of the several officers on duty in this office, tran~mitted 
herewith, will show in detail the transactions of the Quartermaster's 
Department for the last fiscal year. 
Attention is specially invited to the following: 
POST QUARTERMASTER SERGEANTS AND ARMY SERVICE MEN, QUAR-
TERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT. 
The 80 post quartermaster sergeants who are . serving at military 
posts and the 117 enlisted men composing the detachment of army serv-
ice men, Quartermaster's Department, at West Point, N. Y., are re-
ported to have generally performed their respective duties during the 
past fiscal year in a satisfactory manner. 
CLOTHING AND EQUIP AGE SUPPLIES. 
The appropriation for the last fiscal year fo1~ clothing and equipa,ge 
for the Army was $1,175 000. There was placed to the credit of this 
appropriation the sum of $207,897.04, on account of issues of clothing 
and equipage to the militia, and the sum of $70,680.03 was credited 
from sales to officers, etc., making a total of $1,453,577.07. 
Of this sum there was expended during the fiscal year $1,321,259.55,. 
leaving a balance in the Treasury on June 30, 1892, of $132,317.52, all 
of which will be required to meet outstanding obligations. 
The issues of clothing, equipage, and materials from the general 
purchasi.ng and manufacturing depots to the Army, were made with 
. promptness and the Department has endeavored to keep the quality 
of the articles supplied up to the established standards. 
The il"lsues to the militia during the fiscal year amounted to the sum 
of $214,939.04. 
The following issues were made during the year which represent a 
total loss to the clothing appropriation: 
For prisoners' clothing, etc., Military Prison, Fort Leavenwo'rth, Kans .. 
For prisoners' clothing, Alea traz Island, Cal ....... .................... . 
To the militia of the District of Columbia .............. . .... .......... . 
To the Indian prisoners of war, Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala .... .... .. . 
Sale of leather cutting at Military Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., pro-
ceeds credited to miscellaneous receipts ........... ...... . .......... .. 
Sale of condemned clothing, equipage, all(l materials, proceeds cred ited 







Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 682. 70 
BOOTS AND SHOES. 
The matter of improving the foot wear for the enlisted men has been 
receiving the attention of the Department for some time, and mu~h 
thought and tudy has been devoted to the subject. Experts and d1 · 
interested manufacturers and dealers in leather and shoes have been 
consulted, and the conclusion bas :finally been reached that a cal£ kin 
upper ( kins to weigh from 55 to 60 pounds to the dozen) would be the 
b t adapted to the military service, instead of the heavy wax upper 
in regard to which so much complaint has been made. New and i!3-1· 
proved la t f different width, were decided upon, and about 100 pair 
made upon the e new la t , and i ued for trial to the troops at Fort 
Leave w rth, Kan ., Fort M Henry, Md., and at Washington Bar-
ra k , D. C. Report upon the general character of these shoes ha-re 
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been received,- and they are declared to be the best ever issued ~o the 
Army. These improved shoes will be manufactured and supplied to 
the Army as early as practicable. 
TRANSPORTATION. 
The Quartermaster's Department, during the pa~t fiscal year, fur-
nished transportation for 442,488 persons; '.;? ,383 ammals, and 92,244 
tons of material, at a cost of $2,352,249.78. . 
The cost of the principal movement of troops clurrng the _year, e~-
clusive of deductions on account of land-grant and bond-aided rail-
roads, was $192,013.90. 
The sum of $12,006.62 wa~ expended for the tr~nsportation of t roops 
in connection with summer encampments, practice marches, etc., and 
$ 27 696.23 for the transportation of enHsted men to engage in target 
pra~tice and rifle competition. . . 
There were transported during the year over the bond-aided P ac1fic 
Railroads their branches and leased lines, 8,705 persons, 1,117 animals 
and 42,249,253 pounds of freight. 
Nine steamboats and one sloop, owned by the Quartermaster's De-
partment, have been kept in service at a cost during the year, including 
repairs, of $96,013.06. Besides, the sum of $9,407.14 was expended for 
the charter and hire of vessels temporarily used by the De~artment. 
Telegraphing on official military business has continued ' during the 
fi scal year-without cash outlay, as the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany refused to accept payment of the rates fixed by the Postmaster-
General. This office, however, was advised in March, 1892, that an 
arrangement had been entered into between the accounting officers of 
the Treasury and the company, whereby the company might receipt 
for all moneys due it and remaining unpaid for Government telegrams 
since July 1, 1889, under protest, reserving the right to seek further re-
muneration through the courts or otherwise as deemed best. 
The following is a copy of the form of the company's protest, as ac-
cepted by the accounting officers of the Treasury: 
The ·western Union Telegraph Company protests against the receipt of the amount 
set forth in the annexed voucher as in full compensation for the services supposed 
t o be embraced in the certificate of (name of o'fficer certifying to correctness of bHl ), 
h er eto attached, aud reserves the right to contest npon all legal grouuds the rates 
at which the amount is stated, as below the actual cost of, and totally inadequate 
cq;mpensation for the services rendered; and reserves the right to collect, by suit 
-or otlle~wise, such further and additional compensation as it may justly be ent itled 
t o receive. 
THE vVEsTEnN UNroN TELEGRAPH CoMPANY, 
By NORVIN GREEN, 
President. 
The accounts for the telegraphic service performed for the Army and 
payable by the Qua.rtermaster's Department during the fiscal year 1890 
have, under the above arrangement, been submitted by tbe Western 
Union Telegraph Company, ae.d directions have been given for their 
proper settlement by the disbursing officers of the Quartermaster 's 
Department, at rates fixed by t~e Postmaster-Genera.I, a copy of t he 
?ompany's protest to be filed with each voucher upon which payment 
1s made. 
The accounts for the fiscal year 1891 and 1892 have not yet been 
submitted by the company. . 
Twenty-seven team horses and 71 mules were 1mrchased during the 
fiscal year at a cost of $16,966.50, and 800 cavalry and artillery horses 
War 92-vol 1--17 
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at a, cost of $103,163.23. The average cost of cavalry horses purchased 
during the year was $125.75, and of artillery horses $159.90. There 
were remaining on hand at the close of the fiscal year 5.,607 cavalry 
and artillery horses, 256 team horses, and 3,798 mules. 
I'he ambnlance adopted in 1881 having proven too heavy, a new one 
of improved pattern and of lighter draft has been devised and ap-
proved by the Medical Department, and a number of these are now 
being built. -
During the fiscal year the sum of $201,663.53 was expended for roads, 
walks, and bridges, and $15,700.62 for wharves. 
The sum of $403,709.64 was expended during the fiscal year for water, 
sewerage, plumbing, etc. 
REGULAR SUPPLIES. 
The sum of $93,563.40 was expended for illuminating supplies; $6,-
818.40 for veterinary" supplies; $55,913.86 for stoves, ranges, and extra 
parts; $15,934.70 for horse and mule shoes, and horseshoe nails; 
$14,91S:,.10 for tableware and kitchen utensils; $52,369.75 for wagons, 
carts, etc.; ,$5,659.51 on account of post bakeries, schools, and gardens, 
and $153,986.60, for heating, lighting, etc. . 
There was manufactured at the Fort Leavenworth ~ilitary Prison 
during the fiscal year furniture for stoves and ranges at a cost of 
.$6,509.32; harness at a cost of $17,i55.13, and mess tables, benches, 
stable brooms, etc., at a cost of $2,634.02. 
_ The value and utility of typewriting machines in the matter of corre-
spondence having been established by their general use, it was thougI:t 
desirable and in the interest of the service to introduce them for use 1n 
the Army, and accordingly 150 of such machines were purchased by 
this Department, and issued to the military posts for use of quarter-
masters and adjutants, and so far as this office has been advised they 
have given general satisfaction. 
BARR.A.OKS .A.ND QUARTERS. 
The sum of $725,000 was appropriated for barracks and quarters for 
the fiscal year. Of this amount the sum of $302,298.05 was expended 
for the construction of barracks, officers' quarters, storehouses,. etc., 
and the remainder was expended for the repair, alteration of buildmg~ 
and for rent, etc. 
The sum of $73,578.07 was expended during the year for the con-
struction and repair of hospitals, and also the sum of $11,932.4_ for 
the construction and repair of hospital stewards' quarters, and $0,0 
for shooting galleries and expenses incident thereto. 
In a~cordance with the act of Congress approved February 24, 1" 1. 
providing for an expenditure of not less than $50,000 to begin the r -
pair aucl reconstruction of Jefferson Barracks, Mo., one double b, -
racks and two double sets of officers' quarters are now in com 1 
con truction at that post. 
MILI1'.A.RY POSTS. 
Under the act of Congre s approved March 3, 1891, the um 
74 -,000 wa appropriated '' for the con tructi n of building at a 
he nlarg m nt of uch military posts as in tbe'juclgment of the -
r tary of "\Var may be nece · ary," arnl with the balance of 849,72".34 
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reported as remaining on band from previous approp~iation, together 
with the revocation of a former allotment of $26,000 for the construc-
tion of officers' quarters at Fort Warren, Mass., and the sum_ of $10,925 
saved from the amount previously a1;thorized for constn!ct10n at F_ort 
McPherson, Ga., an aggregate of $831,653.34 _wa~ ava1labl~ d,ur~ng 
the :fiscal year for the purpose above stated. Of tb1s sum the-followmg 
a,pportionment was made: 
Fort Sheridan, Ill .......... $179, 375. 91 
Fort Thomas, Ky...... . . . . . 86, 334. 58 
Madison Barracks, N. Y. ... . 80,300.00 
Fort Wayne, Mich...... . . . . 78, 000. 00 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans . . . 56, 474. 00 
Fort Logan, Colo. ..... . . . . . 53, 492. 05 
Willets Point, N. Y......... 43, 950. 00 
Fort McPherson, Ga........ 37,994.50 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .. 21,545.29 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ... . 
Fort Niobrara, Neln ....... . 
Fort Myer, Va ............ . 
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo .... . 
Fort Warren, Mass...... . 
Fort Brady, Mich . ........ . 
Fort Bliss, Tex ............ . 
Balance on hand June 30, 









Fort Riley, Kans ...... : .... 20,910.00 
Fort Robinson, Nebr....... 10,068.60 Total ............. .'.. 831,653.34 
A number of the bnildiugs authorized at the posts above-named 
have already been completed, and others are in course of erection or 
contracted for. 
NEW POST OF FORT BRADY; MICH. 
At this post the followfog additional brick b1Wm11gs have been con-
tracted for: Administration building and storehouse, guardhouse, non-
commissioned staff officers' quarters, fuel building, stable, magazine, 
and hospftal, costing the sum of $42,948.68. Of this amount the sum 
of $6,368 is chargeable to the speeial appropri~tioi:l_ for ~onstruction of 
this post and the remainder to the appropriation tor '' military posts." 
NEW POST OF FORT BLISS, TEX. ' 
At th.is post contracts have been made for the construction of brick 
buildings as follows: One double barrack, outbuilding for same, mess 
hall, four sets of captains' quarters, six sets, of lieutenants' qua,rters, 
three double sets of noncommissioned staff officers' quarters, guard-
house, subsistence storehouse, hospital, and quartermaster's stable, 
costing $167,704. Of this amount the sum of $144,610.08 is chargeable 
to special appropriation for the construction of this post, and the re-
mainder to the appropriation for "military posts." _ 
RESERVATION OF 'l'HE PRESIDIO, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
'l'ne balance of $8,662.89, remaining on band from the appropriation 
of $38,000 provided by act. of Congress, approved March 2, 188!) ha,;: 
been expended in the macadamizing of Lombard street, purcha~e 0f 
trees, etc. 
The contract for furnishing 50,000 trees for this reservation bas been 
successfully accomplished, and the work of tree culture carried on fav-
orably throughout tlie year. 
Out of $1~,000, appr?priated by act of Congress, approved March 3, 
1891, for this reservat10n, the sum of $8,748,98 was expended during 
the year for the purchase, plantin.g, and cultivation of trees, building 
and repairing fences, repairing windmill, etc. 
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FORT CROOK, NEBR. 
At this po~t contracts have been made for water supply and sewer 
systems, a pump house and roads. Work upon the plans for other 
building~ to be erected at this post is in progress. . 
PLATTSBURG BARR.A-OKS, NEW YORK. 
No buildings have been erected at this post during the year, under 
the act o( February 16, 1891, providing the sum of $200,000 for its en-
largement, but plans for such are now being prepared. 
PURCHASE OF BUILDINGS. 
Congress, in the Army appropriation act of February 24, 1891, pro-
vided $50,000 "for the purchase, by the Secretary of W aT, of buildings 
erected at permanent army posts by private parties under proper au-
thority, and which may be suitable and actually necessary for the army 
service, and at prices to be fixed by the Secretary of War," and under 
the authority of this law the Secretary of War has authorized the pur-
,chase of buildings at the following posts at the prices statecl.: 
Fort Leavenworth, Kaus __ .. 
Fort Hiley, Kans ........ _ ••. 
Fort Supply, Ind. T ...••.... 
Fort-Meade, S. Dak .•.•...•. 
Fort Bowie, Ariz ....•.....•. 
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ....... . 
Fort Custer, Mont ........ .. . 
Fort Pembina, N. Dak ...... . 





Fort Sherman, Idaho .. _ .... . 
Fort Townsend, Wash_ ..... . 
Fort Reno, Okla ............ . 
Fort McIntosh, Tex ........ . 
Fort Washakie, Wyo ....... . 
Fort Hancock, Tex ......... . 
Fort Douglas, Utah ____ .... . 
Fort McKinney, Wyo .. -----· 










.Angel Island, Cal. .....•.... 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. 







3,000.00 Tolal. . . . • • . . . • • . . • • . . . $50, 000. 00 
600.00 
RESERV ..A.TIONS. 
During the fiscal year the following reservations or parts thei:eof 
have been turned over to the Interior Department, for disposition 
under the act of July 5, 1884, or as otherwise provided by law: 
Fort Buford, N. Dak. (part). Fort Lewis, Colo. 
Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak. (includ- Fort Gaston, Cal. 
ing S_ibleys Island). Fort Seldon, N. Mex. 
:Fort Assinniboine, Mont. (part). Fort Shaw, Mont. 
Fort Cummings, N. Mex. 
The reservation of Yerba Buena Island, California, was transferred to the Engi-
neer Department for use as a torpedo station. 
NATIONAL CEMETERIES. 
During the fiscal year 5,832 headstones were provided to mark the 
grave of Union soldiers, sailors, and marines buried in national, po t 
city, and village cemeteries. _ -
Neces ary repairs have been made during the year to the lodge . 
outbuilding , inclosing walls, water supply, drainage, walks, etc., at all 
of th cemeterie , and the grounds kept in proper order. 
ermanent ro trum have been erected and completed during the 
y6ar in the national · meteries at Barrancas, Fla.; Camp Nelson Ky.· 
ort McPher on, ebr.; Grafton, W. Va.; Mobile, Ala., and Shiloh 
Tenn. 
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At the Brownsville, Tex., national cemetery the levee aut~orized by 
act of Congress approved August 30, 1890, for the protect10n of the 
country from ov'erflow of the Rio Grande, has been completed at a cost 
of $3,492. 
The purcha,se of eight acres of additional land for the enlargement 
of the Hampton, Va., national cemetery, authorized by acts of Con-
gress, approved August 30, 1890, and ~arch 3, 189~, .h~s be~n made, 
and contracts entered into for the erect10n of a brick mclosmg wall, 
with appropriate entrances to be provided with ornamental wrought-
iron drive and walk gates, and the grounds prepared for interments. 
The custody of the monument at Yorktown, Va., erected by authority 
of Congress "To commemorate the victory by which the Independence 
of the United States of America was achieved," having been transferred,. 
by order of the Secretary of War, to the Quartermaster-General of the 
Army, to be considered as part of the Yorktown, Va., national ceme-
tery; a new picket fence has been erected around the lot in which the 
monument is located, and the monument and grounds placed in good 
condition. 
The sum of $1,606.43 was expended during the fiscal year for the 
burial in the Arlington National Cemetery, and in the cemeteries of the 
District of Columbia, of 39 indigent ex-Union 8oldiers, sailors, and 
marines of the late war, who died in the District of Columbia. 
Roadways to national cemeteries, authorized by special acts of Con-
gress, have been completed during the year, as follows: 
Roadway to the Alexandria, Va., national cemetery, at a cost of ......... $6,996.16 
Roadway to the Culpeper, Va., national cemetery, at a cost of........... 4,499.76: 
Roadway to the Fredericksburg, Va., national cemetery, at a cost of..... 7,988. 65 
Roadway to the Staunton, Va., national cemetery, at a cost of ........... 10,765.19 
Roadway to the Port Hudson, La., national cemetery, a,t a cost of ....... 13, 468. 19 
In addition to the above, the sum of $7,007.96 was expended during 
the last fiscal year in necessary repairs to road ways to national ce111e-
teries, which have been constructed by special authority of Congress. 
The work of draining and repairing the road to the Hampton, Va.,. 
national cemetery, for which an appropriation of $2,000 was made by 
acts of Congress, approved March 2, 1889, and August 30, 1890, has 
not yet been commenced. Action is deferred pending the grant of 
right of way by the legislature of Virginia. 
By act of Congress, approved August 30, 1890, an appropriation of 
$15_,000 was made for the purpose of "surveying, locating·, and pre-
serving the lines of the battle of the Army of the Potomac, and of the 
Army of Northern Virginia, at Antietam, and for marking :the same,. 
and for locating and marking the positions of each of the forty-three 
different commands of the regular Army engaged in the battle of An-
tietam, and for the purchase of sites for tablets for the marking of such 
positions." 
The honorable the Secretary of War, by virtue of authority contained 
in this law, appointed Col. J. C. Stearns, of Vermont, and Gen. Henry 
Heth, of Virginia, as agents of the Department, with a view to carry-
ing out its provisions. These agents have reported to this office that 
the positions of the forty-three commands of the regular Army partici-
pating in, or present during that battle, have been temporarily marked 
with wooden markers to be replaced by stone tablets as soon as a title to 
the land can be obtained; and that the line of battle and positions oc-
cupied by the Army of Northern Virginia, on the morning of Septem-
ber 17, 1862, have been very definitely settled, though they state that 
it will be impossible to locate many of the brigades of this army by 
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name, by _reason of the absence of reports of officers commanding these 
organizations. They further state that they have succeeded in accu-
mulating a large amount of information which will enable them to com-
plete a series of maps illustrating the great battle of Antietam. The 
~um expended from this appropriation to June "30, 1892, was $5,502.53. 
· By a.ct of Congress, approved August 5, 1892, a further appropri a-
tion of $16,310 was made for the purchase, transportation, and setting 
of 114 tablets, and for other necessary expenditures in connection with 
this work. · 
RECORDS. 
The "card system" of keeping the records, which was adopted in 
this office on November 15, 1890, has continued satisfactorily during 
the past fiscal year, and the current work of the office has been trans-
acted with promptness. -
Very respectfully, 
Hon. S. B. ELKINS, 
Secretary of War. 
R. N. BATCHELDER, 
Quartermaster-General, U. S. A.rrn,y. 
List of pape1·s accornpanying the annual repo1·t of the Qua1·Je1·master-Geneml for· the fiscal · 
year encling June 30, 1892. 
1. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, deputy quartermaster-general, U. S. 
Army, of the operations of the inspection branch of ·the Quartermaster-General's 
Office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 
2. Report ·of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, deputy quartermaster-general, U. S. 
Army, of the operations of the finance branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office 
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 
3. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, deputy quartermaster-general, U. S. 
Army, of the operations of the money and property accounts branch of the Quarter-
master-General's Office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 
A. Statement showing number of money accounts and returns of quartermaster's 
stores received and disposed of during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 
B. Statement showing the amount received from sales of quartermaster's stores to 
officers and soldiers during the fiscal year ending. June 30, 1892. . 
C. Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the various appropri-
ations made for the Quartermaster's Department for the fiscal year 1892, as shown 
by the accounts of officers, from}uly 1, 1891, to July 1, 1892, and, so far as accounts 
have been received in this office, up to and including September 1, 1892, and supple-
ment pertaining to the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891. 
D. Statement showing number of civilian employes employed by th~ month, as 
reported by officers of the Quartermaster's Department on their report of persons for 
June, 1892. • 
E. Statement of amounts expended by each officer serving in the Quartermaster' 
Department during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, etc. 
4. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, deputy quartermaster-genera,], U. S. 
Army, of the operations of the r.lothing and equipage returns branch of the Quarter-
master-General's Office dming the fiscal year ending· June 30, 1892. 
5. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludingtou, deputy quartermaster-general, U. ":' 
Army, of ~he operations of the clothing supply branch of the Quartermaster-General 
Office clurmg the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 
A. tatement showing articles of clothinO' and e<Juipage and materials on band at 
the i. suing depots of the Quartermaster's Department June 30 1891, the quantitic~ 
purchased, manufacturecl, rec~ivecl from posts and depots, taken' up, sold, tra~sferred 
to g neral d pots, expended, issued to the Army and militia, and the q uantitie re-
maining in the depots June 30 1892. 
6. Report_ of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, deputy quartermaster-0' neral, , · 
Army, r latmg to the care and maintenance of national cemeteries during the fi ~ al 
year ending June 30, 18 2. 
A. tatement of di bnrsement of appropriation "National cemeteries" durinu 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1 92. 
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7, Report of Maj. James Gilliss1 quarterma_ster, U. S. Army, of the opera~ions of the transportation, regul~r supphes, and claims under act July 4, 1864, brunches, 
durino- the fiscal yenr enclmo· June 30, 1892. 
8. Report of Capt. W. S Pat,ten, assistant quart~rmaster, U. S: ~~my, of tbe op-
erations of the miscellaneo1!s cla_ims branch a~cl mail 3:n~ !e?ord chv1S1on of the Quar-
termaster-General's · Office during the fiscal year enclmg J nne 30, 1892. 
9. Report of Capt. C. P. Miller, assistent quartermaster, U. S. Army, of ,the ~p-
erations of the barracks and quarters brancn of the Quartermaster-Generals Office 
during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 189_2. , .. 
A. Si,atement showing property rented by the Quartermaster's Department dur-
ino- the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 10. Report of Capt. O. F. Long, assistant quartermaster, U. s,- Army, of _the op- . 
erations of the reservation branch of t~e 9 .uarterm!l's~~!~General_ ~ Office dunng the 
fiscal year ·ending June 30, 1892. · . . 
A Statement of expenditures authorized for water, sewerage, plumbmg, e!c,, 
cha~·geable to appr.opriation_ for "Ar~y ~rausp~rt!1_t~o~,". for the fiscal year endrng 
June 30, 1892. . . h bl B. Statement of expenditures authorized for lightmg, h~atmg, etc., c argea e 
to appropriation for regular supplies, for the fiscal year endmg June 30, ~892. 
C. Statement showing milita·ry reservations t,urned over to the Interior Depart-
ment or otherwise disposed of since 1858. . . . 
D. Statement giving a,lphabetical list of military reservat10ns, showrng location, 




Wa,shington, D. O., September 15, 189.2. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit my report of the operations 
of the inspection branch of this office for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1892. 
The business asi:-;igned to the inspection branch during the past fiscal 
year has received the necessary and appropriate action. In this branch 
cognizance is taken of such matters as relate to the personnel of 
the officers of the Quartermaster's Department, their assignment to 
stations, furnishing official bonds, etc., and to matters which pertain in-
dividually to clerks and employes in the office of the Quartermaster-
General and of the Quartermaster's Department at large. All reports, 
such as the biennial and annual return of o;fficers of the Quartermas-
ter's Department, and monthly and semimonthly pay rolls of clerks 
and employes in this office, are prepared therein, and action is taken 
on all matters pertaining to the post quartermaster sergeants and the 
detachment of army service men, Quartermaster's Department, at 
West Point. 
The distribution of books, orders, circulars, and other printed mat-
ter intended for the use of officers of the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment i~ made from this branch, and during the past fiscal year 99 818 
of such orders, books, etc., were so distributed. ' 
The 80 post quartermaster sergeants authorized by law are in service 
and during the fiscal year have generally performed their dutie::, in ~ 
satisfactory manner. 1 
The organization of enlisted men at West Point, N. Y., known as "the 
deta?hment of army service men, Quartermaster's Department " has 
contmued to perform du~y at that station during the past fiscal' year, 
and the members thereof are reported by the commanding officer to 
ba~e rendered efficient and satisfactory service during that period. 
This detachment when complete consists of 117 men, their duties bein~ 
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mainly to take care of the buildings and grounds at the Military Acad-
emy. 
Men. 
A\~\1fse!~~!~~fn~~t~~ ~s-~~l.:~~~: ~~-~~~~~~~~-~ ~::. ~: ~~~~: :~~~e- ~~~~ _s_e_r_v_i~~ 110 
'l'he changes in this organization during the past fiscal year, were as follows : 
Number of men transferred and discharged from the detachment, from July 1, 
1891, to June ?o, 1892 .• _..... .. ......... . ................................... 39 
71 
Number of men enlisted and transferred to the detachment, from July 1, 1891, 
to June 30, 1892 ..... ··--·· •... •..•. •. ..••. ··--·· .•.. ..•. ...• •... .•.. .•.. .... 45 
116 
Vacancies on June 30, 1892 .•••••••••• • • • _. _ •......• . ·...• . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1 
117 
Capt. W. H. Miller, assistant quartermaster, the commanding officer 
of the detachment at West Point, N. Y., reports that there are only 8 
men now serving in this organization whose ages are over 53 years, 
and that these are and have been for a number of years assigned to 
special duties in the various departments of work at the Military Acad-
emy requiring special knowledge and fitness. He further reports that 
great care has been and will continue to be exercised by him in the 
enlistment of men for this detachment, in order to bring it up to and 
keep it in a high state of efficiency. 
The officers of the Quartermaster's Department, regular establish-
ment, are as follows: 1 Quartermaster-General, 4 assistant quarter-
masters-general, 8 deputy quartermasters-general, 14 quartermasters, 30 
assistant quartermasters, 2 military storekeepers; total 59. 
Very respectfully, 
M. I. LUDINGTON, 
D e1JUty Quartermaster-General, U.S. Army. 
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY. 
2. 
Annual report of the finance branch for the fiscal year ending Jime 30, 
1892. 
This branch has charge of matters relating to the procurement and 
di tribution of funds, the compilation and preparation for Congre s of 
the annual estimates of funds for the service of the Quartermaster's 
Depa,rtment, and for funds required for the Quartermaster-General's 
Office; the examination of estimates of funds received from disbursing 
officer ~ and the issue of requisitions in favor of such disbursing officers; 
the act10n upon settlements made at Treasury of claims and account 
pertaining to the Quarterma ter's Department; the abstracting of 
weekly and monthly tatemcnts of funds for comparison with the Trea. -
ury rec rd , and the conducting of the necessary correspondence, and 
h keeping of the pre cribecl records and necessary memorandum 
b k onnected with foregoing. 
From be b lane book upon which all debit and credits are re-
corded, the following tatemeut ha been prepared : 





July 1, 1891. 
Appropriated_ 







ing t h e 
proceeds 














tions is- Amounts 
sued on cbargecl 
settle- against 
ments appropri-
made at ations by 
Treasury Treasur y 
of claims transfer 
and warrants. 
accounts. 
Balance in I 
Amounts Treasury 
carried to undrawn 
surplus Juue30, 1892, 
fund, act available 






11---1---1 I --~---- 1--1----- 11---1---
1888-'89. 
Transportation of th e 
.Army and its supplies -_ 
Shooting galleries and 
ranges _______ . _ .. _ . ____ _ 4, 496. 05, ___ . ____ ____ . , . - - . - - - . -- .. - . 
$2,373. 111---··· •··•· $2, 373.111 .......•.. , .....•.. - - . 
$4., 496. 05 
$2,373.11 
4,496.05 
Total (l, 869.161. - - - - - . - - - .. -1- - - -. - - - - . - - - . 1. - - --~ '. - - - - - - - - - - 6, 869. 161- ...... - - - . - .1 2, 373. 111 - - • - - • - • - · 1 ••• - •• - - ••• 4,496.05 6,869.16 
1889 and prior years. 
Reg;ular supplies . . . . .... . 
Incidental. expenses ..... . , .... _ ... ... . 
Horses for cavaJ.ry and ar-
tillery .... __ . _ - .. - .. _ .. . 
Barracks and quarters .... , -......... - . 
Transportation of the 
Army and its supplies_. 
Clothing, camp, and garri-
son equipage _ .. __ -· .... 
Construction and r epair of 
$
3
~~: 5~1: : : : : : : : : : : 3~t 5~!: ::::::: :: : : :1::::: :: : : : 1:::::::::: 
137. 50, ............. , .......... ,. -- -···· .. 
.17 
$386. 16 





267.97 --- ···-----1 267.97 ······-······ ·········· .......... 267.97 ........•.... 267.97 
hospitals .. .. __ .. ·------,---·- .. . . __ .,-----· ....... ,. 
National cemeteries .•.. .. 
383. 16 ~---·-..... 383. 16 ······ ······· ·········· ......•••. 383.16 ············· 383.16 
1. 80 . _ . . . . . . . . . 1. 80 ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . 1. 80 .... _ .. _ .. _ - . 1. 80 
_____ 
1 
____ 6_. 6_6 ____ . ... __ . G. 66_ . ............. _ . .. _ ........... _. _ 6. 66 . _. ·t. _ .. _. _. 6. 66 
1, 241. 461 .. - .. ·-· -·· 1,241.461.--···-·····.I.··--····· ·--- - -- -· · 1, 241.46--·······--··1 1,2-1.1.46 Total ... : - . .. ....... 1 - • - •• ••• - • - • 1 • • •• _. _. - - - • - - , - - - ••• - •• - - - - -
1889 and prior years, trans· 
jer account. 
I ncidental expenses _ ................................ -... - . . .... . 
R e~ular supplies ......... 
1 
_ .. - ........ 
1 
_ ........... · 1 · .. - .... - .... . 
Hors~s for cavahy and . I 
n::~~~~~~y ~ci ·<i ~~-t~~~- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I: · · · · · · · · · --· · 
1, 794. 60 , .... _ . _ .... 
94. 37J $44. 28 
I 
50. 00!. --· . . -· -- . 
. 1. 251--·. - ... - .. 
1
·m:~~1::::::::::::: m: ~~!.!~, .. ~~~~ ~~,- -.. -. -- -.. ,. 



























Ann11al report of the finance branch for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892-Continued. 
A pproprfotions. 
nnlnnce in 
Trr nsnr y 
11ndrawu 
July 1, 1891. 
Placed to 
cr edit of 
--- - - ----- 1 appr opria- Placed to 
tions dur- credit of 
ing the appropria-
Appropriat ed. 
.Amount . I D ate of act . 
year , be- tions by 
'ing t h e Treasury 
of ~c;.1:!dt~ ~~1~!~1~. 
officer s, 
et c. 
Total to be I R emitted to 
accmrntecl disbur sing 
fo:c- . officers . 
------ ---11----1- - --- r - --- - --- -----1- ----1-----1 
18R9 an <l prior year s, t r an s-
f er accou11t-Uontinuccl. 
Trnmiportntion of' 1 h o 
Army im!l its 1< 1q1plil•f< • • 1- · ·- ·. -· ---· ' ·--- - · ·- - -- ·- •-- ····. - - . ... . 
Clothiu g-, enrnv 111111 g-:uri-
!'lon l'()11ipagn. ·-·· .. .. . ·•···-· · .... . . 
Nntionnl cornPfrrics . . ... . 
Shooting gnllorics a n <l 
rmigos . _ .. .. ··· -······ · . , .... ·- . . .. . . , . .. . ..... . _ . . 
$802. 50, . .. . .. -· _ - . $802. 50, . . . . .... . . •. . 
6. 001· ·· ·· - .. - . . $0. 27 
2,749.97 44. 50 2, 794.471·--··- · ·· --·· 
Requisi· 
tion s is- .A.mounts 
su ed on charged 
settle- against 
ment s appropri· 
made at at10ns by 
Treasury Treasury 
of claims transfer 
and warrants . 
accounts. 
$396. 92 
-- · ·j7I.. 6.oo ........ . . 
Balance in 
A mounts Treasury 
carri ed to uudrawn 
surplus JuH e 30. 1892, 
fund, act unavailalilo 
June 20, for out-
1874. standing 
obligations. 











125==-:..:.1·- -· ··-····1 · ·- · ·· - ··· - ·· 
l===~=====!======lF====l== ==b=== =t=====l F====l====1==== 
1889-·90. 
R rgular snpplies ........ . 
Jucicfontnl cxpon~es .. . _. _ 
1Iorses for caYnhy and 
artillery . .. .... .. _. ____ _ 
l3arracks nnd quarter s .. _. 
Transportat ion of th o 
Army ancl its supplies . . 
Clothing, camp and gani· 
N !ffo::tJ.°~~:iii~;i~s- : : : : : : 
p~a~~!~r:i~~\!~f~~~~ ~~ . 
Shooting galleries and 
ranges . .. __ .. -·_ ... . . __ . 
Q1uuters for hos11ital 
3,651. 88, ... . . . ... . . 
3,320. 89 














.. . ....... 
1 
$97,745. 84, ... . ... . .... . 
683. 47 . ... · .·... . 18, 965.06 
98, 631.48 
25, 197.85 
·······--· !··· · ·· · ··· 
3, 742.901 ..... . ... . 
12, 157. 68 .... . .... . 
3,008.44 
14, 629.87 
12, ]57. 68 
3




,..,w..,a, .... .......... ··1 "· 'l ·· .. ...... -1 · .. .. . ... ... ··I ,. ooi-- -· ...... -I "· "'\ · ........... -1 , . .,
1
= 































9 9 \ . " ••••••••.••••••••••. '\i;317, 642. oo 382,456. 9::1 Regi_1lar snpphes . ... .. . . . ~4~, 042. to ........................... 140,414.53 .••••• .• •• . 382, 4M. 93 59, 206.61 ,) , 608. 32 · 
2
3,404.20 30,38 .39 
IncidcntnlexJJenses ...... 16,803.-0 ............ . .......•...... 13, G83 . l9 ..•••..... .' 30,380.30 5,680.70 1,2~!2.43 .......... ··········· 
Horses for cavalry a,nu _ 
2
2 331. 66 31, 454-. 41 I~~\~~~\~~~~d q~t;;·t~~~: : : : ~~; i~t ~i : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : 11, ~~t M :: : : : : : : : : : :~: rl~: g 3~'. :;!: ~2 !~t ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I: 799. 80 39, 646. 57 
Tmnsportati?n of _the . _ , _ ... _ _ 
27
2, 654. 15 547, 773. 86 Arrr_iy alld 1ts supplies: . 426, 363. 72 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 121, 410. 14 _ . . . . . • . . . . 54 7, 773. 86 200, 066. 6G 75, 0:,3. Q;i ••. • · • • • • - • • • • • 
Clothmg, _camp and ga-rri. · 
8 
820. 05 134, 912. 19 
son eqmpnge . . . . . . . . . . . 76, 300. 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58, 521. 93 . . . . . . . . . . . 134, 912. 19 126, 030. 47 55. 07 ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' 
Construc~ion n.nd repair 1 190. 06 28, 820. 32 
of. hosp1t,als ... ·.· .. ·.·.... 26, J 70. 34 ............. ::· ....... - . . . . 2, 649. 08 .....••. ~.. 28, 820. 32 26, 789. 42 1, 840. 84 .... · · · · · - · · · · · · · · .· · · 
7
3_ 27 1, 022. 78 
Nationalcemeten es ...... 1,729.Hi, ......... ~... .............. 193.62........... 1,922.78 1,519.28 330.23 .......... ··········· 
Pay o~· superintend~nts of · 
413
.17 413.17 
national ceme teries..... 106.17. .. . . . .... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 307. oo... ........ 413.17 .••...••......•.••..... ................ · · · · · 
Shooting gaJ.leries and 
20
2. 96 296. 32 
ranges .................. 204.66 ....................... ..•. 91.66 .....•..... 296.32 93.30 ...........................•... 




o 717. 90 
stewards................ 556. 20. .. . . •. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161. 70...... .. . . . 717. 90 ...••.. .. .. . . 190. 00 ......... ·r·..:..·_ ··_·_· ·_·_·_· .1----~t-::--:::::--:=-;:;:; 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 849, 576. 89 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 349, 223. 951. . ......... 1, 198, 800. 84 465, 669. 74 ilf>, 071. 19 ..... .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . 648, 059. 91 l, 198, 3oo. 84 
Re~ubr s n11pli es ......... , ............ ,$2, 678, ooo. 001 Feb. 24, 1891 
IJ1c1dental c:-.•pm1ses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 675, ooo. 00 .... do ...... . 
Hors;-s for cavalry and 
artillery ............... . 
Barracks and quarters ... . 
Transportation of Lhc 
Army and its supplies ... 
150, 000. 00, .... do .. .... . 
725, 000. 09 .... clo .•••• •• 
2,750,000. 0ol .••. clo ••••••• 
Clothing, camp and garri· 
son equipage ......... .. ............ 1,175,000.00 .... do ...... . 
2, 804, 895. 3412, 553. '804. 84 5, 657. 191 ....... -. . . 675,272.91 650,025.86 120. 33 .. · · · · · · · · 
151, 263, 40 104, 040. 99 ...... • • • · • • • • • • ' • • •I• •••• •• • • • • 
728, 939. 86 655, 696. 73 •••••.• - · · · • • • · · · · · · 
2, 250, 676. 71 21, 945. 37 , .. · · · · · · · -
1, 453, 577. 01! 1, 31.9, 263. 18 1, 996. 37, - · · • · · · · · · Construct.ion and repair 
of hospitals............. . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 000. 00 .... do . . . . . . . 374. 26 . . . . . • •. . . . . 75,374.26 
National cemeteries .. . . . . . .. . . . ...... 100,000.00 Mar. 3, 1891 . .•. . . . . .. . .. .. ..•.... 100,000.00 62, 164.161······ .. ··1······ .... 
Pay of superintendents of 9£,, 939. 18 , •.• • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • I •••• • • • • • • • 
national cemeteries.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61, 160. 00 .... do ..... .. .•.••...•.... : . . . . . . . . 61, 160. 00 
Shooting galleries and 60,129.17 112. 501 ..•••••• •. 1 •••••••••• , 
ranges.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000. 00 Feb. 24, 1891 . 46 . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000. 46 4 972 05 
245, 433. 3112, 804, 89. 5. 34 
25, 126. 72 675, 272. 91 
47,222.41 151,203.40 
73, 243. 13 728, 939. 86 
504,620.03 2, 777 I 242, 11 
132,317.52 1,453,577 .07 
13,210.10 75,374.26 
1,060.82 100,000.00 
918. 33 61,160.00 
28.41 5,000.46 Quarters for hospital ' · · ·· · · · · · · ·1· ·· · · · · · · · 
stewards............................ 12·, 000. 00 .... do....... 2,638.67 ..••... .... 14,638.67 13,338. l9 ...•.. ... _ ......... -~·····. .. .  1,300. 48
1 
14,638.67 
Total. .......................... 8, 406,160.00 .............. 441,204.08 .....•••... 8,847,364.08 _7, 773, 05~~ 29, ~~- 76 =~ ........... 1,044,481. 2o j 8,847, 3li4. 08 
~~ I 
Transportation of the 


























Annual report of the finan ce branch fo1· th e fiscal year ending June 30, 1892-Continued. 
Bnlan ce in 
Treasury 
unclraW11 
J u ly 1, 1891. 
Appropriat ed. Placed to credit of 
1- -------,-- ---lappropria· 
Amount. I D at e of act. 
t ions dur. 
ing the 
year , be· 
ing the 
proceeds 














tions is· Amounts 
sued on charged 
settle. against 
ments appropri 
mil.de at a.tions by 
Treasury Treasury 
of claims transfer 



















Indefinite or special. 
Approaches to the n a. 
tioual cemetery, Cu l · 
pcper, Va . . . . . ..... . . . . . 
A pproaches to the na. 
tional cemetery near 
D ru.iYillo, Va ...... . . . .. . 
Bal'!'acks nnd quarters, 
Fort hly~r, Va ......... . 
Battle lines and sites for 
~ 
442. 28, .....•••••• 
tajilots ~t .l_\ntietam : . . . $15, 000. 00
1 
. ..... . ... .. . 
1 
.... .. ....... . , . . . .. . ... . . 
Bunal of mcl1g-ont soldwrs . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,500. 00 hlar . 3, 1801 
Fort, Brady miltary post, 
hliub . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96,837. 60 ... .. . . . ....•.. ...... •. .. .. 
Ileadstones for graves of 
sohliors........... .. .... 59, 967.27 
Ileal1stones for graves of 
soldiers, transfer a c. 
connt . .. ........... .. .. . 
L evee at Brownsville na· 
10, 000. 00I Mar. 3, 18!:Jl 
$4. 28 
243. 00, .•...••••.. tional cemetery, Tex .... 
1 
. ...... .. .. . 
L and for militru·y post at 
M adison Barracks, N . Y .. •. .... . .. . · \ 10, 000. oot F eb. 24, 1801 , ... . ...... . 
Military posts. . . . . .. . . . . 113,622.24 745,000. ooj M ar . 3, 1891 
Military post near N ew· 
, ).)Ort, Ky. (site) . ...... .. . 
Military p ost n ear New· 
P<?rt, Ky. (buildil1gs) ···1 13,339.51, ... . .... . .••. 
Military p ost at l !'ort 
Omalia, Nebr . . . . . . . . . . . 113,383.54 
M ilitary p ost near Uhi · 
cag:o,Ill . ............... . 
Mili tary po,;t, Fort Bliss, 
'l 'ox .. . .. ... . . ..... .. . . . . I 1•18, \l59. 00 






$I: g~~: ~~1: :: : : :: : : :1::::: ::: : :·· ....... . · · 
96, 837. 601 .•..••... · 1 · .... , .... 






46, 020. 09·· 
243. 00 
10, 000. 00 





14.8, 959. 00 
11,834. 00, ••.••.•••• , .....•.... 
14, 650. 00, ..•••.•... , ....... .. . 

















































1!;~1M~~~: .~~:~ .~~~~. 
Military post 11ear Den· 
ver, Colo ............... . 
Military post,.A.tlanta, Ga. 
Military post, l!'ort Snell· 
M1Iif~~;~t, .Pi~ttsb~g .. 
N.Y . .......•... . •...... 
Military post . at Eagle , 
Pass, Tex. (site) ....... ·1· .......... ·1 20,000.00
1 
Mar. 3, 18!Jl Militw:y post, Helena, 
Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 100. 000. 00 May 12, 1892 
National cemetery, Hamp-
ton, Va................. 9,750. 00 2,000.00 Mar. 3, 1891 
Officers' quarters, military 
post at Columbus, Ohio. 
Purchase of Fort Brown 
reservation, Tex ....... . 
Purchase of land for tar. 
~ttei~:i~~; . ~~~~ . ~.C.·. 
Purchase of buildiugs at 
milit,ary posts ..... -..... -1· ........... I 50,000. 00I Feb. 24, l8!Jl 
Roacl from Natchez to the 
national cemetery, Mis-
sissippi ........... __ . _. 
Road to the national cem· 
etery, Presidio of San 
Francisco, Cal._ ...... _. 1· ••...•.•••. I 10,000. 00l· Mar. 3, 1891 
Road to the national Cflm-
eter_y at Hampton, 'Va .. 
Roaclfrom Staunton to the 
national cemetery, Vir-
ginia .. . .... . ....... . .. . 
Road to the 11ational cem. 
etery, Port Hudson, La. 
Repairing roads to na· 
tional cemeteries ....... j 9,004.691 15,000. 00I Mar. 3, 189::. 
Road to the n:;.tiunal cem. 
etery near Beverly, N . .r. 
Road to the national cem· 
etery nea.r Fredericks-
, burg, Va ....... . .... • ... 
Road from Antietam to 
the national cemetery, 
R:.r1/i;!di:ie";~i°i~i1:i~· t~. 
the natfoual ctsmetery, 
Virginia ........•.. • .••• 1 7,000. 00, ••••••••••••• 
\ 
. ........... , .......... . 
3. 84 
5. 831_ ...... -· .. --1 ······ - . ··1· -·· ..... . 
75, 000. 00 .... ~ ....... __ . _ ............... - -1- • • - • • • - • • • 
200. 000. 00 
11,750.00 11,750. 001- ......... ) ........ - -1· - • • • • • • • • .,. 
----------1----------·-----------
50,000. 00 40 1 272, 521 ..•. • • • • • •I•••• • • • • • •I• • • • • • • • ••• 
22.64, .....•.... 
10,000.00 9,000. 001• ••• :_•••••I•••••••••• I·•••••••••• 
6, 000. 001. · · · · • · · · · 1 · · · · · · · • • · 1 · -.- · · • •... . 
rn, 004. 861 
5. 83
1 
7(i , 000. 00 
15,000.00 










234. 81 6,234. 81 
13,400.00 
24,004.69 
13,400. 001 ... .••..•. 1 ••• -···· •• 1 ••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• 
5,792. 58, ..•.••••.. , ..... - • ·- -
4,501.35 4, GOO. 00, .......... , .••....... 





















106. 29 t-3 
t_zj 
~ 













7,003. 84 t,!) 
cr:, 
~ 




Road from Newborn to 
tho national cemetery, 
North Carolina. __ ·- .. _. 
Roatl from national cerue. 




July 1, 1801. 
Appropriatotl . 
.AruoUJ1t. I _Dato .of act. 
$12. 05, ......•...... ,. 
to ..Uou11dsJunotion, UL ,-•.... . .. _ .. $10,000. OOI Mar. :J, 1891 
Ritl o rnngo, Fort Sheridan, 
111 •.. . .•................ 
'.rents for sufferers from 
tlootls in Arkansas, Mis-
sissippi, and Loui,<iana.,. 
Water supply, ]fort D. A. 
Russell, Wyo ... . ...... . 
252. 00, .. . ... ····•· . , . 
2, 958. 15,. 
Placed to 
oredit of 
avpropria- Placed to 
tions dur- credit of 
ing the appropria-
year, be- tio11s by 
i11g the Treasury 
proceeds t r a11sfer 










tions is- Amounts 
sueu on charged 
settle- agnfost 
JUunts appropri-
mauc at ations by 
Treasury Treas11ry 
of claims transfer 








$3. 001_ •••••• • •• , ••••••••••• 
10, 000. 00,. 
260. 83 $252. 00, . ••.•••... , .••.••.•.• , .....••.... 
8.10,. 6. 98, .......... , ... . •••. ·-· 





















Total indefinite .... · 11, no, !l~!J.101 n73 , 500. ou l. _ ....... ... _· I 10,422.64 $4. 2sl 2, 094, 776. 021 85-i, 743. 3n 431. 271 .......... I .••.• •• •.. -1 1, 2:J9, GOl. 421 2, 094, 776. O'.J 
.Army transportation, Pa. 1 
cific roads. 
::M;Yif~;~~t~~r~~t·;~; ;;;;;;;;;;;;!;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;~~;;;;;;;;;;j 3U~ ··41:2ss:2i 
f ~~t : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ....... ~:. ~~, 11~: *~t ~~ 
4,900.28 4,900.28 








119, 484.. 44 ...•••... .. 





4, 7li3. 25 
Total 
.. . , .... .. _._._ .. ·J~ ···:..: . .- ·__:_J· ........... . . 39. 021 176,432. JOI 176,471. 321 ........ _ .. .. j176, 439. 90 31.421 ........ . .. 1 .. . .... ..... . 1 176,471.32 



























The records of this branch show the following amounts remitted froru reo-ular and from indefinite or special appro-
priations: b 
Divisions, departments , etc. 
Department of the East .......... . 
Department of the Mis:;ouri. ..... . 
Department of Te);ns ............. . 
Department of the Platte ......... . 
Depa,rtment of Dakota ........... . 
Department of California ......... . 
D epartment of the Columbia ..... . 
Department of Arizona ........ ... . 
Depot at New York ............... . 
Depot at Philadelphia 
Depot at Washington ............. . 
Depot at Jeffersonville . 
Depot at St. Louis ................ . 
Depot at San Francisco ........... . 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ......... . 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ........... . 
West Point, N. Y ......... . ....... . 
Willets Point,New York Harbor .. 
Davids Island, New York Harbor .. 
M~litary prison, Kansas .......... . 
Springfield Armory, M assaclmsetts. 
Rut Springs, Ark ... ....... . , .... . . 
Atlanta, Ga. (cemeterial) . ..... ... . . 
Powder depot, New J cnrny ... -'·.;. 
Fort McPherson, Ga .............. . 
Fort S Ii eridan, Ill. .. ... ........... . 
Fort Riley, Kans •........... .... ... 
:E'ort Thomas. Ky 
Fort Brady, Mich 
Fort Bliss, Tex . .................. . 
Allegheny Arsenal ............... . 
Augusta Arsenal 
Benicia .A.rsenal .................. . 
C'olumbia .A.rsenal . ............... . 
Frankford .A.rsenal 





Incidental I and 
expenses. artillery 
horses. 
and tion of the Barracks I Tmnspol·ta· 





tiou and. N at10nal tennents Sbooti_ng I Quarters C?nstruc· 1 :r • I superin· , . 
repair of ceme· of na· galleries for 
hospitals. teries. . tional . aml hospital ceme· ranges. stewards. 
Total. , 
$252, 274. 63 $81, 386. 6~ $2, 305. 00 $152, 867. 35 
265,868.26 06, 652. 02 u, 115. 80 67,107.25 
203, 048. 90 35, 158. 47 13, 760. 00 39, 383. 86 
339, 583. 06 65, 025. 32 12, 460. 00 81, 956. 77 
420, 991. 16 59, 103. 40 14, 730. 89 63, 660. 98 
123, 579. 22 30, 148. 45 6, 935. 00 40, 200. 65 
140,433.89 27,600. 5·) 5,740.00 32, 517.10 
393,211.89 4], 557. 68 · · · · · ·..... 66,751.34 
so, 788. 70 37, 203. 1911 758. 00 3, 848. 50 
24,488.81 25,388.57 .... ·...... 3,287.86 
35, 965. 46 27, 100. 35 . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 921. 31 
90, 327. 34 56, 794. 42 . . . . . . . . . . . 249. 48 
6, 684. 58 23, 432. 80 38, 236. 30 9, 201. 31 
10, 697. 59 16, 104. 60 .. · · ·...... 13, 391. 63 
10, 946. 08 4, 708. 77 ... · . . . . . . . 4, 444. 30 
16. 483. 01 6, 295. fll ... ·..•.... 10, 601. 13 
24; 382. 30 10, 536. 90 ..................... . 
527. 65 2. 020. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 632. 21 
3, 190. 22 3, !Jti l. 58 . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 815. 76 
2, 408. 21 2, 458. 80 . · · ·....... 5, 000. 00 
1, 848. 99 330. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . 142. 82 
5, 100. 06 2, 680. 84 ..................... . 
1, 832. 79 3, 642. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . 300. 00 
11, 6~~: ii · · · a: iiii 50 : : : : i:::::: 
35, 752. 69 3, 966. 30 
, 4, 848. 13 5, 2~~- 67 
25, 696. 53 2, ~;:·:· ~11 .......... . 
7,843.94 2,~l:J.00 .......... . 
226. 27 1, 609. 9U 
905. 39 10. 00 
1, 04-0. 55 7. 50 
2, 878. 62 138. 35 
824. 36 55. 00 
teries. 
_____ , ___ -
$240,693. 74 $400. 001 $11,486.061.......... . . .• . . . . . . $347. 73 $6, ~30. 201 $747, 9~1. 32 
180, 427. 72 93. 73 3, 130 10 $15. 00 . . . . . . . . . . 345.18 ;:,04. 12 .,93, 2;;9. 18 
127,844.91 74. 85 7,403: 07.......... . . . . . . . . . . 457. 59 486. 82 427, Gl8. 47 
375, 36:J. 85 40. 25 8,066.42. .... ... . . . . . . . .. . . . 269. 92 1,179.47 883, 9 ·5. 06 
250,467.74 1,803.60 3,940.39 . . . . . •. . . . . .•• . . . . . . 330. 85 993. 80 816, 02~. 81 
90, 008. 86 81. 00 2, 558. 82 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191. 80 1, 323. 11 295, 026. 91 
65, 436. 31 2. 00 3, 916. 70 . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . J 7 . la 630. 39 276, 456. 04 
177, 010. 91 . ! . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 596. 03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .J 58. 85 307. 78 684, 894. 48 
184-, 232. J9 40. 00 . . . . . . . . 3 893 90 $900. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 311, 664. 68 
53, 024. 80 981, 314. 86 ........ : : : 5: 450: 87 2, 283. 50 . . ..............••.. 1, 095, 239. 27 
65,820.74 177. 30 8. 00 46,883.93 20,360.00..... .. . . . . . . . .••••. 207,237.09 
120, 131. 13 126,522.25 . . . . . ••. • . . 2,224.00 3,520.00 ... . ....... · '·....... 399,768.62 
90,033.15 11, 782. 67 . . . . . ... . . . 10,848.48 10, 601. G7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :JOO, 820. 96 
29, 415. 25 142, 507. 34 . . . • . . . . . . . 714. 9± 720. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213,641.35 
24, 140. 95 6. 00 1, 140. 75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . la5. 00 45, 521. 94 
1$iU! ::::::::~~:66 ..... 5:::.:: :::::::·::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::~~~~; H:~Hi 
13, 893. 60 3. 25 500. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 238. 00 45, 602.4-1 
·::!11:11 ••• mm::;· ;;;;~;;, •~:::;::; :2tq,: •••>•••• ·••••••::: :1:m11 
~i: i~U~: ::: :: : : :: : : : .. ~~ ·-~~~:-~~::: :: ::::: : :: :: : : : : : : :: : : :~~ ~~: i ~~~~ i~ 1~U!Ui 
24,·409. 9;; . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99. 00 .......... }. . . . . . . . . 2, 385. 00 24-. 00 59,478.04 
'l:!ti~IlI(•lt\/I\UY:\Y\U \Y/l ll~f!-
























Divisions, departments, ere. Regular supplies. 






:Barracks tion of the camp.and 
quarters. I its supplies. equipage. and Army and . gai:rison 
Construc· 1 National 
tion and ceme· 
repair of teries. 
hospitals. 
Pay of 
superin· 1 Shooting I Quarters tendents galleries for 
of na. and hospital 






Kenoebeo Arsenal ......•.........• 
Rock Island Arsenal 
\Vatertown Arsenal 
Watervliet Arsenal. .............. . 
Total 
l~~i: t~1 · .... $20: oo'" .. -...... ·I· .... . 
2,447.84 157.12 
1, 693. 61 130. 40 
1, 987. 04 666. 15, ..•.••••• •. 




































Divisions, departments, etc. 
.Remitted f1·ont indefinite app1·opl'iations. 
Military 
posts. 
Purchaa• 1 I Land fo, of build- Head- military 
in s at stones for -post at 
mittary grav~s of Madison 
posts soldiers. Barracks 
. N.Y.' 
~-----------------,-------1---------~-----1 





Nebr. ericksburg, Va. 
Road from Road from Roadtothe 
Staunton Alexandria national 
to the to the cemetery, 
national national Presidio of 
cemetery, cemetery, San Fran-
Va. Va. cisco, Cal. 
I Department of the East ................. ........ . 
-<1 Department of the Missonri. ............... . 
0 Department of Tex!LS ........... . 
!~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : \: : : : : : : :,: : : : I: : : : : : : : : : : : I : : : : : ~ : : : : : : 
t"4 Department of the PhLtte .. . 
H Depart,ment of Dakota ...................................... . 
I 
Department of California ............... ... ................ .. , . 
DeJlartment of the Columbia ................................ . 
Department of Arizona ......... . 
I-' Depot at New York .......... . 
oo Depot at Washington 
Depot at St. Louis ....... ....... . 
Depot at Sau Francisco ............ . 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ................... . 
Willets Point, New York Harbor. 
Atlanta, Ga. (cemeterial) ............... . 
Fort McPherson, Ga ............. . 
l!'ort Sheridan, Ill 
Fort Riley, Kans. 
Fort Thomas, Ky. 
Fort Rrady, Mich 
Fort Bliss, Tex. . 























Remitted froni indefinite app1'op1'iations-Contimied. 
Divisions, departments, etc. • 
~=i=:~: if :c: ~1:~~;~i: ::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::: ::·::: 
Department of Texas ....................... ....... .... - .. - - . 
~~~:~~=~: gf rat!r!~~~:: ::::::::: :: : : :: : :: : :: : :: ::::::: :: : 
Department of Califomia ........... - ... - - . --- ... - . - . ---- · - -· 
Department of the Columbia 
Department of .Arizona. __ ...... __ ..... ______ . -
Depot at New York 
Depot at Washington 
Depot at St. Louis._ ... ·-- ... __ - ... 
lJopot at San Francisco .. . 
Columbus Banacksi...Ohio. __ ... __ .. _ ... _ ..... __ .. _ -·- -- .. _ .. 
"\\TilletsPoint,New l'.orkHarbor ... 
Atlanta, Ga. (cemeterial) 
Fort McPhen,on, Ga . __ 
Fort Sheridan, Ill . _ .. ____ .. . 
Fort Riley, Kans ......... . 
Fort Thomas, Kv 
Fort Brady Mioh 
Fort Bliss, Tex: ........... ........ . 
Total 
Respectfully submitted. 
Roa~ to the I Repairmg I National 
national roads to cemetery, 
cemetery, nation.al Hampton, 






Battlelinesl Military I Ritle /nd sites post range at 
or tablets near Fort 
at An· Newport, Sheriuan, 
tietam. Ky., site. Ill. 




















• ;;; : :: •: I:::• : ( (:: .. ly iii i • • • • • ;,,: ;, • •::: • ••• : 1 : : E • • ~ 1;: ~ 
· - - ....................................... $90,837.00 . . . . . . . . . . 108,956.22 
1-----1------1-----· ......................... - . ......................... $4,409.69 4,682.89 
············ •·· ·····-··~' . ........... .. ........... . . ..... ········· · ·········· 120,437.77 
11,750. oo 11,500. oo · 7,500. eo 11,834. oo · 252. oo . 96,837.60 4,409.69 854,743.33 
M. I. LUDINGTON, 
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S. Army. 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERA.L'S OFFICE, 




























WAR DEPARTMENT, ~ 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. O., September 15, 1892. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit -a report of the operations of 
the money and property branch of this office during the fis~al year 
,1892. 
The duties of this branch are the administrative examination of the 
money accounts and returns of quartermaster's stores rendered by 
officers serving in the Quartermaster's Department before their trans-
mission to the accounting officers for final action. 
It also takes action on certificates of deposits of funds pertaining to 
the appropriations for the Quartermaster's Department received from 
sales to officers and soldiers, sales at auction and other sources, and 
upon boards of survey and inventory and inspection reports of quar-
termaster's stores no longer fit for issue or use. 
The accompany statements exhibit in detail the work of the branch, 
and are marked: 
.A.-.A statement showing number of accounts an~ returns examined, 
e~. . • 
B.-.A statement showing the amounts received from sales of quar-
termaster's stores to officers and soldiers. 
0.-A statement showing in detail the amounts expended under the 
various heads of appropriations for the fiscal year 1892, and supple-
ment pertaining to fiscal year ended June 30, 1891. 
D.-A statement showing the number of civilians employed by the 
month, etc. 
E.-.A statement of amounts expended by each officer serving in thB Quartermaster's Department. 
Very respectfuIIy, 
M. I. LUDINGTON, 
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U.S. Army. 
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY . 
.A..- Statement showing the number of rnoney accounts and returns of quartermaster's stores 




On h~nd Jul~ 1, 1891 ______ ...............•.•••....•...•.••••• -. ••.•••••••••. $1,288 
Received dunng the year......................... .. . . .. .. .. .. . • .. . . . • .. .. . . 3, ]22 
Total . - - ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 410 
Examined and sent to the auditor ............................ ~..... . • . . . .. . 2, 905 
Remaining on hand July 1, 1892 
-. -. -....................... --.... -.. . 1,505 
PROPERTY RETURNS. 
~n h~nd Jul;;: 1, 1891 .... _ • • . . . . . • • • . . . • • . • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 925 
ece1ved durmg the year ........................... / .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . 3, 734 
Exami~~ia~~d ~~~t· t~ · th~ -~~ilit~; · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 5, 659 
· •• • · · · · · · · - · · - -- • - -- - - • - · - • - . • . • . .• • •• . . 3,594 
Remaining on hand .July 1, 1892 
...... -. -..... -........ -............. . 2,065 
276 RE PORT OF THE SECRETARY m, WAR. 
B.-Statement showing the amount received from sales of quartermaster's stores to ojfictrs 
and soldiers of the Army during the fiscal year ending June SO, 1892. 
From returns made to date there has been r eceived from such sales .... $172,453.14 
This amount has been credited to appropriations as follows: 
f :!d~~!f ~i!i:~~~~ ·_::: ~ ~ ~::: ~: ~::::: ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $135' 2~t Ii 
· Cavalry and artillery horses.................. ..... . ................... 123. 70 
Transportation of the Army . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . • . .. .. .. 2, 780. 98 
Clothing and equipage.... .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 34, 280. 65 
Total • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 172, 453. 14 
• 
278 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statetnent showing in detail the amounts expended from the 1:arious app1·opriations 
dependent posts, and departments of the Army, as shown by the accounts of officers, fr(YTlli 
and including Septembe1· 1, 1892. 
REGULAR SUPPLIES. 
Division, department, and post. 
Heating 
an<l Illumina-Forage and Fuel. cooking ap- tinfi 
· station. Adver-
straw. paratus, 
supp ies. ery. tising. and repairs 
to same. 
Genera~ depots. 
New York, N. Y ................ $6,054.07 $20,299.99 $4,323.33 $17,280.13 $6,577.43 $527. 00 
Philadelphia, Pa ............... 1,493.14 2,170.42 142. 90 736. 65 525. 88 360. 70 
Washington, D. C .......... .... 36,984.46 18,333.96 5,234.67 1,031.88 2,657.55 98. 41 
.J etfer sonville, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . .. l, 365. 02 8,141.42 11,185.65 20,888.66 16,724.52 379. 67 
San Francisco, Cal. ............. 2,626.78 5,894.42 1,584.62 866. 93 1,102.61 
St. Louis, Mo ................... 2,356, 27 1,194.16 1,026.02 345.42 372. 33 
Total ...•..••........•.... 50,879.74 56,034.37 23,497.19 41,149.67 27,960.32 1,365.78 
Independent posts. 
Atlanta, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 521, 48 991. 03 1, 679. 50 316. 06 37. 85 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio . ... . . 1,472.59 3,937.90 754. 87 2, 515.31 . 75 
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.......... ... . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. 253. 20 1,600.00 8.40 3. 00 
Davids Island, N. Y. Harbor.... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . 381.19 1,639. 24 .................. . . 
West Point, N. Y . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 451. 23 6, 666. 56 . . . . .. . . . . . . 540. 93 . . . . . . . . . . . 141. 84 
.Jefferson Barravks, Mo . . • . . • . . . 6, 716. 89 7, 716. 45 335. 35 590. 40 . . . • . . . . . . . 64. 05 
WilletsPoint,N. Y ............................... .-..... 317.37 25.86 3.80 ........ . 
Hot Springs, Ark............... 821. 57 2,516.40 71. 80 1,563.46 .. . . . . .. . . . 8. 00 
El Paso, Tex.................... ... ......... 185. 02 . .......................................... . 
U.S. Powder Depot, N . .J....... . 178. 44 48. 75 ..•••.••••.............................•.•.. 
For~ Snelling, Ordnance Depot, , 
Minn ..... ....... .................. .............. ... ............ .. 
Au~usta Arsenal, Ga........ ... 340. 88 626. 22 9. 25 




National Armory, Springfield, 
Mass . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . 634. 39 1, 206. 99 . . • • • . .. . . . . . . . . • . .. . . .. . • • • • • . . • . . 3. 60 
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn .. . . . . . 151. 25 583. 40 75. 00 2. 65 ....•....•...•..... . 
Kennebec Arsenal, Me . . . . • . . . . 126. 64 1, 113 .. 61 
············ ··········-· ··········· ........ . Watervliet .Arsenal, N. Y . .. . . . 591. 84 1,030.02 6.50 ............ ··••••·••·· ..• .•••• . 
Allegheny Arsenal, Pa . . . . . . . • • 508. 55 300. 62 37. 44 56. 03 ..••.•.....••...••• · 
Frankford Arsenal, Pa . . . . . . • . . 654. 96 806. 95 
Benicia Arsenal, Cal . . . . . . . • • . . 624. 25 2, 058. 89 
Watertown Arsenal, Mass...... 622. 64 1,068.47 
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill........ 511. 47 2,008.88 
:::::::::::: ....... S:2i ::::::::::: ... 2i:55. 
····--20:00· i: ~g ::::::::::: ···ia:!is· 
U.S. legations at London, Paris, 
Berlin, Vienna, St.Petersburg, 
and Dusseldorf .......•••..... 301. 03 613.52 164. 00 
Total..................... 30, 516. 70 33, 513. 68 3,941.47 8, 991. 02 214. 80 262. 02 
Department of the East. t=====l=:;=====1=====1=====1i====t= 
Headquarters, Go v er n or s 
Islland, N . Y . • • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . 11, 014. 36 28,296.31 1,196.40 
:Baltimore, Md.................. 4, 445. 39 10,455.10 458. 04 
Buffalo, N. Y. .. . •• . .... .. .... . . 5,595.39 28,363.32 490. 32 
Boston, Mass................... 8,126.81 23,069.20 902. 22 
Fort Monroe, Va................ 2,691.58 9,876.09 122. 00 
.New Orleans, La................ 7,137.12 20,313.24 94. 88 
Wasbinfton Barracks, D. C .. .. . • .. • • . •• • • . . • . • • . . • • .. • 1,807.63 
Newpor Barracks, Ky......... . ... .. ...... 90. 00 52. 25 
Jackson Barracks, La ...... ............ .............. ....... ..... . 
rirJ~t~:~~;+;l :::::::;:j: :l:::li::i: ::srn: 
Fort .A.dams, R. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 851. 88 3. 70 .... : ...... . 
Fort Thomas (andNewport),Ky. 154. 81 14.8. 40 14,716.81 
Fort Myer, Va.. ................ . ..... .... .. .. .•.• ...... 249. 30 
Fort Hamilton, N. Y...... . • . . . . 836. 58 . . . . • • • • • • . . 1, 643. 02 
i~~~'n:~.1~1.·:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ~:Ug 
Fort bnyler, N. Y .. . .. . • • .. . . 33. 75 . . . .. . . . . . .. 223. 60 
iort W adswortb, N. Y.......... 21. 30 . . .. .. • .. .. . 464. oo 
F ~Por ~,N. Y............... ............ ............ 231. 85 
Ko w~lO, ~ · Y · .. · · • ·....... 71. 40 . . . . . • • • • . . . 50. 86 


































··· ··2!i:si· ::::::::: 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 279 
made for .the Quarte1'master's Departrnent Joi· the fiscal year 1892, in the gene1'al depots, in-
.fuly 1, 1891, to July 1, 1892, and, so far as accounts have been 1·eceived in this office, up to 
REGULAR SUPPLIES, 
\Post school- Tableware 
Printing. books and and mess 
supplies. furniture. 
GardE:n .All ex· 
utensil~ penses not 









$74. 21 $1,765.65 
3. 80 . .. ............ 
4. 50 
············ 
122. 27 495. 42 
15. eo 199. 06 







$852. 74 $4, 529. 92 
.......... 2,100.49 









264. 61 3,125.78 11,731.72 2, 924. 65 8, 430. 41 30, 551. 85 
6. 00 ·•••·•••••·· ··· ··· ..........••.... ······ ..... 126. 00 40. 23 
2. 82 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ...... ~~: ~~: : : : : : : : : : : .. ~: ~~~: ~~. 
. . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . 75. 75 5. 53 . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 65 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2~i: i~ · · · · · 8.- 20 · · · · · 450: oo · · · · · · · 66: is · 
· • · • • · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·•... . .. . . . • . . . . 175. 40 
·····•···· ...•........ ········ ···· ......•... ....•..•... 31.45 
. · · ·. · · · .. · •.... ·..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . .. • •• • . . . . 11. 00 
···•·· .... ...... .. ... 43. 75 
·· ·· ······ ··"········· ············ ::::::::::c:::::::::::::::::::: 
5. 00 
9. 75 
:::::::::r:::::::::: ::::::::::::1 :::::::::: ::::::::::: ....... ~:-~~. 
:::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::/::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
·········· .................... ................ . ...................... . 
.......... ··········· 
----:------1-----1 
6. 00 393. 47 13. 73 1,770.00 
2, 233. 40 ............ i 5. 50 .. .. .. .. .. 540. 00 
·••••· · · · · · ••·•••••••• •••.••. .. . . . 8. 66 ..•... •••.. 
··•••·•••· ••..••••.•.. , 7. 25 .. ... ........... .... . 
::::::::::: :::::::: :::i::::: :::: :: : ::::::::::. ·--000:00· 
19.17 j 39. 70 52.10 .... . ..... . 












.......... ...... ...... .. ........ ;---········· ................................. . 
. . ........ ············1············ ·········· ··········· ············ 
..•... ... · ...... ······ :· ......... · · .. 13. 70 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·' : : : : : : : : : : : : ... 4j7.. . . . . .. . . . . 212. 61 
...................... I.... . . . . . . . . 16. 10 8. 00 
I 
. . . . . . . . . . 205. 92 I 146. 70 2. 90 · · · · is.i: 67 · · · -- · 9is: 76 · 
:::::::::: :::::: :::) ...... ~t~~. lt ~i 5~: ~~ i 
.......... ,.............. ·····1:ao· ::::::::::: ::::::~:::::11· 
··········1············1 ····2ii:oo· ..... .. ... ··········· 14.37 i 































..•.. $9." 84 47. 00 
10. 00 
3.45 26. 30 
39. 00 
16. 00 23. 70 
164. 45 59.84 
·····ioo· :::::::::: 
····i.i." oo· ·········· 
1, 083. 05 84. 31 
80, 151. 32 I 100. 31 
44, 665. 94 40. 00 .••••••••• 
15, 600. 31 2. 00 ....•••••• 
34,514.32 32, 152. 90 .... iii: 00 ... .... ...• 
14,822.10 ................... . 
27,773.15 ...........•..•..•.• 
5,585.36 ....••••.......•••.• 
171. 65 ....•••.........•••. 
1,076.33 ..•.•••........ ••••. 
7. 66 ....•.•... ···•·· .•.. 
6. 75 . ···•••··· ·· • ·· .•••• 
47.19 . ···•··· ........•••• 
283. 00 .............•. . ••• _ 
36. 40 .. ............•• ... _ 
2, 864. 28 . , ..............•.•. _ 
25, 100.56 I· ......... 1 •••••••••• 
356. 33 I· . •.••••..• •••••••• 2,~iu~ '.a ..•••••..•••..• : •• 
293. 71 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
495. 65 . . •.••••..... .... ••. 
1,240.75 
1, m: ~~ : : : : : ~: ~~: : : : : : : : : : : 
1~~: ~~ .......... ········ .. 
·········· ......... . 
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Madison Barracks, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . $40. 10 $18. 09 .............. ..... . 
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y...... $667. 50 . . . • . . • •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 62 .... ...... .. .. ..••.. 
Fort Ni~ara, N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 370. 95 5. 79 ......... . . ........ . 
Fort Mcrherson, Ga.. .. ........ 745.10 . . . . . . . . . . . . 445. 45 11. 57 ...•.•. .. . ... . ...•.. 
In the field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 789. 11 $48. 09 ....... .. ......................... .. .. ..... . 
Total................ . .... 44, 688. 68 120, 163. 45 24, 160. 06 12, 351. 30 
Departmentof the Missouri. 
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill . . . . . 60, 747. 21 56, 591. 88 1, 031, 72 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans....... 24,095.00 19,433.91 1,852.25 















······5.-05·,·· ·ii.'ai· Fort Sheridan, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 432. 00 112. 00 21, 891. 04 
Fort L eaven worth M i 1 i tar y 
Prison, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119. 99 1. 30 88. 35 ...... .. . 
Fort Reno, ukla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 168. 70 2, 233. 51 . . . . . . . .. . . . 30. 02 .. . ... ... ... .....•.. 
Oklahoma,Okla ... .. . ....... .... ..... 17.41 ............. .............. 3.25 ---········ ......... . 
~~~rn1r.1cJliI~.~? ::: : : : :::::: 1, 1i~: n 1~~: g~ :::: :: : :: : : : 2g: ~~ : : : :::::::: ::::::::: 
In the field............ . ........ 717. 06 52.19 ...... ~ ... .. ................... ............ . 
· Total...... . .............. 124, 086. 98 98, 650. 24 26, 791. 06 842. 30 2, 341, 39 I 599. 87 
Department of the Platte, 
Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr.... 148, 579. 23 124, 213. 83 3, 665. 03 21, 029. 86 1, 335. 13 411. 44 
Denver, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 740. 44 900. 00 6,585.40 1. 50 77. 46 29. 05 
Fort ~'<'-~inney, Wyo.......... 4,787.49 681. 75 . . . . . . . . .. . . 17. 87 ......... ... ..... -. · 
Fort Robmson, Nebr . . . . . . . . . . . 108. 24 338.17 . . . . . . . . • • . . 47. 50 .... ..... .......... . 
Fort Washakie, Wyo........... 4,615.69 808.27 . ........... 10.03 .•..•. ~:~~.!::::::::: Fort Niobrara, Nebr............ 353. 77 104. 00 . . . • . . . . . . . . 23. 11 
Fort Randall, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 90 17. 56 197. 00 8. 94 ... . ..... . . - . .... ·· -
Fort On1aba, Nebr............. . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . ••.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 30 .................. . . 
Fort Douglas, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 155. 00 . • . . . . . • . • . . 61. 82 23. 08 ........... . .. ..... · 
~~~t;i~i·e~;;,trJt~r°.:: :::::: ·· ·i,-397.'34 ....... sii.'si· :::::: :::: :: ...... -~: ~~. ::::: :: : :: : ::::::::: 
Fort D . .A. Russell, Wyo........ 6. 83 57. 28 . . . . . . .••... 36. OU ........... ........ . j~~it~;t~Jili.: ::::: :: : :::::: ..... ~:::~~. :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: t gg :::::: :: ::: ::::::::: 
~~n!~~den~tii~~t;ng~,·N~b~: ::: : :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ...... :::~~. :::: :: ::: :: ::::·.:::: 
In the field..................... 47. 28 9. 75 ... ..............•............ . ... - - · · ··· ... , 
Total. . ... ....... ......... 162,041.71 127, 216.98 10,509.25 21,242.64 I 1,416, 79 I 440. 49 
Department of Dakota. 
i:rednt~~~~~ts.·.~~-.~~~l ... ~i~~::: 167, ~~u: 14rJ~:: g~ I ... ::~:~:~:. -.. :: ~~: ~~. -. ~·-~~~: ~~ .. -~~~: :~. 
Fort Custer, Mont.......... . ... 1,269.75 367. 92 I·...... ..... 10. 55 ... . •.. ... . · · · · · · · · · 
Fort Meade, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . 531. 68 79. 98 24. 00 20. 00 ....... .... . · · · · · · .. 
FortMissoula, Mont .................................... ,....... ..... 6. 75 .. .....••. . 
1 
....... .. 
Fort K ogb, Mont.............. 795. 23 1. 25 ; . . . . . . . . . . . . 18. 29 . .......... ... · · · · · · 
:;a;i!gJ;i;I~<:i :::::?: ;:;:;;:); !!!!::)!!! .. !: ~~:~ii!;: :::: 
Fort Buford, N. Dak............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. oo .. . ... ..•. .I ....... .. J~~i I!~ i~;;;f~~ ii:~"n"t: :::: ::
1 
· ·· · ·isi: s1· : :: : : : : : : : : : ::: : :: :::::: t. ~g : :::::::: :: :: ::::::: 
Fort nellinJ., Minn . . . . . . . . . . . . 516. 94 108. SU . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 40 .................. ·· 
rm1.TI:~?i.t~:~~:::::::: :::::::::~:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::: 
Total..·•··· ......•....... ' 171,534. 19 , 144,589.34 I 3,095.13 7,338.93 J 1,658.03 I 125. 71 
J t ,=====J===== :====1' I 
QU .ARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued. 
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REGULAR SUPPLIES. 
Post school· Tableware 
Printing. books and and mess 
supplies. furniture . 




















_ _ _. I . . . . . .......... _ ....... _. $2. 82 675. 94 





_ .. _._· ·_·,_··_·_··.
1
_._··_·_··_·_··_·_·· __ 8_37_._20_,_·_·_··_·_··_-_ •. _1_ •• _._··_·_··_·· 
$2 , 233. 40 345. 86 ! $519. 07 138. 83 I 4, 589. 67 5, 362. 18 l 215, 842. 56 64. 00 • · ·. • ·. • • • 
3, 60G. 26 
1, 8.1.8. 52 
9. 50 
467. 68 52. 75 
350. 60 ........... . 
18:l. 35 136. 80 
1. 60 ..•• ) •.••... 
83. 79 ·•···· ..... 
159. 62 3, 358. 50 
43. 87 5, 543. 32 
2,106.33 
. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 24. 95 . . . . . . . . . . 2, 100. 00 





















--·--'-----'·----! I 288. 03 j 14, 735. 65 j 3, 490. 85 l 278. 508. 38 5, 46!. 28 1,003.23 214. 50 
9.00 . ····· · ··· 
5.00 ·········· 
2. 00 ·········· 
1. 00 ........ . . 
2.00 .... ······ 
15. 00 ......... . 
3. 00 ......... . 
37.00 
l= = =:\====r-====I == 
3, 056. 80 648. 70 13. 65 76, 59 6, 803. 48 1 1, 08~- 88 310, 916. 62 ................. . . . 
· · · · ·. · · · · .. · · · ...... I.. . . . . . . . . . . 14. 40 .......... · 1 888. 55 u~~: f~ 
:r;;; :)!I! 1);;;;:: I:::\ , ;iII1::):11:11~ '.:~11 :::::ii !!Ii::; 
• • • • • • • • · · • • • • · • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • - • • - • • • • • - • • - • • - • - • • • • - - t • - - • - .... - • - .. 1, 483. 71 ................. _ ..... _ .. . 
:::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::: ::: : :: ··· ··ii: 75. ::::: ::::: :!: ::: :::::::: ~in~ :::::::: :: :::::: :: :: 
- - - -· · - - - · - - · - - · · - · · - - - - · - - - - - - - - - ' 1 30 2 00 
: :::: :: : : : ::: : : ::: ::: : : : : : : ::: : : : : ~)ii~~~~ i ~~ ~)~ ])~ ~)~ i ~ ~ ...... ~~~ ::- ::::::~::: ) )~~ i~ 
3,056.80 648. 10 l3. 65 97. 74 1, 65~ 98 1 2,054.43 I 336,395.16 34. oo 
2. 401. 09 608. 26 40. 48 . 147. 40 1. 965. oo I 1. 027. 86 328. 852. 17 30. 00 ---
:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... -.. 1.... . . . . . . . . 1, 693. 66 ......... .......... . 
:::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::J .... }~~:~~- 1, nui : ::::::::: :::::::::: 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I:::::::::::: 900. oo : . . . . . . • • • . . • 1, 714. 11 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .1. · · · · · · · · · · · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : 1i: i~ ..... F ~g. 1 : : : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : j: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6, 88 • • • ... : ... I : : : : : : : : : : 
::: :: :: : : : :::::: ::: : : ::: : : : : : : ::: : : ................ :: : : : ...... ao: oo· ...... 349 .. • 05· oo· ..••• 1. 50. ·.· oo·oo · 11 ·_· :_:_:_:_._· ._· ._·_:_: 
-. --... --. -...... -. . .. . ~ .... -... ---
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. i; soo: 00 ..••••• ~:: ~~. 2 :~!: ~~ ..... a. o .. l ..••••• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4, 00 I 4, 00 . • • . • . : . ~ • i: : : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :I:::::::::: 
2,401. 09 _j 608. 26 40. 48 ~47. 40 4, 665. oo 1, 366. 86 I 337, 510. 42 ~ i~== 
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i:;!4p:~~~!~nat.1T~~~~' ~~~: !::~: ~~~: ~~- . :~~~ ~'.~: ~~ ..... !'.~~: ~~. $4, 07Ut _. _ !'.~:: :: ... !~~: ~ _ 
Fort Hancock, Tex ... _ .................................... _ . . . . . . . . . 1. 30 .................. . . 
Fort Bliss, Tex . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 10 ........•..... ...... 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 29 ............... .... _ 
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 88 ... .........••. ..... 
~~~: ~~frft~:b,T;:~ ::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t: ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
~~~: ~~~~~:1!~ :: ::::::::::::: :::: :: : ::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::~ 1:: ~i :::::::: ::: ::::::::: 
In the :field..................... 68. 64 13. 33 ..•.............•...........•..... . ..... .... 
Total................. . ... 118, 750. 98 40, 584. 21 720.19 4, 152. 26 I 731. 11 91. 99 
1=====1=====~====1====i====i=== 
Department of California. 
Headquarters, San Francisco, 
Cal........................... 67,341, 59 39,128.91 . . . . . . . . . . . . 111. 40 4. 00 '158. 78 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24. 18 ........•...... ..... 
Fort Mason, Cal.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 68 . ...........••....• . 
f 1~it~~;f \l/I :::;;~;!~: I\Iir !\Ii/ .. Jl i:>t IiH 
Total. . • • • • . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . 69, 695. 93 39, 309. 06 ........... . 188. 71 4. 00 158. 78 
Department of A ·rizona. 
Headquarters, LosAn~eles, Cal. 266,054.65 54,002.53 93. 54 
Whipple Barracks, Anz........ 95. 51 ....•.•.......•....•.... 
Fort Huachuca, Ariz . . . . • • • . . . . 79. 39 4. 70 ...••.••.... 
Fort Wingate, N. Mex.......... 13. 28 .................... ... . 
Fort Bayard, N. Mex........... 1,165.01 45. 01 ...•..•..... 
Fort Stanton, N. Mex........... 2. 00 14. 00 ....• . •..... 
San Carl0s, Ariz ...•.....•.......................................... 
Fort Apache, Ariz • . • . . . . . . . . . . 4, 993. 66 3. 00 .......•..•. 
Fort Grant, Ariz . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 019. 26 64. 10 ........... . 
Fort Bowie, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265. 42 8. 00 ...•........ 
San Diego Barracks, Cal .......................................... . 













Total. . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . 273, 688. 18 54, 141. 34 459. 79 1, 081. 05 I 2, 148. 12 1, 690. C5 




28 racks, Wa h...... ....... .. . . . 24,121.60 16, 071.79 59. 00 3,854.76 
Portland, Oregon............... 45, 314. 81 30, 609. 45 1, 557. 24 6. 70 77. 20 
Fort Walla Walla, Wash....... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... .. . ...... 9. 70 ............... . ... . 
Boise Barracks, Idaho...... . . . . 448. 29 . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 17. 07 ..•.••• , ........ .. - . 
Fort Sherman, Idaho........... 518. 28 35. 38 12.15 11. 78 .•• .• ••.....•.... -· · 
40. 31 
Fort Townsem.l, Wa h . . . . . . . . . 18. 48 . ..• . . ... . • . 17. 51 4. 03 ..•...•............ 
Fort Canuy, Wash............. ...... .... .. ...... ...... 83. 25 4. 84 ................... . 
Fort pokane, Wash ... . . . . . . . . 332. 61 29. 00 . ... •• .•.••• 12. 09 .••••.•.•.......... . 
In the fiel<l . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . 168. 20 .•••...........•....••..•••••........ .. ...•... - .. ----· · · 
Total..................... 701 922. 27 46, 745. 62 1,729.15 99. 49 8, 981. 96 4ll.31 l 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 




























::::::::::: :::::::::::: ui _ .... ~:~~- :::::::::: 
· · · · · - ·. - · .. · ... -.... - - . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . 9.10 1. 00 .• . .....•• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320. 00 8, 00 354. 29 .......... . . .. ..•... 
.•••.... .. . .. .. . . .. . • . ....•. .•.. •• ·•·••· .......•....... ···•·• .... .• 3. 88 ....... -· .......... . 
. • . • . . - . ....•. .. - . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . . • . . . • • . • • • . 4. 10 I 1. oo 
...•............................•....•••....... --· .. . .. ....• . .... .. 6. 50 I 1. 00 .......••. 
. . . • . . . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 675. oo . . . . . • . . . . . . 693. oo I 3. oo ........ . . 
-•...•.•.. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . . . 3 .. 25 ! 2. 00 ....... •.• 
· •........ · ....................... ·········· ······ ..... .••......•.. 81.97 !······· .. . ......... . 
• 2, "'· 45 ''-'' I 8S9. 28 "· 35 5, "'· 33 1, 821. 91 . 175,600.36 I 25. 80 F 
4,932.43 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • • • .. 1, 180. 74 43. 35 112, 901. 20 20. 00 I· ... ..... . 
.......... .•..••.••... ..........•. ......... . 1,599.96 ......•..•.. · 1,624.14 .......... : . ......•.• 
- · • • • •. - · - ...... · ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . 600. 00 . . . • • . . . . . . . 609. 68 .................. .. 
: :::::: ::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ......... · · ····· .... ·1······ ...... 18. 30 ............•...•... 
. . . . . . . . . . . , ........ · 1 49. 00 60. 52 1. 50 ..... • ..• . 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1, 45t ~~ ..... 2.' 00 . : : : : : : : : : : 
....... -... -· .... -· ..... -. --.... -. : ::: : : : : : : : ::: :: :: : : :1: :: :: ::::::: m: ~~ 1· •••• ~:~~. : :: : : : : :: : 
4,932, 43 \. • · • • • · ·•••• I ···••••••••• 3,380.70 92. 35 117, 761, 96 i 26, 50 ..... . ... . 
}?r/;;•;?J/i iiiiii)i• ::::::;::• .... illi!f ,r:/1ilf :. "1·ilil! I U 1 ~~~)~~~-, 60 00 , 1,957.06 6. 00 .. . .. .... . 
• :: : : : : : ••••••••• i •• ;:1 •••••••••••••••• 2~ :: • : ::_: ll!( !! f ~ -~ :~ ~t t:, :: ~: ~ i:::: it~ : :: :~:~: ~~ 
5, 579.04 j _ 23s. 86 1. ••• . . . ••••• 2 oo 4 2 ~ I 
. . , ~6. 00 I~ 345,042.74 94. 00 I_ •••.• •• •. 
2,537.89 
· · · · · i99: 32 · · · · · · is4: 30 · ~~: ~~ 4, 317. 33 369. 75 
-... . . . . . • . 396. 49 
· .. · · · · .. · . .••.. .• • • . 297. 51 
.... · · · •. - . .•• . . . . • • . 199. 50 
.•.•••.. • . ·••··· .. . .. 10. 00 
480. 00 •••·•·····•. 
300. 00 5. 70 









28. 00 . ... ••..•. 
· · · · ·i: oo· : : : : : :: ::: 
2. 00 .......••• 
.... · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · 168. 20 
-:2-:---, 5=3-7.-8-9 · ,1· --1-9-9.-3-2-1---13-4~. 3~0-I --4:~9-;, 0;;5- il--::-5,-;3::75:-,-::-89::-· ., .·-· --:· ·_· _· _· _· _· +· ----1--·-·.:.· ·:..:.·]· .:.· :..:· ·_:_· ........... 
1, 278. 95 133, 044. 20 31. 00 _ • ...••••• 
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INCIDENTAL ll:XPENSES. 
Division, department, and post. I Extra dut) I Shoeing Recovery Interments 
.A.d:vertiS·! pnv of en· I Civilian , ani~als, ID· of horses of offi~ .. r.. . 
mg. i listed men. eruployes. ·c1~~~1!~a m~~~s. and !~~~Lell 
General depots. 
New York, N. Y................ $138. 60 $68. 25 
1 
$19, 808. ()9 $1, 289. 37 
PhiladPlphia,Pa ············· ·· ,· · ·· · ···· ·! ····· ······ · . 23,208.64 109.10 
$15. 00 
Washington, D. C . ............. ' ......... · ! · .......•..• : 23. 373. 20 737. 37 .....•.... , 80. 75 
.Jeffersonville,Ind .............. i 157.42 !···· ·· ······ I 19,976.54 5,376.19 ::::::::::l. .. ~'.'.~~:~~ .I 
~f.1i,~~~~,c~~~'. ~~~::::::: ::::::!::::: :::::!::: :: ::::: ::! it~!~:~~ m: ~~ .......... , ........... . 
!--l-----,-----1,- ----!--
Total. ............... .... · / 206. 02 1 GS. 25 ! 114, 8~1. 37 i 8,139.01 1,834.55 
Independent pos~/i. I 
.A.tlanta,Ga .................... /·········· . ........... 5,880.00 11.00 ......•.. . 15. 00 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio...... . . . . . . . . . . 1,514.95 2,219.12 . .. . . . .. . . . . . ..••..... 55. 00 
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 272. 00 ....••••........................ · · 
Davids Island, N. Y. Harbor... . . . . . . . . . . 2,226.35 1,599.96 .............................. ... . 
West Point, N. Y......... .. . . . . . . . .•. . . . 7,495.38 3,000.00 . . . .. . . .. • . . . . .• . . . . . . 36. 90 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo......... . . .. . . . . . . 2, 428. 10 2, 843. 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 15, 00 
il~!il.~1r~r~~:::::::::::: :::::::::: ::t~~~:~~: ·--n~~Jr ::::::~~:~~:::::::::::::::::~~:~:I ¥~r~· ln~u:~, i~~~~:c~ b~p~t," ........................... .. .................... ....... ... ........ . 
Minn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 305. 90 420. 00 .....•................ . · · · · • · · · · · · 
t1df~::;i~sz~~n~t r~ci:::::: ..... ~·.~~. :::::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::: ::: : ::::::::: :::::::::: ::1 
National Armory, Springfield, 
c:Ua!bi~· A;~~i:i~i," T~~~:: :: : : : .... ai" 20. ::: : : : : ::::: .. ... ~~~: ~~. : : :: : : : :: : : : : : : : ::: : : : ...... is: 00 ·1 
Kennebec Arsenal, Me . ............ ..................................... ................... . · · · · · · · · 
~gilfi~~L)! :::::::::: :::::;;;;;::::: :::::: :::\i~: !:::::! : :::itii 
\Y atertown Arsenal, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127. 40 .... _ .....................•..... · . · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105. 70 ........ ... .. ........••.......... · · · · · · · • · • · · ·1 
U.S. legations at London, Paris, 
Berlin, Vienna, St.Peters burg, 
and Dusseldorf ................................ ·.; . _ ............... ........................ .... · · · · 
Total...:. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. 45. 60 16, 346. 68 22, 601. 05 103. 30 . . . . . . . . . . 166. 90 
...... i:: ::::::::::::::::::::J 
Department of the East. 
Headquarters, Governors I 
Island, N. Y....... ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 1,265.20 
Baltimore, Md ................. ................ , .... . 
Buffalo, N. Y ........................................ . 
Boston, ~ass ........................................ . 
Fort Monroe, Va ......................... I 1,595.39 
New Orleans, La .......................... / ........... . 
·washington Banacks, D. C .... ······- ···I 1,323.55 
Newport Barracks, Ky................... 519.10 
Jackson Barracks, La.·-··· -· ·· .......... ; 562.75 







27. 09 .......... ············ 
4. 00 .......... ······•···· · 
142. 00 ....•..••. ·• · · · · · .. · · · 
~~: ~~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · io: oo · 
Fort Warren, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 695. 20 
Mount Vernon Barracks, .A.la.. . . . . . . . . . . 851. 55 1,200.00 59. 75 ........... · ····· .. ·· · 
Fort t'r ble, Me...... . ......... . . . . . . . . . . 480. oo . . . . . . . . . . . . 60. 00 ..•........ · · ·· •· ·· · · · 
Fort Trumbull, Conn .. _........ . . . . . . . . . . 542. 40 . . • . . . . • . . . . 76. 34 ............•. · · · · · · · · 
Fort .A.dams. R. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 052. 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . 153. 70 . ...........•.. • · · · · · · 
FortThornas(and Newport),Ky ......•.... 1 691. 60 . ··1·'·9·6·1···6· 3 ...... ·1·4·1···0·5·· · .. ·.·.·.·.··. •. ·•·. · ··•·· io:oo· Fort Myer, Va . ..................•.•••••• I 851. 10 
:Fort Hamilton, . Y ..... ..... .. ....•.••. I 959. 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . 622. 13 
Fort \Vood, . Y............... . . . . .. . . . . 454.10 . ..•.•••....................••..•....•...•... . 
Fort McH nry, Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 855. 85 . . . • . • . . . . . . 84. 84 ............. · • · · · · · · · 
Fort cbuyl r, T . Y............ . . • . . . . • . . 595. 50 163 79 . ........ ...• · · • · · · · · · 
FortWadRwortb, N. Y......... .......... 907.50 :::::::::::: 150:00 10. 00 
Fort Porter, T . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 672. 40 _........... 44. 60 ..•....•........ · · · ·• • 
.Fort ntario, N. Y.... . ........ .......... 470.95 ...... ····- 42.15 .............•.... .... J y We t Barra ks, Fla .. ..... 
1
........... .. .. . . .. . . . 171. 83 ................•• .••• · ····•• ····· M°J· Barranca , Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . • . . 572. 10 • • . . • • . . . • 
Pl 1sbn Barracks, N. Y....... ..•....... 1,321.05 ···2,"aos:00· :::::::::::: ::: .................. . 
atta org Barracks, N. Y..... . • . • • • • • • . 519. 25 600. 00 «. 00 .•••.•••••.•• · · • • · • · · • 
QUAR'l'ERMASTER-GENERAL. 
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INCIDEi~TAL EXPENSES, 
CA VALRY A 'D ARTIL-
LERY HOR E . 
Telegraph Subscrip· .A.ppreben- .A.ll ex· Purcba e of j 
and te]e. tion to Office sion and penses not Total cavalili and .A.d v rtiS· 
pho!le serv· news. furniture. delivery of otherwise amounts. arti ery I ing. eDU· ICes. papers. deserters . merated. horses. 




77. 96 540. 00 435. 99 24,915.28 . . ....... . ....... .............. 
312. 25 4. 75 401. 24 180. 00 1,102.25 26,201.81 ::::::::::::::,:::::::::::: 108.16 ............ 5,629.27 . ............. 11,116.46 44,132.59 
131. 60 ............ 750. 56 . ....... .. .... 497. 06 16,960.55 
· · · · 2s: sis: 2s ·/·······iii~ os 200. 00 ............. 313. 66 1, 410.00 666. 39 16,098. 40 
1,817.34 3,796.15 7,802. 25 3,390.00 20, 620.29 1 162,829.52 24,631.25 61. 95 
96. oo . . . . . . . . • . . . 6. oo 1--.......... 1, 507. 50 I 7, 515. 50 
72. 00 - . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. 420. 00 110. 10 4, 391. 17 : : : ~::::::: ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
i iii ii tT ;;:: :;  ;; {; :;; ;; I~ :/it•• ii:!:: ,~: ! i· ,J: ffl: II • • •: • • •: • • • • • • ••  •: 
············!············ .......... . . ............ ::gg Nn~: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
·----------- ············ ............................ ······ ···· -- .............. . ·············· ........... .. 
. 50 
····-·····-- ·····-······ -·······-·-- ......................... . 
726. 40 ......•... . .........••• • •• 
6.40 ... ······•· .......•....... 
........... . , ........... ············ 
........................................... .. .. . ·· · ···-······· -·-········· 
......................................................................... . .... . ..... 
.................. .. .............................. 
• . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . 1. 00 : : : : : : : : : : : : ...•... s: 75. 




...................... . ...... .. ................................. 







1~t ~g 7. 50 49.-50 2,130.00 82. 50 
. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 00. 2. 25 720. 00 24. 40 
· 9. 00 60. 00 .......•.•.. 
. .. . .. . .. so.- 00. --.. . .. 5. 50 69. 00 660. 00 115. 28 
. --... -.... -.. - ..... -........................ 6 .. 00.. 120. 00 ;83. 70 
· •·•········ ·•·········· 10:20 ···•········ 47.75 
;;}ao:'· :::::;:::------iii:::::-:;:: .... -~!~ 
······s4."oo· ·· ·········· ············ ······!io."oo· ........... . 
· • · · · · • · · · · · 21. 50 60. 00 
............ - ................. - . . . .. 60. 00 - .. .. .... i: 25 . 
; ;;;: I'. ii J: i! 1 ! i:; : 1 !; ; ;;  ;;; ;; !; ! : :: :;:; ;:. -----~!i ~- -
. . . . • • • . • . . . I. .. . .. . . • . . . • • • . .. . 360." 00 . ...... 46." Si. 
..••.... · ,·. .. . 1. 00 60. 00 
.............. ........ . . .... . . .. .. . 
• • • •• •••• :· •
1
• • •• • • :::::: :::::: ::: : : : • • • ··iso· o ·· · ··· · · ···· ·· 
· · · ........ ·I 10. oo 97 01 · 0 ......... . . . 
. • • . • • • .. • • • • • • •• • .. • • • • 7' 00 300. 00 2, 516. 31 










... · ... ....................... . 
212. 41 
_43, 063. 66 
24,591.22 .•.•••. ••.• • •..••••••.••.• 
4,848. 61 .•.. . ... ..... 3,956.00 ..... .. - ......... . 
4, 795. 87 ..... 2: 265.' 00. : : : : : : : : : : : : 
4,858.16 .•.......... . 
4, 076. 91 ................. .. : : : : : : : : : : .... .. 
1,481.25 ..... ... ...•. 
1,040.45 ............. .........•••• 
850. 62 .......•..••• 
648. 35 ................. . - .... - .............. .. 
716. 20 ............ ........• • · 
2,171.30 . - .... - .............. - .. - .... - · · · - · 
705. 50 .....•................• • • · 
679. 99 ..... .•. ... ..•.. · • .• · • · 
I, 9-17. 80 .. ... - .... - - ........ - . - - ....... · · · · .. 
3, 185. 63 ....... _ .. . ....... : : : : : : : : : : · .. .. 
1,148.06 ......•.... 
1, 619. 08 ............... _ ... : : : : : : : : : · · · 
m:J~ ············ ·· ··- ········· 
759. 29 ... . : : : : : : : : : : .••.•• • · • • • · 
1,067.50 ................... . .. ........... . 
1, 124. 51 . _ ................. _ .. ........ .. .. · · · - · 
574. 10 ....•••.. · · · 
171. 83 : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ 752.10 .... · • · · · • · · 
6, 614. 46 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . _ ........... . .. 
2,329.88 , ............. . 
........ ...... ,. 
286 REPORT _OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statenient Bhowing in detail the amountB expended from the varfou, 
Division, depa1tmcnt, and post. A.dvertis· Extra.duty Civilian_ a!l:::.:t~fn. !!r~~:=~ ~ni:c~1:sts 
ing. ifsaCed~:~. employes. eluding ma-1
1 
and and enlisted 
JNCIDEN'N.L EXPSNSES, I 
------------i----f-----i-----i--te_r_ia_i_s_. - i- mules. men. I 
Departm(!rit of the East-Cont'd. I 
i~~t~~3p~~:~o~:a~:::::: :::::: : : ~::::::: 1~fin6 :::::: :::::: .... !~~~:~~.: ::::::::: :::::::::::: 
In thefield ................... ....... ..... ............. ........... ································ ··I 
Total.. ............ . ... ......... . ... j 20,361.45 $46,043.81 2,130.07 I·......... $30, 00 
Department of the Missoiiri. 
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill ..... $3. 42 • • . .. . . . . .. . 28,422.11 513. 31 . • • • • •• • . • 15. 00 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans....... .. . . ... . . . 2,330.20 7,671.07 •. . . •. .. .. . . . • . .... •. . 6. 75 
Fort Riley, Kans............... . . . . . . . . .. 2, 345. 17 5,430. 66 • • • • . .. .. . . . $5. 00 ......... .. . 
Fort Wayne, Mich............. . . . . . . . . . . 994. 85 . . . . . . . . . . • . Bl. 41 . . . . . . . • • . 20. 00 
Fort Brady, Mich. . ............ . . . .. . . . . . 565.10 . • .. . . • • . • . . 118. 40 ................. .... . 
im~;!~1S~!t~:i:iii~~:;. :::::::::: d!U~ ... 31·,·::::: :::::'iii' :::::JI::::::~~~~: 
Priflon, Kans................. . . . . ...... 128.10 
Fort Reno, Okla................ . . . . . . . . . . 1, 455. 55 1, 240. 00 70. 90 ....•.••. • 1 20. 00 
Oklahoma, Okla................ . . . . . . . . . . 854. 33 . • . .. . . . . . . . 60. 00 . . . . . •• • • . 10. 00 
FortSupplk,Ind. T .... :....... . ....... .. 1,319. 13 1,161.20 17.00 ··········!············ 
ri;t~i~~[t~~: :: : :::: :: : : : :: ~:: : : : : :::: :: ... ~'. ~~~: ~\ ... ~~ ~~~: ~~ ....... io: i5. : : : ::::::r:::::::::: 
Total..................... 3. 42 I 13,477.66 I 50,019.04 045.35 5. 00 I 88. 75 ' 
Departmen t of the Platte. I 
Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr.... 52. 84 . . . • . . • . • . • . 26, 868. 64 3. 45 50. 00 5. 05 
Denver, Colo................... . . . ....... .. .. .. ...... 3,833.33 27. 30 · · · -
2
-5·_·o·o·· i ...... '.~:~. Fort McKinney, Wyo.......... . . . . . . . . . . 1,558.50 1,800.00 2. 25 
Fort Robinson , Nebr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 552. 14 1, 319. 24 38. 25 50. 00 ' ...... · · .. --
Fort Washakie, Wyo........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . 805. 95 680. 00 25. 70 ......... ·i 19. 25 
]'ortNiobrara,Nebr............ .......... 1,997.G5 .........•.. 8.00 ······· ··· .--····· ····· 
Fort Randall, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 617. 35 1 .................................. • 75. 00 
Fort Omaha, Nebr............ . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 1G4. 70 ! . . . . . . . . . . .. 404. 60 20. 00 
Fort Douglas, Utab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,974.90 1•••••••••••• JO. 00 .......... · -- · · -- · · ·· · 
Camp Pilot, Butte, Wyo........ . . . . ... . . . 494. 50 . . . .. . . .. . . . 55. 96 .................. ... . 
FortDuChesne,Utah .......... ............. 1,747.60 900.00 ....................................... .... . 
:Fort D . .A .• Russell, Wyo...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 849. 80 ......... . ...••............ .•. .... · · · · · · · · · · · · 




.edwis, CNolob. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240. 85 ..• ....•.....••..... · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · i5: 00 • or 1 ney,.r e r.............. .......... 888.85 ......•......•...•................ 
¥:1I~:fiee?t~~.~~~~~,.~~~~::::: ::: :::::: : ...... ~~·. ~~. ::: :: : :::: :: ....... i 10 · : : :: : :: :: : :::::::::::: 
Total..................... 52. 84 17,370.19 35,401.21 589. 21 125. 00 209. 30 
====l====l===:l====l===t===, 
Department _of Dak/lta. 
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn... . . . . . . . . . . 26. 60 




143. 48 . ........ . 75. 00 
2. 00 
32. 98 
25. 00 ········· ··· 
40. 00 .. ····· ····• 
Fort Cnster, Mont.............. . . . . . . . . . . 2, 368. 60 
Fort Meacle, S. Dak............. . . . . . . . . . . 2, 006. 12 
Fort Missonla, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 285. 00 
Fort Keogh, Mout.............. . . . . . . . . . . 2, 100. 62 
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 351. 95 
Fort Sully, . Dak.............. . . . . . . . . . . 1,182.82 
~~~pp~~~~t~~6:da~~~~:::::: :::::::::: g~ui :::::::::::: ...... 4i:5o· :::::::::: :::::::::::· 
Fort Buford. N. Dak............ . . . . . . . . . . 1,395.80 912. 50 .......................... · · · ·· ·· • 
Fort Yates, "" . Dak ............... :. . . . . . . 1, 8 4. 40 660. 00 . . . .. • . . . . . . 25. 00 ... ....... ·· 












. 0 ..... ·7·5···0·0· .I·.·.·.::::::::: Fort nelling, Minn ..... . . ..... . ...... : . . l, 960. 90 
FortB nnett, .Dak ........... ..... ..... 178.15 •...•..........•. 
1 
•.•... ..••.. 
Fort haw, Mont ............ . . , .......... 75.40 ·.·. ·.·.·2·2·9·:·4·3··· · .. :.:.:.: ... ·.·.·.·.·.· .. ··.·.·.·.·.· .. ·.·.· ,.··.·.·.·.:::·::: Fort A. Lincoln, -. Dak........ . . . . . . . . . . 87. oo 
Total..................... . . . . . . . . . . 17, 471. 01 ' 29, 557. 34 295. 86 215. 00 ~ 
====l=====i=====i=====t==== 
Department of Teza,. I 
~eadquarters, an.A.ntonio,T x. ....• . .... ...... .... .. 19,367.35 62. 50 60. 00 15. 
1:-~~6J'!~~~-Fe;t:.:~~·.:::::r:::::::: :!~:~~ :::::::::::: ... ... ~~:~~. :::::::::: :::::::::::. 
QUARTI!;RMASTER-GENERAL. 
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INCIDENTAL EXPENSES. 
T l h S b . I 'A. h A.11 ex-a~ati~. tio~ctt· Office s1f :~nin· penses ~ot 
phone serv- news- furniture. delivery of 0th:!;.ise 
ices. papers. deserters. merated. 
Total 
amounts. 
$8. 30 . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . $968. 41 
C.A Y ALRY AND ARTIL· 
LERY HORSES. 
Purchase of 
cavalry and .Ad vertis-
artillery ing. 
horses. 
12. 50 . • • • • • • . . • • . $1. 50 $8. 70 $558. 05 2, 618, 95 
•• - ....................... .. 
1
_ •• _._ •• _._· _· ._. _· +·-·_· _ .•_ •• _._· ._._.
1 
___ ._55-l _____ ._55_1-·-· _ .. _. _· ._._· ._._· ._. 
1
_._· ._._· _ •• _._ ••_ •• 
$2, 265. 00 .••••..... . . 61l8. 59 $28. oo I 293. 46 6, 600. oo 5, 668. 84 81, 858. 22 
388. 20 . . • • • • • • . • . • 614 . '74 1, 320. 00 2, 214. 57 
210. 26 • • • . • • . • . • • • 244. 76 900. 00 411. 95 
300. 00 . • • • • • . • • • • • 4. 00 420. 00 239. 55 
240. 00 583. 56 
: : : : : : : i: i~: ) ) ) j ~) ~) ~ ~ ~; ..... i:::. :: ...... ~~flf 
50. 00 .••••• ••••.• . . • .• ••.. ... . . . .. . . .. •.. 2. 75 
·······~····. .•..•...... ..•••• •..... 60. 00 217. 25 
• • • . • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . 60. 00 10. 00 
. • . • • . . • . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . . . . . • . • . • • . . . 60. 00 99. 05 
952. 96 .....•...•. ·I 863. 60 3. 210. oo I 4, 135. 44 
451. 08 . . . . . . . . . • . . 496. 27 780. 00 
80. 00 5. 00 . . . . . • . . . . .. 660. 00 
. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 120. 00 
...................... .. ·••••• ... .. . 180. 00 
• •. .... .. . . . . .•..•...... ..•• .. ...... 60. 00 
202. 50 . . . . . . • . . . . . 1. 50 60. oo I 
· · · · · i44.- oo · : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · ioi oo · · · · · · soo: oo · i 
168. 00 . • . . . . . . • • . . 6. 00 300. 00 : 
• •• •• .. .. . . . .... ..•.•... ]. 75 ............ , 
.... ............................................ 1 
144. 00 . • • . . . . . . • . . 4. 50 60. 00 1 














:::::: :::::::: ::: : : :: : : : · · · · · · ·6: oo· : : : :: : : :: : :: : :::::: :: : :: 
• • · .. • · · · · · · .. •. · · .... ·. · ........................ · . 35 
1,189.58 5.00 621. 02 2, 580. 00 : 4, 316. 56 
..... ~~·.~ ....... ~~:~~. 1,2~n~ ::::::::::: :1. .. ~·.~~~: ~~. 
40. oo . . .. . •. .. . .. 4. 50 .......... ··I 85. 50 
3







. . . . . . ••• . . . . . • .. . • . . . .. . ••• • • ••• . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . 17. 25 
. • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . 60. 00 25. 50 
... .. 200: 00. : : : : : : : : : : : : . ...... 6.- 00 ...... 900.- 00 . 1i~: gi 
. . . .. ....... .•••.• .•. . .. ...••. .... .. 60. 00 .••.•••••••. 


















































53 , 90!). 73 
1,354.80 .••........ • 
:::::::::::::r::: ::::::: 
1,354.80 ........ ...• 
7,106.14 $57. 50 
::::::::::::: :i: ::::::::::: 
••••••.••.•••• 1 ........... . 
57. 50 
6,049.45 66. 23 
··········---- .................... . 
6,049.45 66. 2B 
288 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the various 
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES. 
Division, department, and post. Shoein~ Recovery Interments 
.A.dvertis· Extra·<ll!tY Civilian animals,m· of horses of officers 
ing. ifsafud~e~~ employes. cltt:~i!i:1a. m~l:s. and!1!1~~ted 
Department of Texas-Cont'd. 
Fort Bliss, Tex................. . . .. . • . . . . $865.10 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.................. 1,729.15 :::::::::::: .•••• $55."5i: :::::::::: ..... $95."oo· 
Uamp Pena Colorado, Tex...... . . . . . . . . . . 334.10 
i~~~ tli1~Ft~1%,'~l~:::: :: :::::: ::::::: :: : 1, b!1: ~~ :·:··· :.:.: .. :. :.:.· :_·: .. :.: :.:.:.:.:_:.·: .. :.:.:.:.:_ :.:.:·:·:·:·:·· :.:.:. :.:.:·:·:·:·:·:·.:·:·:··:.,1 Fort Clark, Tex................ .......... 1, 498.95 
Fort Brown, Tex .............. ,. . . . . . . . . . . 525. 25 ............................................. . 
In the field ................. . ....... ............. . ........ ................... .. ................... . . 
Total..................... . . . . . . . . . . 7, 503. 41 $19, 367. 35 
Department of California. 
Headquarters, San Francisco, 
Cal. ............................... ................ . 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.. . . . . . . . . . . 2,477. 50 
Fort Mason, Cal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 998. '.!0 
.Alcatraz Island, Cal...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 036. 95 
Angel Island, Cal.............. . .. .. . . . . . l, 632. 75 
14,660.08 
1,728.96 
212. 01 $60. 00 110.50 
:!: b~ . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 20: 00. 
193. 50 ...••..••...•••• •• ••• • 
240. 00 ...••••••..••••. •·•••. 
102. 90 ..•••..••....•..•••••• 
Fort Gaston, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 592. 45 
Benicia Barracks, Cal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 782. 75 : ::::: :::::: ···· · i9i s2· · · · · ·· · · ·· · ·· · ·· io:oo· 
Fort Bidwell, Cal............... . . . . . . . . .. 614. 50 
..•••• •••••. -1!18. 50 .................... . . 
In the field... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 00 24. 75 .•.....••....•...... .. 
Total._............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 143. 10 16, 388. 99 1,019.22 30. 00 
Department of .Arizona. 
Headquarters,Los.A.ngeles,Cal. .......... ........ .... 18,656.35 468.92 25.00 
- Whipple Barracks,.A.riz.. ...... .......... 1,075.90 .• ..••...••• ............ 25.00 ···•·· 75_- 00·, 
75.00 














·_- 00· : :: : : : : : : : .......... . . :Fort Wingate, N. Mex.......... . . . . . . . . . . 1,742.60 
Fort Bayard, N. Mex...... .. ... . . . . . . .. . . 1, 839. 00 . • • • • • . . . . • . 2. 00 ....••.••...••. •• · · • • · 
Fort Stanton, N. Mex........... . . . . . . . . . . 849. 55 . . . . . • . . . . . . 1. 50 .•••••.••..•••••. · • · • • 
San Carlos, Ariz......... .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . 1,561.30 900. 00 2. 00 .••••••••.•••• •• • ••• • · 
Fort Apache, Ariz ............. 1.......... 2, 095. 65 900. 00 2. 00 . ..••••••....••.• • • • • · 
Fort Grant, .A.ri_z .............. · /· .. . . . . . . . 1,422.85 . . .• •• • ••• •• 15. 00 ...•••••• · . ·· · · ··••••• 
Fort Bow10, .A.r1z............... . . . . . . . . . . 1,007.15 ..••••.•••• · 2 50 • • • · • • • · · •• • • · · •· • · ·1 






: ~~ :::::::::: :::::: :::::: Fort Marcy, N. Mex...................... 576. 90 .......•.... 
Total. ..........••........ 1-.-_ .-.-. -•. -.-. 4. -l-3,-8-15-.-8-0-l--2-1,-3-56-.-3-5-f---7-66-. -67-l·--5-0-. o-o-i---:1--50-:-_-:-o=-i 
Department of the Columbia. 
Headquarters, Vancouver :Bar· 
p;:u~~1:ci~;~~::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ... ~'.:~~:~. 1~:~U~ ······5ii:ss· :::::::::: ...... ~~:~. 
~~r!e'~~~~ck::1ia1:1!~~::::::: :::::::::: 1·~~u~ :::::::::::: ·······2."1s· ·········· ······1s:oo· 
Fort Sherman, Idaho ................. _ ......... _ 1, 290. 60 .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 38. 00 ......... - .. · · · · · - · - --· 
Fort Townsend, Wash......... .... .. . . . . 662.15 . •••• • •••• •• 207. 02 .••••••••.•••••. ·•·•· · 
Fort Canby; Wash............. ... .. . . . . . 912. 90 . . •. •• ••••.. 96. 20 •••. .••...••. · · ··· ·· · · 
i~tt~1~i°~~~~:.~~~~.::::::::::: :::::::: :: ..... ~~~: ~~. : ::::: :::::: · · ··· ·iioo · :::::::::: ...... ~~-.~. 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 315. 25 14, 292. 82 407. 32 .••...•••. 205. oo I 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 
appropriations rnade for the Qnartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued. 
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INCIDENTAL EXPENSES. 
Telegraph Subscrip· Apprehen· 
and tele· tion to Office sion and 
· phone serv· news· furnitur~. delivery of 
ices. _papers. deserters. 
$90. 00 ....•............................... 








••••••. . - ·.. . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . l~O. OIJ 
55. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.. GO . . • • • • • • • • • . 811. 27 
120. 00 .........................••.....••.............. 












P urchase of 
cavalry and Ad vertis· 
art,illery ing. 
horses. 
............ ·· ····· ····· ··· ······ · ·· · ··········· ············ 1·············· ·········· ·· · · · •·· · ······· 
483 60 $1,890.00 3,252.34 33,583.16 $12. 755. 70 $9-i. 45 
~r 
:::::'.'.'.:'.'.:I:::::::::::: 88.05 : 1,110.00 212.00 lfl,473.35 4, 8 l6. SO '8. 35 
; ;: ! ; ; ;,; t 1 ;: : ; : t; 1: •: •: • • ;;;; :;; : • • t1ll • : : : : : ·:;: ;;:, ;: r~ ~ • ••  1 •::::: • 1 • • i• •:•Hi: 
...... ······!· ..... ..... . .... .. ...... .... .. ...... ...... ... ... 32. 75 ............. . .. . . .. ..... . 
1----:-:-::--:7·----l----r----i-----L----1-----
429· 24 / ·. .. . . . . . . . . 128. 05 1, 110. oo 125. 80 28, 060. ou 4,816.80 48 . 35 
269. 84. . . . • • . . . . . . . 1, l!Jl. 37 4.80. 00 
···· ·i,is:i:i· ::::::::::: : ·::::::::::: :::::::::::: . 






















22,138.36 .. . •...••..........•.•••.• 
1, 103. 90 ...•.•........ . ....•.....• 
ti!U! i ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
2,536.30 .... .... . ............•...• 
3,348. 85 ....•. ••.. ...............• 
1,506.85 ...•... • . .. ....... •• .....• 
1,146. 65 ••.......................• 
671. 65 .............. .. .. .. .... . . 
696.15 .......... . ......... . 
40,143.79 
567. 26 . . . . . • . . . . . . 132. 24 360. 00 389. 37 14 792 16 
90. 00 $5. 00 284. 20 720. 00 286 94 ' . 
· 5,757.70 18. 65 
1
~t l~ ~::::: : : : '. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ....... ~:. ~~. t i~t !~ 
······10:iio· :::::::::::: - u~ :::::::::::: ...... ~~~~~. 1·~t~:i~ 
: : : : : ;;;:~:I: ••• : •• ; ;; : I: : : : £::I:::;:'.,;:;; : : : : : ::~:-•::::~:-: i--:-~:::::--:-~"::::'.:-•-~+~-~ ::_ i_: ,-: !-!.-: !-!-!!-~{-~-~-~ ~-~ -~ ~-!-:_:_;; 
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290 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statement showing in detail the arnounts expended frorn the va,'ious 
CAVALRY .A.ND ARTIL-
LERY HORSES. TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY. 













t~t~fi~::)::;;:::: :::::: ::: : :2? 
San :Francisco, Cal __ .. .. .. _ .............. . .......... . 
St. Louis, Mo .................. $1, 800. 00 25, 735. 20 
$61,625.51 
2 628 42 























Total..................... 1,800.00 26,493.20 141,631.70 17,458.66 3,827.67 15,713.91 
Independent posts. 
Atlanta, Ga ............................. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31. !lO 
Columlms Barracks, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,148.02 130. 67 . . . . . . . • . . 9. 35 
i~~td~er~P:i:irr:rN~~~~~~t~~::: :::::::: :: :::: ::: :: : :: :::::: :::: :: ·--~~~~~:~~. : : :::::::: ..... ~'.'.:~~. 
"\Yest Point, N. Y ...... .. ..... . ··-·· ····· .. .......... ......... .. . ............ 11.15 .........• •. 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 00 .............. .... ..........•. • · · · 
1it!X~·;1r,\~t::::::::::::: :::::::~:: ::::::·:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ii 
U.S. Powder Depot, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 11. 78 
:Fort Snelling, Ordnance Depot, 
Minn ............ . ............ .......... ·· · · ·· ·-····.. ................................ 8.71> 
-l1~lf~i~~;t:s~~~~tr~·a ::: : : : : : : ::::::: :::::: :::::: : ::: :::::::: : : : :: :::: ::: : ::::::::: ... ... ~~: ~~. 
National Armory, 8prinp;field, 
Mass .......... .. .. . .... . ...... ....... .. ... .......................................... . 
Coluw bia .Arsenal, Tenn ..................... . ......... ... ............................. . 
Kenneuec Arsenal, Me ................................................. .... .. - ........ . 
'\Vatervliet Arsenal, N. Y .. ..... .. .. ....... ..... ..... ............. ...................... . 
tl1~!f¥r!itFitl~.::::::::: : : : : : : : : : r:::::::::: : : : : : : ~~: ~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Watertown, .Arsenal, MaBs ........................................ .................... . 










U.S. legations a,tLondon, Paris, 
.Berliu, Yienna-,St. Petersuurg, 
and Dusseldorf ............... ............ ...................... . ..................... · · · ·· ·· ·· ··· 
Total. ........... .. .... ....... ,. ... ·!· ... ....... · 1 14, 18!:i. 02 1,138.83 1-11. 15 5,388. Ii? 
Department of the East. ---1 I 
Readq uarters, Gover 11 ors 
Is~and, N . Y ........... ······· !······ ........................................ ·········· ·····383·65· Baltimore Md ............................ 1... ... ...... 19,542.07 943. 99 6. 25 ri· 
Buffalo, N . Y ........... ........ I .............. _. . . . . . . 1, ::01. 02 1, 386. !)1 ~ ·" 
Boston, Mass................... 35. 00 J 2, 300. 00 6, 358. 32 1, 204-. 92 18. 73 :.)3· ~ ~ FortM?nroe,Va ........ .. .. .............. 
1
. .. .....• . .. ............ 149.00 ??ij. i 
New (?1 le:tns, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 101. 73 2, 201. 39 38. 69 1, -- · -
lllll!!f:ji,; f li:!i'I ii II!'.; '.Il\I1i!iii!iii :III 
ortThoma (alHl Tewport),Ky ..... .. .... 1. ••.. ••.• ••. 5. oo , ............ 1.......... 5,:.. 
!IIJi! t~~Ii I iii : ;;: i iii! :: :t I'!!; !; ! iii! ; \ !!J!;!J!!~~ 
• I~11li o~11~~~d~'.~."i:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ... ~:~~::~~. ----~~:~~ ............ . 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 
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TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY, 
Extra· Stage Civilian duty pay 
transpor· employes, of enlist· 
Vessels- Means of I 
purchas· tr.ansporta. Animals- Harness-
mg, _char· t1on_-pur· purchase, purchase Water sup· 
termi, chas11!g. an<l stablini:r, an<l ply a~d 
Wharves 
and 
bridg<is. tation. pay of. ed men. operat11;1g, repa1rmg etc. of. repair of. seweraoe. 
and main· wagons, ' 




$13,475. 79 ..•....... 1 $35,650.99 $845. 79 $744. 00 $171. 32 $4,389.46 1$11, 149. 92 
32, 214. 19 130. 55 . . . . . . . . . . . . 68. 00 328. 70 i ..• •.•. • •. 
$4. 00 lG, 549. 98 2, 028. 10 891. 66 1,312. 08 5, 683. 54 i ......•••. 
23, 612. 88 3, 951. 01 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 180. 551 949. 24 ! •••.••••• -
2, 024. 67 7,119. 96 587. 42 1,221.72 . . . . . . . . . . . . 386. 54 6,860.90 \· ...•.•••. 
12, 851. 91 709. 73 13, 773.10 40. 62 3, 272. 52 ... ... .. . • 
~ 105,824.71 == 36,238.41 8, 895. 90 15, 408. 76 3, 159.11 I 21,484. 36 ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . 3, 362. 76 . . . . . . . . . . 3. 97 106. 67 ..... . . . .. I 1. 831. 77 
.......... .. ... .. ..... $1,222.60 111. 75 . . .. . . . . . . .. 3. oo I 3,728.21 
630. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 1, 367. 87 
1. 00 4,320.00 749.13 . 50. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . 4, 477. 38 2,030. OS 
······ ···· ... i!,°587.-2i· tm:~g ::::::::::: ·······7.-85. :::::::::::: ..... 5 .. 50. ···4:4sio1· :::::::::: 
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 82:~. 45 j • • • • . • • . • . • 6. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 574. 80 ....•••••• 
:::::::::: ... :'. ~;~~~~. ::::::::::1 ::~:::::::: ....... ;~~~. ::: :::~~~~~: ... J~~. :::::~~~:~~: :::::::::: 
: : : : : : : : : : ! ..... ~~~-. ~~ . : : : : : : : : : : 
:::::::::::·:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::t:::::::: 
22. 00 ..•...•••• 
............ ........ .. ·········· ·· ·· ······· ············ ........... .. . ... ... .. .. .. ... .. . .. \ ......... . 
•••.•••••• ••· •••··••••• ····;····· •·••• ·· ·•·•• ..••••.•• • •• • ••••• • · ·•·· •· • • •• •••• ••.••••••••• i ••.••••••• 
......... . ............ .......... .. .. ....... .. ..... ..... . ........... ... . .. .... ............ J .. .. ..... . 
.. . . . . . . .. .. .. ·ggg.'9(3. :: :: : : : : : : : : :: :: : :: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: : : :::: :: :: :: :: :: : :':: :: :: :: :: 
........... . --· · · · ··· ·1····----·-- ....... . ........ . .. . . ... . ... ....... : ................... . 
u, 037. 93 9, 416. 53 50. oo I 234. 47 121. 6, ---19. 20 -----·---1. 00 
=-==:= =: ==17=·=2=27=·=3=1 j 2,030.08 
.. ~ ~'. ~=~: '. ~ .1 .•. ~~~: ~~. 
56. 48 ... ........ ·1· ........ . 
3. 00 . . ..... .... ...... .... . 
. . . . . . . . . . 5, 520. 00 829. 95 







360. 00 631. 20 .......... . 
. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 229. 25 .. . ..... .. . 
990. 00 357. 80 . ., .. ..... . 
















.......... .. . -- . . . . . . . 368.15 
720. 00 525. 20 : : : : : : : : : : : ....... 5.· 00. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
840. 00 406. 20 . . . . . . . . . . . 53. 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 00 
. - . -.. -... -. . . . . . .. . . . 257. 95 65. 00 119. 50 ....... . ............. . 
2,640.00 857. 90 1,990.82 145. 00 ..... . .. ... ... . . . ... .. 
3, 693. 00 803. 60 38. 00 01. 75 300. 00 60. 00 
1, 722. 19 630. 25 . . . . . . . . . . . 325. 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ... . 
900. 00 535. 05 .................................. .... .. .. .. . 
:::::::::: :::::::::::: ~~n~ ·····so.-50· ... .. i46:5o· :::::::::::: :::::::::: 
::::::: :: /it hi!! I :::)t JP! )::)::: ;;;;; \\ 
::::::: ~:: : : :::: :::::: ···sis: 1s ·. ::: : : : : : : : :I:::::::::::: :::: :: ::: : :: :::: :: : ::: 
• •• • • • . • • . 2, 231. 31 678. 60 I •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5,387. 60 i 995. 00 
147. 69 : ......... . 
1,290. r,5 ! •••••.•••• 
261. 69 945. 00 






l, 804. 43 
608. 94 
612. 50 
1,456. 78 177. 62 
12,192.00 , ......... . 
1, 110. 07 : .. .... .. .. 
2, 364. 03 l 4, 532. 68 
583. 00 ; 240. co 
180. 00 : ......... . 
6, 964. 43 i · ..... ... . 
2, 019.04 •••...•••• 
2,053.88 1 ......... . 
498. 69 ! •••••••.•• 
f~g:5~ ····--41:00 
1, o4o. o7 I 132. oo 
292 REPOR'.r OF THE SECRETAIW OF WAR. 
C.-Statenient showing in detail the arnonni8 expended from the rariou, 
I CAVALRY AND ARTIL· LERY HORSES. TR.au,SPORTATI0:-7 OF THE ARMY. 
Division, depa~trnent, and post. All R -1 d w ~ I w expenses Total a1 roa acer Ex ress. agon 
no~ other. amounts. tran~· tran~por. igo 
1 
_ po, 
w1seenn· portat10n. tat1on. · tation. 
merated. 
------------! 
Department of the East-Cont'd. 
imtf~11;:E~ft~: ~: :: :: : : : : : :: : : : : : :: : :::::::: : ::: : iii: ~b: : :: : : : ::: ::::: :: : :: : : : :!· ··· .. $rn. 
In the field ..•••......•....................................................... , ......... . : .... ....... . 
Total....... . • • . . • • • . • • . • . $35. 00 I $2, 300, 00 32, 3iG. 14 $8,476. 71 j $73. 67 I ~ 934. <2 
Department of the Missoitri. 
1 
I 
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill...... . . . • . • . . • . . . • • • . . • . . . . 62, 043. 45 i 26. 00 I 341. 94 ! 20,067.40 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 78. 48 I 2,077.70 I 107. 02 ! 862.19 
lffli.?l~:~/HiH\Tl1/?fYt• I _[ +1+J-':;~~ 
Fort.Leavenworth Military I I i I 
.l!,!.~1R~fotti:::::: :: : :_: ::: :: ::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : ::: : :-:::::: : :: : : : : :: : : :,: :: : : : : : : :1···· ·oi,o:u· 
Ell\1~r~:t:~; •:::::::: :: !:::::•• ::: :::::: \:::,•i• ::;::: :::: :::•••••! ·· •···r•-·•··•: 
Total. .................... l ~~ 1, 354. 80 1 62, 121. 93 2, 103. 70 1«8.96, 23,122.51 
Department of the Platte. I 1----, 
Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 7, 163. 64 I 21, 364. 13 . . • . . . . . • • . • 811. 74 . 18,503.30 
I --- I '------
Total.. . ............... ............. • 7,16:LGc! , 118,430.32 ............ 1,135.41 -~ 
Department of Dakota. ! 
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn... 510. 00 i 6,625.68 61,387.87 3,307. 94 605. 65 11, 3 . ~ 
Hel ua, Mont................ .. . G4. 00 : 64. 00 80. 48 . . . . . . . . . . . . 159. 93 4, 151. 2;,i 
Total.. .................. -I~! 6,689.68 1 Gl, 473. 35 I 3, :J07. 94 j 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 
a_pprvpriations niade for the Qitartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued. 
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... . . . ...... 
......... . .. 
----·- ------
$59.48 36,582.75 
53. 50 10,690.30 
























84. 50 6, 988. 00 2, 40,l. 65 
. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250. 43 
4. 327. 00 1, 385. 29 
4.84. 25 5, 520. 00 2, 071. 75 

































TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY. 
Vessels-1 Means of 
purchas. transporta· 
ing, char· tion-pur· Animals- Harness·- Watersup- Wharves purc~ase, purchase ply and ancl tering, ehasing and 
operating, repairing 
and main· wagons, 
taining. carts, etc. 
stablmg, a~d sewerage. bridges. 









$122. 50 $147. 50 $32. 50 
209. 50 300. 00 
193.16 737. 00 2. 50 
10. 50 4. 00 . 75 
2,485.10 2,453. 50 173. 25 
1,712.80 27. 00 64. 95 













2, 372. 65 . . . • . . . • . . . . 7, 452. S6 
51.10 . --- - .. - .... · · · -·-·. ·. 
122. 0.0 .••••••••••..•••••••• _ 
2. 00 ..•• -- ............... . 
$567.11 ..••••.••• · 
379. 96 .•••. ••••• 
690. 37 ' ·········· 
············ !·········· 
51, 4-35. 52 i$10, 838. 68 
I 
2, 755. 31 i •....•.... 
8,964.82 I 16. 60 
1, 120. 33 450. 00 






















445. 55 ..•....... 
..•........ . ... . . ... . . . . ... . . . .. . . . ... . .. . . . . 10. 00 ......... . 
. • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5J2. 45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •... • _ .. . 
466. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 990. 00 .• - - • ..... 
::::::::::: ······21:44. ............ .......... 1, 117.70 ··; ······· 
12. 25 .. ... i2S: 50. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
1. 00 80. 00 . . . . . . . . . . 911. 42 .......••. 
·10. 00 
: : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · · -i:Ss · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~::: : : : · · · · · · ai :Sii · : ........ . 
: : : : : : : : : : : .. ... . . i 95. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ...... . ~-. ~~. : : : : : : : : : : 
~~l~ii~ii.i ........... 4,697.64 1, 277. 30 459. 41 55,304.36 ......... . I -
I 
899.68 I 15,874.22 ·-········ 1,332.41 26.67 92.72 8,442.18 ••••••.••. 
5. 00 I ••• • • • •.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 24. 50 .......... • • • _. • • .. • •. • . • _ • • • • • • 
· · ....... · 1 11, 323. 05 718. 55 . . • • . . . . . . . 8. 25 288. 50 
10. 00 I 7, 035. 75 1, 099. 25 ............. .. .... ......... ....... : : : : : : : : : : ... ... si 00 .......... . 
. . . . . . . . . · 1' 5, 257. 25 819. 20 . . • . . . . . . . . . 17. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49. 50 
· · · · · ·.... 6, ~09. ~3 1, 093. 40 . • • • • . . . . . . 18. 65 4. 80 . . . . . . . . . . 156. 40 
......... · r 3, 650. 05 180. 70 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44. 81 . . . . . . . . . . 264. 00 
13. 50 2, 945. 96 480. 90 . _......... 68. 00 319. 73 . • • • • • • • • . 39. 00 
i:i~u~ m:~~ ::::::::::: ··· ·· ··4 .. 50. :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::i:::::::::: 
5, 689. 15 226. 80 
~:mJ~ 
1
,:lUg ::::::::::: :::::::::::: ···2:020:ii2· :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: 
(i,887.51 1, 552.60 ::::::::::: ·······i:75. :::::::::::: :::::::::: --·~~~~~:~~. :::::::::: 
438. 00 144. 20 .....• ....... 
0-16.81 140.10 ....•...•.... :::::::::: ······6il:oo· :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: 
· · ....... ·I 199. 'JO 57. 75 
1 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15. 00 ........ ...•• •. ..........•..•• •• 
o~I 82.971.02 !.9,2,'.1.651 ···········1 1,450.56 2,813.93 i 92.72 I 10,153.08 1: ........ . 
294 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statmnent showing in detail the amounts expendedfroni the vmiQu 
CAVALRY AND ARTIL· 
ERY HORSES . 
.All Division, department, and post. expenses Total 
~ls~!~C:.· amounts. 
merated. 
Department of Texa.s. 





transpor· Express. transpor. 
tation. age. tation. 
H eaclqnarters, San Antonio, Tex. $213. 45 $13, 063. 60 $20,241.40 $401. 55 $587. 00 $7, '.112. 06 
J~f£ifa!~~c1,~~~;1~'. ~~~. :::::: ::: :::: :: : :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ::: :::: :::::::: 
, ~~~g!~\l~~t~~·.·-:re=x: :::::::: ::: ::: :::: :::::::::::: ::::: ::::::: ::: ::: ::: :: : :::::::::: :::::::::::: 
~~~i~~i~~r1~1~·:~~~~:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::t :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::~:~~: 
Fort Clark, •.rcx: ...........•.................................... .. ............... ... ................ 
· Fort Brown, Tex ..... . .. ................ ~ ..................... ... ..... .................. .. . ....... . 
In the fielcl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 
Total..................... 213. 45 13, 063. 60 20, 241. 40 401. 55 587. 00 7, 313.56 
Departrnent of California. 
Headquarters, San Francisco, 
Cnl........ . .. . .. ....... . . . . . . 90. 00 4, 955. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 12,713.07 
Presidio of Snn :Fraucisco, Cal. ... .. ... _ ... . ...................... . . ... ... ... ..... ..... ............ . 
l~!~\~;.;•:••:I:: ::•:•)• ::::•I•:• •••:::::I• •:•••••:•:••••••I:: ••Y : } 
In the field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... I · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 
Total. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90. oo 4. 955. 15 ....... .................... . ..... · I 12, 713. 07 
Department of .Arizona. 
Hea~quarters,LosAn~eles,CaL .......... ............ 5,286.25 ········•···· .......... 46,380.51 
r11r1iF:1 iI\;;: ;;;;;; t:::;;; IIII ::::;;;;:;; ::::t: i\:~~: 
ifi:iii:.~?~~i·:~:1~:::::::: : :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::~~:~~: :::::::::: ·······rn· 
Total ... ........... .... ... I .......... I...... . . . . . . 5, 286. 25 10. 00 1. 50 I 46, 590. 86 
D epartment of the Ool111n via. I 
Headquarters, Vancouver Bar. 
racks, Wash........................... 5,776.35 '8.00 ............ 2.85 48-i.59 
Portland, O~on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 850. 81 2, 024.12 20. 55 3,423. : 
ii~i;e'1~ack!~~d!i~:
1
.:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: .••.••• ~· ... . 
1;.~ir.;;r:-::::::::: ••::: ••::  :::::::::::• :t:::/:: •••:•;;;w,:::::t •?tt 
Total. ............. . ............... . 5, 776.35 858. 81 2,186.12 23. 40 I 4,365. lS 
.J,l! ARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 
appropriations maai:; ]QI' the Quartermaster's Department, eto.-Continuecl. 
2~b 
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY, 
Vessels- Means of J 
purchas- transporta- A · l 1H Extra-Stage Civilian duty pay 
transpor- employes, of enlist-
ing, char- t10n-pur- mma s- 1· arness- Water sup- Wha_ rves 
tering, chasing and purc~a5:, purchase ply aml a:ud 
operating, repairing s!i~:1~f' re;:tl~ of. sewerage. br~gl'-i:s, tation. pay of. ed men. 
and main- wagons, ' 
taining. carts, etc. 
----1-----1---- ----l-----1-----1---- _____ ,...,,.•.--
$1,847.08 $15, !)35. 95 $800. 80 $132. 87 $780. 46 $138. 59 $530. 46 $11,357.29 $1,416.00 
·········· ············ 451.95 43.25 ············ ·········· 300.76 
---------- ---i,2s4:oo· iiUg ::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ·--i,-506:00· 
1, 298. :;3 2, 2i3. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 465. 31 
............ 1:i~_11_ 1:11111 \•\::::/: ::::~i!ii: ••:::;1:: 1::::,rn: :::};[;~,)::::\: 
1, 847.08 27,627.28 1J~:.ir~l:J~ -i32. 87 r;t37. 21 897. 62 I 555. 46 i 13,797.06 l 1. 4-i0 oo 
=---- I I I 
! 
4, 777. 35 . . . . . . . . . . 28, 508. 19 5. 75 874. oo I 32. 15 1, 991. 55 1, 888. ~ 
9, 228. 63 1, 676. 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 50 . . . . . . . . . . 28. 60 2, 500. 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581. 35 75. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . lti7. 00 329. ll2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 304. 50 20. 81 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 130. 00 
706. 44 606. 85 ...... ................. . .............. ·.·..... 114. 00 ......... . 
1,467.00 286. 25 100. 00 ......... . .................. ...... ..... ...• • 
. . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 441. 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 148. 35 . ... .....• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332. 50 176. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202. 25 .. .......• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 20 43. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
16,179.42 4,233.35 28,508.19 ,, 421. 56 I 906. 50 32. 75 3, 781. 75 4, 718. 21--
4,851.50 7,048. 09 6,075.79 1,503.83 117. 45 4,242. 61 
2,112.00 1,176.65 45. 33 ...... ..... . ....... .•.... •.•...... I •••••••••• 
3, 714. 65 1, 098.15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 50 ......•••...... ... .............. 
4, 664. 00 1, 984-. 85 9. 30 .......... _._ . . . . . . . . • . 210. 00 ........•. 
3, 165. 00 1, ;~f _· 1002 46. 75 26. 30 . . . . . . . . . . 12. 80 ...... . .•• 
3, 049. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22. 40 . . . . . . . • • . 1, 011. 68 ..•....... 
4, 866. 6ti 983. 55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 00 ........•• 
5, 519. 67 1, 048. 60 . . . . . • . . . . . 1. 00 5. 50 ..... ..................•.•• ..... 
5, n2. 97 1,411.12 I . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 40. 89 · 75. oo _. _. _______ . _ .... ____ . 
3,m:~~ ~~i-~g 1 ·····gs·oo· ...... 95"30· 18.60 ··· ······· 47.94 
405. 66 230° 60 . 115. 35 .•.. ... ........... · · · · 585· 23 
1----1-----1- ---· _ i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 54. 50 1,848.33 
4, 851. 50 44, 262. 10 11, 398. rn I 98. oo 6, 389. 32 1, 626. 02 246. 95 1, 968. 59 
----
13,696.45 2,126.98 
513. 50 1,466.63 
4,665.18 1,107.40 
1,660.00 306. 35 
3,789.63 1, 876.55 
480. 00 922. 70 
600. 00 562. 90 
3,968.16 1,557. 2!5 
513. 50 30, 326. 05 8, 460. 13 
20. 00 1, 356. 18 . . . . • • . . . . . . 310. 13 1, 696. 29 
257. 94 . . . . . . . . . . . . 61. 16 2, 691. 93 
- - - .... - - - . - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 805. 35 903. 90 
100. 00 
24. 50 
142. 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . 33. co 932. 50 
758. 42 7. 00 . . . . . . . . . . 800. 97 
233. 76 . . . . . . . . . . . . 163. 25 .•...•..•... 90. 00 
·----- ·· · ·· · · ··· · ·i.-50· ::::::::::::: ::::::: :: :: : ::::::: :: : ::::::::: 
144. 50 I 2, 750. oo 7. 00 1, 372. 89 7,025.59 90. 00 
.--
296 REPORT OF 'l'HE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statmnent showing in detail the amounts expendedjrom the tario , 
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY. 
Division, department, and post. Roads, Tolls on Adver- Reimburse- :r~t!!: 
b b d ferries t· . d ment of b 1 t ar ors an bridge;, -is~ng_au traveling a es, e ;c., 
rivers. etc. prmtrng. expenses. for stores 
shippe-' 
<knernl depots. 
New York,N. Y ................ $500. 00 $22. 85 $58. 20 $185. 93 $591. 54 
Philadelphia, Pa ............... 55. 00 86. 60 174. 70 9, 36i. 85 
Washington,D. C .............. 6,481. 59 54.14 757.15 285. 92 
.Jeffersonville, Ind_ . ..... . .... . . 14. 00 375. 00 230. 34 27. 60 144. 03 
San Francisco, Cal ......... _. __ (.\96. 50 510. 38 183. 55 1,492.00 
St. Louis, Mo ..... --·-······_. __ 84. 21 15. 00 10. 50 14. 25 3,004.50 














], 392. 20 
24,888. &I 
Atlanta, Ga .. _____ ______ _ ... ... ' 930. 00 ···· ··· ··- - · ·······- 13.40 ........••.. 238. 1 
ColumbnsBarracks,Ohio __ ..... 190.-00 ·--····--- ---------- ------------ -------··--· 4?·~1 
Sault ·deSte-Marie,Mich---···· 1, 713.28 __ __ __ ___ _ 1.90 ------------ ----·-···--- ~-
Davidsisland-; N_Y.Harbor _____________ ___ 
1
_____ _____ ____ __ ____ 11. 35 ----···-··- - lo. 00 
West Point, N_ y _____ ......... _ . - - - -- - - - - - - 14.10 -- - - - - - - - . -- -- - - -- -- -· -- -· ···-···· -------- -00-
.Te:fferson B:=trracks, Mo_ ....... _ 7,R28.5.! 13.00 22.50
1
-----·-----· ------------ 1i· 00 
:;2~1~-tn~::11:ic ~- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 5: 00 
ElPaso,Tex --------- - --······- 71.05 ---·····-- 86_40 ------------ ---·-··--·-- --------- -·-
U.S.PowderDepot,N . .T --····· ------------ -- -··----- -- ---- --- - ------------ -----·------ ------ ------
FM~i~:~i.~~'. ~~~~~-~~~ -~~~~~· . --... -.... ----.. .... --.... ... -.. --. -.. -... -...... -. --.. --. --.. --.. -. 
fna.i:5!~ti~8Ar~~n~tii:ia:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
National ~<\.rmory, Springfield, 
Mass-········-···-······--··-······-------·--··--·-···--···-·--··-··------·-·--·-----·-·----·- ·--
~If i½l~··:::•: ••··••••••••1•• ·••••••• •••••(;; .:•••••••••: ·••••••••••• •••::::, Watertown A.rsenal, Mass . .... . ···-· ··- -··- -·-····--- 15.GO --· -·---·- ·· - ······-·-·- --·········· 
Rock I sland Arsenal, Ill. ... _ ....... _ ..... _ ................. ___ . __ .. - - .. .. -. -... · - · · -· · · -· · · · · · · · · · · 
U.S. legations at London, Paris, 
. !:a:1t~!!~ldo::?·.~~~~~,~~~~~~'. ~ -..... -.......... · ...... ....... -................................... . 
Total..................... 10,732.87 27.10 129. 78 24. 75 ......•... · · 456.02 
Department of the East. 
H eadqnart.ers, Governors 187. 66 Island, N. Y .. _. _ . ...... ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 50. 00 38. 00 1. 65 · · · • · • · •· • • · 14_ 00 l3altimore, Md- ................ : ___ ... _..... 15_ 00 25. 42 18. 85 ... -. · · - · · · · 177_ G 
~~:~~.·~~~:::: :: :: :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : _ •.• ~~: ~~. :~ ~ ~:::::: _ ..... ~~: ~~- : ::: : : : ::: : : 47. ~7 
~~;; 0~~~~~: I::::::::::::::::: ... ~·. ~'.~: ~:. : : : : : : : : : : .... ~~-. ~~. -... -. -~-- ~~- : :: : : : :;: : :: -... -i~f ~~-
i+e~!h:rn~:::k:c~s, n. c .... 29.!.00 ·····-···· :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 4: iiO 
.. .............. ·· · ···· ···· · 
402. 00 30. 00 _ . . . . . . • . . 1. 50 .. .... .... - . 
15. 
arraucas, 1' la ..•••••...••. 1 ......... •.. I 3. 00 . • • • • • • . • . 11. 10 1 .... ................... . 
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appropriations made for the Quar~ernwster's DP.p artmcnt, etc.-Continued. 
TRANSPORTATION OF Shooting 
THE ARMY. galleries 
and 
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS. 
.All ex-




ranges- Hire of 









amounts. pairs, etc., and en-







$929. 86 $149, 732. 52 
767. 94 47,491.26 
3,260.46 50,207.15 
$168. 00 .••..•........•.....•. 1$1, 350. 00 . . . . . . . . . . $1, 120. 00 
. . • . . . . . . . . $2, 336. 04 . . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . 300. 00 
-763. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • 2, 016. 63 $21. 64 900. 00 
53cl. 63 74,382.60 
595. 75 38, 939. 22 
2, 233. 34 80, 699. 96 
$55. 50 ::::::::::: ··.-o\iiiojil. $i,"i2S:1s· :::::~:::: :·:::::::: ··i:oso:oo 
. . . . . . . . . . . 6, 780. 08 166. 67 330. 00 18. 90 .. .....• •• 
1-----1-----l-----1----..j-----l----·1----1.----· ---


































931. 00 19, 116. 08 1, 895. 42 3, 696. 63 40. 54 3, 400. 00 
250. 00 ..•••..•...•••••.•.. 31. 95 ........•. 
----------- -----360.- 00 - : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
- - . . · · · -- -- . ... · · - ·- -· · - .. · · · · · · - · ... - .. - . - 88. 40 ......•••. 
-- - - ..... - - .•.....••... .. • ··- .... ·•·••·•··. 155. ,8 ......... . 
.. -- .. ......... - - ·-·... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .... 83. 40 ..•.•..... 
................. ----- ------- --------- · -----·· 
. - . . - - - - - - . 352. 00 - - - . - - - . .. . 67. 56. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
" 
----------- -----···--·- ---------· .......... . 
··-······· ----------
- ·········· ·· ---------- ---·-···-· 
--------·- ···-······ 
..................................... ···----- -- .............. . 
203. 52 203. 52 . _. . . . . . . . . . ___ ....... . 












-1-·-· ·_·_--· _·_· ·-1-·-·_· --·_·_ -· ·_· -· ·_·_· ·_·_· ·_·  --·_·_· ·_-_--· ·_· 
1.:.::..:====\====:l====I =· -~·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·~==2=, 4=1=5.=8=5=1====1===G=7.=5~0 359. 53 .......••. 









··· i," sao: i5s· 







·······-·--· 755. 40 
543. 57 







































Ii 00 -: : : : : : : : : : : : : ... -..... · · · · · · · · -· -· · · · · · · · · 1, 650. 00 
:::: :: :: : :: ::: : ------ -- -: : : :: : : : :,:::: ::: : .. --· 60."40 · :::::::::: 
···-···· ·········· ........... . 
------- ----------
-----·-··· ....... . 
... ... ........ ·--------- -- ···-.-----· ·---------
........... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:::::: : : :: : : : : : : 
---- --- -·-·- ... ........... ----·-·---
-----·-·· · --
··-········ 
. -. --.... -.. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . -...... . 
..................... 
298 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statement showing in detail the anw·unts expended from the varioii• 
TRANSPORTATION OF THE AR1fY. 
Division, department, and post. Tolls on R · ·b Boxes, Lumber, Roads, Adver· eim ur~e· crates, rope, and 
harbors and ferries, tisingand ment .of bales, etc., miscellane· 
rivers. bridges, printing. travelmg for·stores ous arti· 
etc. expenses. · shipped. cles. 
Department of the East-Cont'd. 
Madison Barracks. N. Y........ $2,078.63 . . • . . .• . . • $125. 50 $40. 55 ': ...... •. . . . $24. 30 
fg1ffi!~t[1:s:':~:;:::::: ..... :~~:~~. :::::::::: ::~~~::::: ::::::~~:~~: :::::::::::: ..... itflf 
In the field. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $48. 72 ......... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... ! ••••• • • • • • • • 
Total..................... 10,462.40 I 787.14 2L.43 128. 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 412. 55 
Department of the Missou.ri. 
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill . . . . . 268. 61 30. 00 88. 52 1. 50 $24. 00 237. 98 
FortLeavenworth,Kans........ 373.50 40.10 17.10 ............ ... ......... 719.58 IE!i~l~ :::::::::: : :T? ::::):: ::::::: ::::< : :::: :::) ::::)? 
Fort Sheridan, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 504. 44 . . . . . . . . . . 71. 17 . 99 ..........• - 581. 20 
Fort Leavenworth Military 
Prison, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21. 62 
:B~ort Reno, Okla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 00 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 75 
Oklahoma, Okla................ . ..... ...... .... . . . . .. . ....... .. .... .. ...... . .... .... ... 37. !J5 
~~~auf,P&1!1;n.~·?.:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ····4o.·oo· :::::::::: :::.:::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
In the field ..... . ...................... ...... .. : ................. .......... . ····················· ··· 
Total..................... 14, 801. 27 I 116. 10 176. 79 2.49 24. 00 1,620.12 
Department of the Platte. 
Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr . . . . 2, 765. 00 . . . . . . . . . . 311. 90 470.15 219. 50 986. 04 
iiEI~i~l{\H :};rn ++ /l% :}:' E/E ::)m 
Fort Randall, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. 75 ................................ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Fort Omaha, Nebr ................................................................... - .. · · ... ···· ... 
lllltlif jJ;b::• •:: :;:i :: ·:::: • 1: •ll • :: :: • • •: ;! ••: • • • :;; : ;;~'. ~ • ,!: ; ~ • •: :: 1 •: ••;;;; 1:;r: 
352.15 Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 408. 50 I 19. 95 
===l===l====i====:===1 
654.15 219. 50 1,081.21 
Department of Dakota. 
Heaclqnarters, St. Paul, Minn . . 43. 40 25. oo 50. 46 .93. 53 2,869.45 
6. 25 ······· .... ········ ...... · ............. ...... .. 
89. 40 2. 90 ........ . ... - · · .. · · .. · · · 
13. 09 ........... . 
30. 30 .. ······· ..... ····· .. - . . 
·----··--·-· ----········ 
Total..................... 2,252.40 I 460.05 ·····~··-1 157.00 93.53 j 2. 69. 5 
' I ' 
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BARRACKS AND QUARTERS, Shooting 
galleries 
and ,,1-----.,-------,---------.---,---
~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
construe· quarters Hi f Hire of bl .A.dver· mechan· 
tion and re· for officers offi~e~. h~t_;:sr:~. st!ndes tising. ics aml 
pairs, etc.. and en· grounds. other em· 











































$72. 00 $102. 00 .•.•••..•........•..........•....•....•. 
306. 00 ...•..••...............•...... . ..•.....•.. , •....•... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $71. 25 .•..............•... 
----+-----1----1----------
496. 80 4,787.46 $1,116.64 71. 25 $230. 48 $5, 430. 00 
19. 95 20, 135. 76 2, 250. 00 1, 800. 00 122. 60 
275. 00 ............................. . 518. 00 
..... i20: 86. . ......... ... ........ .................... ·. ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
...... ~~: ~~. .· .· .· .· .· ~~: ~~ _. _. _. _. _. _. ~~~: ~~ _. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ \ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _. _. _. _. ~~~: ~~ 
~~ I 
::::::::11 ::;::: t?E //\IEE:++ 





































727. 73 169. 95 20,610.76 2,250.00 1,857.00 122. 60 1 · 1, 118. 00 
44. 73 9,744.00 
1,800.00 
376. 00 500. 01 45. 40 ..• • ...••. 
14. 70 ......... . 5&: ~~ ........... ············ ............................. . 
20.10 :: :: :: :: : : : : :: : :: : ::: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :::::: : : : : : : :: : : :: :: : : :: : : 
10. 90 .... .... ..... ... •••....••... ..... ......••...................... 1~: l~ .................................................... . 
9. 45 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · aiio: oo · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
............ ·········· ............ ... ............ .. 1: ~~ .... i20: 00 ............................................... ..... . 
59. 00 ..... ii5: 50. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 625. 00 
...................................................... ...... 
...... ........... 4">9 50 
: : ::: : : :: : : : ..... ~. ~ ... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : :· :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
.................... ::\::::::::::::::::::::: ...................................................... .. 
.... .. ...................................... ....... 
......... ........ 
----l---,,.--1 ······.····· ············ ····· ·· ··· ·········· ·········· ......... . 
'213.89 5'9 I 12 0 I . 1--306,799.94 
,. . 50 , 19. 50 376. oo I 500. 01 60. 10 625. oo 
====i====f:===[:==== 
1,005.56 I 107,445.07 242. 79 
25. 00 4, 452. 41 ..•..••..... 130. co 
1=--
·····6siiio· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::: 560. 75 12, 991. 40 1. 13 
100.10 8,341.19 7.50 ··•••······ ············ ·····•···· ·········· ·········· 1,708.00 
. • . . . . . . . . . . 6, 173. 25 3. 83 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ................ . ..... ...... . . 
. .. .. ·io:oo· J: m: :f 6f: g~ ·· ·· ·1ioo ·':::::::::::: :::::::: :: :::::::: :: :: :: :: :: ::I:::::::::: 
394. 00 4, 301. 09 4. 40 ........ . ...•...•. ... ... . ........ 
1. 75 2, 125. 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • 
..... - . - . .. .. . .. 2, 055. 34 ............. _ .. . . ........ - ...... - - .... . -..... - - . - -..... - .. . . - - ......... .............. · .. · 
.••... 6.0 .. 0.0.. 6,055.82 3.91 :::::: ::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ·········· .•.......• . ...... ::: 
' 8,747. 50 6.75 ·········· ·········· ·········• 
2:1: ,::~t<:~l~~~,I:i;!I 
300 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statement showing in detail the arnounts expended frorn the various 
TR<\NSPORTATION OF THE ARMY. 
D :Boxes, Lumber, i"'l'ision, department, and post. Roads, Tolls on Adver- Reimburse- crates, rope, and 
harbors and fer ries, tisingand ment of bales, etc., miscellane-
rivers. bridges, · t" traveling for stores ous arti-
etc. pnn mg. expenses. shippeu. cles. 
i 
Department of Texa~. _ I 
f:;!~!~!~~i!;nat,1¥~~1-~.·~~~: . -~~~ ~~~ ~~ ..••• !~~ =~ ... !~~~-- ~~ .... . !::~: ~~ .!: : :: :: : :::~: . -~~·- ~~~~ ~~. im l!!i:~t~::: ;~~::::::::: : : : : : i~i: 66: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t ::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .... . ................ . ... ..... . .. --....... · · · 
DUt~~;rt+::::::• •:•::•:::••:1::•:•:••• :•:••:•••: •••••:•·••:••••••••::••·••••••I••• 
• Total ...... ~ •••••••....... 1
1 
4, 590. 86 3. 00 250. 86 112. 00 1•••••••••••• 1, 043. 04 
Department of California. I 
Headquarters, · San :Francisco, _ 
ill1lit11I)I\ CI· • • :;: • ::;::: : !\ :::: ::: •;;; r: l;: ~\\ ;~:::: !1 • : \\ :: : ::\\: \!::::::ii'.;;: 
Total. ....................... . ....... . 125. 53 98. 02 1 201.15 32. 88 
Department of Arizona. I 
I 
H ea~quarters, Los An~eles, Cal. 23. 50 _......... 498. 43 458. 14 $63. 4.0 1, 2~t ~~ 
i~tk~a!:~~:~~;it·~~:::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :: :::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ........... . 
Fort Wi:ngate,N.M.ex. ......... 687. 38 ... ...... ...... .' •.•. . .... .. .... . -··········· ........... . 
111:~~f tti:\:/H //\ ++ +t : \i0: :CH , ::;;;[~: 
i;:itii:.w~!i·~~~~:::::::: :::::::::::~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::~~~~: 
Total. .. ........ .. ....... . 710. 88 . . . . • • . . • . 498. 43 482.14 63. 40 1,382.43 
l====l====l====i 
Department of the Columbia. 
Headquarters, Vancouver Bar-
racks, \Vash .. .... ........... -1 l, 255. 60 7. 70 14. 25 68. 25 . . .. •• . . . . . . 84. 05 
Portland, Ore7on. .... .... ... ... 8. 50 38. 40 . . . . . .. . . . 13. 75 . . . . . . . . • • . . 676. 84 
ii~tii~rr+u••••u•• •••tt •••u•i• ••::•~:,ii• ·::\'.'.t:: :;;::;p:: 
Total... ............. . .... 1,264. 10 141. 85 14. 25 84. 99 . . . . . .. .. . . . 1, 2-!2. 33 
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ranges- Hire of 






Total construc· quarters 
amounts. tion and re· for officers 
pairs, etc., and en· 
Hire of 
offices. 
Hire of I Hire of 





$4, 493. 95 . $71, 924. 22 
180. 00 975. 96 , 
300. 00 1, 073. 40 I 
.••......... 3,502.15 
630. 00 4,807. 79 
. . • . . . . . . . . . . 1,534.10 
264. 00 4, 118. 75 
2, 788. 66 6, 5fl3. 86 
1,068.00 5,717.75 
443. 89 2, 570. 29 
1. 00 810. 58 
of. listed men. 
houses. and grounds. other em. ploytis. 
$259. 52 $3, 021. 00 $64. 00 . ......... $1, 628. 00 $55. 40 $718. 25 
.16:J~ ; : :::::::::: ::: ::::::::: :::::::::t::::::::1:::::::::: :::::::::: 
!:~ I ::::t;i1• :i::::::::: ••••:::•• :i••••••!:•••••1•••1••••••::: 
•• • ••••••••••• ..•••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• ! •••••••••••••••••...... 
~----1------1- ----l ----·-·t-----.----'---t----,,----
64. 00 /··········! l,G28.00 10, 169. 50 103, 568. 85 453. 84 3, 186. 00 55. 40 - 718. 25 
563. 25 51,653.97 
10. 00 13,476.08 
............... 1, 1/\'\ 17 
170. 00 025. n 
.............. 1,427.29 
.... ~ .. -. - .... - 1,886.13 
·------- -- --
1,589.70 
220. 00 930. 75 
175. 00 348. 23 
1,138. 25 73,090. 63 
20,046.64 97,811.97 
..... .. .. ...... 3,378.98 
248. 50 5,069.80 
150 00 7,707.03 
52. 50 5,031.37 
480. 00 , 5,354.18 
472. 00 I 6,332.21 
420. 42 7,334. 79 
............... 7,240.48 
................ 4,408.44 
80. 00 1,489.78 



















..... .. .. .... .. . 
144. 00 12, 000. 00 $376. 00 360. 00 .••.•........... . .•. 
144. 00 12, 000.00 376. 00 360. 00 
906. 52 8,204.00 380. 00 129. 93 ......... . 
2, 194. 80 ...•• •.... ... ........ ..... ........... ...... ...•.••.. 
347.67 .... . .. ...... . . . ...... ..... . .... ··········1·· ········ 





2'14. 36 I 



















163. 97 1 
. . . . . . • . • . . 116. 00 60. 00 . • . • • • • • • . 7. 00 ..••••..•. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 1, 396. 00 600. 00 ....•.•••.......•........••••• 
. ..... .. .. . 360. 00 ......... . ......••.. ··••••· .... •···••••• 
30. 00 .................................•...•.•........•••• 
30. 00 1,872. 00 660. 00 ....•..•.. 7.00 
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C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the va1·io1is 
BARRACKS A.ND QUA.IITERS. 
Division, department, and post. Construe· A~e:~tn· 




NewYork,N. Y ............••.. 
Philadelphia, Pa ............... . 
Washington,D.C ............•. 
J effersonv1lle, Ind ............. . 
San Francisco, Cal. ............ . S:.. Louis, Mo ......••...•....... 
Total. ..•......•.......... 
Independent posts. 
$709.17 j •••• •••••••• 
555. 81 ! •.• .. ....... 
5,197.56 I $437. 88 
230. 98 ........... . 







5, 317.32 I 
13,314.46 1,077.12 
Total 
amount s . 
$3,347.17 
3, 191.85 




















·· ·· ······ I······ · ··· · 
Atlanta, Ga.................... 449. 54 . • • • • . • • • • • • 731. 49 486. 50 .• • • • • • • • · · • · • · -· • • · 
Columbus n ·arracks, Ohio . . . . . . 4, 440. 57 . • • . . • • • • • • . 4, 440. 57 878. 75 - - • · · • · - · · · · • • • • • · • · 
Sault de Ste. Marie, Mjch ........ . _. __ ...... .. __ ....... 7 ........ 360. 00 . - .... - - -- .. - - -- - - - - - - - - - --- · - · - · -Davids Island, N. Y. Harbor.... 17,612.36 . • • • • • • . . • • . 17,700.76 548. 00 .. - - · - - • - · · · • • · • • · · · 
WestPoint,N.Y ..... -. . .... .. ...... ............................. .. .... .... ....................... .. 
,T efferson Barracks, Mo . . . . . . . . . 2, 882. 69 . • . . . • . • . . .. 3, 038. 4 7 67. 60 . • • -- -- .. · · · · -- · • · · · 
Willets P .oint,, N. Y.... .. .. .. . . . 7,063.07 . •• • • • • ... . . 7, 146.47 519. 00 ....... -- · .... ·• ·· .. 
Hot Springs, Ark............... 142. 73 . . . . • • . • • . . . 142. 73 198. 82 .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
El Paso, T ex . .... ..................... .... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ ............. _.. 419. 50 - .... - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - · · - - .. - -
¥~1!:~~~t~~~~·a~~r~~~~~,: --···~;;:;~· :::::::::::: ..... ~~;: ;~· ::::: ::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
fn1/f~~!~~~s1,n;~ :at" j;1d:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
National Armory, Springfield, • 
Mass . . ...................................................... .... . . .. .. .. . .... ···················· 
Columbia Arsenal. Tenn . ............... ...... . .......... . . . ... .. .. ....... ..... . ···················· 
tfiit't(~f~ir)\::::L: ::::: :::: :: :::: 1: :: 1::::: 
~~l.;;;';,~~-;.::~~:/:;,,;;;;:::::: ::::: ::::::: : ::: :: : ::::: : : ::::::: ::: ::: ::: :: :: : :I: :::::::::,:::::::::: 
~~s\!:~~~tn!-~t6.f iiJtp;~i;; ........ -- -- ..... -- ........ -- ... -- . r -- -- . .. . . . . . . .. . .. ... -- ..... . 
: Berlin, Vienna, St.Petersburg, . I 
. and Dusseli;lorf. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 453. 85 ; .... . .. .. - · · =.:..:.~  
Total..................... 32, 870.21 . . .. . .. .. . . . 35,713. 09 ! 2, G!JS. 67 .. --~~ · · --.-- -- · · 
. Depai·tment <if the East. 
Headquarters, Governors 
I sland, N. Y ............ , ... .. 
Baltimorn, Md ...............••. 
Buffalo,N. Y .................. . 
Boston, Mass . ...........•...... 
For t Monroe, Va ............... . 
New Orleans, La ............... . 
'\Vashmgton Ba1Tack s, D. C •.••. 
Newport Barrack s, Ky ......... . 
J ackson Barracks, La ......... . 
St . Francis Barracks, Fla. · ...... . 
Fort W arren, Mass . . ........ . . . 
Mount V rnon Barracks, .i h .. . 
Fort Preble, Me ... . ...... .. .... I 
Fort 'l'rnmbull, Conn . ...... . .. . 
Fort .Arlams, n. I . ....... __ . _. __ 
Fort Thomas (and rewport),Ky. 
Fort .1 1y r Va .. .... .. . .. .. ... .. 
Fort IIamHton, N . Y ..... __ .... . 
Fort r o<l , . Y .. ............ . 
l!'ort ~t ·lirnry,Md . .. ...... .. . 
Fort."r:Jmylor. •. Y ... .... . .. .. 
Fort"\ ad. wortl1, .r . Y .. . ..... . 
:~~rn~~~- :?y: :: :: : : : :::::. 
Key We t Darrack11, Fla .. ..... 
· ott Barraucaa. l"la .. . . . .•••••• 1 
7,462.64 ! ........... . 
200. 00 1' ........... . 
·8-!. 00 ........... . 
4 7. 07 1 . . -- ..... -- . 
2u~n~ __ .... ~~: ~~. 
7
·~iut i:::::::::::: 
G, 377. 49 I· ......... .. 
1, 189. 50 , .••••. ··-- .. 
997. 91 1 ........... . 
HiH! I:::::::::::: 
3,874.84 : . . ........ .. 
2, ()19. (15 ' .•. ••.•.••.. 
~: ~~i: I~ 1:::::::::::: 
] , 116.71 : ... ... . ..... j 
U~o.~~ 1 ........ : :~. 
6,n:i. -1 1 .. .. .. . . .. .. 
1, ::ns1 ........... . 
62:;. 15 .. -- --· --··· 
5,000.00 .. ......... . 
1. 4!19. !J8 1 ••••••••••• , 











8, 05G. 88 
1,879.38 
] , 200. 00 
:i, 874. 84 
4,209. !15 
2, 532.79 
3, 066. ~o 
1, llG. 74 
] , 429. ;35 
4. 260. 45 
Ci, 729. 8-! 
l , 34-1. 81 
()25. 15 
5,000. 00 
1. 4!JU. !J 
152. 25 . ..... -- . - . -- · · • • • · · 
--··-- ------ ---- ----- · . .. ......... .. 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ii: ~/ : : : : : : : : : 1,093. 50 ,p 
-- -· -- · -- · ------··· · 
... -- . 20: 00. : ........ . - ... -- -- .. . 
t~ug :::::::::: :::::·: :::1 
-··- -- ---- -- ---- --- --- ------- ---
-----·· -- · --------·-
.. . 2: 64S: 22. . . . . . . . . . . . ... .... . 
200. 03 .. .... . .. . -- · .. · 
492. 48 .. ..... . ...... .. -- • · 
300. 00 
9 '.J. 00 .. -- .. . • . . -- · • -- -- • · 
3, i!: ~~ : : : : : : : : : {::::: ::: 
32. 07 .. ..... .. . ...... · · · · 
: ;:; H}lLH 
-.. ······ ,,,. , ........... --·-· .. ...... -. .. -
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appropriations made for the Qua1·te1"lnaster's Department, etc.-Continued. 











not Total Purchase Manufac- .A.dver- Em- not Total 
amounts. otherwise amounts. ofmaterial. 
enmner· 
tnre. tising. ployes. otherwise 
enumer-
ated. ated. 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $704,- 054: 2s· $ii5; s2s: 65- $i,-sosj4- $3i,"511.s3· $3; osoj3 · · i;s5a; 349: 43 · : ::: :: :::: :: 
::::::::::i :::::::::: 1··15;99io4· .. 39,'g,iii:10· :::::::::: "io,59gj9. 1~U~ 126,mJg :::::::::::: 
. __ .. ___ . · I $11. 57 1 72, 306. 94 . ____ . _ . •. _. 110. 35 .. ____ . _ . . 118. 95 72, 536. 24 $143. 44 
. . . . . . . . .. 151. 04 ' 3, 045. 00 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 4, 340. 20· 3, 946. 72 11, 331. 92 15. 25 
---~ -
.......... : 162. 61 855,399. 26 155,675.35 1,918. 79 46,516.92 7, 1!87. 83 1,066,898.15 158. 69 
......... 1 t~~: ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · ·ii: oo · · ·······ii: oo · · · · · · · is5: oo 
548. 00 . . .. ...................................... .. 3. 25 3. 25 2:;3, oo 
67. 60 ...... ...... . .. .. . . .. . .. . ... .. . .. . .... .. .. . . ....... .. . ....... ..... 4. 55 
519. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 00 14. co 15. 14 
:::t:~~j :::~~~:~~: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::'.::::::::::::· :::::::::::: 
' I 
,, ! I 
.......... i ............................. ....... ..................................................... . 
.•. ••• • •• • •••••• ··•••· ........ .......••..•.. .. .•...•. · ,······ ..• · :······ •• ! .-... . .. ••••••••• 
152. 25 ...................... .... ........ ·····•· .. . 6. 00 6. 00 1,345.50 
1,110.80 ...•........................................ 28. 00 28. 00 .....•...••. 
20. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 50 14. 50 .......... . . 
485. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ........... . 
361. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 130. 60 
ii~~:~i: ::::::::::::::::::::::I:::::::::::::::::::::::~~:~~::::::::~~:~~: :::::::i~:~~ 
209. 03 .•................................. "·....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104-. 20 
492. 48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 00 6. 00 G4. 48 
300. 00 ... - - . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 00 32. 00 175. 91 
99. 00 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132. 00 
42.86 ·••········· ············ ········•·····••···· 1. 00 1.00 117.30 
633. 33 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 49. 00 49. 00 70. 00 
2. 93 
3,932.25 .•..................... . ................ ___ . _____ ......... __ .. __ . _ . .... _ .. ____ _ 
35. 00 .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52. 00 52. 00 !J3. 00 
282. 00 • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 00 8. 00 245. 70 
67 4. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 00 1. 00 ........... . 




---.. .. . . . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .... ii 00 ........ i4: 00. : : : : : : : : : : : : 
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BARRACKS Al"\'D QUARTERS. HOSPITALS. 
Division, departi~ent, and post. Construe- A.!~!?oin· 
tion and otherwise 
repairs. enumer· 
atecl . 
Department of the East-Cont'd. 
Madison Barracks. N. Y........ $3, 477. 87 ........... . 
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y...... 1,350.00 ........... . 
Fort Niagara, N. Y........ .. . . . 1,028.96 ........... . 
Fort.McPherson, Ga............ 774. 23 .....••... .. 













$3, G51. 87 .....••.. .......... . .......... .. 
u~gJ~ .... $477:4s· :::::::::: :::::::::: 
1,080.23 ............ ................. .. . 
71. 25 ......... ···1······ ...... --.-· ... . 
Total.. ......... .......... 104,884.10 $40. 75 $117,057.48 . 12,140.47 $17. 30 ! ......... . 
f==l==!===l===J=== ·1= Department of the Missowri. 
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill. . ... . 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ...... . 
Fort Riley, Kans .............. . 
Fort ·wayne, ~ich ............. . 
Fort Brady, Mich .. ............ . 
;Eort Mackinac, Mich . ......... . 
Fort Sheridan, Ill .. ... ........ . 
1,146.55 








Fort Leavenworth Military 
Prison, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 295. 07 42. 81 
Fort Reno, Okla................ 3,490.04 ....... ..•.. 
Oklahoma, Okla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 235. 72 .........•. . 
Fort Suf ply, Iud. T .. ... . . . . . . . 1,297.74 .........• .. 
Fort Sil , Okla.................. 4,671.98 ........... . 











1, 297. 74 
4,767.98 
57. 00 
985. 83 ............. ·. · ... . 
1,108.24 ................... . 
]()9. 40 ......... ..... .. ... . 
1,397.00 78. 57 ......••.. 
::::::::::::1:::::::::: :: :::::::: 
············'····· : ···· ....... .. . 
80. 00 
. .......... ......... .. , ......... . 
Total...·-··············· 43,649.18 1 578.50 70,355.99 3,740.47 78.57 ; ......... . 
l====='.=====l=======l=====t====;=, === D epartment of the Platte. i 
16. 08 , ....... - . . Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr.... 32,343.85 737. 93 43,747.19 2,602 .86 
Dem·er, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 051. 14 18. 00 10, 883. 84 820. 31 ............ · · · · · · · · 
]fort McKinney, Wyo.......... 2.193.11 . . . . . . . .. . . . 2,193.11 463. 00 .......... -·· · ·· ·· · · 
Fort Robinson, Nebr............ 3, 315. 34 42. 00 3, 357. 34 2, 1G2. 00 ............ -· · · · · --
Fort Washakie, Wyo........... 5,106.41 . . . .. .• .. . . . 5,106.41 515. 00 ............... · · · •· 
Fort Niobrara, Nebr............ 4, 636. 81 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 636. 81 653. 30 ............... · · · · · 
Fort Randall, S. Dak............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40. 46 ................... . 
Fort Omaha, Nebr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . 203. 50 22. 33 ......... . . -· · 
~;;~n!t~~~~ti.~:::::::: ·--~::;::~~- :::::::::::: ·· ·;:~:;:;~- :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
FortD,A..Russell,Wyo ........ 3,695.10 . .......••.. 3,810.60 106.00 .......... , ......... . 
Fort Log~n, ~olo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 007. 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,437. 30 125. 93 ............. - · · · · · · 
Fort Lewis, Colo ...................................................................... · · · · · · • · · · · · · r:~H~£~~~b~~~,:~~~~~:::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::~::: :::::~~~:~~: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Total..................... 65, 371. 56 797. 93 80, 299. 60 7, 612. 44 16. 08 ..... · · · · · 
Department of Dakota. l=====J:=====l=====:t=====i-====j= 
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn... 31,931.03 . . . . . . • .. . . . 32,061.03 2,314.11 30. 24 !_ ... .... · · 








.. ·.·.::::::::!:::::::::: Fort Custer, Mont...... ........ 5,298.91 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 006.~1 
Fort Mea<le, S. Dak............. 9, 288. 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 288 . .i9 .................... · · i · · · · · · · · · · 
]fort Missoula, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . 1,595.89 47. 00 1,642.89 228. 25 .......... ........ · · · 
~
011¥ 1~gh,Mont.............. 1,122.18 ............ · 1,122.18 ·····3·9·4···6·0·· ·.·.·.::·.·.::J .. ~~~~~. F 0 ~ ell owtone, Wyo....... . . 30. 00 . . . . . . . . . • . . 102. 00 
C~m p Yi · Dl!-k · ···· · ········ 476. 00 . .. .. .•..... 476. 00 ........................ . 
Fo~i~~ftN~D~~.0.~~:::::: :::::::::::: ::::: :: ::::: :::::::::::: ~~:gg :::::::::: :::::::::: 
o or , N. Dak...... . . . . . . 324. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . 324. 00 G9. 00 .............. · · · · • · Fort Yat~s, .. J?ak . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 351>. 34 44. 65 3, 894. 99 231. 00 ~~~ ~!ru: blf:l!e, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265. 25 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 64." 00 · 
F rt l3 if.• mn · · · · · · · · · · · · 361. 56 . . • . . . . . . . . . 2, 911. 58 60. 00 ........... ..• ••.... 
~fa A.~~~~\t?o1:~i:~:i~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~: ~~~: ~~: : :: : : :~~: ~: : ::: : : : :: : : : : :: : : :: : : : : : : : ::: : :: 
Total.·· ··· - •• •• • • • • • .• • . . 53, 77 . 30 I 166. G5 I 59,037.47 3, G95. 21 30. 24 113. 80 
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appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued. 













otherwise amounts. ofmaterial. 
enumer· 
ture. tising. ployes. otherwise 
enumer· 
ated, ated. 
$1. 00 $1. 00 $10. 50 
$477.48 ·••••••••·•· ···••····••• .•.•.•..•..••.••.............. ·•·······•··· .•.••••.••.. 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . 81. 00 81. 00 39. 50 
$2. 93 12, 160. 70 . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 307. 50 307. 50 3,814.24 
1.00 
37. 29 
98~: g~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .... 55.-73. . ...... 55.-73. . ••.•.. iii: 09 
1, 145. 53 . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . . 4. 00 4. 00 1, 265. 45 
169. 40 . . • • . . .. • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . • . . . • . • • • . • • . 97. 75 
.••..•.•••.....•..........••.•......•..............••... ····•···. ....... .. ...... ..•••.. 307. 00 
•••••••••· 1,475.57 ············ ··········•· ·········· .......••. ·········· ........••••..•.••••••••• 
• • . • • • • • • . • • • . . • • . . . $43, 911. 22 $123. 06 $46. 14 $3, 949. 92 4, 021. 41 52,051, 75 •••••••••••• 
80.00 ·····•••••·· .•••.••....•...•••.... ··•·····•· ....••..•...••••.•••••. 100.00 
45. 98 











39. 25 39.25 92. 93 
92.55 
20. 62 
· · · ioii: oo · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · · 4i° oo 
125.93 ..•••••.•. ·.. .........•.. .......... •••••••... 1.00 1.00 ···•········ 
;::,\'.tHii)J:::)::): :;;)): ::~:::::: :::::::::: ::):::):: ;;;;)'.::' 
7,640.52 40. 25 40. 25 291. 85 
2,344.85 554. 88 
· · · · 11: oo · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ····is.· 05 · · · · · · · · 1s: os · : : : : : : : : : : : : 
. 151. 39 151. 39 116. 75 
· · · 22s: 2s · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 128. 13 128. 13 s. oo 
444. 40 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • • . . . 88. 00 88. 00 132. 17 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · is: oo · · · · · · · · is: oo · · · · · · · · sa: oo 
.... 20: 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · 
16. 25 ~ ~~: ~g :::::::::::: : : : :: : ::: :: : ::: : ::: : : : : ::::::::: : :: : ~i: ~i: :::::: i~~: :::::: ::~~ ~~ 
231. oo . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . 15~:oo 153. oo 20. oo 
329. 25 - ••• ·••..... . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .. • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . ll8. 80 us. 80 68. 50 
60. 00 · • • · • • • · · • · - . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • . 190. 50 190. 50 .•.•••..... . 
:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .... 40:00· ·······40:00· :::::::::::: 
····-----··· .............. _ ....................................................................... . 
16. 25 3,855.50 1,025.27 1,025.27 948. 80 
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306 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended f1·01n the various 
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS. 
Di vision, department and post. Construe- A1Je:~in-
tion and otherwise 
repairs. enumer-
ated. 













Headquarters, San .Antonio, Tex. $20, 269. 95 $38. 69, $25, 795. 29 $5,089.86 $24. 48 · · · · •• • • •• i~tr1ii17,~ir?et~~~::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::!~~~~~ 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex . . . . . . . . 629. 87 . . . . • • . . . . . • 629. 87 .........•....•.. • · · · · · · .. · .... · 
Camp ~ena Colorado, Tex ................. .. ........ .......... . .......... ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Fort Rm_g:gold, Tex:............. 48. 00 .. ; . . . . . . . . . 213. 00 128. 00 .••• ·, · ·, · · · · · · · · · · · 
Fort Mcrntosh, Tex . . . . . • . . . . . . 4, 883. 25 21. 23 4, 904. 48 ....... .......• · · • • • · · · · · · · · · · 0 · Fort Clark, Tex .•.•••........................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158. 50 . • • • • • . • . . 54. O 
Fort Brown, Tex . . . . • . . . • • .. . . . 375. 90 . . . . . • . . . . . . 375. 90 255. 00 ..... · · • .. · · · · · · · · · · 
In the field ....................... . ..... ... ............. ............. .. . .. .... . - . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Total....... • • . • • .. • .. . • • . 26, 206. 97 59. 92 31, 918. 54 5, 631. 36 24. 48 59. 62 
Department of California. 
Headquarters, San Francisco, 
Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • .. . . . . 12, 88Q. oo .............. · · .. • · .. · · • · • • · · · · 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.. 8, 566, 37 . • • . . • • . . . . . 8, 5ti6. 37 469. 00 ... • • • • • • · · • • · · • · · · · 
Fort Mason, Cal................ 1, 911. 81 . . . . . • • .. .. . 1, 911. 81 1, 374. 80 ... ·.·····I .. ····· .. · 
.Alcatraz Island, Cal............ 1,492.79 . • . • . • • • . . . . 1,492. 79 . - · · · · · i:;." 50 · : : : : : : : : : :1
1
: :::: ::: :: 
.A.ngel Island, Cal . . .. . .. .. . .. . . 6, 163. 33 . .. .. .. .. . • . 6, 163 H3 
Fort Gaston, Cal................ 296. 89 . . . .. • . .. . . . 296. 89 ........ . . ...... ·· • • · · :· · · · · ... · · 
11~~~11~:,~~;!::~t::::::::: ___ ;:.~;;:!~. :::::::::::: _J;!;~!~. :::::~~~:~~: :::::::::f :::::::: 
I ! 
Total. . . . • • • .. .. .. .. . .. . . . 23, 235. 36 . . . . . . . . . .. . 36, 115. 36 1, 872. 75 i .. ·. · · · · · ·I···· · · · · · · 
Department of Arizona. 
Headquarters, Los .A.ngeles,Cal. 
Whipple Barracks, .A.nz ..•..... 
Fort Huachuca, .A.riz ......•.... 
Fort Wingate, N. Mex .....••••. 
Fort l3ayard, N. Mex ......•.•.. 
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ..•••••.•.. 
San Carlos, .Ariz ............... . 
Fort .Apache, .Ariz .•.•...•.•.... 
Fort Grant, .Ariz .. ......•...... 
Fort Bowie, .Ariz ..... ........• 
San Diego l3arracks, Cal. ...... . 
Fort Marcy, N. Mex ........... . 
Total. ................... . 
Department of the Columbia. 
20,213.92 
H34. 49 
2', 748. 79 
5,181.63 























1,469.71 ·•••••· ............ . 
262. 79 .................. .. 
92. 00 ........... ····••••· 
819. 28 ................... . 
.. -~]!flf ::::::: ::: : : ::~~:~~: 
............ .. -·-······· ................ . 
...... ii 50° 1: ::: ::: ::: .... 54j3" 
·. · ··· 5!ii is·,:::::::::::::::::::: 
1, 109. 22 59, 381. 16 I 5, 231. 81 i-........ . 77. 83 
I 
Headquarters, Vancouver Bar. I 
racks,Wash .................. 10,038.88 4.00 10,225.88 2,500.00 1
1 
................... . 
Port.land,-Or~fon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,!l, 288. 00 32. 92 8, 316. 92 130. 98 ..•.••.. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Fort Walla."\ a]la, Wash....... 132. 80 ............ 492. 80 ...................... ·.··· ··· ... 
Boise Ran-acks. Idaho . . . . .. . . . . 2, 929. 57 . . . .. . . . . . . . 2, 059. 57 314. 38 ............ · · · · · · · · 
Fort Slu,rman, Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 142. 72 I 16. 35 1, 159. 07 290. 20 .. ........... · • .. • • · 
Fort Towm1end, Wash......... 581. 08 !·. ..... .. .. . 581. 08 ...................... ·· ·••·•••· 
Fort Canby, Wash .. .... ........ 995.17 .•. . . .. .. . . . 995.17 188.15 ................. ••· 
t\t~\0e~t~::~-~~~:::::::::::: ..... ~~'.~ '.~ .j ...... -~~~~ ...... ~~~~ '.~ ...... !~~: '.~. ::: ::: : : : : :::::::::: 
Total. · · • - • .... -• .. • . .. . . . 22, 655. 97 I 61. 27 25, 286. 24 3, 788. 31 .••.••.••..• • · • • • • .. 
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approp1·iations made fo1· the Qua1·terrnaste1.,s Department, etc.-Continued. 
HOSPI'l.'ALS. CLO'l'HING AND CAMP EQUIP AGE. I Hospital 1---------1------,-----~-----,---------~---- steward's 
I .All quarters-.All expenses 





Em · , not Total tion and 
ploylls. 1otherwise amounts. repairs, otherwise amounts. ofmaterial. 
enumer· enumer. etc., of. 
ated. ated. 
$57. 00 $5,171.34 ............ ............. .. ........ ......... $38. 60 $38. 60 $407. 49 
5.62 ....................... ... ................................................... .. 
............... .............. -----------· ..................................................................... . 
.......... ............ ............ .......... .......... 17.25 17.25 .......... .. 
·······--· ......................................... ·····----- ......................................... . 
....... · .. 128.00 ............ . ........... .......... .......... ......... . ............. 8.50 
212.50 .................. .. ............. . ................. .. ......................... . 
255.00 ............. ..... .... . ....................................................... . 
57. oo 5, 712. 46 . • • . . . .. . • . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. • .. . ........ · I 55.85 1 55.85 415. 99 
.. 
... 469.'oo· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .... s9."oo· ....... ao:oo· ...... 252:2s 
1,874.80 . .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. ... .. • .. • .. ... .. .... ... • .. 5. 00 . 5. 00 87. 50 
.. • • • . . • . . . . • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . • .. • • • . . .. • • • • • • . .. . • . • • • • . 32. 00 82. 00 1, 005. 49 
6.50 ........... . ..... .... ... .......... .......... 2.00 2. 00 ........... . 
...... . ... ........... . •••••.•.•••• .......... .......... 1.00 1.00 7.68 
. • • . . . . . . . .. • • • • • .. • . . • • .. . . • • .. .. . • • .. • • • . . .. • .. . • • • • 1. 00 1. 00 89. 00 
22.45 ......... .. ....................... •••••••·• · ···•· · ·••· ........................ . 
1,872.75 80.00 80.00 1,391.92 
I 
1,469.71 ......... . .. j............ .......... .......... .......... ............. 92.48 
---r~!!-:m::mJ//?:: :rn:~;~1: m~::E \:rn:: \::~/:: :::::::;~~: 
1,871.50 .............. ... ....... _, ............................................ . ........ . 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . • • • • . . .. . . . . • .. . . . .. .. • . . . . . . .. . . . • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . • • . • • • .. • • . 112. 00 
····14:as· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::: ...... .. ~:~~ 
· · · 599: is· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · · tis: oo 
5,309.64 ............ .. ..... . ............. _ ............... : ................. . 
: ::::: :::: 2, ~~~: ~g : :: : : : :::::: : :: :: : :::::: : ::::::: :: : ::: :: : : : : :::: :: : : : : :::: :: : :::~:: 
.......... ·--si4:ss· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::.: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::: 
290.20 ........... ..... .................................................. . 
11.00 11.00 ................... .. ............................................ . . 
188.15 ............ . .. ........ . .......... .......... 2.00 2.00 










.......................... -----------· -----· ·-·· ·----····· ---------- ···········-······-··----
11 00 3, 799. 31 ........................................... . 2.00 2.00 759.19 
308 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the variou, 
REC.A.PITUL.A.TION. 
Depots, independent posts, and departments. Regular Incidental. 
Cavalry 
and artillery 
supplies. expenses. horses. 
General depots ....••.•.••••••••••••••••••..•••.••••••••••. $257, 916. 09 $162, 829. 52 $26,493.20 
Independent posts_ ..•..•...••.•••••....•••.••••.•.•••••.••. 80,151 32 43,063.66 
..... 2; soo: 00. Department of the East ..•..••••••.••....••.••...••••.•••.• 215,842.56 81,858.22 
Department of the Missouri. •••..••.•. '. ..•.....•..•••.•••. 278, 508.38 73,938.12 1, 354.80 
Department of the Platte .•...••.•••...•.•••...•..•••••.••. 33fl, 395.16 62,493. 91 7,163. 64 
Department of Dakota ..••.••.••••••.•••.••••...•••••••.••. 337,570.42 53,909.73 6,689.68 
Department of Texas .••.•••.•••••••••...•...••.•••••••.••• 175,600.36 33,683.16 13,063, 60 
Department of California ..•..•••••••••..••••••••••••••.••. 117,761.96 28,060.90 4,955.15 
Department of Arizona ..•..••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 345,042.74 40, 14-3. 79 
Department of the Columbia. .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 133,044.20 26,479.04 5,776, 35 
Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••• 2, 277, 833. 19 606,360.05 67,796.42 
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app1·op1'iations made for the Quartermaster's Departrnent, etc.-Continued. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Tram1portation Shooting Barracks Hospital Cloth~ng and galleries and and Hospitals. stewards' Total. of the A.rmy. ranges. quarters. quarters. eqwpage. 
$441, 452. 71 $55. 50 $43,471.25 $162. 61 $158. 69 $1, 066, 898. 15 $1, 999, 437. 72 
82,108.49 1. 49 35,713.09 2,699.82 392. 69 23. 25 U4,153. 81 
215,069.82 .2, 535. 78 117,057.48 12,160.70 3,814.24 307. 50 650,946.30 
235,107.77 727. 73 70,355.99 3,857.33 1,897.27 52,111.48 717,858.87 
306, '799. 94 213. 89 80,299.60 7,640.52 291. 85 40. 25 801,338. 7fl 
197,315.46 355.14 59,037.47 3,855.50 948. 30 1,025.27 660,707.97 
103,568.85 453. 84 31,918.54 5,772.46 415. 99 55.85 8fi4, 432. fi5 
73,090.63 35.87 36,115.36 1,872.75 1,391.92 80. 00 263,364.54 
153,857.22 436. 38 59,381.16 5,309.64 307. 01 ............. . 604,477.94 
61,940.06 163. 97 25,286.24 3,799.31 759.19 2.00 257,250.36 
1, 870, 310. 95 4,980.59 558,636.18 47,130.64 10,377.15 1, 120, 543. 75 6, 563, 968. 92 
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C, SuPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail amounts expended from the val'ious appr<> 
depots, independent posts, and departments of the Arrny, as shown by the accounts of offe 







Heating - I 
~
nd Ill11mi· 
cookrng ap. n at·ng 
paratus, 1u 
andrepairs supv es. 
Station· .Aclver· Print. 
ery. tising. wg. 
to same. 
NewYork,N.Y .... .......••.• ,................ . . .. $541.27 $9,210.00 $9.60 ..........•..... 
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $64. 20 
Washington, D. C .............. $3,902. ll6 $1,718.37 1, u26.10 . . . ..•.... . . . .. .. . . . 23. 50 ..•.... -
Jeffersonville, Ind . ... . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . •..... .. 644. 83 ..........•.•... 
San Fra_ncisco, Cal............. . . . . . .. . . . 12.10 · 7,054.83 . . • . . .. . . . 2,537.37 ...... -.. - ··· · · · 
St. Louis, Mo ...••..•................................. ...... . .......... ......... - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Total . . .• . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 3, 902. 96 1, 730. 47 8, 622. 20 9, 210. 00 1 3, 191. 80 87. 70 - · · · -- · -
Independent posts. i 
t;?~:b~:n·a:r;a:~k;;ohl~:::::: :::::::: :: :::::::::: ... ~'- ~~~:~~- : :::::::::):::::::::: :-~~: :~.1-~~-.~~. 
Total . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1, 815. 60 .•........ '. . . . . . . . . . 76. 20 45. 90 
Department of the East. 
Newport (Fort Thomas), Ky... . . . . . . . . •. . . . .••.... 8,308.52 520. 00 .•••••••........ · · • •••· • · · 
Governors Island, N. Y... .. . . . 388. 89 . . . . . .. . . . ...• .. ... . .. . • . .. ... . . . ••...•... 32. 75 . -··· · · · 
:Boston, Mass .........•. - . . . . . . . .. ; . . . . . . 78. 70 . . • • • • . . • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . ...• -.• - · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · 
New Orleans, La ......•••................................. .... ...... ... . .. .• . ............... - ··· · · · 
~~it!i/!,e:Md'.~~-:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ..... :~~:~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
Jackson Barracks, La .••••......................................................... · · · ·· · ·· · · ·· · · · · 
Fort Monroe, Va............... . .. ....... . ......... 1,237.90 .••....•.. .......••. ··•·· ··· ·••·· · · · j~~rn!~:~~~fFYa:::::::::::: .... ~~::~. :::::::::: ... ~·-~:~::~. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::: · 
flill!\~:v;rY0.~-~~~~~~~:~~~:: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::: 
. ~;~~i~;~~j~~~;; :::;:;:I::::;;;;;: ::':~:;:::: ::::·:;~: ;;;;;;;;:; :::~: ~:\;;;:;;: 
Fort Leavenworth Military , 
Prison, Kans....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 210. 46 ..•........••• .• - - - - · • · • · · • · · • • · · · · · 
Fort Riley Kans · 26 65 5 60 .. .............. - - - - · - - - - · · - · · · - -j~~a~~o~tt~:::::::::::::::: :::~~~~~~~ ::::~~~~~: :::::::::::: .. ... '.:~~. :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
Total . . . • . • . • . . . . . • • • . . • . 378. 19 45.00 4,927.11 12. 73 . : . . . . . . . . 95. 00 .... · . · · 
Department of the Platte. ===l:===l====/-:===J:====1===i===-
i¥:!!~~it:~~~~ :::::: ::: : : ___ ;~~:!~. :::~~~:~~: --·2:~~flf :::::::::: :::::::::: ::~~~~~: :::::::: 
Total --. • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 1, 095. 20 102. 25 2, 640. 00 14.65 ······· 
Department of Dakota. ====l:====t:=====1=====1====- = = 
iffip1l:(iJt~~~~:::::: :::/:::: ::::i:::: :::::;;;:;; :::):;;: :::i:::i :::i::: ::::::: 
F · K......, binn · • · · • • • • • - - - - - • • . 9, 253. 83 5, 649. 78 930. 00 . • • . . . . • . . . . • • . • • • • . 430. 75
1 
65. 41 J!~ni'a~~;~n;~::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::;:::::: ::::::::::::!:::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::/::::: 
Total • •• •• · ••• •• •........ 9, 253. 83 I 5, 649. 78 1, 234. oo I 2. 00 . • . . . . . . . . 430. 75 I 6&. 41 
Jt 
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p1·iations for the Quartermaster's Department for the fiscal year 1891 in the general 
r.ers received since the p1·eparation of the anniial report for fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1891. 
REGULAR SUPPLIES. 
Garden .All ex-
Tableware utensils and penses not 
and mess agricul- Employes. otherwise 
furniture. tural imple- enumer-
ments. ated. 
_________ . _ _ $56. 79 _ • • . • • • • • • . $86. 24 
$5, 151. 23 .•.. ... - ... - .••••••.••...••.••.••.. 
--········ ·· 2. 50 ..•.•••••• .. ..•.••. •• •. 
46.20 ·•··• •••••· •••••.•••••. 









Shoe!ng I Recovery 
ma~~\n:. : of horses 
cludino · and 
materiafs. mules. 
$9,903.90 .•....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
~:m:!~ ... iio:oo· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
64.4. 83 .••. ~.... . . • • • • • • • . • $230. 31 ••••••••.. 
9, 650. 50 . • • . . . • . . . . • • . • • • • • • 1, 815. 50 •••••••••. 
32, 088. 09 I 19. oo . . . . . . . . . . 2, 04.5. 81 ..•..•••.. 
l=:==l===l===l====l == I 
······-····· ······· ·····- !··········· ......... .. . 
...... .. ~ ............ .. -1· ····· ..... .. ......... . 
I 
:::::~~~:~~: :::::: ::::: :!::::::::::: ::~~: ~~~:~~: 
•••••••••••• ••••••••..•• . •••••••••• 588. 20 
•••••••••••• ••••••••·••· .••.••..... 2. 50 
•••••••••••• •••••••••••• $225. 00 ••••.••• . •.. 
1-----1----------t-----
... ~~ ~~: ~ :~ -1 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
1,937. 70 .......•...••.••••••.••..•.....••..•••.. 
=====I 
8,828.52 . ••··••••· ••••••••••••••••••...••••••... 
421. 64 .•....•.•. •. ••.•••...•••.•.....•••••.•.. 
78. 70 .......••. . .••••.•••. ········- .••..•.•.. 
. . . . . 255: 00. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
... i: 237: 90. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
4, 595. 45 . •. . ..•.•.••••••••.• .. •.••• ~ •..•••••••.• 
15,417.21 j ..... .. .... .................. ... ....... . 
361. 07 ..•..••••..•••••••••••••••••...•••••••.• 
17,763.00 .••....••. .••• • •• : •• ' .••.•••••• .•••••••.. 
798. 66 • ... .• •••..••.•••••• •• • ··••·•· .•••••.•.. 
34. 75 ·•········ ....•......••..••....••.••••.. 
389. 25 375. 80 $300. 00 , . ••. .••.. ~ .••.•..•.. 
. .. . . . -· ...................... -- i ... ... .. .. ....... .. . 
525. 00 .••.....•. •• 225. 00 13, 138. 70 , 19, 346. 73 
200. 00 •••••••••••• 
200. 00 .......•• .•. 
~: ::::::::::I:::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
I 
. ........... , ............ ··· ······-· ···-···-·-- · 
i 
936. 66 270. oo I 292. 60 •••••••••.•••••••••• 
2
' :t8: ~ : : : :::::: :i: :: ::::::: : : : ::::::: : : : ::::::: 
-----1 
4, 052. 10 270. 00 i 292. 60 i ................... . 
,--
::::::i~~: :::::::::: ::::::::::i:::::::::: :::::.::::: 
304. 00 .••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••..••.•••••. 
16,329.77 .••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••• • 
16, 635. 77 ......•.•. 1 . ... ....... _ ........ 
1 
. ......•. . 
312 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from ~he 
Division, department, and post. 
















ery. tilling. ing. 
. l~!{i1~i;~~;I~~~:i~~~::6~i: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::~::::::;: :::::::::: :::::::::: t~:~~: :::::::: 
Total.................... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47.10 ....... . 
San :::o::~:~~~ -~~~~~~ ......................... I $12,991.40 .............• - - • - - - · - - -- • · · · · • · · · · · 
Department of .Arizona. 
Los .A.n~eles, C_al ............... $18, 724.55
1
$i, 839. 13 . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . • • • • 943. 68 $318. 85 
r~ai~tti~~\\:):·: ::)::::: )::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::):): :::): ::::::: 
Total .................... 18, 724. 55 1, 839. 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 943. 68 318. 85 
Department of the Oolumbia. 
i~~~0:s:::a!3k!~fa!h~~~~~:::: ----~~:~~- ---~~~:~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
;~~~
1s~~k~~7~a";h::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
Total ................... . 30.36 668.95 ·••••·••·••• ....................... .. ... ····•••· 
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various appropriations rnade for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued. 
REGULAR SUPPLIES. 
Garden All ex· 
Tableware utensils and penses not 
and mess agricul. Employes. otherwise 





cl~;t;!y Civilian Sh~:i~g Recovery 
of em- mals, in· ofhorses 
enlisted _ployes. eluding aDtl 
men. materials. mules. 
1-----11-----1----~-----+------+----1------------
$47.10 .••••••••• ···••••••· ••••••••••.••••••••• 
............ .... ·........ 1 ...................... . 
====l====l 
................... ..... 1 ........... ············ 
47.10 ·•••••••·· ......•••. ·••·•·•••· .••••.•••• 
12,991.40 .••••••••••••••••••• ·••••••••• •••••••••• 
.••••• ••• · ••••••••••••••• •••••••••• ••• •• • ••• ••. 21,826.21 $106. 28 •••••••••• $17. 25 $25. 00 
·----··--·-/· ----------·- ----------- ................ ············ ............................................. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·I· ...................... =21=, =82=6=. 2=1==1==10=6=. 2=8==t=·=· =· =· =·=· =·l==1=1=. =25 25. 00 
699. 31 
699.31 .................... •••••••••• -~········ 
/ 
314 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the 
INCIDENT.AL EXPENSES. 
Division, department, and post. Interments Tele. A.pprehen· All ex· 
of officers a-lctaie\~. Of:1? ce si?n and ~11!~~~i; am'Iooutnalta. 
and en· phone furruture. delivery of enumer· 
listed men. services. deserters. ated. 
General depots. 
New ·York, N. Y ..........................................•......................................... 
Philadelphia, Pa................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $39. 12 $39.12 
Washington, D. C . . . ....•...... $25. 00 $69. 79 . .. . .. . . . . $125. 00 1,787.00 2,025.79 
Jeffersonville, Ind.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $191. 5'2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 025. 51 3,447. 34 
San ]'rancisco, Cal.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,815. 50 
St. Louis, Mo ............................................... . ......... . ........... .... ............ .. 
Total. ...... ...... •....... 25. 00 69. 79 191.52 125. 00 4,851.63 7,327.75 
Ini,ependent posts. 
Atlanta, Ga ............••••.....••••.••.•...•......•.••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.•.••.. ·······•···· 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ...... . .......... ........................................ ... .. .... . ..... . . 
Totai. .................................................... 1 ........................ ... ... ..... . 
Department of the East. 
Newport (Fort Thomas), Ky.... . ..... .... .. 8. 20 .. ........ ...•..••.•.. .•••.. ...... 8. 20 
Governo1s 1sland,N. Y ............................................................................ . 
Boston, Mass ...........................................................•...... · · · · · · · · - -· · · · · · · · · · · 
New Orleans, La . .............. .. .................... ............................... . ........ -.. · -· 
I~rti!1ir!,e:l.·.~~::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 11air;;~1t>):::: i:::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: :::::):::: ::::::t:; : ::, :; 
Mount Vernon Barracks, A.la ....................................... . ................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Buffalo, N. Y ........................................................................... - . - - - · - -- - · · 
Total. ............. .' .......... ·........ 8. 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 03 17. 23 
Department of the Missouri. 
~;!\~~~~~jjl~i~~~::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :~:::::::: :::::::::::: :::~:~~~:~~: :::~:~~~:~~: 
Fort Leavenworth Military 
33
. 
00 F pt~r· KKs . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33· 00 ............... 2; 3~4: 00. 2, 324. 00 
J~~rn~l~1a1£:s: :::: :::: :: :: : : : :::::: :::::: : ::::::::: :::::::::: : :: : : : :::::: ....... ~~ ~~ ...... ~~~~~~. 
Total .. . ....................................... . 38. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,690.16 6,898.96 
Department of the Platte. l====l===:===l=====l===j===j 
Fort Robinson, Nebr........... . .•.•. ...... . . . ..... .. . . ... ... . . ....•. .•. •. . . ... . . . . . . . . 562. 60 
Omaha, Nebr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16. 25 16. 25 
Denver, Colo ...........•..........•.........•.....•...................•.... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Total. ......................................... . \ ..................... . 16.25 578. 85 
Department of Dakota. 
1£i2£f fff \\F }\\\)\\\ :)\\Ii '.\)Iii IlillI }ji!r >it~: 
Total.·.···,.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 215. 25 2,215.25 
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variou.s approp1·iations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued. 
C.A. VALRY .AND ARTILLERY HOR':ES. TRANSPORTATION OF THE .A.RMY, 
Pnrchase All 
of caval· expenses Railroad Water 




$7, 176. 15 $1, 876. 12 
942. 32 4. 88 
1, 432. 83 3. 57 
443. 83 10. 62 







Wagon Stage Civilian 
transpor· trans· em· porta. ploy6s, tation. tion. pay of. 
$8.50 ................. . 
.25 ................. . 
72. 00 $5. 00 ••••••••• 
18.10 ·•·•·•• ••.•••.•.••.•••••.... 
• 30 ·.•••••• ••. .50 .••...... 
25. 25 ~. ~ .•.•.. ·I A5. 25 12, 199. 32 1,940.48 141. 77 I 80. 75 _ 5. 50 ••..•.•.. 
:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::)::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 
................................................... ·········· !·········· ....... . .. ·················· 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · i: 296.- 35 · · · · · · l 40 · · · · · · 6.- 66 · : : : : : : : : : : · · · · i" oo · : : : : : : : : : 
•••..•••.. •·•··••••· .••.•.•••• •••••••••. 1,416.47 ............................................... . 
:::::::::: ::~::::::: :::::::::: ::::: ::::: ··i;o2ii2· ····24:iso· :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: 
:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :.:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: ... $5i:is 
. . I ... . 
:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .... i37.-46. ::::::::::,::::::::::1:::::::::: ::::::::: ::::.:::. ' 
=· =·=· =· ·=·=· .4 .=·=· =· =· ·=·=· =J:. =· =· =· =· =· =· ::;·, =· =· =· =· ·=·=· ·=!==3,=8=72==. =4o=t===28==. =oo= ,I= ==6==. 6=6=1; ==· =· =· =· ==· =-=· .. 1==2_._00-+ __ 51_. 7_5 
:::::: :: :: : : : ::::::: : :: : : : : : : : : : : ::::::: '';; :::: ;: . : : : :: : : : : : ... : . ~: :-\ ... :fi: ~ : : : :;: ;; : : ::: :: : : 
:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::[::::::: ::iii:~6: i~~~.:6~ 
.................... ·········· ·········· ........... ····················!·········· ................. . 
. • . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . 109, 546.41 .••.....•. 8. 95 1,062.00 118.10 1,448. 00< 
·········· .......... ....... : .. .......... ······ · ··· · ...... · .............. ·········· ......... 1 992.17 
. . • • . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • . 20, 490. 24 82. 99 836. 76 552. 76 850. 75 ........ . 
.••..••••. .••.•••••• ••••.••••• •••••••••. 2,613.74 ·······•·· 2.05 ·········· 8.60 ! ........ . 
. • • . . . • • • . . . . . • • • . • . . • ~. . • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . 23, 103. 98 82. 99 388. 81 552. 76 854. 35 I 992. 11 
..................... ·······--- ········-- ·······---- ........................ ---------- ..................... . 
........................... ............ .......... ----------- ·········· ............ ·········· ..................... .. 
·········· ··--15:20· ... i20:oo· ····g5jo· ·1s:02S:1a· ..... 22i:15· ····s4:ss· ···sii:15· ···s1:iso· ::::::::: 
· ··•••·•·· •••.••••...••••••••• · ••..••.. · ••••. · •.. • . ···•·· •••. .••••••• •. •••• .. • . • . . •• .. . .•. 80. 00 
$6, 800. 00 • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6, 800. 00 471. 67 • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . 6. 50 •••.....• 
6, 800. oo ~! 20. oo 6, 895. 20 I 78, 500. 48 221. 75 84.38 817. 75 94.00 80. 0() 
316 RE~ORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C, SuPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended frorn tlio 
!NCIDENTAL EXPENSES. 
Division, department, and post; Interments Tele- .A.pprehen- All ex-
. of officers graph Office sion and penses not Total 
and en- and tele- furniture. delivery of otherwise amounts . 
listed men. sr~~:s. deserters. e~~:a_~r-
Department of Oalifornia. 
San Francisco, Cal.............. . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11. 20 $11. 20 
Fort Mason, Cal .. ....... -. .. .................................. ........... ..... -. -- -... -- -. -· -· -----· 
Presidio Jf San Francisco, Cal. ............................................................. -... -. --
Total ................................... : ............... .. . ...... .... . 11. 20 11. 20 
Department of Texa11. 
I 
San .A.ntonip, Tex.............. .•..•• ... . . . $17. 63 . .... .......... .................. . 17.63 
Department of Arizona. 
tiat,~~ll\/ /HE )1t ++ :+I/ :::/rn: :::2}: 
., Total..................... . .. . .. . .. . . . 66: 22 . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . l'T.'50 232. 25 
Department of the Oolumbia. 
Vancouver Barracks, Wash ................................................. · .• •· •••· ·· ·••••• •••· .. 
Boise Barracks, Idaho .•...••••..... : .....•....•..•••. .•.•• ..••.... •.••••..... · • • · • • · • · • · . • • • · • · · · .. 
~~~t1~~~1r~~!~Wa:;h:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::····· ............ ············ 
Total ...••.••••••.......•...••••.•.•••.••••••••.••••...•.•.••.••.•.•...••••••••••...••.•••••.. 
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various appropriations made fo1· the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued. 







expenses Railroad Water E Wagoll' 
.Adver. not other- Total transpor- transpor· xpress• transpor· 











$3, 521. 25 . . • • • • • • . . $110. 00 $3, 631. 25 ............................... $3, 424. 24 ................. . 
$200. 00 
3,521.25 .....•.•.. 110. 00 3, 661. 25 3,424.24 .•.....•. 200. 00 
........................................ $6,631.28 $0.59 $5.01 223. 29 $23. 00 ..•••.•.• 
$74. 79 ... ...... . 74. 79 862. 66 . .... .... . • 63 3,912.51 360. 97 ........ . 
1,950.00 .................... 1,950.00 .............. : ...... .......... 2,517.60 
1,950.00 74. 79 . .. .. .. .. . 2,024. 79 862.66 ......... . • 63 6, 430. 11 360. 97 .......•• 
t====t-====t=====t====:J=====l====~====o------=----------=-,=-=--=----------
···················· .................................................................................. . 
.......... .................... ·.......... 7.38 4.95 .......... 65.82 27.50 ....... .. 
7.38 4.95 .......... 65.82 27.50 ........ . 
/ 
318 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Staternent showing in detail the amounts expended from the 
TRANSPORTATION OF THE .ARMY, 






mg, ~har- purchas- pur-
term_g, ing and chase, 
operatn~g, repairing s~ab-
an4 ~am- wagons, hng, 













!~4.~if \\/\\\{ ::\Ill! rn7;;: :::~!il[!i'. :!/!\: l\Ill: •:'.~ll• lI\T 
Total.................... . . . . . . . . . 61, l-72. 32 37, 898. 81 . . • . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . 3, 724.18 
.A.tlant:~::~~~~~~-~~~~~· ..•••........... ... : ....... ............................. 11,666.00 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ...•• _ ................•.••................. .•. k.4 ........ 385. 12 
Total . . .. .. . • • .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2, 051. 12 
Department of the East. 
~~~':!~1;.~i!~~~~y).'.~~::: ::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: .~:~~~:~~- ::::::::: 
Boston, Mass ...................................................................... --- . · · · · · • · · · .. · fi~i~}!~~l'.~~::::~::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::~~~:~~: ::::::::: iIRiit?J?:::::::: ::::::~~: :::i~;:;;: ::::::::::: :::< :::::::::: t!!i!! :::i:::: 
Mount Vernon llarracks, Ala .................................................. - . -- · · · -· · · · -• · · · · · · 
Buffalo, N. Y ....................... , ............................................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · 
Total . • • • • • . • • • • . .. . • .. • . . . • . . . . . . 45. 00 ...•.... ....•. . .............. 12, 930. 66 
1-===!c===I 
Department of the Missouri. 
i!~~-~a~~~HJ~~~Yii :: :::::: :::::: : :::::::: :::::::: :: : :::: :: :: :: : : : ::: : :: : ::: : : :: : : ·9;oaoj2· : :::::::: 
Furt Leaven worth, Kans ... ........... ~ ............................................. · · · · · · · · · · • · • .. 
Fort Leavenworth Military 
fiif~!ff :::::::::::) :;;:;; :::::::::: ::::::::::: ~: ~ Ft i:::n:-::::::::: 
Total.................... 531. 75 . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 47. 38 
Department of the Platte. 
74. 03 11,749.58 .•.. . .••. 
~~:;i!'filft~~~~::::::::::: ::~~~-:~~: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::~~-:~~: :::::::::: ·4:6~flf ......... . 
Total · • · · -· •.•••. . . . . . . . . 253. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 00 . . . . . . • • . • 4, 729. 78 
Department of Dakota. 
;ii~~I[;\\i;;:::;: \\;\~ \ !1•:::;! !! \\\ : ;;;;; ~; ::: l l :;; l [\ ~l~; :: ill! ::;~~ 
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val'ious appropriations niade for the Quarter11iaste1·'s Departnient, etc.-Continued. 








Tolls i,m Advertis· Reimburse· 
ferries, ing and ment.of 
bridges, printing. travelmg 
Boxes, Lumber, All ex· ranges-
crates, rope, and penses Total construe. 
~~~e!t~;~~ n~!~e!tf.e. ~fs~!~':: amounts. re~~t:~fc., 
etc. expenses. shipped. cles. merated. of. 
: :::::: ::: ::::::: :: : $1t ~~ $1: ig · ·· · $5i6: j2· 1: :: :: : :: : : : ... !~~-. ~~. $7~; m: ~~ 
$37.50 ...••••••. 22.36 I 68.05 ···· ········ ! ........... 649.60 4,240.16 
:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::f :::::::~:: :::~.:~~~~~~:1 ::::::::::: :::?~-:~~: 3u~u~ 
----r----;-----~ ·······•·· 75.96 i 72.80 1,831.17 i=·=·=·=··==·==·==··==·l===7==5=6.=0=8=i=l=l=9,=9=3=6.=64=j=··=·=·==··=·=·=··=·· 
==1:::: :: : : : : : : : : ::: :: :I ...... ": oo_ : : : : : : :: : : ::I : : : : : : :: : : : : ::: : : : :: : 1, ::: :g 
14. 00 
7,826.63 .......................................... .. 
r········· ............................... ...... ...... . 
·-----···----------- ---------- ----········ .......... ...... . 




: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ... i; 309: 4i. : : : : : : : : : : : : 
···•·•·•••··••••••••· 1,416.47 ••••••••••.. 
........... .• •••.•••. 375. 00 ........... . 
... ... •• . . . .•..... ••. 1,046.62 .••••• ..•... 
$263. 00 ......... . 









. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 38. 68 . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . • . . • . • • • • . • • • . 1, 001. 71 109, 122. 77 
. . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • • .. . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • 6, 678. 63 16, 735. 88 
··•••••••· •••••••••.•••.••••.. •. .••••••••...••.....••. ····••••••· .......... 2,416.35 
·i;4i4jg· ::::·:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 250.00 ........ .. ..•. .. .. • . . 22. 60 






1,574.58 ......... . 38. 68 18. 00 .......•••. . 283. 25 7, 702. 94 134, 198. 65 149. 90 
.... .. .. . • . 446. 00 
. . . 200: 58. : : : : : : : : : : ..... ~-. ~'.. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
··········· ......... ,.. 
155. 93 ... ...... . 
,----l------1-----l-----J.-----l --
209. 58 ......... . 6. 67 ...••.....•.........•... 155. 93 446. 00 
:::::::::: :::::::::: ····40:.10· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: --a:52.1.'i5. :::::::::: 





300. 00 .• •·•••·• ••• 
87,498.62 ........... . 
38. 75 .••.•••.•••• 
478.17 •••••• : •.••• 
49.49 8. 75 . . . . . . .. . . • . 3, 524. 15 .. . • • • • • • . 88, 315. 54 .......... .. 
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C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the 
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY. 
Vessels-
























Department of Oalifornia. 
~!~tFM~~~~.cc~f~::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: .. $590."25' ::::::::: 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ... . . -- - -· - --· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Total ~............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 590. 25 .•• . •••.. 
Department of Texas. 
San Antonio, Tex.............. . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . • .. . . . . . 3, 028. 94 - - - .. • • • · 
Department of .Arizona. 
Los Angeles, Cal............... $4. 20 • • .. .. • • .. • $29. 00 $126. 35 . • • • • .. .. • $42. 15 • • • • • • • • · 
San Carlos, Ariz .................................. .... ....... . ..... ..... .......... -· · · · · · · · · · · · · -- · · 
Fort Wingate, N. Mex .......... · ................... ... ... .............. . . .... •· · · ··· · · · · · · · · ···· •· · 
~~~n~;:h::tf:~~:::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ·2:42s."oo' ::::::::: 
Total . . . .. • . ... •• . .. ... • • 4. 20 . . • • • • . • • • • 29. 00 126. 35 . • • • • • • • • • 2, 467.15 · • .. • · • .. 
Department of the Oolumbia. 
Vancouver Barracks, Wash ..... ....................... .............................. · · ··· · ....... . i~~F~l!~l:~w::~::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ----~~:~~- ...... ::: 
Total ••••• ••. •• • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • .. • .. . • .. .. . . .. . .. • . .. • . . • .. .. . .. . 23. 13 ........ . 
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va-rious appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-CbJttinued. 





Tolls OD Advertis- Reimburse-
ferries, ing and ment_of 
bridges, printing travelmg 







----······ ..... . ............................................. . 
Lumber, I · A.11 ex-
rope, and penses 
miscellane- not other-













$5. 18 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,917.29 - ...... -... . 
$594. 97 ......•.......•.•••.•••. $20. 92 $85. 31 6,039.67 .••••••.••.. 
2,517.60 ..••••...... 
2,425.00 ..•......... 
;;;;;;;;;: ;;;;;;:;;; :~~;;;;;: ;::::;;::;;: .;:::;;::;;; ~::::;:::: ::;:~::;::i:;;;;;;;;; 
3. 00 ..• ~-..... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .. • .. •• --+ ~ .. ·_ ·. ·_ ~.. 131. 78 i · .......... . 
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BARRACKS AND QUARTERS, 
Hire 













~tr~Jcl~~i!·la:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Washington,D.C . ............. ............ $91.00 ........ : ............. $20,532.23 $20,623.23 
ii~tt~1~~F~~1:::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :· :: :-: : : : :: : : : 
Total...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91. oo _ ........ _ ... .. .. ..... j 20, 5B2. 23 20, 623. 23 
. Independent posts. 
tit;~~~t;~~~~k;,·01i~·:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Total ..................................... ~ .... .. ..................... ..... · · · · ·· I···· · · · · · · · · 
Department of the East. 
!Effi~1~~:.~~rt?: :: : ::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :: : :: : : ::::: :::: :: : ::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: [iil~~f t}:: :::::::::::: :t:::::: ii::::::: H::::t: :}ii'.~• }iii~: 
fu°J:i~J;ry~~~~~~~~-8:.~:~::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: : :::::::::: :::::::::::~ :::_:_:: ~:::;: :;:::: :.::::: 
T~t:1...~----~--~- ~ ..... · .. -.. ~-: .. :.~ ........... ·.-. . ·. -.. : .................. . , 15,963.60 I 15,963.60 
Department of the Missouri. I 
i~~rt~:~~i~~fi;~~::::::: : : :::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · -· ·.;::: ~:- i · · -·. :::: ~:. 
Fort . Leavenworth Military · i 
Fo;tR~~Y ~K~:;::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : /:::::: : : : : : : I:::::::::::: 
Fort Sill, Okla ....•.••••.................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $361. 481 2, 231. 55 1 2, 593. 03 
Fort Reno, Okla . .... . .••...... . ............ ··:· ... ...................... . ........ ···· · ·i··· ·· · ······ 
Total. .•••.................... .... .... ......... _ . . . . . . . . . . 361. 48 2,967.10 I 8,328.58 
Department of the Platte. I 
Fort Robinson , Nebr........... ...• .. . .. . . . .... .. . . . . ...•...... ..••.. •••••. 1,566.40 J 1,566.40 
i:~:i:.~~~~: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :: ::::::: :: : : : : ::::::: :::::: :::: :: ... '.~~~~: ~:.! ... '.'. ~~~:~:. D:::~;~-.-~~:,:··· . . . I . ' . .• 8,8"7.07 i 8,8"707 I 
I 
· i\!ll~ii:III (\\II II\ \i\l: III\ ;:1;1II )l)ljlI1 
Total·· - - - -- • - •.•••••.•. ............ ·I· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 493. oo 12, 493. 00 
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various appropriation s rnade for the Quarterrnaster's Departnient, etc.-Continued. 




Extra· expen· ters_, 
C~mstruc· .A.dver· duty. Total Purchase Manu. .A.elver· ses not Total con. 
tion and t' i er pay of amount~. of mater1·a1. ",tcture. t· · 0ther· t struc. is no. enlisted ., .l, ismg. wise amoun ·S, tion and 
men. enumer· repairs, 
ated. etc ., of. 
: : : : : : : : : : : ,: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $iir< ilss: ss · · · $4i oo · · $266.- io · --iii: os · $ii6; sos: 08 · : : : : : : : : : 
........... ········ · . .. .... . ··· · ······· ············ .................. , ........ . ................... . 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · i.- 69~.- 07 · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I: : : : : : : : : · · · i.- 698: 07 · : : : : ~: : : : 
·· ···· ····· ···· · ···· . . .... .. ·· · · · ······ 117,686.40 42~0 . 266.70 11.05 118,006.15 1··· ·~··· · 
iuit~i ::::::::: :::::::: i~:~~::g~ :::::::::::: :::::~::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::: :.!. .. ~~:-.~~ 
25,356.20 ........ . .. ... .. . 25,356.20 ··· · ········ . .. .. ... ..... · . . ... ·······_·· '. · · ···· · ····- 1 47.50 
12, 134. 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 134. 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . $116. 10 . . . . . . . . 116. 10 • - • - - - - - - - - - - - - ••• - • • - - .. - - • - ~· • - ••• - ...... • 1 - - • - •• - • - - • • .. • - - - ....... 
If il r r ii I i r tr i I r: r :: : r :I Iii: r: r iii r r iii ii r ii; ii r r r iii r Ir iii ii :1-r/ii!: 1 ii: ii ::1 ! 111 !/ I 
12,134.20 116.10 12,250. 30 ................. ·.- ................... ·! ........... -1· ....... . 
.................... .......... .. ............. ~---- ............................. \ .................... . 
.............. ............ .... ... . . .... ... .. ........... --------···· ------- -- ........................ ---- ----·---
24.6. 35 246. 35 . . .. .. . . .. ......... .. ... , .... ·.1 ......... 1 .. ~ ... .... ....... .... . 
21. iiii · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :1 ·· · · · 21: iiii · : : : : : : : : : : : : · · 600: oii · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · iJoo: oo -: : : : : : : : : 
.:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::f::::::: 
27.00 ........ . .... .... 1 27. 00 i·-·····----- 600.00 . ·········!··· ·· ····! 600.00 L······· 
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BARRACKS AND QUARTERS. 
tvision, department, ~nd post. 



















San Francisco, Cal. ......................................... ...........•.... .. ......... . ............ 
Fort Mason, Cal. ................ ..... ..... .......... . ............................................. -
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16. 58 ......... ... 
1
•••••• • • • • • • $16. 58 
Total..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16. 58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16. 58 
Department of Texas. 
San Antonio, Tex............... . .. . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . $7,567.68 7,567. 6S 
Department of Arizona. 
Los Ange~es, Cal............... $155. 83 . . . . . . . . . . 180. 74 ..... : . . . . . . 166. 71 503. 28 
San Carlos, Ariz................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 029. 39 2, 029. 39 
im;t;!frr:~;~:::::::::~ :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::1::::::::::: 1U~U~- 1u~u~ 
V ;::o:;;:e:ta::::t:::i.~·- ............................... 
1
• • • •••• - • - •••••• - • • - • - - • - • 
Total..................... 155 83 . . . . . . . . . . 180. 74 
1
~ 15,544.99 15,881.56 
Boise Barracks, Idaho.......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,971.67 4,971.67 
~~~l1Sp~k~~~7w~;h::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::_, _____ ·····749j5' ·····14oj5" 
Total ... ....... ................... . . .. . ........... .......... _ ... .... ·I 5,720.92 5,720.92 
RECAPITULATION. 




iiid;mi~t~: ~~~i: :: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : 
Department of the Missouri .............................. . 
:Department of the Platte ...•.•............................ 
li!ffiEEi iii~;~::::):::::\::~~\::;:::::: iii:::: 











Total • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . . . 125, 041. 62 
$7,827. 75 $25. 25 
········i1."2s· ::::::::::::: : 
6,398.96 ... ····• ..... -
578. 85 ... ····• •..... 
2,215.25 ··••··· .•..... ff ~~ . -.. -s: 68ij5. 
232. 25 2, 024. 79 
16,799.12 6, 681.29 
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24. 00 .......•• 
-----·----- .......... . -- ----- · ...... .......... ···--------· --------- ................................................ . 
$52. 73 . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . $52. 73 ...••.••••••••••..•. ......••.. .••.. •.• ...• ............•. •.••• 
·············· ···· ···· ········· ·············· ·· ···· ........................... . ... .............. ~ .. 
··--is3:io'. ::::::::: ::: ::::: .... isS:io· :::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: 
1------j----1-------- -·-----1---- 1-~-------!------'--·---'-
185. 83 . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 185. 83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ......... .. i ••.•.•• •• 
. ::::ii;i :::::!::::::::::::<;;;Ji :::::::i ::::~::: :::::;:: :::::::::::: :>::: 
467.00 .•.•.• ••. .....••. 467.00 I············ ........ _ ................... ············/··.······· 
.A.rmytrans. 
portation. 












Shooting Barracks and 
galleries and quarters. 
ranges. 




• • • • • • • • • . . • • . $20, 623. 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $118, 006. 15 .• •. .... ...... 
• • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25,356. 20 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . $47. 50 
$9. 33 15, 963. 60 12, 250. 30 ........•..•.... . .. ..... .. .. 
149. 90 3, 328. 58 3, 287. 14 ...........•...•. •• .•• i .... . 
• .• • • . . • • . • • • . 8,897.07 246. 35 ..•...... ... ...•..•.•••.•••. 
. • • • • • . • • . • . . . 12, 493. 00 27. 00 600. 00 ...••..••.•••. 
. • . . ..• • . . • . • • . 7, 567. 68 .••.•..•...... '• ...• ..........••••.• · ••..••. 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • . 16. 58 . • • • • . • • . . . . . . 24. 00 .... •..••...•. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • . 15, 881. 56 185. 83 .•.•..•...•••..••••.•••...•. 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • . 5, 720. 92 467. 00 •••••..•.......••.••.•..• · •.. 













·326 REPORT OF THE SECRE'l'ARY OF WAR. 
D.-Statement showing thj nurnber of civilians employed b!f the month and _1,aid by the Q11ar-
ter1naster's Departnient in the departments, general depots, and independent posts of the 
Army, on what duty eniployed, their grade and monthly pay, and the appropriation from 
which paid, as rep01·ted by officers of the departments, on their reports of pel'sons and 
a1·tic'les hired for June, 1892. 
~ Incidental expenses. 
cS 
.. .,.; 
0 "'t- 0 
.~* co 0 ~ g 'aH co ~ .... co 
"' (I,)-
(I,)- g <b * Posts. p.<V 0 co co 0 1-< .,.; 0 .,.; i p t3 ~ ~ .... ~ § .B ~ co ~ <b ~ aJcij ,-< <b 
~~ <b (I,)- (I,)- (I,)- s a, 1-< e:- i.,' g cl) t,(I ar ar ar ar k 8 A A 
"' e- .s 
.~ 
k ! ! i~I) ] ~ ] ~ ~ 0 0 k k cij .B 'ij § ~ ,t:J a, a, a, k <l a, Q 
~ 0 0 Q 5 A ~ 1--:, 1--:, H H ;;;l ~ 
---------- - -
- - - - -
DepMtment of the East. 
< · H~~lu_~~:~~s.'?~~~~~~~-~~:~~~'.. ...... 4 5 1 ...... 1 . ... 1 ... . 
~~lJ~io~~:¥~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::: - i .. .-: ~: :::::: .... i. ::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ···i_ 
Fort Monroe Va 1 1 1 ............ .... · . ·· · · ... ···· · ··· 
ri~o~~~aa~i·.~-~::::::::::::::::: :::::: ... T :::::: ::::~: t ::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Mount Vernon Barracks, .Ala ...................... - . --... ---. - . - - --- - · · - · · · · · · · - · · · - · · · · · · · · 
Total. .••................... --1- --8- --7- 2 4 I 1 1 - 1 
Posts-. 
Department of the East. 
Incidental ex-
penses. 




k I-<" k o;, 
a, o;, a, p. 
bJJ bJJ bl) o;, 
A I A a, ; ; ~ k 
a, o;, o;, 




















~ § 0 lO 0 0 (I,)- 0 00 t- "' a, <b <b r:- ~@ "' <»- rJ) rri <b ,rj 1-< i.,' k k i fil ~ a, a, o;, a, a, a, o;, o;, o;, a, 
~ A -~ A .e .s A T.o Tn bl) bl) '6'.o cij A A A A A A ~ ~ pal [;z;l ~ ~ pal 
- - - --
- - -
n~_dj~~~~~~~-~-~:~~~~~~s-~~:~~~'.. 1 1 1 2 . .. . . . 1 ....... - - - . - ... - - - - - - - · · 
Baltimore, Md . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. - ...... -.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · i 
r11i~~::~~\ ii:\;;:: )\!ii :\1 :i!!lt t\i1[, :{(:ti1 





D.-Statement showing the numbe1' of -civilians employed by the rnonth and paid by the 
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Department of the East. 
• Army transportation. 
Launch Steamer Atlantic. Steamer Reso-Monroe. lute . 




00- lC 0 r£ 0 0 00- .,., .,., 
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..;-- 0 00-bl) 
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- -------------- - --
Department of the East. 
Regular supplies. Incidental expenses. 
"' ~ 0 c.-.i co I ~. jg _£ .,., co <O dco ,d 00-
Posts. Q • --~o 0 c.-.i co . 
.... ~ ,,:; .,:; lC 00- <O 
. 
-<1) <0 CT) ~ ~ :::: 
oco <O t- ' IN ,; ;:f A"': 
s~ ~ _sa. 00- * 
00- a;, d 
Ille:, 00- f/7 00-::.,-, A ..- ~ ..;-
1::1) 
.a <1l00 i "' "' ; . ·r-4~ bl)<& <1l [~: _£ <1l <1l 1l t "' "' ~ d 'C 0 0 Q 
0 ~ ~ -~ ~ a;, "'8 .§ ~ i <1l ~ 
0 ~ C, . 6 0 6 ~-... ~ H H ~ ~ 
--------
---- - - --
Department of Oalijornia. 
Hea~rarters San Francisco, Cal. _ 1 .... -~ ...• _.. 8 1 2 1 1 1 1 
ire?M o of s0n traneisco, Cal. . . . . . . . . . · 1 1 . . . .. . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . or · aBon, a . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1 ........ . .................. . ....... . ........ . 
Total . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. • . • .. . 1 j 1 2 8 . 2 2 1 /-1- -1-1-1,-1- -.1 
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D.-Statenient showing th.A nuniber of civilians employed by the month and pa-id by the 
Quartermaster's Department in the de1Jartments, etc.-Continuecl. 
rn Army transportation. 
~ ~ ..., . ;:.,i L"? c:llc<l d ~ ::::l''-; 0 o<~ 0 co ~ 00 w- ,<:I ~ 0 0 0 Posts. 'C k w- rn rn w- 0 co g ii,- II) AJi: .-1 ii,-i ~ ~o ;::l' #,- w- 0 g ii,- rn c:ll A ~ ...,.,., i,;- ~ k ,£ rn<D 
·s o; i,;- ii,- i,;- k ,.!:Qi::. s '§* ~ ID ID i; i,;- 0:) .25 0:) 01e rn rn ID ID ,D i 
.., 
rn 




Department of California. 
Headquarters San Francisco, Cal. 1 .... 1 .. ·.·.·.·.·.· ..... 1 .. ____ 1 __ ····1·· :::: :: .. i. :::: .. i. --~- ····4 Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ......... . 
Angel Island, Cal . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1 . .. . . • . .. • . . . . . . . . 1 .............. · · · · · · · 
Fort Gaston, Cal.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ......... ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .... - - · · · · · · · 
Total ....................... --1- --1- --2- --1---, 1- --- --1- - -13--4 
Army transportation. 
I A Steamer McDowell. 
,ci 0 
t- ..... 
,ci ~ ~ ,ci 0 ii,- ...,0 ..-; ~ t-Posts. i,;- o;~ #,- <Do g ii,- ~ 0 ;2 #,-
.2s ..., ~ g 0, ii,- 00 g k"-' ..,_#,- rd ii,- 0 rn 0~ ii,- ti (fl-c:ll ] Ar-.' A ~ A 00 i ] s AID c:ll"' ID ID <fr rn bJJ ..,_ID j ,<:I A s ~ 0 A A c:ll 0 




k '-I l?;: ID A ~ ID ~ E-1 E-1 ~ 0 A fa;l R r:n 
----
---- -
Departmep t of California. 
Headquarters San Francisco, Cal ...... ·. 8 .•.... 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. . . . 1 . . . . . . . ........................ - - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · 
Total. ............. ., .•...... ---::-; ----1 i--1 1- --1 --1 --2 -1-\
1
--4 -
I~ Incidental expenses. Army transportation. 
;;o 




..-; 00 ii,-Posts Ak § er.i co ~ g "' @ -5 ii,- <fr <fr ::I ID <() ~ ~ ..- "' ,ii rn"i;.; .-1 ~ ii,- 'j ;.;- ~ a, k k o; ~ ii,- #,- b.O ~ ~ ID a:, ~ 
~s 
"' "' .i 
i,;- A ID ID Q Q P< 1 ~ ~ ~ .s .s A .a ·§i t;:s<D ,l'J ~ ~ 'b'n b.O i,.cb.C $ c:ll bl) b.O ID c:ll ~ ~ ] ID ~ ,:; A A A A i::4 0 0 0 1-:) ~ i:q pal pal pal pal ~ 
- - - ---
- -- -
- - - -
Depa1·tment of .Arizona. 







~.::::::::: .... i. :::: :::: :::: .... i. :::: :::: i ..... --~- :::: :::: :::: ... i 
Fort .Apache, .A.riz. .. .. ... ....... 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 1 1 ....... ... - · 
Fort Bowie, Ariz . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ... . 
Fort Huachuca, .A.riz ............ 1 . ... . ... . ... ...... . ... . ... l ......... 
1
. ... . .. . 1 ... . 
Fort rant, Ariz........... ...... 1 1 ................. · · j~~t~ii~~~lt:~::::::::::: i :::: :::: :::: ::f ::::1:::: :::::: .. T :::: :::: --r :::: ---~ 
Fort taut.on, N. Mex............ 1 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . 1 ..... .......... . 
Total ................. . . .. . 2 3 1 I 2 I 
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D.-Staternent showing the nUJ1nbel' of civilians employed by the month and pcticl by the 
Quartermaster's Departrnent in the departments, etc.-Continued. 
Army transportation. 
~ A A I 0 0 ro ..... ..... 0 g 
~ 0 0 g ..., ..., · oo ,-< g ~ ce. a3 
{Fil- {Fil-
Posts. 0 
{Fil- If') .,,. lO ""' ...,g -+"o rn rn lO 
" 
If') 0 {Fil- {Fil- {Fil-t- {Fil- {Fil-
'"'""' 6~ ~ ~ {Fil- Q {Fil- t- lO t · r£ r£ ofF.l-rn 1 fF.J- {Fil- " .... " .... bJJ ·rf .... ~ 
" " 
Q Q ~ ~ $ A$ p.rn -~ ..., ..., 
.,~ Q s I Q Q i i i i i rn A a) a:l .... 0 {3 ~ ~ A a:, A a:, Q Q ~ 'd 'C ce bJJ ~~ ~ ~ ce ce ce Q Q Q Q Q .... '" ~ ...:l p., w w E-1 E-1 E-1 E-1 E-1 E-1 E-, 
----- - -- - -
- ------ - -
Department of Arizona. 
Headquarters, Los .Angeles, Cal.. 2 1 . . . . . . .. .. . . .. 1 2 . . . . .. .. . . .. 2 5 1 ... . 
San Carlos, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Fort .Apache, .Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Fort Bowie, Ariz................. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. 3 .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. 1 
Fort Huachuca, .Ariz . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 2 ........ .'..... .. . . 1 .. .. 
Fort Grant, .Ariz................. . .... ...... ...... .. .. . . . . . ... .... 7 .. .. .. . . .... .. . .. . 1 .. .. iffi!litY.JL:::)::: ::) )::: :;/ :::: :::: :) ::: :::: / T )::: :::: :::: "i 
San Diego Barracks, Cal. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 ...... . ..... ..... ...... .. . 
Total ..................... . 
Posts. 
2 1 1 1 I 1 2 1s 1 I 7 2 
1
-s - -3 
Regular 
supplies Incidental expenses. 
~ I .Army transpor-
o tation. 
j. I I 
.... o I !~ I i t g g 
"'O!; 1 rn rn -oo- ,Yi,-
§ ~ ! ~ ,.c:: ,£f i ~ P< i -~ ] '§ 'j 
J I I i I I 
_____________ ] __ ] __ - ------- ------ - ·----
Department of the Oolumbia. 
Headquarters, Vancouver Bar-
p racks, Wash.................... 1 6 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .. . . .. . . 1 
ti~Jfil,iXtE}H / t ::1 / :/ + /: t: iH{T :T < :::
Total. ...................... -1-,-6 _3 ___ 1 --2 j 1 2 j 1 1 j 2 2 i 1 1 
.Army transportatio1f. 
0 0 It) 0 
ce"' Q) g- ~ ..; ~ 00 ~ ~ g " ""' !i {Fil- ~ ~ {Fil- ...,..., ;~ ,.c:: "§i Posts. {Fil- "' rI {Fil- {Fil- ~ i:.. A s b( i,;- .... § {Fil- ce o ~i'ro .... b.() ,g~ -~o 'E:: Q Q Q I "' i::o o ce • ~o p::.ci Q Q Q .... ..., P,cil~ A ~ a:,00-.s A A ~ Q ~~ i §§~ ., A~ 0'° ,....oo ..... t-~~ ...,{Fil- ~{Fil- Q@ ·ro ·ro ~ ~~i Q Cl) .... 0 ~ H~; ce ,.c:: ..=l i::i A A ~ 0 ce ..., Q ~s ~ ~ ~ p;'l p;'l p;'l ~ p., r:n E-1 E-1 E-1 
-- - -- - - - --------
- -
Department of the Columbia 
Headquarters, Vancouver Bar-
racks, Wash . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 1 1 .. .. 1 1 .. . . 1 7 1 . .. . .. 1 1 .... 
ii~:f ~J~~t!!!!!H I'.> } Hit} HJ t( tt !!ii!!/ Hi/ 
Total. . .. . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . .. 1 2 3 I 1 j 1 3 1 / 18 / 2 / 1 1 1 1 / l 
330 ,REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
D.-Statement showing the number of civilians wiployed by the month and paid by the 
Quartermaster's Department in the departments, etc.-Continued. 
Regular supplies. Incidental expenses. 
,,.; 
,,.; § r:-- 0 (h- lQ (h- .... 
0 
"' ..... g q,, i:o ~ -00-~ 0 g '" ..... c:r., co ii Posts. 00 0 a) ~ .... ~ C".i ~ g. § 0 * .... +' ,,.; a) § '" fl,- q,, fl,- ~ (h- b.O ~ a) ~ ..... r,,;- ci! .... .... -00- +' g g s s g fl,- A ,(fr -00- ,(fr -00- a) a) a) <11 -00- ..... ... i.:-a) a) a) a) s ..... ~ "' "' ii ,!,i" 'l) ri) P< ,s 
-~ -~ 
8 ~ b.t b,() a) "O ~ ~ ~ ·~ "O '" a) ci! ci! f A 0 ~ '" ·s .s .A 
'" '" .s 0 a) a) A A .!:: ~ 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0 0 0 \=I c:S Pal ~ [;,, [;,, [;,, [;,, E-1 0 !"'I r.!) H ~ 
- - - - - -
- - - -
- - - - - -
Department of the Missouri. 
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 7 ~ · · i · : : : : : : : : 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 1 
.Military Prison, Fort Leave:i;.- · · 
worth,Kans ..................................... 1 ........ 1 . ··-· .... ···· ·· · · .... ··· · ··· 
Denver, Colo ................................... .. · .. ·.... . . . . . . . . 1 . - - - -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Fort Reno, Ind. T ......................... -. - 1 ... - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · i · . _ ~. : : : 
Fort Supply, Ind. T . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . 1 . ... ........ .. . - - - . - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Fort Sill, Ind. T . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ............. - · · -
1
- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
1 
· · · 
Fort Riley, K;ms................. 1 1 1 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . 1 - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · 
Fort Loga.n, Colo ...•.••.. ·.. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ............ - - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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Department of the Missouri. 
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D.-Statement showing the 11,umber of cit·ilians employed by the rnonth and pcr,cl by the 
· Quartermaster's Department to the clepartrnents, etc.-Contiuued. 





'° ~ 00- t-~ fr.-
Posts. 1 Q;) _.;;-g § 0 A S3 L,:; 0 0 g <N 00 .,:; 0 Q) "O t- 00- 0 
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Depcirt1nent of the Missouri. 
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 . .. . ...................... . 
Fort Leavenworth , Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 1 . . . . . . . . 1 ... . 
Military Prison, Fort Leaven-
worth, Kans ........................................ : . . . 1 ................................. . 
Denver, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
imim~~~f::::::::::::: :::: i :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::~: :::: :::::: :::: 
imfFi!~~~Vi1::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~: :::: ::i: :t :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::~: :::: ::~: :::::: :::~ 
~:::!:~~~'.~~:::::::::::: :i-·: :; (; :; ::: ::{;/:/ I :; :; :; ::\ :::; 
Army transportation. 
<N 0 ! A . ··t A - / A L6 ~ ~ 0 • oer.i o,., o • .s~ .s . . Posts. ,.-,o •.-4CQ •..-1 • 01'"'40 00- i~ lg~~!~ ~c,; ~g w 00- r£ csl 
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Depa~t1nent of the Missouri. 
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C "" 0 ~~ ..., . 
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Headquarters, Chiclfo, Ill... .. ... 4 ............ · 1 . . . . 1 2 1 ......................... . 
Fort Leavenworth, ans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 ........ _. ......... - . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 
1 
... - ...... , · . - -
Military Prison, Fort Leaven-
~:f it~E~: i:::::::::::::::: :::: f ::i: :::: :::: ::~: ::~: ::~: ::~: :::: :::: :::: ::i: :::ti:::~ 
Fort Supply, Ind. T .......... . ... _ .. _ . . . . 5 ... _ . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1 ..... · / · .. . 
f lR;!i~f ~L :• •• ?!! ! ! ! ! ! : : •: r. ! • :! •• ; I.·! ••• ! 1•. ! ••• ! ••• : • : • ! 1 •; '.: : ~~·1 ·: ••••• ; • :• •• ! 
332 REPORT OF 'THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
D.-Staternent slwwi_ng the nU1nber of civilians ern)?loyed by the nionth and paid by the 
Quartermaster's Department in the departrnents, etc.-Continued. 
Regular supplies . Incidental expenses. 
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.,; 0 0 rtl ~ eo co L- "' lQ 0 
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-a .s s bJJ bl) ~ ~ ~ 'C k ] 0 c:'il c:'il k j 0 bl) k k k c 0 $ $ 'El ! 0 ~ A 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ F'i fl'l G 0 0 C!) 1--:, 
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Department of Dakota. 
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn.... 1 . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 2 4 
1
- - • • • • • • • • • -
1 
1 2 
. lltift.ll~:niii::!!!! •I i; l••;: :::t :;:I [ti! \I1::1[ '.:\ '.;\ ( 
Total . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . 1 J 1 4 1 3 2 I 2 I 6 I 1 2 \ 3 I 1 3 
Iucidental expenses. Barracks aud quarters. Army transporta-tion. 
0 0 
.,; g g g § rn a; ~ 
"' ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~
* 
l@ g <.b ~- g - w 11) ii Posts. t fl,, fl,, ~ oo "" '.;3 ~ @ ... lO * i .: ..;· 00 fF, .,-4Cl") 0 0) t- k ~ .2:l 0 s~ s~ 'i ~ ~ c~ oJ) * 0) 0) CD ~ JJi ~ § ,:::, p ~ ~ 
~-;[ 0 ~ ,:::, ,:::, 0 ~ 1--, ~ ~ ,!,I p- ~ ~ :;j :;j Q; Q; -~JJ ~ 0 0 c:'il 0 ;.. k ~ k ol ol ol <:! 0 0 0 0 0 o:I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w. w. w. w. w. 0 0 w. 
- - - - - - ----
----
- - -
lJeJfartment of Dakota. 
Headquarters, St.Paul, Minn................ 1 1 ....... -: ····· .... i. :::::: ::::/:::\::::! ... ~ 
1 1 ...... 1 
....... -····· 
Total...................... 51 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 j 1 I · 31-3 ~ 5 
QUVRTERMASTER-GENERAL. 333 
D.-State1nent showing the nwrnbe1· of civilians mnployed by the rnont~ and paid .. by the 
Quartennaster's Department in the departments, etc.-Contmued. 
Army transportation. 
Department of Dakota. 
Headiuarters, St. Paul, Minn.. .. 1 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 1 . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 2 
i!lii~·}jfy:~t\Ut )///F)!!!!!!C:!i \?ii/ 
1~~~~~~!1!!!!!!!::• ••••:•1::::;:::;:i: ••I• ••:•1::::1•::: :::ii•::::::: •:1•1•::• •·•;: •:•: 
Army transportation. 
/ 
334 REPOR'l' OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
D . -Statement showing the nnmbei· of civilians employed by the month and paid by the 
Q,uartermaster's Depa1·tment in the departments, etc.-Continued. 
Regular 
supplies. Incidental expenses. 
~ .,; g t--
.y,. 
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-
-- - - -- - -
- - -
-
Department of the Platte. 
Headquarter~, fort and depot, 
Omaha, Nebr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . 3 5 2 1 1 1 1 ........... - 5 1 








D.-Statfment showing the nuni'ber of civilians employed by the month and paid by the 
Quartermaster's Depar(tnent in the departments, etc.-Continned . 
.Army transportation. 
Posts. 
-------------1-- - - --------- - -------- - - -
Department of the Platte. 
Headquarters, fort and depot, 
Omaha, Nebr ... _............... . ... . ... 3 
Fort McKinney, Wyo ...... . ................ . 
Fort Robinson, Nebr ................... : .... · I 
Fort Niobrara, Nebr . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. 2 ... . 
Fort Washakie, Wyo ....................... . 
Fort Du Chesne, Utah ............. .. ....... . 
I 
~ ! .... ~ .... ~ ..... ~ . .. ~ ..... ~ ... ~ ... ~. 1 .. ~ . ... i 
2 ·•••·• .•• .. ·••••· .••. ·•••••. --·. •.. •••. .••• 1 
} :::::: ::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: } 
1 ...... . . . .. ...... . ... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Fort D . .A. Russell, Wyo . . . . . . . . . 2 .....••. 
i~~t~a~i~~*~i:~:::::::::::: :: :::: :::: :::: 
1 ······. .... ...... .... ...... .... ... .. . ... . . .. 1 
1 ...... . .. .. ...... .... ...... . .. . . . . . .... .... 1 
1 ...... ...... ...... .... . . .... .... .... .... .... 1 
Total ............ ...... .... 2 i2j-s j12-'--i- 1 1 1-1 -1 -1 8 
Regular supplies. Incidental expenses. 
• Posts. 
-------------1- ---------- - .. --- - -·-·· 
Department of Texas. 
Headquarters, depot and post, " 
.San .Antono, Tex...... ....... .. 1 1 1 2 3 1 5 1 




..... ... ...... . ................. . 
Total.. .................... I l 1 1 1 I l 1 / 2 I 3 I 3 1 I 1 5 1 , 1 




~o i,;-~~ "-' 0 g P< g Posts. lt') 0 0 o<..;- cN g a) ,-< 
.... 't:i.s t-- ½- ,Q 00- g .... ½- ½- 0 ½- ½- AA ½- ,£ rJ) ~ 0 g i,;- ..c:i' ~ 00- '° 0 i.." <l) ~ cfj<l> @ .<a @ 00- $ .,., <l) g. <l) P< :;::: :;::: i.." rn 00-%J o:s .... g- ti b.O s ~ ~ s ~ <l) <l) rii i "-' ~ ~ .<a 0 %J <l) "-' s s ... , ~ cl! ~ ~ ~ .s A <l) ... ... 0 0 ~ bJ) ·re <l) <l) ~ 
"-' 
.s ~ <ll ~ « <ll ... ... ~ ~ ~ 1i:i i:q ~ 0 A A 0 0 « 00 ~ Q f;i1 F1 .P'l Fl ::is 
------- - - - ---- - -- - -
Department of Texas. 
Headquarters, depot and post, 




I) )}_ T :::: ): t J. ): {) 
., ___ , ____ ....., ___ , __ ,_·_··_· ,1 _·_·_··_,_··_·· ==== 
Total . • • • • . . • • . . . . • . • • • . • • . 1 1 I G 1 1 1 5 1 j 1 1 4 1 1 5 
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D.-Statcment showing the number of civilians employed by the rnnnth and paid by the 
Quarterrnaste1"s Depart?tient in the dep artments, etc.-Continued. 
\ 
Army transportation. 
..s 1 ..s 1f A A Cl) Cl) Cl) 
b.O b.o ~ ~ d d d ol ol ci 0 co t- cq co l!') ~ {I,- <fr <fr <fr g A • -~~ A • A ,.; t- rii / .,,. -8~ 0<0 :3g i i i Posts. co ~: Cl) ·+" 0 r,.;- 0 co .,,. i~ ~..:, .µ t "<11 Cl) "<11 .,,. rn ol<fr 11} .;;/> b.O b.o 
* 
t; ~ i,; r... ~~ t:::1 t:~ t: oil ~ ·i:: -~ ] ol $ o* 0 0 ~ ~ F-< ~ Cl) I=!< I=!< I=!< ~ Q;) 8 p 11} ; ~ 11} 0 a) a) a) Cl) '3 .!<l ~ 8 ~ § § b.o 1l <I) Cl) <I) Q -~ ~ ell ..t:i ..t:i ~ ol ol Cl) r... r... r... p:: p:: p:: p:: ~ Cl, p, E-< E-! E-, E-, E-, 
--




Department of Texas. 
H eadquarters, depots and posts, 
San Antonio, Tex.............. l . . . . 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 . . . . 1 1 .... . -.. ifilp~!f i~:t)[[[ :::: ::;: ::::•:•:::I::::::•::::::\•••:::::::)•:•::\::: ::i: :t 
Total...................... 1 1 1 1 I 9 1 1 1_ 1 1 1 1 ~-1 
Regular supplies . 
. I 0 ~ 0 L-i .,,. 0 co .-1 
<fr § 0 .,; F-< <fr Posts. F-< l!') Cl) ~ Cl) ~ .,,. ..:, .µ .,; .,,. ~ ..:, la i-.. ti w. §1 Q;) § ij <I) ~ <I) <I) <I) ~ ..t:i A .s s b.O 
"al .bl) b.o <I) oS ~ r... r... 0 A A ~ 0 ell 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ en 
---- - - - - - - -
,General Depots, as provided 
.Army Regulation 1065. 
by 
NewYork,N.Y .................. 1 ...... 1 ... 1 1 
Incidental expenses. 
co co 
<O co co .,; 
d c,5 ~ 0 <O t-~ <O 0 co * .-1 .-1 .-1 00 rn .,,. <h <fr <fr <fr ~ i i rn rii rn i ~ ~ -~ fil ~ I=!< Cl) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-- - - - - -
2 ·s 5 2 1 













§ d l!') <fr 
s r,.;-
r... Cl) 
0 ~ ~ 
'°d I> 1;j ~ C, 
- -
1 ... . 
~~~~1:1ft~~,t~c:::::::::::::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ·i· :::: :::: 
I~tt~~:.ii~,~~::::::::::::::: ::: :~: :~: ::: ::: :::: :::: ~ : } 1 } "2' :::: :::: "'i 2 2 1 1 . .............. . ..... . .. 
I 
4 ... . ...... 2 . ..... , ........... . . 14T9r6-5 -5 _2 ___ 1 -1 \1 Total..................... . . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 119 
Incidental expenses. 





,fl,, ti F-< ,.; '°d .. d ,.;- ~ Cl) Cl) j ..:, 
* 
"<11 r... rn I=!< §' ~ * 0 t 
' 
Cl) Cl) 
F-< b.O b.O b.o b.C b.C fil Cl) F-< ,.;- ,.;- Cl) Cl) <I) 
-~ .s .s Cl) Cl) Cl) ! ! ! I A ,.0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r... r... ~ e 0 0 -~ -~ .0 ~ ~ ~ gi 11} 11} a) ~ ~ ] r... s::i, oS Cl) Cl) Cl) ~ .s ~ ~ ~ H H H H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r:n -;r. r:n 
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
Gemral D epota, aa provided by 
..6.rmy Regulation 1065. 
N ew Y ork, N . Y .•. . ...•.•...•.•.. 1 . . ... . 1 . . . . .... ..... .. . 2 2 ... . .....•...••• 
~1f /\Et I I I}::;::/ ::1: :I J \ / E J? \ \ 
Total ..............••...... . -111 1 -2 -3 ,-1 ,a-21- 5 ,-1 -1 -2 -1 1-1 -1 1 
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D.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the month and paid by the 
Quartermaster's Department in the departments, etc.-Continued. 
Incidental expenses. rJl i'.. Army transportation. Q) o:! ~ Q u-:i 0 
t- ~ ~ rJl 
-00- p,,o ... 
-00- Q) 0 ,.;- ... tf') 
~i t- 0 i:l" 0 Q),-, Yi,- ~ 0 tf') ::::-oo-Q) ~ ~- ~ -
Posts. ~ ... bJJ tO 0 c-i tO i ... 0 O'a:> 0 tO A Q) ... t- "' tf') ~ .a13 "O ~ tO tO t- "' 0 0 <I) A g .q,. .q,. -00- O> t- <fr <fr "' "O 0 i:l" fi ,g i:l" "OQl A..., -00- -00- ur ur -fl,- t-A Q) >, § AA <a/iJ ... - ,.;- ,.;- -00-$ A Q) Q) :il"' ~ ... fi ... 8 8 ] 8 8 hos ~A Q) ~ 1 Q) A 0 o:! ~ .... ~ ·c ~ 
-~ 
..<=I ..<=I ..<=I ..<=I ... ~ A 8 A Q ~ Q Q Q ~ Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) <I) .... ~ ~ ~ ... A e A ~ e >, A C) :il ~ 1e 1e 1e :ii ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :il :ii ... w. H p,- 0 i:q 0 0 0 o_ 0 A 
- -
- - -- - ----------
------
General Depots, as p1·ovided by 
Army Regulation 1065. 
NewYork,-J.Y ........•.•...... 1 ...... 21 ..............•.• 1 ! ................ 1 f!ii~~tl))::: ii:,:;:::::\::;: :;i: ::~: :\~ s: ii~i~1~ :;'._: ::i: :;/: !I 
Total ......•.•...•• •.•••... 1-11 2 2-1 1 5 1 I 2 1 I 1 2 2 1 1 
Posts. 
General Depots, as provided by 













-00-~ fi Q) 
.s . 8 
bJJ <I) 
A -~ fa:l I'=>. 
0 0 00 t-
-fl,-
-fl,-
<ti ur ~ ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ca 
A P< § fi ~ 8 <I) 










fi -fl,- ur rn t ,.. 
8 <I) ~ ~ Q) i ,;a: ~ ... <I) 0 ... 
"' ~ 0 0 0 0 








0 -fl,- ,.. 
lO i-," ~ tO 
'° i .... Q) ~ "' ~ -00- -fl,-
,.c P< ,.. 
,.;- ,.. 
<I) Q) Q) 
"" 
... 
... ~ ..b:l $ <I) 0 .... ~ 1e ~ i 
H ~ ~ ~ ~ 
------ - --
f ~i~t\s::::::::::::::::/: :::: :::: :::::: :::: ::;: ::'.: ::;: ::;: :~:::::: ::!: :::: ::!: :::! 
sti~~~v~~'.~~d................ .... 1 1 1 1 ..•..........• ., ...• ·••.. ..•. 1 ....•••• 
, .....•........... ..... ... .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... 1 ............... . 
Total..................... ... 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 / 5- 1a / 1 1 1 1 1 
Posts. 
General Depots, as provided in 















0 -,ii g 




<I) ~ <I) ~ ~ 
~ :il o:! 















Q -00- -00- -00-(1J rn ,.. 
"" 
... 
,.. ,.. ,.. 
<I) 






co tO ,:,:, 
tO ,-, 00 
"' 
0 -fl,- -fl,-
~ -fl,- 0 .+;S" .+;S" i 
,-, A A 
-00-
<I) <I) CQ ,.. 
"O "O 
00 ~ <I) A A <fr ~ $ ~ ,.. ~ ~ <I) <I) A 
A i ~ 'i'.: ·~ P< ... <I) ;a 0 §' P< 
.... .... 
., 
w. w. w. w. w. 
--
- - -
~t~l;~tIIll)I ::r :'.( ;;: :1 : t ::r :~: ::;: :::: ;;;; ;:;; :;'.; ;;;; :;;: ;t :;( 
Total . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . 4 2 8 11 1 I 5119 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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D.-Statement showing the niimber· of civilians employed by the month and paid by t1&, 
_Quartermaster's De]l.artment in the departrnents, etc.-Continued. 
Army transportation. 
j" ai 1f i:: 1:1 Cl) 
.,.; Cl) Cl) bl) 
~ ~ bl) ol 0 ol ~ ..p' 0 0 ~ 0 Aco -~~ t::i 0 lPosts. § 0 .,.; tci ~ I{) ! '° I{) """ O«.> ~ 'O t- '° -00- u-:, lt:) ,00. ~ ,(/,- :+$~ i~ ~~ ,(/,- ,00. ~ ~ C\l«.> ::i i:: ai rn r£ rn -+" r-< ..:,,00. ol $ i ..... ;.. ..... ..... ;.. ~ ;.. ,_,~ ~g ~ Cl) ! $ $ Cl) Cl) .s $ 0 s i:: -+" -+" -+" ~ ~ ~ .q -~ i r1) 8 r1) i i i i ' ~§ Q Cl) ~ ij § § ~ ·a A C\l 
:::l Cl) Cl) Cl) Cl) Cl) Cl) Cl) Cl) ,_, ,_, ,_, ~ ~ w. E-l E-l E-l 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 E-l 
- -
-
General Depots, as provided in 
.Army Regulation 1065. 
NewYork,N.Y .............. .. ........ , .............. ...... 1 .... 1 ................ , •••• 
~li~;t+t?I \: :T :T}: / /: / ::: / :\ :::::: s:? '.'.'.'. 
21-1 Total .................... .. 2 12 
Clothing and equipage-. · 
~ 
§ 0 ~ ,x; s . 
II') ~ ~ 1il <1)1!':> ~ ~ .,,; 0 Posts. ;.."' 0 :!Z 0{1,- ~ i «.> '° g .,.; ~ 0 ~ ""' - ~ 0 g ~ g t- ..... '° p ii ..... t ~ ..... ~ ~ ~ 0 Q ..... ..... ..... .,,; -00- ~ ~ -00-Cl) ~ -00- -00- t g- ~ -+" i ~ -00- ~ rI r£ ;;;~ ~ Q ( r£ ui rii r1) Cl) ~ ,_, a 'lil ~ ]1~ .i,i' -~ i .s ~ Cl) ·a1 0 ~ A 'O ~ Cl) ,_, 1il A bl) ,_, ~ ,_, :8- ,$ ~ ~ 'ci 0 <II 5 6 5 6 0 Fl Fl R ~ 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
General Depots, as provided by 1 
.Army Regulation 1065. 
Philadelphia, Pa ................. 1 ................ 1 1 1 .... 2 .... 1 .... .... 1 
J e:fl'ersonville, Ind .................. , .. .. . .. . .. . . 1 .. . 2 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 1 ...... .. 
San Francisco, Cal .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. . .. . 1 .. .. 1 1 1 .. . .. . . 1 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 3 ... . 
su,::;;:::::::::::::::::::::: ~~r-: ·;· --~- -~- : : i • : ··; ··;· ··;r;· ···; 
Posts. 
General Depots, aa provided by 

























-<!< ~ ~ ,r., 
~ ~ ~ r£ 13 1il 
<I) ct> ,_, 
~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ H 
- - -




Cl) .,.; 0 g iN 0 s 00 t- I{) II') <O ~ ff? ~ ff? g 0 0 t- ffl- <l)g ~ g ~ § t- <O -00-
' 
~ ~ r1). ~ 
,x; 
"' 
~ pro i i e ] t o;:; ,_, 1il 1 s i~ '5 Cl) ~ {1 ,!,j ~ .§ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q C\l ol <II ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- - -
Phila<lelpbia,Pa ................. 1 1 .... 2 .... 14 .... .... .... 1 i 1 1 2 •••• 
:~:~::~~~:::::::::::::::~? :;/ :;;/;/~: :; \ ::;: ::::~: :::: :::: ::;: :::~ 
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D.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the mont~ and paid by the 
QuattermasttrrJB Department in the departments, etc.-Contmued. 
Regular 
supplies. Incidental expenses. 
It) ~ tt5 II') lt) Ct> co tt5 0 0 
Posts. ~ Ct> eQ (0 ,.... ~ C'I 0 Ct> ,.... g ,n ~ 
.,; II') (Ir ,.... i ,n ~ 
,.... 
,.; ~ g- ,.... ~ ~ C'I C'I +$' Cl) Cl) ~ ,,r ,,r (I,- ~ Cl) ,.; 
·a ~ i ~ ~ 
.t ~ i -~ -a ·C ~ Pc ~ A ~ $ ~ ~ s s 0 ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 0 r,:, 
Independent Posts. 
?i;W:!i~i~~t~~:::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::i: ::::i: :::::: ::::~: ::::~: :::::: :::::: :::: 
!~la~f!~<t:·.~:~.:::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ····r :::::: .... ~. ····r :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio. ....... 1 1 . . • • • • 1 ...•...••••..•• - ...••••••••••.••• - ..• - - . 
Davids Island, N. Y . . . . .. .... ... ...... ...... ..••.• 1 .•.... . ..•.. ...... ...... ..•. .. 1 .•.. 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.... . ...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 1 ....... ... .. . ...... . ... . . 1 1 
Total. ..•.•..••..•.. ••• . .... 1 1 1 41 2 1 1 11 1 1 1 
' Incidental ex• penses. Army transportation. 
.µ Steam launch 
A Hamilton. Cl) 
b.O 




Frankford Arsenal, P a .......... . . . . . . . . . ... . .•. . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .........•........... 
For~ Snelling, Ordnance Depot, 
Minn...................................... 1 .... .... .... .... 1 ........................••. 
Atlanta, Ga...................... . . . . . . • . 1 ...........................•...............•....... 
Rot Springs, Ark................ 1 1 1·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1· · · · ..... . , ..... : .......... ; ... . 
fem!~~so~s~~:~c{s:Mr::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: .. : ... i ... i" :::: :::: :::::: / .... ~ ..... ~ .... ~ .... ~ 
Total·······~······~······· -1 1,-1 -1--1- 1 j 1 11 1 I 1 I 1 _1 ___ 1 /--::-i 
RECAPITULATION. 
From what appropriation paid. 
Number I 
of Monthly pay. Yearly pay. 
employ1\s. 
Department of the East: 
5~~Ii:~~tb: :::: :: ::: ::: ;;; ::: : : : : :::) :::::): 1 $75. 00 $900. 00 36 3,599.64 43,195.68 3 180. 00 2,160.00 60 3,·506. 66 42, 0"9. 92 
Total. ..........•.•••••...............................•... 100 I 7,361.30 88,335.60 
Department of California: . 
E?1tf !if~~/::~:::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::: 5 300. 00 3,600.00 13 1,-363. 32 16,359.84 1 125. 00 1,500.00 34 2,243.33 26,919.96 
Total .................................................... . 52 4,031.65 48,379.80 
'===:!========== 
349 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
D.~Stdtement showing the number of civilians employed by the month and paid by the 
_ Quartermaster's Department in the departments, etc.-Continued. 
From what appropriation paid. 
Department of .Arizona: 
tad~~t!t~ilf!!s~~::::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : :::::: :: : : :: :::::: 
.Army transport_ation .................... · .................. . 
Total. ................................................... . 
Department of the Columbia: 
tJ1d~~t!1~~~::;~;: :: : ::: :: : : : : :: ::: :::::: ::: : : ::: : : : : : : : : 
Barracks andquarters .................................... .. 
.Army transportation ....••. ..•••.•••.•••••• ••••..•••••••••. 
Total. .......... ......................................... . 
Department of the Missouri: 
~J\d~~=r~i1~is~s ·_:::: :: :: : ::: ::: :::: ::::::::: :: : :: ::: : : : 
l~;t~~~~'itau~~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Clothing and equipage .................................... . 
Total. ................................ ;...,. ................. . 
Department of Dakota: 
~c1~i:t!1 El ;~~s~s ·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Barracks and quart1,rs ................................... .. 
.Army transportation ...................................... . 
Total .......... ........ .................................. . 
Department of the Platte: . 
tEi~~t!fti~!!s~;:: :: :::: ::::: ::: ::: ::::::: :: ::::::: :: : : ~ 
~~;ct~!~toitaM~xt::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : 
Total ................................................... . . 
Department of Texas: 
~J\d~::t!1~~~::~~;: :: : :: ::: ::: ::::::::: ::: : : : ::::: :: ::: : : : 
!~~;t~:~:oir:;i~:~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Total .................................................... . 
General depots : 
~Eci~~t!1~~~~:~~;:: :::::: :::: :: : : : : : :: : : : : : : ::::: :: :::::: 
Cavalrk and artillery horses .............................. . 
i~r~~~:i0?~t~:::: ::: :: : :: : : : :: :: ::::::: :::::: ::: : : : 
Total. ................................................... . 
Ind?endent posts: 
1:Ecfe~t!f ~ti;:se;:: · .. · .. · .. · · · · .. · · · .. · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · 
.Army transpgrtation.: ::: : ::: : :: : : : : :: : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : :: :: : 
Total .................................................... . 
Total am un t by appropriation: f ~tal:~~ie;;e.:::: ::: ::: :: ::: : :: ::: : : : : : :: : : :::::::::: 
n:rac'k:Uanr~~;U'r~~:~~~ ............................... . 
~liin~a:R0~~:ie::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

























































300. 00 3,600.00 
1,096.65 13,159.80 
80. 00 960. 00 
2,523.33 30,279.96 
3,999.98 47,999.76 
830. 00 9,960.00 
3,451.64 41,419.68 
180. 00 2,160.00 
5,323.66 63,883.92 
316. 66 3,799.92 
10,101.96 121,223.52 
580. 00 6,960.00 
2,673.33 32,079.96 
380. 00 4,560.00 




60.00 720. 00 
3,951.67 47,420.04 
6,770.00 81,240.00 
315. 00 3,780.00 
1,870.00 22,440.00 
70. 00 840. 00 
2,618.33 31,419.96 
4,873.33 58,479.96 
545. 00 6,540.00 
10,058.16 120,697.92 
150. 00 1,800.00 










150. 00 1,800.00 
1,255.00 15,060. 00 
39,136.46 469,637.52 
6. 272.16 75,265. 92 
80,197.15 962,365.80 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 341 
E.-Staternent showing the amounts expended by officers of the Quartermaster's Department 
during and on account of the approp1·iations for the fiscal year 1892, and balances in 
the-ir hands so far as shown by accoiints recvived at this office. 
Names of officers. 
Atwood, E. B. , major and quartermaster .....................•....•...•. 
Arnold, I.,jr., major, Ordnance Department ......... ................... . 
.1.tkinson, B. W., lieutenant Sixth Infantry ............................ . 
.A. very, F. P ., lieutenant Third Infantry . ............................... . 
Aleshire, J.B., lieutenant First Cavalry ............................... . 
Anglum, D. F., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry ....... ., ................... . 
.A.darns, G., lieutenant Fifth Artillery ........ ......................... . 
Andrus, F. B., lieutenant Fourth Infantry ............................. . 
.A.lien, H. T., lieutenant Second Cavalry ............... ................. . 
Ayer, W. E., lieutenant Ele:venth Infantry ..................... ........ . 
Bingham, J. D., colonel, assistant quartermaster-general . ............. . 
Belcher, J. H., major and quartermaster ............................... . 
Barnett, C.R., captain and assist.ant quartermaster .................... . 
Bird, C., captain and assistant quartermaster . ...................•....•. 
Booth; C . .A. .. captain and assistant quart,ermaster ...................... . 
Barrett, .A.., captain and military storekeeper, Quartermaster's Depart. 
ment ............................. ..... .. . ........................... . 
Baker, F., captain, Ordnance Department . .. .......................... . 
Bryant, C., major, Ordnance Department ............................... . 
Butler, J. G., major, Ordnance Department ................ ............. . 
Burnham, W. P ., lieutenant Sixth Infantry .................. .......... . 
Bandholtz, H. H. , lieutenant Sixth Infantry ...... ...................... . 
Beall, F. M. M., lieutenant Eighteenth Infantry ... ..................... . 
Beckurts, C. L., lieutenant Sixth Infantry ............................. , 
Bailey, C. J. , lieutenant First Artillery .................. ...... ... ..... . 
Byrne, B . .A.., lieutenant Sixth Infantry ... . . . .......................... . 
Be~ch, F. H., lie_utenant Sixth Cavalry ... : ............ . ................ . 
Barbour, J. L., lieutenant Seventh Infantiy ................... .. ... .... . 
Broo:00, E. H., lieutenant Twenty-first Infantry ........................ . 
Brant, L. P., lieutenant Fir,it Infantry . . ............................... . 
Bigelow, J., jr., lieutenant Tenth Cavalr,y .............................. . 
Baxter , J.,jr., lieutenant Ninth Infantry ............. .............. .... . 
Beach, W. D. , lieutenant Third Cavalry ... . ............................ . 
Barnum, M. H., lieutenant Third Cavalry ................. ............. . 
Blatchford, R. M. , lieutenant Eleventh Infantry ..........•....... . . .... 
Buck, W. L., lieutenant Thirteenth Infantry .. ......................... . 
Borup, H. D., captain, Ordnance Department ........... ................ . 
Bingham, T . .A.., captain Engineer Corps ............................... . 
Ben.Jamin, E. E., lieutenant First Infantry ..... . ....................... . 
Bullock, E. C., lieutenant Seventh Cavalry ...•.. . ....................... 
Bethel, W . .A.., lieutenant Fourth Artillery ...••......................... 
Bennett, C . .A.., lieutenant Third Artillery ................ .. ...... .. ... . 
Brett, L. M., lieutenant Second Cavalry ........................ . . ... .. . . 
Chandler, J. G., lieute:nant colol!el and deputy quartermaster-general .. 
Campbell, L. E., captam and assistant quartermasLer . . ... ............ . 
Clem, S. L., captain and assistant quartermaster . ...................... . 
Cb.age, C., captain and assistant quartermaster ............... ......... . 
Comly, C., maJor, Ordnance p epartment ................ ............... . 
Clarke, P.H., lieutenant Nmth Cavalry .... .... . ........• ::. ........... . 
Catlin, E. H., lieutenant Second .Artillery ................ .............. . 
Croxton, R. C., lieutenant Fifth Infantry ......... ............... ... ... . 
Clay, T. J. , lieutenant Tenth Infantry . ............................... . 
Cooke, G. F. , lieutenant Fifteenth Infantry .. .. ............. ...... ..... . 
Cowles, W. H., lieutenant Sixteenth Infantry ................ .......... . 
Chrisman, E. R., lieutenant Second Infantry ........................... . 
Carleton, G., lieutenant Second Cavalry .. ... .......................... . 
Carnahan, E. C., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry .......................... . 
Cronin, M. D., lieutenant Twentieth Infantry ......................... . 
Cabell, H. C., lieutenant Fourteenth Infantry .... ... ..... .. .. ......... . . 
Coates., E. M., major Nineteenth Infantry ......................... ..... . 
Curtis, E. S., lieutenant Second .A.rt.illery .............................. . 
Crawford, M., lieutenant Second Artillery ............................. . 
Dandy, G. B., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster.general .... . 
Dunn, B. W., lieutenant, Ordnance Department ........................ . 
Daniel, L., lieutenant Sixth Cavalry .... ...... . ............. . .......... . 
Duncan, G. n., lieutenant Ninth In fan try ....... ...... ... ... : .......... . 
Dyer, .A.. B., lieutenant Fourth Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ......... ...... . 
Davis, W. C., lieutenant Fifth Artillery .......... .. . ... ......... ....•.. 
Ewers, E. P., captain Fifth Infantry .. : ........... ......... ...... ...... . 
Emery, J . .A.., lieutenant Eleventh Infantry ............ . 
~ff~r1ou, T. IF·, lieutenant ~ineteentb Infantry ... . .... :::::::::::::::: rIC ge, B., lieutenant Tenth Infantry ............. . ..... . 
Edwards, E . .A., li~utenant Twenty.fifth Infantry . ........ .. :::::::::::: 
Eltonbead, F. E. , lieutenant Twenty.first Infantry ... . 
Foster, C. W.,major and quartermaster ............... ::::::·· ......... . 
;ureyt J,t, majo! and auartermaster .....•................ :::::::::::: 
orsy ~ . C., ma,1or am quartermaster ............................... . 
Floyd, D. H., c~ptain and assistant quartermaster ..... ... ............. . 
Foster, .A.. B., lieutenant .i: ineteenth Infantry .......................... . 
Expenditures. Balances. 
$58,820.52 $7,258.63 
914. 21 . ............. 
3,099.96 .. .............. 
1,558.71 . ............... 
22,157.41 
········--·---15,221.47 128. 38 
26, 153.90 156. 27 
8,210.92 724. 91 
458. 20 
········ ------11,051.93 4,349.67 
17,939.56 11,104.47 
62,395.86 . ............... 
43,868.54 2,644.48 
74,218.30 3,805.50 
131, 08:.:. 08 
--······------
128,569.93 149. 09 
2,222.35 
········-----· 1,048.34 ... ............... 
1,044.91 6.40 
206. 45 ................ 
1,715.24 .................. 








l , 377. 35 ................. 
7,456.18 ................ 
391. 21 ............... 
272.10 ............... 
793. 30 ... ........... .... 
8,353.42 685.54 
547. 88 13. 81 
792, 74 36. 76 
704. 82 1. 65 
13,675.20 ................ 
427. 89 ............ .. ... 
621. 40 75. 50 
v, ... . ) 
56,218.43 23,304.18 





309. 57 .......•...... 
445. 60 ...•••.....•.. 
2,178. 24 ...•.......... 
11,184.91 4, 226.00 
1,511.86 .•.......••.•• 
1, 720.63 .•..•.•..••••• 
12,995.82 .•••••. ····· .• 
75. 73 ···•··· ...... . 
13,170.07 45-!. 75 














5,454.27 ·••·•• •·•··••• 3,447.43 •.•••••••••••• 
226. 89 ·••••••••••••• 3, 148.34 .••••.•••••••• 
400. 00 
7, 011. 16 66. 30 
619.26 ·•••••••······ 
7,667.44 ·••••• ••·•·· .. 
9, 611. 69 107. 68 
1,478.57 255. 30 
401, ~g~: ~~ 1 · · · ··as: sis~ iii 
22, 034. 96 1, 250. 93 
165, 662. 63 .•••••••••.•.• 
101. 68 I ••••••••• •• ••• 
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French, J. T ., jr., lieutenant Fourth Artillery .......................... . 
Foster, F. W., lieutenant Fifth Cavalry ................................ . 
Flynn, W. F., lieute:nant Eighth CaYalry . ... ..... ....... . ....... ..... .. . 
:Farnsworth, C. S., lieutenant Twenty-fifth Infantry ........ ........... . 
Febiger, L. , lieutenant Twenty-third Infantry .. ... ........ ......... . • . 
Frederick, D. A., lieutenant Seventh Infantry ......................... . 
Ferris, F. 0., lieutenant First Infantry ................................ .. 
Farber, C. W., lieutenant Eighth Cavalry ....................... ...... .. 
Grealish, M. J., captain, Ordnance Depart1uent . .... .. ...... ............ . 
Geary, W., lieutenant Nineteenth Infantry ............................ . 
Gifford, J. H., lieutenant Second Artillery .................. ........... . 
Greene, L. D., lieutenant Seventh Infautr_y ............................. . 
George, C. P ., lieutenant Sixteenth Ir:fantry .............. _. ............ . 
Green, J, 0., lieutenant Twentv-:fifth Inf::rntry .................. ....... . 
Getty, R. N ,, lieutenant Twenty-second Infantry ...................... . 
Gerlach, W., captain Third Infantry . ....... . .................. ........ . 
Gatley, G. G., lieutenant Fifth Artillery .................. ....... '...... . 
Gallup, C. C., lieutenant Fifth Artillery ...................... ....... .. . 
Gresham, J. C., lieutenant, Seventh Cavalry ............................ . 
Galbraith, W.W., liemenant, Fifth Artillery ........................... . 
Guthrie, J.B., captain, Thirteenth Infantry ....... . ........... ......... . 
Hughes, W. B., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-general .. . 
Humphrey, C. F., captain and assistant quartermaster ............... . .. 
Hathaway, F. R;, captain and assistant quartermaster . ....... .•.•...... 
Haynsworth, H.J., captain and assistant quartermaster .......... ...•.. 
Hoyt, G. S., captain and assistant quartermaster ....................••.. 
Hyde, J. McE., captain and assistant quartermaster ...... ............. . 
Him.ls, E., lieutenant, Second Artillery ................................ .. 
Hobbs, C. W., lieutenant, Third Artillery .............................. . 
Hubert, E., lieutenant, Eighth Infantry .........................•...•... 
Humphrey, H. D., ~ieutenan.t, Twentieth Infan_j;ry ................•.. .... 
Hornbrook, J. J ., lieutenant, Second CaYalry .. ... ....................••. 
Hovey_, H. W.,.lieutenant, Twenty-fourth Infamry ...... . ............. .. 
Howland, C., lieutenant, Fourth Infantry .............................. . 
Hardin , C, B., lieutenant, Eighteenth Intantry ............ ... •. ...•. ... . 
Hay, W . H., lieutenant, Third Cavalry ............................. ... .. 
Hine, C. DeL. , lieutenant, Sixth Infantry .. ...................•....•..... 
Hearn,.L. J., lieutenant, Twenty-first Infantry ......................... . 
Hammond, A . G., lieutenant, Eighth Cavalry .................... . ....•. 
Hatch, E. E., lieutenant, Eighteenth Infantry .......... . .........•...•.. 
Horn, T. N., lieutenant, Second Artillery ............................... . 
Hart, W. H., lieutenant, Fourth Cavalry ............................... . 
Rein, O. L., captain, First Cavalry .................................... .. 
Hancock, W. F., lieutenant, Fifth Artillery . ................•.......••.. 
Ingalls, C.H., captain and assistant quartermaster ...•...•.•........••. 
· Irons, J. A .. lieutenant, Twentieth Infantry ............................ . 
Jacobs, J. W., captain and assistant quartermaster ..................... . 
Jones, F. B., captain ancl assistant quartermaster ..................•.... 
Jervey, H., lieutenant, Engineer Corps ................................. . 
Jones, S. R., c:aP.tain and assistant quartermaster ....................... . 
Johns011, W. .,jr., lieutenant, Sixteenth Infantry .................... .. 
Johnson, F. 0., lieutenant, Third Cavalry ............................. .. 
Johnson, 1'iT. 0., lieutenant, Nineteenth infantry ................ ..... . .. 
Johnston, J. A., lieutenant, Eighth Cavalry ........................... .. 
J obnson, C. P., lieutenant, Tenth Cavalry ...••..................•....•.. 
Kirk, E. R, major and quartermaster .................................. . 
Kimball, .A.. S., major and quarterma ter .............................. .. 
Krayen bubl, M. G., lieut.enant, Second Artillery ..•..............•...•.. 
Krug,]'. V., li1mtenant, Eighth Infantry ............................... . 
Kirkman, G. W., lieutenant, First Infantry ........ ....... .. ....... .... .. rm ball, W. A., lieutenant, Fourteenth Infantry .•...........•.......••. 
L ernjGF. J ., li~utenant, Twenty-first Infantry ........................ . 
Leed J RC., m~or and quartermaster ...................... _ .......... . 
Lor , . ., ma.Jor and quartermaster . . ...... ....................... ... .. 
L amortlux, T. B., lieutenant, "Fourth Artillery ......................... .. 
L od~r~~ Eli L ., lieutena~t, Eleventh Infantry ........•.............•.. 
L \t b . t''weu,f n:int, Nmth Cavalry ......... ................. ...... .. 
L1 e bran , G · T ., lieutenant, Tenth Cavalry ........................... . 
Lang o;;nt: li ., lien tenant, Third Carnlry ........................... . 
L~:k!tt, J ., iie!~t:~:f ~!~~~hnt~;nfa~~1:- · · · ...... · .. · · · · · .. :. · · · • · · · 
Moore, J: M., lieutenan\-colonel and ~uti q~~e~;_;te;--ie~~~;,i:::::: 
:M~rstnJ{gJ\t.: !·· ~~::r~a1:~:~~~ er ........................•.•. 
~Caul~' C. A. H~_captai~ and as. i tant q~~-~~~- te;:::::::::::::::: 
Miller. ,v. II., capta~n anrl a i. tant quart rmaster .......... _ ........ .. 
Martm, .l!. C. ca1itain and i. tant qnart rmaster ................... .. 
or:t!'-D, . . ., ~aptnin, rdnanc 1J ·partment ... . ................... . 
•. ut , I., ap m , rdnanc De1,art111eut .••.. 




·············· 1, 96-!. 03 ............... 
9,667.20 
·············· 6, 291.08 $1,475.82 
621. 44 10. 92 
6,756.25 1,259.50 




--- ·····- -----5,397. 06 
---··········· 
3,448.90 
--- --······ ··· 
774.11 
...... i,' 257.'94 13,685.48 
1,516. 39 
---------····· 
- 3, 851. 57 
·········25."iG 4,410. 95 
174. 88 . .......... _.35 
2,302.99 
131. 83 







.. ....... 64 .. 22 17,440.74 
73. 00 
·············· 913. 55 
··•····• 146. 30 5, 159.89 
10,007.13 91. 30 
2,605.45 . .............. 
66. 50 
·········29.-i4 1,255.40 




2,967.50 1,550. 00 
4,795.71 1,529. 40 
359. 00 
........ 383." 70 216. 97 . 
81,099.13 2,639.36 
9,535. 92 192. 56 
89,236.52 12,264.45 









48,412.94 -- -- --i; 1sa: 1s 
136,089.58 
·············· 313. 30 








······ .. ii5.' 48 4,896.94 
20,837.56 1,828.97 
1,748.85 
········· ····· 1, 795.35 
·············· 7. 98 
········209.'96 248. 54 
136, 03 .11 1, 23 . 05 
40,783.62 5,416.09 
8,274.52 863. 28 
73, 559.54 
......... 34 .. 40 
36,361.14 
130,576.73 41,259.20 
665. 93 .., 19.19 
1,479.90 
·············· 524. 08 
·············· 
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Miller, S. W., lieutenant, Fifth Infantry ................................ . 
McFarland, M., lieutenant, Twenty-first Infantry ....•.•....•........... 
M ercer, W . ..A.. , lieutenant, Eighth Infantry ....................•........ 
M cCarthy, D. E. , lieutenant, Twelfth Infantry ......................... . 
Murphy, 'J ., lieutenant, Fourteenth Infantry ........................... . 
McClure, N. F., lieutenant, Fourth Cavalry ............•................ 
McDonald, .r. B., lieutenant, Tenth Cavalry ...................•......... 
Martin, C.H., lieutenant, Fourteenth Infantry ......................... . 
Morton, C. G., lieutenant, Sixth Infantry ................. , •............. 
Maney, J . ..A.. , lieutenant, l!'ifteenthinfantry ......... ...•... ..... ..... . 
Moore, G.D., lieutenant, Eighteenth Infantry .................... .... . . 
Montgomery, G., lieutenant, Second Artillery .. ........................ . 
Morrison, C. C., captain, Ordnance Department ..... .................... . 
McCaskey, E.W., lieutenant, Twenty-first Infantry .... ............... . 
Mills, ..A.. L., lieutenant, First Cavalry ... .. . ............................ . 
McGinniss, .r. R., m~ior, Ordnance Department .... ..................... . 
Normoyle, J.E., lieutenant, Twenty-third Infantry .................... . 
Neary, W. C., lieutenant, Third Infantry .............•.... ............. . 
Ostheim, L. , lieutenant, Second Artillery ..... . ....................... .. . 
O'Brien, J. J ., lieutenant, Fourth Infantry .. ..... .... .. . ............... . 
Perry, ..A. • .r., colonel and assistant quartermaster-general .............. . 
Pond, G. E., captain and assistant quartermaster ... .................... . 
Pullman, J. W. , captain and assistant quartermaster .................. . 
Pope, J. W., captain and assistant quartermaster ...................... . 
Patterson, R. H., lieutenant, First Artillery .... ........................ . 
Peirce, W. S. , lieutenant, Second Artillery ...... ....................... .. 
Palmer, ..A.. M., lieutenant, Twenty-fourth Infantry ..................... . 
Plummer, E. H. , lieutenant, Tenth Infantry .... ........................ . 
Pierce, P. E. , lieutenant, Sixth Infantry .................. .... .......... . 
Post, .r. C., major, Engineer Corps ....... .. ........................ ..... . 
Phipps, F. H., maijor, Ordnance Department ............................ . 
Pettit, J. S., cani;a,in, First Infantry .. ....... ........................... . 
Palmer, F. L., U~utenant, Twenty-first Infantry ........................ . 
Pitman, J., captain, Ordnance Department .. -, ......... . ............... . 
Robinson, A.G., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-general .. 
Rockwell, A. F., major and quartermaster .. ......... . ... . ............. . 
Ruhlen, G., captain and assistant quartermaster .................•...... 
Robinson, W.W., jr., captain and assistant quartermaster .... ...•...... 
Rexford, W. H. , captain, Ordnance Depar tment ........................ . 
Rockwell, .r.,jr., captain, Ordnance Department ................. .. . .... . 
Reilly, J. W. , major, Ordnance Department .... ............ ...... .. ..... . 
Roberts, H. L., lieutenant, Nineteenth Infantry .............. .......... . 
Roach, G. H., lieutenant, Seventeenth Infantry . ........................ . 
Ro'5ers, J. S., lieutenant, Twentieth Infantry ...............•. ........... 
Reichman, C., lieutenant, Ninth Infantry ..... .......................... . 
Reilly, H . .r., lieutenant, Fifth .Artillery . .. ... .......................... . 
Rivers, T. R., lieutenant, Third Cavalry .... ...... ...... ... ............. . 
Ripley, H. L ., lieutenant, Third Cavalry .... .............•............... 
Ryan, J.P .. lieutenant, Third Cavalry .........•........................ 
Reed, H . ..A.., lieutenant, Second Artillery . .... ........... . .............. . 
Sawtelle, C. G., lieutenant-colonel <md deputy quartermaster-general .. . 
Scully, J. W., major and quartermaster ....... . ........................ . 
Smith, G. C., ma,jor anll quartermaster .............................. . •.. 
Simpson, J ., major and quartermaster ... ..... . ........ ... .... : ..•....... 
Summerhayes, J. W., captain ud assistant quartermaster ............ . . 
Stevens, R.R., lieutenant, Sixth Infantry . ..... ........................ . 
Shattuck, ..A.. B., lieutenant, Sixth Infantry ....•.. ....................... 
Schumm, H. C. , lieutenant, Second Artillery .....•.......•......... • .... 
Safford, M. B., lieuteu ant, Thirteenth Infantry .. .. ..................... . 
Scott, H. L., lieuten!lllt, Seventh Cavalry .....................•........ . 
Sharpe, ..A.. C., lieutenant, Twenty-second Infantry ..................... . 
Starr, C. G., lieutenant, First Infantry ................•......•.......••.. 
Sarient, H. H., lieutenant, Second Cavalry .........••................... 
Smith, ..A.. L., captain, Fourth Cavalry ....... ................ ~ ........ .. . 
Schofield, R. Mc.A.. , lieutenant, Fourth Cavalry . ......•. . ................ 
Scott, D. M., captain, Subsistence Department ........•.............. ... . 
Stotsenburg, J.M., lieutenant, Sixth Cavalry ...................•........ 
Strother, L. H., lieutenant, First Infantry ... ........................... . 
Shollenberger , J. H., lieutenant, Tenth Infantry .... ; ....•.............. 
Stone, W. P ., lieutenant, Fourth Artillery .......... ..........•.•........ 
impson, W. L., lieutenant, Ninth Infantry .... ........................ . 
Smith, 0 . M., captain, Subsistence Department .................•........ 
Scott, ..A.. B., lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry ..............•............. 
Stiles, D. F., captain, Tenth Infantry .. . ...................•............. 
Stottler, V. E., lieutenant. T enth Infantry ...................•.... ....... 
Sey burn, J. R. , lieute~ant, Twenty-fourth Infantry ..•.... , ..•........... 
Shuttleworth, E. A., lieutenant, Eleventh Infantry .................... . . 
Tompkins, C.H. , colonel and assistant quartermaster-general ...•... .. . 
True, T. E., ca~tain and as~istant <j.Uartermaster . ..... ............ ..•... 
Turner, R. B., lieutenant, Sixth Infantry •..••...••.•.••..•••••.... ...•. 
Expenditures. Balances. 
$2,826.75 $29. 06 
2,595.44 35. 21 
17,250.72 149. 78 
375. 45 ................ 
7,521.55 ................... 
2,064.59 201. 00 
14,246.79 !166.42 
33. 20 ................ 
2,223.04 ............... ... 
4,413.75 237. 61 





········'- ····· 2,195.79 247. 99 
261. 91 .................. 
4,448.97 







12, 646.53 484. 25 
258. 80 .......... ... .... 
61, 252.19 35,761.13 
7,585.70 ................ 
4,558.02 ................ 
347. 84 ........ " ... --
378. 04 ................. 
2,415.64 
··----------- · 887. 54 2,339.51 
610. 37 9. 00 
16,833.36 6,122.86 
294,816.88 1,114.85 
4,650.28 372. 87 
41,833.72 3,894.42 
2,362.38 3. 60 
3,331.48 57.0<! 
248. 77 ............. ... 
6,'927. 86 222. 01 
21,179.39 ................ 
2,058.20 ............. .. 
-
692. 60 ............... 
3,975.15 ................ 
1,873.21 7. 96 
1,233.83 132. 75 
568. 89 ................... 
1,079.36 345. 00 
589,497.69 178,992.06 
67, 179.88 5,990.92: 
230,664.92 12,354.07 
23,172.65 2,397. 4_7 
180,865.03 19,158.73 
_10, 992. 68 li'44. 60 
214. 00 ........... .. .... . 
11,918.67 
·······-······ 2,258.10 ................. 
12,375.49 ................ 
358. 75 ................ . 
1,265.01 
·············· 1,619.17 ............. . 
8,805.36 
···--·-······· 67.50 ............... 
26,983. {)9 ................. 
13,428.11 150. 89 
1,112.45 ............. .. ---
4,244. 91 20.16 
1,671.67 3,828.33 
104. 36 190. 39 
5,752.18 2, 590(_q9 
5,419.01 2,837. 36 
403'. 75 
-----··-······ 3,479.72 76. 95 
744. 05 1,105.95 
1,605.54 49. 00 
64,277.52 
..... ~~·.e.~~ 161, 723.50 
157,796.18 10,809.96 
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Torrey, Z. W., lieutenant, Sixth Infantry .... ........ ................... . 
Townsley, C. P ., lieutenant, Fourth Artillery .......................... . 
Taylor, C. W., lieut~nant, Ninth Cavalry . .... ' ....•................ ... . .. 
Turner, W . .J.,captain, Second Infantry ......................... ..... .. . 
Torney, G. H., captain, Medic.il Department ..... ... .................... . 
Thompson, .J. T., lieutenant, OrdnanceDepa,rtment ..•........ ......... .. 
'.l'aylor, .J. R. M., lieutenant, Seventh Infantry ................ .......... . 
'.l'illson, .J. C. F ., lieutenant, Fifth Infantry ..................... ... ..... . 
Thompson, C. B., captain and assistant quartermaster ................. . 
Vogdes, C. B., lieu tenant, First Infantry .......•.............. •...... ... 
Varney, A. L., major, Ordnance Department ...... • ............ .......... 
Wf\eks, G. H., lieutenant.colonel and deputy quartermaster.general. ... . 
Williams, C. W., captain and assistant quartermaster-genera1 .... ...... . 
Wheeler, D. D., captain and assistant quartermaster.general. .......... . 
Williams, .J. R., lieutenant, Third Artillery ..... . ...... ................. . 
Wotherspoon, W. W.,lieutenant, Twelfthlnfantry ....... .............. . 
Webster, F. D, lieutenant, Sixth Infantry ....................... ....... . 
Weaver, E. M.,jr., lieutenant, Second Artillery ........................ . . 
Woodward, C. G., lieutenant, Third .A.xtillery ...................... ..... . 
Williamson, G. McK., lieutenant, Sixth Cavalry ...•............. ..... ... 
Walker, E. S., lieutenant, Eighth Infantry ...... ...................... .. 
Wilkins, H. E., lieutenant, Second Intantry ............................ . 
Wills, J. H., lieutenant, Twenty.second Infantry ........... .. ....... ... . 
Waltz, M. F., lieutenant, Twelfth Infantry ............ . .......... ..... . . 
Williams, A., lieutenant, Third Infantry ...•.•... ....................... 
Winn, F. L., lieutenant, First Infantry ........................... ..... .. 
Wittenmyer, E., lieutenant, Ninth Infantry .................... ...... .. . 
Warwick, O."B., lieutenant, Eighteenth Infantry ........... . . . ......... . 
Wood, W. T., lieutenant, Ei~liteenth Infantry ........................ .. . 
White, G. P., lieutenant, Third Cavalry ................................ . 
Webster, E. K., lieutenant, Second Infantry ...................... .... .. . 
• Whittemore, .J.M., colonel, Ordnance Department ...................... . 
Winn, J. S., lieutenant, Second Cavalry ......................... ...... .. 
Young, G. S., lieutenant, Seventh Infantry ......................... .. .. . 
Zalinski, M. G., lieutenant, Second Artillery .•.. .•••...• ••.•............ 




6,757.00 740. 74 
8,359.28 204, 69 
5,955.77 ............... 
656. 18 
...... ···ail:is 3,451.90 
79. 63 




······---···· · 228,243.84 50,765.95 
43,615.83 393. 22 
191,220.91 22, 197.« 
370. 15 
·············· 4,168.22 
······· ··so:oo 3,186.24 
17. 711. 13 4,200.97 
4,048.21 ............... 
2, 121. 70 
········2~1:82 16,558.35 
147. 65 ............... 
895. 90 
· · · · · · · · i2a: 69 6,025.69 
21, 125.19 1,390.82 
1,799.15 
. ....... i67."68 869. 99 
1,765.80 
···· ·· · · 2ai:iui 6,486.30 
809. 26 . .............. 
4,933.71 . .............. 
150. 70 
······ · · isi 61 3,433.32 
1,801.59 . .............. 
67.90 . ................ 
1------
7, 056, 294. 68 I 9G6, 212. 03 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
QUARTERMASTER·GENERAL'S 0FF10E, 
Washington, D. _ O., July 11, 1892. 
Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster.General, 
U. S. Army, of the clothing and equipage returns branch, C, for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892 . 
. In this branch returns of clothing and equipage are received, reg· 
1 tered, and examined. After examination and the correction of errors 
they are forwarded to the Second Auditor of the Treasury for final 
e tlement. · 
Th re were employed during the greater part of the year nine clerks. 
The amount of work done in the branch is shown by the following 
tatement: 
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Work don e in Branch C during fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 1892. 
Returns on hand June 30, 1891. . . ........................................... 1,473 
Returns received du;ing :fiscal year . . • . • • • . • . . • . . • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3, 680 
5,153 
Returns examined during :fiscal year . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • . . . 3, 720 
Returns on hand June 30, 1892 .... . . . .•. . . •. . . .. .... .. . •.. .. ••..... .. . . . . . . . 1,433 
Letters written ......... .. . ... ................................ ·............. 6,733 
Transfers of clothing an d equipage verified ............................•... 29,409 
Auditor's settlements registered ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 439 
Sales verified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . 1, 995 
Circulars addressed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . 1, 000 
Respectfully submitted. 
- M. I. LUDINGTON, 




. September 15, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the report of the operations of the 
clothing supply branch of this office during the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1892. 
GENERAL DUTIES. 
This branch of the office takes action upon all matters pertaining to 
the purchase and mauufacture of clothing and equipage, and of the 
issues of same to the Army and to the militia of the States and Terri-
tories, in conformity with laws and regulations governing the same. 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES. 
The sum appropriated by Congress for the purch ase and manufacture 
of clothing w as ..... .. . ... . .... . . .. . . . ...................... . ..... $1, 175,000.00 
There was credited to the appropriation on account of issues to the 
militia of the States and Territories, the sum of.................... · 207, 897. 04 
There was placed to the credit of the appropriation from sales to offi-
cers, collections by Pay Department on account of clothing over-
drawn, and other misceltaneous sources, the sum of...... . . . • . . . • . . 70, 680. 03 
Making a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1, 453, 577. 07 
There was remitted to officers of the Quartermaster's 
Department, to the several purchasing and manufac-
turing depots, and to the Fort Leavenworth military 
prison, and elsewhere, for the purchase, manufacture 
and repair of clothing and equipage, t he sum of . . ...• $1, 319, 263. 18 
There was paid on Treasury settlement s t he sum of.... 1,996.37 
1,321,259.55 
Leaving a balance oi .. ... . . ............... . • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • . . . . 132, 317. 52 
in the Treasury of the United States on the 30th of June last, all of 
which, together with future credits on account of collections by the 
Pay Department, will be needed to pay outstanding obligations. 
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The following is a statement, in detail, showing the remittances on 
aecount of clothing and equipage during the last fiscal year, viz: 
Department of the East . . . • . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . $400. 00 
Department of Missouri .................... .. ..... ........... ........ , 93. 73 
Department of Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 4. 85 . 
Depart:rµent of the Platte. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 40. 25 
Department of Dakota............................... ......... ....... 1,803.60 
Department of California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 81. 00 
Department of the Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 00 
New York Depot ......................................... ... ....... ~. 40. 00 
Philadelphia Depot .... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 981, 314. 86 
Washington Depot ......... ............. : ........ ..... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 177. 30 
Jeffersonville Depot.................................... ...... ........ 126,522.25 
~!~ Lh~~·cPs~~oi~p~t ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : lg; ~~~: ~r 
Columbus BarracksJ Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 00 
Willets Point, N. Y. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25. 00 
Davids Island, N. Y. R................................. .. . .. . . . . . . .... 3. 25 
United States military prison, Fort Leavenworth_, Kans . . . . . . . . . . ..... 54,389.08 
Tolal .......................••.............. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 319, 263. 18 
PURCHASES .A.ND M.A.NUF .A.CTURES. 
The following are the principal articles of clothing and equipage that 
were manufactured from the materials purchased under contract: 
At the Philadelphia, Pa., Depot. 
4:, 688 dress coats, all kinds. 
7, 929 overcoats, kersey. 
22, 272 blouses, made and unmade. 
10, 666 fatigue coats. 
4:6, 672 trousers, kersey, for footmen. 
13, 240 trousers, kersey, for mounted men. 
9, 765 fatigue trousers. 
838 overalls. 
8, 565 dark blue shirts. 
12,193 drawers. 
, 202 tents, conical wall. 
56 tents, hospital. 
1, 196 tents, wall. 
1, 039 tents, common. 
1,910 tents, shelter. 
At the Jejfei-sonville, Ind., Depot. 
14, 068 blouses, made and unmade, 
6,000 fatigue coats. 
7, 000 fatigue trousers. 
1, 000 overalls. · 
4, 000 stable frocks. 
34,000 drawers. 
20, 000 dark blue shirts. 
At the San Ji'rancisco, Cal., Depot. 
1,823 dress coats, all kinds. 
1,067 overcoats, kersey. 
6, 337 blouses, made and unmade. 
677 fatigue coats. 
9,863 trousers, kersey, for footmen. 
3, 074 trousers, kersey, for mounted men, 
2,193 fatigue trousers. 
1, 843 dark blue shirts. 
8,784 drawers. 
The approximate amount paid to employes, such as tailors, sewing 
women, and sailmakers, for making the above articles, after having been 
cut at the general depots referred to, amounted to about $199,466.46. 
A.t the Fort Leavenworth military prison there were also manufac-
ture°: from materials purchased after advertisement, the articles of 
clothmg and equipage pecified in the following statement which also 
give , in detail, the cost of manufacturing the same, viz: 
I Number. Material. 
------------i 
Articles. 
Boote, mounted, partly machine-
sewed bottoms, pairs . .............. 1, 501 $4,086. 4.2 
Boot , br s-s rewecl, r,air .. ......... 18 28.18 Shoes, campaign, partly machine-
sewed bottoms, pairs ........ ....... 20, 4.50½ 80, 7 0. 82 ho , bras. -screwed, pairs .. ......... 20 27. 89 hoe b calf kin, pairs .............•. _. 
· 100 183. 59 Corn room , numb r ................. 22,375 2, 82.11 Barro k chairs, Tulcanize<l lib r eat , 















......... .. .. 
.......... 
Total. 
$50. 90 $4, 758.l!B 
.04. 88.t5 
679. 69 37,596.69 
.08 85. 70 





Total .................... ...... . ==1 4.1, 400. 7 15,483.37 2,55G.CC 734.08 6o,l68.37 
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In addition to the foregoing there were also manufactured for the 
Subsistence Department during the past :fiscal year 4,000 whisk brooms, 
the money value of which has been reimbursed by said Department to 
the appropriation for clothing and equipage. · 
There was realized at the Fort Leavenworth, Kans., military prison 
from the sale of scrap leather the sum of $306.33, which under the law 
was covered into the Treasury to the credit of miscellaneous receipts. 
The following are the articles of clothing and equipage and stores that 
were turned over to the military prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., 
during the last :fiscal year, for the value of which the Department will 
not be reimbursed: 
Clothing. No. Price. A.mount. 
----------------------1-------
Boots: 
~~::~rlc;~~eci · _. _.::::: _.:: _. _.:: _.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _. _.: ~-1~~:: 
Campaign •..................... .................. ······.·· ......... do .. . 
Shoes: 
Campaign, viscolizecl leather ..................................... do .. . 
Brass screwed .................................................... clo .. . 
Post, sewed ..................... ......................... ......... do .. . 





















Total....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . .. .. . • • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1, 162. 02 
Stores: 
Army wagon tongues.................................................. 12 2.17 26. 04 
Total. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 183. 06 
There were manufactured at the Fort Leavenworth military prison 
from materials purchased from a.ppropriation for clothing and equipage, 
and issued to the Alcatraz Island, Ualifornia, military prison, the fol-
lowing articles of clothing, required for use of convicts in confinement 
at said prison, viz: 
Articles. No. Materials. Labor. Total. 
Blouses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155 $262. 08 $77. 50 $339. 58 
Overalls ................................................ pairs.. 130 48. 98 
Trousers ................................................. clo ... 350 439. 38 
13. 00 61. 98 
175. 00 614. 38 
Drawers .................................................. do... 350 120. 96 29. 25 150. 21 
Shirts.................. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 350 398. 98 33. 93 432. 91 
--1----·1---J -
Total . . . . . . . . .. . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . • • • . . • . . .. . . . . . . 1, 270. 38 328. 68 1,599.06 
ISSUES TO THE ARMY. ' 
By reference to the statement herewith, the quantities of clothing, 
equipage, and materials transferred from the general purchasing and 
manufacturing depots for issue to the Army will be ascertained in 
detail. . 
All the supplies were, it is believed, forwarded with promptness. 
It has been the constant aim of this Department to keep the goods 
up to established standards and specifications, and it is believed that 
there has been no falling off in this respect. 
ISSUES TO THE MILITIA. 
The accompanying detailed statement shows the quantities of cloth-
ing, equipage, and materials issued by the Quartermaster's Department 
during the last :fiscal year, under the act of Congress amending section 
1661 of the Revised Statutes. 
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The value of this property, including the articles of regular supplies 
furnished and for which the respective appropriations have been reim-
bursed, is as follows: -
States and Territories. 
Alabama .............................. .... ..................................... . 
Alaska ........ ........ : ..................................... ... ... ............. . 
Arizona ........................................................... ........... .. . 
.Arkansas ............ ......................... .............. . ....... .......... .. 
California ..................................................... ................. . 
Colorado ...................................••.............. .. .. .. ... . .. . .•...... 
Connecticut ..................................................... ............ .. .. 
Delaware ...... . ............ ... ..... .. . ....... ...................•.......•...•.. 
District of Columbia ................................................. ....... ... . 
Florida ...................................................... .............. ..... . 
Georgia ..................................................... ................... . 
Idaho ......•.................................................... ............ .... 
Illinois .. ................................................ ................... .... . 
Indiana ................................... ... ................ .. ..... ....... .... . 
Iowa ....•... . ............................ .... .. ............ ....... . .... ......... 
Kansas ..................... . .................. . ............... .... . ....... ..... . 
~:i!:~~~ :: ::::::: :::::: :: : : : : :: : : : ::::::::::: :: : : : ::: : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : :: :: : : ::: : : 
::~r~~h~~~tt~ .- .-: .- .- .-: : .- .- .- .-: : : : .-.-: : : .-.-.-: .- .-: : : : : .-: .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .-.- .- .- .- .- .- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Slif ~;1;~.\ ~ ~ ~ :. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Montana ..................................... . ........... ....... ......... .. .... . 
Nebraska ............................. ... .......................... ..... ....... . 
Nevada ........................ 1 ............................ ................ .. .. 
N ew Hampshire ................................................ .. ... ......... .. 
New.Jersey .............................................. ....... . .............. . 
N ewMe:xico ................................................................... . 
North Carolina ............................................... .................. . 
Ohio ................................. .. .... .. ....................... ........... . 
Pennsylvania ................................................................. .. 
South Carolina ........... . ........................................ ............. . 
South Dakota ................................................. ................. . 
Tennessee .......................................................... ... ·········· 
Texas . .............................................. . ... , ...................... . 
~r:~~f!: :: :::::::: ::::: ::: : : :: :: : : :: : : :: :: : :: : : :: :: : : : :::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : ::: : :: 
ir:!:!!~~.i~~ :::::::: :::::: :::::: ::: :: : ~:: :: : ::: : :: :::::: ::: : :: :: ::: ::::::::::: 
















































Total................. . . . . .. . . . . • .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . • . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . • . . 214, 908. 58 30. 46 
The following is the value of property issued gratuitously by this 
Department during the last :fisc,al year to the militia of the District of 
Columbia, under the act of Congress of March 1, 1889: 
Clothing and equipage .................................................. $1,917.39 
Regular supplies.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 98. 33 
2,015.72 
COLLECTIONS BY PAY DEPARTMENT. 
J:'r m a tatement furni, bed thi office by t,he Paymaster-General of 
the Army, it i a. c rtain d that the collections l>y the Pay Department 
fr m the nli ted m n of the Army during the :fiscal year ending June 
1 91 n account of clothing drawn in excess of tb.e established al-
l wa11 e . amount d to 62 7:37,1 , while the amount paid to the enli ted 
1 11 lfi<Y the am p nod on account of clothing undrawn was 
. 4 1-1. . 
li · fi ur . on lu ivel how that the established allowances, per-
it iu 1 of , u ha avin re very lib ral. 
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SALES 'l'O NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
By authority of the Secretary of War there were sold to the Navy 
Department 100 rubber blankets and 400 rubber pon_chos, at a total 
cost of $933 which amount has been placed to the credit of the appro-
' . priation for clothing and eqmpage. 
SALES OF CONDEMNED CLOTHING .A.ND EQUIP ..A.GE. 
There was realized during the last :fiscal year, at the general depots 
of the Quartermaster's Department and at the military prison at Fort 
Leavenworth, Kans., from sales of condemned articles and cuttings, 
the sum of $14,982.23, all of which has been covered into the Treasury 
of the United States, and credited to miscellaneous receipts. 
SALE OF TROUSERS 'l'O UNITED ST.A.TES SOLDIERS' HOME. 
J 
Under authority of the Secretary of War, of September 3, 1891, there 
were sold to the governor of the United States Soldiers' Home, this 
city, for use of the inmates of said Home, 760 pairs of trousers, of ob-
solete pattern and color, at the special prices established by General _ 
Order No. 52 of 1889, amounting to $1,693. 
ISSUE TO INDIAN PRISONERS~ 
There were issued during the last fiscal year, to the Indian prisoners 
of war in confinement at Mount Vernon Barracks, A.la., either from 
stock on hand or specially purchased for that purpose, articles of 
clothing, equipage, and materials to the value of $5,769.72. · 
As there are no funds from which this department can be reimbursed 
for the money value of the property referred to, the amount involved 
will be a total loss to the clothing appropriation. 
FOR.A.GE CAPS. 
It having been observed that the original standard pattern forage 
cap, adopted by the Board of Officers convened by Par. 6, Special Or-
der 260, A. G. 0., 1871, and prescribed by General Orders, No. 76 of 
1872, had gradually been departed from in reducing its height, thereby 
making it difficult to properly keep the same on the head of the wearer 
steps have been taken to again return to the original model. Specifi~ 
cations and new standard samples to conform to the latter have been 
adopted, and all purchases of caps now or hereafter to be made will be 
in conformity therewith. 
RUBBER BLANKETS .A.ND PONCHOS. 
The supply of rubber blankets left on hand at the close of the late 
~ar has become exhausted. Of rub:t>er ponchos only 4,597 remained 
rn store on the 30th of June last, which at the present rate of issue 
will, it is thought, be exhausted during the present :fiscal year 
U :qder a decision of the Secretary of War of May 21 . 1889 these ar-
ticles are issued gratuitously t~ the enlisted_ men of thJ Army in order 
to exhaust the stock and keep 1t from deterioration. 
The subject of providing sui~able rubber garments, after the ponchos 
shall have become exhausted, is now under consideration. 
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BOOTS .A.ND SHOES. 
Much-thought and study have been devoted to the subject of provid-
ing proper foot wear to the enlisted men of the Army .. 
Complaints have been made from time to time that the uppers of the 
shoes furnished are too heavy and that in consequence they are uncom-
fortable and ill adapted to the service. 
Expert and disinterested manufacturers and dealers in leather and 
shoes have been consulted and the conclusion reached that a heavy 
calfskin upper, skins to weigh from 55 to 60 pounds to the dozen, would 
give greater satisfaction than the heavy wax uppers now in use. 
It has been further decided to add a narrower shoe to the schedule 
·heretofore in use, and hereafter the widths of the various sizes of shoes 
furnished will be known as AA, A, B, and C. 
A limited number of pairs of calfskin shoes, conforming to the pro-
posed lasts, were pro-cured and distributed for trial. 
From reports received it appears that they are considered the best 
ever issued to the Army and it has been decided to manufacture and 
'issue them to the troops as early as practicable. 
CR.A.VATS. 
1 
The attention of this office having been called to the necessity of 
adopting a, suitable necktie to be provided with the linen collars fur-
nished to the enlisted men of the Army, samples of various kinds were 
procured, resulting in the adopting, by the Secretary of War, of a black 
tie; made of gros noble silk. · 
Specifications and standard samples have been obtained and contract 
for a six months' supply has been entered into. The cravats are issued 
to the enlisted men at cost price, at the rate of two per annum; but 
they do not form part of their annual money allowance. 
This addition to the clothing supply list has been made part of the 
regulations and published in General Orders, No. 31, Headquarters of 
the Army, current series. 
KNIT WOOL DRAWERS . 
.A.t the request of the commanding general Department of Dakota, 
setting forth the necessity of supplying woolen drawers for extreme 
northern posts, purchase of 10,000 pairs, conforming in quality to the 
knit wool undershirts furnished to the enlisted men of the Army, has 
be~n made. Owing to the fact that the request was not made until 
November last, and as none of the drawers of suitable quality could be 
found in the market, the supply of these drawers has been somewhat 
d~layed. They will undoubtedly give good service during the coming 
winter. 
LEGGINGS FOR CAVALRY. 
It havino- been pointed out that the mounted troops serving in the 
Department of Arfaona would be much benefited by being permitted 
t w ar anva legging , irnilar to those furni bed to foot troops, but 
?J what Ion er in the 1 g, 100 pair were purchased and is ued for 
'lal at Fort ua bu a, riz. From reports received it appears that 
h y av given e ire ati faction. 
i laimed h the. 1 gin , while affording the-same protection 
a the t , ar much lighter an more comfortable in hot climates. 
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TRUMPETS .A.ND BUGLES. 
The question of supplying suitable trumpets and bugles to the Army 
bas, at last, reached a final and, it is believed, satisfactory conclusion. 
After a careful trial of various samples procured for the purp()se, it 
was found that a G trumpet, with an F slide and a detachable F 
crook were the best adapted for cavalry as well as for all foot troops, 
while a Bb bugle, on account of its sharpness of tone, would be best 
for light batteries. Standard samples of trumpets of excellent work-
manship and tone, of domestic manufacture, and- specifications con-
forming thereto, have been adopted. 
Contracts for supplying a complete outfit for the Army have been 
made and instructions given to subject all deliveries to a most careful 
inspection in order that none but those having1 a correct pitch shall be 
accepted. Judging from issues already made it would seem that they 
give entire satisfaction. 
SCRUBBING BRUSHES, 
The subject of scrubbing brushes made of vegetable fiber, in place 
of those made of bristles, has been thoroughly investigated, and it has 
been decided to purchase the supply of brushes required for the Army 
during the pres~nt fiscal year of a kind known to the t1ade as "Tam-
pico." · 
Five hundred vegetable brushes, known as "Palmetto," have also 
been procured and issued for comparative trial with the Tampico 
brushes. 
A considerable saving will be effected by the adoption of these 
brushes. Those made of bristles cost 17 cents each, while the price of 
the Tampico is only 8! cents, and of the Palmetto, 11.9 cents each. 
WHISTLES. 
The new drill regulations adopted for the Army require that whistles 
be furnished to sergeants, corporals, and musicians. Samples of all , 
kinds were procured and sent to the commanding officers at Fort Myer, 
Va., and the Washington Barracks, for an expression of opinion as to 
the best adapted for both the mounted and foot service. 
The one selected and approved by the General ofthe Army has been 
adopted and a supply procured. They are now being distributed. 
BARR.A.CK CH.A.IRS. 
In view of the fact that the b·arrack chairs heretofore supplied to the 
Army did not give. satisfaction, efforts have been made to secure a 
model which, combining cheapness with durability, would be an ac-
ceptable substitute for the costly standard pattern. , 
A sample of a strong wooden-seat dining chair was procured and 
adopted,_ to govern purchases during the present fiscal year. 
Proposals for furnishing 7,000 of these chairs were then invited and 
it was found that they could be procured by contract at the follo'wing 
rates: Delivered on board cars at Philadelphia, Pa., at 60 cents each 
and at St. Louis, Mo., at 70 cents each. Contracts have been enterecl 
into at these prices. 
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CLERICAL WORK. 
The clerical work connected with the clothing supply branch is up 
to date. All cases receive immediate and prompt attention. 
CONCLUSION. 
The accompanying statement shows in detail the articles of clothing, 
equipage, and materials that were on hand at the issuing depots of the 
Quartermaster's Department on the 30th of June, 1891; also the quan-
tities purchased, manufactured, received from posts and depots, taken 
up, sold, transferred to general depots, expended, issued to the .Army 
and the militia during the last fiscal year, and the quantities remaining 
in depot June 30, 1892. 
Very respectfully, 
M. I. LUDINGTON, 
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S. Army. 
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY. 
J 
A.-Statement showing articles of clothing and eqnipage and material on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartet"rnaster's Department June 90, 1891, 
the quantities pu1·chased, mannfactm·ed, received from posts and depots, taken up, sold, transferred _to general dtlpots, expended, issued to the Army 
~ and the 'rnlitia, and the quantities re1naining in depots June 90, 1892. · 
IP--
pj 
~ Received Trans· I l~mwn. l-.:> On hand Pur· Manu. from Received Total ferred to Ex· Issned Issneil ing o  
I Articles. .June 30, chased. fac· ieneral from Gained. received. Sold. ~mieral pended or to the to the ?0\!\ hand 1891. tured. posts. dropped. militia . .Army. ssu · .June 30, 
<:j epots. epots. I 1892, (:) 
-------
ti 
H Helmets:_ , 
7,125 21: 486 I Untrunmed .' •••••.•••••. number .. 10,823 ......... 3,456 77 5 18 4,610 1 1,124 7,238 12,991 8,495 I:> Cork ........................ do .... 4,519 13,276 
------ --
3,485 398 ......... 21,678 80 4,544 .......... 3, 5R3 6,286 14,473 7,205 q 
Helmet, hair plumes ...•.•..... . do .... 6,561 2,027 ........ 286 433 
-----·--
9,307 36 236 1 211 1,976 2,460 6,843 >-~ cords and bands ....••.. do . ... 6,809 300 .......... 547 576 100 8,332 31 531 1 205 1,780 2,548 5,784 ~ (;,,.j top bases ... ........... do .... 13,938 
------·---




8,184 15 500 1 201 1,736 2,453 5,731 ti=j 
spikes ...........•..... . do .... 8,073 4,000 
--·-···· 
1,500 205 12 13,790 1 1,500 ........... 876 4,735 7, 112 6,678 ~ 
eagles ............ , ..... clo .... 17,098 3,602 
········ 
1,450 734 ........ 22,884 14 1,450 1 1,271 6,254 8,990 13,894 ~ 




21,201 4 .•••...... 2 470 2,517 2,993 18,208 IJ,,, 
side buttons ........... . clo .... 43, 656 500 
--------
900 1,292 22 46,370 16 900 ~ 1,900 10,624 13,441 32,929 U2 
numbers ............ number .. 88,079 20,000 
----···-
2,000 1,865 83 112,027 3 2,000 ............ 868 9,078 11,949 100,078 1-:3 
ea~le devices ........... do .... 6,767 500 20 113 11 7,411 12 120 5 1,258 1,396 6,015 ti=j 
Forage c~~~ ~~~~~-s_-_-_-_-_-.·_-_-_-_-_-.-.·. ~~:::: · ·i1;s40· · ·····5so· 26 26 ------·- -·--··-·-- ---------- 26 26 ·····----- ~ 55,105 22,434 11 95,470 683 22,113 7 11,565 31,185 65,553 29,917 I 
Fu1· caps .....•..•..•....•...... do .... 5. 721 6,280 3,602 452 3 16,058 500 2,431 
········--
1 5,833 8,765 7,293 0 
8!~~~1;p:at~·-·.:: :~·.::: ~:: :·.:: :i~:::: 4,255 3,100 2,434 34 9,823 ····---- ---------- ········-- .......... 1,362 1,362 8,461 
ti=j 
27,423 27,070 11,367 347 63. 507 27 11, 9L6 
···---·--· 
5,107 19,950 37,000 26,507 z 
cords ancl tassels .... do .... 26,338 500 2,227 29, 115 9 500 
--------·· 
1,004 901 2,414 26,701 t;rj ~ Forage cap, crossed caunon .... do .... 8,563 1,000 150 17 9,730 29 150 
----·-···· 





-------- ··-------- ···-··-·-· ·---···· 




18, 5:!8 15 1,000 1 459 2,372 3,847 14,691 
rilies ....... do .... 21,896 10,000 
--------
4,000 653 15 36,564 12 4,000 
----------
4,508 8;233 16,753 19,811 
castles .............. do .... 96 1,500 ............. 
----------
8 .••••... 1,604 2 1 .•...•.•.. 
--------
365 368 1,234, 
shells and flames ... do .••. 2,355 ............. ......... ............ 21 2 2. 378 27 ........... .......... 
--····-· 
249 276 2,102 
crescents ........... do .... 2,553 
----------
--······ 
.............. 36 ........... 2,589 76 ............ ........... .......... 35 111 2,478 
wreaths ...•........ do .... 1. 235 5()0 
-······-




1 464 515 1,278 
bugles1 .............. do .... 31,450 
----------
........ ............ 161 12 31,623 125 129 254 31,36!, 
numbers ..••...••... do .... 133,738 25,000 ......... 6,000 7,662 774 173,174 288 6,000 1 8,700 18,597 33,586 139,588 
\!It!;~::::::::::::::~~:::: s, 746 ---------- .......... ................ 216 ......... 3,962 -------- --·-····-· ·········- 359 288 647 2,315 117,503 25,000 ........ 3,000 7,055 LOIS 153,576 3 3,000 1 5,662 16,854 25,520 128,056 
Overooats: 
13,581 I •••••••••• Kersey, made •...•.•......... do .... 8,565 4,484 650 6 27,296 22 5,376 1 1,506 8,077 15,082 12,204 
unma.de .........•... do .... 




55 55 2ll ~ 
Overcoats, canvas and fur ....... do .... 2, 803 1·········· 1,000 ............ 3,187 52 7,042 14 ........... ........... ········ 167 181 6,861 Ol 
cape linings ......•... do .... 1 •••.•••..• 903 45 70 14 1,033 164 45 .............. ·····--- 786 995 38 ~ 







Received I Received I I Total 
Manu· 1 from from Gained. received. fac. general posts. 
tured. depots. 
Sold. 
Trans· !Expended/ Issued I Is~ued ferred to or to the to the 









Uniform dress conts: 
~I 11!1ir1nr1s, m:ule .. . ..... . number .. 
Nun1·ommi,-~ioned stntf and pri· 
Ynk~. mn<l«> ................ do . .. . 
Xonoommi!<sioned staff ai1u pri· 
vah'!1. nnmnde ............. do ... . 
BlouSO!l, ~:~;~;i(:.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ~~:::: 
nuYn!! fati1!1te ~oats .. ......... . do ... . 
:--ummrr snck coats .............. do ... . 
Lint'n coll:trs .... ..........•.... . do ... . 
Stable fro1~k!1 . ..........••.•..... do ... . 
O,erall!1, mounted .. ...•••.•.•.. pairs .. 
:~t~1<;:.s.'_-.·_-_-_-.·_-_-.·_-_-_-.·j~: ::: 
Tronsrrs: 
S111umcr ..................... do . .. . 
:Mounted, mnde ...••.....•.. do ... . 
unmnde ...• .•... .. do ... . 
Foot, matle ....... ....•.... .. do ... . 
unmal!(\ . .............. do ... . 
r~~('~~.s: .f~.t!?~~~·. ·. ·.-.-. ·. ·.-.-.-. ·. ·. J~:::: 
~:~,l~·~clirt~~·.-. ~ ~ ·. ·.-.-.-. ·. ·. ·.-.-. ·. ~ ·. ~ i~:::: 
Dnrk bhw flannel shirts : 
~fade .................... number .. 
Unmade ........... . .. •...... do ... . 
Undershirts ...... . .... .. ........ do ... . 
Muslin shirts ................... do ... . 
Drawers ...... .. ... . ........... . pairs . . 
Storkings: 
,voolen ..................... . do . .. . 
Cotton ....................... do ... . 
Gloves, Berlin ................ number .. 
:Mittens: 
~~~:~ _. _.: _. _. ::: : : _. _._. :: : : _._. ----~~~~:: 
Gnuntlf'te : 
]fur . .......•••••....•••.... . do ... . 
























519 180 1, 349 127 
25, 959 6, 934 701 .. .... . 
16, 718 6, 447 240 10 
17,343 . . . . . . . . . . 1, 132 24 
23 .. ········ 2,576 ...... . 
100, 000 , . . . . . . . . 10, 500 2, 268 621 
4, 000 1, 900 305 4 
1, 838 950 4, 298 





























53,2~~ l: ::~::::::l 30,m 
1 
.... :·.~~~ 
75, 000 65, 296 . . . . . . . . 15, 750 
3. 105 18, 861 . . . . . . . . 172 













































































































21. 300 I 2
1 
....... . 
1,900 . . • ... . . . . 30 









72 , 1,234 
134 
9,850 I· ........ ·I 8,841 



















.... ~~~ ·1· ... :~ ~~~·1··· ··· .. ~ ·1::: :: : : :1 251 ~~~ 59 15,750 2 ..•..•.. 47, 3R6 
131 172 1 . . . . . . . . 18, 642 











77,656 2 ........ 157,518 




































































































Brass.screwed •.••.•.•.•..... do ... ·j 8,573 
Sewed ...................... . do.... 17,253 
Shoes: 
Brass.screwed ..•.. .... ...... do .•.. 
Post ........ ...... , ... : ...... do .•.. 
Field .........•.............. do .... 
~~:i'.jr ::::::: ·::: :: ::::: :i~:: :: 













~i: m I·~~·.~~~_ 
3,300 ......• . 
21,507 , .•...... 
Rubber ....•................. do.... 961 ..........•••..••. 
Ponchos ....••.••••••........... . do.... 10,480 ..•..•.•...••..••. 
Chevrons: 
Gold lace .•••..••.•••....•.. pairs.. 5,315 . . ..•..••. 2,884 
Cloth ......•••••..••......... do.... .13, 315 . . . . . •• . . . 11, 184 
Brassards .................... number.. 235 .......... 2,022 




























Noncommissioned staff ..... pairs.. 283 . . . . . .. . . . 746 75 14 
Sergeants ................... do.... 1,895 . . . . . . . . .. 8,987 3,833 607 










Hospital corps ............... do.... 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 7 
Facings for dress coats ...... number.. 5, 555 . . . . . . . . . . 970 123 2, 284 188 
Blouse trimmings ............... do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 193 .......... : ...........•..••. 
Trouser trimmings .....•••.•.••. do.............. . . . ....... 957 .••........••.........••..•• 
Barrack bags .................... do.... 1,959 ... . .• . . •. 2,742 1,630 399 .••.•••. 
Iron bunks ........••..•••••••••. do.... 1,911 . . . . .••••• . • . .• • •. 100 335 4 
Bunk slats ...................... do.... 632 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . • • • . ••• . • . 8 
Woven wire bunk bottoms .••.•. do.... 3, 277 2, 250 . . . . • • • . 2, 725 102 77 
Iron bedsteads with bunk bottoms, 
............ ................ number .. 
Mattresses .......••.•..•..•..... do ... . 
Mattress covers .•............... do ... . 
Pillows ........•....•.•••••.... • . do ... . 
~fil~; ~i~k8s·:::::::::::::::::::: ~~: : : : 
Bed sacks ....••.•••••...•.•..... do ... . 
sheets .......•.....••••..... do ... . 
Mosquito bars .................. do ... . 
heacl nets ••••••••••••. do ... . 
Iron pots ..••...... .' ••••••••..... do ..•. 
01).IDp kettles .••...•.....•....•.. do .••. 
Mess pe.ns .••.••••••••••..••.•••. do •••• 
.A.:ll:es .....•..•••••••..•••••...... do ... . 
Axe helves .••••••••..•••........ do ... . 
Hatc~~fr ::::::::: :: : : :: : ::::: :~~: ::: 
Hatchet helves .•................ do .... 





















2, 125 1 ... ·····1· ....... . 
....... ... . .....•. 1,050 
8, 000 . . • . • . . . 1, 450 
3, 000 . . . . . . . . 2, 000 
15, 017 3, 008 11, 025 



















500 ••••••.. · 363 74 3 
........ .. .•..•... 687 46 29 
2, 300 . • • • • . . . I 830 . • • • . • . . . . 1 
6, 000 . . • • • . . . 1, 200 . • • . • • . • . . 40 
.••••......••..... ·········· 77 ...•••.• 
·•·•·• - . .. . .... .•. 300 .•••••.... ········ 
2, 000 . . • • . . . . 97 70 13 



















































····· ~r1· · t gtf 1·······-r1::: :: :~: 
3 1,581 .....••........... 







355 136 2 178 






















1 75 . . •. ..•.•. .••..... 827 
116 4, 644 1 824 6, 523 
203 5, 705 . . • . . • . . . . 1, 127 11, 692 
4 . • . .•..• .. • ••.•••• •• •• •. • . • . 12 
111 123 22!) 57 1, 289 
3 . .•. .•.... ..•....... 190 ......•. 
17 ........... ••····•·· 940 ....... . 
75 1, 630 . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 3, 502 
16 100 . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • • . 800 
•••••••. ••••••.... 54 •••.•••. 26 
234, 2, 725 . . . • • . . . • . . • • . • • • . 1, 781 
12 .•........ .••• .. •• • . 150 
101 1, 350 . . . . . . • • . . 27 
37 1,450 ···•·· .•....•..... 
82 2, uoo ••••••.••. 15 
64 11, 001 . . . . . . . . . . 15 
53 . . .• . . . . . . 12 ....... . 
61 1, 500 . • . • . . . . . . 1, 750 
123 9, 000 . . . • . . . . • . 15 
11 1. 000 . .....•....••..••. 
1 . ·•··••••· ··•·•••••• 114 
·•••·•·· .•.••..••. ·•••··•••· 114 
1 800 11 129 
5 1, 200 23 129 
3 ••••••·••• •••••••••· •••••••• 
5 .•.••••••. ·••·•••··· 116 
6 ••••••• ••• 24 116 



































































































































A.-Statcmcnt ahowing a1·ticles of clothing and equ,ipage and material on hand at the iss11,ing depots of the Q-uartermaste1-'s Department, etc.-Continued. 
Artioles. 
Spade helves ................. number .. 
Shon•!~~~~~.::::::::::::::::::::~~:::: 
Sho\'°el b11udlos ........... ...... . do ..•. 
l'icknxes ........... ............. do ... . 
Pickax h11lves ........ ........... do ..•. 
Drums .s.l~~~·s·:::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~:::: 
Drum heads: 
.Balter ..... ................. . do ... . 
S11nro ....... ................ do ... . 
Drum ~l~df~. :::::: ::::::: :::::: :~~:::: 
sticks ................... pairs .. 
stick carriages ....... nuµiber .. 
snares .................... sets .. 
cases ................. number .. 
kuee rests ................ do ... . 
Trumpets ... . ................... do ... . 
Trumpet mouth pieces .•........ do . . . . 
crooks ...... . .......... do ... . 
Bugles .......................... do ... . 
Cords and tassuls for bugles nnd trum. 
pets ....................... number .. 
Fift>s ........................... . do ... . 
Musk pouches .................. do ... . 
Books: 
Company, letters sent ........ do ... . 
index ...... do ... . 
Company, letters recei..,ed .... do ... . 
index ....... do ... . 
Company order .............. do ... . 
Post, letters sent .... ........ do ... . 
index ..••.. do ... . 
Post, letters received ........ do ... . 
index ...... do ... . 
Post, order ................... do ... . 
Post council of administration num. 
ber .............•................. 
'Regimental, order . ...... number .. 











































Received I Received J J Total 
Manu., from from Gained. received. fac- general posts. 
tured. depot,s. 
Sold. fern-d to or to the to the 
Trans· 1Expendedj Issued 'Issued 
general dropped. militia. .Army. depots. 
Total 
issued. 
I 1----1----1---1----1----l-----l 1---.\,------1-----l 
::::::::::1::::::::1::::::::::1·······54·1:::::::: 
3, 152 .... ·.... 208 • . • • • .. .. . 12 
.......... 1········1 478 , ......... . 494 ........ 360 .... ...... . 
.......... ... .... .......... 31 





: :: : ::: : : :1::: :: : : :1 · ··· · · ioo · 











...... 655 1:: ::::::1·--· .. iisr···· ·4n···· i 









































.... , ...... , 
~~ , ........ 4. , ....... . 




2!?0 2 .......... 
6,678 1 .......... 
77 
········ ---·-----· 5, .799 250 
4,992 1 
210 4 
250 6 25 
820 11 
·········· 2,137 7 50 
282 17 
·········· 313 .......... ............. 
3,799 10 100 
2,470 .......... ............. 
3,966 
-------· ----------231 6 25 
10 
1,271 21 315 
69 10 .............. 
850 12 110 
97 .......... ............. 
2,166 28 186 
3,156 1 1,133 
651 2 34 
455 ......... 120 




512 .......... .. 80 
601 ............ 100 




256 ............ 20 
266 ........... 23 
367 .............. 30 
280 .......... 75 
126 ............ 25 




......... 21 23 
9 86 1,694 1,790 
·····-···· 
......... 
--------38 610 898 
6 38 1,230 1,275 
24 · 28 
.......... 113 44 188 
........... 20 210 241 
........... 70 247 374 
............. 129 41 187 
............ ........ 24 24 
............ 134 53 297 




..... ......... 100 18 149 
1 89 635 .... · i;~si · 
---------- --······ 
............ 10 
........... 86 297 455 
..... ........ 3 27 30 
········ ·· 
113 482 809 
.......... 17 55 1,206 
1 113 235 ~ 385 
1 10 179 310 
2 10 134 226 
--··--·-·· 
10 135 250 
2 10 115 207 
1 11 210 322 
3 •. ····-·. 84 107 
1 ........ 91 115 
1 ··•··· .. 107 128 
5 •••••••• 101 129 1 ........ 67 98 
.............. ................ 60 135 
2 1 20 48 





































































letters sent, index, 
number ........... . 
letters received, nuru. 
ber .. ......... . . . .. . 
letters l'eceived, index, 
number . ...... ... .. . 
Tents: 
Conical wall ....... .... .. number .. 
,~;~~~~::::::::::::::::::::it:~: 
Common . .......•.....•..••. do . .. . 
Shelter ballves ...•...•....... do ... . 
Tentliies: 
Hospital .............•••.... do . .. . 























21 1··········1········ 0 ..•••••••...•.•...









5 , •••..••• 
3~g , .. .. i;~. 
2i 1:::::::: 
Conical, wall, and Sibley .... do.... 1,023 200 . • • •• • • • 89 8 ....... . 
Shelter ........ . ..... ........ do.... 5, 876 . • • • . •. • • . • • . .. • • . 2,599 . . • . .• . . . . 316 
i~:~:~~:~i1:i~f~~::::::::::::i~:::: :~5 :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: r: rg 
Wall, ridge .................. do.... 888 1,400 • •• •• ••. 290 52 ...... . 
Wall, upright ............... do.... 1,951 2,800 . •• . .••• 582 33 18 
Common, upright ............ do.... 16,663 . • . . .. . . .. .••••••. 150 294 68 
Common, ridge .............. do.... 9,233 . . . . . .. . . . . •• .. ••. 79 123 5 
T ent pins, wooden, all kinds ... . . do.... 94,474 193,000 . •• ..••. 17,915 ...•...... 17,601 
Straips ..............•.•...... do.... 1,136 . . . . . . . . . . . • • •• • • . 101 8 .....• .. 
Slips, metal . .. ..•••••..• ••. .. do . . .. 11,494 42,025 .•••••..•••..•....••••••.•....•..••. i;it~~~~~~:::::::::::::: Jr:: 6• :~t : : : :  : i~/::::::: : : : : : : ~ii: : : : : : : : : ~: : : ~::::: 
Stovepipe joints ........••... do.... 2,395 1,500 • • • •• • • . • 810 . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Jf~:: !~fu:J~! ::::::::::::jg::::::::::::::. ugg :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
Tripods ..................... do.... 1,358 . . . . . . . . . . . •• .• • • . 89 5 .• •..••. 
Chains .......•••.....•....• . do.... 667 200 .•••••.•..••.•..•....••......•...... 
Pole sockets ...••.......•• ... do.... 232 . . . . . . . • . . . • • •• • • . . . . . . . . • . . 7 .•••.••. 
Fla1?'~st •••..••••••.••••.•••....•. do.... 61 223 • • • •• • • . 32 .•••••.....••.•••. 
l~3::!s~!fr~~~~lti;;g·:::::::~g:::: 2~~ ··· ···400· :::::::: ...... :65. ~ j:::::::: 
Field hospital ...•..••••••••. do.... 46 • • • • • • • • . . 11 2 .••••••••••••••••. 
General hospital ...•••••••••• do.... 2 4 ••••••• . .•••••••••.••••••••..••..••. 
Colors: 
National •••..••••••.•••••••.. do.... 1 11 1········1··········1···· ······1···--··· 
~:~~~~·t·~:::::: :::::::::::Ji:::: ....... 95. 
Guidons: 
8 •••••••• ••••••••.. ··•••••••· •• •. .•.. 
100 . ••••••• 58 ...•••. •• . 363 
.Artillery and caVlll.ry .•••••• do .••• 
Ambulance ..•••...•••.••••.. do •••• 
Guiclon cases ••••••••••••••..••.. do .•.. 
Standards ••••••••••••••.•••••••. do •••• 
451 531 ....... ·1 21 41 ....... . 10 28 .•••.••..•...•••.. ·•·····•·· .••.•••. 
2 ·••··•···· •••..••. .•.•.•••.. 2 ..•••••. 


















































20 1 1 
1 100 ............ 19 
............. 








19 64 ....... . ... 27 
42 403 ............ 351 




96 ............... ......... . .... 52 
38 ........ . .... .............. 26 
95 250 18 411 
186 500 .................. 846 
692 
---·------ --- ---- -- -
1,542 
270 ...... ...... 
-------·-· 
771 
570 9,221 18,989 34,987 
2 3 .. .. ... .. . 16 
.............. .. .. .. . .......... 37,516 
·· ·· --- -
........... . ............. 202 
--------
2 I 6 1 ... ... .. ··I . 19 2 .••..•.•.. 204 .... .. •. 
,! 1-------~-l:::::)L..J 



























































































































































Recrived I Received I j Total 
M~nu· 1 from from jGained. received. tac. g:encral posts. 
tured. depots. 
Sold. ferred to or to the to the 
Trans. IExpendt'dl Issned I Issued 









Color ('Ol'df' nn<l tnsiu~:s .. : .... numoP.-:- ·•••• • .•.. ··•·•• ••..•••••••• •···•·•••• 1 •••••••• 





nnrri,.uu nml poflt ........... do.... 208 250 . . . . . . • . 6 . . • . . . . . . . 3 467 
ti,;:\·:.~-~~~.~-:~.l~~i.t_i~.~::::::::~~:::: 2,~~t ...... 800 . :::::::: :::::::::: ...•.... ~. :::::::: 2,~~~ 
St<>nr.ils complete .....•.......... do.... 116 . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 10 25 1 152 
St1•11cil pl:ttf' ............... ........ do.... 48 .......... . .... .•. .......... .......... ........ 48 
C:0111p,111y tu:Hkiug stamps ....... <lo.... 4 l4 . . . .. . . . 4 9 2 33 
Cnrn hrcium>:< •.......•.••.•••..••. do.... 6,887 7,000 22,375 20,000 21 . . . . . . . . 56,283 
l:krnhltin~ brushes .•..••..•..... do.... 5,443 11,440 . . . . . . . . 4,500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,383 
.Alphal1t•t,. ..•..•.•••..••.•.•••... do.... 43 .... .. .... ...•.•• . .......•.. 1 .••.•••. 44 
~~·.i;1~t'.:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::{~:::: ....... 4i . .. . ~~~~~~. :::::::: :::::::::: ········i· :::::::: 30,0~~ 
11~\if:iiiti:tt:::::::::::)JL: l:!Jf : ::::;;: t:t ::::•:;~ :::::::i: ::?: I ii:]~ 
g,~::"~~:t~~~·s·:1;;rg~"u,;li·~,;;~ii"::j~:: :. ··ssi3;is,i· 837,64~ l::::::::hiis:596. :::::::::: ··o·iss· 11 446 58~ Cloth: , . , , 
1, 2391 3491 71 Dark blne 1 ·............... yards .. 
Fadng .......••••.•.•••..... clo .... 
Italiuu •...... •.•••••••••••.. tlo .••. 
BL111kl't li11in-:?; ••••••••••••••• <lo .... 














Cutton ....••..•............ . clo.... lOfi, 88:l ! 17,i, 863 
~~~1:i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~: ::: 18' 'it i +9: t~~ 
I•'l11111wl: I · 
:;a111,1n .•.•.•.... .. ........•. clo.... 35,395 120,923 
1 >a1·k 1>111,• hlnn~c'( ,\ :- ,1··11 llnt>)clo.... 30, 20:l ! :i'l , 2 ,7 
I>ark 11111,'. l1lu11~1• li11i11g •..• tlo.... 4, 20:j I Gli, 832 
Uark l,l11u t1liir1111g 111111 1·,1111· lin. 
iiq: .... .................. y:ircl~.. 8i, ~~1 






••:i:::l:;:;'tJ:;:/::: ::··:~ I 
........ ···· · ·····1·········· ········ 
. . . . . . • . 500 55 10, 788 
. • • . • • • . 1, G83 I 1, -168 ' 8, 562 
..•...•..•... ~ .... , 35 ~ 12,474 
. • • • • • • • !173 281 1. 6!17 I 















.. -!f :\;: :\?h} ... ;: 
4 .......... 1... . . . . . 11 
4 21,000 370 . •.. .... 37, 747 
6, ooo 137 I. . . . . . . . 13, ri84 
..... ... , ........ ~. : : : : : : : : : : I: : : : : : : : 3, 49~ 























1 7')? I 




800,540 576 I 36,066 
11, 880 2, 189 2, 306 
1, !1!18 12 338 
3,099 100 25 
3,777 .•.............. 
· · ·oo." 4i2· 1:: ::: :=: · ·· · sso ·
1 
194, 5:i7 . . . . . • . . 528 ' 
80. (i;i~ •••••• , • 26 
34, 355 ....... '. 5 I 
140,255 
95. 778 3, 614 I 
76,413 ....... . 














19, 721 1, 662 
10 34 
3, 496 26, 504 
8 34 
4,591 703 




1,039,070 I 407,513 
16,828 8,691 






80,805 12, 8(1:l 
3-!, :J87 45. :!S8 
147. 21 0 20, 451 
10:1, 8:J:J 3,:Htti 
77, :l:!6 6. :Jl!l 































D u.rk blue .••••••.••.••..••.. do .... 
Go1t1~5~: ::: : : : :::::::: :::: ::: : :~~:::: 
Leather: 1 
Counter .......•.•........ ponnds .. 
Viscolized .......... • .... . .. .. c1o ... . 
Sole.croppetl ................. uo . .. . 
Welt ...... . ............ .. -. .. tlo ... . 
W11,xetl upper ...•..... sq narc feet . . 
Pebble grain ...•............ do . .. . 
Muslin, nnbleached .. ... . ...... yards .. 
Padding ..........•........... . . . do ... . 















145,184 , ...•.••. 1,331 1, 645 I 5, 805 
5,091 , ••••.... , ... .. ..... , .......... , .....••. 
3 , .•• ••••. 













Altos ........................ number.. ..•••••••. 26 .....••..••.••.....••....•...••..••. 
Bassos, Eb .. ... .................. do.... . . .. ...... 11 ..•..••..••..•......•.•.••.......... 
Baritonrs ........................ c1o.... I 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . I ....... . 
ClwrionPts .... ..•................ do.... 3 43 ...........••........••............. 
Tron1L011es ........ ..... ••....... do. .. . 14 14 ....•... ...•••.••. 1 ....... . 
Conll'ts ................•......... do.... 3 32 ...........••...•..................• 
Pi<'<·olos ..................•...... do. . .. 2 9 ................................•.•. 
1'! 1:tp,; ...... . .......••......... . . do.... 6 19 ....•... ..... ... .. .. .. ... ......•... . 
::Oass drums ................ . ..... do.. .. 2 7 ...... ... ... ... ..... ......... .. .... . 
i:s~it~;;;;t(;-:-;i:-:-;-;;-;;;;~]f i a i::: :[:: :: ::: ::::: :::/ 






l l I 
143 1 2, 331 142, 982 i 1, 827 I 969 ; 












9tm ::::::::!:: :::::: 
69 18, 296 43, 540 ... . ... .. ....... . 
18 12, 682 I 73, 302 .••..... 
1 
35 
42 5, 830 42, 138 . . . . . • . . 26 
26 .••..••..•••.•. •.. .......••..•...•.. 
11 ..•...... .. s ••• ••• •••••••••. • •••••• · 
!~ : ::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
29 2 ..•••••••.•••••••••.•••••••. 
33 .................... ..•..•... .... ... 
~~ :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
9 •. •• • • •••• •••••••••••••••••.. . • ••••• 
11 ...•.... ······ .. . ............. . .... . 
6z :::::::: ········?· :::::::::: :::::::: 
J.9 •• •••• •• •••••• ••• • 2 .. •..•.• 
1, 1n :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
3,997 .....................•.............. 






























93,152 70, 441 
9,123 2, ]62 
61,905 49,591 
86,037 I 28, 8,0 
48,036 : 1:), 530 
I 













-------··· 3,823 174 
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6. 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERA.L'S OFFICE, 
Washington, .D. O., September 17, 1892 . 
. GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report, pertain-
ing to th~ational military cemeteries, for the fiscal year ending J uue 
30, 1892. 
A.t the commencement of the year there were eighty-two national 
cemeteries and no changes having occurred the number remains the 
same. 
Number of interments to June 30, 1892: 
l{nown . _. __ ... __ ... _. __ .... __ ....... ___ .. ____ .. ____ . _____ ..... ___ ... ____ . 180, 947 
Unknown ____________ ··--·· __________ ··-······-···-······-···--·····-·· ... 149, 74-fi 
Total .. _ .. _. __ .... _ .. _. _ .. ____ ... _ ...... __ . _ .... ____ ... ___ .......... 330, 6U:! 
A.t the close of the last fiscal year there were seventy-one supe1fo-
tendents in service. · During the year five others have been appointed 
and three died, leaving the uumber in service at the cl_ose of tlie ye,tr 
seventy-three. There are also two assistant superintendents on proba-
tion, whose terms of probationary s.ervice will expire at an early date. 
Removals of remains of officers and soldiers have been made fro111 
abandoned posts to other post or national cemeteries, as follows, Fro111 
Fort Mojave, Camp Wallen, Fort Lowell, Fort McDowell, Camp Date 
"Creek, Camp Hualpai, Simmons Ranch, Old Fort Whipple, !ort Verde., 
Beals Springs, Willow Springs, Oaks and Willows, American Ra11clt, 
Camp Crittenden, and Camp Mason, Ariz., Forts Indepen~ence ~11<l 
Gaston, Cal.; and Fort McDermit, Nev., to the San Francisco (Cal.) 
National Cemetery. From Old Fort Defiance, Fort Thoma , the Cot-
tonwoo<l.s, aud Camp Good win, Ariz., and Forts Union, Selden, ai1<l 
Cummings, N. Mex., to the Fort Leavenworth (Kans.) National Ceme-
tery. From Forts Crawford and Lewis, Colo.; Fort Bale, S. Dak; and 
Fort Fred Steele, Wyo., to the Fort McPherson (Nebr.) National Ceme-
tery. From Fort Bennett, S. Dak.; Forts Pembina, Totten, A. Lincoln, 
and Rice, N. Dak., and Forts Maginniss, C. F. Smith, and Shaw, a11d 
Camp Poplar River, Montana, to the Custer Battlefield (Mont.) Na-
tional Cemetery. From Camp Del Rio and Fort Davis, Tex., to tlte 
S~n Antonio (Tex.) National Cemetery. From Fort Elliott, Tex., to 
the Fort Scott (Kans.) National Cemetery. From the Chester Rural, 
Bristol, and Whitehall (Pa.) cemeteries, to the Philadelphia (Pa.) Na-
tional Cemetery. From Fort Cameron, Utah, to Fort Dougla s (Utah) 
Post Cemetery. From Fort Independence, Mass., to Fort Wi11throp 
(Mass.) Post Cemetery; and from Chloride, N. Mex., to Fort Ba.yard 
(~. Mex.) Post Cemetery. Remains of other United States soldiers, 
d1 covered from time to time in inappropriate places, ha e also been 
removed to the nearest natioual cemeterv. 
]!eadston~s.-During the year 5,832 headstones to mark tbe grave of 
U:mon oldier , sailor , and marines buried in national, post, city, and 
v11lage cemeteries were provided from the appropriation for that pu.r-
llO. and mall w'!iite marble tablets have been erected, in lieu of epa-
rnte h a tone , m the Fort McPherson (Neb.) National Cemetery, and 
'.~rt all~ Walla (Wah.) Po t Cemetery to mark the graves of uniden-
ifi d l<l.ier buri d in one grave in each of those cemeterie . 
Ro trum .- r an nt ro.-trum have been erected in the Barrancas, 
·l: ··. amp on, . y.; _ort McPher on, Nebr,; Grafton, W. Va.; 
. le., 1! , la.; and h1l h (Pitt_ burg Landin o-), Tenn., National C 1:30-
ue · All ere complet d prior t Iemorial Day, May 307 upon wb1ch 
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occnsion appmpriate services were held in nearly all the national ceme-
teries and the graves decorated with flae-s and flowers. 
At the Andersonville (Ga.) National Cemetery a portion of the inclos-
iug wall has been repointed and the headstones have been cleaned. 
At the Antietam (Md.) National Cemetery nec.,ressary repairs have 
been made to the lodge and outbuildings, and an additional supply of 
water obtained by the construction of a new cistern. 
At the Arlington (Va.) National Cemeterynecessaryrepairs have been 
made to the lodge and outbuildings, the drainage repaired and improved, 
the avenues and burial sections kept in good order and the graveled 
driveway around the mansion replaced by a granolitliic pavement. The 
extension of the cemetery has been graded, drained, and seeded, and a 
large number of trees have been planted. 
At the Battle Ground (District of Columbia) National Cemetery, a 
monument has been erected by Lhe survivors of the Ninety-eighth Regi-
ment Pennsylvania Volunteers, in memory of members of that regiment 
killed and wounded in battle at Fort Stevens, District of Columbia, 
July 11 and 12, 1864. 
At the Brownsville (Texas) National Cemetery the levee authorized 
by act (sundry civil) approved August 30, 1890, for the protection of the 
cemetery from the overflow of the Rio Grande, has been completed at 
a cost of $3,492, and the low grounds outside the cemetery inclosure 
cleared and seeded. 
An additional water supply has been secured for the cemetery by 
pipe connection with the waterworks at Fort Brown. 
At the Fayetteville (Ark.) National Cemetery repairs have been made 
to the lodge and outbuildings, the drainage improved, a new brick privy 
ereeted for public use, and the inclosiog wall repointed where needed. 
At the Fort Scott (Kans.) National Cemetery a new brick privy bas 
been erected for public use, a contract made for the erection of a new 
flagstaff, and a part of the principal driveway paved with vitrified 
brick. 
At the Gettysburg- (Pa.) National Cemetery neces~ary repairs have 
been made to the lodge and outbuildings, the inclosing wall repointed 
wbe,·e required, and a new flagstaff erected. A new entrance has been 
made from the Taneytown road on the west side of the cemetery, and 
provided with ornamental wrought-iron drive and walk gates. The 
work on the New York State monument is still in progress. 
The purchase of additional land (8 acres) authorized by acts (sundry 
civil) approved August 30, 1890, and March 3, 1891, for the enlarge-
me11t of the Hampton (Va.) National Cemetery, has been completed and 
contracts made for the erection of an inclosing wall of brick, with ap-
propriate entrances to be provided with ornamental wrought-iron drive 
and walk gates. The grounds have been laid out and prepared for in-
terments, which were commenced with grave No. 6595. 
At the Jefferson Barracks (Mo.) National Cemetery, repairs have 
been made to the lodge and outbuildings and to the fence along the 
approach road, and a new flagstaff erected. 
At the Keokuk (Iowa) National Cemetery a new flagstaff 100 feet in 
height has been erected. 
At Little Rock_ (Ark.) National Cemetery, the lodge has been thor-
oughly repaired, the stable., wood, and cart shed reconstructed, and the 
dI·ainage put in good condition. 
At the Marietta (Ga.) National Cemetery, necessary repairs have 
been made to the lodge, outbuildings, and drainage, and a new flag-
staff 89 feet in height erected. 
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At the M_ound City (Ill.) National Cemetery, the drainage has been 
improved by the construction of a new valve gate and a silt basin at 
the mouth of the drain pipes. 
At the St. Augustine (Fla.) National Cemetery, the inclosing wall of 
concrete, the construction of which was commenced during tl.le previ-
ous year, has been completed at a total cost of $1,035. 
At the San Francisco (Cal.) National Cemetery, necessary repa,irs 
have been made to the lodge and outbuildings. and the grounds prop-
erly cared for. A new reservoir of 40,000 gallons' capacity ha~ been 
constructed in connection with the water Rnpply of the cern<'tery, and 
there is every reason to believe that a perma11ent supply for all pur-
poses has at last been obtained. During the year the remains of 473 
offieers, soldiers, and their families were recci YCd from abaudo11e<l. pot:itS 
in the departments of California and Arizurn1i an<l reinterrcu in tlie 
cemetery. 
At the Soldiers' Horne (District of Uolurnbfa)Na,tionalCemC'tery, the 
lodge, outbuildings, and iron fence have been repaiuted and the grounds 
kept in good order. 
At the Stone River (Tenn.) National Cemetery, the lodge has been 
thoroughly repaired and is now in good condition. 
Dnriug the year the custody of the monument at Yorktown: Ya., 
erected in pursuance of a ret\olution of Congl'es~ adopte<l. OetolJer ~n, 
1781, and an act of Congrei,;;s approved Jnne 7, 1880r "to <·ommemornte 
the vietory by which the independence of the United States of .A.merit:a 
was achieved," was, by order of the Secretary of War, trmrnfenccl to 
the Quartermaster-General of the Army, to be con:-;ider('<l as part o{ 
the YOl'ktown (Va.) National Cemetery. A new picket fcll(·e has lH'en 
erected around the lot (abont. one acre) in ,vhid1 the mo11mne11t is lo-
cated, and the monument.and µ,-rounds pLlCe<l in good comlitiou. . 
At the other national cemeteries, not specified, neccs:ary repairs 
have been rnaue to the lodges, outbuildings, etc., and the grnuuds kept 
in order. 
Soldiers' Zots.-Provision has been made for the proper care of lots in 
which soldiers are buried in cemeteries nit ~Iontpclier, Vt., Bames-
ville, Kaus., aml Madison and Portage, Wis. . 
Bitrial r~f indigent soldiers.-U mler the acts of Congress (sundry ci\'11) 
approved March 2, 1889, .August 30, 1890, March 3, 18Ul, all(l dditieucy 
approved March 3, 1801, making appropriations for expenses of bnry-
i11g in the Arlington National Oemetery,or in theccmeteric:-; of tl1eDi.'-
trkt of Columbia, indigent ex-Union soldiers, sa,ilors, a11<.l mal'i11e8 of 
the late civil war who die in the Distriet of Colnmbia, account::.; have 
lJeen paid during the fi"'cal year for the burial of tliirty-nine such. per-
·ous~ at a total cost of ;"''l,GOG.43. 
l-loarlways.-The maca<l.amize<l road from the intersection of \\rilkes 
and Alf~·ecl P-treets in the city of .. A.lc:xa)l(lria, Va., via Vv'ilkei-; stre<'t to 
tl~<': .. ?aho1rnl Uemeter.v, for the constrnction of which an appropriation 
ot · ·1,000 was made by act approve!l Dec<·rn her 11, 18UO, has be 'IJ com-
plet<'d, at a ti,tal expenditure of $G,UDG.1H; length of roiul, 2,~0il feet. 
·. 'l he.roa~l to the Ooriutb (Mi.'.' .) ..... Tational Oelllctery, for the con ·truc-
t10n _ot winch an appropriation of :·10,000 was made by act apprond 
Apnl ~, 1_8_ , was completed <luring the previous y ar, with exeeption 
of an ac1<l1twnal lay ~· of grnvPl :1 iJJcheR clPep ancl lj feet wiclc·, wlii<:h 
~nt. pla<.: · l on the m1<hll • of the ron,d it.- wliole Ieng-th (4,SG1 feet) <lur-111f he~· ·ar· total co:t1 of the road, :·n,8:~i,. 7. .... 
1 h ~n_vl·l c~ 1"0,~cl to th· <Jnlp<·p ·1· (Vn.) .l.. ational Cemetel'y for the 
· 
11 true 10n ol wlu ·h a1l(l pnrcha. • of' right of" ay au apprnpriatlo11 of 
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$4,.1<10 was made by act (snndry civil) avproved August 30, 1890, has 
al. o been completed, at a total expenditure of $4,499.76. 
Tlte-pnl.Jlic road leading· from the railroad depots in the city of Fred-
ericks1rnrg, Va., ta the National Cemetery near that city, for the mac-
adamizing and permanently improving of which an appropriation of 
$8,000 was made by act (sundry civil) approved August 30, 1890, has 
been completed, at a total expenditure of $7,998.65. 
The work of draining and repairing the road to the Hampton (Va.) 
N}1tional Cemetery, for which an apptopriation of $2,000 was made by 
act-" (sundry civil) approved Marcil 2, 1889, and August 30, 1890, has 
not been commenced, action having been deferred pending the grant of 
rig-lit of way by the legislature of Virginia. 
Under. the act (sundry civil) approved March 3, 1891, appropriating· 
$10,000 for the construction of a graveled road from the National Cem-
etery near l\found City, Ill., to Mounds Junction on the Illinois Central 
Ra,ilroad, propo~a;ls were invited for the work Ma,y 28, 1892, the bids to 
be opened July 5. Length of road, 14,469 feet. The contract has since 
been mad~ and the work commenced. 
The gra.veled road to the Port Iludson (La.) National Cemetery, for 
the construction of which an appropriation of $13,500 was made by act 
approved May 14, 1890, has been completed, at a total expenditure of 
$13,468.19. 
The terminal points are the gate of the cemetery and a point on the 
bluff overlooking the Mississippi River about 150 feet from the termi-
nus of the Cliuton and Port Hudson Railroad. Length of road, 4,650 
feet. · 
The road from the city of Staunton, Va., to the National Cemetery 
near that place, for the construction of which an appropriation of 
$11,000 was ma<le by act approved April 9, 1890, has also been com-
plete<l., at a total expenditure of $10,705.19. _ 
Uude.r the acts (sundry civil) approved March 2, 1889, August 30, 
1890, and March 3, 1891, making appropriations for "repairs to road-
ways to national cemeteries which have been constructed by speci:11 
authority of Congress," nece~sary repairn ha,ve been made to the roads 
leading to the Antietam (Md.): Culpeppel' (Va.), Florence (S. C.), Fred-
erickslmrg (Va.), Mound City (Ill.), New Berne (N. C.), Richmond (Va.), 
Springfield (Mo.), Staunton (Va.), and Vicksburg· (Miss.), NatioualCem-
eLeries. ..A.mouut expended during- the year, $7,007.96. 
Antietam Boa,rd.-Congress, in the sundry civil bill approved August 
30, 1890, made an appropriation of $U,000, "for the purpose of i:mr-
veying, locating and preserving the lineH of battle of the Army ot' t11e 
Potomac and of the Army of Northern Virginia at Antietam, and for 
marking the same, and for locating and marking the positions of each 
of the forty-three different commands of the Regular Army engaged iu 
the battle of Antietam, and for the purchase of sites for tablets for 
the marki11g of such positions." 
The Secretary of War, under the authority of this law, appoinJe<l 
Col. J. 0. Stearns, of Vermont, and Ge11. Henry Heth, of Virginia, as 
agents of the Department, with a view to carry out the provisions of 
said act. These agents have reported to this office that the positioHs 
of the forty-three commands of the Regular Army participating in, or 
present during the battle, have been temporarily marked with woollen 
markers, to be replaced by stone tablets as soon as a title to the land 
can be obtained. They further report that the line of battle and posi-
tions occupied by the .Army of Northern Virginia on· the morning of Sep-
tember 17, 1862, has been very definitely settled, but it will be impossible 
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to locate many of the brigades of this .Army by name. This is due to 
the absence of reports of officers commanding these organizations and 
the very indefinite descriptions as to the localities of the officers mak-
ing reports. 
They also state that from a careful study of the official records of 
the rebellion, and extensive correspondence with survivors of the 
several organizations which participat ed in the engagement, they have 
succeeded in accumulating a large amount of information which will 
enable them to complete a series of maps illustrating the great battle 
of .Antietam; the best they hope to do will be to locate divisiorn; and 
the general line of battle. A.mount expended to June 30, 1892, 
I $5,502.53. . 
.A further appropriation of $16,310 was made by act (sundry civil) 
approved .August 5, 1892, for the purchase, transportation, and setting 
-0f one hundred and fourteen tablets, and for other necessarypurposes . 
.A statement showing the expenditures on account of the national 
cemeteries during the year is submitted herewith. 
Very respectfully, 
M. L L UDINGTON, 
Deputy Quartermaster- General, U. S. Army. 
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY. 
A.-Statement of disbu1·sements of app1·opriation for national cemeteries during the fiscal year ending June 30, 189e. 
Name of cemetery. 
Tools, 
stores, and I Improve-
Employ6s. j miscella- ment of 
neous ex- grounds. 
pen di tu.res. 
Oonstruo-
tion. 
.Alexandria, La........................ $247. 00 








.A.n,lersonville, Ga.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 595. 94 
.Annapolis. Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72. 75 
.Antietam, Md......................... 425. 00 
t!~~~i~. i!:::::: :: : : : : :: : ::: : :: : : :: 8' ~: ~~ 
Barranoas, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • 304. 00 
Baton R~mge, La . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • .• . . . . . 360. 00 
Battle Ground, D. C ...........•....•.............. 
Beaufort, S. C . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 591. 00 
Beverly, N. J ......................•....•.......... 
Brownsville, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 420. 00 
Camp Butler, lli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260. 58 
Camp Nelson, Ky ...............•...•. 195. 00 
Cave Hill, Ky....... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204. 00 
Chalmette, La......................... 1, 060. 00 
Cbatfanooga, Tenn.................... 2,412.25 
City Point, Va.............. ..... ..... 262. 50 
Cold Harbor, Va .......................•••........ 
Corinth, Miss........... .............. 785. 50 
Crown Hill, lnd ...............•....... 


















Custer Battlefield, Mont .............................•.................... 
Cypress Hills, N. Y.. . . . • • . . . . • • • . • • • . 884. 00 . 42.10 58. 40 
Danville, Ky.......................... 25. 00 .....••.••...••••....... 
Dan ville, Va........................... 120. 00 20. 40 56. 20 
Fayetteville, .A.rk.... .. . ... . . .. .... .•. 212. 50 89. 73 80. 90 
Firu1s Point, N. J . . . . .. .......... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 63. 74 12. 51 
Florence, S. C.... .. . . .. . ... . ........ .. 150. 00 9. 32 5. 25 
Fort Donelson, Tenn.................. 135. 00 60. 90 19. 75 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T................... 200. 00 72. 58 21. 00 
Fort Harrison, Va.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 00 19. 00 63. 61 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.............. 498. 75 12. 50 23. 00 
Fort MoPher~on, Nebr................ 2QO. 00 73. 07 158. 70 
Fort Scott, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240. 00 62. 10 48. 00 
Freclerioksbmg, Va................... 574. 00 20. 04 .......... . 
Fort Smith. Ark ...................... ·1 300. 00 104. 85 75. 00 
Gettyshnrg-, l'a................. .. . . . . . 475.-00 13. 03 268. 40 
Glendale, Va............... ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 48 99. 52 
In closures. 
Repair. Gates. I 
Bllrrack 






















.A.-Slafcment of disbu1·sem e11fs of appropriation for national cemeteries dui'ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892-Continued. 
Inclosures. 
Name of cemetery. 
Tools, 
stores, and I Improve· I 
Employ~s. I miscella· ment of 
neons ex- grounds. 
penditures. 
Construe· 
tion. Repair. Gates. 
Grnfton, W.Va . ...................... . 
llurnpto11, ,,.a ......................... . 
Jellt>rilt>U Bnrracks, Mo ............•... 
J etlim~on City, Mo .................. .. . 
Keokuk, lo" n ...•......•............•. 
Knon·illt,, Tenn ...................... · 
t:~i1i;:::1~l ~--:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Little Hook, ..tlrk ..................... . 
Loudon Park, 'lltl 
:Mnriettn, Ga .... 
?ifemphi~, Tenn .................•...•. 
Mc:dco Uit \·, Mexico 




Nutcht'z, :\tiss ........................ . 
Now .Albnnv. Ind 
Newbern, N. C ....•................... 
Philadelphia, Pa •...................... 
Poplar Gro,e, Ya ..................... . 
Port. Hutlilon, Ln . ••................... 



























··••·· i!i.75 ., ..... ·it iiii. 













······ ·s: ilo·,······ ···· ·· 
!!0.18 
Rock Isla.nil, Ill .••...•............................ 
1 
........... . 
Salisbury, N. C . . . . . • . • . • . •• . . • . . . . . . . . 206. 24 96. 26 
San Antonio, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • 92. 50 .••••....... 
San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . 502. 63 
Seven Pines, Va........................ 3. 00 
Shiloh, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 360. 00 
Soldiers' Home, D. C . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . • 899. 74 
Springfield, Mo........................ 248. 12 
St. Augustine, Fla..................... 75. 00 
Staunton, Vn. ... . . .... .. ... ... . .•... .. 69. 33 
Stone Ri vor, '£onn.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 566. 50 
Vicksbnrg, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . a, 0-tO. 00 
~i~~:,1~f~i~·:~ ?.::::::::::::::::::::: m: ~g 











Outhouses I Trees, 
Repair of J (sheds, sta- plants, etc. 
lodges. bles, etc.). 
$17. 50 
20. 00 

































Yorktown, Va......................... 99. 00 J 75. 44 72. 00 26.t 48 
Miscelhmeous. .•.•••• .•... •.• ••..... .. . .. . .. ... . . . 53. 33 




Total............................ 39, 616. 721 3, 534. 29 






19, 56J. 37 2,000.27 
Inter. 






















.Alexand.ria,La ....................... $3.15 $87.25 ....•••... $33.95 $101.28 .......... $8.00 $6.00 ············1··········1 ......... ~.... $593.54 
.Alexandria, Va......................... .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . 70.15 . . . .. . • . . . . 40. 95 . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. 813. 15 
1~~;~11r::t~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::~~~~: .... ~~r~r :::::::::: ··--~nr :::~~~-:~~: :::~~~~r !Hg ::::::t~~: :;:::::i:::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: 1·~~~Jg 
II.if ::c:: ;i! !! ii!i'.! iiiiii1:::::: :1:1:: • • • l;! ~• ; ~;:::;'.:; : ::'.i 1· ii; ~i ~'. : ::::11 ~: '. :;::: 1lll!i : ::1:: i:i :; i ii!!;!\!!~~ !1'. ;; !!!!!:I !!I:!'. ~111:1 ':: ill II 
Chalmctte, La......................... 6. 75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75. 25 129. 92 8. 44 9. 75 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . :i, :!87. 79 
Chattanooga, Tenn.................... 8. 89 21. 50 14. 00 38. 07 281. 97 30. 00 11. 25 ...................... ·.. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . ...... 3,127. !l3 
8~\!~:~~;¾~:::::::::::::::::::::: ........ i:so· 1~:~g --:··i:so· itJg ... ~~~:~~ . ... .. ~·.~~ ......... 4:90· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ~gt~~ 
8~~~~\r~ttx:::: :::: :: :::::::::::: : ::: : : :::::: ::: ::: : : : : .... ~~: ~~- .... ~~·. ~~ .... ~~~: ~ ..... ~~: ~~. ::: : : : :: : : : : ....... ~: ~~. : :: : :~ ::: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : ::::: :::::: l, :iiii: bb 
Culpeper, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 00 44. 46 . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 30. 50 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 326.19 
Custer Battlefield, Mont .................................................................... , ............................................................................. . 
~~Er~~it:~:~::::::::::::::::::: ······inr .... :::::. :::::::~~: ···-~::~~. :::::::::: ::::~~:~~: :::::::~:~~: :::::::~:~~: :::::::::::: :::::::::i:::::::::J 1·:i~:~~ jfJ:;tP~t't.1'L::::::::::::::::::: ~Jg ..... ~:~~. :::::::::: ~U~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::"::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: m:~~ 
Florence, S. C.. ... .. ..••.......•..... 4. 00 12. 00 35. 75 35. 77 ....... ~.. ..•...•... ..... .. ...... ...•.•........ ... ... . . . . . . ....... . . . .. ....••. 2Hl. 04 
i~~~~xb:~~~~l.ef~_::::::::::::::::: ·······i:25· 1U~ :::::::::: ~t~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: !bUg 
Fort Hal'rison, Va .......... L. . • . • • • • • 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 256. 61 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.............. 3. 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 95. 20 101.16 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 747. 31 
Fort McPherson, Nel>r. .... .. .. .•. . . .. ... .. . ....... 14. 25 . . . . ...... 187. 32 . . ........ . ......... . ......... .. . •... ..... .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . ...... . . . .. ....••. l, 238. 70 
Fort Scott, Kans...................... . . . .. .. .. . . . 2'.\. 25 • .. • • • •• • •• 45. 20 • • • • •• •• • • . • • • • ••• • • • •••• ••• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • . . • • •• • • •• • • • • • • . • ••• • • . • • .• • • •• •• • 596. 55 
























A.-Slalcment of disbit1·s1mients of appropriation for national cerneteries dwring the fiscal year ending June SO, 1892-Continued. 








____________ , ____ , 
Glontlnle, Vn. -····"········ 
'it1:J~!:~~\~::~::::: ::: : : : :: : ::: ::: : : :1··· ... . s: oo ·1· ... 2i 00·1:::::::: :: 
Jl•ffor~ou Bnl'l'ncks, Mo............. .. .......... .. 4. 00 ..•••••••. 
JNh•rson City, Mo........... ......... 222. SP 10. 00 .••••••••• 
Kl•okuk,Iowa .. ---·----····· ········ 816.10 .•••..•...•••.•••••• 
$10. 00 $4. 00 , •••••••••. 
Knoxville, 'l'onn 
t:~i~~lOf~n~:ity:: ..... · · • · · • • · · · · · • • · • · 
Little iol•k, Ark .............•... ..•. 
1 





London Park, Md..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 00 $15. 00 
::\lariotta, Ga....................... ... 225. 00 53. 50 •••.••.••. 
~~~1-lf !tt+? l+ ::::::: ::::: ::: ::  : : .... :1: :9. 
N11.~hnlle Tonn.................................. 90.39 .•..•••... 
. . . . 46.- 29 · 1: : : : : : : : : : 
Nnrchez, Mias . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . ... . . . 3.10 . 75 .•••.••••• 
Now .A.lbnny, Ind..................... 7. 50 42. 00 .•••...••• 
1"'cwbcrn, N. C...................... .. 2. 25 .•••.•..•..•.•...... 
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 739, 85 
f,~¥f111?c1s0o~~'ia~: X:::::::::::::: : : : : 4~: ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Fuel. Forage. Shoeing animals. 
~~I~?i;.W:c" :::::::::: ::::::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: ····· a: oo· ..... o: io -i- · · · 5S: 55 · ::::: :: :: : :::: :: : : : : 
l{iohmond, Va.................... .... 1. 50 5. 00 ••.••.•. •. 65. 28 111. 96 7. 50 
l{ock I11lancl, Ill. .•........................••...•...•.••.•.•..•.•........................•.•••....... 
Tra~spor· 1 Repairs to J Fla~s and 
tat10n, harness. halliards. 
tolls, etc. 
~~8!~~~~fose~_-:: :.-: ::::: :: : ::::::: :::: :: :::: :: ..... i 60. it: ~g .... ~'.: ~~- .... :::~ ...... :: ~~ .1•••••• •••• 
San Francisco, Cal.................... .•.... ...... . ... . . . . .. .•........ 135. 54 ..•..•.•..••••...... 
Seven Pines, Va....................... 5. 00 . . . .•• . • . • ••. • . . . . . . 68. 00 ••••••.•..•••.•..... 
Shiloh, Tenn......................... . rn. 75 3. oo 19. 25 17. 48 128. 99 19. oo 
Soldiers'Rome-, D. C............. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23. 21 ••••....•. 39. 01 .•••.•.••••......•.. 
t1i;1;ii~~~~==:::::::::::::::::: ::::::~:~~: :~:::i:~i: :::::::::: ·· ··:~:.:~- :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Stone Rivor, Tenn . . . . • . . . • . . . • .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 30. 81 15. 00 50. 68 110. 28 4. 40 
Vioksburg, lt[iss....... .. . . .. . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83. 33 .. . . . . . . . . 99. 00 205.17 18. 75 













































































~~~~~~ ~ == ::=::: =: ::: <: = =: : : :: : ;; ,. : : : iO: °' ::: :: : : : r: '.~: '.'.: :::: ::  : : :::::  : = : ::: : : :: : : : : = =:: :: : =: r <;: ;; = = ;~ ~;~ ~;: =~;~;;;=;;: JH1i 
~ Tot~ ....•...•••................ -1, 511. 17 1,345. 51 968. 89 4,464.06 4,133.05 M7,34--402. 37 31. 75 --!)75. 78 1,201.47 2,550.00 94,500. 8"/ 


























3fl0 REPORT OF THE SECRET.A.RY OF W .A.R. 
7. 
REPORT OF MAJOR JAMES GILLISS, QUARTERMASTER, U.S. ARMY. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
QUARTEffl\IASTER GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washingto n, Septe1nber 2,189.2. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to report that dmfog the fiscal year 
ending J u11e 30, 1892, I have been on duty in this office in charge of mat-
ters pertaining to transportation, regular supplies, contracts and pur-
chases, and the adjustment of claims against the Quartermaster's De-
partment which accrued during the war of the rebellion, and. respectfully 
submit the following reports of the branches of the offiee in which work 
. pertaining to these matters has been performed: 
TR.A.NSP0RT.A.TION BRANCH. 
Through this branch the Quartermaster-Ge rnral exercises supervision 
over all matters pertaining to the transportation of troops and supplies 
for the Army, and settles all accounts therefor which, for any reasons, 
legal or technical, can 11ot be paid by the disbursing quartermasters 
stationed througbout tlle country, including the accounts of bond.aide_d 
Pacific roads. Bstimates for transportation funds, and reports of their 
expenditures, and replies to all inquiries of Congress, the Court of 
Claims, and the accounting officers of the Treasury relative to tran -
portation are prepared, and all claims growing out of alleg~d services 
on vessels and railroads operated by the Govern ment durrng the re-
bellion, and all unadjusted matters pertai11ing to Southern railroads 
indebt,ed to the United States for rail way material purchased by them 
at the close of the war, are adjust ed through this branch. Telegraph-
ing on milit11ry business and accounts growing out of snch serviee are 
supervised thro,ugh the transportation branch. Transportat.ion tor t~e 
other executive departments is also provided upou requests of thell' 
autl1orized officers and agents. 
The following table shows that durin g the year the Quartermaster~s 
Department bas provided transportation for 442,-!88 persons, 3,383 am. 
mals, and 92,~44 tons of material: 
Govern-
Railroad. W at er. ·wagon. Stage. ment ves- T otal. 
sels. 
Passengers : 
Offic rs .. ..... . .... ..... 1,251 181 
------ -- ----
22 30,920 32,374 
J.I eu ...... . .. ......... .. 21,443 4, 18!) 
····-- ·-----
],842 382,640 410, 114 
Total ... _ . ... . . ... _ . . . 22,694 4, 370 
--- ---------
1. 864 413,560 442,4 
.Animals: ii;~:; .• : •.••••..• :: •. :1 2. 038 113 1 ---------- 70 2,222 1, ]] 5 36 , .. ... . . ..... 10 1,161 




: uii ist nc 25,304, 418 2,649.221 14,523,146 84,929 2,449,636 45,011,350 
I uartmuast · ;: : : : : ::: : : 
I nl11anc 
1l2, 2H, liG 1,657, 129 34,086, 28!) 47,044 l, 737,062 70,36 700 
'1e<licnl .. :::::::: ::::::: 
13, ::3;;, 773 3, 2 5, 2U3 4,410,466 14,031 2,028, 813 23,074,946 
1,012, 20:3 75,652 1,531,431 5,440 . 44,828 2,669,614 Jtinal .' •rvi<- ...... _. _. 429,411 40,351 237, 15 503 
-- ------ --- -
736,426 
llan ·OU'! ..••••••. • 16,257,119 1, 03!), 866 20, 287, 097 42,662 5, 001,124 42,627, 
-----To 11 .. ...••.•••.•...• , r, ·o, 100 8, 756, 4851 7S, O!J5, 5871 195,209 11,261,463 184, 4 8, 
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The cost of this transportation, as shown by the aggTegate of accounts 
paid by disbursing qua,rtermasters (see repol't of accouuts branch under 
this he.ad) and the sum of the accounts, includiug those of the bond-
aided Pacific railroads, settled through the transportation branch, and 
cost of maintainiJJg and chartering ves els, was $2,352,249.98. 
i\1:0VE:U-IEN'l'S OF TROOPS. 
The movements of troops during the year, with cost of same, exclusive 
of deductions on account of land;grant and bond-aided railroads, have 
been as follows: 
Troops. 
1st Artillery .. . 
2d .Artillery .. . 
4th .Artillery .. 
5th .Artillery .. 
1st Cavalry .... 
2d Cavalry .... . 
3d Cavalry .... . 
4th Cavalry .. . 
6th Cavalry ... . 
8th Cavalry ... . 
9th Cavalry ... . 
10th Cavalry .. . 
2d Infantry ... . 
3d Infantry ... . 
5th Infantry . .;. 
6th Infantry .. . 
7th Infantry .. . 
9th Inf an try .. . 
10th Infantry .. 
11th Infantry .. 
12th Infantry . . 
]5th Infantry .. 
16th Infantry .. 
17th Infantry .. 
18th Infantry .. 
20th Infantry .. 
21st Infantry .. 
22d Infantry .. . 
23d Infantry .. . 
24th Infantry .. 
25th Infantry .. 
MovemonC 1--c_o_s_t._ 
Light Battery E, from Fort Riley to Fort Sheridan ... ..... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 313. 53 
Band and seven batteries, escort duty in Department of the East........ 300. 08 
Light Battery F, from Fort Leavenworth to Fort Riley....... .......... . 26. 71 
Four batteries, cbanging station in Department of the East.............. 415. 75 
Three batteries, changing station in Department of the East............. 1,178.58 
Two batt~ries from Department of California to Department of the Co- 1,017.18 
lumbia. 
Two batteries from Department of the Columbia to Department of Cali- 688. 82 
fornia. 
Two troops changing station in Department of Dakota...... . ...... ..... 582. 43 
Headquarters aud eight troops from Departmeut of Dakota to Department 26,423.97 
of .Arizona. 
One troop from Departmeut of the Missouri to Department of .Arizona.. 1,538.06 
One troop changing station in Departmeut of .Arizona................... 84. 20 
Two troops chauging statiou in Department of Arizona . .... _ .......... _. 712. 29 
Oue troop changini station in Department of Dakota......... ............ 1,775.17 
Four troops clrnngmg statiou iu Department of Texas. .. . ................ 2,079.93 









One troop from Department of the Columbia to Departmeutof California. 
Six troops to .field service in Department of the Platte ......... ....... _.. 5,604.54 
One troop from Fort Sill, Okla., to Fort Myer, Virginia........ ............ 2,294.41 
Four troops changing stat,iou iu Department of Dakota....... ...... ... .. 3, 6l'4.16 
lleadquarters and six troops to fieltl services iu Departmcut of the Platte.. 6,485.06 
Three troops cbauging station in Department of .Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 679. 95 
Ilea<lquarters and nine troops, from Department of .Arizona to Depart- 26, 2!1.13 
rncnt of Dakota. 
One troop from Department of ..A.rizoua to jl.)epartmeut of the 11issour .i.. l, 565. 25 
One compauy clmnging l:ltatiou in Department, of the Platte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 756. 22 
Two companies to field service, in Departmeut of Dakota ........... _ .... _ 754. 23 
One company to escort duty, iu Department of Dakota .......... _. ....... 151. 38 
One compauy changing station in Departmrut of Texas........... ....... J, 212.16 
One company from Departmeut of Texas to Department of the Missouri.. 1, 614, 48 
Fin~ companies changing station in Department of the .East . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,722.09 
Two companies chaugiug station in Department of the Platte............ 57. 95 
Headquarters and eight companies from Departmeut of Arizona to De- 24, 686. 29 
partmcnt of tbe East. 
Two compa,nies changing station in Department of Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 324. Q<j 
Headquarters and five companies changing station in Department of 5,520. 7() 
.Arizona. 
One company from Department of the Platte to Department of .Arizona. . 2, 340. 70 
Three companies changing station in Department of Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . !)86. 75 
Headquarters nud eight companies from Department, of the East to De- 32, 911. 29 
partment of ..A.rizoua. 
Headquarters and baud changing station in Department of .Arizona ..... . 
One company changing station in Department of Dakota, ............... . 
One company changing station in Department of the Missouri. ......... . 
One compauy chang-ing station in Department of the Platte ............. . 
One company to field service, in Department of the Platte ...... · ......... . 
Two companies cbangini;r station in Department of T exa~ ............... . 
One compauy changing statiou in Departmeut of Dakota ............... . 
Four companies chauging station in Department of tho Platte ......... .. , 
l"~!s1~IDpanies from Department of the Platte to Department of the 
Three compauics cbangiug station in Department of Dakota ............ . 
Two companies changiug station iu Department of 'l:exas ... ............ . 
Five companies changing statiou in Departmeut of Arizo11a .. .. ......... . 
Three compauies changing station iu Departmeut of Dakota ............ . 







1, 0:39. 52 
5,643.17 
2, 50J. 31 
569. 65 , 
1. 492. 09 
4,672. 6-1 
Total amount expencled iu the priucipal moYements of troops duriug 192,013.90 
the year. 
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SUMMER ENCAMPMENTS AND RIFLE COMPETITION. 
From reports received it is shown that there was expended during 
the fiscal year 1892, in the trarn;portation of troops in connection witb 
summer encampments, practice marches, field maneuvers, and instruc-
tions, the sum of $12,006,62 . . 
Also of the transportation of enlisted men to engage in target prac-
tice and rifle competition tlle sum of $27,696.23. 
Where expended. Summer Rifle com-camps . petition. 
lWND-AIDED PACIFIC RAILROADS, THEIR BRANCHES AND LEASED 
LINES. 
Eight thousand seven hundred and five persons, 1,117 animals, and 
42,249,253 pounds of freigh t were trans11orted for the Depar~ment oyer 
the bond-aided Pacific railroads, their branebes, and leased lmes durmg 
the year. 










Union Pacific ... . . . ....... .. . . . . . . . ... . .. ... . . . ....... .. . . . . . . . 4,378 516 20,071,747 
Ce~tral Branch, Union Pacific, operated by the Missouri Pa· 
c1fic system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 954 
Central Pacific (branches and 1easeu lines) operated by the 
Southern Pacific Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,454 434 18, 473, 61i 
Sioux City and Pacific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 873 167 3, 6!19. 935 
Total .................................................... . 8, 705 1 1, 117 I 42, 249, 253 
. Eleven hundred and fifty-three accounts of these railroads, aggrcgat-
rng $275,492.58, were received at this office during the year for settle-
ment through the Treasury, as required by law. Of tuis amouut 
$18~,778.53 inured to the Union Pacific, $86,275.41 to the Oent:'al 
Pacific (branches and leased lines operated by the Southern Pacrfic 
Compa,ny), and $3,438.64 to the Siot1x City and Pacific . 
. Of the e accounts 352, aggregatiug 42,495.64, ~rnre for transpo1 ta-
t1011 p rformed for other departmentR of the Government under law of 
Jul~ 5, 1 4, an<l. of this amount $2 ,895.50 wa, for ervice over Union 
Pa 1:fic; 13,5 .20 over Central Pacific with lea eel Jines and branche" 
(~p rat _<l. by Southern Pacific Company), auu $19.9~ for service by 
/ , 10ux 1 ty an<l. Pacific R i]road. 
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The following is a statement of the analysis of the accounts of these 
companies for the year, showing amounts for troops and stores and for 
bonded' and nonbonded service respectively: 
Amount of 
Portion p . I Pr<;>por-accounts Estimated Portion -receiYed in amount of inuring Total Company. Quarter- accounts inuring rop?r~10n/ t10n . for amount. master- not troops. General's rendered. 
office. 
fo, ,to,es. subs,d,,edl fil~'.'· 
Union Pacific . .... ...... . $185, 778. 53 $99, 271. 'TB, 412. 861$206, 637. 58 $222, '"· 47 $62, 20,. 97 $285, 050 ... 
Southern Pacific Com-
pany, opera.ting Con-
86,275. 41160, 200. 84 44,416. 93 202,059.32 87, 326. 51159, 149. 74 246,476.25 tra.l Pacific Railroad . ... 
Sioux City and Pacific .••. 3, 4~8. 64 289. 26 1,991.55 1,786.35 3,477.38 250. 52 3,727.90 
Total. •••••..•...••. 275, 4fl2 58;259, 762. 011124, 821. 341 410, 438. 25. 313, 649. 361221, 605. 23 585,254.59 
VESSELS IN THE SERVICE OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT, 
This department has kept in its service, for use at points where con-
stant service is required, nine steamboats an<l one sloop, owned by the 
department, the cost of maintaining which, including repairs, for the 
year, was $96,013.06, as will appear from the following statement : 
Name. Class. Tonnage. 
General McDowell*. ... .. .... . .. ............... Propeller ...... . 
Chester A . .Arthur t. . ... . . .... .... .. .......... . Steamer .. •.... . 
160. 00 
178. 70 
;t~::1'HF>>< U iiflif ::/ 175. 00 97. 00 62. 36 70. 30 37. 68 60. 31 





.June 80, 1876 
May 11, 1892 
Sept. 1, 1883 
Nov. 30, 1875 
Nov. 14, 1879 
Feb. 1, 1875 
Oct. 15, 1878 
Oct. 4 .. 1874 










15. 200. 00 
17,947.46 
7,800.00 
13, 8ti5. 56 
7,200.00 
275. 00 






General McDowell* Chief qnartermas- San Francisco Harbor .. . . $6, 080.75 
ter, D ivision of 
tho Pacific. 
Chester A. Arthurt. Depot quarterruas- Now York Harbor ........ 1,061.79 
ter: &:~=~~ ~~\fN.: ::: : : : :i~ ::::::: :::: :: : : ::: :::~~ ::: : :: ::::::::::: :: ·s; s2i: io· 
Monroe II . . . . • . . . . • . Post qnartermaster. Fort Adams, R. I......... 1, 6jl. 90 
Resolute** . . . . . . . . . Depot quartermas- Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 320. 75 
ter. 
Hamilton ... .... ... l'ost quartermaster. Davids faland and Gov- 1,697.59 
emors lslancl, N. Y. H. 
Atlantic tt ... .. ...... .. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Governors Island, N. Y. H. 4,135.00 
Thaser . .. ... .. . .. . . . ... do . ..... •.. ...•. . Davids Island, N. Y. H., 40. 52 
Forts Wadsworth and 
Hamilton , N. Y. H. 
Belle of the Bay tt ... --.do . - - . • • • . . . . . . . . St. Francis Barracks, Fla. 99. 00 








8,936. 56 11,257.31 
4,219.20 5, 916.79 
11,928.54 16,063.54 
2,003.80 2, OM. 32 
99.00 
Total.. ...... - - -..• - . - . - - - . - - - - . -..........•..•. .. ..... ..• ..... . 22, 908. 40 73, 104. 66 96, 013. 06 
*Paid for crow, $12,159.96; dockage, $1,440; water, $360; fuel, $7,220.79; stores, etc. , $425.07. Paid for 
hire of substitute, $1,820. , 
tCrew paid to May 31, 1892, and_steame! lai~l up. _Cost of !llannin~ _and victualing, $7,999.96; fuel, 
$2i717.30; stores,. etc., $144:86. P_a1d for hire of substitute wbi!e reparrmg, $935. not included in t.otal. 
• Cost _of mannrng and victuallmg for.June, 1892, $720.83; assistant engineer, $70; fuel, $355.30; stores, 
etc., $24.>.96. 
§In service of 9rdna11~e Departm~nt, cost <?f mann~~g and victualin,g, $5,0:i5.~6; fuel, $2,187.52; stores, 
etc., $440.70. Paid for hire of substitute while repairmo-, $2 887 not mcluded m total. 
II $248 paid for hire of substitute while repairing. 0 ' ' 
**$651 paicl for hire of substitute while r epairing. 
fi$450 paid for hire of substitute while repairing. 
It '"o running cxpens~s reported. 
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The new steamer built by this Department during the year, under 
contract, as explained in last annual report of the Quartermaster-Gen-
eral, was completed and put in service May 11,1892, having been named 
the .General Afeigs, as a tribute to the memory of the late Quarterma ·ter-
General. The contract price of her construction, $57,000, was increased 
by furnishings and equipment for actual service to $64,436.43. She will 
be run at about the same expense as the boat which she replaces, but 
one additional employe (an assistant engineer or oiler) having been 
authorized, whose services were rendered imlispensible by the fact that 
the new boat is a twin-screw propeller having two engines. Upon actual 
tests in service the new boat has been found to be well suited for the 
duties for which she was bunt. 
STATEMENT OF CHARTERED VESSELS. 
The following is a list of vessels temporarily used at times during the 
year by charter and hire, showing cost of such service to have been 
$9,407.14: 
Name. Class. Tonnage. When chartered. 
Perioll of service. 
From-- To-
Where char-
ter mo11ey is 
payable. 
Florence........ Steam launch. 2~. 01 July 1, 1891 July 1, 1891 Juno 30, 1892 Fort Barran· 
cos, Fla. 




K ate Cannon . . . Steam tug .•.. _ . . do ... __ ... do ..••.. _ July 1, 1891 Sept. 30, 1892 Post quarter-
master. 
E. B. Lane .......... clo ... .. ... _ ... do _ .. _ June 6, 1892 June 6, 1892 June 30, 1892 
Lime Rock . . . . . Propeller ... _. 149. 83 Aug-. 24, 1891 Aug. 24, 1891 Sept. 11, 1891 
Do. 
New York City. 
Wm. E. Chap- .... u() .. . . .. . . . 213. 80 Sept.19, 1891 Sept.19, 1891 Sept.19, 1891 Do. 
man. 
L eonard Rich- .... do......... · 97. 70 Oct. 24, 1891 Oct. 24, 1891 Dec. 26, 1891 Do. 
ards. 
F. W. Vosburgh ..... do......... 94.32 l!'eb. 23, 1892 
Tho!Ilas Bagley. Steam tug .... Un1rnown Jan. 19, 1892 
Active .............. do . . . . . . . . . 173. 81 Aug.18, 1891 
Feb. 23, 1892 Feb. 23, 1892 Do. 
Jan. 19, 1892 Jan. 19, 1892 Chicago, Ill. 
Aug. 20, 1891 Ang. 20, 1891 Sau Francisco, 
Cal. 
Sonoma .....••.. Steamboat .... 305. 00 Oct. 31, 1891 Dec. 1, 1891 Jan. 9, 1892 Do. 
Name. By whom employed. Rate of pay. Total earnings. Remarks. 
1- ---------
Florence........ Post quartermaster. $200 per month .... $2, ,lOO. 00 Freight and P,aRs_engers be-
tween Forts P1okrns and Ear· 
Ontario . . . .. . . . . Post quartermaster, $2.50 per head ..... 
Madi on barracks. 
717. 50 
Kate Uannon ... Post quartermaster. $4 per hour ...•••. 559. 64 
E. n. Lane ... ....... do ........ .. .... . 
Lime Rocle . . ... Depot q_uartcnnas-
ter. 
$3.50 per hour .... 84. 00 
$55 per day ....... 935. 00 
Wm. E. Chap- .... do .............. . 
man. 
$75 per day ....... 75. 00 
L~~~~-d Rich- .... do .............. . $43 per day ....... 2,752.00 
F. W. Yoslmrgh .... . do .. ......... . 
Thoma Bagley aj. G. C .. mith _::: $60 per day ...... . GO. 00 ~ for job .... ... .. 4.00 
ctive..... •• . . . Chi f ')Ila rtcnna11ter. 
D ·1iart111 •11t Cali-
fornb. 
$70 per day ....... 70. OU 
1:oma ........•... . tlo ....••.•••••••• $50 pr day ...•... 1,750.00 
Total · · · · · · - · · -.. - . - -. - - - - . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . • . . . .. . . . 9,407.14 
T1::i;;i~ting companies .A, B, 
D, and G, 11th Infantry, ::ll~cl· 
ison Barracks to FortOntar10, 
N.Y. . 
Employed at intervals set· mg 
tarte;_s. 
Substitute in place _of C .. \. 
Arthur, under repair . . 
Substitute in place ot Gen. 
Wool, uncler r pair. 
Do. 
Do. 
Towing across riTer 'l11cngo, 
n life-boat. 




TELEGRAPHING ON ARMY BUSINESS. 
Telegraphing on official military business has continued during the 
fiscal year 1892, without cash outlay, as the Western Union Telegraph 
Company has refused to accept payment of the rates fixed by the Post-
master-General for Government telegrams, and has rendered no accounts 
for such service performed during fiscal year 1892. • 
Tbis office \fas, however, advised~Lbout March, 1892, that an arrange-
ment Lad been entered into between the accounting officers of the Treas-
ury and the ·western Union Telegraph Company, whereby the com-
pany might receipt for all moneys due it and remaining unpaid for Gov-
ernment telegrams since July 1, 1889, under-protest, reserving the right 
to seek further remuneration through the courts or otherwise as deemed 
best. 
A copy of the for~ of protest, as accepted by the accounting officers 
of the Treasury, was furnished this ofµce by the Third Auditor of the 
Treasury, in March, 1892, and is as follows: 
The Western Union Telegraph Company protests against the receipt of the amonnt 
set forth in the annexed voucher as in full coiIIJ)ens:-ttion :t'or the services supposed to 
be embraced in the certificate of [name of officer certifying to correctness of bill], 
hereto attached, and reserves the right to contest upon all legal grounds the rates 
at which the amount is stated, as below the actual cost of, and totally inadequate 
compensation for, the services rendered; and reserves the right to collect, by snit or 
otherwise, snch further and additional compensation as it may justly be entitled to 
receive. 
THE ,VESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 
By NORVIN GHEEN, 
President. 
Accounts for the telegraphic service performed for the Army, and pay-
able by the Quarterm·aster's Department, during fiscal year 1890, bave 
been submitted by the Western Union Telegraph Company, and direc-
tions for their proper settlement by the disbursing officers of the Quar-
termaster's Department have ,been given, at rates fixed by the Post-
master-Gen_eral; a copy of the protest of the company before recited 
to be filed with each voucher upon which payment is m:tde. 
The company has not, to date, July 1, 1802, presented its account i 
for the fiscal years 1891 and 1892. / 
The rates fixed by the Postmaster-General for the fiscal years 1890, 
1891, and 1892 still remain in force . 
.ACCOUNTS AND CL.A.IMS FOR TRANSPORTATION. 
The records show that 3,099 accounts and claims, amounting to 
$481,939.03, were received and examined for settlement in this branch 
during the year. 
Of these 645, amounting to $156,09:U 7, were chargeable to the ap-
propriation for Army transportation for the several years in which the 
services were performed; 1,153, amounting to $275,492.58, were for 
transportation over tbe bond-aided Pacific railroads, their leased lines 
and branehes; 1,573, amounting to $85,653.15, including accounts of 
the bond-aided Pacific roads, were for transportation for other Depart-
ments, and payable by the several Departments interested, and 80, 
amouuting to $7,196.77, were for the transmission of telegrams on of-
ti.eial military business. 
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REGULAR SUPPLIES BRANCH. 
This branch has charge of all matters relating to the procurement 
and distribution of supplies, including means of transportation, stoves, 
and beating apparatus, and repair and maintena1Jce of same, for heat. 
ing barracks and quarters; of ranges, stoves, and apparatus for cook· 
ing; of fuel and lights for enlisted men, guards, hospitals, store.houses, 
and offices, and for sales to officers; of equipment of bakehouses to 
carry on post bakeries; of the necessary furniture, text.books, paper, 
and equipments f'.)r the post schools; for the tableware and mess fur. 
niture for kitchens and mess halls for enlisted men ; of forage and bed· 
ding ·for the public animals of the Quartermaster's Department, and 
for the authorized number of officers' horses; of straw for soldiers' 
bedding; of stationery and blank books for the quarteriµ.aster's de· 
l)artment, certificates for discharged soldiers, blank forms for the pay-
master's and Quartermaster's Departments, and of the necessary corre-
spondence connected with the work of this branch. 
This branch has also charge of matters relating to all contracts to 
which the Quartermaster's Dep~rtment is a party. . 
The following statement shows the number of cavalry and artillery 
horses purchased during the fiscal year, their aggregate cost, average 
cost, and place of purchase: 
Cnrnlry ancl artillery horses ptirchasecl (by department or post). 
For what departrqent, depot, Cav· .A.rtil· Total cost. Average Where purchased. or post. !!,lry. lery. cost. 
Department of the East ........ 87 2-! $15,580.85 $140. 37 St. Louis and Boston. 
and Fort ;1?.epartment of the Missouri . .. 174 34 30,288.60 145. 61 St. Louis, Chicago, 
Riley. 
Department of Dakota ..... .... 178 18,396.45 103. 35 In department. 
Department of Texas .......... 105 4 12,755.20 117. 02 Do. 
D epartment of the Columbia .. 41 
··-----
f., 489. 90 133. 90 Do. , 
Department of California ...... 31 13 6,720.50 152. 74 Do. 
Derartment of the Platte .. .. .. 89 
-------
10,955, 73 123. ]0 Do. 
J tfierson Barracks, Mo ........ 20 
-------
2,976.00 148. 80 St.Louis, Mo. 
Total .....••............. 725 75 I 103, 103. 23 I 128. 95 
± ;:~!f: ~~:! ~i ~:;if~/h~~!!s ·::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $~~~: it 
The following statement shows the mun ber of draft and pack animal 
:purchased duriug the fiscal year, their distribution, aggregate co t, 
and average cost: 
Mules ancl tearn horses purchased. 
Horses. Mules. 
For what dopartment, depot, or post. 
1----1-----1-----1 
D partm ·nt of the East . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . s $1,391. oo $173. 87 26 $4,111. SC $15 .14 
D partm nt of the Mi!ll!Onri ......... _...... 1 150. oo 18 3, 131 . 50 173. 9 
1) •partmont of Arizona...................... 2 350. oo 17~. 00 21 3, 3-!:l. 4·0 159. 21 
])(·µartmcnt of th Platt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 530. oo 176. 66 .... .. .. ..... .......... · · · · · 
lt~I>~~mt!u of Califolllia......... ..... ... . . 4 874. co 21 ,. 50 ........................ · ··· 
J 1•,ffi : 1~~;,~it~0D~OJJ~t:::::::::::::: ·. · .. · .· ·. ·. · · · · 7 1, 0 5. 00 ~4U. il .................. · · · · · · · - · · 
\ ll1 t Point, ~·ew York Harbor ... .... :::: ~ ~~~:~~ :::::::::: :::::: ·· · ········· ·· ······· · 
J1·fle 011 llarrack' o ..... ············•··· ···••· ·••··•······ ·······•·• 6 ··i:oio:·o· ••"iilo."01 
'l'lllal ................................ . 27 5, 3CO. 00 108. 52 71 11,600.50 163.47 
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The following is a statement of the sales of pul>lic animals in tho differ-
ent departments and at general and other depots during the fiscal year, 
as reported to this office, showiug the number of each class and the total 
amount realized: 
,vbcre sold. 
Ca,alry ancl ar- Draft horses. 
tillery horses. Mules. 
No. I .A.mount. No. I .A.mount. No. .A.mount. 
Depa1tmentoftheEast ............ .... .... .. 21 $874.95 
Department of the Missouri....... . .......... 167 5,713.78 
Department of Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206 5, 886. 40 
Department of Texati .. . •.... . .. . ........ .. . .. . 128 3,556.93 
Department of the Columbia .. . ... . ... _.. . ..... 13 361. 00 
Department of Arizona........... . ........... !J9 3,644.50 
Department of California . . ........... ........ 70 1, 363.00 
Departmnet of the Platte.......... . . ......... 133 4,073.45 
SanFranciscoDepot .......................... 4 115.00 
rei~Tii~f~!~fi:~:;:::~::::::::::::::::::: .... !. _ ....~~~:.~~ - .. JI ... --~~ :;~. ::::~: :::::::~~:66 
Tutal .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 852 1 26,240.01 36 j 1,841.75 1 6031 22,433.40 
The following is a summary of the number of animals purchased, 
sold, died, etc., during the fiscal year and remaining on hand at its 
close, as indicated by reports received at this office: 
Cavalry 




~~~t~~e~u.l!. ~'.~~~~. :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: : : :: : . ::::: :: : : :: : : : :::::::: :::::: 5,782 276 4,442 800 27 71 
Taken up (by error in r eports received from Departments) ............... . 973 32 19 
---------
Total to be accounted for ....... ..................................... . 7,555 335 4,532 
Sold . ........••..•... ........ ... . .. ... ..... ... .... . .. . .. .... ... . ............ 852 36 603 
Died ... ...... . .......... ............ ..... .... . ..... .. .. ... . ............... . 118 11 111 
Lost and stolen ...... ..................... .. - ... - - . - .. - ......... . .......... . 5 3 
Total sold, died, etc ............... .................. . ............. . . . 975 47 717 
- --On band July 1, 1892 ..... . .......••......................................... 6,580 288 3,815 
WAGONS, CARTS, ETC. 
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, there were purchased: 
Kind. 
Bicycle ... . ..... ... . ........... . 
Buckboard .. .. ............... . . 
Car ts: 
Coal. ... ........ ...... . . . . . . 
~~£:::::::::::::::::::: :: 
Hose . ...... . .... ....... . . . . 
Sled beds ........ . ............ . 
Trucks .. ..... .. ... ............ . 

























.Alllbulance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102 
Cua!. . . ................. ... 1 
Dt•li\·ery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Escort . . . .. . . . ... . . . . .. . . . 100 
Express. ........ . .. .. ... .. 1 
Market... . . .... ........ .. 2 
Spring .......... ~ ......... 10 
\.Yater...... .... ... . . ...... 1 
Wheelbarrows ....... ...... .. . 100 









2, 147. 50 
305. 00 
375 00 
52, 369. 75 
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AMBULANCE W.A.GON. 
The ambulance wagon adopted in 1881 having proved to be coo 
heavy, and requiring four animals to draw it readily over heavy road , 
a new ambulance of modified p_attern and of lighter draft, ·as shown by 
accompanying diagrams and specifications, has been devised and ap-
proved by .the medical department. · 
One hundred are now being built, at'a cost of $207.49 each. 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR TJIPIWVED AJfBULANCE (1S92 PATTERN) AND 
LITTER. 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR IMPROVED AMBULANCE, 
Body. 
Di1nensions.-To be 9 feet 3 iuches long, 4 feet 2 inches wide, 5 feet 3½ inches high 
over all; 7 feet 8 inches Ion~ back of driver's seat, 3 feet 11 inches wide, 5 feet one-
half inch high in the clear, mside. Body to hang 3 feet 4 inches from the ground. 
Framework of body to be of white oak. 
Sills.- Four: Two outside, 10 feet 2½ inches long, including 11½ inches for toe 
board, 2¾ inches wide, 1-½ inches thick, mortised to receive five hows and four st~tls; 
two interior sills, extending from front to back bars, 2¾ inches wide, 1½ inches thick, 
framed into · crossbars 10-½ inches in the clear from outside &ills, with tenons one-half 
inch deep and width of sill to enter crossbars three-fourths inch. . . 
- C1:ossbars.- Five: Mortised 1½ inches into sills. Front bar 2¾ mches wide, 1~ 
inches thick, placed 11¾ inches from front end of sill; back bar 1½ inches wide, l¼ 
inches deep, framed on hind end of sills with 4 inches projection outside of body; 
the others 2 inches wide, lt inches deep, placed equidistant between front and back 
bars. Front bar mortised to receive three studs. 
Stiicls.-Side studs placed equidistant between bows, front studs pia?e<l. on~ in 
center and one 4½ inches from each side; all lt inches wide, three-fourths_mch th~ck. 
Middle rails.-Three: Two side and one front, all 1-½ inches wide, 1 mch th1~k, 
placed 13 inches in the clear above sills. Side rails to project 1½ inches beyond bmd 
end of body, to receive tail-gate catches, and to be mortised to receive bows and 
studs. 
Panels.- Of three-eighths-inch yellow poplar. Side panels a119 feet 3 inches long; 
lower panels 13 inches wide, screwed to inside of studs and bows; upper panels 8-½ 
inches wide, resting on middle rail and screwed to outside of bows and studs. 
Front panel, 13 inches wide; length, the inside width of body. . 
Top rails. - Two: 9 feet 3 inches long, 3¾ inches wide, three-fourths inch ~hick, 
grooved three-eighths inch deep to rest on upper panels, and screwed to outside of 
bows and studs. 
Bows.-Five: Of ash, 4: feet 1 inch, spread from out to out; 1¾ inches wide,~ inch 
thick, gained tln-.ee-eighths inch on inside for panels, framed into rails _and sills so 
as to be flush on inside of body. Front and back bows placed 1½ inches m the clear 
from each end, the others equidistant apart. . 
Guiclon socke-t.-Of sheet iron, 6¾ inches in length, inclusive of the trengt~enmg 
bands at top and bottom, and of lf inch outside diameter; the bottom band 1 con-
vex on the outside and has a hole in its bottom. Both the top band and the ba -e of 
~he socl~et term~uate in a curved fixed jaw; each fixed jaw has its fell?w movable 
Jaw conimed to 1t uy a -set screw; these cnrved jaws embrace a, rod 8¾ m che lon rr, 
sliap (l ancl bent to re ceive them; the rod is attached to the front bow of the ambu-
lan c_e wagon on its left side by one 1-inch No.10 round-hea,d screw at top and botton~-
_Rtbs.-Four: Of ash, 1-½ inches wide, 1 inch thick, framed into curtaiu rail equi-
cli tant between bows. 
. m·tai'»: rails:-Three: Two side, and one back, of ash; side rails, 9 feet lo1;1g, H·. 
m hes w~d , 1 mch cl ep, apy,liecl from the inside, and framed flush with out 1d . ot 
b '; 7-½ m ·he _from _top; ,?· ck ~ail, 1½ inches deep, 1 inch wi!lc, frame fl.nsh with 
lo" r ug of 1de rails. 1de rail cured to bows with round-head crew . 
Floor.- f Y How poplar, on -half inch thick· to con i t of fonr board two (in 
c~1nt rJ ach U in h wide, and two 9t inches ~icle scr wed and nailed on top of 11 1 and ro bar . 
Tail {J((le.- enrrth to he am_ a iJ:?- ic.le width of bo<ly, 13½ inche hio·h · to oo, i ·t ff ,Ji°e ~p n<~ one l? tn riu_l l ij_mche wide, 1 inch thick nncl thl· e stud , 1. 
wid , 1 mch tbtck, m r 1 eel mto rail, oue in center, au<l one l¾ iuchcs from 
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each end; panel of three-eighths-inch yellow poplar screwed to studs. Top rail to 
have steel plates 1½ inches wide, one-eighth inch thick, extending 1-½ inches over 
midclle rails forming ta.il-gate springs. Middle rails to have at rear end, let in flush, 
steel plates lt inches wide, three-sixteenths inch thick, 8t inches long, forming shoe 
for rail and properly shaped to receive tail-gate springs. To the rear side of bow is 
let in a one-half by one-eighth inch wear iron. 
Hinges.-Three extending full width of gate, of iron, 1¾ inches wide, one-fourth 
inch thick, fastened to stud with four three-sixteenths-inch rivets. Outer hingeR to 
form loop on top rail over tail-gate springs. Hinges to be secured to back bar of 
body by three pivot bolts one-half inch square, passing through bar, with nut and 
washer inside of bar on ontside hinges. 
Driver's box and seat.-18½ inches deep, 15 inches wide, 3 feet 11 inches long, all in 
the clear inside; to be formed by a bar of poplar resting on front midJle rail, 5 
inches high, lt inches thick, framed flush with upper panel; and by a backboard 
of poplar, of length to s'uit interior dimensions of wagon at that point, 18-½ inches 
wide, seven-eighths inch thick, screwed on back of first stud from front, and addi-
tion a.Uy secured by corner cleats 1 inch square, extending from floor to top of mid-
dle rail. 
Seat board of poplar, 17½ inches wide, seven-eighths inch thick, 4 feet long; ends 
properly notched for front bow. Space between studs and bows to be :filled with 
poplar blocks flush with inside of lower panels to afford rest for extension of driver's 
seat. Seat board attached to rear side of backboard by two 6-inch T-hinges, which, 
will be riveted to seat board. To have plates of 1 by one-eighth inch iron on upper 
side of board, one-half inch from each end, extending its full width and applied 
with sctews. To have a 4-inch .hasp and staple; hasp secured by one screw and two 
rivets near fr,mt edge of seat; staple plate riveted to front bar of box. 
Lazybaclc fo1· rlrive1·'s seat.-Of white pine, 5 inches wide, 1 inch thick, 3 feet 10 
inches long, 17 inches high from top of driver's seat; secured to two folding irons, 
with knuckle joints, formed of fi.·ve-eighths-inch square iron, flattened to 1 by one-
half inch on seat board, extending across bonrcl, gradually tapered to 1 by one-
eighth inch at front; to extend, flattened, across lazyba,ck let in flush on rear side. 
Iron to be neatly rounded between lazy back and joint. 
Step.-In rear, of oak, 3 feet long, 9t inches wide, 1 inch thick, hung 17 inches in 
~ the clear below top of back bar, and secured to it by two iron stays, seven-eighths 
inch round at top, flattened at upper end to form "T," 5¾ inches -long, lt inches 
wide, secured to under side of back bar by two three-eighths-inch bolts in each stay; 
lower encl flattened and extended full wi<lth of board applied to under side 3 inches 
from ends by three three-eighths-inch bolts, countersunk heads, in each stay. Two 
braces or branch stays of seven-eighths-inch oval iron, to be welded to main sta,ys 
at their lower ends. These braces to extend 23 inches forward in the clear from 
back bar, and to be secured (by one three-eighths-inch bolt in each) to longitudinal 
bars 2 inches wide, lt inches thick, which are f~'limed into rear bar and first bar 
from rear, 7¾ inches in the clear from side sills, wHh tenons same as described for 
interior sills. To have plate of 1¾ by one-eighth-inch iron on top rear edge of board, 
roughened and secured with screws. . 
Toe-board.-Of oak, 3 feet 11 inches long, 1 inch thick, 11 inches wide at ends, 12 
inches wide in center, notched into sills 1¼ inches in the clear from front bar, se-
cured to sill by three screws in each en1l. Toe-rail of three-quarter-inch half-round 
iron, projecting 3¾ inches and mised 2½ inches, out to out, froni board, having two 
stays of three-quarter-inch half.round iron, flattened ·and extendecl 6 inches on board 
and secured to it by three one-quarter-inch rivets in each stay. The ends of mil to 
be wel<led to plates of 2 by one-quarter-inch iron, extending to panel, placed f:lbsh 
with sills, to form steps. Plates secured by five one-quarter-inch rivets in each. 
The steps and inside of rail to be roughened. To have plates of one-eighth -inch 
iron, 3t inches wide, in center and full width of boa.rel, cut out for foot lever of 
brake. 
~'ool box.-To slide under near side of toe-board; 19¾. inches long, 7l inches wide, 
3! mches deep in the clear inside; sides, back end, and bottom of one-half-inch and 
front end of seven-eighths-inch poplar. Box to slide in grooved bars of oak, 1¾ inches 
deep, 1 inch wide, having one-half-inch groove three-eighths inch from bottom, 
placed far enough un<lcr siU to clear the front wheel. To have on front side, near 
back encl of box, and on front unde;r side of bars, brass top plates 1 inch square, se-
cured with one screw each. Box to be h eld in place by a 2-inch brass flush ring 
bolt, applied by two one-eighth-inch bolts and two screws. 
1'anlcs.-Two: One on each side, of poplar, 24¾ inches long, 9 inches wide on top, 
8 inches on bottom, 6½ inches deep outside measure. Sides, top, and bottom one-
half inch thick, ends three-fourths-inch; top to project three-eighths iuch on each 
side to form slides. Inside lining to be ga.Jvanized iron, well sol,lereJ., and to come 
out flush with the side of top. Top to have a counters nu k hollow near the outer 
end, with opening at least l½ inches <liameter, ancl closed screw cap ha Ying uot more 
\ 
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than three threads and vent hole one-eighth-inch diameter, fastened to top by light 
chain and swivel. Each tank to have a pull of three-eights-inch iron flattened and 
curved and secured to sides by four screws in each and to have outward sweep (lf 3t 
inches in the clen.r to form guard for faucet. Tanks to slide ou grooved bars 1¼ inches 
wtde, 1¾ inches deep, extending full width of body, having one-half-inch grooves 
three-eighths imh from bottom; to h ave irons, full length and width of bars, one-
eighth inch thick, screwed to bottc-m of bars and the whole secured by four five-six-
teenths-inch bolts in each bar, passing through outside and interior sills. Tank to 
be pla.ced 1 inch below sills (with intervening blocks immediately iu front of center 
bar) and to haYe one 6-inch brass spring bolt on each, with face plate large enough 
to ad10it fonr rivets; catch to be riveted on also. 
Faucet.-'l'o be nickel plated, with five-sixteenths-inch opening entering tank about 
1 inch from bottom of front end and projecting not more than 2 inches outside of 
tank; to have a three-fourths-inch shank and screw flange inside and outside, riveted 
on. 
Inside seats.- Four: Two on each side, of seven-eighths-inch white pine, each 3 feet 
8¾ inches long, 14 inches wide, held iu position by two legs of five-eighths-inch square 
iron, securedrto floor by knuckle joints let in flush with top of floor. Lower end of 
leg passes through sills, drawn to form one-half-inch bolt passing through p_lates_ of 
three-sixteenths-inch iron 2 inches square, which are secured to under side of rnte~10r 
sills by four three-sixteenths-inch rivets in each. Upper part of leg to be made five-
eighths inch round, 14¾ inches l~mg, tapered to top end and flattened to form_an angle 
to enter loop formed in cross irons on under side of board. Leg irons, when_ set, are 
held in position by L-shaped spring keepers, three-fourths-inch wide, one-sixteenth 
inch thick, 5¾ inches long, secured by two screws. Legs to be arranged ~o en~er 
loops from inside and to fall toward each other into grooves cut in floor and ~ntenor 
sills to receive them. Grooves to have three drainage boles in each. Cross Hons li 
by one-fourth inch, full width of seat, neatly swelled to three-eighths inch at ends, 
where a dovetail hook is formed to enter hole in iron plates H, inches from floo:'-'; 
also to have additional dovetail hook on bottom, near back of seat, to enter hole m 
iron plates 21¾ inches from floor. Irons to be secured to under side of seat board, 
one-half inch from euds by three three-sixteenths-inch rivets in each. 
Body plates.-To have eight three-sixteenths-inch socket plates on in~ide of bodf, 
each 11 inches long, lt inches wide, and having two sockets to receive dovetail 
hooks of inside sea.ts; lower socket to belt inches and upper 8¼ inches from bottom 
of plate,. measurement to center of sockets; plates applied two to rea~ bow, three-
e1ghths-mch forward of back edge, bow to be widened by a one-four~h-rnch block on 
forward side, neatly shaped; 4, in pairs, to oak blocks, 4 inches wide; length the 
width of upper panel, placed 3 feet 5½ inches in the clear from rear bow; and 2 to 
oak blocks, l½ inches wide, pla,ced 7 feet, 2! inches in the clear, forward of rear bow. 
Pl_ates to ue flush with lower side of middle rail, to be secured to bows a_nd bl.o?ks 
~1th screws, and to have drop irons swinging on ri ,·ets to secure hooks m pos1t10n 
m lower socket. 
To have plate on back bar, its full width and length, of one-eighth -inch iron, flush 
with floor, secnred. wit seven screws and step-hanger bolts. . . 
Tw? stays of 9ne-half-inch round iron to pass through plate _an<l. bar, 3F rnche_s m 
the clear from side panels, with shoulders resting on bars, formrn g three-eighth~-mch 
bolts, nutted on under side. Stay to taper to three-eighths-inch at under s1tle . of 
middle rail, thence flattened for 5 inches and secured to rail, panel, and bow with 
3 screws. 
'Fwo corn~r plates of 1 ·by one-eighth-inch iron on outside of front en<l. of nudclle 
rail, exton(1mg 4 inches each way, secured with 6 screws. . 
Two ·wear plates of one-eighth-inch steel 10 inches long, 1¼ inches wide, secured 
t? under side of sills where wheels run un1l~r body . 
. To _hav~ plates of.one-eighth iron, 5 .inches long, 2¼ inches wide, on unuer ide of 
mte1:10r s1~ls tt~ th~n junction with second and fourth cross bars. lates to be 
apphed with ix 1-mch No. 10 screws in each. 
Hoo<l. - Of three- igh l.J.s-inch round iron slrnped as bow to drop 14 inche from 
frontbowa!1d~oswino-onin ideofbow,t~whichiti sec~ dbyathree- ixteenth -
mch bolt with mterv uinir wa h r 
lrelchcr lwlcle!·s.-} onr; of 1~ l;y fi ve-sixteentbs-inch iron ( chamfer d on . out r 
do- s), e h 11 mchHs lon(T bent to form two right angl s. Lower ends 3½ me~ 
louo-, e _ur cl to fr?n aucl r ar tuds immediately above middle rail by two fiv - ix-
t c· nth -m~h bolt m each holder. pace for litter 4 inches wicle; top ends of hold r 
urv d a httl outward. 
. lou~t~n[J handl .-Two curved handl s of :five-eighths-inch round iron, one on ea h 
H~P, L mch .. xtrf'm 1 ngth, ta1 r cl a.t 1Hl to thr e-eighths-inch ronnd, arnl ap-
pl\ d t Pr. 11 anrl front how by tbree-sixt enth -inch step bolt 1 in b from top of 
:~
1 
• low r ncl weld d to a lt by three-fourth -inch plat of tbre - ixt euth -in b 
u on, at ached to upp ·r pauel and front bow 3½ inche from top of panel. Twc 
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mounting handles of leather, cut 16 inches, width 1-½ inches, rounded 11½ inches, at-
tached to insiLle of rear bow on each side, 4¼ inches above top rail, by a suitable mal-
leable-iron strap loop. . . 
JiJthip socket.-Of approved pattern, secured to front bar of dnver1s box on off side. 
Lamps.-Two silver-plated candle lamps, one on each side. Glass to be 5¾ inches 
high, 4¾ inches wide; front $lass to be white; outside and rear glasses red. Open-
ing for candle to be eleven-s1Xteenths inch diameter. To have door in rear. Bracket 
of one-half-inch round iron welded to T plate of seven-eighths by one-fourth inch 
iron, secured to front bow by 2 threE1-sixteenths-inch step bolts; bent backwards 5 
inches, and upward (to receive lamps) 3 inches in the clear. . · 
Trirnniings.-To have inside back-rests extending from second to fifth bows on each 
side; to be of best leather belting, 3 inches wide, one-fourth inch thick, lined with 
best russet bag leather and stitched all around three-eighths inch from edge. Rests to 
to be fastened to each bow by 1'rass plates, 3 inches long, :five-eighths inch wide, 
one-sixteenth inch thick, drilled and countersunk three-eighths inch from each encl; 
a one-eighth-inch tire bolt, with countersunk head, to pass through plate, leather, 
and bow, with nut on outside. Top of rests 8 inches from top rail. Inside se.ats and 
lazy-back of driver's seat to be trimmed with best russet bag leather, all edges welted 
with the same, and stuffed firm, 1½ inches deep, with best No. 1 gray curlecl hair. 
Welting to be five-eighths inch wide, applied with 10-ounce lining nails spaced 2 
inches apart. A cushion of same material, upholstered 3 inches deep, to :fit driver's 
seat. · 
Top, curtains, and hood.-To be of No. 8 cotton duck, securely tacked to curtain 
rails and front bow. Tack heads to be covered with a fair leather welting three-
fourths inch wide along bottom edge of roof and across top of back curtain. \Velting 
secured to rails with two rows of 8-ounce silver lining nails, spaced 4 inches apart in 
each row, top and bottom rows driven alternately. Side curtains-four on eachside-
each to have five knob patches stitched on, and to be secured to bows by staple 
knobs and double wire pins, 1¼ inches long, with loop on one end to admit strap, 
three-fourths inch wide, 4 inches long. Each curtain to have two roll-up straps 1¼ 
inches wide and 12 inches long. One back curtain, to have three knob patches on 
each side and to be secured to knobs on outside of back bow, top rails, and upper 
panels, and to have four roll-up straps. To have leather stays inside and ontside 
where it strikes the middle rod. One partition curtain, arranged to be knob bed to 
either front rib or second bow at top; three roll-up straps stitched on to form knoll 
patches; four knob patches at top, two at outside corners, the others equidistant 
between straps; bottom secured to back of driver's seat with three knob patches 
and pins. 
All patches and straps of best russet bag leather . 
.Apron.-Lap-apron for driver of best oil-painted duck, with rim hole and :flap. 
Apron to drop 2 inches below sills and to be knob bed to bottom of toe-board 3¼ inc lies 
in from each side; one knob on each side of front bow lt inches above middle rail; 
one knob in each curtain rail 6 inches from front. · 
Running gear. 
Material.-,vood, unless otherwise specified, to be hickory. 
Platform.-To be known as the John McDermott & Brother truss gear. 
Wheels,...,......Sarven's patent. Front, 2 feet 11 inches; bind, 4 feet_ 3 inches high, ex-
clusive of tire. 
H11bs.-Nine inches long; diameter: of flange, 6½ inches; of hub, at point 3¾ inches; 
at butt 4 inches. Front uange to extend to point band; rear flange to extend flush 
with bntt of hub. Cupped at butt 2¾ inches diameter, three-eighths inch deep for 
collar of ::i,x:le; and at point 2-~inches diameter, one-fourth inch deep for collar of nnt. 
Bands.-Point band of 2¾ by three-sixteenths inch iron projecting 1 inch. To La.ve 
a band of three-fourths by one-eighth-inch iron, with roughened surface, shrunk on 
outside band one-fourth inch from point. 
Spokes.-Sixteen spokes in each wheel, of second-growth hickory, lt inches wide 
at flange, J.i inches wide, 1¼ inches thick at rim. Rims sawed and steam-bent (two 
pieces in each wheel), lf inches wide, lt inches deep. Dowel pins of wood, three-
eighths inch diameter, 2 inches long. To have one-fonrth-inch rivets on each side of 
spoke tenons. 
Tire.-Ofsteel li by seven-sixteenths inch, with oval edge, secured by4-inchfelloe 
plates at each joint of rim, and by one bolt in every alternate space between spokes. 
Front·gear . 
.Axles.-Of best quality refined hammered bar iron of 8ize not less than diameter of 
collar. 
Arms to be drawn to lt inches at shoulder, le.ft square for 10 inches, then cham-
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fered 6 inches; remainder round. Length of axle, ou tsicle to outside of collar, 52i 
inches. 
Collar: forged solid, 2¾ inches <liameter, t,h-ree-eighths inch thick. 
Spindle 8l1, inches long between collar and nut, drawn to a diameter one-thirtv-
second inch less than inside diameter of box; to have right and left hand threads 
(Unitcrl States starnlard, eight tlireads to the inch), cutside diameter of threads at 
point seven-eighths inch. To have suitable oil groove on top surface of spindle. 
Axle boxes.-Of best gray cast iron, 8¾ inches long, li96 inches diameter at butt, li 
inches at point; wall, three-eighths inch thick . 
. Nut.-Ofmalleable iron, lj inches square, with three-sixteenths inchholethrongh 
nut and axle; collar of nut 2-½ inches diameter, one-fourth inch thick. Whole length 
of nut 1-k inches. 
11rack.-Five feet from center to center of wheels. 
Gather.-Front, three-eighths inch; hind, one-half inch. 
Springs.-Platform, Ko. 4 steel, ribbed and oil tempered. Side springs 43 inches 
long ( center bolt-22-½ inchc.c, from front end), seven plates; cross-spring 46 inches 
long; eight plates, all 1½ inches wide with 4¾ to 5 inches sweep when wagon is set 
up. Front eyes to be one-half inch round holes formed by two plates each. Eyes 
on hind end also formed by two plates, to be one-half inch high, 1-½ mches long. 
Hanger bolts to be placed near back end of eye, allowing spring to elongate. Cross-
spring eyes to be similar to rear eye of side spring. 
Attachrnent of springs-The front end of side springs are secured between suitable 
lugs formed on lower plate of splinter bar; the cross-spring is attached to 3:n oak 
block 21-l- inches long (including 1¾ inches finish at each end), 1-½ inches wide, 2¼ 
inches de~p in center, t.apered up to 1.g. inches tleep at side futchclls, having a bear-
ing of 7 inches on spring, and secured to it by two 1 by one-fourth inch wrought-
iron clips, gradually widened to 1¾ inches on top of block and forming seveu-s~x-
teenths inch bolts, nutted, and taking coupling plates of seven-eighths by seven-six-
teenths inch iron. To have 1½ by three-sixteenths inch keeper plate between coup-
ling plates. , . 
Block to be further secured by :five-Rixtcenths inch anchor bolt, which passes 
throngh 1-11l'ing and pole futchells. The block is secured to side futchells by clips 
of three-fourths by three-eighths inch i.ron , ,virlened to 1¾ inches on top and form-
ing three-eighths inch bolts, nutted, taking coupling plate of 1 by one-e!ghth inch 
iron. To have plate of one-eighth inch iron, 18 inches long, 1½ inches wide, on top 
of spring block, secured by fntchell clips aud spriug bolt. 
The side sprino·s to rest on wrouo-ht-iron axle blocks 4t inches long; merLsurement 
on the axle, oni-half inch deep in center; wiLlth of spring, with lugs projecting 
downward five-sixteenths inch to clasp axle and with iuterveuing block of oak, 
three-fourths inch deep in center, sba,ped to r eceive springs. Springs nind ~locks se-
cured to axle by two wrought-iron clips, seven-sixteenths inch square, formrng three-
eighths inch bolts, which take seven-eighths by one-half inch coupling plates on top 
of springs, with suitable keeper plates on springs and axles. . . . 
F1.itcliells.-Pole futchells, one piece, 4 feet 3-½ inches long, 2 me hes thick, 7 mches 
wide at point, tapering to 1½ inches wicle at back end, cut out 24 inches in length, 
4f inches in width at point, and 1-½ inches in width at back end, forming jaws to re-
ceive pole. 
PlateB.-Of one-eighth inch iron, on inside of jaws, their full width, and ~O inches 
long, each secured by four thrce-sixteenthR inch bolts; heads countersunk m p~ates. 
To have a solid plate of three-eighths inch iron on under side offotchel1s, foll size of 
u11der surfocei swelled to :five-eio·hths inch thick from rear pedestal of fifth wheel, 
secured by sp inter-bar bolts, tr~nsom bar bolts, and :fifth-wheel bolts. 'l'o have a 
plate of three-sixteenths inch iron , 1-l- inches wiue, crnnkecl uown 1½ inches from bot-
tom of pole house, secured under the front of fifth wheel by two fifth-wheel bolts. 
On top of this plate a piece of solid rubber, 1-l- inches wi'de, oue-hal1 inch thick, 
f~stenecl to. the :plate by two three-sixteenths inch rivet:. A plate of 1½ by three-
BIXteenths mch non on top of fo ttl.H 11. 20¼ iuches in the clear from poiut, sccurc-1 by 
two five-sixteenths inch bolts. ' 
ide futchellB ._-Two, each 3 feet 11¾ inches long in the clear; 1½ inches quare, 
rounded for fim~h; arche<l li il:ehes, mortised into splinter bar 35 inches a~art ont 
to ut, a.ucl re ting_ on cros -sprmg block 15-½ inches apart over all a,t r ,·ar side, and 
ser.ure<l by eve?,-sixteenths inch wrouglit-iron clips. (See cross-8pring block.) 
Trus_ under side futchells, formed of eleven-sixteenths inch round iron, flattened 
for 8½ mch at forward nd to full width of side futchells and carried 11nder and 
s ured to fntchells, tog th r_,yith bi:anch plate of splinter bar; exte1;1cling ba~k, 
graclually reduced to on -half inch dia11Jeter, to an fron pedestal It mche ht h 
p~a<· d u_n<l r tr~nsom bar, wher it crosses sidefntchell , th re formin<T a bo s tnrer-
_1g~tlt 1_11 ·h th1 c-k; tlJ nee ~tl'.ncling back, graclually increasing in thlckne , to th 
1 ai of 1de fu ch 11 , where 1t 1s ilatteued for 11¼ inches to full width of futchcll 
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and 5even-sixteenths inch thick; truss secured at rear end by one-fourth inch anchor 
bolt, and by one five-sixteenths inch bolt 8 inches forward of anchor bolt. 
Splinter bar.-Four feet 7 inches long; 1-½ inches squa,re, resting on pole futchells 
4: inches from front end; arched 2 inches, and secured to futchells by two three-
eiohths inch oval-head bolts, which also take lower plates. Opening for pole at front 
ol'splinter bar 2! inches high (thi·ee-eighths inch cut out of bar). 
Plates.-Plate on nncler side of one-half inch iron, width of bar, extending full 
length of flat surface; thence three-fourths inch oval to pole futchclls; then flat-
tened to pass under futchells, with lugs It inches high formed on outside of futchell; 
the plate to extend up on ends to meet top plates and to have branch plates 1½ 
inches wide, 9½ inches long, on side futchells, tapered from three-eighths inch thick to 
one-eighth inch. Bar to have top plates of It by five-sixteenths inch iron, extend-
ing 15 inches from ends and 8 iuclles on side futchells; top plate to extend down at 
ends to meet lower plate and to have roughened step 3t by 1¾ inches formed upon 
it. Top plates secured to bar ·by four five-sixteenths inch bolts in each ( one counter-
sunk head in step), which also take lower plates, and to side futchells, by two five-
sixteenths-inch bolts, which also take lower branch plate and truss. 
To have plate of three-sixteenths inch iron in center, 7¾ inches long, It inches wide, 
secured by bolts which also takes lower plate of bar and pole futchells. 
Double-ba1· bolt,_:_ Three-fourths mch round iron, welded to iron plate 6¾ inches long, 
2½ inches wide, one-half inch thick; to have branching stays of one-half inch round 
iron on ends (forward side) sweeping up and back and bolted to front side of splin-
ter bar, 11 inches in the clear from ends, by two bolts in each branch; plate secured 
to futcbells by two three-eighths inch bolts, heads countersunk, with nut on top. 
To have branching stay of five-eighths inch iron, with boss ltinches outside diameter 
through which the bar bolt passes, the stay secured to pole futchells 10½ inches from 
point by three-eighths inch bolts in each futchell. 
Transom bar.-Twenty-eight inches long, 2 inches square; 21 inches in the clear 
from splinter bar, resting on top of pole futchell and under side futchell, with 1-½ 
inches finish outside; cut out to come flush with top of side futchells. 
Stay.-To have stay of seven-eighths inch oval iron on under side, flattened on bar 
for 8½ inches at each end, secured by two pedestal bolts and oue five-sixteenths inch 
~olt on each side; iron extending under pole futchell with boss formed in center, 1½ 
mches outside diameter, one-half inch thick, to receive the kingbolt. 
Transom plate.-Upper and lower, of one-half inch iron, 2 inches wide, tapered at 
each end, swelled in center, where lugs are formed on both plates to clasp transom 
bar aml head block; lower plate shoulder to receive upper transom pl::tte and secured 
to bar by four bolts (two futchell bolts and bar-stay bo1ts); upper plates secured to 
head block by four three-eighths inch bolts, two of which take outside bar of top 
platform. 
Fifth wheel.-To consist of two 25-inch circles of iron, each 1½ inches wide, three-
eighths inch thick, with iron hoops three-fourths inch wide, three-sixteenth inch 
thick, shrunk and. screwed on outer edge of upper half to receive half which rests on 
side futchells and three iron pedestals, 1¾ inches high, and is secured wjth fivethree-
eighths-inch countersunk bolts passing through side futcbclls and pedestals. Top 
half to have three oil holes equidistant apart, and to be secured by eight three-
eighths inch countersunk bolts passing through head block, upper pedestal and 
platform bars, with nuts and washers on top. 
Chai1- of platforni.-To consist of the following, viz: Three bars, each 4 feet 5 inches 
long, including 1½ inch finish outside of sills; center bar 2 inches thick; outside bars 
lt inches thick; all 3½ inches deep in center, 2! inches at fifth wheel; hollowed 1¼ 
inches between bearings; chamfered up to 1½ inches square under sills, and sunk 
one-half inch on head block. Bars secured to outside sills by five-sixteenths inch 
bolts. Front b:n to be flnsh with front sill, others placed 6 inches apart in the clear. 
Head block.-Thil'ty inches long, including 2t inches finish at each end outside of 
~fth wheel, 2 inches thick; to be 3¼ !nches deep at top platform bars, hollowed It 
mches between bars. Block to rest on top half of fifth wheel, secured by transom 
plate and fifth-wheel bolts. 
Pedestals.-Six: Of wood, neatly turned, 3 inches lon(J', 1¼ inches diameter top and 
bottom, lJ inches at center, resting on top of fifth wheel at bar crossings; bars and 
pedestals to be secured to upper half of fifth wheel by three-eighths-inch counte1·-
sunk bolts. 
Body bolt (11r lcingbolt).-Of three-fourths-inch iron, 13 jucbes long; upper half to 
be square, lower half rounded with shoulder resting on lower transom plate, with 
nut on top and bottom. To have suitable hole in floor under driver's seat for con-
venience in removiug bolt. 
Double bar.-Forty-olle inches long, center to center of singletree clips, with 2¼ 
inc.hes fi11jsh outside of clips; 2¼ inches wide in center, 2½ inches wide at en<1 clips, 
l½ mches thick. '11 0 have plate on top in center, 6tinches long, 2½ inches wide, three-
ejghths-inch thick; bar to be rournled up to plate; plate on bottom, 13 inches long, 1t 
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inches wide, three-eighths inch thick, slightly reduced at ends, with boss 2 inches di-
ameter, one-half inch thick, formed in center, having a thirteen-sixteenths inch hole 
to receive bolt. Lower plate secured by four bolts-two three-eighths inch taking 
upper plate, with countersunk heads, and two three-sixteenths inch bolts at ends. To 
have singletree-wear plates 3¾ inches long, shaped as felloe plates, applied 1¾ inches 
in the clear from center on forward side of bar. 
Clips.-Of wrought iron, at each end, for attachment of singletrees; bow of clip 
one-half inch round ir'on, widened to 1¼ by three-sixteenths inch on bar, and secured 
by two :five-sixteenths inch bolts, to have wear plates 2t inches long and width of 
bar, in rear of clip, :1nd wear plates under bow of clips. 
Singletrees.-Thirty-three inches long, 2¼ inches diameter in center, 1¾ inches n.t 
ends, with 1-inch ferrules; to have three-eighths inch cock-eyes 3-½inches Jong at ends, 
carrying three-eighths inch welded rings, 1¾ i_nches inside diameter, To have one-
half inch forged staple in center taking nut on forward side and wear plates on both 
sides. 
Hind gea1· . 
.Axle and springs.-Same as described for front gear. · . 
.Attachment of springs.-The front ends of side springs are secured b;v a o~e-h alf-1~ch 
bolt, 3¾ inches below sills, between two lugs formed of one-half-mch 1~on, w~uch 
pass through spring bar (which see) and intervening plate of 1½ by one-e1ghth-mch 
. iron, 4 inches long, and take countersunk nuts in sill. Springs are sec1;1-red to axie 
same as front side springs, with the exception that the iron block is 1 rnch deep m 
center and intervening block of wood is omitted. 
Front spring bar.-Fou:r feet 5 inches long, including lt inches :finish on each end; 
2 inches wide, 2½ inches deep, secured to body 3 feet 10½ inches in the clear fro~ 
rear end of sills by three tbree-eight.h-inch bolts-two in outside sills and one m 
center sill. Bar to be hollowed between plates (see hind side springs attachments) 
to 2 inches deep, and chamfered for finish. . 
Hind cross-8pring bar.-Same length and width as front, 4! inches deep m center, 
with bearing 7 inches long on spring, and chamfered up to lt inches deep un~er out-
side sills, secured to body by four three-eighth-inch bolts-two in outer sills and 
two through the longitudinal bars to which the step braces are secure~l. 
The hind cross-spring is attached to bar by clips of 1 by one-fourth-m~h wrought 
iron, widened to lg inches on top of bar and forming seven-sixteenths~mch ~olts, 
nutted, and t aking coupling plates of 1 by one-half-inch iron under spnng, with lt 
by three-sixteenths-inch keeper plates between coupling plates. . 
Pole.-Of ash, extreme length 11 feet 6 inches; 2 inches thick, hind end to fit m 
pole futchells, gradually tapering to 2 inches square at front encl; to h~ve npw&rd 
curve of 1¾ inches at point of futchells. Pole secured to futchells by p1 vot bolt of 
seven-sixteenths-inch iron, which passes through futchells and pole 7½ inches from 
front end of futchells. 
Olevis.-Omnibus pattern; of one-half-inch iron welded into side })late of 1 by three 
sixteenths-inch iron, 6 inches long, secured by two :five-sixteenths-inch bolts. 
Ghains.-Two pole chains of one-fourth-inch iron, twisted links, 20 iuches lono-, 
exclusive of connecting link and enu ring. Chains to be covered with !eather and 
to be attached to clevis by a straight link ofthree-eigbths-inch iron, 3¼ m ches long, 
and to have a pear-shaped ring of three-eighths-inch iron, 2¾ inches long, at free 
end. 
Bralce.-To consist of three levers (two rear and one foot lever) with connecting-
rod and attachments . 
. Back lever of lt by three-fourths-inch iron, the lever on near side to extend 2t 
mches beyon<l cent.er, curved upward from the journal to receive connecting-rocl. 
These levers are helrl in position 3t inches in the clear helow sills by a jou!nal f?rmcd 
on an L shaped plate of lt by one-half-inch iron, 7 inches long on outer s1ll, 6 mches 
long on cent~r. cross bar, secured to sills and liar by four five-sixtee1~ths-in_ch b?lt'; 
. !eyers to be Jorn d together by two plates of s ven-eighths by one-c1gbth-~nch uon, 
2 mches_ long. ~onrnals to be 6 inches long, 1¼ inches diameter at J?late, 'Y·dh shoul-
ders 1¼ mche diameter to rest on levers. Pivots, seven-eighths rnch hameter to 
pas through levers which are swelled to zt inches diameter, lt incbe thick; levers 
are gradually ~apercd ~o within three-fourths inch of brake blocks, where they are 
rouncl d to l¼ m ·he d1ametClr to form shoul<lers against blocks. 
:Journal to arr· a tay of thr e-fourths-iuch round iron on under side of lever, 
with uos., 2t inch . dia:11et r, on -half inch thick, on journal. Stay to tn.ke the at-
!achm ~t bolt of hind 1d prin,,. on inside with bos li inches diameter, one-half 
m ·h tlnck; th nee extending to sill, st inche in the 'clear from front spring bar, 
fl n ~ t fiv - ightb by tl1r e- •irrht11. inch and secnrecl to sill with two five- ix-
ent11s-mch b Us. 
nke blocks, of iron, 9½ inch s long, 2t inches ,wid , 2 inches thick in center, with 
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three-fourths-inch hole, 1¼ inches from face to center of hole, to receive levers, to 
which they are secured by eleven-s~xteenth~-inch hexago_n nut. . . 
Foot lever.-One and one-fourth mches wide, one-half mch thick, tapered toward 
ends to 1 inch wide; to have footrest 5 inches wide, 1 inch deep, neatly welded at 
top and centered on lever. Extreme length of lever 24 inches. 
Fulcriim plate.-One and one-fourth by one-half inch iron, 10 inches long, having 
boss 1-½ inches diameter, one-half inch thick, formed on it, with shoulder five-eighths 
inch diameter to receive lever, which is secured by hexagon nut; plate secured to 
head block, on off side, by two five-si~teen~hs-inch bolts. . . . 
Connecting-rocl.-One by one-fourth rnch iron, 5 feet 3½ mches long, havrng clevis 
at rear end to take back levers, with three-eighths-inch bolt, and at front end to take 
foot lever, 5-½ inches above fulcrnm, with five-sixteenths-inch bolt. 
Throw-off spring.-Coiled, 12 inches long, of No. 7 brass wire; outside diameter of 
spring 1 inch, secured at forward end by eye formed on connecting bolt of back lever, 
and at the rear end to a plate of 1 by one-fourth inch iron 15½ inches long, r esting 
for a distance of 6½ inches on a central longitudinal bar 2 inches wide, l ½ inch es 
thick, which is framed into second and third cross-bar from the rear, with tenons 
same as described for interior sills Plate secured to bar by two. one-fourth inch 
bolts1 and to be cranked down 3½ inches at forward end with hook formed to receive 
spring. 
Painting.-Body and gear, with exception of bows above rails, ribs1 and curtain 
rails, will be painted a dark olive-green. A first coat of raw linseed oil to be laid 
on hot; then one coat of lead priming; then two coats of olive-green mixed with 
linseed oil; then a coat of finishing varnish, Chamfers, hub ba,nds, bolt heads1 and 
small irons to be painted black. Bows, ribs, and curtain rails will b e oiled and var-
nished. -Top and hood will have two coats of raw linseed oil. A reel Geneva or 
Greek cross, 6 inches long, on a white ground 8 inches square, will be painted in .first; 
and the letters "U.S.," in bright yellow, 5 inches in height, in the second lower panel 
on each side between first and second bows. 
General provisions. All wood work, unless otherwise specifi.ed1 to be of best qual-
ity forest growth, thoroughly seasoned and free from defects. Iron, unless otherwise 
specified, to be of best quality stone coal. All clips, bolts, and rivets of Norway 
iron. Screws of steel. Paints and oils strictly pure and of best quality. Varnish 
of good quality. Axle boxes and rim tenons of spokes to be well wedged. Tenons 
to be driven with white lead and secured with wooden pins. Inside of axle boxes 
to be perfectly smooth and true, free from sand holes or other imperfections. All 
parts of woodwork to be neatly edged, chamfered, or rounded. Sharp corners of 
bows and ribs to be removed. All welds to be smooth and strong. All projecting 
ends ofrails and bars to have three-sixteenths-inch rivets passing horizontally through 
them. Washers under all nuts coming in contact with wood; and the work in all 
i ts parts to be faithfully executed in the best workmanlike manner. 
The maker's name and date of contract to be neatly inscribed on a metal plate 
which will be applied to back spring bar between spring clips. 
Parts interchangeable.-The wagon to be so constructed as to be interchangeable, 
requiring no.numbering or arranging for putting together. 
Outjit.-To consist of two hand litters, made as per specifications; one 12-inch 
monkey-wrench of approved pattern, one extra king bolt, and two extra axle-nuts, 
one each of right and left hand threads. 
Inspection.-The work shall be inspected from time to time as it progresses by an 
officer or agent of the Quartermaster1s Department, and none of it shall be oiled or 
painted until it shall have been inspected and approved by said officer or agent. 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR LITTER. 
Side poles.-Two, of clear-growth ash, 7 feet 7-½ inches long, 1¾ inches square, and 
corners slightly rounded; to have handles at each end 9 inches long, slightly larger 
at ends than in the middle of grip. 
Legs.-Four combined litter legs and traverse brace-holders, of malleable iron, 
u~per ~ortion to for?J- embracing band 1¾ inches wide, one-eighth inch thick, to re. 
ceive s1cle poles of litter. Lower end to form a stirrup-shaped leo- with tread 1¾ 
in_ches wi~e1 three-sixteenths inch thick. Opening in stirrup 3¾ inch~s deep, 4 inches 
w1de. Stirrup to h ave cross plate one-sixteenth inch thick, three-eighths inch from 
top, to serve as support for lower end of attachment bolt and for wear plate under 
nut, and to be cut out on inside edges to permit litter to be folded and to hold trav-
erse braces in position when closed. Legs are to be applied to litter 22 inches in the 
clear from each end by one-fourth inch bolts, which also secure traverse braces; bolts 
to pass through center of stirrups one-half inch from inner edge of side poles1 with heads countersunk in embracing band on top of. side poles. 
Tra~ersebraces.-Two, of 1 by three-eighths inch wrought steel, each formed in 
two pieces, one 14 inches, the other 11 inches lono-. The short piece is drilled to re· 
ceive two one-fourth-inch rivets-one near end tt pass through the long piece to form 
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hinge, the other 2½ inches distant center to center, entering slot fo•med near end of 
long piece. These braces will be so arranged that when extended the litter shall be 
22 inches wide out to out of side poles. 
Traverse straps.-Two, of fair leather three-fourths inch wide, 22 inches long in-
clusive of ring, one end of each to be secured to a one-eighth-inch staple (with 1-inch 
lap) by four copper rivets. Staple to be driven into side pole 18 inches in the clear 
from ends, and one-half inch in from outer edge of pole; the other end to pass 
through s1mila,r staple on opposite pole; driven three-fourths inch in from its inner 
edge, and to have a three-fourths-inch D ring applied with 1-inch lap and four cop-
per rivets. To have a seven-eighths inch snap attached to last-mentioned staple by 
a chape of fair leather, to which it is secured by two copper rivets. 
Canvas bed.-Of 12-ounce linen duck, 27 inches wide, dyed dark reddish bro-wn, B 
feet long, finished. To have 6-inch fold at each end and about 1¼-inch fold on each 
side. Bed is applied to side poles by 10-ounce silver-head lining nails spaced 1 inch 
apart. Poles to be grooved to receive the canvas, so that its surface when tacked 
will be flush with the exposed wood of the side poles; ends of canvas to be at eq_ual 
distances from ends of handles. · 
General provisions.-All material to be of best quality Side poles to have a good 
coat of boiled linseed oil applied hot. Irons to be painted black. All work to be 
done in the best workmanlike manner ancl subject to the usual inspection. 
JEFFERSONVILLE DEPOT OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT1 
Jeffersonville, Incl., September 10, 1892. 
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ILL U::\IIN .A 'l'IN G 
LAl\IPS . 
. The army lamp adopt ed in 1881 having a circular wick f 
eighths of an inch inside diameter' and a photogenic p w r f 16. 3 
c~mdles, having become superseded by the many improvement in lam1 
smce that date, -this D epartment has adopted lamp of p cial d ign 
as follows. · 
One-l~ght, bracket, with circular wick 1½ inches diameter. 
Two-hght, pendent, with circular wick 1½ inches diameter. 
The burner adopted is somewhat similar in construction and appear-
~nce to that of the "Rochester" and "B. & H.," and is known as the 
_Parker." It has a lighting power of about 65 candles, or nea,rly four 
tII?-es tha~ of t~e old style, with a consumption of about 4 ounces of 
mmeral o~l per liour against 2 ounces in the latter. 
The chimneys and wicks used are the same as those for the'' Ro-
chester" and "B. & H.," and are of domestic manufacture and obtained 
anY_where throughout the country. The chimneys rarely break with 
or~mary usage whereas the lamps formerly used required student-lamp 
chnnneys, which are generally made in Germany, and which were 
broken very easily and necessitated the issue of large numbers of them 
to eac~ 1;11ilitary post. These new lamps supply a long-felt want, and, 
by the1r mc~eased light, render the soldiers' quarter·s far more habitable 
an~ attractive. The --absence of all complaint against them attests 
their appreciation by the Army. Diagrams and specifications of them 
are appended. 
ONE-LIGHT BRACKET LAMP. 
All parts made of brass, except such as may be hereafter indicated, and all nickel plated. · 
Wallplate (Fig. 4), with sockets for support of :fixtures, cast brass, weight 9½ 
ounces, secured by three 1!-inch No. 14 iron wood-screws (Fig. 15). 
Annular rings for support of body of lamp (Fig. 3), cast brass, weight 6-t ounces 
each, diameter 4l 0 inches. 
_Wire for attaching fixtures to wall plate (Fig. 5), :five-sixteenths d,iamet~r iron 
wue1 threaded on top encl :five-sixteenths of an inch, milled on bottom end l j- mches, 
and threaded nine-sixteenths of an inch. Top and bottom threads 24 to the mch and 
secured at each end by conical nuts of cast brass, weight one-half ounce, each drilled 
and tapped . 
. Oil reservoir (Fig. 1), No. 21 gauge b~ass tu1?ing_ (brazed) 4f inches iJ?- diameter, 6 
~nches lon(J', having spun cap on top 2! mches m _diameter :1-t its e:rtr~m1ty, and hav-
mg soft- oidered on bottom end a spun funnel (Fig. 1~) 2t mches m d~ameter. 
Outer shell for ciil re ervoir No. 21 (J'aucre brass tubrng (brazed) 6i mches long, 4~ 
inches in diameter, being ope~ at top tnd Yower end being closed with a spun bottom, 
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soft-soldered thereto, this bottom being the medium for supply of oil from reservoir 
to feeder tube, which is of brass nine-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, No. 17 gauge, 
6 inches in length, and having cast-brass ornaments, soldered midway, and is bent 1 
inch out of the direct line to provide air space and prevent oversupply of oil to t~e 
burner tube, the inner end being soldered to body of lamp, the bottom of reservoir 
at point of connection being reinforced by a cast-brass block; the outer end (tow3:rd 
bnrner tube) having a cast-brass sleeve soldered thereto, its purpose bejng to rein-
force the burner tube. 
Burner tube, No. 25 gauge brass tubing 2-i10 inches in diameter, 5 inc_hes long, being 
closed (soldered) a,t lower encl with a cast-brass threaded plate, open m center to ad-
mit passage of air through wick tube; the drip cup (Fig. 11) being attached ~o 
threaded portion, making it detachable and the wick tuhe being soldered. The d~ip 
cup (Fig. 11) is of spun brass 2H- inches in diameter, 1¼ inches deep, an_d has an 1.n-
ner ring of cast brass with thread three-eighths of an inch deep to attach.to t:t1re·aded 
plate just mentioned. Wick tube, No. 21 gauge brass tubing lli, inches m di~meter, 
6t inches long, has an annular ring rolled in 1! inches from top, with wlnch the 
springs attached to flame-spr0acler (Fig. 7) engage. . 
Flame spreader (Fig. 7) is composed of a tap.er cone U inches in diameter at its 
largest circumference and thirteen-sixteenths of an inch at its smallest, and a sheet-
steel cap, No. 17 gauge, 1¾ inches in diameter. Commencing at the top or smallest 
end, the cone is perforated with graduated air-spaces for li inches, the smallest 
being No. 57 Stubbs' drill gauge and the largest No. 48; is secured to w_ick tube ~y 
three steel springs 1 inch long and one-fourth of an inch wide, projectmg ~ve-six-
teenths of an inch below the bottom, and having wedge-shaped ends, which en-
gage with the amfular ring in wick tube before described; the springs and sheet-
steel cap being .fastened to cone by brass rivets. 
Wick-raiser (Figs. 9 and 10), No. 9, is an annular ring provided with an ext~nded 
ear, this ear having an elongated slot which admits of the free horizontal motion of 
the lifter rod, with which-the ring is connected at this point by means of a screw. 
This lifter rod extends upward through an opening in top of oil chamber ?r burner 
tube, and is provided at its upper end with a knob or ·handle to prevent its_cas?al 
descent into oil chamber. This ring is also provided with two vertically proJectmg 
arms, attached at one end to the annular ring by means of rivets; these arms ~re 
perforated near their upper ends and provided with guide grooves through wI:ich 
the pins on wick-carrier (Fig. 10) are guided to place in the perforations. Wick-
holder (Fig. 10) is brass tube, No. 25 gauge, lf inches in diameter, 2 h~ches long, 
provided with three spring fingers which are pierced or toothed at th.en m?vable 
ends to engage with the wick; it is also provided with two projectingpms midway, 
and at points directly opposite each other, which engage with the perforated pro-
jecting arms of the wick-carrier. · 
Chimney gallery (Fig. 6), an annular perforated brass shell, 2t inches in diameter, 
, 1¾ inch~s long, pr:ovided with four spring fingers attached by rivets f?r the purpose 
of holdmg the chimney; also provided with three upward and horizontal-shaped 
grooyes, known as bayonet locks, for the purpose of attaching to burner tube; al~o 
ha~ mner annular tube, No. 25 gauge, 1¾ inches in diameter, 2¼ inches long, this 
bemgthe guide through which the wick is raised and lowered. 
~eflector (~ig. 2) 1s brass, No. 21 gauge, 10 inches diameter, ~he edge being provided 
with a bead for the purpose of strengthening, is provided with a cast-brass double-
-eared lug, which is provided with two holes through which the screw (Fig. 13) 
pa~ses, and whi?h admits of throwing the light in any direction desi_red, the lug 
be~ng soldered ~n center of reflector and pivotedly connected with aclJustable ear 
(F~g.13); all berng removably attached to Fig.12, which is au iron wire, No. 2 gauge, 
'?t mche long,_ threaded at each encl, and provided with hexagon nuts, which secure 
it ~6 a~:mula1: rings for support of body of lamp. 
Entire weight of fixture, 7¼ pounds. 
CHANDELIER OR PENDENT LAMP, 
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tached to threaded stem above mentioned, the stem being upset at its upper ex-
tremity. The tube at its lower end 1s closed with-a three-ejghths-inch threaded nut 
soldered therein for the purpose of sustaining the body of fixture, the tube and nut 
beirig drilled anc~ tapped to admit :3- pin five-thirt;y-seconds of a~ inch i~ ~iam~t~r, 
which passes entirely through and 1s brazed both sides, thus makmg the Jornt r1g~d. 
The frame of fixture is attached to suspension tube by a brass casting 1¼ inches in 
diameter, being turned on top, half inch in length to three-eighths of an inch in di-
ameter and threaded, forming the screw for the nut above described. This casting 
is also drilled in the center to admit the tubing which forms the frame, to which it 
is soldered, the tubjng being brass, nine-sixteenths of an inch diameter, 18 gauge, 
34t inches long, and curved in a half circle 10½ inches in diameter and brazed at 
each end to bell-shaped brass castings which form a part of the oil-feeder tubes, the 
feeder tubes running outwardly from these castrngs 3t inches to the burner tubes, 
1 being cur~d in a U-shaped form 1¼ inches deep to control the flow of oil from the 
reservoir to the burner tubes, there being intervening castings which are threaded 
and soldered to feeder tubes and soldered to burner tubes. The frame of fixture, be-
fore being £:,oldered together as described, is provided with adjustable arms of cast 
brass 1-a- inches long, designed to serve as sockets for the shell-holder, of which men-
tion will be made later. The arms are drilled and tapped to receive ornamental set 
screw (Fig. No. 5), which allows of adjustment-of arms on frame. The feeder tubes 
run inwardly from the bell-shaped castings before mentioned 4 inches to the oil-dis-
tributing chamber, in which they are soldered. This oil-distributing chamber is of 
cast brass 3 inches diameter, turned down to a point on its under side and soldered 
to shell for oil reservoir on its . upper side. This shell is of spun and rolled brass 9 
inches diameter, 3¾ inches deep, No. 21 gauge, the rolled portion being of ornamen-
tal character 2½ inches deep and soldered to spun portion. The oil reservoir (Fig. 
No. 12) is of spun brass 8¼ inches diameter, 3{ inches deep, No. 21 gauge, and has 
the fumiel and oil feeder described in bracket lamp soldered in the center of bottom 
p~rt. The cover or top of reservoir is also of spun brass 9½ inches diameter, pro-
vided with a flange to fit the rolled portion of shell before mentioned. The cover is 
provided with a bail or handle 5¼ inches wide, 2¼ inches high, made of quarter-inch 
brass wire and loosely fitted to ears or sockets of cast brass, which are soldered to 
cover. 
!'he shade-holder (Fig. No. 3) is of spun brass, 10¼ inches diameter, and provided 
with two upturned flanges between which the shade rests; is also provided with 
cast-brass oblong threaded stems, which .fit in the arms adjustably fitted to the 
fr3:me, as before described, the threaded stem being secured in place by cap screws 
(F1g. No. 4). The burner tubes and all parts pertaining thereto are the same, and 
are numbered the same, as described in specifications of bracket. Entire weight of 
fixture, 13! pounds. Shades for chandelier, porcelain, 10-inch cone; chimneys for 
chandelier and bracket, No. 2 Parker, lead. Wicks for chandelier and bracket, No. 
2 Parker, 2t inches diamet~r, 6-i- inches long. 
I 
Anny Brad,£t Lamp, pafte1·n of 1m11. 
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Ar.my .Pendent Lamp, attern of 1891. 
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VETERINARY SUPPLIES. 
During the fiscal year veterinary u pur l C 1-
lows: 
:;;h1~;t!ea~!~t : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
---
Total ........................ -.... - . - - - - - - - - · · - - - - · · · · · · · - · · · - · - · · 
Estimates for annual supplies and mi c Daneou r ui iti n 
been received and acted upon during the fi cal year a · 11 
~rom Department of the East. _ ... ~ _ . __ .... ___ ....................... - . - - - .. $1 _ 3~ 
horn Department of the Missouri. ............ - - .. - .. - - ... - - . - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · 
.From Department of Da,kota ........ _ .... _ ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
From Department of Texas . . _ ..... _ ............... - - ... - . - - - - - - - - - - · · - · · · · · .A 
From Department of the Columbia .. _ ... __ .... __ .... __ ...................... 156 
From Department of Arizona ... _ ... __ .. _ .................. _ ..... _ ...... _... 266 
From Department of California ..... _ ................ _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
From Department of the Platte ..... _ .. _ ..... __ .......... _ .... _._........... 266 
Total ...... ...... .. ___ ... __ .... __ ... ... _ ... _ .............. __ .... __ . . . . . 2, 968 
OON1'R.A.OTS. 
puring the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, 1,355 contracts were re-
ceived, examined, and filed in this office. Seven hundred and sixteen 
were for 71,272 cords of wood, 129,639,646 pounds of coal, 22,860 bush-
els of charcoal, 11,178,161 pounds of corn, 26,475,704 pounds of oats, 
4,137,000 pounds of barley, 3,866,728 pounds of bran, 68,206,930 pounds 
of hay, 6,334,700 pounds of straw; 1 for indefinite quantities of forage; 
65, for transportation; 23 for water and water supply; 14 for printing; 
89 for leases; 16 for services; 12 for shoeing public animals; 4 for 
meals, lo~gtngs, ~nd stablings; 73 for buildings; 109 for clothing, camp 
and g~rnson eqmpage; 1 for packing boxes; 1 for natural gas; 2 for 
mannmg pack trains; 2 for lumber for miscellaneous purposes; 3 for 
telepho~es; 12 for sewerage and drainage; 4 for wells; 2 for gas; 25 
for heatmg apparatus; 6 for building material; 25 for plumbing, etc.; 1 
for headstones; 27 for repairs, etc., to buildings; 1 for casks, tierces, 
and barrels; 23 for horses; 1 for cisterns; 2 for gas machines; 4 for ta-
ble ware? 4 for lockers; 1 for gas :fixtures; 1 for pain ting; 5 for wharves 
a?-d repairs to same; 1 for petroleum; 1 for rostrums; 10 for walks and 
sidewalks; 16 for removing soldiers' remains; 9 for roadways and drives; 
1 ~or construction of a screw propeller; 3 for mineral oil; 2 for bf ue 
prmts; 1 for lamp chimneys; 1 for lamps; 1 for mules; 1 for cookmg 
app3:ratus; 2 for harness supplies; 1 for typewriting machines; 5 for 
gradrng, etc.; 1 for adobes; 1 for construction of rifle range; 3 for army 
ranges, etc.; 3 for carts and wagon parts; 2 for :flagstaffs; 1 for horse 
and mule shoes; 1 for in.closure wall; 2 for hauling stone, earth, and 
gravel.; 2 for navigating steamers; 1 for iron gateways; 1 for bridges; 
1 for chairs; 2 for oyster shells; 1 for wagons; 1 for crushed granite; 1 
for rubber hose; 1 for iron and jail work on guardhouse. 
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Stoves and range , and extra parts therefor, were purchased at gen-
eral depots during the fiscal year to extent of $55,913.86, as follows: 
Cook in• ,tov , ...... .... .... ·----- .. ~
nd
: .........•............... ...........•• . 1 N:, I To~,::~ 
!!~I~ii~~i~IU••i•••: '. ••• ••••••!'.'.'.! ••••·•::!!•!••,:• ;•••••}::·'.•'.!..:~. i~\~ 
Total. ................................................................. . ..... ·'.=1~913.86 
______________________________ , __ , __ 
The range heretofore provided for troops and companies, and having 
six 9-inch holes and one oven, having proved to be inadequate, a supply 
of ranges of larger capacity, having ten 9-inch holes and with two ovens, 
have been procured with a view to having them tried and reported upon. 
Horse aud mule shoes, horseshoe nails, and shoeing tools were pur-
chased during the fiscal year as follows: • . 
Articles. Pounds. Total cost. 
Horsehoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 133, 300 
Muleshoes............................................................. ... . . . . . . 91,200 
Horseshoe nails . ............................................................... , 36,900 





161. 75 Shoeing tools ................................................ ........... ............. - · · · · 
Total ................................................. ... ................. 1~~934.70 
i 
The following.described articles of tin and sheet.iron ware were, under 
authority of the Secretary of vVar, manufactured at t.he ·Fort Leaven-
worth Military Prison during fiscal year ending June 30, 1892: 
Furnit1.ire for stoves and ranges. 
Articles. No. !Material. Civilian Prison Totai cost. labor. labor. 
~.I----
Boilers: 
Wash (army range)........................... 802 $785.83 $164.54 $100.25 
Coffee (army range) . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 126 40. 99 26. 42 15. 75 BaJi;f : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~~ 1, m: f ~ ~~i: ~~ 1it ~g 
g:eab1!~~~1t~:;~i~>::::::::::::::::::::::::::: m ~!Ui fJi iUg 
Pott~ilir ~~.~~::::::: :: :: : : ::: : : ::: :: ::: ::: : : : : : : i~ 1~: ~i !: ~~ u~ 
~1~Ii~}+fr+c+++++ '!I ~ii U U 
tOY p~pe ( w)nts\································ l2,7il 1,421.65 146.20 88.48 t~!:ti~: <T j~:t i :: :: : : : : :: : : :: : : : :::: :: : : : : : : : :· 2, 1:~I 159. 21 141. 9,l 86. 43 
Flue stoppers, assorted........... 223, 
1g: ~~ 1: ~~ 4: ti 
~!tr¼t;tt::::::::::::::):::::::::::::::: 7~~i ~: ~g 14: ~~ 9: ~; 
F\eatt·gbox ..................... ::::::::::::::::: 1i 36j~ d~ 5:~~ 
, ue ~mble · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·......... ... . . . 20' . 61 . 26 .13 
=n rf; ' witb. furniture...................... 2; 8. 41 9. 60 6. 75 
Tot~.:::::::::::: ::::: :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : \ ... '.l ..... '.: '.'. ...... s ~ I · ... '.~'.' 
$1, o~~: ~~ 
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Under authority of the Secretary of ar harn 
at Fort Leavenworth J\Iilitary Pri n for h 
ment during fiscal year ending J tm O, 1 
3 
Articles. No. h-ilinn 
, labor. 
Pri on 
labor. Total co t. / 
-------- - -------1-- ---------~---1----
The following are the payments made by quartermasters for purcha es 
for the Army at general depots for use thereat and for ~hipment el e-
wher~ ~uring the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, from appropriations 
pertammg to that period : 
Depots. 
Jeffersonville St.Louis ·····-···· · · ··· ·· ····· ····· 
Et~:1t!t)~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ j ~ j ~ j 




$45, 337. 02 1 :j;l3, 950. 61 
10, 656. 40 7, 859. 25 
10, 635. 38 275. 70 
83, 877.72 13,261.06 
12, 883. 24 ; 1, 126. 42 I · 







$140. 30 I $15, 292. 14 
4, 264. 04 21, 630. 01 
224. 01 I 8, 782. 51 
526. 75 ! 16, 979. 60 







6, 406. 83 I n , 580. rn J 277, 849. 82 
Purchas.es have been made in the departrp.ents and at general depots, 
for post ·bakeries, schools, and gardens, as follo.ws: 
For bakeries . $242. 87 E~~ :~~~~~s: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : : ~ : : : :: : : : : ~ : : : ~ : : ~ : ~ : : ~ : : ~ ~:: ~: : : : : 5' ff t 8i 
Total . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 5, 659. 51 
Total cost of all tableware and kitchen utensils purchased. 
rrti:tri~;~::~~-:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $l4, 91f ~8 
Total . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 14, 918. 10 
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l\IESS T.A.BL • , BENCHES, 8'.l'OOLS, COMP ANY FIELD DESKS, AND ROPE 
MATS. 
Th r were manufactured during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, 
at Fort L aven rth military prison, viz : · ; 
.Articles. I . I Prison ! Total No. i Material. labor. j • 
--------------------1--:------ :--:--
M ss tables .......• _.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 218 i $ 8. 49 ; $20~. i~ ! $i, ~~~- ~~ 
Mes stools .... ... .......... _ . . ................................ 4, 059 1 1, 15~. 13 : 10 5- ~o i ' ~1: 86 Me s b nchos. ......... ......... . . .. .. .... .. . ............... ... 2~ i 26. 36 
1 
~o:~o i 155. 10 Cm~pany fiold cl ks ........................................... , 22 ! 94. 60 , 3 00 i 11 . 85 Regimental field desks .......... .. ........... ............... _ . . ! l I 8. 85 
1 17· 25 : 20. 24 Rope mats ..... . ........ ........ ... . _ ............. _ ..... _ .... : . i 23 i 2. 99 ,___:_I____... 
Total ············ ····· ······ ··········.·········· ······ ···i·····+· ··········l··········i 2,634.02 
TYPEWRI'.l'ING MACHINES, 
The ·general use of these machines throughout the country in .all 
classes of business, simplifying and hastening correspond~nce, r~utler1d 
their introduction into tbe .Army a necessity, and accordmgly a supp~ 
of 150 of these machines has been procured at a cost of $70 each, an 
issued to posts for use of quartermasters and adjutants, on t)ie foll~w-
ing basis: For a post of three companies or less, one machrne; for a 
post of four companies or more two machines. So far as known, the 
machines purchased have given 'general satisfaction. 
CL.A.IMS BRA.NCH. 
The duties of the branch are as follows; 
First. The investigation and adjudication of claims fo! quartermasf 
ter stores taken or furnished for the use of the Army durrng t~e war 0 
the rebellion, in ~tates not, in insurrection, as provide~ for m act of 
July 4, 1864, section 300 A. Revised Statutes of the U mted States. f 
S~cond. To furnish the' Department of Justice and the -Court 0 
Claims under the provisions of the- act of March 3, 1883, commonly 
known as the '' Bowman act " with the evidence in these cases, anc~ to 
t_ransmit the papers when they are on file. The time of the clerical 
for?e of the branch is largely occupied in replying to these cans, 331 of 
which_ were received and di sposed of during the fiscal year. . 
Besides this, many inquiries from members of Congress, claunants, 
and <?thers, are received, to which appropriate replies are mad.e .. 
Third. The examination of certain miscellaneous cla.ims, cousistmg of 
(1) cases based on certified accounts, and known as "regular pur~hase 
vouchers," and (2) cases known as "soldiers' claims " being for private 
horses turned i_nto regiments and appropriated to the public service, or 
for horses lost m the ervice by officer8 and soldiers. 
Two clerks are employed in this branch. 
Most of these mi cellaneous claims are referred to this office by tbe 
Third_ At:dit~r of_ the Treasury: and after receiving an admini trati:·e 
examrnat10n m this branch are returned with an appropriate report Ill 
ea ·h a e, for tt1ement by the accounting officer of the Trea ury un-
uer any law appli abl . 
Th tbinl ecti n of the a ·t f March 3 1 71:) provid that a11 claim 
n pr nt and fil d und r trh a t of July 4, 1 64, prior to January 
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1 1880 shall be forever barred. Oonsequ ntly, n n w cl im u d r 
the act' of July 4, 18GJ:, are being received. 
During the war, however, many claim w re pr nt 
military boards and commissions appointed by d partm 
commanders, and received a greater or le" inve ti 0 ·" ti 
and complete action. 
The Quartermaster-General in 18 0 held that th pre nt ti f 
claims before such boards and commL sion wa such pr 
and filing as to save them from being barred under the hird 
of the act of March 3, 1879. Two of thi cla of laim are rn r 
in the number receiving final action during the pa t fl cal year. 
Many claims were filed prior to January 1, 18 O, and r turned for 
informality or additional evidence. These claims can till be refil d r 
revived by additional evidence in case the original papers bav b n 
lost. Four claims of this character received :final action during the 
past fiscal year. 
STATEMENT OF WORK FOR THE YEAR. 
The following statement shows the number of claims reported on 
hand July 1, 1891; number of claims presented to military board and 
commissions and called up in the Quartermaster-General's Office during 
the fiscal year; number of claims adjudicated by the Quartermaster-
General; the amounts approved in whole or in part; t.he amounts dis-
allowed, and the number and amount of those remaining on hand July 
1, 1892: 
Number of claims r emaining on hand July 1, 1891. ........ · •...• _ ••..... _. _.,. _. 39 
N · Amount ............... _ .................. __ ....•.. . ..•.... _. $64, 809. 82 
umber of claims r efi led or revived .. _-_ ............. _ ......••.. _ .... - ...... - . . 4 
T Amount . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535. 00 
otal on hand and received during the year .... __ ................•....... _.... 43 
Amount ...• •..........• ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 65,344.82 
Upon the foregoing action was taken, as follows: 
tpproved in whole or in part .......... _. _......................... •. . . . . . . . . . 8 
AE_on these claims there was allowed ....... .... ............... __ ... $3, 091. 53 Rej~~~l~~~~-e-~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : :·: : : : : : : : : : : : : _ .. ~'- ~~~~ ~: 1 
, Amount ......................................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 125. 00 
rotal on which action was bad ... _ ... _. _ ........... _ ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Amount ...... . ........................................•. _... 6, 315. 00 
Remaining on hand July 1, 1892 ... _ .... _ .... _ ..... _ ..........•........ - . . . . . . . 34 
Amount .............•....... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59, 209. 82 
On the claims (34) reported as on hand no final action has been taken, 
because in most cases neither the address of the claimant nor of any 
attorney in the case, is known. But few of these claims are likely e_ver 
to be called up. Some, however, have been suspended at the request 
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Washington, D. O., September 12, 1892. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of 
the mail and record di vision, and records, files, and miscellaneous 
claims branch for the year ending June 30, 1892. 
MAIL AND RECORD DIVISION. 
This division was established November 15, 1890, for the purpose of 
bringing into one division all matters pertaining to the keeping of the 
records, the briefing, entering, and indexing of all communications re-
ceived in the office of the Quartermaster-General, ~swell as the writing 
and mailing of all letters and indorsements to be sent out. This work 
was :formerly divided among the various branches of the office. To 
accomplish the consolidation of the records, a modification of tlie card 
system was adopted. 
During the past year the current business of the Quartermaster-
General's office has been transacted with more promptness and a bet-
ter supervision had over work passing through than would have been 
possible without the present system. 
Under the present system all uncertainty as to where to look for a 
record has been removed, and any desired record has been found read-
ily, with the advantage of being full, complete, and in consolidated form 
when obtained. 
That the present system is economical in the matter of clerical force 
is evidenced by the fact that the business of the office has been kept 
well up to date at all times during the past year, though its volume 
has been greater than before, wherei::iis under the old methods work 
accumulated during certain busy seasons to be disposed of at times of 
more leisure. Economy of money has also resulted, for there have been 
fewer expensive record books to purchase, and the money expended 
for blanks and printing has been less than in years before the present 
system was adopted. 
The following is the number of communications received and the 
number of letters and indorsements sent out during the year ending 
June 30, 1892: 
Original cases .. _ ••...•.•........... _ .•....• _.. . . . . . . . . . • . . 22, 593 
Received backs .................. _ .. _ .. _.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 19, 238 
Letters and indorsements mailed .....•.... _ ........••.. _ •.. 45, 538 
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The branch also has charge of the supply of newspapers and pe!iod-
icals to military post, libraries for the use and benefit of the enh t d 
men of the Army, and of the printing and binding for the Quarter-
master's Department. 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS AND ACCOUNTS. 
There were on hand at the beginning of the fiscal yea,r, awaitin 
action, 263 miscellaneous claims and accounts, amounting to $62 6lb.6 ' · 
there were received during the year 836, claims and accounts, amount-
ing to $118,954.02, making the total number on hand and receiY d 
1,099, amounting, as presented, to $181,570.70. · 
Action was t aken during the :fiscal year upon 1,040 rniscellan ou 
cla.ims and accounts, a.mounting to $168,713.37, and there r emained on 
hand at the close of the fiscal year, awaiting action, 59 claims and ac-
counts amount~ng to $12,857.33. 
The following statement shows in detail the number au<l amount of 
claims and accounts on hand and received, and the disposWon of tho e 
finally acted upon during the fiscal year: 
Kumber. I Amount. 
011 ba,ncl July 1, 1891, awaiting action : j 
Taims, 248, amouutin,g to' $57,778.49 . .. ... .... . . ... ........ . .................. . ... .......... . ..... . 
ccounts, 15, amountmg to $4,838.l!l .. . .... .... .. . .. . ....... . .. .. . ... ... .... 2t33 °6'> 616 6 
Ther
1
e ,~·ere received during the fiscal year: I -, · 
~~;:
1
~t;.·_-_._._._._._._._._._._. _._._._._._._._._._._:_._._._._. _._._._._.: _. _._. _._. _._._. _._._.: _._._· _. _.::: _. _. .-: : _. .-: _.::: ~t~ gii: 3~5: 14 
Total on hand and r eceived ......... ........ •.... _ .................... _ •.. 1, 099 181, 570. 70 
Fini1~~~~:;f 0~~~~-~~~~~-~ ~~-~ ~-s-~~~ :~~~- ~~-t:~l:~~~ ~. _. _ .. ___ .. _. _ .. __ ... _ .. ! 9 
Cla~ms re erred to otli_er departments ....... .............. . .... .. ....... _... 19 
Clauns _referred ~o Thml Auditor for action of account ing officers .. ..... _.. 342 
~f:uctio~ o~ cJa1ms :i,pproved and referr ed ...•................... _ ..... _ ... _ .••. . ..... 
A uns teJec e ......... ................. . .......... ........ . ........... .. _. 379 
:R~~~~tio~ 1f~~~~~~t~ -~· ·~~;;~cl····························· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 215 
Accounts referred to oth~~ depart~~~-ts· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 64 · 
Accounts rejected ......... ............. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 12 
Total upon which fin al action has been taken ...................... _... • . 1, 040 




15, 4 6. 9 
86. 05 . 22 
14,619.52 




.Ti~:~f;: ::·.:::: ::: : : :: : ·.·.::: :::: ...... . -.. ....................... ·- .... -.. 47 9,902.90 
.......... ........................................... . 12 2,951.43 
Total ................... ........... .... ... ............ .. ...........•...... 59 12, 57. 33 
In addition to those above enumerated final ation was taken d · . 
the :fiscaJ year u~on 271 miscellaneous cl~ims, amounting, as prese~~~11g 
to $41,5..,9.51, :w}nch had been filed in this office prior to July 1 1888' 
and were awa1tmg additional evidence. . ' ' 
NEWSP .A.PERS .AND PERIODIC.A.LS. 
The various military post libraries of the Army are su lied · 
newspapers a~d periodicals for use of the enlisted men of pfhe A;"
1th 
uQpon tthe basis of a liberal allotment from the appropriations of ~ii' 
uar ermaste~'~ Department. Selections of reading matter are m e 
by the author1ties of each military post from a list revised i·n th· ffiade 
each year of the lead· . ' . · is o ce 
. J • rng newspapers and magazmes for wh · l · 
subscript10n prices are obtained. 1C 1 special 
j_ 
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During the fiscal year newspapers and periodicals were supplied to 
117 military posts, garrisoned by 398 companies or detachrnents of 
troops, at an aggregate expenditure of $3,737.55. 
PRINTING .A!ND BINDING. 
During the fiscal year 363 requisitions for printing and hinding were 
issued on the Public Printer. Of these, 215 requisitions were filled in 
the office of the Public Printer, at a cost of $9,782.51. The remaining 
148 requisitions were filled in the War Department branch of the Pub-
lic Printing Office, and called for the printing- of over 200,000 blank 
forms, specifications, circulars, etc., the cost of which is unknown, no 
bills or estimates of cost having been rendered. 
Very respectfully, 
WM. S. P A'l'TEN, 
Captain and Assistant Quarterniaster, U. S. Army. 




· Wcishington, D. C., September 20, 1892. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report of the 
work done by the barracks and quarters branch of this office during the 
. fiscal year ending June 30, 1892: 
Under the head of barracks and quarters, Congress provided 
by the act making appropriations for the support of the 
Army, approved Fel>rnary 24, 1891. ____ . ________ .. _. ____ ... . ___ .. ___ . $725,000.00 
Adel amount credited to the appropriation during the year. ___ .. __ ... - . 3,939.86 
Total to be accom1tecl for .. _____ . _. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 728, 939. 86 
Remitted to officers for rent ............................... $108,293.06 
Remitted to officers for repairs, constrnctions, lal>or, etc.... 547,403.67 
655,696.73 
Balance in 'l'reasury June 30, 18!)2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • • • • . . 73, 2-!3. 13 
NEW CONSTRUCTIONS. 
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REPAIRS. 
There have been authorized for repairs, alterations and improvements 
to public buildings, and for the purchase of building materials and 
tools at various posts, expenditures amounting to $294,473.56. 
The different military departments to which this money has been 
distributed are shown in the annexed statement. 
Recapit1blation of the cxpenditnres a·uthorizedfor consfruction, repairs, etc., from the ap-
proprfotion fo1· ba1·racks and quarters, 1891-'92. 
Department. Construction. Repairs. Total. 
Department of the East ........ .. ....................... . 
Department of the Missouri ..... ........ ........ .. .... .. 
Department of the Platte ... . . . . ... ... ... . ... ........... . 
l!b~El ~!!;?~;~;~::•••••••·.•••••• ••••••• :·: ••• :: • Department of the Columbia ........... ... ....... .. ..... . 
$92, 091.86 $70,234.09 $162, 325. 95 
16,734.43 39, 08G. 35 55,820.78 
24,927.31 46,092.53 71,019.84 
28,227. ll7 29,402.82 57,630.19 
14,693.00 20,152.09 34,845.09 
8,877.45 18,442. 80 27, 320. 25 
24,513.96 30,651.90 55,165.86 , 
12,978.00 16,089.33 29,067.33 
Total. ..... ..... ..... ............ ... .............. .. 223,043.38 1 270,151.91 493,195.29 
In addition thereto expenditures were authorized for barracks and 
1uarters construction, repairs, etc., at the independent posts, recruiting 
stations, depots, etc., as shown in the following table: 
Posts, etc. Construction. 
Columbus Barracks ............. ..... .... ... ............................ . 
Da,.ids Islaml................... .. ...................... . $14,500.00 
Jefferson Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54, 788. 00, 
Willets Point .... ,.... ..... .......... .. .. .. .............. 9,339.67 
Jeffersonville depot . ...... . ....... .. ....... ... .......................... . 
New York depot ................ . .. .... .... . ............................ . 
Philarlelphia depot . .... ................................... ............. . 
St. Louis Clothing depot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 627. 00 
Hot Springs Army and Navy Hospital . . .... .. ......................... . 




















1, 540. 00 
142. 82 
103,576.32 
The following lh1ii shows the different buildings whieh have been au-
thorized to be built at various posts, the expenditures therefor being 
included in the foregoing statements, under the head of construction: 
Post. Designation. Material. 
Department of tl,e East: 
Fort .A.clams .............. . 
Fort Hamilton ...... ..... . 
Jackson Barracks .. ..... _ .. 
Two instrument houses and one plotting Frame ... . . 
house (on target range). 
Double set officers' quarters ................... do ...... . 
Bath house and water-closet building .......... do ...... . 
Subsistence storehouse .................... . . .. do . ... .. . 
Fort McPhel'son ... .. .... . 
Fort Monroe . ... . . . . ..... . 
~o~1~t~d::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: : ~~:~~e-::::: 
Three double sets officers' quarters .. . .... .... .clo ... . .. . 
Two sets noncommissioned staff officers' Brick and 
quarters. wood. 
Converting coal house into quartermaster's Brick ..... . 
storehouse. 
Mount Vernon Barracks .. 
Coal shed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frame .... . 
Barrack, mess room, and kitchen for an In. . .. do ...... . 
diau compa11y. 
Subsistence storehouse ................ ..... ... do ...... . 
\\rater-closet building .. ....................... do . ..•... 
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Post. 
D<?partment of the East-Con· 
tinued. 
Fort Myer ............... . 
Fort Thomas ............. . 
Fort Niagara ............. . 
Fort Preble .............. . 
Fort Schuyler ............ . 
Fort Wadsworth .. ....... . 
Washington Barracks ..... 
Department of the Missouri: 
• Fort Leavenworth ....... . 
Fort Mackinac ........... . 
Camp Oklahoma ......... . 
Fort Sill ................. . 
Fort Supply .... ~ ......... . 
Fort Wayne . ...•....•..... 
Department of the Platte: 
Fort McKinney .......... . 
Fort Niobrara ............ . 
Fort Omaha ....••••••..... 
Eort W asbakie ..••••..... 
Fort Logan ........••..... 
"Department of Dakota: 
Fort Custer .............. . 
FortKeogh ..•.........•.. 
Fort Meade .•........••••. 
Fort Missoula . ........... . 
Camp Poplar River .. .... . 
Fort Snelling .. . ......... . 
FortSully . .............. . 
Fort Yates .......•........ 
Fort Yellowstone ...... .. . 
:Department of Texas: 
Designation. Material. Amount authorized. 





Extension aml alteration of same ...... . ... .... do ......• 
Addition to pump house.................... Brick· ..... . 
Stable guard house ................... ..... .. .. do ...... . 
Reconstruction of quartermaster's stables, Frame .... . 
and converting of wagon shed into work· 
shops. 
One set noncommissioned staff officers' Brick...... 1,891.00 
quarters. 
Stable ......................................... do . . . . . . . 2, 790. 00 
Stable and wagon shed ...................... Frame..... 1,556.68 
Mess ball . ...... ....... ................... . .. .. do....... 4,331.00 
Coal shed ...................................... do . . ... . . 2,465.00 
~i,:~fi~~~~.~~~~~:::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::1:: :~~ ::::: :: igt gg 
Addition to wagon shed ..................... !· .. do . . . . . . . 65. 00 
-----1 -----
tv~;;~:~~::;;::: :: ::  :  ; ;: ; ;; ; :;; ; ::  : ; :: ! ~~. ::; ; ; 9: ;;; ;; 
Post quartermasters sergeants' quarters ... .... do....... 90. 00 
Additions to officers' quarters .............. i Stone...... 3,009.00 
Telegraph office, storeroom, and · signal I ... do . . .. . . . 1,474.00 
G~::.~t~~\i~~~~~~~~ ............ . ........... 1 Brick...... 5, 721. 00 
One set noncommissioned staff officers' Frame..... 491. 35 
quarters. 
Oil house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • . . Iron . . . . . • . 106. 17. 
Wagon shed .........•.........•.......•.•.. Frame..... 725. 00 
1-----
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 16, 734. 43 
Arlditions to storehouse and bakehouse.... Brick ..... . 
Corral with sheds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frame .... . 
'-\-~oop b~a?ksmith shops .......... . .... ........ ~o ...... . 
:N 1ne privies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brick ..... . 
Carpenter :.nd wheelwright shops .... ...... Frame .... . 
llJ11fo1~1!db;;;~~k· :::::::::::: :::::: :::: :: : : :~~ ::::::: 
Three double sets noncommissioned staff Brick and 
officers' quarters. frame. 













Field officers' quarters .. .................... Brick...... 4,892.43 
Building for ten married Indian soldiers .... Frame..... 1,588.65 
Addition to cavalry barracks ...... .... ..•..... de . . . . . .. 720. 76 
Addition to infantry barracks ................ . do . . . . . .. 593. 93 
One double set officers' quarters ..•........ . ... do . . . . . . . 6, 215.30 
<Joal shed .......................•............ .. do . . . . . . . 69 . 33 g~:~:;:~~ :i:~1:::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::: :::~~ :::::·:: tm:ii 
Buildings for married Indian soldiers ......... do . . .. . .. 2i4. 80 
Four additions to barracks ... ..... ....... ..... do . . . . . . . 1, 4 7. 07 
Five huts for married Indian soldiers....... Logs....... 93. 79 
Oil house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stone . . . . . . 503. 90 
Root house ...................••............... . do . . . . . . . 600. 00 
mi~:i1~t~~~~~~: : :: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::: .~~r:~: :::: 4~~: ~z 
A~lditions to two infantry barrack build· ... do . . . . . . . 3,999.99 
mgs. 
Three barracks for Indians ... .............. Logs....... 3, 203. 97 
Root house........................ . ......... Frame..... 75. 90 
1-----
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28, 227. 37 
~~~ Cl~Ikt···h ·· ······ · ... Company kitchen........................... tone ...•.. 
c n os · · · · · · · · · ·. ·1 Ilay shed ................................... Frame .... . 1,359.00 43i. 00 
1,790. 00 
1, 1 o. 00 
1,052.00 
Fort Ringgold ............ l~!t ~;se · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' Bri k · · · · · · 
~acksruitb ~b~p: ::: : : ::: ::: ::::: ::::: :::::: : : :~~ : : : : : : : 
Fort am Houat I Ta ,on h d ······· ..................•...... Frame .... . 
on........ hre cavalry stable ... ........... ............ do ...... . 
Total ............... ......•..•....•.....•••••••••••• 
750. 00 




Department of California: 
.Alcatraz Island .....•.•• • 
.Angel Island ....••••••.•• . 
Benicia Barracks ..•.••.•. . 
Presidio of San Francisco . 
Department of Arizona: 
Fort Apache .....••••••••• 
Fort Grant.~ .....••••••... 
Fort Huachuca .•...••.••.. 
Fort Marcy ...••...••.••••. 
8an Carlos ..•• · .....•....•. 




Addition to prison ...•••••••••.••.•••.••.•.. Frame. •••· $~: gg 
Storehouse ..........•...•..•.... ·.·• - · · · · · · · ··.do.······· 
Mess room addition to Bararcks No. 3 ........ . do.· ••••• • 6S8. 00 
Mess r<'OTI: addition to Barracks No. 9 •..••••.•. do •••••• · 2,280.45 
Cavalry stable ............. -.... - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · do · · • - · · · 4, ~:l: ~g 
Shops and guard room for stable ..•...•........ do •••••• ·, ____ _ 
Total .•.•••.••••••••••.•••••••..••..•...•....••••• ~. 8,877.45 
Commanding officers' quarters.............. Stone...... 5,500.00 
Two sets line officers ' quarters ................. do . ....•. 5,341. 8-l 
Enlargement of squad rooms of four bar- Frame . • . . . 1, 980. 00 
rack buildings. 
Cavalry stable ................................. do . ... •. . 2,020. 74 
Two cottages for officers' quarters .......... .A~obe.. ••. 5,000.00 
Bakehouse ....... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bn<;k . . . • • • 2, 012. 00 
Sheds for stables, saddle-rooms, etc....... .. Adobe..... 1,674.29 
Shelter for draft animals .... . ............... .. . do . ..• •• • 774. 64 
Completion of officers' quarters ........ ~ .. - ... do · ·· •· • · i8~: ~g 
Outhouse for guardhouse .......... . ... . .. . . Frame .•••• 
1 
____ _ 
Total....... . .... ..................... . . . • . . • •• . • • •• 24,513.96 
Department of the Columbia: 
Boise Barracks ............ Cavalry stable .••..•.......•.......•.•...... Frame .••.. 
Fort Spokane . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guardhouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brick .....• 




4,800.00 Vancouver Barracks ... .. . Building for chapel, lecture room, etc ...•...... do .•. . . . 
Recruiting stations, depots, 
etc.: 
Davids Island ............ . 
Jefferson Barracks .....•.. 
Willets Point ..••••.••.... 
Si. Louis Depot ......•••.. 
Total .• •.••.••. •••.. · ••.........•••.••......•.••.•••. 12,978.00 
One o.oubleset officers' quarters .••..•...... Brick...... 14,500.00 
One double barrack .. ......................... . do . . . . • . . 23,000. 00 
Two double sets officers' quarters ............. do . . . . . . . 28,000.00 
One double set noncommissioned officers' Brick and 3,788. 00 
quarters. fra,me. 
~~f~dh~~~:~: : :::: :::: :: :: : : :: : : :: : : :: :: : : : -~·IJ~~-. :·.::: ~: i~~: gb 
Wagon shed . ...••••• •. .•................•.. Frame ..... 627. 00 
1-----~-----
Total . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79, 254. 67 
.Authorizations have also been made from the appropriations for 
army transportation and regular supplies, for construction of build-
ings, etc., pertaining to these appropriations, as follows: . 
From the appropriation for army transportation. 
Post. Designation. Material. 
Fort Riley ........•..••..••... Platform for loading ancl unloading cars- ... Wood- ....• 
Fort Sheridan................. Platform for loading and unloading horses .... . do ..... . 
Fort Bliss (new post) . . . • • • . . . Pump house _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brick ..... . 
Benicia Barracks .............. Bathroom additfon to barracks ...........•. Frame .... _ 
Total ...•.........................•..•..••••..•••••. 
Front the appropriation for regular supplies. 
Post. Designation. Material. 
Total .....•......................•...... ..•••.•••••. 
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MILITARY POSTS. 
In the act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of tbe 
Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, Congress appro-
priated the sum of $745,000 "for the oonstruction of buildings at, and 
the enlargement of, such military posts as in the judgment of the Sec-
retary of War may be necessary." 
The following amounts from the military posts appropriation for 
1890-'91 also became available for expenditure.within the last fiscal 
year: 
Balance July 1, 1891 .......... :: ........................................ $49, 728. ·34: 
.A.mount authorized for construction of officers' quarters at Fort Wai:ren 
(revoked)......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 000. 00 
Saving on $36,000 authorized for construction at Fort McPherson........ 10, 925. 00 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86, 653. 34-
Add amount of appropriation for 1891-'92 ......................•......•. 745,000.00 
Total to be accounted for. . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 831, 653. 34 
The above sum has been apportioned as follows: 
Post. 
Fort Sheridan .•••••••••. 
Fort Thomas ••••••••••.. 
Madison Barracks ...... . 
Jl'ort Wayne ...••••..•••. 
Fort Leavenworth ...... . 
Fort Logan ............. . 
Willets Point ..••••.. ·~ .. 
Fort McPherson ........ . 
Columbus Barracks ....•. 
Fort Riler .........•..... 
Fort Robmson ....•...... 
Fort Sam Houston ...... . 
Fort Niobrara .....••.•.. 
FortMyer ........•...... 
Fort Yellowstone ....... . 
Fort Warren ........... . 
Fort Brady .•••••••••.•.. 
Fort Bliss .•....••....... 
Designation. 
For four sets captains' quarters, one building for officers' mess, 
and twelve sets bachelor officers' quarters, two double setl; 
noncommissioned staff officers' quarters, three cavalry stables, 
building for quartermaster's stable guard, two buildings for 
stable sergeants and saddlers, water-closet bnilcling for sta. 
bles, blacksmith shop, wagon shed, ordnance storehonBe, 
magazine, gun shed, fire station, shelter for sawing machine, 
extra work on new buildings, services of superintendent, 
a,nd miscell:tneous expenses. 
For two double and two sinp:le sets officers' quarters, double 
barrack building, guardhouse, wagon shed, qnartermaster's 
' storehouse, enlargement of subsistence storehouse, altera· 
tions in two barrack buildings, fitting old guardhouse ~or 
band quarters, extra masonry for officers' quarters, and mis· 
cellaneous expenses. 
For three double sets officers' quarters, comnianding officer's 
quarters, barrack building for two companies, mess hall, and 
miscellaneous expenses. 
For barracks and mess ball for two companies, and two double 
sets officers' quarters. 
For bachelor officers' quarters and common mess bu'ilding ..... 
For two double sets officers' quarters. two barracks, wagon F:::!~ tifr~ct1f ~ifd:;ei~-~, -~~~-~i_s_~~~~~~-~~~. ~~~~~~~~. 
For mess hall, guardhouse, magazine, and miscellaneous ex· 
penses. 
For two double sets officers' quarters and advertising ......••.. 
For quartermaster's and subsistence storehouse .............. . 
For quartermaster's otorehouse, subsistence storehouse, and 
advertising. 
For guardhouse .............................................. . 
Magazine and storehouse, gun shed, anrl miscellaneous ex-
peuses. 
ltor building for stable guard and miscellaneous expenses ..... 
For additional work on new buildings ...... .....••............ 
For advertising .......................................•...••••• 
For administration and storehouse building, guard· 
house, one double set noncommissioned staff offi· 
cers' qua.rters, fuel buildin_g, stable, magazine, 
and ho,ip1tal.................................... $42,948.68 
Lese amount charged to appropriation military 
post, Fort Brady................................ 6, 368. 00 
For one double barrack, with outhouse, mess hall, 
guardhouse, four sots captains' quarters, six. 
s ts li~u~enants' quarters, three double sets no.n· 
co~1s 10ned staff officers' quarters, hospital, 
subsist nee storebot1se, and quartermaster·s 
stables ......................................... $167,704.00 
Less amount charged to appropriation military 
post, c,rt Bliss....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144, 610. 08 
Balanc Jun 30, 1 O'.l ............................•............. 
.Allowance. 


















90, 0. 96 
Total n·c·n1111 <'Cl f'or .......•.......•••..•.. •••••.••.•.••.. 831, 653 3' 
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. The character and cost of the buildings authorized during the year 
at the different military posts 3!nd chargeable to the $831,653.34 referred 
to in the preceding table, are stated below. · 
The expense of plumbing, heating, and gas-piping in the buildings, 
unless otherwise shown, is to be taken from other appropriations of the 
Quartermaster's Department. 
FORT SHERIDAN~ ILL. 
Water-closet buildin7 for stables, No. 72 (brick) .......••••••••••.••• : •• Four sets of captains quarters, Nos. 73 to 76 (brick) .. _ ••. _ .•••.• _ •• __ .•. 
Three cavalry 'stables. Nos. 62, 63, 65 (brick) ..................... __ . ___ _ 
Officers' mess and twelve sets bachelor officers' quarters, No. 31 (brick) . 
Ordnance storehouse, No. 59 (brick) . _ . __ .......... _ ....• __ .. ___ ...••••. 
Magazine, No. 57 (brick) ···-·· ··-··· ···--· ....•. ····-· ···--· ·--· ···--·. 
Wagon shed, No. 40 (brick) .. __ .... ___ ... _ ......................•.....•. 
Two buildings for stable sergeants and saddler, Nos. 44 and 78 (brick) .. 
Guard building fo{ quartermaster's stables, No. 37 (brick) .... ________ .• 
.Blacksmith shop, No. 77 (brick) .. _--·.-·_·-.·-._ .. ·-. __ .··-·- .•••. ··-·. 
Plumbing in Wll,ter·closet building, No. 72 ....... ____ ..• _. __ . ___ •••• ·-. 
Plumbing in thl·ee cavalry stables, Nos. 62, 63, 65 .... _ ...........••• : •• 
Plumbing ju officers' mess and bachelor ot:tice;rs' quarters, No. 31.._. --·· 
Plµmbing in blacksmith shop, No. 77 ........... ~ ........... ---------"-· 
Plumbing in four sets captains' quarters, No. 73, 74, 75, 76. ··---· ·-·· ___ . 
,Steam heating in four sets captains' quarters, Nos. 73 to 76. ··-· -~-- -·--
Steam heating in officers' mess, No. 31 ... _ ..• _ .............• __ .•• _ ••• __ 
Fire·station building, No. 79 (brick) .. _. _ .............. _ •.....•.•...•.. 
Two double sets noncommissioned staff officers' quarters, Nos. 90, 91 
(brick) ..........................••.......................• ~ ....... . 
Gun shed, No.89 (brick) ................•........•..•••••..•.••••..•••• 
.Sawmill shelter, No. 58 (brick) ..•..................••••••.•••••••••••• 























Two double sets officers' quarters, Nos. 39, 40, 41, 42 (brick)............. $13,092.00 
Plum bing and gas· piping in same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • 1, 954. 00 
Heating in same • • • • . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • 2, 923. 00 
Two single sets officers' quarters, Nos. 38, 43 (brick) .•..••.••.••••••••• 
Plumbing and gas-piping in same ........................•...••••••.•• 
Heating in same ..••.•••••••••••..••...•••...••••....••.••..•••••••••• 
Double barrack, No. 37 (brick) ...•..•.••••..••••.•••..•..••••••••••••• 
Plumbing in same .....................•••••.•••••••..•.•••..•••.•••••• 
Extension to steam heating to same ..••••...•••.•••••..••••••••••••••. 
Ouardhouse, No. 46 (brick) ..••..••.••••••••••••••• ·-~- •••••••••••••••• 
Plumbing and gas-piping in same ...•...........•..•...••••••••••••••• 














Wagon shed, No. 45 (brick).... • . • . . • . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• •• ••• • 3,477. 00 
Quartermaster's storehouse, No. 4 7 (brick). . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • ••• •• • • • • 6, 977. 00 
Enlargement of subsistence storehouse, No. 14 (brick).... • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 2, 071. 00 
Enlargement of barracks, Nos. 11 and 12 (brick) ..••••••••••••••••••••• --1-, 145. 00 
Plumbing in same..................................................... 1,995. oo 
Heating apparatus in same............................................ 140. oo 
3,280.00 
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Alteration of old guardhouse into baud quarters, No. 15 (brick) ....••• 
-X;~~~~gi~ns:=e·: ·.·.: :·.~.:: ·.·.::·.·. :: ·.·.:: ·.:::::: :: : ::: : ::: : ::: ::·.:: :::: 
Steam heating in same .•.•......••••••.•.•.......•.................•.. 




. 356. o& 
3,223. 00-
For the enlargement of this post the Secretary of War has authorized 
the constructiop. of the following buildings: 
Mess hall (brick) . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . •• • • • . $30, 000. 00 
One double barrack (brick) . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . •. . . . . • • • . 20,000.00 
Commanding officer's quarters (brick).. . .............................. 8,000.00 
Three double sets officers' quarters (brick)...... • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • 22, 000. 00 
The mess hall only has been contracted for at a cost of ..••••...••....• 
Plumbing in same ..••.••••..•.••..•••••••.•...•.......•••••.•.•••.•.. 





The following buildings have been authorized at this post, but no 
steps have yet been taken for their construction: 
Mess hall for two companies and barracks for two companies . . • ••• • • • • $50, 000. 00 
FORT LEA YENWORTH7 KANS, 
Messhall,No. 61 (brick) ..•.•••...••••..••..•.........•.••.••••..••••• $27,500.00 
Plumbing in same ...... ..••.. .•••.• .••••. .••••. .... .•.•.. •... .... .... 1,675.00 
Cooking apparatus in same • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . 4, 350. 00 
Bachelor officers' quarters, six.teen sets, No. 43 (brick) ...•..••.•...•••. 
i~~~~~~:i~~::~· :::: _._._._. :::::::.-: _-_-_-_-_- _-_-_-_- :::: :::: ~~~: ::::::: :::::: 






Two double sets cavalry office1s' quarters, Nos. 30, 31, 32, 33 (brick) ••. . $21,050.00, 
Plum bing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1, 785. ()()-
Heating........ . • . • • • • • • . . . • • . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 2, 400. 00 
Two cavalry barracks and outhouses, Nos. 34, 35, 40, 41 (brick) .•...••• 
Plumbing ..........•..............................................•.. 
Rea ting ...••..••••.•••••.••....•••••...•...••...................•.•.. 
Wagon shed, No. 69 (frame, with iron siding) ............ -: ••. ........• 
hop, ~o. 71 (frame,_with iron siding) ...............................•. 










WILLETS POINT, N. Y, 
Two barracks, Nos. 107, 108 (brick)...... . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • • • $43, 950. 00 
n
1
:a.~;!.:::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _-::: : : : : : : : : : : :: 168: oo 
53, 00 . 00 
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FORT ROBINSON, NEBR, 
Suh~istence storehouse No. 80 (frame) ....•.........•••••..•••.••.•••.• 
Quartermaster's storehouse, No. 81 (frame) ..•••...•••....••...•.•..... 
FORT M'PHERSON, GA, 
Mess ball, No. 41 (brick) .............................................. . 
~~~~tr:g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Steam-heating ....•.•••......•.................................•...... 
Cooking apparatus ............ ....................................... . 
Guardhouse, No. 32 (brick) .••........•.......................•........ 
~~~~t!r:g: ::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Heating .••••••••••••••••.•...••• •.....•..................••......•.•• 
Magazine, No. 51 (brick) .••••••••••..•.•..•••.........•....•. : • ..••••• 

















Two double sets officers' quarters (brick)...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . $21,532.00 
Plumbing·· ··············· ········································-·? 1,942.00 g::.1r :~g ·.::: : : : : : : : : : : ·.::: ·.:: ·. : : : : ·.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2' ~t gg 
25,768.00 
.FORT RILEY, KANS. 
Quartermaster's storehouse No. 70 (stone) . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .•. . •• ••• • .••• $20,910.00 
Plumbing . . • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • • • . • • • • • . 200. 00 
21,110.00 
FORT SAM HOUSTON, TEX. 
Guardhouse ..••••.•••••••••...•........•..••••••..•.••••••••••••••••• 9,000.00 
FORT NIOBRARA, NEBR, 
Ordnance storehouse and magazine.Nos. 67, 68 (frame) ..••••.•••••••••• 1.486.90 
FORT MYER, VA, 
Stable guardhouse (brick) ••••.••.................•..••••••.•••••••••• 1,464.50 
NEW POST OF FORT BRADY, MICH. 
The following additional buildings have been contracted for at this 
post: 
Administration building and storehouse, No.14 (brick) .•••••••.••.••... 
Guardhouse, No. 11 (brick) ................ .. .............•.•..•••..... 
Non commissioned staff officers' quarters (double), No. 19 ....•.......... 
:Fuel building, No.15 (brick) .......................•....••..• __ ..... __ 
Stable, No.17 (brick) ................................................. . 
Magazine, No. 23 (brick) ............................................. . 









Of the above amount $6,368 1s chargeable to the special appropria-
tion for construction of this post, and $36,580.68 to the military posts 
appropriation. These figures do not i:nclude plumbing or heating. 
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NEW POST 01<' FORT BLISS, TEX. 
Contracts ·have been entered into during the year for the construc-
tion of- , 
One double barrack (brick) ..••............................... _ .. _ ..• ~ 
Outbuilding for same (brick) ....... _ .•................................ 
Mess hall (Lrick) .............. ...................................... . 
Four sets captains' quarters (brick) ........ _ .... _ ................. ... . 
Six set.s lieutenants' quarters (brick) ........ · ...... -.. _._ .............. . 
Three double sets noncommissioned staff officers' quarters, Nos. 27, 29, 31, 
33, 35, 37 (Lrick) _ ................ _ .. __ ......... . __ ... _ ..... ........ . 
Guardhouse, No. 25 (brick) ........................... .... ............ . 
~ubsistence storehouse (brick ... _ ......... ..... ...................... . 
Hospital (brick) . __ ...... _ ................... _ ....................... . 
Quartermaster'e stable (stone) ....................................... . 











167, 704. 0() 
Of this amount $144,610.08 is chargeable to the special appropriation 
fe,r the construction of Fort Bliss, and the remainder, $23,093.92, will 
betaken from the appropriationfor"militaryposts." The cost of plumb-
ing and heating ill the above.mentioned buildings is not included in 
these :figures. 
RESERVATION OF THE PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
Of the appropriation of $38,000, provided by act of :March 2, 1889, 
the entire balance remaining on hand June 30, 1891, of $8,662.89 has 
been expended in the macadamizing of Lombard street. purchase of 
trees, etc. · 
APPROPRIATION, $38,000, APPROVED MARCH 2, 1891. 
The work of macadamizing Lombard street under contract has been 
completed. · 
The contract for furnishing. 50,000 tr.ees has been successfully accom-
plished and the work of tree.culture carried on throughout the year. 
Expenditures from this appropriation have been as follows: 
Macadamizing Lombard street (:final payment) .......................... $5,776.67 
Building reservoir (water supply) ...................... _....... .•• • . . . . . 650. 00 
Purchase· of trees ( final pa,yment complete) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 375. 0~ 
Labor and services (cultivatlng young trees, building fences, etc.)....... 608. 60 
Wire and nails (for fencing) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .... 44. 70 
Powder (for blasting purposes)...................... ....... ............. 2. 40 
Pipe, $104.81; nails, lumber, and oil (for water supply), $48.13 ; labor, lay-
ing water pipe, $75 ......••. _ .......... . ...... _............ . . . . . . . . .. . • 227. 9-1-
Paris green and bellows (destroying insects), $2.75; pruning shears, etc., 
$4. 95. . . • .. . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . • . • • • • • • • • . . • . • . . • • . . • . • . . • • • • • • • . . 7. 70 
Total ....••.....•...••....... _. . . . • . • . . • . • • . • . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . 8, 693. 06 
APPROPRIATION, $10,000, .APPROVED MARCII 3, 1891. 
The fi nee have been kept in thorough repair and new ones built a 
r quired. 
The progre s made in tree.culture has been favorable throughoutr 
105,475 additional tree have been planted, viz: . 
Eu alyptus ...•...............•.••...............................•••..•.•• 
tc_u ap~~a. s· .. -... ~ .......................... - ............. ! .......... -- . - - . - . 
,1 ••• - ••• - ... - - • - - - - • - • - - - • - •• - - - ••• - •• - • - - - ... - - - - - - • - - - - ••• - - - - • - • - - - -J~~f  iio~i~:::::):::::)::::::):::)):::::)::): )i:::: ;:: : 
51, 290 
13,433 




Tot 1 ..•....•.•................ ······ ······ ................... ······ 10-,-175 
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Of the above, the eucalyptus were raised in our owil nursery, 2,393 
trees donated by Golden Gate Park and Mr. Greene, and the remain-
der purchased under contract; 7,906 trees (pine, cypress, and acacia) 
have been utilized in replacing losses among the former years' planting. 
Fifty native trees ( Washingtonia gigantea, or Calaveras big tree) have 
been distributed in small groups of two and three in the space south-
west from post reservoir, and inclosed by the road leading from the 
reservoir to McDowell avenue . 
.Along the bluffs on the western part of the reserve inclosed 93i 
acres (actual survey), in which has been planted 95,777 trees, .consisting 
of all the varieties of the eucalyptus and equal proportions of cypress, 
pine, and acacia. The eucalyptus occupy tp.e ridges throughout, and 
are planted in groups of five, while the other varieties are planted in 
rows and so distributed, according to the nature of the ground, to favor 
their progress . . Five hundred trees of extra size, 4 feet high, have been 
utilized to replace trees of larger growth which occupy conspicuous 
plac(js and have been destroyed by accident or otherwise. 
For the bamboo an acre of good ground, best adapted for the experi-
ment, was selected in the low ground, and is located in the western part 
of such ground near the tules. 
· The nursery bas been restocked with the expectation of having 30,000 
eucalyptus trees ready for the next planting. 
Expenditures on account of appropriation of $10,000 (approved 
March 3, 1891), have been as follows, viz: . 
Purchase of trees .... - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . • • • . . $1, 609. 50 
Plowing and harrowing...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • • . . 956. 33 
Cultivating trees (1891-'92). ···-·· .....•••••.•• ~. . .... .••••• •... •••• ••.• 1,585.00 
Planting 103,423 trees, at 2½ cents each...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 585. 57 
Labor ( cultivating young trees, building fences, digging fire-breaks, etc.). 1, 270. 75 
Lumber (for fencing).......................... . ........................ 520. 26 
Wire and staples (for fencing) . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . 207. 4 7 
Blue-gum seed (for nursery)............................................ 12.00 
Repairing windmill (water supply)...................................... 2.10 
Total ..... ~ ......••.. ~ . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . 8, 7 48. 98 
Unexpended balance ....................•. ~ •.............. ~. • • • • • . . • • • . . 1, 251. 02 
Total ..••••..•.••...•.•..•. ·... . • • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • . • • . • . 10, 000. 00 
FORT CROOK, NEBR • 
.At tq.is post contracts have been entered into for the following work: 
Gang-well system . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . $5, 150 
Water-supply system . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • • . • • . . • . 35 653 
i~! '.~~~~~: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::: ::: :::::::::::: :: : :: : ::: :::::: :: ::: : ~ii~~ 
Of the_ above amount the cost. of sinking. w~lls and pump house, 
$11,650, 1s chargeable to the special appropriation for construction of 
the post and th~ ~alance to "Army transportation." 
No o~h~r bmldmgs have been erected, but work upon the plans 
thereof 1s m progress. . 
. PLATTSBURG BARRACKS, N. Y. 
No buildings have been erected at this post during the year under 
the act of Febr~ary 16, 1891, providing for its enlargement bu't plans 
for such are bemg prepared. ' 
, 
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Expenditures authorized for wha1·ves, 1·oads, walks, grading, bridges, etc., chargeable to 
the approp1·iation for .tfrmy transportation. 
Post. 
Roads, walks, Miscellane-
grading, and Wharves. 
bridges. ous. 
Arlin~on Reservation, Virginia......................................................... $3,000.00 ............................................. . 
Fort Adams, R.I...................................................................... 3,189.80 $64.00 ...................... .. 
Governor's I sland, New York Harbor . .. . . . . ... .. . . . .... .. .. ..... .. 23. 60 . 206. 00 $52. 60 
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor.................................. 481. 80 4,112.68 ................... .. 
Jaekson .Barracks, La................................ ... .. ............ .. .......... 134. 00 .................... ..................... .. 
. i~~rn~~~:1~.;;;n~8~: ::: ::: :: : :.-:: : ::::::: .-.-.-.-.-::: _- _- _-: ::: _. :: :: : 3, 1:~: ~~ ................................ .. 
Madison Barracks, N. Y. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . 11, 939. 44 .... · · · i9Z: 00 · · .. · · · .. · 67 _- 50 
Fort Monroe, Va . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. 3, 350. 00 3, 770. 88 822. 00 
i ?1:tfil!i:i!~t.: i :;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: m: i~ : : : : : i~i: ~~: : : : : ~: ~~~: ;~ 
Fort Porter, ~ . Y.............. ... . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 500. 00 ............ · ....................... · ............ ii 00 
Fort Preble, Me...... . .. .. ................................... ... ......... ........... 18. 00 
i~~~ f;;~~~rfl .. 1i .. -i:: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :: :::::: .. .... :~~~~~: ~~ ......... i62:oo· ......... ~~~: ~~ 
Fort Warren, Mass.................................................................... 67. 41 166. 26 ............. .. 
W ai.hington Barracks, D. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. 294. 00 ................................... . 
Fort Wood, New York Harbor......................................... 65. 00 315. 00 .................. .. 
iffl if~{~~ It;::::::::: H ::: : : [:: :: :: [:I;::[:::: ,;: ID n : : : I I rn : : : :/ ~~i j 
Fort Crook, Nebr . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . 26, 723. 25 ............................ -... 
Fort Douglas, Utah............................................. .. ....... 38. 00 .............................. . 
i~~t ~1~~~~r~~~eb; :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: :: :: ::::::: 6' ii~:~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Fort Omaha, Nebr.......................................................... 34. 00 ................................ .. 
Fort Randall, S. Dak . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . 28. 00 ................................. . 
Fort Robinson, Nebr....................................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . 400. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . 82. 50 
Fort .Buford, N. Dak............................................. 120. 00 .....•.... .... ..... ..... 
Fort :M:eade, S. Dak..................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .. .. .. 168. 00 . . . .. . . . . . . . 43. 00 
Fort Missoula, Mont............................................................ 20.50 ................................ . 
j~~t t~f;!~~~~i.~~::: _- ::: : :: : :.-:: : : _- _- ::: : :: : : _-: :: : : : ::: : :: : ::: 4' :~~: i~ : :::::: :: :: : ::::::: ::: : _-
~ort C\alkR:.re~,- .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . ... . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . ... . .... 1,916. oo .............. .. ............ _. .. 200_- 00 
F~~1s~! H~~~sti:,· i;~;: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : :: : : :: : : : : : : ::: : : : : ::: ::: ......... 4: 954_- 64 .. : : : :: : :::::: 500. 00 
San Antonio Depot and department headquarters .... .. .. .. . ........... 100. 00 ................................ .. 
Alcatraz faland, Cal . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. 112. 50 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. 139. 71 
l!'ort 1\-Iason, Cal .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. 125. 00 .................. .. 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. 670. 00 2, 500. 00 .................... .. 
Fort Bowie, .Ariz................................................................................................................. 13 .. 50 
· FortGrant,Ariz..................................................................... 213.00 .............................. .. 
Whipple Barracks, Ariz................................................................. 150. 00 .... ............. .... .............. .. 
~:i:~~}!f~·s1r::-.:::~:: ::: :::.::: :::::: :::.:::: :: :: : :::::::: ....... :~~ ~:~: ~~. : : :~~ ~~~-:~~: :::: :: :::::: 
Fort Canby, Wash ...... ..... .......... ........... . ..... .. .......... .... .......... ..... 356. 25 ................................ .. 
Fort Spokane, Wash.................................................................. 275.00 ..................................... .. 
Vancouver Barracki,. Wash............................................... 1,555.81 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. 120. 00 
VancouverDepot,Wash .. "'............................................................. 27.00 .................................... .. 
Fort Wallawalla, Wast .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .... .. .. .. 20. 00 ......... · · · · · .... · .. · · · .. 595_- 00 b~~'.~~1!1~:a:aN~~ ~j~k· H~~i,"o;: :: : : : :: ::: :: :::: ::: :::::: :: : ......... ~~ ~~~~ ~~. : : ::: :: :: : : : 1,000.00 
Ilot Sprinfi Army and Navy Hospital, Arkansas.................... 5. 00 .......... ........... .................... . 
,Trffnson arracks, Mo................................................................... 14,888. oo .... ...... .. .. .. . .. 425. 00 
::ichnylkill.Arsenal,Pa.. ................................................................. ... 148.00 ................ 100.00 
St. Louis D pot, Mo.......................................................................... 145. oo ...... .... ........... 629. 50 
St. Loui. Powder Depot, Mo ............................................ : . .. .. . .. .. .... 1, 537. 00 ....... .. ......... ... ......... ... .. 
Willet& l:>oint, New York Harbor...................................................... 500. 00 1,322.60 90. 00 
Total. ......................................................................................... .. 201,663.53 15,700.62 12,813 .. 71 
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"For shelter, shooting galleries, r:~nges, repairs, _and expens~s i~cident 
thereto" Congress granted $5,000 m the act ID:akmg appropriat101;1-s for 
the support of the Army February 24, 1891, which sum was apportioned 
as follows: 
Department or post. Designation. 
Division of the Atlantic............................ Apportionment ..........•..•...•..... 
I<'ort Bliss, Tex.. .. ........ .................. . ...... . Butts on range ....• . .•••••...•..•••••• 
Fort Randall, S. Dak................................ Flour .....................•.•...•..... 
i~~! f;:i~:~r!':~.: :: ::::::: :::::::::::: ::: : : :: : : . ii~p~t:s::::::: :::::::::: ::::: :: ::::::: 
FortOntario,N. Y .. ............•...... 0 •••••••••••• •••••• do .••..• : .......•......•.•....... 
Fort Sheridan,ill .•.•.•..... .......•................ Flour ..........•••........••• •....•••. 
























For construction and repair of hos;pitMs, including the extra.duty pay 
of enlisted men employed on the same, Congress provided $75,000 in 
the army appropriation act of February 24, 1891. This fund has been 
disbursed by officers of the Quartermaster's Department on estimates 
approved by the Surgeon.General of the Army, the apportionment be-
ing shown in the following statement: 
Department and post. 
Department of the East: 
Fort Adams ........••••••••••••• 
Fort Columbus ...•••.•••••.••••• 
Fort Hamilton .......••.•..••••. 
Jackson Barracks ..•.••••.. •••.. 
Fort McHenry ... .• •.•••.•.. ••.•• 
Fort McPherson . . •..••••••...•.• 
Fort Monroe .............•••..... 
Mount V ernoIL Barracks .... ..•.. 
FortMyer •.. .... .....•.......••. 
Newi;rt Barracks ... •.•....•.••. 
E~j o!ti:t: :: : : : : ::::::: ::::::: 
Fort Preble .......••...•••••..•.. 
Fort Schuyler •....••..•..•••••• 
Fort Thomas .. ....•. ••...•..•.•. 
Fort Trumbull .....•...••.•.••.. 
Fort Wadsworth ...........•.••. 
Washington Barracks .••.•••••.. 
Fort Wood . ••. . .•....•• •••••.••. 
Total .••••......... •••. •••.••.. 
D opartmoot oftbe Missouri: 
Fort Leavenworth .....•••.•••••. 
Fort Reno . . ...•..........••. : •.. 
Fort Riley .......•....••.•••.•••. 
Fort Sheridan ..•••....•• ...•.•.. 
Fort Supply .•• ..... ....•..•••••. 
Fort Wayne .••..••••••.••..••... 





























Department and post. 
Department of the Platte: 
Fort D. A. Russell .....•••••••••. 
Fort Du Chesne ..•.••••••••••••• 
Fort Logan . .......•••....•...•.•. 
Fort McKinney .•..•••..••...••• 
Fort Niobrara .. ...••.•....•••••• }fort Omaha . . ...•...••.•.• • .•••• . 
Fort Randall ..•..••.•••...•••••. 
Fort Robinson .•.•.•...•.•••••.•• 
Fort :Sidne:y ......•...•..••.•..•• 
l:t'ort Washakie ..•.•••••••••••••. 
Total .•. ..•• . .••..••••••••••••• 
Department of Dakota: 
Fort Assinniboine ..••••••••••••. 
FortBuford . . •....... •.•..•...•. 
i~~t [~~~h:::::: ::::::: :: : : ::::: 
Camp Merritt (subpost of Fort 
Keogh) ..... . ......••..•.•..••. 
Fort Missoula .... .•••..••.•••.•. 
Fort Pembina ......•..••••.••••• 
Camp Poplar River .••••.•••.•.•. 
Fort Snelling .........••.•..••... 
Fort Yates ........••••••••...... 
























Total .........••....•.......... --3-, 8_8_1._4_6 
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Departmen1, and post. 
De1>artrnent of Texas: 
FortBrown ..........•••••.••••.. 
Fort Clark . .. ..•. ..•••.....••••.• 
Fort Hancock ............•..•.••. 
~~~: r~gri:~td~::::::::::::::: 
Total .................••.•••... 
Department of California: 
Angel Island ............••.•••.. 
Fort Bidwell. ................... . 
Fort Mason . ....... .............. . 
Presidio of San Francisco ....•... 
Total .............•...••..•. .. . 
Department of Arizona: 
~~~i ~~,~~~ ·. ·. · .. _._._._._._._._._._. ... ::::: ·_ 
Fort Huachuca ..........•••..... 
Ii~tc~:1~~~ ·. ·. ·. ·. :::::::::::::: : : : : 
Fort Stanton .............•....... 
Whipple Barracks .............. . 
Fort Wingate ................... . 






















Department and post 
Department of the Columbia: 
Boise Barracks .........•••••.•.. 
Fort Canby ............•••••.•... 
Fort Sherman ....•.•..•.•..•.•.. 
Fort Spokane ..........•.•....... 
l!'ort Townsend ................•. 
Vancouver Barracks ...•......... 
Total ......•..•.....••••••••.. · 
rndi:i~~t!r~::~::k~: ............ . 
David Island ................... . 
Hot Springs Army andNavy Hos· 
pital ........................••. 
Jefferson Barracks ......•...•.... 
Willets Point .............••..... 
Total ...........•....•..••..... 
Balance June 80, 1892 •........... 

















Included in the foregoing are new hospital buildings at the following 
posts: . 
Mount Vernon Barracks, Indian hospital ...... -.......................... $2,643.74 
Fort ~heridan, 40-bed hospital (includ,ing plumbing and heating) ........ 26, 2~7. 00 
Fort D. A. Russell, addition to hospital ................................. 1 2, 073. 00 
Fort Robinson, hospita,l kitchen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 1, 096. !'58 
Fort Merritt (subpost of Fort Keogh), hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 380. 72 
Fort Pembina, hospital barn . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . 121. 49 
Fort Clark, hospital kitchen . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 670. 00 
Fort Sam Houston, kitchen addition to hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 250. 50 
San Carlos, hospital additions . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. 2, 085. 77 
The above buildings, excepting the hospital at Fort Sheridan and 
the buildings at Fort Sam Houston and ]fort Pembina, have been re-
ported completed within the fiscal year. 
HOSPITAL STEWARDS' QUARTERS. 
In the army appropriation act of February 24, 1891, the sum of 
$12,000 was also provided '' for construction and repairs of quarters for 
hospital stewards, including the extra-duty pay of enlisted men em-
ployed on the same." 
This amount has been apportioned by the Secretary of War to the 
po ts .named below under the provision of law that "the cost of con-
truct10n of quarters at any one post shall in no case exceed $ 00, ex-
cept where a post is situated at a city of more than 50,000 inhabitants 
the cost of construction of such quarters may be not to exceed $1,200." 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 
Post. 
Fort Ailams .......•••.•.... .......... 
Fort Columbus .....••................ 
Governors Island ................ .•... 
Fort Hamilton .....•.........•.•...... 
Jackson Barracks .••........•.••...•. 
Fort McHenry .......•................ 
Fort McPherson .............•.••..••. 
Madison Barracks . .................. . 
Mo11nt Vernon Barracks ............. . 
FortMyer .............•.•............ 
Fort Onlmrio ...........••.•........... 
Fort Poiter .........•................. 
Fort PrEule ...••...................... 
I~~~ ~1~:J!:r_ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Fol't 'l'rnmbull ................••..•.. 
Washington Barracks ..........•..... 
Fort Leavenworth ................... . 
Fort Mackinac ........ .............. . 
Fort Rono .......••........ .. ......... 
j~~ :n~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
l~~i ~¥f;'~! :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fort D. A. Russell ...•................ 
Fort Niobrara .....•.........•..•..... 
Fort Robiiison ........•. ...•.......... 
j~~ Wr!~t~ki~::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fort Assinniboine .......•........•... 
I~~! ~~~~~:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Fort Missoula .....•....•..........••. 





































j~~~ ~~fW~.~:: :::::::: :: : ::: : : :: :::: 
Fort Yates ..•..••........•......•••. 
Fort Brown ...................•..•.. 
Fort Clark ....................•..••.. 
Fort Ringgold ............•...•...... 
Fort Sam Houston .....•••••......••. 
Alcatraz Island ...............••.... 
Benicia Barracks ..............•.•••. 
Fort Gaston ...................•••... 
Fort Mason ..... . ..............••.••. 
Presidio of San Francisco .....•.••.. 
Fort Apauhe .............. - ....••.••. 
Fort Grant ...................•••.••. 
Fort Huachuca ... ....•.•.........••• 
Fort Marcy ..........•••.•..•••.•.••• 
Fort Stanton ...................••••• 
~~f!e~:-i!~k~: :: : ::::::::: ::: :::: :: 
J~~~ §t~r~~~·:::: :::::: ::::::: :::: :: 
Fort Spokane ......•.•..•••....•••••• 
Fort Townsend .........•••....•••••. 
Va,ncouver Barracks .••••••••.•••••. 
Fort Walla, Walla ......•••....•••••• 
Columbus Barracks .....••••••••••••• 
Davids Island ............. .. ........ . 
.Jefferson Barracks ...••••••••••••••• 
Willets Point .......•.••••••••••••••. 
Balance, June 38, 1892 •••••••••• 
Total .•••••...••••••••••••••••. 


































In the Army appropriation act of February 24, 1891, Congress ap-
propriated $50,000 '' for the purchase by the Secretary of War of build-
ings erected at permanent Army posts by private parties, under proper-
authority, and which may be suitable and actually necessary for the-
.Army service, and at prices to be fixed by the Secretary of W ~r." . 
Under this provision of law the Secretary of War has authorized the 
purchase of buildings at the following posts, at the prices stated be-
low: 
l.<"'ort Leavenworth, Kaus ...•....••... ......•..•.•. ; ...•.... ~ •.•.••..•• ~. $5, 595. 00-
· l!~Jilll!~l l ! l ! ! !!l!!!!! 1::::: :: ::~ ~:: ::: : :::l:: ::i:: ! l! ::::: ! i [~: I 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. .. _ .................... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000. 00 
!!~ !1tti1:i::::::::::: ill i ! l i:: i:::: ( 1: i::: i ! ! ! i ! ! ! !! ! !! ! ! !! ! :: 1: I 
Balance available June 30, 1892 ...•.•............ _ ...........•.••••.•... 10, 327. 48-
Total.... • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 50, 000. 00 
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The expenditure authorized at Fort Meade was for the purchase of' 
a canteen building; and at Fort Washakie for the purchase of a build-
ing erected by a society of Odd Fellows at that post. With these two 
exceptions, the buildings purchased had been the property of the 
former post traders at the various posts. 
Post. 
Fort Clark ..•••• •••••••••..•••••... 
Fort Supply .•• ••••••.••.••.•••••.. 
Fort McKinney .•••.•.••.•••••••••. 
.Fort Ringgold ...•••.•••.•.••••••.. 
.Fort Niobrara ......•.••...•••••..•. 
Fort .Apache ...•........•.....•.••. 
Fort Leavenworth .....•...•••.•••. 
Mount Vernon Barracks .•••..•.... 
Fort Preble ..•..........•••••••••.. 
-Vancouver Barracks .•••••..•.••.•. 
Fort 1-tobinson .......•.•••......... 
Fort Ri.ley ..••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••. 
Fort Wingate .••••••••••••••••••.•. 
Davids Island .•••••.•••••••••••••. 
Presidio of San Francisco .•••••••.. 
.Fort Sully •.••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Post. 
Losses by fire. 
Building. 
Sawmill. .....................••••••••..•. 
Quartermaster's storehouse ............. . 
No. 34, containing ordnance storehouse, 
shop, etc. 
No. 30, used as officers' mess and non-
commissioned officers' quarters. 
Three cavalry barrac;ks ........... , .••... 
Post exchange ...................•.....•. 
Subsistence storehouse .......• ......•... 
Administration building ................ . 
Sawmill .. ...... ............•. ..•.....••.. 
Warehouse, No. 115 ••••••••••••••••• , •••• 
Ice house ............•..•.•......•••.••.. 
Officers' quarters ..............•••.••.• .. 
Quartermaster's stable ...... ....•........ 
Ordnance storehouse .. ...... •..••..•..... 
Officers' quarters, No. I, ................. . 
Hospital laundry .......••••..•..•••..•. . 
Chapel. ................................. . 
Officers' mess, No. 45 ...•••••••••••••••••• 
Bandmaster'" quarters . ..•....••••••••••. 
Officers' quarters, No.11 ..•...••••••••••. 
Chapel and school. ..••...•..•••.••••••••. 
Losses by storm. 
Building. 
:Fort Niobrara. .•...•••••.••.•...•.. Storehouses ...•...•••.•.••.•••••••••..... 
Fort Leavenworth .....•.••.•...... Various buildings .••••..••• .•..•...••••.. 
~~~t "ff1~~~::·::::: :: : :: ::: : :: : :: :: : . oii -ii~~;~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Blacksmith sl10p and old stables ...••.•.. 
Various buildings ...................... . 
Fort Reno . • • • • • •••••••• ••• • • •• . • • . Adjutant'soffice. cavalry harracl-11, No. 19 
etc. 
Fort Brady . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • . . • • . • • . . Company barracks ...................... . 
.JFaocrktsLoenaBveanrrwaocrktsh·.·.·.·.·.·. ·_··.·.·.·.·. ·.•. ·.··_ ·. Quarters, Nos. 4, 5, 6, 11, lS, and 15 ••. .•.•• Artillery stable, No. 91. ..••••••. • ••••••.. 
Fort Myer .....•.•.•••.••..•••..... Barracks and quarters ......•...•..•.•... 
Coal shed ..............••••.....••••..... 
Fort Yates .....••..•••••••.•••.... Cavalry stables .....................•••.. 
Fort Wadswortk .•••••..••••.•.... Administration building ......•..•.. ..... 
San Carlos.................... . .... Old cavalry stables ...... ...... . .••...•. . 
Mailison Barracks .•••••.••••.•.•.. Various buildings ........••••.•••••.••... 





















Loss of $273.33. 

















A statement is herewith submitted, marked A, of the property rented 
by the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year, as shown by 
estimate. of fund , etc. 
Very respectfully, 
C. P. MILLER, 
Oaptain, O!ll,d, Assistant Quartermaster, U.S. Army. 
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A.-Staternent showing ptoperty rented by the Quarterrnaster's Department during the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, and total amount paid, as shown by estimates of 
funds, etc. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE EA.ST. 
Post or station. Designation. .A.mount. 
Fort McPherson, Ga . • •• • • • . • . . Quarters for two musicians .. -- - - . -. . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . $288. 0() 
Quarters for post-quartermaster sergeant............... 54. 00 
.Atlanta, Ga- __ ....•.•••••...... ; Office for quartermaster's department. --. . . . ..•. •. ... . • . 300. 00 
: Office for pay department- -_ -- - - __ ........•...•.....•.... 300. 00-
Columbia .Arsenal, Tenn •.••... l Quarters for sergeant of ordnance_ -.......• · ·. • • • · · · · · - · ·1 1:20. 00 
Fort Caswell. N. C ......•...... I Q.uarters for ordnance sergeant- .. - . - .... - . . •• • • . . . . . . . . . 96. 00 
Yorktown, Va_ ....••••••.•... ·I Quarters for soldier in charge of monument.............. 50. 00-
New Orleans, La_ ..•••••• ······j St:::t~~ses for quartermaster's and subsistence depart- 1,199.97 
1 Offices for quartermaster's and subsistence departments. 1,080. 0() 
Baltimore, Md-····· •••••.••... i Offices for quartermaster's, subsistence, and pay depart- j 633. 33 i ments. 
Boston,Mass- ..•••••••••••••.• 1 Offices for quartermaster's subsistence, pay, and ord· 1,629.96 i nance departments. 
Buffalo, N. y _ .................. , Office for quartermaster's department . .• . . . • . • . • . . . . . • • • 750. 00 
Pr?vidence, R. I................ Of!!.ce for ordnance _department ___ ___ ....•..........••••. 300. 00 
Sackets Harbor, N. Y ........... Office for constructmg quartermaster.................... 10:l. 00 
Was_hingto_n Barrack11, D. C .•• _ Camping ground on march of troops_.................... 200. 00 
Madison Barracks, ;N. Y........ Quarters for one lieutenant.............................. 1G8. 00 
Fort .Adams, R. I . •• • • • •• • • . . . . Camping ground for recruiting party.................... 25. 00-
Cleveland, Ohio . •• • • • • • •• . •.• • . . Two rooms for court martial . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88. 00 
Fort Myer, Va................. ~uarters for ordnance sergeant.......................... 12. 00 
1-----
Total Department of the 
East. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE MISSOURI. 
St. Louis, Mo .••••• •••••••••••• Offices, headquarters of department (July and August, I 
1891). 
Stable for headquarters (July and August, 1891) ....... . 
Chicago, Ill.................... Offices, headquarters Division of Missouri for July, 1891; 
and headquarters of department from August 1, 1891, 
including office and storeroom for depot quartermaster. 
Office for attending surgeon ......•..................•... 
Office and storeroom for subsistence department ...•..••. 
Quartermaster's stables ...•.......................... -... 
Temporary quarters for men detailed as clerk and mes-
F?rt Sheridan, Ill.............. Q~!~t~;· for post quartermaster-sergeant ............... . 
Highland Park, Ill ..••.•••••••• Office and stable for constructing quartermaster at Fort 
• 1 Sheridan. , 
Minco, Ind. T .••••••••••••••••• i Office for transportation agent, quartermaster's depart. 
Woodward, Ind. T •••••••••• · .•. I ... ~~d~ ................................. --· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Leavenworth, Kans .••••••••••• : Office for pay department ..•..••.....•......••.....•...•. 
Oklahoma, Okla ....•••••••••••• I Quarters for officer ....••................................ 
. · Quarters for post quartermaster sergeant ............. .. . 
Fort Sill, Okla .......••••••••.• Quart~rs for signal sergeant ........... . ................ . 
Sault S~. Marie, Mich .•..•.••. Office for constructing quartermaster at Fort Brady . .. . . 
Fort Riley, Kans . . . . . . • • • • • • • . Camping grounds o;n practice march of troops ........... . 
Total, Department of the 
Missouri., · 
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE. 



















Omaha, Nebr . . . • •• •••• •••••••. Heaflquarters, offices, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . $9,360. 00 
~~FL~k:·dit;~ui~i; :::::::::: -~;f~:~!~~~~ ~~~~~~: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::::: :: : : : : :: : : : [gt ~g . 
Ogden, Utah................... Quartermaster's storehouse and office................... 384. 00 
~~;~~11~N~i;~: ::::::::::::::: ::: :::~~: ::::: ::::::::: :: ::::::: ::: : :::::::::::: :: :::::: :: 3~~: gg 
Denver, Colo ......•..•••••.••.. Offices for qu_artermaster's, subsistence, and pay depart· 1,800.00 
Fort Logan, Colo ........••..... o/!':t!:s for three noncommissioned staff officers... ..... 540. 00 
TayI_?rs Ranch, Utah .......•... 
1 
~uarters for signal sergeant .................•.•.•....... __ 140. 00 
T1!i'i!tPe~partment of the . . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . • . • . . 13, 726. 04 
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.A.-Staternent showing pl'operty 1·ented by the Quartermaster's Departrnent during the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, etc.-Continued. 
Post or station. 
Helena, Mont ................. . 
:Fort Yellowst.one, Wyo ....•••. 
Bismarck, N. Dak ............. . 
Department of Dakota .•...... 
Total Department of Da· 
kota. 
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA. 
Designation. 
Office for vaymaster, and office, storehouse, and stable 
for quartermaster's department. 
Quarters for lieutenant ......... ........................ . 
Quarters for signal sergeant ........... .............••... 
Qamping grounds for troops on practice marches ....... . 







. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .•. . . . . .. . . . . . . . --1-, 32Q.OO 
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS . 
.San Antonio, Tex.............. Quarters for two commissary sergeants . .. .. . . . •• • • • • • .. $28
738 •. gg Quarters for post commissary .................••••••.... 







Quarters for two principal musicians ................... . 
Quarters for ordnance sergoant.................. .... .. . . 132. 00 
Quarters for post quartermaster sergeant................ 144. 00 
Quarters for regimental sergeant major . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 72. 00 
Quarters for regimental quartermaster sergeant......... 144. 00 
Quarters for signal sergeant............................ . 1g~: gg 
Pena Station, Tex .............. Office for quartermaster's )gent ......................... . 
Edinburg, Tex................. St.oreroom and quarters for detachment.................. 180. 00 
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex...... Site ......................... ·.·· -- · · · · · · -- · · · · · ·· · · · · ... · · ~88: gg 2::~ ::Ji! ilaS:i'a;T!;:::::::: :::: ::i~ ~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::: : :: :::::::::::: 150. 00 









Camp Polvo, Tex . ... .. . •. .. • . . Quarters for detachment of negro·Indian troops .......•. 
Fort Bliss, Tex ................ Barracks, quarters, etc................................... 2,100.00 







0 Stable for constructing quartermaster ..............•.... 1-----
Total Department of . .. • • • • .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. • • • . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. • . . 6, 239. 70 
Texas. 
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA. 
San Francisco, Cal............. Offices, department headquarters . . .. . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . $12, 000. 00 
Stabling, department headquarters...................... 736. 00 
. Quarters for signal sergeant.... ......................... 144. 00 1-----
Total Department of . . . . . .. . • .. . . • . . . .. . . • . . . . . • .. .. .. . . . . • .. . .. . • .. .. .. .. . .. .. 12, 880. 00 
California. 
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA. 
.A.lbuquerq_ue, N. Mex .......... Office for two paymasters ............................... . 
Los Angeles, Cal............... Offices, department headquarters ....................... . 
f:;toreroom for qnarterma ter's department ............. . 
table and gronnds for quartermaster's department .... . 
Otlice of attendiniz surg on ... ... ....................... . 
guarters for two signal sergeants ...................... .. 
San Diego Barracks, Cal . . .. . . . H!:;J~f. ~~~-~~~e_r_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
C th N M Quarters foro1'.ficers ....................... ............. . 
Ca\ age, : 1 ex·............. Qnart rs for signal sergeant ........................... .. 






2 . 00 
140.00 
900. 00 






Total Department of .A.rf ..................................... ~ ..................... 1--1-3,-2-03 ___ 67 
zona. 
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A.-Staternent showing property rented by the Quarterniaster'.s Departrnent during the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, etc.-Contmued. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA. 
Post or station. Designation. Amount. 
Portland, Oregon .••••••.•••. . . Offices for quartermaster's and pay department!! . .....•. $840. 00 Office for depot and purchasing commissary of aubsis· 552. 00 
W-alla Walla, Wash .......... . 
Boise Barracks, Idaho ........ . 
Department of the Columbia .. 
tence. Quartermaster's storeroom . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . • . •. • • .• •• .• . • . 720. 00 
Office for temporary use by Maj. Belcher ..••.••• ,.······ 3~g: gg 
8:;r~!~~ foiv<illi~;;~ .':: .·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 220. 00 
Lodgings for enlisted men ......•••...............••.••.. 
1 
___ 9_6_._3_5 
Total Department of the . .....•..•••.•••••••...•..•....••..••••.•••. • • • · ·• • • • • • • • • • 2, 8'18. 35 
Columbia. 
GENERAL DEPOTS OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT. 
New York depot .•••••••••••... Quarters for two hospital stewards on duty at medical $252. 00 
purveying depot. Quarters for hospital steward on duty at attending sur- 168. 00 
geon's office. 
Stable at No. 122 West Eighteenth street................ 1,350.00 
Total New York depot... .. .. •. . .. . .. .. . • .. . • .. . ••. • . .. . . .. . •.. •• . . •• .• ••••••••••••. 1,770.00 
Philadelphia depot .•.•...... . . Offices and stable at No.1428 Arch street................ 2,150.04 
Office for attending surgeon . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . . 186. 00 1-----
TotalPhiladelphia depot. . . • . . . • . . • . . . •• • . • • • • . . . . . . . . • ••••• •• . • • • . .• • • • •• . . . • ••• • • . 2,336. 04 
Washington depot ..•••........ Lofa 9 and 10, square 231, occupied by subsistence de- 399. 96 
partment. 
Lots 49 to 58, inclusive, and lot 63, square 100, occupied 1, 800. 00 
by quartermaster's department. 
Quarters for hospital steward on duty at army medical 252. 00 
dispensary. 
Qu_arters fo! !3-ve signal sergeal!-ts. . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . • • • • . . 592. 40 
Office for military attache, Pans, France . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . 144. 00 
O:1:liceuor military attache, Berlin, Germany . . . . . . . • • • • . . 360. 00 
Office for military attache, Dusseldorf, Germany . . • • . . • • . 258. 65 
Office for military attach,'), Vienna, Austria.............. 144. 00 
Office for military attache, St. Petersburg, Russia........ 403. 20 
Office for military attache, London, England............. 144. 00 
I 
Total Washington depot ..••...••••••.••..••••....•.•.. .•..•..•.••.••••••...••.•.•.. 4,498.21 
St. Louis depot •••••••••••••••. Offices, storerooms, and stable for quartermaster's and 2,970.04 
pay departments. 
Office and storehouse for medical department............ 2,000.04 
Office for subsistence department........................ 950. 00 
Office for temporary use by Maj. Foster.................. 40. 00 
Total St. Louis depot ............•.........••••..••.•.•...•••...•.•••.•• ~ •.. : •••••.. ,__5,-9-6-0.-0-8 
San Francisco depot........... . Offices and sto;erooms for medical, subsistence, and 9, 999. 96 
' quartermaster's departments. 
Quartermaster's storeroom . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • . • . . • . • • • . 1, 500. 00 
Storage for turpentine, oils, etc ...•........•...•.••••.•. -. 940. oo 
Total San Francisco depot ....................................... i ....•.••...• - ..••... 
RECAPITULATION. 
Department, etc. 
f ii~i:! il !!: Mt\~;;_,:,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
D P rt ent of Dakota ................................................................... . 
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10. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Qu AR'l'ERlVLA.STER· GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. G., September 15, 1892. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of 
· the reservation branch of this office for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1892. 
This branch has charge of title papers to all lands in custody of the 
War Department for military uses, except such as are designed for 
permanent fortifications, or for armories, arsenals, and ordnance depots; 
and of collecting and compiling information in regard to each reserva-
tion. It also has charge of all matters relating to water works and 
water supply, sewerage, plumbing, structural heating, lighting, fire 
protection, etc., and of conducting all correspondence in connectioµ 
therewith. · 
At the close of the last fiscal year the question of the acquisition of 
land adjoining or near to the post of Madison Barracks, New York, was 
pending. The purchase has since been completed, the full amount 
authorized by act of March 2, 1889, $10,000, expended, and the deeds 
recorded and filed in this office. 
The sale of ground at Pittsburg, Pa., authorized by act of May 21, 
1890 (Public No. 125), which was pending at the close of last fiscal 
year, has not been concluded. The depot quartermaster, Washington, 
D. C., who had been directed to take the necessary action, reported, 
March 16, 1892, that it was offered for sale on the 11th instant, accord-
ing to advertisement, but no bids were received. He therefore sug-
gested waiting until there should be some manifest demand which 
wou1dfasureasaleatafairprice,andnosubsequentactionhasbee~taken. 
Action on the purchase of a site for a military post at Eagle Pass, 
'rex. (old Fort Duncan), under the provisions of the act of March 3, 
1891, which was suspended by the Secretary of War May 22, 1891, has 
been renewed. and instructions have been given to obtain the title pa-
pers necessary for the consideration of the Attorney-General. 
The appropriation of $16,500 by act of June 27, 1890 (G. 0. 69, 
1890), for purchase of land for target ranges at Fort McPherson, Ga., 
still remains unexpended, suitable ground not having been obtained in 
the vicinity of the post. 
Under the provisions of the act of February 7, 1891 (G. 0. 19, 1891), 
title bas been acquired, free of cost to the United States, of a tract of 
506.35 acres of land for a target range and for other military purposes 
near the post of Plattsburg Barracks, New York. The title ha been 
approved by the Attorney-General and the deeds recorded and filed 
in this office. 
~he State of New York, by act of March 6, 1890, authorized the 
Umt~~ tates to acquire land, not to exceed 1,000 acres, in Platt b_urg, · 
:£ r rmlitary purposes, and cededjurisdiction over same when acqmred. 
G_eneral Order affecting military reservations have been publi hed 
durmg the year (to September 12) 1892, as follows : 
. o. 5!, of July 3, 1891, by authority of the Presddent of July 2, 1891, 
di. ontmue military divi ions, and e tablishe eight military depart-
m t . 
... o. 6 , of July 30, 1 1, byauthorityofthePre identof July20,1891, 
ran £ r to _Int ri r epartm nt, under act of July 5, 1 4, a part of 
b r rvat1 n of F rt Buford, N Dak. Area not tated. 
· 7. f r 3, J . 1, dire t. th withdrawal of the garri on and 
be ndou nt of rt B nn tt, ak. n Imlian reser atiou. 
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No. 84, October 15, 1891, by authority of the President of September 
10 1891, transfers to the Interior Department, under act of July 5, 1884, 
th~ reservation of Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak. Area, 15,040 acres, 
and in addition thereto the island in the Missouri River known as 
Sibleys Island, with an area of 13,696 acres. 
No. 85, October 22, 1891, by authority of the President of October 9, 
1891, transfers to Interior Department, under act of July 5, 1884, the 
hay reservation, the coal-field reservation, and part of the post reser-
vation of Fort Assinniboine, Mont. Area of reduction not stated. 
Same order; by authority of the President of October 7, 1891, trans-
fers to Interior Department under act of July 5, 1884, tne reservation 
of Fort Cummings, New Mexico. Area, -23,040 acres. 
Same order, by authority of the President of October 7, 1891, traus-
fers to ther_Jnterior Department, under act of July 5, 1884, the reserva-
tion of Fort Marcy, N. Mex. Area, 17 acres, 3,425 squar:e yards and 
2,656 square feet. · . 
No. 89, November 12, 1891, transfers to the Interior Department, 
under act of July 31, 1882 (22 Stat., 181), the post of Fort Lewis, Colo., 
and its buildings and appurtenances for Indian school purposes so long 
as it may not be required for military purposes. 
No. 91, November 21, 1891, rescinds that portion of G. 0. 85 which 
transfers Fort Marcy to the Interior Department. 
February 11, 1892, the Secretary of War, in letter to Secretary of In-
terior (no general order), transfers to that Department, under act of 
Ju~y ?1, 1882, the military reservation of Fort Gaston, Cal., and the_ 
bmldmgs thereon for use for Indian school purposes. 
No. 14, February 19, 1892, · directs withdrawal of troops from Fort 
Gaston, Cal. · 
No. 18, March 15, 1892, by authority of the President of October 2, 
1891, modifies the reservation of Fort Barrancas, Fla. 
No. 18, n, corrects inaccuracies in the description of boundary lines of 
the reservation of Fort Assinniboine, Mont., as, given in General Orders 
85, Adjutant-General's Office, October 22, 1891. 
No. 26, March 30, 1892, by authority of the President of March 17, 
1892, transfers to the rn·terior Department, under act of July 5, 1884, 
the reservation at Fort Sheldon, N. Mex. Area, 15 square miles and 
13.7381 acres. 
No. 30, April 30, 1892, under act of July 31, 1882 (22 Stat., 181), Sec-
retary of War transfers the post of Fort Shaw,Mont.,its buildings and 
appurtenanc.es, to the Interior Department so long as not required for-
military occupation. 
~o. 31, May 4, 1892, publishes act of April 23, 1892, to establish a 
military post near Little Rock, Ark. 
Act of May 12, 1892 (Public No. 60), authorizes the establishment of 
a military post at or near the city of Helena, in Lewis and Clarke County, 
M~nt., UJ>On the conveyance to the United States of a good and suf-
fiment title to not less than 1,000 acres of land, without cost· to the 
United States, to be approved and accepted by the Secretary of War, 
and appropriates $100,000 to defray the expenses of locating said post 
and f?r construction of barracks, quarters, etc.: Provided, that no part 
of said sum shall be expended until the said tract of land shall have 
been conveyed to and accepted by the United States. 
No. 40, June 10, 1892, by authority of'....the President of May 31, 1892, 
reserves for military purposes two islands, containing 1.96 and 0.04 
acres, respectively, in channel of Matanzas River, at St. Augustine, 
Fla. 
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No. 43, June 25, 1892, by authority of the President of June 4, 1892, 
sets apart wood reservation for the post of Fort Sill, Okla., containing 
~6,880 acres . 
. No. 52, p. 4, August 5, 1892, publishes act of July 23, 1892, appro-
p~fating $25,000 to enable the Secretary of War, in his discretion, to 
1mrchase land adjoining the reservation at Sandy Hook, N. J., with 
right of way, etc. 
No. 56, n, August 13, 1892, publishes act of July 21, 1892; author-
faing the Leonard Avenue Street Railway Company to lay tracks upon 
certain streets abutting upon the military r·eservation known as Co-
lumbus Barracks, Ohio. 
Same order, rn, publishes act of July 21, 1892, granting right of 
"·ay to the Mexican Gulf, Pacific and Puget Sound Railroad Company 
over and through the United States naval and military reservations 
Jiear Pensacola, Fla. (Fort Barrancas). 
Same order, vn, publishes act of July 28, 1892, authorizing the Sec-
r 3tary of War to lease -public property in certain cases. 
Same order, x, publishes joint resolution of July 28, 1892, extending 
the time for the construction of a hotel on the resefvation at Fort Mon-
l'oe, Va. 
General Orders 58, p. 13, authorizes use of $60,000 therein appropri-
n ted to commence construction of post near Little Rock, Ark., when 
conditions of act of April 23, 1892 (General Orders 31), shall have been 
complied with. 
Same order, p. 13, authorizes use of the $100,000 appropriated by 
act of May 12, 1892{Rublic No. 60), for the establishment of a mil~tary 
post at Helena, Mont., when title to the land shall have been acqmred, 
not only for locating the post and the construction of buildings, but 
also for water supply and sewerage. 
Same order, p. 13, authorizes the Secretary of War to establish a 
military post at a point near the northern frontier, where he may, in . 
his judgment, deem it for the public good, provided that suitable land 
is donated free of cost to the United States, and that the title shall .be 
declared valid by the Attorney-General. 
No. 59, August 15, 1892, transfers the reservation of Yerba Buena 
Island, California, to the control of the Engineer Department for use 
aud occupation as a torpedo station for the Pacific coast. 
Custodians are still employed and paid by this Department for the 
care of reservations that have been turned over to the Interior Depart-
ment, as follows: 
Per month. 
Fort Lowell, Ariz., Wm. C. Dunn.......................................... $40 
J-'ort Verde, Ariz., Lewis M. Turner ..................... ·........ ...... .... 60 
1-'ort Gibson, Ind. 'f., C. M. Doty ..... .. . .. . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . . .. ... . .. ... . 60 
J-'ort Elliott, Tex., D. H. Doty ............................... : ............. 60 
}'ort Bridger, Wyo., Mary E. Carter....................................... 75 
F rt Crawford, Colo., Thomas H. Dougherty.............................. 45 
1-'ort Maginnis, Mont., Emil A. Plum ..... __ ............ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
In addition to the for~going, custodians are employed and paid by 
thi epartment, a follow : 
'amp el Ri.o, Tex., John Glynn ..................... ......... .......••.. 
Y rba Buena I land, Cal., Wm. Barnard ................ _ .........•••••... 
1- ort Bennett, . ak., II rb rt Lounsbury ...........................•... 
Fort haw, Mont., Adolph Roensch .............................• ,. ...... . 
~! rmt r y, Cal., Fran is Dowd (except grazing cattle) ................ .... . 
1- 1'.r mon, . fox., rgt. !organ Robinson, Company D, Tenth Infantry 
m har . 
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A shows the expenditures that have been authorized for water, sew-
erage, plumbing, etc., chargeable to appropriation for Army transporta,., 
tion. 
B shows the expenditures that have been authorized for lighting, · 
heating, etc., chargeable to the appropriation for regular supplies. 
C is a list of military reservations turned over by the War Depart-
ment to the Interior Department, or otherwise disposed of by the War 
Department, from 1858 to December 31, 1892, with date of relinquish-
ment,-authority therefor, et.c. 
D is an alphabetical list of military reservations, showing location, 
size, how occupied, accommodations for officers, men, etc., on June 30, 
1892. 
OSCAR F. LONG, 
~ Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, U.S. Army. 
The QU.A.RT~RM.A.STER-GENERAL, U.S . .A.RMY . 
.A..-Expenditures authorized for water, sewerage, plumbing, etc., chargeable to the appro-
priation for Army transportation for 1891-'92. 
Station. 
Department of the East. 
Fort Warren, Mass .......•.......••. 
Governors Island, N. Y. Harbor •••••• 
Fort Monroe, Va ...........•.••. ••••• 
Fort Schur,ler, N. Y. Harbor ..••••••. 
Fort Harui ton, N. Y. Harbor ..•••••. 
St. Francis Barracks, Fla .......•.••• 
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y. Harbor ..•••• 
Fort Preble, Maine ........••••••.... 
Matson Barracks, N. y ............. 
For Thomas, Ky ..••••••••.•••.••••. 
Fort Niaiara, N. Y .. .-••••..•••.••••. 
Jackson arracks, La ..........• ..••. 
W asbington Barracks, D. C .......••. 
N ewt:rt Barracks, Ky ...•.•. •...•.. 







ort Trumbull, Conn .......••....... 
t. Vernon Barracks, .A.la ..•.......• 
ort Barrancas, Fla •.•.•..•......•.. 
~~! fla~s;it: r·:::::::::::::::::::: 
lattsburg Barracks, N. Y ........... 




ort Ontario, N. Y ....•••..•.•••..••. 
ort Wood, N. Y. Harbor ..••...••••• 
ey West,Fla .......•..•••••••••••.. 
Total .....•••••.••...•..•...••. 
Dep~rtment of Dakota. 
ort .A.ssinniboine, Mont ...••••••••. 














ort Keogh, Mont ..•••••••••..•..•.. 
'ort Buford, N. Dak •.••••••.•...••.. 
ort Meade, S. Dak .••••••••••.. ••••• 
ort Snelling, Minn ••••••••••....•.. 
'ort Custer, Mont ..•••••••••••••••.. 
ort Missoula, Mont •••••••••••.••••. 
t. Paul, Minn ......•.••.•••••••••••• 
ort Yates, N. Dak .•.•••••••••.•••.. 
ort Sullfc, S. Dak ........••••••••.••. 
ort Yel owi;tone, Wyo .•.•• ••••••••. 











541. 66 I 

































Station . .A.mount. 
Department of the Platte. 
Fort Randall, S. Dak ................. $4. 80 
Fort McKinney, Wyo ........•..••••• 471. 81 
Fort D . .A.. Russell, Wyo ...•.•....... 10,267.11 
Fort Niobrara, Nebr .••.••....•..••.. 13,455.78 
Fort Douglas, Utah .••••.•••••••••••. 1,998.25 
Fort Sidney, Nebr ..••.••...•........ 516. 91 
Fort Omaha, Nebr ...• .' ...•.•...•••.. 927. 35 
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo .............. 13.10 
Fort Robinson, Nebr .••...••••••••••. 6,095.89 
Fort Du Cbesne, Utah ....•••••.•••.• 487.45 
Fort Washakie, Wyo ..••.•.••••••••. 907. 27 
Fort Logan, Colo ....••.••.••••.•••.. 8,911.83 
Fort Crook, Nebr .•...•••.••••••••••. 49,986.82 
Total .. · ....•••••••••••••••••••• 94,044.35 
Department of the Missouri. 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans .•.•.••.••.. 11,516.16 
Fort Riley, Kans ..•..••..•••••••••••. 1,030.89 
Fort Supply, Ind. T .••••••..•..•.•••. 2,102.00 
Fort Ren6 Okla. T •••••••.••..••••••• 4,050.15 Fort Sill, kla. T ...••••.••••...•.•.•. 1,552.50 
Oklahoma, Okla. T .•••••••••...•.••.. 359. 43 
Fort Sheridan, Ill. •••.••..•••.••••••• 24,841.22 
Fort Wayne, Mich ..•...•.•...••.. _ ••. 375. 85 
Fort Mackinac, Mich ...•.•..•••.•••. 416. 78 
Fort Brady, Mich ...•.•.•••••.••••••. 9,005.39 
Total .........•••.•••••.•••.••. 56,180.37 
Department of Texas. 
San Antonio Depot, Tex ..•••••••..••• 293. 55 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex .•••••.••..••. 7,249.57 
Fort McIntosh, Tex .••.••••••••••••• 958. 41 
Fort .Brown, 'Iex .•••.••••••••••••••. 492.18 
Fort Ringgold, Tex .••.••••••.•••.•.. 2,145.17 
Fort Bliss, Tex ..••••.••••••••••••••• 51,974.70 
Fort Clark, Tex ....•.•••••••••••••••• 9,746.96 
Fort Hancock, Tex .••••••••••••••••. 75. 00 
Total •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• 72,835.54 
4i0 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
A.-ExpendUures authorized for water, sewemge, plunibing, etc., chargeable to the appr<>-
priation for . .tfrmy transpo1·tation for 1891-'92-Continued. _ 
Station. 
Department of .Arizona. 
Whipple Barracks, A.riz-: ........... . 
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ... . ....•........ 
Fort Marcy, N. Mex ... ............ . . 
Fort .Apache, Ariz ...........•...•... 
Fort Bayard, N. Mex ................ . 
Fort Bowie, .Ariz .............•••.••. 
Fort Grant, Ariz ..............•...•.. 
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ...........•••.. 
Fort Wingate, N. Mex ....•....••.... 
San Carlos, Ariz ................•.... 
Los .Angeles, Cal. .. ..........••.••... 
Sian Diego, Cal . . .•.......... ...•.. ... 
Total. ..... . ...•••... ....•...... 
Department of California,, 
Benicia Barracks, Cal ......•.....•... 
.Alcatraz Island, Cal .......... •••••. . 
Angel Island, Cal ................... . 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. .•..... 
Fort Mason, Cal. .... ,................ . 
Fort Gaston, Cal. .........••...•....• 


























Department of the Columbia. 
Fort Vancouver, Wash ...... . --.... . 
Fort Sherman, Iflaho ... .... ... ...... -
Fort Townsend. ·wash .............. . 
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ............ . 
Fort Canby, Wash ........... ....... . 
Fort Spokane, Wash ........... ..... . 
Boise Barracks, Idaho ............ . . . 












Jefferson Barracks, Mo.............. $9,079.04 
Davids Island, N. Y. Harbor.... ..... 2,146.15 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio............ 4,596.35 
Washington Depot, D. C.... .. . ...... 35. 00 
San Francisco Depot, Cal... . . . . . . . • • • 15. 00 




5g West Point, N . Y ............ ....... . 
Willets Point, N. Y. Harbor ........ . 8,447.41 
Philadelphia Depot ..........•..... . . 
1 
___ 4_0._o_o 
Total....................... .... 24, 688. 00 
.Aggregate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 403, 709. 64 
B.-Expenclitures authorized fo1· lighting, heating, etc., chargeable to the appropriation for 
regular supplies fo1· 1891-1892. 
Station. 
Fort Bliss, Tex ..............•........ 
Fort Brown, Tex ................. ···v 
Fort Elliott, Tex ..................... . 
Fort Hamilton, N. Y. Harbor ..•••.•.. 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ......•...... 
Fort Logan, Colo .................... . 
Fort McXinney, Wyo ................ . 
Fort Meade, S. Tiak ......•...........• 
Fort Monroe, Va.............. . ...•. 
:Fort M1er, Va . ................••.•... 
Fort Niagam, N. Y .................. . 
Fort Omaha, Nebr ..•..•.......••...•.. 
Fort Porter, N. Y .................... . 
Fort Riley, Kans ..............••..•.. 
Fort Schuyler, N. Y. Harbor ...••.... 
Fort Sheridan, Ill. ...••........•••.••. 
Fort Thomas, Ky .................• .•• 





















Davids I sland, N. Y. Harbor......... $1,144.89 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo . . . ..... .. . .. . 5,944.35 
J e:ffer11onville Depot, Ind . • . . . . . . . . . . 131. 86 




8 Madison Barracks, N. Y ....•...•.... 
Philadelphia Depot, Pa............. . 35. 00 
St. Paul, Minn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 293. 07 
Washington Depot, D. C............. 1, 279. 50 
Willets Point, N . Y.................. 6, 482. 77 
Fort McPherson, Ga................ . 10,310.00 




00° Washrng!;on Barracks, D. C ......... . 
Fort Brady, Mich. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 769. 72 
Fort Leavenworth , Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . 29,455. 00 
Fort Wiugate, N. Mex ............... , ___ 7_6_o._o_o 
Total . • . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • . • • . . • . • • . 153, 986. 60 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 421 
C.-List of military 1·eservations turned over by the War Department to the Interior De-
pa1·tment, or otherwise disposed of by the War Department,from 1858 to December 31, 
1892, !vith date of relinquishntent, authority therefor, etc. 
Name of post. Date ofrelin· quishment. 
Authority for relin· 
quishment. Remarks. 
.Abercrombie, Fort, Dak.... . . Mar. 25, 1871 .Act Feb. 24, 1871 •••••• Portion east of the Red River of 
the North. G. O. 19, .A. G. 0., 
1871. 
Do .•• '. ••.•••••••••..•. . July 14, 1880 Act June 10, 1880 ..••. Reservation abolished. G. 0. 55, 
A. G. 0., 1880 . . 
Do ................................... Act July 15, 1882 .•••.. Reservation abolished. G. O. 85, 
A.G. 0., 188~. 
Abraham Lincoln, Fort, N. Oct. 15, 1891 Act July 5, 1884 ....•.. 
Dak. 
15,040 acres, also Sibleys Island, 
containin_g 13,696 acres. G. O. 
84, A.G. 0., 1891 . 
/ .Arbuckle,Fort, Ind. '.r ••••••• July 9, 1870 Indian treaty of Apr. 28, 1866. 
Assinniboine, Fort, Mont .•.. Oct. 22, 1891 Act July 5, 1884 .••••.. Hay reservation, coal reserva. 
t10n, and part of post reserva· 
tion. Area not stated. G. O. 
85, A. G. 0., 1891. 
Atkinson, Fort, Iowa........ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Act ,June 7, 1860 ..... . 
Austin, Tex ................... ............ Act Mar. 5, 1888 ....... . 
Baton Rouge Barracks, La ... Aug. 22, 1884 .Act July 5, 1884 ..••••. 
Do ................................... .Act June 12, 1886 .••.. 
Bennett, Fort, S. Dak . • . • . • . . . • • . • • • . • • • • . . Order of Secretary of 
War of Oct. 3, 1891, 
G.O.79, .A.G.O., 1891. 
Benton, Fort, Mont .......... Jan. 5, 1883 Act .Aug. 4, 1882 ..... . 
Bidwell, Fort, Cal ............ Feb. 13, 1885 Act July 5, 1884 ..•••.. 
Do ..................... Nov.19, 1890 .•.... do .............. . 
Bois Blanc Island ............ Jnly 22, 1884 ...... do .............. . 
Boise, Fori,, Idaho........... . s~pt.19, 1874 
Do ..................... Apr. 19, 1884 Act Feh.14, 1853. Sec, 
9, 10 Stat., 159. 
Bragg, Fort, Cal ..••••.••.•. ..•........ •••. Act July 27, 1868 ...... 
Brady, Fort, Mich............ Jan. 21, 1878 Act Mar .1, 1869; ..••.. 
Do.................... . . .. .. .. .. • • .. . Act Mar. 3, 1875 ...... . 
Bridger, Fort, Wyo .. .. • . • • . . Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . 
Do..................... Feb. 15, 1872 ...... do .............. . 
Do . . . . . .. • .. • .. • • . . . . . . July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 
Do .................... . Oct. 14,1890 ...... do ....... ;.,_ .... . 
l3rooke, Fort, Fla ......•. : ... Jan. 4, 1883 Act A.ug.18, 1856 .... .. 
Buford, Fort, N. Dak ........ . July 30, 1891 A.ct July 5, 1884 ...... . 
.Butler,Fort,N.Mex .. ....... July 22,1884 ActJuly5,1884 ..... .. 
Cady, Camp, Cal .......... ....... do ... .......... do .............. . 
Cameron, Fort, Utah ......... July 2, 1885 ...... do ............. .. 
Cantonment, Ind. T ••••••••.. Sept. 7, 1882 Act July 31, 1882 ..... . 
Carlin (near), Nev ........... Mar. 20, 1888 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 
Carlisle Barracks, Pa • • • • • • • . Dec. 22, 1879 Order of Secretary of 
War, Aug. 22, 1879. 
Cascades, Fort, Wash ........ Feb. 2, 181l7 ....................... . 
Churchill, Fort, Nev......... June 15, 1871 
Collins, Fort, Dak .......... . July 16, 1872 ·A~t ·M~y-i5,.isii::::: 
Colville, Fort, Wash ......... Feb. 26, 1887 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 
CovingtonJ Fo~ Md .••••• ..• Jan. -, 1869 Act June 25, 1868 ... .. 
12 Statute, 28. 
Arsenal block. For educational 
purposes only. G. O. 30, A. G. 
0., 1888. 
44;17 acres. G. 0. 102, A. G. 0., 
1884. 
By Secretary Interior to State 
University. G. 0. 55, A.G. 0., 
1886. 
On Indian reservation. No for. 
mal reservation. 
G. 0. 110, A.. G. 0., 1882. 
Portion, i23.26 acres. G. 0. 16, 
A.. G. 0., 1885. 
Remainder, 3,090 acres. G. O. 
135, A. G. 0., 1890. Garrison 
not withdrawn. 
9,199.43 acres. G. O. 80, A.G. O., 
1884. 
Wood and sawmill reservation. 
Not formally reserved. 
Ray reservation in excess of 64a 
acres. ' 
On Mendocino Indian Reserva· 
tion. G. O. 74, A.G. 0., 1878. 
Not to exceed 1 acre to Baptist 
Missionary Society. G. 0. 25, 
A. G. 0 ., 1869. 
Grants 1.26 acres for school pur· 
poses. G. O. 41, A.G. 0., 1875. 
Portion 496 square miles. G. O. 
19, A.G. 0 .. 1871. 
Modifies G. 0.19, A. G. 0., 1871. 
Coal reservation, 99.17 acres. G. 
0. 80, A.G. O., 1884. 
10,240 acres. G. 0. 123, A.G. 0., 
1800. 
148.11 a-0res. 11 stat. p. 87. 
Portion. Areanotstated. G. O., 
68, A.. G. 0., 1891. 
76,800 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. O·, 
1884. 
1,562 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. O • 
. 1884. 
23, 378 acres. War Dept. circular, 
July 9, 1885. · 
For- Indian schools. 
920 acres. War Dept. circular 
Mar. 26, 1888. 
A.bout 30 acres. For Indian 
school purposes until required 
for military purposes. 
Private claim. 
No formal reservation. 
G. 0. 35, A . G. 0., 1872. 
1,070 acres. War Dept. circular 
Mar.1, 1887. 
G. 0. 39, A.G. 0., 1868. 
Coeur d'.A1ene, ~·ort, Idaho... Apr. 27, 1886 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Winter pasturage, 640 acres. 
War Dept. Circular, May 3, 
1886. 
422 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
C.-List..of milita1·y reservat-ions turned over by the Wa·1· Department to the Interior De-
pa,rtrnent, etc.-Corrtinued. 
Date of relin-
Na_,me of_post:.. __ -· - quishment. Authority for relin· quishment. R,emarks. 
_C_r~ig, Fort, N. Mex ....•.. .- . . Mar. 3, 1885 Act July 5, 1884. . • . • • • 24,895 acres. G. O. 2i, A. G. 0 ·• 
1885. 
Crawford, Fort, Iowa •••••••.. , . . . . . .• . . . . . . Act J nly 1, 1864 ..•• •.. 
Qr;i,wford, Fort, Colo .•••..•.. July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 .. •.•.• Portion. G. 0. 80, A. G.'O., 1884. 
Do ..................... Dec. 30, 1890 ...... do .. . . .. . . . . . . . . • Remainder, 5,472 acres. G. O. 
Crawford, Fort, Wis ....................... Act Mar. 3, 1862 ...... . 
Crittenden, Fort, Utah ....... July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ..... .. 
Crittenden, Camp, Ariz .......... do ............. do ............. .. 
Crook, Fort, Cal ........................... Act F eb.15, 1881 ..... . 
Cummings, Fort, N. Mex ..... Oct. 20, 1891 Act July 5, 1884 . .....• 
Dakota, Fort, Dak ................. . ....... Act July 14, 1870 .... .. 
Dalles, Fort, Oregon ...•..... Mar. 28, 1877 Act Mar. 3, 1877 .....•• 
Date Creek, Camp, _Oregon ... Dec. 7, 1874 Act June 22, 1874 ..... 
Dodge, Fort, Kans . . . . . . . • • . . Jan. l2, .1885 Act July 5, 1884 .....•. 
148, A.G. 0., 1890. 
94,550 acres. G. O. 80, A. G. O., 
1884. 
3,278.08 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0., 
1884. 
Act restores to public domain. 
G. 0. 25, A.G. O., 1881. 
23,040 acres. G. O. 85, A. G. 0., 
1891. 
G. O. 24, 1877. 
G. 0. 88, A.. G. 0., 1874. 
12,000 acres. G. O. 6, A. G. 0., 
1885. . . 
Douglas, Fort, Utah ................ · ........ Act May 16, 1874 ...... Not to exceed 20 acres for a pub· 
licremetery. G. O. 47, A.G. 0., 
1874. 
Do ........ ~ ............ Apr. 17, 1885 Act Jan. 21, 1885 {23 Portion (151.dl acres) private 
Stat., 284.). claim. G. O. 35, A. G. 0., 1885. 
Drum Barracks, Cal ............... ~ .' ...... Act Feb. 25, 1873 . .. • • • To be reconveyed to Banning 
and Wilson. 
Ellis , Fort, Mont ........... ;. July 26t-1886 A.ct July 5, 1884.. •. ... 32,116.10 acres. War Dept. cir., 
July 20, 18is6. 
Elliott., Fort, Tex ............ Oct. 14, 1890 ...... do ............... 2,560 acres. G. O. 123, A. G. O. 
1890. 
Fayette, Fort, Pa .......................... Act May 21, 1890 ...... Public, No.125. 
Fetterman, Fort, Wyo ....•.. July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ....... 45,085.56 acres. G. 0. 80,A. G. 0., 
1884. 
Fred Steele, Fort, Wyo ....... Aug. 9, 1886 ...... do · . .............. 24,833.29acres. Except cemetery 
· site. War Departmentcircular, 
3alveston, T ex ........................... . Act July 15, 1870 ..••. 
G-aston, Fort, Cal • .. • • .. • . . . . Feb. 11, 1892 Act July 31, 1882 (22 
Stat., 181). 
Aug. 12, 1886. 
Lands donated tocity. G. 0.100, 
A . G. 0., 1870. 
451.5 acres. No general order. 
L etter of Secre.tary of War of 
Feb.11, 1892. See G. O. 14, A. 
G. 0., 1892. 
Gibson, Fort, Ind. T ......... Feb. 7, 1891 Act July 5, 1884 ...... l'>,541 acres. National cemetery 
excepted. G. O. 15, A. G. 0., 
1891. 
Goodwin, Camp, Ariz ....... July 22, 1884 ...... do ............... 5,760 acres. G. O. 80, ,.A.. G. 0., 
1884. 
Grant (old), Camp, Ariz . ........ do ............. do.......... . . • . 2,031.70 acres. G. O. 80, A.G. 0., 
1884. 
Green, Fort, R. I. .......................... Act Feb. 23, 1887 ...... To city of Newport as a public 
park. G. 0. 25, A.G. O., 1887. 
Gratiot, Fort, Mich ........... Nov. 9, 1880 Act July 20, 1868 .. ... . 
Do ................................... Act Mar. 18, 1870. 
Amends act July 20, 
1868. 
Do..................... . . . . .. .. .. . • .. Act of Mar. 3, 1873. 
Do .................... ... ............ ActJunel6, 1880 .... . 
Greenwoocl Island, Miss ..... Dec. 26, 1800 Act July 5, 1884 .... .. . 
Hall, Fort, Idaho .. ___ ........ Apr. 26, 1883 Act July 31, 1882 ..... . 
Halleck, Fort, Nev ....•...•.. Oct. 11, 1886 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 
Hamer, Fort, Fla............. Feb. 26 1876 Act Aug. 18, 1856 .. ... 
Hancock Barracks, Me ............... '. ..... Act Mar. 14, 1872 ...•.. 
Harker, Fort, Kans .......... July 12, 1880 Act June 15, 18 O ••••• 
Hartsuff, Fort, Nebr ......... July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884- .. ... . 
Hays, Fort, Xans --..•.•.•.•. May 13, 1886 Act June 11, 1884 ..••. 
Do ... ... ...... .•••.•••. Nov. 2, 1889 Act July 5, 1884 ....... 
J~tkinA1 Fort, Or gon ..... .. Feb. 16, 1891 
pnnge, Ark ....•• ···•·· Aug. 27, 1890 -A~t ·j~;;5;is84: :::::: 
Houston, Fort, Tenn ...................... Act June 23, 1874 . ... . 
Portion. G. O. 60, A. G. 0., 1868. 
20.9 acres. G. O. 49, .a.. G. O., 
1870. 
Cemet~rt! ~rounds. G. O. 45, A. 
R!~~d:/· G. O. 55, A. G. 0., 
1880. 
100 acres. G.O.147, A.G.O. , 18,;0. 
For Indian schools. 
10,900.93 acres. War Department 
circular, Oct. 28, 1886. 
Sale authorized . 
G. 0. 55, A.G. O., 1880. 
3,251.41 acres. G. O. 80, A.G. O., 
1884. 
Portion not to exceed 165 acres. 
G. 0. 53, A.. G. O., 1884. 
Remainder, 7,600 ar.res. G. O. 81, 
A.G. O., 1 89. 
No formal r servation . 
All of square or block 94. G. O. 
96, A.G. 0., 1890. 
Donated to Fisk University for 
educational purpoeo11. G. O. SG, 
A.G. 0., 1874. 
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C.-List of military reservations turned-over by the War Department to the Inte1'ior Depa1·t-
ment, etc.-Continued. 
Name of post. · Date of relin- Authority for relin-quishment. quishment. Remarks. 
Howard, Fort, Wis ........ .............. .. .A.ct Mar. 3, 1863 .....•. Portion. 
Remainder. Do .................... ............... .A.ct July 4, 1866 ....••• 
Hualpai, Fort, Ariz .......... .A.pr. 22, 1874 .....•..............•••• No formal reservat.ion. 
Humboldt, Fort, Cal ......••. .A.pr. 6, 1870 ....................... . 
Independence, Camp, Cal- .... July 22, 1884 .A._ct July 5, 1884 .....•• 
Dp. 
5,210.38 acres. G. 0. 80, .A.. G. O,,. 
1884. 
J e up, Fort, La . . . . . . . . . • • . . . Mar. 25, 1871 .A.ct Feb. 24, 1871 ...•.. 
Jones, Fort, Cal. .....•... ••.. May 27, 1870 ....................... . 
G. 0. 19, .A.. G. 0., 1871. 
No formal reservation. 
Jupiter, Fort, Fla .....•...• •. Mar. 16, 1880 .A.ct.A.ug.18, 1856. (11 
Stat., 87.) 
Kearney, Fort (old), Iowa .................. .A.ct .A.pr.15, 1874 ...••. 
Kearney, Fort, Nebr ..•....•. Dec. 2, 1876 .A.ct July 21, 1876 ..... . 
Keogh, Fort, Mont........ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .A.ct July 30, 18 9 0. 
Public, 218. 
Key Biscaine, Fla ............ July 9, 1870 .A.ct .A.ug. 18, 1856 ...•.• 
Klamath, Fort, Oregon ....... May 4, 1886 .A.ct July 5, 1884 ... .••• 
Lane, Fort, Oregon........... Mar. 25, 1871 .A.ct Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . 
Lapwai, Fort, Iaaho .......•.. June 5, 1882 .A.ct July 31, 1882 ..... . 
Do ..................... May 7, 1884 .A.ct Feb. 14, 1853. (10 
Stat., 159.) 
Laramie, Fort, Wyo .....••••... .. ..••••.••. .A.ct .A.ug.14, 1876 ..... . 
Do ............. , ....... June 9, 1890 .A.ct July 5, 1884 ...... . 
Larned, Fort, Kans .......... Mar. 26, 1883 .A.ot .A.ug. 4, 1882 ....••• 
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans .... Dec. 23, 1868 .A.ct July 2, 1868 ....•.. 
Do ........... ;.;. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .A.ct Feb:9, 1871 . .. -- .. 
Do .........•.......••... .••.... ~ •.. _. .A.ct Mar. 2, 1889 .•••• :: 
Lewis, Fort, Colo . _.... . . . . . . Nov. 12, 1891 .A.ct July 31, 1882 (22 
Stat., 181) . 
Little Rock Barracks, .Ark .. Oct. 14, 1890 .A.ct July 5, 1884 ...... . 
Logan, Fort, Mont ........... June 4, 1881 .A.ct May 8, 1880 .....•• 
Louisiana, State of* ...•... _. . Sept. 23, 1886 .A.ct July 5, 1880 .....•. 
Lowell, l!'ort, Ariz ........ _ . . Mar. 5, 1891 A.ct July 5, 1884 ....•. '. 
Lyon, ·Fort (old), Colo ..•. 
. July 22, 188t .. _ ... do .............. . 
Lyon, Fort, Colo ............. Dec. 2, 1889 ...... do .............. . 
McDermit,,Fort, Nev ........ Dec. 1, 1886 ...... do .............. . 
Do .............•...•... July2-!,1889 ...... do ...•........... 
McGarry, Camp, Nev ........ Mar. 25, 1871 .A.ct Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . 
McDowell, Fort, Ari~ .....•.. Oct. 1, 1890 .A.ct July 31, 1882 (22 
Stat., 181). 
Do ..••..•..•••••••.•••. Mar. 2, 1891 .A.ct July 5, 1884 ....••• 
McHenry, Fort, Md ........................ .A.ct June 19, 1878 .... . 
M ~Kinney, Fort, Wyo . . • • . . . Jan. 16, 1889 .A.ct July 5, 1884 ...... . 
McPherson, Fort, Nebr..... . Jan. 5, 1887 ..... . do ..........••... 
McRae, Fort, N. Mex . • . . . . . . July 22, 1884 ...... do ..•.•.•.••.•••. 
Mackinac, Fort, Mich ....••...•.•...•...• . .A.ct Mar. 1, 1879 ...... . 
Maginnis, Fort, Mont ....•.. .A.ug.14, 1890 .A.ct July 5, 1884 ..•... 
9,088.38 acres. Except light-
house lot. 
G. O. 111, .A.. G. 0., 1876. 
Portion east of Tongue River. 
3,335.68 acres. War Department 
circular, May 6, 1886. 
G. O. 19, .A.. G. b., 1871. 
Post reserve for Indinn schools. 
Hay reservation in excess of 6-!0 
acres. 
Restores a pt,rtion to public do• 
main. G. O. 90, .A. G. 0., 1876. . 
G. 0. 60, .A.G. 0 .. 1890. 
G. 0. 110, .A.. G. 0., 1882. 
Sale of 20 acres in southeast cor-
ner to Leavenworth Coa.l Co. 
Sale of 128.82 to Kansas Agricul-
tural and Mechanical .Associa-
tion. G. 0.14, .A.. G. 0., 1871. 
Lease of 9.75 acres to Leaven· 
worth Water Co. whiltt lands 
are used as a military site. G. 
0, 39, .A.. G. 0. 1889. . 
80,886 acres. G. 0. 89, .A.. G. 0., 
1891. 
86.01 acres. G. O. 123, .A. G. 0., 
1890. # 
Sale at auction. G. O. 28, .A.G. 0., 
1880. . 
6,170.79 acres. War Department 
circular, Sept. 28, 1886. 
.A.rea not stated. G. O. 24, .A.. G. 
o., 1891. 
88,000 acres. G. 0. 80, .A.. G. 0., 
1884. 
5,874 acres. G. 0. 9, .A.. G .. 0., 
1890. 
Hay reservation, 6,400 acres. 
vVar Department circular, Dec. 
8, 1886. 
Post reserve, 3,974.40 acres. G. 
O. 67, A.G. 0., 1~89. 
G. 0. 19, A.G. 0., 1871. 
Post, buildings, etc., for Indian 
school purposes until .required 
for military purposes. G. O. 
115, .A.. G .. O, 1890. 
Containing25,628acres. G. 0. 22, 
_ A.. G. 0., 1891. 
Site for a dry dock to Baltimore 
Dry Dock Co. G. 0. 44, .A. G. 
o., 1878. 
Portion, estimated 640 acres. G. 
O. 5, A. G. 0., 1889. 
19,500 acres, all except National 
cemetery tract, War Depart-
ment circular, Jan. 10, 1887. 
2,560 acres. G. 0. 80, A.. G. 0., 
1884. 
Portion to Messrs. Wendell Van 
Allen & Bailey. G. 0.19, A.. 
G. 0., 1879. 
81,059.21 acres. G. 0. 91, .A.G. 0., 
1890. 
*Ten reservations on the Gulf coast as follows: One near the eastern mouth of Bayou La Fourche; 
one ~ear western mouth of Bayou La Fourche; one on bayou plat; one near western entrance to 
Camma(la Bay; one near the pass at the eastern end of Grand Terre Island; one near the mQuth of Quatre Bayou Pass; one at Bastian Bay: three near Bastian Bay. 
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C.-List of ·military reservations tltrned over by the War Department to the Interior De-
partrnent, etc.-Continued. 
Name of post. Date of relin-quishment. 
Authoritv for relin-
quishment. 
Ma1'on, Fort (Point San Jose) , 
Cal. 
Act July 1, 1870 -····-
Missouri River, island in, Mo. ·July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 __ .... 
Mojave, Fort, Ariz .......... Sept. 29, 189tJ Act July 31, 1882. (22 
Stat., 181). 
Oglethorpe Barracks, Ga .... .Apr. 7, 1884 .Act .Apr. 7, 1882 ...••.. 
Oklahoma, Okla .......... . ... Oct. 4, 1892 .Act July 5, 1884 ...•. . 
Pagosa Springs (old Fort July 22, 1884 ...... clo ......••..••••. 
Lewis, Colo.) 
Pikes Peak, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 16, 1889 _ .... . do ............•.. 
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y .........••••.... .Act June 8, 1872 ..... . 
Do ....•.•.•.•••.....•.......••...... . .Act June 30, 1879 ..... 
Point Roberts, Wash ........ Sept. 23, 1890 .Act July 5, 1884 .....•. 
Presidio of San Francisco, . ............. .Act May 9, 1876 ...... . 
Cal. 
:Randall, Fort, Dak .............. .. ......... .Act May 18, 1874 ..... . 
Do..................... July 22, 1_884 .Act July 5, 1884 ...••. 
Do ... .. .••.........•.........••••.... .ActOct.1, 1890. (Pub-
lic, 343). 
:Ransom, Fort, N. Dak ........ July 14, 1880 .Act June 10, 1880 .... . 
:Reading, Fort, Cal -......... .... .. _ ... _.... .Act Feb.15, 1881 ..... . 
Remarks. 
Portion to the city and county of 
San Francisco, Cal. G. O. 87, 
A.G. 0., 1870. 
G. O. 80, A. G. 0., 1884. 
14,697 acres. Indian school pur· 
poses until required for mill· 
tary occupation. G. 0.111, A. 
G. O .. 1890. 
G. 0. 46, A.G. 0., 1882. 
160 acres. G. 0, 69, .A.G. 0., 1892. 
21,838.08 acres. G. O. 80, .A.G. 
0., 1884. 
8,192 acres. G. O. No. 5 of 1889. 
25 acres to the New York and 
Canada R.R. Co. G. 0. 66, A. 
G. 0., 1872. 
2 acres, etc., to R.R. Co. G. O. 
70, .A. G. 0., 1879. 
1,472 acres, G. 0. 107, .A. G. O., 
1890. 
Portion to city of San Francisco, 
G. O. 44, A.G. 0., 1876. 
Port.ion, G. 0. 47, A.G. 0., 1874. 
Portion (24,503.53 acres north of 
Missouri River) not already 
transferred under act of May 
18, 1874. G. O. 80, A.G. 0., 1884. 
Portion opened to settlers. 
G. O. 55, .A. G. 0., 1880. 
Restores to public domain. G . 
O. 25, .A.G. 0., 1881. 
:Reynolds, Fort, Colo ......... July 18, 1874 .Act June 19, 1874 ...... G. O. 86, .A.G. O., 1874. 
:Rice, Fort, S. Dak .•.....•.•.. July 22, 1884 .Act July- 5, 1884 ....... Estimated at 102,400 acres. G. 
:Ridgely, Fort, Minn_ ......... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . Act July 1, 1870 ...... . 
:Riley,Fort,Kans .....•..... _ .............. Joint resolution of 
Mar. 2, 1867. 
:Ripley, Fort, Minn ...••........... __ . _..... A ct Feb. 28, 1873 ..... . 
Do .............•...... . July 2, 1880 .Act .Apr, 1, 1880 ...... . 
'Rush Lake Valley, Utah ..... July 22, 188! .Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 
Sabine, Fort, La .. -.......... . Mar. 25, 1871 .Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . 
St.Au.e:ustine. Fla . . ·--······ Oct. 15,1883 .Act.Aug. 18,1856 (11 
Stat., 87). 
Do .. - . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Mar. 18, 1886 Act July 5, 1884 ..... . 
0~80, A. G. o., 1884. 
G. O. 87, .A.G. 0., 1870. 
Reduces area, etc. G. O. 29, .A.G. 
o., 1867. 
Portion . G. O. 28, A.G. 0 ., 1873. 
Restored to public domain. G. 
0. 22, A. G. 0., 1880. 
5,131.47 acres, G. O. 80, .A. G. O. 
1884. 
G. 0. 10, A.G. 0 .. 1'871. 
.1619 and .12786 acres. Hospitd.l 
lot and blacksmith's shop lot. 
Olcl P.owder.house lot, or govern· 
or s garden lot, 10.29 acres. 
Do ..................... Nov.18, 1886 ...... do ............ .... D~oon barracks lot, 1.15 acres, 
war Departmentcircular,Nov. 
20, 1886. 
St. Marks, Fla. - .. -........ _. Oct. 27, 1892 .Act July 5, 1884 . . . . . . 50 acres, G. 0. 74, A.G. 0.1892. 
Sanders, Fort, Wyo---·-···-- ·-·--· · -···-·· .Act June !J, 1874 --···- Reduces area, G.O.60, A. G. O., 
1874. 
Do .... . - . -.. -...•. - __ .. Aug. 22, 1884 .Act July 5, 1884 . .. . . . 19,342 acres. G. 0.102, .A.G. O., 
1884. 
Se~!;;:k, Fort, Colo. and July 22, 1884 ...•.. do _ ·-···· ........ 40,960 acres. G. O. 80, 1884. 
Selden, Fort, N. Mex ...... _. _ Apr. 9, 1890 .Act July 31, 1882 (22 G. O. 44, .A.G. O., 1890. 
Stat. , i81). 
elden, Fort, N. Mex ........ _ Mar. 30, 1892 .Act July 5, 1884 ..... . 
Seward, Fort, Dair ....••...... July 14, 1880 .Act June 10, 1880 ..... 
Sbaw, l!'ort, Mont ... ......... Apr. 30, 1892 .Act July 31, 1882 ('.!2 
Stat., 181). 
July 22, 1884 .Act July 5, 1884 . ...••. 
Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871. .... . 
Apr. 22, 1889 .Act July 5, 1 4 ...... . 
Dec. 23, 1873 .Act May 7, 1870 .. .... . 
' ldi ra' Key, Fla ........... Jt1ly 9, 1 70 .Act Aug. 18, 1856 .... . 
,'.tambauf1, 'am~ Wyo .... _ May 3, l 1 
.t:mton, •ort, . X---··-·- ug. 7,1872 °Act-M~y-2i,-i"1i::::: 
't•il coom,Fort,Wash_ .•. __ ·············- Act pr.15,1874 .•.. _. 
Do .. _. ___ : ..... - ..... .! July 22, 1 I ctJuly5,l 
v n n, ort, ak. ........ i pr.19, 1 · ct July 31, 1 2 .. ... . 
9613.7381 acres . G. O. 26, .A.G. O., 
1892. 
G. O. 55, A.G. O., 1880. 
29,843 acres. G. 0. 30, .A. G. 0., 
1 92. 
18,225 acres. G. O. 80, .A.G. O., 
1884. 
G. 0.19, A. G. O., 1871. 
81,920 acrea. War Department 
circular, May 1, 1889. 
R ecluced to 1,531.21 acres. G. O. 
66, .A. G. 0., 1870. 
o formal reser,ation . 
Rerluces r servation. G. O. 35, 
A. G. 0., 1872. 
Donate portion to "\Va hington, 
for u of insane asylum. G. 
O. 32, A.G. ., 1874. 
2 9 a rs. G . . 0.A.G.O.,1 
For Iudinn schools. 
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C.--List of r,tilitary reservat-ions turned over by the_ War Depa1 tment to the Interior De-
partment, etc.-Contmued . 
N rune of pos-t. Date of relin-quishment. 
.Authority for relin· 
quishment. Remarks. 
Sullivim, Fort-, Me ........... July 22, 1884 .Act July 5, 1884 ....... 12.5acres. -G. 0. 80, .A.G. 0., 188J.. 
Sumner, Fort.N. Mex ........ Mar. 25, 1871 .Act Feb. 24, 1871...... Except national cemetery. G. O. 
19, .A. G. 0., 1871. 
Sulphur Creek, Wyo ...... . . July 22, 1884 .Act July 5, 1884....... Coal reservation. G. 0. 80, A. G. 
o., 1884. 
Thornburg, Fort, Utah ..... ... do .............. do ............... 21,851 acres. G. 0. 80, .A. G. 0., 
1884. 
Tbourns Fort, .Arizona ....... Dec. 2, 1892 ...... do............... 10,487 acres. G. O. 31, A. G. 0., 
1892. 
Three Forks, Owyhee, Camp July 22, 1884 ...... do .............. . 
Idaho. 
Totten, Fort, Dak ........... . Oct. 1, 1890 Act July ;;1, 1882 (2i 
Stat., 181). 
Uncompahgre cantonment July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ..... . 
on Colorado. . j . 
Verde, Fort, Ariz ......... ....... do ............. do ..........••... 
4,800 acres. G. 0. 80, .A. G. 0., 
1884. ' 
Post, buil<lings, etc., for Indian 
school i;>urposes until required 
for mihtar~- purposes. G. 0. 
· 115, A.G. 0., 1890. 
Portion 4,000 acres. G. O. 80, A. 
G. 0., 1884. 
Garden tract, 3,000 acres. G. O. 
80, A.G. O., 188!. · 
. ..... do ............... 9,293.79 acres. G. O. 123, A.G. 
I . 
Do ..................... Oct. 14, 1890 
0., 1890. 
I Wallace, Fort, Kans ......... July 22, 1884 ...... do ............... 8,926.09 acres. G. O. 80, A.G. 0., 
I 
Walla Walla, Fo.1.t, Wash .... Oct. 26, 1875 Act .Apr. 29, 1872 ..... . 
J)o .............•. ..... .I. ... do .. . . . . . Act June 8, 1872 ..... . 
1884. 
Portion of hay reserve. G. O. 35, 
.d... G. 0., 1872. 
Timber reserve. G. 0. 66, A.G. 
o., 1872. 
~~:::::::::::::::::: ::: -~~Xo ~: .1~~~- ::::::a~::::::::::::::: J~~t.fi~dor ;o~i~!s~~~!ti~~-
waneu, Camp, Ariz .......... Apr. 22, 1874 ................ !. ...... No formal reservation. 
Washita, Fort, Ind. T ...... . July 1, 1870 . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Waterford, Pa ............... .. ............ Act Mar. 4, 1868 ..... .. 
Wayne, Fort, Ark ........... Mar. 26, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... · / G. 0.19, A.G. 0., 1871. 
Whipple Barracks, Ariz .. .. . Oct. 21, 1875. Act June 22, 1874 ..... Portion. G. 0. 88, A.G. 0. , 1874. 
Do .. .......... ......... July 22, 1884 Act July f>, 188! ....... Timber reserYe, 720 acres. G. 0. 
80, A.G. 0., 1884. 
White River, Camp, on Colo ..... do ............. do ............... 40,960 acres. G. O. 80, .A. G. O., 
1884. 
Wilkins,]'ort,Mich ........... .. do ....... 1 •••••• do ........ · ....•.. 148.35 acres. G. 0.80, A.G. 0., 
1884. 
Willow Grove, Camp, .Ariz ... Apr. 22, 1874 ........................ No formal reservation. 
Wilmington Depot, Cal .................... Act Feb. 25, 1873 ...... To be reconvey-ed to Banning and 
Yuma,Fort,Ariz ............ Dec. 7,1874 ActJune22,1874 .... . 
Yuma, Fort, Ariz. ana. Cal ... Jan. 9, J88J ....................... . 
Do ... .......... ........ July 22, 1884' Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 
I 
Zarah, Fort, Kans ............ Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . 
Wilson. G. 0. 45, A.. G. 0.,1875. 
Portion. G. 0. 88, A. G. 0., 1874. 
lndian school purposes. • 
Inoperative. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0., 
1884. 
G. 0. 19, A.G. 0., 1871. 
D.-Military reser1,ations showing location, size, how occupied, etc., on June 30, 1892. 
!4-dar,is, Port, R. I.-Latitude, 41° 28' ; longitude, 71° 22'. On Brentons Pomt, 3 
miles from Newport, which is the post-office, railroad, and telegraph station, and 
from which the post is reached by boat or road. Contains 138½ acres. Cession of 
jur~sdiction by State act of June 5, 1824. Present garrison, headquarters and 4 bat-
teries of artillery. Accommodations for 16 officers in cottages and 7 in casemates. 
Accommodations for 208 men. One barrack building for light battery outside of 
fort, and casemates occupied by 3 foot batteries. Water supply from Newport City 
water works. Sewer system. 
Alcatraz Island, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 49'; longitude, 122° 27'. In the Bay of San 
Francisco, 4 miles northeast from the city. Post-office at the post. Railroad and 
telegraph station, San Francisco. Government steamer to post daily, except Sunday. 
Re e_rvation, the whole island, about 12 acres. No cession of jurisdiction. Present 
garn:;on, 2 b:1tteries of artillery. Accommodations for 10 officers and 73 men, one 
double barrack. Salt-water supply pumped from the bay by steam power. Fresh 
water brought from San Francisco on steamer and stored in cisterns. Sewer system . 
. Angel Island, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 48'; longitude, 122° 28'. In the Bay of San Fran-
c1s?o, 7 miles northeast from the city. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. 
Railroad station San Francisco. Government steamer to post daily, except Sunday. 
Rese_rvation, the entire island, about 640 acres. No cession of jurisdiction. Present 
garn on, headquarters, and 5 companies of infantry. Accommodations for 13 officers 
and 204 men, 6 barracks. Water supply from springs conducted by gravity to rese-r• 
voirs, whence distribution is made to all parts of the post. Sewer system. 
/ 
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Llpaclle,Fort, ..driz.-Latitude, 33°47' ; longitude109° 57'. On White Mountain River, 
in Apache County, 90 miles from Holbrook, on Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, and 
339 miles from Prescott. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Buckboard, 
d._aily, except Snnday, from Holbrook. Reservation, 7,421 acres. Present garrison, 
4 troops cavalry and 1 of infantry. Accommodations for 13 officers and 420 men, _7 
barracks. One set of quarters ( comma,nding officers) and 2 sets ( line officers) _ in 
course of construction. Water supply brought by gravity from 3 miles up the White 
River, through an acequia. Partial sewer system . 
.tlssiniboine, Fo1·t, 'Mont.-Latitnde, 48° 30' ; longitude, 109° 45'. On Beaver Creek, 
1½ miles from station of same name on Great Northern Railroad, 209 miles from Hel-
ena, and 996 miles from St. Paul. Post-office, t elegraph, and railroad station at the 
post. Reservation, about 704,000 acres, reduced by General Order 85, .of 1891. Area 
of reduction not stated. • Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of Montana. Pres-
ent garrison, 2 troops of cavalry and headqnarters, and 7 companies infantry. Ac-
commoclations for 36 officers and 605 men. Ten barracks; wate:r:- supply from Beaver 
Creek, forced by steam power into a distributing tank; supply inadequate in sum-
mer. An artesian well is being sunk with the view of securing a more permanent 
-supply; no sewer system, natural drainage; night soil removed by scavengers. 
Barrancas, Fort, Fla.-Latitude, 30° 19' ; longitude, 87° 16' . On north side of Pen-
sacola Harbor, 9 miles southwest of Pensacola. Post-office, Warrington, Fla.; tele-
graph station, Pensacola navy-ya.rd; railroad station at Pensacola; special boat t_o 
post. Reservation contains abont ~,500 acres, the boundaries of which were morli-
fied by General Order 18, AdJutant-General's Office, 1892. No cession of jurisdiction. 
Present garrison, 1 battery artillery, Accommodations for 11 officers and 186 me?· 
One barrack building desigued for 4 comp·anies. Water supply from wells and cis-
terns. No sewer system. . 
Bayard, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude, 32° 48' ; longitude, 108° 9'. Nine miles fr,om Sil-
ver City, on Atchison, Topeka and Santa 1:<,e Railroad. Post-office and telegraph 
station at the post. Railroad station, Hall's, 2 miles from post; no stage. Resen:-a-
tion·, 15 square miles and 520 acres; present garrison, headquarters, 4 companies 
infantry, and 2 troops cavalry; accommodations for 20 officers and 400 men; 6 bar-
racks and 1 band barrack; water supply pumped from springs to reservoir and dis-
tributed through iron pipes by gravity; sewer system. 
Benicia Barracks, Oal.-Latitnde, 38° 2'; longitude 122° 7'. Post-office, telegraph 
station,-and boat lauding, Benicia; disj;ance, 1 mile. Railroad station, Centra_l ~a-
cific, Army Point, distance ¾ mile. Reservation, 98. 78 acres . Cession of jur1,.sd1c-
tion by State acts of April 27, 1852, and March 14, 1855. Present garrison, 3 compa-
nies infantry. Accommodations for 8 officers and 122 men. Four barracks. Water 
supply from Benicia Water Company Sewer system. . 
Bidwell, Fort, Oal.-Latitude,41° 52'; lono-itude, 120° 6'. In Surprise Valley, 193 
miles from Reno,.t Nev., on Central Pacific R~ilroacl, 452 miles from San Francisco, 8 
miles from the uregon line, and same distance from the Nevada line; post-office at 
the post; telegraph station, Alturas, Cal.; daily stage from Amedee Station, Cal., 
distance 135 miles. Reservation, 3,091 acres. Present garrison, 1 company of cav-
alry. Accommodations for 8 officers and 127 men; 2 harrncks. Water supply from 
a mountain stream, distributed by gravity; natural drainage. This reservation was 
turned over to Interior Department by General Order 135, Adjutant-General's Office, 
1890, but the garrison has not yet been withdrawn. 
Bliss, Fo1't, Tex.--Latitucle, 31° 44'; longitude, 106° 29'. On the Rio Grande, lt 
miles above El Paso, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Post-?f.fice, 
telegraph anrl railroad station, El Paso, Tex. Reservation, 134.85 acres. Cess1o_n of 
jurisdiction imperfect. Present garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accommodations 
for 7 officers and 130men; 2 barracks. ·water supply from El Paso city waterworks. 
Sewer system. 
Bliss (llew), Fort, Tex.-Latitude, 31° 44'; longitude, 106-= 29' . On tho Kansa · City, 
El Pa o and Mexican Railroad, about 6 miles northeast of the city of El Paso. Po t-
of?.ce, telegraph and railroad station, El Paso, Tex. Reservation, 1,265.7 acre . 
Title acqmred under act of March 1, 1890. Cession of jurisdiction by deed of the 
governor of the State of Texa , date<l April 12, 1892. Post, including water and 
ewer sy tern, in course of construction. 
B~ise Ban·acks,_Idah?.-Latitnde, 42° 32'; longitnd , 1150 10'. On the Boise River, 
2 m iles from Bo1 e City, and 36 mile from Idaho City. Post-office, t le(Traph and 
railroad sta~ion, Boi e City. Re ervation, 64:0 acre . No c sion of juri diction. 
Pr ent garn on, 1 troop cavalry and 1 company infantry. Accommodati<?ns for_ 7 
o~cer and 130 m _n; 2 b_arrackf:!. Water supply from reservoir, fed by prrno-, d1 -
tr1but d through uon pip by gravity, for irrigation and sprinklin<Y. upply for 
oth r _purp? e from A.rte. i:m Ifot and Colcl Water Company of P.oise City. Now 
exp ri~ ntmg for wat r by boring. 
Bowt , .z;:o,·t . . 11:iz.-Latitude 32.; lO'j longitn<l 109:, 22. In Apache Pass, 13 mile 
from Bow1 tattoo, on the , 'outli rn 1-'a ·ifi · J ailr ad. Po t-office and telegraph ta.-
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tion at the post. Daily buckboard from Bowje Station. Reservatj(!n, 36 sq t1are n:iles, 
or 23,040 acres. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry. Accommodat10ns for 10 officers 
and 160 men· 3 barracks. Water supply from Bear Springs, pumped by steam power 
to reservoir,' and distributed by gravity. Sew~r system. 
1 
• • • • 
Brady, Fort, Mich.-Latitude, 46° 30'; _longitude, 84~ 20 . W1thu~ hm1ts of the 
city of Sault Ste. Marie, on right l>nnk of St . .Marys River. Post-office, telegraph 
andraHroad station, Sault Ste. Marie. Boat lands at .post in summer. Reservation 
26¼ acres. No special cession of jurisdiction, unless embraced in general provisions 
of State act of March 24, 1874. Present garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accommo-
dations for 6 officers · and 73 men; one double and one single barrack. Water sup-
plied from Sault Ste. Marie waterworks; hauled by teamsters. 
Brady (new), Fort, Micli.-Latitude, rn° 30'; longitude, 84u 20'. To the west.of and 
adjoining the city of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., on the Minneapolis, Sault Ste. Man6, a1;1d 
Atlantic Railroad. Post-office, telegra.ph and railroad station, Saul-t Ste. Mane. 
Reservation about 75 acres. Title acquired under the provisions of act of July 8, 
1886. Cession of jurisdiction same as old Fort Brady. Post in course of construc-
tion. Quarters for 7 officers, and water antl sewer systems completed. 
Brown, Fort, 1'ex.-Latitude, 25° 53'; longitude, 97° 21'. On the Rio Grande, ad-
joining the city of Brownsville. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, Browns-
ville. Resenation, 358½ acres, owned by private parties. Occupied and used by the 
United States since Mnrch, 1846, without payment of rent or taxes. Appropriation 
for purchase at $160,000. Payment suspended by authority of resolution of Congress. 
Suit pending in Court of Claims to compel pa~·ment. Present ga,rrison, 1 troop of 
cavalry. Acconuuodntions for 20 officers and 244 men; 4 barracks. Water supply 
pumped from Rio Grnmle into distributing tanks. No sewer system. Open drains. 
Buford, Fort., N. Dak.-Latitude, 47° 59'; longitude, 103° 58'. On Missouri River, 2 
miles below the mouth of the Yellowstone, on the line of the Great Northern Railroad, 
660 miles from St. Paul. Post office, telegraph and railroad station at the post. 
Reservation about 506,042 acres. Reduced by Genera.I Orders 68 of 1891 and area 
n_ot stated. Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of N:orth Dakota. Present gar-
rison, 1 troop · cavalry and 3 companies infantry. Accommodations for 20 officers 
and 326 men; 6 barracks. Water supply pumped from the Missouri River into an 
elevated tank and distributed by iron pipes. Partial sewer system. 
Canby, Fort, Wash.-Latitude, 46° 17'; longitude, 124° 3'. At the mouth of Colum-
bia River, on the north bank, 14 miles from Astoria, 7 miles from Fort Stevens, Oregon, 
112 miles from Portland, Oregon, and 118 miles from Fort Vancouver. Post-office and 
telegraph station at post; daily steamer from Portland to Astoria, and thence by 
s~eam tug to post. Reservation, 588.2 acres. Cession. of jurisdiction by constitu-
t10n of Washington. Present garrison, 2 batteries of artillery. Accommodations 
fo~ 7 officers and 120 men; 2 barracks. Water supply from springs pumped to reser-
voir and distributed by gravity; wells now being driven to increase supply; sewer 
system. 
Carroll, Fort, Md.-Latitude, 39° 15'; longitude, 76° 35'. Post-office and telegraph 
station, Baltimore; distant 6t miles from Light street wharf. Reservation, 4 acres. 
Cess~on of jurisdiction by State act of March 2, 1846. Not garrisoned. In charge of 
Engmeer Department . 
. Caswell, Fort, N. C.-Latitude, 34°; longitude, 78° 11• Oak Island, North Caro-
lma, 2 miles from Southport and 22 miles from Wilmington. Post-office and tele-
graph station, Southport, N. C. Steamer daily from Wilmington to Southport. 
Reservation, about 2,325 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of December 
26, 1825. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant . 
. _G~ark, Fort, Tex.-Latitude, 29° 17'; longitude, 100° 25'. On Las Moras Creek, ad-
J?mmg the town of Brackettville, 9 miles from Spofford Junction, on Southern Pa-
cific Railroad, and 143 miles from San Antonio. Post-office, Brackettville, Tex.; 
telegr'.1-ph station, Fort Clark, via Spofford. Junction; daily stage from Spofford 
Junct10n. Reservation, 3,963.2 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of De-
cember 19, 1849, and governor's deed of April 14, 1884. Present garrison, headquar-
ters and 6 companies infantry. Accommodation for 35 officers and 748 men; 13 bar-
rac:irs. Water supply from Las Moras Springs pumped into tanks and distributed 
by iron pipes. New water system in course of construction. Partial sewer system. 
Clarks Point, Mass.-Latitude, 41° 35'; longitude, 90° 54'. Four miles from New 
Bedford, which is the post-office and telegraph station. Reservation, 60 acres. Ces-
sion of jurisdiction by State act of April 8, 1856, and May 4, 1857. Not garrisoned. 
In charge of ordnance sergeant. 
C?inch, Fort, Fla. -Latitude, 300 41'; longitude, 81 ° 28'. On Amelia Island, Florida, 
3 miles from Fernandina, which is the post-office, telegraph and railroad station. 
Reservation, 419.44 acres. No cession of jurisdiction. Not garrisoned. In charge 
of ordnance sergeant. 
~olu111 bus Barracks, Ohio.-Latitucle, 39° 57'; longitude, 82° 59'. Post-office and 
railroad station, Columbus, Ohio j telegraph station at post. Reservation, 77 acres, 
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3 roods, 8 perches. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of March 21, 1863 Recru~t1 ing depot. Accommoda'tions for 15 officers and 555 men; 3 barracks, 1 of which wil 
accommod9ite 400 men. Two double sets officers' quarters in course of construction. 
Water supply, Columbus city waterworks. Sewer system. 
Colu1nbus, Fort, N. Y. Harbor,-::--Lat~tude, 40° 42'; longitude, 74° 9'. On_ Governors 
Island, at junction of North and East rivers, lt miles from New York City. Post-
office, New York City. Telegraph station, Governors Ieland. Government steamer 
from New York City. Contains about 65¼ acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State 
act of February 15, 1800, and (as to water-covered land) by act of May 7, 1880. Pres-
ent garrison, 3 batteries of artillery. Fort Columbus will accommodate 7 officers 
and 174 men; barracks for three small companies. Governors Island (headquarters 
Department of the East) has accommodations for 18 officers. Water supply from 
Brooklyn city waterworks. 
Constitution, Fort, N. H.-Latitude, 43° 4'; longitude, '70° 49'. Ou Great Islan_d, 
N. H., 3 miles from Portsmouth. Post-office, New Castle, N. H. Telegraph antl rail-
road station, Portsmouth. Stage or steamer from Portsmouth. Reservation, 3-f 
acrea. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of February 14, 1791, and June 18, 1807. 
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. . . 
Crook, Port, Ntbr.-Latitude, 41° 20'; longitude, 96°. On the Union Pacific Rail-
road, about 5 miles southwest of the city of Omaha. Post-office, telegraph, and 
railroad station, Omaha. Reservation, 545.67 acres, acquir_ed under act of ~uly 23, 
1888. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of March 30, 1889. The reservat10n has 
been inclosed, and a water and sewer system is in course of construction. . 
Ouste1·, Port, Mont.-Latitude, 45° 44'; longitude, 107° 31'. On the Big Horn River, 
33 miles from Custer Station, on the Northern Pacific Railroad, 838 miles from St. 
Paul. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage and mail fr_om 
Custer Station. Reservation, 36 square miles. Custer battlefield, 1 square mile. 
Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of Montana. Present ganison, headquarters, 
6 troops cavalry, and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 24 officers and 565 
men; 10 barracks. Water pumped from Little Big Horn River by steam power to an 
elevated tank and distributed by a system of iron pipes. Natural drainage. Par-
tial sewer system. 
D. A. Russell, Fort, Wyo.-Latitude, 41 c 8'; longitude, 104° 50'. On Crow Creek, 
3 miles west of Cheyenne, which is on Union Pacific Railroad. Post-office, t_ele-
graph and railroad station (Cheyenne and Northern) at the post. Post reservation, 
4,512 acres. Hay reservation, 2,540.64 acres. No cession of jurisdiction. Present 
garrison, all of Seventeenth Infantry. Accommodations for 34 officers and 439 
men; 9 barracks. The water supply system is received from Crow Creek by percola-
tion throu.gh the gravel strata into five wells, from whence it is pumped into two 
reservoirs and distributed to the post. Sewer system. 
Davids Island, N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 53'; longitude, 73° 48'. At the southwestern 
extremity of Long Island Sound, 3 miles from New Rochelle, Westchester County, 
N. Y., 22 miles from New York City. Post-office at the post. Telegraph station, 
New Rochelle, N. Y. Horse cars and boat to the post. Reservation, the entire 
island, about 86½ acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of April 20, 1868, 
and (as to water covered land) by act of May 7, 1880. Rticruiting depot. Accom-
modations for 10 officers and 632 men; 12 barracks. One tlouble set officers' quarters 
in course o.f construction. Water supply from New Rochelle waterworks. Sewer 
system. 
Davis, Fo1't, Tex.-Latitude, 30° 36'; longitude, 103° 36'. In Jeff Davis County, 
Tex.,. in a pass of the Apa~he ~ountains, 22 miles from Marfa, on ~he G~lv~st~n, 
Harns burg and San Antomo Railroad. Reservation 300 acres. Cess10n of Junsd1c-
tion by State act of December 19, 1849, and governo~'s deed of September 17, 1 83. 
Not garrisoned. . 
Delaware, Por_t, Del.-Latitude, 39° 35'; longitude, 760 34'. On Pea Patch Island, 
Delaware, lt nnles from eleware City and 42 miles from Philadelphia. Post-office 
and tel. graph station, Delaware City. Daily steamer from Philadelphia to Dela-
war 1ty. Reservation, about 90 acres. Ce sion of jurisdiction Ly State act of 
Mar h 27, 1813. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance ser(Yeant . 
. Del Rio, Camp, Tex.-~atitu_de, 29° 22'; longitude, 1000 46' . On Galve~ton, Har-
nslmrg and an Antomo Rallroad, 1 mile from the station. Reservation, 407.93 
acr . ession of jurisdiction by tate act of December 19 184.9 and governor' 
d d_ of July 2 , 1 2. Accommodations for 4 cfficers and 40 'men (e timated). Not 
garn oned. In cbarg of paid custodian. 
Do_uglas Fort, tah.-Latitude, 40° 46'; longitude, 1110 56'. Ea t of and over-
look.mg alt Lake . ity. . i t~nc , 3 mtle . Post-office, telegraph, and railro~d 
ta 1 n al~ Lak 1ty, wh1 h 1s on tah ntral and Rio Grand We tern Ratl-
11 , 7 nnl fr m g,1 non nion Pacific Railroad. IIor e car from alt Lak 
0 po · . P~ t i al r a h cl from alt Lake ' ity by train on alt Lake and 
ought l a1lroad. rvat1 n, 4 quar mile , le 151 acre urrendered by 
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act of Congress. Present garrison, all of Sixteenth lll_fautry. Accommo<lations for 
27 officers and 534 men; 11 barracks. ,vater supply piped by gravity to reiservoir 
at post and distributed through iron pipes. Se~iver system._ , . 
D1whesne, Fort, Dtah.-Latitude, 40° 16'; longitude, 109° o2. On the right 1?ank 
of the Uintah River about 8 miles above its confluence with the Duchesne River, 
and on the road bet~een Oura.y, about 20 miles dist~nt, and_ White ~ocks,_ about 15 
miles distant. Post reached by wagon and stage from Price Stat10n, distance 88 
miles, on Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad. Freight goes by this route. 
Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Reservation provisional, 6 _square 
miles, within the limits of the Uintah Indian Reservation. Present garnson, 2 
troops cavalry and 1 company infantry. Aecommodations for 19 officers and 315 
men; 6 barracks. Water supplied by water wagon. No sewer system. 
Dutchlslcrnd, R. I.-Latitude, 41° 30'; longitude, 71° 24'. Five miles from Newport. 
Post-office, Jamestown, R. I. Telegraph station, Newport. Steam ferry from 'New-
port to Jamestown, 4 miles, and private boat thence to post, 1 mile. Reservation, 
7fi acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of January 18, 1865. Not garrisoned. 
In charge of ordnance sergeant. 
Eagle Pa.•s, Tex.-Latitude, 28° 42'; longitude, 100° 30'. In Maverick County, part 
of old Fort Dnncan. Reservation, 62.94 acres, leased. Present garrison, 1 troop 
cavalry. Accommodatious for 8 officers and 61 men; _2 barr'acks. 
Finns Point, N. J.-Latitude, 39° 32'; longitude, 75° 45'. On the Delaware River, 
6 miles from Salem, N. J., which is the post-office,·telegraph, and railroad station. 
Reservation, 104.35 acres Cession of jurisdiction by State act.s of April 6, 1871, and 
February 1, 1872. Not garrisoned. In charge of Engineer Department. 
Foote, Fo1·t, Md.-Latit,ude, 38° 48'; longitu<l.e, 77° 41'. On the Potomac River, 9-
miles from Washington. Post-office, at the post. Telegraph stat.ion, Alexandria, 
Va. Steamer from Washington, D. C. Reservation, about 66½ acrtJs. Cession of 
jurisdiction by State act of April 1, 1872. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance 
sergeant. 
Gaines,Fort, A.7a.-Latitude, 30° 15' ; longitude, 88° 4'. On Dauphin Island, Ala., 
30 miles from Mobile by boat, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad sta-
tion. Reservation, about 983.9 acres. Cession of ju!isdiction by State act of Jan-
uary 28, 1853, and governor's deed of November 25, 1853'. Not garrisoned. In charge 
of ordnance sergeant. 
Goose Island, Wash.-Latitude, 48° 31'; longitude, 122° 58'. In the Strait of San 
Juan de Fuca. 
Georges, Fort, Mti.-Latitude, 43° 39'; longitude, 70° 13'. On Hog Island, Portland 
Harbor, Me., 2 miles from Portland, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroa1i 
station. Reservation, about lt acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of April 
17, 1857. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. 
_Grant, Fort, A.1·iz.-Latitude. 32° 37'; loni:;itude, 109° 54'. In Pima County, 27 
~1les from Wilcox, on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Post-office and telegraph sta-
t10n, at the post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Wilcox. Reservation, 42,341 
acres. Present garrison, headquarters, 3 troops cavalry, and 2 compa:i;iies infantry. 
Accommodations for 24 officers and 380 men; 7 barracks. Water supply piped from 
reservoir fed by streams. Sewer system. 
Griswold, Fort, Conn.-Latitude, 41° 22'; longitude, 81° 81• Groton Heights, 1 
mile from New London. Post-office, Groton, Conn. Telegraph and railroad station, 
New London. Ferry from New London to post. Reservation, 14 acres. Cession of 
jurisdiction by State act of June 9, 1842. 
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 37'; longitude, 74° 1'. On shore of Long Is-
land, 5½ miles south of New York City, commanding the Narrows. Post-office and 
telegraph station, at the post. City railroad from Brooklyn, distance 6 miles. Res-
ervation, 98 acres. In addition thereto 55 acres have recently been acquire,l by 
condemnation proceedings. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of March 20, 1807, 
March 18, 1808, November 27, 1824, April 17, 1826, February 14, 1851, April 18, 1861, 
February 20, 1862, and (as to water-covered land), May 7, 1880, and commissioner's 
deed of November 16, 1812. Present garrison, headquarters and 4 companies artillery. 
Accommodations for 19 officers (2 in casemates) and 250 men; 4 barracks. One <l.ou ble 
set officers' quarters in course of construction. Water supply from Brooklyn City 
waterworks. Sewer system. 
Hancock, Fol't, Tex.-Latitude, 31° 20'; longitude, 105° 55'. Situated on the Rio 
Grande, 54 miles southeast of El Paso and It miles from Hancock Station, on the 
Southern and Texas Pacific Railroad. Post-office, at the post. Telegraph and rail-
road station, Fort Hancock Station, distance lt miles. Reservation, 1469.2 acres. 
Cession of jurisdiction by State act of December 19, 1849,, and governor's deed of 
October 8, 1883. Present garrison, 1 company cavalry. Accommodations for 4 officers. 
and ~3 men; 1 barrack. Water SU;Pply pumped from a well into settling tanks and 
distr1 buted by iron pipes. Tile drains leading to cesspools; no other sewerage. 
Huachuca Fort, .Ariz.-Latitude, 31° 33'; longitude, 110° 16' . In Cochise County, 
7 miles from Huachuca siding, on the New :Mexico and Arizona Railroad. Post-office 
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and telegraph station at the post. Daily buckboard from Huachuca Biding. Reser-
vation, 70 square miles. Present garrison, 2 troops cavalry and 5 companies infantry. 
Accommodations for 22 officers and 420 men; 6 barracks,and 1 band barrack. rwo 
sets of officers' quarters in course of construction. Water supply piped from sprmgs 
3 miles distant to distributing reservoirs. Sewer system. 
Independence, Fort, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 21'; longitude, 71 °. On Castle Islan~, Bos-
ton Harbor, 3_ miles from Boston, which is the post-office, telegraph, and-_ra1Iro~d 
station. Government tug from Boston. Reservation, 12 acres. Cession of Jurisdic-
tion by State act of June 25, 1798. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance se:rgeant. 
Accommodations for 1 field and 6 company officers in cottages outside the fort, and 
for 80 men, 2 batteries, in casemates. 
Jackson Barracks, La.-Latitude, 29° 57'; longitude, 90°. On the east bank of the 
Mississ!ppi River? 6 miles below the city of New Orleans, which is the po~t-office 
and railroad stat10n. Telegraph station, Slaughter house, St. Bernard Pans3?-, La. 
Street cars from New Orleans pass the post. Reservation, 87.87 acres. Cession of 
jurisdiction believed to be covered by general State act of July 6, 1882. Pre_sent 
garrhion, 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 11 officers and 96 men; 4_ b~r-
rack buildings accommodate 24 men each. Water supply pumped from the M1ss1s-
sippi River. Surface drainage by brick-lined drains. . 
Jackson, Fort, La.-Latitude, 29° 21'; longitude, 89°26'. Seyenty-three m~les from 
New Orle~ns. Post-offioo, Neptune, La. Telegraph station, Quar_antme,. ~a. 
Steamer tnweekly from New Orleans. Reservation, 740.97 acres. Cess10n pf Juris-
diction by State act of June 1, 1846. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance ser-
geant. . 
Je:tferson Barracks, Mo.-Latitude, 38° 28'; longitude, 90° 17'. In south St. Loms, 
on the Mississippi River. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station at the post. 
Reservation, 1,379.06 acres, with 118.15 a,cres in adverse possession by different par-
ties. No cession of jurisdiction. Recruiting depot. Accommodations for 14 officers 
and 437 men; 5 barracks. One double barrack and two double sets officers' quarters 
in course of construction. Water supply from St. Louis water works. Sewer 
ey~m. . 
Jefferson, Fort, Fla.-Latitude, 24° 38'; longitude, 82° 52'. Garden Key, 71 miles 
from Key West. Post-office and telegraph station, Key West, Fla. Boat from Key 
West to post. Reservation, 5 acres. Cession of jurisdiction believed to be covered 
by general State act of July 24, 1845, though there is no record of any formal deed 
of cession by the governor (see XIII Op. Att. Gen., 411). Not garrisoned. In charge 
of ordnance sergeant. There are two substantial three-story brick buildings; one 
for officers' quarters, 63 rooms; the other for soldiers, 50 rooms. . 
Johnston, Fo1·t, N. C.-Latitude, 340; longitude, 78° 5'. Twenty-six miles fr?m 
Wilmington. Post-office and telegraph station, Southport, N. C. Steamer daily 
from Wilmington. Reservation, 43,560 square feet. Cession of jurisdiction by State 
acts of July 17, 1794, December 8, 1804, December 17, 1807, and December 19, 1809. 
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. One set of o-fficers' quarters used 
as signal office. No barracks. 
Keogh, Fort, Mont.-Latitude, 46° 23'; longitude, 105° 57'. On the Northern Pacific 
Railroad, 747 miles from St. Paul. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station_ at ~he 
post. Reservation about 90 square miles. Cession of jurisdiction by constitut1_on 
of Montana. Present garrison, 2 troops cavalry and headquarters and 7 compames 
infantry. Accommodations for 27 officers and 535 men; 9 barracks. Water supply 
pumped from a well near the Yellowstone River and distributed through iron pipes 
by direct pressure. Partial sewer system. 
Key West_ Barracks, Fla.-L~titucle, 240 33'; longitude, 81° 48'. Post-office,. tele-
grnph station, and boat landing, Key West. Reservation, 22.79 acres. Cession of 
jurisdiction by State acts of July 8, 1845, and July 24, 1845. Not garrisoned. In 
charge of ordnance sergeant. Five sets of officers' quarters and 2 barracks. Four 
sets quarters and 1 barrack, in good condition. Others need repairs. 
Irnox, Fort, Me.-Latitude, 44° 34'; longitude 68° 48' . In Hancock County, three-
fourths of a _mile from _Bucksport by ferry. P~st-office, Prospect Ferry, M~. _1'e~e-
g_raph and r:ulroad station, Bucksport. Reservation, 150 acres. Cession of JUr1sdic-
t1on by tate act of March 12, 1844. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance ser-
g1·ant. o quart rs for men or officers. 
Lajayetu, I!'ort, N. Y. Harbor.-Latitude, 400 37'; longitude, 74o 2'. Six miles from 
Brooklyn. Po~t-office and telegraph station, at the post. City railroad from Brook-
lyn. R servat10n about 2 acre . 'css on of jurisdiction by State acts of March 20, 
1 7, larch 1 , 1 0 , and (a to water-covered land) May 7 1880 and commi ioner' · 
d,e cl of . v mb r 6, 1 12. Not garrisoned. In charge ~f co~manding offi er at 
1' ort Ilam1lton, N. Y . 
. L_ ar nu•orlh, Fort, !1~11.s.-Latitnde, 3. 0 21'; longitude, 940 55'. On the Mi_ ·ouri 
n_ r ahov anu a,lJ0111rncr L av nworth ity. Post-office, tel graph, anclra1lroad 
t tion, a the po t. Po t re ervation, about 5,960 acre ; timber reservation acr s 
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the river in Missouri of 939.37 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of Feb-
ruary 23, 1872, and February 22, 1875. But as to timl,er res_erv_ation, no cession. 
Present garrison 4 troops cavalry headquarters, and 8 comparnes mfautry. Accom-
modations for 88 officers and 685 'men; 11 barracks. Sixteen sets officers' quarters 
(bachelors') in course of construction. Water supply, Fort Leavenworth Water 
Company. . . _1 Leavenioo1·th Military Prison, Kans.-Latitude, 39° 21'; longitu~1e, 94° 5::> • . On the 
:Fort Leavenworth Reservation. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Fort 
Leavenworth. 
Livingston Fort La.-Latitude 29° 15'; longitude, 90°. On Grand Terre Island. 
Post-Office Grand Isle La. Teleo-raph and railroad station, New Orleans. Steamer 
weekly fro~ New Orl~ans; dista;ce, 95 miles . Reservation, 610 acres. Cession of 
jurisdiction uy State acts of March 10, 1834, and governor's d~ed of May 14, 183f. 
Not garrisoned. Turned over to Quartermaster Department m 1888, and now m 
charge of light-house keeper. 
Logan, Fort, Colo.-Latitude, 39° 40'; longitude 105° 1'. On Bear Creek, 7t miles 
south of Denver. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad stat,ion (Denver and Rio 
Grande) at the post. Reservation, 640 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of 
March 22, 1887, and governor's deed of June 14, 1887. Present garrison, headquar-
ters and 6 companies infantry. Accommodations for 24 officers and 384 men; 8 bar-
racks. Water supply pumped from an artesian well to a reservoir and distributed 
through iron pipes. Sewer system. 
Mackinac, Fort, Mich.-Latitude, 45o 51'; longitude, 84° 41'. On Mackinac Island, 
in the straits of Mackinac, overlooking the village of Mackinac. Post-office and tel-
egraph station, Mackinac Island, Mich. Boat from Mackinaw City (11 miles) aud 
from St. Ignace (5 miles). Steamboats from Chicago, Detroit, and other lake ports 
arrive daily. MHitary reservation proper, 103.41 acres. No special cession of juris-
diction. Cession, perhaps, embraced in general provisions of State act of March 24, 
1874. National park, under the immediate control of military authorities, 821 acres. 
Present garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 7 officers and 92 men; 
1 _bar.rack.for 2 companies. Water supply pumped from springs to reservoir and 
distributed by iron pipes. Sewer system. 
Macomb, Fort, La.-Latitude, 30° 5'; longitude, 89° 51'. One and a half miles 
from Chef Menteur. Post-office, Lee, La. Telegraph station, Chef Menteur, La. 
Reservation, 1,364.71 acres. Jurisdiction believed to be ceded by State act of June 
1, 1846. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. 
Macon, .Fo1·t, N. 0.-Latitude, 30° 41'; longitude, 76° 40'. Two miles from More-
h~ad City. Post-office, Beaufort, N. C. Telegraph and railroad station, Morehead 
City. Reservation, 1-½ square miles. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of Decem-
ber 17, 1807. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance ~ergeant. Four sets of officers' 
quarters, and 2 sets of noncommissioned officers' quarters, all in bad condition. 
Madison Barracks, N. Y.-Latitude, 43° 57'; longitude, 76° 15'. On the south shore 
of Black River Bay, about 10 miles from Lake Ontario, at the town of Sacketts Har-
bor, w~ich is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, 39¼ acres. 
In addition to which about 52 acres have recently been acquired under proYision of 
act ~f March 2, 1889. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of May 1~, 1892. Present 
garnson, headquarters and 6 companies infantry. Accommodations for 18 officers and 
381 men; one barrack for 3 companies and one for 3 companies and band. Water 
supply pumped from the bay. Sewer system. 
Marcy, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude, 35° 41'; longitude, 105° 57'. Situated in the town of 
Santa l<'e, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, 
about 17t acres. Present garrison headquarters and 2 companies. Accommodations 
for 9 officers and 123 men, 2 barracks. ·water supply from Santa Fe Water and Im-
prove1:1ent Company. Partial sewer system. 
Marion, Fort, Fla.-Latitude, 29° 53'; longitude, 81° 17'. Situated in the town of 
St. A~gustihe, Fla., which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Res-
ervat10n, about 22¼ acres. No cession of jurisdiction. Not garrisoned. In charge 
of commanding officer St. Francis Barracks. 
Mason, . .JJ'ort, Oal.-Latitude, 37° 1'; longitude, 122° 20'. At Point San Jose or 
Blac.k Pomt, on San Francisco Ba~·, within the limits of San Francisco. Post-office, 
Stat10?- A, S_an Francis~o. Telegraph station at the post. Railroad station, San 
~rancisco, distance, 3 miles. Street cars to post. Reservation, 55-½ acres. No ces-
sion of jurisdiction. Present garrison, 1 company artillery. Accommodations for 6 
officers and 66 men; 1 barrack. Water supply from the Spring Valley Water Com-
pany. Sewer system. 
Mc_Glary, Fort, Me.-Latitude, 43° 5'; longitude, 70° 45'. On Kittery Point, Me., 
4t mile~ from Portsmouth, N. H. Post-office; telegraph, and railroad station, Kit-
tery Pomt, Me. Reservation, 15 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by act of Massachu-
setts of March 12, 1808, of Maine of July 31, 1846. Not garrisoned. In charge of 
ordnance sergeant. 
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McHem·y, Fort, Md.-Latitude, 30° 15'; longitude, 76° 35'. On Whetstone Point, 
in the city of Baltimore, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. 
Reservation, 341 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of February 27, 1816, 
and March 31, 1838. Present garrison, 3 batteries of artillery. Accommodations for 
13 officers and 174 men; 3 barracks; 3 sets of quarters within and 10 sets without 
the fort. Water snpply from Baltimore City waterworks. Sewer system. 
McIntosh, Fort, 1'ex.-Latitud~, '27° 30' i longitude, 99° 29'. In Will County, on the 
Rio Grande, 1 mile from Laredo, which 1s the post-office, telegraph, and railroad sta-
tion. Reservation, about 208acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of December 
19, 1849, and governor's deed of April 15, 1882. Present garrison, headquarter s, 2 
troops cavalry, and 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 12 officers and 184 
men; 3 barracks. Water pumped from well on river bank to an elevated tank and 
distributed through jron pipes. Surface drainage. 
McKinney Fort, Wyo.-Latitucle, 4-4° 23' ; longitude, 106° 46'. On Clear Fork of 
Powder River, at base of Big Horn Mountains, 148 miles from Douglas City, on Fre-
mont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad. One hundred and sixty miles from 
Custer Station, Mont., on Northern Pacific Railroad, and 90 miles from Moorcroft, 
Wyo., on Burlington and Missouri Railroad. Daily stage from each . Post-office a?d 
telegraph station at the post. Reservation, 39 square miles. No cession of jurisdic-
tion. Present garrison, headquarters, 3 companies infantry, and 2 companies cav-
alry. Accommodations for 20 officers and 198 men; 4 barracks. Water pumped 
_ from Clear Fork of Powder River into a tank and distributed by pipes. Surface 
drainage. Post recommended for abandonment. 
McPherson, Fort, Ga.-Latitude, 33° 48' ; longitude, 84° 31'. Situated south of 
and 4 miles from the center of the city of Atlanta, Ga., which is the post-office, tel-
egraph, and railroad station. Reservation, 236.41 acres. Cession of juris<liction by 
State acts of September 14, 1885, and November 19, 1886. Present garrison, head-
quarters, and 8 batteries artillery. Accommodations for 30 officers and 404 men; 8-
barracks . Water supply pumped from 2 non:flowing artesian wells to elevated tank 
ancl distributed by system of iron pipes. Sewer system. 
Meade, Fo1·t, S. Dak.-Latitucle, 44° 25'; longitude, 103° 28' . In Meade County, S-
miles from Sturgis, on the Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad, and 797 
miles from St. Paul. Post-office at the post. Telegraph and railroad station, Stur-
gis, S. Dak. Post reservation, about 12½ square miles. Wood and timber reserva-
tion of 27,293 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of South Dakota. Small 
addition to reservation purchased in 1889 for increasing water supply. Present, gar-
rison, headquarters and 8 troops cavalry. Accommodations for 25 officers an_d 566-
men; 11 barracks. Water comes from 2 springs, and is pumped into a reservoir and 
distributed. by iron pipes. Surface drainage. 
Mifflin, F01·t, Pa.-Latitude, 39° 53'; longitude, 75° 13'. On Mud Island, Del.a-
ware River, 5 miles from Philadelphia, which is the post-office, telegraph, and rail-
road station . Reservation, about 317 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act or 
April 15, 1795. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. · 
Missoula, Fort, Mont.-Latitude, 46° 50; longitude, 114° 50'. On Bitter ~oot 
River, 1 mile from Bitter Root, on the Missouri and Bitter Root Valley branch oi ~~e 
Northern Pacific Railroad, 4 miles from Missoula, Mont., on the Northern Pac1!lc 
Railroad, and 1,254 miles from St. Paul. Post-office at the post; telegraph and rail-
road (Northern Pacifit') station, Missoula. Reservation, 640 acres, and 560 ac~e , 
not reserved, held by military occupancy: Post not on reservation. Wood and tim-
ber reserve, 1 677.41, 6 miles southeast of post. No cession of jurisdiction. Present 
garrison, headquarters and 3 companies infantry. Accommodations for 13 officer and 
243 men; 4 barracks. Water supply pumped from Bitter Root River and distributed 
through pipes by direct pressure or from a tank. Surface drainage. 
Monroe, Fort, Va.-Latitnde, 37°; longitude, 76° 18' . Situated at Old Point Com-
f?rt, commanding the entrance to Hampton Roads. Post-office and telegraph ta-
t1on ~t the p_ost. Steamers daily from Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk, and New 
York, and r3:1lroad (Ch sapeake and Ohio) from Richmond. Reservation, about 267 
acre. . Cession of jurisdiction by tate act of farch 1, 1821, and governor's deed of 
Apnl 8, 1871. But ces ion does not include the 15 acres in Elizabeth City County 
a~qnired February 12, 1841, for a pumping tation. Present garrison, 6 batterie ar-
till ry, . Accommodations for 49 officers, 14 in casemates, and 366 men ; 1 barrack for 
6 battenes. Three double sets officers' quarters in course of construction. Wat~r 
supply p~ped from a . ystem of driven wells. ewer system constructed by engi-
ne rs con idered defective. Act of March 2 1889 appropriated $25 000 for a new 
sewer sy tern, but no action ha been taken s~ far ~s known to this office. 
lJ-!ontr,ornery: Fort, N . Y.-Latitude 45o ; longitude, 730 20'. ituated on Rouses ~ mt, · Y., 19; miles from ~bany, N. Y. Po1:1t-office, telegraph, and railroa~ fa-
~101?-, . ol:!- e Pomt, N. Y., 1½ miles from th po t. Re ervation, 600 acres. C 10n of 
Jurl8dichon Y t te act of farch 31, 1 15, April 21, 1 18. and April 21, 1 O, and 
g_ vernor' deed of fay 15.J 1818, and ommi ioner's deed of July 6, 1818. Not gar-
nsoned. In charge of oranance serg aut. 
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Morgan, Fort, .Ala.-Latitude, 30° 14'; longitude, 88°. Situated on Mobile Point, 
30 miles from Mobile. Post-office, Herndon, Ala. Telegraph station at the post. 
Steamer from Mobile. Reservation, 322.42 acres. No cession of jurisdiction. Not 
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. . . 
Moiiltrie Fort S. 0.-Latitude 32° 45' ; longitude, 79° 51'. On Sulhvans Island, 5 
miles fro~ Cha;leston. Post-offi~e, Moultrieville, S. C. Teleg~aph a~d ~ai~ro~d sta-
tion Charleston S. C. No reservation; four acres held. Cess10n of JUt1sdict10n by 
State acts of D~cember 19, 1805, December 18, 1846, and December 19, 1848._ Not gar-
risoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. 
Mount Vernon Barracks, .Ala.-Latitude, 31 ° 12' ; longitude, 88° 2'. At ~he town of 
Mount Vernon, 28 miles north of Mobile. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad sta-
tion, .Mount Vernon, Ala., one-half mile from the post. Reservation, about 2,160 
acres. Cession of jurisdiction by governor's deed of November 26, 1886, but deemed 
inadequate and ineffectual in view of section 21 of code of Alabama. Present ga.r-
rison, three companies infantry. Accommodations for 11 o~cers and 12~ men; 2 
barracks. Water supply raised b;r steam pump from reservoir fed by sprmgs and 
distributed by iron pipes. Sewer system. 
Myer Fort, Va.-Latitude, 38° 53' ; longitude, 77° 3'. On Arlington Height~, 4 
miles from the Capitol building, Washington. Post-office and railroad station, 
Washington, D. C. Telephone to post. Reservation for the post, 186 acres, a portion 
of the Arlington estate, the area of which is 1,073.4 acres. Cession of jurisdiction 
by State acts of February 23, 1884, and March 25, 1884. Present garrison, 4 troops 
of cavalry. Accommodations for 14 officers and 289 men; 4 barracks. Sewer system. 
Water supply from 3 dug and 12 driven wells. 
Newp01·tBarracks, Ky-Latitude, 39° 51 ; longitude, 84°29'. On the south bank of the 
Ohio River, at the junction of the Licking River, in the city of Newport. Post-office, 
t elegraph, and railroad station, Newport. Reservation, about 6 acres. Cession of 
jurisdiction by State act of February 29, 1888. Present garrison, 1 company infantry. 
Accommodations for 5 officers and 62 men; 1 barrack for 2 companies; originally 
quarters for 10 officers and 2 companies infantry. Sale of oJd post authorized by 
Congress: Water supply, Newport City waterworks. Sewer system. 
Niagara, F01·t, N. Y.-Latitude, 43° 18' ; longitude, 79° 8'. On the Niagara River, 
at its junction with Lake Ontario, 14 miles below Nia[ara Falls, 7 miles from Lewis-
town, N. Y., and 36 miles from Buffalo, N. Y. Post-omce, Youngstown, N. Y. Tele-
graph and railroad station, Lewistown, N. Y. Reservation, 288½ acres. Cession of 
jurisdiction by State act of April 21, 1840, and commissioner's deed of July 8, 1846-. 
Present garrison, headquarters, 3 companies infantry. Accommodations~for 13 offi-
cers and 244 men; 4 barracks. Water supply pumped from the Niagara River and 
distributed through a system of iron pipes. Improvement in water-supply system 
and a new sewer system in course of construction and nearly completed. 
Niobrara, Fort, Neb1·.-Latitude, 42° 53'; longitude, 100° 46'. On the Niobrara 
River, 4-½ miles from Valentine, on the Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Rail-
road. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Reservation, 54 square miles, 
452 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of March 29, 1889. Present garrison, 
headquarters, 6 companies cavalry and 2 infantry. Accommodations for 27 officers 
a~d ~61 men; 9 barracks. Water comes from springs and is pumped into tanks and 
distributed by pipes. Sewer system in course of construction. 
Ogleth01pe, .Fort, Ga.-Latitude, 32° 2'; longitude, 80° 34'. On the west bank of 
the Savannah 'River, 3 miles below the city of Savannah, which is the post-office, 
t~legraph; and railroad station. Reservation 200 feet on the Savannah River, run-
mng_ back 345 feet. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of December 22, 1808. Not 
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance-sergeant. 
Oklahorna, Garnp at, OkZa.-Latitude, 35° 27'; longitude, 97° 30'. On Southern 
Kansas branch of Atchison, Topeka and Santa FeRailroad, 32 miles from Fort Reno. 
Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Oklahoma City. Reservation, 160 acres. 
Present garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 71 men; 
1 barrack. No water or sewer system. To be turned over to Interior Department . 
. Ornaha, Fort, Nebr.-Latitude, 41° 20'; longitude 96°. Within the limits of the 
city of Omaha. Post-office and telephone at the post. Railroad station, Omaha. 
Reserv:ation (old), 82.50 acres. Present garrison, all of Second Infantry. Accom-
modations for 26 officers and 487 men; 10 barracks. Water supply from Omaha City 
waterworks. Pa,rtial sewer system. Act of Julv 23, 1888, authorized sale of Fort 
Omaha and purchase of a new site of not less· than 320 nor more than 640 acre13. (See Port Crook.) 
. Ornaha Depot, Neb1·.-Latitude, 41° 20'; longitude, 96°. In Omaha City. Reserva-
tion, 5 acres. 
(?ntario, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude, 43° 27'; longitude, 76° 30'. On the Oswego River, 
at its junction with Lake Ontario, adjoining the city of Oswego, which is the post-
o!fic~, ~elegraph, and railroad station. Reservation about 76 acres. Cession of ju-
1·1sd1ction by State act of April 25, 1839, and commissioner's deed of August 15, 1839. 
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Present garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 63 men; 1 
barrack. Water supply from Oswego waterworks. Sewer system. . 
Pembina, Fort, N. Dak.-Latitude, 48° 57'; longitude, 97° 12'. On the Red Rryer 
of the North, 2 miles from Pembina, on the Winnipeg branch of the Northern Pac1.:fic 
Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Pembina. Reservation, about 
1,920 acres. Cession of jurisdiction. by constitution. of North Dakota. Present gar-
rison: 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 7 officers and 104 men; 2 .barracks. 
Water supply pumped to tankan.cldistributedthroughironpipes. Surfacedrain~g~. 
Pena Colorado, Carnp, Tex.-Latitude, 30° 15'; longitude, 103° 13' . In Pres1d10 
County, 4 miles from Marathon, on Galveston, Harrisburg and San Antonia Railroad. 
Post-office, telegraph, an.cl railroad station, Marathon. Reservation. rented by the 
United States. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry. Accommodations for 4 officers 
and 41 men; 1 barrack. 
Phcenix, Fort, Mass.-Latitucle, 41° 38'; longitude, 70° 55'. At l!..,ort Point, Mass. 
Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Fairhaven., Mass. Reservation., 2 acres. 
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance-sergeant. 
P-ickens, Fort, .B'Za.-Latitude, 30° 19'; longitude, 87° 17'. On Santa Rosa Island, 
10 miles from Pensacola. Post-office, Warrington., Fla. Telegraph station, Pensa-
.cola navy-yard. Railroad station, Pensacola. Reservation, all of Santa Rosa Island 
(unsurveyed). No cession of jurisdiction.. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance-
sergean.t. 
Pike, Foi-t, La.-Latitude, 30° 11'; longitude, 89° 38'. On Petites Coquille ~sland, 
7 miles from Lake Catherine station, on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. 
Post-office .. at the post. Telegraph station, Millers Bayou, La. Re&ervation., all the 
pu_bhc land within 1,200 yards of the post. Cession of jurisdiction. by State act of 
June 1, 1846. Not garrisoned. . 
Pittsburg, Pa.-Latitude, 40° 32' · longitude, 80° 5'. Reservation part of old site 
of Fort Fayette. Fronts over 100 feet on Penn street, running back to the Allegheny 
River. Sale authorized by act of May 21, 1890. (Public No. 125.) Depot quarter-
master, W:.ashington, D. C., directed to take the necessary action. 
Pilot Butte, Camp, Wyo.-Latitude, 41° 12'; longitude, 111°. Post-office, telegraph, 
and r~ilroad station, Rock Springs, Wyo. No reservation. Present garrison,_1 ~om-
pany mfantry. Accommodations for 6 officers and 96 men; 2 barracks. Bmldings 
belong to and are kept in repair by the Union Pacific Railroad Company. Wat!3r 
furnished by Green River Water Company ap.d paid for by the Union Pacific Rail-
ro~ C~pey. . · 
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.-Latitude, 440 41'; longitude, 73° 25'. On west shore 
of Lake Champlain, at the town of Plattsburg. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad 
station, Plattsburg, N. Y. Reservation about 173 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by 
State act of March 6, 1890. In addition to which 506.35 acres have recently been 
acquired under the provisions of act of February 7, 1891. Present garrison, 1 com-
pany, infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers an.cl 100 men; 1 barrack for 2 com-
panies. Water supply, Platt~buro- waterworks. Sewer system. . 
Popham, Fort, Me.-Latitude, 43° 50'; longitude, 69° 55'. On Hun.n.iwell Pomt, 
12 miles by water and 15 by land from Bath. Post-office, Popham Beach, Me. Tele-
graph and railroad station, Bath. Reservation., ~½ acres. Cession of jurisdiction by 
State act of April 7, 1857 and January 9, 1862. Not garrisoned. In charge of ord-
nance-sergeant. . 
Poplar .River, Camp, Mont.-Latitude, 48° 6'; longitude, 105° 12'. Situated at Mon-
tan.a, Poplar River station of Great Northern. Railroad, 730 miles from St. Paul. 
Pos~-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Poplar River Station. On Indian Reser-
v_at10n. Cession of jurisdiction. by constitution. of State of Montana,. Present gar-
nson., 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 6 officers and 102 men; 2 bar-
racks. No water system. 
Porfer, I!'o1·t, N. Y.-Latitude, 42° 53'; longitude, 78° 52'. On the right bank of 
the Niagara River, within the limits of the city of Buffalo, which is the post-office, 
telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation. about 28½ acres. Cession of jurisdic-
tion by tate acts of April 21, 184:0, February 28, 1842, April 12, 1842, Febru_ary_ 9, 
1 14, and governor's deed of October 17, 1853. Present garri on, 2 compames m-
fantry. Accommodations for 9 officers and 124 men· 1 barrack for 2 companies. 
,vater upply, Buffalo City waterworks. Sewer syste~. 
Pl'eule, Jl'o1't, Me.-Latitude, 43° 3' · lon.O'itude 70° 14'. On the east side of Port-
laml Harbor, at pring Po!nt, 2 miles from the city of Portland, which ~ the 
:po _t- !fic::e, tel graph, aud railroad station. Reservation., about 24acres. Ce ion of 
J uri di t1on by act of Ma sachmietts of March 12 1808, and general act of Maine ofFeb-
r~ary 1,171. re entgarri on,lbatteryartillery. Accomodationsfor5officersand 
men; barrack , n.e u d as post ho. pital and one as storehouse. Water upply 
pump _d _from , pri,11g . ewer system. 
Prmdio of an Francisco, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 47'; longitude, 122° 26'. In the north-
w tern uburbs of an Francisco. Post-office and telegraph station at the po t. 
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Railroad station San Francisco, 4t miles from the post. City railway to tl1e post. 
Reservation, 1,465.81 acres. No cession ot jurisdiction. Prese~t garrison, head-
quarters, 6 batteries of artillery, 1 troop of cavalry. A~commodat10ns for 39 officers 
and 562 men; 12 barracks. ·water supply from the Sprrng Valley Water Company, 
pumped by steam power and windmills po re8ervoir. Sewer system. 
Pulaski, Fort, Gci.-Latitude, 32° 2'; longitude, 80° 34' . On Cockspur Island, 14 
miles from Savannah, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reser-
vation not surveyed. Cession of juri diction by State acts of December 22, 1808, and 
December 27, 1845. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance-ser7eant. ~ Randall, l!'o1·t, S. Dak.-La.titu<l.e( 43° 1'; longitude, 98° 35, On the Missouri 
River, opposite White Swan, 24 miles from Armour, S. Dak., and 45 miles from 
Springfield, on the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railroad. Post-office at the 
post. Telegraph and railroad station, Armour. Stage and mail daily, except Sun-
day, from Armour. Communication with Running Water, S. Dak. (36 miles), by 
wagon transportation. Reserva.tion, about144 square miles. Cession of jurisdiction 
by constitution of South Dakota. Present garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accom-
modations fQr 14 officers and 24-4 men; 5 barracks. Water for domestic purposes 
pumped from the river and distributed by water wagons. Water for other purposes 
supplied from artesian well. Surface draina,ge . 
.Red Bank, N. J.-Latitude, 40° 25'; longitude, 74° 1'. On east shore of Delaware 
River, 8 miles below Philadelphia. Reserve, 100 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by 
State act of March 12, 1873. 
Reno, Fort, Olcla.-Latitude, 35° 35'; longitude, 98° 1'. On the North Fork of the 
Canadian River, 32 miles from Oklahoma Station1 on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
:Fe Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Daily stag-e from El 
Reno, Okla., on Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, 5¾ miles from the post. 
Reservation, 9,493 acres, and wood reserve of 9 square miles. Present garrison, head-
quarters, 6 companies cavalry and 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 18 
. officers and 394 men; 7 barracks. Water supply pumped from North Fork of the 
~anadian River into wooden tanks and distributed through iron pipes. The water 
1s generally muddy and alkaline. For domestic purposes for the officers, water is 
hauled from Caddo Springs. Artesian well now being sunk. Sewer system. 
Riley, Fort, Kans.-Latitude, 39° 4'; longitude, 96° 47'. On Kansas River, 3½ miles 
from Junction City, on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad. Post-office, tele-
graph, and railroad stattons at the post. Reservation, 19,899.22 acres. Cession of 
j~isdiction by State acts of February 23, 1872, and February 14, 1889. · Present gar-
rison, headquarters, 8 troops cavalry and 3 batteries artillery. Accommodations for 
39 officers a.p.d 736 men; 14 barracks. Water pumped from 8 Wagner tubular wells 
to reservoir and distributed by a system of iron pipes. Sewer system. 
!],inggold, Fort, Tex.-Latitude, 26° 23'; longitude, 98° 47'. On the Rio Grande, 23 
miles from San Miguel, on Mexican National Railroad. Post-office, Rio Grande City, 
Tex.. Telegraph station at the post. Stage from Brownsville, 117 miles; from Pena, 
76 miles, on Texas Midland Railroad, and from San Miguel, Mexico. Reservation, 350 
acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of December 19, 1849, and governor's 
deed of April 14, 1882. Present garrison, 1 company infantry and 2 troops cavalry. 
Accommodations for 11 officers and 203 men; 4 ·barracks. ·water supply is pumped 
from the Rio Grande to reservoirs and distributed through pipes. Sewer system . 
. Robinson, F01·t, Nebr.-Latitude, 42° 40'; lono-itude, 103° 28'. On White River, on 
ln~.e of FremOllt, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and 
rallroad station at the post. Post reserve, 20 square miles. Wood and timber re-
serve) 16 square miles. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of March 29, 1889. Pres-
ent _garrison, headquarters, 6 troops cavalry and 2 comp·anies infantry. Accommo-
dat10ns for 35 officers and 540 men; 10 barracks. Water pumped from spring to an 
elevated tank and distributed by iron pipes. Sewer system. 
~t .. ~rancis Barrack~, Fla.-Latitude, 29° 53'; longitude, 81° 17'. Southeast of and 
adJommg St. Augustme, }'la., near the Matanzfts River. Post-office, telegr::tph, and 
ra11/oad station, St. Augustine. Reservation proper, about 5½ acres. In addition to 
which two islands in the Ma,tanzas River were reserved by Executive authority of 
May 31, 1892, containing 1.96 and 0.04 acres• respectively. Present garrison, head-
quarters, and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for O officers and 99 men; 3 
barr~cks. Water supply raised from an artesia.n well by hydraulic ram; 5 cisterns 
also 111 use. Sewer system. -, 
St: Louis Arsenal, Mo.-Latitucle, 38° 28'; longitude, 90° 17' . In the city of St. 
Loms, on the Missouri River. Reservation, 31.8 acres. St. Louis clothing depot. 
Water supply from city of St. Louis waterworks. 
St. Philip, Fort, La.-Latitude, 29° 25'; longitude, 89° 30'. Post-office, Neptune, 
La.; telegraph station, Quarantine, La. Steamer triweekly from rew Orleans, 73 
miles, and from Bohemia, on New Orleans and Gulf Railroad; dist ance, 25 miles. 
Reservation, 640 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of June 1, 1846. Not . 
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance-sergeant. 
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Sam Houston, Fort, Tex. - Latitude, 29<? 27'; longitude, 98° 28'. In Bexar County, 
1 mile north of San Antonio, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. 
Reservation, 472.21 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of December 19, 1849, 
and governor's deeds of June 23, 1870, June 4, 1883, August 17, 1883, and April 19, 
1887. Present garrison, 2 troops cavalry, 2 batteries artillery, and headquarters and 
6 companies infantry. Accommodations for 27 officers and 742 men; 12 ba,rracks. 
Addition.al qua,rters for 15 officers at department headquarters. Water supply, San 
Antonio Water C9mpany. Drainage by means of a system of vitrified pip_es. . 
San Ca1·los, ..Ariz.-Latitude, 33° 10' ; longitude, 110° 25'. On the Gila Rive!', 
within the limits of the White Mountain. Indian Reservation, 102 miles from Bowie 
and 106 miles from Wilcox on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Post-office and tele-
graph station at the post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Bowie, via Fort 
Thomas. Present garrison, 1 troop of cavalry. Temporary quarters for 12 officers. 
Accommodations for 180 men; 4 tents on frames. Water supply pumped from well 
into tanks and distributed through pipes. Natural drainage. 
_San Diego Barracks, Oal.-Latitude_, 32° 43'; longituJe, 11_7° 9' .. In city of_ San 
Diego, Cal. Post-office, telegraph, railroad station, and boat landmg, San Diego, 
Reservation, 2 blocks, 200 by 300 each, and wharf lot, 75 by 1,000. No cession of 
jurisdiction. Present garrison, 1 company infantry; accommodations for 52 m~n, 1 
barrack. Officers' quarters rented in San Diego. Water supply from San Diego 
.. Water Company. Sewer system connected with city sewers. 
Sandy Hook, Eo1·t at, N. J.-Latitude, 40° 25'; longitude, 74° 1'. Post-offic_e, ~ew 
York City; distance, 22 miles. Telegraph, railroad station, and steamboat la~d11;1g 
at Sandy Hook; distance, 2 miles. Reservation, about 1,366 acres. Cession of Juris-
diction by State act ,of March 12, 1886. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance 
·sergeant. 
San Juan Island, Wash.-Latitude, 48° 37'; longitude, 123°. Reservation, about 
640 a.cres. 
San Pedro, Oal.- Latitude, 33° 40'; longitude, 118° 40'. In San Pedro Bay. Reser-
vation, 44.25 acres, more or less. 
Scammel, Fort, Me.- Latitude, 43° 39'; longitude, 79° 13'. In Portland Harbor, 2 
miles from Portland, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reser-
vation, 11 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by act of Massachusetts of March 12, 1808. 
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. 
Sclwyler, Fort, N . Y.-Latitude, 40° 49' ; longitude, 73° 48'. On Throgcrs Neck, 
3½ miles from Westchester, and 17miles from New York City. Post-office, tclegrap_h, 
and railroad station, Westchester, N. Y. Reservation, 52 acres . Cession of juris-
diction, none or doubtful. State act of March 31, 1815, apparently authorizes ces-
sion to be made by commissioner's deed, but no record of deed is found. State act 
of May 7, 1880, cedes as to water-covered lands only. Present garrison, 2 batteries 
artillery. Accommodations for 9 officers and 63 men; 1 barrack, 20 men in tents. 
Water supply from New York and Westche.ster Water Company. Sewer syste~. 
Sequoia National Park, Cal. (Camp at Mineral King).-Post-office, 'Three Rivers, 
Cal. Telegraph station, Visalia, Cal. Private conveyance to camp from Exeter sta-
tion, 48 miles, on Southern Pacific R_ailroad. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry. 
Sewall, Fort, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 30'; longitude, 70° 33'. Situated 1t miles fyom 
.Marblehead, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, 
·small tract and in litigation. Not garrisoned. In charge of town of Marblehead, 
Mass., by authority of act of Congress (Public No, 19 of 1890). 
She1·idan Fort, Ill.-Latitude, 42° 14'; longitude, 89° 30'. On Lake Michigan, 25 
:miles north of Chicago. Post-office, tele~raph, and railroad station at the post. 
Reservation, 632½ acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of June 6, 1887. Pres-
-ent garrison, headquarters, 1 company artillery, and 8 companies infantry. Accom-
modations for 43 officers and 724 men; 12 barracks. Water supply pumped from 
Lake Michigan into reservoir and distributed by a system of iron pipes. Sewer 
system. 
herrna~i, Fort, Idaho.-Latitude, 47° 42'; longitude, 116° 38'. On Creur d'Alene 
Lake, at its outlet, Spokane River, one-half mile from the Creur d'Alene branch of 
Northern Pacific Railroad. Post-office, herman; telegraph and railroad station, 
Creur d' ~ene Idaho. Reservation, 682.65 acres. No cession of jurisdiction. Pres-
e"?,t garrison, headquarters, 1 troop cavalry, and 4 companies infantry. Accommoda-
t1?n for 18 officers and 264 men; 6 ba1Tacks. '\,Yater supply pumped from pokane 
River. o sewer system. 
Ship ~sla1~d, F~rt a~, Miss.-Latitude, 300 20'; longitude, 89° 7'. Situated 15 mile 
from Biloxi, which 1s on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. Post-office, t le-
graJ?h, and railroa~ station, Biloxi, Miss. pecial boat to po t. No ces ion of juri -
diction. ot garn on d. In char<Ye of ordnance er(Yeant 
. i~n~y, Fort, Nebr.-Lati nde, 41 ° 9' ; Ion itude, 1020 58': On Lodge Pole reek, 
a Jomm th town f i<1n y, Cheyenne ounty on the Union Pacific Railroad. 
ost- c , t legraph, and railroad tation, idney,' ebr. Post reservation, 1 square 
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mile. Timber reservation, 5 square miles. ~ession of jurisdiction by State act of 
March 30, 1889 . . Present garrison, 1 company mfantry. Accommodation for 15 01?--
cers and 245 men; 5 barracks. Water supply pumped from a well to a tank and dis-.. 
trilmted by iron pipes. Surface drainage. 
Sill, Fort, Okla.-Latitude, 34° 40'; longitude, 98° 23'. On Me~icine Bluff Creek, 
65 mile.s from Henrietta Tex. on the Denver and Fort Worth Railroad. Post-office 
and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage, except Sunday, froIJ?- _Henr~etta, Te~., 
and from Uhickaska, Ind. T., on the Chicago, ~ock Island a~d Pacific_ ~ailroad, ~1s-
tance 39 miles. On Indian lands, 36 square miles reserved. In adcht1011 to w_h1ch 
General Order 43 1892 sets aside a wood reserve of 26,880 acres. Present garnson,-
4 troops cavalry ~nd 3 'companies infantry. Accommodations for 20 officers, 8_ com-
panies; 4 double barracks. Watersupplyraised by steamptfmpfrom a reservoir fed 
by spriggs and distributed from tanks by a system of pipes. Sew~r sys~em. 
Snelling, Fort, Minn.-Latitude, 44° 53' ;· longitude, 93° 11'. At the JUnctH?n of the 
Minnesota and Mississippi rivers, on Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul _Railroad, 7 
miles from St. Paul, and 8 miles from Minneapolis by the course of the nver. Post-
offieti, telegraph, and r ailroad station at the post. Reservation, 1,.531.21 acres. Ces-
sion of jurisdiction by act of April 24, 1889. Present garrison, headquarters and 8 
companies infantry. A.ccommodations for 36 officers (1 addition.al at ordnance de-
pot) and 486 men; 8 barracks. Water ·supply pumped from a sprmg by steam pump 
and distributed from reservoir by system of iro-n pipes. Sewer system. 
Spokane, Fort, Wash.-Latitude, 47° 50'; longitude, 118° 18'. On the Spok::t,ne 
River,¾ of a mile from its junction with the Columbia, near Mi_les, W!Lsh., 25 miles 
from Davenport and 50 miles from Sprague, on Northern Pacific Railroad. Post-
office and te1egraph station, Miles, Wash. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Daven-
port. Reservation, 640 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of Washing-
ton. Present garrison, 4 companies infantry. Accommodations for 19 officers and 
364 men; 6 barracks. Water supply pumped from Spokane River. Sewer system. 
_Stanton, l!01·t, N. Mex.-Latitude, 33o 30'; longitude, 105° 32'. On the Rio Bonito,-
Lmcoln County,_ 8 miles from Lincoln and 100 miles from Carthage, on Atchison, 
To~eka and Santa Pe Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. 
Daily stage from Carthage. Reservation, 16 square miles. Present garrison, 1 troop 
cavalry and 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 13 ,officers and 292 men; 5 
bartacks .. Water supply pumped from a deep well and distributed from a reservoir 
by iron pipes. Partial sewer system. 
Ste~ens,. F01·t, Or~gon.-Latitud~, 46° 31'; longitude, 125° 1'. On Point Adams, _Co-
lumb~a River, 7 miles from Astoria, 105 from Portland. Post-_office, tele~raph stat10n, 
Astoria, Oregon, telephone to post. Steamer daily from railroad station, Portland 
to Astoria, thence by steam tug daily, except -Sunday, to post. Reservation, 640 
acres. No cession of jurisdiction. Not garrisoned. Transferred to Engineer Depart-
ment and in charge of ordnance sergeant. Four sets officers' quarters and one bar-· 
rack. 
Sull_y, F01·t, S. Dak.-Latitude, 44° 20'; longitude, 100° 10'. On the Missouri River. 
23½ miles from Pierre, on the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad. Post-office and 
telegraph fl_tation at the post. Railroad station, Pierre. Daily stage except S nnday to 
post. Reservation, about 27,000 acres. Cession of j,.urisdiction by constitution of 
South Dakota. Present garrison, 4 companies infantry. Accommodations for 13 offi-
cers an~203 men; 4 barracks. Water supply pumped from a drive-well gallery to a,_ 
reservoir, and distributed through iron pipes. Surface tlrainage. 
Su_rnter, Fort, S. O.-Latitude, 32° 45'; longitude, 79° 51'. In Charleston Harbor, 
5 m!les from Charleston. Post-office, Moultrieville, S. C. Telegraph and railroad 
~t~tion, Cha~leston. Reservation, about 125 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State 
Jomt resolution of December 21, 1836. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance ser-
geant. 
Supply, Fort, Ind. T.-Latitude, 36° 30'; longitude, 99° 30'. Fifteen miles from 
Woodwar_d on the Southern Kansas Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the 
p~st. Railroad station Woodward. Daily stage to post. Post reservation, 36 square 
mile~. Wood and water reservation, 27 square miles, all on Indian lands. Present-
garris?n, headquarters, and 2 troops of cavalry, and 4 companies infantry. Accom-
modations for 17 officers and 390 men; 7 barracks. Water supply from springs on 
Water Cress Canon. Sewer system. 
T<fylor, Fort, Fla.-Latitude, 24° 33'; longitude, 81° 49'. Near Whitehead Point, 
1 mile fr?m Key West, which is the post-office, telegraph station, and boat landing. 
Reservation, about 60 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of July 8 and July 
24, 1845. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. 
_Thomas, Fo1·t, .Ariz,-Latitude, 32° 51'; longitude, 109° 48. On the Gila River, 35 
miles west of San Carlos. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage, 
except Sunday, from Bowie Station, on Southern Pacific Railroad, distance 70 miles, 
and from Wilcox, 69 miles. Reservation, 10,487 acres. Accommodations for 11 offi-
cers and 96 men; 3 barracks. Water supply. Abandoned. 
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Thomas, Fort, Ky.-Latitude, 39° 5'; longitude, 84° 29.' Three miles from New-
port, on the highlands overlooking the Ohio River. Post-office, telegraph and r ail-
road station, Newport. Reservation, 111 acres, 2 roods, 39 poles. Rifle range, 169 
acres. Cession of jurisdiction by state act of February 29, 1888. Present garrison, 
headquarters and 6 companies of infantry. Accommodations for 21 officers and 288 
men; 3 double barracks. Water supplied by CoYington City waterworks. Sewer 
system. 
Townsend, Fort, Wash.-Latitude 48° 7'; longitude, 122° 44.' At the entrance to 
Puget Sound, 3 miles from Port Townsend, 66 miles from Seattle, and 93 from Tacoma, 
and 130 from Olympia. Post-office and telegraph station, Port.rrownsend. Reserva-
tion, 615.1 acres. Cession of jurisdiction .by constitution of Washiugton. Present 
• garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 5 officers and 87 men, 2 bar-
racks. Water supply pumped from springs by steam power. Natural drainage. 
· Trumbull, Port, Co11n.-Latitude, 41 ° 21'; longitude 72° 6.' On the right bank of 
the Thames River, 1 mile below the city of New London, which is the post-office, 
telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, 13½ acres. Cession of jurisdiction by 
act of .June 9, 1842. Present garrison, 1 batte:r.y a.rtillery. Accommodations for 8 
officers and 71 men, 2 barracks. Water supply from New London city waterworks . . 
Sewer system. 
Union, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude, 35° 5.4'; longitude, 105° 9'. In Moro County, 9 
miles from Watrous, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Post reserva-
tion,· 51½ square miles. Timber reservation, 53 square miles. Accommodations for 
30 officers and 349 men; additional•accommodations at arsenal for 3 officers and 1 
troop cavalry. Water supply pumped by steam power. Natural drainage. T~e 
reservation is within the limits of the Moro grant, for which a land patent was is-
sued to claimants in 1876. Not garrisoned. Jn charge of an enlisted man. . 
Vancouve1· Barracks, Wash.-Latitude, 45° 40'; longitude, 125° 32'. -On the north 
bank of the Columbia River, 18 miles by water and 6 miles in a direct line from 
Portland. Post-office. and steamboat landing at Vancouver. Reservation, 640 acres. 
Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of Washington. Present garrison, 1 troop 
cavalry, headquarters, and 6 companies infantry. Accommodations for 26 officers 
and 528 men; 10 barracks; additional accommodations for 14 officers and 2 noncom-
missioned officers at department headquarters and depot. Water supply pumped 
from an artesian well to a reservoir and distributed by gravity. Sewer system. 
Wadsworth, Fort, N. Y. Harbor.-Latitude, 40° 37'; longitude, 74° 3'. On Staten 
Island, commanding the Narrows, entrance to New York Harbor. Post-office, Rose-
bank, Staten Island, N. Y. · Telegraph and quarantine station, Clifton, Staten 
Island. Reservation, about 100 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of 
February 6, 1836, April 15, 1857) April 18, 1861, February 20, 1862, and (as to water-
covered lands) by act of May 7, 1880, and by commissioner's deed of February 15, 
1847. Present garrison, 3 batteri es of artillery. Accommodations for 15 officers 
and 183 men. No barracks; batteries quartered in casemates. Water supply from 
Crystal Water Company. Sewer system. . 
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash.-Latitude, 46° 6' · longitude, 118° 24'. One 1mle_ from 
Wal_la Walla, on the Northern Pacific Railroad.. Post-office, teleg~apb, 3:nd_ra~lr~ad 
station, Walla Walla, Wash. Reservation, about 613 acres . Cess10n of Jurisdiction 
by constitution of Washington. Present garrison, headquarters aJ).d 4 troops cav-
alry. Accommodations for 16 officers and 260 men; 6 barracks. Water supply from 
springs distributed by gravity. Sewer system . . 
Warren, Fort, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 19'; longitude 70° 59'. On Georges I land, m 
Boston Harbor, 7 miles from Boston . Post-office' and telegraph station, Boston. 
J?aily steamer. Reservation, the whole island, about 18 acres . Cession of jurisdic-
inon by State act of February 7, 1846. Present garrison, 2 batteries artillery. Ac-
commodations for 11 officers (8 in casemates) and 100 men in casemates. Water 
sup~ly fr~m 10 cisterns and f6ur wells. Sewer system. . . 
Hashakie, Fo1·t, Wyo.-Latitudc 42° 59' · longitude 108° 54' . On the Little Wmd 
River, 147 _miles from Rawlings, o~ the un'ionPacificRailroad. Post-office and tele-
graph ~tat10n at the po t. aily stage from Rawlings. Re ervation, 1,405 acre 
on Iuchan _Ian~ . No ces ion of juri diction. Present garrison, 1 troops cavalry and 
2 ompame mfantry. Accommodations for 9 officers and 158 men; 3 barrack · 
"\\ at r pumped to tank by steam power from south fork of Little Wind River, and 
di tribl~ted l y iron pipes. No sewer system. 
~fTashinglon Bar1'aclcs, D. C.-Latitude, 3 o 53'; longitude, 770 3'. On Green] af 
P mt, . C. Po t-office, tel graph, and railroad station, Washin !!'ton, D. C. R ·-
ervati n, a.bout? acre . . ,:sion of juri diction by tate act of Maryland of D ~ m-
h r 19, 17 1, cedmO' he 1 tn t of Columbia to United tate . Pre n garn n. 
h a lqnart r and batt ri art1ilery. Ac ommoclati.ons for 26 offic r and 312 men, 
2 hnrrc k11 for tbr batt ri s a h. Water supply \ ashington city aterwork , 
by nited 'ta.tea. ewer system. _' 
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wa~hington, Foi-t, Md.-Latitude, 38° 43'; longitude, 77° 6'. On the Potomac 
River 13 miles from Washington D. C. Post-office at the post. Telegraph and 
railro~d station Alexandria, Va. 'Steamboat from Washington. Reserva~ion, about 
50 acres. Cessi~n of jurisdiction by State act of April 11, 1874. Not garrisoned. In 
charge of ordnance sergeant. . . . 
Wayne Foi-t Mich.-Latitude, 42° 23'; longitude, 82° 58'. On Detroit. River,. 3½ 
miles frdm city hall in Detroit, which is the post-office a~d tele~r3:ph_ st~t10n. City 
railway to the post. Reservation, about 63 acres. Cession of Junsd1ct~on _by State 
act of February 9, 1842. Present garrison, headquarters, and 4 c__ompames mfan~ry. 
Accommodations for 15 officers and 231 men; one barrack for o small compames. 
Water supply from Detroit city waterworks. Sewer system. 
WestPoint, N. Y.-Latitude, 41° 23'; longitude, 74° 41'. On the west bank ?f the 
Hudson River, 51 miles above New York City. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad 
station at the post. Reservation, 2,330 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts 
of March 2, 1826, May 15, 1875, Mav 25, 1876, May 15, 1888; and as to Round Pond 
and right .of way, etc., for water s11pply by acts of April 21, 1879, June 14, 1880, and 
May 12, 1881. United States Military Academy. Accommodations for 50 officers 
and 312 men, 5 barracks. Present garrison, E, Engineer battalion and detachments. 
yVater. supply piped from springs by gravity and distributed from reservoir through 
uon p1pes. Sewer system. 
Whipple Barracks, A.riz.-Latitude, 34° 33' r longitude, 112° 27'. One mile from 
Prescott, Ariz. Post-office, Whipple; telegraph and railroad station, Prescott. 
Reservation, about 1,730 acres. Present garrison, headquarters,. and 4 companies 
infantry. Accommodations for 20 officers and 203 men, 5 barracks. vVater supply 
pumped from a well on Granite Creek to a reservoir and distributed by iron pipes. 
Sewer system. · 
_Willets Point,. N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 47'; longitude, 73° 47'. On th~ East River, 2¼ 
miles from Wlntestone, Queen's County; 17 miles from New York City. Post-office 
and telegraph station at the post. Railroad station, Whitestone, N. Y. Reservation 
about 136.35 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of April 15, 1857, and April 
17, 1875. Engineer station. Accommodations for 29 officers and 400 men; 3 double 
barracks and 1 band barrack. Present garrison, headquarters, A, B, C, and D, Engi-
neer battalion. Water supply from Flushing village water.works. Sewer system. 
Win.field Scott, Fort, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 49'; longitude, 122° 48'. Golden Gate, 
San . Francisco, Cal. Post-office and railroad station, San Francisco. Telegraph 
station, Presidio of San Francisco. On the Presidio Reservation. Not garrisoned. 
~ingate, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude, 35° 29'; longitude, 108° 32'. Situated on Bear 
Sprrng, 3 miles from Wingate, on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad . . Post-office and 
telegraph station at the post. Reservation, 130 square miles; Present garrison, 
headquarters, 4 companies cavalry and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 
22 officers and 400 men; 8 barracks. Water supply pumped from a spring into a 
reservoir and distributed by iron pipes. · Sewer system. 
Winthrop, Fort, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 21'; longitude, 70° 1'. On Governors Island, 
Bos~on Harbor, 2 miles from Boston, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad 
station. Steamboat to post. Reservation about 60 acres. Cession of jurisdiction 
by State acts of June 25, 1798, March 12, 1808, and February 7, 1846. Not garrisoned. 
In charge of ordnance sergeant. 
Woocl, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 41'; longitude, 74° 11'. Ou Bedloe Island, in New 
York Harb_or, 3 miles from New York City, which is the post-office, railroad and tele-
graph station. Reservation about 12 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of 
:Feb~uary 15, 1800, an~ (as to water-covered lands) by act of May 7, 1880. Present 
garrison, 1 company mfantry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 52 men, one bar-
rack. Water supply, 4 cisterns. Sewer system. 
Yates, F~rt, N. l)ak.-Latitude, 46° 11'; longitude, 100° 34'. Standing Rock, N. 
Dak., 58 miles from Mandan and 60 from Bismarck, on Northern Pacific Railroad. 
Post-office and telegraph station at post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Bis-
m~rc~. Reservation, 1 square mile, on Indian lands. Cession of jurisdiction by con-
stitution of North J:?akota. Present garrison, 4 companies infantry and 2 troops cav-
alry, Accommodations for 19 officers and 322 men, 6 barracks; in addition to which 
3 barracks for Indian soldiers have recently been completed. Water pumped by 
stea:m-power from 22 drive wells to tank and distributed by iron pipes. Surface 
dramage. 
Y_ellowstone, Fort, Wyo,-L!:ttitude, 42° 51'; longitude, 102° 39'. On Beaver Creek, 
~ mile~ from Cinnebar, on Yellowstone Park iine of Northern Pacific Railroad. Dur-
mg wmter trains run on this branch line Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays. Post-
o~ce and telegraph station, Mammoth Hot Springs. Old reservation, 25 square 
miles; _uew, 22.5 acres, set aside by the Secretary of the Interior for use of military 
a~th_onties. E_xclnsive jurisuiction reserved by act of Congress of July 10, 1890, ad-
mittmg Wyommg. Present garrison, 2 troops cavalry. Accommodations for 2 offi-
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cers and 60 men at old post; 1 barrack. Two double sets officers' quarters, 2 single 
sets noncommissioned officers' quarters and 1 cavalry barrack at new post. Water 
and sewer systems in course of constructjon. . 
Ym·ba Buena Islancl, Cal.-Latitucle 37° 49'; longitmle 122° 27'. Two and one-half 
mies northeast of San Francisco, Cal. Reservation, the whole island, about 120 
acres. No cession of jurisdiction. General Order 59 of 1892, transfers reservation 
to the Engineer Department, for use and occupation as a torpedo station for the Pa-
cific coast. 
Yosemite National Park, Carnp in, Cal.-Post-officeand telegraph sta~ion, Wawona, 
Cal.; railroad station, Raymond, via Barenda station, on Southern Pacific Railroa?-, 
distance 40 miles; triweekly stage to camp. Present garrison, 1 troop of cavalry, 1n 
camp. 






COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE, 
Washington, D. O., October 1, 1892. 
Srn: I have the · honor to submit the following report of the opera-
tions of the Subsistence Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1892: 
RESOURCES .A.ND EXPENDI'.l'URES. 
The following statement exhibits the aggregate fiscal resources and 
expenditures of the department for the year mentioned and the bal-
ances at the close of the fiscal year: 
RESOURCES. 
Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of appropriations 
of the Subsistence Department on June 30, 1891, as fol-
lows: 
Commqtation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel 
States and soldiers on furlough-certified claims, act 
March 2, 1889 .. _ . _ .......... .•....••... ........... 
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 ...•••..••••........... 
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. ..•................... 
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River 






Amounts to credit of officers of the Subsistence Depart-
ment, and of officers doing duty in the Subsistence 
Department, with the Treasurer, assistant treasurers-, 
and designated depositaries, and in their personal pos-
session on June 30, 1891, as follows: 
Subsistence of the Army, 1891".::::: ·.::::. ·_:: ....... . 
Commutation of rations to ·prisone1~s-u'f wat in rebel 
States and soldiers on furlough: 
Certified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April 4, 
1890 .......... ······ ...... ······ ............. . 
Certified claims, 1890, act April 4;.1890 ......... . 
Certified claims, 1891, act ~ugust 30, 1890 ...... . 





.Amounts refunded to the Treasury near close of· fiscal 
year 1891, since carried to the credit of the appropria-
tions, as 'follows : 
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 .. -~-· ............... . 
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RESOURCES-continued. 
Amounts appropriated for the Subsistence Department for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, as follows: 
Subsistence of the Army, 1892, act of February 24, 1891.$1, 745,000.00 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel 
States and soldiers on furlough-certified claims, 
1892, act of March 3, 1801....... • . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . • 26, 014. 50 
. ----$1,771,014.50 
Amounts collected from various sources and refunded to 
the appropriations of the Subsistence Department on the 
books of the Treasury during the fiscal year 1892, as 
follows: 
Subsistence of the Army, 1889, and prior years, trans-
fer account ...................................... . 
Subsistence of the Army, 1889, and prior years ...... . 
Subsi~tence of the Army, 1890, transfer account .•••.. 
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 ...................•••• 
Subsistence of the Army, 1891, transfer account ..••• : 
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. ......•...........• -·· 
Subsistence of the Army, 1892, transfer account ..•••. 
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 .•••.•.•••....••...••.. 
Amounts received by officers of the Subsistence Depart-
ment and by officers doing duty in the Subsistence De-
partment, from sales of subsistence stores to the follow-
ing purchasers during the fiscal year 1892, and taken up 
for immediate disbursement under the following appro-
priations: 
- Subsistence of the Army, 1891: Sales to enlisted men 
not previously reported ..............•............ 
Subsistence of the Army, 1892: Sales to officers, $306,-
212.29; to enlisted men and to companies, detach-
ments, and hospitals, $451,980.55; to civil employes, 
$12,470.49; to Leavenworth Military Prison, $9,-
951.23; to Quartermaster's Department, $108.98; to 
headquarters of the Army, $7.59; to Indian agents, 
$82.87; to Engineer Department, $336.66; to G. A. 
R., $9.08; of surplus and condemned stores and 
property at auction; $1,338.37; of boxes, barr~ls, 
etc., $54.17; of garden seeds and agricultural im-












Amounts taken up by officers doing duty in the Subsist-
ence Department on account of reclamations for stores 
lost, damaged, etc., and in correction of errors in their 
accounts, etc., during the fiscal year 1892: 
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. ......•••...•••....... 




Amounts charged against officers still in service on ac-
count of funds and stores alleged to have been lost by 
theft, etc., and for which relief can only be obtained 
in the Court of Claims under sections 1059 and 1062, 
Revised Statutes, or from Congress, as follows: 
Sub i tence of tho Army, 1880 ..•....•....•......••.. 
Sul sistence of the Army, 1886 ..••••.•••...•..•....•. 








Total resources ..• _.. . . • • • • . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • . . • • . . 3, 251, 692. 99 
EXPENDITURES, 
x:pended on the books of the Trea ury from the appropriations of the 
ub i ~en e Department during the :fiscal year 1 92, a follows: 
ul 1 ten f the Army, 1 9, and prior years, trans-
£ race unt....................................... $ .36 
nb. i t nee of the Army, 1 0..................... .. 532. 51 
· uh i t n f th Arm , 1 91...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 34, 711. 52 
• ub it n e of th Army, 1 92.... .... .... ..•... .•... 1,277.59 
COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF -SUBSISTENCE. 
EXPENDITURES-continued. 
Amounts expended on the books of the Tr~as'!lr.f, e~c--:-Continued. 
Relief of sufferers from overflow of M1ss1ss1pp1 River 
and its tributaries joint resolution of April 25, 1890_ $130. 81 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel 
States and soldiers on furlough: . 
Certified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April 4, 
1890 ----·· ......... ..... - . .... - .............. · 




Amounts disbursed by officers of the Subsisitence Depart-
ment and officers doing duty in the Subsistence pepart-
ment during the fiscal year 1892, as follows : 
Subsistence of the Army, 1891............... ........ 48, 490.69 
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 . .... .. . ............... 2,311,254.78 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel States 
and soldiers on furlough: 
Certified claims, acts March .2, 1889, and April f, 
1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115. 50 
Certified claims, 1890, act April 4, 1890.... . . . . . . 219. 75 
Certified claims, 1891, act August 30, 1890.... . . . . 4, 950. 03 
445 
$37,263.54 
Certified claims, 1892, act March 3, 1891. . . . . . . . . 24, 493. 63 
----- 2,389,524.38 
Amounts dropped by officers doing duty in the Subsistence 
Department in correction of errors in their accounts dur-
ing the fiscal year 1892: 
8ubsistence of the Army, 1891. ..... . -----· -~---- ... . 
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 ............. ··-··· ... . 
Amounts t,ransferred on books of Treasury, act March 3, 
1875 (18 Stat. L., 418): 
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 and prior years, trans-
fer account ............... ... ·-···· .............. . 
Subsistence of the Army, 1890, transfer account ..... . 
Subsistence of the Army, 1891, transfer account ..... . 









Amounts carried to the surplus fund on June 30, 1892: 
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 and prior years ...•••• 
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 ...................... . 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war ill' rebel 
States and soldiers on furlough: Certified claims, 
acts March 2, 1889, and April 4, 1890 .............. . 








2, 812, 223. 76 
Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of appropriations of the Subsistence Depart-
ment on June 30, 1892, as follows: . 
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. .......• _......... . . . . $209, 069. 27 
Subsistence of the Army, 1892.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 50, 589. 88 
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River 
and its tributaries, joint resolution, April 25, 1890 .. 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel 
States and soldiers on furlough: Uertified clairns, 
acts March 2, 1889, and April 4, 1890 .............. . 
Amounts to credit of officers of the Subsistence Depart-
ment and of officers doing duty in the Subsistence De-
partment, with the Treasurer, Assistant Treasurers, and 
designated depositaries, and in their personal possession 
on June 30, 1892, as follows: 
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 . .. ................... . 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel 
States and soldiers on furlough: 
Certified claims, 1891, act August 30, 1890 ....•.•• 






$261, 405. 89 
171,144.20 
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BALANCES-continued. 
Amounts. refunded to the Treasury near close of fiscal year 
1892, but not carried to the credit of the appropriation 
by June 30, 1892, as follows: 
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. .••..... ........ ...... 
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 ...•................... 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel 
States and soldiers on furlough: 
Certified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April 4, 
1890 ............ ····· · .................... --·· 






Amounts charged against officers· still in service on ac-
count of funds and stores alleged to have been lost by 
theft, etc., and for which relief can only be obtained in 
the Court of Claims under sections 1059 and 1062, Re-
vised Statutes, or from Congress, as follows: 
Subsistence of the Army, 1880 ..................... . 
Subsistence of the Army, 1886 .. ........... ...... ... . 
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 ...................... . 







Total balances................................................. 439,469. 23 
Statement of the average contract pi-ices per pound ( inclependent of .quantities pnrchased) in 
each State and Territory for the fresh-beef supply in the fiscal years 1892 ancl 1893 . 
State or Territory. 
Maine ..•........................ 
Massachusetts .................. . 
Rhode Islaud .................. .. 
Connecticut .................... . 
New York ...................... . 
ife~1{~vr_i~: ~:::::::::::::::::: 
Dtet:i:ic_t of Uoluml,in .... ........ . 
V1rguna ....... ..... .... .. ..... .. 
Illinois .............. ....... ..... . 
~t~~~~:f.:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Minnesota ........ , .. ..... ..... .. 
Nebraska ....................... . 
K ansas ............. ........... . . 
Indian Territory .............. .. 
Iii:~fk~t~:::::::::::::::::::: 
South Dakota ........ .......... .. 











































State or Territory. 




rtiii:a::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::: -~Ji t gg 
Louisiana....................... 6. 50 6. 37 
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 68 1g: ig 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 50 
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 16 6. 20 
Ohio .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 7. 74 6. 75 
Indiana......................... 7. 00 7. 00 
Colorado ................. - · · · · · · i· ~i t g~ 
~~~~-;::::::::: :::::::: : :::::: 6:50 6.23 
California....................... 7. 34 6. 90 
.Arizona......................... 4. 50 4. 27 
Washington ................... · 7. 38 ti~ 
Idaho . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 7. 41 11. 68 
5fi~ti~·~·::: :: : : :: :::: ::: :::::: 1~: i~ 4. 66 
New Mexico ............ ........ 7. 68 6. M 
1:- 7-78-1--6-. 7-6 Average prico .............. , . 
.A.DVERTISE:;.vIENTS .A.ND CONTRACTS. 
During the .fi cal year ending June 30, 1892, 333 newspa,per ad~erti e. 
ment. and 598 circulars and posters inviting proposals for ubs1 ten~e 
upphe were reported to this office. There were also reportea 3 ' 
c 1~tracts of variou kinds for fre. h meats, fresh vegetables, complete 
rations, and other ubsistence upplie required for the .Army. , 
SUPPLIES. 
Th up lie required to be furni hed by the Sub i, tence Dep~rt~ent 
ar r ·ru' d a near th I lace of con, umption a practicable, takrn mt 
co iderati quality, price , nd co t of transportation. A u u, 1 the 
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great markets of the c?untry have been drawn _upon for a large p~rtion, 
of the supplies. The fresh meat has been obtamed from producers and 
dealers near the posts, and the same policy, where practicable to pro-
cure them of proper high quality, has been pursued as to flour and 
fresh vegetables. 
ISSUES TO INDI.ANS. 
Subsistence supplies were issued during the year to Indian agent at 
Hoopa Valley, Cal., to the value of $427.56; to destttnte :Piutes at F?rt 
BidwelJ, Cal., $24.88; to Apache Indian prisoners of war at Fort Wm-
gate, N. Mex., $301.16; to enlisted Indians and their families, Troop L, 
~ighth Cavalry, $1,426.61; and to families of enlisted Indians as fol-
lows: Troop L, Third Cavalry, $46.44; Company I, Second Infantry, 
$387.50; Company I, Sixteenth Infantry, $43.21; Company I, Twenty-
first Infantry, $10.96. 
The above amounts have all been reimbursed to this Department by 
the Indian Bureau, except $11.60 of the value of the issues to families 
of enlisted Indians of Company I, Sixteenth Infantry. 
Other issues were made to Indians as follows, for which no reim,. 
bursement has been requested or made: To White Mountain Apaches 
at Fort .Apache, Ariz., $245.92; to Chiricahua Indian prisoners of war 
at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala,, $15,191.51 ; to Sioux Indian prisoners 
of war at Pine Ridge, S. Dak., $4,071.66; to Indian prisoners of various 
tribes at different posts, $523.32; to Indians visiting military posts, 
under .Army Regulations 1395 and 1396, $734.33. . : . .. ~ . 
MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES AND EXPENDITURES. 
Issues to the value of $84.86 were made to teachers · of Indians at 
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., which amount has been reimbursed to 
this Department from the appropriation for contingencies of the Army. 
Destitute citizens at various posts have been supplied during the 
year, upon the orders of commanding officers, with 549 incomplete ra-
tions. · 
- Value of issues ·to Mexican prisoners at Forts Ringgold and McIn-
tosh, Tex., $55.49. 
Issues of 271 rations were made to Mexican guides. 
For liquid.coffee there was expended $6,737.67, being a decrease 
from the previous year of $2,639.48; for extra duty pay, $21,486.60, a 
decrease from previous year of $461.15; for advertising, $8,864.59, a 
decrease from previous year of $1,576.80; for cooked rations, $78,121.45, 
an increase over previous year of $12,932.85; for construction of new 
an<.l repair of old ovens at posts, $6,867.24. 
LOSSES OF STORES AND PROPERTY. 
The value of stores reported lost by accident, by wastage in trans-
portation, while in store, etc., during the year, for which no one has 
been held accountable, was $5,784.94. Losses in May and ~Tune of the 
previous fiscal year not included in last annual report amounted to 
$1,488.11. 
Supplies lost in transportation during the year for which responsi-
bility was fixed amounted to $1,096.42, of which $420.87 has been col-
lected. 
A quarrtity of stores and property was destroyed by fire on the night 
of May 19, 1892, at Fort Ringgold, Tex. The returns from that post for 
./ 
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the early part of May have not yet been received at this office, and 
the quantities and values of the articles destroyed are not yet known. 
Sales of condemned and siwplus supplies. 
Subsistence stores. 
Condemned. Surplus. Total. 
Original cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . $12,403.17 $134. 08 $12,537. 25 
Amounts realized from sales .................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 842. 30 98. 09 940. 39 
Loss...................................................... 11,560.87 35. 99 11, 596.86 
Of subsistence property, the amount realized from such as was con-
· demned was $156.07; from such as became surplus, $241.91. 
SALES ON CREDIT TO ENLISTED MEN. 
Sales of subsistence stores to enlisted men on credit under Army Reg-
ulation 1413, during the past two fiscal years, and collections on account 
thereof, have amounted as follows: 
Fiscal year. Sa.las. Collections. 
1891................................................. .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . $13, 207. 14 $12, 545. 71 
1892..................................................... ... ............... 21,420. 40 21, 215. 82 
.ARMY COOKS .A.ND B.A.KERS. 
So fully am I convinced of the importance of the matter, that I again 
renew the recommendation so frequently made by the Oommissary-Gen-
-eral of Subsistence during the past ten years that some provision of law 
be made for the enlistment of cooks and bakers for the Army. Under 
the present system, temporary details of men are made, from time to 
time, from the companies to serve as cooks and bakers. The men so de-
tailed are generally inexperienced, have little fondness or aptitude for 
the duty, and, from the temporary nature of the employment, take but 
little interest in it. It matters not how great in quantity or how good 
in quality the raw articles of food furnished by the Subsistence De-
partment may be, the soldier will not be properly and wholesomely 
subsisted if they are not properly cooked. An important aid to good 
soldiering is good cooking. This can not be obtained without good 
-0ook , and good cooks can not be obtained without education and ade-
quate compensation. The interests of the Government and the w 11-
being of the soldier require that provision be made by law for the 
special enli ·tment of men as cooks and bakers. Of cooks, there hould 
b on added to the enlisted strength of each company, troop, or bat-
tery, and of bak r one for each garri oned post. I earne tly commend 
th _matt r to the pecial attention of higher authority, as of the great-
e. tun ortan e to the health, comfort, and efficiency of the enli ted 
men of the Army. 
OOMMI ARY SERGE.ANTS. 
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ACCOUNTS ..A.ND RETURNS DIVISION • 
.Accounts and returns on hand June 30, 1891, received, examined, 
etc., during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892: 
On hand June 30, 1891, accounts current ............ ------------...... 501 
Received during the year .... ........................... - ...... - - - .. - - 2, 390 
· -- 2,891 
On hand June 30, 1891, returns of subsjstence stores ........ - ...... -.. - 426 
Received during the year.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 629 
-- 2,055 
On hand June 30, 1891, returns of subsistence property ..... - ... ; ... - - - 135 
Received during the year .................. .................... - . . . . . . . 715 
850 
Examined during the year ending June 30, 1892: 
Accounts current (accompanied by 48,210 vouchers) .................•.. - . 2,577 
Returns of subsistence stores ( accompanied by 36,872 vouchers) .....••• - . 1, 806 
Returns of subsistence property ( accompanied by 1,800 vouchers).... . . . . 810 
On hand June 30, 1892, awaiting examination: 
Accounts current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 314 
Returns of sn bsistence stores ......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . 249 
Returns of subsistence property ................................... - . - . . . 40 
The accounts and returns were rendered by 462 officers. 
I_n connection with the examinations, 4,83,7 letters and 2,170 indorsements were 
written and recorded and 112 papers copied. 
QL..A.IMS DIVISION. 
Act of July 4, 1864 (sec. 300 B, Rev. Stats.).-At the commencement 
of the year t"here were n'o claims on hand awaiting examination under 
section 3, act of July 4, 1864, and the acts amendatory thereof. Dur-
ing the year, however, one claim heretofore decided under this act was 
received back from the Third Auditor of the Treasury, accQmpanied 
by additional evidence. · It was reexamined in connection with said 
evidence, and returned to the Third Auditor recommended for payment 
in the sum of $77.80. 
In connection with this class of claims, 118 reports were rendered 
upon requests therefor, made by the Department of Justice and Court 
of Claims. 
Joint resolution of Jitly 25, 1866, and third section of act of March 2, 
1867.-At the beginning of the fiscal year there were on file in this 
office 294 claims for commutation of rations of Union soldiers while 
held as prisoners of war, and _during the year 792 more were received, 
making a total of 1,086 claims of this class for examination. 
Of these, 992 were examined and transmitted to the Third Auditor 
of the Treasury: 514 recommended for disallowance, and 4 78, amount-
ing to $8,522.25, for payment. · 
In addition to these, 29 old claims were reexamined and transmitted 
to the Third Auditor of the Treasury, of which 14 were recommened 
for disallowance, and 15, amounting to $281.75, for payment. 
Miscellaneous claims.-There were at the commencement of the fiscal 
year 188 miscellaneous claims on hand, and during the year ~40 more 
were received, making a total of 1,128 claims of this class for examina-
tion. 
Of these, 1,017 were examined and transmitted to the Third Auditor 
of the Treasury: 752 recommended for disallowance, and 265, amount-
ing to $6,071.54, for payment. 
In addition, q76 old claims were reexamined and transmitted to the 
Third Auditor of the Treasury, of which 179 were recommended for 
disallowance, and 197, amounting to $3,787.95, for payment. 
Letters and indorsements.-In connection with these three classes of 
claim , 10,175 communications were sent out during the year. 
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DUTIES AND STATIONS OF OFFICERS OF THE SUBSISTENCE DEPART-
MENT. 
A roster of the officers of the Subsistence Department on June 30, 
1892, showing their stations and duties on that date, is hereto ap· 
pended . . 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
- - B. Du BARRY, 
'The SECRETARY OF W .A.R. 
Commissary- General of Subsistence. 
Roster of Subsistence Depa1·tment, U. S. Army, J1me 30, 1892. 





Rank by brevet. Duty and station. 
Beekman Du Barry ............••••.•••••••••••••••.. Commissary-General of Subsistence.-Wash-
ington, D. O. ASSISTANT COMMISSARIES· 
GENERAL OF f:,UBSISTENCE. 
Oolonels. 
Michael R. Morgan ........•. Bvt. Brig. General, 
April 9, 1865. 
JohnP.Hawkins ...•.•••••.. Bvt. Major-General, 
March 13, 1865. 
Lieutenant-Oolonels. 
MichaelP. Small .......••••. Bvt. Brig. General, 
April 9, 1965. 
Thomas C. Sullivan .............................. . .. _ 
. John W. Barriger............ Bvt. Brig. Gener a 1, 




'Thomas Wilson. . . . . • • . • • • . . . Bvt. Brig. Gener a 1, 
March 13, 1865. 
·william H . Bell ..................... ..... ........ . .. . 
.Jeremiah H. Gilman ......... Bvt. Lt. Col., Dec. 31, 
' 1862 . 
Samuel T. Cushing ..••••.•...............•...•••••.. 
William A. Elderkin ..................•..•........•• . 
Chief C. S., Department of the Miasouri. -
Chicago, Ill. 
Chief C. S., Department of California.-San 
Francisco, Cal. 
Chief C. S., Department of 'the East.-Gover-
nors Island,New York, N. Y. 
Purchasing and depot C. S. at Chicago, ill. 
Purchasing and depot C. S. at St. Louis, Mo • 
Purchasing and depot C. S. at New York City, 
N.Y. 
Purchasing C. S. at Denver, Colo. 
Assistant to the Commissary-General of Sub-
sistence.-Washington, D. C. 
Purchasing and depot C. S. at Fort Leaven· 
worth, Kans. 
Chief C. S., Dept. of Arizona.-Los Angeles, 
Cal . 
Purchasing and depot C. S. at Baltimore, Md. 'Charles B. Penrose . ..••..... Bvt. Lt. Col., Nov. 
11, 1867, 
William H. Nash............ . . . . . . . •. • •• ••• . . . •••••. Chief C. S., Dept. of the Columbia, Vancouver 
Barracks, State of Washington. 
Charles P. Eagan.. .......... . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • . . Purchasing and depot C. S. at Boston, Mass.-
OaptainB. 
.John F. Weston ..•••••.••••..............••.••...... 
Charles A. Woodruff ....... . ...... .... ..••••••...... 
John J. Clague ..•.••........ ... .....•... . .....••.. . . 
Wells Willard ..•.•................................. . 
Henry G. Sharpe .•.......... .. ......••........•• •... 
'Frank E. Nye ..•.•.••. ••• ... .. .......•..•..•..... .. . 
t~ii~i;~/\\ t:::rnrnrnrn\:: 
Abiel L. mith .•••••••••••• ..... ..••••••••••...•... . 
On leave. 
Assistant to the Commissar_y-General of Sub· 
sistence, Washington, D. C. 
Purchasing and depot C. S. at San Francisco, 
c~ . 
Chief C. S., Dept. of Dakota, and purchasmg 
and depot C. S. at St. Paul, Minn. . 
Cl1ief' C. S., Dept. of Texas, and purchasing 
ancl depot C. S., San Antonio, Tex. 
Purchasing and depot C. S. at Portland, Or&-
P~ciliasing and depot C. S. at Washington, 
D.C. 
On sick leave. 
Depot and post C. S., Fort Monroe, Va. 
Chief C. S., Dept. of the Platte, Omaha., Nebr. 
Purchasing and depot C. :s .. New Orleans, La.ral 
Temporary duty in office Commissary-Gene 
of Subsistence, Washington, D. C. 
Awaiting orders. 
OFFICE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSI TEN0E, 
Washington, D. O., Jime 30, 1892. 





T.HE SURGEON -GENERAL. 
W.A.R DEPARTMENT, SURGEON-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. o:, September 30, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit a statement of disbursements during 
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, from the appropriations made by-
act of Congress for the expenses of the Medical Department of the Army -
and for other purposes as stated below: 
Medical and hospital department, 1892: 
Appropriated by act approved February 24, 1891 ____ •• . • • • • • • • • • • • $200, 000. 00 
Refunded during the year...... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . 181. 01 
Total to be accounted for ..•••••.•••.•••••••...•.....•••. ~ ..•... 
Disbursed during the year: ' 
For medical and hospital supp_lies . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . $70, 289. 42 
. Expenses for purveying depots...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181. 75 
P~y of employes .. _ ........... ___ .................. 43, 315. 74 
For medical attendance and medicines .... .. . . . . . . . 8,072.98 
F-or advertising.................................... 233. 07 
For miscellaneous expenses . • • • • • . • • • • . . • . • . . . .. . . . 904. 51 




The whole of this balance remaining on hand at the close of the fiscal 
year has already been or will be expended in payment for supplies con-
tracted for and for other obligations incurred prior to July 1, 1892. 
The approximate money value of the medical and hospital supplies 
actually issued during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, was $141,000. 
Medical and hospital department, 1891: 
Balance on hand July 1, 1891 ..................................... . 
Refunded during the year .............................. _ ...... _ .. . 
Total to be accounted for ...•••••................................ 
Disbursed during the year: 
For medical and hospital supplies . _ ...... _. . . . . . . . . $55, 312. 11 
For expenses of purveying depots ....... _.. . . . . . . . . 2. 85 
For pay of employes _ ...... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 200. 00 
For medical attendance and medicines.... . . . . . . . . . . 1, 998. 71J 
For advertising ..................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 116. 40 
For miscellaneous expenses ............ 1 ........... _· __ 2_1_9._8_6 
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Medical and Hospital Department, 1890: 
Balance on hand July 1, 1891.... •• . • • ••• •• •• •••• •••••• •••••• ••• ••• $17,844.35 
Disbursed during the year: 
For medical and hospital supplies ....••••••••••• •••• __ $127. 00 
For medical attendance and medicines . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 66. 50 
193.50 
17,650.85 Carried to surplus fund ..•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••.. 
===== 
Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, 1891: 
Balance from previous fiscal year .••••••..••••.•••••••• •••••••••... 
Disbursed during the year .•.•••••••••...•••.••••••••••••••••.••.. 
Library of the ~urgeon-General's Office, 1892: 
Appropriated by act of February 24, 1891. ...•••••.••••• ••••••••••. 
Disbursed during the year ..• , ••.•••....••.•••••••••••••••.••..••. 




2,274.24 BaJ.ance J nne 30, 1892 .•.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••..• - -. 
===== 
Army Medical Muse um, 1891: 
Balance from previous fiscal year .•••••••••••.•••••• - ••• -· • • - • • • - • :tJ: 
Disbursed during the year ••••.....•••••••••••••••••••••••••..•• -• 
-----
Balance, June 30, 1892... ••• ••••.•••••.••••• •• • • ••• • • •• • . . • . . • • . 4:. 15 
==== 
Army Medical Museum, 1892: 
Appropriated by act of February 24, 1891 ..•••••••••••••••• •.••..• 
Disbursed durll:1g the year ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.••••.•..... 
5,000.00 
3,949.86 
1,050.14 Balance, June 30, 1892 ...•...•••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••.•.•••.• 
===== 
Building for Army Medical Museum: 
Balance from previous fiscal year .•••.•••••••••• .-•.••••..•. . - - -- - -




A.rtificial limbs, 1889 and prior years: 
Balance from previous fiscal year . . . . . • • • . • . • • • . . • . • . • • • . • • • • . . . • • 4:, 160. 87 
Transfer warr~nt, act of March 3, 1875...... . . • • • . . . • . • • • . • . • . . . • • • 2. 20 
-----
Total to be accounted for . . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • . . • . • . • • • . . . • . • • . . . . . . 4, 163. 07 
Disbursed during the year ..••.•.•.•..• _....... •• • • • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . 2. 20 
Carried to the surplus fun cl ••••••••• __ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4, 160. 87 
Artificial limbs, 1890: 
Balance from previous :fiscal year .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -..• - . 
Disbursed during the year . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . $250. 00 




818.80 Balance, June 30, 1892 ..••..•••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••....• ... 
===== 
Artificial limbs, 1891: 
Balance from previous fiscal year ...•••••••.•••••..•••....••.... - • -
Disbursed during the year ........•.•••••••••••.••...••........... 
1,6, 432.12 
13,088.39 
Balance, June 30, 1892 . . . . •• • • ••• • ••• • • •• • • •. • •• • • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . 3,343. 73 
Artificial limbs, 1892: 
Appropriat d by act of March 3, 1891................ . . . • . • . . • . . . . . 125,000.00 
Appropriated by act of May 13, 1892... ••• . . •••• .• • ••• .. . • .. . ••. . . . 24-1, 650. 00 
D~otal to be accounted for....................................... 366 650. 00 
1Sbur d durin the year . .. . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 5, 472. 61 
Balanco, June 30, 1892..... . •••••• •••••• •••••. •••• ..•••• .••.•. .. . 81,177.39 
SURGEON-GENERAL. 
Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1~90: 
Balance from previous fiscal year ......••..•••• -- .. -•...•• - -•• - - - - -





Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1891: · 
Balance from previous :fiscal year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 129. 51 
Disbursed during the year ............................... - ... -. - - - - 70. 90 
----
Balance, June 30, 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58. 61 
===== 
Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1892: 
Appropriated by act of March 3, 1891. ...................... -..... - -
Disbursed during the year ...............................•.. - .... - . -





Expended in furnishing trusses to disabled soldiers under the Revised 
Statutes, section:,; 1176 to 1178, and act of March 3, 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 111. 101 
Support and medical treatment of destitute patients in the city of Wash-
ington: 
Appropriated by act of March 3, 1891...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 000, 00, 
Expended during the year.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 000. 00, 
There were furnished to disabled soldiers, seamen, and marines dur-
ing the year ending June 30, 1892: - _ 
Trusses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 537 
Special appliances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 195 
Artificial.legs, furnished in kind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 53 
Artificial feet, furnished in kind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 2 
Artificial arms, furnished in kind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 · 
Limbs and apparatus commuted .........................................•... 6. 385. 
The new Standard Supply Table of the Medical Department is com-
pleted and will shortly be published. It is more than a revision of tho 
present one, issued nine years ago, and is believed to provide in a sat-
isfactory and liberal manner for the necessities of the service. Many 
new articles of medicines, instruments, and miscellaneous supplies have, 
been added to it, and many old and more or less obsolete and useless 
ones have been dropped.· Full directions are given in the introduc-
tory part c011cerning the care of property and the papers required to-
insure proper accountability, etc. 
Particular attention has been given to a new field equipment, most 
parts of which have been issued to many of the larger posts. As com-
prised in this may be mentioned an ambulance, a contract for the 
manufacture of 100 of which has been awarded by the Quartermaster-
General; litters; folding field furniture, issued on the basis of a ten-bed 
field hospital; medical, surgical, food, mess, and other chests for simi-
lar use; pouches containing medicines and surgical dressings necessary 
for first aid to the sick and wounded; a surgeon's field case; a special 
pack saddle for carrying the medical and surgical chests when wagon 
transporation is not available, and many minor articles. Illustrations,. 
with brief descriptions of the more important of these, are appended 
to this report. It is believed that this equipment marks decided prog-
ress, and that in this respect our Medical Department is now equal to,P, 
if not in advance of, the medical service of any other army. 
When thorough trial has been made of these articles reports will be 
called for from the medical officers who have used them with a view to 
such improvements of detail as may be advisable before furnishing them 
generally. A reserve will be kept on hand at the three medical supply 
depots for such emergencies as may arise. 
Attention is particularly invited to the compactness of the new sup-
plies and equipment, full advantage having been taken of the recent 
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advances of pharmacy and aseptic surgery as to the former, and of 
the suggestions of medical officers and manufacturers as to the latter. 
- Much consideration has b een given to the selection of the design :(or 
a litter, and credit is especially due to Maj . J. Van R. Hoff, Medical 
Department, Capt. George T. Beall, medical storekeeper, and Mr. P · 
R. Wagner, cµief clerk medical supply depot, St. Louis, for working 
out the details and suggesting improvements. The litters now in use 
can, at slight expense, b e modified to correspond to the new designs, 
and the necessary parts have been ordered and will soon be d-elivered 
and distributed. 
U p0n the recommendation of this office a clause was inserted in the act 
making appropriations for the support of the Army for the :fiscal rear 
1893, by which advertisement before purchase of medicines and medical 
supplies is not required, t hu s giving the Medical Department of the 
Army the same advantage in procuring its supplies as has long bee_n 
the case in the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery in the Navy. This 
will be of much practical value, particularly in obviating the delay 
which, in the past, has often involved the Department in consider3:ble 
expense owing to a rise in the market price of articles between the t rme 
o{ :first advertising and tbe opening of bids, which were, in many such 
~ases, canceled by the b idders. The Department in making its pur-
chases will now be enabled to take ad vantage of all reductions in cur-
r ent prices .. 
The ch emical examination of medical supplies in this office fully pro-
tects the Government from the acceptance of articles that are not of 
the best quality. . . 
D uring the year a thorough examination of all medical property muse 
at p osts has been made wit h the view of returning to the supply depots all 
sur~lus property, and of condemning such as was four~d to be o?sol~te 
and useless. To secure expert action and carry out the views of this office 
uniformly, lists of all surplus property and of such as was considered 
obsolete by the post surgeon were called for from each post; these were 
examined in this office and my views as to the proper dist ribution of 
the different articles were indicated. At my request a letter was then 
a ddressed to each department commander directing that ar t icles. of 
medical and hospital property believed to be unsuitable for ~ervrne 
should, before being submitted to an inspector for condemnation,. be 
inspected by the medical director of the department, or by a medical 
officer def.;ignat.-d by t he Secretary of War, who should report :to the 
Surgeon-General through military channels his recommendatwn . as 
t o ~heir continuance in service, shipment, sale, or their inspection with 
a view to condemna,tion. A special letter of instruction was then sent 
to all medical directors tran mitting to them the li t of un erviceable 
p~operty re_ceived from the po ts in their respective departme~ts and 
g1v~ng <l._etail d _in truction for their guidance iu regard to makmg the 
de. ired rn pect10n of property. 
Report of the e in pections have been received from most of the 
:po ~ ., and it an be confidently a erted that never before ha su h a 
Jud1 ·10u and thorough examination of the property of the M dical De-
par_tm nt . en mad . Medi al dir tor , knowing the view and 
policy of th1 offic , have l> en nabled by their exp rt knowl d e no 
only to liminate_ a lar amount of wholly u le and ob ol te pr p-
er l>u t r tam mu ·h that th rwi. e would ha v b en condemn 1 
an . · ~· Y d. f the ar iel r t ined many w re u c tible of m i-
fi ._ti 11 Ill cc r anc· with th1 . jcrn f the n w .fl ld quipm nt 
ile t r ' r r turn d t I t for rer air and rei ue or fi r r · 
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tention in stock as a isupply available for the emergencies of war in the 
case of such articles as do not deteriorate from age. .Among other bene-
fits a large money saving has already resulted from this _system of in-
spection, which can not be too strongly commeu_ded as berng greatly to 
the interest of the Government and of the Medical Department. 
A.:RTIFICI.A.L LIMBS. 
The money appropriated by Congress for artificial limbs, 1891-'92, 
$125,000, was estimated for and appropriated at a time when the benefit 
under the law recurred to the individual every five years. .An amend-
ment, approved March 3, 1891, changed the time of recurrence from five 
to three years, but no appropriation was made to meet the increased 
expenditure involved in the change. The immediate effect of the amend-
ment was to perfect, on March 3, 1891, the claims that otherwise would 
have been scattered at maturity over the period to March 3, 1893. The 
balance of the appropriation for 1890-'91 on hand March 3, 1891, with 
the appropriation for the year 1891-'92, was unable to meet these claims, 
and an estimate for a deficiency appropriation of $241,650 on account 
of 4,7~8 claims which matured before June 30, 1892, was transmitted to 
Congress. · 
During the time that the disbursing business of the office was at a 
standstill for want of funds the records were carefully examined and 
many points· of interest were noted, some of which are here presented. 
From June 17, 1870, to January 15, 1892, the names of 21,102 persons 
were placed on the approved files of the office, while 4,818 applications 
were "rejected after a full examination of each case. · 
Of the 21,102 persons, 10,187 filed claims for amputation and 10,915 
for loss of the use of limbs. Of the former 5,053 had lost the upper and 
5,134 the lower extremity; of the latter the use of the arm was lost in 
6,391, of the leg in 4,524. .Amputations thus CO]lStituted 48.28 and dis-
abled but not amputated limbs 51.73 per cent of the total. The upper 
extremity was lost in 23.95 per cent, the lower in 24.33; the use of the 
arm in 30.29 and the use of the leg in 21.44. 
Nearly the whole of the 10,187 cases of amputation came upon the 
rolls in 1870-'71, after the p~ssage of the acts of June 17 and 30, 1870, 
granting an artificial limb or its commuted value once every five years 
to all soldiers who had lost a limb during the war for the supression of 
the rebellion, and extending the benefits thus provided to all officers, 
seamen, and marines· disabled by loss of limb in the military or naval 
service of the United States. 
When the act of June 8, 1872, extended the benefit to those who had 
sustained bodily injuries depriving them of the use of their limbs the 
number on the commutation rolls became largely increased. In1872-'73 
1,195 applications were approved, and thereafter the annual additions 
to the files averaged about 330, except that during the years 1883-'86, 
inclusive, 3,845 cases were allowed, and during 1889-'90 2,085 cases. 
The unusual activity in the filing of claims during the first of these 
exceptional periods was due to the energy with which claim agents ad-
vertised their business among those who were known to be in receipt 
of pension on account of disability of the limbs. The second excep-
tional period was caused by the efforts of this office to free the pensioners 
from t1;ie toils of thes~ agents. Not content with 10 per cent of the 
commutation granted on the original application, they endeavored to 
make it appear that their services were of value in securing the re-
curring payments, so that they mjght claim from the disabled soldiers ~ 
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10 per cent of the moneys paid under the operation of the laws relating 
to artificial limbs. The Surgeon-General thereupon gave wide publicity 
to the fact tbat the services of attorneys were unnecessary in applica-
tions for artificial limbs or their commutation, either original or recur-
ring, and the measures he adopted for disseminating this information 
immediately suppressed the business of the claim ageuts and at the 
same time brought their rights under the law to the knowledge of many 
pensioners who might otherwise have remained ignorant of them. It. 
is believed that since May, 1889, no part of the money received by pen-
sioners bas been paid to agents for their assumed va1uable assistance. _ 
The pensioners in all cases communicate directly with this office. 
The accession of new names to the rolls is due now, not to the P:O-
visions of law becoming known to pensioners who were heret?fore ig-
norant of them, but to the increase of disability with advancmg a~e-
Rheumatism, varicose veins, atrophy, and contraction of muscles, which 
are- prominent causes of disability of the limbs, become aggravat~d 
with the advance of time; locomotor ataxia, paralysis, and ot_her dis-
eases of the nervous system implicating the movements of the limbs are 
also progressive; so that many sufferers from these diseases who h~d 
comparatively good use of their limbs in 1870 are now completely dis-
abled. 
Among the number of pensioners .stated above as having lost an arm 
are some who had lost more than one member; thus 37 had lost both 
arms and 19 an arm cind a leg· and among those recorded as having lost 
a leg are included those who had lost parts of other limbs or the use of 
other limbs; thus 49 had lost both legs, 25 both feet, 8 a leg and a foot, 
and 8 a leg, the other leg being wholly disabled, etc. . 
Of the 21,102 persons whose claims were approved during the p~r10d 
covered by the statistics the names of 16,322 remained on the hst of 
beneficiaries on January 31, 1892. In 7,412 of these the ltmb was lost--
the arm in 3,617, the leg in 3,795; in 8,910 the use of tbe hmb was lost--
the arm in 5,191, the leg in 3,719. There were, therefore, dr?pped from 
the rolls 4,780 cases during the period stated, 2,775 amputations-1,436 
of the arm, 1,339 of the leg; and 2,005 cases oflost use-1,200 of the 
arm, 805 of the leg. 
Death closed 3,954 of these cases, 515 . were dropped as proba~ly 
dead, every effort of this office having failed to discover them, while 
311 cases were rejected on second or subsequent applicatio~~ for com-
mutation in view of later information concerning the condition of the 
individual. Hence, assuming as dead the 5 l5 dropped on account of 
the inability of the office to find them, the total number of death among 
the '21,102 per ons whose claims were approved would amount to 4,469. 
These d_ea~hs ~ccurred during the twenty years following the pas age 
o~ ~he art1ficial-hmb laws. The stati tics given above report the con-
dit10ns a known at this office on January 12, 1892; but death among 
tho e who e names are borne on the rolls ·do not usually become known 
until after he date when the next installment of commutation would 
have b om l?c yabl . The pensioner fails to communi ate with tl~e 
office at that tnn an l inquiry concerning him develop the fact of bi 
death. f t11 lf' '~2 011 the roll on January 31 1892 probably about 
400 would ha fail d to re pond to a r 11 call on' that day having died 
b tw . n th, t da e and the tim of th ir last payment. 
urmg the fi e ar' i t rv nino- betwe n he fir ·t and econd pay-
m nt 1 ~7 f he 211 2 di d · during he, con l quinqu nnial period, 
4:2 · d ll'lllf{ h hircl ,.>4; duri11 o· th, fourth, (>96, and the fifth in tal· 
m nt n w lll pr gre ·· ha 1 1 p d · far the o curren f 1 death · 
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The absolute number of deaths, 4,469, represents 21. 18 per cent of 
the total numlJer of cases. Of the amputated cases. 2,756 died, or 27.14 
per cent of their own number, and of the ca;ses of disabled but not ampu-
tated limbs 1, 70-!, or 15.61 per cent of their own number. 
It does not follow froni. these statements that the mortality was 
greater among those who lost limbs than among those who lost the use 
of their limbs, for the data relating to the two classes are not parallel. 
The amputated cases came on the rolls_ in 1870-'71, and have been u!l-
der observation for twenty years, while, from the gradual manner m 
which claims for disabled limbs were filed, many of these cases have 
been under observation for but a few years. In fact, the whole number 
on the commutation list is equivalent to only 5,320 persons under ob-
servation for twenty years; and as 1,704 deaths were recorded among 
them the mortality rate for the period would be 32.03 per cent, as com-
pared with 27.14 among the cases of amputation. The known death 
rates in a few detachments of these men corroborate the general rate 
as given by calculation. Thus, of the . 1,195 cases that came on the 
rolls in 1872-'73, 334 or 28 per cent have died; but the record of the 
fourth period of five years is incomplete, and the death rate for the 
twenty years will, ·therefore, be somewhat larger t,han 28 per cent. Dur-
ing the first period 142 died, or 11.9 per cent; during the second, 72 or 
7 per cent of those alive at the beginning of the period; during the . 
third, 75 or 7.7 per cent of the survivors; and during the fourth or in-
completed period there have already been reported 44 deaths, or 5 per 
cent of those alive in 1888-'89. 
The death rate of both of these classes is considerably higher than it 
would have been if the disabled or amputated limbs had been the only 
results of the war service that tended to shorten life; for it must be ob-
served that many of. these men had other wounds or disabilities be: 
sides those a:ff ecting their limbs. 
In general terms, the age of those persons during the twenty years of 
observation covered the period of life from 30 to 50 years _of age, and 
the average annual death rate was for the amputated cases 13.6 per 
thousand and for the others 16 per thousand living at the beginning 
of the period. The experience of insurance companies shows the death 
rate of men between the ages of 30 and 50 to be an average of about 9 
per thousand annually. The increase among our pensioners to 13.6 and 
16 expresses the influence of their disabilities and of the exposures 
associated with the incurrence of them in shortening their lives. 
These rates, large as they are, compared with the average rate pre-
vailing among individuals of corresponding age in civil life, apply only 
to a certain period of twenty years. To determine the influence of 
wounds and exposures in increasing the death rate of the soldiers of the 
war of the rebellion we should require to know the number of the 
wounded or otherwise disabled living at the close of the war and the 
deaths that occurred among them up to June 30, 1870, when the statistics 
of the operations of this office under the artificial-limb laws take them 
up and account for them with precision. It is not possible to obtain 
these data in the cases of the disabled men, but the facts concerning 
the amputated cases are better known. 
At the close of the war there were, according to the records of this 
office, 13,052 recoveries from amputation of the arm or leg such as would 
have entitled each to benefit under the artificial-limb law subsequently 
enacted; and as in 1870 only 10,187 applied for artificial limbs or commu-
tation, it may be inferred that 2,865 of those maimed soldiers had died 
up to that time--21.95 per cent of their total-a much larger percent-
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age-of mortality than is shown by any of the subsequent quinquennial 
periods. By incorporating these :figures with those previously given it 
is found that during the twenty-five years, from the close of the war to 
1890, 5,621 subjects of amputation died out of a total of 13,052 cases, or 
431 per thousand. Dividing the quarter of a century into successive 
periods of five years the deaths <luring the first period were 2,865, or 
21.95 per cent of the total; during the second 999, or 9.81 per cent of 
the survivors at the beginning of the period; during the third 557, or 
6.06 per cent of those surviving in 1,75; during the fourth 583, or 6.75 
per cent of those alive in 1880; and during the :fifih, 1885~'90, 610, or 
7 .58 per cent of those on the rolls in 1885. It is thus seen that the 
mortality rates of those men who were disabled during the war was 
very large during the early years succeeding the occurrence of their 
disabilities, and from what follows it ma,y be observed that even now 
their annual death rate is largely in excess of that of the average citizen. 
At the close of the war the recoveries from amputations of the uppt::r 
extremity numbered 6,249. In 1870, 1,rn3 or 19.14 per cen~ of t~eir 
number may be assumed to have died, for only 5,053 filed thell' clarms 
for artificial arms; 557 cases, or 11.02 per cent of those alive in 1870, 
died before receiving a second benefit; 268 cases, constituting 5.96 per 
cent of the survivors, died after the second but before the third benefit; 
293, or 6.93 per cent of those living in 1880, died before 188~, and 305, 
or 7.75 per cent of those .alive in the last-mentioned year, died before 
the expiry of the next five years. 
The recoveries from amputation of the lower extremity numbered 
6,703 at the close of the war; but as only 5,134 reported for artificial 
limbs, 1,569, o'r 23.41 per cent, may be assumed to have died. The_ deaths 
and the percentages constituted by them for the next four qumquen-
nia.1 periods were as follows: 1870-'75, 442 and 8.61; 1875-'80, 289 and 
6.16; 1880-'85, 290 and 6.59; 1885-)90, 305 and 7.41. 
The death rate of those who suffered amputation of the leg was 
greater than that of the cases of amputated arm during the . early 
period succeeding the war, but during the later years the rates m the 
two sets of cases have not varied much. 
Since each of the 21,102 persons on the rolls bas received an artificial 
limb or its commutation one or more times. tbe number of certificates 
issued by this office has amounted to 68,450-40,95~ in case of ampu-
tation and 27,497 in cases ofloss of use oflimbs-the relative percentage 
being 5H.83 and 40.17. 
The certificates entitling to benefit in cases of amputated upper 
extremities number 20,185, of which 2 7 were for limb in ki_nd ~nd 
rn,898 for commutation. With tbe artificia,l limb furnished rn kmd 
the law :provides for the free tran, :portation of the pen ioner to and 
from the place of_ manufactme, thu affording an opportuni~y to th~ e 
who had ·ettl d m the We t to have a trip to New York, Ph1lade]pbia 
or ot~1 r ea. t~rn ~ity which mio·ht be utilized in seeing old f.rie11;ds and 
rel~tr~~-. otw1tb tanding this inducement to be fitted with the 
~rt1fic1al arm 9 . per cent of tlrn arm which might have b en called 
for " re ommut' . On1y a little oYer 011 man in a hundred of the e 
a1:mk . rn u el c·t 1d to receiv tb arm. ltR u, efulne i r g-ard cl a 
ml. HlHl ~1th_ ~gh ·ome may ·him i to be an ornam ntal additi n to _a 
me 11n ,a m<l1v1dua1 th man with a war r ord g n rally refer h1 
mp Y .-1 Y . Tlw r or<l.- . how al o that few of tho who w re fm-
ni. l_1 ·<l wi h au ai- ifitial arm ·all 1cl for a r u we 1 of it at a, ub qn nt 
l> 1'10 • 
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The artificial leg is shown by the statistics to be a~ applia_nce of · 
much more practical value than the arm. Of 20,214 certificates issued 
in cases of loRs of the leg the limb in kind was called for in 4,42;, the 
money equivalent in 15,793, or in 21,\l and 78.1 per cent respectively . 
.At first sight it would seem from these statistics that the allowance of 
an artificial leg once every five years is largely in excess of the needs 
of the maimed soldiers, since so many elected to receive the money 
value rather than the limb; but it must be remembered that in many 
cases, on account of conditions of the stump,_ a leg can not be worn, and 
that unfortunately the :financial circumstances of many of the old sol-
diers are such as to prevent them from accepting the expensive luxury· 
of an artificial leg when its acceptance would cause them the loss of 
the $75 dollars which they would otherwise obtain. Although the 
names of 5,134 men crippled by amputation are on the rolls, only 4,421 
artificial legs were used during the whole period of twenty years. 
Hence from these statistics nothing can be gathered concerning the 
durability of an artificial leg. The manufacturers are under bonds to 
furnish good and satisfactory limbs without extra charge to the soldier, 
and to make good for five years all defects of material or workmanship 
without additioual ch~rge, subject in all cases to the inspection of ~mch 
persons as the Surgeon-General may designate; and it must be said to 
their credit that this office is unaware of any failure on their part in 
this respect. The care exercised in the manufacture and :fitting is such 
that a complaint of misfit, discomfort, poor workmanship, or inferior 
materials is hardly known in connection with this service. 
In amputations of the foot 560 certificates were issued, 24 for the 
artifici3:l foot and 536 for its money value, $50:._4,3 and 95. 7 per cent 
respectively. 
There were 16,410 certificates issued in cases of loss of use of the arm. 
Few of these were susceptible of benefit by surgical apparatus, only 34 
such having been recorded in the twenty years. Commutation was 
paid in 16,376 cases. 
. Similarly, in loss of use of the leg, benefit was derived from apparatus 
m only 49 cases while commutation was paid in 11,087. 
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM. 
The number of specimens received during the fiscal year was 987; 
total number of specimens in the museum June 30, 1892, 31,228. The 
following statement shows the additions to the different sections: 
Pathological section: 
In museum June 30, 1891. ..........................................••.. 10, 140 
Received during the year ................................ ·.... . . . . . . • • . . 165 
In museum June 30, 1892 ............................... ~... . . . . . . . . . . 10, 305 
Anatomical section: 
In museum June 30, 1891............................................ .. . 3,315 
Received during the year ................ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 
In museum June 30, 1892 ................................. _....... .. . . 3,411 
Section of comparative anatomy: 
In museum June 30, 1891........................................... •. . . 1, 717 
Received during the year ........ . .... ......... _....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
In museum June 30, 1892... .•• .• . . •• . •. .. .... .. . ... •... .... ••.• ••••.. 1,717 
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Microscopical section : 
In museum June 30, 1891. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 870 
Received during the year ........ . .... ............ ................ ·. . . . . 400 
In museum June 30, 1892 ...... ................. ...................... 12,270 
Miscellaneous section : 
In museum June 30,J.891.. .... .. . . . . . ... .. . ... . .. . ... .... ... . ... ... .... 1,332 
Received during the year .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192 
. ---
In museum June 30, 1892...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 524 
Provisional pathological section: 
i~:~=~~!rr:; i~~ ~:I~::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





Provisional anatomical section: 706 In museum June 30, 1891 ................ ............ .......... - .. · · · - - · 
Received during the year .............. ............. ....... -.. - . - .. --- -~ 
In museum June 30, 1892 ............. _ ....... _... .... .... ....•. ... .. . 727 
= 
RECAPITULATION. 
Total number of s~ecimens_in museum June 30, 189l. ... .....•.............. 30, 2~} 
Total number received durmg the year ... .. ........ ____ ................ -··· __ 9_ 
Total number in museum June 30, 1892 ............................... 31,228 
The following are some of the more interesting specimens added to 
the museum during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892: 
A series of twenty casts in cathcartine (glue and glycerin), colo_red after nature, 
showing different pathological conditions. After specimens m the museum of 
the Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh. Purchased. 
Specimens of sarcoma of thigh and arm, affecting bones and soft p~rts. Presented 
by Dr. J. T. Sothoron, Washington, D. C . 
.Specimens of sarcoma of suprarenal capsule and jejunum. Presented by Surgeon 
R.H. Tilton, U. S. Army. . 
A series of teeth, most of which were removed from Indians in South Dakota, show 
caries and atrophy. Presented by Dr. z. T. Daniel, physician United States In-
dian service. 
Four plaster casts showing various conditions of tympanic .membranes. Presented 
by Dr. B. A. Randall, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Bones of the right forearm which were fractured by shot wound in Sept~m~er, 18~2• 
The soldier returned to duty in March, 1863. Discharged from s~rvi?e m April, 
1863. In December, 1891, septicremia set in, necessitating amputation m January, 
~892. Presented by Dr. S. M. Whistler, Bainbridge, Pa. . 
Port10ns of lungs of a cow, showing tubercles. Presented by vetermary surgeon C. 
B. Robinso~, Washington, D. C. . 
Perforated left rnnominate bone of a volunteer officer who was shot m July, 1862, 
and never fully recovered. Died January, 1892. ' . 
Heart showing abscess of musoular wall and old ante-mortem clot in left ventricle. 
Death from hemorrhage into the lungs. Presented by Acting Assistant Surgeon 
D.S. Lamb, U. S. Army. . 
Greatly enlarged models of eye, head, and larynx. Prepared by Dr. Auzoux, Pans. 
Purchased. 
Two wax _compo _ition models of cerebrum of an adult, sh.owing the fi sures and con-
. volut1?ns, after Prof. A. Ecker. Made by Dr. A. Ziegler, Frei burg. Purcha ed. 
Seri ~ of e~ght wax compo ition moll ls of braius of vertebrates. Prepared under 
_direct10n of Prof. R. '\ ieder h im, in Freiburg, by Dr. A. Ziegler. Purcha d. 
Brai~ ~a.pure-blood Apache Indian. Presented by Surgeon W. Matthews, U. · 
.tU.llly, 
Cast of human brain, howing the localization of the cortical centers after Exner . 
. fade ! G. fatauscheck, Vienna. Purchased. ' 
enet of ~hirt~-one ~a ts in catbcartine (glue and glycerine), colored after natme, 
8 o mg d ections and surgical operations. Purchased. 
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Sert~;~ t~}\\re W..~;t~~r;1;Ft~s!~i,noTff !l~~!:to;;;I~{~t:;!:;e~~~~~~: ~!J~~ ~~~\~!~1:~ 
exte;nal genitals. Made by Dr. A. Ziegler, I• re1burg. Pu~cha~ed. 
if:s;~~tog~~~f ~t~t1~~u~~fi~::s:!g~ltJ:·e!io~· o1fr~~!l· a:CJ.°~~c~s~r' an adult 11:ale, 
indicatino- the varieties of epithelia by colors. Made by F. Ziegler, under direc-
tion of Pr°of. B. Solger, of Greifswald. Purchased. . . . 
A bronze medal struck in honor of Fancesco Redi, an Italian physician (1626-1697), 
by Cosimo III, Grand Duke of Toscana. . . 1. h · A beautiful bronze medal, 3t inches in diameter, of M. Malp1gl11us, an Ita ran P ysi-
cian and ~Luthor (1628-1694). • · d d ·o-
A bronze medal, 6½ inches in diameter. A gold 1?-edal of. the ·s:1m~ size an es1on 
was presented to Prof. Rudolph Virchow on his seventieth b1rthda,y, October 31, 
.Apfr~~;it in oil of Xavier Bichat, French ph;vsician and author (1771-1802). Pre-
sented by Mr. E. A. Andrews, of the Corcoran School of Art. 
LIBRARY. 
The following table shows the additions made to the library during 
the fiscal year: 
On hand .Added dur-
Description. .June 30, ing fiscal 
1891. year. 
Medical journals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 30, 048 
Medical transactions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 4, 305 
1,164 
199 
:Bound theses..................................................... 1,574 89 
:Bound pamphlets .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 2, 039 












Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101, 969 5,231 107,200 
l====l=====i= 
Medical theses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 801 2,641 *53, 442 
Medical pamphlets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101, 424 11, 140 112,564 
1----1-----
Total....................................................... 152, 235 13, 781 166,006 
*Of the total number of single theses on hand there were bound during the year 1,323 in 89 volumes. 
There were presented to the library during the year 661 books and 
9,218 pamphlets and journals; also 24 photographs. 
Volume XIII of the Index Catalogue, including from " Sialagogues" 
to" Sutugin," forming a volume of 1,005 pages, has been completed and 
is now in the printer's hands. The edition will be distributed as soon 
as bound to those institutions and persons who have received the pre-
vious volumes. The preparation of the manuscript of Volume XIV is 
already well advanced. 
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL. 
Under the provisions of the act of March 3, 1891, making appropria-
tion of $19,000 "for the support and medical treatment of ninety-five 
medical and surgical patients who are destitute in the city of Wash-
ington, ;under a contract to be made with the Providence Hospital by 
the Surgeon-General of the Army," a contract was duly entered into 
with the institution named, and has been fulfilled to my satisfaction 
and without complaint on the part of the persons sent there for treat-
ment. The following is a statement of the amount of relief afforded 
under the appropriation: 
Number ofpat.ients in hospital July 1, 1891. ... __ . ___ . __________ . _. ___ . _ _ __ _ 95 
Number of patients admitterl during the year. __ . _ .. ___ .. ___ ..... _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 896 
Total number of patients treated ..... ···--- ____ .••... ____________ -··· 991 
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Average number of patients admitted per month ... . ... ................... • 
Number remaining in hospital June 30, 1891. . . ....... .... . ............ . . .. . 
Tot!tl number of days' treatment afforded .. . .... . ..... ......... . ........... . 
Average number of days' treatment per pat ient ........... .... . ......... . . . . 
Average number of pat ients treated per day .. .... .. .... ... . ........... . .. . . 
L ongest t erm of fa_:eatment ( days) ...... . .. ..... ........ ........... .. . . . .. . . 
Shortest term of treatment (days) . . ..... . .. ... .......... .... . . . ..... . ... . . . 









The patients included in the statement represent all classes of dis-
eases, acute and chronic, except those of a conta.gious nature. The 
patients shown as having remained in hospital during the whole year 
are incurable, without home _or friends. 
THE ARMY .A.ND NA VY GENERAL HOSPITAL, HOT SPRINGS, ARK. 
The capacity of this hospital is 80 beds 16 for officers and 64 for en-
listed men. During the :fiscal year 131 cases were treated : 102 enlisted 
men and 29 officers. Of the · men 57 were returned to duty; 24 were 
discharged for disability and 6 for other causes; 15 remained under 
treatment June 30, 1892. Of the 87 completed cases 46 were apparently 
well on leaving the hospital, and 15 were materially improved; thus 
61 out of 87, or 70 _per cent of those who ordinarily would have been 
lost outright to the service, have been preserved in health by a course 
of hospit al treatment which averaged ninety-nine days for each case. 
Satisfactory access to the spring supplying the hospital, the way to 
which has long been complained of, has been acquired during this year. 
The most material improvement in the hospital itself this year has b~en 
the introduction of steam.heat into the south ward and the men's build -
ing, so called (the building containing the soldiers' kitchen and mess -
room and the sleeping rooms of the detachment of the hospital corps). 
It is desirable to introduce artificial heat into the covered way between 
the main building and the bath house, and to connect the two systems 
of heating from the bath house and the administration building boiler s, 
so that they may relieve each other . The expense will not be great. 
No ~ork h as been done on the boundary walls, owing to want ~f fun~s. 
Estimates made for this and other necessary work in connect10n with 
the preservation of the grounds h ave not been favorably acted on by 
the Quartermaster's Department . . Nevertheless, the improved grounds 
present an attractive appear ance, due to the skillful landscape garden-
ing of the post quarterm~ster. Much plastering has fallen or become 
loose in the bath houses. With this exception, t he public buildings 
are in fair condition. 
INSPECTIONS BY MEDICAL DIRECTORS. 
The m_edical department of each military post has been inspected by 
~he medical direc~or of the military department in which it i ituate~, 
m accordan ·e with Army regulations a,nd a ~ ystem outlined by thi 
o:ffic~. Th , report of thi work ' how a gratifying condition of the 
~ed1c~l ~ partm. nt a to the di, ·eip]ine of it personnel, the mam~ r 
m :Vhl ·h it.. , · rv1 ·e ha. be n rendered, a11d the quantity and quality 
of it.· . 1 phe . Th e xperienccd offic r , have indicated to 110 t ur-
g~01~ the_ vi _w._ ~ thi. office concerning the improved me hod f ~d-
mim:trati nit i maugurating en ·ourao· d th min their work of m-
. tru ·tin r heh :pit, l ·orp,', G Jd at]mont-11 d them when their int re t 
m u Y ha ppear d to flag. I -regard these in pections as of the 
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greatest benefit, not only to post sm~geons but to the Army at large, 
and am satisfied that their continuance will be productive of excellent 
results. 
MEDICAL OFFICERS, 
The requirements of the Army, as regards medical officers duri;i-g the 
past year, have been as follows: 
Number of permanent posts and stations .................... - ... - .... - ... - . - - • 114 
Number of temporary posts and substations ................ - .. - - - ...... - .... - - . 8 
122 
There were 93 medical officers reported to this office as having been 
on duty with scouting parties and other field service during the year . 
.Army medical examining boards were convened in New York City,. 
N. Y., October 1, 1891; Chicago, Ill.,- February 1, 1892, and again in 
New York City, N, Y., March 1, 1892, and remained in session one 
month each, for the examination of candidates. 
The following is a recapitulation of the work performed by the boards 
during their sessions. 
Candidates invited to appear for examination .................. - ... - - - - ... - - - . 77 
Candidates found qualified ......... _ .................................. - - - . . . . . 13 
Candidates rejected, professionally ............................... - . . . . . . . . . . . 10-
Candidates rejected for _physical disability ............................. - . . . . . . 14 
Candidates who withdrew after partial examination........................... 21 
Total examined .......... ___ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58: ,. 
Candidates who refused examination .... _ .......... :............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Candidates who failed to appear for examination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16-
Candidates rejected for moral defects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Deaths.-One assistant surgeon with the rank of captain. 
Retirements.-One chief medical purveyor with the rank of colonel, l 
surgeon with the rank of colonel, 2 surgeons with the rank of major, 4 
assistant surgeons with the rank of captain. 
Promotions.-One surgeon, with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, to be 
chief medical purveyor, U.S. Army, with the rank of colonel; 1 surgeon, 
with the rank oflieutenant-colonel, to be surgeon with the rank of colonel; 
1 surgeon, with the rank of major, to be assistant medical purveyor with 
the rank of lieutenant-colonel; 1 surgeon, with the rank of major, to be 
surgeon with the rank of lieutenant-colonel; 5 assistant surgeons, with 
the rank of captaiu, to be surgeons with rank of major; 7 assistant sur-
geons, with the rank of first lieutenant, to be assistant surgeons with the 
rank of captain after five years' service. (Act of June 23, 1874.) 
..Appointments.-Thirteen assistant surgeons with the rank of first 
lieutenant. 
Resigned.-One assistant surgeon with the rank of captain, 1 assist-
ant surgeon with the rank of first, lieutenant. . 
Oanceled.-The appointment of 1 assistant surgeon with the rank of 
first lieutenant. 
Commission vacated.-One surgeon with the rank of major. 
Vacancies.-The are now eleven vacancies in the Medical Department. 
THE HOSPITAL CORPS. 
The companies of instruction authorized by the Major-General Com-
manding, and referred to in my last annual report, have been organized 
and are now in successful operation at Forts Riley, Kans., and D. A. 
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Russell, Wyo. Their personnel consists of 3 medical officers fothers 
may be attached for instruction), 7 1Joncommissioned ofp.cers (3 hos-
pital stewards, and 4 acting hospital stewards-others to be attached 
for instruction), 1 buglar, 1 artificer, 1 tailor, 40 (or more) privates. 
The object of this organizati~n is twofold: (1) To always have at 
hand, for any emergency, a trained body of sanitary soldiers, accus-
tomed to working together and the capabilities of each unit thereof 
well known to its commander. (2) To build up a training scho?l 
through which, ultimately, all enlisted men of the hospital corps will 
pass. The advantages to the service arising from the possession of 
such an organization are obvious. . 
To establish the divisional field hospital at Pine Ridge, S. Dak., m 
1890, it was found necessary to assemble men of the hospital corps from 
every quarter. Unknown to each other or to their commanding medical 
officer, trained by different methods, gathered together in baste and 
under ad verse circumstances, these elements had to be molded into 
homogeneity just when complete organization was most needed. The 
~xcellent results obtained bear testimony at once to the ability of t?-e 
medical officer in charge and the inherent good quality of the matenal 
:at his c01rnmrnd; but had there been a perfectly organized, trained, and 
equipped company of sanitary soldiers immediately available for that 
campaign its value would have b~en inestimable, for with it not only 
cou1d a divisional field hospital have been at once established at th_e 
base of operations, but from it detachments could have been mad~ if 
necessary for field work with the various commands, hardly any of w bich 
were sufficiently supplied. in this direction. 
The organization of these companies as training schools for the hos-
pital corps justified an amendment of army regulations whereby t1:1e 
Medical Department is authorized to make direct enlistments _the~em 
.ot a class of men from civil life who, by previous education and mc_J_ma-
t10n, have aptitude for the special work of the corps as druggists, 
clerks, school-teachers, cooks, artisans, etc.; men of certain atta_inments 
who desire to take advantage of the opportunities offered by this sch?ol 
to become proficient in military sanitary work; it also relieve, the hne 
of the al'my to a considerable extent of a hitherto constant drain of ma-
terial valuable to it, men who wonld make noncommissioned officers; 
and these men became useful members of the hospital corps und~r the 
three-year law only about the time of the expiration of their servi?e· 
Th~ course of instruction by recitations, lectures, demonstra~10_n , 
etc., 1s both theoretical and practical, combining at once the ti:3mmg 
corn~on_ to all soldiers ( drill, etc., the chief end of which in th1 c~m-
,nectwn 1~ discipline) with the special instrncti011 of the sanitary olche~. 
The currrnulum is sufficiently comprellensive to give the D?-en ~ fall' 
kuowleuge of the requiremeuts of tlleir position and comprises rnfan-
try ~rill (through the school of the company), U.S. Infantry Drill Reg-
ula~1on,·; E~ementary human anatomy and physiology (Steele); The -
:rctical mu rng _(Weeks); mdiments of materia medica and pharmacy 
(lecture ) ; 'urg1cal iu truments dressing·s and J)reJ)aration for opera-
t . l ' ' ill 1011,' ( ectur , ) ; ~ir't aid (Dietz); bandaging (practical); B~arer ~ 
~II. C. rnan\ta~); Field work (Smart' handbook, II. 0.), including pit h· 
mg and. tnking of :fi ld ho:pitalR, formation of dres, ing tation , fiel~ 
· o~ery, ~· e of .fie_ld quipment, l\I dical Department, practical appli-
c~ti n of fir aid m th fi ld, the u e of wheel and pack trau porta-
ti n , re of ~or .. an l driving, tc. 
11
. · 1m ·t10n with the th or tical in truction the men are in 
d t 11 d f r P cial in tru ·ti u in the vai·iou de11artment of the ho · 
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pitaf The company and hosJ?ital ~itchen (Army Cookboo~) con_stitute 
a school of practical cookery m which men wh? have aptitude m that 
direction are taught the management of the ration and other food sup-
plies and its preparation for the tabl~ and the ,si_ck. After~ course 
covering about six months, those sufficiently proficient are ass1gned to . 
duty with the v,trious detachments serving throughout the Army, when 
their practical education may be said to begin. Up to the date of this 
report 3 acting hospital stewards and 20 privates have been so assigned. 
The benefits derived from this course of special instruction in the 
work of the hospital corps fully warrant me in recommending that leg-
islative action be obtained to place the companies of instruction on a 
permanent basis. _ 
I regret that the instructions of company bearers has not progressed so -
satisfactorily as is contemplated by the Army Regulations which direct 
their assignment and specify their duties. This is due to no want of 
interest on the part of medical officers but to the failure of the men to 
report for litter drill and instruction in first aid at the specified times. 
The cooperation of company commanders in seeing that their company 
bearers have the needful opport,nnity of being instructed in their duties 
is essential to their effective service in emergencies. 
As reg·ards the clothing of the hospital corps when on \1.mrsing or 
ward duty I recommend the issue of white linen. blouses and panta-
loons, as these are less absorbent than the regulation articles of cloth-
ing; and in case of infectious diseases they would show stains more 
readily and could be immersed in disinfecting solution without injury 
to their texture. 
IDEN'.l'IFIC.A.TION OF DESERTERS, ETC. 
The identification of deserters, men dishonorably discharged from 
service, and others of bad character who have presented themselves for 
reenlistment has been successfully carried out by the figure-card sys-
tem. The location, size, character, etc., of the permanent marks and 
scars on the person of a recruit have been carefully noted at his exam-
ination for enlistment on an outline-figure car<l., which, when compared 
with the cards of deserters and undesirable men that have been accu-
mulated since the system was instituted, enables this office to determine 
whether t'_p_e candidate is one of the men known to be objectionable 
characters. Most of the deserters from the Army keep at a distance 
from recruiting offices and military stations to avoid possible recogni-
tion and arrest, so that the number of deserters captured by this system 
forms but a small percentage of the total number of deserters. Never-
theless the results are good, for the detected men are in all cases those 
hardened individuals whose presence in a company gives it a bad name 
by their acts, and ultimately a bad character by their influence on such 
of the younger soldiers as may be led by them into evil habits. 
From July 19, 1890, to July 16, 1892, the identity of 173 such men 
was established, with the result of removing them from the ranks by 
entence of court-martial or by special order from the Adjutant-Gen-
eral's Office. There were also 5 cases in which the suspects deserted 
about the time their identity was reported, so that no investigation 
could be made. Their desertion may, however, be regarded as having 
prove<l. the case against them. Tliese occurred early in the history of 
the system, as afterwards the practice was adopted of recommending 
the arrest by telegraph of the individual when the evidence of identity 
seemed to warrant that action. Two other cases remain to be noted-
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one in which the man, an ex-convict, had authority for his enlistment, 
and another in which the individual had been discharged at the Gov-
ernment Hospital for the Insane at the time of the report. On the oth~r 
hand, in 4 cases in which this office claimed the identification of a certain 
recruit as a former deserter, the identity was not established on per-
sonal examination. 
The record thus shows that in 184 cases of desertion, etc., in which 
the cards were regarded as warranting a report of identity, there were 
180 successes and only 4 f..1ilnres. 
In addition to those just enumerated, 6 cases of notable similarity, 
although not identity, of all the marks were submitted as doubtful case~ 
not warranting arrest, but suggesting investigation. In but one of 
these cases was conclnsive evidence produced that the cards repre-
sented different individuals; in 4 the statement of the officer con-
du_cting the inquiry that in his opinion there was no identity had to be 
accepted as filial, and in the sixth case the inquiry was dropped for 
want of funds to procure a photograph of the man. · . . 
During the period mentioned there ·were also 76 cases m which 
the evidence of identity was deemed conclusive, but as the sus-
pect in each case was already out of the service the cases were reported 
to the Adjutant-General's Office merely to connect the enlistments and 
military histories of the men. . 
In 5 cases of desertion recently submitted the results of the mves-
tigations instituted have not been reported. There remain al~o at date 
27- cases of iden·tity ready to be reported for connection of enlistments. 
EXAMINATION OF RECRUITS. 
Duringthe year25,050 recruits were examined-white,23,725; colored, 
1,325. Of these 15,724 were rejected-white, 14,884; colored, 840. The 
rate of rejection· per thousand examined was· 638.4 for the total; 638.0 
for the white and 646.0 for the colored. These are about the usual 
rates presented ~y the records of the recruiting offices . . Def~cts of 
vision caused the rejection of 84.3 of every thousand of the candidates; 
developmental diseases, 53.5; diseases of the digestive system, 41.3; 
genito-urinary and venereal diseases, 59.1; and alcoholism, 22.7. ~ge 
disqualified in 49.9, height in 10.1, weight in 29.4; most of these bemg 
under rather than over the limits. Imperfect knowledge of the Eng-
lish language was the cause in 21.3 and the moral character in 17.8. 
The post surgeons of Fort M ePherson, Ga., and Washington Barrack ., 
D. C., refer to the inferior quality of recruits received from the regi-
mental recruiting service; while the depot surgeon at Jefferson Bar-
racks, Mo., regards the recruits of the year as inferior to tho e of 
former years. 
FORT McPmm ON, GA. (.1.lfaj. J.C. G. Happersett).-The comparatively large n~m-
ber of admi ions to sick report is owing to the number of recrnits received dnrl11" 
the precediug ~ontb. and to tile fact that many of these men w •re a.nd are _ick 
:fyom venereal ailments. In a, large majority of these recrnits no me<lica~ exanuna-
t1on wa mad at the time of enlistment the r cruitinn· of'ficer actinrr ent1relv upon 
bi. o:vn judgm. nt._ A man pre cnted him elf at the post for enli tment who, on 
phl 1cal xammat~on, wa re,jecte(l 1,y the rueclical ofiicer. The sam man reporteJ 
a few days later with a number of other acceptecl recruits from Rom , Ga. . 
WA IIL'~To~ B.\I\RACK, D. C. (Maj . J. J(. Corson).-Thc clas of recruit __ re-
c nt!y r ·cen-ed at tlus po. t from the various tations of the rcrrim ntal recnutin~ 
1·v1c h: v not in my oJ,inion, compared fayoral>ly with tho e ordin:uily tran -
f·rre~ fr~m th clepo . \:h_il there has not bc(•n always objectiv evid n e of 
pliy. 1~a~ mromp t •nee snfftc1 nt to r je t, the m •n have in many ca e proved to be 
dull, ilhtera.t ·, and detici ut in physical vigor and activity. Of the 2 men re-
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ceived from this special recruiting senr~ce since January, 1891, _3 were discharged 
as rejected recruits and 11 have been on sick report one or moi:e trmes. . 
JEFFlrnSON BARRACKS, Mo. (Mc~j. -n. G. Caldwell).-The _habits of the r~cruits are 
improving; there is less drun~enuess ~han formerly, ~n~ disorders of all kmds occur 
here less freqnently than clunng previous years . This is to some e~tent due to the 
enlistment of a better class of men. The canteen, no doubt, exercises a favorable 
influence, and monthly payments limit ~heir means to s!ich an extegt th_at they are 
unable to continue a debauch for a sufficient length of time to get on sick report. 
* * * The moral character of the recruits enlisted during the past year was 
better than fOTmerly, but physically they were inferior to those previously enlist,ed. 
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE NATIONAL GUARD. 
Much attention has been given by this office to the organization of 
the medical department of the national guard, and every opportunity 
has been embraced of assimilating their methods to those of the medi-
cal department of the Army with a view to effective cooperation in time 
of war. It is as needful for the care of the sfok and wounded of a large 
army that its medical officers be trained by the same methods as it is 
for the military success of the command that each of its component 
organizations shall have been drilled in the same system of military 
tactics. 
The reports of onr medical officers who have been on duty at some of 
the encampments of State troops show wherein lie the defects of their 
medical organjzation. Many of the medical officers of the guard are 
earne t students of military sanitary work and have given public ex-
pression to the defects of their system and the importance of remedy-
ing them. · · · 
Two of these defects are radical : the absence of an organized med-
ical staff in the service of the State, and the absence of a hospital corps 
for service under that staff. These require and should have legislative 
action for their remedy. Medical officers are appointed to regiments, 
without examination as to their fitness for military duty, on the recom-
mendation of the commanding officer of' the organization; but, if mus-
tered into the United States service, they would be subject to detail for 
such duties as each was best capable of performing irrespective of' the 
military organization which carried them on its rolls. State medical 
boards should, therefore, examine those recommended for position on 
the medical staff, and assignments should be made in accordance with 
expediency in time of peace, location entering chiefly as a factor, and 
with known ability in view of anticipated responsil>ilities in time of 
war. 
S"'ervice under the regimental medical officers of the guard is performed 
by details from the companies. Tl.le disadvantages of t~is system are 
that men wholly unfitted for the duties may be detailed, and that others 
who are well qualified by natural constitution and careful training may 
be relieved from their special duties at any moment by changes in the 
stations of their commands. It is sometimes claimed that the excellent 
working of our medical department during the war of the rebellion was 
effected under the system of regimental medical officers with details of 
enli ted men for hospital duty; but the claim should rather be tliat our 
medical department achieved its noble record in spite of these dr;.1,w-
backs. Oul' field division hospitals that were ever ready to pick up an 
exhau ted soldier on the march or to receive hundreds of gravely 
wounded men from the line of battle were organized by treating the 
regimental medical officer, as staff officers subject to the orders of medi-
cal directors and irre pective of State or regimental number; and the 
vital importance of the work done by the e hospital~ made pel'mauent 
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the details of the experienced men who were on dutywith them. In fact 
the medical.work of the war of the rebellion, which at first under the 
regimental system was such as to cry aloud to the country for help to 
the suffering wounded and to bring into existence the Sanitary and 
Christian Commissions and many State aid societies, became after the 
development of the division field hospital system a very model for t1:te 
armies of the civilized world. This success was achieved it may be said 
under fire on the battlefield; and to accomnlish it th'e medical and hos-
pital systems now in use in the nationa,I guard of the various States.bad 
practically to be broken up in f~vor of a medical staff with a specially 
trained corps of hospital and ambulance men such as the Army has now 
been provided with by Congress. 
So earnest are many of the medical officers of the national guard 
that they have recently organized an Association of the Militar3~ Su_r-
geons of the National Guard of the United States for cooperat10n 1n 
making the medical department of the military forces of each State 
thoroughly fitted to ~ake its place in the field either by itself or as a 
component of a national medical department. The second annual meet-
ing of this association was held at St. Louis, Mo., in April last. Spe~k-
ing of the cooperation of this office with the purposes of the assoc~at10_n 
the president, Surg. Gen. Nicholas Senn, Chicago, Ill., remarked m his 
opening address: · . 
The General Government has encouraged us from the very· beginning by detaHing 
for our ben~fit a number of the oldest and most experienced surgeons to att~ntl our 
meetings. We have eagerly availed ourselves of their wise counsel in plannmg t~e 
sphere of our work, and will look to them in tbe future for instruction in the practi-
cal details of our duties as military -surgeons. 
The association shall assuredly have all the support which this office 
has the power to render. 
Gen. Senn refers as follows to one of the defects of the present sys-
tem: 
We can not legislate for tbe past, but we must use our combined influence to secure 
the best obtainable material for the medical staff in the future. In most of the 
States the appointment of military surgeons is virtually in the h~nds of _the r~gi-
mental conunanuer. Personal friendship, political influence, all(l social qualifications 
have often been more weighty in securing a commission than a thorough knowledge 
of the art and science of medicine and snrgery and other qualifications nece sary ~o 
make a good military surgeon. This is certainly not as it should be. A colonel 18 
expected to know all about military tactics and discipline, but the law or usag:e 
which gives him the unlimited power to appoint his meuical officers is a great e~il 
and should be abolished if we expect to fill vacancies as they occur in the future with 
the best available mat,erial. The appoiutwents shoul<l. be made as in the regnl~r 
Army, bY: competitive examination conducted by a board of medical _officers .. _This 
can reachly be accomplished as soon as each State has its own association of m1htary 
surgeon . Let each State association ~Lppoint a boa1·<l. of examiner·, compo ed of 
three members, which can conduct the examination of candidates at any of the re•r-
ular meetings whenever it becomes necessary to .fill a vacan ·y. As soon as it is rren-
era~ly k~own that appointments are ma<l.e on merit :mu not by favoriti 'IJD, the rep~1-
tat1on ?f t~e m ~ical ~epartment of the I_HLtional g~ard wi11 be grea~ly e:11Jaucecl m 
~he e _timation_ of the line officer , the medical profession, and the public. fb . tand-
mg of th. medical officer in wili tai-y circles and the comumnity will be prop rt10nate 
to.th he1ght of he standarl fixecl by the examination. When commi ior.s are ob-
tamable onl~ aft •r a thorough an<l atisfactory examination they will be of ome 
v9:-l~1 to th ir holcler., and it will th n be som bouor to be known an<l en a· a 
mil~tary surg on. Th r qnirclll nt of a<lllliHsion into th mccli ·al servi of the 
n~trnnal guard_ houlcl b .~ra~lually made so tringeutthat anyon who gain ntrance 
Wl~l_he reco m1ze<~ a. a c1 nt_1fi<· n~au and pby1:,ic:ian ancl 8Urgeon ofm re than av ri rre 
ability. A ·011!m1. ion outa1neu rn thi way will th n be regarcletl a of far rrr at r 
valne th,~ a <11plo1na fr~m any of our m ·<lical collco- . L t me xpr . th h~p 
~hat th· tun· 1 uot far ch taut wli ·u the re rimeutal ·omman<lers Hliall ha.Ye no voi e 
m h a~pointm nt of hi. nr r on: hu wh nth <loor to the ntran into the roeil-
ical r ·1 e ·hall be car fully guard •d by a compet nt m dical guard, and only uch 
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candidates are permitted to pass who shall be a credit to the national guard and an 
honor to the medical profession. . . . 
In most of our States the medical officer remains with the regime?-t, squa~ron, or 
battery with which he first became identified. If he is counecte~ with a ~eg1m~"?-tal 
organization he may expect eventually to reach the ra~k of maJor, b~t if he 1s at-
tached to a smaller troop promotion is out of the question. lt somt:times happens 
that the pleasant relations which first exi~tecl between the commandu~g officers and 
a surgeon, fo! somE> reason or.other,. ~re d1s~urbed, to the mntn~l detriment of both 
sides, rendermg at the same time military hf~ unpleasant: I~ 1s ~lso oft~~ the case 
that a military surgeon is placed on duty wi~h an organ~zati?n m localities 1?uch 
nearer the home of another col1eaO'ue than bis own, makmg 1t necessary to travel 
unnecessary distances to ~upply the comma-?-cl with 1;11edica,l ai~l. For ~these and 
other reasons it would be advisable to establish a mechcal corps m each State to be 
under the supervision of the surgeon-general or a medi_cal director, w~o co1.~ld de-
tail the medical officers for duty as location and other c1r:umstanc~s might chctate. 
By makino· the medical offi cers independent of any particular regiment or sma_ller 
detachmeit many unpleasant experiences might be obviated, and the medical 
service would be rendered more efficient, and often no inconsiderable expens~ t? the 
State could be saved; at the sa.me time _the surgeo~s wo~ld make many _adcht1onal 
pleasant acquaintances. I am very anxious that this subJect should receive due at-
tention, not only here, but in the different State associations. 
In an address to the association Col. C. R. Greenleaf brought up im-
pressively the need for a knowledge of military methods on the part of 
the military surgeon. The reports of our medical officers who have 
been present at national guard encampments show that State military 
surgeons as a rule have little information on these subjects. Col. 
Greenleaf remarked: 
The ever-present necessity with the medical officer is a comprehensive knowledge 
of military affairs. No other officer of the Army is required to be individually 
familiar with the duties of every other military department in addition to his owu, 
and yet this is the task which the sanitary soldier must master if he wishes to be 
successful in his duties in the field. 
Imagine, if you please, that we are to-day at war with a foreign nation and have 
an army of occupation in the field of 100,000 men. That army is necessarily made 
up of members of the nation al guard, for in time of war the regula.r Army is but a. 
nucleus or color-guard of the fighting force. The administration of its Medical De-
partment consists of 2,600 officers and men; under ordinary circumstances 5 per cent 
of the command, or 5,000 men, are constantly sick and woundeJ., while after a battle 
the Honeffective list is swelled to 10 per cent, or 10,000 men. An accident of date 
of commission may make any one of you gentlemen the medical director of this force. 
What would you do after reporting to the commanding general and finding yourself 
face to face with the :responsibilities of such a position, There is no time to learn 
and no one to advise with; each branch of the service has all it can do for itself, and 
you are practically alone, with the knowledge that each day of unaccustomed field 
life will, slowly but surely, add to your minimum of noneffective sick. You also. 
know that there must quickly be a fight, involving a necessity for the care of an 
additional 10 per cent of wounded. The efficiency of that army, the care of its sick 
and wounded, and your own reputation depend upon your doing the right thing,. 
then and there. 
If advantage has been taken of the opportunities furnished to all surgeons of the-
national guard for thoroughly learning these comprehensive duties, you will find 
that familiarity with those of an adjutant enable you immediately to establish order 
through a record system; to secure needful shelter by correctly preparing the neces-
sary requisitions upon the quartermaster, to secure proper food in a similar manner 
from the C?mmissary, to properly place and regulate the men of your hospital corps 
a any regrmental or company commander would do, and finally to preserve disci-
pline and so coordinate the several military systems that all shall work as one har-
monious whole under the experience of your training as a commanding officer. 
In addition to communications and addresses on military surgery 
several interesting papers were read on medico-military subjects, 
such as: 
Some Nee~s of our Nationctl Guard, by Lawrence 0. Carr, major and 
Burgeon, Ohio N. G. 
The Sanitat-ion of Military Camps, by C. lVI. Woodward, surgeon-
general M. S. T. 
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Tenting on the Old (J_amp Ground, by O. L. Lindley, Twelfth Infantry~ 
N. G. S. N: Y.-refe_rrmg to t~e dangers of stationary camps. . • 
The_ Sanitr:ry Duties ancl Rights of JJfedical Officers as A:ffecting fhe1,r 
Relat·ions with the Commanders of the line, by A. C. Girard, major and 
urgeon, U. S. Army. 
B_ome Notes on Military Sanitary Organi.zation, by John Van R. Hoff, 
maJor and surgeon; U. S. Army. 
Maj. Hoff exhibited to the delegates the appliances for field work of 
the Medical Department of the Army and demonstrated the training 
~nd dril~ of the Hospital Corps by a detachment from the eompany of 
mstruct1on at Fort Riley, Kans. The followiug from the report of the 
transactions of the association shows the success of this exhibition and 
the credit achieved by Maj. Hoff and his men : 
Maj. Hoff commenced by putting the detachment, consisting of eight men, throu$h 
:a drill, after which he invited the inspection of the surgeons present_ to the eq1.1;1 P-
ment~ of the men, after which a general explanation was entered mt? reg~rding 
tbe chfferent tents and their usacres which were erected there as explamed, 1n the 
:Same position as they would occtpy in active service. The details of every d~part-
Jnent were lucidly given and _were very instructive. After this exhibition MaJ, ~off 
-took his detachment to the exercise ground below, where exhibitions of t~e follow mg 
-work were given: Bearer drill with field litter; extemporized litters with blanket, 
-coat, and rifle; lifting, lowering, and carrying patients by one, two, three or _four 
be'."-~e~s; passing obstacles; first aid drill; the application of temporary dressings, 
ut1hzmg materials ordinarily at hand on the battle field for splints, etc.; assembly 
-0f squads; formation and dismissal of detachment. . .. 
The neatness and dispatch with which the above exercises were earned out elicited 
frequent applause, not a sinrrle hitch occurrincr during the exhibition. At each par-
~icular ~ranch of the above "'exercises Maj. H<fji· explained in det:1il the method of 
instruction and the valuable assistance in time of war of such tramed detachments· 
After this Jiart of the exercises h,::1,d been satisfactorily completed and discussed by the 
gentlem1m present, M-aj. Hoff invited suo·crestions from the surgeons present as to wha-t 
subjects they would lilrn to see the dettchment of the Hospital Corps work upon, _and 
the fo1lo wing subjects were called for by the members present: Fracture of ng h-t 
-Ola vicle; dislocation of left shoulder; fracture of right arm, middle third (compound) ; 
fr~cture of left forea.rm near elbow; hemorrhage from right femoral artery; perfor-
atmg gunshot wound, left che_st; resuscitation of apparently drowned; sunstroke. 
These exercises were of a very interesting and educational _character. Two men 
were selected to take the place of wounded men. Maj. Hoff, acting as ar~y_surgeon, 
:snpposed to be on the battle field saw the wounded men, and on exammmg them 
and finding the nature of their inj;ries described such injuries on a tag taken from 
a book which he carried for that purpo'se and fastened it to the coat of the wo~~ded 
man. The Hospital Corps then followed, and on discovering tli;e nature of the mJ_ury 
f~~m the tag, set t<;> work in first-aid dressing. This was d_one_ m a th?rou[hly scien-
tific man?er, showm$ th~ completeness of the training of _sa1~l Ho ]?ital corps, and 
the celerity with which it was done called forth the admiration of those pre _ent. 
¥aj. Ho_ff then catechised the hospital detachment as to why they did ce~tain thmgs 
1n certam cases, and also asked the visitiuo- surrreons to clothe same. This wa clone 
,quite extensiyely, and th~ promptness and"' accu"'racy of the a~sw~r. given seemed not 
only ~o snq~nso the questioners, but show a thoroughness of trammg_. 
MaJ. Hoff, at the conclusion of the exhibition was highly complimented by all 
surgeoni:; present. ' 
HEALTH OF THE ARMY. 
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with 1 250 and 246 during· the decade. The number constantly sick 
was 4lo1 per thousand of sti-ength as compared wi~h 42.71 in 1890 and. 
with 43.49 during the decade. The average number of. clays lost by 
sickness for each man of the total strength was 15.3 durmg the year, 
as against 15.6 and 15.9, respeetively, during the previous ye.ar and the 
previous decade. The discharges constituted only 17.23 per thousand 
men as compared. with 23.01 and 31.37, respectively; and the deaths 
8.05 as compared with 8.69 and 8.82. 
In comparing our statistics .with those of certain European armies 
we are able at last to congratulate ourselves that our discharge rate 
has been brought down to what may be regarded as the normal; and as 
this lrns b(jen accomplished with no corresponding increase in the time 
lost by sickness it is certainly not due to the retention of sick men on 
the rolls. It may be attributed to the action of three causes, all of 
which were operative during the year; greater care in recruiting, greater 
care in recommending cases for discharge, and the beneficial results of 
treatment in the Army and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark., 
of rheuniatic cases that formerly terminated in discharge instead of in 
return to duty. The following tabular statement shows how our Army 
com pares with those of certain of the European powers. Our high 
admi::;sion rate indicates merely that our men are taken on sick report 
whenever excused from any part of their military duty no matter how 
trivial or temporary the indisposition, while iu other armies only the 
serious or hospital cases are borne ou the records. 
Ratio per 1 000 of mean strength. 
Mean Deaths. Con-
Sick time 
A rmy. for each 
strength. Admis- Dis- sta:utly soldier. 
sion. Disease. Injury. Total. . charges. nonefti-cient. 
-------------------
United States, 1891 ...... . . 23,269 1,364.78 5. 03 3. 02 8. 05 17. 23 42.01 15. 3 
United States, 1890 ........ 24,234 1,384.25 5. 25 3.45 8. 69 23. 01 42. 71 15. 6 
United Stittes, 1880-'89 . .... 23,928 1,496.08 5. 89 2. 92 8. 82 31. 37 43 49 15. 9 
Great Britain (Home) 1889. 102,057 730.43 3. 88 . 69 4. 57 15. 89 41. 48 15. 8 
Italy, 1889 .............. _ . . 218,917 749. 27 7. 24 . 71 7. 95 12. 06 33. 87 12.4 
Prnssill , Saxony, Wiirtem-
berg, 1888-'89 ..... . . . .... 420,320 758. 89 2. 27 .92 3.19 16. 64 28. 76 10.5 
The above statement of'tbe Europeitn armies is exclusi\re of officers. The Italian division , stationed 
in .A.f'riea, had a mean strengthof6,828 men, with an itdmission rate of 865, and a death rate of 5.6. These 
troops are not included in the mean strength. 7,807 men of the Italian·army were granted sick leaves 
for periods varying from three months to one year. 
In the German army 6,270 additional discharges (14.91 per 1,000 of mean strength) were mafle of re-
cruits for disabilities contracted prior to conscription. 
The principal causes of the 1,365 admissions per 1,000 of strength 
were injuries, 248.91, the larger proportion of which consisted of con-
tusions, sprains, and incised, lacerated, and contused wounds; influ-
enza, 132.67 per thousand; catarrh and bronchitis, 124.58; diarrheal 
diseases, 108.21; rheumatism, 81.33; venereal disease, 72.46; malarial 
diseases, 62.23; vaccina, 62.19; dyspepsia, colic, etc., 56.30; abscesses, 
boils, etc., 51.10, and alcoholism, 40.01. Of the 42.01 men per 1,000 
of strength constantly sick during the year, 8.0G were disabled by in-
juries, 5.01 by venereal disease, 3.03 by rheumatism, 3.67 by disease 
of the respiratory system, 3.18 by diseases of the digestive system, 
and 2.51 by influenza. It is thus seen that although venereal disease 
takes only fifth place in frequency of admission for disease, it forms the 
mo t important disease factor iu detracting from the strength and effi-
ciency of the Army. 
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The five principal causes of admission in our Army, shown above to 
be injuries, influenza, catarrh and bronchitis, diarrheal diseases, and 
rheumatism, may be placed beside those of the British, Italian, and 
German armies with credit to our troops from their relative freedom 
from venereal and skin diseases. In the home-service strength of the 
British army the admission rates, per thousand of strength, of the five 
principal causes, were venereal diseases, 212.10; injuries, 98.52; tegu-
mentary diseases, 72.84; tonsilitis, 61.96, and catarrh and bronchiti s, 
48.34. In the Italian service venereal, 64.49 ; catarrh and bronchitis, 
37 .01; malarial disease, 28.21; diseases of the digestive system, 22. 25, 
and measles, mumps, and other acute specific febrile affections, 15.36. I~ 
the German army tegumentary diseases, 196.59; injuries, 158.41; to;1s1-
litis, 7U)9; catarrh and bronchitis, 66. 70, and diseases of the diges~10n, 
45.66. The low rate of 19.83 for injuries is notable among the Ita.lians, 
and the venereal l'ate 26. 76 among the Germans. 
The average strength of the Army as shown by the returns of. the 
medical department was: White troops 20,909 ; colored 2,064; Indians 
296,; a total of 23,269. There was in general terms more sickness among 
the Indians than among the colored troops, and more among the ~atter 
than among the whites. The admissions perthousand were,respect1vely, 
1,797, 1,577, and 1,338. The rate of the colored troops was con~iderably 
less than that of 1890, 1,733. The noneffective rate of the Indians was 
52.36, of the colored troops 44.12, and of the whites 41.65; the average 
number of days lost by sickness for each man of the command was 19.1 
for the Indians, 16.1 for the colored, and 15.2 for the white troops; the 
death rate 6.39, 7 .11, and 8.40, respectively. The death rat~ of the 
colored troops was less than that of the white troops, and considerably 
less than their own d·eath rate during the previous year and decade, 
respectively, 11.52 and 11.01. . 
As may be seen from the following tabular statement the sick rates 
among our colored troops compare favorably with those of the black 
troops in the British service. 
Comparison between white and black troops, in the English army, serving in the West Indies. 
Year. 
1889: 
1879it~!:d :::::::::::::: ::::: :: : ::: : : : : : : ::::::: :: : : : 
~ti!:a -· -· · -· · · · · · -· -- · · · · -- · · · · · ----· · · · · · · · · · · · 
.... .................................. ....... 
Rates per 1,000 of mean strength. 
Constantly 


















diseases of the_heart and kidneys, 9 to disease of the liver, 18 to drown-
ing, and 33 to gunshot injuries. . . . 
The discharges numbered 412 white soldiers, 43 colored, and l Indian, 
a total of 456, or 17.23 per thousand of strength. In 1890, 614 men were 
lost by discharge on account of disease or injury. Of the 456 lost during 
the past year 73 men were disabled by injuries, 82 by epilepsy, insanity, 
and other diseases of the nervous system, 46 by venereal disease, 42 by 
pulmonary consumption, 33 by chronic rheumatism, 31 by diseases of the 
heart and circulation, and 23 each by hernia and diseases of the eye. 
Our discharges for venereal disease, 46 men, or 1. 7 4 per thousand of 
strength, compare favorably with the rate of 2.86 given by 71 dis-
charges in 1890, and with 3.94 given by an annual average of 94 men 
during the previous ten yeah. The fall in our discharge rate is also 
in part accounted for by the loss of only 31 men from diseases of the 
heart and circulation as compared with 56 men in 1890, aml of only 33 
by chronic rheumatism as compared with 52. In the one set of cases 
the influence of 'the care taken by post surgeons and medical directors 
prior to issuing certificates of disability may be distinctly recognized, 
and in the other the beneficial effects of the line of treatment at the 
General Hospital, Hot Springs, .Ark. 
RE.A.LTH OF '.l'HE MILITARY DEP .A.R'l':i\-IENTS. 
In the military departments the admission rate per thousand of 
strength varied from 961.05 in the Department of the Columbia to 
1,540.59 in the Eastern Department, the .Army average being 1,364.78; 
the rate of nonefficiency from 34.36 in the Department of the Columbia 
to45.68 {n that of Texas, the .Army average being 42.01; the death rate 
from 6.57 in the Department of .Arizona to 13.55 in that of the Platte, 
the Army rate being 8.05; the rate of discharge for disability from 10.03 
in the last-named department to 21.95 in the Department of California, · 
tlle Army rate being 17.23; the duration of trea,tment and observation 
in these cases of discharge varied from 60.9 days in the Department of 
Texas to 99.6 days in the Department of Dakota, the .Army average 
being 79.8 days. The duration of. treatment in the cases returned to 
duty did not vary much; 10.2 days, the shortest period, was reported 
from the departments of the East and the Platte, the longest period 
of 13.4 days from the Department of California, while the average of 
the .Army was 11.2 days. 
'raking all the rates into consideration, it would seem as if during the 
year the Department of the East had the worst record and that of the 
Columbia certainly the best. 
When injuries, venereal diseases, alcoholism, and temporary disabil-
ity from vaccination are excluded from consideration so as to determine 
the effect of climatic and other diseases incident to the life of a soldier 
in the various departments, the Department of the Columbia continues 
to show the best record, having an admission rate of 609.79 per thou-
sand of strength, with only 19. 72 constantly sick. The next best rate of 
admission, 804.97, is reported from the Department of California, and 
the next best rate of nonefficiency, 23.03, from the DepU,rtment of the 
Mis ouri. The Department of the East continues to hold the highest 
admission rate, 1,029.65, but its noneffi.ciency, 25.13, is exceeded both 
by the Department of .Arizona, 27.76, and that of Texas, 29.15. On 
this view of the case the last-mentioned department may be considered 
as having the worst record, since its admission rate of 988.78 falls but 
little below that of the eastern department. 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST. 
This department, with a mean strength of 6,171 men, had the high-
est admission rate of any of the departments, 1,540.59, as compared with 
the average of the Army, 1,364.78. This was due to an excess of cases 
- ot veueal disease, alcoholism, vaccination, catarrh, influenza, mala-
rial fever, and diarrheal disease. For instance, its venereal rate was 
94.15 as compared with the Army rate of 72.46; its alcoholism 52.67 
instead of 40.01, and its vaccinations 125.42 instead of 62.19. 
Its death and discharge rates differed but little in their totals, al-
though syphilis figured to a larger extent as a cause of discharge than 
in the Army as a whole. 
· The constantly sick numbered 43.16 per thousand of strength as 
against 42.01 in the Army, vaccina and venereal diseases being the main 
causes of the slight increase. · 
Omitting the arsenals and posts of less than 100 men, the posts which 
principally contributed to the excess of sickness in this department 
were St. Francis Barracks and Fort Barrancas, Fla., the former with 
an admission rate of 3,121.50 and 55.43 noneffective, the latter with 
2,629.63 and no less than 103.33 constantly sick. The two recruiting 
depots contributed largely also. Columbus Barracks, Ohfo, with 2,209:89 
admissions and 77.13 noneffective, and Davids Island, New York, with 
1,884 and 51.62. Fort Hamilton, N. Y., and Fort McPherson, Ga., also 
had excessive rates, and Washington Barracks, D. C,, to a smaller 
extent. 
· Some of the posts presented excellent records. The constantly sick 
a\i Fort Niagara, N. Y., numbered only 17.72 per thousand of strength, 
and the admissions 808.22. • Fort Warren, Mass., and Fort Columbus 
and West Point, N. Y., also had small rates. Wiliets Point, N. Y., 
improved its reputation by an admission rate of only 1,267.22 and a 
noneffective rate of 28.64. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI. 
This department had a mean strength of 3, 728 men, an admission 
rate of 1,306.33, a death rate of 8.32, a discharge rate of 16.90, and 
40.34 noneffectives, in all differing but little from the Army average . 
Malarial fevers were more prevalent, 146.46 as again t 62.23 in the 
Army, but this excess was offset by a somewhat les en eel prevalence of 
vaccina, alcoholism, rheumatism, catarrhs, and tonsiliti . 
Forts Reno and Sill, Okla., and Fort Riley, Kan ., were the po t~ 
that prevented a material lessening of the rate in tbjs department. 
Their admis ion rates were, respectively, 2,211.92, 1,947.37, and l,408.33J 
and their noneffective rates 59.47, 45.67, and 58.18. 
ome of the large posts had excellent records, Fort Leavenworth 
;Vjth it 701 m n having only 1,058.24 admi iomi and 36.32 noneffect-
1v , per thou and trength, and the recruiting depot at Jeff r on Bar-
ra k. , ~Io. 1 06 .4 and 34.62. Fort Brady, Mich., had the low rat 
of 01.72 and 16. 9. 
DEPART:\IEXT OF DAKOTA. 
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Fort Custer, Mont., had the highest rates in this department, 1,985.56 
and59.43. Fort Meade, S. Dak., followed with 1,861.11 and 47.04. Fort 
Sully, S. Dak., and Fort Keogh, Mont., also were above the average. 
Fort Assinniboine, Mont., was below the average, but Fort Buford, 
N. Dak.,· Camp Poplar River; Mont., and Fort Missoula, Mont., brought 
down the departmental average by their respective admission rates of 
792.68, 891.10, a,nd 983:87, and their noneffective rates of 26.48, 18.85, 
and 20.90. A number of men in the field also gave low rates. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE. 
The mean strength, 3,690 men, of this department furnished an ad-
,nission rate of 1,363.14, practically the average rate of the Army; a 
death rate of 13.55, the excess over the average being chiefly caused by 
influenza and pneumonia; a discharge rate of only 10.03, and a non-
effective rate of 38.11. 
Fort Robinson, Nebr., gave the highest admission rate, 2,123.76, but, 
without a corresponding noneffective rate. The same remark applies 
to FortNiobrara,Nebr., with its admission rateofl,747.47. Fort Logan, 
Colo., had the highest noneffective rate, 76.98, although its admissions 
were only 1,588.85 per thousand strength. Fort Du Chesne, Utah, had 
many admissions, but the noneffective rate was low. 
The best rates were furnished by Fort Washakie and Fort Russell, 
Wyo., respectively, 861.84 and 870.02, with 23.41 and 25.57 noneffective 
per thousand. 
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS. 
The mean strength of this department was 1,644 men, with all th.~ 
rates somewhat higher than in the Army at large; admission, 1,463.50; 
death, 10.95; discharge, 19.46; noneffectiveness, 45.68. 
The admissions show a somewhat exaggerated prevalence of malaria] 
and diarrheal diseases, venereal and alcoholism, which is not offset 
by a lessened prevalence of vaccina, influenza, cata1-:;rh, and bronchitis._ 
Alcoholism, venereal diseases, and pulmonary consumption contributed 
to the increased death rate; gunshot wounds and heart disease to the 
increased discharge rate. Malarial fever, venereal diseases, bronchitis, 
consumption, heart disease, and diseases of the digestive system con-
tributed to the increased nonefficiency, while vaccina and rheumatism 
had noneffective rates below the average. 
The large rates of this department were mainly due to sickness- at 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex., its admission rate being 1,985.97, and its 
noneffective rate 56.59. Fort Clark, the next largest post, had good 
rates-1,256.72 and 39.61. Most of the smaller posts had high rates, 
but Fort Brown, Tex., was exceptional in this respect-790.3.2 and 
38.18. 
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA. 
This department had a mean strength of 2,282 men, with an adm'is-
sion rate of 1,376.42, a death rate of 6.57, a discharge rate of 19.28, and 
a noneffective rate of 43.03, the whole differing but little from the 
average of the Army. The malarial admission rate was only 36.81 as 
compared with 62.23 in the Army as a whole. There was also less 
venereal disease and alcoholism, but more rheumatism, neutalgia, and 
diseases of the digestive system. 
Fort Apache, Ariz., had the highest admission rate, 2,362.38, as 
also the highest noneffective rate, 62.27, if San Diego Barracks, Cal., 
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~e excluded, as a number of consumptives from other posts sent there 
·for the sake of the equable climate raised its rate of noneffectiveness to 
~0.15. Fort Wingate, N. Mex., had an admission rate of 1,776.47, but 
its noneff~_ctive rate was not correspondingly high. Fort Bayard, ~-
Mex., V\T~upple Barracks, and Forts Bowie and Grant, Ariz,, had fair 
-rates, while Fort Huachuca, Ariz., continued its excellent record of 1890 
throughout the past year--admission rate, 601.94-noneffective, 19.39. 
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA, 
The mean strength of this department was 1,108 men; admission rate, 
1,211.19: death rate, 7.22; discharge rate, 18.05, and noneffective r~te, 
44.32. Fewer cases of diarrhea, vaccina, alcoholism, and rheumatism 
w_ere recorded than in the Army as a whole, but the cases of vener~al 
d1sease were relatively large-97.47 per thousand as compared with 
172.46. 
The two large posts, the Presidio and Angel Island, had rates higher 
than the average of the department, respectively, 1,424.11 and 1,31~.34 
for the admission~, and 54.88 and 50.04 for the ratio constantly sick. 
At the others the rates were considerably lower, except at Alcatraz 
Island, where the noneffective rate was high. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA. 
The mean strength of this department was 1,412 men; admiss~on rate, 
'961.05; death rate, 8.50; discharge rate, 21.95, · and noneffect1veness, 
34.36. These low rates were due to a lessened prevalence of nearly all 
classes of disease, the most notable exception being alcoholism, the rate 
-of which was 46.74 as compared with40.01 in the Army. 
At Fort Canby, Wash., both the admission rate, 1,730, and the 
noneffective rate, 4 7 .15, exceeded the Army rates. At Fort Walla-
walla, Wash., the noneffective rate was high, 52.32. With these ex-
ceptions the records of the posts in this department were excelle1;1t. 
The large post at Vancouver Barracks, Wash., had only_841.49 admis-
sions and 33.51 noneffectives per thousand of strength, and Fort Spo-
kane, Wash., 696.77 and 24.99. 
HEALTH OF INDIVIDUAL POSTS. 
~ 
Reports were received during the year from 124 military stations: 
(1) Thirteen garrisoned by 400 to 700 men each, average 487; (2) seven-
teen garrisoned by 300 to 400 men each, average 337; (3) seventeen 
with ~00 to 300 men each, average 241; (4) thirty with 100 to 200 men 
each, average 131; (5) forty-seven having less than 100 each, average 
47. Reports were received also from a mean strength of 899 men on 
field service during the year . 
. (1) The thirteeu large po ·t. had a mean, trength of 6,333 men. Their 
1ck 1 ate were co?-siderably in exce s of those given by the Army a. a 
whol . Thus their rate of admission was 1 457.29 as compared with 
1,364.7~, and their rate of uonefficiency 46.04 a «ompared with 42.01; 
but their averag rate of death and discharge did not differ much 
fro~ tl1 avera 0 ·e of th Army . 
..... 
111 of th: _post hacl exr llent r corcl, dnrino- the past year. The 
a~ r ~ adm1., 1011 rat_ f th nin wa , 1.11 Op r thou ' and of trength, 
w1. h 1 ·on:tantly ·1 ·l?; lmt th higlt rate: of th four o h r P ·-t 
ra1, · th r t . f th thirt ,n t th numb r,' abov tat d. There 
n l 1 t that th l : ned rat f non ·ffc tiv ne from i k-
/ 
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ness at the majority of these posts is due to the s~nitary care take?- of 
tbe soldier, not merely of his person as to cleanlmess, food, clothm&", 
exercise and amusements, but also to those measures of general sani-
tation w'hich not only supply a garrison with good water and uncon-
tamiuated air, without as well as within the buildings, out which 
insure the immediate removal of garbage, waste water, a11d excreta, 
and provide healthful, well-plumbed, well-drained, and well-ventilated 
squad rooms. · 
Vancouver Barracks, Wash., ,is credited with the best record, 841.49 
admissions and 35.51 constantly sick per thousand of strength. These 
rates are a great improvement on the previous record of this post, but 
good as it is it mig·ht have been better, as the reports show among the 
men of the garrison relatively more drunkenness requiring medical 
treatment than among the men of the Army as a whole. Fort Douglas, 
Utah; Jefferson Barracks, Mo.; Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and Fort 
Assinniboine, Mont., come next with somewhat over 1,000 admissions 
and from 30 to 36 constantly sick per thousand of strength. 
Fort Douglas had more influenza and alcoholism than the average of· 
the Army, but less malarial disease, diarrhea, and catarrh (probably be-
cause the ca,ses were all reported as influenza), somewhat less venereal 
disease, and much fewer accidents and injuries. Jefferson Barracks 
had less influenza, diarrhea, injuries, and alcoholism than the Army 
average, but more malarial fevers, vaccina, and venereal-146.12 of the 
last. Indeed, if at this depot the results of vaccination of the recru.its 
are deducted from its record it would contest first place with Vancouver 
Barracks, notwithstanding its high rate for venereal disease. Fort 
Leavenworth had less diarrhea, vaccina, and catarrhs than the average, 
b~t more venereal, and Fort Assinniboine less malarial and diarrheal 
diseases, venereal, and rheumatism, but more influenza. Omaha Bar-
racks, Nebr., and Fort Monroe, Va., approach the Army average, al-
though the former had a smaller admission rate and the latter a smaller 
noneffective rate. 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio, had the highest rates, 2,209.89 adr-:iissions 
and 77.13 noneffectives per thousand of strength, closely foJ:owed by 
Fort Robinson, Nebr., which, owing to an excess of influenza, injuries, 
and alcoholism, had 2,123.76 admissions, although its noneffective rate 
was only 43.16. Fort Sam Houston, Tex., is perhaps entitled to sec-
ond place, as with nearly 2,000 of an admission rate it had 56.59 non-
effective, its excess consisting of malarial, diarrheal, and venereal cases, 
catarrhs, and injuries. Fort Riley, Kans., Davids Island, New York, 
and the Presidio of San Francisco followed. The high nonefficient 
~ate at Fort Riley was due to the prolonged treatment of gunshot in-
Juries received in the Sioux Qampaign. The rates for disease at this 
post are less than the Army average, and it is therefore included among 
the nine above mentioned as having excellent records for the year. 
So at the depot at Davids Island the excess of its admission rate was 
wholly caused by the vaccination of recruits. A rate of 619.74 for 
va~cina, with 18. 77 constantly sick from this cause, reduces the rates at 
this station to 1,265.08 for admissions and 32.85 for noneffectiveness. 
It had less malarial disea,se, influenza, venereal disease, and alcoholism 
than the average of the Army, its rate for venereal being '13.98 as com-
pared with 72.46, and for alcoholism 10.97 as compared with 40.01. The 
excess of sickness at the Presidio was due to influenza and venereal 
disease. 
Of the three recruiting depots, two have been seen to have sick rates 
not only lower than the average of the large military station~, but much 
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lower th~>tn the lesser rates of the Army as a whole. J e:fferson-Barracks, 
indeed, may successfully contest with Vancouver Barracks. the title to 
the best record among this group of posts, because when allowance is 
made for vaccinations the admission rate of the depot falls to 872 as 
against 841 at Vancouver, and the noneffective rate to 28 as against 
33.51. - This shows the effect of sanitary improvements. Formerly this 
pQ._st was noted as having the largest noneffective rate jn the Army. In 
1888 it occupied the third place on the list of unhealthy posts; in 1890 
its name did not appear in the list of twenty posts having the highest 
rates of admis~ion and nonefficiency, aud now it seems to be entering 
the list of candidates for the best record. The record at Davids Island 
is also satisfactory when compared with the Army rate. The depot at 
Uolumbus Barracks, Ohio, gives, on the contrary, the hjghest rates of 
any in this group of large posts. Deducting its vacciuations, there 
remains the high admission rate of J ,824.23 and a noneffective ra~e 
of 63.57. This excess of sickness was caused mainly by venereal dis-
eases, influenza, tonsilitis, and diseases of the digestive system. Its 
venereal cases amounted to 266.20 per thousand of strength, as com-
pared with 146.12 at Jefferson Barracks and 63.98 at Davids Island. 
The rates of noneffectiveness were, respectively, 15.95, 6.60, and 3.13. 
Nevertheless there is a gratifying improvement in the condition at Co-
l um bus Barracks as regards the prevalence of venereal diseases, for in 
1890 the admission rate was 462 per thousand of strength, with 28.99 
of nonefficiency; and while the discharges then numbered 24, they were 
reduced to 6 during the past year. The rates for alcoholism were low 
amongtherecruits-31.25 at Jefferson Barracks, 13.65 at Columbus Bar-
racks, and 10.97 at Davids Island. 
Fort Riley, Kans., had the largest number of deaths and di charges, 
as well as the largest rates, 9 deaths or 15 per thousand of strength, 
and 17 dischatges or 28.33 per thousand; but 8 of the former and 1 L ot 
the latter were the result of gunshot wounds and other injuries, mostly 
received in the operations against the Sioux Indians. Davids Island 
had the smallest rates-deaths 1.83 and discharges 5.48 per thou and. 
(2) The group of seventeen stations garrisoned by 300 to 400 men 
each had an aggregate mean strength of 5,736 men. The number tak~n 
sick was relatively larger than in the group just described, the adnns-
sion rate having been 1,556.49 per thousand of strength. but the other 
rates did not differ much from the Army average. 
Eight of these posts-Fort lVIcPberson, Ga.; Fort Reno, Okla.; Fort 
-Custer, Mont. ; Fort Sill, Okla.; Fort lVIeade, S. Dak.; '\Vasbin gton Bar-
racks, D. 0.; Fort Wingate, N. lVIex.; and Fort Niobrara, Nebr.; had ad-
mission rates ranging from 2,394.98 to 1,747.47 and noneftective fr~m 
6~.12 to 42.68. Madison Barracks, N. Y., had a slight exce of adm1 -
s1~ns, b11;t. its noneffective rate was low; at Fort Bayard., N. Mex. 
th1<' concht10n was reversed. The remaining seven posts were below the 
Army average. 
The large ick rate at Fort McPherson was due to a general increa d 
pr valence ?~· nearly ~ll classes of di ease, but particularly to in flu nz 
and bronclut1 malarial fever and diarrhea three time as much vene-
r al di ea e and twice as much dnrnkennes~ a in the Army generally. 
Th _l ''! per onal ~norale of thi garri on has no doubt much t do with 
t~e mc1d n e of di. a e upon it: member . Malarial di ase, aid d b -
1
, rrh a_ and injnr~ i. th ·hief cau e of the great ex e at 1 
l n _tln.· P?,:t 1mm th year having uper eded Fort ill a th m 
m· h nm.- milt~, ry .·tati n o far a. con· rn noneffl ·tiven ~ alth n!!'ll 
th latt ·r c 11 mu . to have the larg ·:t nmnber of admi ion . At Fort 
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Custer venereal diseases, influenza, and injuries create~ the exce~s; 
at Fort Sill malarial fevers and diarrhea; at Fort Meade mfluenza, dis-
eases of the' digestion, and injuries; at W ash~ngton B_arracks, influe~za, 
malarial fever, and venereal;. at Fort Wmgate, mfluenza, vaccma, 
rheumatism, and injuries; and at Fort Niobrara, influenza, vaccina, and 
injuries. . 
Some of the records of the seven remaining posts are exceedingly 
gratifying. Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., and West Point, N. Y., had ad-
mission rates, respectively, of 870.02 and 981.23, and noneffective rates 
of 25.57 and 25.46. That of West Point is, however, the better record, 
for its sickness was materially increased by an excess of influenza, 
while an excess of venereal raised the rates at the other post. The 
rates at the five remaining posts are generally well below the average 
of the Army. The lessened sickness among the engineers at Willets 
Point would have materially improved its record had the rate for alco-
holism been reduced to the average of the Army. 
The death rate ranged from zero at Fort Wingate to 16.56 at Fort 
Reno, where 5 deaths occurred-3 from typhoid fever, 1 from kidney 
disease, and 1 from injury. 
· The discharge rate varied from 3.16 at Madison Barracks to 50.16 at 
Fort McPherson, where 16 men were disabled-6 by venerea, 17 by de-
velopmental diseases, 1 by consumption, and 2 by injuries. 
(3) The seventeen posts garrisoned by 200 to 300 men had an aggregate 
strength of 4,101 men. The admission rate was 1,318.46 and the non-
effective 43.34, the former a .little lower, the latter a little higher, than 
t~e corresponding average of the Army. The discharge rate was a 
little higher and the death rate materially so-11.95, as compared with 
8.05. . 
(?nly four of these posts had high admission rates. Fort Apache, 
Ariz., continues to present the worst record in this respect, 2,362.38 per 
thousand of strength, caused less by personal contagion and bad habits 
(for the rates for venereal and alcoholism are low) than by conditions, 
many of which are no doubt suscBptible of removal. Influenza, ca-
t~rrh_s, rheumatism, diarrhea and diseases of the digestive system, vac-
-cmat10n, and injuries were responsible for the high rate. Fort Hamil-
ton, _N. Y., followed with a rate of 2,329.32, occasioned mainly by influ-
enza, catarrhs and tonsilitis, diarrhea, and injury. Here, also, venereal 
and alcoholism were not excessive, viewed from the standpoint of the 
Army average. The rate at Fort Duchesne, Utah, was :f,676.33,- due to 
mfluenza, diseases of the digestive system, and injuries. The excess 
at Fort Logan, Colo., where the rate was 1,588.55, was wholly due to 
the epidemic of influenza. These four posts, with the exception of 
Fort puchesne, had high noneffective rates, that of Fort Logan being 
the b~ghest, 76.98. On the other hand, some of the posts in this group 
combmecl good admissiou rates with rather high rates of noneffective-
nes~. ~ort Yates, N. Dale, Fort Wallawalla, Wash., Angel Island, 
Cahforma, .a11d ·Whipple Barracks, Ariz., are among this number. 
As Fort Apache continues to hold the worst, so Fort Huachuca con-
ti_1;1u~s to present the best record among these seventeen posts: ad-
mission 601.94, noneffective 19.39. Fort Sherman, Idaho, takes second 
place, with 879 and 25.50, a gratifying improvement on its rates for the 
previous year, 1,838.24 and 44.15. Fort Columbus, N. Y., takes third 
rank, with 853.6G and 30.45. The others range in their admission rates 
from 1,000 to 1,300. 
No death occurred at Whipple Barracks, Ariz., Fort Supply, Ind. T., 
or Fort Duchesne, Utah. The enormous rate of 59.23 was given by 17 
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deaths at Fort Logan, Colo.-12 from influenza, 1 from alcoholism, 1 
from consumption, and 2 from injuries. 
No di~char~e was maqe from Fort Columbus, N. Y., nor -Fort Adams, 
R. I. 'Ihe highest rate, 53. 72, was furnished by 13 cases at Whipple 
Barracks-3 from syphilis, 2 from injuries, the remainder scattered 
among various diseases, among which was 1 from alcoholism. 
(4) The thirty stations garrisoned by 100 to 200 men each had a mean 
aggTegate strength of 3,936 men. Their average rates bear satisfac-
factory comparison with those of the Army-admission 1,239.58, non-
effectiveness 38.59, death 7.37, discharge 17.53. . 
Only four of these posts had an admission rate so large as to merrt 
special notice. St. Francis Barracks, Fla., furnished the hjghest rate 
of any post of the Army, 3,121.50, the excess due principally to diar-
rhea, headache, and diseases of the digestive system and of the integ-
ument, vaccina, alcoholism, and injuries. Fort Barrancas, Fla., fol-
lowed with 2,629.63, due to influenza, diarrhea, rheumatism, venereal, 
· and vaccina. Jackson Barracks, La., came next with 1,771.43, due to 
malarial and venereal diseases, rheumatism, and alcohol~sm. ~astly 
the rate of 1,730 was furnished by Fort Canby, Wash., owmg chiefly to 
influenza, diarrhea, alcoholism, and rheumatism. Fort Barrancas had 
the highest noneffective rate of any post in the Army, 103.33. 
Ten of the thirty posts had admission rates of less than 1,000 per 
thousand of strength, and the remainder approached more or less to 
the Army average. Among the posts having low rates may be men-
tioned Fort S_pokane, Wash., 696. 77; Fort Warren, Mass., 702.97; Fort 
Buford, N. Dak., 792.68; Fort Brady, Mich., 801.72; Fort Niagara, N. 
Y., 808.22, and the Leavenworth prison guard, Kans., 816.51. Includ-
ing Fort Barrancas, ten of the posts had higher noneffective rates than 
that of. the Army and twenty lower rates. The lowest were furni~hed 
by Fort Brady, 16.89; Fort Niagara, 17.72; and Camp Poplar Riv~r, 
Mont., 18.85. 
The highest death rate was at St. Francis Barracks, where 28.04 was 
~u~nished by 3 deaths; 1 typho-malarial fever, 1 liver disease, and 1 
lilJUry. 
The highest discharge rate came from the guard at Leavenworth 
military prison, 45.87, caused by 5 cases; but Fort Wadsworth, ~- Y., 
and Fort Davis, Tex., had 'each also 5 cases, and Fort McHenry, l\Id., 
and F~rt Thomas, Ky., ·5 each, although the larger garrison in eac~ of 
these mstances gave a lower rate than was furnished by the prison 
guard. 
(5) The forty-seven small stations, garrisoned each by less than 100 
men, had au aggregate strength of 2,294men. Their average sick rate 
, were considerably below those of the Army, their death rate some-
what higher . 
. It i hardly worth while to speak of the r·ates of these po~ts indi-
vulually, because a few cases more or less make such a considerable 
difference in them. With few exceptions their record of health for th 
year ~Y be con idered satisfactory, as for in, tance, Fort Sclmyle~ . 
. . Y., with 04 men, 797.87 admission rate, and 20.81 noneffective; Belli 
ia arrack. al., 90 men, 033.33 and 24.14; Fort Randall, S. ak. 
21;1 n 1,0 0 and 31.67; Fort Bennett, N. Dale, 81 men, 617.2. a_u 
rn.ol; tc. 'rhe e:x:c ptions are Fort Thoma Ariz. 58 men, adllll..; 1011 
r 1 81~. 4, with the non ff cti ve only 33.59, the ~xce of a ·e d~1 
t malarti~l fi_ ver ·, diarrh a, rheumatism, di ea e of the eye \ 
c c 11 ,· 11, ~ n. amp Ea 1 a , Tex., 52 m n, 1 7 .46 and 4 .:. 
due t , l rial fever, ell rrhea, and alcoholism. Camp Oklah 
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Okla. 51 men 1 666.67 and 48.56, due to influenza, malarial, and ve-
' ' ' d h · t t u1 nereal diseases, and diseases of the eye an t e m egumen . amp 
Pena Colorado. Tex., 46 men, 1,695.65 and 29.42, due to influenza, alco-
holism, headache, and rheumatism. San Diego Ba~racks, Cal., h~d a 
small admission rate; its noneffective rate of 90.15 ?emg due to patie~ts 
from other posts sent, as already stated, to derive benefit from its 
equable climate. · . 
Of all our military stations St. Francis Barracks, Fla., had the high-
est admission rate, 3,121.50 per thousand of strength; Fort Barrancas, 
Fla., comes second; Fort McPherson, Ga., third; followed in order by 
Fort Apache, Ariz.; Fort Hamilton, N. Y.; Fort Reno, Okla.; Colum-
bus Ba,rra.cks, Ohio, and Fort Robinson, Nebr., all having an admission 
rate of over 2,000. . 
Fort Barrancas had the highest noneffective rate, 103.33; San Diego 
Barracks comes second, with 90.15, although, for reasons already stated, 
it should be dropped from consideration, and this place given to Co-
lumbus Barracks, Ohio, with its 77.13 per thousand of strength con-
stantly sick. Fort Logan, Colo., Jackson Barracks, La., Fort .Apache, 
Ariz., and Fort McPherson, Ga., follow in order of lessening rates. 
To watch the changes in the sick rates of our military posts from 
year to year forms an interesting and instructive study. Sometimes 
the sanitary reports throw light upon the changes, but as often they 
do not indicate the probable causes. Occasionally the mental charac-
ter and methods of a medical officer make a considerable difference 
in the totality of a sick report. .An officer strict in his views of what 
is right and proper may hold a man to duty who for the same indispo-
sition might be taken on sick report by another officer of a more sympa-
thetic character. Instances of changes in the sick reports of posts 
due to change in the medical attendance might be cited. When, how-
ever, increased prevalence of disease is manifested at a post through-
out, the service of many medical officers, the results of their personal 
equation may be regarded as neutralized, and the cause or causes of 
the increasing sick list must be sought fo·r elsewhere. By way of illus-
tration, the two posts of Fort Apache, Ariz., and Fort Hamilton, N. Y., 
have for several years back been becoming gradually more and more 
u?healthy, and the sanitary reports do not clearly indicate why. Spe-
cial investigation in such cases is needful and will hereafter be under-
taken. 
'l'HE PREY ALEN CE OF SPECIAL DISEASES. 
SPECIFIC FEBRILE AND ACUTE INFECTIOUS DISEASES. 
These diseases.held high rates d11:ring the year, chiefly owing to the 
recrudescence of the epidemic of influenza. The admission rate was 
149.04 per thousand of strength, but when the cases of influenza are 
deducted there remains only 16._37, of which 10.32 was due to measles 
and mumps, and 3.95 to typhoid fever. 
Cerebrospinal f ever.-Only 2 cases of this disease were reported, both 
- fatal, one from the field in the Department of the Platte, the other at 
Angel Island, Cal. · 
Dengue.-One case was reported from Fort McIntosh, Tex . 
. Chicken pox.-Sixteen cases among the troops of nine posts. The 
disease appeared first usually among the children and from them spread 
to the soldiers. 
Smallpox occurred at five posts, 1 case at each. The measures 
adopted by our medical officers, isolation of the patient, immediate 
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vaccination of those exposed to the infection, as also of all those whose 
vaccinal protection was considered doubtful, with thorough disinfec-
tion during the progress of the case and after its termination, had the 
desired effect of restricting the disease to the individual who imported 
it into the garrison, except at Fort McIntosh, Tex., where 2 cases of 
varioloid were developed. 
The only abnormal results of attempts at vaccination were reported 
_ from Whipple, Barracks, Ariz. Fifty men belonging to the ~ndian 
company were 'taken on sick report, 20 of w horn were treated. m hos-
pital. In 8 cases the lesions were particularly severe; extensive ulce1;-
ations, sloughs, and metastatic abscesses supervened with much consti-
tutional disturbance. Whether these results were due to impure virus 
or to an exalted susceptibility of the Indian was at first uncertain until 
a successful and normal vaccination of the women and children with a 
- different crust determined the cause. 
Five cases of diphtheria occurred, 1 at each of five posts, wit~ont any 
spread of the disease to the families. In one instance, Columbus Bar-
racks, Ohio, it spread from a family to a member of the hospital co!ps 
who had been assisting in nursing. Three children of six affected died. 
The disease was contracted in the city by one of the children. At 
Frankford Arsenal four children of one family succumbed to the disease 
and one child of another family became attacked but survived; two 
cases resulted favorably at West Point, N. Y., and one at Fort Buford, 
N.Dak. 
Sccwlet fever.-Three cases, not fatal, occurred among the troops, one 
each at Fort Logan, Colo., Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and V3:ncouver 
Barracks, Wash. At the first-named post one case in the family of an 
officer was contracted in the city of Denver, Colo. Children at several 
other posts became affected but in every instance the restrictive m~as-
ures were successful. One case was reported from each of the followrng 
posts: Fort McHenry, Md., Washington Barracks, D. C., Rock Island 
Arsenal, Ill., Fort Clark, Tex., Fort Niobrara, Nebr., and Fort Yates, 
N. Dak. Two cases were reported from Fort Supply, Iud. T., four from 
Fort Wayne, Mich., and seven cases restricted to two families from 
Boise Barracks, Idaho. Strict quarantine and measures of disinfection 
were enforced at all these posts with manifestly successful results. 
Measles.-1:I.1be recruiting depot at Columbus Barracks, Ohio, fur-
nish~d more than one-half of the cases reported among the men, 93 
outof a total of 180. Davids Island had H, but singularly enough no 
case wa reported from Jefferson Barracks. Nine posts had 1 ca e 
-each, two posts 2 each, four 3, three 4, two 5, two 6, two 7, one 14, 
and one 93. At Columbus Barracks the epidemi.c began among 
t~e recr~1its with four cases in February. The disoof:le. did not ub-
1de until the return of warm weather. At Fort Wingate., N. M x., 
where 7 cases ·occurred, the disease was introduced by a soldier from 
Camp Lowell, Ariz., who no doubt contracted it while en route. At 
1 ort Supply, ~nd. T., whence 5 cases were reported, be ide~ 3 a _e 
among the children, the disease wa, brought to the po t by a ,,ald1~r 
who ha b non fnrlough. At Fort Myer, Va., 3 ·oldier aucl , ch1l-
dr T1; ? came affected. Fort Wayne, Mich., which reported but _one 
sol _h i affe -~ed, had 7 ca e among children of offi er.·. Two po t mto 
wh1 h h d1 a e w, introduced had no ca e of the di ea among tll 
men; 1 rt buJ'.'l r .r. Y. had 2 ca e in the family of an n1Ued 
ma~ n l 1 ort h ·. Tex., had 9 a es contracted in the I ubli_ bool. 




Sixty cases of mumps were reported from thirteen posts. Columbus 
Barracks had 33 of these coincident with its epidemic of measles. The 
other cases were scattered at various posts. · 
Two cases of whooping cough were reported, one at Fort Thomas7 Ky., 
and the other at Benicia Arsenal, Cal. Besides these cases. there oc-
curred among children 3 at Fort McHenry, Md., 2 at San Diego Bar-
racks, Cal., and about 27 at Fort Sill, Okla. The origin of the disease 
at this last post seems to have baffled all inquiry. The family first af-
fected had not been out of the post for six months and there was no 
whooping cough among the children of the settlers and wood chopp~rs 
of the vicinity Ultimately the infection was assumed to have been m-
troduced by some of the peddlers of vegetables from the Chickasaw 
Nation, who generally have several of their children in the wagon with 
them. 
Enteric fever.-Ninety-two cases were reported, giving 3.95 rate per 
thousand of strength as compared with 5.24 in 1890, and 5.17 in the 
previous decade. Twelve deaths and two discharges resulted from 
these attacks. A.s they were distributed among thirty-six posts the 
cases must be considered as sporadic rather than as constituting a local 
epidemic at any one post. Fort Myer, Va., had 15 cases; Fort Douglas, 
Utah, 9; Fort Reno, Okla., 7, while the remaining 61 were scattered 
at various posts, no one of which had more than 4 cases. Concerning 
the cases at Fort Myer, Maj. R. H. White remarks: 
During the three years of my service here a continued fever has appeared in August 
and September that has given an aggregate of 87 cases and implied a total loss of 
1,388 days of service. This fever is uninfluenced in its duration by quinine, and 
may be safely called typhoid, and for this reason the opinion is ventured that the 
sanitary condition of the post may be improved in respect to its subsoil and surface 
drainage, and to its water supply. To bad drainage and impure water the causation 
of typhoid fever is referred by the highest authority, and it is obvious that heavy 
rainfalls remain stagnant here too long. and that the water supply is of surface origju 
and taken from the immediate vicinity of the cemetery. The fever in question is 
preventable and should be prevent,ed. 
There seems to be no doubt that where the subsoil water is high ma-
larial fevers predominate, and that where improvements have lowered 
the ground-water level to a certain extent the malarial fevers are re--
placed by typhoid with or without an intermediary typhoma.Iarial stage. 
Fort Myer seems to have reached that stage of its history when typhoid 
has superseded the malarial remittents that twenty years ago prostr-ated 
the men who then garrisoned that site under its old name of Fort Whip-
ple. ..N... good system of underdrainage would no doubt put an end to 
the autumnal fevers at J?ort Myer. 
Capt. J. L. Powell furnishes an interesting report of 5 cases at Fort 
Randall, S. Dak. Two of these were undoubted importations from Fort 
Douglas, Utah; one was in the person of a hospital corps private on 
duty in the ward with these men, the fourth occurred by contact with 
the first . during convalescence, and the last in a boy who carried the 
soiled linen to the laundress . 
. FORT RANDALL, S. DAK.-Gapt. J. L. Powell: By reference to the register of pa-
- tients for the months of August, September, October, and November, it will be seen 
that during that period there occurred at this post five cases of typhoid fever, four 
of which were among the enlisted men of the command. 
The first case was that of Musician William Boll, fit 24, of F Company, Twenty-
first Infantry. He was admitted to hospital on August 23, three days after the arri-
v:al of ~is company at this post from Fort Douglas, Utah, where it had bee~ sta-
ti<?nafl eight mont~s. Re was discharged cured, on October 1, after a comparatively 
mild attack. This man states that he had been feeling badly for some time before 
leaving Fort Douglas, and that on the second clay out, while on the train, he had a 
headache and stiff neck and felt hot and cold alternately . 
• 
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The next ~ase was that of_ Priyate James E. McAvoy, ret 24, of the same company. 
The premomt?r_y symptoms i~ his case were about the same as in Boll's, but, though 
he had b~en a~lmg for som~ time before he left Fort Douglas, he did not c?me up on 
the mornmg srnk book until September 10, when he was admitted to hospital. 
The third case was that of Sergt. Louis T. Deichmann, ret 29, of H Company, 
Twenty-first Infantry, which constituted a part of the command en route from Fort 
D~uglas. He was admitted to hospital October 28, 1891. In its clinical aspects 
this case presented more features of interest than either of the others. For about 
twen~y days prior to his admission this man had been ailing, but it is evident ~hat 
the chsease had passed the stage of incubation and invasion before he was taken into 
hospital, as his temperature was 102.8° at the time. Towards the end of the :first 
week and through the second he was very ill, his highest temperature was 106.3° · 
There was active delirium, while dry, thick sordes covered his lips, teet?, and 
tongue, and there were involuntary evacuations of the bowels and bladder in the 
bed. On the night of November 2, six days after his admission, he had a violent 
hemorrhage from the nose which threatened to be fatal, but which was :finally 
checked by plugging the nares. On the 4th it again became threatening and re-
quired additional packing of the n asal passages. 
The fourth case was that of Private William Dorsey, Hospital Corps, ret 28, ad-
mitted to hospital November 1. He was in charge of the ward when Boll was t3:ken 
sick, and nursed him, and also McA. voy, until September 19, a period of twentJ:-ei~ht 
days, when he was relieved by another nurse. His was a mild case from beginnmg 
to end. 
While temporarily absent from my station the first patient, Musician Boll, was 
treated and discharged from the hospital by Capt. Freeman V. Walker, so that I can 
not speak from personal knowledge of the clinical aspects of this case. In th~ other 
three cases the characteristic rose-colored eruption was common to an, and ID the 
case of Ser~eant Deichmann it was very abundant. In none of these cases, sav~ one, 
that of Private Dorsey, could a typical temperature curve be looked for, as 1n the 
beginning they were all modified by some mode of treatment. Boll and McA voy had 
cold baths, antipyrin, and quinine, at different times. Deichmann had two doses of 
antipyrin, 15 grains each, at two hours interval, in the evening of the day he entered 
hospital, when his temperature had risen to 105.2°. On October 30, his temperature 
being 106.3°, the same doses were repeated. On November 1, to relieve ~evere head-
ache and induce sleep, he got 15 grains bromide potash and 10 grams chlor_al. 
Aside from this his treatment was nourishing and expectant, consisting of ~k 
punch, milk and egg beaten up together, and beef tea according to direct10ns. 
Dors~y's treatment was entirely nourishing and expectant througho~t_. 
It is thought that what has been stated in general terms of the chmcal aspects of 
these cases, will be amply sufficient to identify the disease and establish t_he ~b~o-
lute correctness of the diagnosis. I pass on then to a consideration of their ong:in, 
the point of greatest interest, inasmuch as upon its determination rests th_e quest10n 
as to whether anywhere in or abont Fort Randall exists a focus of infecti on for the 
t yphoid poison. A very superficial examination of the foregoing histories will, I 
think, be sufficient to show that the fever was brought here by the command that 
came from Fort Douglas. 
It will be observed that Boll had been in the post but thr ee days before he ~as 
taken on the sick r eport. McA voy was here from August 20 to September 10, an m-
terval of twenty-one days before he reported sick. It should be noted, however, 
that the first observation of his temperature showed it to be 103°. 
The determination of the exact date of infection and the date of the commence-
ID:ent of t~e disease are alike matters of great difficulty, but any man who pres~nt 
himself with a temperature of 103° would ordina:rily be set down a well out of si~ht 
of the stage of incubation . Liebermeister says that Lothholz, who worked unaer 
Gerhardt's direction , observed in the epidemic which occurred in the neighborh<?od 
or Jena that the aver age period of incubation was three weeks; the borte t period 
eighteen days ; the longest twenty-eight days. Within this limit it i ea y to find a 
place for McAvoy . I therefore think the conclusion is inevitable that both the e 
men (Boll and McAvoy) contracted the seeds of the disease b fore their arrival at thi 
:post: The .very _natnre of Dors y's duties will at once suggest the origin of the di ea_ e 
m h1s a .. With Sergt. Deichmann, however, it is different. He was not admi~-
t d_to ho pital, as stated, until October 28, two months anJ. eio-ht days aft r lu 
arrival at ~he_po t. ~ll~nvin~ the widest range for probabilities,
0
his ca e c~n-~ot b 
b~ough~ withm the hm1t ~1ven by Lothholz, thereby excluding th po 1lnhty ' f 
bi. h, ,vmg on.tract d th disease outsid of Fort Randall. It b com s nee( . nr ', 
th r t re to w1cl nth . fi ld of our inve tigation in search of a new focus of inf cti · i hat_and wh re :wa 1tt In£ ction from th drinking water at thi po t may fi _l 
~ l~dcd .. It 1 th ame that bas b nu ed for year , is brought from th ~h -
un iv r m wat r wagon , and when he su p nci d matter hav ub id di of 
ry good quality. Thero is no com unication by open or clo d s wer from th 
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post to the river. Neither from the records here nor from p~rs~ns who l;ave residecl 
here or in the vicinity longest can I learn of a ~ase of typh<?1d fever ha-vmg occurre_d 
at Fort Randall before. In further confirmation of the vrnw already expressed, it 
is to be borne in mind that G Company of the Twenty-first Infantry, under orders to 
change station, arrived at this post from Fort Sidney, Nebr., on the 22~ of May last. 
The sick list of this company has been exeeptionally small, and not a smgle case of 
fever of any description has so far made its appearance in th8 company since its ar-
rival here. It occupies barracks just across the parade ground from the other two 
companies and about 100 yards distant. 
The hygienic and sanitary surroundings of these three companies, the one arriving 
in May and the-other two in August, with reference to food, water supply, and bar-
racks, are as nearly identical as they could well be, and all excellent. Thfa is a 
highly significant fact in connection with the origin of the cases that have been under 
treatment. With this, I think, it has been demonstrated, whatever may have been 
the vehicle of infection in Boll's and McAvoy's cases, that a polluted water supply 
must be entirely eliminated as a medium of conveyance for the typhoid poison in 
Deichman.n's case. A searching investigation furnishes but one other possible clew. 
About one week, as well as I can ascertain, before Boll was discharged from hospital 
he went over to the barracks of H Company, and from the rear balcony for some two 
. hours or more witnessed the progress of a game of baseball. He was with Deich-
mann a great deal of the time, went into the barracks with him, and had from him 
the loan of some books to read while on sick report. If it is maintained that Deich-
man contracted the disease in Douglas it would be giving to it a stage of incubation 
much longer than any ever previously recorded, so far as I have been able to ascer-
tain from the literature on the subject. On the other hand, while both Liebermejster 
and Niemeyer (the former a pupil of the latter) speak of it as a miasmatic, conta-
g~ous disease, Liebermeister distinctly states that typhoid fever is never transmitted 
d~rectly from person to person. Niemeyer takes the opposite view, and to quote 
his own words says: "Some physicians still doubt the contagiousness of abdominal 
typhus, or at least consider it as not proved; but such views must not be brought 
to the bedside of the patient. Here the fact that the noncontagiousness has not been 
proved must make us act as if its contagiousness had been demonstrated. The sick 
sho)1ld be isolated from the well, and only those attendants required in caring for the 
patient should be allowed in his vicinity." 
Even if we accept Niemeyer's view it might be suggested that Boll was too far re-
covered from the disease to communicate it, to Deichmann, but it could not in the 
present state of our knowledge be positively asserted. Whichever way we look we 
are confronted by difficulties which very much militate against the formation of a 
positive opinion. 
The next case to be considered is that of John Cassidy, a youth 17 years of age, 
t~e son of the hospital matron. I was called to see him on October 9. I found 
hlill a1;1-d a younger brother (Andrew), aged 14, sick in the same bed. Both had 
been _ailing pretty much the same way for two or three days, feeling chilly, then 
fevensh and weak, with poor appetite and headache. I had no suspicion of anv acute 
infec~ious disease in either case, but thought they had mild malarial atta.cks· due to 
work~ng in a low bottom under the rays of a very hot sun. I accordingly directed 
3 grams hydrarg. cum creta for each at bedtime, and 3 grains of sulphate quinia 
every three hours. The next day the quinia was continued, and in addition each 
got 10 grains of antipyrine, which was repeated in two hours, to reduce temperature. 
U:nder this treatment Andrew was out and at work by the 14th. John, however, 
did not improve, and on two eveniJ1gs his temperatm-re went up to 105°. I then in-
creased the quinia to 6 grains three times a, day, and gave antipyrine pro re na~a, 
but h\s headache continued severe, his tongue had a thick brown coating, he had no 
appetite, and there was a slight cough bronchial in .character. On the third day 
after taking to bed he had some nose-bleed, and on the seventh two or three len-
ticular rose-colored spots made their appearance on the abdomen just below the ribs. 
. Whatever may have been the original character of the foregoing case, certain it 
1s that before it proceeded very far some of the most important diagnostic features 
belong-fog to the clinical history of typhoid fever developed themselves. The boy 
was s1?k from October 9 to October 25, a period of but seventeen.days. There was 
n? period of convalescence, and his recovery was as abrupt as was the onset of the 
disease. It did not yield to the quinine treatment, differing in this respect from his 
brother Andrew. The mode of life of these two boys had been identical for months. 
They worked together in the same :field, they ate the same food, drank the same 
'!ater, ancl slept in the same room. That Andrew's was a malarial attack pure and 
smiple is shown not only by the fact of bis prompt recovery under the quinine ~reat-
ment, but by the further fact that on October 28, just two weeks after returnmg to 
work, he bad another seizure, aud under the same treatment recovered even more 
promptly than be did from his first attack. 
But we now come to the essential facts. During the illness of the typhoid patients 
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at the hospital these two brothers alternately came for the becl linen on Mondays 
and brought it back on Friday or Saturday. Neither one of them ever came near the 
persons of the sick men, but they got the h amper of clothes out of the wash and bath-
room, which opens immediately into the ward. 
. I wish to invite special attent_ion to the fact that the clothiug which these boys 
had to handle up to the beginning of their own illness was that used only by Boll 
and McAvoy, and consequently was not stained by any excrementl.tious matter, as 
neither of these men had any involuntary discharges from bowels or bladder during 
their sickness. Granting, then, that the foregoing clinical history in the casP- of John 
Cassidy shows unmistakable evidence of typhoid infection, and I think there can 
be no doubt of it, to my mind there is a striking analogy between the circumstances 
under which it is at all possible to account for its mode of conveyance in bis case 
and that of Sergt. Deichmann. But why Deichmann should be the victim while his 
comrades escaped, or why Cassidy was the victim while his brother and the other 
members of the family escaped, are problems which must be left unsolved until we 
have further knowledge of the nature of the rnateries rnorbi. 
At most of the posts affected with typhoid fever nothing is said as to 
its origin, which in the present stage of our knowledge of prevention is 
the most important point to be investigated. In a few instances in 
which remarks are made suspicion is thrown in a general way on the 
water supply if the case can not be conclusively established as having 
been contracted during absence from the post. As an instance that 
eternal vigilance is the price of safety in the case of infectious diseases 
the following extract may be given. The dejecta of a single patient 
passing undisinfected into the soil may be the cause of a dangerous 
outbreak. 
FORT LOGAN, Cow.-(Maj. R. M. O'Reilly.)-! would also respectfully i~vite at-
tention to the fact that one of the employes at the pump house is su:ff~rmg fr~m 
typhoid fever. The dejecta from this patient are thrown into a sink without dis-
infection, thus dangP-ronsly polluting the soil. I would therefore recommend that 
the sink into which the dejecta of this patient are thrown be burnt o~t _and filled 
in, and that steps be taken to disinfect the dejecta, for which purpose d1smfectan~s 
can be furnished by mo. A separate sink should be dug for the sole m,e of this 
patient. 
In comparing the rates of these specific febrile affections iu <?lll' Ar~y 
with those of foreign armies, Great Britain ancll taly had le s d1phther1a 
than we had, but Germany had a great deal more. There is, however, 
a good deal of uncertainty c~mcerning the character of the cases that 
are returned under this heading. We had much less scarlet f~v~r than 
they had. A trace of smallpox ·poison appeared in all. The Bnt1" hp.ad 
less enteric fever than we had, the Germans as much_, :1nd the Ita~ian 
mor~, while a trace of typhus was shown among the Brit1Sh and Italian , 
but none among our troops or those of Germany. . 
Influenza.-The total number of cases reported was 3,087, of which 22 
were fatal; average duration of each case, 6.9 days. The ~i ease ap-
peared at the same time at widely separated po ts. Thu rn January 
it was reported from Fort McPher on, Ga., and Whipple Barrack , 
Ariz.; in February from Fort Sherman, Idaho, Fort Mi soula, J\Iont. 
and Fort Logan, Uolo.; in March from Fort Wayne, Mich., J.;"'ort Monro ', ya., Fort Sicln y,Nebr.,FortWingate,N.Mex., andFort'rhoma Ky.· 
m April from West Point, N. Y., and Fort Mackinac, Mi h. It ub-
id <1 during the warmer month but reappeared in N ovemb r and 
c mber. Accepting a germ th~ory, the above fa ·t woul 1 indi ate 
r ru l . n f th di a e from the germ, of la t year, a wa th 
c: . wi h th~ r ll w-fever pilemic of 1 7 . At the ame tim. the_ -
m1h c gam t t th ory fa met roloo·ical cau ation for the hmat1 
· n li ion · of thL countr are not localiz d a w re the e epi 1 mi· · 
h lcl, f h m nth of Janm ry, i ebru, ry and March w P 
·r th · uutry fr the I ·ky M untain to the Atlantic. 
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At some posts the cases were milder, at others more sever_e, than those 
of 1890. A few extracts are given to show the character of the disease, 
among others an excellent report on its~ sym~tomato]ogy, tre~tment, 
and etiology, by Capt. Chas. ~- Woodruff, stat10ned at Fort Missoula, 
Mont. 
FORT McPHERSON, GA. (Maj. J. 0. G. Happersett).-An epidemic of influenza of 
severe form has prevailed at this post during nearly the entire mun th of January. 
The type of the disease is much more severe and the continuance of the cases pro-
longed compared with those of the preceding year. 
Maj. P. J. A. Clea1·y.-The cases of death during the month (December) were sud-
den. Both were on sick report for epidemic catarrh. One was in hospitalfor several 
days, apparently doing well. On leaving his bed one night he fainted and soon ex-
pired from heart failure. The other was treated in quarters and was but one day 
on the sick report. He died of apoplexy. Of the number taken sick, 60 were cases of 
epidemic catarrh and 14 of common catarrhs, bronchitis, and arned affections due to 
climatic causes. . 
WHIPPLE BARRACKS, ARIZ. (Maj. B. F. Pope).-In January there occurred a 
considerable number of cases of catarrhal fever in Company H, Ninth Infantry. The 
disease resembled "la grippe," which was epidemic last year, but it lacked several 
essential symptoms. Fever, heaqache, marked muscular pains, and slight sore throat 
were common, with but little catarrh, nasal or bronchial. The attack usually lasted 
twenty-four hours, and was promptly controlled by antipyretics. 
l<'ORT LOGAN, CoLo.-Maj. R. M. 0' Reilly reported on February 19 that the gar-
rison was suffering from an epidemic of influenza of a seriorn:i type. On the 23d he 
recommended that company commanders direct their men to report to a medical 
officer at once on the occurrence of a chill or chilly sensations, cough, pain in the 
chest, sore throat, or p.eadache, as experience had shown that cases of the prnvailing 
epidemic were much more manageable when treatment was begun in the earliest 
stages. 
In November he reported: Epidemic influenza has again appeared at the post; 
this time, however, in a.mild and manageable form. During the month there were 
13 cases, in only one of which was there any serious complication. Of tliose who 
have returned to duty the average duration of the disease bas been 7.6 days, the 
longest 13 and the shortest' 2 days. 
FORT WAYNE, MICH. (Maj. John H. Bartholf).-March: Epidemic influenza ap-
peared on the 23d, and there have been thus far 18 cases among the soldiers and 5 
among the women and children. AU the cases have as yet been mild. 
Maj. H. R. Tilto·n.-April: There were 9 new cases of influenza during the month. 
The last case was returned to duty on the 20th instant. , 
Capt. W. H. Corbusier.-December: Epidemic influenza has appeared at this post. 
Most of the cases have been mild, but a few of the adults are having severe attacks. 
FORT MONROE, VA. (Maj. C. E. Munn).-The sick report for March has been in-
creased largely by an epidemic of influenza, which affected 15 officers, 16 enlisted 
n:_i.en, and 29 women and children. No case of pneumonia or other serious complica-
tion was developed. The atmospheric conditions have been unfavorable. Damp, 
cloudy weather, with rain, continued for many days . 
. Maj. R. S. Violcery.-December: An epidemic of influenza or grippe increased the 
s10k report for some days. At first the disease was of a mild cbarac~er, but in the 
· last few days some more severe cases have appeared. 
FORT SIDNEY, NEBR. (Capt. L. S. Tesson).-Epidemic influenza, or catarrh, which 
fortunately did 'not reach us last year, made its appearance during March. Its visit 
was of short duration (from the 16th of Ma.rch until the 8th of April), and on the 
whole quite mild in cha,racter, the majority of patients being incapacitated but a 
few ~ays. It was complicated with lung troubles in only four cases, two of pne1.1-
m?nia terminating favo:i:ably, and two of capillary bronchitis, both fatal. It is but 
fair to state, however, that both of these cases were completely prostrated from the 
effects of a prolonged debauch at the time that they were stricken with the disease . 
. The symptons in the main were intense headache of a congestive character, pains 
m 3:11 tb.e limbs, the back, and groins, and a temperature of about 103° of thirty-six 
or forty-eight hours' duration, and in many cases after convalescence was esta__blisbed 
a severe pain in the region of the spleen, which frequently laste9- over a week. The 
tongue was generally clean and the bowels natural in character and action. Great 
prostration followed in all well-defined cases. 
The first case appeared in an officer recently returned from Omaha, Nebr., where 
the uisease was preval nt, and the second in another officer who was much in the 
society of the .first. The last case during tlle existence of the disease as an epidemic 
occurred April 6. One case occurred on the 9th, 2 on the ·12th, and 1 on the 20th, all 
of ·which were very mild. Less than one-fourth of the command were affected. 
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FORT HAMILTON, N. Y. (Maj. Ezm Woodru.ff).-Influenza has greatly affected the 
command during the present month, the first case appearing about December 17. 
Up to date 60 cases have been treated; of these 17 remain under treatment. The 
symtoms were frontal headache and pain in the back and in the bones of the lower 
extremities; many had a bronchial irrjtation or catarrh. None of the cases have 
been very severe. 
LEAVENWORTH MILITARY PRISON, KANS. (Lieut. Col . J. P. Wright).-During the 
past month (December) there has been an unusual amount of sickness here, both among 
the members of the provost guard and military prisoners, due to the prevalence of 
epidemic catarrhal fever or "la grippe." Prisoners employed in the interior of the 
prison, the shops, dining rooms, kitchens, etc., seem to have been especially liable 
to the disease; the number of cases occurring among this class has been greater 
than among such as were employed in the open air. The clinical history of these 
cases is almost identica,l with that of the cases which occurred during the two pre-
vious winters. There has been an initial chill, followed by a sharp rise of tempera-
ture, with coexistent catarrh of the bronchial or gastro-intestinal mucous membr3:ne, 
generally accompanied by tonsilitis or pharyngitis; headache, anorexia, and malai_se; 
pain in the back and limbs, and occasionally severe neuralgic pains ofa wandermg 
character. The attacks were generally followed by great debility and weakn~ss ~or 
some days or weeks after convalesence was established. In a few cases the febrile 
symptoms were greatly predominant and persistent, the rhythm being s!1ch as is ob-
served during the first week of enteric fever. Only in one case was there mtercurrent 
pneumonia. The disease has been prevalent among the families to some extent, but 
not to the extent of former epidemics. 
FORT MACKINAC, MICH. (Lie·ut. H. E. McVay).-April 2, 1892, an epidemic of l_a 
grippe began, which for two weeks greatly interfered with the duties of the garri-
son. Similarly to the eyidemic of 1890, it began in the lower or ground floor, Com-
pany C quarters, and prevailed therein a week before it invaded the seco~d ~oor, 
Company D quarters. Thence it spread to the quarters of the noncommiss10ne_d 
officers and married men, but did not prevail therein to any great extent. The epi-
demic was at its height oti April 8, and the last case reported on April 18. Com-
pany C had 38 men on sick report, and several more under treatment. Company D 
had but 13. Reasoning from the above facts the conclusion is obvious that the un-
favorable location, inferior means of ventilation, and faulty construction of 9ompany 
C's quarters, concerning which many adverse reports have been made, are ma great 
measure responsible for the severity of the disease in that company. None of the 
cases proved serious and no complications arose. 
FORT MISSOULA, MONT. (Capt. Charles E. Woodmff).-Though. the first case that 
from its symptoms could be actually called influenza occurred February 16, t~ere 
were before this date, and as early as February 1, several obscure cases of _malaise, 
rheumatic pains, headaches, etc., accompanied often by "colds,'' and often diagnosed 
as "grippe" by men who read the Eastern papers. At first I refused to ack~owledge 
that any of the cases were actual influenza, and though the cases occur~mg aft~r 
February 26 were definitely called influenza, they were apparently sporadic~ and_ it 
was not until March 6 that it was certain that we were in the midst of an ep1dermc. 
The first cases occurred among the soldiei:s. 
In most cases an inflammation of some portion of the respiratory tract was de_vel-
oped, usually after the _pains had begun; in a small number the "colds" we~e noticed 
first. In only two cases was there coryza; in only one sneezing. It was this absence 
of coryza tha;t first threw doubts on the dia~nosis of influenza. The other cases 
were equally divided between pharyngitis anCl bronchitis . 
In children the attack came on with marked suddenness; the child might_ ha~e 
been entirely well, yet in balf an hour it would lose all pirit and lie moanmg m 
bed o~ in its nurse's arms. Generally they were not peevish or fretful, but rather the 
oppos~te? ancl the intense desire to lie still might have been caused by a general sore-
ness s1m1lar to that experienced by adults. 
The headache, _which was almost universal, was severe, persistent, bursti1;1g; it 
was founcl often m the temples, over and in the eyes, and in a large number ~n the 
bac~ of the head. A few complained bitterly of this pam and paid no attention to 
the1r othe1· symptom . 
The pain w re often in the mu cles of the back from the coccyx to the head, but 
a larg nnmb r, probably O per c nt, were torture<l by pains throughout the whole 
body. The h:iracter of this pain is v ry difficult to de cribe; it wa not a orene , 
~
1
~r a rh nmatic_ n r n uralgi pain, nor a bruised cnsation, nor in the bone f th 
J rnt ; ~ar~cloxi al a .. it u~ay e , it wa ach ancl all combined; the color d_pe -
pl u~w1ttrngly d . ~nb cl ;t a .w~ll a ould b -it wa "a mis ry." No po_ 1t~on 
: attitud gav an rn tan_ s r h f; many groaned and cri d out, and t~ ufferrn!! 
'. om Tl w r . n rvou . and lU t ar . Th pains w re uniformly thirty- lX r f rtr-
1 ~b hour .m dnra i n ' few ·a r cov ring in l . time. Th ub id nee ofpa1n 
1 it th a ien pr trated. :For o hort an illnes the weakne s was pheuom nal, 
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but strength was rapidly gained, and in n, week most case~ were as s_trong ~s ever; 
only those having complications were more than ten days m recovermg their usual 
vigor. . . 
In two children and about six men a singular, and at the time alarnnng symptom 
was very noticeable, namely, a strong tendency to spasm of the muscles _of the back 
of the neck. They lay on the side with the head drawn well back and chm elevated. 
In these cases there was fortunately nothing besides pain and fever to further ob-
scure this symptom. They were quiet, mrnomplaining, and h~deed somewhat stupid. -
Cerebro-spinal mening-itis was thought of, so marked was this one symptom. Each 
of these cases made a rapid, uneventful recovery. 
A nervous symptom occurring in children was so pronounced as to alarm the 
mothers very much and quite needlessly. In each of the eleven children attacked 
there was a strong 'tendency to somnolence. TVl'."o children sl_ept ne:1rly forty~eight 
hours, waking every two or three hours for nourishment, but immediately fallmg to 
sleep. The fever was only moderate, and there was in the worst cases of this symp-
tom nothing to account for it. In thirty-six or forty-eight hours this stupidity 
would leave and the children quickly rec·overed their usual spirits. Though this 
symptom was chiefly confined to children, it was noticed in. many adult negroes also. 
There was no delirium in any case excepting in one having pneumonia. 
The temperature might be considered under the head of nervous symptoms. The 
cases of pure inflammation of the air passages had the usual slight increase which is 
always found in these affections, and no importance was attached to this slight 
fever. In the cases callecl influenza there was invariably an amount of fever which 
was in proportion to the severity of the case;· it arose coincidently with the pains, 
and usually lasted somewhat longer than the pains, but the temperature was normal 
by the fourth day. Temperatures of 99.5° to 100.5° were frequently seen, but in no 
case excepting the pneumonias was it over 102.5°, or possibly 103° for a short time. 
More temperatures of 102° were noticed than any other degree. The children af-
fected were only slightly feverish, 99½0 to 101°, and pulse slightly accelerated. 
A few cases of great diaphoresis occurred, chiefly at night, but they were so few 
as to be considered only accidental. 
The pharyngitis was intense, caused considerable suffering, and yielded very slowly 
to treatment. In some cases the suffering seemed more than the condition of the 
throat accounted for; in only a few cases did it respond rapidly to treatment; the 
least time of a severe case was three days and the greatest about two weeks. The 
throat presented the usual appearances ofpharyngiti~, but occasionally the membra,ne 
assumed a purplish hue, which I have never seen before in this affection. There was 
no swelling, no exudation, merely a violent congestion. In one case of follicular 
tonsillitis, complicating a general pharyngitis, a cliphtheriiic membrane spread over 
~ach tonsil. ~tis probable that this was diphthe ia, and for the safety of the garrison 
it was so considered. 
When bronchitis occurred the cough of the congestive st~ge sometimes commenced 
before any other symptom, but usually not until the second or third day, or even 
later. The one noticeable and almost universal characteristic of the cough was its 
~xasperating, irritating, and persistent uselessness. At first the tickling sensation 
m the th~oat caused painful and exhausting coughing, and after secretion began to 
be established the cough could not dislodge it. The secretion seemed to be adhesive, 
a:nd though the patient could feel it moving or rattling in the tubes the most per-
s1st_ent efforts failed to bring it up. It was this exasperating nature of the cough 
wh~ch brought out the most complaints. In the majority of the cases the expecto-
r~t10n became more fluid and more easily detached, but the cough continued inva-
n~b.ly after al~ the other evidences of bronchitis has disappeared. Suppurative 
ot1tis o?cnrred m two cases and presented nothing worthy of notice . 
. Nothmg occurred in relation to the digestive system among adults that is of any 
Importance. One or two had slight diarrhea. 
Among all the children who had symptoms of pain and prostration there occurred 
on t~ie first day or the second a copious loose movement of the bowels containing 
· cons1d~rable mucus. This was the almost invarial?le rule, with possibly but one 
except10n, whether the bowels moved naturally or as the result of a laxative, and 
whether or not the child had symptoms of congestion of any portion of the respira-
tory_ mucous membrane. Beyond one or two of these stools no other sign of intesti-
nal mflammation showed itself~ and the child was in one or two days as well as ever 
in this direction. , 
No ski.n eruptions whatever appeared either among white or colored people. 
There occurred five cases of pneumonia among the adults in the post and two in 
t~e vicinity. The pneumonia was croupous, but markedly different from the affec-
tion as usually seen. Four in the post and two outside were remarkably light in all 
respects; only one, fatal, was severe. In the lig·ht cases constitutional disturbance 
was slight, fever not going above 103°, usually 101½0 or 102° . Rusty or blood-
streaked tenacious sputum was expectorated by the second day, quickly changing, 
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in all but one case, to a whitish frothy muco-pus. The consolidated area presented 
mar~ed variations. In each case there was but part of a lobe affected. It was chiefly 
the left lung, and there was a band or zone of consolidation about 2 inches thick 
and about 2 inches above the base. In three cases the signs were found posteriorly, 
and yet'.anteriorlyno adventitious sounds whatever could be heard. In one an area of 
consolidation 2 inches wide across the right chest, inclosing the nipple, wa.s very 
marked, but posteriorly every sound was normal. This consolidated area presented 
throughout the disease all the signs of lobar pneumonia in its various stages, ex-
cepting that it was apt to give more marked bronchial breathing and increa~d 
vocal resonance than the dulluess would account for. Broncho-pneumonia might 
present these symptoms, but this disease can be exclude<l because of the total absence 
of a primn,ry bronchitis, and the fact that though it was secondary to a disease similar 
to influenza there were none of the usual precursors ofbroncho-pneumonia. The rusty 
sputum is very rare in broncho-pneumonia, and the post-mortem examination of ~he 
fatal case showed typical lobar pneumonia of the whole of the right lung and mid-
dle portion of the left lung; the left lung presented, antemortem, all the signs found 
in the other cases. On the other hand the physical signs in any one case were apt 
to vary from day to day much more like broncho than lobar pneumonia, and the 
temperature, in all but two cases, did not present a well-marked crisis but only- a re-
semblance to a crisis. The rusty sputa may have been no-trhing more than a~ evidence 
of the same kind of intense congestion which characterized all the cases of mflamma-
tion, the blood vessels, from t,he extreme tenuity, exuding blood into the sm.aller 
tubes or air cells; indeed one case has been definitely called broncho--pneumoma on 
account of the limited area, its anterior position, the absence of rusty sputa, the 
absence of the usual signs of lobar pneumonia, and the fact tllat it was developed 
in a, case of severe bronchitis. It is extremely probable that the cause of the ~neu-
monia is entirely different from the causes either of lobar or broncho-pneumonrn, as 
will be discussed under the head of etiology. 
The tre~tment of the various complications offers nothing of impo_rtanc~., The 
pharyngitis was treated with hot water and astringent gargles, spraymg w1tn vas-
eline and cold or hot applications to the throat, particularly if anY: tendency to 
laryngitis existed. Feverishness was relieved by aconite, particular~y m the young, 
and restlessness by bromide of potash, sometimes in combination w1t_h _chloral. In 
all the c~ses of fever and pains, with or without the complications, it 1s not prob-
able that treatment sT-lOrtened the affection in the least. Cases without treatment 
lastecl just as long, but suffered more of course. A large number of ~ases presen~ed 
only these two symptoms, and antipyrine, seemingly :fitting so mce~y, was tned 
witl; snccess. Five grains every hour or half hour often gave gre_at rehef_after four 
to eight doses were taken; in a few cases it had to be repeated, m _some.it_ only r~-
lieved the worst distress. When the fever was pronounce<l, uut parns trivial, a.nti-
febrine was successfully given in the same doses. The largest numbe! of c~ses :"ere 
treated with salicylate of sodium, sometimes with aconite or bromH1e of ~oclrnm. 
This drug relieved the pains very greatly, as might be expected from th~ir sllg~t re-
semblance to muscular rheumatism; in some it seemed to cure the affect10n entirely. 
Dry beat applied to the body by means of water 1Jott1es or bags was al ways grateful 
to the patient, but not curative, as the pains were apt to return afterwards. 
T_here was some evidence that the disease this year, whatever it may ~e, was con-
tag10ns. In four houses the illness of the husbaml was followed by the illness of all 
the rest of the family, intervals of two to four days between each case. In only two 
of these four houses did the disease exist at the same time. In one house t,hey were 
i1;1formecl that the affection might be contagious, and the wife slept apart from h~r 
s1?k husba~d and esca,ped. Her baby had been on its father's 1Jed and was taken ill 
with the disease. When a marked case occurred in one house other cases were ex-
pected. . 
A~ong the enlisted men the largest number came from one company, but there 18 
nothrng about this company, its barracks discipline or dutv at all different from 
the others. ' ' • 
n_ t_he ?ther hand, this evidence is not conclusive, for the cause, if cap!1ble of 
local1zrng itself, would affect all those in the locality and if in one hous all lll that 
honse, those less resistant sooner than the others· a~d if the cause existed out ide 
of th hou, e it may have b n carri d in by tbe'husband, cultivated, perhap , autl 1>: acl to . t~ others. Though an opinion of value can not be formed from the 
nclen , _it 1 probable ~hat som of the cases this year were cont:tO'iou . . 
TTh r. ·ital f th . ~anous fact in this epidemic naturally sug t the qu~ tion, 
\\h3:t ell. a has :vis1te_d thi vicinity v a it influenza, a new disea e, a nnxture 
of_ ch a: ~, am d1.fi.ed mil.u nz. or au piclemic of "colcls" such as are een every 
w111b·r. ' 
A re· rucl ·c· n of infln nza i now bein r port d fro!Jl variou part of the 
l'nit ·11 · at· and f th world. b ·.-ic-ian ar • no sur iti influenza. nnd hn.Y 
l, n r ln ·taut t all it uch. rrhi i kn· s undoubtedly re embles that disew 
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more than any other, and for the sake of giving it a name, has been called such. 
But a study of the foregoing symptoms shows conclusively that it presents several 
marked differences from the epidemic of last ~,ear, a,s well as resemblance_s .. That 
skepticism is justifiable, its similarity to dengue is sufficient proof, and it 1s not 
certain that a single case of typical influenza has occurred; though of course many 
were so nearly like that disease, as far as distress of patient and his treatment are 
concerned, as to be called influenza for practical purposes. Again, the histories of 
previous epidemics do not, as far as I can learn, mention the reappearance of the 
disease the subsequent year. The inflammations of the respiratory mucous me?1-
branes were mostly intense congestions, affecting the pharynx and larger bronchial 
tubes, but not the larynx and nasal surfaces. The fever and constitutional disturb-
ance were far less than last year; epistaxis was uncommon, and numerous cases had 
no signs of'' colds." . 
From newspaper reports it is evident that Philadelphia has suffered from about 
the same affection that has been here, and it is believed that the diagnosis is some-
what doubtful there, also. From its resemblance to malaria, dengue, and influenza, 
it is ca,lled by newspaper accounts malarial-break bone-influenza, and it is suggested 
that it is a new disease. In this case it is totally unnecessary to in vent a new disease 
or imagine the existence of one, for besides the improbability of a new disease 
escaping the notice of thousands of brilliant physicians aJways on the lookout for 
one, it seems absurd to give a special name to a "cold," if many people have it, and 
call it simply a" cold" another time if only a few are exposed to the same conditions 
that the many were. · 
The suggestion that the affection was a mixture of diseases, though very improb-
able, can not be summarily dismissed. We know that several diseases may coexist, 
bu~ it is clear that in this cnse, omitting the complicating pneumonia, there is no 
rehable evidence that there was a muitiplicity of causes. 
Thl3 sug~estion that this is a modified influenza must be treated with more re-
spect. A few germs left over from last year, prostrated by a hot summer, degener-
ated and weak, may have attacked the country, but no sweeping invasion of gerrtl.s 
has t~tken place. 'l'he various parts of the country have been irregularly attacked 
as to time, and not successively from east h west, as would be expected; and, if I 
a~ not mistaken, a reYiew of the whole country will show that with some excep-
tions _the general trend of the affection has been from the west, a fact whicl1, if 
true, 1s _strongly indicative of the influence of meteorological conditions, for the 
~reat wmter changes of weather almost invariably follow this course. Again, the 
mte!1~e nature of the localized congestions would favor the idea of the local action 
of lrymg cause. Meteorological conditions would cause a more general congestion. 
rhe H.leas are Of Course based On the supposition of influenza having h~Ving a liv-
lll~ ~ause, an unproved premise, and therefore leading to a uoubtful conclusion . 
.t<'hnt's. Practice of Medicine, page 398, edition of 1886, refers to an epidemic of 
pharyngitis in western New York in 1857, which to all appearances must have been 
exactly similar to the majority of the cases seen this year. In January or February, 
18~6, there occurred an epidemic in Philadelphia which was the same as the above. 
Bemg o~e of the victims, I have a lively recollection of the intense headache and 
prostrat10n which existed. with a slight fever (101t0 ), for foi'ty-eight hours before 
any throat symptoms developed, and how a sedative, a laxative, and an astrin-
gen~ gargle straightened matters out in less than forty-eight hours. There is scarcely 
a :vinter in a variable climate that an epidemic of "colds" is not seen; the favorite 
wmter conversation in cities is the detailing of personal symptoms of the "colds in 
th? ?-ead" from whieh all suffer; again, it is pharyng·itis, ag~1in laryngit,is or bron-
clntis, and occasionally it is pneumonia with its fatal1ties1 and in some localities, in 
summer, it is enteritis or cholera morbus. It seems absnrd to demand a microbe for 
each one of these epidemics. An inflammation of the nasal or pharyngeal mucous 
me~branc can be caused in a hnndretl ways without the interference of tlle bacillus 
of c~1pbtheria or the supposed germ of iuiluenza, and similarly with all other af-
fectio1;1s of an inflammatory type. A general muscular soreness, with fever and hea,d-
~che, 18 a common winter occurrence after exposure to cold drafts while the body 
1s w~t with perspiration, and a germ is never dreamed of. 
It 18 r_ernarkably easy for meteorological conditions of moisture, temperature, pres-
s~ne, wmds, ozone, etc., so to alter the circulation in the capillaries as to cause 
-v1olen~congestion. Take t.he familiar example of mountain climbing. The great 
reduct10u of pressure causes suo!t intense vascular dilatation that actual bleeding from 
t~e Jl?-UCOU8 membrane takes place, and the intense headache indicative of couges-
t10n 1s occasionally the forerunner of an apoplexy. The persons who come even 
slo:vly _from the deep caissons of bridge building are affected with painful symptoms, 
which m some mild cases :1re but little different from cases in the epidemic of this 
year . From the physical laws of the compression of gases we know that under 
great p1·e sure the fluids of the body contain much more gases than under low pres-
sure, and when the outside pressure is relieved the gases will cause pressure within 
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the vessels or will actually escape in bubbles. All the above cases of caisson dis-
ease can be fully explained under this law, even the severe cases where the pressure 
has so damaged nerve tissue that the nerve has never recovered its usefulness, and 
where the spinal cord bas been damaged within its unyielding walls. It is to be re-
membered that the actual pressure is immaterial within certain limits provid~d that 
it is the same throughout and time is given for the adjustments. Experience has 
shown that if the workmen emerge slowly into lower pressure they are scarcely 
affected at all, and dozens, perhaps hundreds, of lives might have been saved if the 
practical_ applic3:tion of the laws of pressure of gases in confined liquids hac~ pre-
ceded this expenence. Now, what objection is there to the idea that the mildest 
cases of caisson disease are repeated every winter when sudden barometfo and other 
meteorological changes have suddenly altered the circulation~ He who has "taken 
a cold which has settled in every muscle of his body" may be suffering from symp-
toms identica.l with caisson disease1 and so may some of these cases this year. . 
The cold winds of northern climates impinging on the forehead cause s°:ch dis-
turbances of cirCLllation around the terminations of the :fifth nerve that rntense 
frontal nenralgia results. . . 
Upon the approach of a cyclone all cases of chronic rheumatism, neuralg1'.3', pam-
ful corns, ancl neuromata in the stumps of amputated limbs suffer severe twmges of 
pain, which become less as the storm center approaches and then decline. In_the 
cases of neuromata, these pains recur after the storm center has passed. Investiga-
tion shows that the outer ring of the cyclone constitutes a "neuralgic ~one," and 
while the patient is in this ring pains occur; but while he is inside the n1;1g n~arer 
the cyclonic center or outside of it entirely, his pains cease. A more heaut1fnl illus-
tration of meteorological conditions causing pain could not.be invented. The re~l 
agent in the case is unknown; but that it is chiefly due to cha,nges of pressure 1s 
most pro1able from the fact that the barometer falls before the cyclonic center ar-
rives and rises after it has passed. . 
Cold applied to the feet and legs may so change the whole circulation as to bn1;1-g 
on violent metritis or enteritis or bronchitis. If great heat applied to the lrnacl w~ll 
alone cause those dreaded and often fatal cases of sunstroke, and if cold alone will 
cause a general benumbing of the whole nervous system, it is ~urely reasonable to 
suppose that variations of temperature within these extremes will have some effect, 
however small, in producing variations of health. 
A person going from a very moist atmosphere, as of a room, into a dq atmosphere 
outside ~f equa,l temperature, may have evaporation so marked from his body as to 
take a violent "cold," or even pneumonia. . . 
Meteorological chano·es affect all alike and if they have any effect at all it 1s ?X-
erted in an epidemic ~anner. The mer~ fact of the inflammation being of ~nm-
tensely congestive type, though favorinO' the view of meteorological causes, 1s not 
conclusive; for certain germs, as of epid;mic conjunctivitis, often do the same. In 
this mat~er it should be remembered that many capable physicians are not a~ al~ sure 
yet that rnfluenza has a living cause or microbe. In the :first pl~ce, ca~es hke mflu-
enz3: occur every year, and it is only when many occur that a microbe 1~ ~uspected. 
~gam, all the symptoms can be accounted for without a germ, and one, 1f it does ex-
ISt, has eluded all the searching efforts of thousands of skillful workers, a fact of 
much weight. . . 
. A curious and at the same time important fact in relation to the present epidemic 
1s s~rongly indicative of the influence of meteorological conditions, namely, at each 
period of the two months a certain complication was so frequent as to overshadow 
a~l _the othern. One time bron chitis, at another time neuralgia, at another laryn-
~1t1s, and at still another perioll pharynrrit,is afflicted the greatest number. Another 
f~ct equa1ly cnrious is the probable trend of the disease from west to east, as men-
tioned m0re fully above. 
In _addition to all this, one woulcl naturally expect much sickness this year, from 
t~e fa_ct that thrnughout the world the weather has been unusua,1. In some itl~a-
tions it has beeu either more severe or more variable than has been known for fifty 
ycarR. 
Th_is ha. heen called tho" germ age" of medicine as well as the "German a<Ye·" 
and m lie :t_rngle to find a microbe to account for every sicknes it seem that we 
arc o_v~rlooku g common causes. When a grown girl gets her feet wet and ha a_n 
ovanti_s, or a _boy _eats green apples and has an enicriti , no germ is su pected yet it 
mi; un1io ·s1ble rn om diseases to tbink of auy thin,r else but a livin<Y cau e and 
no a cl ad one. It is apt to be forgotten that many cau es may produce the same 
a:p1waran<·e or symptoms of som pnrticnlar affection. An infla,mell hand may ha,e 
h <·n can eel by h_ at, fro tbite, chemical irritant or rysipelas and, not knowin 
th . ~ nt · !lent· 1t would, at a pt rti cular sta,re of the a.ff tion be impos·ible. to Y 
wh1cl1. "Ta kin r colcl n may mak th ton ils ,·nclc ~ snustan'.ce as to give th 11:1 an 
1J?>~: r. n that no ?ll ~01~lcl t ·11 wheth r it i follicnlar tonsiliti or trn_e d1ph-n · \ hy, th refore, 1s 1t neces, ary to invoke the g rm of influenza th1 Y ar, 
I 
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when such cases of sickness occur ·every other year and are classed as simply 
colds. · h · St b The presence of pneumonia can be accounted. for_ on any hypot es~s. ern e.rg 
has shown very conclusively t,hat the coccus, which is alwayspresen~ m pn~umoma, 
and causes that disease when injected into the lungs of the lower ammals, is always 
present in the mouth. N ot~1ing. is more rea;so?able than to suppose that _when the 
mucous membrane has lost its vigor and resistrng pow.er b_y an attack _of inflamma-
tion, it offers an opportunity to the coccus to establish_ itself wh~re it can d~ the 
most harm. It makes no difference what has caused the mflammation, for the tiss1;1e 
would naturally be less resistant ju any case. It may be imp~ssi~le to. give ~ lucid 
reason why pneumonia assumed the parti~ular for!Il alre~dy discribed m wluch the 
characters of lobar and broncho pneumoma were iu-bermmgled. It can only be con-
jectured that the inflammation, which always limited itself to a small portion of 
the respiratory tract if the disease was above the lungs, pursued the same course 
when it attacked the mucous membrane in the lungs. 
In connection with the etiology of this sickness, a coincidenc~ might be ~eferred 
to in the case of the animals in the post corral. At the begiµnmg of the sickness, 
about February 10, one of the mules died of an illness which was cha,ract.erized by 
intense congestion of the respiratory mucous membrane with much swellmg ?f all 
subcutaneous tissue of the head, peritonitis, great pain, and delirium. In veterm~ry 
works the nearest affection in symptoms and course is the fatal form of "congestive 
influenza." As far as known all the other animals remained healthy. 
In forming a conclusion as to thereal cause of this epidemic it is safe to say that, 
while the meteorological conditions alone might account for the affection, the simi-
larity of the symptoms to those of epidemic influenza and the slight evidence of con-
tagion_ make it probable that, though it may not be a true influenza, that disease 
may have had a decided part in modifying an ordinary epidemic of ''colds" such as are 
seen every year in every part of the world. From a study of all the cases I am most 
inclined to the opinion that we have ha·d nothhi.g more than the diseases found every 
winter, only more of them, and that though the word "influenza" has beon repeat-
edly used to group the cases, give them a name, and show that many were alike in 
their resemblance to that disease, the word is in the strictest sense a misnomer. 
Giovanni Marenna's article on the etiology of influenza has just been published in 
the New York Medical Journal (April 11). If he is correct in his surmises about the 
disease being caused by met.eorological conditions and not by microbes, then we 
have had "influenza," pure and simple, this year. In that case a different significa. 
tion must be given the word than the meaning usually conveyed. The definition of 
influenza would then be "a disease, sometimes epidemic, caused by meteorological 
conditions, and commonly called a cold.'; 
MALARIAL DISEASES. 
Only a few years ago malarial disease constituted the prime factor in 
the constitution of the sick re:ports of our Army. To-day it occuvies a 
minor position, except at certain posts. The admission rate for the 
Army amounts to only 62.23 with 1.58 noneffective per thousand of 
strength as compared with 92.93 admission and 2.79 noneffective in 1890 
and with 120 and 3.25 in 1889. Twenty years ago there were as many 
cases of malarial disease at many of our military stations as there are 
now of all diseases, injuries included. Drainage and sewerage, pure 
water supplies, improved quarters, and the abandonment of insalubrious 
localities have effected this gratifying result. Nevertheless Fort Sill, 
Okla., continues to give 546.05 admissions per thousand with 10.03 con-
stantly sick, and Fort Reno, Okla., 456.95 with 10.42. Washington Bar-
racks, D of O, takes third place with 348.40,but only 6 constantly sick. 
O3:mp_at Oklaho~, Okla., takes fourth place in prevalence, 333.33, but 
third m_ noneffectiveness, 9.24. Fort Brown, Tex., which had formerly 
a notorious record for malarial disease, has now only a nominal rate. 
In 1889 its admission rate was 1,675.86 with 38.58 constantly sick; in 
1890, 325.91 with 8.32, and last year 16.13 with 0.35. This extraordinary 
record can be attributed only to the use of cool distilled water from the 
ice ma hines.* The twentieth post in the order of prevalence had in 
1889 a1:1 aid.mission rate of 189.19, in 1890 131.14, and in 1891 97.18. The 
reduction of the rates of these diseases is thus seen to be general. 
* See under the heading of Water Supplies, page 74. 
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DIARRHEAL DISEASES, 
These diseases also have been undergoing a gradual lessening in their 
prevalence in the Army. The admission rate of the past year, 108.21, 
~hows this when compared with 118.40 in the previous year, and 172.82 
m the previous detade. 'fhe average duration of the diarrheal cases 
was 3. 7, of the dysenteric 15.4 days. 
The incidence of diarrheal diseases appears to be irregular; seldom 
do the same posts hold from year to yeaJ' their relative positions in the 
order of prevalence. Last year Fort Barrancas and St. Francis Bar-
racks, Fla., had the largest admission rates, 574.06 and 392.50; Barran-
cas and Fort Stanton, N. Mex., the largest noneffective rates, 18.14 and 
5.10. Although St. Francis Barracks had such a large number of cases 
they were slight in character, giving only a rate of constant sickness 
equal to 2.87 per thousand of strength. The average duration of each 
case at Barrancas was 11.53 days; at Fort Stanton 5.81 days, and at 
St. Francis Barracks only 2.67 days. In 1890 Fort Sam Houston, Tex., 
was the post at which these diseases were most prevalent, with Fort 
Sill, Okla.,. second. Last year the former occupied the twelfth place and 
the latter the fifth in the order of prevalence. 
RHEUMATISM, 
Last year rheumatism occasioned 75.33 admissions per thousand of 
strength as compared with 83.19 during the previous year, and 107.28 
during the previous decade, a gradual lessening in the prevalence _of 
this disabling disease. The improvement is also manifest in the dis-
charge rate, which was 1.25 in the past year, 2.06 in 1890, aJ?-d 2.96 
during the previous decade. Again, the constant sick rate durmg the 
past year. was" 3.93, in J890 4.05, and in 1889 4. 79. 
As usual in former years, the posts that have had the largest J.?reva-
lence during the past year are situated in no one latitude or longitude, 
but are ~cattered indiscriminately all over the country; nor ai:e the 
posts which have the largest rates in the reports now undir considera-
tion the same with those that had the largest rates in .1890 or in ~ormer 
ye.ars. The post which has the largest admission rate is Fort Apache, 
Ariz., 247.70, with 6.23 noneffective. That which bas the largest non-
effective rate, 13.02, is Jackson Barracks, La., with 123.80 o~ aclmiss~ons. 
The ten posts of greatest prevalence during the year are situated m as 
many States-Arizona, Nebraska, Washington, Montana New Yor~, 
~exas, Florida, Kentucky, Califor.nia, and New Mexico. toc~l condi-
tions have therefore more to do with the mciclence of rheumatism than 
geogra,phic.al considerations. Damp soils from high-ground wat~r level 
are no doubt as productive of the disease in one State or Territory a 
~n a:n?ther, and damp clothing or bedding may be as dangerous to. the 
mdiVIdual as a damp soil to the garrison. The statistic how a decidetl 
ex es of prevalence in the Department of Arizona where a a-.ule the 
ub o_il wat r level is far below the surface, but where men go out on 
scoutmg_an other exp ditions unprepared for changes of temperature 
_du ·e i to arelessn , by the general warmth and equabihty of the 
hmat . There i a valuable le, on to be learned from tbe stati tic of 
rheum ti min our Army. 
VE TEREAL DISEA ES. 
wa for 
th 
.1 , for the Indian , 
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for the Army as a whole, 72.46 per thousand of strength. The nonef~ 
fective rate for the white troops was 4.96, for the colored 5.69, for the 
Indians, 3.40, for the Army, 5.00. The average number of days of treat-
ment was for chancroids, 24.2, for syphilis, 43.9, for gonorrhea, 19.3. 
The comparison between the admission rates for these diseases in our 
own and foreign armies has already been made in discussing admission 
rates in general. Nevertheless our rate of 72.46 per thousand of 
strength may be agaiii compared with the 212.10 of the British home-
service troops, with the 64.49 of the Italians, and the 26. 76 of the Ger-
mans. ---, 
Our admission rate of 72.46 compares favorably with 75.2-2 in 1890, 
and 79.09 as the annual average of ,the previous decade. In the prev-
alence of these diseases, as in that of all those heretofore considered in 
this report we find a steady improvement as the years pass on. Never-
theless, 46 men discharged from service and 5 in every thousand 
constantly sick from venereal diseases is more than we should have 
were the proper qu~lity of men gathered at our recruiting depots. 
The post that gave the highest admission rate, 266.20, was ag·ain, as 
in several former years, the recruiting depot at Columbus Barracks, -
Ohio, but the improvement observed is satisfactory, for in 1890 this 
rate was 380.46, and in 188!J, 462.44. These rates by themselves show a 
vast improvement in the quality of our recruits, for the conditions 
otherwise_at this depot remain unaltered so far as understood ~t this 
office. Jackson Barracks, La., and Fort McPherson, Ga., follow with 
rates almost as high as that of the recruiting depot, but after these the 
admission rates of the posts which have the highest rates drop remark-
ably. For instance, the fourth post in order of prevalence has a rate 
of only 146.12, although it is a recruiting depot, Jefferson Barracks, 
.Mo. Although Uolumbus Barracks has the highest rate for admissions 
it takes only third place for non-efficiency. The small camp at Eagle1 
Pass, Tex., has . the dishonor of having relatively the largest number 
of men_ constantly disabled by these diseases, 16.28 per thousand of 
strength. Fort McHeury follows with 16.27, and then comes the re-
cruiting depot, Columbus Barracks, with 15.95. -
ALCOHOLISM. 
Alcoholism also has. been decreasing in our Army, but by much ,,, 
slower steps than the diseases already discussed. The admission rate 
for the year amounted to 40.01 as compared with 40.73 in 1890, 41.43 in 
1889, and 56.68 during the previous decade. The rate among the white 
troops was 44.91; among the colored 4.36; no case occurred among the 
J:ndian companies. Six deaths aud one discharge were among the di-
ect results of intemperance, all among white troops. The enormity 
of this habit o:f intemperance among our soldiers may be best appre-
ciated by comparing our rates with the freedom from drunkenness of 
the British, 2.56, the Italian, 0.03, and the German army, 0.20. To 
remove this blot on the record of our Army, recruiting officers should 
be strict in refusing to accept any man who has the slightest appear-
a11ce of being addicted to the use of intoxicating liquors. 
The 55 men at Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo .. have the worst record, 218.18; 
but the habits of the 46 men at Camp Pena 0olorado, Tex., and of the 
57 men at Fort Ontario, N. Y., are nearly as bad. Jackson Barracks, 
La., comes next in order; but of the large posts Madison Barracks, N. 
Y., bolds the undesirable position at the head of the list, with a rate' of 
164.56; Willets Point, N. Y., follows with 134.99. The posts having 
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the best records are all large-lfort Grant, Ariz., 3.46; Fort Ouster, 
Mont., 8.~>7; Fort .Apache, Ariz., 9.17; Fort Bayard, N. Mex., 9.43; 
West Pomt, N. Y., 10.72; and after these come the two recruiting 
depots, D3;vids Island, N. Y., 10.97, and Jefferson Barracks, Mo., 11.42. 
The attent10n of commanding officers is respectfully invited to the prev-
alence and distribution of drunkenness as shown in Table xvn, appended 
to this report. 
PULMONARY CONSUMPTION. 
The admission rate for the Army was 2.97; white 2.68; colored, 4.84; 
Indians, 10.14. The absolute number was 69, of which 10 were colored 
and 3 Indiaps. Eleven of these died, of whom 8 were white, 2 colored, 
and 1 Indian; 42 were discharged, 33 white and 9 colored. The aver-
age duration of treatment in each case was 107.4 days. These statistics 
are somewhat of an improvement on the past, for the rate of 1890 was 
3.26 and the average annual rate of the previous decade 3.51. The 
British rate was 4.29, the Italian 0.97, and the German 2.49. 
PNEUMONIA AND PLEURISY, 
Ninety-nine cases of pneumonia (not complications of other diseases) 
were reported during the year, 7 4 white, 20 colored, and 5 Indian. The 
average duration of eaeh case was 34.5 days. Twenty of t,he cases ter-
minated fataJly, 17 white and 3 colored. The admission rates were 
white 3.54, colored 9.69, Indian 16.89; the average of the Army 4.25 as 
compared with 3.96 in 1890, 4.86 in the previous decade, 5.43 in the 
British, 6.15 in the Italian, and 10.96 in the German army. Our pres-
ent rate may therefore be considered satisfactory. 
The largest number of men affected at any one post was 12, all white 
men, reported from Fort McKinney, Wyo. Fort Niobrara, Nebr., fol-
lowed with 9, 4 of whom were Indians. Eight cases ?ccl!-1-red in C_olu~-
bus Barraeks, Ohi0, and as many among troops m field service m 
the Department of the Platte. Fort Riley, Kans., had 7; Fort Douglas, 
Utah, and Fort Keogh, Mont., 4 each; Fort Grant, Ariz, and Fort 
Missoula, Mont., 3 each. Nine posts had 2 each, and twenty-three posts 
1 each. 
Pleurisy caused a total of 45 admissions, 39 whites, 5 colored, and 1 
Indian, with no resulting death or discharge. 
INJURIES. 
The rates for injuries differed but little from those of the year 1890, 
being for admission 248.91, for deaths 3.02, for discharges 2.76, andfor 
noneffectiveness 8.60 per thousand of strength. More than half oft• 
admissions consisted of sprains and contusions. Seventy-one ca~e o'r 
heat stroke were reported, only 2 of which were among the color~d 
tr?OP ; none fatal. Sixty-two cases of frostbite were differently d1 -
tributed, as only 36 of these occurred among the white troops, and the 
only fatal ca e was in the per on of a colored soldier. Sixty-ejght 
c~ of gun hot wounds were l'eported, l'e ulting in 14 death and 23 
di"charges; but in addition tbere were 19 case in which death wa 
in tantaneou or followed o oon after the receipt of the injury that 
t~ men wer not taken on ick r port. The number of the e ca ual-
1. wa there:£ r 7, of which 4 occurred during the reloading of ar-
tn _7 at tc: rg t practi e, 7 whil-' hunting, all not fatal· 15 wit~ 
dea. h rn er n 1 ncounter ; 2 with 1 death by accident; 19 with 
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17 deaths as the result of suicidal attempts; and 7, all fatal, from wounds 
received in action with hostile Indians. . 
Eighteen deaths fro1:11 drowni:ng were_ reported; of these 6 oc?urred 
while :fishing or huntmg, 3 while bathmg, and. 9 by other accide?-ts. 
Twenty-two cases of suicide were reported du!mg the year; 1 offi?er 
and 21 enlisted men; infantry 11, cavalry 1~ artillery 4, general service 
2, ordnance corps 2, hospital corp~ 1, staff 1. . Gu~shot was t~e means 
selected in 17, cutting the throat m 1, and poison m 4 cases; 111 9 the 
cause was alcoholism, in 1 temporary insanity, 1 tired of living, 3 d_es-
pondency, in 8 uncertain. The nationalities were United States 9, Irish 
6, German 4, Scotch, Dane, American Indian, 1 each; ages 25, 29; and 
36, 3 each; 32, 2; 21, 22, 23, 30, 37, 38, 39, 41, 44, 4G, 1 each; and in one 
case not stated. F our occurred in February, 3 in May, 2 each in Jan-
uary, April, July, August, September , and ( >ctober, and 1 each in March, 
November, and December. Three occurred at Fort Snelling Minn., 2 
at Fort Davis, Tex., and 1 at each of seventeen _different posts. · 
Nine attempts at suicide were reported, all enlisted men; 5 infantry, 
2 artillery, 1 cavalry, and 1 noncommissioned staff. Alcoholism was 
the reported cause in 4; temporary insanity. in 4; while in 1 the cause 
was uncertain. The attempt was made by gunshot in 2, by cutting the 
throat in 3, by poison in 3 cases, and by stabbing in 1 case. The 
nationalities were United Stat es 3, United States colored 1, Irish 2, 
RusRian, · Dane, and Scotch, 1 each; ages 25, 2; 22, 24, 27, 35, 44, 48, and 
49, 1 each. Two cases occurred at St. Francis Barracks, Fla., and 1 
each at seven different posts. The months were May 3, February and 
September 2 each, and August and April 1 each. 
The total suicides and attempts at suicide numbered 31; 4 in the first 
y_ear of 13ervice, 4 in the second, 3 in tbe third, 1 in the fifth, 2 in the 
si~th, 2 in the seventh , 3 in t he eighth, 1 in the ninth, 2 in the tenth, 
1 m the eleventh, 2 in the fifteenth, 1 in the sixteenth, 1 in the twenty-
first, 2 in the twenty-fifth, and 1 each in the twenty-eighth and thirty-
first. 
INFLUENCE OF SEASON ON 'l'HE SICK RA.TES. 
The ratios needful to a full study of this subject are given in Table X, 
appended to this report. It may be enough to state here that the usual 
sea_sonal . curve of prevalence is altered by the epidemic of influenza, 
which raised the monthly ra tes markedly above the average in March 
~~d ~gain in December. Excluding venereal disease, alcoholism, and 
i1:.1unes, as uninfluenced by season, the average monthly rate of admis-
s10ns per thousand of strength for all other diseases was 83.6. In ! anuary the rate was slightly below this. In February it rose, reach-
mg a maximum of 131.7 in March, after which it fell gradually through 
April to a minimum of 66.3 in May. This low rate was prolonged 
through June and July, but in August an autumnal rise to 78.8 was 
observed. During the next three months the rates were 71.1, 70.3, and 
72.4, after which the recrudescence of influenza increased the admis-
sio11s to 112.3. 
CIVILIANS ATTACHED TO THE ARMY. 
The civilian attaches of the Army comprise the families of officers 
and enlisted men, servants, employes of the various departments, to-
gether with their families, and in short all persons not included in the 
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personnel of the Army, who are allowed to reside at military com-
mands. These numbered 13,330; 2,350 adult males, 5,116 females, 
5,8114 children. 
The · admissions to sick report consisted of 2,036 adult males, of 
, whom 31 died, 7,485 adult females with 54 deaths, and 6,155 children 
with 111 deaths; an aggregate of 15,676 admissions and 196 deaths. 
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was 866 for adult males, 
1,463 for adult females, and 1,049 for children, or an aggregate of 1,176; 
the death rate 13 -for males, 11 for females, and 19 for children, an 
avera,ge of 15. _ 
By way of comparison the statistics of the previous yea,r are given: 
Admission rate, males, 931; females, 1,305; children, 1,132; all civilians, 
1,158; death rate, males, 13; females, 9; children, 2:3; all civilians, 16. 
The deaths and their causes are shown in the following table: 
Diseases. Adult Adult I Cb.ildr~n. Total. males. females. 
Acute febrile and infectious diAeases . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7 32 40 
gonstitntional ............. . ... --.. ----.. ---- --· -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~ 
1
~ ig 
N :;:~~~~~t.~l.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: : ...... 3. 3 9 15 
ilt;i~~L~:;::::::: :;) ;: :;: : : ;:::; ::::: 'l ,~ :i ii 
f ~}1~1fftf f~\~L\ ;:_:_:::; \: ::;: : ::;);;::::;::) :: :::h ··· -· t ::::::_:: f 
Total from disease ......................... ................ --2-5 ,--521--9-7 ~ 
i~t~~~:.i~!~?::: ::: : :: ::::::::: :::::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: t t--- .... -~-I ~ 1g 
Total from all causes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 j 54 I 111 196 
MARRIAGES .A.ND BIRTHS. 
On the reports were noted 52 marriages-6 of officers, 35 of enlisted 
men, and 11 of civiUan attaches. 
The births reported numbered 453-male, 211, female, 242. ~~~hty-
eight were chil<l.ren of officers, 316 of enlisted men, and 49 of C1V1lian • 
Besides these, 24 births occurred among the Indian prisoners at Mount 
Vernon Barracks, A.la., 14 males and 10 females. 
V .A.CCIN.A.TIONS. 
The total number of primary vaccinations reported was Z,382, of 
which 1,455, or 61 per cent, were succes ful, 810, with 545 successful, at 
the recruiting depots, and 1,572, with 910 succe ses, in the Army at 
large. 
The_revaccinations numbered 7,974. Of the e 3,460 were at the depot 
4,514 m tbe Army at la,rge; 1,293 of the former and 1,655 of the latter 
or a to_tal of 37 p r c nt, were succe sful. 
BoV111e Vll1l ":a, u d in 2,376 primary ca, es, 1,451, or 61 per cent 
u . e. ful; and m 7,883 revaccination , with 2,935, or 37.2 per cent. 
at1.·f: t ry. 
Hum, ni.z d vi:u wa u d in 6 primary ca es 4 or 66.6 per cent: 
u · :. ful; and m 91 reva cinations, with 13 ca'se ' or 14.3 per cen 




The death rate among these has been exceedingly high since their1 
establishment at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala. Consumption among 
the older members of the community and diarrheal affeetions among 
the c~ildren have been the principal cau~es, aided in most instances 
by the gross ignorance of the people and in several cases by their 
efforts at cure. The following extracts from reports of medical offi-
cers on duty at this station throw light upon the conditions. Capt. 
Borden appears to have effected a material improvement, supported as 
he has been by Lieut. W otherspoon, Twelfth Infantry, in charge of the 
prisoners. The report of the latter shows howmuch has-been accom-
plished since the almost naked, filthy, and vermin-covered colony be-
came settled in their present location. It is a question, however, 
whether all this provision for their comfort and the improvement of 
their sa~itary condition has been really beneficial.- With all civilized 
people a lessened death rate is the measure of their ad van cement. 
During the first two years of the stay of these Indians at Mount Ver-
non Barracks, and before they had all the comforts and care which are 
now given them. 39 died, 20 during the first and 19 during the second 
year. During the next three years 141 died, 43, 53, and 45. In rates 
per thousand living the deaths of the five years were, respectively, 55, 
51, 110, 146, and 110. These increased death rates in spite of sanitary 
care are, in my opinion, not due to climatic influences, but to change of 
habits. -
The history of all Indian tribes that have come under the influence 
of our civilization is that they become decimated by consumption as 
soon as they give up their mode of life in the so-called wild state; and 
, these Apaches are no exception to the rule. In the Chiricahua Moun-
tains they lived a hard life in the open air, hunting for food, collecting 
mescal for winter use, and making frequent raids into Sonora for luxu-
ries. Now their life is bounded by the lines of their camp. It is the 
same with the women and chi1dren, for these Indians were migratory, 
changing camp from canyon to canyon in the mountains, and the constant 
work of collecting seeds and berries fell upon them. · If they were per-
mitted to live on a larger reservation, preferably in a mountain country, 
their death rate would probably fall to its normal of about 40 or 50 per 
thousand; but so long as they are confined·in idleness and close limits, 
as now, they will continue to be decimated annually. 
Maj. P. J. A. CLEARY.-January, 1891: The entire number is 360, and of this num-
1'.Je! there were 112 taken on sick report, with 3 deaths. The <leaths were all children. 
Of these but 1 was under treatment, this a case of chronic dysentery. The other 2, 
so far a·s could be ascertained, were in good health on being put to bed, and were 
reported dead next morning. They were both young, 1 two days old. * * * A 
large proportion of the sickness is due to climatic causes. They lived in Arizona, 
where the altitude is high and the climate dry and warm, and t hey were at once 
transferred to a climate on the sea-level, and Gonsequently humid. When they are 
~horoughly acclimated those left of them will be healthy. 
February, 1891: The only death during the month was that of a baby a few days 
old, whose death was believed to be due to poison intentionally administered be-
cause of deformity. It is a custom with this tr·ibe to destroy children afflicted with 
congenital malformations. , 
March: During the month a child died of broncho-pneumonia, and the other two 
were women who suffered long from tuberculosis; one of the lungs, the other of the 
bowels. 
Acting Asst. Surg. D. J . SPOTSWOOD.-Apri l: There were 5 deaths during the 
i?onth, 2 under 5 years of age, 1 under 1 year. One was sent from the school at Car-
ltsl_e, Pa., in the last stages of tuberculosis. Death resulted in 3 cases from tul>ercu-
los1S, 2 of the bowels, and 1 of the lungs; chronic enteritis was the cause of death in 
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the fourth, and acute enteritis in the fifth. The sanitary condition of the camp is 
good. 
M_ay :. <;>ne death from tuberculosis of bowels, 1 from old age and inanition, 1 from 
-peritomt1s, and anoth'3r from Indian medicine. Two cases which resulted in death 
did not pres_ent the_mselves fo:r trea,tment, and the patient that died of tuberculous 
b?wels wa,~ ma dyrng c~mdit1on ,w~en sent to the hospital. I would especially in-
vite attent10n to the Indian man, Nigger Cozzey the cause of whose death was peri-
tonitis. My attention was directed to this pati~nt on the 15th oflast December; be 
was then suffering fr6m an abscess extending from within the scrotum, thence be-
ne3:th the perinea! fascia around the right side of the anus to the right gluteal region. 
This enormous abscess was opened and evacuated under strict antiseptic precautions, 
and the patient put upon supporting treatment. He improved rapidly, and was dis-
charged from hospital in good health April 21, and about fifteen days later / was dis-
covered in a critical condition in his cabin. The probability seems to ue that he was 
tampered with by the squaws, who t ake advantage of every opportun·ty of admin-
istering their so-called remedies. Of the cases that proved fatal, two were under 4 
years of age, one 85, and the remainder 40. 
June: During the month 1 death occurred, the cause of which was Bright's dis-
ease. The p atient, a woman aged 33 years, had been ill for several months. * * * 
I would assign as one of the cau!-les of the marked decrease in the number of cases 
of sickness, and in the death rate, the recent establishment of a bakery, from which 
an abundant supply of excellent bread is furnished to the Indian camp. There can 
be no doubt that previous to the erection of the bakery the wret ched bread which 
the Indians baked for themselves caused the majority of the cases of diarrhea and 
dysentery. Considering the location of the camp, upon a hilWde and valley, ~he 
sanitary condition is excellent. Owing to a recent appropriation the new Indian 
village is rapidly a,pproaching completion, and when -the comfortable houses upon 
the high and dry pine-clad hill are occupied by the Indians, and an excellent sup-
ply of pure water from wells from 75 to 100 feet in depth, which are bored throu~h 
the underlying clay strata, is used, it is to' be hoped that all factors of disease will 
have been eliminated. 
July: One death resulte·d from syphilitic rheumatism, 1 from cholera infantum, 
and 3 from Indian poisons given as medicine. I would again call attention to the 
administration of remedies by the olu squaws. In one of the cases of poisoning above 
. reported the child had been under treatment of the surgeon for two or three days, 
and was gradually improving (having been brought daily to the hospital for tr~at-
ment). On the day of its death, in the morning, the mother was requested_ to brmg 
the child to the hospital, which she failed to do, and upon going to investigate the 
canse of her absence, about 3 p. m., the chil<.l was found dead and the usual crowd 
of old squaws around. The child that died of cholera infantum was brought to th:e 
hospital i:ri a dyin& condition. The other cases of poisoning were not under medi-
cal treatment at ail. The woman the cause of whose death was syphilis had been 
affected for many months, and was a mass of disease from head to foot. 
Maj. P. J. A. ULEARY.-August: Whenthelndiantroopsmoveint0theirnewqu3:r-
ters and h ave r egul arly organized messes, with food properly cooked, cases ?f bowel 
trouble will disappear. Just now the cooking is done by the squaws, and 1s not of 
the best, but is vastly b ett er than it was some months ago . * * "' Of the ~leaths 
one was an adult, a long-st anding case of consumption; tlie two others wer e children, 
one dying from diarrhea, and the other from causes unknown, as the chil~ w~s never 
brought to hospital, but was treated by the Indians themselves. The pn7:1ciral suf-
ferers among these Indians ar e the chil<lren, and the chief causes of then· sickness 
improper food. * * " Tbe interpreter regularly attends sick-call with _me, and 
much of the success is due to his explaining such directions to them as I g_1ve; ~ut 
the sqn aws give children, while yet suckling, half-cooked meat to eat wlnle ~emg 
treatecl for diarrhea or Jysentery1 and the little wretches eat it with the avidit_y of 
carnivorous animals. It is hard tor any treairuent to avail in the face of this rruser-
able habit. 
'(jpt(jrnber : 'l'here were 6 deaths durino- the month 2 from disease of the bowel, 1 
fr_om disease of the brain, and 3 from u~known can~es, as they were kept in tbe In-
d:an ho~1ses_ a?d doubtless treated by the Indians themselves. With a view of ~op-
pm tln v1c1ous custom the actinrr assistant sur.,eon who attend these lncban 
w~ in ·tructed t? ~ake frequent visits to their horrfes to detect just such cas~ , but 
with ev ry ca,r 1t 1 often difficult to detect tbem. 
Ootobrr: The an. e of death in 3 of tbe 4 fatal cases were bowel affections. The 
oth r wa ·h:onic ca of g neral cl bility in an olfl woman . One of tho e bowel 
a : w< , rtaw_l' co_n ~mption, and it is probable that all~ were of the ame ch~r-
n ,_r. \\_hen tl11. an ·hon attacks the bowels of whites or Indian it i aJmo t tn· 
va)·iabl f'.ttal. B "'. l a.ff tio11s ar y t quit prevalent among the chilclr n, owio 
ln ll_ytoi:npr P ~cltet, utth moth r areb inggraduallyedncatedinthi r pe~t. 1 J. · E . I • · ,-January, 1892 : The employment of Indian women as nurses in 
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the female ward has been recommended by the medical director of the department, 
but I believe no officer of the medical corps of the Army who bas_ been on duty h~re 
has done so; and it is felt by those most interested that pract1ca.l~y such se~v1ce 
would be dangerous, through ignorance of language ~nd general aversion to the du~y 
of sympathetic and intelligent care of the sick. It 1s understoo_d, however, th_a~ m 
time of epidemic or unusnal number of grave cases some such service could be ut1_hzed 
through selection of Indian wives or relatives of the sick. It is found by e~penence 
here that members of one family will not willingly nurse sick members of another 
family. · -
April: I have been assisted byihe arrival of Asst. Surg. ,v. C. Borden, U.S. Army~ 
whom in a division of duties I assigned to the care of the Indian P!isoner~' camp and 
the annex hospital wards. After consultation, he made a thorough mspect_10n of every 
family with a view to stopping the spread of tu bercula,r and ordinary filth diseases. He 
believes that certain radical sanitary improvements should be etfected1 and has_em-bodied his ideas in a communication, which I return to-day, recommend mg that it be 
forwarded with this. My only fear in giving approval is the doubt of its practi?a-
bility, yet it would seem best to try. * ... * So much remains to be done _regard1_ng 
infected clothing, etc., that, as I said before, Dr. Borden's method should, w1 th mod1fi-
<Jations, be tried, which I present as follows : For some time there should be, first, a_n. 
inspection of houses, incluclmg the family, !11ade weekl~ by a ~edical officer. T~1s 
has been done by the line officers, hut a medical officer might pomt out defects w.hich 
would otherwise be overlooked. This should be done at some appointed hour, when 
the service would not interfere with other military requirements of the interpreter 
and camp officers. 
Iuspections made at unappointed hours would, I think, interfere with the habits 
of the families; many members mi o-ht be absent gardening, etc. All infected cloth-
ing should be destroyed; but authority to issue nece&sary artjcles in place musi 
follow. , All neglects of cleanlmess should be reported. Myself or the junior medi-
cal officer on duty here is at all tjmes ready and anxious for the duties r ecommended, 
and we believe that improvements can be made. Yet the most enthusiastic, after 
so!Ile experience here, :find it difficult to lay down sanitary rules definitely as at first 
~nght seem simple enough. There are no earth closets at the camp, yet the ground 
1s not made unsanitary, because the adults from habit go to a distance in the woods, 
and the children can not spoil a sandy plain constantly policed. The water supply 
will not be affected, because there are but few deep wells away from the cottages. 
Earth closets or water-closets are contemplated, but, as yet, from the present social 
h~bits they would not be used. And here I close my remarks to the post commandant 
with the expression that constant education of the older Indians regarding the dan-
gers of infection by consumption, which I know has been going on, will eventually 
lead to decreased death rates and a lessened number of slum diseases. Any violent 
changes I deprecate . 
. June: In my last inspection I find the fi-wellings of the Indian prisoners clean, even 
tidy, a c9rresponding locality of boarding houses in any New England factory vil-
lage not so clean, and my who1e inspection to-day wa,s fairly satisfactory. Among 
these. people (the village community) I find an ordinary amoimt of sickness. The 
teethmg, weaning diseases of childhood, the common diseases of children at this 
season, were usual, perhaps more frequent. Now, anywhere in the world, little chil-
dren have a milk diet when it can be obtained, and these have none. The mothers 
nurse_ their children until· the breasts furnish no more; and the critical period of 
weamng, the ." second summer,'' as it is called in the North, the baby is teething, 
the mother has no milk, and the food is the soldier's or prisoner's rations, modified 
onl~ by ignorant parents. I have addressed a letter of sanitary advice on . this 
snbJect-the need of some cows at a place where many bahies of diseased parents 
are _born and developed. 
Lieut. W. W. WoTHERSPOON, Twelfth bifantry, in charge of -Indian prisoners of 
wa1·.-Th~ statement of Asst. Surg. Borden that the Indian village is now in a most 
u_nbygiemc and unsanitary condition, and that of the 75 l10uses inspected 45 were 
~
1mply accumulations of filth, would seem to require some explanation, and I accord-
mgly ~ubmit the following: Having been deeply impressed with the necessity of 
guard1~g against the spread of diseases through the accumula"tion of dirt about the 
camp, m the houses, and on the persons of the Indians, the following regulations 
"'.ere made by me and have been enforced to the best of my ability during the past 
s1x !ll?l_lths_ with_, from my point of view, most sanitary results, considering the state 
of c1v1hz~t10n of the Indians: (1) The entire ca.mp, except the parade ground, is to be 
s':ept da1ly the first thing in the morning, the house sweepings and the sweepings 
of the groun<l. about the houses being gathere<l. into piles, which are at once removed 
and burned; this in order to destroy consumption germs in the sputa deposited about 
the _houses.. (2) Each house is to be washed out, thoroughly cleaned, and prepared 
for mspect1on once each week (Sunday). (3) All children excepting those in arms to 
be paraded once each week (Sunday), when they shall be carefully inspected for 
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any a~parent. di.se:1se and as to personal cleanliness. (4) That no nuisance shall be 
committed w1t13:m 100 hnndr_ed yards of the limits .of the village; any deposits made 
by the small children to be removed at once. (5) That an Indian detailed and paid 
. for that purpos~, shall inspect the houses from time to time, oth~r than the regular 
,yee½ly mspec~10n, report-mg any houses needing immediate attention as regards 
filthrness, and m order that the householder~ may be punished. (6) That in case of 
a death among the Indians in their village, all clothinO', personal property, ano. 
articles capable of carrying contagion should be at once burned the house closecl, 
thoroughly disinfected, and fumigated before another family sh~uld move in. (7) 
That all cases of disease or sickness coming under the observation of the superin-
tendent and interpreter, as well as the officers of the camp, should at once be sent to 
the surgeon ~or treatment. These with other minor precautions have ~een adopted 
to 1,ry to purify the camp. I know of no cases of Yiolation of these rules. 
The camp is inspected daily by myself or my assistants, the houses are inspected 
weekly on Sunday morning, and the children weekly on Sunday morning, at which 
time a most minute inspection is made not only of their clothing, but of their hair, 
skin, and finger nails. In these inspections members of the guard attend. Any 
child found unclean is at once sent to its parents, and after being washed and 
clothed, again inspected. Any house found unclean is ordered cleaned, the occu-
pants being given additional punishment if the orders are not at once complied 
with. For personal cleanliness these provisions have been made: Each household 
has from one to two washtubs and scrubbing boards, an abunrlant supply of soap, 
and lines to hang out the clothing to dry, an umlimited supply of straw and bed 
sacks for change of bedding. There are four sweat houses or steam baths almost 
constantly in use, besides a swimming tank 29 feet by 17 feet, with constant flow of 
water, now being completed. The hair of all the men ana boys bas been cuL shor~, 
with a few exceptions among the old men. From the above I think it will be eV1-
dent that every effort has been made to improve these people by insisting upon 
personal cleanliness, as well as cleanliness about and in their houses. The appare1;1t 
discrepancy between this statement and Dr. Borden's must, I think, be looked for 1n 
the relative ideas of cleanliness held by each of us. What would naturally seem to 
him, coming freshly among these people and considering the question from a hy-
gienic standpoint, a very far from satisfactory state of sanitation would equally 
naturally appear t o me, who view the question from the standpoint of the pr?-
gress made in eighteen mouths very satisfactory, having found these pe?ple .1n 
filthy nakedness, clothed only in rags, with hair infested with vermin, tp.eir skms 
caked with accumulated filth, their houses filled with dirt and offal, sleepmg on ~he 
ground m the most abominable rags, cooking and eating on the ground, treatmg 
and killing their own sick. The contr.ast seems to me most striking, and I can not 
but feel that it is most gratifying. 
Having referred at some len gth to the methods evolved to meet the end that Capt. 
Borden wishes to accomplish, I would respectfully state that I am fully in accord with 
him in his desire for improving the condition of the camp. I believ~ hi8 recomme?-
dations both wise and practicable, with very slight modifications, which would _m 
noway affect the carrying out of his recommeudat1ons regarding th~ personal 1_n-
spection of the people. I would sug~est that it be made of each family m front of its 
dwelling, that hoth the inspe<,tion ot the houses and the people be made ou _a set day, 
that the recommendations as to the destruction of filthy property be modified 1,0 as 
to have all public property-which, according to regulatious, can be destroyed only 
by an inspector-carefully cleaned and disinfected before being further use~. I have 
talked to the influential Indians in the camp, who are willing and anxious th~t 
every effort should be made to remove diseai;e from among them. I have done this 
becau e 1 deem it wise to have assistance rather than resistance from them. I have 
made inquiries as to the cost of an 80-ga,llon boiler for the purpose of boiling all in-
~ected articles, and will willingly put a woman in charge of this work and pay_ her for 
it. In oth r words, I am not only willing but most anxious at all tim s to as 1st :"1th 
all my power the surgeon on duty with these people, and will welcome at all tlln 
_uch wise recommendations as tho e made in this paper. My only r ason for dwe_ll-
rng at snr~ length upon this sn bject is to r emove any impre. sion that might an e 
from readmg Dr. Borden's report-au impres ion I am sure he did not intend to con-
vey-that .no effort had been made toward sanitary or improved hygienic ondition · 
In . on lns10n, I recommend that neces ary orders to carry out the ugµ:estiom, made 
be 1 u, d, t once, with tho moclifi .ation sngge ted a to the dispo al ofpnblic prop-
erty. There can be no doubt as to the legality as well as wisdom of the order. 
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List of special reports recei1,,ed from ..tfrmy medical officers during the,,calendar yem· 1891. 
MEDICAL REPORTS. 
Name. Rank. 
Birmingham, H. P . . . Capt. and asst. surgeon ... 
Bradley, A. E . • . . . . • . First lieut. and asst. sur· 
geon. 
Cleary. P. J. A ...... . Major and surgeon ....... . 
Do .... .. . . . ....... ... do ..............•.... 
Cronkhite, H. M •• ••..• ••• . do ..... . . ...• ...•••.. 
Corson, J. K . ...•. •.. . ... . . do ....... . .. ... ..... . 
DeLoffre, A. A . . ..... Capt. arnl asst. surgeon ... . 
E!l;an,P R .....••• • . . . .... . do ...... . .....•...... 
Gibson, J. R . . . . . . . . . MRjor and surgeon ....... . 
Glennan. J. D .. . . .. .. First lieut. and asst. sur· 
geon. 
Gorgas, W . C .. . . . . . . Capt. and asst. surgeon .... 
Hartsu:ff, A . . . . . . . . . . Major and surgeon ....... . 
Harvey,P. F ... •. ........ .. do .................. . 
Heizman, C. L ..... ....... . do ..•..•..•.......•.. 
Horton, S. M . . .. .... . ' ...... do ............. . .... . 
Huntington, D. L . . . . Lieut. col. and surgeon .. . 
Jarvis, M. S.... . . . .. . First lieut. and asst. sur· 
Kneedler, W. L . . . . . . cf ;f.1!,~d asst. surgeon ... 
La Garde, L.A .. .. .. .. . . . . do .................. . 
Lippincot.t, H .. .. . . . Major and surgeon . .. . ... . 
McElderr:v, H ... . . . . ' .... .. do ....... ......... .. . 
Mc Vay, R . E . . .. . . . . First lieut. and asst. sur. 
geon. 
Maiion, C. F .. .. .. . . ....... do ............... -•... 
Macauley, C. N. B . . . . Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . 
MattJ1 ews, W ........ Major and surgeon ... . ... . 
Moncrieff, D . S. . . . . . Act,. asst. surgeon ..... .. . 
Munn, C. E . . ... .. . .. Major and surgeon .. ..... . 
O'Reilly, R. M ....... ,_ . ... do .................. . 
Phillips, J. L.... .. .. Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . 
Powell, J. L .. . •... . . . ..... do ..•................ 
Poindexter, J. D.... . First lieut. and asst. Sur· 
geon. 
ft!ri~~r:::::::: ::::J~ ::::::::::::~:::::: 
~sson, L. S ......... C:rpt. and asRt. snrgeon .. . 
Tilton, H. R......... Major ancl surgeon ... .... . 
Turner, S. S . . . . .. . . . .Act. mist. surgeon ....... . 
Vi~k9ery, R. S ........ Mnjor and surgeon . ...... . 
W11lcox, C ........ . .. 1
1 
First lieut. and asst. su. r. 
geon . 
Winne, C. K ......• . . Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . 
Worthington, J C ... l ...... do ................ . . . 
Report. 
Pneumonia; pleurisy; emphysema; paracen tesis; 
recovery. 
Hy_PeremeRis, due to compound hypermetropic as· 
t1gmatism, or to reflex n 'turosis from the male 
genital organs. 
Epidemic catarrh; death . 
Epidemic catarrh; apop,Jexy; death; auto)?sy .. 
Malignant pustules; unguentum hydrargll'I mtra· 
tis efficient in early stage. 
Aneurism of the aorta; autopsy. 
Phthisis treated with Koch lymph; discontinued 
by patient's request. 
Variola. 
Diabetes; death; autopsy. 
Autopsy; death from delirium tremens. 
Phthis1s; treat,ment wit,h Koch's . lymph. Two 
cases; improvement. 
Origin of typhoid fever at Fort Barrancas, Fla. , in 
.April. 
Epileptiform convulsion; malingering. 
Subacute muscular rheumatism. 
Chronic dyspepsia; cured. 
Asthma. due to climatic conditions; two cases. 
Epidemic influenza at Fort Keogh, Mont. 
Thermograph; pleuropneumonia. 
Pnenmonia; thermograph. 
Phthisis; treatment with Koch's lymph; improve· 
ment; thermograph. 
Autopsy; acute alcoholism. 
Pneumonia; two cases; recovery;_ thermo graphs. 
Diphtheria (child), at Fort Bayard, N . Me.x. 
Sanitary environment of J'acksoii Barracks, La. 
Catarrlial bronchitis; recovery. 
Pneumonia; delirium tremens; death. 
Fibrorna of vocal chord. 
Congenital anisometropia, two cases; r emarks. 
Secondary amputation of the knee.joint,; recovery. 
Death from exposure to cold. 
Clinical memoranda; diseases of the eye. 
Locomotor ataxia. . · 
Typhoid fever; tbennograph. 
Autopsy; per_itonitis attending rupture of pyremic 
· abscess of liver. 
Epidemic influenza at Fort Mackinac, Mich. ; com· 
posite thermograph; twelve cases . 
Epidemic catarrh ~t Fort Washakie, Wyo. 
Epidemic influenza at Fort Washakie, Wyo., April 
and May, 1891. · 
Acute articular rheumatism treated with phenace· 
tin. 
Epiclemic influenza at Fort Lewis, C~o. 
Epidemic influenza at Fort Wingate, N. Mex. 
Malarial fever . . 
Thermographs in three cases of typhoid fever at Fort 
Mon.roe. 
Typhoid fever; recovery; thermograph. 
Typhoid fever; deatl1; thermograph. 
Typhoid fever at Fort Reno; deat,h; thermograph. 
Epidemic influenza at Fort Randall, S. Dale 
T yphoid fever; r ecovery; thermocrraph. 
Five caRes of typhoid fever at Fort Randall, S. Dak. 
Epidemic pertussis at Camp Poplar River, Mont. 
Variola; death; thermograph . 
.Acute clesqnamative nephritis; death. 
Quinsy; death . 
Epidemic intlnenza at Fort Sidney, Nebr. 
Pneumonia, pleurisy; death. 
Scarlet fever; tracheotomy and opening of deep cer• 
vical abscesses. 
.A.cnte h epatit,is. 
Asthma and enlarged liver. 
Sciatica. 
Pneumonia; recovery; thermograph. 
Va riola; thermograph. 
Pneumonia; death; therroograph. 
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List of special reports 1·eceived f1·orn _,frrny niedical officers, etc.-Continued. 
MEDIC.AL REPORT~Continued. 
Report. Name. Rank. I 
--1---,----
White, R. H . . • • .• • . . Major and surgeon ....... ! Remittent fever at Fort Myer, Va.; thirteen ther· 
l 
mograpbs. 
Typhoid fever; death; thermograpb. 
Woodruff, C. E. ••••.. Capt. and asst. surgeon . .. Epiuemic influenza, Fort Missoula, Mont. 
Wright, J. P......... Lieut. col. and surgeon .... 
1 
Purpura bemorrbagica noufel>rilis; deatl1. . . 
Speedy and satisfactory results of use of tballin m 
urethritis. 
Gratifying results of use of salol in enteric fever; 
thermograph. 
, Wyeth, M. C ..••.. •••. Capt. and asst. surgeon . . . Two cases of varioloid at Fort McIntosh, Tex. 
SU-RGIC.AL REPORTS. 
.Arthur, W. H ....... Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . 
Bradley, .A.. E . . . . . . . . First lieut. and asst. sur· 
geon. 
Bannister, J". M...... Capt. and asst. surgeon . . . 
Brown, P.R ........ -- ...... do ...... ·.• .......... . 
Cleary, P. J . .A........ ¥ajor and surgeon ... ... . . 
Clendenin, P......... Capt. and asst. surgeon . . . 
Edie,G.L .................. clo ................•.. 
Frick, A.. P . • . . . • . . . . .Act. aHst. surgeon . ......•. 
Gorgas, W. C . . . . . . . . Capt. and asst. surgeon . .. 
Girard , .A.. C . . • . .. .. . Major and surgeon ...... . 
H artsuff, .A. ................ do .................. . 
H arvey, P. F ............... do .................. . 
Holland, F . H ........ .Act. asst. surgeon ....... . 
Hnbbard, V. B ....... Major ancl surgeon . .. . ... . 
Jarvis, N. S .......... First lieut. ancl asst. sur. 
geon. 
K c:erper, E . .A. . ....... Major and surgeon ...... . 
Lauderdale, J. V .... . ...... do .................. . 
La Garde, L . .A....... Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . 
Mans,L. M . .... ..... ...... do .................. . 
Mason, C. F.......... First lieut. and asst. sur· 
geon. 
Monrrielf, D. S : . . . . . .A.ct. asst. surgeon ....... . 
Dislocation of costal cartilages; remarkable for 
trifling symptoms resulting. 
Three cases of amputation. . 
Irnperforate anus, child; 1mccessful operation 
through perineum. 
Laryngotomy; laryngeal pbthisis; recovery. 
Markeil astigmatism unmasked by an injury to face. 
Shot wound, arm. 
Shot wound, shoulder. . 
Incised wound, throat; great loss of blood; rapid 
recuperative powers. 
Volkman's operation for bydrocele; recovery. 
Autopsy in a case of shot wound of abdomen. 
Death from compression of the brain. 
EpiLbelioma .. 
Laryngeal diphtheria; tracheotomy. 
Foreign body in left bronchus. 
Rupture of iiver. 
Shot wounds, bead. 
Shot wound, abdomen; death. 
Malingering, two cases. 
Morphine poisoning; recovery. 
.Acute general peritonitis caused by a kick ; death. 
Obstrnction of bowels. 
Lightning stroke. 
Shot wound, thorax; autopsy. . 
List of wounded Indian prisoners treated at Pme 
Ridge, S. Dak. 
Perinephritic abscess; lumbar inci1,ion; recovery. 
Shot wound, bladder. 
Ganglion, wrist; partial excision. 
Death from overdose of medicine, self.administered. 
Fracture of fibula. ' 
McElderry, H . . . . . . . Major and surgeon . . . . . . . Cancer of breast. 
Perityphlitic abscess; incision; recovery. 
Shot wound ; removal of necrosed bone. 
Pbillipf!, J . L ........ Capt. and asst. surgeon ... Stricture of resophagus. 
Price, C. E ................. do ................... Suicide; shot wound of chest. 
Shannon, W. C. ······ .···· . . do ................... Shot wound, chest and abdomen; death. 
S~wall, C . .A ......... ·\ .Act. asst. surgeon ........ Rattlesnake bite; recovery. 
Tilton, H. R ......... 
1 
Major and surgeon....... . Operation on lower eyelid. 
Winne K 4~~utat~on _for lacerated woancl of band. 
. , C. ·· ......... . ... do .................. . Suicide; mc1sed wound, throat. 
Wnght, J.P ... ..... - ! Lieut. col. and snrg on ... ·I .Amputation, forearm, for laceration of hand. 
\ · Hrematoc le from muRcular strain. 
Wolverto,n , W. D .... 
1 
Major and surgeon ... ..... , Shot wound of abdomen; death. 
'\Voodru:ff, E .... ... ........ do ................... Shot wound, abdomen; death. 
Walters,]'. G ...... ··[ Hospital steward ......... , Fracture of femur; recovery. 
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SURGICAL OPERATIONS. 
During the year tbe Medical Department of the Army reported 207 
aurgical operations, 72 of which we.re necessitated by injuries and 135 
by disease. The number, character, and results of these are shown in 
the following statement: 
Nature of operation. _ Disease or injury. 
-Removal oftumo1·s ......... ...................... . 
Sebaceous, 7; encyst· 
ed, 7; lipoma, 5; 
fibrous, 6; adeno-
ma, 1 ; epitheli· 
oma, 2. 
Bemovnl of foreign bodies . . ... ............ ... . . . 
Bullets and shot ............. . Shotwounds . . ..... . 
Opening of abscesses . ....... ..................... . 
Iucisions ......•.•. ::'... ....... . Perityphlitic, 1; rec• 
tal, 2; perineal, 1; 
• perinephritic, 1. 
Operations on the eye ....... .... ................ . . 
fill~:~~}~~; ii~;::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
OpN·ations 011 the lllouth . .. .................... . . 
Excision, tonsils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tonsilitis, 3; hyper· 
trophy, 1. 
Uvula......................... Elongated uvnla .. . . 
Op11:"at~on 011 arte1•ies ....... .. ........... .... ..... . 
igat10n . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . Incised, 1; shot, 1. . 
Op?~~:!1::::~;~~::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : 
Operations 011 the respit•a. . .................... . 
~ory organs. 
Lar.vngotomy ..•...• ••. ..•.... 
Paracentesis .......•••••••.•.. 
Laryngeal phthisis . 
Pleurisy, tuberculo· 
sis. 
Tracheotomy.................. Laryngeal diphthe· 
ria. 
Operations on the digestive ..... .... ............ . 
Or(lans. 
Laparotomy. . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . Shot. 1; incision, 1; 
;;;:~:::~::: :: ~: ::::  X: '.'.'.:~·:'.:':'.:::::::: 
Ope1•atiolis on the lym• .. .. . . . ..... .... . .. .. . 
phatic organs. 
Removal of glands ............ Venereal, 2; non· 
venereal, 5. 
Ope1·atious on the u1•inary ..................... . 
organs. 
Stricture, internal urethro· Gonorrheal, 3 .••.••• 
tomy. 
Exter_nal urethrotomy ....... . ...... .... ........ .... . 
O~erallous on the ge11e1·a- ....... .. ............ . 
t1ve organs. 
Phymosis . . . . • • • . . • . • •• . . . . • . . Congc>nitnl, 1; gon. 
orrheal, 2. , 
Hydrocele .............• •••.•... ............... ..... . : 
Removal of testicle........... H:vdrocele ....... ... 1 
Removal of part of scrotum... Tubercular testicle. i 
Ope1·ation on bones .......... ......... .. .......... . 
Removal of portions . . • . • • . • . . Shot, 3; t:ractures, 1; 
. necrosis, 4. 
Trel,)h_ining ....••.......••..... Compression brain. 
Excision . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Shot, 2; fracture, 1.. 
Op;::~f!e~;o:,; :f~i;.-,~: :: :::::: : :: :: : : ::::: :::: ::: : : : 
Reduction of dislocations .... ..... ..•••...•..•..... ·I 
T t l Recov -i D' d 0 a · ered. 18 • Remarks. 
28 . • . • . . Scalp, 12; face,- 9 ;: 
shoulder, 1; side, 1; 
abdomen, hand, 2;: 
foot, 2. 
,, .... ........ . 
7 7 . . . . . . Shoulder, 2; thigh 3; 
a ............ . 
5 5 i •••••• 








1 ..... . 
1 ..... . 
4 
1 . . ... . 
foot, 2. 
~ .... . ....... . 
2 . • . . . . Radial, 1; superio;r 
profunda, 1. 
2 




5 . • • . • . Ligation. 
1 ..... . 
1 ..... . 
2 
1 Survived 14 days. 
3:2 1·····~· ····~· 
2 [ .•.•.• 
15 
Survived 2 days. 
Incision. 15 
17 16 1 Ligation, 5; incision+ 
4; excision, 5; clamp,. 
2; dilatation, 4. 
1 1 
1 1 
,, ............ . 
7 ••••• • 
6 ······· ..... . 
I 
3 i 3 ,"····· 
3 j 3 •..... 






1 ..... . 
1 . .... . 
14 ····· ·· ..... . 
9 8 
1 . ...... 1 
Circumcision, 
Cranium, 1; ulna, 2'; 
humerus, 1 ; wrist, 
1; phalanges, 4. 
3 3 . . . . . . Ulna, 1; metacarpal,. 
1; metatarsal, 1. 
1 1 . . . . . . Clavicle. 
·:~ ····is·t:::::: Shoulder, 6; elbow, 2;. 
knee, 1; ankle, 4. 
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I I 
Nature of operation. Disease or injury. i Total. :~;~r· Died. Remarks. 
- ~iltt~0fle;.i~~::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::1 ~ --~-I--- I-K_n_e_e-jo-in-t.---·-
•Operation on lianbs . ............................... J 39 .. .......... . 
Amputation for injury: I 
.l<'ore/l.rm .............•.... Sbot ... ............. j 1 1 ...... Primary. 
Fingers ................••. 1 Shot, 4; injury, 12; 1 17 l'i ...... i Primary, 13; interme· 
· !I frost, 1. I I diary, 4. Thigh .............•..••... 
1 
Fract1:1res,4 ...... _ •.• ! 4 4 ······1 Primary, 2; second 
, ary, 2. 
Knee joint. ·············· ·t Fractures .... ·······! 2 ...... 
1 
P1~;~l:' 1'. secon~· 
Legs .......••..•......... :1
1 
Shot, 3, fr~cture, 1, I 6 6 ...... , Primary, 2; mtermed1• 
necrosis, 2. ; ary. 4. . . 







2 2 ······ 
l"l i······· ······ 
10 , 10 I······ 21 2 , ..... . 
SANITARY CONDITION OF THE ARMY. 
QUARTERS, 
Although much l1as been done during the past few years to impr<_>ve 
the condition of our military stations by erecting new barrack bmld-
ings, repairing and improving old ones, and by the abandonment of 
;posts that were falling into decay, the sanitary reports of post surgeons 
.and medical directors make frequent mention of overcrowding and de-
ficient ventilation, and occasionally of dampness, rotting woodwork, 
leaky roofs, and falling plaster. . 
At Fort Wayne, Mich., the quarters are reported as overcrowded, 
poorly ventilated, and in need of repairs. At Fort Schuyler, N. Y., the 
·barrack rooms which had been barely habitable have been improved.by 
•extensive repairs, yet the age and decaying condition of m~ny of the build-
ings p,revent much improvement in the sanitary condition of the post. 
Fort Brown, Tex., is in a similar stai.e of decay. Reports from Camp 
Eagle Pass, Tex., are exceedingly unsatisfactory. Windstorms blow the 
·dust through many crevices, the roofs leak and are infe::;ted with bats, 
centipedes, and scorpions, while skunks and snakes make their homes 
beneath the floors. The quarters of the enlisted men at San Carlos, 
Ariz., are board structures, fairly cool when open at the sides, but when 
the frequent dust storms of summer necessitate their closure they be-
come converted into veritable hot.boxes. The quarters at Fort Grant 
als~ are overcrow·ded and unventilated, and according to Col.Joseph R. 
Smith should be replaced by new buildings. 
Reports of overcrowding and consequent deficient ventilation are, 
how~ver, of mor-e frequent occurrence than those of decay a,ud want of 
repair . Some of the quad rooms at St. Francis Barra.ck , Fla., gave 
only 00 cu ic fi t of pace to each man the bunk almo. t touching. 
re th plan of putti11g part of the cornn~and under canva. wa tri d, 
ut ha l t? giv n up ou account of the dampness of the oil. At 
', rt. I Kum y, Wy_o. tlie old barrack buHdir g , alth ugh recently 
r ,nr d ar un n 11 t and mu ·h t o mall for the numb r of men 
h nl p r, t l by an int rval f not more than 1 foot. At 
] r wi riz. , n in r a: to th ga,rri. on temp rarily r rl u d the 
·p · I rm n t 4 0 cubi fo t. t ngel I land, alil rnia, fl e 
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sets of company ,quarters furnished, respectively, 500, 518, 518, 618, and 
698 cubic feet per man. At Fort Mackinac, Mich., an increase of 
strength at one time lessened the space per man to ~00 cubic feet; this. 
in a climate which requires double windows and necessarily limits ven-
tilation during the winter season. To remedy overcrowding and im-
perfect ventilation at Fort Meade, S. Dak., extensions of the barrack 
rooms were approved with ingress and exit flues. Air was ad ·nitted 
into the old squad rooms by. channels opening under the stoves, but 
no suitable provision was made for the exit of foul air; and in extend-
ing the quarters during the past year no method of ventilation was intro-
duced into the extensions. These defects, however, have been remedied 
recently. The ventilation of the barrack buildings at Fort Sheridan, 
Ill., and Fort Buford, N. Dak., are such as to require m!3asures for 
improvement. At Fort Niaga.ra, N. Y., cases of coal-gas poisoning · 
were a result of defective ventilation, and at Fort Brady, Mich., severe 
colds and headaches resulted .from the same cause. Capt. J. L. Powell 
recommends that at Fort Randall, S. Dale, the middle pane of glass of 
the lower outer sash of each double window be cut in two horizontally 
and the lower half replaced by a wooden slide to be opened or shut at 
pleasure. These apertures, with two exit shafts extending beyond the 
ridge, would improve the ventilation during the winter season. At 
Fort .Assinniboine, Mont., Maj. Charles B. Byrne recommends special 
exit flues, because if the ventilating registers open into the stovepipe 
flue they interfere with the draft of the heating stove and are closed by 
the men in cold weather. Lieut. Charles F. Mason recommends McKin-
nel's- tubes for the squad rooms at Fort Washakie, Wyo. The same 
officer comments on the need for ventilation under the floors of occu-
pied buildings in view of the dampness and decay discovered on tear-
mg up the flooring in a set of officer's quarters. Maj. De Witt also 
refers to this ventilation of the site by recommending large square fun-
nels to be inserted into the ventilating apertures under the buildings 
at Fort Sam Houston, Tex. 
The guard houses of our military stations have °Qeen so much im-
proved of late years that few complaints are now found in the reports 
of medical officers. Ventilation is needful at Boise Barracks, Idaho; 
ventilation and more Sl)"<lice at Fort McHenry, Md. New buildings are 
called for at five posts: At Fort Sam Houston, Tex., on account of 
unsuitability of plan and location; at Davids Island, N. Y., and Fort 
~uford, N. Dak., because the present buildings are radically defective 
m general plan and sanitary features; and at Fort Spokane, Wash., 
and Fort McKinney, Wyo., on account of decay, vermin, overcrowding, 
and bad ventilation. 
Complaints as to hospital accommodation are infrequent. The hos-
pital at Fort McIntosh, Tex., requires repairs, while that at Rock 
Island Arsenal, -lll., is so dilapidated as to be beyond repair. The 
wards at San Carlos, Ariz., were reported as affording insufficient 
accommodation, but an allotment has been made for thdr extension. 
A new hospital was opened at Columbus Barracks, Ohio, on May 25 
last, and the old building abandoned as a hospital. 
Camp Eagle Pass, Texas.-Lieut. Ogden Rafferty: These buildings were origiually 
built about tho year 1849, when the old post of Fort Duncan was established. " * * 
The foundation stoues alone mark the sites of some of the buildings, others have, 
been abandoned as insecure, while th >Se in use have been rudely patched in th.e vain 
effort to make them fit for white people to live in. At one set of quarters during th& 
month it was necessary at 3 a. m. to kill a snake 6 feet in length by 8 inche in cir-
cumference, that had crawled into the servant's room through a crevice in the wall. 
The next evening another snake crawled out from be11eath the chairs of the family 
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who were sitting on the porch. A week later a square yard of plaster ceiling fell on 
the sewing machine that had just been in use. These annoyances, to say nothing of 
the occasional visits of centipedes and scorpions, induce m~ to recommend that these 
old stone huildings be torn down and the stones used for foundations of buildings of 
modern structure and conveniences. 
Mad, Ca.lvin De Witt, Jitne 23, 1892: The barrack occupied by one troop of cavalry 
forming the garrison is kept in as good police as a building with a worn-out patched 
floor, a leaky roof, no ceiling,- and damaged. wall can be. It has none of the con-
veniences, as bath room, , lavatory, or recreation room, of a modern barrack, except 
such t emporary makeshifts as could be constructed out of material on hand. The 
officers' quarters are long, low, one-story structures, like all the buildings of br~ck 
OT ado be; in little better repafr than the other occupied buildings. Each consists 
of a different number of rooms added at various times to the two large rooms erected 
at first. They have no bath facilities, and no plumbing, b'ut in the yards are earth 
closets. No modern conveniences except cook stoves. The married enlisted mon 
occupy such habitable, or partially habitable, buildings as can be given to them. 
A~l are in a bad condition. The guardhouse is old, with low ceilings, ~mall, ba:r~cl 
wmdows, and irregular flat-stone floor. It presented to the smell evidence of its 
occupancy. It was clean, but unsanitary. 
DEPARTMENT OP ARIZ0NA.-Ool. J. R. Srnith, rnedical di1'ector: At some of ~he :rosts 
there are not enough of quarters. At Huachuca two families are quartered m smgle 
buildings, which were only intended for one, having a single hall, kitchen, and 
privy. 'l'his is exceedingly obj ectionable. Some of the crowding is_c~nsequent upon 
the abandonment of posts; larger garrisons are se11t to the remiL1mng posts than 
they can accommodate. It seems but right to put up sufficient quarters. . 
ST. FRANCIS BARRACKS, FLA.-Maj JJ. L. Huntington: The quarters are entirely 
inadequate for the proper housinO' of the number of troops comprising the comm~nd. 
The air space per man throughout the barracks is much below the standard reqmred 
for healt}_l; in some squad rooms going below 300 cubic feet per man, and u;11c1er the 
most favorable circumstances not exceeding 500 feet. The beds nearl;v o~ quite touch 
one another. The fact that the climate is mild, allowing free ventilation by open 
windows and doors, has heretofore prevented sickness; but at thiA seas~n (Novem-
ber), with its great variations of temperature, necessitating the closure of the d<:>0rs, 
the air becomes fouled and poisoned. The buildings are mostly old and devoid of 
many of the conveniences essential to the welfare of the troops. Great ?are has be~n 
taken to keep tbe room in the best sanitary condition, and only the str~ctest care in 
this respect will prevent the evils of overcrowding. The plan of placrng- a p~rt_of 
the command in tents has been tried; but owing to the condit,ion of the soil, its 
dampness and chilliness _producing bronchial troubles, it bas b~en abandon_ed. 
ANGEL ISLAND, CAL.-Maj. W. H. Gardner: Abundant testimony of sk1lle?- pro-
fessional observers has shown that human beings can not be overcrowded without 
soon showing the effects of it in some form of disease. To be free fron:i sickness ~nd 
capable of performing their alloted tasks in life human beings reqmre a plentif~l 
s'?-pply of frt•sh air, and those whose duties require them to be a larg;e part of their 
time out of doors, such as soldiers, require a more plentiful supply of ~resh arr than 
those whose habits and occuJJations keep them in overheated, ill-ventilated rooms, 
w~ere their s_ystems aftel' a time become tolerant of impure air and poisonou~ exhal-
ations of their own and other human bodies. In all these quarters, even with the 
small number of men here, there is not, in one single instance, even one-half of the 
cubic space required for health; and should these companies be recruited up t? the 
standar<l. of 58 men to the company t,bey could not get over one-third of what 1s re · 
quired. Since coming from Pine Ric.lge Agency the sick list of the commam1 _has 
ranged from 10 to 17 each day and it shows no tendency to decrease; and, while I 
do not assert that all or even half of the cases taken on the sick li ·t are due to over-
crowding, sti.11 I am confident that a considerable number of them are. I would 
th~refore respectfully recommend that additional quarters for troops be erected at 
this post, or that at lea t two companies be moved to another station, so that the 
vacat d quarters could be used for the companies left here. * * * 'fllere are a. 
good many of the e cases taken on the sick list that are undoubtedly due to the 
eff ·t of overcro~ding. But the sick report does not actually show on its face the 
tot~l effects of th1s deprivation of a, sufficient amount of pure air, for many of th_e 
nhst d men come to me each day complainino- of headache, obscure pains, and la i-
tud , that are undonbt dly clue to the overcrowd d condition of the barrack and 
ar n . t:1k n on th ick list; and I beli ve that nearly all the cases of sore throat, 
bro~1 hiti , tc., ar due to th fact that them n pref r to open the windows above 
th 11' h a 18 t ~ t th pure cold air r ather than br athe the bot impure air. TJ1 commanding officer: I do no l eliev the health or comfort of thi command would ~ ~f afi.y d<'.1-,'1' impr. v d by rrdnring th numb •r of companies at this po t. • . • 
1 v :v r th ' 1r t Infantry ha oc upi d tbi po teach company ha occnp1ed 
wn b rrack v n wh n h r have bceu vacant rooms, and without apparent 
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injury to their health. While the quarters are not as large as they should be for the full 
allowance of men per company, 58, a number which has not been reached for some 
years, the companies rarely exceeding 40 men, which is about the present strength, I 
think they are sufficiently large for the number of men that actually occupy them. 
In making the calculation for the air space the post surgeon took no account of the 
men who do not sleep in the rooms measured, but who occupy other rooms in the 
building, as the tailor shop, kitchen, etc., and men who are on guard. A count made 
last night of the men actually sleeping in the rooms referred to shows, Company A, 
27 men, giving air space 'of 759 cubic feet per man; Company B, 30 men, 955 feet 
per man; Company E, 23 men, 1,049 feet; Company G, 27 men, 768 feet; Company 
H, 27 men, 768 f~et. This is about the number that habitually occupy these rooms, 
the number varying slightly every day. The health of the command has always 
been remarkably good here. The number of men daily on sick report during March 
and April last year was less than 2 per cent. Since returning from Pine Ridge there 
appears to have been considerable sickness for this post, but I very seriously ques-
tion whether any of it is attributable to confined quarters. There are to-day ten 
cases on sick report, not one of which could be attributed to lack of air space. · 
Maj. Gardner, November 26, 1891: I visited the barracks and dormitories of the enlisted 
men with a view to reporting on their ventilation. The quarters were seen at that 
time under the best circumstances: First, because the weather was so mild and calm 
that several windows in each room could be kept open all night; and, second, there 
were no fires in any of the stoves to heat up and deteriorate the atmosphere by the 
products of combustion. In A Company dormitory there were 26 men * * * 
and 600 cubic feet air space per man. In B Company dormitory there were 32 men 
" " * and 814 feet per man. In E Company dormitory there were 31 men * * *. 
and 793 feet per man. In G Company there are two dormitories. * * * In one there 
were 11 men * * * and 719 feet per man. The other * * * 24 men -,. * ~ 
and 601 feet per man. In H Company quarters there are two dormitories. In one 
* .,. * were 23 men * * * and 679 feet p er man. The other * * * there were 
8 men * * * and 990 feet per man. In all of these sleeping rooms there are more 
or less perfect attempts made at ventilation by ventilators in the peak of the roof 
(ridge ventilation), and by keeping the windows partially down at the top. This un-
doubtedly serves a good purpose, as there was very little if any odor perceptible in any 
of the rooms, though this systen is very imperfect, and even with the number of 
men found in these rooms at the time of my visit the quarters are too crowded for 
health, not allowing of either sufficient amount of floor space or of cubic air space 
per man; and moreover in cold, rainy, or windy weather men can not sleep under 
tho e open windows without running serious risk of catarrh, bronchitis, and 
pneumonia. I have already during the present month taken several men on the sick 
list with bronchitis, catarrh, and sore throat, who allege that their diseases were 
contracted in this manner. It is impossible upon so casual an inspection, and with-
out proper means of making a chemical analysis of the air of the rooms, to state ex-
actly how much and in how far the air is deteriorated, since only organic impurities 
and ~he presence of sulphureted hydrogen could be detected by the nose. 
It 1s generally accepted as a fact by hygienists that the presence of 0.07 per cent 
(seven parts in 10,000) of carbonic acid is the greatest amount of this gas, either 
th_e product of respiration or of combustion, that can exist in the air without de-
triment; and if we allow this as the maximum amount of impurity permissible, 
3,000 cubic feet of fresh air per hour will be needed for each in<lividual. I need not 
say that this amount is not allowed in any of the barracks at this post. 
Another great fault in this system of ventilation in all of these rooms is the fact 
that the cold air is admitted immediately over the beds of the men, whereas it should 
~e admitted by air shafts from the outside opening under or near the stoves so that 
it could be heated. before being diffused in the room. The initial air space per man 
shou~d never be for well men less than 1,000 cubic feet, and double this quantity is 
reqm!ed for sick Ill:en. This a_llows of the air being chp,nged comtantly and kept 
sufficiently pure without causmg dangerous drafts. The only recommendations 
I can _ruake in view of the faulty construction of these barracks are that whenever 
practicable the floor space should be increased to 85 or 90 square feet per man, 
and the cubic air space be increased to 1,000 feet; and also that the open win-
dows over the heads of the beds be closed, and ventilating shafts be let in, opening 
under the stoves. 
On the foregoing report the department commander remarked: "The 
commanding officer at Angel Island has been heretofore directed to sub-
mit estimates for improving the ventilation of the barracks and enlarge-
ment of same another year." 
FORT NIAGARA, N. Y.-Ma} . .A. 0. Girard: Ventilation of barracks. During the 
month four men of Company C were_at various times affected with foul-air poisoning 
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to such an extent as to necessitate hospital treatment. Other men felt unwell with-
out reporting sick. On visiting the dormitories about 1 a. m. I found that, owing 
to stove doors being open and doors and windows closed, a very perceptible amounii. 
of coal gas mixed with human exhalations made the air almost unfit for re1:,piration. 
This clearly justifies the repeated efforts on the part of the post surgeon to have the 
ventilation of tho dormitories improved. These evils have l>een to a great extent 
remedied dming the month by improvised aspirating ventilators, stovepipe connected 
by a T joint with the smoke pipe of the stoves near the flues, and terminating near 
the floor with an open elbow. This is an excellent makeshift . A permanent system 
of ventilation should now be provided for, and I respectfully recommend that steps 
be taken leading thereto. 
The post quartermaster remarked on this report that detailed plans 
and estimates were being prepared by direction of the quartermaster-
general for a proper system of-ventilation for the barrack building, and 
woul_d be forwarded for approval within a few days. 
J?ORT MEADE, S. DAK.-Maj. J.M. Brown, Octobm·, 1891: In the new squad rooms oc-
cupied by D and K troops a condition of overcrowding exi1:,ts; not more than ~1 ~en 
should sleep in these rooms. Novernber, 1891: Complaints of insufficient ventilation 
and overcrowding are renewed. 
Col. C.H. Alden, medical director: In my report of Deceml)er 6, 1889, to_departm~nt 
commander of an inspection at Fort Meade, I invited attention to the deficient -yent1l~-
ation of the barracks as follows: "The barracks are too crowded and should, 1fposs1-
ble, be enla,rged. The ventilation of the barracks is unsatisfactory. Air is admitted 
by apertures inside walls and openings under stoves, but there is no provision ~or_escaye 
of air except in some cases through the ridge. To secure good discharge of a1r m win-
ter the chim1rnys should be utilized as exit flues and registers put into them near floor 
and ceiling, the chimneys being built up from the floor where this is not a,lr~ady the 
case. If the chimneys are ofinsuffi.cient capacity a flue should be built alongside." It 
was understood that the department commander gave instructions not only for en-
largement of the barracks, but for constructing exit flues as s~1ga-ested. '.].'he exten-
sion of the barracks, not accomplished in 1890, was completed m 18911 but it see~s no 
arrangements for ventilation were put into the extensions and no exit flues provided 
for the old sqnad rooms. It is recommended that the suggestions of the post ~urgeon 
on this subject (which are not objected to by the post commander) be carn~(l out. 
This being done the air space would probably be sufficfont. Natural or acmdental 
ventilation by doors and windows can not be relied upon in winter when these open-
ings are closed. 
Lieut. John A . Johnston. post quartermaster: In reply to instructions in regard to ven-
tilation of old barracks of Troops A, B, D, and K, and the new adclitions, I have to say 
that, as I understand it, perfect ventilation is the gradual, continuous, and complete 
chan_ging of the air contained in any structure, or to a less perfect degree th~ constant, 
contmuous admixture of sufficient fresh air with the foul to reduce the mixture to a 
healthful standard. This is true whatever may be the cubic space or number of men 
housed, these being but elements which render the solution of the problem mor~ or le 8 
difficult. and consequently more or less expensive. Ventilation through wip.dows, 
do~rs, cracks, etc., takes place continuously, particularly in this climate _and sea ~n. 
This, I believe, is called natural or insensible ventilation in cont.ra<listinct1on to artifi-
cial or systematic means for the same purpose. Now, where tbe occupation!'! of the 
men are not violent, personal cleanliness the rule, cubic space generous. a1;1d the Dl~m-
~er of~en not too great, natural ventilation in these weather-cracked frame build-
mgs will more than accomplish the desired result. 
If to the above elements we add the refinements of lio-ht and heat as consnmers 
and vitiators of fresh air we add to the problem and inc~ease the expense. The ol-
dier's occupation is not one of violent exercise--he is as a rule where the Govern-
ment affords him the proper facilities, as at this post, person::tlly cleanly-and_ in ~ll 
the barra ks complained of he has about 1 000 cnbic feet of al1otted space, wlnch 1 , 
I believe, 500 feet in excess of that reco~ended by Col. Woodhull. In the_ ol<~ l>a!-
racks ref rred to, occupied on an av rage by about 24 men, natural ventilation 1 
accompl1 he<l through twenty-four wirnlows and two or three doors, uppl men~ d 
by wall, floor, and ceiling ventilation there b ina thirteen or fonrte n wall v nhl. -
~or ! a fl? r air ~onduit op ning uncle; each fir , ~ud two or three ceiling trap op_ n-
m~ m bhnd attic! the natural ventilation through the roof of the e building b ID 
qm gr • i and m my opinion their fficient ventilation can be accompli h db, 
p_rop_ r c'.1-r with xi tin~ arrangements. In the additions r £ rr d to natural v · 
tila 1 n 1~ d ,p nded on to ~ _complish the de ired r sult through ten win<low w t ~r , . ncl thr e r f?nr ceihng traps. Th cubi spac per man in the Troop d-
tion ab ut or ah tle over 1,00 feet. o sy t m 9f ventilation oth r than the 
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natural one is contemplated in the specifications on · file in this office. Whether or 
not this is sufficient can easily be demonstrated by placing it in favorable state for 
natural ventilation within limits of comfort and testing it after a night's occupancy. 
The vitiation noticeable to the sense is now conceded 1,0 be largely due to decompo-
sition of organic matter thrown off from the body, and largely increased in case of 
illness, rather than to results accomplished by the exhaled breath, light, and fires. 
Hence the test for overcrowding and the consequent necessity for either reducing 
the number or adding to the means for fresh air supply to reduce the mixture to a 
healthful standard. . I am under the impression'; and I think the troop commanders 
will bear me out, that the additions are sufficiently ventilated, and, if anything, are 
better than the main barrack rooms. 
Maj. J. S. BILLINGS: I presume there is no doubt as to the necessity of ventilating 
the barracks at Fort Meade, nor is there any necessity of replying to the arguments 
of Lieut. Johnston, seeing that they have been duly considered by the medical 
director, and by the post and department commanders. Whether the occupation of 
the men be light or heavy has nothing to do with the need of ventilation, as the 
principal pollution of the air is due to exhalation of organic matters from the air 
passages. The recommendation,-however, of the post surgeon in the sanitary report, 
that if ventilating shafts can not be introduced alongside the chimneys, then "boxed 
shafts 36 py 24 inches be placed over each stove extending from ceiling beyond the 
ridge" would give most unsatisfactory results, because the column of heated air 
rising from above the stove would pass directly upwards and out through these 
ventilating shafts, leaving the room to be warmed solely by direct radiation, for 
which purpose the stoves would be quite insufficient. The exit shafts, in cold 
weather at all events, should open only near the floor, although openings in them 
near the ceiling may be provided for use in moderate weather, these openings being 
:fitted with shutters closing tightly, which are to be closed in very cold weather. 
The supplying of such shafts, and of openings for bringing the air in arnund the 
stoves, ought not to be a costly matter, but of course the introduction and warming 
of fresh air will involve an increased expenditure for fuel. It seems to me it would 
be well for the Surgeon-General to call the attention of the proper authorities to the 
need for providing this ventilation, in order to maintain the best conditions for 
health of the soldiers, and to suggest that the necessary means for this purpose be 
provided. 
FORT RANDALL, S. DAK.-Gapt. J. L. Powell: With the approach of seyere winter 
weather a due regard for the comfort of the men has prompted the adoption of such 
measures as will best insure a proper degree of warmth in the barracks, but this 
has to a certain extent been done at the expense of proper ventilation. The win-
dows of the dormitories have been permanently closed, making it impossible to have 
a complete renewal of the air as often as the requirements of health demand. I 
would therefore suggest that the lower middle pane of glass of each outside sash be 
cut in half, and that the lower portion of the glass be substituted by a thin wooden 
slide, which can be opened or shut at pleasure. Indeed, I recommend that this be 
done in all buildings where a supplementary outside sash has been attached. By 
the combined action of these little inlets it is thought a sufficit'nt volume of fresh 
air will be admitted into the barracks, while the incoming currents will beso broken 
up that they will the-more quickly be raised to the temperature of the inside. By 
this means the inmates escape chilling drafts, as well as vitiated atmosphere. 
Certain it is that in very severe weather the men will be much more likely to open 
t~ese little apertures than they would to raise a window or open a door for ventila-
tion. I further recommend that two air-shafts be constructed from the ceiling to 
the roof in each squad room, each shaft to be not less than 10 feet in a horizontal 
plane and 2½ feet wide, the opening over each at the roof to be closed in by a small 
movable sash worked by ropes from below. The interior of each shaft should be 
closely plastered and the surface be made perfectly smooth. 
FORT ASSINNIBOINE, MONT.-Maj. Charles B. Byrne recommends that ventilating 
shafts be constructed from the ground floors and pass vertically to and through 
the roof, and that ventilating registers open into the shafts, one near the floor to 
carry off a current from the lower stratum, and one near the ceiling for ventilation 
of_t~e upper and warm air. * * * It is recommended that the openings near the 
ceilmgs above referred to be covered with fine wire gauze, or with cheese-cloth 
stretched across a frame. This would admit of a circulation of air without a draft. 
It is specially difficult to devise a measure for the proper ventilation of army bar-
racks, as the ingress of cold air through the windows and doors and between the 
boards of the floor can not be regulated, or its quantity estimated. * * * If the 
openings in the ventilating shafts recommended be covered with a grating or gauze> 
anp. have a register ins~de the latter, the currents of air could be regulated and, I 
thi~, cold drafts avoided or greatly lessened. If the latter can be accomplished 
the mcentive to shut out fresh air would be correspondingly less. The ventilating 
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registers into the chimneys which are in some of the squad rooms are at times ren• 
dered useless because, opening into the same flue with the pipe from the heating 
stove, they interfere with the draft of the latter and are closed in cold weather. 
FORT SAM HOUSTON, TEx.-Maj. Calvin De Witt: I recommend that large square 
funnels, similar to those now in use in the quartermaster's depot, be put in at least 
four of these openings in each foundation. I believe these will aid materially in se-
ouring a constant circulation and change of air. _.. 
Under date of August 17, 1891, Maj. De Witt calls attention to the 
unsuitability in plan and locatfon of the guard-house, and recommends 
that if one be erected it should provide-
Large air-space in the prison room equal to 1,200 cubic feet per prisoner. ll * * 
Finished so as to prevent the lodging of vermin in the cracks or joints, where they 
can hide and increase; where joints are necessary they should be so constructe~ as 
to be accessible. This can be secured by lining the prison room with glazed bricks 
or tiles, laid as closely as possible, and in cement or other equally impervious ma-
terial. * * · * Lavatory bath-tubs in a separate room, where the pdsoner~ can 
. bathe after the day's work is over or when the commanding officer may direct. 
* * * Means of serving food to the prisoners in a comfortable manner. 
DRAINAGE A.ND SEWERAGE. 
At some of our posts there is no system of drainage. Waste water 
is thrown out to be disposed of by the soil, as at Fort Missoula.? Mont., 
where this disposition is considered to be, and no doubt is, an rncreas-
ing evil. At Fort Yates, N. Dak., the slops of the kitchens form sur-
face pools, in winter surrounded by a wall of frozen dirt. Fort Myer, 
Va., requires subsoil drainage, because the continued prev3:lence of ty-
phoid fever in place of the remittents that formerly prevailed at that 
post seem to indicate that a dryer soil is needful for the health of the 
garrison. (Seep. 35.) 
At Fort Sherman, Idaho, the representations of the post surgeon prom-
ise to secure a drainage system for that station. At other posts efforts 
have been made to assist t,he natural inclination of the surface to carry 
-0:ff waste water by ditches; but these have not always proved success-
ful; as, for instance, at Fort Apache, Ariz., and at Boise Barracks, Idaho, 
where the ditches were the cause of so much complaint that a sewer-
:age system connected with that of Boise City has been recommended. 
A new sewerage system for Fort Monroe, with a pumping station a~d 
a_n output into Chesapeake Bay, has been approved a~d an apl_)ropr1a-
J;10n made by Congress for its construction. Delay m carrymg out 
these plans has been experienced on account of the bids of contract?rs 
having been largely in excess of the amount appropriated. It is 1m-
-portant, however, that this much-needed sanitary work be commenced 
at once. 
Meanwhile progress has been made at a number of posts. Work on 
a system of sewerage was commenced at Fort Niobral\a, Nebr., to take 
the place of the foul sinks and ce spools tbat have been in u e for so 
many years. Fort Ringgold, Tex., has obtained sewers during the 
year? and ~he ubject of sewerage for Fort Niagara, N. Y.,. was under 
con, 1deration by the Quartermaster's Department in April la t. At 
Fort ~eade, S. Dak., thi improvement lie over on account of an un-
certamty as to the permau ncy of the po t. Repairs and improvement 
at i ort Ma n, Oal., have been completed and action has been taken 
on he r~p rt f the medical officer at Fort Stanton, N. Mex., and 
. t . lll:t, . Y. The communication of Capt. W. F. Carter, par~ of 
wh1 ·h 1 given below, fr m th latt r tation merit high commendation 
e the ~ar mani£ tly ex r ·i d in the inve tigation which it re-
port l l t 1t favorabl c n ideration by Congre . 
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Fort Snelling, l\finn., and Fort Townsend, Wash., want new water-
closets; at Fort Ontario, N. Y., new closets with automatic :flushing 
arrangements have been introduced; and at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., 
the Quartermaster's Department has recognized the unsanitary condi-
tion of the latrines, and the work of repair and improvement will be 
proceeded with as soon as funds are available. 
The sewage of Fort Logan, Colo., has up to this time . been dis-
charged on a, neighboring ranch for disposal by irrigation, but the ranch 
in the progress of improvement is now on the market for building pur-
poses and some other method of sewage disposal must soon be con-
sidered. 
FORT MISSOULA, MONT.-Lieut. Chas. E. Wood1·uff: No artificial drainage. The 
settling of-waste waters into the soil is a serious evil, which has been commented on 
in previous reports. 
FORT YATES, N. DAK.-;-Capt. A. R. Chapin: The frequent error of obtaining a free 
supply of water without making any arrangement for carrying away the waste has 
been made at this post. 'fhe only practical method of disposing of kitchen slops, 
etc., in winter is by making surface pools surrounded by a wall of frozen dirt, which 
are frequently chopped out and carted off. In spite of all efforts these pools o.ver-
flow and saturate the ground in every direction. The removal of the surface of the 
ground in spring can not obviate all danger from this source and the barrels used 
in summer are occasionally overthrown or leak. There were three cases of typhoid 
fever at this post in August and September, 1889, one certainly, the others possibly 
imported. · Last year and this year there were cases which evidently originated at 
this pos-t, tl;wugh no positive source of infection could be discovered. 
FORT MYER, VA.-Maj. R.H. White: Suggestion is offered that the sanitary con-
clition of the post would be permanently improved by a system of subsoil drainage 
tor the entire area occupied for mHitary purposes. The subsoil is of clay and of 
very compact gravel, through which the rainfall passes very slowly, and when the 
fall is heavy many days elapse before the natural drainage is effective. · 
FORT SHERMAN, IDAHO.-Maj. J. D. Hall: The drainage system may be character-
ized as an unlimited confidence in the porosity of the soil; but the security arising 
from apparent immunity from diseases directly traceable to bad sanitation is unsci- · 
cntific and unreasoning. ~ 
The general commanding the department: The drainage is not satisfactory, owing to 
the lowness and flatness of the ground, but it is as good as- it can be made. 'J'he 
commanding officer has done all he is able to do to improve the drainage. The nec-
essary papers showing the problem to be solved are in this office and will soon be 
forwarded, and if the estimates are approved and the money furnished an effort will 
be made to improve the drainage of the post. 
FORT APACHE, ARIZ.-Lieut. Philip G. Wales: As to drainage there is none. Open 
ditches carry filthy water over the brow of the canon in rear of the officers' quarters, 
where it lies under the dense shrubbery and decomposes. These are the only means 
of remQving the waste from our kitchens and bathrooms. There has been no dis-
charge of waste water from a bathroom in one of the se.ts of officers' quarters for a 
long time. Where the water has gone the imagination must determine. 
FORT NIOBRARA, NEBR.-Maj. '1'. E. Wilcox: The post still lacks drainage, and I 
have to again urge that means be adopted for its early introduction. The use of 
sinks and cesspits has resulted in soil-pollution to a dangerQus e:x;tent. 
Lieut. J. D. Poindexter: The absence of a system of sewerage is the cause of the 
insanitary condition. All the barracks and some of the officers' quarters have at 
times a strong fecal odor. In the rear of some of the barracks this smell is perpetual. 
Capt. Guy L. Ed-ie: The sewerage of the post remains in the same miserable and 
dangerous condition as formerly reported. There are cases of sickness in the gar-
rison directly attributable to sewer air. The question of drainage and sewerage is in 
the !iands _of higher authority. If early action is not taken many families in this 
garrison will probably have cause to regret it. 
Col. Dallas Bache, medical directo1·: I have nothing to add to the representations 
and argumentli of two years on this subject, and can only repeat that the health 
statistics of Fort Niobrara are such as to confirm the fears of extensive soil-pollution. 
FORT RINGGOLD, 'fEx.-Capt. Janies E. Pilcher: The drainage of the post is bad 
because there is no drainage. Cesspools exist in connection with each set of quar-
ters, into which bathing water is supposed to be emptied. while slops from the 
kitchen are thrown upou the ground. The great heat which produces immediate 
evaporation has hitherto prevented bad odors and germ di ·semination, but such 
conduct is bound to terminate in infiltration of the soil with filth germs, awaiting 
only saturation with water to initiate activity. This is to be prevented by the pro-
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vision of a suitable system of drainage, carrying all waste water into the river 
below the post. -i, * * Some t ime ago a syst em of sewer mains was constructed 
about the post, but no connections were made with the quarters. So far as the ad-
vantage contributed by them to the post is concerned they might as well run along 
the great wall of China . The existence of this important work without connections 
to ma.ke it serviceable is farcical in the extreme. Meanwhile the post is inconstant 
danger of disease infection from the slops and other waste matters that are perforce 
thrown upon the ground in r ear of the quarters. * * * Four months have passed 
since these very essential changes were recommended, during which time several 
cases of a remittent fever h ave occurred, and the situation remains unchanged. 
The foul effluvia emanating from t hesewers, which can not beflushedoutonaccount 
of the lack of connections, are evidence comprehensible by any one of the necessity 
of prompt action in the matter of sewer connections. I can not too strongly urge 
that this matter be investigated and that the causes of delay be discovered and re-
moved at once. 
FORT NIAGARA, N. Y.-Maj. A. C. Girard: It appears that new barracks will. be 
completed early this summer. It is desirable that the usual mistake of notpreparmg 
the soil for the r eception of buildings be avoided this time, and that not only the 
lines of sewers and soil pipes be locat ed in accordance with. a well-digested _system, 
but that the soil be subdrained in connection with an outlet. The soil consist s of a. 
heavy clay which holds water t en aciously. In spring when the subsoil water is 
under increased pressure it forces itself through cement floors and cemented walls, 
as is already visible at the new p ost hospital, where every care, except an outlet for 
the subsoil water, has been tak en t o insure a dry situation. The outlet could not be 
provided until a general drain permitted connection. . • . 
FORT MONROE, VA.-Maj. C. E . Munn: Cesspools under the conditions here are 
always dangerous. They are only tolerated anywhere because regarded as t emp<;>-
rary expedients. They h ave been t olerated here too long. Too much dependence ~s 
placed on the absorbent ch aract er of the soil; too little attent ion is given t ? their 
periodical cleaning and disinfection. I find them in dangerous nearness to c1~terns 
of drinking water, and some h ave not been cleaned for months, the people most.1~ter-
ested innocent ly indiffer ent to t h e possible results. Cesspools at thi_s model military 
post should be disused as soon as practicable. Most civil communit ies h ave long 
since correctetl. the evil. A system of drainage for the post and environs should be 
urged at on ce. . 
FORT MEADE, S. DAIL- Maj. J. Mon·is Brown: Any int erference with the natural 
drainage in the hope of improving it only makes matters worse .. A t~oro"!-1-gh ~ystem 
of sewerage is necessary, and I r ecommend that ste11s be taken m this direction. I 
also recommend that the post quartermaster be directed t o procure th e pl ans of ea~th 
closets in use at oth er post s with the view of putting them in here and thus gett3?g 
rid of the present pits. The ground must soon become thoroughly impregnat ed with 
mat ter from these pits. . . 
Col. C. H . A lden, medical director : Dry-earth closets are in use at s~ posts ID thi6 
depart ment and give great satisfaction. Some of them have been built afte~ a plan 
prepared at t hese h eadquarters and on file in the Engineer's office. I t provides for 
ventilation and heat ing and for convenient administration in wint er. * * * The 
introdu ction of underground sewerage at Fort Meade has not been urged in view of 
the cost , th e doubtful permanency of the post, and the probability t hat wate~-closets 
and sewer connections could not be kept from freezing, the buildings not berng sub-
stantially built. When it is decided that Fort Meade is to be a permanent post and 
proper buildings are erected, underground sewers ought to be provided. 
~ORT MASON, CAL.-Capt. H . O. Perle'IJ : The r epairs and improvements allowed for 
this post are nearly completed. As faJ.J as it was possible to do so, every fixture, ~rap, 
~nd sewer has. ~een carefully tested and tht1 drainage of the post is now, I believe, 
m a safe cond1t10n. The sewers would be improved by extending them to low wate~ 
and adding a tide trap to each. 
F0;8T ST~TON, N. MEx.-Capt. J. M . Banister: The condition of the sewer system 
of th1s post is a standing menace to t he health of the garrison. The post commander 
has taken gr~at i_nterest in this matter, and with the limited means at hi comm~d 
has done all m his power to improve the existing condition of the sewers, but till 
the nui ance con inues. 
u. . MIL~TARY ~CADEMY, WEST POINT N. Y.-Capt. w. F. Carter: I ha:7"e made 
a. thorou ~ rn pect1on <;>f. all public buildings in that section of the post as 1gneu t 
me. for amtary sup. rv1 1_on, with a view to determine, in each case, what 1;0ay ber -
quu~d t put them m sat1Sfactory hygienic condition. The building e pecially to be 
con 1der d ar th barracks occupi <l, rep ctiv ly, by t he U .. Military Academfd 
t c~m nt of avalry, th . . 1ilitary Acn.u. 10.y detat hment of Army service ID 
u rt .rma ~er' . p, rtm nt, th . . lilitary Academy Band and Company E 
· t t · h on f En rn , r . ' 
In conue ·ti ith th will be con idered only the subjects of drainage (und 
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the several subdivisions of subsoil, surface, and roof drainage) and sewerage. Cer-
tain general conditions applying to these buildinc1 will be first noted, and afterwar~s 
the special conditions existing in e'.1ch will be _specifically stated. No ~t~empt ~ill 
be made in this report to state specific plans of improvement. The cond1t10ns which 
actually obtain will be noted, and the remedies suggested only in a general way. 
The quarters above-mentioned are situated in an irregular valley formed by the 
. first and second plateaus along the river front on the north side of the posts; the bar-
racks occupy the upper and narrower of these plateaus. Terminating nearly at the 
foundations of these buildings is the precipitate slope which descends from the large 
plain forming the parade ground. Upon the brow of this slope, which sweeps in a 
more or less curved course around the general depression containing these and many 
other inhabited buildings, are situa.ted a number of officers' quarters, forming a c_on-
tinuous line overlooking the cavalry, Army service, and band barracks, and an iso-
lated group almost in a line with the Engineer barracks. Back of these officers' 
quarters, and between them and the hills skirting the general tableland of the Point 
proper, is a a more or less depressed basin, which, perhaps, for years has formed the 
rear yards and garden plots of these quarters. Running down from the hills back of the 
post, at a variable depth beneath the surface of the ground, are ledges of rock which 
have a general trend towards the river, and in the direction of these buildings, towards 
the foundations of which, therefore, it is most probable the subsoil drainage tends, 
both by reason of the rapid decline of the ground surface and the disposition of the 
underlying rock beds. . 
It can not, of course, be determined to what extent, if indeed to any, the habita-
tions on the plain above afford sources of pollution to any natural water veins de-
scending from the highlands back of them. As this is, however, a possible danger; 
it ought to be remembered that subsoil water about the foundations of these build-
ings may not be pure water. 
It may be added that the slope and mountain sides above and to the southward of 
the valley above described abound in springs, which yrobably give a good deal of 
water to the soil overlying the rock. 
Each barrack has a basement, on one or more sides of which ·is an embankment 
either- in contact with the walls or separated from them by an area. In all these 
buildings except one this embankment is very nearly level with the :first floor. The 
basements are divided into rooms, which are used as kitchens, dining rooms, and 
storerooms. These rooms are entered from the lower or free side of the building, 
where the ground level is about the same as that of the basement floor. Only in 
isolated rooms, in one or two of these buildings, have concrete or cement floors been 
put down. The buildings will be considered in the order in which the repairs on 
them seem to be necessary or pressing. 
Band bar1·ack-Subsoil drainage.-ln the construction of this building no measures 
whatever were taken, so far as can be seen, to secure the drainage of the soil around 
and beneath the foundations, or to prevent moisture rising along the cellar walls 
above the floor level. It is therefore likely that the subsoil water-line often comes 
near the floors in the basement rooms. It is probable, from the disposition of the 
rock beds in the immediate vicinity, that at the east end the foundation rests on 
rock, and that this falls away from the floor level .towards the west end, where there 
is presumably a greater or less depth of gravel and sand. 
I am told, and it may be proper to state it in this connection, that near the base 
of the slope, in front and nearly opposite the west end of the building, was once a 
spring or well from which water was obtained. A pipe which carried off the over-
-flow passed beneath the road and opened into the area at the southwest corner. 
The spring is said to have gradually become dry. The vein probably found a lower 
level and passed off either to the west of the building or under its foundation. · 
Beneath the brick paving in the area skirting the west side of the west wing is a 
square brick drain (probably not cemented), by its south end opening just ,under the 
point where the overflow-pipe from the well or spring is said to have entered the 
area, and by its north end into the catch-basin situated at the steps leading up 
from the northern extremity of the area. This drain is· about 6 inches square. It 
will be necessary to revert to it again. The conditions found to exist in the base-
ment of these quarters are certainly not to be considered satisfactory from a sanitary 
standpoint. The soil beneath the floors is damp and wet, and the walls are damp, 
a:rtd even wet to some distance above the floors. 
It is important that something should be done to secure a drier and more healthful 
condition of the basement rooms in this building. Of course, it is now impracticable 
to place a waterproof course in the walls at the f, 1 ound level; but a good deal may 
be done to tile-drain the foundation where it rotJbs in sand or gravel; or in those 
parts of the foundation resting on rock the water may be turned off by an imper-
vious outside wall set well down on the rock, with :a, loose rubble or ~ravel course on 
it upp~r side to conduct the ~ater oft' along the intercepting wall. The earth should 
be removed for a depth of 7 rnches below the floor level of all rooms and halls and a 
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coat of 6 inches of concrete laid down, which should be covered with a layer of as-
phaltum extending a half inch or an inch into the wall between two courses of 
brick; over this, and forming the floors of the apartments, a layer of cement should 
be laid smooth and level. The inner surfaces of basement walls for several feet above 
floor levels should have a coating of coal-tar pitch continuous with the asphalt or 
coal-tar layer of the floor. 
Surface drainage.-The entire building is surrounded by an area,, except on the 
north side of the west wing, where the earth comes in contact with the wall, and on 
the north and east side of east wing, where the general ground level falls to that of the 
floor of the area ways. The outer or retaining wall of a.rea is of stone, and is substan-
tially built, Separating the hill in front of the building from the area is a wagon.road 
which is just level with the top of reta.in.ing wall of area. The road, of course, is 
compact and solid and constitutes an efficient watershed; but there is nothing to 
prevent the water from flowing over the top of the area wall, and I am told that 
occasionally some of the surface water from the road is thus discharged into the area. 
A proper surface drain on suitable grades ought to be constructed on the upper side 
of the road, to lead the surface water off around one or both ends of the building. 
The area is' paved with bricks, which seem to have been set in sand only; cer-
tainly they have never been coated wit.h cement or other impervious material. From 
the center of the barrack, in front, the area floor has a moderate fall toward each 
end of the building. From the east of the center the water flows out upon the de-
clivity between the band and army service barracks; from the west of the center the 
water finds an exit at a catch-basin at the north end of the area. 
The back area has three exits for surface water, one at its center, another at its 
northwest end (a catch-basin); the other is the open end of the area behind the east 
wing. · 
The porous brick pavement of the area, as a surface drain, is possibly worse than 
would be the soil itself, which, in time, would become so packed as to shed water 
fairly well. There can be no doubt that much of the water flowing into the area. 
ftnds its way into the soil beneath this brick pavement. 
Roof drainage.-The roof water is brought down by conductors, which discharge 
upon the pavement.within a few inches of the ground. From the foregoing it is s~en 
that a large quantity of surface water (from ground ana roof) enters the area; _wh~ch 
is by no means in a condition to carry the water off qui~kly or l?revent it from s1D:kmg 
down about the foundations. There should be substituted for the brick pavmg a 
concrete or cobblestone pavement, well coated with coal-tar pitch, and the ?utside 
of the walls of the 1.milding should be made impervious to water for a short distance 
above the area floor. · 
House drainage or sewerage.-The plumbing appliances in this building consist of 
11 kitchen sinks, 3 stationery iron wash basins, 1 tin-lined bath tub, and 2 stone 
laundry tubs (in one set). The short waste pipes from the laundry tnb_s, situated 
in the east end of the main building, open in.to alt-inch lead pipe, which is trapped, 
but not vented. This pipe joins tile waste from the sink (in the same room). The 
lt-inch lead waste pipe from the sink is trapped above its junction with the laundry 
tub waste, but is not vented. The common waste pipe, thus formed, passes out 
through the east wall. 
The bath tub and hand basins are located in the east wing. The 1½-inch lead 
waste pipe common to the three basins is trapped, but not vented, and joins the 
waste from the bath tub, which may or may not be trapped beneath the floor. The 
waste pipe common to these fixtures runs out beneath the floor and through the 
east _wall.. In the main building there are eight sinks ( one already 1;1oted in ?on-
nect10n with the laundry tubs). The waste pipes from five of these discharge mto 
a 2½-inch iron pipe bid under the floor along the uack wall, with a slight fal~ from 
the east and west ends of t'be building to the center, where they merge rnto a 
common pipe, which runs back under the area pavement. This 2½-inch iron pipe 
and the waste pipes from the sinks a.re in bad condition. In some places they have 
been brqken in order to free them of the greasy, filthy matter which had impeded or 
obs~ucted the flow of water. Through such a hole in one of the waste pipes it wa 
possible to ex~mine its interior, which was found almost clogged with :filthy mat-
ter. Th~ opem?g through which the examination was made had been imperfectly 
?lo ed with a till: cap and plaster of Paris. The water was escaping, and of cour 
is grad~alll foulmg the oil. The two remaining sinks in th main building ar 
located lil it west end The waste pipes from these, pa ino- to the floor and on 
th~ough t~e wall, open into large iron pipes which empty dir ctly into the quar 
brick dram (alr ady (l crib 1), which was once the conduit of the overflow water 
from thew 11. _In the we t wing there are thr e sinks, two of which are locat ~ in 
th r om op nu?g out upon th west area, and their wa te pip s di charrr rnto 
a co_m n_ la p10 on ~h out ide of the b1_1ilcling.. Thi lay pipe open i~to t~e 
c t h-b~ Ill a th rmmn f th quar bnck (lrarn. The la t of the e mk .1 
locat d m th northea t corner of the e ·t wing and di charge into the catr.h-ba 10 
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already mentioned as the exit for the surf~ce water falling into the western ha~f of 
the area. All waste pipes from all these smks are trapped, but not vented. 'Ih~y 
are of lead and from it to 1½ inches in diameter. . . . 
It must be clear that such an arrangement as has been described is exceedmgly 
ol>jectionable and can not but in time endanger the hel,\lth of the occupants of these 
quarters. The square brick drain is already fo_ule~l beyond enduran~e and has been 
closed at both ends to prevent the escape of offensive gases. _ It must not be foris?t-
ten that these basement rooms and area ways are constantly used by the famihes 
living in these barracks, and the area is used more or less as a playground for the 
children. 
Before leaving this subject it is deemed proper to say something about the floor-
ing in the basement rooms. This, a good quality of pine flooring, was put down 
about five years ago, whether upon new joists or not can not be stated; b-?-t both the 
flooring and joists are now rotting badly in some of the rooms, and addmg another 
and serious source of contamination to the atmosphere of these rooms. The great 
difficulty in deaUng with the house drainage in these quarters is the low level of the 
basement, in which of necessity the principal plumbing appliances must be placed. 
There are not proper grades for any of the floor or surface pipes, and without, per-
haps, some efficient means of regularly and forcibly flushing, it can not be expected 
that they will long remain open. . · . . 
It need not be added that little can be done with the plumbmg now m these quar-
ters to improve it or make it safe. The whole thing should be torn outso soon as a 
new and more rational system can be introduced. This should be done along with 
the improvements of the subsoil and surface drainage, etc. 
RECAPITULATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 
(1) Subsoil drainage of sites of band and engineer barracks, by tile drain where 
practicable or by impervious intercepting walls with Tubble backing where the 
foundation rests on shelving rock tending to conduct water .under the buildings. 
The removal of all present floors a,nd putting down concrete, asphalt, and cegient 
floors in all basement rooms, and coating the inner surfaces of walls with some im-
pervious material for several feet above the floor level. 
(2) Surface drainage.-Deepening of area way on south side of engineer barracks 
and east, north, and south sides of cavalry barracks; paving with cobblestone, 
coated with coal-tar pitch, all area ways about all barracks, and the entire surface 
between south side of the Army service barracks and chapel; the construction of 
a suitable surface drain on upper side of road in front of band barracks. . 
(3) Sewerage.-The removal of the scattered and disjointed plumbing in all the-
barracks and providing au approved system of house drainage, to embrace ample 
bathing facilities. In the band barracks there should be a separate bathroom for 
the use of the women and children. 
Itis advised, of course, to retain the isolated privies; but these should be thoroughly 
repaired and provided with new and improved applia,nces. 
It is well understood that the improvements suggested in this report can not be 
done by the quartermaster's department at the post without a specia.l appropriation 
of funds. They have not been urged for this reason and are now recommended and 
urged in the hope that some provision may be made for the work at an early date. 
The Superintendent of the Military Academy referred this communi-
cation to the post quartermaster, directing him at once to prepare an 
estimate for the improvements suggested in the report, which estimate 
~ould be included with others to be submitted for the fiscal year end-
mg June 30, 1893. He concurred fully in the recommendations of 
Assistant Surgeon Carter and commended him for the zeal, intelli- . 
gence, and efficiency he had shown in his investigations. 
FORT S1:<ELLING, MINN.-Maj. C. K. Winne: The water-closets in the upper post 
were put m some years ago a,nd the old form of pan closet was adopted, which is 
known to be the worst form of closet that can be used. Many of them leak and all 
are offensive, as it is impossible to cleanse them thoroughly; they have become a, 
constant menace to the health of the garrison, situated as they are in the quarters 
and communicating directly with bedchambers. New closets of a modern patte:cn 
should be put in at once, and I would suggest that a board composed of the medical 
offir:ers and the post quartermaster be appointed to investigate and report upon the 
subJect. 
FORT TOWNSEND, W ASH.-Capt. R. R. Ball: The present pattern of water-closet 
(the old Hopper) in the men's closets and at the hospital has nothing to recommend 
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it, and the post surgeon urges that efforts be made to have it replaced by the auto-
matic flush tank with one long, iron, common trough beneath the seats . 
. ~.,ORT LO?AN, CoLO.-Maj. R. M. O'Reilly: The drainage of the post empties into 
a sewer which debouches on an adjoining ranch, the proprietor of which is very glad 
at present to have the sewage for irrigation and fertilization. The ranch has, how-
ever, been surveye~ and is now or soon will be divided into building lots and placed 
on the market. It 1s hardly probable that it will be extensively built upon for sev-
eral years yet. But the ranch slopes towards the South Platte River, whence a por-
tion of the water supply of Denver is drawn. The premises are, I believe, withi!1 
the county of Arapahoe, which also comprises the city of Denver. In case the munici-
pal authorities consider the drainage of the post a source of pollution of the river, 
legal complications may arise. There is an abundance of time to provide against 
trouble of this ,nature, ancl I therefore suggest that a plan for the disposal of t~e 
post sewage be carefully matured and be held in readiness to be put in operation if 
necessary. 
WATER SUPPLIES. 
Much of the improvement in the health of our troops, particularly as 
regards the lessened prevalence of diarrheal affections and malarial 
fevers of the remittent type that has been shown annually in th~ re-
ports from this office, pas been the direct result of the attention given 
by our medical officers to the water supplies of their posts. Twenty 
years ago a supply of wholesome water on tap in the kitchens and lava-
tories of the garrison of a military station was a luxury found only at 
certain permanent posts in the vicinity of cities. The greater par~ of our 
Army "out West" had to be satisfied with water barrels outside the 
kitchen door or in a shady angle of the building. These were :filled 
morning and evening with water, generally turbid, wagoned with much 
labor from the river. To procure a special supply for delicate palates a 
wagon would be dispatched to some spring, rudely dammed to develop 
its usefulness; and the height ofluxuryin the Southwest was to have the 
drinking water stored in two or three large ollas suspended in so.me part 
of the barrack building where there was shade with a possibl~ air ~ove-
ment to cool the water by its morP.- rapid evaporation. Other msamtary 
conditions were concomitant with this primitive method of water supp~y. 
The troops were in fa.ct exposed to all the deprivations of field serVIce 
with the added danger of a permanent encampment with its consequent 
contamination of the soil. Gradually, however, improvements were 
made at posts which were not regarded as merely temporary stations. 
Wells were dug, and if an adequate supply of wholesome wat_er was 
9btained measures were taken for its distribution and for the di posal 
of waste water. This opened up the question of sewerage ; and the 
sick list of the post became lessened in proportion to its sanitary de-
velopment. Springs were opened up and creeks dammed up into reser-
voirs of supply. When no better source was to be obtained, ediment-
ing and storage reservoirs were built and the water pump d from the 
river, at first perhaps by mule power but speedily by steam. Now t:ti~re 
are few po. t that are dependent on the water barrel. The condition 
of the water upplie of our Army may be appreciated in a general 
way y a few brief comments on the reports concerning thi subject 
that have be n filed during the pa t, year. 
Th ur ply a everal po t has been inadequate; a few, indeed, have 
e n thr t ned with a water famine. At Fort 1: iobrara, ebr., the 
u11 l. i · c id t b g d but d :fici nt on account of the in uffi ieu Y 
fth We r main. In 1 yla,. tth admini.,tration buildino- of the pot 
burn , l h?u h wi h a pr per water upply it could hav be 
l. r b 1 fi 1 11 v a iort rant Ariz. wher in Jul h u t 
h t limi wa t tb inad quat ~pacity f the r 
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voir and the defective character of its inflow pipe. At Fort Huachuca, 
Ariz., where the scarcity of water by the drying up of streams in sum-
mer suggested the necessity of abandoning the post, relief was obtained 
in June last by underdraining the cienega at the source of the supply 
with agricultural drain tiles. At Fort Robinson, Nebr., the difficulty 
lay not at the source but in the means of collection. The water from 
excellent springs was led into a reservoir sunk near to, and 14 feet be-
low the level of, a small brook. When the necessities of the post low· 
ered the water in the reservoir below the level of the brook the unde-
sirable v-ater of the latter entered and was pumped up for distribution. 
This was remedied in May last by an additional inflow from the springs. 
Some posts, such as Fort Barrancas, Fla., Jackson Barracks, La., 
Fort Monroe, Va., and Fort Warren, Mass., collect the rainfall for 
household use; and others supplement their well and other water sup-
plies by cisterns conner.ted with certain of their buildings. Rain . 
water, as stated in my report last year, is always a good water if proper 
precautions are taken for its collection and storage. Ram water shed 
from a house roof carries with it into the cistern the soot and con-
densed ammoniacal vapors of coal combustion, the infinity of debris, 
organic and inorganic, which constitutes the dust of a city or other com-
munity, together with more massive fragments, as of dead insects, de-
caying leaves, etc. After a few days these various matters settle, 
forming a soft~ black, pultaceous sediment, and leaving the superna-
tant water comparatively clear and pure; but every succeeding rainfall 
not only increases the quantity of this sediment, but by its inflow stirs 
up that which had already accmtmlated, rendering the water impure 
until sedimentation is again accomplished. As time passes the sedi-
ment increases, and the water becomes unfit for use after each rain-
fall. These conditions are aggravated in the dry season, when the 
water is low in the cistern and the quantity of sediment relatively 
much increased. At such times the water may become foul to the 
sight, taste, and smell. Remittent fevers have been developed by the use 
of such water, although diarrheal troubles are its most common offspring. 
At Fort Bidwell, Cal., some cases of fever were attributed to the 
presence of slimy mud in its reservoir of surface water; After long 
seasons of dry and dusty weather, which leave the shedding surfaces 
coated and the conductors clogged with decaying vegetable matters, 
the first of the succeeding rainfall should be run to waste in order to 
clean out the system . . This is best effected by personal attention, such 
as is given by .the householders of New Or leans to their domestic water 
supplies; but some form of cut-off should be used at all military posts 
where the water is not freed from its suspended matters by overflow 
from a collecting into a distributing cistern. The ::::implest form of 
mechanism to effect the rejection of the roof washings consists of a 
joint in the conductor which, when in place, leads the water into the 
cistern, but when turned runs it to waste. Another consists of an 
overflow pipe running down along the outside of the cistern and 
guarded at its lower end by a valve which can be opened or shut at 
pleasure. The conductor from the roof opens into this pipe a few inches 
below its upper encl or point of emergence from the cistern. When 
the valve below is open, water from the roof runs to waste through the 
pipe; when it is closed the water is carried over into the cistern, while 
accidental solids are trapped in the piy,e. 
The cisterns at Fort Barraucas, Fla., are in sufficient, the whole of 
the watershed n t being utilized. Artesian wells have been a success 
at Pensacola, Fla., aud would probably prove so at this post. With 
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proper care in collection and storage, as above stated, Jackson Bar-
r~,cks, La:, may be supplied in part from its cisterns, aifled by distilla-
tion for kitchen and potable uses. The river water at this post is un-
fit for any purpose except for :flushing drains or subduing fire. The 
cisterns at Fort Monroe, Va., contain water usually wholesome but 
occasionally tainted with decaying vegetable matter. Its imported 
well water is said to be hard and even brackish. At Camp Oklahoma, 
Okla., water from a spring is recommended by the medical director, as 
the present source, a cistern belonging to the railway company, is con-
sidered open to contamination from a privy erected for the use of the 
railway employes. 
The cistern water at Fort Warren, Mass., is an important factor in 
the supply of the post, although insufficient even with the post wells 
for the present small garrison. The provision for war service h.as not 
yet been obtained. As usual with such waters, this supply often becomes 
bad through want of care, particularly in seasons when the water level 
in the cisterns is low. The cistern water service here is aggravated by 
the use of lead service pipes, and colic, constipation, with other sy~p-
toms of chronic lead poisoning, are not wanting. The well, fro~ which 
the largest supply is obtained, is within a few feet of the drain which car-
ries off the soil water from that part of the garrison, a:r;id as it is merely 
faced with brick every rainfall soaks into it laden with the filth from 
the soil. Moreover, the wells are not productive. In the last annual 
report from this office it was stated that the water supply of the post 
gave out in July, and it became needful to purchase water in _Bosto_n, 
transport it in boats to the island,•and transfer it to the various cis-
terns by means of the post fire engine. Last year, in August, t~e wells 
again went dry, and this with only the skeleton garriso"?- of times of 
peace. For years past the defective water supply of this important 
post has been brought to notice by every medical officer stationed there, 
but with no other result than the expenditure of several thousand dol-
lars in the endeavor to strike a deep supply. It is very well from the 
military point of view to make this post self-reliant as to its supply of 
water, and to this is to be attributed the efforts made to reach a deep-
seated water-bearing stratum; but in the meantime the health of the 
present generation bas to be considered, and the plan recommended of 
bringing water from Long Island for temporary purposes and peaceful 
occupation meets with the cordial support of this office. . 
From posts supplied with river water the reports at certam seasons 
complain of the muddy condition of the water, and as diarrhea gener-
a~lJ prevails at such times without any other apparent cau ·e, the ?on-
d1t1ou of tbe water is generally, and no doubt correctly, held re ponsible. 
During the past year this was the case at Fort Missoula, Mont., and 
ror_t Du Che_ ne, Utah. At Fort Randall, S. Dak., the po t sur~eon 
mv1ted attention to the muddiness of the water supply and submitted 
plan for it purification, but on account of the probable abando?ment 
?~ the po t th~ e were not approved. The alkalinity and other 1~pur-
1tie of the Little Big Horn at Fort Ouster Mont., have occasioned 
inte tinal di rder . among them n at the po 't, although none.are this 
year report d ecially. The riv r upply at Fort Apache, Ariz., frolli 
the outh ork of th Whit Riv r i con 'idered to be of doubtful 
q11c: li Yon_ a ·ount of an inflow f 'irrigation water above the intake. 
Th 1 . 1 n f a water upply at Fort eno Okla., ba b n agitated 
£ r v ml ar, . Th u, rt r f he men aie u · plied fr m the rth 
rk f , h_ , ' n~dian R~v r, wbi h i g nerally tur id and cc rdin_g 
to 11 m dH·al tlic- •r . imply t 'tabl . The upply -£ r offi er IS 
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wagoned from Caddo Springs, distant a little over 5 miles from the 
post. The number of cases of sickness among the men at one period 
led Capt. J. Van R. Hoff, then pos:t surgeon, to urge the introduction 
of the spring water for general use. Nevertheless, an allotment was 
made to sink an artesian well to the watershed which has its outlet at 
the springs. The well was bored to a depth of 400 feet when an acci-
dent put a stop to further work at that point. The medical officer now 
on duty urges the piping of the water from the springs as being feas-
ible and not expensive, and the construction of cisterns to utilize the 
rainfall, in both of which recommendations he is sustained by the medi-
cal director; but the contractors meanwhile have commenced drilling 
at another point. 
At Fort Stanton, N. Mex., and San Carlos, Ariz., the supplies are 
from shallow wells, and are impure. At the former the well is so ne~_r 
the Bonito River that it becomes filled by direct inflow of the turbid 
water in the seasons of overflow; moreover, it is insufficient. .A new 
well has been sunk to a depth of 59 feet without obtaining water. At 
the latter the wells near the junction of~ the San Carlos and Gila rivers 
furnish a water that is alkaline, brackish from: excess of chlorides, and 
organically impure. .At Fort Canby, Wash., the supply consists of 
cistern water and surface water collected in tanks. .As the latter is not 
good, it is proposed to introduce a spring supply. The prevalence of 
fever at Fort Myer, Va., the extent of soil contamination at the post, 
and the proximity of the national cemetery at Arlington led the post 
surgeon to doubt the purity of the well water. Samples analyzed at 
this office proved to be of good quality chemically; but as the wells are 
shallow and thus liable to vary in quality at different times, and, more-
over, as the supply is inadequate, it is recommended that the post be 
connected with the city water supply of Washington, D. C. Chemical 
analysis of the spring water at Mount Vernon Barracks, .Ala., failed to 
show any unwholesome quality, but on account of local consideratiorn~ 
a board was convened at the post to consider the question of an im-
proved supply. The recommendation of the board to sink a large well 
was approved by the department commander. 
An analysis of the water supply at Fort Sheridan, Ill., showed that 
the water is not as pure as it should be, and that the cause is probably 
the proximity of the intake to the shore, but as there was no evidence 
of contamination by sewage, it was recommended that the water be ex-
amined from time to time until it is definitely settled that the fault lies 
in the &hortness of the inflow pipe, when it can be easily remedied. 
At Fort Schuyler, N. Y., the garrison was supplied by pipes from 
the mains of the New York and Westchester Water Company; but 
~ltho~gh the connection of a post with the water mains of a neighbor-
mg city usually solves the question of a water supply as regaros both 
quantity and quality, it does not always do so. As regards quantity, 
the only complaint came from Jefferson Barracks, Mo., where the de-
mands of the city of St. Louis at certain periods leave no pressure for 
t?-e . supply of the garrison. This has been remedied in part by estab-
li_shmg a temporary pumping station at the junction of the depot and 
citr mains. As regards quality, complaint is more frequent. From 
Boise Barracks, Idaho, where a water service from the city was ob-
tained early in the year, there came in October the statement that the 
water at times was so bad in odor as to be unfit for use. This, how-
ever, was due merely to the newness of the service pipes in parts of 
the garrison, not to an inherent bad quality of the water. At Davids 
Island, N. Y., the water itself appears to have been in fault; it is fur-
/ 
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nished by the water company of New Rochelle, N. Y. At Columbus 
Barracks, Ohio, the water is so hard as to be unsuitable for cooking or 
cleansing. Fort Brady, Mich,_, is supplied by water wagonsfrom a hy-
drant of the Sault de Ste. Marie Water Company. Assuming the water 
to be good as delivered by the company, it does not follow that it is so at 
the time of its use on account of the exposures incidental to the water-
barrel system of distribution; but this assumption can not be made, for 
the water is occasionally bad, and doubt has been thrown on its quality 
at all times. .At one period it became turbid and tasted badly as it came 
from the hydrant, when on investigation it was found that a break in 
the inflow pipe near a shallow bay through which it runs was the cause 
of the impurity. It was discovered also that the intake was from the 
canal in which shiJ)S are liable to be tied up, and that over three hun-
dred cases of typhoid fever had occurred in the town during the pre-
vious year shortly after an accident to the lock had occasioned the 
canal to be crowded with waiting vessels. A danger of this kind 
should not be incurred when it can be avoided by taking the water 
from the river instead of from the canal. At Eagle Pass, Tex., the 
town supply is so hard that it bas at times been regarded as the cau~e 
of epidemics of dysemeric diarrhea. It is derived from wells sunk m 
the river bank and pumped into tanks. The post supply is obtained 
from this by means of the water-wagon main and the water-barrel 
service. The barrels having been found at times alive wi.th emb_ry-
onic mosquitoes, a pipe service is earnestly desired, notwithstandmg 
the hardness of the water and its dysenteric possibilities. 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., is supplied by the Leavenworth water-
works with water from the Missouri River, the intake being be~ow the 
inflow of the sewage of the post. This position of the in_flow IS, ho~-
ever, of small account, as the water is so foul that, chemical ~na.Jys1s 
, shows no difference in quality above or below this point. This water 
should certainly not be~used if a better supply can be procured. The 
charges of the water company are so high that it might be a matte~ of 
economy per gallon of water, irrespective of quality, to make an effort 
to reach a deep-seated supply. .A recommendation was made by the 
post surgeon in August to have the service pipes of Fort Logan, Colo., 
connected with the mains of some of the water companies of the city of 
Denver,on the ground that the post supply from artesian wells is liable 
to be cut off temporarily by accidents to the machinery. In October the 
propriety of the recommendation was thoroughly substantiated by the 
occurrence of just such an accident, the choking of the well . For t~o 
weeks water for cooking and drinking had to be wagoned from a city 
hydr_ant; and the water-elosets, house drains, and sewers became ex-
ceedmgly offensive for want of flu bing. Steps were thereupon taken 
to connect with the maius of the Citizen 'Water Company. 
In the report from thi office for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1 90, 
which ummarize the tati tics of sickness at our military po t during 
th al ndar year 1889, the r mark was made (page 37) that if Fort 
Brown, Tex., w re expung d from the list of our military tations the 
pr val n e of malarial di ea e in our Army would be greatly redu ed. 
F rt Br wn ha not be n aLandon d but it malarial r cord ha been 
expun wi h · n. qu n mat rial 1 "'-' · 11ing of the malarial rate of 
11 A.rm . _urin. the c 1 ndar vear 1 9 the po t had an admi ion 
f r m 1 rial 1 a e of 1 67 and a noneffectiv rate of 3 . per 
tl_i~, .~.- n ,, f r n_ th. . nrinO' th y ar 1 91 th rr ponding rat 
" 
1c 1 ,-1., nd .. . 111 ' hanCT whfrh pra •ti ally alt r · b tatu of 
r wn f · m b~ f h m · unli 'al hy on f them t healthy 
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garrisons in the Army has been accomplished solely by the use of a pure 
water for drinking and cooking, an acciden~al consequence of the intro-
duction and use of an ice machine. Formerly the water supply was 
pumped from the river into settling tanks and distributed for use. It 
is so pumped and distributed now for general purposes; but the water 
for cooking and drinking is obtained from a steam condensing coil con-
nected with the ice machine. Distilled water was introduced in 1890 
and the extraordinary change in the health of the garrison can be at-
tributed to nothing else than to its use; for all the other sanitary con-
ditions and surroundings of the post remain as they were during the 
years of insalubrity and high rates. · 
Fort Ringgold, Tex., gives corroborative testimony to the above. 
Here distilled water was introduced in 1886. The post surgeon corn,id-
ers that its use has reduced the sick rate one-half since that time, and 
that most of his admissions for malarial disease are among troops 
whose duties have taken them away temporarily from the post. As a 
matter of published record the admissions at this station have fallen 
from 2,304 per thousand of strength during the calendar year 1885 to 
such rates as 562 in 1889, 865 in 1890, and 1,366 during the past year. 
FORT NIOBRARA, NEBR.-Lieut. J. D. Poindexter: T·hemain'pipe supplying the water 
is too small. At some quarters water even for culinary purposes can not be obtained 
at times. The quality is very good. . · 
FORT GRANT, ARiz.-Capt. W. H . .Arthur: Water getting low on account of very 
small rainfall during July. Its use is carefully limited to prevent waste. Quality 
is good, but not as excellent as when supply is abundant, as it has to collect slowly 
and stand in reservoir. * * * Supply of water gradually increasing and quality 
improving. While the water was scanty and of poor quality many light cases of 
acute diarrhrea were developed. These are b_ecoming less frequent as the supply of 
water increases and the quality improves. 
Lieut. E. L. Swift, May, 1892: The reservoir is of ridiculously small capacity in 
proportion to the size of this post and the length of the dry season. An iron pipe 3 
inches in diameter runs from the dam toward the reservoir, connecting it at its 
lower end with a 5-inch pipe. Even this small 3-inch pipe is loose in many of the 
couplings, broken, eroded, or burst in places, and is at present disconnected from 
the reservoir. * * * This pipe begins at least 5,000 feet from where a permanent 
water supply could be assured. This post therefore presents the spectacle of having 
a permanent water supply near at hand from the benefits of which it is debarred by 
reason of a patched-up makeshift of a receiving pipe and its lack of a few thousand 
feet of additional length. The distribution of water at this post is insufficient for 
its needs in many places. I recommend the enlargement of the reEiervoir by blast-
ing and excavation at its upper end, but most strongly urge the propriety of a larger 
receiving pipe (at least 5 inches) and the extension to such a point that permanent 
water the year round could be assured. 
FORT HUACHUCA, ARiz.-Maj. T. E. Wilcox, September: The water supply, while 
of good quality, has been of barely sufficient quantity to supply the daily needs of 
the post and we find ourselves at the close of the rainy season with fewer promises 
of its holding out than ever before in the history of the post. Streams which always 
heretofore have had running water at this· season are absolutely dry, and as an in-
crease can not now be expected until next July the outlook is anything but encour-
aging. An ... emergency appropriation should be made at once to determine if this 
supply can be increased by the method proposed in previous reports or some other 
practicable way, lest the abandonment of the post on account of deficient water 
supply may become a necessity. 
December: The water supply has not been greatly increased by the advent of cold 
weather, as was hoped would be the case, and considerable annoyance has been suf-
fered by the freezing of supply pipes, which are insufficiently protected against the 
degree of cold which has prevailed during the month. A minimum of eight and 
even seven degrees above zero has been recorded. It is considered desirable that 
the chief quartermaster of the department be made acquainted with the above 
statement for the reason that on his recent visit to the post he was given to under-
stand that no danger was likely to occur to the water pipes through frost. As will 
be seen, the pipes require protection against the cold of winter as well as the heat 
of summer. 
June, 1892: Has been scanty but of good quality; the deficiency promises to be cor-
rected to some extent by efforts made during the month, which were in accordance 
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with recommendations made in the report for June, 1891. Agricultural drain tiles 
have been introduced in the cienega at the source of the water supply, and over 7.000 
gallons per day obtained in excess of that heretofore secured; the expense has been 
nominal, and it is believed that a further increase will be found as the water finds 
its new thoroughfare. The cienega referred to in the last report has been drained 
and now offers a liberal S!!pply of clear cold water with a temperature of 61° F., 
which is 18 degrees colder than that of the water from the hydrant at the hospital, 
and 14 colder than that at the ice machine. It is believed this supply will afford all 
needed for the saw mill, ice machine, stables, and water closets for the enlisted men. 
Pipe and a reservoir will be required to make this available, but this will not be 
:attended with great expense. · 
FORT ROBINSON, NEBR.~Maj. Geo1·ge W. Adair: The usually good water supply 3:ias 
illustrated the transitory nature of earthly things by becomin~ turbid from pollution 
_by surface water, and is chargeable with the undue number of cases of diarrhrea dur-
ing the month. The causes of'thischangehavebeeninvestigated,andmeritextend~d 
-consideration. The spring from which the water is pumped into the tanks for _dis-
t,ributiou is the lower one of four in the bottom of a gulch leading into White River 
below the post. The water is collected in a tank which is sunk to a depth of_14 fe~t 
below the level of a brook that flows by it. When left to itself the water rises m 
the tank to a level well above that of the brook, and the pressure is ·outward from 
the tank. When the requirements of the post demand rapid pumping the level of t~e 
water in the tank is speedily brought far below that of the brook and the pressure 1s 
inward-brook water passes into the tank. The extension of the sewerage system 
has increased the use of water in the post, and the capacity of the spring is no lon~er 
sufficient to meet the requirements. The engineer stated the matter clearly, saym§ 
to me "I can not keep the level in the tank without pumping creek water." * * 
To secure an ample supply for the post the overflow from all the springs should be 
secured by connecting the inclosing tanks by iron pipes receiving the water at a 
level well above that of the brook, and the pumps should never be all~wed to take 
water from below that level. It will be well to surround the tanks with cement or 
-0ther impervious material to prevent the loss of spring water, for the time approa~hes 
when it will all be needed for the post; but to trust to the perfection of such devices 
for the exclusion of brook water is to trifle with public health. To secure a constant 
outward pressure by maintaining a superior level within the tank is t3:ie only met~od 
-of safety. If rapid pumping at intervals be desired, a reservoir of smtable cavacity 
and above the brook level should be provided to accumulate the overflow while the 
pump is idle. . .. 
May, 1892: The improvement in the water supply is well begun. An addit10~al 
.250 barrels an hour from another spring ah'eady obviates the necessity of pumpmg 
below the brook level. 
:E'ORT BIDWELL, CAL.-Capt. W. J. Wakeman: A. few cases of mild fever due~ ~a-
la,rial poisoning have occurred during the month. They were cause~, in my op1m~n, 
by the water. The reservoir contains a considerable amount of slimy mud, ":hich 
collects in it durmg the spring freshets when the snow on the foot hills is meltmg. 
FORT BARRANCAS, FT,A.-Capt. W. C. Gorgas: I once more call attention to the 
great need of a water supplr and urge that the water discovered in boring for a ":ell 
during the last year be utilized. All the water from the barracks and _the married 
men's quarters should be run into the cisterns; at present only half 1s collected. 
The cisterns of these two buildings frequently give out. . 
. JACKSON BARRACKS, LA.-Capt. w. C. Borden: On looking up the causes of ad~1s-
s1on to sick report we find that for the two years ending June 30, 1891, t_he leading 
·Causes were malarial fevers, diarrhea, influenza, accidents, venereal disease, and 
.alcoholism, and that, of a total of 363, nearly one-third of the entire number, 110, 
were for malarial and intestinal disease while 57 or over one-sixth, were for al-
coholic or venereal diseases. * * * F~r the malarial troubles we must look to 
lo . al causes. ~ * * The water supply of this po tis obtained from two source , 
~arn and the Mi is ippi River: The former is mainly u ed for drinking ~nd cook-
mg purposes, the latter for bathing and cleaning. The Mississippi River 1s never _a 
?1 _an stream, 3:nd_at those seasons of the year when diarrheal disea e most prevail 
it i a nearly hqmd mud as running water can be. * * * ome idea of the tate 
of the_water can be tormed when I state that having let the water stand for four 
hours rn 3: bath tub_ m my quart rs lt inches of mud were found at the lJotto~. lf 
h deposited_ mud 1s allo_wed to remain for any length of time the odor from 1t be-
. m s exceedmgly offen 1v . * * * The con truction of two lar e tank to be 
u on alt rnat cl. y , o givin , the wat r in a.ch tw uty-four hours in which to 
ttl ., would alm entir ly obviate this tro11bl . * * But tbe water u ed for 
'thrng and 1 aning purpo, , how ver obj ·tionable it may b can not be b 
an,; m an a harmful a._ iu~pur drink~ng wat •r. . ' . 
fr h r u tl for clrmkm,,. nd uhnar T purpo i rainwater drawn a r qmred 
om 1 rg wo d n rag auk , whi ·h are attached to each ct of barrack and 
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quarters beino- supplied by them from the intermittent rainfall upon ~hei_r roofs. 
* * * 'As th0e prevailing winds are from the river the ?louds of dust raised by the 
passing of horses, vehicles, and droves of cattle are ca,r~ied towards the barrack_s to _ 
be deposited in part upon the roofs of the houses. Durrng the past summer pe~10ds 
of drought of nineteen, twenty-six, twenty-sev~n, twenty-one, fifteen,. and thirty-
seven days occurred. In May a.lone there are thirty dry days, there bems- but one-
fourth inch of rainfall during the entire month. During these long penods of dry 
weather, the dust, composed of pulverized eart~ and animal excreme_uts, to_g~ther 
with soot from the chimneys, dead leaves, and msects, and the dropprngs of birds, 
steadily accumulates upon the roofs; then com~s a rain and sweeps the accumul~-
tions into the cisterns. That water so contammated can be pure or wholesome 1s · 
impossible, particularly when decomposi~ion is f3:vored by the heat ?f the south~rn 
sun acting upon the cisterns for long penods of time between the rams, when with 
the'exception 0f the occasional withdrawal of the water it remains stagnant, and 
anyone who has seen the accumulated matter which is withdrawn when the cisterns 
are cleaned can come to but one conclusion in regard to water in which such matter 
has accumulated. The matter withdrawn is large in quantity, black, and most re-
pulsive in odor. It consists of the precipitated matter swept into the water from 
the roofs, the organic portions of which are undergoing decomposition. * * * 
So badly is the water tainted in this way that it is sometimes plainly detected by 
the taste and smell, as well as by color. In the case of one cistern during the past 
summer the water was so obviously impure that the cistern had to be entirely 
emptied and thoroughly cleaned, and the water in the other cisterns differed from 
that in the one mentioned only in degree. * * * Its use for drinking and culi-
-nary purposes should be superseded by that of distilled water. * * * A service 
of four years in the south, stationed at points supplied with both natural and dis-
tilled water has firmly impressed me with the belief that we must look to a use of 
the latter for a lowering of the sick rates for malarial and intestinal diseases, and I 
am firmly of the opinion that the general use of distilled water would not only de- · 
cidedly reduce the sick rate at ·this post, but at those others where a large number 
of the admissions to sick report are for these diseases. Therefore my recommenda-
tions are that two tanks, each of sufficient capacity to furnish this post with water 
for twenty-four hours, plus a sufficient space for sediment to accumulate, be erected, 
and that an oil eliminator and condenser be attached to the engine, that distilled 
water may be supplied for drinking and cooking purposes. 
FORT MONROE, V A.-Maj. R. S. Vickm·y: The water supply of the post is of in-
ferior quality. The rainwater is stored i_n good condition and at present is abund-
ant for drinking and cooking purposes, for which the other water which is pumped 
from wells beyond Mill Creek can not be used. The latter is not only hard, but 
brackish and with a decided saline taste, not suitable even fo1· bathing and washing 
purposes. 
CAMP OKLAHOMA, OKLA.-Col. B. J. D. Irwin, Medical Director: The water for 
use of the command is procured from a cfotern owned by the railroad company. A 
privy for use by the railroad employes has been recently erected, and it is feared 
that it will endanger the purity of the water through leakage. A spring only a 
short distance from the quarters could be used by piping the water to the garrison. 
FORT W AllREN, MASS.-Capt. P. R. Egan: The amount of water is insufficient and 
the quality not good. A search through the hospital records shows that every medi-
cal officer stationed at this post for years past has called attention to the unsatis-
factory condition of the water ~mpply. The only outcome of their efforts has been 
the expenditure two years ago of several thousand dollars in the sinking of a well 
and the erection of an engine and a water tank. This attempt to increase the supply 
has, however, been a complete failure. Our la.st condition is worse than our first, and 
is at present simply deplorable. The well from which most of the garrison obtains 
its drinking water went dry a few days since. None of the wells have been cleaned 
in the memory of any one at this post, and this particular well stands within a few 
reet_ of the drain ~hich _carries off the soil wate~ from that part of the garrison. It 
1s simply faced with buck and covered over w1th boards. The recent heavy rains 
and those to come will wash all the filth from the soil into it. The supply for the newly 
erected officers' quarters is by rainwater from the roof stored in cisterns. So far as 
I can lear1;1 these cisterns have never been c~eaned. The roofs, too, are black and 
tarry lookmg, and covered with autumn leaves which get mixed up with the rainfall. 
This water is distributed into the houses in lead pipes, leaving those who occupy 
these house~ at the me~cy of their serva?-ts to do all their cooking with leao water. 
No one will be surprised to hear that m the presence of such a water supply there 
has hardlybeenan officer's quarters in which there have not during the past month 
been several attacks of intestinal disorder and abdominal p~in, or attacks ofnause~ 
and severe abdominal. pain accompanied by intestinal disturbance. In some in-
stances these troubles have become so continuous as to render the affection chronic 
A similar condition prevails among the men and their families, and equally bad re~ 
I 
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ports come from the c~ti~ens _employed by the engineers. As all do not drink water 
from the same source 1t 1s eVIdent that all the water on the island is of a similar 
character. _In fact it is is only necess_ary to drink a few glasses of it to suffer ~s 
above described. It would not surprise me if, after the low level of the water 1u 
the wells, the heavy rains brought abdominal troubles of a serious nature. The 
remedy for all this has been pointed out repeatedly. Obtain water from the city 
supply on L~ng Island. Another costly failure like that of two years ago would 
pay for the pipes and labor necessary to give us a good and permanent water sup-
ply. In my opinion the water on this island is not capable of being inlproved, and 
a supply must finally be obtained from other sources. The failure to obtain it two 
years ago would seem to fully justify me in this belief. 
Col. R. P. Hiighes, Inspecto1·-Gen.eral: The project submitted two years ago for bring-
_ing water t.o this post from the Old Woman's Home on Long Island is probably the 
most feasible plan and is entirely practicable. * * * The pipe conducting the 
Boston supply to the Old Woman's Home I think is only four inches. The pressure 
is represented to be but twenty pounds at that place. Under this condition of 
things it would be necessary to erect a distributing tank at Fort Warren, for, dur-
ing the day, when Boston is drawing heavily on the supply, Fort Warren would 
probably get very little water. In other words, the condition at Warren would be 
permanently about such as we have at Governor's Island during the heated tei:m of 
summer. With a large storage and distributing' tank, that will :fill during the mgh~, 
there should be little or no trouble. But to return to the inchoate project. If it 
is a possible thing, fortified places and more especially islands should be pre-
pared to meet emergencies, and dependence upon a water supply carried throug~ a. 
small pipe for two miles and across the main water channel is not in accordance ~1th 
this requirement. A reasonable supply of good fresh water has been obtamed 
about Boston by sinking a well; other instances have secured a liberal supply of 
water that was slightly brackish. . 
FORT MISSOULA, MONT.-Lieut. Chas. E. Woodruff: The high wa_ter has ~)C~as1on-
ally render ed the river water full of sediment of vegetable and mmeral ongm, and 
in the absence of any appa,rent cause :for the large number of cases of diarrhea 
during this time it is probable that the water was at fault. The sediment can only 
be removed by the construction of a settling reservoir which is impracticable for the 
great cost. Otherwise the water is apparently excellent. . . 
FORT Du CHESNE, UTA.H.-Capt. S. Q. Robinson: The water 1mpply_ as d1stri}:>uted 
is sufficient, but, owing to the rise in the river increasing the orgamc and ID:mera.l 
matter, is not of as good quality as at last report. Still there bas been no illness 
clearly attributable to this cause. I am informed, however, that las~ y~ar at the 
Government sawmill dia,rrhea of a mild type was quite common ull:til high wat~r 
s·ubsided. During a recent visit there I recommended to the officer m charge puri-
fication of the drinking water by permanganate of potash with subsequeu~ :filtra-
tion, a method requiring but little labor or attention, demanding only the simplest 
contrivance, and which under almost exactly similar circumstances I have found 
effective. 
FORT CUSTER, MONT.-.Maj. J. C. G. Happe1·sett: Water supply from Little ~ig 
Horn Riyer ;pumped into a la~ge ~ank and distributed by pipes. Water alkaline 
and varyrng m degree as the nver 1s high or low. . 
FORT AP.A.CHE, Amz.-Lieut. Philip G. WaleB: The amount distributed I cons1~er 
insufficient, there not being enough taps in the southern portion of the post to give 
the ilil.habitants thereof an excuse for uncleanliness and not enough water to do the 
irrigating, which latter tends to improve both the appearance and health of ~he po t . 
~s to quality, the water js bad; the source of supply being either con~ammated or 
habl~ to be so, and the mode of obtaining it from the river (an open ditch p~rhap 
800 or 900 yaTds long) decidedly objectionable. A surface drain from the eng~eer' 
quarters leads directly into the ditch, and his privy bein~ situ~ted at a much higher 
level tha~ the canal can reasonably be supposed to contribute its quot~ to the aque-
ous constituents. ~ single case of typhoid fever in these quarters or _m c~mp upo_n 
t1?-e :!lat through which the canal runs would be liable to cause an epidemic of t~i 
disease. . attle have free access to the ditch for its whole length and C3'.n ~e l;v di -
charge urrne _and dung into it. Every few days the water used in rrngatrnt; a 
:fi~ld_ a shol't distance above the post is turn.eel into the river with the result ~ftur-
m hrng to our water a considerable quantity (and I pr ume dissolved) of mmeral 
ancl veg table matter as well as any :filth which may have been thrown upon_the 
land_. The CUITent of the river is so swift that any objectionable materials are rapidlv 
earn ~ down before the oxidizing action of the atmo phere can have time to render 
th m rnno_cuo~s, co:n qu ntly it is highly important to r emove any probable ourc 
0
~ ntammatlo? e1th ~ below the point from which the wat r i drawn or a grea 
dis~an~e above it. 1;1- unpure water is acknowledged by authorities to be the dir 
~~h~;hr. ct cau ?f d1anhea, dy ent ry, malarial fever, typhoid fever, chol ra, an_d 
es which, howev r, would not be expected to occur at this post, and 1 
I 
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can contain the eggs or embryos of some form of intestinal worms; it is desirable 
therefore to pay particular attention to it. , . 
.A.itgust: In this connection I would s~ate that 28 cases of _diarrhea have occurred 
during the past month amongst the enlisted men of the garr;,son, and 3 amongst the 
camp followers, due, in my opinion, to the impure water. . 
FORT RENO, OKLA.-Capt. John L. Phillips: !he character. of th~s supply would 
be greatly improved by a suitable number of c1s~erns for ~ton;1g ram water. 
Col. B. J. D. Irwin, Medical Director: An artesian '!ell 1s bemg constructed a_t the 
postrwith a view to reach the watershed_ t_hat has its ?utfl?~ at Caddo_ Sprmgs; 
the ~onstruction of cisterns before determrnmg the pract1cab1hty of securmg water 
by that means would be premature at this ti~e. . . . 
Capt. Phillips: I underst,and that the artesian well, so called, wh1?h 1s still onl! 
a well in name, was commenced about a year ago, and though there 1s an appropri-
ation available for extending it several hundred feet ueeper, as a s_ource of water 
supply it is a very uncertain quantity. At present there are three sources of water 
supply here, and in enumerating I will not conside~ the three or f~~ cisterns, 
which, as sources of general supply, are not to be considered. 1st.- The river water 
from the North Canadian, which so far_ has been abundant, but is objec~fo~able o_n 
account of its hardness and the quantity of sand and mud suspended m it. It 1s 
useless as potable water, and under ordinary circumstances would be usele_ss for 
any domestic purposes. 2. The well water from the well on the southwest side of 
the main parade is another source of supply which was condemned as potable water 
by chemical analysis several years ago, and under any circumstances would be sus-
picious on account of the shallowness of the well. 3. The water from Caddo 
Springs, which is, I believe, considered very good, but on account of the distance 
of the springs from the post, :five and a fraction miles, the procuring of it in but 
small and insufficient quantities, with the means at command, is impossible, in-
asmuch as it has to be hauled in small kegs every day by wagon; the only possible 
suggestion I have to offer in solution of .the water problem at this post is one that 
has been made before, and I belie;ve objected to on account of the expense of the 
undertaking-that is, to build tanks or reservoirs. at Caddo Springs and conduct the 
water from them to the post by means of a main or mains. 
Col. Irwin: As pure water is an essential requisite for a permanent military station 
Fort Reno should secure a supply at as early a date as possible. The water hauled 
by wagon from Caddo Springs, 5 miles distant, and on the offside of the turlmlent 
North Fork, Canadian River, which becomes impassible by sudden rise in its vol-
ume, should be conveyed to the post by a proper system of piping. An effort to 
reach potable water by boring has been defeated by the breaking of the boring ma-
chine after going down some 400 feet. The contractors have commenced drilling at 
another point. In view of the heavy rainfall (30.29 inches) within the summer cis-
terns should be constructed as an auxiliary in supplying water to the post. 
FORT STANTON, N. MEx.-Capt. J. M. Banister, July: The qualitJ of the water has 
been poor of late in consequence of surface drainage into the well from which the 
water supply is obtained. The mouth of the well is on a level with the surface of 
the ground, and during the heavy rains and freshets which habitually occur during 
the summer months much organic matter is washed into the well, thus contaminat-
ing the water supply. Recently the well was nearly :filled with foul water and mud 
in consequence of a sudden rise of the Bonito. As a consequence bowel troubles 
have been very prevalent during the past month . 
.August: During the summer months here the water becomes insufficient in amount 
and of poor quality. As a result of contamination of the post well by surface drain-
age and by its being flooded at times during the per:i.odical overflows of the Bonito, 
and thus filled with foul mud and wa.ter, diarrheal disorders have been very preva-
lent of late. A new well farther from the stream is needed. 
Lieut. N. S. Jarvis, Decernber: Work upon the new well has been discontinu~d for 
the present, the contract estimate of 45 feet in depth having been reached with but 
little depth of water. 
Capt. J. M. Banister, March, 1892; The new well has been dug to a depth of 59 
feet, but a sufficiently large stream bas not been encountered. This well should be 
dug at least 25 feet deeper. I think that a hold stream will be encountered within 
this distance. The water obtained· from the old well evidently comes from the 
Bonito and not from an independent underground stream. 
S.A.N CARLOS, ARiz.-Lieut. Philip G. Wales: The water for drinking and other pur-
poses is derived from a well 15 feet deep, dug within 300 yards of the San Carlos 
River near its junction with the Gila, and is ample in quantity. Its quality has not 
been determined, as no chemical analysis has been made to my knowledge. It pos-
sesses a brackish alkaline taste, and contains considerable chlorides (probably due 
to passage through salt-bearing strata), also organic matter in excess. 
There was a large increase in diarrheal diseases over the ~year preceding. 
Whether this was entirely the result of the impure condition of the water, or whether 
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other causes were not i~strume_ntal in its_production, I am not prepared to say. The 
water, as a rule,. found m the Gil~ Valley is far from satisfactory, and I do not believe 
even an approximately pure article can be obtained except from artesian wells. 
FORT CANBY, W ASH.-Col. C. C. Byrne: Surface water collected in two tanks and 
one reservoir, also rain water collected in cisterns. Quality of surface water not 
·good. * . * * .I am informed that steps are about to be taken by the post com-
m~nder with a view to a better supply of water from a spring situated nearly two 
miles from the post. 
FORT MYER, VA.-Maj. R.H. White: Analysis of the water supplied by the three 
wells was made at my request at the Surgeon-General's labora.tory on October 9, 
1889, with satisfactory results in each case. It must be remembered, however, that 
it is surface water, and liable to give different results at different times. The qnes-
tion may thus arise whether steps mio-ht not now be taken to connect Fort Myer 
with the distributing reservoir of the ~ity of Washington, the relative altitudes of 
which are 220 feet and 160 feet, respectively. 
In a recent special report Surgeon White remarks: 
The supply is now so small as to render water too precious for adequate bathing 
and the use of it is shut off or practically prohibited for twelve hours of the_day. 
* ,. * The water now supplied to Fort Myer is surface water, which is as vanable 
in quality as in quantity; and is notoriously a prolific source of typhoid fever a~d 
other contagious diseases. That the soil through which this water percolates IB 
now and will remain polluted is obvious from its having been the site of an old camp, 
from the vicinity of the ever more populous Arlington Cemetery, and from the large 
human and animal population now at Fort Myer. 
MOUNT VERNON BARRACKS, ALA.-Maj. C. E. Munn: Regarding the water supply, 
the quality of which has been under discussion, permission was obtained to forward 
to the Surgeon-General's Office a sample from the reservoir for analysis. The officer 
to whom this duty was assigned reported the water as being of "very good q1;1-ality," 
but. considering the condition of the rel3ervoir, and the old and worn tubmg and 
tanks, a water board was ordered, of which the post surgeon was a member. The 
board recommended the sinking of a large well, which pian was approved by the 
department commander, and the well is being sunk by the contractor. 
FORT SHERIDAN, ILL.-Maj. A. C. Girard: An analysis of the water supply, ?Jade 
by Prof. J. H. Long, College of Pharmacy, Chicago, shows "that the supply 1s. not 
as pure as it should be, and that the cause is the proximity to ~he sho;e ?f the orifice 
of the intake pipe." * * * Another possible source of disease 1_s m the water 
tank in the water tower. The supply pipe originates 10 inch~s from ~ts ~ottom, and 
below it all the sediment in the water is collected as a dark shme, which 1s no doubt 
permeated with disease germs. This slime can only be removed by bein~ hoisted in 
buckets to the top of the tower and thrown out of the window, a laborious, filt!1-Y, 
and incomplete job. The remedy is an outlet at the bottom of the tank, connectmg 
by a bran~h with the overflow pipe. . . 
Col. Charles R. G1·eenleaf: Concerning the water supply, Cap1, Miller, assist.ant 
quartermaster, stated that there was a drainage cap over the end of the supply pipe, 
and he thought that the character of the water had better be examined :3it frequent· 
intervals until the authorities were definitely satisfied that the supply pipe wa . not 
long enough, when it would be an easy matter to add to it as much length a~ m1~ht 
be deemed necessary. In view of the facts, and the added one that the ~xar~nnat10_n 
of the water by Dr. Mew failed to show any evidence of sewer contammat1on, thIB 
suggestion was adopted. . 
FORT SCHUYLER, N. Y.-Maj. W. D. Wolverton: Qualityofwatersupplyfair, qu~n-
tity insufficient, a condition of affairs which, it is expected, will be shortly re11:1edied 
by an abundant supply of good drinking water furnished in pipes already rn the 
ground from Westchester County . 
. JEFFERSON BARRACKS, Mo.-Maj. D. G. Caldwell: The water supply during _a p_or-
t10n of the month has been insuffi ient, but was partially remedied by. estabh. hrn 
a. t_emporary pumping station at the junction of the depot and city mam. Thi de-
ficient water supply occurs every year during dry hot weather, and can probabl 
only- be preve;'}te~ hr laying a new main from the city rese~oir_ to join ~he d 
mam at the c_1ty limits; the present city main bas so many distnbutrng pipe t 
the pre sure i removed befor it reache the barrack main. 
B J E BARRACK ' lDATIO.-Capt. H. P. Birmingham: Complaint having been ~ 
tba th water nppli d by the water company of Boise City smelled badly at tun 
and :was unfit for use I investigated the matter and found that in tho e part of 
garn on ~uppli ~ by terminal pipes, or where the water for any reason wa a~o 
to t n~ m th pipe for a on iderable len"'th of time the water became t,irbrd 
had a <h. ~gr a.bl odor, tbi condition di° appearini if the water wa allow 
run uffi. 1 n~ly l ng. I 11;1a ea chemical analysi of the water and found far 
an xamma ion of th t kmd would nable me to determine it to be a good po 
ater, tho total h rdness representing only 4.91 grains of carbonate of lime 
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allon all of which comes under the head of removable hardness. The ?r~anio 
~atte; in grains per gallon is .049, an~ this is_ of undoubtedly vegetable ongm. I 
believe that the stagnation of water m the pipes and the ~onseque1;1t bad odor _are 
owing to the absence of a "blow off" arrangement for cleansmg the pipes and mams, 
and recommend that the attention of the water company be called to the,.JI1atter: 
DAVIDS JSLA1'1D, N. Y.-Maj. J. R. Gibson: Water supply abundant,. but durmg 
the past two or three weeks of inferior quality, the taste and odor bemg very ~n-
pleasant. The water is supplied b;y- the water company of New Rochelle. In its 
present condition it can not be considered good potable water. . . 
COLUMBUS BARRACKS, OHio.-Capt. A. A. De Lojfre_: The qual~ty ?f the water 
Bupplied is not what it should be. It is very h~rd, wluch. ma~es it difficult to use 
for cleaning purposes and objectionable for cookmg. I believe it to be a pure water, 
bowev~r, and suitable for drinking. . . 
FORT BRADY, MICH.-Lieut. Paul Clendenin: The water for the po~t ~s obtamed 
from a hydrant of the Sault de Ste. Marie Water Company situated w1thm 100 ~eet 
of the rear of the barracks and carried in barrels, in a wagon in summer and a sleigh 
in winter, to the various kitchen doors; here it is transferred °!lY m~ans of buck~ts 
to other barrels ready for use. Hence it wil~ be seen ~hat th_e water 1s handled t'!ice 
before being placed in a receptacle convement for 1mID:ediate use, an expensive, 
laborious, uncleanly, and unwholeso~e ~rrangem~nt .. Wit~ all the care of frequent 
cleansin<T of the barrels and buckets 1t 1s well mgh 1mposs1ble to keep them clean, 
and the frequency with which the kitchen barrels are filled with new and fresh 
water depends on the frequency with which they are emptied and cleaned before re-
filling These barrels are kept inside the kitch_ens in winter to I?W!ent their freez-
ing and are here exposed to the more or less tamted atmosphere mc1dent upon such 
a piace, absorbing the odor and taste of cooking meats and vegetables as well as 
the emanations from the lungs and skin of the cooks; furthermore there is consider-
able water spilled in :filling the barrels, and this increased by the leakage caused by 
the warping of the barrels in the warm rooms makes an untidy floor. In summer 
the barrels are kept out of doors, but here they invite the thirsty dog or other animal 
to dip in his dirty muzzle, for my observations at several "water wagon posts" lead 
me to say not that water barrels can not be kept covered, but that they will not. 
But it is not my purpose to enter upon any argument to prove the disadvantages of 
this system of water supply but rather to place upon record at this time the exact 
state of affairs. * * * An investigation led to the discovery of a break in the 
ingress pipe not far from the shore of the shallow bay through which it runs. I also 
learned that the water is taken from the ship canal and not from the rapids as I had 
understood. Last year there was a break in the lock and navigation was delayed 
for several days, during ':~ich the ~anal was full of waiting vessel~. Following this 
there was a &'reat deal of srnkness m the ~own, 300 ca~es of typhoid fever being re-
ported. While I am not_ able to trace a direct conn_ection betwee;11 t!1e vessels tying 
up at the source of the city water supply and the sickness the comc1dence is to say 
the least, remarkable. As this accident ma,y occur again at any time and be'cause I 
do not think the canal a proper source from which to obtain the water I respect-
fully su?mit ~hat the Governme~t shoul~ insist o!l t~e extensioD of the ~upply pipe 
of the city water system to the river before entermg mto a contract with the water 
company for supplying the new post with water. I feel positive that a suggestion 
on the part of the proper authorities would have the desired effect as I understand 
that the extension referred to has been proposed in the city council and lost only on 
account of the money not being then available. 
{?AMP ~AGLE PASS, TEX_,-;-Lieut. Ogden Rafferty: The water is supplied from the 
ne1ghbormg t_own, wher~ 1t 1s procured from well_s that are ~unk on the river bank 
and pumped mto tanks m the town. The water 1s brought mto camp each da b 
the water _wagon and left in the barrels at o~r door. The water although hard ls Jr 
good quality and seems to meet the demand m quantity. · 
May: The water has been of unusually hard quality throuo·h the month owin to 
the heigh~ of Pecos River, which empties into the Rio Gra~de north of this plfce 
In the v~lage of Eagle Pass several cases of dysenteric diarrhea have been attrib~ 
uted to this cause. The water barrels are a constant source of trouble The 
are frequently_ knocked off at. n~ght and in the morning are found s.;armin c~f[h 
embr~o mosquitoes. The proxinnty of the town to the camp solves the water qfestion 
~o easi~y tha~ I would strongly urge that pi_pes ~rom th_e _c~ty water works be brou ht 
immediately mto the camp with such termmatmg facilities as to furnish a b · th g d 
a glass of clean water to all. a an 
FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANs.-Dr. Mew, analytical chemist reports on th t 
supply:_ It can no~ be condemned as polluted by sewage untii it can be sho-!!ts 
companso~ to be m excess of what may be found above the post and at · t f Y 
from possible excreta. The albuminoid ammonia is out of' all at_p-Oin ree 
hl · 'd f · ·· , · propor 10n to the c orme as evi el!-ce ? contammatiou and suggests the probabilitv that it · · 
due to atmospheric mtrogen compounds and in l)art doubtless to t'h d 18 m_p:1rt 
e ecompos1t10n 
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of veg(}table matter, a fact which, considered along with the very muddy condition 
of the water, ought to make it a very fertile cause of bowel disorders. Whatever 
be the ~ource of the large amount of albuminoid ammonia and holding the question 
of possible sewage contamination sub fudice, it is quite certain that such water is not 
fit for drinking purposes for man or beast. 
Samples taken from the river above all possible contamination from the post were-
reported by Dr. Mew to have been duly analyzed with negative results, the post 
supply being quite as good organically as that collected above any possible source 
of contamination from the post; "but that it is unfit for human use in its present 
muddy state admits of no doubt." 
Maj. John Brooke: The ordinary sewage matters are doubtless diluted, oxidizedy 
or otherwise broken up to such an extent as to be inappreciable at the pumping 
station. With living disease germs jt would be different. The excretions- from a. 
single case of cholera at the post would, through the water supply, be sufficient to 
infect the entire post, the military prison, and the town of Leavenworth. The sam-
ples for analysis were taken at a time when the river was about at a medium as ~e-
gards muddiness. When at its lowest the wa.ter, as delivered at the .post, is turbid. 
I-t' is always offensive to the sight, and when heated, drawn from a hot-water boile!y 
the liberated gases make it offensive to the senses of taste and smell: For this 
water the Government formerly paid $6,000 per year. Last autumn a meter was put 
in the main and the cost consequently varies. For the last two months it was some-
what less than $500 each, but for the year it will no doubt reach the former sum of 
$6,000. .A. supply of better water could be had by pumping from the river ab?ve 
the post and subjecting it to thorough sedimentation; but the number of settling 
basins required for t.110 purpose would probably make the cost excessive. There 
vy-ould appear to be no known reason why a sufficient supply of good water can not 
be had by means of wells. The perfect success in that direction attained at Fort 
Riley will certainly warrant the expenditure of sufficient money to test the matter 
here. The military prison is interested equally with the post, and I judge that all 
the ordinar"'Y unskilled labor needed to make the experiment could be had from that 
so:urce. )Vith that assistance the skilled labor and appliances nec~ssary to. deter-
mme whether or not sufficient water Cl uld be found would certamly not mvolve 
many thousands of dollars. . 
Ma}. Charles S-mm·t: The analysis submitted in this report presents the _ordinary 
results yielded by the river water at its bad seasons. The amount of orgamc matter 
natural to the water is so great that the inflow of the sewage of F_ort Leavenw~rth 
becomes swamped in the o-eneral impurity and can not be determmed by chenucal 
analysis. The danger is there, as Dr. Brooke says, but it exists above the post, and 
sedimenting would give no greater security than taking the water from b~low the 
post and sedimenting, as is now clone. I believe there are sedimenting basrns con-
nected with the Leavenworth supply, although Dr. Brooke does not mention them. 
The question then becomes the general one of whether the river water is a ~roper 
source of supply. The answer is: not if a purer one can be obtained. Memphis had 
at one time a very impure supply from Wolf River, and plans and e~timates were 
made to bring in the Mississippi water for the relief of th~ city! and.this W?uld have 
been_ done, but that the expense of overcoming the engmeermg chfficulties wa so 
great. Although Memphis is much lower on the river than Leavenworth a1;1~ has 
consequently a larger quantity of sewage in the water of the river, the c1t1zens 
w~re ready to welcome the water as an improvement on the water they were then 
usmg. From the sanitary point of view the best water admissible shoul_d be pro-
cured for Fort Leavenwo1·tb but as financial consiuerations have necessarily a con-
trolling influence in all such propositions these have to be taken jnto accou~t ... ince 
the ".78:ter rental now paid is so high it might be well to consider the possibility of 
obtammg a local supply from deep wells as suggested in the report. . 
Col. B. J. D. I!·win, rnedical clireotor: The water supply received through the city 
water company 1s taken from the Missouri River only a short distance belo~v the 
outle~ of the post drainage. It has been analyzed by the Government cheroi t ~ 
Washmgto1;1 and pronounced polluted and unfit for use by man or animals. .At tht 
large and important station a supply of pure water is essentially nece sary to pr -
serve the health of the tation. It is believed that as at Fort Riley this could. 
secured a~ a. mod~rate cost of labor by the inexpensive system of well-driving earn 
out so sat1 factonly at that station. -
FORT Lo~~' CoLO.-Ma}. R . .M. 0' Reilly, A.ng1ist: The entire water supply of 
P t for drmkmg and. cooking purposes as well as for drainaO'e is pumped from 
art ian well . At an;r time an accident may totally cut offtltl supply, and th~ co. -
9u. n 8 can 'l?e r acl1ly n. The main of one of tho Denver water companl 1thrn . h rt d1 tan f h ro aml a am a ur of pr caution Ir c romend that 0 i~rti ~ b macfo a. w uld. in an m rg ncy keep tbe post suppli cl. . 
e. t~ r th 11 th: l6t~1 tbe wat r upplv fail cl, one w 11 having apparently ca,ed 
r b mg d1 abl d owing to the breaking of a. valve a-ta depth of - ., f 
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On the 21st I addressed another letter to the commanding officer asking his serious 
attention to the condition of the water supply and recommending that connection be 
had at once with the main of the water company, and stating that the matter was of 
vital importance and r~quired immediate action. _From the 16th to the presen~, water _ 
for culinary and drinkmg purposes has been furmshed by a water wagon which pro-
cured the supply from a common hydrant in the adjacent village. But there has been 
none for :flushing drains, save a limited quantity pumped with 'great difficulty from · 
the choked well, and to-day it is reported that that source is exhausted. Under these 
circumstances the water-closets, bath-tubs, sinks, boilers, and water backs are use-
less. Cooking is badly done on account of the danger of accident to water backs and 
boilers from hot fires. If the sewers are not choked now they soon will be, and there 
are cases enough of typhoid fever at the post to make the place poisonous for the 
future. 
Steps were taken to connect the supply system of the post with the Citizens Water 
Company of Denver; 
FORT BROWN, TEx.-Maj. Calvin De Witt: The water supply is pumped by steam 
engine from the river into settling tanks and afterwards distributed in pipes; it is 
used for all purposes except drinking; distilled water from the ice machine is sup-
plied to the entire garrison for this purpose. The post and its surroundings have 
not changed since the remarks in the report of the Surgeon-General of the Army, 
1889, pages 27 and 28. Since then I am informed by the post surgeon, who has made 
<Jareful examination of the records from the time he reported for duty, there has 
been a steady diminution in the percentage of sick to the command. At the date of 
inspection there was but one enlisted man in hospital for injury, none for disease. 
Since 1890 distilled water has been supplied for drinking purposes. Ice is and has 
been freely used by the enlisted nien and in the hospital. To this the post surgeon 
attributes in a great degree this immunity from disease, stating that when the men 
<Jome, into barracks tired and hot from outside duty they find plenty of clean, clear, 
and cool water to refresh them, and the temptation to cross the fence to neighboring 
saloons, where cool beer and other alcoholic drinks are sold, is removed, and thus 
they escape many forms of disabling disease. -
FORT RINGGOLD, TEXAS.-Maj. Calvin De Witt: The waterworks are very complete 
and give an abundant supply. The water is pumped from the river into a settling 
tank (80,000 gallons capacity); when clear, drawn into a tank ofsimila,r capacity, but 
lower in lev: 1; thence pumped by a second engine to four distributing tanks of 
16,000 gallons each, and conveyed from them by pipes. This water is used for an 
purposes except drinking; drinking water, which has been given to all the garrison 
since the fall of 1886, is obtained by a steam condensing coil connected with the ice 
machine. * * * The post surgeon, Capt. J.E. Pilcher, is of the opinion (based 
on an examination of the records) that sickness at the post has been reduced at least 
one-half since the issue of distilled water for drinking purposes, and it has proved 
to be a most important sanitary measure. He also believes his opinion is confirmed 
by the fact that it is only after detached service away from the post that there is an 
increase of sickness, and especially those diseases caused by malaria. He also states 
that since he a,ssumed charge he could trace all cases of malaria as originating away 
from the post and not to local causes. The value of distilled JVater for drinking pur-
poses is evident, aml I agree with Capt. George H. Tomey, post surgeon at Fort 
Brown, in the opinion that if the enlisted men, after being heated by drill and fatigue 
or other duty, could find at their barracks a plentiful supply of this pure, clear, and 
clean water, made cool and refreshing with pure ice, it would ha,e the great addi-
tional advantage of preventing much deleterious beer drinking. 
At many other posts the decrease of malarial diseases has been as-
cribed to the use of a pure water supply. It becomes a question there-
fore whether it would not oe advisable tb issue ice-machines with an 
attached condenser to such posts as have a surface water supply of 
doubtful purity in order to provide them with pure water for drinking 
and cooking. I commend this suggestion f0r favorable consideration. 
In connection with the foregoing subjects I desire to submit a recom-
mendation. The construction and improvement of our military posts 
are matters of so much importance as to merit consideration by boards 
of officers before commencing work on the plans that may have been 
pre ented. Moreover, on account of the sanitary considerations con-
nected with the selection of site, construction of post buildings, with 
their heating, lighting and ventilation, drainage, se-r:erage, and water 
supply, the medical department should be represented on these boards. 
The special training and experience of the military surgeon give weight 
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to his o;;>inion on . almo~t any question likely to be submitted to _such 
boards m connect10n with the plans when viewed from the sarutary 
standpoint. It is better to build well from the first than to have to 
make alterations in a completed structure. These are always expen-
siv~ an~ seldom satisfactory. The approval of a board before final 
action is taken would tend to eliminate mistakes and lessen the ne-
cessity for future changes. I therefore recommend that the plans of 
aJ.l buildings hereafter to be constructed, of alterations to be made7 or 
of sanitary improvements to be instituted at our military posts be sub-
mitted to a board of officers, one member of which shall be a medical 
officer.-
FOOD .A.ND COOKING. 
Few complaints of the quality of articles of food were reported dur-
ing the year, and these related only to potatoes and fresh beef. ~he 
deterioration of the former was probably in part due to defective 
storage, while the inferior quality of the latter was ~he usu~l. c_onse-
quence of the absence of grazing at certain seasons m the vicmity of 
some posts in the Department of Arizona. . 
The preparation and serving of food were, however, the obJects of 
important criticism. There is no doubt that general or post messes 
lessen waste and give greater variety of diet, other things being eg_u_al,. 
than company messes, but the success of both depends on the ab1li~y 
of the cook. With detailed men as cooks the troops will fa~e 1?etter_m 
a company mess than in the larger establishment, because it is easier 
to find in a company a man who can cook for a small number ?f men 
than to find in a garrison one who has the ability to superVIse the 
kitchen of a general mess. When the depot at Davids Isl~nd, N. Y., 
had a competent civilian cook to superintend the work of its general 
mess there was no complaint as to the quality of the served foo_d, but 
when the kitchen was left in the hands of untrained and inexperienced 
men such complaints became of frequent occurrence. The medical 
officer indeed suggests that unless skilled cooks be provided a return 
to the system of company messes would be advisable. The de.J?ot at 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio, also appears to have felt the need of co~-
petent management and skilled cooks. Another objection to deta1~s 
from the command for the work of a general mess at a large post i 
that a change of garrison would remove from the post all them n who 
had gained experience in the management of its mes . At all large 
posts having general messes there should be permanent as ignme~t" 
of competent men to the duties of stewardship and kitchen superm-
tendence. 
A diet ~able suggested by the post surgeon and modified by a co1;1-
f~rence with the me ·s officer i now in u e at Fort Sheridan, Ill. It_ IS 
~ven_belo'_V to show the weekly bill of fare at a post where the admm-
istrat10n of the general mess appears to have made it a success. 
DAVID I LAND, N. Y.-Ma,i. J. R. Gibson: Of late attention has been attract d 
to the _g Df'ral m becau e of frequent complaints of the food. o far as my ?b-
s. rvahon xt. nd th . upply of food i. abundant, the bread ration spe ially bell~"' 
lib ral ancl o~ x pt10nally goocl qnality. Th cans s of complaint eem to be lD 
the P~ parat1on f th t od_ ancl tl1 cooking whi h certainly i not up to the tan· 
da! it wa a£ w m nth. me wh n a prof s ional ivilian cook w employe . · 
chi f. In the ren ral m at ~hi cl p t 530 men ar on an averag f~d daily._ It 1 th r. 1 ~ b xp ·t _d_tha.t th1 •an be clon by afore of untrain d cook ,~1thoo 
6 mt lhg. n up rv1 ion of h r nghlv c mp t nt and killful chi f. '1b1 wood 
ntial n t only in the int r of the con umer, but also to ecur an eco-
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nomic use of the ration and thus avoid the otherwise inevitable waste. By some, 
the cause of complaint is attributed to the method of cooking by steam, alleging 
that the food is unpalatable and not relished, and here_ it is, dou?tless, w~er~ ~he 
lack of skill is manifest. Cookery is an art, one not quickly acq mred. If 1t 1s im-
practicable to employ skilled labor in the m~nagement of this mess, the~ the only 
alternative would seem to be to reduce the size of the mess to the capacity of the 
cooks, not that the less skill is required in the preparation of food for a smaller num-
ber, but less confusion would result and more time and care would be allowed ~n the 
preparation of the meals. Ordinarily one cook to fifty or sixty men, exclusive of 
helpers, is the ratio. 
CoLUMBUS BARRACKS, Omp.-Gapt. A. A. DeLojfre: The food is composed of the 
usual Army ration and vegetables from the garden. It is abundant ancl seems to be 
fairly well cooked. There is a great deal of dissatisfaction among the men in regard 
to the food. This is due, I believe, to the want of variety, and, I understand, wailt of 
proper service. The cooks seem to have a limited experience in the art of cooking, 
the bill of fare being composed for the most part of baked beef, boiled potatoes and 
cabbage, beef stews, pork and beans. The chief difficulty at the mess, I believe, is 
the want of a competent steward and competent cooks. . 
FORT RILEY, KANS.-Maj. J. Van R. Hoff: The departure of this command would 
take out of the mess hall every man familiar with its workings. A new garrison 
would have to organize at the foundation and learn from experience what has been 
gained here by nearly three years' trial. I have reason to believe that experience 
would be a bitter one, and unnecessarily so, since with a permanent personnel (which 
might be obtajned through the instrumentality of the general service) a change of 
garrison"would not leave the mess hq,ll-as it now will-without a single man who 
knows anything of its workings. I have suggested the general service as a present 
means of attaining the end in view, but ultimately there should be a regularly organ-
ized corps, attached to the Subsistence Department, from which mess-hall and bak-
ery assignments could be made. · 
FORT SHERIDAN, ILL.-Capt. S. R. Stafford, Fifteenth Infantry, in charge of mess: 
The diet table prepared by the post surgeon involves the following expenditures per 
month for food in addition to the ration: · 
1,000 pounds fresh fish .........•.................•...........•.........••.. 
1,050 pounds fresh pork ............... ................................... . 
800 pounds ham .........•..........•. ............ , ...................... . 
640 pounds cheese ................ _ ..................................... . 
600 heads cabbage ....... ____ ........ ____ ........ . . . .............. .; ..... . 
12,:88 !~!ii1: r}:e~!~t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 










Total. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 458. 60 
One hundred dollars only can be depended upon as savings from the ration, conse-
quently an indebtedness of nearly $400 must be incurred in anticipation of profits to 
be made in the post exchange. The credit system may be a good one for general 
trade, but it is not the proper one for an army mess. The company commander does 
not expend money until savings have been made, and I believe that the statement 
would also apply to the officer in charge of the hospital mess fund. For reasons of 
economy and expediency the officer in charge should not be b ampered by a fixed diet 
table. It often happens that an accumulation of cold meat, etc., must be used for 
hash; if hash is not authorized by the diet table the meat must be thrown away. 
The table calls for hominy and sirup; on all occasions when it has been supplied 
nearly the whole quantity cooked was thrown away. The post surgeon suggests,. 
"Try gravy with it." This is not only a departure from the diet table, but also sug-
gests the necessity for experiment. Attention is invited to the fact that the cooks 
e~plo;yed in the m~ss are unskiµea. The chief cook informs me· that to get a suffi-
cient number of gndclle cakes for supper he must commence to bake them immedi-
ately after dinner. C:1bbage, which the table calls for frequently, is too expensive 
to purchase at present market rates. 
In view of the above, and in order to avoid repetition of the condition of indebt-
edness from which the mess has just been relieved, I would respectfully recommend . 
that the diet table be so revised as to show a reduction of at least $100 in the total 
expenditures for extras, and that the officer in charge · may be at liberty to make 
such changes in the table as are made necessary by the conveniences for supply 
conditions of the markets, and the amount of money available for the purchase of 
supplies. • 
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the cost of extras is figured a little too high, in my opinion, and the savings esti• 
matecl_too low (last month they were about $150). 
In view of _the great complaints formerly made about the mess, it appeared to me 
that restoration of the mess fund to a healthy condition should be gradual, hence I 
sugo-ested the diet table. _ 
I believ~ the officer in charge of the mess is correct in claiming the advisability 
of a certam amount of latitude, but it should be exercised more in the direction of 
interchange than reduction. 
As to the griddle cakes, I admit their impracticability, and would suggest corn 
bread as a substitute. . · 
I would be glad to meet the mess officers in a revision of the diet table, so as to 
make the desired reduction in cost. ' 
M:_,aj. A. C. Gira-rd: After conference with the mess officers and with their full 
approval of its .practicability, I have the honor to submit inclosed a revised diet 
table, with the recommendation that it remain in force until changes appear de-
sirable. 
It differs from the other diet table in the omission of fresh fish, ham, and one 
day's cheese (substituting th.erefor parts of the ration), and in a certain latitude 
being given the mess officers in the form of preparation of certain dishes. 
As it now stands, I am assured by the mess officers that it can be strictly adhered 




Sunday ..•..•••... Pork sausage, mush, 
bread, and coffee. 
.Monday . . • . • • . . . . Baked bash, bread, and 
coffee. 
Tuesday ..••..•.. 
Wednesday ..... . 
Thursday ...... .. 
Friday ..••..•.•.. 
Saturday ..••.••.. 
Codfish hash, potatoes, 
bread, and coffee. 
Fried bacon or pork, corn-
meal mush, bread, and 
coffee. 
BaJred hash, bread, and 
coffee. 
Codfish ha!:lh, bread, and 
coffee. 
Beefsteak, potatoes, 
bread, and coffee. 
Dinner. 
Roast pork, potatoes, pud-
ding, bread. 
Rice soup, boiled beef, tur-
b~~1/.otatoes or onions, 
Bean soup, bacon or pork, 
potatoes, and bread. 
Roast beef, muttonorveal, 
potatoes, apple sauce, 
bread. 
Pork and beans, bread, 
and coffee. 
Pea soup, boiled beef, veg-
etables, bread. 
Potato soup, roast beef, 
veal or mutton, pota-
toes, bread. 
Supper. 
Plum dough, tea, and 
bread. 
Corned beef, corn bread. 
tea. 
Irish stew, tea, and bread. 
Stewed fruit,corn bread, 
cheese, tea. 
Corned beef, friedpota~es, 
tea, and bread. 
Irish stew, tea, and bread. 
Corned-beef haab, tea, and 
bread. 
I have also the honor to recommend, after consultation with the mess office~ a~d 
careful consideration of the financial prospects of the mess, that in order to giv~. it 
the gTeat benefits accruing from the use of cows and pigs, for the purchase of which 
there is but slight prospect in the near future if the savings of the mess have to be 
depended on, that each company commander be directed to make a loan of ~75 to 
the mess for this specific purchase from his company fund, this loan to be rep_aid _Pro 
rata as the profits from the investment accrue or, in case of removal of an organ1zation, 
to be repaid from the mess fund. 
I a~ informed that all, or neaTly all, companies have this sum of money on hand 
and 1t would be clearly to the benefit of the men if this money was utilized-the 
capital remaining still as a safe investment of the company fund. 
CLOTHING. 
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by the clumsy expedient of wearing tw? pairs, or by th~ expe?siv~ on_e 
of purchasing woolen garments. The importance .of this subJect Justi-
fies the recommendatiou that woolen drawers for winter, and lighter 
undershirts for summer wear, be issued by the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment. 
H..A.BITS. 
The habits of the men as expressed by the rates for venereal disease 
and alcoholism have not improved materially during the past year, but 
the tendency is however towards continuetl improvement. See page 
4 7. Credit for beneficial effects is given to the canteens at several 
posts. Indeed, Fort Bayard, .N. Mex., is the only one from which has 
come an adverse criticism; but the increase in the rate for alcoholism 
at this post has been small, 9.43 admissions in the past year, per thou-
sand of strength, as compared with 6.85 in the previous year. 
FORT McPHERSON, GA.-Maj. P. J. A. Cleary: The habits of the men are cfoanly and 
soldierly, and I may add remarkably sober. I have been at this post since Novem-
ber last and witnessed several pay days, and have not yet heard boisterous noise or 
talk. A few years back a garrison of this size would have filled the hospital after 
each pay day; at this post a case of alcoholism in hospital is very rare, and there 
bas not been a case of alcoholic delirium since I came here. I believe this condition 
is largely if not wholly due to the excellent post canteen, or exchange; there may 
be other agents, but I believe this the most effici~nt. 
FORT WASHAKIE, WYo.-Lieut. Charles F. Mason: The good influence of the can-
teen becomes more apparent with the lapse of time, by lessening thenumberof cases 
of intoxication, through its savings improving the mess, and by its general effect 
upon the morals of the men. I am convinced it has materially lessened the number 
of days lost to the Government through sickness and injury. -
JACKSON BARRACK's, LA.-Capt. W. L. Kneedler: Much of the temporary and per-
manent disability at this post is produced by alcoholic drinks and venereal dis-
eases. Although for various causes the first attempt to establish a canteen failed 
I believe that a properly conducted canteen would lessen these evils. 
FORT BAYARD, N. MEx.-Capt. E. T. Comegys: The habits of the men are not so 
good since the establishment of the post canteen. 
F ..A.OILITIES FOR PERSON.AL CLEANLINESS. 
Most of our large posts are provided with lavatories and facilities 
for bathing with comfort, either in a bathroom attached to each set of 
company quarters or in a post bath houF3e. The latter is recommended 
for all large and permanent posts because better facilities can be pro-
cured for the outlay that would be required to support a number of 
company -bathrooms. Two objections have been raised against the post 
bath house- that its distance would deter the men from bathing as 
frequently as they do in their .company rooms, and that they would be , 
liable to catch cold after a hot bath in returning to quarters in cold 
weather. The inconvenience of having to go a short distance for his 
bath would scarcely prevent any man from bathing who was desirous 
of doing so, and those who are riot desirous of doing so would be likely 
to neglect advantages of this kind that were nearer at hand. The 
danger of catching cold in returning may be avoided by the use of the 
tepid and cold spray after a hot bath. 
At Fort Sam Houston, Tex., the post surgeon recommended the re-
moval of the bath tubs from the company barracks, and the ere~tion 
of a post bath house. This was disapproved by the post commander 
on the ground that the existing arrangements had given entire satis-
factiou . It then appeared that the object of the medical officer was 
not so much the establishment of a general bath how;;e as the removal 
' of the company bathrooms from the basement of the men's quarters. 
,I 
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J?ampness, and the possibility of defective traps, he considered objec-
tionable underneath the dormitories of the men, especially in winter 
when doors and windows were closed. His recommendation was there-
fore changed to the erection of bathrooms and lavatories immediately 
in rear of each barrack building. At Fort Sherman, Idaho, it appears. 
that the general bath house is excell~nt in all its arrangements, with 
the exception that it is provided with only one tub for each company. 
The post surgeon suggested extra tubs or sprays, but a doubt as to the 
advisability of putting any additional weight on the building led to the 
disapproval of his recommendation. At Fort McKinney, Wyo., there 
is a post bath house, but when the water in the pipes freezes in the 
winter it becomes useless. 
At seve_ral of the posts the accommodations are of the most primi-
tive character. Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex., for instance, has one bath tub 
for a troop of cavalry, and when a man desires to have what he calls a 
general police he makes a number of journeys with a bucket between 
the bath tub and the water barrels outside. Most of the men make no 
use of these bathing privileges, but, weather permitting, take to the 
river for their b~th. At Fort Spokane,Wash., Fort Du Chesne, Utah, 
Fort Niobrara, Nebr., Newport Barracks,Ky., and Fort Schuyler,N. Y., 
the arrangements for bathing are inadequate and comfortless to say the 
least. At San Diego Barracks, Cal., the company has but one bath tub 
for 50 men, and the kitchen can spare hot water for the bathroom only 
a few hours daily. One small circular tub is provided for a _company.at 
San Carlos, Ariz. It is true the Gila River is convement, b1;1-t its 
water is usually too muddy to be 11tsed as an aid to personal cleanline~s. 
Fort Ringgold, Tex., has good company bath houses with two tubs m 
each but no provision for hot water. Fort Grant, Ariz:z began the year 
with poor accommodations and no hot water, but in July a post bath 
house was constructed and immediately thereafter there was an end to 
all complaints about the personal uncleanliness of the men. Steps b~ve 
recently been taken by the Quartermaster's Department to proVIde 
Fort Washakie, Wyo., with the necessary bathing facilities. At Fort 
Brady, Mich., Capt. Paul Clendenin made an earnest effort t? procure 
bathing accommodations for the men, ultimately urging that m default 
of bathrooms at the post an arrangement should be made for personal 
cleanliness by contract at Government expense with some bathing es-
tablishment in town . 
. FORT SHERMAN, lDAHO.-Maj. A. A. Woodhull: The bath house her~ i~ the best in 
its general arrangement of any that I have seen in the Army. But it 1s perfectly 
possible to double its capacity with no other expense than that for tubs, a~d, as one 
tub for a la:r:ge company is hardly sufficient, I recommend t~at sucp. estimates be 
made. A slight screen between tht, tubs will secure the desired pnvacy. If tubs 
can not be purchased or are not desired it is perfectly practicable to add to each 
bathroom conveniences for two cold and· warm shower baths. For mere purposes of 
cleanliness a moderate shower of warm water is the most serviceable and the lea t 
expensive. Two cells for such purposes would treble the bathing capacity of each 
room. 
In an indorsement on this report the post commander states: 
The b_at~-house system works admirably. I would much prefer having the .8Y -
tern as it 1s, as any additional tubs and pipes would of necessity increase the weight 
of the structure, and I believe that is to be avoided by all means. . . 
. FORT McKINNEY, WYo.-Lieut. W. N. Suter: There is no suitable provision made 
1Il mo t of t~e company quarters for the men to bathe. ome of those who ha,e 
come f r m d1cal treatment have been in an uncleanly condition. They all tated 
~hat th Y h~cl no m a:ns of bathing. The bath house is not open, owing to.the freez-
mg of ~b . p1pe , but m col?- weather it is not altogether safe to allow its us~, 1\J° a~ ha 1,. ntract 1lln s by taking hot baths and going at once a con 1der-
e. a ch u in th ·olcl air to th ir quarter . 
Cil1P EA L , TEx.-Lieut. Ogd n Rafferty : The quantity of water, althongh 
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The provision of supplying hot water in the bathing houses and the quarters at the 
earliest possible moment is strongly urged. 
FORT GRANT, ARiz.-Capt. W. H . ..tfrthur: There is a lack of personal cleanliness 
among the men of the command, owing to the absence of proper bathing facilities. 
The difficulty in procuring hot water is one of the main causes. The boiler attached 
to the water back of an ordinary kitchen range is entirely inadequate to supply the 
amount of hot water required for the frequent bathing of the men, and many of the 
men, rather than heat their own water or bathe in cold water, dispense with bathing 
their bodies except a,t long intervals. The miserable bath houses with which the 
men here are accommodated undoubtedly tend to produce a feeling of aversion to. 
the bath tub. 
In my opinion it is very necessary that some steps should be taken without delay 
to enable the men to get an occasional bath. I have never seen soldiers brought to 
the hospital in a :filthier condition than some of the cases at this post, and the men 
themselves can not be blamed, for they are almost entirely without bathing facilities. 
!<'ORT WASHAKIE, WYO.-Lieut. Chas. F. Mason: I would again call attention to the 
lack of any bathing facilities at the post. This want is an urgent one and is felt 
most keenly during the winter months, when it is often impossible for the men to 
reach the hot springs, 2¾ miles distant. I rtJcommend that a stationary bath tub be 
placecl in each set of officers' quarters, and that spray baths, with at least two com-
partments for each, be placed in every barrack. Of course these change~ would 
n,cessitate the introduction of a sewerage system, but this could be very simple_, a 
straight pipe in rear of the barracks, emptying into the river and provided with 
an arrangement for flushing from the pump house. .Another similar and separate 
pipe should be placed in rear of the officers' quarters. . . 
Col. Dallas Bache, Medical Director: Bathing facilities should be furmshecl to this 
post for the officers and their families by bathrooms in their houses and for the en-
listed men by a bath house for general use. Such an establishment concentrates 
the distribution of water, cold and hot, and facilitates the removal of waste. 
FORT BRADY, MICH.-Capt. Paul Clendenin: The supply of water appears to be 
sufficient tor present uses, but if the bathing facilities were at all adequa~e the 
water supply would be entirely insufficient. .As previously reported there 1s b11,t 
one bath tub to each company of about sixty men. The result is that the men are 
compelled to go down town and bathe at some barber shop at their own expense. I 
most respectfully maintain that this is not right. The men are compell ~d by the_ reg-
ulations as well as common decency to keep their persons clean; and still there is no 
adequate provision made for them to do so. I earnestly recommend that a bath _house 
containing at least six, and better eio-ht, tubs be provided at th~ earliest practicab_le 
date, with i,roper facilities for heati~g the water and heating the room. Men will 
bathe frequently enough (at least such has been my observat.ion) if the mean~ for 
taking a bath are made convenient and comfortable. .And taking a bath, especially 
a sponge bath, in a drafty room, no mattbr how well heated, in this part of the 
country, with the temperature in the neighborhood of zero, is anything but a luxury. 
There are no facilities whatever for bathino- in the officers' quarters. We are com-
pelled for ourselves and our families to mal~e arrangements in the town for bathing 
at hotels or other private establishments, because, as indicated above, itis im~ossible 
to take a satisfactorybath in the quarters. As far as I can learn from unoftic!alcon-
versations with the officer in charge of the construction of the new po t at this place 
it will be fully two· years before the new quarters are ready for occupancy. I know 
how difficnlt it is to obtain anything for a post that is doometl to sp edy abaD:don-
ment; still it does appear to me that two years of use would ju tify the expenditure 
of a sufficient sum of money to put in very convenient bath tubs in each t of quar-
ter. : The outlet for waste water could be arranged with a very sharp fall and thus 
obviate the danger of the waste pipe freezing, particularly as the water would al ways 
be hot. 
Av ry comfortable bath hou e could be built for the enli ted men. nch a place 
shonl l hav . ix tub and two jet or shower baths. The wat r could b heated in a 
lar<r r rvou. n the heating stov , or, if the water is brought into tho po t, one of 
th. man : p ~ia~ stov ma le for h a ting bath water by it beinrr for cd throuah 
011 of pip m ule the tove aucl tlwnce into an upright r . ervoir could b u eel to 
1J ttn advantag . Th r ervoir Hh nl<l hold about 200 or ·250 gallons. Th room 
honld h kept w 11 _h at ~l and the men inHtrncted to pa. from the hot bath to the 
ho,~ ·r and · ol their bod1e. gradually by b ginning with a tepid spr. y and lowly 
t1~rn11_1g on the olcl :wa r-:-thi . to_prev ut ·at ·hiug cold by oing <lirectly from a hot 
1,,1th 111t th 
1
old air, a b1~<r wluch they a.r now comp 11 ,d to do. . . 
In < <·.toh r 1>t, Clend nm r omm nd d that the men should be provid d with 
mrau for ·l anlm by contract with om tabli hment in town at overnment 
·xp •n . 
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.A.THLE'.1.'IC EXERCISES. 
I desire here to urge again and earnestly the recommendation made 
in my last annual report, that at each post a systematic course of ath-
letic exercises be instituted to improve the phyRique of the men. The 
recruits are below par, and although drilling will set them up individu-
ally and move them in accord, it by no means effects a thorough devel-
. opment of all the physical powers. Besides, drills after a time become 
monotonous and, being a task, fail to interest the men. A graded course 
in gymnastics under the supervision of a qualified officer would give us 
soldiers who, besides being able to march, carry a rifle, and use it with 
preciston, would be able to run, leap, vault, swim, scale walls, hurl an 
extemporized missile with deadly force, wrestle with an enemy, or 
shoulder a wounded comrade and carry him out of danger. Young 
men take pleasure in those exercises that develop their muscular powers, 
and as the athlete cares more for his training than for viciou&.indul-
gence-such a course would reduce the prevalence of drunkenness to a 
minimum. 
FORT MISSOULA, MONT.-Lieut. Charles E. Wood1··uff: Having no amusement rooms, 
and caring little for reading, the men spend ranch time among the .adjacent rum 
shops. Their habits might be improved by the construction of a gymnasium and 
proper lounging or amusement rooms, the latter to be as addition to barracks. _ 
FORT RILEY, KANs.-Maj. John V. R. Hoff: My observation of the general appear-
ance and physique of the men of this command has still further impressed me with 
the advantages to be derived from a properly equipped and conducted gymnasium 
here. It should go without saying that a soldier (I mean the typical soldier) must 
be an athlete, and yet, save through the instrumentality of uninteresting garrison 
routine, drill, fatigue, guard, the post offero no facilities for or inducements to the 
athietic training of the officers or enlisted men. It is a rather astonishing fact that 
while all the rest of the world has gone into athletics, the Army, in this respect, re-
m~ins just where it was, or is even worse than fifty years ago. Certainly there must 
be something in physical training or it would not have taken such a hold upon the 
people and entered so laro·ely in the education of our youth. A half century ago 
athletic contests were not known in the scllools and colleges of our country, but in 
this generation these contests have become famous the world over. But who ever 
he~rd of athletic contests in our service f There is no encouragement, no facilities. 
:pnll is a task. It certainly does not give pleasure to the average enlisted man, and 
1s consequently a labor, while exercise to be most profitable must be pleasurable, 
a relief from the routine of the endless monotony of garrison duty. 
APPENDED P .A.PERS. 
In closing, I have the honor to invite attention to a series of tables 
which give in detail the statistical data on which the statements of this 
report are based. They consist of-
I. A numerical view of the effects of diseases and injury on the Army ~ 
during the calendar year 1891, as ',Ompared with the corresponding 
data of the year 1890 and of tha decade ending December 31, 1889. 
II. The relative sickness of the troops, white and colored, in the va-
rious military departments. 
_III. The military posts in each department, alphabetically arranged, 
with mean strength, admissions for disease and injury; also deaths 
and discharges, with ratios per thousand of strength for admissions and 
noneffectiveness, the averages of daily sickness, and .the meteorological 
data for the year 1891. . 
IV. A general view of the results of disease and injury at each ~f 
the various military stations, arranged in the order of their mean 
strength. 
V. Twenty posts having the highest rates of admission for the year; 
th~ said rates compared with those of 1~86-'90, inclusive. . 
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VI. Twenty posts having the highest rates of noneffectiveness during 
the year; the said rates compared with those of 1886-'90, inclusive. 
VII. Twenty posts having the highest admission rates for disease, 
-excl:a.ding venereal diseases, vaccina, and alcoholism, together with 
their ratios for deaths, discharges, and constant noneffectiveness; also 
the corresponding average rates of the Army. 
VIII. Twenty posts having the highest noneffective rates for dis-
ease, excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, and alcoholism, together 
with the average number sick daily and average duration of each case; 
also the corresponding average rates of the Army. 
IX. The military posts in each department, showing the rates of ad-
mission, death, discharge, and noneffectiveness for disease, not includ-
ing venereal diseases, vaccina, nor alcoholism. 
X. The monthly prevalence of disease among the white, colored, and 
Indian troops of the Army. 
XI. 'fhe rates, per thousand of strength, of admission, ~eath, dis-
charge, and noneffectiveness of the Army and of the troops m the sev-
eral departments for the year, as compared with those of the decade 
1880-'89, and of certain foreign armies. . 
XII. Admission rates for specific febrile diseases in various arm1~~-
XIII. Distribution of specific febrile diseases at United States mili-
tary posts during the year. . 
XIV. The distribution of pneumonia at United States military posts 
,during the year. . 
XV. Twenty posts giving the largest admission rates for malarial 
diseases, rheumatism, diarrheal and venereal diseases, respectively .. 
XVI. Twenty posts giving the highest noneffective rates for malarial 
diseases, rheumatism, diarrheal and venereal dise~ses, respectiv~ly .. 
XVII. The prevalence of alcoholism at the various posts and its m-
iluence on the effective force of the garrison. 
XVIII. Showing the loss and gain to the hospital corps for the year 
ending June 30, 1892. 
XIX. The causes and ratios of rejection among 35,050 recruits exam-
ined during the year, white, 23,725; colored, 1,325. 
Tables showing the relation of certain classes of disease and of cer-
tain specified diseases to arm of service and to the age, nativity, and 
length of service of the individual have not been prepared this year on 
account of the want of certain necessary data. These will be procured 
and the tables submitted with the next report from this office. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Hon. STEPHEN B. ELKINS, 
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Th.BLE 1.-.A numerical view of the effects of disease an<l injury in the Army du1·ing the 
calendar year 1891, as compared with the 001-respondin.g data f1·oni the reports of 1890 
and of the decade 1880-'89. 
United States Army. White. Colored. Indians. 
Ra 
Average strengths as shown by returns of the Adjutant-
*23, 896 *313 General ............................ *2, 251 
as shown by reports of the medical 
t20, 909 t2, 064 t296 department ........................ 
All admissions t-0 sick report during the year ..••••••••. 27,970 3,255 532 
·, treated in hospital ........ 13,377 1,631 185 
treated in 9.uarters ........ 13,751 1,463 346 
treated in field ............ 842 161 1 
Ratios of all admissions per 1,000 of mean strength ...... 1,337.70 - 1,577.03 1,797. 30 · 
for the previous year ...•.•••••• 1,347.28 1,732.79 .......... 
Admissions for disease . ~~~. ~~~-:~~~~~i~~ .~~~~~~. : : : : :.: : 1,482.88 1,619.34 22,921 2,614 430 
ratios per l,000 of mean strength. 1,096.23 1,266.47 1,452.70 
for the previous 
1,110.59 year . .......•.•. 1,422.98 . ......... 
for the preceding 
Admissions for injury ................... ~~~~~~.::::::::: 1,241.13 1,337.87 5,049 641 102 
ratios for 1,000 of mean strenith . 241. 47 310. 56 344. 59 
for the previous 
236. 69 year ............. 309. 81 . ......... 
for the preceding 
decade ...•...... 241. 75 281. 48 .......... 
tios per 1,000 of mean strength of cases treated in 
hospital ..•........ 639. 77 790. 21 625 
of cases treated in 
quarters ....... . .. 657. 66 708. 82 1,168.92 
of cases treated in 
N field .............. 40. 27 78 3.38 umber constantly noneffective during the year ........ 870. 86 91.07 15.50 
ratios per 1,000 of mean 
strength ....... 41. 65 44.12 52.36 





year ........... 42.19 47. 66 . ......... 
fod~~!cf !~~~~~~~- 43.50 43.44 
·········-umber of days lost on account of sickness during the 
year .............................. 317,866 33,239 5,657 
avera'ge for each man of the Army. 15. 2 16.1 19.1 
for the previous year •••••. 15.4 17.4 .......... 
for the precedin~ decade ... 15.9 15. 9 
verage number of days each case was treate .......... 11.4 10.2 10. 6 
for the previous year ..... 11.4 10 .......... 
for the preceding decade . 10. 7 9.8 
verage days treatment for patients returned to dut«li ... 9.99 8. 9 10.16 
discharged for is-
ability •....••.... 77.98 99. 58 
···---·--· who died ....... ..•. 16.11 36.31 37.50 
umber of discharges for disability ......•...•...•....•. 412 43 1 
ratios per 1,000 of mean stren1;th . 17.24 19.10 3.19 
for the previous 
N 
year ........ .... 22.43 28. 61 . ......... 
for the preceding 
decade .......... 31. 42 30. 99 
·········· umber of discharges for disease ........................ 340 42 1 
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength .. 14. 23 18. 66 3. 19 
for the previous 
N 
year ............ 20.48 22. 65 . ......... 
for the preceding 
umber f d. . . decade .......••. 27.78. 26.57 ........... 
o 1scharges for mJury ........................ 72 1 
·········· ratios per 1,000 of mean strength. 3. 01 .44 .......... 
for the previous 
year ............ 1. 95 5. 96 
·········· for the preceding 
decade .......... 3.64 4.42 ........... 
* Used in computing the ratios of deaths and discharges for the whole Army. 
tUsed in computing all ratios for the Army except those of deaths and discharges. 
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TABLE 1.-.A numerical view of the effect~ of disease and inju1·y in the Army during th~ 
calendar yea1· 1891, etc.-Continued. 
United States Army. White. Colored. Indians. I Total. 
Number of deaths from all causes ......•...•..••.....••. 195 16 2 213 
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength .... . 8.16 7.11 6. 89 8,<)5 
for the previous year . 8.40 11. 52 
-- -··· · ··· 
8.69 
for the preceding dee- 8.82 
Number of deaths from disease ...•. ~~~::::::::::::::::: 
8. 58 · 11. 01 
·········· 119 13 1 133 
ratios per 1,000 of mean ·strength .. ... 4. 98 5. 78 3.19 - 5. 03 
for the previous year . 4.88 8.74 5. 25 
· for the preceding dee- 5.89 ade .•..•...••••..••. 5. 75 7.19 ............ 
Number of deaths from injury ..........•..... . ..••..... . 76 3 1 80 
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength ..... 3.18 1. 33 3.19 3.02 
· for the previous year . 3. 52 2. 78 ........... 3.45 
for the preceding dee- 2.92 ade ......••••• .•• ~ .• 2. 83 3. 88 
·········· 
TABLE II.-The relative sickness among the troops, white, colored, and Indian, in the vari-
ous rnilitary depa1·t_me_11:ts during the yea1· 1891. 
.... 
~§ cg §t ~ 0 Admissions during the year 1891. P,a:, 0 Q.<l:> ~ 
... '"'. 
..d $S g'.;3,g~ 
b(lec:i <ii :'.lg·~ A§ H 
A.rm! by departments. A~.c:l ~8 
.,; ~ 0 ~ ~~~~ ~8 ~ ai ~ 'gJo ~ 0 Cl} ~ ~§i'; Ao ~ '1j <ii ~ ·a~.~ 
.. 
<ii <ii $ ~ ~ ~ a~-~ a, ::, 0 A ~ 't:1.-<aJ ~ O' ~ ~ E-, ,,ij E-, 
--
-----------
---[w ... 5,999 4,759 4,418 11 7,778 1,410 9,188 1,531.59 42. 58 
East •••.••••••••••. f:::: 122 47 182 ......... 192 37 229 1,877.05 65.42 5() 41 49 
······ -
72 18 90 1,800.00 57. 53 
T ... 6,171 4,847 4,649 il 8,042 1,465 9,507 1,540.59 43.16 
w ... 8,648 2,519 2,175 51 8,899 846 4,745 1,302.50 39. 97 
Missouri •••••••.•.. c .... 77 42 82 . ....... 98 26 124 
1,610.89 61. 90 




1 125. 00 3"4 
T 8,728 2, 561 2,258 51 8,998 872 4,870 1,806.88 40.34 w::: 2,712 1,781 1,463 230 2,757 717 8,474 1,280.97 87.M 
Dakota .•••••••..•. c .... 401 220 266 14 898 102 500 
1,246.88 81. 08 
I .... 80 74 89 1 95 19 114 1,425.00 88.01 
>T ... 3, 19:J 2,075 1,768 245 8,250 838 4,088 1,280.30 86. 76 
w ... 3,099 1,665 1,896 876 . 3,235 702 8,987 1,270.41 88. 68 
Platte .•••••••••... c .... 518 358 508 145 801 210 1, 011 
1,951.74 85. 90 
I .... 78 28 50 . ........ 68 19 82 1,123.29 29. 69 
T ... 3,690 2,046 2, 463 521 4,099 981 5,080 1,863.14 88.11 
Texas ..•.•••••••••.. W ... 1,644 1,012 1,881 68 1,988 478 2,406 1,463.50 45. 68 
r·· 1,259 846 655 12 1,226 287 1,513 1,201.75 89. 59 Arizona .••..••.... i:::: 940 796 591 2 1,123 266 1,389 1,477.66 43. 79 83 207 32 ------· 193 46 239 2, 879.52 86.48 T ... 2,282 1,849 1,278 14 2,542 599 3,141 1,376.42 43.03 
California .•••.•..••.. W ... 1,108 614 654 74 1,041 301 1,842 1,211.19 44.32 
w ... 1,410 555 771 25 1,038 313 1,351 958.16 84.28 




6 3,000.00 89.M 
T .. . 1,412 556 776 25 1,044 313 1,357 961. 05 34. 36 




14 14 -----····· ········ 
Hot Springe, Ark .. C 6 ......... 2 
-- -----
2 . ....... 2 -------- -· ------ .. 
>T ::: 41 . . . .. . . . 16 ....... 16 ... . .. . 16 ···· ··· .... - ...... 
At large: Miscel- W ........... 
--- ----- ····--· - -------
. ... ......... ............ .. ............. ..... 
laneous deaths C ............ ..... .................. . ........ ------ - -------- ·········· ········ 
and discharges. T . ..... ..... 
-ii; iii .. ii; iii I -.... ;- · ;~· ;;i 1 · ;; ;;;· ;;; ;;; ·;;iii: iO" .. · -u:.; 
Total for the 
w ... 20,909 
c.... 1, 06J 1, 403 1, 631 161 2, 614 641 3, 255 1, 577. 03 44. 12 
.Army. I.... 200 346 185 1 430 102 532 1. 797. 20 I 52. 36 
T ... 23,269 15, 560 115, 493 1, 004 25, 965 5, 792 81, 757 1, 364. 78 42. 01 
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TAB~E ll.-Tke relative sickness among the troops, etc.-Continued. 
Army by depart-
ments. 
Average dtlration 'E 
of treatment g 
among patients- 0 
1--------l :: ~ 
-~ ~ ,d ~-i 
~'+-< >, oi ., 
~'0~ ,.. ls 
11::>~ :;:: <.) ;.."g 
;..~ ~ ~ 









~~ pO ~~. in ~ a·~ 
-<1j 
--------1---1--- ----------- --------- -------
W . 44 7. 33 108 18. 00 16. 3 61. 9 9. 2 4. 79 11. 75 940. 79 255. 46 10. 1 
-East ........... C .. 1 8.,20 3 16. 39 22. 0 79. 7 11. 7 4. 37 13.10 917.-03 7. 98 12. 7 
I . . 1 . 20 .. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . 73. O . . . . . . 10. 1 11. 11 . . . . . . 933. 33 2. 88 11. 7 
T .. 46 . 7.45 111 17. 99 17.6 62.4 9.3 4.84 11.68 940.15 266.32 10.2· 
W • 30 8. 23 60 16. 47 12. 3 86. 4 9. 7 6. 32 12. 64 953. 85 145. 62 71. 2 
Missouri ... : ... C . • . - 1 12.-99 3 38. 96 -10. 0 54. 7 11. 0 8. 06 24. 19 911. 29 4. 77 14. 0 
I .................... .......... ....... 1.0 ............ 1,000.00 1.0 
T -- 31 8. 32 63 16. 90 12. 2 84. 9 9. 7 6. 37 12. 94 952. 77 150. 39 11. 3 
W - 18 6. 64 38 14. 01 23. 2 , 94. 0 9. 2 5. 18 10. 94 959. 99 101. 82 10. 7 
Dakota ........ L ···~--~:-~~ .. .. ~. -~::~~--~~:~. ~~~:~. i:~ 8.00 12.00 i~~:g~ 1ug u 
> T.. 22 6. 89 44 13. 78 23. 4 99. 6 8. 7 5. 38 10. 76 · 959. 64 117. 38 10. 5 
W . 46 -14. 84 31 10. 00 10. 0 92. 9 10. 2 11. 68 . 7. 87 954. 53 119. 87 l 1. 1 
Platte C -• 3 5. 79 5 9. 65 22. 0 78. 0 6. 3 2. 97 4. 95 985. 16 18. 60 6. 7 
......... ll .. 1 13.70 1 13.70 2.0 .... .. 10.0 12.20 12.~0 951.22 2.17 9.6. 
T.. 50 13. 55 37 10. 03 10. 6 88. 4 9. 4 9. 94 7. 36 960. 64 140. 63 10. 2-
Te:x;as ••••.• -· .... W . 18 to. ·95 32 19. 46 35. 1 60. 9 9. 5 7. 48 13. 30 963. 42 75. 09 11. 4 f W . 8 6. 35 25 19. 86 24. 6 81. 5 9. 7 5. 29 16. 52 957. 70 49. 84 12. 0 
Arizona ........ , f' · · 7 7. 45 19 20. 21 55.1 86. 9 9. 0 5. 04 13. 68 954. 64 41. 16 10. 8 
1 · · 10. 8 991. 63 7.18 11. 0 .., . . T . . 15 6. 57 44 19. 28 38. 9 83. 9 9. 5 4. 78 14. 01 958. 93 98. 18 11. 4 Cahforma ........ W. 8 7. 22 21 18. 95 · . 8 65. 9 11. 5 5. 96 15. 65 960. 51 49.10 13. 4 
{ 
W • 12 8. 51 31 21. 99 24. 6 79. 2 10. 7 8. 88 22. 95 954. 11 48. 34 13. 1 
Columbia. ... .. I . . 13. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . 666. 67 .18 10. 8 
T . . 12 8. 50 31 21. 95 24. 6 79. 2 10. 7 8. 84 22. 84 952. 84 ·48. 52 13. 0 
H S . · 5w · 1 ...... 25 ....... 51.0 239.4 174.l .............. ,..... 25.73 .••••• 
ot pnngs,Ark l C •. 4 ...... 256. 5 162. 7 . . .. . . .. . . .. . • ... . .. 6. 09 ..... . 
A~Jiffie~~I~: . 1~ :~ ::::::: -~~:~. ~~~:~. ~~~:~. :::::: :::::: :::::::: ---~~:~~- :::::: 
deaths and C.. 3 ........ . .... ·-···· ..... ... .......... , ..................... . 
discharges. T · · 10 44 ........................................................... . 
W . 195 8. 16 412 17. 24 16. 1 78. 0 10. 0 7. 01 14. 73 -953. 27 870. 86 11. 4 
Totalforthe C.. 16 7.11 43 19.10 36. 3 99. 6 8. 9 4. 92 13. 21 966. 00 91. 07 10. 2 
Army. I .. 2 6. 39 1 3.19 37. 5 .. .... 10. 2 3. 76 1. 88 954. 89 15. 50 10. 6 
T .. 213 8. 05 456 17. 23 17. 8 79. 8 9. 9 6. 71 14. 36 954. 53 977. 43 11. 2 
. 
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TABLE III:-.Mil:itary-posts in each depa1·tment, alphabetically arranged, with mean strength, 
admissions for disease and injury, also deaths and discharges, with ratios per thousand of 
- str.errgth-for admi'Bsivns and non-effectiveness, the averages of daily sickness, and rneteoro-
1ogioal data fo1· 1891 • . - · · 
. DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST . 
. 
sr:1 :.!.g~ i, ~ I-< lfJ Tempera-: ·cases. <l:> A i:,.. c;s 
,.Q. ~o o.o ;a 0 ture. ~ <l:><l:> 8~ §~§ I-< :g :g 
bl) ~s ;::l''"' ~s~ ~i,:, 1;; ·a A ~~~ .. ~ ~;; .... s s ·s Names of stations. <l:> +> ~~ ~ -~:j ~ bl):,.. 0 ::J a) cD 1-<,.Q <l:> ::J I'< lfJ t, j~ s ~ ~ lfJ 'O s .§ P< § :S$ j ·~o a:> «$ lfJ ] ..Q E ~ ·>< ~ ::J 90 I-< h lfJ<.)_ ~ .s 3 <l:> ..... §~o $ <l:> c;s 
;::;1 i=i '=' 0 "°Ol"'-laJ ~ <l:> :;J ~ ;::;1 ~ 0 . ,-; H <ii <ii 0 A E-l 
-- -- - - --------
- - - - - --
. Feet. 0 0 0 In. 
F-ort Adams, R. I .· ...... 242 204 62 266 1,099.17 8.11 33. 52 .... 2 30 48. 8 95 5 30. 52 
Allegheny Arsenal,' Pa . BO 27 7 341,133.33 .8.2 27.40 ..... .. .. 704 53.1 95 5 39. 32 
Augusta Arsenal, Ga ... . 22 11 -2 13 590. 91 .43 19. 67 1 .••. 600 63. 8 98 2246. 76 
Fort Barrancas, Fla .... 108 232 52 284 2,629.63 11.16 103. 33 1 1 .30 67. 3 95 29 35. 58 
ColumbiaArsenal,Tenn. 12 53 4 473,916 . . 66 . 93 77. 86 .... 1 .. -· . 
-·-· 
..... ..... 
-···· Columbus Barracks, Ohio 586 1,.15/l 136 1, 295 2, 209. 8.9 45.20 77.13 14 6 740 52. 6 94 542. 05 
Fort Columbus, N. Y ... 246 179 31 2101 853. 66 7.49 30.45 .... 2 25,53. 2 97 10 42. 32 Davids Island, N. Y .... 547 895 136 1, 0311, 884. 82 28. 24 51. 62 3 1 :~1~!: ~ 96 8 34. 92 Frankford Arsenal, Pa .. • 38 43 4 47,1, 236. 84 1.31 12. 58 .... 1 97 10 42. 82 
~ort Hamilton, N. Y_, ... 249 478 102 5!l0 2, 329. 32 13.07 52.50 10 L '17 52. 9 93 5 43. 63 
Jackson Barracks, La ... io5 153 33 1861, 771.43 7. 21 68. 70 4 2 10 67.1 97 27 48. 44 
Kennebec Arsenal, Me .. i2 11 1 121,000.00 .07 5. 94 .... .... 200141. 7 89-19 25. 92 
Fort McHenry, Md ..... · 136 172 26 198 1,455.88 8. 21 60. 3i 6 1 36 54. 5 93 14 48. 48 
Fort McPherson, Ga .... 319 672 92 764 2,394.98 19. 50 61.12 16 31,078 60. 4 95 15 50. 82 
Madison Barracks, N. Y. 316 419 64 483 1,528.48 10.19 32. 24 1 2 262 46. 0 92 -11 29.12 
Fort Monroe, Va .... .... 437 519 84 6p3 1, 379. 861 14. 08 32. 23 6 3 \···!···· Mount Vernon Barracks, 
21 Ala ................... 161 181 27 2081, 291. l 9. 1l 56. 59 1 1 15.5 65. 9, 100 56. 40 Fort Myer, Va .......... 
~73 137 47 184 1, 063. 58 6. 22 35. 98 1 1 ;~~~:i1 2: 11 54. 36 Newport Barracks, Ky .. · 63 . 72 9 811, 285. 72 2. 06 32. 75 1 .... 5 39. 20 
Fort Niagara, N. Y ..... 146 79 39 118 808. 2 2. 59 17. 72 2 ..•. 271! .... 1 .... 
Fort Ontario, N. Y ...... 57 ,71 16 87 1, 526. 31 1. 84 32. 30 3 •••• 282 46. 6 90 1 31. 44 
Plattsburg Barracks, I 
N.Y . . . .' .............. 64 61 19 8011, 250. 00 2.41 37. 63 ..... 2 186 44. 5 94-13 26. 05 
Fort Porter, N. Y ....... 106 98 13 11111, 047.17 3. 09 29.18 2 .•.. 660 47. 9 901 4 30. 74 
:Fort 'Preble, Me : · ...... '. 66 55 5 60 909. 09 1.09 16. 52 .... 1 38 46. 9 95- 8 36.00 
Sand;y Hook, N. J . ...... 44 48 22 70 1, 590. 911 . 71 16. 07 1 . •... 1 .... ········ ..... 




::i _:; j::1: -~ass ................. 27 11 3 14 518. 52 .18 6.59 St.lfrancis Barracks, Fla. 107 281 53 334 3, 121. 50, 5. 93 55.43 3 3 
Fort Thomas, Ky ....... 132 161 24 1851, 401. 52 4. 33 32. 77 6 2 
Fort Trumbull, Conn ... 65 37 13 50 769. 231 1. 47 22. 55 25 52. a 97
1 
8149. 21 Fort Wadsworth, N. Y . 159 188 55 243 1, 528. 301 5. 05 31. 77 5 1 140 54. 2 96, 10148. 28 Fort Warren, Mass ..... 101 43 28 71 702. 97 3. 22 31. 87 1 38 48. 8 891 0 43. 68 
Washington Barracks, 
-D.-G ....... •.. -........ 310 481 69 "l 774.191 14. 76 47.61 11 2 106 55.4 95 15 52. 95 Watertown Arsenal, 





--··· Watervliet.Arsenal,N.Y. 59 60 10 7011, 186. 44 2. 84 48.15 1 .... 50 .... .... .... ···· · West Point, N. Y ....... 373 309 57 366 981. 23 9. 50 25.46 4 2 167 .... .... .... ..... . 
Willets Point, N. Y ..... 363 365 95 460 1, 267. 22 10. 40 28.64 5 2 80 52.4 95 944. 25 
Fort Wood, N. J ........ 56 10 1 111 196." . 04 . 73 .... ..... ----- ..... ..... .... ····· Field .............. .... . 11 7 4 111, ooo. oo' .13 11.46 ...... 1 ..... .... ..... .... --··· 
Total ..•......•... 6,171 8,042 1, 465,9, 507 1, 540. 59:266. 32 43.16 111 46 ..... 
-- ·· ····I········· 
DEP ARTM:ENT OF DAKOTA. 
F~~ t~{a~~~ ~~~~~~~:. 63 43 13 561 888. 8911. 66 26. a/ .... ... 1, 914 .... · • • · · • • · · · · · · 
Fort .A.ssinniboine, I I 
FFoo~rttoBB~u~foiir.ed·ti';N·s_:n~~akk.:·:·:· ~i 3~~ ~~ 4~~11,m:~~ lr::~ ~8:~~1 ... '. ... ~Ui~~~-.~ .. ~~~~'.:~~ 
.. 164 89 41 130 792. 68 4. 34 26. 48 3 .. .. 1, 9:!0 89. 6 97 --34 18. 9 
Fort Custer, M.ont...... 346 549 138 68711, 5 5. 56 20. 56 59. 43 5 13, 040 ........... - · · · · · 
Fort Keogh , Mont·..... 338 371 78 449,1, 328. 40 rn. 70 40. 53 3 12,536 43. 0 103 --37 14.1 
Fort Meade, · Dak. ·... 360 503 167 670
1





Fort Pembina, N. Dak.. 83 12 1 13 393 9 36 93 29'25 9 Camp Poplar River . 4 .18 5.40 ..•..•.. 900 .4 1- I . 














91. 10 1. 00 18. 85 ........ 2, 030 40. 8 99!--36 14_. 57 
.,!'ort haw, Mont ...... . 
Fort 'n llin , Minn ·... 831 345 47 ~02/i: 1 °
2
: ~i 1t ~ ~: ~g ~ : 3' ~~ 43_-o .. 98 .:..:_25 22_- 9~ F~~ ·u\1%·, .. n£:k::::: ~}g ~~~ !~ ~nt~::11~J~ iug ~···4u~~~:~ m:jW~ 
FfSd .. ~~~.·.~.~~·.::.~~: ~ i4° ~~ 2~~ 1·~~u~ ~:i9 ~t~~ i ~ ::::: ~~·.~ ... ~~:~r .. 
TW ------ 1-~--~- --o •• ••••••.••.. ,3,103 3. 250 83 14,0 ,1, 280. 30 lli.3886.76[« 22 ····· ........ ,=, .... . 
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TABLE III.-Miiitary posts in each department, alphabetically arranged, with rnean strength, 
admissions fo1·-disease and injury, etc.-Continued. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE. 
Ir~r 
, '" t ._.:.:::i..d Im t:/1 Tempera- ;:l I a;i I ~8t'.o ..... A ~ 
Names of stations. 
FortD. A. Russell, Wyo . 
Fort Douglas, Utah ..... 
Fort Du Chesne, Utah .. 
Fort Lewis, Colo ........ 
Fort Lo~n, Colo .... -... ... 
Fort Mc inney, Wyo ... 
Fort Niobrara, Nebr .... 
Fort Omaha, Nebr ...... 
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo. 
Fort Randall, S. Dak .... 
Fort Robinson, Nebr .... 
FortSidney,Nebr .....• 
Fort Washakie, Wyo ... 
Field .... ............... 
'l'otal ......•.. : ... 
FortBrad1r··· ·· ··· ····· 
Chicago, eadqnarters 
Department of the 
Missouri. . ...... ...... 
Camp Guthrie, Okla ... . 
Indianapolis Arsenal, 
Ind ................... 
,J eff'erson Barracks, Mo . 
Fort Le ave n w o rt h , 
Kans ..... ..... .... ... 
Prison Guard, Leaven· 
worth, Kans ... . ... ... 
Fort Mackinac, Mich ... 
Camp Oklahoma, Okla . . 
Fort Reno, Okla ........ 
Fort Riley, Kans ........ 
Rock islandArsenal, Ill. 
St: Louis, Readq uarters 
D~part~ent of the 
Missouri. ............. 
Fort Sheridan, Ill ....... 




ort Supply, Ind. T .... 
ort Wayne, Mich ...... 














































Acil i (1) (1) I's~ I §~§ ~ 
~s 
H • P] , A ~.;3 .£ p'., 1i: 
A:+-<~ A'O I ~p,oo a;i;';:! '+-< 
·~ Ot'_o (1)~ ""'(1) § bl,~ 0 (1) 
cil ~ ...: .:";lg§ b(,0 §.~ (1) t;~ a, 'O co·"" ~ g Ha, ~~ s -; E ~ p .;] s :::i_.;3 (1) '+-, §~t -~ E <D .,.... ";:? 0 l"OM r1l P- 0 (1) ~ A ,..., E-1 ~ ~ o A A <tj 
--
--- - - ----
,-
--- - - -
Peet. 0 
241 87 328 870. 02 9. 64 25.57 4 ..•. 6, 02144. 1 
364 61 425 1, 021. 64 14.42 34. 67 : ... ''·'°r-· 277 70 34711, 676~33 6. 59 31. 86 19 6 25 581. 39 1.05 24. 47 . .. . .. .. 8,500 .... 
419 37 45611, 588. 85 22. 09 76. 98 3 17 ......... 
270 84 354 11, 277 . 98 10 93 39. 46 
, "· "T'·' 551 141 692 1,747.47 17. 11 43. 21 4, 3 2, 750 ,U. 0 429 87 516 1,234.45 17 . 03 40. 74 9 2 960 49. 7 
51 9 601,090.91 1. 30 23. 66 1/ l ..... 41. 6 
66 16 821,000. 00 2.60 31. 67 1 I 1 1, 245 46. 8 
700 158 858 2,123.76 17 44 43.16 5: 43, 675 .... 
190 45 235 1,230.37 7. 96 41. 70 21 34,326 ... . 
98 33 131 861. 84 3. 56 23. 41 
... :1 ~,~·. ~~~ : : : : 424 97 521 1,353. 25 8. 90 23.12 
----
4,099 931 5, 030 1,063.14 140. 63 38.11 371 501·· ·-- .... 
I 
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI. 
771 16 93 801. 72 1. 96 16.89 .... --··· 600140. 5 
101 .. ... 10 192. 31 . 62 11. 85 1 .... 661,48. 5 
20 7 271,350.00 . 84 42.05 1 .... . .. -- /61. 5 
38 4 421,680 00 . 75 30. 03 .... .... 698 53. 5 
405 63 468 1,068.49 15.16 34. 62 7 3 475 56. 2 
590 155 745 l, 058. 24 25. 56 36. 32 · 8 3 844 53.1 
84 5 89 816. 51 2. 78 25. 54 5 .... 844 53.1 
119 19 Vl8 1, 254.55 3. 24 29. 44 2 1 728 40. 7 
69 16 85 1, 666. 671 2. 48 48. 56 ..... 1 ..... 
----571 97 668 2, 211.'92, 17. 97 59.47 4 5 3, 200158. 8 
650 195 8-15 1, 408.33 34. 91 58.18 17 
.. i':~1::'.: 60 10 701, 093.75 . 99 15. 50 4 ..... 4 285. 71 .10 7. 44 
311 85 396 1,285.72 10. 99 35. 67 5 5 ......... 
499 93 592 1,947.37 13. 88 45. 67 4 21, 200,60. 0 
220 40 2tl0 1,192.66 6. 84 31. 39 3 .... 2,300 56. 2 
230 57 287 1,190.87 10. 73 44. 52 6 1 580 48. 9 
41 10 51 980 77 . 59 11.27 
--· · 
.. .. . ..... .. . .... 
--
3,998 87:.-!14,870 l, 306. 33;150. 39 40. 341 63 31 . .... .... 




s ~ '8 (1) p H 
·~ 
.§ i:;2, ~ 
.s -+" 
~ ~ 0 E-1 
-
- --
0 0 In. 
89 - 718.97 
::'.'HC'. 
........ 1 ..... 
89-25)4.19 
101--38;23. 70 
97 - 9:34. 92 
96- 20 113. 23 
95 '- 20122. 95 
-. --1--. ·I-- -.. 
..... ........... 
90-2918.86 




96 '- 8 26. 54 
1001 10 32. 27 
94,- 3 38. 23 96 i 30.53 
96- 2 37. 71 
96- 2 37. 71 




100 10126. 77 
~!i=1~:t~~ 
96 4 30. 53 
· io i -· i2'ii2: ii3 
98 3 30. 43 
100 128.16 




I Fort Apache, Ariz...... 218 430 85 515 2,362.38 13. 58 62. 27 4 2 5, 050152. 9 97 -14 13. 36 Fort Bayard, N. Mex . . . 318 343 63 4061, 276. 73 16. 08 50. 56 8 2 6, 040 53. 7 98 - 3 10. 30 
Fort Bowie, Ariz . . . . . . . 124 99 46 145 1, 169. 36 4. 43 35. 73 . ... 4, 82tr62. 4 103 15 8. 05 
Fort Grant, Ariz . ... . . . 289 255 80 3351, 159.17 10. 09 84. 91 5 3 856;60. 8 100 1512. 21 
Fort Huachuca, Ariz . . . 206 93 31 124 601. 94 3. 99 19. 39 2 25,173 56. 8 100 710. 84 
Fort Lowell, Ariz....... 13 1 5 6 461. 54 . 26 20. 23 .... 2, 530170. 9 109 22 6. 61 
Fort Marcy, N. Mex . . • . 16 23 1 241, 500. 00 . 62 38. 87 · 16, 846 47. 3 87 - 616. 79 
San Carlos, Ariz...... .. 221 235 55 290,1, 312. 22 10. 03 45. 37 3 12, 156,64. 8 117 1111. 00 
San Diego Barracks, Cal. 65 70 12 82
1
1, 261. 54 5. 86 90.15 5 . • . . 150,61. 2 89 32 8. 99 
Fort Stanton, N. Mex... 131 151 36 187 1,427.48 4. 41 33. 63 2,7, 500,50. 3 92 - 614. 68 
Fort Thoma-s, Ariz . . . . . 58 87 18 105 1, 810. 34 1. 95 33. 59 2 2, 710 . . . . 
Fort Union, N. Mex.... 19 3 2 5 263.15 . 22 11. 68 .... 6,700 ... . 
WhippleBarracks,Ariz . 242 250 49 2991, 235. 54 11. 92 49. 25 13 .... 5,340 52. O 98- 214. 66 
Fort Wingate, N. Mex.. 340 493 111 60411, 776. 47 14. 51 42. 68 4 ... . 6,649 49. O 96- 714. 27 
Field . . . . . .. . . . .. . • . . • .. 22 ·9 5 141 636. 37 . 24 10. 83 .... . . ... - .. . 
Total .. .••••.. .... 2, 282:2, 5421 599 3, 1411, 376. 421 98. 181 43. 03 44 15 . . ... .. - . 
;' 
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TABLE UL-Military posts in each department, alphabetically arranged with mean strength, 
admissions for. disease and injury, etc.-Continued. 
DEP A.RTMENT OF TEXAS. 
1·, ... ._:.o..d ,;, ,;, Tempera- r=l Cases. ~ce cD § .s ~ ..0 <?8t"o ;a ture . ~ a;,cD s >, §...rg ..... 
~s ... ~ ]. ~o ::,~ A'"''"' ..s i,.:, -;: 
I ~ ;::i .... A ce p-.~~ Names of stations. <!) A<i-<..cl 't:l ~ .... s Q ... -~ obn <t>~ 'h§ , 0 ~ ~ Cl) cD ::, ~ en ~ WO A ~-~ '-'..O o3 't:l -~ ! -~ P< ce ~ ~:.s s cece ..cl g A ·,-,;o(J) ..cl i ~ o; cD S 0 . b cD<i-< §,§~ Q ~ ~ ~ -~ .., 0 cD ~ 0 "Cl.-! w p, 0 ~ cD cD ~ A ~ <j <j 0 A ;;;1 ;;;1 E-4 
-------------- - -
- - - --
Feet. 0 0 0 In. 
Fort Bliss, Tex ...•..••. 110 115 9 124 1,127.27 3. 24 29.44 .... 1 3,60°\'2.9 107 9 3.34 Fort Brown, Tex ..•..... 62 39 10 49 790. 32 2. 37 38.18 50 . ... 
Fort Clark, Tex ..•...... 335 354 67 421 1, 256. 721 13. 27 39. 61 7 5 1,000 .... 
Fort Davis, Tex ........ 122 117 36 153 1, 254. 10 6. 13 50. 28 5 2 4,928 .... 
Camp Del Rio, Tex ....•. 4 1 ..... 1 250. 00 . 02 6.16 820 .... is."01 Cam)It EaglePass, Tex. 52 74 19 931,788.46 2.56 49. 21 1 2 800 69. 3 111 18 
Fort ancock, Tex ..••.. 49 52 23 751,530, 61 2.43 49. 65 1 3,·000159. 6 !Oil -6 3. 33 
Fort McIntosh, Tex ...•. 153 161 32 193 1,261.44 8.41 54. 97 2 2 380 71. 2 106 27 20. 51 
Camp Pena Colorado, 
Tex ...............•... 46 62 16 781,695.65 1. 35 29.42 3,800 59. 7 104 112. 37 
Fort Ringf ld, Tex ..•.. 112 111 42 153 1,366.07 5.83 52. 05 2 1 521 73. 5 105 2517. 03 
Fort Sam ouston, Tex. 499 795 196 991 1,985.97 28.24 56. 59 15 3 781 68.1 104 25 30. 04 
San Antonio, Headquar-
· ·ters Departme11t of 
25130. 04 Texas ................ 33 12 ..... 12 363. 64- . 50 15. 11 .••. 
:::'r: 
104 
Field .......•.•.••..•... 67 40 23 63 940. 30 . 73 10. 92 .... 1 ····1····· 
---------!- -
~1= Total •.......••••. 1,644 1,933 473 2,406 1, 463. so
1 
75. oo 45. 681 32 18 
C 
" 
DEP A.RTMENT OF CALIFORNIA. 
Alcatraz Island, Cal ..•. 113 97 27 I 5.44 48.15 2 2 136 54. 3 95 35 25. 01 124il, 097. 35 
.Angel Island, Cal. .•.••. 203 228 38 266 1, 310. 34 10.16 50. 04 9 2 ..... 56. 5 91 32 22. 96 
Benicia .Arsenal, Cal. .•. 51 36 8 44 862. 74 1.02 19. 99 .... 
·-·· 
64. ••. 
---· ··-- --·-· 
Benicia Barracks, Cal ... 90 63 21 84 933. 33 2.17 24.14 3 .••• 64 .••• .... .... ..... 
Fort Bidwell, Cal .....•• 26 16 6 22 846.15 . 59 22. 76 ..... ..... 4,680 
Fort Gaston, Cal. ....... 55 27 11 38 690. 90 1.04 18. 83 397 54.9 109 25 64. 33 
FortMason, Cal. ........ 62 38 14 52 838. 71 1. 88 30. 27 2 113 57. 4 94 34 22. 79 
Presidio of San Fran-
cisco, Cal .... .•... ..... 448 476 162 638 1,424.11 24. 58 54. 88 5 3 60 56. 6 100 3721. 11 
Field ...... . .•••••...... 60 60 14 74 1,233.33 2. 22 37. 08 .... 1 ..... .... 
---· 
.... ...... 
-- --- - -
--
Total ...••••.••... 1,108 1,041 301 1,342 1, 211. 101 49. 10 44. 32 21 8 ..... .... .... .... ····· 
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.. 
Boise Barracks, Idaho .. 1031 927. 93 2, 830149. 5 109 I 111 77 26 3. 83 34.48 3 1 3g1~~: ~i Fort Canby, Wash ...... 100 137 36 1731, 730. 00 4. 72 47.15 3 .••. 179 51. 0 87 
Fort Sherman, Idaho .•.. 281 194 53 ~~I ~it~~ 7.16 25. 50 5 5 2,198 48. 3 98 -12 26. 09 Fort Spokane, Wash .... 155 74 34 3. 87 24. 99 3 •••• 1,600 49.0 104 - 9112. 34 
Fort Townsend, Wash .. 64 37 11 481 750. 00 1. 40 21. 92 ... .. 1 135 49.0 89 2024. 90 Vancouver Barracks, 
19 44. 40 Wash ................. 429 288 73 8611 841. 49 14.38 33. 51 12 4 50 52. 9 103 
FortWallaWalla, Wash. 244 228 64 292 1, 196. 72 12. 77 52.32 5 11,018 54. 2 108 216. ll 
Field .. ................. 28 9 16 25! 892. 86 . 39 13. 89 .... .... ..... .... .. .. ..... ..... 
-
- - -Total .. .••••••••• . 1,412 1,044 313 1, 8571 961.05 48. 521 34.36 81 12 ••••. .... .... .... ..... 
Ir SURGEON-GENERAL. 551 · 
TABLE IV.-A general view of the results of disease and_ injiiry at each of the va1·ious 
rnilitary station.s, arranged in the order of their mean strength. 
GRQ!JP 1.-Thirteen stations, garrisoned by 400 to 700 men each. Average, 487. 
-
- ·-. - -- ·· 
.-......... 
·- ~ - - -, - . -
Admissions. Constantly Deaths. Dis-bl) non-effective. charges. A 
, <l) 
¥ilitary statjqns. ~ 
-
r:Ll 
Ratio Ratio Ratio A Ratio per 
" 
c'd No. No. per No. per No. per <l) 1,000. / ~ 1,000. 1,000. 1,000. 
·- ----- -------
-
Fort-Lea:venworth, Kans ........•.. 704 745 1,058.24 25. 56 36. 32 3 4. 26 8 11. 36 
Fort Riley, Kans ................... 600 845 1,408.33 34. 91' '58.18 9 ·15. oo 17 28.33 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .......... 586 1,295 2,209.89 45.20' 77: 13 6 10. 24 14 23. 89 
Davids Island, N. Y ...••. · .......... 547 1,031 ~. 884. 82 28. 24 51. 62 · 1 1. 83 3 5.48 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ....... . ... . 499 991 1,985.97 28. 24 56. 59 3 6.01 15 30.06 
Presidio, San Francisco, Cal. •.. • . .. 448 6::!8 1, 424.11 24.58 ' 54. 88 3 6. 70 5 · 11. 16 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .... ....•.... 438 468 1,068.49 15. 16· 34. 62 3 6. 85 7 15. 98 
Fort Monroe, Va .................. . 437 603 1, ::!79. 86 14. 08 32. 23 3 6. 87 6 13. 73 
Vancouver Barracks, Wash ........ 429 361 841.49 14. 38' 33. 51 4 9. 32 12 27. 97 
Fort Omaha, Nebr .............. .... 418 516 1,234.45 17. 03 40. 74 2 4. 78 9 21. 53 
Fort Douglas, Utah ................ 416 425 1,021.64 14.42 34.67 7 16.83 4 9.62 
Fort Assinniboine, Mont ..•....•... 407 453 1,113.02 12. 33 30. 29 5 12. 29 7 17. 20 
Fort Robinson, Nebr.~-- ..••. . . .... 404 858 2, 123.76 17.44 43.16 4 9. 90 5 12.38 
Summary··:··············· ·· 
---
9, 22911,457. 29 6,333 291. 58 46. 04 53 8.37 112 17.69 
GROUP 2.-Seventeen stations, garrisoned by 300 to 400 men each. Average, 337. 
-
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ......••..•••.. 396 692 1,747.47 17.11 43. 21 8 7. 58 4 10.10 
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo ...•.•••.. . 377 328 870. 02 9. 64 25. 57 ..... ......... 4 10.61 
West Point, N. Y ........•••.•.•.. . 373 366 981. 23 9. 50 25.46 2 5. 36 4 10. 72 
Willets Point, N. Y ... ............. 363 460 1,267.22 10.40 28. 64 2 5. 51 5 13:--77 j~~t ~eade, S. Dak ._, ••. ~ .•........ 360 670 1,861.11 16. 93 47. 04 2 5. 56 8 22. 22 
nster, Mont ....•••.••...... . 346 687 1,985. 56 20. 56 59.43 1 2. 89 5 14.45 
Fort Wingate, N. Mex ..•.......... 340 604 1,776.47 14. 51 42."68 ....... ......... 4 11. 76 
Fort Keo~h, Mont .....•........••.. 338 449 1,328.40 13. 70 40. 53 1 2. 96 3 8. 87 
Fort Clar , Tex ..•..••••••......••. 335 421 1,256.72 13. 27 39. 61 5 14. 93 7 20. 90 
Fort Snelling, Minn .••..•..•....... 331 392 1,184.29 12.84 38. 79 3 9. 06 8 24.17 
Fort McPherson, Ga ...•..••....••. 319 764 2,394.98 19.50 '61.12 8 9. 40 16 50.16 
Fort Bayard, N. Mex .......•....... 318 406 1,276.73 16. 08 50. 56 2 6. 29 8 25.16 
Madhion Barracks, N. Y ...•.•••... 316 483 1,528.48 10.19 32. 24 . 2 6. 33 1 3.16 
Washinton Barracks, D. C .•.•.. •. 310 550 1,774.19 14. 76 '47. 61 2 6. 45 11 35.49 
Fort She idan, Ill ..••••••••••..•... 808 396 1,285.72 10.99 35. 67 5 · 16. 23 5 16. 23 
Fort SiJJ., Okla . ; ............... . ... 304 592 1,947.37 13. 88 45. 67 2 6. 58 ....-4 13.16 
Fort Reno, Okla .••.•••.••••••••••.. no2 668 2,211.92 17. 97 59.47 5 16.56 4 13. 24 
Summary ..••••••••••••.•.... 5,736 8, 928 1 1, 556. 49 241. 82 , 42. 1~ 40 6.l:!_7 101 19.18 
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TABLE IV.-.A general view of the results of disease and inju1·y at each of the tiarious 
military stations, etc.-Continued. 
GROUP 3.-Seventeen stations garrisoned by 200 to 300 men each. Average, 241. 
~ Admissions. Constantly Deaths. Dis-b.O charges. ~ non-effective. Q;, 
Military stations. -13 <1J Ratio ~ Ratio per Ratio Ratio Q;, No. 1,000. No. per No. per No. per ~ 1,000. 1,000. 1,000. 
----------
Fort Grant, Ariz ••••••••••••••••••. 289 335 1,159.17 10.09 34.91 3 10. 38 5 17.30 
Fort Logan, Colo ...••••.••••••••••. 287 456 1,588.85 22.09 76. 98 17 59. 23 8 10.45 
Fort Sherman, Idaho .•..•••••••••.• 281 247 879. 00 7.16 25. 50 5 17. 79 5 17.79 
Fort McKinney, Wyo .•• •• •••.••••. 277 354 1,277.98 10. 93 39. 46 6 21. 66 1 3.61 
Fort Hamilton, N. Y .............•.. 249 580 2,329. 32 13.07 52.50 1 4.02 10 40.16 
Fort Columbus, N. Y ...•••••••.•••. 246 210 853. 66 7.49 30. 45 2 8.13 
·20:49 Fort Walla Walla, Wash ... . ....... 244 292 1,196.72 12. 77 52. 32 1 4.10 5 
Fort Adams, R. I. .................. 242 266 1,099.17 8.11 33. 52 2 8.26 
····· 
"5S:12 Whipple Barracks, Ariz ..•.•••.•••. 242 299 1,235.54 11. 92 49. 25 13 
Fort Wayne, Mich . .•••• : •••.•••••. 241 287 1,190.87 10. 73 44. 52 1 4.15 6 24.90 
Fort Yates, N. Dak ..••••.••••••.••• 230 279 1,213.04 12. 20 53. 03 4 17. 39 8 13.04 
San Carlos, Ariz ....••••••••.••••••. 221 290 l, 312. 22 10.03 45. 37 1 4.52 3 13.57 
Fort Apache, Ariz .....••.•••..•.••. 218 515 2,362.38 13.58 62. 27 2 9.17 4 18.85 
Fort Supply, Ind. T ..•..•••...••• • 218 260-- 1,192.66 6.84 31. 39 ..... 
······· 
3 13. 76 
Fort Du Chesne, Utah .••..••.••.••. 207 347 1,676.33 6.59 31. 86 2 9.66 
Fort Huachuca, Ariz .••.••.•••..•.. 206 124 601. 94 3. 99 19. 39 2 9. 71 2 9.71 
Angel Island, Cal .••.••••.••••...•. 203 266 1,310.34 10.16 50.04 2 9.85 9 44.83 
. . 
------
1,318.461 74 18.04 Summary .....•••••.......•.. 4,101 5,407 177. 76 43.34 49 11.95 
GROUP 4.-Thirty stations garrisoned by 100 to 200 men each. Average, 131. 
Fort Sidney, Nebr .•••••••••..••••.. 191 235 1,230.37 7.96 41. 70 8 15. 71 2 10. 47 
Fort Missoula, Mont ..•••..••...... 186 183 983. 87 3.89 20. 90 1 5. 38 3 16.13 
Fort Myer, Va .... . ...•..•••••...... 173 184 1,063.58 6. 22 35. 98 1 5. 78 - 1 5. 78 
Fort Buford, N. Dak ........•....... 164 130 792. 68 4.34 26. 48 ...... 3 18. 29 
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ....... 161 208 1,291 .93 9.11 56. 59 1 6. 21 1 6.21 
Fort Wadsworth , N. Y ............. 159 243 1,528.30 5. 05 31. 77 1 6. 29 5 31. 45 
Fort Spokane, Wash ................ 155 108 696. 77 3. 87 24. 99 3 19. 35 
Fort McIntosh, Tex .••. •••••.•••••. 153 193 1,261.44 8.41 54. 97 2 13.07 2 13. 07 
Fort Washakie, Wyo ......••...• : •• 152 131 861. 84 3. 56 23. 41 1 6.58 1 6. 58 
Fort Niagara, N. Y ...•••••••....... 146 118 808. 22 2.59 17. 72 ..... ......... 2 13. 70 
Fort Sully, S. Dak .....•••••..•...•. 142 205 1,443.66 5.82 41. 00 
----· 
··1:ss· 1 7.04 Fort McHenry, Md ...•...•...•..... 136 198 1,455.88 8.21 60. 34 1 6 44.12 
Fort Thomas, Ky .. ...••...•..•..... 132 185 1,401.52 4.33 32. 77 2 15.15 6 45.45 
Fort Stanton, N. Mex .........•..... 131 187 1,427.48 4.41 33. 63 2 15.27 ····· ·· ···· 
Fort Bowie, Ariz .....••••..•••..... 124 145 1,169.36 4.43 35. 73 
·,o:9s Fort Davis, Tex .....••..••••..••... 122 153 1,254.10 6.13 50. 28 2 16. 39 5 
FortBrad:fs, Mich ....•••..•••.••.... 116 93 801. 72 1. 96 16. 89 
····· ·irio 
.Alcatraz sland, Cal ..••••.•......•. 113 124 1,097.35 5.44 48.15 2 17. 70 2 
Fort Ringgold, Tex .....•...•.•••... 112 153 1,366.07 5.83 52. 05 1 8. 93 2 17.86 
Boise Barracks, Idaho ......••....•. 111 103 927 93 3. 83 34.48 1 9. 01 8 27.08 
Fort Bliss, Tex ............•••.•.••. 110 124 1,127.27 8. 24 29.44 1 9.09 ····· 
·ia:is Fort Mackinac, Mich ............... 110 138 1,254.55 3.24 29.44 1 9. 09 2 
Leavenworth Prison, Kans ......... 109 89 816. 51 2. 78 25. 54 '"gja· 5 45. 87 Fort Barrancas, Fla ................ 108 284 2, 629.63 11.16 103. 33 1 1 9. 26 
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ........... 107 334 3,121.50 5. 93 55. 43 3 28. 04 3 28. 04 
Fort Porter, N. Y . ..........•••. •... 106 111 1,047. 17 8.09 29.18 2 18.87 
Jackson Barracks, La .... .•.•...... 105 186 1,771.43 7.21 68. 70 2 ·ig:os· 4 38.09 
Camp Poplar River, Mont ...•••.•• . 101 90 801 .10 1. 90 18. 85 
····· ······· --9:00 Fort Warren, Mass .. .....•...•..... 101 71 702. 97 3. 22 31. 87 ..... 
······· 
1 
FortCanby,Wash ..•.•••••••.•..••. 100 173 1,730.00 4.72 47.15 
····· ······ · 
3 30. 00 
----------------29r7.37 -- 17.53 Summary .•••••••••••.••.•.•. 3, 936 4,879 1,239.58 151.89 88, 59 69 
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TABLE IV.-.A. general view of the results of disease !lnd injury at each of the various . 
military stations, etc.-Contmued. 
GROUP 5.-Forty-seven stations garrisoned by 1 to 100 men each. Average, 47. 
~ Admissions. Constantly Deaths. Dis-1:1) non-effective. charges. A Q) 
Military stations. ~ 
Ratio A Ratio per Ratio Ratio C,j No. No. per No. per No. per Q) 1,000. ~ 1,000. 1,000. 1,000. 
----
Fort Schuyler, N. Y .•.•.•.•••.• ••. 94 75 797. 87 2. 80 29. 81 1 10. 64 3 31. 91 
Benicia Barracks, Cal .••.......• ••. 90 84 933. 33 2.17 24.14 ..... ......... :J 33.33 
Fort Randall, S. Dak ...•....... •• •• 82 82 1,000. 00 2.60 31.67 1 12. 20 1 12. 20 





Fort Shaw, Mont .............. .. .. 78 125 1,602.56 3. 77 48.30 2 25. 64 1 12. 82 
Fort Preble, Me .............. ...... 66 60 909. 09 1.09 16. 52 1 15.15 
San Diego Barracks, Cal ......•.••. 65 82 1,261.54 5.86 90. 15 ...... ........ 5 76. 92 
Fort Trumbull, Conn ... .. ......... 65 50 769. 23 1.47 22.55 ..... ....... . ..... . ...... 
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y ......... 64 80 1,250.00 2.41 37. 63 2 31.25 ....... 
······ Rock Isla,nd Arsenal, Ill .. .... ..• •. 64 70 1,093. 75 • 99 15. 50 1 15. 62 ..... ...... 
Fort Townsend, Wash ... . ... .. .. •• 64 48 750. 00 1. 40 21. 92 1 15.62 ... ... ...... 
Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak ... 63 56 888. 89 1. 66 26. 35 ..... ....... ..... ....... 
N e~rt Barracks, Ky ........•.•.• 63 81 1,285. 72 2. 06 32. 75 
····· ······· 
1 15.87 
Fort rown, Tex ........... ... .. ... 62 49 790. 32 2. 37 38.18 ..... ....... 
----- --···· Fort Mason, Cal .......•..••.. •..••. 62 52 838. 71 1.88 30.27 ... .. ....... 2 32. 26 
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y .... .. .... 59 70 1, 186.44 2 .. 84 48.15 ..... ........ 1 16. 95 
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ..... •. ..•.. 59 61 1,033.90 2.08 35. 20 1 16. 95 1 16. 95 
Fort Thomas, AI'iz ....•.••.. •••••• 58 105 1,810.34 1. 95 33.59 2 34. 18 
Fort Ontario, N. Y ........ ......... 57 87 1,526.31 1. 84 32. 30 .... . 
------· 
3 52.63 
Fort Wood, N . .r ............. ...... 56 11 196. 43 .04 • 73 ...... 
----··· ---- -
...... 
Fort Gaston, Cal. .................. 55 38 600. 90 1.04 18. 83 ....... ......... ....... 
------Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo ...... ..... . 55 60 1,090.91 1. 30 23. 66 1 18.18 1 18.18 
Chicago, Ill ........................ 52 10 192. 31 .62 11. 85 ..... 
---···· 
1 19. 23 
Camp at Eagle Pass, 'I'ex .... ...... 52 93 1,788.46 2. 56 49. 21 2 38.46 1 19. 23 
Benicia Arsenal, Cal. .............. 51 44 862. 74 1. 02 19. 99 
----- ------- ---·· ------Camp Oklal10ma, Okla . .....•...... 51 85 1,666.67 2.48 48. 56 1 19. 61 
---- -
...... 
Fort Hancock, Tex ....... . .. ....•.. 49 
-
75 1,530.61 2.43 49. 65 1 20. 41 ...... ...... 
Camp Pena Colorado, T ex ... . .•.... 46 78 1,695.65 1. 35 29. 42 
-----
-------
..... . ...... 
Sandt, Hook, N . .r ................ .. 44 70 1,590.91 . 71 16.07 1 22. 73 ..... ...... 
Fort ewis, Colo . .... . ..... ........ 43 25 581.39 1.05 24. 47 ..... 
·····-- ··---
....... 
Frankford Arsenal, Pa ...••. . ...... 38 47 1,236.84 1. 31 12. 58 1 26. 32 . . .. . . ....... 
Fort Pembina, N. Dak .....•.• •.•• .. 33 13 393. 94 .18 5.40 ...... .... .. . 
·-··· --- ---San Antonio, Tex .............. .... 33 12 363. 64 .50 15.11 .... . ....... 
-- ---
... .. .. 
Allegheny Arsenal, P a .. . .... . . .. .. 30 34 1,133.33 .82 27. 40 ..... ....... . .... 
--···· Watertown Arsenal, Mass ......... 29 15 517. 24 .52 18.04 
-···· ---···· 
.... . ...... 
Sprinifield Armory, Mass .•..•..•.. 27 14 518. 52 .18 6. 59 ..... 
--···· · 
.. .. .. ........ 
Fort idwell, Cal'. ................. 26 22 846.15 .59 22. 76 ..... 
-······ ---· · --···· Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind ....•.... 25 42 1,680.00 . 75 30. 03 ........ ....... 
· ·--· ------Augusta, Ga ..................... .. 22 13 590. 91 .43 19. 67 ...... ....... 1 45. 45 
Camp at Guthrie, Okla ...•..••..... 20 27 1,350.00 .84 42.05 
---- -
: . -- --- 1 50. 00 Fort Union, N. Mex ........ ........ 19 5 263.15 . 22 lL 68 ..... . ......... 
····· ----·· Fort Marchl:N. Mex . .. ....... ..... 16 24 1,500.00 .62 38.87 1 62. 50 ...... 
······ St. Louis, o .............•• •••••.. 14 4 285. 71 .10 7.44 ...... ........ . . 
····· 
...... 
Fort Lowell, Ariz . .......•...••••.. 13 6 461. 54 .26 20. 23 ...... 
-------
... .. ...... 
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn , ..••.•.•.. 12 47 3,916.66 . 93 77. 86 1 83. 33 
·-··· 
...... 
Kennebec Arsenal, Me .. ..... ••••.. 12 12 1,000.00 .07 5. 94 . .... ....... . ..... ...... 
Camp Del Rio, T ex ....... .......... 4 1 250. 00 .02 6.16 . . .... .-,. .... . ... . .. ...... 
2, 22312, 294-
--------- 26-, 11.70 Summary ....••.••••••••.... . 1,031.94 65. 78 29. 59 21 9. 45 
I 
GROUP 6.-Field. 
Department of the Platte .•.•.•••.. 385 521 1,353.25 8. 90 23. 12 5 12. 99 ...... 
Department of Dakota .•..••.••••.• 274 245 894. ]6 3. 59 13. 09 2 7. 30 1 3. 65 
Department of Texas .............. 67 63 940. 30 . 73 10. 92 1 14. 92 .. .. .. 
------Department of California ... ..••••• 60 74 1,233.33 2. 22 37. 08 1 16. 67 ...... ........ 
Department of the Missouri ..••••• 52 51 980. 77 .59 11. 27 
--- --
....... .. .... ...... 
Department of the Columbia ..••... 28 25 892. 86 .39 13. 89 
·----
........ . . ..... . ....... 
Department of Arizona .•...•..•••. 22 14 636. 37 .24 10. 83 ..... ....... ...... ...... 
Department of the East .••.•••.••• . 11 11 1, 000.00 .13 11. 46 1 90. 91 ...... ...... 
Summary · ••.•..•••••••••••••. 899 1,004 1,116.80 16. 78 18.12 10 11.12 1 1.11 
Hot Springs, Ark ........... ....... 41 16 390. 24 31. 82 776. 21 1 24.39 29 707. 32 




Total for the Army ........... . 23, ~69 31,757 1,364.78 977. 43 42. 01 213 ....... 456 .. ...... 
-
/ 
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TABLE IV.-.A general view of the 1·esults ·of diseases anil inju1·y at each of the variom 
niilitary stations, etc.-Continued. 
SUMMARY OF THE SIX GROUPS. 
Number of I I 
posts in e_ach 
group and aver- Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength. Dail~i~k.~rage 
age strength t Range of the several of each. 
means in each group. d . <l) Con-~ Aver-Average Admis· stant· Dis· All age for 
. - No. § ly non· Deaths. strength. sions. charges. posts. each 
<l) effect· post. ~ ive. 
-----I 
Group 1,400 to 700men .• ·I 13 487 6,333 1,457.29 46. 04 8. 37 17. 69 291. 58 22.43 
Group 2,300 to 400 men .• • 1 17 337 5,736 1,556.49 42.16 0.97 19.18 241. 82 14.22 
17 241 4,101 43. 34 11.95 18.04 177. 66 10.45 Group 3, 200to300 men ••. j 1,318.46 
Group 4, 100 to 200 men ••. j 30 131 3,936 ], 239. 58 38. 59 7.37 17. 53 151. 89 5.06 
Group 5, 1 to 100 men.... 47 47 2,223 1,031.94 29. 59 9.45 11. 70 65. 78 ]. 40 
Group 6, field ............ 
1 
...... 899 1,116.80 18.12 11.12 1.11 16. 78 .......... 
TABLE V.-Twenty posts having the highest admission rates for the year 1891; also their 
aclmission rates f 01· the years 1886 to 1890, inclusive. 
Ratios per 1,000 of mean . Admission rates per 1,000 oi me1w 
~ strength. strength. 
bJ) qj rn' P>;.a A 
Names of stations. <l) d <l)<il ..... Q !l 0 t,(JrD ii J ri., ~·r-1. rn «!"O I>, 1890 . 1889, 1888. 1887. 1886. § .q .g !-<~ ] §<1> ~ <l) <l) 




St. Francis Barracks. Fla. 107 3,121.50 28. 04 28.04 55.43 2, 015. 38 1, 568. 97 1, 378. 79 1, 718. 75 1, 942 
Fort Barrancas, Fla.· ...•. 108 2,629.63 9. 26 9.26 103. 33 1,674.421, 360. 661,109.091, 037. 041 1,407 
Fort McPherson, Ga ..••. 319 2,394.98 9. 40 50.16 61.12 2, 489. 36 3, 416. 67 ...................... 
Fort Apache, Ariz ....... 218
1 
2, 362. 38 9.17 18. 35 62. 27 2, 371. 90 1, 029. 41 933. 67 968. 42 1, 934 
Fort Hamilton, N. Y ..... 2491 2, 329. 32 4.02 40.16 52.50 1, 626. 261,552.631, 107.14 1, 102. 86 956 
Fort Reno, Okla ..••..... 302 2, 211. 92 16. 56 13.24 59. 47 1,922.301, 474. 511,378.551, 607. 97 1,543 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio 586 2, 209. 89 10. 24 23. 89 77.13 1, 876. 49 2, 318. 86 2, 075. 66 1, 942. 36 1, 550 
Fort Robinson, Nebr .... 404 2,123.76 9. 90 12.38 43.16 1, 895. 67 1, 454. 33 925. 56 1, 283. 08 1, 593 
Fort Sam Rouston, T ex . 499 1,985.97 6. 01 30. 06 56. 59 2 430. 69 1, 262. 61 943. 60 1, 570. 67 1, 192 
Fort Custer, Mont ....... 346 1,985.56 2.89 14.45 59.43 1; 380. 66 1, 260. 861, 245. 33 931. 13 1, 138 
Fort Sill, Okla ........... 304 1,947.37 6.58 13.16 45. 67 2, 551. 52 1, 797. 10 1, 592. 00 1, 744. 68 1, 042 
Davids Island, N.Y ..... 547 1,884.82 1.83 5.48 51. 62 1,642.8 ; 1,259.071, 533.121, 437. 28 1,733 
Fort Meade, S. Dak .••... 360 1, 861. 11 5. 56 22. 22 47.04 853. 90 1, 312. 141, 121. 721, 935. 06 1, 544 
Fort Thomas, Ariz ...... 58 1, 810. 841 34. 48 33. 59 1, 481. 13 1, 079. 211,632.081, 738. 77 1, 184 
Camp at Eaf e Pass, Tex. 52 1, 788. 461 38. 46 19.23 49.21 2 058 57 1, 145. 45 788. 46 821. 43 1, 148 
For~ Winga , N. Mex ... 340 1,776.47, ...... 11.76 42. 68 1; 788: 80 1, 036. 46 955. 411, 424. 62 1, 588 
Washington Barracks, I 1,821 D.C ................... 310 1, 774. 191 6. 45 35.49 47. 61 1,329.41 l, 139. 441, 723. 481, 767. 79 J a-0kson Barracks, La. .... 105 1, 771. 48119. 05 38. 091 68. 70 2, 168. 041, 875. 00 910. 45 884. 61 937 Fort Niobrara, Nebr ..... 396 1,747.47 7. 58 10.10 43.21 1, 468. 25 1, 854. 88(' 409. 92 824. 78 1,077 
Fort Canby, Wash ...••.. 100 1, 730. 001 ...... 30. 00 47.15 1, 126. 08 1, 607. 14 . . . . . . . . 969. 70 671 
u. s. Army ........ 28,269 ----- 1,263 1,864.781 8. 05 17.281 42. 01 1,884. 25,1, 815. 0211, 270. 781,246. 88 
SURGEON-GENERAL. 
TABLE VI.-Twenty posts having the highest lion-effective 1·atesf,01· the_yea1· 1891; also their 
non-effective rates Jor the years 1886 to 1890, inclusive. 
--- . ,§ Constantly non-effective per 1,000 of 
~'d meuu strength. 






~.o I:: 1890. 1889. 1888. 1887. 1886. 
~ cD 
fa~ p- <:;) 
<lj 
------------l-----l----l-----1----1--- --------- ---
Fort Barrancas, Fla·............ 108 103. 33 11. 16 14. 34 58. 49 
San Diego Barracks, Cal. . . . . . . . 65 90. 15 5. 86 26. 09 122. 48 
Col nm bus Barracks, Ohio . . . . . . 586 77. 13 45. 20 12. 72 I 77. 55 
Fort Logan, Colo............... 287 76. 98 22. 09 17. 68 i 58. 49 
Jackson Barracks, La.......... 105 68. 70 7. 21 14.16 I 70. 64 
:Fort.Apache, .A.riz....... ... .. .. 218 62. 27 13. 58 9. 62 ! 55. 51 
Fort McPherson, Ga............ 319 61.12 19. 50 9. 32 i 61.16 
Fort McHenry, Md............. 136 60. 34 8. 21 15. 13 : 63. 73 
Fort Reno, Okla................ 302 59. 47 17. 97 9. 82 i 56. 53 
Fort Custer, Mont.............. 346 59. 43 20. 56 10. 93 ! 57. 91 















5 or am ous n. ex ........ 
1 
499 56. 59 28. 24 
Mount Vernon Barracks, .A.la . . 161 56. 59 9. 11 15. 99 : 68. 57 
St. Francis Barracks, :Fla . . . . . . 107 55. 43 5. 93 6. 48 ' 66. 76 
Fort McIntosh, Tex ............ ! 153 54. 97 8. 41 15. 91 , 25. 31 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.j 448 54. 88 24. 58 14. 06 I 45. 96 
Fort Yates, N. Dak ............. 1 230 53. 03 12. 20 15. 96 
1 
51.14 
Fort Hamilton, N. Y......... . 2491 52. 50 13. 07 8. 23
1
41. 91 
l<'ort Walla Walla, Wash....... 244 52. 32 12. 77 15. 96 47. 71 















































































U.S. Army............... 23, 269 ,~ 977. 43 JJ.23J_4_2_. 7_1_1_4_4_. -12-i--41-.-9-1-1--42-·.-3-8 39 
TABLE VIL-Twenty posts having the highest adrnission rates for disease, excluding vene-
real cliseases, vaccina, and alcohol-ism, together with their ratiosfo1· deaths, discha1·ges, and 
constant non-effectiveness; also, the corresponding average rates of the .,!frmy, year 1891. 
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength. 
Nam.es of stations. Mean Con-
strength. .A.dmis- Deaths. Dis- s;g:~l. sio11s. charges. 
fective. 
- . 
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ....................... 107 2, 24~..D8 18.69 28. 04 32. 75 
f ~[! tl;r~~:t:\::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 108 1,851.85 ............. 9. 26 74. 71 249 . 1,799.20 ·--------- 32.13 34.43 218 1,766.08 4. 59 13. 76 40. 96 
Fort McPherson, Ga .............. .............. 819 1,764.89 6. 27 25. 09 35. 23 i~~ ~[i~t \ \: [ \:: ::  :  \\ [::\\I l i! 302 1,745.03 13. 24 6. 62 41. 90 304 1,578.95 3. 29 9. 87 34. 83 404 1,561.88 2.48 ,. 43 26.97 346 1,468.22 2.89 14.45 41.42 58 1,448.28 17. 24 
-·-··-----
26.46 
287 1,383.28 48. 78 10.45 66. 94 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ......................... 499 1,368.74 6.01 26. 06 37.95 
Washington Barracks, D. C ..................... 310 1,361.30 3. 23 82. 26 30. 37 
Fort Meade, S. Dak ............................. 360 1,313.90 5. 56 8. 33 29.82. 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ....................... 586 1,312.30 8. 53 8. 53 39. 96 
ll'ort Wi~te, N. Mex .......................... 340 1,294.13 ............ 5. 88 28.46 
Fort Du esne, Utah .. ............ ............. 207 1,251.21 9. 66 23.40 
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex ........................ 52 1,192.29 19. 23 17. 60 
Fort Canby, Wash .............................. 100 1,170.00 ............... 30. 00 31.52 
Madison Barracks, N. Y ........................ 316 1,132.91 6. 33 3.16 23. 09 
u. s. Army ............................... 23, 2691 854. 531 4. 741 12. 66 25. 99 
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TABLE VIII.-Twenty posts having the highesl non-effective rates for disease, excluding vene-
1·eal iUseases, vaccina, and alcoholism, together with the average number sick daily, and aver-
age duration of each case; also the corresponding average rates of the .il.1"rnY, year 1891. 
Ratio 
Names of stations. 
Mean per 1,000 
strength. con!~~tly 
Aver-
.A.,yer- age · num-
age num- ber of 
berofsick days each 
daily. case was 
treated. effactive. 
----
Fort Barrancas, ]'la. __ .... _ . ___________________ . _____ . __ . _ . 108 
1~1tlmri~t;: t~::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::: ~~i Fort Custer, Mont_. ____ . . .. ___ . __ .. _. _______ . _. ________ . _ _ 846 
Fort Apache, Ariz_ : __ ... ___________ . __ . __________ _______ .. 218 
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y. __ . _. ______________________ -· _ ___ 59 
Colnmbus Barracks, Ohio. ____ . ___________ . __________ __ . __ . 586 
Jackson Barracks, La._ .. __ . __________ .. ____ . _______ . __ . ___ . 105 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex. ___ .... _. __ _ .. ___ . ___ ._ .. . ________ . 499 
Fort Yates, N. Dak_. _______ ______ . ___ . ___ -· _ ... _________ _ . 280 
Fort McPherson, Ga _________________ ______ .. ___ . __ . __ .. ·-. 819 
Fort Sill, Okla . ___________ . ____ . _. ____ . ____________ __ _ .. __ . 804 
~~;t ~ta1~rft~:·:.¥.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: m 
ft~r1!i~:Brli:r~t;;·:i,,i;: ::: : : : :: : : : :::: :: :::: :: ::: :: : :::: ~~~ 
Fort McIntosh. Tex ...... _____ . _______ ---- -- --· ______ ·- --. 158 
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala. ___ .. __ ... __ . ___ . . __ ... _·- __ . 161 
Angel Island, Cal. _ ... __ . ___ . . __ ·.- __ . _ . _ . ___ . ___ .. __ ...... _ 208 
74. 71 8.1 14. 72 
71. 99 4. 7 82. 85 
66. 94 19. 2 17. 66 
41. 90 12. 7 8. 77 
41.42 14.8 10. 80 
40. 96 8. 9 8. 47 
40. 68 2.4 14. 58 
89. 96 28.4 11. 11 
88. 86 4.1 14.05 
87. 95 18. 9 10.12 
86. 26 8.8 17.10 
85. 28 11.2 7.29 
34. 83 10. 6 8.05 
84.59 11.0 18. 03 
84.48 8.6 6. 98 
32.81 4. 5 12. 06 
82. 75 3. 5 5.83-
82. 78 5.0 15. 49 
32. 54 5. 2 13. 66 
82. 02 6. 5 12. 28 
-----1-----1-
u. S. Army_. _____ ... -···-·._ ...... __ ._ ......... .. _. . 28,269 25. 99 604. 9 11.10 
TABLE lX.-Thernilita1·y posts in each department, showing the rates of admission, death, _clis-
charge, and constant non-effectiveness jo1· disease, not including venereal diseases, vaccina, 
nor alcoholisrn, year 1891. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST. 

























































83. 88 .. - - - - .. _-_ 57. 77 8,833.84 
2,242.98 
1,851.85 





































18. 69 28. 04 82. 75 
9. 26 74. 71 





25. 09 85. 28 
82. 26 80. 87 
8. 58 89. 96 











·········· ---- i1:54· 
6. 21 6. 21 
······· ·· · ···-is: si · 
2. 75 11. 02 
15. 62 
6. 36 
15.15 g: ·····5:1s· 
8.13 






































TABLE J:1. .-Th.e rnilitary posts in each departrnent, sho~ving the rates of ~dmission, death, 
dispharge, and constant non-effectiveness for disease, etc.-Contrnued. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI. 

















--- - --------------1----1-----,---- ------- -
Fort Reno, Okla ................... ........... . . 
Fort Sill, Okla .. . ..................... . . . ....... . 
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind ......... ............. . 
Camp Oklahoma, Okla .............. ........... . g~f i~fi;i:::: :: :::  :::: \):::::::: . 
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill ........ ............. .. . i~~: ::Ja:~jfr~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fort Leavenworth {post), Kans ................ . 
Fort Leavenworth {prison), Kans ............. .. 
.r e:tferson Barracks, Mo ........ ................ . 
Fort Brady, Mich ................... ........ ... . 
~t,LQl}iS (Headquarters), Mo ................. .. 
1cago (Headquarters), Ill .......... .......... . 
Field ............................ ............... . 
Department of the Missouri .......•... .' .•. 
302 1, 745. 03 13. 24 6. 62 
304 1, 578. 95 3. 29 9. 87 
25 1, 520. 00 ................... . 1f~ 1· g~g: ~ .......... · ----o:og· 
600 956. 66 1. 67 8. 33 2~g , igt~g ............... 9j7" 
Jt mJ: .... ~4j5' ···--s:ao· 
308 756. 49 · . • • . . . . • . . 12. 98 
704 694. 60 4. 26 9. 94 
109 688. 07 36. 70 · 
438 563. 92 6. 85 
'Ii I ffi:li ::)::::f )i:;;: 
-----:-----: 
3, 728 I 912. 27 I 3. 76 1 9. 12 
DEPART.ME NT OF DAKOTA. 
iffi If :lit::::::;::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fort Pembina, N . Dak ......................... . 
i~~ f:ilff~g~ID~~:: ::: ::.:::: ::: : :: : :: ::: : ::: :: 
Fort Assinnfboine, Mont ....................... . 
j~~~ ~!!:~~~; 1t~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fort A. Lincoln, N. Dak ..... .................. . 
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ........................ . 
Camp Poplar River, Mont •.......•....... . ...... 
Fort Buford, N. Dak ............. .............. . 
Fort Bennett, N. Dak .......................... . 





33 393. 94 
338 908. 31 
331 897. 29 
407 791.15 
230 773. 91 
186 720. 43 
63 634. 93 
59 593. 22 
lVl 495. 08 
164 457. 32 
81 209. 87 
274 616. 79 
2. 89 14. 45 
5. 56 8. 33 





9.83 17. 20 
13. 04 








Department of Dakota .••..•• •..•..••..••. 3,193 896. 03 4. 07 10. 65 
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTi 
~~~ ri::t&1~ ~~~:: ·.::::: ·.::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : 
Fort Du Chesne, Utah ......................... .. 
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ........................... . 
Fort Sidney, Nebr ............................. . 
Fort McKinn_ey, Wyo .................. .... .... . 
Fort Omaha, Nebr .............................. . 
Fort Randall, S. Dak ........................... . 
Fort Douglas, Utah ............................ . 
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo .......... ........... .. .. 
Fort Washakie, Wyo ........................... . 






191 963. 34 
277 906.14 
418 901. 91 
82 768. 28 
416 747. 59 
55 690. 91 
152 559. 21 
377 450. 93 





2. 53 7. 58 
15. 71 5. 24 
18. 05 · 3. 61 
4. 78 16. 75 
12. 20 























































-------Department of the Platte ................ . 3, G90 986. 46 9. 49 7.59 24.80 
558 REP9RT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR~ 
,TA.m,~ IX .-The·rnilitary posts·in each depa1·tmen-t, showing the rates of admission, death, 
dischcwge, and constant non'-effectiveness for disease, etc.-Continued. 
..Names of stations. 



















Fort Sam Houston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 499 1, 368. 74 . _. 6. 91 • . 26. 06 i~: :g 
Camp at Ea~e Pass, Tex........................ 52 1,192.29 19. ~3 -.· - . - ... · · 
Camp Pen 3: ,volorado, T~x .- .. .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 1, 108. 70 ........ -.. · · · - · · · · · it~~ 
i~~t ff1~~Ytf ~;~~:::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 3~~ 1• ~~~: ~~ · · · -ii: 05 · ·····a: 0a · 26. 50 
i~~l~~!!~Xf~~:·::·:.:::~::~::::::::::::::::::: m iiH! !iJ~ !Ui 
F tM I t J T - -· - 1 25 ... jS:01· ····ia:07. 82 78 
- F~~tBr~!n~T~x.~~:::: :::::::: ::::::·.:::::::::: 
1~~ ~l9:99 , . , ................. 21:11 
~111~~1~;~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :! . l~Ug :::::::::: :::::::::: 1Hi 
___ i_...:.....:. _ _j_ __ __j.. __ -J---2-9-. l-5 
Department of 1.~exas: .:................... 1,644 988. 78 6 .. 08 15. 20 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF ARIZONA. 
Fort A.pache, Ariz .............................. · 
Fort Thomas, Ariz .... ... ..... . ................ . 
!~[t!!i~l~~MJ!i~~::: ~ ~ ~:: ~::::::: ::: : : : : : : 
218 1,766.08 
58 1,448.28 
16 l, 875. 00 
840 1,294.18 
131 1,076.33 
Fort Bayard, N. Mex . ...... .. .... ... .......... . 
San Carlos, Ariz ............................... . 
318 968. 56 
221 968. 80. 
Fort Grant, Ariz .................... ... ..... ... . 289 802. 77 
San Diego Barra.cks, Cal.. . . . . .............. : . . 
Whipple Barraclrn, .A.dz ....................... . 
Fort Bowie, Ariz .............................. . 
65 800. 02 
242 . 685. 95 
124 677. 48 
Fort Huachuca, .Ariz .. .... ..... __ .. _ ......... _ 206 378. 65 
Fort Union, N. Mex . .............. ..... · ........ . 19 105. 26 
Fort Lowell, Ariz ... . ...... : .......... _ ....... _. 
Field ........................................... . 
18 76. 92 
22 863. 65 
Departmeut ·of .A.r.izo;na .................. . 2, 282 1 971. 081 
DEP AH.TMENT OF CALIFORNIA. 
Angel Island, Cal ............................... . 
Presidio, San Francif!co, Cal ......•.............. 
.Alcatraz Island, Cal. ........................... . 
Benicia Arsenal, Cal ........................... . 
Fort Biel well, Cal .......... .. ..... . ............. . 
~~~~c:a!i~a6~~.' ~~1.:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Fort Gaston, Cal ............................... . 
Field .......•.•.................................. 


























· ···is:s1· 6. 29 
4.52 13. 57 










4.38 15.02 1 







........... ....... .... 
............ ..... ......... 
--. 
. 90 12. 64 
DEP .A.RTME T OF THE COL UMBI.A.. 
Fort anby, Wasb ............................ . 
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ....... ........... ..... · 
Bois Barrack\ Idaho .......................... · 
Fort "b rm, n, 1laho .. .................••...•.. : 
;ancouv r Barrack. , '\Va b ............. .... .... . 


















· · · .. o: oi · · · .. is: 02 · 
8.56 7.11 
6. 99 25. 64 



































"{J:lrtm,·nt of th Columbia ..•..•....•.•. 1,412 609.70 ,~~-~ 
SURGEON-GENERAL. 559 
TABLE X.-The monthly prevalence of disease among the white, colored, and Indian troops 
. · . : in the'Army during tl/,e yem·;1891. 
. ; 
.Aq.~itted to sick report. : Constantly non.effective. 
: : ; Ratios per 1,000 : Ratios per 1,000 of Nwp.ber. 
. mean strength . . Days. of mean strength. 
: : : 
'. 
~ -a5 · "C .,.!tct.i "C 
.. 


















~:§' rn ~i ~·s- ~ <!) ~ ~:? rn ~ >< ~ co CD ~ rn,,... _ ..... ~ !"~ ~ ~·~ <l) ~-c 
~'d '°'"' 'i~ cf'd rn ~ ;a <!)r:J ~'O ;a ;a <llr:J ;a <l>r;J 
rfJ 
~§ :.~·s- ~§ rn,..., ~§ -~·Er ~§ -~-A ..... >< 
= 
... 'd.,... ... ,o,,... 1a ,o,,... ... 'O,,.; 
~s <!) <!) - <!) <l) - H <l) Ci$ ~~ ~~ <!) CDrn ~ 
-~ 





W. 20,148 540 1,588 2,128 26. 80 78. 82 105. 62 8,431 17,224 25, 655113. 50 27. 58 41. 08 
c.: 2,142 • 72 187 . 259 33. 61 . 87. 30 120: 91 1,211 1,799 3, 010118. 24 27. 09 45. 33 
1 · :· 22, 29~ · 612 1, 775 2,387 · 21: 46 · · · 1ii: 6s 101. 09 9,642 19,023 · · 2s; 66s1ii" !is 21. 53 41. 48 
W. 21, 123 , ~33 1, 913 2, 446 25. 23 90. 56 115. 80 8,091 18, 401 26, 492 13. 68 31.11 44. 79 
: ~. ·. 2, 290 . 77 , 210 287 33. 62 91. 70 125. 33 1, 020 2, 083 3, 103 15. 91 32. 41) 48. 39 
I.. ...... ........ ········ .... . 
'L' . 23, 413 610 2, 123 2, 733 26. 05 90. 68 116. 73 9, 111 20,484 29, 595 13. 90 31. 25 45. 14 
W. 21, 397 580 2, 675 3, 255 27. 11 125. 02 152. 13 8, 925 25, 717 34, 642 13. 46 38. 77 52. 23 
c.. 2,183 68 430 498 31.15 196. 98 228.13 1,245 3,100 4, 34518. 40 45. 81 64. 21 
I.. . ········ .......... . 
> T . 23, 580 648 3, 105 3, 753 27. 48 131. 68 159. 16 10, 170 28, 817 38, 987 13. 9i 39. 42 53. 34 
W. 21, 432 550 1, 967 2, 517 25. 66 91. 78 117. 44 7, 974 22,·081 30, 05512. 40 34. 34 46. 74 
C.. 2, 125 70 24 7 317 32. 94 116. 24 149. 18 892 2, 503 3, 39513. 99 39. 26 53. 2:) 
I ·.. · 28 ..... ...... ...... .. ....... · ............................... j .......... . 
T . 23,585 620 2, 214 2,834 26. 29 93. 87 120.16 8,866 24,584 33,45012. 53 34. 75 '47. 28 
w. 21, 199 630 1, 365 1, 995 29. 72 64. 39 94. 11 . 8, 366 16, 646 25, 012112. 73 25. 33 38. 06 
c .. 2,041 69 170 239 33. 81 83. 29 . 117.10 837 2,173 3, 010113. 23 34. 34 47. 57 
r.. 262 12 23 · 35 45. 80 87. 79 133. 59 87 157 24410. 71 19. 33 30. 04 
T . 23,502 711 1,558 2,269 30. 25 66. 29 96. 54 9, 290 18,976 28, 26612. 75, 26. 05 38. 80 
w. 20, 949 626 1, 286 1, 912 29. 88 61. 39 91. 27 8,558 14, 073 22, 631113. 621 22. 39 36. 01 
c .. ), ~64 7U 146 219 37. 17 74. 34 111. 51 ,773 1,832 2, 60513.12 31. 09 44. 21 
I . . 354 : 10 109 119 28. 25 307. 91 336. 16 71 852 923 6. 69. 80. 23 86. 91 
, T . 23,267 709 1,541 2,250 30. 47 66. 23 96. 70 9,402 16,757 26, 15913. 471 24. 01 37. 48 
W. 20,609 769 1,397 2,166 37. 31 67. 79 105.10 9,738 14,395 24, 133-15. 24 22. 53 37. 77 
c .. 2,024 79 154 233 39. 03 76. 09 115.12 780 1,587 2, 367112.19 24. 80 36. 99 
I . . 430 19 33 52 44.19 76. 74 120. 93 109 695 804 8.18 52.14 60. 32 
T . 23, 063 867 1, 584 2, 451 37. 59 68. 68 106. 27 10, 627 16, 677 27, 30414. 86 ' 23. 33 38. 19 
W. 20,446 678 1,586 2,264 33. 16 77. 57 110. 73 9, 214 15,026 24, 240 114. 54 23. 71 38. 24 
C. . 2, 004 59 164 · 223 29. 44 81. 84 111. 28 659 1, 242 1, 90110. 61 19. 99 30. 60 
I . . 445 12 . 55 67 26. 97 123. 60 150. 56 . 98 778 876 7. 10 56. 40 63. 50 
T . 22,895 749 1,805 . 2, 554 32. 71 78. 84 111. 55 9,971 17,046 27, 01714. 05 24. 02 38. 07 
W. 20, 601 660 1, 432 2, C92 32. 04 69. 51 101. 55 8, 990 14, 871 23, 86114. 55 24. 06 38. 61 
C.. 1, 991 70 162 232 35.16 81. 37 116. 52 711 1, 230 1, 94111. 90 20. 59 32. 49 
I . . 460 16 46 02 34. 78 100. 00 134. 78 139 513 65210. 07 37.17 47. 25 
T . 23, 052 · 746 1, 640 2, 386 32. 36 71. 14 !OS: 51 9, 840 16, 614 26, 454 14. 23 24. 02 38. 25 
W. 20, 849 661 1, 437 2, 098 31. 70 68. 92 100. 63 9,870 16, 004 25, 874 15. 27 24. 76 40. 03 
C.. 2, 007 78 141 219 38. 86 70. 25 109. 12 903 1, 310 2, 213 14. 51 21. 06 35. 57 
I . . · 519 19 · 65 84 36. 61 125. 24 161. 85 ·193 491 684 12. 00 30. 52 42. 51 
T : 23,375 758 1,643 2,401 32. 43 70. 29 102. 72 10, fl66 17,805 28, 77115.13 24. 57 39. 70 
W. 21, 063 617 1,467 2, 084 29. 29 69. 65 98. 94 9, 653 15, 414 25, 067 15. 28 24. 39 39. 67 
c.. 2,006 57 197 254 28. 41 98. 21 126. 62 766 1,547 2, 31312. 73 25. 71 38. 43 
I . . 520 21 43 64 40. 38 82. 69 123. 08 236 · . 511 747 15.13 32. 76 47. 88 
T. 23, 589 695 1,707 2,402 29.46 72.36 101.83 10,655 17,.472 28,12715.06 24.69 39.75 
W. 21,089 606 2,407 3,013 28. 74 114.14 142. 87 9,451 20,753 30, 20414. 46 31. 74 46. 20 
C .. 1,989 58 . 217 275 29.16 109.10 138. 26 1,057 1,979 3, 03617.14 32. 09 49. 24 
r.. · 535 20 29 · 49 37. 38 54. 20 91. 59 305 422 12118. 39 25. 44 43. 83 
T . 23,613 684 2,653 3,337 28. 97 112. 35 141: 32 10,813 23, 154 33, 967114. 77 31. 63 46. 40 
W. 20,909 7,450 20,520 27,970 356. 31 981.401, 337. 70 107, 261 210,605 317, 86614. 05 27. 60 41. 65 
C -12, 0641 830 2, 425 1
1 
3, 255:~02. 13 1, 174. 90 1; 577. 03 10, 854 22, 385 33, 239114. 41 29. 71 44. 12 
I . . 296 129 403 532.435. 811,361.491, 797. 30 1, 238 4, 419 5, 65711. 46 41\ 90 52. 36 




23, 348l31, 757\361. 381,:0~3.
0
40 1,364, 78 110,353 237,409 356, 76214. 05 27. 95 42. 01 
TADLE X.J.-The rates, per 1,000 of strength, of admission, death, disoharge, and non-e:ff'eotiveness of the U. S. Army, and of the troops in the several de-
partments, for the year 1891, as oompared with those of the deoade 18~0-'89, and of oertain foreign armies. 
Nnmes of nnny or departments. I U.S . .A:rrp.y, 1891. U.S. Army, white, 1891. 
U. S. Army, colored, 1891. U.S. Army, Indian, 1891. 
Moan strength (corrected for time). I 23,269. l-----,----,----,-------l-----=---,-----I I 20.909. 2,064. : 296. 
d ~ d 
Causes of admission to sick report. 
. 
Enterio fever ............................... . 
Other specific contagious and infectious dis· 
ease!! inoludin"' erysipelas ............... . 
Mnlari~l fevers a'nd resulting conditions ... . 
Trpho·mnlarinl fever ....................... . 
D1nrrhea, including cholera morbus ........ . 
Dysentery .................................. . 
Oiher miasma tic diseases ................... . 
Gonorrhea And results .................. .. . . 
Syghilis and results ....... .•...... : ...... ~ .. 
~~c~~v:~~~~'.1:1. ~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Other enthetio diseases .....•................ 
.Alcoholism ................................. . 
Other dietic disease!! ................. .•.... . . 
Rheumatism (includin~ muscular) ......•..•• 
Other constitutionnl diseases .......•...•.... 
Developmentnl diseases ..............••...•.. 
Parasitic diseases ........................•... 
Heatlacbe and neuralgia ........ .........••.. 
Other diseases of the nervous system ....... . 
~{::::: ~} lt! ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Catarrhs and common colds .........•.....•.. 
Bronchitis .........•.........•.•............. 
PneUD1onia ...........•........•.•••......•.. 
;f ~:?u~:. ~~~~i·s·::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
it~:S~S~fS~e0le~t :flc1~:i~:r .8.~~~~:::: 
Other diseases of the circulatory; system .••. 














































.08 , ...•. . . 
.11 






.os I .23 
.87 
.23 
. 38 I 2.s1 
. 87 
. 30 
: ~i \ .. :~ ~~ . 








0 0 A • ~ A . I>,~ .,; I>,~ (I:) 
ii -~ ~-.... bt § 13 <1l ~ <1l 
·s '.;3 ~ -+"~ ~ (I:) c:e ~ ~ (I:) 
0 'd (I:) A 0 0 ,.q A 0 
---------
---
.69 4.11 .42 .08 .74 
3.08 153. 23 1.09 
--·----
3.26 
1. 58 64. 94 .08 . 08 1. 65 
.05 . 48 .04 
-------
.05 
1.05 103. 59 
--· -·-- -----·-
1.05 
.15 3. 63 .08 
-------
.16 
. 01 .19 
------ · ------ -
. 01 
2. 01 37. 88 
-------
.13 2.02 
1. 77 14.49 .04 1. 55 1. 79 
1. 22 18. 27 
--·---- -------
1.15 
1. 94 57. 73 
-------




.45 44.19 .25 .04 .49 
.02 . 72 ........... 
-----·-
. 02 
3.93 69. 20 
-------
1. 21 3. 70 




. 07 3.01 ............ ............ .07 
.86 42. 76 
·------
.25 .85 
. 88 9.09 . 42 2.97 .87 
.79 18. 99 
-------
.84 • 73 
. 31 8.56 
-------
.33 .33 
. 23 22. 67 
------- -------
.23 
1. 75 96. 99 .04 .08 1.76 
.40 3. 54 .71 .............. .36 
.87 2.68 .33 1. 38 .81 
.12 1. 87 
------- -------
.11 
·'° I 6. 89 .04 .13 .29 .43 4. 07 .25 .96 .46 
.20 1. 20 .08 .21 .22 


























0 A • 
I>,~ 
~~ 






121. 121···· ·· ·1·······1 1. 06 






in ~ <1l 
·s ~ ~ 1e ~ 
'd (I:) A ,.q A 
3.38 , ...• : .• • I········ 
47.30 ····· -· ..•••.. 












38. 28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 97 50. 681- .......••• - • . 1. 58 
17.44 . ...... 2. 67 1.78 13.51 ..••••. ••••••. .64 
32.46 ···-·········· 1.94 27.03 .. .•••• •.••••. 1.18 
34.88 ..•.... ···-··· 1.03 667.57 .•••• ••••••••• 25.04 
. 97 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 03 6. 76 . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 04 
3. 39 . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • 04 . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . • . ••••.. 
. 97 ...•••. ···-··· .03 •••••......••••••.••••...••.• . . 
138. 08 . . . • . . • 1. 78 6. 49 70. 95 . • • • • • . • • • • • • • 2. 30 
3. 39 • 44 . 44 • 29 10. 13 . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 32 
...••..... ..•••.. .44 •••••.• ••• •••.•...•• ••• .• •••••• ·••••·• 
1. 45 . . • • • • • . • . • • • . • 05 • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •••••• 
85. 76 . • • . . • • • • • • • . . • 97 33. 78 . • • • • • • . . • • . . . • 42 
10. 66 . • • • • • • 1. 78 1. 17 6. 76 . . • . • • . 3. 19 • 07 
84. 79 . . . • • • . 1. 33 1. 34 40. 54 . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • 92 
4. 36 . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . 10 23. 65 . • • • • • . . . • • • • . . 31 
34. 88 . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • 33 3. 38 . • . • • • . . • • • • • . • 03 
,108. 53 .• . • . • • ••••••• 1. 66 101. 35 . • . • • • • • •••••• • 94 
9.69 1.33 ••••••.• 75 16.89 ···••• · ·•••••• .74 
4. 84 • 89 4. 00 1. 51 10. 14 3. 19 . • • • • • • 1. 16 
2.42 ··-···· .•••. . • .16 3.38 ·······1······· .oa 
.... ~~:.~~.::::ii:~~~:~~~ .. }~ ..... ~~:.~;-.:::::::::::::: .... :.~~ 



























D;yspe~sia, oolio, and constipation ...•..•••• 56. 80 ......... . 08 . 65 58. 61 ...... .04 
Other iseases of the digestive system ....•. 73. 70 • 72 1. 21 1. 90 71. 93 . 79 1.13 
Diseases of the kidneys ........... . ......... 1. 72 .28 .11 .19 1. 72 .25 .08 
Other diseases of the genito-urinary system (non. venereal) ............................. 12.59 ....... .45 • 77 12. 05 .......... .46 
::;j Diseases of the locomotor system (excludi11g 




.11 2.13 83. 70 
-----·-
.13 
29. 57 ......... . 30 1.02 26. 83 
·------
• 33 
co Heat stroke ...........••......••..••.•••..•.. 3. 05 ......... .......... • 06· 3. 30 ......... 
-------~ Frostbite and 5eneral freezing .............. 2. 66 • 04 
-------
.10 1. 72 
------- -------j Contusions an sprains ...................... 137. 31 .04 .11 3. 39 133. 58 .04 .13 
<l Dislocations ................................. 1. 89 
------
.19 .17 l. 91 
--- -- --
.17 
o Fractures (not gnnshot) ....... . ............. 7. 78 .19 .60 1. 23 8. 08 . 21 . 67 
~ Incised, lacerated, contused, and punctured 
50. 58 .04 . 38 1. 52 47. 92 . 04 .42 wounds ...........•........................ I Shot wounds .....•••••.....•................ 2. 92 1. 25 .87 . 93 2. 77 1. 26 . 96 
All other injuries ......•.•............••..•.. 42. 72 1. 47 . 60 1. 20 42. 18 1. 63 . 67 
Total for disease . ..•...•••.•••••••••••••. 1, 115. 86 5. 0,i 14. 47 33. 41 1, 096.23 4. 98 14. 23 
~ Total for injuries .....••...•..••••.•••••. 248. 91 3.02 2. 76 8.60 241. 47 3.18 3. 01 
Total for all causes ...••••••••••••••••••• 1,364.78 8.05 17. 23 42. 01 1, 337.70 8.16 17. 24 
. 64 76. 55 
-------
.44 
1. 91 93. 99 
-------
2. 22 
.17 1. 94 
-------
.44 
. 78 16. 96 
-----·-
.44 
. 80 9. 21 .44 1.33 
2.16 52. 33 ........... 
···-··· 
. 99 54. 27 
-------
.......... 
.07 . 97 ......... ........... 
. 05 12. 60 .44 ............ 
3.41 169. 57 
------- i .. :«: 
.17 . 97 
1. 26 4.84 
------· ·------
1. 43 74. 61 ......... 
-------1. 00 3. 88 .89 ... ... .. 
1. 20 ·43.12 
--- ----
...... .... 
·--- - --- - -
33. 05 1,266.47 5. 78 18. 66 
8. 60 810. 56 1. 33 . 44 





104.731·······1·······1 1.07 57. 43 ...••. . ······. , .45 
20. 27 , .•.•... , .•••• .. .74 
1. 63 ...........••••.. ·•·•·• .••••... 
1. 88 84. 46 . . . • . . . . • • • . . . 1. 93 
1. 20 50. 68 . . . • . • . . . • • . . . 2. 13 
. 003 .•. ................•....••••••• 
. 66 ............••••...•.....••...• 
3.12 175. 68 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 3. 71 
.14 6. 76 .•••••. •..•..• .33 









6. 76 3.19 
-----·· 77. 70 
---- -·- -------
----- - --
1,452.70 3.19 3.19 
344. 59 3. 19 
--· ---
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T~BLE XI.-The rates, per 1,000 of st1·ength, of admission, death, di-~cha1·ge, aru1 non-ejfect-
i,·eness of the f!· S. Army, and of the troops in the several departnients, for the year 1891, 
as compared with those of the deca-de 1880-'89, and of ce1'tai11 foreign arrnies. 
Names of army or depart. U. S . .A.rmy, 1880-'89. U. S . .A.rmy, white, U.S . .A.rmy, colored, ments. 1880-.189. 1880-'89. 
Mean strength (corrected for 
time). 23,928. 21,612. 2,316. 
~ § § 0 
ri:, 
~t .,; ~i .,; A . 00 ~ 
~t 
~.; Causes of admission to sick A CD 
-I -~ 0 ~ '+3:.;:l bl) jJ +-= report. :; ]~ .,; le le Aa 00 ] ~~ ~ ..ci j ~ ~ ,.cl s ~ ~ CD ~ a,) ~ re, c:,s 00 § a,) iS 0 a,) ..... 0 . .... ~ A 0 ~ A A ::.;, ~ A 0 
-----
Enteric fever ................ 5.17 . 74 . 04 5.42 .76 .04 2. 81 
.6\ .... 
Other specific contagious and 
infectious diseases, includ-
ing erysipelas ............. . 19.25 .16 .-02 .... 18. 34 .16 ,03 ..... 27. 80 .16 
····· 
.... 
Malarial fevers and resulting 
148. 87 .28 .12 conditions ................. 152.12 . 26 .17 .... 152. 491 . 26 .17 .... .... 
Typbo-malarial fever ........ 2.11 . 24 ...... .... 2.18 . 22 ...... 
---· 
1. 51 .47 ..... .... 
Diarrhea, including cholera 
155. 53 .04 .32 morbus ................ . ... 159. 21 . 08 . 28 .... . 159. 61 .08 . 28 .... .... 
Dysentery ................•.. 13. 61 • 20 . 20 .... 12. 32 .18 .20 .... 25. 65 ,32 .20 .... 
Other miasmatic diseases .... .13 . 04 
-----
.... .14 . 03 ....... .... . 09 .08 
····· 
.... 
Gonorrhea and results ..•••.. 34. 52 ....... . 26 .... 34.40 
----· 
. 28 .... 35. 62 ...... .08 ----
Syphilis and results ...•••... 36. 52 . 03 3. 57 .... 34. 87 .03 3.47 ..... 51. 98 .04 4. 58 .... 
Other venereal diseases .••... 8. 05 
---·-
.12 .... 8. 05 . ..... .11 ..... 8.12 
····· 
.12 .... 
Vaccina. ..................... 12. 74 
··· ·-
...... .... 12. 72 . ..... ........ 12. 91 
····· 
..... .... 





tlb~~~I!tic· &i;;;;;; :·:::::::: 54. 25 .19 .34 .... 59. 67 . 21 • 37 .... 3. 71 ····· .04 .... 
. 58 .05 .05 .... . 56 .06 .05 .... . 73 
--··· 
.. ... ..... 
Rheumatism (including mus· 
2. 93 14.0. 06 .04 3.24 cular) ..•................... 107. 28 . 05 2. 96 .... 103. 76 .05 .... .... 
Other constitutional diseases. 9.07 . 21 . 70 
--·· 
8. 88 .20 .65 .... 10.84 . 32 1.18 .... 
Developmental diseases ...... .. .... ...... ..... ..... --·· 
Parasitic diseases .......•.••. 3.34 .004 3.54 .004 1. 47 
Headache and neuralgia ..... 86.44 .38 
---· 
83. 66 • 38 .... 112.39 ,36 
Other diseases of the nervous 
9. 28 .43 3.16 system .....•.••.....••..••. 11.63 .51 3. 71 .... 11.87 .52 3. 77 .... .... 
D~seases of the eye ..••••.•.. 23. 67 
····-
1. 29 .... 23. 23 
----· 
1. 29 .... 27. 68 
····· 
1.26 ..... 
Diseases of the ear ........... 8. Se .01 . 83 .... 9. 03 .01 .88 .... 3.89 
---·· 
. 39 .... 




102. 20 ..... .04 .. .. 




. 39 .... 
Pneumonia ............••••.. 4.86 .86 . 15 
----
4. 54 • 75 .14 .... 7.82 1.86 . 24 .... 
Pulmonary phthisis ...•..... 3. 51 . 56 1. 99 .... 3.44 . 52 1. 98 .... 4.19 .91 2.17 .... 
Pleuritis .... ............•.•.. 3.46 .03 .12 .... 3.13 . 03 .12 .... 6.56 .04, .12 .... 
Other diseases of the respi-
.28 yatory system .............. 8.27 .10 .46 .... 7.90 .09 .48 .... 11. 74 .20 .... 
Diseases of the heart and 
.24 1.03 valves ....•................ 3.25 .31 1.54 .... 3. 33 .32 1.60 .... 2.55 .... 
Other diseases of the circula· 
T~~!h~t~~:::::::::::::::: 
5. 01 .32 1.00 .... 5.22 • 31 1.06 .... 3.02 ,39 .43 .... 
54. 25 ...... .01 .... 52.41 
····· 
.01 .... 71. 37 ..... 
····· 
.... 
Dyspepsia, colic, and con-
98. 70 .08 stipation .................•. 76.98 ..... .25 
---· 
74.64 ....... . 26 .... 
····· 
.... 
Other diseases of the diges-
56.43 .43 1.82 .... tive system .•.......•...... 53. 79 . 56 2.15 .... 53. 50 . 57 2.18 ...... 
Diseases of the kidneys ...•.. 1. 35 . 20 .27 ...... 1. 35 .20 .26 .... 1. 34 .20 • 36 .... 
Other diseases of the genito-
urinary system (non-vene. 
20.38 1. 86 real) .•........•............ 17.56 .04 1.45 .... 17. 25 .05 1.41 .... ..... .... 
Diseaees of the locomotor 
system (excluding muscu-
,08 1. 74 lar rheumatism) ........ : .. 6. 03 .01 1. 37 .... 6.00 .004 1. 83 .... 6.26 ..... 
Diseasee of the integument-
ary system .......•.•...... 94.47 .004 .41 .... 97. 07 . 004 .41 .... 70. 25 ----- . 39 .... All other diseases .•.•..••.•.. 9.67 . 04 .96 .... 9. 65 .05 1.00 .... 9. 80 .04 .59 .... 
Heat stroke ....• •.•.......... 1. 64 .02 .02 .... 1. 76 .03 .02 . .... .52 ··•·· ······· ·· Fi;ostbite and general freez-
mg .. ··•··············••·•· 7. 31 .08 .11 .... 5. 33 .10 .09 .... 25. 861 .04 .861 .... Contusions and sprains ...••. U7.22 .02 .62 .... 146. 70 . 02 .60 . ... 152. 20 .08 . 79 ... . Dislocations ................. 2.49 . 01 .17 .... 2. 52 .01 .17 . ... 
··r--
.16 .•.. 
Fractures (not gunshot) ..... 6. 76 .13 .77 .... 7.01 .12 .80 . ... 4.40 .16 ,43r .. , Incie d, lacerated, contused, 
Sh ~nd punctur d wounds .... 43. 33 .13 .81 .... 41.83 .13 .29 .... 57. 34 .12 . 47 .... 
otwounda ..............•.. 6. 091.19 1.06 . ... 4.43 1.09 1.00 . .. , 11.1812.13 1.58 .. .. 
.All other iDJurles .•.•.•.••••. 31. 751. 35 .65 .... 32.17 1. 85 . 66 . .... 27. 76 1.80 .63 .... 




1, 619. 34111. 01130. 9'Jj. -~ l for all cau .... 1,400. o 18. 82 131. 87 . ... 1,482.88 s. 58 131. ,2 
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TABLE XI.-Tlt~ rates, ver 1,000 of si?'ength, of arlniission, death, discha1'ge, and non-effect-
iveness of the U. S. A1·1ny, and of the troops in the several ~epartr!ients, fo_r the year 1891, 
as cornpared with those of the decade 1880-'89, and of cel'tain foreign annies. 




Mean strength (corrected for time). 102,057. 218,917. 420,320. 
I>,. I>,. I>,. 
o5 
__.Cl) i:, .-.<ll rn o5 
..-<<ll 
,;, ;.al> ri, .;.,I> ;.ap. 
A <I) i:i:;I A <I) i:i.:: A Cl) A'.+3 







Enteric fever .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 39 . 24 . • • • • • • • . 4. 83 1. 27 . . . • . . • • . 3. 53 . 31 .•.•.•••• 
Other specific contagious and infec-
tion~ di~ease!l, including erysipelas . 9. 51 . 11 • • • . • • • . . 21. 37 . 40 . . . • . . • • . 6. 74 .10 .•••.•••• 
Malarial fevers and resulting condi-
tions ...................... . ...... .. 6. 47 .01 .•••..... 28.21 .18 .14---· 3.57 •••.•••..•••• 
Typho-malarial fever .. ... _ .... _. __ .. _ ............•.. - - - · ....... · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · • • •• 
Diarrhea, including cholera morbus. 6. 52 .... . . . . . . . . . 8. 11... . .• . •. • • . . 15. 08 .• - . -· - - . - ••• 
Dfuseutery........................... . 68 . 03 . 04 . . . . . 05 . 02 .. . . . . • • . . 11 ..........••• 
0 her miasmatic diseases............ . 06 . 04 . . • . . . . . . . 01 . 01 . . . • . . . • . . 03 . 02 ..•..•••• 
Gonorrhea and results............... 97. 49 . . . . . 07 . . . . 19. 90 . . . . . . . . . • • • . 14. 00 ... . ......••• 
Syphilis and results . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 92. 89 . 03 1. 05 . . . . 8. 62 . 01 . 02 . • • . 11. 11 . 01 . 01 .••• !if IElEEn:::/::: ::~::;; ••:: ::: ;; •:•: --~;i :iii::::: : ••• :::'.:; :;;i ::::: :iii 
RheumatisIJ?- (i~cluding- muscular)... 35. 94 . 05 . 52 . . . . 17. 40 . 05 . 16 . • • • 33. 59 . 03 . 22 ..•• 
Other coustitnt,ional diseases...... . . 21. 31 .14 . 59 . . . . 9. 07 . 33 . 68.... 12. 89 . 05 . 34 .••• 
Developmental diseases. .... ........ . 7. 82 . 02 1. 07 .....•.. _ ... 01 . 04.... .10 . 01 . 57 .••• 
Parasitic diseases.................... 26. 27 . 02..... . • • . 3. 96. .. . . . • . . . . • . 8. 21. .........••• 
Headache and neuralgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . l · · O~ber cliseases of the nervous system . S 8. 90 . 25 1. 78 . . • . 5. 54 , 43 1. 40 . • • • 4. 94 . 19 . 82 ..•• 
Diseases of the eye.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 78 . . . . • 82 . • .. 14. 59 . .. . . 69 . . . . 27. 35 . . . . . 41 .••• 
~isease_s _of the ear . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . 6. 81 . 02 . 65 . • • . 5. 47 . 01 . 19 . . . . 10. 96 . . . . . 33 . - •• 
~~~~~~:~.-.-.·_·_·.-::::::::::::::::::::: t~~ :~~ !3ti~ :~~ :;L::: i~:~~ :~ 
p ulm<_n~ary phthisis.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 29 1. 19 2. 89 . 97 1. 21 1. 24 . . • . 2. 49 . 56 
leunt1s ................... . . __ ...... 2. 77 . 04 . . • . . • . . 12. 44 . 72 1. 27.... 4. 48 .10 4. 50 
Other diseases of the respiratory sys- l 
tern, including catarrh and common 
colds . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 2. 38 . 03 1. 23 . 05 . 07 . . . . 21. 43 . e2 
Disease~ of the heart and valves : : : : 8. 89 . 39} { 1. 87 . 07} 
Other diseases of the circulatory sys- 3. 33 . • • . 1. 11 . 14 . 71 . . . . 1. 78 .••• 
tern -.... -. -. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . 2. 18 . 10 1. 21 . _. .. 
Tonsillitis and other diseases·· ~f { ) 
0 
mouth and throat.................. 61. 96 ... · } 12. 03 . . . . . • • • . . • • . 71. 99 .... 
ther diseases of the digestive sys- . 88 . _ . . 3. 96 •••• 
tern · · · · -- - -- -----. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 96 . . 38
1 
I 22. 25 . 41 2. 77 . . • . 45. 66 . 17 
8isease~ of the kidneys ........... : . . . 50 . 11 } { • 56 . 09 . 08 . . . . . _46 . 09 } 
ther diseases of the genito-urinary . 52 . . . . . 21 .••• 
system (non-venereal) ....... . ... .'. . 17. 57 . 03 I 3. 40 . . . . .19 . . • . 6. 03 . 01 
Diseas_es of the locomotor system (ex-
clurlmg muscular rheumatism) . . . . 6. 82 . 05 . 61 . . • . 3. 83 . 08 . 74 . • • . 25. 28 . 02 2. 49 .•• • 
Diseases of the integumentary sys- I 
.A. tern . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72. 84 . . . . . 35 . . • . 19. 08 . 04 . 18 . . . . 196. 59 . 01 . 09 •••• 
11 other diseases . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 8 16 39 37 . 22 16 12 59 . 02 ••• 
I
lii~:t:::~t'°tHt u ·:,·:::::::';:II]:":::: [:i}j··:~:: ... 
ncised, lacerated, contused, and 
p1mctured wounds................. 3. 66 . 01 23. 94 . 01 lt't wo~d~-.:...................... . 29 . 32 . 60 . 31 
other IDJunes .........••..•.•... · 1----1--i--- 4. 58 . 37 28. 76 . 57 
Total for disease....... . .. . . . . 631. 91 3. 88
1
15.18.... 341. 64 7. 2411. 67 . . . . 600. 48 2. 2715. 73 .••• 
Total for injuries.~............ 98. 52 . 69 . 711_... 19. 83 . 71 . 39 .... 158. 41 . 92 . 91. •.• 
Tota.I for all causes............ 730. 43 4. 57115. so
1
.... 361. 47 7. 9512. 06.... 758. 89 3.1916. 64 •••• 
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TA;BLE XI.-The 1·ates, per 1,000 ~f strength, of admission, death, discharge, and non-e.ffect-
iven_ess of the f!· S. Army, and of the troops in the several departments,for the year 1891, 
as compared with those of the decade 1880-'89, and of ce,·tainforeign arniies. 
Names of army or depart- Department of the 
men ts. East. 
Mean · strength ( corrected for 
time). 6,171. 
Causes of admission to sick 
report). 
Enteric fever ............... . 4. 86 • 49 . 16 1. 05 
Otl1er s1Jeciftc contagious and 
infectious diseases, includ-
ing erysipelas ... . . . . . .. . . . 172. 73 . 32 .••.• 3. 51 
Malari:il_ fevers and r esulting 
cond1t10ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 74. 71 . . . . , 16 1. 84 
Typho·malarial fever . . . . . . . . . 49 . 16 . . . . . • 04 
Diarrhea, including cholera 
morbus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141. 47 . . . . . • • . . 1. 54 
Dysentery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2. 59 . . . . . • . . . • 10 
Other miasmatic diseases ............. ... ..... .... . 
Gonor rhea and results....... 52. 34 .... . 49 2. 56 
Syphilis and resnlts . . . . . . • • . 17.18 . . . . 3. 24 2. 04 
Other venereal diseases...... ~4. 63 . . . . . . • . . 1. 50 
Vaccina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 125. 42 . • . . . • . . . 4. 31 
Other enthetic diseases...... . 97 . . . . . . . . . . 01 
Alcoholism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52. 67 . 49 . . . . . . 59 
Other dietic diseases . . . . . . . . 1. 30 . • • . . • • . • . 04 
Rheumatism (includingmus· 
cular) ...... .. ............. . 
Other constitutional diseases. 
Developmental diseases ....•. 
Parasitic diseases ........... . 
Headache and neuralgia .... . 
Other diseases of the nervous 
system .................... . 
D~seases of the eye ......... . 
Diseases of the ear .......... . 
Catarrhs and common colds .. 
Bronchitis ...........••...•.. 
Pneumonia .........•••.•..•. 
Pulmonary phthisis .•..•••... 
Pleuritis .... ..... .. ........ __ 
Other diseases of the respira,. 
tory system ............... . 
Diseases of the heart and 
valves .................... . 
Other diseases of the circula· 
70. 33 . . . . 1. 30 2. 83 
4. 37 . 16 . 16 . 20 
. 97 . . . . 1. 78 . 22 
4. 05......... . 06 
43. 9i . . . . • • • . . . 66 
9. 56 . 49 1. 46 
17.82 .... .97 
6. 97 ......•.. 
30.47 ..•..••.. 
· 110.03 ........ . 
2. 43 . 81 .... . 
4. 05 . 65 1. 62 









4. 86 . 16 • 16 .14 
3. 08 .16 . 97 . 35 
tory system................ . 97 . 32 . 32 . 13 
TonsilliLis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40. 51 . . . . . • • . . , 66 
D yspepsia, colic, and consti· 
pation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69. 02 ..•..•• _. • 71 
Other diseases of tbe digest. 
ive system................. 75.18 . 81 1. 30 1. 54 
Di11eases of the kidneys...... 1. 62 . 32 .16 .13 
Other diseases of the genito. 
urinary system (non·Yene· 
real.... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. 18 . . . . . 65 . 61 
Diseases of tbe locomotor sys. 














.Cl t@ ~ i;3 ~ Q:> 






133. 85 . 27 . • . . . 2. 13 
146. 46 . . - . . . . . . 3. 23 
. 80. --· .•... .12 
88.52 ·-· . ..•.. 
6.17 . 27 ..•.. 
. 27 ..... -· .. 
35. 68 ........ . 
18. 78 .. - . 1. 61 
23. 84 .... .... . 
48.82 .....• .. . 
3. 49 .....••.. 










65. 98 . . . . .'27 2. 36 
2. 15 ..... •.... 38 
·-··· ... .... .80 ..... 
4. 02. ... . . . .. .12 
39. 43 . . . . • 54 . 79 
7. 51.... . 80 
17.17 ..... 80 
9. 39 .. .. . 27 
18. 24 .. ...... . 
81. 01 .... .... . 
3. 75 . 80 .... . 
3. 22 . 27 2. 15 
1. 34. -·· .••.. 










2.15 .27 .so .43 
2.15.... . 27 . 29 
31. 65.... . . • . . . « 
39.43 .•..•••.. . 82 
54. 45 . 27 1. 84 1. 75 
3. 22 . 27. ••.. .18 
13.41 .... .... . . 88 




rTJ al A,!J 
.~ 
Q:> P">> ~~ bl) 
al @ 
.§ ~ ~~ ~ § 
'O Q A <!l A 0 
~I~ ----.31 .53 
139. 361. 25 . . • . . 2. 75 ' 
14. 41 . 31 .•••. 
94. 58 .. -· .••.• 




. --28 .. 50 : : : : : : : : : -i: 53 
7. 20. -·· • 31 . 57 
15. 03 . . . . • • . . . . 85 
42. 59 .... -···· • 95 
J. 25 . . . . . . . . . . 05 
27. 87 ... . . -· .• . 26 
. 63 .... ..... . 02 
78. 30 . • . . • 63 3. 54 
4. HS .... . 94 , 59 
. 63. .. . . 94 . 07 
2.19.. .. . . . . . . 04 
55. 43 .... . •• ·- 1. 10 
8. 46 . 31 . 94 
24.74 .... 1.25 
10. 02 ....• ···-
17. 54 .....••.• 
124. 96 ........ . 
3. 76 ... . ···· · 
1. 88 . 31 . 94 
2.19 ..... -··· 










3. 13 .•.. • 94 .63 
. 31 .••. - ••.. 
49.48 ....•••.• 




88. 01 1. 25 1. 57 2. 32 
. 94 . 31 • 31 • 22 
11.27 ..•. .94 ,82 
tern (excluding muscular 
rheumatism) ...... .. ,.... .. 3. 40.... . 49 . 22 5, 36.... • 80 . 47 8. 44. - - . • 94 · 33 
Diseases of tbe integument-
ary system··· - · · ·. -... - . . . . 83. ail.... .16 2. 06 103. 81. _.. . 27 2. 77 65. 46 .. - .... · · 1. 51 
.All other diseases ........• _. 81. 76 . . .. .49 1. 15 12. 61 . _ •• ___ .. . 4,1 28. 18 ...... - . . . 98 
Heat etroke. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 19
1
. . . . . . . . . . 14 . 54 . • • . • • • • . . 003 1. 88 .• _. . . . . • . IU 
F~ostbite and general freez. 
c~fn~i~~·s· ~d ·sp;~i~;:::::: . 82 . - . . . • • . . . 002 . 54 . __ . . • • . . • 005 9. n ..... _... . 37 
Disl ations .......... - .... - . 1341. 3133 ·. - • . . • . . . 8. 2088 1821. 7348 .••..•• 54.. 8. 2102 1422. 8192 . - . · , · . • . . 3: ~! 
~~~t~la(n~!t1£t~~it~, ·ed·· 0:161·:ie··:40 :70 o:97,.j7 :54 1:86 7:52::::··:w .81 
Sba~d pun Jur d wounda. · · '.. 51. 37.... . 65 1. 57 38. 63... . . 64 1. 14 53. 241 . 81. - · · · L 64 
.AJl othOU1! . .. "· "• • • • • • • · • • • • 2. 43 • 49 , • 16 . 32 3. 49 l. 61 2. 95 8. 10 2. 51 , 63 1. 57 • 
r lDJurl · · • •• • • • • - • · 36. 461. 46 . 65 . 89 49. 62,2. 68 1. 61 1. 34 42.501. 88l · 31 1. °' 
-----,-----i---- ' -_] _ _ 
'.};0 ~ ~or cli .ea .e .. ··· · · 1, 30:J. l!l 5. 3510. 04 36.17 1,072.423. 7610. 73 29. 58 1,017.854. 0710. 96 27. 93 0 
or inJun · · · · ·. ~ 2.11 1. 94 6. 90 233. 91 4. 56j~ ,10. 76 262. 45 2. 82 2. 8'.! 8· 
Total for all au · · · · l, 640. 50i7- 45117. 99143.16 jl, '106. 33 8. 32i16. 901,o. 34 11,280.306. 9113. 78 ;;6. 
71 
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TABLE XI.-Therates,per 1,000 of strength, of admission, death, discha1·ge, and non-effect-
freness of the U.S. Arniy, and of the t·roops in the several de,partrn~nts for ~he year 1891, 
as compcwed with those of the decade 1880-'89, and of certain foreign a1·mies. 
Names of army or depart-
ments.) 
Mean strength (correcte,l for 
time. 
Causes of admission to sick 
report). 








A <l, p-,~ 
.i bl) ~-~ ri., te AC 
·s ..:I ..:I ~Ji ~ iii ~ <l, 
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ri., A • rn p-,~ A <l, 
·i bl) ~:g ~ te ~~ ] -§ ~ rn ~ <l, 
<l, A 0 <q A Q 
-----------1---- - - -- --- ------ ------- - ----
,05 Enteric fever .... .... .. .... . 6. 23 • 54 ..•. . 
Other specific contagious 
and infectious diseases,in-
cluding erysipelas . . . . . . . . 213. 27 4. 61 ..... 
Malarialfovers and resulting 
T conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 60 . 27 .••.• 
;ypho-malarial fever ........................ . 
Diarrhea, including cholera 
D;~~~~;j : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 8i: ~~ : : : : : : : : : : 
Other miasma tic diseases .. ........ . ......... . 
Gonorrhea and-results . . . . . . 29. 54 .... . 
Syphilis and results . . . . . . . . 14. 63 ..... : : : : : 
ither venereal diseases..... 11. 65 . ...•.••.. 
accina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 02 
~her enthetic rliseases . . • • . 3. 25 : : : : : · ·: 27 
cohol~F<m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 42. 27 . 27 .•... 
Other dietic d"iseases. ....... . 27 
Rheumatisrn(including mus- · · · · · · · · · · 
culur) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88. 34 . . . . . . 81 
gthe1 constitutional diseases 2. 98 • 27 .•... 
P:;aesftf~uJis~~s~!~~~~~~ ::: :: · · · · ·: 54 · · · · · · 27 
Headache and neuralgia . . . . 44. 17 : : : : : : : : : : 
Other diseases of the nerv-
ous system . .............. . 
Diseases of the eye ........ . 
Diseases of the ear ........ . 
Catarrhs and common cold,i. 
Bronchitis ................. . 
Pneumonia ................ . 
Pulmonary pb thisis ......••. 
Pleuritis .... . .. . ........... . 
7. 86 . 54 . 54 
55. 82 ..... 1. 08 
5. 69 ......•... 
30. 62 .......•.. 
86. 45 . 27 ..••. 
10. 84 2.17 ..... 
1. 63 . 54 1. 35 
1. 90 .••...••.. 
Ot,herdiscases of the respira-
tory system............ . . . 11. 38 .••...•... 
Diseases of the heart and 
valves ........ . .......... . 3. 25 .27 1.63 
Other diseases of the circu-
T lat~r~ ~ystem............. 1. 08 ......• •.. 
ons1lhtis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60.16 ...•..••.. 
Dyspepsia, colic, and consti-
patipn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41. 46 . • . . . . •••. 
O~her <liscases of the digest-
ive system...... . ......... 79. 40 .••.. .•••• 
Disease~ of the kidneys..... 1. 63 .•••..••.. 


































real) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 01 . . . . . • 27 • 61 
Diseases of the locomotor 
system (excluding muscu-
lar rheumatism) ......... . 
Diseases of the integument-
.afati~~~:~~~.::::::: : : : 66. 40 . • • . . . • . . . 2. 01 
Heat stroke.. .. ............. 
3n~ : : : : : . .'. ~: 1: ~: 
4. 61 .••.. .54 • 21 
4. 26 • 61 .•••• 
46. 23 1. 22 ...... 
80. 29 . 61 ... ... 
1.-22 ...... 
·-··· 
135. 64 .. .... ..... 
7, 30 ..... ..... 
········ 
..... ..... 
41. 36 ..... ....... 
12. 77 • 61 1. 22 
28. 59 .. .. .. ...... 
47.45 ..... ...... 
6. 08 ...... ...... 
46.84 .61 ..... 
......... .. ..... ...... 
71. 17 ..... • 61 
5.47 ..... ..... 
• 61 
4. 26 ..... 
·· ··· 
57. 78 ....... • 61 
6.69 ........ 3.04 
18. 86 ...... 1. 22 
12.16 ..... • 61 
13. 38 .. ... ...... 
122. 26 ..... 
-···· 
1. 22 ...... ....... 
4. 26 1. 22 1. 22 





10. 95 1. 22 1. 82 
1. 82 ... .. • 61 
35. 89 ....... 
····-
76. 64 ........ .... . 
62. 04 • 61 2. 43 
1. 22 . 61 ...... 
18. 25 ...... 1. 22 
5.47 ..... .61 





.58 .44 ... .. ........ 
1.19 131. 02 .44 .•••. 2. 64 
2. 26 36. 81 .... ..... 1. 06 
• 09 .44 .... ..... .10 
1. 26 111. 31 .... ..... 1.04 
. 24 2. 63 .44 ..... .13 
. ... 
····-
2. 25 22. 35 1.18 
1. 87 12. 27 
···-
2. 63 1. 08 
2. 20 21. 91 
-··· 
..... 1. 43 
• 96 56. 09 
---· --··· 
2.42 
. 52 2.19 .... 1•••• . 07 
. 54 28. 48 .44 .44 . 33 
-----
1. 75 .... .... . • 04 
2. 99 102.10 .... 1. 31 4. 46 
.27 2. 63 ..... • 44 . 33 
····· 
.44 .... .88 . 01 
.11 . 88 ..•. ..... . 01 
1.13 66.171 .... ... ... .98 
. 81 12.27 .••. .44 . 98 
. 78 23. 66i .... 1.ll,l . 98 
.49 7. 01 , .•.. . 44 .12 
. 21 ~~: ~~i: ::: . 38 2. 73 . 91 
. 05 5. 26 1. 31 ...... . 82 
1. 75 2.19! .••. 3. 07 2. 20 
.07 2. 631 .... ..... .23 
.28 9. 64 ..... . 44 . 50 
1.03 4.38 .44 .88 . 21 
.19 .44 .44 .44 . 26 
.49 49. 96 ...... ....... • 78 
1. 38 74. 93 .... .44 .89 
2. 03 90. 71 .88 2. 63 2. 58 
.09 1. 31 .... ......... .14 
1.07 14. 46 ..... .44 . 64 
.38 4. 38 .44 .88 1.19 
2. 50 56. 97 .. ... ·---- 1. 91 
2.12 51. 71 ..... 
--- -
1.18 
• 15 . 88 ..... ---- .02 
Fr:ostbite and general freez-
1ng - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 96 . 27 . . • . . . 28 . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . 2. 19 . . . . . . . . . • 04 
g?n
1
tuRi~ns and sprains. .... 134. 41 . . . . . . 27 3. 10 157. 54 . . • . • . • • . . 3. 69 141. 98 . 44 • 44 3. 60 
1s ocat1ons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 35 ..... . . . . . . 27 2. 43..... . . . . . .10 2. 19.... • 44 .18 
Fractures (not gunshot) . . . . 9. 48 . 54 . 81 1. 19 7. 30 . • • . • 1. 82 1. 31 7. 89 . . . . • • . . . • 79 
Incised, lacerated, contnsed I 
and punctu1·ed wounds . . '. 52. 30..... . 54 1. 33 58. 39 ...•.• . •... 1. 46 63.10 .....•... 2. 06 
~1t wo~d~ .. :..... . . . . . • . . 3. 25 1. 90 . 81 . 77 4. 26 3. 04 . 61 . 55 3. 51 . 881
1 
• 44 . 50 
other mJunes........... 43. 90 l. 08.. ... l. 29 45. 62 . 61 . 61 1. 44 _40. 76, • 44 . 881 1. 59 
Total for disease ...... 1,110.84 9.76 7. 59 29. &5 1,175.79 7. 30
1
16. 42 30. 971.113. 93 4. 8217. 09 34. 24 




3. 041 8. 71 262. 49i1- 761 2.191 8. 79 
Total for all cau~es . .. 1,363.1413. 55
1
10. 03 38 11 1. 4Rll. 50 10. 9511(). 46;45. 6811, 376. 4216. 571iii: 2s,-43-. 0-3 
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T~BLE XI.-The· rates pm· 1,000 of strength of admission, death, discharge, and non-effect-
iveness of the U. S . .1frmy, and of the t1·oops in the several departments, for the year 1891, 
as compared with those of the decade 1880-'89, and of certain foreign armies. 
Names of army or departments. Department of California. 




~t ,,.; A Q) 
Causes of admission to sick report. 
·i bl) li ,,.; ;j j ~ ,.Cl .... ~ <ll Q ~ Q) 
Q) ~ 0 <11 A 0 
------
Enteric fever .. ......... . '. ...........•••..••........... ... - ....... . 
Other specific contagious and in-
fectious diseases, including ery. 
sipelas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133. 57 . 90 . . . . . • . . 2. 02 
Malarial fevers arid resulting con-
ditions ........ · ... . .......... ... . . 





Diarrhea, including cholera mor-
bus.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43. 32 . . . • • . . • . . . • • . . 63 
~l:::;:ri .. ~~ti~-di;·~~;~;:::::::::: -·- -·~:~~. :::::: :::::::: .... :~~-
Gonorrhea and results ... ...... _... 61. 37 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 4. 18 
Syphilis ancl results . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18. 95 1. 80 3. 32 
Other venereal diseases_ . . . . . . • . . . . 17. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 88 
Vacci11a ........ __________ ...... _ . . . 9. 92 . . . • . . . . • . . • • • • 46 
Other enthetic diseases............ 4. 51 . . . . . . . . • .. • .. .17 
.Alcoholism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 25. 27 . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . 22 
Other dietic dis\\lases .... __ . __ .... _ . . 90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 01 
Rheumatism (including mnscular) _ 60. 47 • 90 3. 89 
Other constitutional diseases ..... _ 11. 73 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 69 
Developmental diseases __ ................... ........ ...... ....... . 
Parasitic diseases._................ 6. 32 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . · • 36 
Headache and neuralgia ____ ....... 3j}. 71 . 90 . 80 
Oth3r diseases of the nervous sys· 
tem ... : .................... . .... . 
~::::::: ~itk: :~.: ::::::::: :::::: 
Catarrhs and common colds ....... . 
Bronchitis ........................ . 
Pneumonia .. _ . . _ ................. . 
Pulmonary phthisis .............. . 
Pleuritis ....... _ .. _ .......... _. _ .. . 
Other diseases of the respiratory 
system .......................... . 
Diseases of the heart and valves .. . 
Other diseases of the circulatory 
Tii:~itls·:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Dyspepsia, colic and constipation __ 
Other diseases of the digestive sys· 
tem ............................. . 
































































~ le ..c:I i;j Q) A A 
-----
4. 25 






































...... -. ·i: 42. 
........ ··: 1i· 
.71 ....... . 
• 71 2. 83 
~~ ...... ----:1i· 
. 71 ....... ····•·· 
~r: ~~ · · · · · · · · · ·: 1i · 
69. 40 1. 42 • 7L 


























Other c1iseasesof the genito-urinary 
system (non.venereal)_._ ... __ .. __ 
Diseases ?f the locomotor system (excludmgmuscularrhe\1matism) 
Diseases of the integumentary sys-
tem· · · · · - · .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95. 07 . . . . . . . . • . . • . . 2. 45 50. 49 .•• . ........ · · 1. 56 
.All other diseases . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 18. 05 ... _ . . . • • . . • . . . 44 16. 20 , 71 • ~~ 
f::\t\i~~~cig~~~~~fo~~~i~g::::: :::::::::: ::: ::: :::::::: :::::::: ..... ~--~~. :::::: :::::::: ----2~u C?ntus1~n ancl sprains............ 143. 50 . .... _ . . ... • • . 3. 83 126. 78 . . . . . . · 71 · 
47 D1slocat1ons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 71 .. _ . ___ . . . . . . . . 14 4. 25 . . . . . . 1. 42 · 
Fra. ·tures (not gunf!l1ot) ........ _.. 9. 93 . 90 . 90 2. 10 12. 04 .... _. . 71 2. 50 
Inc1 ed, lac rat <1, contused, and 
sJ'o1f;~~~c1\~~~1~~~::: ::::::: ::::: 
.All other injurie .. ............... . 
Total for clis as 
Total for injnrt ;::: ::::::::: 
Total for all cau 8 .......... 
47. 83 
2. 71 3. 61 
64. 98 1. 80 
9:19. 53 .90 
271. 66 6. 32 











44. 32 1 
42. 49 .••. -· ..•..••. 
aU~ U~ ····:.;i· 
730. 3 4. 25 18. 41 1 
221. 67 4. 25 3. 54 








TABLE XII.-Speci.fic febrile and acute infectious diseases. 
Diseases. 
United States. Great 
1-------,---------:----1 Britain, 










Cerebro-spinal fever. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 09 . 04 • 09 • 02 . 05 . 05 
g~~1;1?:. ~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ... :. ~~. : : : : : : : : .... : ~~. . ..... : ~~. . .... : ~ ~. : : : : : : : : : : 
Diphtheria. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 . 21 . 39 . 01 . 05 . 89 
Enteric fever................... .............. . 3. 95 5. 24 5.17 1. 39 4. 83 3. 53 
Measles ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7. 74 2. 48 3. 61 1. 50 6. 56 1. 29 
Mumps ................. ....................... 2. 58 • 87 4.11 • 68 2. 74 (*) 
Scarlet fever................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 . 25 . 18 1. 62 . 37 1. 29 
ir:~f o1L _. _. _. _. _. _.:: _. _.::::: ::::: _. _.::: : : : : : : : : : : : : i~ . 04 J: . o2 } . 61 . u 
Typhus feyer..................... ....... ...... . •...... . . . .. . . . . 01 ..•. ··: 03° . 01 
Whooping cough . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 09 • 21 . 08 • 01 ... · · · • · · · • · · · · • • · • 
Yellow fever. . . . . • • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. . •. . . .. . . • • . . • . . . 18 ...... • •. · · • • · · · • • · · • • • • • • • • · 
*Enumerated under the digestive system. 
TABLE XIII . ....:....Dist1·ibution of specific febrile diseases, etc., at United States rnilital'y posts 
durinq the year 1891. 
Posts. 
Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases, ex· 
eluding infl.ue~za and erysipelas. 
-----------1------------------------
Columlms Barracks, Ohio.. . .. . 6... 1 ... 93 33 ...........•.••. 133 226. 96 45 . . . 
Fort Myer, Va .......................... 15 3 ...........•.•..•.. 18104. 04 10 .. . 
Fort Lo_gan, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . 5 4 . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . 3 1ti 55. 75 153 2 
Davids .island, N. Y....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 16 29. 26 38 2 
Fort Monroe, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1... . . . 3 4... . . . . . . . . . .. . 3 11 25.17 124 1 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.. . .. . . . . . . . 1 3 4... 1... . . . . . . 1 10 14. 21 86 ... 
li~il~f~tH/}\iiJ:1)\'.:JI/}· f i!:f! 'lb 
Washington Barracks, D. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 7 22. 58 31 ... 
!~f~~~]t/I:I\/))j/\\I/ f ~:~ ___ ,if:; 
Fort Randall, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i .. ·1 ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 48. 78 14 .. . 
Fort Riley, Kans.............. 1 ... 1 2... .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . 4 6. 67 110 .. . 
Vancouver Barracks, Wash.... . . . . . . . . . 2·... 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 9. 32 2 ..• 
1~~rn~tl~f;1:~::::::: :::: ·:i ::: ::: --:1·1:~ ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ! 2n~ 1~i ::~ 
Fort Sam Houston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 .. • 1 ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6. 01. 6 1 
tmt:!t!:!~;)~t::: :::: ::~ ::: ::: .. ~ ::~ ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ! iHi .... ;! ::~ 
Field,Dept.ofthePiatte .. 1 ......... 2 ... 1··················· 3 7.79 16 ..• 
i!iiltit\•I::••• iJ, ;;\•;;\\: I !l!!_J\ 
Mount Vernon Barracks, 
.Ala.............. .. ................... 2 ..................••.. 
Newportnarracks,Ky .... ····1··· ···1··· 21 ... ···1··· ·· ·1··· .... .. . Fort Ringgold, Tex ....................... -I·.. 2 ... .. - · · · · · · · · · · 
i~~~rL:~i1n~c1a~n~ir·::: :::: ::: ::: ::: i1::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: 
2 12. 42...... 1 
2 31. 75 6 .. . 
2 17. 86 ........ . 
2 7. 12 21 .•. 
1 15. 87 12 ... 
1781303. 75 
28,161.84 




10211 257. 58 47 443. 39 
45149. 00 
41123. 86 
36 272. 72 




7 77. 78 
5 32. 68 
181219. 50 
114190. 00 
6, 13. 99 
211154. 41 




151 65. 22 
3150. 85 
19 4.9. 35 
28115. 70 
30 277. 78 





3 18. 63 
8126. 99 
2 17. 86 
23 81. 85 
13 206. 35 
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TABLE XIII.-Distribution of Bpecijicfebrile diseases, etc.-Continued. 
Posts. 
Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases, ex-
cluding influenza and erysipelas. 
t~n1~};1~~i~~~~;J::::::: ... ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · i : : : : i iii:~~ ~ .. ~ 
Fort Clark, Tex................ .. . .. . ... .. . ... 1...... .. . .. . ... . 1 2. 98 15 .•• 
l'ort D. A. Russell, ·wyo .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . 1 .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . 1 2. 65 5 1 
Fort Du Chesne, Utah..... . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4. 83 91 2 
~:Fe~s~~\~~ea!::~iltc.:: :::: ··i ::: :::· ::: ::: ::: ::: --~ ::: ::: :::: i 1t~~ :::::: ··i j~~: ~~~tti~~~i~h:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. i .. ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i ~: ii 1~~ .. ~ j~_~t~~i!ri~~~Y~~::::::: :::: .. i ::: ::: ::: ::: .. ~ ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: i 1~:~: 3g "i 
Camp Pilot Butte, Wy:o.... .... ... ... . .. 1 ... ... ... ... .. . ... .... 1 18.18 ........ . 
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y ... : . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. 1 1 15. 62 8 .. . 
Presidio, San Francisco, Cal .... .. · 1 ·. . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . 1 2. 23 112 .•• 
FortRobinson,Nebr ....................... 1 ................... 1 2.48 17 2 
San Carlos, Ariz .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. 1 .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. 1 4. 52 3 ... 
Itri~~:cis r:~!~k~: .Fii:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ... i ~ ·1~: :~ ..... 2 : : : 
l!'ort Townsend, Wash..... .. .. .. . . . . .. . 1 .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . 1 15. 62 5 .. . 
Fort Warren, Mass........ . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . 1 . .. .. . . .. . 1 9. 90 ........ . 
Fort Wayne, Mich........................ 1 ... ... ... ... ... .... 1 4.15 Jl .. . 
Willets Point, N. Y . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . 1 . . . • • . . .. . • . . .. . • • . 1 2. 75 52 .. . 
Field, Dept. of Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3. 65 . • • . . 1 
Field, Dept. of Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • . • . . • • • . 1 14. 92 1 ... 
Fort Omaha, Nebr............. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ...... 123 1 
i~U!~l!!!:~;;~:: :::: ::: ::: ~:: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ::: :::::: 1i! :t 
f;;;tiiKt~J.~~~~:~~~~: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ::: :::::: ii ::i j~~t3~8!1t!~~·~~1t:~::::::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ::: :::::: ~f --~ 
J~~tJ~:~~_tize~-~:.~.:: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ::: :::::: rn ::: 
i~~t~!~l!;~~li!~ii.Y::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ::: :::::: }L~ 






9 .. . 






5 .. . 





3 .. . 
3 .. . 
3 .. . 
6 29. 56 
8156. 86 
16 47. 76 
7 18. 57 
94454.11 
1 19. 23 
2 4.57 
119 352. 04 





113 252. 23 
20 49. 51 
4 18.10 
1 12. 82 
3 28. 04 
6 93. 75 
1 9. 00 
42174. 28 
53146. 00 
2 7. 30 
2 29. 85 
124 2H6. 66 
106260. 45 
62 324. 61 
49169. 55 
35 246. 49 
28 256. 88 
27 88. 82 
25190. 82 
21 60. 70 
19 296. 87 
15120. 96 
14 45. 45 
14 88. 05 
13 282. 61 
13 85. 53 
12 315. 80 
12 235. 29 
12127. 67 
11 97. 34 
10 40. 65 
10 400. 00 
9136. 36 
8 266. 67 
8 363. 63 
7 57. 38 
7 437.50 
7 47. 95 
6 96. 78 
5116. 28 
5113. 64 
5 20. 66 
4 61. 54 
31 57. 69 3 48.39 






2 60. 61 
2 12. 9'J 
2 .97 
2 n9 
11 12. 35 
1 4. -
....................... . ..... . . ···· · · 1... ij l: 
............. .. . -z
1




Names of posts. 
Fort McKinney-, Wyo ..•. ....... 
]'ort Niobrara, Nebr .........••. 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ... .. . 
Platte, :field ... . . .......•...• •... 
Fort Riley, Kans .... .••.•••.... 
Fort Dougla.s, Utah ........... . 
Fort Keogh, Mont ........ . .... . 
Fort Grant, .Ariz . ..... ......•.. 
Fort Missoula, Mont .......••.. 
Fort Bayard, N. Mex .......... . 
Fort Du Chesne, U tab ......... . 
J efferson Barracks, Mo ...•..... 
.Fort L eaven worth, Kans ...... . 
Fort Robinson, Nebr .......•... 
Fort Washakie, Wyo .......... . 
Watervliet .A.rsenal, N. Y ...... . 
Fort Whipple, Ariz ........ . .. . 
Fort Wingate, N. Mex .. ...... . 
Fort Abraham Lincoln, S. Dak . 
Fort Adams, R. I ..••...... . .... 
.Angel I sland, Cal ........•..... 
Fort Apache, .A.riz .••.•.•.•..•. 
Boise Bal.Tacks, Idaho ..•..••.•. 
Fort Buford, N. Dak ....•.••.••. 
Fort Custer, Mont ...•...••.••.. 
Dakota, field .......•..•.••...•.. 
Camp Guthrie, Okla ...• , ..••... 
Fort Huachuca, .A.riz ...•....... 
Jackson Barracks, La .......•.. 
Madison Barracks, N. Y .•..•.•. 
Fort McIntosh, Tex ........... . 
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y •••••• 
I 
TABLE XIV.-Dist1·ibution of pneumonia at United States military posts during the year 1891. 
[Cases of pneumonia, complications of other diseases not i11;cluded.) 
.Admissions. 
I I 





t- ~ ,d al 
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Right lung. Left lung, Both lungs. 
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re g ~ 
$ ~ s . I> re "' .bl) 0 ,.Q §~ .... ~ 
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"C ~ g ~~ d:) d:) I> 
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l .... · l ............. ~ ...... 1 1 .................................................................... 1 
2 .. . ........ . 1 . ............... 1 .... 1 ........ 1 . . . . . .......... . .......... .. ............ ... ........ . 
1 . . . . . ... . ... . ... 1 ..... ... . ... 1 .............................. , ........................................ . 
1 . ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... . .... .... ..•. .... 1 . ... .... .... 1 ....... . ... . ........... .... .... . 

















Nno1os of posts. 
TABLE XIV.-Distributio-rt of pneumonia at United States milita1·y posts during the year 1891-Continued. 
[Cases of pneumonia, complications of other diseases not included.] 
Admi,,ion,. I Dr•••1• 1 Right lrmg. Loft lung:' Both lrmg,. ~ t 1~ I Cat,nhal. 
ions. 'So :S ~ 
~ ,g. . b r-,ri.$ ~ ¢: 
; § § cu~ ~ : ~ s1] ~ ,= :s ~ 
• <0 • S .. e; .e; f1i b.O~ -~ ~ ,.9~ ~ P- ~ ..,;, ar . I • a> ,0 a> ,o 00 bl) bIJ a, A ,0 bIJ 00 ,.d ~ ·5n . .., ~ ,.d ,.0 b.O 
· ,; :S .$ $ § ~ ~ ~ "o :S .E .$ ~ rri rri "o ·@ ! :S ~ -~ 3 § 
.., I " ~ ~ . . t t .,, • ~ .- • .., ~ ~ • • __, • i ~ • • . ·s ·s'l' g ~ ·a • .-
_g ;ci 3 . ..., ,t> 'g Jj A ;g I::: ~ P< $ ~ A I::: ] $ .;5 I::= ~ ,.d §: $ ] 'a 'a 2 a> ,.d ¢: A I::: ~ ~ 8 ] A A o t ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ ~.i ~ ~ 8' t ~ ] $ ~ t ~ 
-------------- - ---------------------
i1lltl~I:If !i!1 I ::[: :I [ll; I: :I::\: [l!1 :::::I::;: !!1!['.'.l'. l ::::} :::: ~~:: J ::::::::ii!! ::1; ~~i;i::i: :::: ::;;i:::: :::: 1~!'. !!!! :!!! 
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TABLE XV. - Twenty posts giving the hi.ghest_ admission rat~s for ma!arial diseases, rheu-
matism, diarrhea, and venereal diseases, respectively, during 1891. 
I.-MALARI.A.L DISEASES. 
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength. 
Mean Dis· Con· Names of stations. 
strength. {!1::!~· Deaths; charges stantl.v for dis· non.effect;. 
Fort Sill, Okla ....................... .. . . . .. ..... . 
Fort Reno, Okla .................... . ... . . .. .. . ... . 
Washington Barracks, D. C ............. . ........ . 
Camp Oklahoma, Okla .............. . . . .. .... ..... . 
Jackson Barracks, La ......... . ...... . .. . .. . ..... . 
Fort Wadswortl.J, N. Y ............. . ... ... ....... . 
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex ............. . .. . .. . ..... . 
iir~PH~~~o~~1aT~!'.~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
St. Francis Barracks, Fla . ............ . .. . .... . ... . 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ............. . . ........ . ... . 
j~~t J~~:::: fl~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Fort Apache, Ariz .................. . ............ . 
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ........ .. ........... . 
Fort Clark, Tex ................... . .. . ........... . 
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo .......... . ... . ..........•. 
Presidio, San Francis'co, Cal. ....... . ....... . ..... . 
Fort Rin/fold, Tex .............................. . 






















[Muscular and articular.] 
i~~t Mbfnhs~/~:i;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
j~~t ~::~: 1r.V:::~.:::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Fort Ontario, N. Y ............... . . . ............. . 
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex ...... . .. . ... . . . ... . .... . 
ili~1t~:;:::::::::::••:::•:•• ::•:• ••• 
J acksoU" Barracks, La ............. . .... . ......... . 
Fort Meade, S. Dak ............... ..... ........... . 
i~~tcB~~i~,t;fz· ::::::::::::: :: : ::: : : ::::::: :: : : : : 
j~~! ~~1,11!~~:n~t~·:::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : 
Fort Du Chespe, Utah ............................ . 
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill ... . .... . ... . ............ . 










































·---· ;. ···· ........... . 
9. 35 
2. 98 ••..••.••. 
247. 70 · ··••· •••. ··•·•• •••. 
215. 35 .•••••.•............ 
200. 00 10. 00 
166.G7 .•••••.•............ 
157. 80 . • . . . • . • . . . ....•..•. 
152. ]8 .•...•..•. ·····•· ••. 
mJ~ 1::::::::::\:::::::::: 
126. 45 .••..•.•. · 1· ......... . 
124. 27 . . • . . • . • • . . •••....•. 
123. 80 .•••••. • •..•..•..•.. 
122. 22 .••....•....•.•..•• . 
122. 17 ..••...••..•.•...••. 
g~:~~ 1:::::::::: :::::::::: 
115. 98 .....•.......•...•.. 
111. 11 .•••...••...••••.•.. 
109. 48 . . • . . • . • . ......... . 









































IIL- D I A Im HEAL DISEASES. 
Fort Barrancas, Fla ... . .......................... . 
St . Francis Barracks, Fla .................. . ..... . 
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex: ......................... . 
j~~ ~i;c\e:,siiif ~.:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
~~[{~ff ~:f tUYtYit: 
Sandy Hook, N. J ............. . . ... . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . 






















mJ~ k~:::::~ :::::::::: 
379. 30 i .•••••• , •••.••••••• • 
353. 21 .••.••...........•.. 
329. 30 .••...............•. 
320. 61 7. 63 ......... . 
310. 35 •••.........•....... 
281. 64 .••.•............. . . 
253. 30 3. 29 ..•...•... 
235. 69 .•••••.••....•...... 
227. 29 .•••••••....•....... 
220. 35 .••••••••..•........ 
215. 23 .••••••••...••...... 
208. 42 .••••••••....•...... 
178. 56 .••••••••..•.•••.••. 
170. 79 ..•.•••••......•.•.. 
163. 13 •••••••••..••••••••• 
155. 95 .....••••.....•••••• 
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TABLE XV.-Twenty posts giving the highest admission rates for malm·ial diseases, rheu-
matism, diarrhea, and venereal diseases, respectively, during 1891-Continued. 
IV.-VENEREAL DISEASES. 
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength. 
Mean Dis- Con-
Names of stations. strength. A<lmis- charges stantly 
sions. Deaths· for clis- non-effect. 
ability. ive. 
---------- -------- -----1----1-----
Colurnbus Barracks, Ohio •••...••.....••.......... 
.Jackson Barracks, La ...•.. . •.... __ ............. . i~f g;,~i~~~::::::: :: : : : : ::: : : : •••••••• : 
San Diego Barracks, Cal. ........................ . 
~~rlpBi~!~~0e~~'. ~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: 
Fort Barrancas, Fla .....•....•.................... 
Fort Apache, Ariz ............................... . 
Fort Walla Walla, Wash . .................... .... . 
Fort McHem·y, Md .............................. . 
Fort McIntosh, Tex ................•.............. 
Presidio, San Francisco, Cal. ..................... . 
Washington Barracks, D. C . ...•........... .. ..... 
Angel Island, Cal. ....•........................... 
Mount Veruon Barracks, Ala ...•.... ... ........•. 
Fort Sam Houston, T ex ..•.....•••.............••. 


























143. 94 ............ 
140.34 
138. 45 .......... . . 
137. 25 ............ 
136. 37 ............ 





---------122. 77 ........... 
122. 57 .......... 
113. 30 
111. 80 ........... 
104. 20 
104. 04 ........... 
10.24 15. 95 
-···· ·-· ·· 
14.79 
18. 80 15. 19 
6. 85 7.89 
3.86 







4. 59 1.44 
12. 20 15.89 






9. 85 9.16 
8.33 
2.00 7.24 
. .......... 4. 54 
TABLE' XVI.-Twenty posts giving the highest non-effective rates for malarial diseases, 
rheimiatism, diarrheal and venereal diseasee, respectively, during 1891. 
I.-MALARI.A.L DISEASES. 
Names of stations. 
Fort Reno, Okla ..••.••.••••••..•..............•....• •.. 
Fort Sill, Okla .......•••...••........................... 
Camp Oklahoma, Okla ............................. .... . 
ri~t!~0 i~~~~~!~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
ifo~~f;i~c~:,ji~~-s: .~: ~:::::: ·. ~:::::::: ·_::::: : : : : : : : 
~~F~~!!i!t~~tt~1-,i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Mount Vernon Barracks, .A.la ..... .. ......... .......... . 
J~~ N~Jc~!k,0T~f-~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~i~~;{\l)< 1tiii\IF 
golumbus Barracks, Ohio ............•.................. 
amp at Eagle I>ass, Tex ....•.......•....•..•...•...... 
Constantly Average nAumvebreargoef 
non-effect-
Mean ive per 1,000 number days each 
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TABLE XVI.-Twenty posts giving the ~ighest non-eff~otive rat~s fo1· malarial. diseases, 
rhe1irnatis1n, diarrheal, and venereal diseases, 1·espeotively, du1·ing 1891-Contmued. 
II.-RHEUM.A.TISM. 
Names of stations. 
Constantly Average n-!!be~~~f 
Mean i~n-:!fito number davs each 
strength. olmea'n sick case was 
Jackson Barracks, La ............. ........... ........••. 
Fort Yates, N. Dak ................. .............• ....... 
Fort Barrancas, Fla ....................... .. ........... . 
!1!ti;!it:,;~:~ ~~1::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::: ::::: 
6~~p~~!~WB~if~i~v Y~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Presidio, San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ...... . 
Fort Apache, .A.riz ..................................... . 
im irru,\~l:·:.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
San Carlos, Ariz ................ .............. ......•••• 
1:~i~ho!~t1~f~~: ::"::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fort Grant, Ariz .................................•...••. 
j~~! ~°ce~l~~~f iw;~::::: ::::::::: ::::: :: : : : ::::::::: :: 























]fort McPherson, Ga ........... . ..... ....... .... . ...... . 
, liil!l~!~ii i iilii i! ii;i!!1!iiiiii!!!iiii 
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex ....... . .... . .................. . 
lt~if ~E:+++?IH\{?: 






















Camp at Eagle P ass, Tex ..•••...•. •••• •• ..••••••••••••. 
Fort McHenry, Md .........••.•••••••.•.••.••••••••••.. 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ....•..•.•...• •• .•..••........• 
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ....••.•..•.••.•...•.••....••••• 
lf ;i{\;::,i,s~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Presidio, an Francisco, Cal. •....•.••....•.•......•••••. 
Fort McIntosh, Tex ....••..•••...•••• •••• .•.••.•.•••.•.. 
j~~ ~:~::~!: ~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~r1ie6J:~ro~J~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
M olmt Vernon Barracks, .A.la ......•..••.••.•..••.••.••• 
Fort Bliss, Tex ...............•....••.•.•.••..••••••.•.•. 
J efferson Barracks, Mo ..••••••...••.••.. •. .....•.••...•. 
j~~ &!.~t~·~:t,~-: :: :: : : : ::::: :::::: :: : : :: : ::: : : :: :: : : : 
San Diego Barracks, Cal .••.•••••••..•.•.•..•......•.... 
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TABLE XVII.-Prevalence of alcoholism, at the various posts and its influence on the 
effective fo1·ce of the garrisons for the year 1891. 
Ratio per 
1,000 of mean 
strength. 
~ ~ Names of stations. 0 b.O 
,ii 
~t Names of station!!. A A Q;) 
~ -~ ~:g 
~ ·s ~!§ ~ Q;) Q;) 
"' ~ ~ 0 0 
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo ....... 55 1218.18 2. 24 Fort Monroe, Va .............. 
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex ..... t~ Ii~~: ~i 2. 38 Fort McKinney, Wyo ........ Fort Ontario, N. Y ............. 2. 50 .Fort Sully, S. Dale . .......... 
Jackson Barracks, La ......... 105 ]80. 95 2.04 Fort Robinson, Nebr_... ....... 
Madison Barracks, N. Y ....... 316 164. 56 1. 98 Watertown Arsenal, Mass .... 
Fort Canby, Wash ............. 100 160. 00 1. 34 Angel Island, Cal ............. 
Willets Point,N. Y ............ 363 134. 99 1. 21 Fort.Assinniboine, Mont ...... 
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y ..... 64 125. 00 1.16 Fort Omaha, Nebr' ............ 
San Diego Barracks, Cal. ...... (i5 1123. 07 2.82 Benicia Barracks, Cal. ....••.. 
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ...•.. 107 :121. 50 1. 54 Fort Hamilton, N. Y ......... 
Fort McHenry, Md ............ 136 ,ll0.29 1.01 Fort Leavenworth, Kans ..... 
Whipple Barracks, Ariz ....... 242 I 99.17 . 83 Fort Meade, S. Dak ........... 
Camp at Ea~ Pass, Tex ...... 1~~ ! ~g~ 1. 32 San Antonio, 'l'ex ............. ~ort Brady, ich .............. 1.11 Fort Preble, Me .............. 
J!ort McPherson, Ga ........... 31!) i 84. 64 . 87 Fort Warren, Mass ... ~ ....... 
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ........... 396 j 78. 28 .87 Fort Niagara, N. Y ........... 
Fort Thomas, Ky .............. 1B2 I 75. 76 • 56 Fort Snellint Minn ......... · 
Fort Vvadsworth, N. Y ......... 15~ 175. 47 • 67 Boise Barrac s, Idaho ........ 
Fort Douglas, Utah .....•.•.... 4~~ i ~!: ~~ .83 Fort Ringgold, Tex ........... Fort Brown, Tex .............. · / • so Fort Riley, Kans ............. 
Fort Schuyler, N. Y .. .. • • .. .. . . 94 63. 83 .64 Alcatraz 1sland, Cal .......... 
Fort Reno, Okl:_i, ............... j 302 62. 92 ,99 Fort Walla Walla, Wash ..... 
Fort Du Chesne. Utah......... 207 62.81 .46 Presidio, San Francisco, Cal.. 
Fort Townsend, Wash ......... J 64 62. 50 .64 Fort:3idney, Nebr ............ 
Fort Marcy, N. Mex . . . • . . . . . . . 16 62,50 .34 Fort Hancock, Tex ........... 
Fort Sheridan, Ill.............. 308 61. 69 . 77 Camp Poplar River, Mont .... 
Washington Barracks, D. C .... 310 61. 29 1.11 Fort Sill, Okla ................ 
Benicia Arsenal, Cal........... 51 58. 82 .48 Camp Oklahoma, Okla ........ 
Vancouver Barracks, Wash .... 420 58. 27 ,91 Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala. 
Fort Mackinac, Mich . • . • • . . . . . 110 54, 55 • 65 Fort Supply, In~. T .......... 
Fort Keogh, Mont .. .. .. .. .. . .. 338 53. 25 .42 Leavenworth Pnson, Kans ... 
Fort Union, N, Mex............ l!l 52. 63 .43 Fort Gaston, Cal. ............. 
Fort Yellowstoue, Wyo........ 59 50. 85 . 70 Fort Wood, N. J .............. 
Camp at Gut,hrie, Okla......... 20 50. 00 .41 Fort Sherman, Idaho .....•... 
Fort Logan, Colo . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 287 48. 78 • 51 Fort Wingate, N. Mex ........ 
Fort Sam Honston, Tex • . . . . . . 499 48.10 • 77 Fort M~er, Va ..........•.••.. ]'ort Qlark, '.rex................ 335 47.7_6 .29 Fort Co um bus, N. Y ......... 
Newport Barracks, Ky.... . .. . . 63 47. 62 • 35 Fort Missoula, Mont ....•.... 
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill...... . 64 46. 87 .64 Fort Mason, Cal .............. 
Fort Barrancas, Fla.... . . . . . . . . 108 46. 30 1.34 Fort A. Lincoln, N. Dak ...... 
Fort Bliss, Tex . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 110 45.46 • 55 Columbus Barracks Ohio ..... 
Fort Spokane, ·Wash .... ~ ...... 155 45.16 . 92 Fort McIntosh, Tex ...•...•.. 
Fort Yates, N. Dak ............ 230 43.48 • 34 Fort Randall, S. Dak ....•.... 
Fort Buford, N. Dak .......... ~ 164 42. 68 .48 Jefferson Barracks, Mo ....... 
Fort Davis, Tex. . . . . • . . . • • . . . • . 122 40. 98 . 34 Davids Island, N. Y .......... 
Fort Bowie, Ariz . . . . . . . • . • . • • . 124 40. 32 .27 West Point, N. Y ............. 
Fort Huachuca, Ariz . • • • • • . . . . 206 38. 84 .41 Fort Bayard, N. Mex ......... 
Fort Stanton, N. Mex . . . . • . . • • . 131 38.17 .56 Fort Apache, Ariz ............ 
Fort Porter, N. Y . . . . . • . • . . . • . . 106 37. 74 • 54 Fort Custer, Mont ...•..•••••• 
Fort Wayne, Mich ............. 241 37.34 .43 Fort Grant, Ariz ............. 
Fort Adams, R. I . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 242 37.19 .68 In the field, U. S. Army •.•... 

















































































































































































































TABLE XVIII.-Loss and gain to the Hospital Corps for the year ending June 30, 1892. 











GAIN. 1 · i 1£11~1i:t~: i~~:~:ti~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......... !~.,:::::: : : : : ~: ......... ~: ......... ~~ iil~1:~:t1; II:7: ~I:::::::::::;::: I:::::::::: l:::::::: !'.: --------,!! -: : : : :::: :: 
Reduced from acting hospital steward . .............. "; · .......... T . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ......... . 
! I I Total to be accounted for .... ................... ·I 161 i 111 1 834 230 





Expiration of service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 17 
~Jf ;~[~;~tttf :/:/liijj/il::i:: i::::::::::1: ::::::::): 127 9 (l 75 33 2 
2 
92 [~~:~?:: ::::: :::  ::: :::  : ::  : : ::: :::::: : :::::: :: ;; : i: ::: :: : : : ;;: ....... ·:::· ....... -~: Died ......•••...................... ................ .. .. ~············ 
In service June 30, 1892. •• ••• •• • • ••••••• • •••••• •• • •. • • . 124 J 731 572 138 
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TABLE XIX.-Caiises andratios of 1·~jections a.rnong 25,050 11ecruits examined during the 
yea1· 1891.- White, 23,725; colored: 1,325. 
White. Colored; White and colored. 
p,, 
"Cl• p,, "d • ~ ~-~ 8-~ ~ i::: A AA s . d 
-~ g oo d h oo d -~ § O''"' o·'"' <I)~ g 
~1 0 <I)~ 0 Causes of rejection. A~ "'A A'.;3 0 p..•.-< 
~-s 0 Ao:! §"j ,..;- A oi A"'"' ,..;- 1e ... o.S ~ 
~-§ oS t @.s os !ii as~ :h A "d d A :u "d 0:: p. ~~ llJ!><I 13 l><I ~ a, .Soi j tll "'.5<1) ~ tll Q 0 Q I><! .s Q l><I 0 <l)<I) 






Malarial diseases .•••.•••. 5 .... 5 .2 .. .... ..... ..... .. ....... 5 5 .2 
Enthetic diseases ...••••.. 363 16 379 16. 0 41 4 45 34.0 404 io 424 16.9 
l>ietic diseases .......••••• 561 
····-
561 23. 6 7 ..... 7 5. 3 568 
-···· 
568 22. 7 
Constitutional diseases ... 55 5 60 2.5 1 ...... 1 .8 56 5 61 2.4 
Developmental diseases ... 1,217 17 1,234 52. 0 105 ..... 105 79.2 1,322 17 1,339 53.5 
Parasitic diseases ........ 53 
-----
53 2.2 2 ...... 2 1. 5 55 ...... 55 2.2 
Nervous diseases ...•..••. 50 14 64 2. 7 17 ..... 17 12.8 67 14 81 3.3 
Diseases of the eye •.•••.. 2,044 14 2,058 86. 7 54 ...... 54 40.8 2,098 14 2,112 84.3 
Diseases of the ear ..•••.. 173 11 184 7. 8 3 1 4 3.0 176 12 188 7.5 
Diseases of the nose ...•.. 16 1 17 .7 ...... ...... . ..... 16 1 17 .7 
Respiratory diseases ...... 37 4 41 1. 7 1 1 2 1. 5 38 5 43 1. 7 
Diseases of the circulatory 
695 27. 7 system .................. 648 21 669 28. 2 26 ..... 26 19.6 674 21 
Diseases of the digestive 
system ............. . .... 980 15 995 41. 9 39 
····· 
39 29.4 1,019 15 1,034 41.3 
Diseases of the lymphatic 
system .................. 24 1 25 1.1 6 1 7 5.3 30 2 32 1. 3 
Diseases of the genit,0. 
1,056 42.2 
D~1:sU:l o?:~!io~~~~t~~· 
1, OQ9 14 1,023 43.1 32 1 33 24. 9 1,041 15 
system .................. 524 17 541 22. 8 28 1 29 21. 9 552 18 570 22.8 
Diseases of the integu· 
185 7.4 mentary system .....•.. 175 4 179 7. 0 6 ..... 61 4.5 181 4 Results of injuries ...•••.. 151 7 158 6. 7 5 ..... 5, 3.8 156 7 163 6.5 
~tre:~~"e":::: :::::::::::: 
260 ..... 260 11.0 30 . .... 30 122. 6 290 
--··· 
290 11.6 
862 15 877 37.0 , 83 
····· 
83 , 62. 6 94-5 15 960 38. 3 
Over height ...•••.•••.... 30 ..... 30 U I 1 ····· 1 ! • 8 31 . -·· - 31 1. 2 Under height ....••..••... 204- ..... 204 18 
····· 
18 i 13. 6 222 ..... 222 8.9 
Over weight ....••••••••.. 79 ..... 79 3. 3 
--··· 
•••.. 1. ..••. 79 ..... 79 3.1 
Under weight ........... . . 632 
····-
632 26. 6 27 ..... 27 i 20. 4 659 ..... 659 26. 3 
Under size ...•••.•.••..... 467 ..... 467 19. 7 25 . ..... . 25 18. 9 492 
····· 
492 19.6 
~~!~lt~·::::::::::::::::: 9 ..... 9 .4 ..... ...... ..... . ..... 9 ····· 9 .4 4 ...... 4 .2 . .... ..... ...... 
------
4 ..... 4 .2 
Imperfect knowledge of 
En~lish .... _. ...•........ 503 ..... 503 21. 2 7 
····· 
7 5.3 510 ..... 510 20.4 
Mora depravity .......... 124 ..... 124 5.~ 9 
····· 
9 6. 8 133 ..... 133 5.3 
Character bad and doubt· 
ful. ..................... 224 6 230 9. 7 20 2 22 16. 6 244 8 252 10.1 
Deserters and ex-convicts. 30 27 57 2.4 1 1 2 I 1. 5 31 28 59 2.4 Discharged for disability I 
and by order ............ 28 39 67 2. 8 2 4 6 1 4.5 30 43 73 2.9 
Married or having depend-
ent relatives ........•••. 270 4 274 11.5 32 
····· 
32 24. 2 302 4 306 12.2 
Declined ..............•.•. 566 ...... 566 23. 9 5 
····· 
5 3.8 571 ..... 571 22.8 
G,iueral unfitness and un-
classified ....••••••••••. 2,507 
····· 
2,507 105. 7 207 ...... 207 156. 2 2,714 ... " 1 2,714 108. 3 
Aggregate .••••••••• 14,884 252 115,136 638.0 840 16 856 6,16. 0 115, 724 268 j15, 992 638.4 I I 
REPORT OF THE PAYMASTER-GENERAL. 







Washington, D. O., October 10, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following as the annual report 
from this office for the fiscal year ei;ided June 30, 1892: 
On the 1st of .July, 1892, officers of the Pay Department were charged 
with lrnlances of public funds amounting to .........•.•........ 
They received during the fiscal year 1892: 
From the United States Treasury ..........•....••....••.•.......•.. 
From sol<liers' deposits .............. ...•.•.. ............•.......... 
~...,rom Army paymasters' collections ........ ....•...........•...•.... 
Total receipts durin~ year ..............••......•...•........ 
. This sum is accounted for as follows:· 
Expended on account of pay of Army ..•..... .••••....•.....•...••.. 
Expended on account of pay of Military Academy ...............•.. 
Expended on account of Signal Corps (Treasnry certificate) ........ . 
Expended on account of pay of volunteers (Treasury certificates) .. . 
Surplus funds deposited to cre11it United States Treasurer ......... . 
Paymasters' collections deposited to credit United States Treasurer .. 













Total accounted for........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 181, 149. 81 
Comparing these statistics with those of earlier periods it is observed 
that receipts from soldiers' deposits, under a system inaugurated twenty 
years ago, are Jess than i'n any other year since 1877; the number of 
depositors is less than in any other year since 1878. During the last 
five years the deposits have averaged $45,000 less annually than dur-
ing the five years immediately preceding. Inasmuch as the deposits 
are wholly voluutary and wholly in the iuterest of the soldier, it would 
be instructive to learn what changes in the recent administration of 
the Army have operated to weaken the so]dier's disposition or reduce 
bis ability to take ad vantage of the considerate provisions of the laws 
relating to this subject. Assuredly a substantial deposit account is 
~.mqng the strongest guarantees of faithful service. 
The expenditures on account of pay of Army were nearly $300,000 · 
less during the past year than during the preceding year. This de-
crease in expenditures is explained uy the following: The unsettled 
claims pertaining to earlier years outstanding at the beginning of the 
fiscal year 1891 largely exceeded the corresponding claims at the be-
579 
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ginning of the fiscal year 1892. It is estimated that in 1892 the pay 
Fetai11ed from e11fo,ted men uuder the provisions of section 1 of tbe act 
of UoHg-ress appmved June 16, 1~90, being $4 in tbe first year of a 
soldier's service, exceeded the amount so withllelrl during the preced· 
illg year by abont $2-15,000. During tlle past year there was a cousid· 
eral>le falling off in the amount paid to di~charged soldiers on account 
of deposits and interest; on the other hand, tlle amount paid last year 
to officers an<l e11listed men of the retired list exceeded the expendi· 
tures of this cbara.cter in any earlier year. 
The expenditures on account of Treasury certificates were nearly 
$300,000 less last year than during the preceding year. The demands 
on this account during H>91 were excessive, and the requirements of 
the past year may be taken as a fair index of what will be needed dur· 
iug the present and succeeding years. 
'rhe appropriations made by Congress for pay of the Army and the 
Military Academy for the past year proved ample; the payments were 
effected with commendable promptness and fidelity, and, with a single 
exception, without loss. 
·Ou the 6th of November last Maj. Sniffen, paymaster, at about 11:30 
o'clock at night, reached Fort Ulark, Tex., having tlrn sum of $5,480.50 
in United States funds for the payment of tbetroops at tlrnt post. By 
tbe directiou of the post commander these funds were lodged for s_afe 
keeping till morning locked iu a cell of tlrn post guardhouse. Durmg 
the night access to the funds was gained and the sum of $3,300 was 
stolen. The amount stolen was composed of Treasury or bank notes, 
the entire balanee untouched being silver coin. Maj. Sniffen promptly 
referred the matter of his loss to the Court of Claims, arnl the court as 
promptly rendered a ju<lgmcnt relieving him of responsibility for the 
loss. 
The expenditure for mileage to officers traveling on duty without 
troops during the current fiscal year is limited to $155,000. Thee~· 
pen<litures for mileage chargeable to last year's appropriation ~111 
not fall short of $210,000. It may be Rafely anticipated that the nnle· 
age appropriation for the current fiscal year will be exhausted as early 
as March 1, 189:t To settle accounts based on travel perfo~med after 
that date there will be no fnnlls until Congress provides the~. . 
For reasons already set forth in the annual reports from this office it 
is recommended that authority be obtained to settle mileage accounts 
011 the single basis of distance traveled. 
The accompanying itemized analysis of mileage expenditures during 
the past year will show the character of the duty upon which these 
disbursements were based. 
Mileage disbursements, 1892, appropriation f1·om July 1, 1891, to June SO, 1892. 
Change of stations .•.••..•.••.•••.•.••••••.•..•............•••••.•••.. 
Enropean travel .........•................•.................••..•••••. 
Recrni1ing duty ...•......................... ........ ................. 
Boanls of examination to examine officers ...•.•....................... 
Boar1l of Or<hrnnce a11<1 Fortifications .....................•.......•... . 
Or,lna~ce Departn!ent: G_nn construction; foundry, steel, powder, and 
provrng·gronnd 1n~pect10n ......................................... . 




_tt le fielcls; hors!11:1, public bnilclings : ..... .... ' .........•........... 
~c. 1 cal bo~rds and rn_sp~ction by me<fical officers ..... ......... : ...... . 
Military_ J>r1sou ~omm1ss1on mi<l inspection of military prison ......... . 
ln-.~r~1ct1on an<l 1u p ection of National Guard ............. ..........•.. 
:a.ti~~~; ~?{;~
0 
a~d officer1:1 retired anu ordered home ...............••. 














Treasurer and professors Military .kcademy: Military Academy duty .•• 
Courts-martial (to and from)... ......... . ........................... . 
-Returning from conducting prisoners and insane men ...•....... ·_: .•... 
Board!! of survey ................. ........... ..........••..........••.. 
Commanding generals and aides ..•••..............••.............•.•.• 
Rifletean1s ................•• •.......... .. . , ......................... . 
Summer encampments ........ ................. ....................... . 
Instructions of Secretary of War-dnty not defined by orders ......... . 
On pu ?li~ ~usiness-;--d_uty not defined by orders . .. .................... . 












Total . . • • • • • • . . . • . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • 205, 076. 02 
By the retirement of M~j. Bash in July last the number of majors 
in the Army Pay Department was reduced to twenty-nine. This was 
the legal limit fixed by Congress in 1884. More recently Majors Larned 
and Poole have been retired, but the vacancies thus created could not 
be filled because the Army appropriation act for the current year pro· 
vides that no appointment shall be made in the Army Pay Depart-
ment until the number of paymasters is reduced below twenty-five. 
Iu this connection I venture to make an extract from a report made 
in this office last February upon a ·bill then pending before Congress, 
which provided for reducing the nu~ber of paymasters: 
The first authorized monthly payments at military posts were in the payment to 
Jnly 31, 1887. In 1884 we had. no retired enlisted. men; now we have upwards of 
600. The work ' of paying this class of men is considerably greate-r than to pay 
an equal number of commissioned officers. In 1884 we had 435 retired officers; now 
there are 584 retired officers. To take care of the accounts of these retired soldiers 
and increased number of officers is sufficient work for three paymasters. From my 
individual experience as paymaRter I know it reqnires inore work to keep the ac-
counts and make the reqnired returns than it did twenty years ago. 
It is fallacious to urge that the work of pa~·ing the Army is materially reduced by 
the withdrawal of troops from an occasional post. When Fort Maginnis, Mont., was 
ahandoned it did save the paymaster a week's overland travel six times a year. The 
abandonment of Fort Thomas, Ariz., 72 miles from a railroad did not avail to save 
the paymaster trnvel, because he necessarily passed through that point to reach San 
Carlos, whicli is still occupied by troops. Should Forts Apache, San Carlos, and 
Grant, all in the same route, be abando1rnd, it would very materially rednce the 
work of paying the troops in Arizona; one paymaster could then do what now gives 
full employment to two paymasters. The abarnlonment of intermediate points is of 
little or no consequence, and most of the posts recently abandoned are of this char-
acter. The abarnloument of isolated points like Fort Gaston, Cal., or those which 
save travel by stage or-ambulance, does reduce work and expense. 
It is nnsafo, hovrnver, to reduce the number of paymasters in anticipation of the 
discont-inuance of remote and isolated points. The Pay Corps has, in 1c1ict, been 
undergoing reduction, mnch of the time, for over twenty years past. We are still in 
excess of the legal organization. No paymaster has been appointed since December, 
1882. At the top oftlie list of majors in the aetive list of the Army stand the names 
of twelve paymasters. Many of these officers have had well towards thirty years of 
arm.v service. It must he confessed many of us are no longer young men; ten pay-
masters only are urnler fifty years of age. Is it not unwise to subject the Pay De-
partment to a fnrther reducti<ln until some experience is hacl after reaching the lirmt 
fixed ·by existing laws¥ Several paymasters have urged that they are hard worked; 
two paymasters are now on leave on account of sickness; one has ordinary leave of 
ab::;eucf\, This is not an excessive number to he off duty. Such abseuces must be 
considered in determining what strength is necessary for effective work. 
I believe our force as at present constituted is none too strong for prompt and 
effective payments, and I beg that no further reduction will be made or contem-
plated. 
ThiR measure had been advocated because the number of posts at 
wliieb troops are held was being re,luced and the withdrawal of. troops 
from other points was in contemplation. The only point from which 
troops have been withdrawn during- the past year which saves work 
for the payma.Rter is Fort Gaston, Cal. · 
There are other reasons that have operated to add to the work done 
/ 
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by paymasters. The authority given recently to enlisted men to obtain 
their discharge on their own application or by purchase; the laws and 
orders relating to ''retained" and "detained " pay are examples. 
Reducing the number of paymasters is likely to result in a discon-
tinuance of offices at some of the isolated points at which paymasters 
have hei:etofore been held. Denver, Cincinnati, and Detroit are in-
stances. . There are substantial reasons why a paymaster should be 
held at a point like Cincinnati. Officers and particularly enlisted men 
when discharged are put to inconvenience and expe.nse in having their 
accounts settled if no paymaster is reasonably accessible. 
In view of this presentation I am constrained to urge, as i;;ome com-
pensation for a reduced number of paymasters, an increase in the_ num-
ber of paymaster's clerks. The necessity for more clerical force m ~he 
office of the post paymaster in this city, and the officer charged w1~h 
the settlement of Treasury certificates, is apparent. Some of the chief 
paymasters at other points have asked for additional hPlp. To ~eet 
such demands it is respectfully recommended that authority be given 
for the employment of such number of paymaster's clerks, not exceed-
ing forty, as the Secretary of War may deem necessary, 
The number of posts at which the troops are paid monthly has not 
materially changed during the past year. · 
Generally at the arsenals and armories, which are not in the circuits 
made by paymasters in pay tours, the paymen,is have for a year past 
been effected by remitting individual checks covering amounts due each 
soldier. In some cases officers have represented that this metLod of 
paying puts the soldiers to an expense, a charge being made by the 
banks for cashing such checks. Such charge~ can be avoided by actual 
money remittances, and this course is authorized by a recent act of 
Congress. -
During the past fiscal year stoppages were made against- the pay of 
officers as follows: . 
By request of the- · 
Quartermaster-General.._ . ... _ .... _ ............... ..... _ ...•••...... $2, 101. 29 
Commissary-General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 226. 76 
Chief of Ordnance ... .... _ ................. :....... ................. 2,755.99 
Chief Signal Officer ............................................ ·.... • 468. 04 
Accounting officers of the Treasury Department . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 002. 40 
By or<lers of the Secretary of War ... : ...................... ·............ 69. 25 
By disallowances in Paymaster-General's office....... ...... .. .. . ........ 3,086. 9i 
Total .....•••..................................................... 15, 710. 67 
Of this amount there was-
Collected ............................ ............... : ......... $4, 459. 70 
Stoppages remoYed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 593. 09 
. . ---- 15, 052. 79 
Balance to be collected or otherwise removed.. ...................... 657. 88 
A:-ga.in it gives me pleasure to commend, for their faithful, efficie11t, and 
patient work, the corps of clerks in the office of the Paymaster General. 
It is found frequently necessary for several of them to be at the office 
out of office hours. 
The work of revising the accounts keeping track or' the estimates 
a_nd the appropriations, dema,nds the ;11ost careful a11d constant atten-
tion .. In these brauclles of this office the force of clerks is clearly in-
suffiC1ent, a11d I b1·g that two additional clerks of class $1 000 be al-
lowe<l. for this office. ' 
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· Attention is invited to the exhibits appended. They will in a meas-
ure show the work done by the i--everal officers of the Pay Department. 
At the suggestion of the officials of the Treasury Department, and in 
the hope that the balances standing to the credit of disbursing officers 
would be somewhat reduced, requisitions for amounts required have 
latterly been made twice a month instead of once, as heretofore has been 
practiced. It is inteuded to keep to the credit of paymasters only such 
balances as are required for prompt and efficient work. 
Very respectfully, 
The SECRET.A.RY OF WAR. 
WM. SMITH, 
Paymaster-General U. S. Army. 
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Statement of the account of the Pay Department, U. S . .Army, with the appr 
Appropriations. Balance in the 
Treasury 





pended bal· Collections 
ances de. deposited 









Pay,etc.,oftheArmy,1892 .•.•••••...•••••••.... $13,227,679.19 $1,800.00 $1'4,279.73 $738.47 
Pa:v of Milit<1r.v Academy, 1892, ..•... . .. . . . ...•.. 231,436.09 ... . . . . ..... 505. 80 ........... . 
Pay, etc., of the .Army, 1891 . . • .••.•.. $83,265.40 . ••• •. . • • .• • • . 156,386.28 67,273.35 177. 85 
Pay of Military Academy. 1891 • ••• • • • 22, 543. 78 . . . . . • • • • • • • • . 1, 000. 00 .••••...........••..... · 
Pay, etc .. ot'the Army, 1890. ....••••. 68,552.03 ..••••.••••••. 28,333.01 644.90 16.40 
Pa,, of Military Academy, 1890.. ••• • . 12,349.47 . •• ••• . •• •• • • . 6,720 34 •.•••. ••• • • • 163. 34 
Signal Service. pav, etc., 1890... .... •• .....• .•.•.. .••••••••••••. 329. 21 •••••••.••••••••••••.... 
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1889 and prior 
pii:3! ~~f :~~1\~~~:tia~~~~::~~~~~:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: .... :~~~:~:~ ...... ~:~~:~ 
Eountv to vol11ntPerR, their widows 
a,ll(l iegal heirH, 1871 arnl pri.oryears ...•••••••.••...•••••••••••..•.•••••••••.••••••••••• 
Eonnty nmler act of July 28, 1866 ......••••• ••• ! .. ................ ..................... . 





Mh:1souri Cavalry Volunteers ........••••••••••• 600. 00 400. 00 ·••••••••••• ·••••••••••• Extra pay to officers and men who 
served in Mexican war . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ••• •• •••••• 1, 000. 00 1,000.00 ..••••••••••••• • •••••••• 
Tt1~~1t~~~.s~ :.~:~r.~:~~: ~:.~~ ~~~-:. .••••••••••. 300. 00 1,700.00 .•••••••••••.••••••••••• ! 
CERTIFIED CLAIMS. I I 
Pay, etc., of the Army............... 100. 52 . .••••.•• •• • • . 4-84. 43... .• •••• ••• 94. 15I 
Pay of 2 and 3 years' volunteer...... 95. 38 . . . . . . • . . •• • • . 5, 700. 00 . . . • • • . •• •• • 72. 31 
P?y of 2 and 3 years', volunteers, 1890 . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . • . 4-00. 00
1 
.....•.. • · • • 2~- ~:
1 Pay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers, 1892 . . . . . . • .• • • . 695,223.80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • •••• ••• 114. 23 
Pay of 2 and 3 years volunteers, 1891 . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000. 00
1 
.. · · · · · ··· · · · 
13011n ty to volunteers, their widows ~ I 
andleg-alhcirs..................... 307.26 .•.•••••.•.•.. 19,400.00,............ 204.42 
Bonut~· to w,luuteers, their widows 
and legal heirs,-1890........... ..... .•.••••••••. .•••••••••••.• · 2,000.00 ..•••••.•••• 
Bounty to volunteers, their widows 
and legal heirs, 1891 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • •• • •• • ••• • • . • • • . • • . •• • • . . 35, 189. 35 ..••.••• · • · · 
71.25 
313. 33 
Bounty to ,·oiunteers, their widows 
an<l legal heirs, 1892 . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . •••• ••••••. 275,095.00 13, 000. 00 . . • . . • • • . • • . 190. 00 
2, 400. 00 . . . . • • • . . • • . 14. 91 Ronnty under act of .July 28, 1866, .......••••••••............... 
Bounty under act of July 28, 1866, 1890 .....••..•................ 
IHmnty under act of July 28, 1866,1891 ....••.•••......... .. ..... 
Bounty under act of .July 28, 1866,1892 ..•••• •••••• 56,810.00 
320. 04 .•.•.•.•........... · · .. · 
9, 058. 35 . . • . . • • • . . . . 90. 00 
10, 000. 00 . . • • . • • • • • • • 90. 00 
TRANSFER ACCOUNTS. 
~:i: :i~:: i: ~~:.t~:::n~~t:::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Pay. etc., of the Army, 1889 and 
prior years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•••• •••••• 7,138.53 .....••••••..•.•••.••••• 
Pay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers, 1871 
anol prior years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • •• • • • 3,670.04 ..••..•••••••••••••••••• 
Bounty to volunteers. their widows 
and legal heirs, 1871 and prior years . • • . . • • . . • • . 100. 00 .....•....••.••••••••••. 







* The item of $575.8~, Signal Service, Pay, etc., 1891, included in total balance ($187,795.69), in the 
Treasury June 30, 1891, as roporte<l in last annual statement, is dropped from foregoing statement, the 
account of the Pay Department with said appropriation having been closed November 30, 1890, 
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op1·iations subject to its control during the fiscal yea,· ending June 30, 1892. 
with the Treasury. 
Amount d~a_wn by requi·i Am~mnt 
s1t10n. co,·ered 
1--------- into sur. 
On Pay On Treas. plm\f1111d, Total. 















J Lilli' 30, 
1892. 
Department ury settle-lactof:J-1.me 
----1------f------1-----+-----
$13, 374,497.39 $13,041,500.00 $16,952.55 .••.•••••. $13,058, 4fi2. 55 $316. 044. 84 f$99fi, 787. 2Ci $], 312. 832. 10 
281,941.89 208. ooo. oo ......... .. I-......... 208. o ·o. oo 2:u14-1. 89 33. ,7,. 24 57. 719. 13 
307.102. 88 115,000.00 16,390.27. ..• . .• • • . 131,390.27 175, 712. fil 8, 472731.· 6037 1~~.· ~~3: ~: 
23. 54·:. 78 500. 00 95. 02 . . . .. • . . . . 595. 02 22, 9!8. 76 
97,546.34 4,000.00 7. 551. 74 $8:i, !194-. 60 97,546. 3-l . • . • . • . . . • . . 1,793 .. 6 1, 79:J. 26 
19, 233. 15 . • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • • . . • • . • . . 19, 233. 15 19, 2:13, 15 .••••••••••..•••.....•..•••••...•••.• 
329. 21 . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . 329. 21 329. 21 ..••••••••••.••••••••••..•••••.•••••. 
17,555.94 .................. ....... 17,555.94 
1,140.43 .,............ .••..•••••• 1,140.43 
1, 282. 29 . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • 1, 282. 29 













2,000.00 .•• •·•••••· .••••••••• 
2,000.00 .•••.•••• •.. ··••••••• 
94.15 ·•••••• ••·· ·••·•••••· 
54.5:! .••....•• . . ·••···••·· 
22. 08 ... ········ . ••·•·••·· 
2, 000. 00 429. 96 .••....•• . 
694, 905. 85 432. 18 ••••••• ••• 
189. 50 ..••.••••••.••••••••• 
11.25 60.00 .••.•••••• 
1,725.55 ...•... •••••••••••••• 
17,555.94 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1,140. 43 .••••••••••..••••••••••.••••••••••••• 
1, 2'l2. 2!l .••••••••••• ·••••••••••· ••••••·•••••• 
1,007.93 ..•••••.•••..•••••••.••...•••.••••••• 





94. 15 590. 95 ..••••...•.. 
54. 52 5,813.17 167. 67 
22. PS 400. 00 31. 22 
2. 429. 96 573. 77 4:>. 89 
695, 338. 03 . . . . . . . . • • . . 4, 588. 79 
189. 50 19,722.18 
71. 25 2,000.00 
99. 81 
13. 23 







4, 5l-i8. 79 
288. 585. 00 288, ouo. 00 285. 00 . . . • • • • • • . 288, 000. 00 .......... .. 
2,414.91 . •• • •. . . . . . . . . . • • . . ••• • • . . . • . . •• • • . . .• • • • . • . . . • . . 2,414.91 
6,448.78 
182. 54 
19. 821. 99 
2,013.23 
33,777.13 
6. 448. 78 
2,597.45 
320. 04 100. 00 
9, 148. 35 1, 5P0. 00 .................... . 
66, 900. 00 66, 900. 00 ......... ........... . 
8,375.00 .••••••.•••••• 
3, 375. 00 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • 3, 375. 00 
. . . . ... . .. · 1 3,375.00 
7,268.23 ..•••••••••••. 
7,268.23 ..•..••••• 
100. 00 220. 04 ....••.. . •.. 
1, 500. 00 7, 648. 35 300. 00 






7,268. 23. ••··•••· ........................... . 
3,713.98. .•••••••••••. . i 
8, 713. 98 . . • . • • • • • • 8, 713. 98 .................................... .. 
285. 00 . • • . • • . • • . . . . . 285 .. 00 . . • . • • • • • • 285. 00 ................................... .. . 1-----------+----I I • 
15, 2~8, 068. 981 14, ,429, 502. 90 53, 463. 93/133, 293. 55i 14, 616, 260. 381 611, 808. 60il, 068, 732. 12 1, 680, 540. 72 
t Inch1des the sum .of $2,5!18.50, for which Maj. C. C. Sniffen, paymaster, U.S. Army, is accountable, 
being balance uurecovered of $3,80U, puulic funds, stolen from him at Fort Clark, Tex.., November 6-
1, 1891. 
Statement by app1·opriations, of approved and su.spended disbiwsements in payrna8ters' accounts 1·endered during the fiscal year ending June 30 1892 show-
' ing also balance of suspensions remaining June 30, 1891, re1noved during the fiscal year, and the balance remaining June 30, 1892.' ' 
Disbursements. 
Titles of appropriations. 
Total. Approved. 
Pay, etc., of the Army.1892 ........ ...•.... .• •••••••••••••...••.•... $12,371,263.82 
Pay of the Military Academy, 1892....... .. . . . .. . • •• .......... ... . . 174, 23i.10 
Pay, etc., of the .drmy, 1-891 . . . . .. . .. .. . • . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. 861, 412. 08 
Pay of the Military Academy, 1891....... .. . . . .. • • .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 29,483.53 
§1~;1~f ~~;v1/tJ;J,8i~!io~ ~ ~:: ::: : :::::: :: :: :: : ::: ::::::: :: : : : ::::::: 7, 34~: ~~ 
Pay. etc., of the Army, 1889.......................... .... .. . . .. . . • . 445. 52 I 445. 52 
Pa~· of the Army. 1889 anrl prior years ............................ . 
Signal Serv!ce pay, 1889 an~ prior rears .. · .. ······· -- · · .. -- · .. · · .. · 1 · · .. · · .. · · .... · · · · · · · · · · ...... 
Pay, etc., of the Army, certified claims............................. 133. 28 133. 28 
Pay of 2 and 3 years volunteers, certified claims.................... 1, 048. 98 1, 048. 98 
Pay of 2 and 3 years volunteers, certified claims, 1890 .............. · 1 327. 80 327. 30 
Pay of 2 and 3 years volunteers, cei:tifierl claims, 1891............... 35, 600. 16 35, 699. 16 
Pay of 2 and 3 years volunteers, certified claims, 1802...... ... . ... . . 690,317.06 690,817. Ofi 
Bounty to volunteers, their willows anrl legal heirs, cer1ified claims. 2,592.89 2, 59'.l. 89 
Bonnty to volunteers, their widows and legal heirs, certified claims, 
1890 ............................................................. . 
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and legal heirs, certified claims, 
1891 ........................................................ ..... . 
Bo11nty to volunteers, their widows and le~al heirs, certified claims, 
1892 ...................................................... ....... . 
Bounty un<ler act of July 28. certified claims, 1866 ......•...... ...•. 
.tlonnty under act of .July 28. 1866, certifiect claims, 1890 ........... .. 
Bounty under act of .Jnly 28, 1866, certified claims,1891. ........... . 
Bounty unrln act of .July 28, 18(i6, certified claims, 1892 ........... .. 
B"nuty to FiftPeuth a11d Sixteent,h Mii;;souri Cavalry ............. . 
E'I: tra pay to officers and men who serverl in Mexican war ..•...... 
















































































Statement showing the balance in the hands of each disbursing oifi 
the U. S. Treasury, 01· turned over by other agents during the ft 
expPnditU1·es, or by transfer or replacement in the Treasu1·y, an 
cer of the Pay Department on the 1st of July, 1891, the amount 1·emitted to each from, 
seal yea1· ending Ju,ne 30, 1892; the amo11,nts accounted for by accounts and 1,ouchers of 
t the balance remaining in the hands of paymasters to be accounted for in the next fiscal 
year. 
Rank and name. 
Colonel and assistant pay-
masters-general. 
Balance in I Remitted 
lwnds of from the ived 
each pay-• Treasury in! f!~~eother I Soldi 
master on Ith~ year end- payruasters. depo 
June 30, mg June 








Smith, Rodney ......••.•••••. $36,163.52 $2,979, ooo. oo· $183,837. ooJ$13, 45 5. 50 $11,451. 61 
Rucker, William A ......... . 
Lieutenant-colonel and dep-
30, 256. 731 749, 000. 001 24,198.61 1, 02 
uty paymasters-general. 
Gibson, William R .......... . 
Terrell, U. M ................ . 
Stanton, T. H ............... . 
58, 101. 981 300, 000. 00 
45, 923. 38 7111, 000. 00 
73,008.58 1,127,000.00 
Major and paymasters . . 
Glenn. GeorgeE.... .......... 88,848.15 1,000,000.00 
Cau h~-. J . P . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . • 11. 423. 25 3!J5, 000. 00 
Candee, George W . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 079. 64 90, 000. 00 
Carny, A. B . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . 20, 773. 46 276, OtJO. UO 
Willanl. J.P. •.... .. . . . . .. . . . 18, 728.12 40,000.00 
Coxe. :F. M . • • • • • .. • • • . • • . . • . . 25. 741. 28 504, 000. 00 
BatPs, .A. E.. ... .... . . .. . .. . . 7,525.52 .•••......... 
Wi1Ron, C. I................. ... . . . . . . . . . 278,000.00 
Erkels, W. H. ............... 33,609.99 197,000.00 
Roche, J. R . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,098.67 39:1, 000. 00 
'l'owar, A . S................. ... . . . . .. . . . 20/'i, 000. 00 
Maynadier, William M...... 80,814.59 ~8, 000. 00 
Arthnr, William . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 8:n. 67 25,000.00 
KPefer, J.B.·······......... 14,870. ,n ······ ...... . 
Wham, J. W ........ / .. :.... ::15, 250. 70 110,000. 00 
Snitlen, C. C................. 7. 006. 78 289, 000. 00 
Bai rel, Geor.e;e W . . . . . . . . . . • . 26. 967. 91 2:io, 0110, 00 
Larned, D. R......... .. .. . . . 193,892.25 24'0, 4fi7. 85 
Robinson, Geor_ge F . . . . . . . . . 4, 388. 88 74. 000. 00 
Creary, Williant E .. ........... ..................... . 
Doll '•·e. F. S. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 32, 612. 06 243, 000. 00 




102,691.24 17, 5 
87,041.11 6, 58 
3!-i2. 600. 00 17, 2 
163,918. 42 2, 4 
10, 000, 00 1, l 
107,097.94 4, 6 
597,533.00 9, 6 
59,216.63 1, 73 
151,447. 75 4, 00 
73, 846. 07 9, 77 
174, 268. 75 13. 0:1 
172, 279. 25 5, 47 
320, 948. 78 13, 54 
475, 9(10. 00 12, 37 
106, 646. 53 3, 44 
384, 96,L 09 8, 56 
55, 000. 00 11, 84 
220,347.02 ..... . 
225, 229. 74 12, 33 
181, 749. 68 8, 28 
41, 039. 70 14, 57 
305,116. 74 8, 9 
1.79 1,302.47 
5. 49 808. 89 
3. 50 6,298.27 
3. 27 12,812.03 
0. 75 7,050.24 
4, 00 3,978.92 
5. 86 8. 7\17. 35 
3. 00 6,037.86 
7, 00 439. 62 
3. 00 4,382.73 
7. 00 5,939.34 
l. 75 2,471.27 
fl.°75 7,290.80 
2. 00 13. 8~7. 91 
<l. 97 8,540.74 
8. 25 6,382.52 
5. 25 9,217.69 
8. 00 7,250.42 
5. 00 6,162, 57 
7.58 7,505.48 
3, 00 11,947.34 
461. 02 
6. 75 7,286.86 
6.40 7,194. 55 
l. 25 11,500.57 
9.50 7,796. 4-7 
Total re- Surplus 
ceived and funds de-
to be ac- posited i-n 
counted for. Treasw·y. 
$3, 22;!, 907. 72 $14,340.44 
805, 77'J. 60 899.17 
451,901.43 911. 88 
784,542. 1() 8,480.38 
1, 298, 458, 89 21,691.34 
1, 215, 820: 38 39,542.55 
50-!, U27. 28 27, 3fl6. 58 
499, 6\12, 35 544. 94 
469,152.74 
----- ----70, 2H9. 74 ............. 
645,864, 95 6,601.01 
620,604.86 
----------341, 419. 651 ......••.. 
'"· 357. 'l· ....... 502, 544. 65 2, 348. 76 
400. 844. 46 ...••..•.. 
352. 954. 61 .......... 
373, 543. 39 . ~ .. ...... 
510,398. 731········· , 
261, 50-1-, 80 20. 00 
647. 042. 93 701. 50 
335. 768, 25 1, 243. 83 
655, 167, 64122, 933. 75 
323, 242, 23 .••....•.. 
197,230.63\· ········· 
342, 723. 58 236. 33 
346, 383. 80 .......... 





































$1, 070, 662. 83 $2, 042, 731. 76 $84,721.08 $3,223,907.72 
355,205.57 422,946.07 25,426.32 805,779.60 
93,147.76 357,032.90 ............... 451,901.43 
445,820.36 296, 8!10. 05 27. 053. 13 78!, 5-1-2.19 
564,067.38 641,283.85 58,604.29 1, 298, 458. 89 
484,121.23 652,369.47 32,736.89 1, 215. 820. 38 
2fi4. 78!1, !l9 171. 656. 48 36,205.31 50+, 027. 28 
470,295.37 10,000.00 10, 05-!. 69 499,692.35 
387. a74. 78 3B, 6'.'.0. 85 36,119.25 469, 152. 74 
42. 687. 73 27,172.39 
----···-----
70. 299. 74 
350,315.21 262,218.56 22,897.44 6-l5, 864. 95 
644, 38fi. 50 37. 000, 00 38,279.02 620. 604. 86 
167,568.55 135, 2'17. 44 36, l:12. 39 341,419.65 
289, USO. 14 55,883.66 41,102.69 393. 357. 29 
448,896 05 1,608.61 35, 77:1.32 502,544.65 
304,408.82 31. 342. 69 56. 557. 21 400. 844. 46 
218, 164.18 )18, 601. 53 9. 806. 38 252,954.61 
288,436.54 55,625.69 20, 26H.47 37a. 543. 39 
474,271.66 7. 37 28,869.28 510. 1198, 73 
125,120.21 105. 419. 07 24,782.95 261,504.80 
450,994.56 175. 716. 54 12,124.85 647,042.93 
282. 980. 48 16. 974. 03 22,612.57 335. 668. 25 
206,274.41 325. 498. 46 ................ '655, lti7. 64 
244,066, 97 71. 888. 40 
------···---
323,242.23 
176,655, 67 2 617. 04 10,763.37 197. 230. 63 
288, 45-t 30 . 18,075.39 24,456.99 342,723.58 





















.Statement ahowinq the balance in the hands of each disbuninq officer of the Pay Department on the 1st of July, 1891, etc.-Continued. 
Balance in I Remitted Balance in 
hands of from the Received I Army Total re- Surplus Army Transferred ha11rls of 
' 
each pay- TrPasury in from other Soldins' paymas- ceived and funds de- paymas- Expendi- to other 
each pay- Total ae• 
Rank and name. master on th_e .vear end- deposits. ters' col - t.o 11e ac- posited in ters' col- tures. master on counted for. 
June 30, rng June paymasters. lectioD.8- counted for. Treasury. ]actions. paymasters. June 30, 




Witcher, J. S .....••.•••••••. $20,900.50 $233, 000. 00 $47,730.62 $8, 711. 50 $6, 204. 29 $316, 546. 91 -----· .. -- $6,204.29 $268,057.55 $19,675.71 $22,609.36 $316,546.91 
Whipple, C. H .............. 26,086.73 
----·-······· 
559,800.00 14,823.50 6,894. 37 607,604.60 
---------· 
6, ~94. 37 543,075.15 20,293.31 37,341.77 607,604.60 
Come"'YS, Vv. H .. - .•. - . ·- ... 24,927.33 15,000.00 487. U88. 71 15. 803. 36 13,659.84 546,479.24 $1,080.99 13,659.84 471,273.88 22. 708. 09 37,747.44 546,479.24 
Basb,'T>. N ......... ......... 22,961.61 317, 000. 00 29,000.00 14,496. 77 8. 559. 2-i 392,017.62 l, 200. 00 8,559.24 279,150.53 103,107.85 ------------ 392,017.62 
'.1'11.-ker. W. F ................ 32,077.55 1,455.00 592,131.36 7,557.05 11,253.02 2, 098. 018. 98 30,377.49 11,253.02 1,516,917.66 461,481.36 78,039.45 2, 098, 018. 98 
::Muhlenberg, J.C ............ 23,706.55 652,035.55 178. 985. 02 8,296.00 3,710.82 866,739.94 28,496.23 8,716.82 598,935.76 199,440.52 36,150.61 866,739.94 
Poole, D. 0 .................. 19,539.49 222,000.00 l;J8. 550. 00 9. 38fi. 81 7,493. 5~1 396,968.30 ---·------ 7,493.50 384. 025. 49 5,449.31 ................. 396. !l68. 30 Smith, George R ............ 62,1 22.55 706,000.00 7,500.00 16,820.60 21,487.09 903,930.24. 5,530.37 21,487.09 819,327.22 4,000.00 53,585.56 903,930.24 
Baker, J.P .................. 5,272.65 247,000.00 150,169.19 11,302.50 12,970.03 426,714.37 2,500.00 12,970.03 339,215.38 8,728.07 63,300.89 426,714.37 



























Statement ah.owing the number of pay-trips made, number of daya conau1ned in travel, posts paid, and amount of field and office disbursements made by each 
disbursing officer of the Pay Department, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892. 
Miles traveled. 
Total. I 





Smith, Rodnoy . •••••••• ••••. l 
Rucker, W. A ••••••.•. . •••.. ': I -: I '! 1· ... '.~'. -1::::::::I 793 •••••••••••••• • •• • • 9; 3751 2481·········1 9,730 I 793 $210, 692. 021 16,004.08 
DEPUTY PAYMASTERS·GEN• 
ERAL. 
Gibson , W . R •• ••• ••• -. •• •• .• 
1 
... .. ... 
1 




.... . .. . 
1 
.. . ..... 
1 
.... . .. , .. 
1 
. .. . .... . . 
1 
. .. . . . .. . 
1 
. .... .. . . 
T errell, C. M....... •• • • •• • • . 24 24 · 12 148 . • • . • • • . 76 . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . 2241 68, 111. 03 
Stanton , T .A . . .. . .. . . ... . .. 13 69 31 208 .••••••. 8,971 .••••• • ••• ••••••• • . 9,179 217,498.72 
P AYM.ASTERS. 
Glenn,GeorgeE . .......... . 3 52 20 673 .••• • • • . 7,339 ...•• ... •. 1... ...... 8, 01 2 106, 869. 58 
Canby,J.P.. . ... . .. .. ...... HT 37 16 .• •. .....••• • •• . , 7, 0:14 224 .• • •• .•• . 7,258 37, 098. 64 
Carn lee, G. W............... 12 86 47 84 . • • . . • . . 14, ll ll9 . . • • • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . 14, 483 203, 04:{, 93 
Cari>y, A. B . .•.•. •.. •• .• ••.. 40 46 67 129 . • . .• . . . 3,877 916 . ti8 4,990 98. ti55. 96 
,vi!lard, J.P •••••..••..•... . ....... ...... . . ........ ........ ....... . . . ... .. . . . . . ... .. . .. .. .... .. . .......... 8, 942. 31 
Coxe, F. M. ............ . . . . . 23 67 31 116 448 2, 100 2,288 240 5, 192 80,745.00 
Bates, A. E . • •• . . . . . . . . • . . . . 12 113 63 69 . . . . . • . . 5, 145 376 • • . . . . . . . 5, 59\J 279, 261. 49 
Wilson, C. I................ . 7 11 11 19 . • • .• . . . 396 , 432 . • • .. . . . . 847 33,743.16 
Eckels, W. H •.•••••• •• •• • • . 14 49 28 . • . .. . . . . . . • . • . . 6, fi87 48 89 6,824 113,606.07 
Roche, James R'.. .. . .. .... .. 18 110 4!) 1, 112 40 9,594 .•.• •• • . . • • • • .. . . •. 10, 746 249, !193. 29 
Towar, A. S . . .. . . . ... • ••• • • . 8 74 19 1,459 . . . . . . . . 3,619 .••• . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . 5,078 173,706.30 
Ma,rna1lier, W. M ..••• .• . • . . 8 71 31 386 800 2,840 1,212 160 5, 398 107,027.89 
Arthur, William............ 15 86 35 906 2!!4 10, 072 . .. . . . . . . . 92 11,364 183,222.32 
Keefer,J.B...... . .......... 12 41 58 28 .....•.. 3,798 228 ········- 4, 054 215,576.fi4 
Wham, Joseph W.. .. . . . . . . . 7 22 10 331 . . . . • • • . 1, 13J 628 • • • • . . • . . 2, 089 70, 138. 79 
Snitfon, C. C. .••••• ••.•••.... 12 71i 44 462 . . • •. • • . 7,378 1,038 . • • . . . . . • 8,878 131,753.59 
Baird, G. W.. ••. .•.... ..••.. 11 87 36 5G8 . • . . . •• . 13, 117 •.. . . . . . . . 32 13,717 197,044.85 
Larned,D. R . .••..•.••...•. ~ .................... . . . . , ... . ....... . .. . ....... . . .. ............... .. ..••... . ~ ....... . ... . .... . 
Robinson, G. R. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 14 67 34 761 72 4,892 648 Hi9 6, 542 143. 545.16 
Creary, W. E...... ... . . .. . . . 15• 12:1 78 1, 500 680 14, 3u2 286 7$ li, ~43 158, 552. 94 
Dodge, F. S .•••••. •••••••••. 35 102 41 324 . •. • .. • . . 13, 43. 4 .. ................ ·1 13, 758 111. C. (198. 22. 
McClnre, Charles •..•••••• •. 9 64 26 'ie:1 . 84 i e, J l4 ,. .••••.••. 32 9, 3l9 120,674. 96 
Witcher,J.S . ............... 11 66 Ja I 85S ·-·'- ····! 7,436 .•.•...•.. .••••• . .. s , 2n2 134.852. 23 
Whipple, C. ll ....•..••• ,.... l3 ~ , ~ , •.•••• • J._. .... .• 4, 4.62 l76 . , ....... 4,638 l70, 783. 6jl 
" 
Payments. 
In office. I 
$859, 970. s1 I 
339, 201.49 






288, 7i 8. 82 
33, 745.42 
269,570.21 
265, 125. 01 
ma, 825. 39 






54. 981. 42 
319. 240. 97 




98, 356. 08 
140, 201.58 
1B3, 205. 32 
372,291.47 
Total. 









42, 687. 73 
350,415.21 













176, 6:15. 67 
288. 454. 30 



















Staternent showing the number oj pay-trips mad(], number of days consumed in travel, posts' paid, eto.-Continued. 
Num-
Miles traveled., Payments. 
Num- Days 
Paymasters. ber of COD· ber of Other pay- sumed. posts Ambu- Stage. Railroad. Steamer. CODVE,JY· 'rotal. Infield. In office. Total. trips. paid. lance. 
.i,no 
--------------
PAYMAS'.l'ERS- --continued. ..... ·\ 
Come1jr· W. H ........•..•. 13 105 35 532 1,167 8,900 ........... ......... 10,599 $226, 365. 66 $244, 908. 22 $421, ·273, 88 
Bash, . N ...•••..••••.••••• 9 72 26 114 882 6,681 
--········ ---······ 
7,677 138,738.11 140. 412. 42 279,150.53 
Tucker, W. F . : ............. 9 30 36 f62 ......... 720 3, 384 
---······ 
4,266 142. 469. 82 1,374,447: 84 1, 516.917. 66 
Muhlenuerg,J. C ... ........ 15 .59 31 48 
--------
6,429 4,684 28 11,189 75,582.22 523,353.54 598. 935. 76 
Poole,D. U ............. ..... 14 40 47 116 
--------
7, 80! 16 44 7, !!80 159, 62L. 87 224, 4 03.; 62 384; 625. 49 
Smith, George R ............ 27 71 32 230 
--·-----
6,333 6,563 309,848.17 509,479.05 819,327.22 
Baker,J.P ........••••..••.• 9 93 .36 1,400 382 8,502 
---------· ---- ---·· 
111,234 246,528.42 92. 686. 96 339, 215.: 38 
--- ----------------------
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THE CHIEF SIGN AL OFFICER. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, SIGN.AL OFFICE, 
Washington, October 10, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report on the .Signal 
Corps of the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892: 
MILITARY TELEGRAPH LINES. 
The demands for immediate communication insisted upon by the com-
mercial communities of the world have been followed in Army admin-
istration, so tl!_at wherever and whenever the commercial telegraph 
systems of the United States have not reached military stations and 
posts it has been found necessary to establish and maintain telegraph 
lines to such points for strictly military purposes. At the present time 
there are no less than twenty-eight military rposts and stations, whose 
telegraphic connection with the great systems of the country are over 
.,permanent lin~s, constructed or operated, either entirely or in part, by 
the Signal Corps of the Army. There iG now hardly a military post 
which has not a telegraph station either within its limits or at some 
convenient point speedy of access. 
The military telegraph lines of the Signal Corps are divided into 
three classes: First, permanent lines for the purpose of maintaining 
communication with important military posts or stations; second, the 
field or flying telegraph lines, which equipment is organized and main-
tained with a view to . their easy transportation and speedy utilization 
in connect10n with field operations m times of war. These lines dur-
ing peace are usually operated for drill purposes, but on special occa-
sions, as durin~ this year, they are established and temporarily worked 
for the convemence of other departments of the General Government. 
Third, post or practice telegraph lines, primarily erected for the in-
struction of officers and enlisted men in telegraphy and signaling, but 
also serving in some instances to facilitate the administration of posts 
covering extended areas. 
The permanent telegraph lines now operated by the Signal Corps 
aggregate about 900 miles in length. They have been under the gen-
eral management of Capt. Charles E. Kilbourne, Signal Corps, whose 
report thereon forms Appendix .A. The successful administration of 
Capt. Kilbourne, as of his predecessor prior to May, 1892, Capt. James 
WAR 92-VOL I-38 693 
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Allen, Signal Corps, now serving on the staff of Maj. Gen. Nelson A. 
Miles, appears from the fact that these lines are 'in tbe best condition 
within the history of the service, and their efficiency for the past year 
is demonstrated by the comparatively short average period of inter-
ruption as set forth in the annexed reports. _ 
About 360 miles of line are under the immediate supervision of First 
Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal Corps, Chief Signal Officer Department 
of Arizona, who has charge of all telegraph lines within the limits of 
that department in addition to his specific duties as a member of the 
departmental staff. These lines are exceedingly important from a mili-
tary standpoint, reaching as they do the great Indian reservations in 
Arizona and New Mexico. 
The maintenance and operation of the section centering at San Car-
los, Ariz., may be sa,id to be indispensable to efficient and economical 
military operations in connection with the large number of Indians at 
that agency. The very great value of the double outlet from San Car-
los, to commercial lines north and south, is demonstrated by the fact 
that the total interruption of telegraphic communication at stations on 
this division has averaged less than one day and one-third during the 
fast fiscal year. It is true that the efficient administration of First Lieut. 
Fran~Greene, SignalCorps,mostefficientlysupported byGen.Alexa~der 
McDowell McCook, department commander, has brought these_ Imes 
into unprecedentedly serviceable condition. Such improvement m the 
general condition of the lines does not fully account, however, for the 
practically uninterrupted service, since the Fort Stanton lin~, a~so 
under Lieut. Greene, with a single outlet has had its commumcat10n 
-interrupted nearly eight times as long as the stations on the San qar-
los section. This question of double outlet has an important bearmg 
with reference to the Rio Grande section between Forts Brown and 
Ringgold, Texas, dwelt on later in this report. 
The system of milita.ry telegraph lines under First Lieut. F. R. D3:y, 
Twentieth Infantry, acting signal officer, with headquarters at Bi~-
marck, N. Dak., have been efficiently managed during the year. This 
system comprises scattered lines in North Dakota, Montana, Okla-
homa, Utah, Texas, and Wyoming. The very great value of one of 
those lines was made evident by the so-called cattle war in Johnson 
County, Wyo., during the spring of 1892, when the Fort McKinney 
line rendered very valuable service to the Government, despite its bad 
/ condition. Besides being a single outlet line, it is connected with the 
great commercial telegraph systems of the country by a private line, 
also in very bad condition. 
Owing to the military importance of this line, steps have been taken 
to insure uninterrupted communication telegraphically between Fort 
McKinney, the military --l)OSt of that region, and department head-
quar~ers. The pending question as to the construction of a railw~y 
and its accompanying telegraph line to some point near Fort McKm-
ne;y necessarily_ entails delay in this matter. As soon as the neare~t 
pornt on the railway is known exactly the line will be reconstructed m 
such manner as to furnish reliable means of communication. The 
Chief_Signal Officer·is in communication with Gen. J. R. Brooke, com-
mandmg Department of the Platte, whose interest in such lines and 
J)r?mpt ener_gy_in i!3-suring their maintenance has been the mainstay of 
thi . office withm his military juri diction. 
. Lieut. Dar has adminL tered his system of lines with skill and good 
J~dgment, h:s remoteness from several sections of lines enhancing the 
difficulties of his situation. One of his lines, that ex tending from Fort 
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Brown to Fort Ringgold, Tex., aithough in good order, has- given great 
trouble, owing to frequent and annoying int~rruptions inseparable from 
a single-outlet line in a sparsely settled region. On this short line of 
100 miles communication was interrupted in the aggregate more than 
twenty-five days during the past year. The great importance of ithe 
line was strikingly apparent during the late border troubles, when com-
plications of an international character were threatened on the lower 
Rio Grande. The impossibility, in times of such excitement, of main-
taining communication over a single wire run~.ing through a country 
populated by people dominated by or favorable to the lawless element 
is evident. It is. the work of a few minutes on the part of a malicious 
or law less person to interrupt communication, which can only be restored 
by many hours of dangerous travel and arduous work. With a view 
of remedying this difficulty, and in order to insure reliableness of tele-
graphic communciation commensurate with the military importance of 
this line, the Chief Signal Officer has submitted a special estimate for 
a second outlet. For about $11,250 a line can be built from Fort Ring-
gold to Pena, on the Mexican National Railway, following the freight 
route a distance of about 75 miles. . 
While the permanent telegraph lines under the supervision of the 
Chief Sign'al Officer are constructed almost solely for military purposes, 
yet they secondarily subserve the growing and important business in-
terests of the sections traversed by affording speedy communication 
with commercial centers. The tariff charges for commercial telegrams 
are extremely low, ranging from 10 to 25 cents for a message, so that 
the revenue from com·mercial business is necessarily limited. The vol-
ume of such business is so great, however, that the income assumes re-
spectable proportions. There has been collected and turned into the 
Treasury of the United States, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1892, the sum of $3,212.77, while for the same period the additional sum 
of $5,423.95 was collected for tolls on aecount of the commercial tele-
graph companies, and turned over to the proper officials. The total 
number of free messages transmitted over Government wires, consist-
ing of Government, State, a~d other business, have been tabulated on 
one division, viz, Arizona, where they aggregated 39,000 messages, 
with a tariff value of $3,741.52. The same proportion-which is an 
underestimate-for other lines would make the tariff value of free mes-· 
sages about $8,000, so that the volume of business handled during_ the 
year reaches a tariff value of not far from $18,000. 
FLYING-TELEGRAPH LINES. 
The important part which electrical communications play in modern 
warfar~ emphasizes the necessity of developing to the highest ,degree 
of efficiency supplementary methods for armies operating away from the 
permanent telegraph lines of the country. Therefore, especial attention 
is now being given by the Signal Corps to the suitable equipment of its 
:field or flying telegraph trains in all phases, from the -establishment of 
flying telegraph lines between the permanent lines of the country and 
military ?-eadquarters to the provisions for temporary telegraphic or 
telephomc connection of headquarters with all essential points in camp 
or on battle line. 
With t~is view in end and with the approval of the Major-General 
Oommandmg the Army and of the Secretary of War working sections 
of the flying telegraph train, equipped with the most modern appliances 
and capable of establishing 15 miles of line, are in the course of prepa-
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ration, which will be operated for drill purposes at Fort Riley, Kans., 
Fort Grant, Ariz., and possibly at Fort Sheridan, Ill. and at the Pre-
sidio of San Francisco, Cal. 
Careful and detailed experimental tests are being made with a view 
of obtaining a maximum of efficiency with the minimum of transporta-
ti0n. Among other questions under consideration and test are those 
pertaining to various samples of insulators, wire, lances, and batteries. 
Bamboo lances from Jamaica have been imported in order to determine 
their relative value as compared with those made of American woods. 
Such new dry batteries as promise well are worked experimentally to 
ascertain their fitness or superiority. The. :field telephone kit, wh~r~-
with a moving line can keep in communication with its brigade or div~-
sion commander, has been satisfactorily devised, but seems yet suscepti-
ble of improvements before extended numbers are manufactured. 
Perhaps the most satisfactory improvement during the year has been 
the device and construction of a flying cable-cart by Capt. Charles E. 
Kilbourne, Signal Corps. The portable telephone kit carries on~y a 
third of a mile of double-conductor cable, so that flying outpost Imes 
of greater length necessitate the supply of additional wire by a more 
satisfactory method than that of the knapsack. The flying cable-cart 
affords an admirable solution of the problem. Its lightness, ease of 
traction, strength, and dimensions are such that one man can transport 
on it about 2 miles of insulated double-conductor cable over almost 
any ground that an armed man can pas~, and with nearly the s~me 
rapidity of movement. The frame work of the cart is of steel tubmg, 
the wheels skeleton, the spokes removable and interchangeable, the 
tires rubber-cushioned and easily replaced, the wheel bearings o!l steel 
balls. Its width between wheels is 26 inches, and the entire weight ~f 
the cart only 57 pounds, including a spooling device, which automati-
matically and symmetrically winds up the recovered cable. The su?-
cessful application of this cart, with its framework modified to smt 
varying demands, to other military purposes was so obvious that t~e 
Chief Signal Officer has invited the attention of officers concerned rn 
special pr:oblems to its availability, especially for such cases as ~he re-
moval of the wounded from- the fl.elµ. and the supply of troops m line 
with ammunition. The cart, as now constructed, is operated by ~an 
power. It is expected, however, by means of specially devised foldmg 
shafts, that it may be moved by a mounted man, thus increasing the 
ease and celerity of operation when necessary. . 
With a view of obviating interruptions of telegraphic commumca-
tions, which might result from the impracticability of making_ long 
spans with the light wire of the flying telegraph trains, a quantity. of 
light river telegraph cable has been purchased for each flying t~am. 
Thi.s will be available either for use in streams of considerable width 
or on occasions when the passage of artillery, extended wagon trains, 
or othe~ conditions, render it necessary or advisable to bury a tele-
graph line rather than to elevate it in midair. 
PRACTICAL TELEGRAPH OPERATIONS. 
The construction of a field or flying telegraph line differs mat~rially 
from that _of a perm_anent line. The material, while being sufficie?-~ly 
s~rong to msure unmterrupted communication and withstand the VICIS· 
situde of ":eath~r, mus~ also be light enough to render possible the 
tran .Portati~m with movmg troops of a line of considerable length, say 
12 miles of hne material by a four-mule team. The wire supports must 
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· be rapidly erected and dismounted, and the wire and insulators be 
easily attached and detached from the telegraph lances without injury 
or deterioration .. Moreover, the appliances for construction must be 
such that the line can be quickly put up over any kind of coun_try. 
With such conditions to fulfill it is evident that theory must be sup-
plemented by practice and also that the erection of a flying line for 
drill purposes over a well-known, easily accessible, chosen piece of coun-
try only partly tests the means and methods. 
Fortunately the past year has not been alone devoted to office wor~ 
and theoretical considerations, but has also been marked by an extended 
practical application of the use of the :flying-telegraph train of the 
Signal Corps. For an important but peaceful purpose in May, 1892, 
for the first time since the war of the rebellion, the· Signal Corps con-
structed a field-telegraph line for actual use and operation. This work 
was done in the interest of the international Boundary Commission for 
the purpose of determining, by telegraph, the longitude of the monu-
ment marking a point upon the international boundary between the 
United States and Mexico, generally known as the "corner," 100 miles 
west of El Paso, Tex. In accordance with the request of Lieut. Col. 
... John W. Barlow, Corps of Engineers, president of the commi~sion, a 
:flying=.telegraph line was e:i;:ected between Separ, N. Mex., on the South-
ern Pacific Railway, and the "corner," a distance by road of 42 miles. 
This special work was intrusted fo First Lieut. Frank Greene, Sig-
nal Corps, chief signal officer, Department of Arizona, with the con-
sent of General Alexander McDowell McCook, commanding the De0 
partment, who also assured the success of the experiment by his cor-
dial cooperation and indispensable aid in the way of transportation 
~nd troops. _ 
Four skilled sergeants of the Signal · Corps -did the skilled labor, 
while the simpler work was well and faithfully done by Company D, 
Twenty-fourth Infantry. · 
The line was constructed across a very difficult country, which was 
devoid of water, with scanty vegetation, and its alluvial wash marked. 
oy numerous outcroppings of rock, the conditions and soil thus being 
most unfavorable. Twelve miles of line were constructed the first day 
in eight hours, but later the work progressed more leisurely. The heat 
was oppressive, the conditions of drought and dust most trying, and it 
was inadvisable to fatigue the working party, inasmuch as ample time 
would intervene before the astronomical observations could be made. 
The line, between 34 and 35 miles in length, was, .however, completed 
in twenty-five.working hours. ' 
The work of construction was so well done that, despite violent winds 
daily across the line, it remained in constant working order from its 
completion until dismantlement. The wire was used four nights, May 
14 to May 17, inclusive, with results eminently satisfactory to the Com-
missioners. The entire 34 miles of line and line material were dis-
mantled and _recovered in three days' work, averaging eight hours each. 
In seventeen days the command charged with the operation of the 
field-telegraph train had arrived at Separ, unloadqd the materjal, 
erected and maintained in an unfavorable country until no longer re-
quired a telegraph line over 34 miles long, and had dismantled, recov-
ered, and shipped the entire train; this with a force, excepting the 
officer and 4 skilled sergeants of the Signal Corps, untrained and en-
tirely unacquainted with the duty. Lieut. Greene, in his report, as-
cribes especial credit to Capt. J. N. Morgan and Second Lieut. H. C. 
Keene, jr., for their valuable personal supervision of the arduous and 
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faithful work done by their command, Company D, Twenty-fourth In-· 
fantry. 
The construction and operation of this line were valuable methods of 
practice for the Signal Corps, supplementing Lieut. Greene's drill and 
theory with actual :fieldwork. It was asked for at short notice, and 
the work was to be done in a section of the country, remote from com-
mercial centers, where the deficiency or defects of implements or mate-
rials could not be remedied. The :field-telegraph equipment itself was 
in course of reconstruction so as to bring it in accord with the latest 
electrical and business methods. The material used in this work was 
necessarily gathered from five different points, from Fort Riley, Kans., 
eastward to Worcester, Mass. In short, the conditions of time and 
place under which the line was erected were fairly representative of 
active field service. Such practical experience can not fail to be bene-
ficial to the Signal Corps as a means of developing defects and imper-
fections which were not patent during practice drills. Among ot~er 
points the construction of this flying telegraph illustrated the necessity 
of special transportation for telegraph material to be used for field pur-
poses. 
MILITARY BALLOONS. 
The introduction of ba1loons in connection with :field-telegraph trains 
for the purpose of collecting and transmitting military information 
brings into special importance the question of aerial navigation. B~l-
looning forms one of the general branches of such navigation, wherem 
is used, :first, an apparatus lighter than air, or, second, heavier than 
air. The Signal Corps, in equipping a balloon section for use ~n con-
nection wit,h each :field-telegraph train, is simply amplifying the 1de3:s or 
Gen. Fitz John Porter, enunciated early in the war of the rebelhon. 
The utility and importance of balloons for obtaining military informa-
tion during :field operations were amply demonstrated by Gen. Porter, 
but with many other American ideas, such as repeating arms, etc., 
proved too advanced for the time and had to await recqgnition and de-
velopment by the military authorities of other nations. The United 
States, the :first nation to use ba1loons in war, as it was the :first to use 
./ the electric telegraph and signal paraphernalia on the :field of battle, 
has, consequently, seen these ideas adopted and improved by all other 
important military powers. . 
Improved methods of equipment, manipulation, and transportation 
have ·come with improved industrial and inventive methods, but to the 
present day there have been no experiments sufficiently satisfactory to 
prove the advisability or practicability of replacing the captive balloon 
of Gen. Porter by free balloons, either for extended reconnoissances or 
as instruments of offensive warfare. The important part to be piayed 
in future wars by free dirigible balloons or by flying machines appears 
unquestionable, and Mr. Maxim, the great experimentalist, is justified 
in saying, "when the first flying machine succeeds its :first great use 
will be for military purposes. * * * It will at once become an en-
gine of war not only to reconnoiter the enemy's position, as has been 
attempted by the so-called dirigible balloons, but also of carrying and 
dropping into the enemy's lines and country large bombs charged with 
high explosive ." 
As regards balloon , extensive and continued experiments have 
~roug:b.t t~e use of a captive balloon to such a degree of excellence that 
its ut1lity m ~n:,v .extended warfare is beyond question. The efforts .to 
consti·uct a dir1g1ble balloon which can be managed so as to have its 
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movements under perfect or even satisfactory control have so far been 
iuconclusive. There is no question that Porter, Jullien, Giffard, Tis-
saudier, Campbell, and other private inventors have constructed bal-
loon apparata which have actually been propelled in any desired direc-
tion, but only at a low rate of speed and during comparatively calm 
weather. 
It has been pointed out by Capt. Fullerton, R. E., that a satisfactory 
war balloon must carry three or four passengers, a supply of explosive 
shells, and a machine gun or two, a:i;td be able to travel about 30 iniles 
an hour in calm weather, and that the balloon should have a lifting 
capacity of about 5,500 pounds, of which about 1,700 should be in pas-
sengers, instruments, explosives, and ballast. The French military diri-
gible balloon, known as the Challais-Meudon, was somewhat success-
ful at a low rate of speed and in calm weather only, but with a total 
weight of 4,400 pounds it was only able to carry 310 pounds of passen-
.. gers and 4 70 of ballast. 
The experiments and investigations of such able scientists as Prof. 
Langley in the United States, Col. Duchemin, French engineers, and 
of Mr. Maxim, if they have not conclusively demonstrated the fact, cer-
tainly have contributed much to convince intelligent men of the prac-
ticability of aerial navigation by air ships heavier than air. The fu-
ture success of such navigation apparently depends upon and awaits 
the construction of a motor considerably lighter than those now in use. 
During the past fiscal year the project of adding military balloons to 
t~e flying telegraph train was fully considered. The recommendations 
made by the Chief- Signal Officer were approved by the Commanding 
General of the .Army and by the Secretary of War. 
In consequence a balloon section is being organized with each flying 
·telegraph train. .As a supplement to and in connection with the train 
will be operated a captive balloon, with modern equipments, so that 
military information as to topography, the disposition and movement 
of troops, etc., may be collected photographically or visually. The bal-
loon will be connected by aerial telephone cable, so that information 
~an be transmitted from or sent to the occupants of the balloon. 
Situated, as is the Signal Corps, with appropriations so small as to 
forbid any extended experiments, the Chief Signal Officer in this con-
nection was obliged to most carefully weigh the differing systems of 
ballooning now in operation; consequently the balloon equipments of 
foreign governments have been carefully considered and studied. The 
Chief Signal Officer has finally concluded to follow, for the present, the 
English system of a captive skin balloon, provided with a double con-
ductor insulated captive cable, and inflated from portable cylinders 
containing hydrogen compressed under 120 atmospheres. By this 
means it is hoped that after experimental drill the trained officers and 
men of the Signal Corps will be able to :fill the balloon and make an 
ascent of half a mile or more in half an hour. From this coign of van-
tage the signal officer can communicate by telephone either with his 
comrades at the train base, or over the flying telegraph line with the 
commanding general. · 
It is hoped and expected that the Signal Corps will be able to ex-
hibit at the World's Columbian Exposition in 1893 a captive balloon 
with an aerial telephone cable and connecting telegraph line. , 
The preliminary collation of the data and discussion of details as to 
captive balloons have been made by Capt. Richard E. Thompson, Sig-
nal Corps, whose unremitting attention and zealous application has 
rendered possible such speedy consideration of this question. This 
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work has been voluntary on the part of Capt. Thompson, being assumed 
by him in extra hours after the performance of his duties in connection 
with the War Department exhibit in Chicago. So much of Capt. 
Thompson's investigations as are pertinent form Appendix B to this 
report. 
POST TELEG RA.PH LINES. 
In addition to the permanent mJiitary telegraph lines serving as a 
means of communication between isolated posts and the general com-
mercial lines of the country, the Chief Signal Officer has fostered the 
construction and operation of practice telegraph lines within the-limits 
of the larger military posts, and there are now in operation seventy-six 
.of such lines. In this manner interest in military signaling has been 
largely increased, especially as the Morse or American telegraph code 
is now the approved signal code of the Army. Many men and q~ite. a 
number of officers devote their application and energy to acqmre m 
leisure hours a knowledge of telegraphy, which may enhance the value· 
of thei~ services while in the Army and be of benefit in civil life. The 
great military advantage of having telegraplt operators in the Ar~y 
was conclusively taught during the war of the rebellion, and was agam 
emphasized during the railway troubles of 1877, when it was more than 
once a matter of importance for commanding officers to know exa?tly 
what messages were passing to and fro within their field of operation. 
MILI1.'.A.RY SIGN.A.LING. 
The comprehensive · report of Capt. Charles E. Kilbourne, Sig~al 
Corps, Appendix C, includes such details concerning military signa?ng 
as are of general interest. The provisions of the Army Regulations 
which charge department -<;ommanders with responsibility for the effi-
ciency of their commands in military signaling, and with discretion~ry 
power to restrict post instruction in military signaling to such particu-
lar months as are most suitable and convenient, has aided in elevating 
the standard of efficiency and instruction in the line of the Army. The 
efforts of the Chief Signal Officer to stimulate an interest in signaling 
by furnishing ample supplies for practical work on target ranges and 
in connection with summer encampments and marches, together with 
the establishment of well-equipped telegraph Jines in the more impor-
tant military posts, have contributed to increased practice and knowl-
edge. The results, however,renderitmorethaneverevident thatthel~ne 
of the Army has neither the time nor the inclination to acquire anythmg 
more than the rudiments of telegraphy and signaling. The average 
time given to signaling by each man in the line of the Army during the 
past year is but 3.4 hours, or about one-third of a day. In three mili-
tary departments (Columbia, Platte, and Dakota) the instruction has 
,averaged less than two hours for each man, and in only one department, 
·that of the Missouri, has it even approximated to one day, with an 
average of 8.4 hours. 
While the present method of instruction occasionally results in an 
officer or a few men of the line acquiring sufficient practical knowledge 
of telegr~phy to ena,ble them to tran, mit or read messages sent over 
commercial telegr::i,ph line at ordinary rates, yet it is very much to be 
doubted whether m case of a recurrence of railway troubles, such as 
tho e of 1877, there could be drawn from more than one Gr two regi-
ments of the line officer, and men competent to assume even military 
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supervision over the telegraphic communications passing to and fro 
within their hearing. 
It is evident, therefore, that either signaling or telegraphy, except 
that of the simplest character, must devolve on the Signal Corps, whose 
restricted number and widely separated stations w~:mld render extended 
work impracticable in any sudden and grave emergency. As a matter 
of professional caution, the Chief Signal Officer is taking steps to ascer-
tain the names and record the degree of proficiency in telegraphy and 
the higher branches of signaling of such officers and men of the line 
as exhibit a marked degree of interest and aptitude, · 
In this manner the services of such can be promptly made available 
for commands needing experts for immediate service. Information of 
similar import has been obtained from the officers of the Inspector-Gen-
eral's Department, who have inspected methods and extent of instruc-
tion in military signaling in the line of the Army to the advantage of 
this corps specially and the .Army generally. · 
In connection with devices and instruments for military signaling 
important changes and marked improvements have be-en inaugurated 
in some instances, and are under consideration in other cases. 
. The he1iograph bas been substantially perfected, there being now 
two similar and satisfactory patterns, one for general use, suited to 
ranges up to 30 miles, and t];le second, with more delicate adjustments, 
for long-ra11ge work, which may be relied upon up to distances ranging 
from 60 to 100 miles, according to the condition of the atmosphere. 
These standard heliographs, with perfected screens, are being rapidly 
manufactured and distributed, and by the end of the present year the 
Army will, for the first time, have enough instruments for ordinary 
practice and instruction. , 
The great importance of securing for night work a signal lantern fit 
for reliable communicatior,. at distances up to 20 miles is fully recog-
nized, as the torch is·objectionable on several grounds. Considerable 
attention has been given to this subject, and recent experimental tests 
indicate an early and satisfactory solution of the problem. 
Efforts to obtain telescopes superior to those used during the wa:r of 
the re'\Jellion having failed, the instruments remaining on band have 
been put in the best possible order by expert instrument-makers, spe-
cially employed for the purpose. The equipment of field glasses, which 
for years was sadly deficient in quantity, has, as funds could be spared, 
been gradually increased, so that ther.e is now about one field glass to 
every five officers, instead of one to every fifteen, as in 1877. The ina-
bility of the Signal Corps to equip our scouting officers with field glasses _ 
through la~k of appropriations in past years worked pecuniary hard-
ship upon officers of the line serving on the frontier, who have been 
compelled to purchase private glasses at a high price for official use, 
without even being permitted to procure them from the Signal Corps 
at cost. It is hoped that by, the end of the present fiscal year there 
will be one glass to every four officers of the .Army, and this number 
should be increased to at least one glass for every two officers. It ap-
- pears indisputable that the Signal Corps should-be able to furnish two 
field glasses to every company of cavalry and to such companies of in-
fantry as are liable to be called upon for field service. 
The field glass for ordinary issue is a six-lens, low-power glass, se-
lected by a board of experts from about one hundred and fifty different 
patterns. Doubtless it is as good a glas~ as can be obtained for gen- . 
eral use, but it is necessarily a compromise, since it is impracticable to 
<,1,btain sharp definition, high power, good light, and extended field in 
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any single glass; consequently these qualities _have been combined, 
with a regard to their importance, in the order here given. There have 
been purchased some glasses for special issue which have sharp defi-
nition and high power, 7 (i. e., seven times the capability of the unas-
sisted eye); and efforts are also being made to procure a free-hand field 
glass of extended field, moderate power, and good definition. . 
The material reduction in the price of aluminum has rendered it 
possible for the -Signal Corps to purcha~e a considerable number of 
field glasses in frames of this metal. Their lightness (the weight be-
ing only half that of the ordinary metals) enables the observer to use 
the glass, free hand, for a considerable time without fatigue or discom-
fort. In case these frames prove strong and durable in wear, they will 
in time replace those of brass. 
HELIOGRAPHIC SURVEY. 
It is hoped that 1n time a heliographic survey of the more important 
military departments will be prepared on lines indicated by Lieut. 
, Clough Overton, Fourth Oavalry, as outlined in .Appendix C. Work 
of this character was initiated in .Arizona by First Lieut. W . .A. Glass-
ford, Signal Corps, in 1887, and was given a greatjmpetus by the en-
ergy of .Assistant .Adjutant General W. J. V olkmar in 1889-'90. The 
great contour map of the United States Geological Survey, constructed 
by Mr. Henry Gannett, would afford an excellent base for such survey, 
and the need of new military maps seems apparent, not only for ad~-
ing such data as would facilitate speedy communication with troops m 
the field, but also for correcting the inaccurate and misleading phys-
ical data mentioned by Lieut. Overton as marring some of the maps. 
No doubt exists that Lieut. Overton is correct in his belief "that a 
complete heliographic survey of our· western mountain region wou!d 
have a permanent military value." If the wishes of Lieut. Gree~e m 
.Arizona and of Lieut. Overton in the Department of the Columbia. to 
collate a heliographic map of their respective departments by work~ng 
reconnoissances, should be carried out, it would go far toward puttmg 
such work in a satisfactory condition. From a military standpoint the 
need and importance of such maps are evident. 
SIGNAL SCHOOLS OF INSTRUCTION. 
First Lieut. J. E. Maxfield, Signal Corps, has been in charge of the 
instruction of the enlisted men of the Signal Corps at Fort Riley, Kans., 
during the year. .A course of instruction approved by the Chief Signal 
Officer has been inaugurated by Lieut. Maxfield, with a view of fitting 
the sergeants of the Signal Corps for their special duties. The course 
is _b_oth theoreti_cal and practical, covering the subjects of el~ctricity, 
m1htarr surveymg,. telegraphy, telephony, and signaling. Thi~ course 
takes_ six months' trme, the four months being filled by theoretical.and 
practical work and the last two by practical application only. Lieut. 
Maxfield ~as supplemented his work of instruction by conducting tests 
and experimental work bearing on the equipment of the Signal Corps, 
and has perfo_rmed hi duties in a most satisfactory manner. The field-
tele&ra:ph tram at Fort Riley is insuffi.cienly protected from the '!eather, 
but it 1s hoped that his recommP-ndation for a suitable shed for the pro-
tection of the train and for the storage of reserved signal stores may be 
carried out d~ri_ng the coming year. 
The nece ity of the new signal manual, for use at this school and 
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elsewhere, is obvious, and its preparation has been delayed by t;he Chief 
Signal Officer until the pending changes in field-telegraph trains, night 
signaling apparatus, and other devices upon which experiment is being 
made a:re completed, which should be at an early day. · 
TARGET 1:t..A.NGES. 
A very decided improvement has been made in connection with 
the equipment of target ranges with instruments for determining the 
meteorological conditions of the air and for speedy intercommunication 
between the butts and firing points. Fully 60 per cent of the target 
ranges, including all of importance, are equipped with telephones or 
other preferred methods. Many of the transmitters and receivers, in-
cluding all of those owned by the United States, are of earlier patternt 
which in some instances are difficult of manipulation and adjustment. 
These instruments have been thoroughly overhauled during the year 
and have been largely supplemented or replaced by telepho~es and 
transmitters of the most approved and desirable patterns. 
As regards meteorological instruments, modifications have been made / 
in forms of equipment and devices inaugurated which have greatly 
facilitated the making and reducing of the necessary observations. 
The adoption of the sling psychrometer and of the compensated ~neroid 
materially reduce and facilitate the work of the marksman, particularly 
on artillery ranges. The invention of an automatic register for the ane-
mometer marks a very decided advance, since this instrument renders it 
possible to determine the velocity of the wind almost instantaneously. 
The time required hyretofore to determine the velocity of the wind varied 
from two to five minutes, but with the new register it is determined in 
from ten to thirty seconds, depending upon the velocity. While the 
register is expensive, yet it is hoped that during the present year the 
,.... Signal Corps will be able to equip all the larger ·artillery posts there-
with. • 
Capt. Charles · E. Kilbourne, Signal Corps, has prepared a table 
whereby the reduction of the meteorological factors affecting artillery 
target practice. is greatly facilitated, which table has been distributed 
throughout the artillery arm of the service. 
It appearing to the Commanding-General of the Army desirable that 
a text-book of meteorological instructions should be compiled for gun-
ners of artillery, the Chief Signal Officer intrusted the preparation of 
this work to Capt. Charles E. Kilbourne, Signal Corps, whose varied 
and efficient service both as an artillery officer and also as a meteorolo-
gist peculiarly qualified him for this duty. These instructions have 
been carefully prepared, and are now in the hands of the General Com-
manding the Army, awaiting his approval. 
CABLES FOR HARBOR DEFENSES. 
The obvious advantage arising from concerted action in harbor de-
fense renders it necessary to establish reliable and instant communica-
tion between all the important forts and harbor defenses of our great 
cities. T!J.e subject is one rather within the jurisdiction of the Board 
on Permanent Fortifications, but the Chief Signal Officer has thought 
it his duty to advance this matter by submitting a special estimate for 
$20,000 to initiate such a system of military cables and connecting land 
lines in New York, Boston, and San Francisco as in the judgment of 
the board should be necessary. 
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WHISTLE SIGNALS FOR DRILL. 
The ex~ended and open formation of troops in field maneuvers or ac-
tive operations renders it impracticable for many orders to be satisfac-
torily given by the unaided voice. The number and variety of the 
bugle calls devised for giving commands are such that many unmusical 
soldiers are unable to distinguish and recognize them. With a view to 
correcting this defect a code of whistle signals was suggested by Ser-
geant Basil ·O. Lenoir, Signal Corps. A simple code for this purpose 
has been devised by Capt. Charles E. Kilbourne, Signal Corps. These 
whistle commands are readily made, as they consist of tbe simple let-
ters of the General Service code, the initial letters of eaeh word in the 
command being sounded. The.-code has been submitted to the major-
general commanding for such consideration and action as he may deem 
appropriate. 
DISBURSING DIVISION. 
The report of Capt. Robert Craig, Sig·nal Corps, as disbursing officer, 
forms Appendi.x D, and contains such information regarding cont~a~ts 
'i1nd disbursements as are required by law and regulations. In add1t10n 
to bis duty as disbursing officer, ·capt. Craig has had charge of the 
general suppl~ depot of the. Signal Corps, which, since the transfer of 
Fort Myer to the uses of the line of the Army, has necessarily been 
· located at Washington. 
The labors of Capt. Craig have been arduous and exacting, as ~he 
very large amount of work enumerated in his report has been done w1th-
Jlit a regular clerk. His own clerical labors have been supplemented 
by those of his storekeeper and assistant storekeeper, who have _been 
diverted from their special duties to an extent prejudicial to th~ mter-
~sts of the public service. A clerk for the disbursing officer is greatly 
ueeded, Congress on the reorganization of the Signal Corps providin~ 
exactly one-half the clerical force estimated for and needed. An esti-
mate for an additional second-class clerk for duty with the disbursing 
officer has been submitted, and it is hoped that Congress will give the 
much needed relief. 
EXAMINER'S DIVISION. 
The report of the Examiner's division, Appendix E, exhibits the very 
s:;itisfactory condition of this division. It is very pleas~nt to report 
that the returns of property accountability and money accounts are 
rendered with a regularity and accuracy unequaled in the previous 
history of the corps. 
THE NATIONAL MILITIA . 
. Impressed _with the knowledge that the military strength of the na-
tion m any vital struggle rests on the volunteer soldier of temporary 
service, the Chief Signal Officer has lost no occasion to cultivate the most 
cordial and clo e. t relations with the militia and National Guard of the 
var~ou. St~tes. This has been officially possible as the interest in sig-
nalmg, which suddenly developed several years since in the National 
Guai:d of a nu_rnber of State , bas proved to be permanent. Requests 
for !gnal eqmpment of all kind and for in tructions as to methods 
of operation and management are quite frequent, despite the discour-
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·aging arn'lwers necessarily made. Information is promptly and fully 
given, but unfortunately the Signal Corps is not authorized under exist-
ing law to issue equipments for the use of the militia. Over half the 
States have asked for signal equipments and stores with the expecta-
tion and desire that the cost thereof should be charged against their 
allotment of-'-the permanent ·appropriations made by Congress for the 
militia of the country. Despite the inability of the militia to procure 
signal equipments urider the same regulations as govern the issue of 
other military stores, yet in several States signal corps have been or-
ganized, although necessarily equipped at private expense. The great 
value of such organization to the National Guard is recognized gener-
ally, and th.at its value is not theoretical and contingent, but practical 
and current, was plainly illustrated during the summer of 1892, as 
shown by the following extr act from the very valuable report of Assist-
ant .Adjt. Gen. W. J. Volkmar on the Pennsylvania troops at Home-
stead. 
Signal stations were soon established on both sides of the Monongahela River and 
communication constantly maintained bet ween the separated forces by flag, helio-
graph, and lantern. It is true there is · no regular signal corps in the. guard, but 
various officers have voluntarily taken int erest in signaling and an aide-de-camp 
of Gen. Snowden was fortunat ely owner of a pair of United States heliogrQ/phs. 
When dense smoke rising from t he chimneys of the Carnegie works r endered signal-
ing with flags impossible, the penetratin~ p ower of the he}iograph :flaslt enabled 
troops on opposite sides of the river to mamtain almost. constant communication by 
day. Lanterns were used by night and a telegraph line was built to divisio~ head-
. quarters upon the hill, connecting with commer cial lines. The practical usefulness 
of signaling having been so plainly seen at this time, the guard is now taking stflPI? 
to establish a regular signal corps and make it as efficient as that drawn from the 
Twelfth Infantry, National Guard of Pennsylvania, at t his time. -
. It certainly can be considered no less than unfortunate that two com-
mands of the National Guard of Pennsylvania, without telegra.phic 
communication and separated by a broad river, should have been de-
pendent for their intercommunication at such a critical period upon sig-
naling instruments which were available through the generosity and 
foresight of an individual officer of the militia. To remedy such an 
unfortunate condition of affairs the Chief Sign.al Officer recommends that 
the act of Congress of F ebruary 12, 1887 (Chapter 129, Supplement to 
Revised Statutes, Vol. I ) be amended by the insertion of the words 
" signal stores" after the words "ordnance stores" in sections 1, 3, and 4. 
In accordance with recent legislation there has been organized in the 
National Guard of the State of New York a signal and telegraph corps 
on a permanent basis. There is a chief signal officer with the rank of 
major, under whose command each brigade has a signal company of 
2 officers and 40 men, their primary work of signaling being supple-
mente.d by the usual military instruction. Under the zealous attention 
and intelligent efforts of Capt. Albert Ga1lup this corps is now in ex-
cellent working order. Inst ruction of selected men from the line is 
made by the signal corps at the State camp at Peekskill, so that in 
• emergencies the small signal detachments may have as assistants men 
instructed in the rudiments of _signaling. The wisdom and necessity 
of this organization were made apparent during the active service of 
the State militia of New York at Buffalo in the summer of 1892, when 
the signal corps contributed materiaily to efficient military operations 
by successfully working flag, torch, and fl.ash-light stations. The New 
York Signal and Telegraph_ Corps has also equipped itself with a flying 
telegraph line 5 miles long, modeled on the system of this corps already 
described.which can accompany a marching column and may be operated 
by telegraph or telephone. 
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It i~ true that the act approved October 1, 1890, placed the Signal 
Corps of the Army on a permanent basis, yet in one respect the future 
of the officers of the corps is not encouraging. The great difference in 
rank _Qetween the Chief Signal Officer of the Army and that of the next 
-officer of the corps, its major, renders it probable that in case of a va-
cancy the office of Chief Signal Officer would devolve upon some selected 
-officer of the line. Deferred or denied promotion tends to the deterio-
ration or prevents the complete military development of officers thus 
unfavorably affected. Unless there is contemplated some general reor-
,ganization of the entire staff of the Army, without, of course, affecting 
the vested right for further promotion of any staff officer under the 
present system, the chief signal officer, in justice to the junior officers 
of his corps, recommends independent legislation. Itis apparent, how-
ever, in the present temper of Congress that no reorganization would 
be practicable which did not reduce the number of officers and decrease 
the expense of its maintenance. 
It is suggested that whenever the position of Chief Signal Officer 
becomes vacant the chief of the corps should thei'eafter be a colonel, 
with two assistant chiefs, one with the grade of lieutenant-colonel and 
the other of major, to be promoted from the lower grades, and that the 
two inferior offices, those of first lieutenant, thus vacated by promo-
tion, should be discontinued. Such an arrangement would decrease 
the number of officers by one, and reduce the expenses of the corps by 
several thousand dollars annually, while affording that promotion 
which is one of the incentives to zealous and efficient service. 
In this office :fidelity, zeal and application have characterized the cler-
ical force, who are inadequate in numbers only. The two clerks of class 
1 do work which, from its amount and importance, should insure in-
creased pay, especially as under present conditions proT\lotion is impoR-
sible for these clerks. 
A. w. GREELY, . 
Okie/ Signal Officer. 
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APPENDIX· A. 
REPORT OF THE OFFICER IN CHARGE TELEGRAPH DmSION. 
GENERAL: As officer in charge of the Division of United States Military Telegraph 
Lines, I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the lines 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892; . . . , . . 
Capt. James Allen, Signal Corps, was relieved from duty m. cha,rg~ of this d1~i~10n 
on May 17, 1892, since which date the work has been under my immechate supervision. 
In accordance with act of Congress the seacoast telegraph lines were transferred 
to the Weather Bureau, Department of Agriculture, on June 30, 1891, leaving only 
the military lines proper under the control of the Chief Signal O~cer of the A:rmy. 
The military telegraph lines are divided into two general divisions: the Arizona 
division, under charge of First Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal Corps, with headquar-
ters at Los Angeles, Cal.; and the Northwest division, under charge of First Lieut. 
Frederick R. Day, Twentieth Infantry, acting signal officer, with heaidquarters at 
Bismarck, N. Dak. 
The following table shows the several sections comprising the Northwest division, 
with miscellaneous information relating thereto : 
N N Repair sections. 
be~f be~f Length1-------~------
Sections and stations. iron wooden ~e 
p1i!~~n p~~!~n (Mile~.) From- To-
Bismarck: 
Bismarck, N.Dak ...................... ................. Bismarck ......... Hart River. 
Fort Yates, N. Dak. ............ . • . .. ... 1,500 65 Hart River ....... Forti Yates. 
Custer: 
Furt Custer, Mont .................. ........... ............................ . 
Custer Station, Mont .....•...... , 568 145 30 Fort Custer....... Custer f?tation. 
Mc~~ekcKinney, Wyo .................... .......... ........................ . 
Powder River, Mont . . • . . • • • • • . . 250 1, 000 50 Fort McKinney... Powder River. 
Washakie: 
Fort Washakie, Wyo ............... ..... .... ..... ......................... . 
Lander, Wyo.................... 154 176 16 Fort Washakie ... Lander, Wyo. 
Reno: · 
El Reno, Okla................ ... . . . . • . . . . .. •. .. . 5½ 
Fort Reno, Okla .. .. • • • • .. • .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . 39½ El Reno . .. .. • .. .. Anadarko. 
Fort Sill, Okla . . . • .. • .. • . .. . . .. . 1, 700 . . .. .. .. 35 Anadarko . . . .. • . . Fort Sill. 
Du Chesne: 
Fort Du Chesne, Utah . . ... •• .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. 23 Fort Du Chesne... 23 Mile Pole. 
Taylors Ranch, Utah • .. . • .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 23 Mile Pole . . . . .. Price. 
Price, Utah . .. . . ............. ••. 1,215 1,175 .. ......................... . 
Brownsville: 
Fort Brown, Tex ........................................ Fort Brown ....... Edinburg. 
Santa Maria, Tex ....................... -. ................................... . 
Fort Ringgold, Tex.............. 2, 537 . . • • . • .. 49 ................... . 
Edinburg, Tex.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 Edinburg ........ · 1 Fort Ringgold. 
Bismarck section.-This section extends from Bismarck to.Fort Yates, N. Dak., being 
65 miles in length. The country along the line is hilly; the Missouri River is lined 
with the bluffs peculiar to it, but in North Dakota these bluffs extend back into a 
rough, broken, and almost mountainous country, gradually descending to plains in 
the east and rising through the "Bad Lands" to mountains in the west. The line 
crosses the river west from Bismarck, 5 miles, to Mandan, on Wes tern Union Tele-
graph Company's poles, leaving the same at water tank and follows the r6ad acrosi; 
river bottom and Hart River along foot of bluffs to Fort A. Lincoln, 6 miles, thence 
south across 6 miles of bottom land to Little Hart River, thence southeast 24 miles to 
Cannon Ball, across rough, high, rolling country. There is a telegraph office at 
Parkin's Ranch, Cannon Ball post-office. The country thence to Fort Yates is of the 
same rough, rolling character. 
This line has been placed in thorough repair during· the year, and will doubtless 
stand, with ordinary repairs, for another year. Six hundred poles were placed on 
the line during the :fiscal year. 
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Fort C'll:ster. section.-This lin~ is 60 miles in length and connects Fbrt Custer with the 
commercial hne at Custer Stat10n, Mont. No money has been expended on this line, 
except for the salary of the civilian operator at the transfer office at Custer Station. 
The line is kept in repair by details of troops from Fort Custer. 
Fort McKinney section.-This line is 50 miles in length extenrlincr from Fort Mc-
Kinney to Powder River, Montana, and is a continua,tio~ of the Wyoming Inland 
Telegraph Company, connecting Fort McKinney and the town of Buffalo with the 
commercial telt>graph at Douglas, Wyo. · 
The general direction of the Government line is south of east; the country trav. 
ersed is rough, the line running just below the foothills of the Big Horn Mountains-
1:here is but one cut-in, viz, at Trabing post-office, which is used as a testing sta-
tion. 
The cattle war.in Johnson County, Wyo., during the spring of 1892, proved the 
value of this line for military purposes in spite of its almost unworkable condition. 
Owing to the great military necessity of this line and the tlifficulty of keeping it in 
its present position in thorough repair without great expense, it has been proposed 
to dismantle the line between Fort McKinney and Powder River and from the mate-
rial recovered construct a shorter line to be operated as a telephone line to some sta-
tion on the line of the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad in Nebraska, proba-
bly Buffalo. · 
F01·t Washakie section.-On November 26, 1891, this line was abandoned for the 
winter owing to the difficulty of maintaining it without extensive repairs which 
could not then be made. During the winter arrangements were perfected wp.ereby 
the line between Lander and Rawlings became the property of private parties and 
the remaining portion from Lander to Fort Washakie, Wyo., 16 miles in length, 
was p11t in operation as a telephone line. This plan went into effect April 1, 1892, 
and still continues, the Fort Washakie end being operated without expense by the 
post authorities, the transfer operator at Lander being paid $25 per month t~ ha;~1d~e 
Government messages. No commercial business is done on this line. The hne 1s m 
poor condition and will soon require a general overhauling. , 
Fort Du Chesne section.-This line is 87 miles long and extends from Fort Du Chesne 
to Price, Utah, there being a repair station at Taylors Ranch, about halfway be-
tween the two extremities. The line enters the Wasatch Range in Soldiers Canon, 
about 14: miles from Price, at the head of which canon it probably attains its high-
est altitude above sea level, about 12,000 feet; at this point is a section of country 
some 2 miles in' length where the snow falls to such depths as to block the road for 
days. After crossing the range, the line runs northeast down the Nine M~le Canon 
for about 30 miles and thence towards the north through Gate Canon (7 ID:iles lo.ng) 
and across another aivide 10,000 feet above the level of the sea and co~tmues ~ a 
northerly direction through a broken hilly country to the Du Chesne River, which 
is crossed by a span 80 yards wide; from this point, the line takes a.n easterly c_ourse 
over rolling table-lands to Fort Du Chesne. Over six hundred iron poles were shipred 
to Taylors Ranch during the fall of 1891, but have not yet been placed on the lme. 
A ge~eral repair trip was made in November, 1891, by troops from Fort J?u C~esne, 
bu~ owrng--to the r .:mgh country through which the line runs much work 1s still re-
qmred to place the line in :first-class condition. . 
Fort Reno section.-This line ie 80 miles in length and connects forts Reno_ and S~ll, 
Okla., with the commercial line at El Reno. The country traversed is rolling, with 
very little woods. This section remained unchanged throughout the year, no gen-
eral repairs having been made. . . 
Arrangements are being made for dismantling the line between these two military 
posts and from the recovered material construct a telephone line between Fort Reno 
and ~l Reno and Fort Sill and Rush Springs, which will greatly reduce the.labor of 
keepmg the line in repair, and also prove a saving to the Government ID other 
ways . 
. Fort Brown Bection.-This line connects Fort Ringgold, Tex., with ,the ?ommercial. 
hne at For_t Brown, being 100 miles in length, with repair stations at Edmburg and 
Sa1;1ta M~ria. All repairs are made by troops except such as the operators at the r_e-
pau stations c~n make. A special repair trip of thirty days' duraliion was made_ ID 
March and April, 1892, under the supervision of a sergeant of the Signal Corps, with 
a det~il of troops from the post. . 
. Ow~g to the disturbed condition of the border along which the line runs its value 
rn a military sense is great, and its continuous operation of the utmost importance 
to the Gove:nment. Owing to the great length of this line and its liability to b~ c~t 
by_ m~raudrng parties, thus suspending communication with Fort Ringgold, it IB 
qm~e illlpo!tant that a second outlet should be had via Laredo, Tex., or other con-
veme~t :pomt on the commercial lines. During the Garza troubles of 1891 the work 
?D th1S line was nearly equal to its capacity and it was then worth all or more than 
1t cost. · ' 
The following table shows· the amount of tolls collected on the United States mill• 
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tary tele~aph lines of the Northwest division during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 
1892, which were covered into the United States Treasury: 
Bismarck, N. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . $73. 73 
Fort Yates, N. Dak .......•... ............ . .:. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . ... .. . . ... . ..•• 86. 64 
Fort Custer, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 32. 11 
Custer Station, Mont.......... ................ ................. . ......... 73. 21 
Fort McKinney, Wyo ....•.... ............... .... . J .. •••• •••••• •••• •••••• 310. 73 
~~~;::~~~.~i~: .~~~ ~ .·:.-.·_-_-_-_-_-_-.-.·::.·.· _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-:::: ~ ~: ~: :::::::::::::::: ~~: ~j 
Fort Du Chesne, Utah ..... ................. ....... . ..... .. ... . ~.. . . . . . . . . 112. 73 
Taylors Ranch, Utah........ ............. .. ... . .. ........................ 10. 69 
ifEt!t~!.1}:::::::;::::::;:;;:;:::::::::;:;:::::;::::;;;!:::!\\:::::: :Ii:~! 
Fort Ringgold, 'rex ............... ............ ........... '- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 331. 64 
M~king a total of ..... " . ............... ............................ 2, 074. 01 
During the same period there were received for tolls on messages on account of the 
commercial lines the sum of $2,865.20, which moneys were turned over to the account-
ing officers of the companies interested. 
The number of days on which the operation of sections was interrupted during the 
year is shown by the following table: 
Days. Hours. 
Bismarck-Yates section..... .. . ........... . ...... ..................... 30 6 
Fort Custer section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 6 
Fort McKinney section.......... ................... .................... 52 8 
Fort Du Chesne section ..... ............... .. . .... -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 0 
Fort Washakie section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 11 
Fort Reno section ............... ............ .......... .'.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 5 
Fort Brown section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 8 
In this connection it is proper to compare the large amount of interruption at sta-
tions on the military telegraph lines having but one outlet and those having two. 
The comparison shows the great importance, it would be well to say, absolute 
necessity, for double outlets at all important points. 
The average interruptions at stations having but one outlet is thirty-four days and 
nine hours, while at those having double outlets the average is but one day and 
seven and a half hours. When the difficulty of maintaining prompt and efficient. 
service on a line like the :Fort Brown-Ringgold section is considered, the value of a-. 
second outlet becomes manifest. 
The following table shows the sections comprising the Arizona division of United 
States military telegraph lines, with miscellaneous information relating thereto: 
HOLBROOK, FORT BOWIE STATION. 




poles poles 1----------,--------1 Miles. 
online. online. From- To-
Holbroolr, .Ariz ......•.......... ....... · .. ....... . 
Cooleys, .Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 398 
Fort Apache, .Ariz ............... 380 
San Carlos, ~riz . . . . . .. . . . . .... .• 1,691 3 
Fort Thomas, Ariz................ 166 540 
Fort Grant, .Ariz . ................ 694 106 
\Villcox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 470 4 
Holbrook ..... . . ... . 
Snowflake .....••... 
Fort .Apache ... .... . 
Summit ............ . 
Subagency . .. .... .. . 
Cedar Springs . .... . 
None . .. ... ... . •• .. . 
Snowflake .. . . . . . . • • 24½ 
Fort .Apache........ 58 
Summit..... .... . ... 35 
Subagency.......... 58 
Cedar Springs . . . . . . 40 
Willcox: ... : .. .... , . 47 
None ... .. .. .........••...• 
Fort Bowie, Ariz . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 532 Willcox .. .... ..... . Fort Bowie . . . . . . . . . 29 
Total. . • . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 5, 331 653 .....•... ••........... .• ..•••.....• . ••••.••. - 291½ 
CARTHAGE, FORT STANTON DISTRICT. 
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ............ ........ 1 ........ Fort Stanton ....... Mountain Station .. 
Carthage, N. Mex . .•......•••••.. 1,556 
1 
........ Mountain Station ... Carthage ........•.. 
Total. .•..•.•••••••••••••••• 1,5561== ........................................... . 
* Prior to operation as a telephone line. 
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An examination of the table will show that the total number of miles of govern-
ment lines in Arizona is 291½ and in New Mexico, 96. 
The telegraph lines of this department have been more effective and their opera-
tion more satisfactory during the past year than in years immediately preceding; for 
example, the aggregate of total interruptions at all stations in 1892 was but 77 days 
as against 164 in 1891 and 137 in 1890, and the total number of days when communi-
cation was cut off from department headquarters by reason of the line being down 
both sides of the station was 20 days. This result is the effect of the hearty coopera-
tion of Gen. Alexander McDowell McCook, the depa:rtment commander, by whom de-
tails of troops were niade from time to time as requiredfor general repai1:s which were 
:performed ~mder ~he supervision of sergeants of the Signal Corps, who ar~ natura~ly 
mterested m their work and grasp the important fact that workman-like repa1.rs 
make fewer trips necessa,ry. 
The principal general repairs made were as follows: Fort Stanton, Carthage sec 
tfon, in October, 1891, at which time the line was given a general overhauling an<l 
placerl. in good condition for the winter. From Holbrook to Fort Apache in Novem-
ber, 1891, when an poles were straightened and branches of trees removed that en-
dangered the stability of the line; 700 foot rests were also put on the line which we!e 
not available when the line was constructed. From Fort Thomas to San Carlos m 
. March, 1892, by the Signal Corps sergeant, and by a detail of troops in April, 1~92, 
from Sa,n Carlos to Summit, which portion of the line had not been overhauled smce 
it was built two years previous. In June, 1892, a sergeant of the Signal Corps and 
two troopers went over the line from Fort Apache to Willcox, Ariz., careful!Y follow-
ing the line throughout its entire length, making needful and urgent repairs, count-
ing the number of supports, whether iron or wooden, and furnishing a valuable de-
tailed report of the condition of the line. 
The span across the Little Colorado River at Holbrook, Ariz., which had caused 
c~nsiderable trouble and interruption of communication through the w~shing away 
of the banks as the channel of the tiver changed, was permanently repa1.red Novem-
ber, 1891. 
The loop connecting Snowflake, Ariz., with the Holbrook-Apache line was finally 
built in November, 1891. Seven coils of No. 9 wire and 33 wooden poles 3:nd cr?ss 
arms and 66 brackets and insulators were used. The office at Snowflake 1s mam-
tained as a substation of Holbrook without cost to the Government. 
A sufficient number of iron poles are being collected at Fort Grant t~ replace the 
wooden poles between San Carlos and Willcox, which will be done durmg the early 
part of the coming fiscal year at which time a needless detour between Forts Thomas 
and Grant will be taken out, thereby shortening the line. 
Many insulators have been broken on the lines of this division by being made tar-
gets of by unscrupulous freighters and others; a number of posters were t,he!e~l?on 
placed at various points along the line, containing the act of Congress proh1b1tmg 
interference with Government telegraph lines. . .. 
The following table shows the amount of cash receipts on the United States mili-
tary telegraph lines of the Arizona division during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892: 
iiilI~l~~UYC'.iL ///\YLY\/\l iii 
Fort Thoma::!, Ar iz . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 119. 67 
~~l~it:~tr~~::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~i~: ~ 
Total ................. _ ..•........ ....... _ .... ... ............. _ . . . . 1, 138. 70 
which amount was covered into the Unite<l States Treasury. 
Du:i--ing the same period $2,558.75 were collectecl for tolls on account of the ??m-
me~cial telegraph companies and turned over to the proper officials of the ?OIDJ?a~~es. 
'Ihe money value of free messages transmitted over the lines of this div1 ion 
amount to $3,741.52, making a total of $7,438.97 collected. During the year an aggre-
gate of 39,076 messages were handled. 
'l'hA following table shows the number of days and hours of interruption on the 
lines of this division during the year: 
Days. Hour& 
Holbrook to Fort Apache ............ __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ 16 10 
Fort Apache to San Carlos .............. : ............ : ................. 31 16 
F:1:t °;~~:;s0 t!0;~r;~;~:~: ·. ~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1~ 2g 
Fort Graut to Port Bowie .. · · · · · · · · .. · · .. · · · · · · .. · · · · · · .. · · .... · · · · 17 
Carthage to Fort tan ton · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 3 2 
.............................. ................ 9 
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MISCELLANEOUS MILITARY TELEGRAPH LINES. 
I 
In addition to the Government lines mentioned, there are a few 'Short lines built 
and maintained with Signal Corps material for the purpose of affording certain mili-
tary posts remote from commercial lines communication by wire in cases <'f urgency. 
Fort Bayard, N. Mex., is connected by a line 10 miles long with Silver City, N. 
Mex. This line is operated by the post authorities. 
Fort Wingate, N. Mex.~ is connected with Wingate Station, 3 miles distant. 
Fort Clark. Texas, is connected by a line 10 miles long with Spofford Junction, 
Texas. A sergeant of the Signal Corps is stationed at Fort Clark, in charge of the 
telegraph office. 
Fort Niobrara, Nebr., is 'in communication'. with the commercial lines by a tele-
phone line to Valentine, Nebr., at which point the Government business is handled by a 
transfer operator, the terminal at Fort Niobrara being operated by military authorities. 
Fort Supply, Indian Territory, is connected with Woodward, a station on the line 
of the Southern Kansas Railroad, 15 miles distant. 
The telegraph line connecting Fort Spokane and Davenport, Wash., having been 
considered by the Secretary of War to be temporarily a military necessity, has been 
kept in repair by the troops stationed at Fort Spokane, in return for which, all Gov-
ernment messages between Spokane City and Fort Spokane are handled free of 
charge. This Bureau has spent small sums for poles during the past year in order to 
keep the line standing. 'l'he temporary arrangement concerning this line will ter-
minate im April, 1893. 
There are also short loops or cut-ins at the military posts of Fort Sully, S. lJak.; 
Fort Assinniboine, Mont.; Fort Snelling, Minn.; at Headquarters, Department of 
Texas, San Antonio; Headquarters, Department of the East; Governor's Island, New 
York; Hea<lquarters, Department of California, San Francisco; Headquarters, De-
partment of the Columbia; Vancouver Barracks, Wash.; all of which are operated 
by sergeants 'of the Signal Corps. 
MILITARY TELF.GRAPHIC LINES AND CABLE SYSTEM OF THE HARBOR OF SAN FRANCISCO. 
The telegra.ph line connecting military posts in the harbor of San Francisco re-
mained in good working order from July 1 to August 13, 1891, upon which date the 
officials of the Weather Bureau, Department of Agriculture, cut out a portion of the 
line and communication was interrupted. Steps were then taken to restore com-
munication, and to this end a new single-conductor cable was laid on December 2, 
1891, between Fort Mason and Alcatraz Island; the land lines were repaired between 
December 3 and 14, and upon the latter da,te direct communication was again re-es-
tablished and remained unbroken until January 12, 1892, when the ship County of 
Edinburg dragged anchor across the new cable and broke it. Steps were taken to 
fix the responsibility for the damage upon the owners of the vessel, and efforts were 
made, with the assistance of a tug furnished by the ship, to repair the cable, but it 
was found impracticable to do so. The line was then divided into two sections, 
which have since been operated separately, viz: The Alcatraz-Tiburon section, with 
Angel Island as an intermediate office, which plan gives an outlet to the commercial 
line at Tiburon and the San Francisco-Presidio-Fort Mason section. Comparatively 
few repairs have been necessary during the year. 
'l'he cable between Alcatraz and Angel islands has remained in good working 
order and a,11 three conductors are serviceable. 
The Angel Island-Tiburon cable contains but one good conductor, and it is thought 
that this cable is in snch poor condition that this remaining conductor will soon be lost. 
In order to maintain certain and reliable communication between the harbor de-
fences of San Franeisco the laying of a heavily-armored cable between Fort Mason 
and Alea traz Island is a bsol n tely essential, and until th is is done it is not deemed ad vis-
able to recommend any expenditures, beyond ordinary repair work, on the old lines. 
The sum of $338.22 was expended during the year in placing the lines in operation, 
wbich amount includes $70 expended in connection with the laying of a new single-
conductor cable. The cable system and land lines are operated by sergeants of the 
Signal Corps stationed at department headquarters, Fort Mason, and Angel Island. 
The transfer operator at Tiburon is paid $15 per month for the handling of Govern-
ment messages. 
A copy of Lieut. Greene's report upon the constrnction, maintenance, all_d dismantling 
of the field telegraph line from Separ, N. Mex., to the monument on the boundary 
between the United States and Mexico, constructed at the request of the United 
States Boundary Commission, is appended hereto. This report is full of information 
and ~uggestions for the improvement of the field-telegraph train, which deserve at. 
tention. 
Very respectfully, 
C. E. KILBOURXE, 
. Captain, Signal Corps, Telegraph Office,·. 
The CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER OF THE ARMY, 
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HJt'ADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, 
'Los Angeles, Cal., June 28, 1892. 
Srn: I have the honor to make the following report upon the recent construction, 
maintenance, and dismantling of a field-telegraph line from Spear, N. Mex., to the 
monument marking the 100-:µiile limit west of El Paso, Tex., upon the international 
boundary between the United States and Mexico, viz: 
This line was constructed from signal material at the request of the International 
Boundary Commission upon the part of the United States for the purpose of deter-
mining by means of astronomical time observations the exact lon~tude of the monu-
ment, the field-telegraph line being used to connect the chronograph in the field ob-
servatory at the monument directly with that of the observatory at El Paso, and for 
the interchange of chronometer time signals. 
Upon the receipt of your telegram of April 3, 1892, asking if the general command-
ing this department -would cooperate in the proposed undertaking, I laid the matter 
before him and was directed to assure you of bis cordial assistance, with my own 
services, and the detail and furnishing of the necessary troops and transportation, 
which was contained in my telegram to you of April 4. 
Upon the receipt of your telegram of April 8, informing me that the Secretary of 
War had formally approved the proposed construction, which I at onr:e lai~ bef?re 
the department commander, Special Order No. 43 was issued on April 9 directmg 
me to proceed upon the duty contemplated, and Special Order No. 46 was issued on 
April 13. p_roviding for the detail of a company of infantry from Fort Bayatd for the 
construction party. . 
The president of the commission having signified his desire. that the line be con-
structed from Separ instead of from Deming, N. Mex., as originally intended and 
ordered, and upon consulting the maps, the route from Separ appearing to be much 
shorter and as viewed from a topographical standpoint more feasible, upon my ap-
plication Special Order No. 47 was issued amending all former orders upon the sub-
ject by substituting Separ for Deming. . 
It appeaF-ing by April 19 that the material should soon begin to arrive, an<l havmg 
in mind the desire of the department commander that the troops should not be called 
for before their presence at the field of operations was required, I, having made due 
preparations for the routine work of my office, left Los Angeles, Cal., for Separ, N. 
Mex. 
The original shipment of the greater part of the material, gathered_ as it was from · 
Forts Riley and Leavenworth, Kans.; Worcester, Mass.; New York City, and W~sh-
ington, D. C., had been to Deming, and it was necessary to take prompt and eff~ct-
ive steps to divert the shipments to Spear and to forward to that point that which 
had already reached Deming. . 
Upon reaching Separ on April 20 it was found that no material had yet arnved, 
nor was anything known of it. I then proceeded to Demirrg to look after the mate-
rial, and to Fort Bayard to procure and select such tools, etc., as were to be provi~ed 
from that post, to superintend the construction of a wire reel, and to confer with 
the post and company commanders respecting the troops to be furnished. . 
Returning to Deming on April 26, I found the lances, tools, battery material, and 
10 miles of the wire had arrived, and took steps for their prompt reshipment and for-
warding to Separ,as well as for any and all material consigned to me that should subse-
quently arrive. I also found here three signal sergeants who had been s~nt from 
Fort Riley, and who were without further means of transportation; their status 
was reported to department headquarters by telegraph, when Special Order No. !51 
was issued providing transportation, and telegraphic notice given bot,h to the.rail-
road company and myself, when they were enabled to proceed to Separ on April ~7. 
The monument lies 29 miles south of Separ and 11 miles east therefrom; the dis-
tance by the road is 42 miles. I left Separ mounted on the morning of April 28 and 
rotle. over the road via Hachita to the camp of the commission at the m?D;ument, 
Restmg one day, I returned, accompanied by one trooper, to Separ, avo1dmg the 
road and seeking the most direct route across country and the one that promised the 
softest ground and the least rock. 
Upon comparison of the two routes it was found that while· that via Hachita was 
along a well-defined hard beaten road, with the adva~tage of an abundant supply 
?f rather poor water at Hachita, the ground was hard and the road laid for part of 
its way near the mountains. Rock croppings were frequent. Upon the other band, the 
route acr?ss country, although absolutely devoid of water was 7 miles the shorte t. 
Most of it was in alluvial wash with but little rock 'much of which could b 
avoided by ~imelydetou-rs The latter route was thendetermined upon, the que ti ~ 
of water 1:>e1!1g met by_ the furnishing of a 400-gallon wheeled tank and team b~ 
the c_o~mission to provide water for the men and animals at the few necessary camp · 
By diligent telegraphic inquiry from Separ I obtained trace of the wire and insu-
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lators, with the probable time of their arrival, and accordingly upou May 4 I re-
quested that the infantry company be started:from Fort Bayard. This was so well 
timed that they arrived at Separ at nightfall of May 6, upon the sarne train with 
the wire. The next day the company bad gotten shaken together ready for the work, 
and the insulators arrived. 
On Sunday, May 8, I instructed the men of the company (D, Tw:enty-fourth In-
tantry) and four signal sergeants in their individual duties, selected the right men 
Lor the different places, and in general showed .how the work was to be done, erect-
ing a short stretch of wire for an illustration. 
Previous to this I bad been furnished with four mule teams and wagons by the 
commission. The quartermaster of the commission accompanied them in person, ' 
and by his indefatigable exertions contributed much to the success of the expedition. 
This independent transportation, not being subject to any calls other than purely 
construction duty, was always on hand when needed, and a serious and ever recur-
ring vexation of finding the needed train wagons loaded down with camp equipage, 
which I have encountered in all previous telf·graph duty, was in this siase happily 
avoided ; the expedition learned to go light. While awaiting the arrival of all the 
material, I had one-half of the whole number of lances and then one-half of the 
wire hauled out to a point nearly midway of the line and there piled; this-was then 
picked up as the construction r eached that point. 'rhe actual work of construction 
began early on Monday morning, May 9. I was heartily in accord with your desire, 
expressed in your letter of April 15, that the line should be constructed and in 
working order within forty-eight hours of the time of beginning the work, not less 
as an exemplification of what uninstructed troops in this department could do than 
is shown what the Signal Corps, with instructed and drilled men accustomed to the 
duty, might do. While for various reasons this could not even be attempted, enough 
was performed to make clear to me its perfect feasibility with a signal detachment 
proper and alone. 
The construction of the field-telegraph lin~- the first of its kind for actual use and 
not for drill, I believe, since the suppression of the rebellion-differs widely from 
that of the ordinary or permanent telegraph line, in that the material composing it 
'fl much lighter, the supports are not planted to so great a depth, and it must be more 
,;eadily erMted. The supports used were the regulation lances of pine wood, 17 feet 
/ong by 2 inches in diameter, pointed at the lower end and iron shod at the upper 
md to receive the shank of the insulator. The insulators were of hard rubber, bell 
1haped, 3 inches high by 1-½ inches in diameter at the largest (lower) end, one-fourth 
of which were provided with an iron clamp which screwed into the upper end and 
held the wire from rendering through, the remaining three-fourths having a notch 
through the upper end which allowed the wire to pull through readily. All were • 
provided with an iron shank which screwed into the head of the lance. The lance 
with its insulator weighed about 9¾ pounds. . 
The wire used was galvanized iron of No. 14 gauge, weighing 95 pounds per mile, 
the ordinarily used No. 9 wire weighing about 310 pounds per mile. 
The tools used were iron crowbars having the lower 2 feet squared. With the 
single exception that the director and the markers were not used, and this on account 
of the open nature of the ground to be traversed, the general arrangement of the 
men and the methods of construction differed but slightly,and that in minor unimpor-
tant features, from those laid down by Gen. A. J. Myer, the first Chief Signal Offi-
cer of the Army, in his Manual of Signals. The methods were followed because it 
was found that for speedy work, "with the mutual cooperation of the different parts 
of the whole, they could not be improved upon. 
The working party was divided as follows: 
I 
Noncom· 
Si~al Infantry missioned 
sergeants. men. officers of 
infantry. 
--------------- ---------- ------l 
1 ·-·······-·-3 1 
10 1 
Total ..••........... ·-···············- ······ ····· · ············ 
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Being myself the only individual present with the command who had ey,,r been 
_engaged in or seen the train drill, or had ever been over the route to be followed, I 
naturally gave all parts of the duty my personal attention. My usual plan was to 
ride ahead and make sure th~t t.he character of the ground was favorable and that 
the surveyors were adhering closely to the given direction. Returning then towards 
the rear of the long struug out line of workers, the work of the pinmen, barmen, 
lancetruckmen, ·wiremen, and, finally, the lancemen, was closely inspected as the 
different parties passed in succession. 
The lance wagons being loaded with three hundred and fifty lances each, carrying 
llso their proportion of the wire, the reel, and some twelve coils of wire being in 
·fue wire wagon, the barmen equipped with their bars, the pinmen with marking 
pins having a white cloth in the loop at the upper end, the construction proceeded 
1,s follows, viz: Selecting a prominent peak in the direction to be followed by the 
tine, the surveyor was directed to constantly aliO'n the chainman upon it. These two 
men carried the end of a wire chain 55 yards l~ng, that being the distance d~ter-
mined upon, allowing thirty-two lances to the mile. This distance was deter!Ilmed 
by the probable length of the line to be built and the number of lances available, 
making due allowance for breakage and unforeseen divergences from the proposed 
line to be followed. 
At each 55 yards a marking pin was stuck and t'he first barman began to make the 
hole, working his bar down and making a hole large enough to receive the lance, 
the work being taken up at each pin by succeslilive barmen. The lancetruck fol-
lowed, delivering a lance at each hole, the pin being left standing as a guide. Every 
fourth lance was fitted with a clamp insulator, the other three with notch imn:lator~; 
these latter not serving their purpose well small loops of wire were used m their 
stead, which plan was satisfactory in the very dry climate of New Mexico, but could 
not have been adopted had the atmosphere been moist or rain feared. 
Following about 300 yards behind the lancetruck came the wire "!agon, closely 
following the line of holes so as to avoid delivering slack wire. The wITe wagon was 
followed at a distance of about 250 yards by the lancemen, who erected the lances, 
tightened the wire, and completed the line as they went. . 
At fi,rst difficulty was encountered in making the holes. The ground bemg very d~y 
the loose dirt filled up the hole as the bar was withdrawn. This was overcome m 
a measure by cutting an iron pole into 3-foot lengths and driving it into the ground 
with blows of a sledge hammer. Withdrawing the tube a clean hole was left. As 
the lower part of the tube became dulled and a clean hole could not be cut the dirt 
often slid down as the tube was withdrawn, and this plan was abandoned and re-
course was again had to the bar, and the ground soon becoming softer with an almost 
- imperceptible dampness, this, with the skill and knack e!oon acquired by_ the men, 
resulted in the production of passable holes. Notwithstanding all the discou~ag!3-
ments and disadvantages of the first day, nearly 12 miles were completed within 
eight hours of sticking the first pin, and the capacity of the expedition was demon-
strated. As the camp remained at Separ it was not advisable to endeavor to do more 
that day, the weather being very hot and no water save that carried on the wagons 
to be bad, so the working party were loaded on the emptied wagons an?, moved 
back to Separ. After this the precaution was taken to strike tents at dayl~ght and 
leave a small party to load the camp equipage into the company wagon, which went 
ahead of the work to the probable camp of the night and there unloaded, the work-
in~ party working into camp instead of going back. The second day, May ~o,. what 
with a long march and moving camp, but lt miles were erected, as the comm1ss10ners 
had given notice that they would not be ready for time observations until ~he ;4th 
of May, and I had been obliged to abandon the endeavor to construct the hne m a 
tune shorter than previous records. From this time the work was of short hours 
and without fatigue to the workino- parties. • 
The commission having furnished a 400 gallon water wagon which reported full 
each day, camp could be made anywhere. All points were equally inhospitable and 
dusty. There had been no rain in that region for upwards of two years: The fuel 
used was principally dried soapweed. 
On May 11 8 miles were constructed in six hours work, from 6 a. m. to noon. 
On M:ty 12, 7i miles in five and one-half hours, from 6 a. m. to 11.30 a. m. 
The hne was completed and communication at once established with Separ at 10 
a. m. of May 13, with 5t miles constructed in four hours work . 
. Alto~ether the actual working time was but twenty-five hours, the length of the 
lme a little over 34 miles. 
Application had b~en made to the commissioners for the detail of ca,alry patro~ 
from the ~scort, t? nde the whole length of the line daily so as to insure that it 
would be m workmg order each night when wanted. There was a small detat hroent 
of a troop .A.,. Second Cavalry1 at Hachita, N. Mex., a point nearly opposit~ the 
c nter of the line and some 6 miles west of it. From this detachment two parties of 
two men each started about 2 p. m., and dividing at the center of the line one patrol 
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rode the line to Separ, the ' other to tbe monument, examining its condition and 
remedying any diMovered faults. These patrols remained at the ends of the line at 
Separ and the monument until 2 p. m. of the next day, when they started toward the 
center, met and rejoined camp at Hachita, issuing thencefrom on the succeeding day 
and proceeding as before. By this method the line was patrolled daily within a few 
hours of the time that astronomical observations were begun-and, in short, the line 
was in constant working order from the moment of its completion until dismantling: 
begun, but ten lances being reported down out of over one thousand, although vio-
lent winds blew daily in a direction across that of the line. Eight of the ten were 
probably rubbed down by a small bunch of cattle that frequented a locality. 
By cooperation between the commission and the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany, and the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, a clear wire was given daily at 
8 p. m., to which the military wire at Separ was directly connected, and an unin-
terrupted circuit between the two observatories thus maintained. The line was usecl 
on the nights of May 14, 15, 16, and 17. At the close of operations on the latter datt} 
and the interchange of results between the two observatories, the commissioners in-
formed me that the results wer~ eminently satisfactory, and that no further service 
was required from the line. At once the signal sergeants wer~ engaged in dismant-
ling, cleaning, and packing for shipment, the battery. J:rhis was completed at mid-
night. Reveille sounded at 4 a. m. of May 18, and by sunrise the work of recover-
ing the wire and material had proceeded out of sight of the camp of the commis-
sion; the telegraph had come and gone. 
The distribution of the recovering party was as follows: 
I 
Noncom-
Signal Infantrv missioned 
sergeants. men. ~ officers of 
infantry. 
------------------------1----: 
Taking down lances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4 .•......••.. 
!lii"zf ~~;~~Z"~ t't • •::•:: •  •  •  •:•  •  •  ••  ••:•  •  :• ••  • •:•• •  ........ i. • ::: : : : •:::; 
!i:}::~ >:?:>::::::•:::::::::::::::>:::::::::::: P.1~~i==j, 
No larger force than this could be used, as the wire was to be reeled up so as to be 
in good condition for use again at any time as when originally received, and to do 
this required care and time. With this in view the lances were not allowed to be 
taken down more than ten lances in advance of the wire ~wagon. The commission-
ers' transportation being engaged in mo,·ing the main camp southward from the 
monument, but one wagon-the wire wagon-could be furnished; the others were to 
follow two days afterward, collecting the material, all of which was faithfully done. 
The wire was carefully reeled in compact coils of one .half mile each, cutting the 
wire only at the originally made splices. It was then tightly stopped with four 
double wire ties, and each tie connected with the others by a long wire encircling 
the outer circumference of the coil, to keep them equidistant from each other. 
The insulators were gathered and placed in the wire wagon as their weight became 
burdensome. The lances were taken out of the wa.gon track and placed crosswise 
of the line of march with one end elevated upon a soap-weed, mesquite bush, 01 
whatever offere<l, so that the possibility of missing any by the picking up lance--
trucks could be minimized. The t eamsters afterwar<l.s said this occasioned extra 
work in loading, but they missed no lanc<'s. 
When twelve coils of wire were made arnl their room in the wire wagon wa~ 
needed, they were piled in the middle of the wag-on track making a cylinder 4 or 5 
feet high, and a lance planted in its center with a distfoguishing mark upon it. 
None were lost. The unoccupied men of the company remained behind after the 
working party left camp-to break camp and load the company wagon-afteTwhich 
th'3y moved forward and pitehed camp where it was intended to remain that night. 
May 18 twenty-three coils or 11½ miles were recovered in nine hours, and on May ll:' 
twenty-two coils or 11 miles were recovered in seven hours; and on May 20 the re-
maining twenty-three coils or111½ miles were recovered in eight hours. 
_May 21 and 22, while awaiting the arrival of the wagons with the lances and wire 
-yv1th other material, were occupied in preparation for loading the material, secur-
mg cars, etc., packing all small material brought in, and in general preparations for 
departure of the whole expedition with its material. · 
May 23 all of the recovered material arrived and was at once loaded into the cars1 
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properly selected, marked, weighed, and billed to the/points that had been desig-
nated to receive it. Thus in seventeen days the company thus forming a signal train 
had arrived, unloaded the material, erected, maintained until no longer required the 
line, dismantled, recov~red, and shipped the material. The duty being complete I 
dispatched the signal sergeants to Port Riley, Kans., and Los Angeles, Cal., and 
took car myself for Los Angeles upon the 23d of May. The company left at daylight 
of May 24 to march to its station, Fort Bayard, N. Mex. Sufficient material to con-
struct and operate a field telegraph line 15 miles long was reserved and shipped to 
l<~ort Grant. The signal detachment and the men of the infantry company worked 
faithfully, harcl, and well. The company officers, Capt . and Bvt. Maj. J. N. Mor-
gan and Second .Lient. H. C. Keene, jr., Company D, Twenty-fourth Infantry, ren-
dered me mnch valnable personal assistance. That troops entirely unacquainted 
with the duty should accustom tLemselves to and perform the duty as this was done 
is creditable to the troops in this department. 
In the course of the constrnction the following conclusions were arrived at and 
are the result of close attention to all details of the work. 
TOOLS. 
· Pacfog, especially over broken ~round or slippery grass, besides fa~iguing the.in-
dividual, is apt, in the course of a long march, to become unreliable, and I th1~k 
that a light chain, long enough, or a piece of dead wire, preferable. 1in_sed a wire 
of this kind 55 yards long which was tightened up as the leader was abgn~d, and 
the pin stuck between his heels. In the very few curves in this line the w_rre was 
tightened out in the given direction and the pin stuck at some designated pomt, say 
40, 35, or as many yards as desired, from the follower . 
The marking pins furnished were satisfactory; some worn white cotton was pro-
mred, torn into strips and tied in the loops, to make the pins conspicuous. . 
·with very few exceptions, and those in the character of the soil, the sig1~al service 
bar as furnished worked very well. In constant work they should occasionally be 
sharpened at the point, taking great care not to draw the temper, as, wh~n they 
become dull, there is a tendency to pack the dirt at the depth of about a foot_ rnstead 
of penetrating it. At the outset from Separ there was encountered a peculiar hard 
packed dry soil full of small broken rock, something like gravel, in which th_e ~ar 
could not be worked down, and if a larger hole was made at the surface attemptrng 
afterwards to work down a smaller one, the dry dirt sifted down and filled the bole 
as the bar was withdrawn. 
At the suggestion of Maj. Logan, I cut some iron telegraph poles into 3-foot lengths. 
and drove these tubes· down by blows from sledges; after driving down a foot the 
tube was withdrawn and the dirt knocked out, t,hen the tube was driven down an-
other foot and withdrawn, leaving an excellent, clean hole. The_ sledges S?on curled 
over the tops of the tubes, and havinO' a smaller face than the diameter of the tube, 
they had to_ be struck with the side a;d not the face-res ulting very soon in break• 
ing all the handles ·that could be obtained. If an attempt was made to start the 
hole with either bar or shovel the dry dust followed down with the tube and when 
the latter was withdrawn the dirt fell back into the hole again; as the lower edges 
of the tubes dulled, grinding instead of piercing the soil, the same result followed. 
It is worth while to experiment in this direction by procuring a few steel tubes, 
about 3 feet long, of the same diameter as the iron pole, having the lower end cham-
fered and the upper reinforced. and flattened so as not to cut the face of a hickory ruat~l 
iron banded, such as are used to drive wedges in splitting rails; in tough damp soil 
free from stone they wonld probably surpass the crowbar. 
The lances are all that can be desired. I prefer the hole through the top so as to 
use a swinging insulator rather than screwing the insulator into the top. It should 
be stated that these lances, many of them, were very old; some are warped a~d 
dry-rotted; they should be replaced by new ones from time to time and a certam 
specification decided upon and adhered to; as it is, the style, make and size vary 
somewhat. 
With the insulators the greatest fault is' to be found· I believe they should all. be 
pendant. When screwed into the top of the lance th~re is no give, and ther~ 1s 3 
tendency for the clamp to break out through the sides of the rubber; the clamp it elf 
makes an ugly bend in the wire that does not come out when recovered and snggest 
breakage. It is, however, very efficient and easily used and can never get out of 
order and probably should be left alone, although a screw clamp could be devised 
and tested. 
The _notch insulators prove to be failures and I did not use them; the cntr~nr.e 
notch m the new ones would not take the wire without beatin(I' it in with the plier ; 
~s tbis
1
invariably re ulted in nicking the wire I was compellgd to forbid their u e· 
mstea<.. l ha(l a small loop, say 4 inches long, ?f the line wire put in the head of 
/ 
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three out of four lances through whch the wire rendered; this was all very well in 
New Mexico, but would do in few o~her sectio~s. . · 
The older notch insulators, of which I had sixty-five, gave still more trouble than 
the new ones; the whole notch was so large that upon erecting the lane~ the wire 
frequently jumped out; when the lance was taken down to.replate the wire t~e dry 
dirt partly filled the bole, and if the bar men were too farm advance to readily get; 
one to dig a new hole, the consequence was a lance but poorly planted. There was 
formerly used a form of insulator called, I think, the suspender-book insulator, hav-
ing a wire hook that would encircle the line wire once and a half times and out of 
which the wire rarely if ever jumped while it still re.µdered through readily; such 
an insulator would, in my opinion, be of more service tha,n the notch insulator. 
This service is not yet provided with a properly perfected wire reel, at least one 
which is to be used with wire taken from ordinary coils. I have spent much time in 
devising and perfecting a reel and frame that will reel out and up with great facility 
and rapidity provided that a skeleton bobbin is used for each coil of wire, and this 
working model was sent me for use, but as it was provided with but one 11:>obbin the 
diameter of which was smaller than the coils as received from the factory, it could 
not be used. · I had constructed at Fort Bayard a reel working upon a horizontal 
axis which I hoped would prove serviceable and satisfactory, but on account of the 
wire furnished not being dead or killed, as soon as a coil was put upon the reel the 
arms opened out, and an attempt made to reel out the wire sprung out to so great a 
diameter as to fall over the arms and entangle around the axle, so that I was obliged 
to fall back upon the old style of reel on a hand barrow, with its axis perpendicular. 
The reel made at Fort Bayard answered very well to recover the wire, but at the 
present moment it seems to me that for unkilled wire recourse must be bad in reeling 
out to the old style of reel. Whether or not it is worth while to devise a reel that 
will work with its axis either perpendicular or horizontal is for experiment and de-
termination, a matter that should be attended to and solved without delay. 
The wire was of excellent quality and fulfilled every requirement, as did the square 
Eagle battery in this instance. There are now manufactured dry batteries which, if 
providerl fresh or some means were furnished for readily recharging them, should 
fake the place of the Eagle; this also should be attended to. I think it better, 
'1henever practicl;tble, to use a relay, key and sounder, with a cell of local battery 
rather than the box sounder. Many persons, and some of whom a,re fair telegraph 
operators, are bothered and often unable to distinguish between the back and front 
stroke, especially when the battery is weak and the spring strong. 
The rule given in Myer's Manual to plant lances at 53 steps (of 28 inches) apart, or 
nearly 43 to a mile, gives in open country on straight stretches too many lances to a 
mile. I gave a space of 55 yards between lances, making 32 to a mile, because my-
number was limited and it was absolutely necessary that the lances should hold out. 
When the line was built and there was time to inspect different parts of it it 
seemed to me that any greaternumberwouldhave been unnecessary. The line stood 
up strong and straight, with a s_olid, permanent a,ppearan<~e, notwithstanding vio-
lent winds from the west blowing across its direction of length for hours of each 
day, and might well, with patrols, have stood a year. I found it best, except at 
angles, to stretch the wire quite tigbt. This m11de the line, so to say, all in one 
piece, and any weaker parts might be assisted by the stronger parts. 
The line worked well at all times. The ground bars as furnished were satisfactory. 
In driving them down in tough ground the precaution should be taken to remove 
the binding screws to avoid breaking them off by a glancing blow of the sl edge or 
ax. It was found ' tbat the line worked better with the battery at the outer limit 
where the delicate instruments of the commission were in circuit. Ground was 
found readily in any of the dry washes, everi though.no moisture was perceptible, by 
driving the ground bar well down and pouring a few buckets of water in a hollow 
immediately around the bar. ' . 
The tranportation intended for the material should not be used for any other pur-
pose. If a beginning is once made to divert the wagons to the use of the construc-
tion party to carry equipage, to go for rations, forage, etc., it will inevitably occur 
that the _construction will be suspended for a day to assist in moviug camp; the 
construct10n detail can always be provided with its own transportation if insisted ,, 
upon. 
Mounted patrols are a necessity. They should go in pairs, that one may hold the 
horses if necessary. With good wire in open country in peaceful times they do not 
need to be burdened with tools; the picket pin and the hands can scoop out a tem-
porary rest for the lance foot; a little wire, a pair of pliers, and a couple of insula-
tors, are all that is needed. · 
Signal detachments, large or sm_all, should be inspected before going into the field, 
to see ~hat they are properly eqmpped and provided. They should have the army 
campaign shoe, changes of stockings, meat ration, can, cup, spoon, knife and fork, 
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a,nd above all, in hot climates, a canteen. If not so provided they will be subject to 
annoyance and suffering. 
A map,* showing the trace of the field telegraph line and the general features of 
the country traverseu, is inclosed herewith. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
FRANK GREENE, 
.F'irst Lieutenant, Signal Corps, 
Ch-ief Signal Officer, Department of .Arizona. 
The CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. 0. 
APPENDIX B. 
REPORT ON MILITARY BALLOON EQUIPMENT. 
CHICAGO, October 27, 1892. 
Sm: In exhibition ascensions by civilian aeronauts throughout the country, coa 
gas is the buoyant medium most commonly used, since it may be conveniently ob,: 
tained at many places and is relatively cheap. Its lifting power, however, is but ~k> 
pounds per 1,uOO cubic feet as against 65 pounds for hydrogen, a b1,1-oyancy margm 
so decided] y in favor of the latter as to materially affect the question of transporta-
tion and operate conclusively in favor of its use for military purposes. The _most 
common method of generating hydrogen is by the action of dilute sulphuric acid on 
zinc or iron, zinc giving the purer and therefore the lighter gas. One hundred P.ounds 
of acid and 140 pounds of zinc, approximately, are required for the generation of 
1,000 cubic feet of hydrogen. It is therefore necessary, in obtaining the gas for a 
single inflation of the 16,000-foot ba1loon, to use nearly 2 tons weight of. these 
materials. Happily it is not necessary to cart this around. In fact, it is practicable 
not only to relegate the generator and materials to a position sufficiently well to the 
rear to admit of deliberation in the various processes of preparing the gas, ~ut tem-
porary independence of the gas supply even is possible. This independence 1s accom-
plished by storing the hydrogen in steel tubes, under great pressure, so that the 
charge for a balloon may be carried upon a few wagons. 
The balloon train comprises three wagons for the carriage of the tubes and one 
wagon for the balloon and appliances for handling. . 
The running gear of the wagons is substantially assembled and topped with a 
rigid platform resting on stiff springs. 
The axles are of such dimensions and design as to accommodate the escort wagon 
wheel in emergency. The front wheels are, however, reduced from the escort size 
so as to underrun the platform and permit short turns to be made. 
The platform of the tube wagon bears a strong framework constructed to carry 
horizontally forty-five steel tubes, each weighing 70 pounds. Attached to the frame-
work at the rear end of the wagon is a receiver to which each of the tubes may be 
connected, and into which each may be discharged for common feeding of th~ bal-
loon. To the rear face of the receiver is secured a discharge pipe, its office berng to 
permit and control the flow of gas from the receiver to the balloon through the 
medium of a hose which screws to the pipe. . . 
Tu~es.-'.l'he steel tubes to be carried on the wagons are 8 feet long, 5t inches 1.n 
exterior diameter, weigh 70 pounds each have a normal interior capacity of 1 cubic 
foot, ar~ capable of wfthstanding a press~re of 200 atmospheres (3,000 pounds to the 
~q~iare m ch) and ar~ fitted with strong gas-proof valves to regulate t.ltB outflow. It 
1s rntend~d that or~marily thPy shall carry gas at a pressure of 120 atmospheres. 
Under this charge 1t will require 108 tubes to inflate the smaller two-man balloon) 
133 the larger. The three wagons will bear 135 tubes (45 each); the weight of each 
load wi~l ther~fore be (45X70 pounds) 3,150 pounds. A reserve of 45 tubes to each 
wa~on 1s provided that those exhausted of their charge may be replaced and the 
eqmp~ent be always i1;1 serviceable condition. Each wagon is also provided wi~h ap-
propnate tools and :fittmgs., a regulator for controlling the flow of gas at a umform 
pressure, a gauge for showrng the amount of gas in the tube and a connector for 
simultaneously coupli1~g both. gauge and regulator to the tub~. The t~bes are not 
depend_ent on any special device for carriage, but may be hauled on ordmary wagons 
or earned by pack, aml may l_ie on the ground while delivering to the balloon. 
The balloon wagon.-The platform of the balloon wagon bears two boxes or limber 
ch ts, one at the front end, the other disposed sufficiently far to the i;ear of the ftrst 
"Map not reproduced. 
/ 
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1\fl to admit of the seating of men on both chests without uncomfortable interference 
~.·c,m the balloon packed in its basket, which is to be carried between the chests. 
Upon the rear end of the platform a rigid frame is set up which bears a drum on 
which is wound the captive rope. This drum is arranged with a brake, handle for 
reeling up, and device for automatically laying the rope uniformly. The drum and 
&i,andard are designed to withstand a strain of 2,000 pounds upon the rope. 
The cable.-Thecaptive rope performs the double office of anchor rope and telephone 
uable. It is constructed with an insulated core, of 8everal copper wires, and a he~p 
1:over intertwisted with return wires, and is so strenthened as to resist a tensile 
i,train of 2,000 pounds without breaking or short circuiting. It is of as small diam-
bter and as light as is consistent with the required strength and sufficiently pliable to 
admit of wi~ding upon the drum. 
The balloon.-Tbe envelope of the balloon, when distended, is of spherical shape, 
with slight elongation at the neck. It is constructed of two thicknesses of light, 
durable, closely woven silk, cemented together and coated on both exposed surfaces 
with india rubber so prepared and applied that, without the addition of undue 
weight, the fabric is reasonably impervious to hydrogen, the finish of the rubber 
being such as to obviate any tendency to stick when folded. 
The envelope is strengthened by added thicknesses of material at the top and bot-
tom by stays at intervals, and by assembling segments in blocks. 
The month of the balloon expands to an o:pening 2 feet in diameter to allow of 
rapid discharge. 
The netting is constructed of cotton twine. The meshes cover two-thirds of the 
balloon, beginning with a hundred 3-inch ones at the top, and increasing symmet-
rically in size to the center, thence downward the size is retained, the num1'er di-
minishing to conform to decreasing size of balloon. The top of the netting is 
attached· to tlle ring of the valve, the bottom to the concentrating ring from which 
the car is suspended, the various connections being made by strong snap-hooks 
which may be readily unfastened but are not liable to become accidentally detached. 
The concentrating ring bears the strain of holding the balloon captive in 1mch 
ma,nner that the equilibrium of the car is not greatly disturbed. 
The car is of willow wickerwork, li~ht and strong, 45 inches long and 30 inches 
wide at the top and 30 inches deep, with bulging sides and ends that run under and 
form part of the bottom. 
'.rhe copper valve, consisting of a rim, crosspiece, bridge, and two clappers closed 
with rubber springs, is inserted in a leather collar at the junction of the gores at 
the top of the balloon. It has a 12-inch opening, and, through the medium of a 
cord attached by staples on the under side of the clappers and descending thence to 
the car, the observer may discharge the gas at will. 
Oapacity.-The size of the balloon best suited to military use is dependent on vary-
rng conditions. On a quiet day the smallest possible balloon that will ascend 
promptly, carrying the weight of two men, its envelope and fittings, the captiv~ 
rope, supply of ballast, etc., is perhaps the best, since the smaller the amount of 
gas needed, the fewer the tubes to transport and the shorter tlte time for infla,tion. 
On the other hand, in a fresh breeze such a balloon would sag off to leeward after 
the manner of a kite, and would become practically unserviceable. 
It is necesRary, therefore, to provide an ample surplus of lifting energy to enable 
the balloon to rise against any ordinary wind. 
One thousand feet of hydrogen represents a buoyant energy of 65 ponnds; the hy-
drogen in a balloon of 13,000 cubic feet capacity will therefore lift 845 pounds: 
Pounds. 
Weight of two men, say . ______________ . _____ .. ___ .. ___ ....... _. ____ ......... _ 320 
Weig ht of balloon, car, etc. _ .. _ . _ . _______ ~ ___ .. ____ .... __ . __ . _____ .. _______ .. _ 200 
Weight of 1,500 feet of rope. _____ . __ . _. _ .... ____ .. __ .. ______ .. _ .. ___ . _____ ... _ 100 
Buoy~ncy margin ____________ . _ .•... _ .. _. __ ... _ ... _. ___ . _____ . ____ .. ____ . __ .. _ 225 
845 
'l'he sma:ller of the ~'!o balloons of the equipment is therefore reasonably serviceable 
under ordmary conditions. A larger balloon bas, however, been added to the equip-
ment, one of 16,000 cubic feet capacity, that ascensions may be possible in a stiff 
breeze, and that somewhat more discretion in the way of :fittings may be had. 
The normal war balloon of the English is of but 10,000 cubic feet capacity. This, 
however, wh~le giving a liiht and portable equipment, has been found of such lim-
ited serviceability that an mcrease in size is contemplated. The French balloon has 
a. cubic capacity of 19,000 feet; the German, 13,400 feet, though larger ones are some-
times used. 
Since the addition of the balloon equipment in foreign nations there has been no 
war big enough to test its usefulness. Undoubtedly it may be put to good use in 
reconnaissance and in scouting, in anticipating turning movements, in observing 
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the disposition of the enemy's forces, in correcting artillery fire and noting the effect 
of shots, and doubtless will have a certain moral effect, since it is so conspicuouu an 
object that those seeing it may naturally believe themselves seen. It may also be 
found advantageous in manamvering, as ·by means of the telephone direct communi-
cation may be had between the observer and the commander in any part of the field. 
Qn the other hand it presents a tempting mark to both infantry and artillery fire, 
and can hardly stand long within effective range of either. Experiments by the 
English have proved :i.t a difficult mark to hit, but, notwithstanding, a balloon was 
perforated many times at long range by infantry fire and was struck by a projectile 
from a field piece on the nineteenth round, the conclusion being that a balloon could 
hardly be kept long i-u the air short of 2 miles from the firing line. 
The effect of a shothole in a balloon varies with its position. A breach or rent 
below the median line permits the escape of gas, but not in such quantity, unless 
the rent be large, as to endanger the observer; a hole of any considerable size, how-
ever, near the top is fatal. Still, weighing the advantages with the danger, there 
seems a reasonable balance in favor of the equipment. 
At present our corps is without a portable generator and compressor, a matter of 
no special moment, however, in peace times, as the delay in sending the tubes to the 
factory for recharging and return is not material; and in view of the fact t~at ex-
periments are being made in the direction of obtaining the hydrogen by sllllpler 
means, the time for obtaining this part of the equipment may perh.aps be_ well 
deferred, but it is of the utmost importance that men and horses be made available 
for drill. It is the experience of all balloonists, the civilian of this country, a~ welJ 
as the military abroad, ·that by long practice only can men be made sufficiently 
familiar with the peculiarities of the balloon and its effects on the nerves to be able 
to observe and report from it intelligently. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. The CHIEF SIGNAL 0F]'ICER1 U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. 0. 
APPENDIX C. 
R. E. THOMPSON, 
Captain Signal Corps . 
REPORT OF DIVISION OF MILITARY SIGNALING. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
SIGNAL OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., Septernber 1, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operation of the divi 
sion of military signaling and telegraph lines during the year ending June 30, 1892. 
The following table shows the number of hours devoted in each department to 
signal instruction. This statement is made up by taking the sum of the hours spent 
in preliminary, flag, heliograph, torch, and lantern practice by each officer and enlisted 
man under instruction. Dividing the total number of hours by the average number 
of men in the Department gives the relative amount of practice in proportion to the 
1mmber of men. The table shows that the time given to instruction varies from 1.4 
hour per man in the Department of the Columbia to 8.4 hours per man in the Depart-
ment of the Missouri. · 
Durjn.g the year 867 reports of instruct.ion and practice in military signaling were 
received and examined. 
Instruction and p1·actice in milita1·y signaling for the year ending June SO, 1892. 
Average 
Department. Prelimi- Flag. H elio- Torch. Lantern. number nary. graph. of hours 
per man. 
---------------
!WI~f +:rn++rn+ Platte · ···-· ·· · ·· ·· · ·· ······ ·-- ------ -
rre.1.as::: :: ::::::::::: ::: : : : ::: : : :: :: : : : 
Hours. Hours. Hour,. Hours. Hours. 
], 131 1,717 4,803 2 
' 
3. 5 
789 1,946 272 77 3. 3 
821 852 132 49 u 
1,030 2,892 1,932 228 1.8 
3, 600 7,128 1, 720 102 4. 6 
9,47\i 9,543 ti, 801 2, 9i5 800 8. 4 
1,240 3,370 778 98 1.6 
1,137 1,793 650 8 29 2.a 
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This gives an average of about 3.4 hours instruction in signaling for each man in 
the Army during the year. 
At many of the posts considerable interest was taken in signaling and practical 
use was make on target ranges and while on practice marches during the summer. 
Seventy-seven posts are equipped with telegraph instruments and line, and r~ports 
show that great interest is manifested by the enlisted men in this branch of signal-
ing, they devoting much time voluntarily to practice. 
SIGNAL INSTRUCTION AT FORT RILEY, KANS. 
First Lieut. J.E. Maxfield, Signal Corps, U. S. Army, has been in charge of the 
instruction of the enlisted men of the_ Corps at Fort Riley. The course of instruction 
has been both theoretical and practical, and is designed to fit the sergeants of the 
Signal Corps' for any duties they may be called upon to perform. The theoretical 
course comprises electricity, telegraphy, telephony, signaling, and military survey-
ing. The text books used are Pope's Modern Pr~tice of the Electric Telegraph, 
Culley's Handbook of Practical Telegraphy, Lock~ood's Handbook of Electric Te-
legraphy, Myer's Manual of Signals, International Code of Signals, Richard's Mili-
tary Surveying, Mendell's Military Surveying, Preece's The Telephone, Instructions 
to Operators, and, in addition, the most modern works on electricity are available for 
consultation. The course of instruction occupies six months, the first four months 
being devoted to theoretical and practical work, and the last two to practical work 
alone. During the year eighteen sergeants of the Corps have been instructed, and all 
but one of them have successfully passed the examinations required. Lieut. Max-
field recommends tha,t no man shall be enlisted for or transferred to the Signal Corps 
without passing a satisfactory examination in the ordinary English branches. Seven-
teen officers and enlisted men of the line stationed at Fort Riley were instructed in 
the use of the flag, torch, and heliograph. The practice of these officers and men 
was confined principally to the months of February and August. Each officer and 
enlisted man received about eighty-five hours practical instruction. The longest 
range signaled over was 15 miles. 
A complete field train of nine wagons was sent to Fort Riley during the year. It 
is avaHable for instruction in construction of field-telegraph lines at the post, and 
the location is a convenient one in case the train should be required for use in the 
:field. Lieut. Maxfield strongly recommends the construction of a train shed for the 
protection of the train and for the storage of signal stores and equipments. At 
present the train wagons are stored in a stable which affords sufficient protection 
from the weather, but which may be required for post purposes at any time. This 
recommendation is concurred in. 
The sergeants, after completing the course of instruction, have been assigned to 
telegraph duty on the military-telegraph lines, with the exception of two, who have 
been retained at Fort Riley for further practical instruction in telegraphy. 
TELEPHONES, 
During the year an effort has been made to extend the telephone equipment for 
target ranges to posts not heretofore supplied. The following named posts not here-
tofore supplied have been furnished with the telephone outfit necessary for use on 
target ranges: Angel Island, Cal.; :Forts Apache, Grant, and Huachuca, San Carlos 
and Whipple Barracks, Ariz.; Fort Missoula, Mont. ; Fort Douglas, Uta,h; Fort 
Robinson, Nebr., and Fort Washakie, Wyo. 
Of the ninety-nine posts reported garrisoned on June 9, fifty-nine are equipped. 
'lVith telephones. ~ · 
On July 1, 1891, there were under annual rental from the American Bell Telephone 
Company 69 transmitters and 80 telephones, and on June 30, 1892, 55 tranmitters 
and 40 telephones. There are on life rental 47 telephones and 53 transmitters as 
against 29 telephones and 31 transmitters at the beginning of the G.scal year. 
Eighteen modern hand telephones and 22 transmitters of the modern long-distance 
pattern were added to the equipment during the year. ~ These were, practically, pur-
chased, being obtained on life rental. Of the 53 transmitters on life rental, 35 are 
long distance. There are in use at posts throughout the country, in addition to the 
foregoing 1 130 telephones which are owned absolutely by this corps, and on hand at 
this office ava,ilable for issue to replace instruments that may become unserviceable 
10 telephones, the property also of the corps. Thirty-nine telephones of the "Pony 
Crown" and 19 of the "Eccard" pattern have been returned to the American Bell 
Telephone Company. These have been, in most cases, replaced by service instru-
ments that have been repaired and put in serviceable condition. , 
'.r~o hundred and thirty-two requisitions were received from acting bignal officers 
durmg the year, the filling of which represents in expense, exclusive of stationery., 
forms, etc., $6,302.10. 
II' 
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HELIOGRAPHS. 
On January 14, 1892, the heliograph constructed in accordance with the plans of 
this office was received from the Ordnance Department. This instrument promises 
to be a marked improvement over the heliograph now in use for l01ig-range work, as 
it admits of more perfect adjustment. Bids were invited by the Ordnance Depart-
ment for the construction of a number of new heliographs and the award was made to 
J.P. Friez, Baltimore, for thirteen. 
The screens made by the Ordnance Department were not entirely satisfactory, and 
a new screen has been made on plans submitted by me, which appears to be satisfac-
tory in every particular. Thirty of the new screens, model 1892, have already been 
issued to acting signal officers for trial and an equal number of the old model called in. 
It has been found possible to make the old screen serviceable by changing the style of 
spring used and all these screens will be :fitted with the new springs as rapidly as 
they are received from station. -
The old sty le of heliograph is in many respects an excellent instrument and is sat-
isfactory at all ranges up to 25 or 30 miles. It is therefore recommended that this 
model be retained in service for issue to troops and for instruction purposes. 
SIGNAL LANTERN, 
An effort has been made during the year to obtain a signal lantern burning mag-
nesium ribbon, for long-range signaling. A satisfactory lantern has not yet been 
constructed, but it is hoped that alterations now being made will remove the only 
practical difficulty encountered. Three English signal lanterns have been obtamed 
through the courtesy of Maj. J. C. Post, U. S. Engineers, military attache at Lon-
don. Tl.ey have been sent to Lieut. Maxfield for trial, but no report in regard to 
them has yet been received from him. It is ~onsidered of great importance to. secure 
a good lantern for use on midranges, say 10 to 20 miles, to replace the objectionable 
torch, and the matter is now receiving serious attention. It is believed that a sat-
isfactory model lantern will be obtained within the next few weeks, and that the 
more important posts can be supplied in time for next year's practice. Fifty out-
post lanterns, modeled after the French lantern, and made by J. R. Walt?n & Co,., 
New York, have been purchased and are now in the hands of troops for trial. -This 
lantern burns the ordinary candle of commerce and can be read for a distance of 3 
miles. The officers in whose hands these lanterns have been placed have not, as a 
rule, reported in regard to them, but those who have rendered reports speak well of 
them, while suggesting a number of changes of minor importance. 
OUTPOST CABLE CART, 
An outpost cable cart has been constructed during the year on plans sub~itted b_y 
me. The makers are F. S. Cahill & Co., of this city. The frame of this cart is 
constructed of bicycle tubing, and 30-inch bicycle wheels with heavy cushion rubber 
tires are used. The cart is fitted with an automatic spooling device for reeling up 
the outpost cable. This device was made by F. S. Cahill & Co., and is a success. 
The cart carries five reels of cable and one reel knapsack for use in ]'.1laces where the 
cart can not, penetrate owing to underbrush, etc. As the extreme width of the cart, 
measured at the wheels, is only 26 inches, it can follow any ordinary path th.rough 
underbrush. The weight of the cart complete with spooling device, but w1thont 
the reels, is only 53 pounds; when loaded with :five reels and reel knapsack the 
total weight is 157 pounds. The cart is well balanced upon its axle and is attached 
to the axle by a device which permits the point of support to be changed to balance 
the cart as the distribution of the weight is changed by the cable being run out. 
In connection with the reel cart a telephone kit is· used, and by attaching the 
cl~mb~e connector of t~e kit to one on the frame of the cart the telephone is k_ept _in 
cucmt and conyersation can be kept up with the home station. The cart with its 
load can b~ easily dr~wn by one man, and by its use it will be possible to co~nect 
o~tpos~s :V1'.1th the mam guard, or brigade with ree;imel.}tal headquarters, or brigade 
~1th_ d1v1s1on headquarters, in a few minutes of time. The experience of the Eng-
lish m _Egypt has prove~ the value of the field cable line in action, as by mean~ ~f 
t~ese Imes the comm~ndrng general was kept in communication with different cliv1-
s_10ns of troops and with those actually engaged in the :firing line. It is proposed to 
~t. sb~fts to t~e cart so that a horse can be harnessed_ to it, thus securing great rap-
idity m runnmg out the cable. The cart carries 1¼ miles of cable which can be paid 
out as fa ~ as a ~an can move with the cart, and by means of th~ reeling apparatus 
anu poolmg device can be recovered at the rate of 4 miles an hour or as rapidly as 
a man can walk with the cart. ' 
At your ugge tion I made a drawing showing a field litter constructed upon the 
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same principles as the reel cart. A field litter can be co~structed weighing not ove1 
53 pounds, capable of carrying a wounded man. The litter and occup~nt can b6 
easily drawn or pushed by one man at~ much ~Teater sp~ed than t~e ordmary hand 
litter can be carried by two men. In view of tne great distance wblCh t~e W_?Un~ed 
must now be carried to be out of danger from long-range guns, the savmg m time 
and men employed as carriers appears ·to be of il!lportance. 
BATTERIES. 
Two battery boxes, eacb. containing twelve elements of Siemens Bros. & Co. sul-
phate of mercury dry batteries, were obtained from London through the c~urtesy of 
Maj. Post. Experiments with these batteries prove that they are especially well 
adapted to use upon open circuits, and the small size and weight of the cells render 
them very desirable for use in telephone kits for field service. By the use of these 
cells and the reduction in the size of the key and induction coil used in the kit it 
will be possible to obtain a kit that can be carried upon the waist-belt of the signal 
man without interfering with his freedom of movement, as does the kit now used. 
The dry battery will not answer for use in our field train as at present constructed, 
as when placed on a closed circuit, used generally throughout the United States, it 
soon runs down, the Cl1.rrent becoming too weak to work the instruments; but for 
use on open circuits in connection with call bells, etc., it answers admirably. 
CA.RD INDEX, 
The comprehensive card index of this division of subjects relating to military sig-
naling- in its various branches, both at home and abroad, has received attention. 
Thero are now six hundred cards of reference, each containing a digest of lecture, 
report, or publication upon some branch of military signaling or signaling apparatus. 
Note of the improvements in methods or appliances in all foreign signal corps is be-
ing constantly made. 
MILITIA, 
The national guards of a number of States have shown increased interest in sig-
naling, and requests for signal equipments, code cards, signal manuals, etc., have 
hecowe frequent. Unfortunately this office is unable to comply with the requests 
for equipments, as under existing laws their issue is not authorized. It is recom-
mended that action be taken to secure authority by which the national guard can 
procure signal equipments under similar regulations to those governing the use of 
arms, etc. 
TELESCOPES. 
During the year twenty signal telescope~ have been thoroughly overhauled and 
repairecl, and are now ready for issue. There remain on hand forty of the old pattern, 
which are being put in order as rapidly as possible. The need for new telescopes is 
very great, complaint as to the unfitness of those in use being frequent. 
ANEMOMETER SELF-REGISTER. 
The self-register for anemometer, devised by Prof. C. F. Marvin, promises to sup-
ply a want long felt. The instrnment consists of a clock movement only the second 
hand of which traverses the dial, and to which is connected electro-magnetic mech-
anisms by which the clock can be started and stopped by momentary closing of an 
electric circuit. 
The anemometer used with this register should be of the standard U. S. Signal 
Corps pattern and be fitted with an electric contact device so arranged that the elec-
tric circuit will be closed momentarily every twenty-fi,ve revolutions of the anemom-
eter cups. The clock mechanism is so arranged that only the consecutive closings 
of thE: electric circuit produce any effect, and this only under special conditions. 
That 1s, no effect will be produced upon the register by closing the electric circuit 
unless the hand, or pointer, stands at the head or zero point of the dial. A small 
lever is provided at the side of the case which when depressed quickly moves the 
hand to the zero point and at the same time sets the stop mechanism or brake at-
tached to the clock movement in such a position that it can be easily withdrawn and 
the clock wo_rk released. If, with the hand so set, the electrtc-circuit be closed, the 
current passmg through the electro magnet draws back the brake and releases the 
clock movement, the clock will be instantly started and will continue to run until 
the circuit is again closed upon which the clock will be instantly stopped, the hand 
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_ by its position on the dial indicating the number of seconds and fractions of a second 
that elapsed between the two closures of the circuit. 
Two series of graduations are applied to the dial ; the inner one of equal parts 
represents seconds of time, the outer series represents wind velocities in miles per 
hour when the clock is controlled by the anemometer referred to above. Twenty-
five revolutions of the anemometer cups correspond to a wind movement of, approxi-
mately, one-twentieth of a mile. The scale of velocfties, however, has been com-
puted by the most approved formulas known for the anemometer. A spring switch 
is attached to the base of the instrument and gives electric control of the register 
for use in timing flights of projectiles or for marking any brief interval of time. 
The model self-register was sent to Lieut. G. L. Anderson, Forth United States 
ArtilleFy, Fort Monroe, Va. with the request that he would test and report in regard 
to its value. The-report of Lieut. Anderson being favorable, bids were invited for 
constructing a number of the registers for issue to the more important posts. 
OUTPOST CABLE. 
Eleven reels of outpost cable have been added to t_he equipment of the corps, 11:1ak-
ing 20 reels now available for field service. Tp.e 11 reels of cable are of Ameucan 
manufacture, and it is a satisfaction to know that in future it will be possible to 
supply the needs of the service by cable of domestic make. In addition to.the out-
post cable 2 miles of light cable in half-mile lengths, suitable for extendmg field_ 
lines by crossing streams or rivers have been ordered. The bid of Siemens Bros. & 
Co., London, England, being the lowest, that firm was awarded the contract for sup-
plying this cable. 
PRISMATIC COMPASS, 
Prismatic compasses have been obtained for issue to officers of the Signal Corps 
for accurate field work, and steps taken to procure fifty pocket com~a.sses with 
clinometer attachment for issue to acting signal officers and others requmng them 
for ordinary field work. 
MESSAGE POCKETBOOK, 
A pocketbook for carrying a message pad, with a compartment for carbon P'."'per, 
has been made, following a model submitted by First Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal 
Corps. A contract has be{ln made for a supply of these books for issue. 
ANEROID BAROMETER, 
Efforts have been made to secure an accurate aneroid barometer, to reach from 18' 
to 24 inches: for use in balloon ascensions, but so far without success, the barome-
ters submitted not standing the required test. 
Sergt. Basil 0. Lenoir, of the Signal Corps, has submitted a plan for simplifyi1;1g 
the bug:le calls used at <lrills by substituting for the calls now prescribed in th~ drill 
regulations of the several arms signals founded upon the Morse code. These signals 
can be made either with the bu~le or with a whistle. As anyone can learn the 
Morse or general service alphabet ma few hours, and can. use a whistle without any 
special instruction, the plan is worthy of a trial. 
Signals made upon the whistle with the old general-service code alphabet are more-
e:1-sily distinguished than those made with the Morse system, and codes of whistle-
signals have been arranged for cavalry, artillery, and infantry, using this alphabet. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS, 
In DeceD?-ber I prepared, under your directions, two tables, which were publish~d 
for conve~ience of reference in collatiug the meteorological data required in ar~il-
lery practice. The tables were printed and distributed to all artillery posts. (Copies 
attached.) 
In co~plia1;1ce with your verbal orders, I prepared instructions for the use of me-
teorological rnstruments for gunners of artillery which were forwarded by you to 
the War Department on August 20, 1892. ' 
BALLOONS, 
Matters connected with the balloon section have been specially intrusted to Capt. 
R. F .. ~hompson, ign!l-1 Corps. 
A:t1ve teps a~e bemg taken to perfect the balloon train and to provide a, model 
equipu..,.mt of this character. 
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The- following is extracted :from the report of First Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal 
Corps, Chief Signal Officer, Depa1·tment of Arizona: 
There having been no occasion for the movement in the ~eld of detachme?ts of 
any size during the year, no opportunity arose for the practical use of any kmd of 
sio-nals. It was de-sired and intended as outlined in my schemes of October 23, 1691, 
to
0
still further perfect the chain of heliograph stations and ranges in this depart-
ment by working reconnoissances from Forts Wingate, Apache, and Grant, an~ from 
the garrison at San Carlos, having in view the opening of ranges from Fort Wmgate 
by way ofthe Zuni Plateau to Red Col)e, andfrom the latter point to Mou~tThomas, 
Arizona from which point Fort Apache, Mount Graham, and the Summit between 
Fort Ap~che and San Carlos should be seen. These projected ranges varied in length 
from 30 to 83 miles, for the longer of which the large sized station heliograph would 
be required. Upon application I was unable to obtain anystatio~helio&"raphsfr~m 
Washington, * * * and as the department commander considered it unadvis-
able to strip the southern posts of the four large heliographs there distributed, the 
project was necessarily abandoned. . . 
The instruction in signaling required by Army Regulations 1761 has bee~ given at 
every post in the department, with a result despite the changes of troops m the de-
partment, of a gain in the total number of expert signalists of three officers and 
thirty enlisted men as compared with the number at the date of the last report. 
As reported one year ago, that the withdrawal of the Fourth and Sixth regimen ta 
of cav_alry had taken from this department a number of officers and men skilled in 
the use of the hel~ograph, and familiar by actual use with the principal heliograpli 
ranges, so also at this time it is to be said that the departure of the Tenth CavalrJ 
and the Ninth Infantry has taken away an equal number of officers and men witJ 
equal skill and knowledge. , 
It will be the part of wisdom, looking to the time when possibly the maintenan~.., 
of signal communication over the ranges in this department may be for other pur-
poses than practice and demonstration, to familiarize officers and men with differ-
ent ranges. 
The months for signal practice still remain as provided in General Orders No. 23, 
series of 1889, these headquarters as follows, viz: 
Fort Apache, June and July; Fort Bayard, November and December; Fort Bowie, 
February and March; Fort Grant, November and December; Fort Huachuca, June 
and July; Fort Marcy, July and August; San Carlos, February and March; San 
Diego Barracks, March and April; Fort Stanton, July and August; Whipple Bar-
racks, March and April; Fort Wingate, March and April. 
These months were selected after co:p.sultation with post commanders with the 
special view of avoiding obstructions to signaling, whether of heat and drought in 
low elevations or cold and snow in high ones, and with the exceptions of Fort Hua-
chuca and San Carlos, where the months of target practice and _signaling conflict, 
may well be left untouched. 
The relative order of proficiency of the different regiments in Chis department is: 
(1) Eleventh Infantry, (2) Second Cavalry,(3) Twenty-fourth Infantry, (4) Tenth In-
fantry , (5) First Cavalry. Of the Eleventh Infantry, with but one exception, every 
company has the required number of officers proficient and, in addition, in five com-
panies there is an excess of one officer each; of enlisted men in three companies there 
is an .excess, one has the required riumber and in four companies there is a deficiency. 
Of the Second Cavalry six troops have the required number of officers, one troop has 
an excess, and three troops are totally deficient; of enlisted men five troops have 
the required number, three troops have an excess, one troop is deficient, and three 
troops are totally deficient. Of the Twenty-fourth Infantry four companies have the 
required number of officers and four are totally deficient; of the enlisted men three 
companies have the required number, two companies are in excess, and five are de-
ficient. Of the T~nth Infantry t·wo companies have the required number of officers, 
three companies are totally deficient, one compafi;_r has an excess, and the Indian and 
skeleton companies have the required number; of the enlisted men two companies 
bave the required number, one company has an excess, and three companies are de-
ficient . Of the First Cavalry four troops have the required number of officers, and 
five troops are totally deficient; of the enlisted men one troop has the required num-
ber, five have a deficiency, and three are totally deficient. 
From the above it will be seen that while the majority of companies and troops 
have the proficiency in signaling required by Army Regulations, in the others there 
is great room for improvement. 
The yractice of telegraphy, a knowledge of which is always desirable and at 
times important, has received attention, there being ·a gain of eight officers and 
seven enlisted men, capable of operating at a practicable rate as compared with the 
number at the time of last report. 
* * * * fl ff * 
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·The supplying of material and telephones for the construction and operation of 
telegraph lines upon the rifle ranges at vosts in this department, promised in my 
last report, has gone forward as rapidly as the money available from the service 
ap:propriations has permitted. Recognizin o- the importance of the Department of 
Arizona the Chief Signal Officer of the Atmy allotted ten of the eighteen sets of 
teleph~mes at his disposal to this department; the necessary iron poles, equipments 
and wire have already been shipped, and in addition to Forts Wingate aml Bayard 
which w·ere already supplied, the posts of San Carlos, Whipple Barracks, Forts 
Apache, Grant and Huachucha are either now or are in the immediate course of 
being, equipped with complete telephone outfit upon the target ranges. Fort Bowie 
was supplied with telephones from this office. 
An ordinary style of telephone with call box, transmitter, and cell of battery, wh~le 
it gives satisfactory results while stationary, as is the telephones at the butts, 1s, 
from careless or ignorant handling while being moved from point to point, a~ ~he 
telephone at the firing point must be, apt to get out of order, either from sp11lrng 
the liquid contents of the battery cell or derangement of the springs in the trans-
mitter. I believe a combined hand and ear telephone has already been devised for 
use !n the knapsack telephone, and am of the opinion that a similar or appro~ate 
device would be of more service for the movable telephone than the one now m use. 
The posts in the department are amply supplied with the signal instruments _neces-
sary for instruction and practice, and the more important p,0~ts have sufficH._nt to 
equip parties for the field; a stock of instruments and material is being accumu .ated 
at this office for the purpose of keeping in repair the equipments at posts, a" d for 
equil?ping any extended ranges that may unexpectedly become necessary. 
* * * * * 
* 
The following is extracted from the report of First Lieut. C. H. Bonesteel, Twenty-
first Infantry, acting chief signal officer, department of California: 
* * * • * I 
INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICE IN MILITARY SIGNALING. 
Instruction and practice, as prescribed by Army Regulations, were had at the 
various posts in the department, and the reports of the acting signal offi cer "'.ere 
promptly forwarded to the Chief Signal Officer at the end of each month. Practical 
use was made of the flag and heliograph on ri11e and artillery ranges and also at 
"estimating <listance drills" for infantry. 
PRACTICE LINES (TELEGRAPH). 
Lines for telegraph practice are in operation at the following posts: 
At the Presidio two lines are in use, one 500 yards long, with six sta,tions for the 
use of officers, and another 700 yards long, with nine offices, for enlisted men. 
J!'ort Mason, one line, 400 yar<ls long, with six offices, used by both officers and men. 
Fort Bidwell, one line, with two offices. "Fort Gaston, prior to abandonment, had 500 
yards of line, with two offices. 
Angel Island, Alcatraz Island, and Benicia barracks have no practice lines. 
* * * * * * 
Lieut. C_Iough Overton, Fourth United States Cavalry, who took part in ~he con-
~~rted hehograph practice in Arizona in 1890 under the supervision of MaJ. W. J. 
\ olkmar, assistant adjutant-geneml of that department, bas submitted a valu~ble 
paper on the su~ject of fi~ld signaling which contains a number of suggestions 
worthr of _attention. In this paper he calls attention to the fact that some of t~e 
maps fnrn1she~ t1:1-e signaling parties for use in the field proved unreliable, pronu-
ncnt peaks bemg mcorrectly placed, and much of the information in regar<l to the 
cou1;1-try to be passed, location and direction of streams, etc., misleading. 'l'he fol-
lowmg extract from the paper is of general interest: 
OUTLL~ED SYSTEM. 
Tak_e Ariz~na and New Mexico as a best example of territory and of them s~ppose 
ful'erf ct b~hograph_ map to have becu constrnc:ted. This map should comprise the 
leat po siule aetails of the territory. It should be contoured, should have noted 
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on it a complete cordon of stations specially selected with reference to their value 
as posts of observation for the adjacent valleys and passes, and within easy call, say 
from 30 to 50 miles, of at least two adjacent stations. Stations should be numbered 
and connected, and all other stations, that might by omitting intermediate ones be 
called direct, should be joined by conventional lines. Exact altitude of stations 
should be shown and their angles and distances from each other noted. 
All points on or near trails or roads or plains, from which stat~ons might be called, 
should be denoted in conventional colors, and nearest ·station to call indicated. 
Points on roads or trails that could be swept by station observation glasses should 
be put in distinguishing color. Stations should be triangulated, routes of ascent 
marked, and time of ascent noted. The entire horiz9n should be carefully photo-
graphed from each station. These photographs, taken while a steady flash from the 
adjacent station was on, should be sectionally arranged and direction of flashes noted 
on them; this would give stations so as to be unmistakable. From various points OJ! 
roads and trails similar horizon photographs should be made of distantstationn. All 
these photographs could be copied by photogravure in a book containing th0 helio-
graph map. 
STATION EQUIPMENT, 
Each s~atton should be equipped with two good station instruments and one port-
able heliogi'aph, a map, book of pho~ogra-phs, a compass, a chronometer, a pair of 
good binoculur glasses to note any movement in the adjacent valleys, and a fine sta-
tion tefosco})c to determine and resolve the character of the party making any move-
ment. Wit:h a fine telescope very little could escape notice unless movements were 
all made at 11ight, for at 20 or 30 miles not much would be left in doubt. 
TROOPS EQUIPMENT. 
Each a:i;my, party, or detachment should be furnished with a map, book of photo-
graphs, a good binocular glass, and j_')ortable heliograph, or more, as needed. 
MANAGEMENT, 
Immediately on an Indian outbreak or war, stations could be quickly manned by the 
instructed details from the adjacent posts, guards and supplies obtained and tempo-
rary shelter erected, lines divided into sections and divisions, responsible officers 
being placed in charge. 
Hours for routine work being arranged by the chief signal officer in charge, who 
,should each day give out the countersign for use of each army or party in the field, 
and a parole for each station of the line, so that the party in the field when calling a 
station would know that it had not been captured by an enemy, and so the station 
could know it was communicating with friends, messages from the field being pref-
aced with the countersign, and those from the station with the parole. The extra 
station heliograph would be for field calls and the other one for the routine line 
work. Much of what is here outlined was accomplished by Maj. Volkmar in bis 
systematized work, and more suggested. 
I believe that a complete heliographic survey of our westP.rn mountain region 
should be made and recorded, and this work e done would have a permanent 
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Washington, D. G. 
-If • 
C. E. KILBOURNE, 
Capta.in, Signal Corps, 
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APPENDIX D. 
REPORT OF THE DISBURSING OFFICER. 
SIGNAL OFlHCE, WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, July 1, 1892. 
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1892: ' 
PERSONNEL. 
Under Special Orders No. 49, dated headquarters of the .Army, .Adjutant-General's 
Office, Washington, March 4, 1891, I have continued on duty as disbursing officer 
during the fiscal year. Under the instruction of the Secretary of War I continued 
to settle outstanding accounts payable from the various appropriations up to Sep-
trnber 30, 1891, when the balances, excepting those under Signal Service of the .Army 
and military telegraph lines, were turned into the Treasury. 
My duties have been of a double character-that of disbursing officer, and in charge 
of the general depot of signal supplies for the whole .Army. 
Sergt. H. L. Boyce, Signal Corps, repotted for duty as storekeeper on July 7, 1891, 
under Special Orders No. 71, dated June 22, 1891. Sergt. D. W. Peters, Signal 
Corps, has been on duty as assistant to the storekeeper. .At times the work has 
been too heavy, necessitat,ing the employment of outside help. On February 21, 
1892, Sergt. H. W. Stamford, mgnal Corps, reported for duty as additional assistant 
to the storekeeper. . 
CHARACTER OF WORK. 
The work consists of the preparation of the estimates for appropriations; tJ:ie prep-
aration of specifications (in part) and advertisements for proposals to furm~h sup-
plies; the preparation of orders and letters authorizing purchases and expenditures; 
the preparation of contracts and leases; the purchasing, receiving and packing, and 
shipping of all supplies; the handling and record of registered mail matter; ~h~ rec-
ord and settlement of all accounts payable from the Signal Service appropnat1ons; 
the preparation of the money accounts and property returns of the disbursing offi-
cer; the record of receipts and expenditures of money and the condition of appro-
priations; the writing, recording, and mailing of letters sent relating to the above. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
The total number of letters written, including 356 endorsements, is 2,003. 
ESTIMATES • 
.As required by law estimates for appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1893, were submitted to the Secretary of War on August 11, 1891. By combining the 
estimates for signal service of the Army and for military telegraph lines it has oeen 
possible to reduce the total from $22,500 to $22,000. Estimates for deficiencies have 
not been necessary. 
ADVERTISEMENTS AND PROPOSALS. 
During the year twenty advertisements, in the usual form of the printed le~ter, 
have been sent out inviting proposals for furnishing the Signal Corps with the vanous 
articles required. In no case has it been found necessary to ei.force the penalty pre-
scribed for delay in delivery. 
EXPENDITURES. 
It has been a rule that no indebtedness should be contracted without the written 
autJ:i.or~ty of the Chief Signal Officer, excepting in the cases of emergency. .At the 
beg!nnmg o_f the fiscal year anthorities were issued to cover the expenses of the 
various tat1ons for the year so far as they could be foreseen. These were attached 
tot~ first a~counts rendered, and on subsequent accounts reference was made to 
the ii.rat. This plan has continued to work satisfactorily. 
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REQUI ITI0.1.' .A1rD OR ER , 
During the year the following requi ition w r m, cl np n tb nppl divi i n f 
the War Department: 
For books and periodicals ......... ...... ... . - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - -· - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · 
For miscellaneous articles ...................... - - - . - - - - - - - - - - · - · - - - · · · · · · · · · · · 
For stationery ........ ................... .. - - . - .. - · · · - - · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.· · · 
Total .......... .............................. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · - · - · · · · · 





Orders on contractors ..... .. .................................................. 179 
Letters to stations ... ... . ............................................. - . - - - - - - 7 
Total ......... .... .. . . .................................................. 257 
There have been fi11 ed reqnisi tious for property fr ro 30 i l o-rn_p ~1 . tati u , _nnd 
94 army posts to the number of 459. At t he clos of the ar 76 r qm 1 ions r marned 
unfilled, mostly for the calendar year 1893. 
CONTRACTS. 
As reqnired by the act of Congress approved April 21, 1808 (Stat. L., vol. 2, p. 435), 
I submit herewith a list of contracts and leases made during the fi cal year ending 
June 30, 1892: 
With whom made. Place. Contract. For what purpose. 
Jas. J. Walton ........... ....•.... New York City... ... . Contract .. 50 candle signal lantems. 
a.hl\J~ff~~~~~:. ~-~~-·-·:: ::::: :: ·w~;t?ngt~~-::: :: ::: :: : : : : ~~ :: : : :· 1~~~~~~ ~~b;~~=-ulators. 
The Specialty Manufactur ing Co ....... do . . ... .... .. ....... . do ..... File cabinet. 
Manhattan Supply Co ............ New York City ....... . .. . do-..... 40 miles No.14 G. I. wire. 
J. H. Thiemeyer & Co.. .......... Baltimore .. _._· ............ do . . . . . Packing boxes. 
F. ~-Nash ............... ... ...... Washin~ton ..... .. .. ..... do ..... 600 lances. 
Voigtlander & Sohn ...... ....... Braunscnweig, Ger- .. .. do ..... Field glasses. 
The E, S. Greeley & Co .....••.... N~~rk City ........... do ..... Drums and output, cable. 
Levy, Dreyfuss & Co ... ................ do . _ ... _ ............. do .... . 5 Aneroid barometers. 
M. G. Copeland & Co ............ . Wasl1ington .. ..... . .. . .. . ci.o ..... 400 si~nal flags. 







Siemens Bros. & Co. limited .... __ London .... . ............. . do..... :il 
D. Ballauf ....... ::: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington ............. . do . . . . . 40 beliograph screens. 
temens Bros. & Co. limited ...... London .... _ ... ........... do .... . 2,500 feet telephone cable. 
anhattan Supply Co ............ New York City ..... ..... . do ..... 50 mile!'! No. 9 G.I. wire. 
Royce & Marean ........ .••..•... Washington ......••...... do ..... 24 telegraph relays. 
I 
SHIPMENTS AND RECEIPTS. 
There have been made to stfl,tions and military posts 2,441 shipments by maiJ, and 
185 (consisting of 337 boxes) thr"ough the Quartermaster's Department. There have 
beenreceived from contractors 2U consignments, and from stations and military posts 
92. 
INVENTORIES OF PROPERTY. 
After the division of the property between the Signal Corps and the Weather Bu-
rean, and the receipt at this office of the former, an accurate inventory of the same 
was made with the result that all was accounted for. 
SALES OF CONDEMNED PROPERTY. 
Date. Station. Articles. 
July 25, 1891 Washington ..... _ .........••••••..•.. Horse, carriage and harness ....•••.. 
Aug. 21, 1891 Signal tower and trucks .•.••.•••.•••................. -.. - - . - - - · - - - -· • · · • • • • 
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ACCOUNTS SETTLED, 




October .............................. . . .. . 
November ....................... . ..... .. . 










January .......... ...................... . 
February .. ........................... ··· 
March ..... ............................. . 
April .............•.• ....•............... 
May ..........•.... ..........•......••... 
June ..... ...............•....••..••.•••.. 









The number of checks drawn in payment of accounts is 1,780. So far as known 
none have miscarried in the mails. 
ACCOUNTS UNSETTLED. 
On .June 30, 1892, there were in the office seven unsettled accounts; of these one 
was received on that date too late for settlement; three were for purchases, and 
articles h ad not all been delivered on that date; the remaining three were held for . 
further data. 
INSPECTION OF MONEY ACCOUNTS. 
My money accounts were inspected and the balances verified by Maj. J.P. Sanger, 
inspector general, to include October 31, 1891. and February 29, 1892; by Lieut. Col. 
H. W. Lawton, inspector-general, to inclu~e June 30, 1892. 
ALLOTMENTS FOR CONTINGENT EXPENSES AND STATIONERY, 
The amounts allotted to this bureau under circular of July 7, 1891, are: Station-
ery, $275; contingent expenses, $375. Under the latter head $200 additional were 
allotted by the Acting Secretary of War in letter dated August 14, 1891. 
CONDITION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 
The method heretofore used of keeping a record of all liabilities incurred has be~n 
continued, so that at any moment it has been possible to ascertain the balance avail-
able of any of the appropriations. As required by paragraph 1319, U. S. Army Regu-
lations, 1889, a cash book has been k ept in which will be found entered under the 
various appropriations the amounts received and disbursed with dates. The bal-
ances shown by the cash book are verified daily by comparison with the check bo?k· 
The condition of the appropriations for ·the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, with 
the expenditures thereunder, balauces, and probable demands on such balances, re-
port of which is required to be rendered by the act of Congress, approved May 20, 
1820, is as follows: 
Appropriated: 
Signal service of the Army . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • . • • . . $7, 500. 00 
Military telegraph lines.... • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 15, 000. 00 
Total ............•......................................... _. . . . . . 22, 500. 00 
Expended: 
Si~~al service of the Army .... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3, 384. 25 
Military telegraph lines............................................. 9,407.76 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 792. 01 
Balances: 
Sifil'al service of the Army . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 115. 75 
Mi ·tary telegraph lines...... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 592. 24 
Pro~a£1~t~~~~~d~·=··· .... ······ .... ...... ...... ... ... .... ...... .... ..... 9,709.99 
Jfil1t~~eret~e r~f thtt:smy .............................. - .•. -.. - . - . . 4, 109. 13 
g p . • . • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • . . . . • . • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • 5, 591. 65 
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On June 30 1892 under the instructions of the Secretary of. the Treasury circular 
May 25 1892 there' was deposited with the Treasurer of the Umted State th amount 
of $1,0i9.36, 'of which amount $121.46 was the balance to my credit on account of the 
appropriation Signal Service of the Army, 1890, and $897.90 on account of the appro-
priation Signal Service of the Army, 1891. 
Very respectfully, 
ROBT. CRAIG, 
Captain Signal Co1'J)B, Diabu1'Bing Officer. 
The CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. C. 
APPENDIX E. 
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE OFFICER IN CHARGE EXAMINERS' DIVISION. 
WASHINGTON CITY, July 1, 1892. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the ex-
aminers' division during .the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1892 
This division is specially charged with the auditing of the money anrl property ac-
?Ounts of all persons accountable to the Government for money OJ' property pertain-
mg to the Signal Corps. 
At the beginning of the :fiscal year, owing to the confusion and extra work inci-
dent to the removal of the records from the building of the Weather Bureau to the 
new Signal Office, and the reduction of the clerical force engaged in the examination 
of accounts from three to one, the work of the division was seriously retarded. It 
became necessary to forward the money papers of the disbursing officer of the Sig-
nal Corps, covering the period from June to September, 1891, inclusive, to the Treas-
ury Department without examination as to their correctness, except so far as to see 
that all property purchased was taken up and accounted for on the returns of that 
officer. This was a marked injustice- to the bonded officer of the Signal Corps 
charged by law with the disbursement of funds, inasmuch as the omission or de-
fect of a single voucher (which at the time might have been corrected) would render 
that officer's accounts liable to suspension, while the entailed delay of several 
months makes it difficult to remedy the defect. 
From October 1 to the end of the fiscal year all accounts have received a critical 
examination prior to being forwarded to the Third Auditor of the Treasury Depart-
ment. 
A lar_ge number of accounts current and other official money and property papers, 
exten~mg as far back in some cases as 1870, and which were filed in every available 
place rn the office, have been carefully assembled, chronologically arranged, and in-
dexed, to be deposited in the vaults of the War Department for safety. 
A card index, embracing the names of all persons and places at which there is 
9"ov~rnment property, showing date of receipt of returns, acknowledgment, exam-
mat1on, etc., has been prepared, which permits the discarding of several large record 
books in which such information was formerly recorded, and greatly lessens the 
labor of keeping a record thereof. 
The following is a tabular statement of the number of papers handled during the 
year, every one of which, and every item contained therein, required the most care-
ful scrutiny and check before being passed as correct: 
Accounts current of officers ................................. ............• - . 
Vouchers accompanying accounts current ....... _ ......................... . 
Property returns ..... .. _ ......................... ......................... . 
Vouchers and inclosures to property returns ............................... . 
Lett~~s sent relative to property and money papers ........ _ . . ............. . 
Certificates of deposit received and recorded .............................•.. 








Total numbflr of papers .......••....•...•.•...•................ ···-·· 6,827 
Very respectfully, 
The CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER. 
C. E. KILBOURNE, 
Captain, Signal Corps. 
* Does not include acknowledgment of receipt of papers. 







CHIEF OF THE RECORD A PE SIO OF ICE. 
RE ORD .AND PEN I N 0FFI E, 
ll'a>· Department ovember 1 1 92. 
Sm: The Record and Pension Ollie of the \Var D partmeut , a 
created by an act of Oongress approved l\'.fay 9, 1 92. It is char 0 ·e l by 
that act with the custody of the military and hospital record of the 
volunteer armies and the transaction of the bu. iness of the War De-
partment connected therewith. In this, the :first annual report of the 
?flice a~now constituted by law, it is deemed proper to refer somewhat 
m detaq to the conditions preceding and re:mlting in its organization . 
. ~he muster rolls, hospital registers, and other records embracing the 
military and medical histories of officers and enlisted men of the vol-
u~t~er armies, and the organizations of which they were members, were 
ongmally distributed among the different bureaus to which, in the 
regular organization of an existing army, they would naturally belong. T?~ business in which the use of these records was required was also 
~hvided among the several bureaus and their subdivisions, each acting 
mdep~ndently of the others. Many of the records, including nearly all 
of the muster rolls, regimental returns, and hospital registers, were in 
a worn and tattered condition and fast going to destruction as the re-
sult of the constant handling to which they bad been subjected for more 
than a quarter of a century. .As a natural consequence of this unfortu-
nate division of labor and the dilapidated condition of the records, and 
because of the rapid increase in the number of claims :filed, due to 
grea_ter liberality in legislation, the advancing age and increasing in-
fir~mties of claimants, and to other causes that need not be specified in 
this connection, the Department experienced greater difficulty each 
;year in meeting the demands made upon it for information to be used 
~n the settlement of claims arising out of military service rendered dur-
mg the late war. 
That the constantly increasing evil of delayed and accumulating 
calls for information from the records to be used in the settlement of 
the claims of soldiers and their heirs was for many years the cause of 
anxiety on the part of the War Department and of Congress is shown 
by the annual reports of successive Secretaries of War, by the regular 
appropriation bills in which from year to year provision was made for 
the employment of additional clerks, and by the condition which was 
attached to these bills requiring that a large proportion of the force 
(from 480 to 500 clerks) should.be exclusively employe,l in the expedition 
of the work connected with "pension applications and. soldiers' claims." 
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ORIGIN OF THE RECORD AND PENSION OFFICE. 
' Notwithstanding the fact that Congress had greatly increased the 
clerical force of the War Department for the purpose of enabling it to 
keep pace witb the demands made upon it for record evidence to be 
used in the adjudication of pension and other cla,ims, these demands 
were not satiHfactorily met, and complaint of the delay with regard to 
them became almost universal. Finally, in 1886, the Department found 
itself confronted by the fact that its work of this class was almost 
hopelessly in arrears, and by the certainty that the invaluable original 
records which served as a basis for that work were doomed to speedy 
destruction unless some means could be devised to preserve them. The 
only remedy that had been suggested for the first of these evils 'Yas 
another large increase in the clerical force, while for the second ft ~ad 
been proposed to reproduce the more important records by prmtmg, 
photography, photolithograpby, etc., any one of which procBsses would 
have involved an outlay of hundreds of thousands of dollars. It was 
evident that uone of these propositions was feasible at that time, and 
that the only hope of immediate relief lay in a_n attempt to impr-0ve the 
business methods of the offices most concerned. 
The first effort in this direction was made in December, 1886, under 
special instructions from the Secretary of ·war, in the division of ~he 
Surgeon-General's Office which at that time bad charge of the hospital 
records of the Army. As this effort was not only successful in •speedily 
clearing away the great arrearage of work existing at the time, but 
as it also led to the adoption of a simple and practical system by 
which the rapidly decaying original records are being reproduced an_d 
their permanent preservation assured, all without any addition for this 
purpose either to the clerical force or the regular appropriations, and 
as it was followed by many important changes in the Department and 
finally resulted in the creation of the Record and Pension Office by law, 
a statement as to the origin and development of the new system may 
properly be made in this connection. 
On December 6, 1886, when the present chief of this office was assigned 
to duty as officer in charge of the division referred to above, there 
existed in that division an arrearage of nearly ten thousand unanswered 
calls from the Commissioner of Pensions and other officials for the 
hospita~ records of soldiers, and it was found that the bulk of the ?alls 
then berng acted upon and answered in regular order had been received 
in the office from three to six months previously. On the day mentioned 
measures were instituted for the purpose of bringing up the delayed 
work, and this was accomplished early in the following March. It 'Yas 
then found that changes which had been made in the way of simplify-
ing the methods of business of the office had made it possible to keep 
the current work constantly up to date and at the same time to assign 
a few ~f the clerks who had been engaged upon it to other duti~s. 
Attent~on was t~en d~rected to devising some means by which them-
forrnat10n contamed m the hospital records could be made more ac-
cessible. 
HOSPITAL RECORDS. 
These ~e~ords consist of more than twenty thousand registers, each 
one pertammg to some particular hospital or command and all of them 
to~ether cont.aining more than ten million separate ~nd distinct en-
tries. In each one of many of these volumes there are to be found 
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more than five thousand such entrie , arran°· din u r x It th 
chronological one in which the soldier w r r iY dint tu h ·pit, l 
to which the book pertaim~, having no ind a , ff, n in°· u ill an 
of finding any individual record contain d th r in t r 11, u tb, f 
making a tedious and protracted " ar h, wbi b und r tb 11 ' t m 
often involved t,he examination of many th u and f n, m 
quired several days for its completion. ut Y n f 1 thi i 
and sometimes almost hopele s ear h ul und rtak n in, 11 .,. •, 
it was necessary that the searcher sh uld furni b d with c , t -
ment indicating in what hospitals or lo aliti the ol ii r £ r wh 
history ib.quiry had been made wa treated. In th ab n f u ha 
statement it was impossible to determine in which ne of th man v 1-
umes the record in question might be found, and con equ ntly no 
search was ever attempted. 
Bnt there is a very large class of ca es in which little or no infor-
mation upon which to base a search of the records can be obtain d from 
the person for whose benefit the search is requested. The wido, , llil-
dren, or parents of a deceased soldier are seldom able to state the nam 
ot the hospitals of which he was an inmate, or to give any other par-
tI_cula.rs that will serve as a guide to the volume or volume in -w'bi h 
h~s medical history may be found. It often occurs that a soldier who is 
himself ~n applicant for pension is unable, because of the lap ·e of time 
or the failure of memory incident to advancing age, to specify eyen the 
nature of certain disabilities that he may have incurred in service, much 
less the localities in which he received treatment for them. On ,J,he 
~ther han~ instances are not rare in which claimants purposely refrain 
from ment10ning names of certain hospitals in which they were patients 
becau_se they have reason to believe that the recordR of those hospitals 
co~tam evidence that, if found, wiJI show that the disabilities upou 
wh1c?- their pending claims are founded were not incurred in service 
and !n the line of duty. ln all this class of cases it was practically im-
possible, under the old system, to furnish the evidence pertaining to 
them that might be buried among the millions of entries upon the regis-
ters, and the interests of the claimants and of the Government both 
suffered in consequence. 
ORIGIN OF THE INDEX-RECORD CA.RD SYSTEM . 
. It became evident that some measure must be adopted to make the 
mformation contained in the medical records more accessible, not only 
becaus~ of the reasons stated, but because the records themselves were 
fa.st ~erng destroyed by the constant handling to which they were nec-
essarily subjected in the course of the protracted and indefinite searches 
~hat had to be made in them, and because the time, labor, and expense 
mvolved in making these searches were out of all proportion to the re-
sults obtained. 
Naturally the :first measure of r~lief that suggested itself was the 
preparation of an index, and a start was made in this direction by 
transcribing upon small slips the names borne upon certain books, each 
name being copied on a separate slip, together with the rank, company, 
an~ regiment of the soldier and the page and number of the volume in 
which the remainder, and by far the most important part, of the entry 
, standing against that name could be found. If this plan had been 
- carried out as originally contemplated, it would have produced an index 
of the hospital records that would have been nothing more nor less than 
the old and well-known library card index; but it was soon discovered 
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tbat such an index, though it would be useful if completed, would not 
meet the important requirement, and one that was daily growing more 
urgent, that the dilapidated original records should be preserved from 
further destruction by being relieved from tbe incessant handling to 
whicb, even tho.ugh indexed, they must be subjected unless otber 
measures for their preservation were taken. 
A solution of the whole problem was found when it was determined 
to substitute for the slip referred to above a card of imperishable paper, 
and to transcrib~ upon it not only the name, rank, comp::_iny, ~nd r~gi-
ment of the soldier, and the number and page of tbe register m which 
certain information relative to him is to be found, as had previously 
been done in the preparati<~n of the index slips, but to transcribe also 
the information itself, so that the card should bear a complete and 
literal transcript of everything shown by the original record in con-
nection with a certain entry. Such a card, when referred to, not only 
indicates to the searcher where he can find a particular item in the 
original records, if for any purpose he desires to look for it, but it sbo~s 
him also exactly wbat that item is, and obviates the necessity for ~s 
- handling the original at all. It is not merely an index to a certarn 
record. It is a reproduction of the record itself, and is very properly 
called an . "index-record card." It differs very materially from the 
simple index slip that was first adapted to the hospital recor~s but 
was soon abandoned, because that slip, like its counterpart the library 
index card, serves only to indicate to the searcher where, upon further 
sear:,ch, something of which he is in quest may be found. . . 
Tbe use of the newly devised index-record cards in transcribmg the 
hospital records of the Army was commenced April 27, 1887. _After 
all the details ' of their application had been worked out aud it had 
been demonstrated by actual trial that they were perfectly ad3:pte~ to 
the purpose for which they were devised it was learned, upon rnqmry, 
that many years previously a clerk, Mr. J.P. Kepner, long since dead, 
bad proposed a method of reproducing the hospital registers that 
differed but little in its essential features from that described above. 
But after a brief and fruitless trial this method was abandoned as im-
practicable, and nothing further was beard of it until, long afterward, 
it was brought to light by the inquiry referred to. The ind~x-rec?rd 
cards have since been adapted to many different purposes, rncludrn_g 
that of recording the current correspondence of large offices, and their 
use has developed into a system which has been adopted, in whole or 
in part, by several different bureaus of the Government, as well as by 
State officials and private individuals, but it is believed that the first 
successful application of the method on a large scale to the work of 
reproducing and preserving the public records was that which was 
begun on the date mentioned above. 
INDEX-RECORD C.A.RD SYSTEM .A.S APPLIED TO THE , HOSPITAL 
RECORDS. 
Upon the commencement of this work but a small force was available 
for assignment to it, nearly all of the 280 clerks allowed by law to the 
division being required to meet the current demands for reports fro!ll 
the records, and to prevent the work of furnishing them from agarn 
falling in arrears. But as the cards increased in number it was found 
th t they lessened the labor of the searches and that the current work 
could be kept up to date by a gradually decreasing number of m~n. 
Th force engaged in tra1rncribi11g the old records was thus steadily 
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increased, the sys tern furnishing by its own 01 eration, after the fir t m, 11 
beginning, the means for its prosecution and :final c mpleti n. , r1y 
seven million cards were thus made and pla ed o :file in th m ~ta•-
cessible manner, representing more than ten million pare t utI i 
upon the hospital registers. . 
The beneficial results that ha:ve followed the r product1 u f th 
hospital records by the index-record card y t m are er ap 11: t 
noticeable in the conduct of the public bu ines connected th remth. 
For many years under the antiquated method of the old y t m the 
280 clerks required by law to be constantly engaged in making r 1 ort 
from these records for use in the settlement of pen ion and oth r claim 
could only make on an average one hundred and :fifty such report a 
day, and that only after a delay of from three to six month from the 
date of the calls therefor, while at the same time the information fur-
nished was in many cases far from complete, and was obtained only 
from the records of hospitals that could be designated by the claimant, 
or might be indicated by the military record obtained from the muster 
rolls filed in another bureau, or from registers stumbled upon by acci-
dent or found through conjecture. Under the present system 40 men 
are ~ble to answer a thousand calls on the day of their receipt, and to 
furmsh a complete medical history in each case. Given only the name 
of the soldier and the organization of which he was a member, it is 
t~~ work of but a moment to find the history of every recorded di, a-
biht:y that he may have incurred, from the beginning to the end of his 
ser:71-ce, by simply turning to a file box in which~under his name and 
r~giment, are to be found within a narrow space the cards containing 
bis r~cord in each of the hospitals to which he may have been admitted . 
. This search so easily made is entirely independent of any data fnr-
mshed by the claimant. Lack of knowledge on the part of the widow, 
dep~ndent parents or children, failure of memory on the part of tlie 
so_ldier himself, or the willful withholding by lfim of information whieh 
might_ lead to the discovery of a record that would defeat his claim, 
are _ahke_ unimportant. With no basis for a search beyond the bare 
desi~nati~n of the regiment to which a 'soldier beionged, his complete 
medical_history, so far as it is of record, can be found at once, even 
though it may be made up of possibly a hundred different items, gach 
recor~ed separately from the others and scattered widely apart through 
th~ millions of entries upon the registers. The interests of deserving 
claimants as well as those of the Government are thus subserved, for 
the former are sure to be given the benefit of all t)le record evidence 
pei:taining to their claims, no matter how meager the data submitted, 
while the latter is protected by being no longer dependent upon claim-
ants themselves to indicate where records showing their claims to be 
baseless may be found. ' 
Evidence from the medical records is now furnished in a much greater 
perc~ntage of cases than was possible under the old system, because alJ 
that is of record is now easily obtained and promptly furnished in a very 
~arge class of cases in which, formerly, the calls were returned with an 
mcomplete history, or with none at all, because the data submitted by 
the claimant or obtained from the muster rolls and other military 
records did not indfoate where the desired information might be looked 
for. The accuracy and completeness of the work done by the new 
method were demonstrated by a critical test that was applied some time 
before the index-record cards for all the hospital rP-gisters were com-
pleted. For the information of the Secretary of War, and to fully and 
fairly compare the accuracy of the new system with that of the old, a 
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thousand briefs of pension cases in which no medical evidence had been 
furnished by this office were taken from the :files. These cases covered 
a period of ten years prior to the introduction of the card system and 
were taken at random, one hundred cases for each year, so as to fairly 
represent the work of the whole period. All of them had been returned 
to the Pension Office without any record of hospital treatment or disa-
bility being found. When the thousand cases were taken to the record 
cards to ascertain if these would disclose any information, evidence ~f 
treatment in from one to a dozen hospitals in each case was immedi-
ately found in two hundred and ninety-five out of the thousand, or 
nearly 30 per cent of the whole number. Every possible precaution 
was taken to make this test a fair one. and there is no doubt that the 
percentage obtained is applicable to all cases of a similar character acted 
upon during the period in question. . 
Since the time the cards from the medical records :first came mto 
use, and long before they had been completed, the daily experience of 
the office has furnished abundant and constantly increasing proof of 
the correctness of this conclusion. Whenever cases that have been re-
ported on under the old system are returned to this office for any reas?n 
it is the practice to examine the card :files for the purpose of ascertam-
ing whether they afford any information additional to that contained 
. in the old reports. In a large proportion of such cases new, and often 
vitally important, evidence is at once furnished by the cards, although 
a careful and exhaustive search made under the limitations and disad-
vantages inherent in the old system may have failed to elicit any i1;1-
formation of value either to the claimant or to the Government. It is 
somewhat startling to think that, under the old system, in almost one-
third of all the claims returned without evidence, many of which were 
cases of widows and orphans, direct and positive record evidence of 
disability was in existence and would have been found under a better 
system, such as that now in force. 
Prior to the reproduction of the hospital records by the index-record 
card system it was necessary in every doubtful case to obtain a state-
ment showing the military history of the soldier from the muster rolls 
and other records on :file in another bureau of the Department. From 
the statement it was sometimes possible to ascertain the whereabo_uts 
of the soldier at a certain time and, possibly, the name of the hospital 
into whichhe may have beenreceivedfor treatment. Upon data so ob-
tained a search of the hospital records could be undertaken with ~om~ 
hope of success even if the claimant had failed, or was unable, to mdi-
l\ate the direction in which the seareh should be made. In this respect 
the rolls and other military records were useful to a limited extent, 1:rut 
their importance as sources of information relative to the medical his-
tory of soldiers was, and still is in the minds of many, very much exag-
gerated. It is very seldom that they afford any evidence of this ch3:r-
acter other than that a soldier was absent sick· or wounded at a certam 
time or, more rarely still, that he was treated in a certain hospital. 
They ra.rely s_tate the nature of the disability, except in case of wo~nd, 
that caused Jns absence from his command or his admission to hospital, 
and this item? which is really the only important one in most cases, 
must be supplied from another source. In the great majority of cases 
the only information obtained from the rolls that was of value to a sol-
~li :'s p_ension claim, so far as his medical record was concerned, was _an 
rndicat10n as to where a search for that record might be made with 
. ome prospect of ~nding it. But the completion of the work of card-
~nd xmg the ho p1tal records ha divested the muster rolls of all the 
1mportan ·e th y ever posses ed in this respect. . 
.,, 
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CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIG TION. 
On March 3, 1887, a select committee of the_ nate wa app?inteG 
to inquire into and examine the method of bu I:le ' and wor~ m the 
executive departments of the Governm ut. Durmg the foll mg Y ar 
this committee, in the course of au e 'hau, tiv inve tigati n ot· the 
business of the several bureaus of the War Department made a mmnt 
inquiry into the workings of the index-record card y tem_ as aJ.:>pli d 
to the medical records of the Army, and gave careful consideration to 
the possibility of enlargiug its scope and extending it to the r produc-
tion and preservation of other record . On March 8, 18 8, the H n. 
F. M. Cockrell, chairman of the committee, ubmitted to the Senate a 
report (Senate Report 507, Fiftieth Congre~ ', :fir t se ., ion), in which, 
after discussing the worn and mutilated condition of the mu ter rolls 
of the volunteer armies, the various plans that had been proposed for 
their yreservation from impending destruction through the constant 
handling to which they were subjected, and the methods to be adopted 
to prevent delay in furnishing information from them in response to 
calls therefor, the following remarks were made· 
In the opinion of your committee this card-index record system is the solution, and 
the only practical, feasible and economical solution of the vexed question in regard 
to the preservation of these rolls without further wear and destruction, and the placing 
of the data contained in them in an easily accessible and convenient condition for 
use without the handling of the rolls. * * * This work is so important that it 
~hould be prosecuted with the greatest vigor and by every av:tilable employe, and, 
if necessary, there should be an additional force provided for . 
. No action having been taken toward carrying out this recommenda-
t10n, Congress embodied the following provision in an act approved 
March 2, 1889 (25 Statutes, 912): 
That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to transfer and deliver to the 
Secretary of War, from time to time, as may be necessary, the pay rolls of the vol-
unteer forces during the late war, now on file iii the office of the Second Auditor, in 
order to enable the Secretary of War to have thecard-indexrecordsofthevolunteer 
force~ in 'the.late war made complete from all the rolls, pay, muster and detached, 
mor1;1mg and all other reports containing any information as to such soldiers, as to 
service, pay, bounty and allowances of all ki:i;i.ds, said rolls to be returned to the 
Treasury Department in the like condition in which received, unavoidable wear ex-
cepted. 
The final report of the Senate select committee, made by its chair-. 
man to the Senate, March 28, 1889, contains the following remarks 
explanatory of the intent and purpose of this legislation: 
If the ~bject and intent of the foregoing provision oflaw be carried out in the 
P1:oper spirit, the whole work can be completed in a comparatively short time, 
~1thout any increase of clerical force or additional expense, and complete card-
mdex records of every soldier in the late war made, and the muster-rolls saved in 
their present condition. 
Within six to ten months the Pension and Record Division of the Surgeon-Gen-
eral's office will have completed the card-index records of all the soldiers whose 
na~es appear on any of such records and rolls. And then about two hundred ex-
p~nenced and skilled clerks from that office can be put to work in-cooperation 
with the force of [the] Adjutant-General in making such card-index records from 
~uch pay, muster and all other rolls. And as the work progresses the force can be 
mcreased, while.at the same time calls for information from other offices can be an-
swered more promptly, and all arrears of such calls brought up to current work, as 
has been done so successfully and completely in that division of the Surgeon-
General's Office. 
In the opinion of your committee this great work can be completed within four 
years from July 1, 1889, and most probably in three years from such date. 
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CONSOLIDATION OF MILITARY A.ND MEDICAL UECORDS. 
In order to carry out the will of Congress as expressed so plainly in 
the law and the report of the Senate select committee, quoted above, 
all the military and medical records of the volunteer forces and the per-
-sons engaged upon them were consolidated under one head. This was 
accomplished by orders of the Secretary of War, dated the 3d and 16th 
-0f July, 1889, by which the Record and Pension Division of the Surgeon-
General's Office and the following divisions of the Adjutant-General's 
Office, viz, volunteer service, enrollment, bounty and claims, remus~e~, 
correspondence, letters received, volunteer rolls and records (first divi-
sion), yolunteer rolls and records (second division), discontinued c~m-
mands, prisoners of war, volunteer registers, deserters, and pension 
records were combined to form the Record and Pension Division of the 
War Department. 
At the date of organization of the new division the work pertainin~ 
· to the medical section was not in arrears, but in the divisions co~s?li-
dated with it there were over ~0,000 cases of all k~nds on band awaitmg 
action at the time of transfer. About two-thirds of them were calls 
from the Commissioner of Pensions for the military histories of ex-
officers and soldiers of volunteers to be used in the adjudication of 
pension claims, the remainder being calls from the Second Audito~ for 
information relative to claims for back pay and bounty, applicat10ns 
from claimants or attorneys for remuster, removal of charges of deser-
tion, and for variouH other purposes, but all requiring for reply or ad-
judication a search of the mutilated rolls and other military records. 
The same methods which had proved successful in bringing up_the 
-arrearage of work existing in the medical section in 1886 were put 1~to 
operation in the divisions recently consolidated with it and were fol-
lowed by equally satisfactory results. Difficulties that had not 1:>een 
encountered previously were met as they arose by measures especiall;v 
devised to overcome them, among which may be mentioned the 3:boli-
tion of the old system of record keeping in books of letters receive~, 
letters sent, and indorsements, and the substitution therefor of a modi-
fication of the index-record card system that greatly simplified the 
current correspondence of the office and materially diminished the labor 
of recording it. At the end of three months the large accumulation o:£ 
work existing at the date of transfer had all been cleared off, together 
with the current business received during that period, and since that 
time all demands made upon the office from every source have been 
met without delay. . . 
Up to this time ~t had been the practice of the Pension Office in o_btai_n!ng 
from the War Department the record of enlistment, service, d1sabili_ty, 
a~d discharge or death of soldiers upon whose service claims for pension 
might be based, to make two separate calls in each case, one for the 
military history and another for the medical record, and the reply to each 
was made s~parately. It was found, too, that replies to thes~ calls were 
unnecessarily extended and were made in accordance with a form 
which required that page after page of relevant and irrelevant matter 
should be laboriously transcribed by one set of <'lerks in the War De-
:partment, o_nly to be gone over wit,h equal labor by another set of clerks 
rn the Pens10n Office in order to cull out from the mass of useless ver-
b~age the matter pertaining to the claims. After fun and free discus-
~on b~t~een the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Interior, the 
UomJ11 1011er of Pen ions, all the principal chiefs of division in ~he 
Pens10n Office, and the officer in charge of the Record and Pension 
. 
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Division of the W ar Department a unanimou conclu i n ~a~ re~ch d 
as to what is and what is not nece ary for the proper adJudication of 
the various classes of pension claim . After thi conclu ion a new and 
much simpler form of call and report, requiring but ne sheet of pap r, 
was decided upon with the full concurrence of all concerned, and wa 
at once adopted, with the result of greatly expediting and facHitatin 
the work of both offices. A similar consultation was held with the 
Second .Auditor of the Treasury and a new form of call and report for hi 
office was agreed upon and adopted with the be t re ult . After thr e 
years' use of the new forms of report it is proper to state that no com-
plaint concerning them has ever been received at the ar Department 
from any of the offices interested. On the contrary iti the unanimou 
testimony of all in authority in these offices, and of tho e best qualified 
to judge, that the changes made have been entirely in the intere t of 
the public service and of the speedy and fair adjudication of pending 
claims. 
INJ)EX-RECORD CARD SYSTEM APPLIED TO MILITARY RECORDS • 
.As soon as the work of the newly organized division had been brought 
up to date, so that calls made upon it were answered within twenty-four 
hours after their receipt , attention was turned to devising a plan for the 
pre~ervation of the rapidly decaying military records. Their condition, 
which had been for a long time a source of anxiety to Congress and to 
each succeeding Secretary of War, had at last become deplorable. 
Ma.de on the poorest paper, and having underg-one the wear and tear of 
constant handlin g for more than twenty-five years, the rolls and returns 
were actually in tatters, and their total destruction in the near future 
appeared to be inevitable unless effective measures for their preserva-
tion should be adopted . 
.After careful consideration and repeated experiments it was found 
that the form of index-record cards that had been used in the work, 
~hen ne3:rly completed, of transcribing the hospital records in the med-
I?al sect10n was admirably adapted to the reproduction and preserva-
t10n of the military records as well. Accordingly all the clerks of the 
recently transferred divisions who had been made available for other 
duties by the new methods of work introduced into those divisions were 
ass!g!1ed to the medical section and added to the force engaged in tran-
scnbmg the hospital records in order that this work might be completed 
as speedily as possible. On January 23, 18~0, the carding of the medi-
cal records being nearly completed, the work of reproducing the military 
r~cords by the same system was commenced, and has been pushed as 
vigorously as possible since that date. 
THE RECORD .A.ND PENSION OFFICE. 
This office was originally organized in 1889 as a division in the office 
of the ~ecretary of War. It was created by an Executive order only, 
an~ depended for its continuance upon Executive authority for the time 
bemg. However, it was given a permanent establishment under its 
present designation by the act of Congress approved May 9, 1892, of 
which the full text is as follows: 
AN .A.CT to provide for the permanent preservation and custody of the records of the volunteer 
armies, and for other purposes. 
. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Ame1·ic4 
in Congress assembled, That the division organized by the Secretary of War in his 
-0.ffice for the preservation and custody of the records of the volunteer armies under 
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the name of the record and pension division is hereby established as now organized, 
and shall hereafter be known as the Record and Pension Office of the War Depart-
. ment; and the President is hereby authorized to select an officer of the Army whom 
he may consider to be especially well qualified for the performance of the duties 
hereinafter specified and, by and with the advice arnl consent of the Senate, to 
appoint him in the Army to bet,hechief of said office, who shall have the rank,pay and 
allowances of a colonel and shall, under the Secretary of War, have charge of the 
military and hospital records of the volunteer armies and the pension and other 
business of the War Department connected therewith; and all laws or parts of la.ws 
inconsistent with the terms of this act are hereby repealed. 
The work of this office, as was stated in the annual report made in 
1890 by the officer in charge of the Record and Pension Division, as the 
office was then designat~d, embraces subjects of every conceiv:able 
nature relating to the service of the organizations, officers, and enllsted 
men of the volunteer armies, including inquiries for information f~om 
records dating from the earliest history of the Government; applica-
tions for certificates of discharge by soldiers who failed to receive th~m 
upon leaving the service; for certificates of se.rvice in lieu of lost dis-
charges, authorized by act of Congress approved March 3, 1873; fo:r 
recognition as veteran volunteers by reason of previous service; fo:r 
medals of honor for mAritorious and distinguished services ren~eredr 
authorizaj by acts of Congress approved July 12, 1862, and March 3r 
1863; for change or amendment of record (or various causes; for re-
moval of charges of desertion, under act of Congress approved March 
2, 1889; for names of comradr.s to enable applicants to obtain evidence 
for completion of pension and other claims; for recognition of officers 
as of higher grades under the acts of Congress approved June 37 1884, 
February 3, 1887, and August 13, 1888; inquiries from parents, widows, 
children, and other relatives or friends of soldiers as to their fate; calls 
from the Sr.cond, Third, and Fourth Auditors, and the Second 9omp-
troller of the Treasury, the Commissioner of Pensions, Commissary-
General of Subsistence, Court of Claims, and other official source_s, for 
the histories of organizations and individuals in the military service t~ 
be used in the adjudication of claims against the Government; appli-
cations from governors of homes for disabled volunteer soldiers for in-
formation to be used in admitting soldiers to the various homes; fr?m 
the Grand Army of the Republic, Sons of Veterans, and Loyal Legion 
for records of service to enable these societies to determine the title of 
soldiers or their sons to admission thereto; from adjutants-general of 
States for data necessary to the completion of military records of the 
several States; and from State, county, and municipal authorities for 
information to be used in prosecuting claims against the Government, 
or in litigation connected with the payment of bounties or other matters 
incident to the raising of troops during the late war. In short, nearly 
all the business pertaining to the service record of the volunteer sol-
diers is transacted in this office. 
In _connection with the general su~iect of the work of the Record and 
Pens10n Office it may be said that since the arrears were first disposed 
of, in September, 1889, all communications have been answer~d, as a 
rule, within a day after their receipt, the record showing that during the 
la~t two fiscal years more than 97 per cent of the communications re-
ceive~ from all sources were disposed of within twenty-four hours fr~nn 
the time they reached the office. The cases requiring a longer period 
for adjustment were delayed no longer than was necessary to insure a 
careful and exhaustive investigation, which may sometimes have con-
sumed several days in particularly complicated cases. On the last 
day of each of the last ~hree fiscal years the office has closed its work 
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for the year witl10ut a single case of any kind remaining on hand and 
undisposed of. 
The amount and character of the current work performed by the 
-office since its organization as a division of the War DepaJtment, in 
1889, involving the receipt, investigation of and reply to 1,156,325 cases 
-of an kinds, are shown by the following statement. 
The cases on hand and unanswered July 8, 1889, were as follows: 
Fro1n the Pension Office ....••.........•....••...................••..••..•• 
From the Second Auditor .............. .. ...............................••. 
Rernuster cases ..........•....•......•.....................•....•.....•••• 
Desertion cases ..............................................•..........•. 






Total ..••...•..............•.......... . •................• ~ . . . . . . . . . . 40, 654 
From July 8, 1889, to the end of the fiscal year, June 30, 1890, 301,238 
~ases were received, as follows: 
From the Pension Office...... . • • • • . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . 199, 359 
From the Second Auditor...... . • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . • . • . • • • . . • . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 35, 487 
Remuster cases . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . 4, 326 
Desertion cases . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • 8, 509 
.All other cases, miscellaneous . . • • • . • • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . • . • • • . . . . • . • . • • • • . 53, 557 
301,238 
.Add cases on hand .•...••.•...••...•••.•••••.•.••........•.•••..• ., • . . • • • • . 40, 654 
Total. .............•••...•.•.......•••.••••..•.•. ~ • • . . • • • • • • • . . • . • • . 341, 892 
On hand June 30, 1890.......... •• . . . • . • . . . •• . . • • • • • ••• . . . • •• . •.• • ••. . . . . • None. 
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1891, 459,497 cases were re· 
~eived and promptly disposed of, ' classified as follows: 
From the Pension Office .......................•....................•••••. 
From the Second Auditor ......................•..........•.........••... 
Remuster cases ........ ~ ...•.....••..........................•....•..•.•. 
Desertion cases ....................•......................•.•..•.•.. ., .... 






Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . 459, 497 
On hand June 30, 1891. ...••• : .••••.. . .....••..••..............•.•..••••. _None. 
·The receipts for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, all of whicb. were 
disposed of without delay, were 354,936 cases, as follows: 
From the Pension Office ......••..••••.....•.••........•............•••.•. 
From the Second Auditor ...•.•..•••.•..•.............................••. 
Remuster cases .........•......•.•.... ••..........•...•.......... .: ...... . 
Desertion cases ... _ .............•..•••..............•.................••• 






Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . 354, 936 
On hand .June 30, 1892. ..•. •••• •••••• •••••. ...••. .•••.. .••••. •••••• •••••• None. 
CONGRESSIONAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
During the sessions of Congress ·a large amount of work devolves 
upon this office in connection with the preparation of reports in re· 
sponse to calls from various committees of the Senate and House of 
Representatives for information and advice relative to measures pend. 
ing in their respective Houses~ Many of these reports deal with sub-
jects of national importance, involving the possible expenditure of 
great sums of money, and demanding close study and exhaustive inves. 
tigat_ion, while all of the reports made are more or less voluminous and 
reqmre much care in their preparation. During the past fiscal year, 
I 
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covering the first session of the Fifty-second Congress, 866 reports were 
prepared for the use of Congress, 303 having beE>n furnished to com-
mittees of the Senate and 563 to committees of the House of Represen-
tatives. 
Many requests are received each year from individual Senators and 
Representatives for information relative to volunteer officers and sol-
diers or the organizations of which they were members. This is always 
furnished promptly, and it is gratifying to be able to state that since 
1889 there has been no occasion for a Senator or Representative to 
request that a case be made" special" in this office, or to inquire as to 
the cause of delay in acting upon it. But very few communications_of 
this kind have been received, and an of them were written under a mis-
apprehension of the facts. During the past fiscal year 2,395 letters from 
Senators and Representatives, 489 from the former and 1,906 from the 
latter, were received and answered. ' 
REMOVAL OF CHARGES OF DESERTION, 
The consideration of applications for removal of charges of desert.ion 
under the act of Congress approved March 2, 1889, as modified by the 
acts approved March 2, 1891, and July 27, 1892, forms an important 
part of the work of this office. Since July, 1889, 30,947 applications of 
this character have been received and considered. All of them have 
been acted upon promptly, and the work of adjudicating them ha~ been 
kept constantly up to date. It is evident that under the very liberal 
laws governing the aetion of the Department a large proportion of the 
meritorious cases has been finally disposed of, although considerable 
numbers are still received. through the Commissioner of Pensions or the 
~eco~d Auditor of the Treasury, in whose offices tbe cba:ge_of ~eser-
t10n 1s frequently encountered in the process of the adJudrnat10?- ot 
claims for pension, pay, and bounty. Most of the cases now received 
from claimants or their attorneys possess no merit in themselves, or 
consist of additional evidence in support of applications heretofore _de-
nied. It is believed that on the expiration of the present law by time 
limitation, in two years from the 1st of July, 1892, most of the applica-
tions which are yet to be made for removal of charges of desertion will 
have been received and disposed of, leaving for consideration only th?se 
cases which were adversely decided during the life of the law but which 
may be revived in the future by the filing of additional testimony, or 
those in which it may be claimed that the charges of desertion were 
erroneously made. 
CERTIFICATES OF DISCHARGE UNDER TRUE NAME, 
Applications made under the act of Congress approved April 14, 1890, 
for discharge certificates under the true names of soldiers who enlisted 
und~r a~sumed names are also acted upon by this office. While_ such 
apph?at10~s are not numerous, they require the exercise of considera-
ble discretion and care in establishing the identity of the applicant and 
the reasons for as urning, the name under which he enlisted and served. 
The op_era?on of this law appears to have been attended by but very 
few obJ~ct10nable results. As previously stated the applicationA made 
under it are comparatively few, and these com~ almost entirely from 
per on who desire to take advantage of the act for sentimentaJ rea-
son8 only. 
/ 
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RElVIUSTER. 
The administrative action rendered necessary by the legislation pro-
viding payment for services rendered _as commis_sioned o~cers by per-
sons who were not recognized by their muster m~o service as_ of the 
grades to which commissioned, at and for the time the servrne was 
performed, has for many years engaged the attention of this Depart-
ment. 
The last enactment for the relief of such persons (that of },ebruary 3, 
1887, extended by the act of August 13, 1888) expired by limitation on 
the 3d of June last, and claims for recognition for payment filed since 
that date can not now be considered. 
During the last session of Congress a bill to extend the time for 
filing claims was favorably reported by the Military Committee of the 
House of Representatives, but failed to become a law. Measures look-
ing to an amendment of the then existing law, enlarging its provisions of 
relief, were also introduced, some of them having for their object a 
removal in whole or in part of the restriction heretofore imposed with 
regard to officers serving with reduced commands. 
The law of 1887, whose provisions have just expired, was the result 
· of a series of amendments -of a joint resolution passed in 1866, and its 
peculiar structure has been the occasion of a variety of interpretations. 
It is hoped that, should there be further legislation having the same or 
similar objects in view, it will be made in the form of a new enactment 
rather thai;i. a further amendment of old and obsolete statutes, so that 
its provisions may be definitely stated, thus simplifying its interpreta-
tion and enabling the executive departments in their action and cor-
respondence to confine themselves to one source of authority. 
INDEX-RECORD CARD WORK. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the number of calls made upon the 
office during the past three ye~rs was greatly in excess of the number 
ever received before during the same length of time, the increase being 
largely due to the new pension legislation embodied in the act approved 
June 27, 1890, it has been possible to keep the current work of the 
office constantly up to date without diminishing the force engaged in 
carding tlie old records. The total amount of work of this kind that 
has been performed from the date of the inauguration of the index-
record card system, April 27, 1887, up to the end of the last fiscal year 
is shown by the following: 
Table showing the number of ent?·i~s transcribed upon index-record cards frorn the military 
and medical reco1'ds of the Wa.r Depa1·tment since the commencement of this w01·k on 
Ap1·il 27, 1887. 
Number of index-record cards made. 
Fiscal year. 
Military. Medical. 
Ii :++/::::::i\illil\\!\/:/EI::i;: ::t~iitJ: t !f ! i 








Total. ••.•••••••••..•••••••••.••••..... _................. . . . 19, 764, 056 6, 914, 221 26, 678, 271 
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The number of cards made and filed up to June 30,1892, was 26,678,277. 
Since tbat time and up to the date of this report there have been added 
2,582,721, making a total of 29,260,998. 
At the close of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1891, the rolls of the 
volunteers raised in New York, Missouri, and Tennessee and of the 
United States colored troops p.ad been carded. During the year ended 
June 3<r, 1892, the rolls of thirty-five States aud Territories were carded, 
in the following order: Kentucky, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, .Arkansas, 
Louisiana, Texas, Minnesota, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Califor-
nia, Oregon, Washington, Mississippi, Utah, Alabama, Florida, Geor-
gia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Mary-
land, District of Columbia, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode 
Island, Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Wisconsin, 
and.Michigan. 
At the close of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, work had also 
been begun upon the rolls of the Pennsylvania troops and at the d3:te 
of this report is well advanced, leaving to be carded only those of Ohio, 
Indiana, and Illinois. These States, however, furnished a large num-
ber of troops and their records are correspondingly voluminous. In 
addition there are also to be carded the records of the Veteran Reserve 
Corps and other United States volunteers, together with a large num-
ber of post, detachment, and miscellaneous rolls, reports, and returns. 
It should be observed in this connection that the plan of reprod~c-
ing the records of volunteers, which was at first intended to apply only 
to those of the late war, bas been very much enlarged and has been 
made to embrace all the previous wars, including the Mexican and 
various Indian wars, of which there are any records in this office, so 
. that there is a complete card index on file for each of the States tbat 
have been carded, showing the service, so far as recorded in this De· 
partment, of all the volunteers of that State that have been mustered 
into the service of the United States since the war of 1812. 
Although this enlargement of the original plan has somewhat delayed 
the completion of the work, it is very fortunate that it was made, for 
Congress during its last session, by an act approved July 27, 1892, 
gave a pensionable status to the survivors of the various Indian wars 
and to the widows of deceased officers and enlisted men who were in 
the service during those wars. In view .of the remoteness and short 
duration of the period of service in most of these wars the widows, and 
sometimes the survivors themselves, are able to furnish but little infor-
mation concerning such service, and under the old system it woul~ 
haye been difficult, if not impossible, in many cases to furnish any eVI-
deuce from the old records. But since their reproduction on index-
record cards all the evidence those records afford in any case can be 
obtained with the greatest ease. , 
To the reproduction of the records not yet carded is also to be added 
that of the military records of the wars of the Revolution and 1812, 
now filed in the Treasury and Interior Departments none of them hav-
ing been in the possession of the War Department. 'rn order that these 
scatt_ered rec?rds might be more readily accessible for reference it was 
provided durmg the first session of the pre ent Congress, by an enac~-
ment approv:el July 27, 189~, "that the military records of the Ameri-
can Revolution and of the war of 1812, now preserved in the Treasury 
and Interior J?e1)artments, be transferred to the War Department to 
be preserved m the Record and Pension Division [Office] of that De-
1n1irtment and that they shall be properly indexed and arranged fo:r 
use." 
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The records whose reproduetion i thu onternplat ~d ha e not y t 
been transferred, and their _volume, whi hi und r tool_ to lJ l~r · , i 
not definitely known to thlS offic ; but the lab r reqmred t rn -lud 
them in the general system of inde -1' ord rd will ·on i<.l rably 
delay the final completion of the work. ow er, thi is n w o far. 
advanced as to justify the expectation that ithin a r a ona >ly hort 
time the valuable records now filed in thi ~ o:ffic , and tho e yet to be 
transferred to it, will be placed in such a condition c1,s t~ insure their 
permanent preservation. 
CAT.A.LOGUE OF ORIGINAL RECORDS. 
In order to thoroughly card the military records of the volunteer armies 
it became necessary to prepare a catalogue of them, as it wa found that 
there was no list of the most important of these records and no means 
of determining the nature of their contents, except by an actual exam-
ination of them. If upon such an examination a certain record or set 
of records was not found it was difficult, if not impossible, to determine 
certainly whether or not it had ever been on file. IndPed, the mu ter 
rolls of a whole regiment might easily have been abstracted and the 
office would have bad no record evidence to show that they were ever 
~n its possession. . In the preparation of this catalogue a careful exam-
. Jnation is given to all the rolls and other records pertaining to each 
State, and as this work has progressed it has disclosed the fact that 
thousands of rolls, returns, and other papers have been lost to tbe of-
fice for many years. Such of them as are found during the searching 
examination to which all the records of a State are subjected prepara-
tory to carding them are returned to their proper places, noted upon 
the catalogue, and carded with the records of the organization to which 
they belong. 
MISSING RECORDS. 
Many of the rolls that are missi~g from the files can not be found, 
eve_~ after the most extended search, either because they were never 
:received by the office, or, if they were received, because they have been 
~bstrac~ed or lost. In such cases the place of the missing documents 
1s supphed, as far as possible, by rolls obtained by loan from the office 
of the Second Auditor of the 'I1reasury, and these are carded. 
Up to the date of this report 6,170 company rolls have been obtained 
from the auditor's office and transcribed upon index-record cards, thus 
supplying deficiencies in the histories of many thousands of soldiers. 
In addition, 3,208 rolls have been obtained from tbe same source for the 
,purpose of supplementing the information contained upon son;ie of the 
badly mutilated, illegible records on file in this office, thus making a 
total of 9,378 rolls that havel been furnished by the Second Auditor. 
FURNISHING INFORMATION FROM THE RECORDS. 
The completion of the work of transcribing upon index-record cards 
.the rolls of the volunteers furnished by many of the States, and tbe 
greater facilities thus afforded for obtaining the history of any individ-
ual who may have been in the service from these States, have produced 
a marked effect upon the general correspondence of the office. Claim-
ants and their attorneys who, before the present system was adopted, 
would never have thought of asking for information in any case with-
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out designating the company and regiment of the soldier to whom it 
pertained, knowing that wi.thout such data it would be difficult or im-
possible for the office to find the soldier's name, now do not hesitate to 
request a search of the records of several companies or regiments, or of 
a whole State, having learned that even in the last-named case the 
office is no longer helpless, as it was under the old system. 
As the question of furnishing information from the records of the vol-
unteer armies is a very important matter, and one concerning which 
there is a great deal of misunderstanding, it is deemed advisable to 
consider it, and the practice of the office with regard to it, somewhat 
in detail in this report. 
Some conception can be formed of the magnitude and character of the 
collection of records whose custody is vested by law in this office when 
it is stated that it comprises more than four hundred thousand muster 
rolls, over one hundred and twenty thousand bound volumes, and an 
enormous mass of miscellaneous papers, all of which relate to su~jects 
of every imaginable nature, from the enlistment of a private soldier to 
the operations of an army or the conduct of a campaign. In this col-
lection is to be found the principal part of all that was contempo~ane-
ously recorded to show the histories not only of the officers and enlisted 
men of volunteers, but of the regiments, brigades, divisions, corps, and 
armies to which they belonged. 
It is difficult to overestimate the value of these -records either as a' 
source of information for the future historian or as memorials of the pa-
triotism and valor of the soldiers of a great nation. Their safe and 
faithful custody is a trust that entails great responsibility upon the 
officer to whose care they have been committed, and demands incessant 
vigilance on his part not merely t6 ensure their protection and preserva-
tion, but to prevent their being used to the detriment either of the 
Government or of individuals, or being made to cause annoyance ~r 
distress to anyone. Mueh of the matter contained in these records ~s 
of general interest and may be published with perfect propriety, as 1s 
now being done under the direction of a board created by law for that 
purpose; but there is also much that is of a delicate or purely personal 
nature, and that, while of no interest to the general public unless im-
properly used, is capable of being made the source of serious injury or 
annoyance to the person or persons affected by it, of disturbing the 
peace of families, and of alienating the confidence of employers and the 
good will and esteem of neighbors. The reputation of the living and 
the dead are in the hands of the custodian of these records, and he 
would be insensible to the high character of the trust confided to his 
keeping if he allowed them to be used tQ satisfy the purposes of ~er-
sonal spite and malice or of idle curiosity, or to meet the ever-recurrmg 
exigencies of political warfare. 
But there is another and very important reason why the official 
records and the information they contain should be carefully guarded. 
Under the liberal laws that have been enacted within the past twenty 
years providing for the consideration and allowance of various classes 
of claims based upon military service the number of these claims has 
become enormou_, and the danger of imposition and fraud upon the 
Gove~nment has increased correspondingly. Jt is evident that so long 
as t1?-1s. mass of c~aims remains unadjudicated a due regard for the 
public mterest~ will not permit of evidence being furni hed from_ the 
records except 1!1 uch a way that, while the claimants shall be g1ve_n 
th . fulle t po 1 le benefit of everything of record pertinent to their 
claun , the door ball till not be opened needlessly to the perpetration 
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of fraud. For this reason , a well a . . r viou ly_m ~ti n id, 
it has been found necessary to rutimze Io 1, all p 11 c 1 n fi r 
information, and, when the purpo fr. whi h tl_li. i d ir ~ d . not 
appear, to require the applicant to tat 1t. entim ntal n 1 rati. ns 
are sometimes urged as reasons why th ·er ue t h uld e mplied 
with, but flll'ther investigation u~ually r v al: th ft t t~at ~he n ~ h 
more practical reason of a pendrng or con templat d la1m 1 b .hind 
· almost every one of them. 
It is not uncommon for a person who int nd to pre nt a claim £_ r 
pension, back pay, -or bounty to inquire of t bi offi e whether a certam 
name is borne upon the rolls of a given organization, and, ha ing receiv d 
a negative reply, to ask for the examination of t he roll of the same r gi-
ment for another name, or for the examination of the roll of an ther 
regiment for the same name, rep~ating these inquiries until, if t he de-
mands upon the office have been complied with, a name i at last found 
that corresponds with some one of t hose for which a search ha b en 
requested. In other cases where the name, company, and r egiment of 
the soldier appear to be known to an applicant the office is called up on 
to furnish the military or medical record of the soldier, or both, in order-
that the claim about to be made shall correspond with the r ecor d. 
In still another class of cases information is r equested t o en able a 
claimant to furnish a statement concerning certain det ails of his case 
that the accounting or adjudicating officer has called upon him t o sub-
mi~, independently of the official record, as a test of the justness of his 
claim. 
It is plain that the object of all applications of the classes mentioned 
a~ove is to enable the claimant to make his allegations in accordance 
w1~h the official record, so that when the latter shall be obtained from 
this office by the officer adjudicating the claim, as it invariably is, the 
two will be found to agree. It is not the practice in any of these cases 
to furnish the information desired. No bureau or office charged with 
t~e a~judication of claims desires this to be done, for such informa-
t10n. 1s always obtainable by direct application to this Departmentr 
but it always is desired that the allegations of a claimant or his wit- · 
nesses should be made independently of the official records and in ac-
cord~nce with his or their own knowledge and recollection of the facts .. 
If this rule were not observed the Government would. be deprived in 
large measure of the protection that is now afforded by its ability to 
test the truthfulness of allegations made by or in behalf of claimants 
by comparing the same with the official records. 
While the observance of this rule is necessary both in the interests 
of the Government and or honest claimants, its non-observance would 
be attended with no benefit to the latter. No such claimant has any 
~eed of evidence from the records to prosecute his 'claim. All that he 
1s required to do is to make his statement in accordance with the facts 
that are within his knowledge and recollection, being assured that the 
complete official record will be promptly furnished by this Department 
~o _the proper adj udicating office to confirm his statement or supplement 
1t if need be. 
With reference to a class of cases, usually those of widows, children,. 
or dependent parents, in which little or nothing is known of the alleged 
service upon which claims are proposed to be based, but in which a 
more or less indefinite search of the records is requested in the hope of 
~nding some foundation for the claims, it is proper to remark that there 
IS even greater reason for refusing to furnish information from t.he rec-
ords directly to the claimants. It is absolutely necessary that in any 
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claim based upon military service the identity of the person said to have 
_rendered such service sball be fully established. But among the ma?-Y 
thousands of names borne upon the records of the volunteer armies 
even those which are extremely uncommon can almost always be found 
referring to two or: more different persons if sufficient search is made, 
while the more common ones are to be found, often several times re-
peated, in nearly every regiment in the service. 
It is safe to say that the name of almost any man upon ~hose alle_ged 
.service as a volunteer soldier a claim is based can, · with sufficient 
search, be found upon the records of some volunteer organization; but . 
it is certain that a due regard for the interests of the Government, ~nd 
of honest claimants as well, will not permit of such a record be~ng 
furnished to a claimant who is not only unable to specify the orgamza-
tion in which the alleged service was rendered, but who even stands 
ready to appropriate as the basis for the proposed claim the first r~c-
ord of service that may be found in connection with the name, or with 
any one of several names, for wbich a search has been requested. It 
is evident that, whether ignorant or dishonest, such a claimant can 
not safely be allowed access to the official record, for in either c~se 
there is danger that if information were so obtained it would be rm-
properly used. 
The data which are required by the Pension Office, or any other 
office, before a claim can be :filed therein are equally necessary to enable 
this Department to identify with any degree. of certainty the re.cord of 
the person upon whose service a claim may be based. It can mvolve 
no hardship to require that such data should be obtained independently 
of the official record and furnished to the bureau or office in which the 
-claim is to be filed, with the assurance that all the information relative 
thereto which the records of this office afford will be promptly com-
municated to the officer charged with the adjudication of the claim 
upon his call therefor. On the other hand, it is apparent that to fur-
nish such information to claimants of this class · or their represent-
atives would facilitate the prosecution of baseless or unjust claims 
and would multiply the already too abundant opportunities for the 
practice of imposture and fraud upon the Government. 
INDEX-RECa°RD CARD SYSTEM .A.S APPLIED TO CURRENT BUSINESS. 
After more than three years' experience with the index-record card 
system as adapted to the current correspondence of the office it has 
been found that the hopes formed as to its economy and utility have 
bee?- fully realized. It is found that, in addition to its greater economy 
of~1me and labor, for all practical purposes of a record of papers re-
ceryed and of the officfa,l action of a public office it is in every resp~ct 
satisfactory, and that as a means of ready reference it is vastly superior 
to the old and more cumbersome system of book records. 
As requests are constantly being received from public offices and other 
sources for a detailed description of the card system which has been 
substituted in this -office for the older methods of record-keeping in 
book. of letter received, letters sent, and indorsements, and as it is 
desire?, that this the first annual report of the office as permanen_tly 
e, tab!1 ~e~ hall fully set forth the methods of business in operation 
ther m, it 1 thought proper to 1 eproduce in thi connection, from a, re-
port made by the officer in charo-e of the Record and Pension Division 
m I n~ a de ription of th6 method of using the index and record 
<·ard m ~h current orre pondenc of thi, office where the y tern wa~ 
fir. d v1 ed and all it· detaiL worked out and practically applied. 
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As soon as the mail received from the post-office is opened, the mail 
clerks take the letters. which for convenience will be designated cases,. 
and place with each a .tecord card and an index card, both being printed 
blan..hof a uniform size, 8 by 3¼ inches. They are taken immediately by 
a constantly moving messenger to the desks of ten or more clerks, who 
brief the communications, if not already briefed, and enter in appropri-
ate spaces on both the record and index cards the source and the nature 
of the cases. If necessary the briefers also prepare cross-reference in-
dex cards. As soon as briefed each case is carried to the stamping desk,-
where it and the accompanying cards-record, index, and cross-refer-
ence-are stamped with the office or file number and the date of re-
ceipt, the same number being given to the case and all the cards. The 
index and cross-reference cards are here withdrawn from the case, the 
latter card being placed on the alphabetical index files, the former, 
without filing, being arranged numerically for a purpose to be explained 
further on. 
The case and the record card are taken with the same celerity from· 
the stamp desk to the index clerks, wh0· search the index card files for 
record of previous action. If there has been any previous action it is. 
ascertained instantly, as the index cards are filed in perfect dictionary 
order, with suitable projecting tag cards showi:I;g subject or surname, 
and, where advisable, the christian name also. The index card thus 
found shows the number of the former record card in the case, which 
is taken from the files and also placed with the case, the two record 
cards, the old and the new, being connected by writing the number of 
each on the other. Thi8 stage is reached within fifteen minutes after 
the receipt of the paper from the post-office. The case is next sent, by 
a five-minute messenger service, to the files division on the next floor,. 
where the papers corresponding to the_, file number of the previous. 
record card are immediately withdrawn from the files and placed with 
th,, case, and the whole, viz, case, new record card, old record card,. 
and previous papers are forwarded to the division to which the sub-
ject involved pertains. Here, if it is found that information is needed-
from any other division of the office, the request for such information 
is written on the record card, and the case sent there with the card. 
The desired information, if found, or the reply, is also written on the 
record card following- the request. In fact, everything that is done 
with or about the case until it is completed appears upon the record 
card. Should this be filled on both sides, an extension slip is pasted 
to it. The office letter, or indorsement, finally disposing of the case 
is also drafted thereon, and from this draft, after approval, the formal 
letter or indorsement is prepared by the copyist or typewriter for sig-
nature. 
After letters and indorsements are signed tbey must all go to one 
desk, still accompanied by the record cards. · Here the letters, or cases, 
are separated from their accompanying cards and mailed. The cards 
are stamped with date of disposition of the cases, then arranged numer-
ically and-compared or -tallied with their respective index cards, which 
have also been so arranged and have been awaiting in the mail room 
the return of the cases that they represent. The record cards are 
finally placed on file in numerical order for future reference and their 
corres~onding index cards distributed in the general alphabetical file. 
The mdex cards remaining untallied at the close of the day show ex-
actly_w_hat cases have not gone out of the office, as each index card 
remammg over represents a case still in the office. They furnish at 
the close of each day instantaneous, positive, and definite information, 
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including name, ~ource, and nature concerning each case not answere.d 
-0n the day of receipt, and readily enable inquiry to be made into the 
·Cause of delay. Temporary duplicates are made of the index cards 
remaining over at the close of the day, to be used for tallying their re-
spective record cards next day, the originals being placed in the regular 
alphabetical index files. 
The record card, being filed under its proper number, is easily found 
by means of the alphabetical index or cross reference card, and when-
ever referred to will not alone show in compact form an concerning t~e 
-case which it represents that books of letters received, letters sent, and 
indorsements could have shown, but also what clerks dealt with it and 
·all the internal office action so necessary to a full understanding of the 
subject involved. 
It will thus be seen that the record card is practically a miniature 
individual record book-letters received, letters sent, and jndorsernents 
all in one-and that it is no longer necessary to send a case to a par-
ticular room or desk to record action in an unwieldy volume or to as-
·Certain previous action. On the contrary the book in the form of a 
record card is always found with the case wherever it may be under-
-going action. . 
Under this system any number of clerks can be utilized in briefing, 
recording, and indexing letters received, and as many are with~rawn 
from other work as are needed to- get the mail under action immediately 
after its recejpt. As soon as this is done they return to their regular 
work. The cases . are briefed, recorded, numbered, and indexed, the 
former record cards, if any, are found and placed with them, and. the 
cases themselves commence to flow rapidly in a continuous stream from 
the mail division, ready for action in the other divisions, within fifteen 
minutes after the mail is received from the post-office, whereas under 
the former method of recording in books, and moving m~il from de_sk to 
desk only 0nce or twice a day, several days were required to bung a 
.case to this stage. 
MAIL AND MESSENGER SERVICE, 
Quick messenger service is then all-important to carry this mail to and 
from an parts of the office until final action is bad in each case. For 
this purpose a regular five-minute mail service has been established, 
and deserves a full description, as it has proved a remarkable succ_ess, 
-silently and promptly moving papers and packages in all directions 
every five minutes in the day, with automatic precision, accuracy, and 
dispatch, and without the necessity of calling or ringing for messen-
gers, giving them any directions or addressing communications or 
packages with pen or pencil, and without any addition to the messen-
ger force employed in the office under the former system. 
The rooms of the Record and Pension Office, 75 in number, in the 
State, War, and Navy building are located on four floors, and on all 
four sides of this large building. In these rooms 103 mail boxes or 
st~tions are established. Each box contains three co·mpartments, each 
-0 mches square and ~ i~ches deep, the opening being at the top ~o 
that a case placed m 1t can be readily seen. In one compartment 1s 
placed all ~ut-going mail intended to move in one direction, designat~d 
for conven~ence. "up;" _in another is placed all out-goiug mail to go I_Il 
the other duec~10n, designated "<lown." In the middle compartment ~s 
placed the ma1l addres. ed to the de k or room in which the box 1s 
located. All mail to be sent from a station is inclosc 1 in office mail 
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cards, having the number of the room from which sent p~ain~y printed 
in red on one side, and the number of the room to which _it 1s to &'o 
· printed in black on the other. Where there are several mall boxes m 
-a room the names of the clerks on whose desks they are located are 
-also printed on the cards. 
Ten of the messengers who formerly sat at the doors of different rooms 
.and carried individual special messages, or armfuls of accumulated cases 
at long intervals of time, are detailed.for this messenger service. Each 
~tarts from the :first station, goes along a :fixed route designated the 
"up" route, which leads past every one of the 103 mail boxes to the 
most remote one in the office, and returns by the same route to the :first. 
On the "up" trip he picks up all outgoing mail found in the ''up" com-
partments and delivers it in the respective receiving compartments on 
his route, according to direction on the mail card. On his return trip 
he picks up all mail from the "down" compartments and delivers it in 
the same manner. 
As these men start regularly and punctually :five mimites apart, and all 
go over the same route, the result is a perfect and uninterrupted five-
minute communication between all the important desks in every room 
throughout the whole office, and no case under any circumstances can 
lie idle longer than :five minutes. In fact, the average delay is only 
two-and-a-half minutes. 
By means of clearly marked boxes and plainly addressed mail cards 
the messengers collect and deliver mail without halting in their steps. 
An actual count on an ordinary business day showed that they carried 
9,020 mail cards. 
In order to obtain the full benefit of this means of speedy communi-
cation every clerk is required to be diligent in his work, and is not per-
mitted to have more than one case under consideration at a time; and 
as soon as he has finished his part of the work on this case, or :finds 
that he needs information from records in another branch of the office, 
he immediately dispatches it to the prope:r desk or room. For this pur-
pose he is provided with suitably addressed mail cards, placed in a 
convenient box, each set of cards being clearly indicated by projecting 
tags, so that he can pick out the desired card as readily as a typewriter 
can touch a particular key. He then draws his next case out of the 
receiving box on his desk or in his room. 
One of the important advantages of this system of mail boxes is that 
all cases not actually undergoing action in any room or section of the 
office stand in full view in the receiving boxes. In fact an hourly re-
port is made to the chief of the office by every division. From this 
report can be seen at a glance the number of cases awaiting action in 
each room at any hour of the day, and whenever it appears that a room 
or division can not dispose of its mail before the day is over clerks are 
drawn from some other division that is closer up with its work, so that 
all shall be clear at the close of the day. 
The fact that each clerk bas only one case in hand at a time instead of 
from ten to :fifty as under the old system, and the ease and rapidity with 
which he can send for information from the records filed in the remotest 
portions of the office, enable him to give his work more careful consid-
eration and to exhaust more thoroughly the records bearing on a case 
than was possible under the former practice wherein the ever vexatious 
question to be answered in almost every complicated case was, '' Shall 
this case be subjected to a further delay of weeks or months in order 
to have a doubtful point cleared up?" Under the present method of 
work he knows that every inquiry he addresses to any branch of the 
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office whatever will be taken np within a few minutes after it leaves his 
hands and as promptly returned to him, and he feels a pleasure in caus-
ing every available source of information to be exhausted before allow-
ing his work to finally leave his desk. 
The fact that every case awaiting action is always in full view is suffi-
cient guard against its being overlooked or forgotten, as all pigeon holes 
have been abolished. But should a case by any possibility be mislaid 
the fact that the corresponding index card in the mail room comes to the 
top of the nntallied cards next day will cause immediate search to be 
made for it. Thus there are two checks against caRes being overlooked 
or neglected; the first is almost all-sufficient; the other is absolutely so. 
TEMPORARY FILE. 
There is another way, however, in which many cases have been.buried 
for years under the old book system. For instance: In a certam case 
it becomes necessary to write to the adjutant-general of a State for 
information, or to another Department of the Government, or to any 
third party, before further action can be taken by the office. Formerly 
it was the invariable custo:m to file the papers pending the receipt of~ 
reply. If no reply was received the case was absolutely buried. untµ 
t4e claimant called it up again, there being no method by whicl?- it 
could be unearthed otherwise. To guard against this only _possible 
cause of delay, whenever any case is referred, or any letter written, to 
an office or person other than the one filing the case, a " temporary 
caru ., is made for such case and kept in a separate '' temporary file, " 
which is carefully scrutinized each day, with a view to bringing up_ any 
case in which the call of the office has not elicited a reply withm a 
reasonable time. If no reply is received within a reasonable time the 
request is renewed or other measures are taken to obtain the infor-
mation desired and settle the claim. When a reply is received the 
temporary card is destroyed and the case immediately taken up for -
further action. By means of this little "temporary': card file it is pos-
sible to see at a glance what cases are awaiting replies from persons 
not under the control of this office, and it is made impossible for such 
cases to be overlooked or forgotten and allowed to slumber indefinite~y 
upon the files, as is sure to happen frequently under the old system m 
any office the work of which is at all exteusive. 
CLERICAL FORCE. 
AH of the clerks and copyists employed in this office are in the clas-
sified civil service and all new appointments to those grades are made 
upon certification from the Civil Service Commission. Appointments 
thu~ made have been, in the main, satisfactory, but few cancl~dates 
having_ been rejected after the expiration of their six months' period of 
probation. As all newly appointed clerks and copyists must be as -
signed to the. work of reproducing the military records upon index-
record cards, 1t has been found necessary to exercise great care to select 
only young, clear-sighted, and able-bodied men for appointment. The 
roll and other records from which the cards are copied have become 
so :w.orn and tattered-from many years of constant handling and the 
wntmg upon them has become so faded that the keenest and strongest 
vi.~ion is often taxed to its utmost to decipher the almost illegible en-
tries. Trying _as this work is upon the sight of young men, it is very 
much more so m the case of those advanced in life and no one beyond 
. ' 
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middle age should be allowed to undertake it. Fur! hermore, vigorous 
and able-bodied men are required, because it has been found that tho~e 
who are feeble or disabled soon go upon the siek-list, complaining of the 
confinement, the exhausting character of the work; or the difficulty _of 
climbing the long flights of s~airs which they ~re compe~le~ to_ asc~nd 
to reach their work, there bemg no elevator m the bmldmg m winch 
they are employed. · 
Under the operation of the War Department order of March 2, 1802, 
issued in accordanc~ with the directions of the President, all promotions 
in this office of persons in the classified service have been made strictly 
in accordance ;with the efficiency lists and in full compliance with the 
order referred to. While it is clearly not possible to devise any system 
for the regulation of promotions to the satisfaction of all concerned, alld 
while injustice will sometimes be done under any rule so long as human 
judgment is fallible aud so long as it is impossible to measure some of 
the highest qualities of the intellect by an automatic process or to state 
their values numerically, it is believed that the system in operation in 
this office is as free from objectionable features as any that has yet 
been devised. 
Under it the promotion of a clerk is made to depend wholly upon the 
record he has made for himself and the capacity he has shown for the 
performance of the duties of the higher grade. 
One of the greatest difficulties in the way of preparing an efficiency 
list which shall represent fairly the relative standing of a large number 
of persons, employed in several divisions and engaged on mally different 
kinds of work, is that of securing uniformity of ratrng by tbe chiefs of 
divisions or supervising clerks in those elements of the efficiency record 
which can not be ascertained automatically and must necessarily be es-
timated. It is but natural that the chief of each division should, if al-
lowed to do so, give many if not a11 of the persons under his immediate 
charge as high a rating as possible, regardless of their value to the office · 
as a whole, in the hope that the earliest promotions may fall to his di-
vision. Again, it is not unnatural that a chief of division shoul<l occa-
sionally, through personal feeling or lack of judgment; give some of his 
clerks a lower rating than they deserve. To meet this diflieulty the 
clerks in charge of divisions iu this office, while allowed and encouraged 
to use their own judgment in reporting the relative standing of each of 
their subordinates, are restricted to a certain maximum limit beyond 
which no rating shall be given aud below which, for a certain distance, 
no two persons sbal1 be given the same mark. In this way the division 
chiefs are compelled to express their judgment as to the actnal relative 
standing of each person reported on by them, instead of givilig several 
or all of them the highest assignable figure, as has been the custom here-
tofore; and provision is thus made for a subsequent revision of the list 
by raising the rat.ing of those who are manifestly marked too low. 
The reports of the chiefs of all divisions are finally submitted to a 
board composed of employes Qf the highest grades, the majority of 
whom are not immediately connected with any division and are there-
fore presumably capable of exercising unbiased judgment. This board 
carefully reviews the rating of each person as given by the division 
chief, raises it if it is believed to be too low and lowers it if it is found 
to be too high, bearing in mind continually the character of each em-
ploy~ and. his_ value to the office as a whole, and finally prepares an 
efficiency hst m accordance with the revised markings. This list is 
approv~d by the chief of the office without change, and, having been 
transmitted to the Secretary of War, all promotions are made in accord~ 
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ance with it until the preparation of the next list, unles~, during the 
meantime, any person shall forfeit the right to promotion by reason of 
serious misconduct or marked inefficiency. In such case the next 
eligible person on the list receives the promotion. . 
This system seems to be a fair one and to afford the least possible 
opportm1ity for personal bias or pr~judice to work injustice to anyone. 
Promotion is made to depend entirely upon the fitness of the employes, 
as demonstrated in the actual wo1 k of the office, and not upon the un-
certain results of an ·examination upon subjects that may not have the 
remotest connection with or beari11g upon that work. At any rate, the 
system gives much more general satisfaction than any that has hereto-
fore been given a trial in this office, and it is believed that its results 
fully warrant its continuance without material change. 
OFFICE ORGANIZATION. 
The work and clerical force of the office have been classified and dis-
trilmted with a view to securing tlle greatest economy oflabor consistent 
witll the accurate and prompt dispatch of public business. There are 
two distinct branches of the office, one of which, composed of t~e~ve 
divisions, is occupied with current business, and the other, con8istrng 
of four divisions, with the work of reproducing the records of the vol-
unteer armies by the index-record card system. In the first-_named 
branch 327 persons are emp1oyeu and in the second 531, malnng the 
total force of the office 85~ persons, of whom· 797 are clerks anu 61 a~e 
messengers, laborers, watchmen, and other employes not in the classi-
fied :.:;ervice. · 
The clerical grades are distributed as follows : d'biefs of division, 2; 
clerks, class four, 20; clerks, class three, 43; clerks, class two, 90; 
clerks, class one, 46,5; clerks, $1 ,ooo, 127; copyists, 50. · . 
The twelve divisions composing tbe branch which is chiefly occupied 
with the current business of the office arP. as follows: 
Ad,minfatrative Division.-M r. Jacob Frech, chief of divisi~n ~n~ 
chief clerk of the Record and Pens\on Office, is in charge of this divi-
sion. Its duties are to supervise the clerks and business of both 
branches of the office in order that the work of all the divisions may 
be conducted with economy of labor and harmony of action, and to 
attend to all the details of tbe general administration of the affairs of 
the office. AU matters relating to the discipline and conduct of e~-
ployes, a,ssignments to duty, promotions, reductions, discharges. appli-
cations for leave of absence, a11d otber subjects of a kindred nature are 
taken cognizance of in tbis division. An important part of the work 
of this di vision is the special investigation of cases pending in the 
bureaus and offices of other departments, but which require action on 
the part of this office before a final settlement can be bad. This class 
of wor~ is ~nd_er the charge of Mr. Joseph S. McCoy, clerk, class four, 
w 110 gives it his personal attention. 
Correspondence J)ivision.-To this divii:;;ion, in charge of Mr. ~ohn C. 
H _sse, clerk, class four, are assigned tbe consideration of quest10ns re-
latrng to the volunteer service aud the individual memlJers thereof; the 
investigation and correction of the records of officers and enlisted men; 
t11_e furnL bing of original discharge certificates and certificates in lieu 
of. those lo tor destroyed; th~ furnishing of certificates under the seal 
of. the Department for use before the civil courts and in foreign coun-
tries; and the general corresponuence of the office relating to the 
volunt er forces. 
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Reference .Division.-Tbis division, in har(l'e of l\I~. Elo:1 A._ .,. od-
war<l clerk class four is iutrusted with the preparat10n of a dwe ·t f 
the l~ws o;·uers, a11d 'regulations affecti11g the rnlu11te r fore , be 
opi11ions ~f tli e law officers of the Go ernme11t, th ·i ion of the 
courts, and the ruliBgs of the War au<l otli r Departmellt that may 
serve as precedents ill the transacti n of tlle urrent l>n in f the 
oftiee. To tliis division are referred que tiou of law and departm ntal 
practice. It is also charged with the ·01Hluct of ·ertain mi ·cella11eous 
correspondence, in-eluding the 1weparation or revi 'ion of rep rt to 
committees of Congress on pe11di11g lt>gi lation, and the examination 
a11d revision of office notations affecting the individual records of offi-
cers ai1d enlisted men . Corrnectecl with the divii;;iou is a force employed 
in repairing mutilated rolJs, so that tlley can be . afely placed in the 
hands of the copyists to be transcribed upon card and afterward filed 
away in such a condition that their preservation from further destruc-
tion will be assured. · 
Deserters .Divis-ion.-The work of this division, wl1icb is in charge of 
Mr: William G. Powers, clerk, class four, is that of adjudicating appli-
cat10ns for removal of charges of desertion st:rndiug against volu11teer 
soldiers of the Mexican war and the war of tlle rebellion, including 
the correspondence connected tllerewith and the ameudrnent of the 
records in accordance ,dth the decision :finally rendered in each case; 
the i~vestigation of charges of absence witbout leave and desertion 
s_tandmg upon the record of volunteer officers in the war of tlle rebel-
hon; the determination of the :final record of officers and enlistf'd mt'Sn 
~hen no record of discliarge or death is to be found upon tue rolls; the 
I~sue of discbarge certificates under the true name of officers and en-
listed men when it is proved that service was rendered under an 
~ssumed name; and the preparation of. reports upon bills introduced 
mto Congress with a view to the removal of charges of desertion. 
Jfediccil .Division.-In this division, in charge of Mr. Luther W. 
~later, clerk, cla1-s four, are filed both the original records and the 
mdex-record cards upon which they bave been transcribed~ of general, 
pm,~, _field, and regimental hospitals, embracing the medical records of 
rn~1v1~n~l. officers aud soJ<liers of the regular and volunteer armies. 
This d1v1s10n furnishes the medical histories of officers and enlisted 
men that are required for the adjudication of pension and other claims . 
.A part of the force is also ~ngage<l in assorting individual or personal 
P~~ers a:id arranging them preparatory to their beiug filed with the 
m1htary rndex record cards. 
Mail Division.-This division is in charge of Mr. George W. Pratt, 
clerk, class four. Its duties consist of the reception of the official mail, 
numbering, stamping, briefing, and indexing the same, and addressing 
3:nd mailing the completed correspondence of the office; the prepara-
t10n of reports of military service from the index-record cards of those 
organizations whose original records have been transcribed upon cards; 
~he examinatio11, for the purpose of insuring accuracy and completeness 
m the answers to inquiries received, of all reports upon calls for state-
ments of service; the preparation of a catalogue of the muster rolls and 
other records of military service; and the indexing and arrangem~nt of 
these records for the purpose of carding. 
Rolls Division.-The work of this division, in charge of Mr. Henry 
Douglas, clerk, class four, is that of furnishing information to other 
divisions of the office and the preparation of reports for other offices, 
from the rolls and other regimental records not yet carded, and the as-
sorting and arranging of individual or, personal papers of volunteer 
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officers and enlisted men and placing them in envelopes,to be filed with 
the index-record cards when completed. 
Division of Discontinued Oomma,nds.-'Ehis division is und~r the 
charge of Mr. George W. Salter, clerk, cLtss four. Its records include 
the books and papers of the nnmerous military deparL..1.1euts, corvs, 
divisions, brigades, districts, posts, and other commauds of the ar~ies 
now paHsed out of existence, dating from the year 1817 and embracrng 
the military districts existing during the reconstruction period. The 
records of the Bureau of Refugees, .Frerdmeu and Abandoned. Lands 
are also filed in this division. lt is the duty of the divi~iou to report 
upon all questions in connection with which a consultation of its records 
is rPquired. · 
Enrollment Dii,ision.-In this division, under clrnrge of Mr. James R. 
Gibson,clerk, class three, are filed the genera l records of the late Provost-
Marshal-General's Bureau and its various branches, including thot--e_of 
the superintendents of the volunteer rPcruiting service, anu the chief 
- musteringri,nddisbursing officers aud acting a~sistant provost-marsh~ls-
general of States. It is the work of the division to furnish information 
from these records in all cases where it is required, and to r~port upon 
all general questions relative to the enrollment and draftmg of the 
military forces of the United States, the bringing into service of volun-
teers, substitutes, and drafted men through the agency of the Provost-
Marslrnl-Genera1's Bureau, their physical examination, acceptance or 
rejrction, with cau~e therefor, and their muster in1reception at rendezvous, 
arnl final disposition. · 
Bounty and Claim.~ Division.-This division, of which Mr. Arthur M. 
Muzzy, clerk, class three, is in charge, contains the records-and pap~rs 
pertaining to disbursements by officers of the Adjutant-General's Ofli_ce 
and the Provost-Marshal-General's Bureau on account of tlte approprm-
tions for collecting, drilling~ and organizing volunteers, the _paym~nt 
of bounty, and the draft and substitute fund: also the d1slmrsrng 
records of the late Freedmen's Bureau. The work of the division con· 
sis'ts of tlle examiuation of these records aud furnfshing information 
tlterefrom. · 
Prisoners of War Divi.~ion.-Mr. Benj. D. rhomson, clerk, class two, 
is in charge of this division.- It~ records comprise those of Federal and 
Confederate prisoners of war, state and political prisoners, and the cor-
respondence relatillg to individuals and to the general subject oft.he 
parole and exchange of prisoners of war. The division furnishes m-
formation from these records whenever the same is required for use in 
other uivisions of tbis office, .or in other bureaus aud offices. 
Fil~s pi1~i~ion.-M~. Euge11e Gaither, clerk, class four, is in charge 
of this d1v1s10n. In 1t are filed the retained papers and the records of 
corre:-;ponclence by the Adjutant-General's Office, from the beginning of 
the war of the rel>ellion, relative to officers and enlisted men of the 
volunteer service and the organization, service, and muster out of the 
volunteer forces; also the letters-receivt-d :files of the Record and Pen-
sion Division and the Record and Pension Office. The work of this 
diYi~iou is that of searchiug the records, furnishing papers and infor-
matlon ~o other divisions, and placing· on :file and preserving in order 
the retamed papers relating to current corresponu.ence. 
'.J.'ENTH STREET BRANCH. 
T~ii branch of the office, ·which is occupied with the work of repro-
du ·1.ng the mu.,ter roll and other records of the volunteer armie~ by 
the llldtx-record card y tern, i un<ler the immeuiate charge of M.r. 
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Oliphant B . ..Brown, chief of division. Tb~ ~our divi i 
it are located in the old F ord's Theatre bmldrng 
here au the work Qf preparing the card and tran 1 i . in h 
is done. After the origiual records have been p1 d th 
turned, together with t Le cards which repre 1_1t them, to th t . ·, 
War, aud Navy building, where they are stor d m uch a a a t m-
sure their permanent preservation, the card bein rr filed p, r< t 1y 
and being sub~eque11t ly used to meet tbe d mand f th un t w rk 
of the office. The divisions compo ing the branch und r the bar e 
of Mr. Brown are as follows: 
Copying Division.-This division, in charge of Mr. Albert G. Y unt, 
clerk, class four, is engaged in transcribing the record upon the card 
previously prepared for t lle purpose. 
Comparing Division.-In t his division, under the charge of Mr. Jere-
miah R. Imbrie, clerk, class four, the cards, received from the copyi_" t , 
are carefully compared with the original record as a afeguard agam t 
errors and omissions, and the <'Orrectness of each copjed entry i deter-
mined with absolute certainty before the card bearillg it is allowed to 
leave the division on its way to the files. 
Examining Division.-lu this division, which is under the charge of 
Mr. James W. Webb, clerk, class four, is made the final examination 
and arrangeme11t of tlrn cards containing the several items that go to 
make up each soldier's record. After leaving the comparers, and before 
reaching this division·, the cards have been stamped by an automatic 
nmnb_e~ing machine, d istributed and arranged in such a way t~at those 
pertarnmg to each person will fall together, and then placed m envel-
opes properly briefed. Upon receiving these cards the examiners ar-
range them in chronological order, investigate and remedy, if possible, 
any defect that may be discovered in the record of service, and make 
the ~ecessary reference cards to account for all discrepancies in the 
spel~rng· of names and to show the different organizations in which the 
soldier may have served or to which he may have been temporarily 
attached. 
lJtfiscellaneous Division.-In this division, in charge of Mr. William 
E. Harley, clerk, class four, the cards are designed and printed to meet 
~he genera] and special requirements of each organization, and the ver-
ifi~d and completed cards are stamped by automatic numbering ma-
cbmes, replaced in the briefed envelopes, and sent with the original 
~ecords to the State, War, and Navy building for file. In this division 
~s also prepared the general index by States, showing by an alphabet-
t~a.l arrangement the name, rank, and regiment of every officer and en-
listed man. · 
It is due to the clerks whose names have been mentioned in the fore-
going description of the various classes into which the work of the 
office is divided, and to mc1ny others as well, to state that they have 
performed their duties with commendable zeal and :fidelity. Especial 
~redit_ is due to the clerks in charge of divisions for the efficient manner 
m wh1eh they have discharged the responsible and onerous duties that 
have been assigned them. To their cordial and intelligent cooperation 
and :-u~sistance are due in large measure the satisfactory results tllat 
have been accomplished. 
'l'his report, which is intended to set forth all the principal facts in 
the liistory of the Record and Pension Office, woulcl fa]l short of its 
purpose if it·ctid not contain especial mention of the valuable services 
that have been rendered by Mr. Jacol> Frech, chief clerk of the office. 
From the beginning he has patiently and cheerfully shared with the 
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officer in charge the labor anrl anxiety attending the introduction, de-
veloprnen t, and support of the new mP,asures of administration aud 
methods of bu~iness that have been devised to overcome the many 
difficulties encouutered in the effort to apply and ... -rnaintain a practical, 
efficient, and business like system of co11ductiug the affairs of the office. 
For whatever measure of success may have attell(led this effort no 
one is entitled to greater credit than Mr. Frech, and it is simply an.act 
of justice to make tllis acknowle1lgment of the value of his se!v1~es 
and to commend him for the industry, intelligence, and self-sacr1fi.t-rng 
devotion to duty which he lias uniformly displayed in one of the most 
trying positions in the public service. 
· Very respectfully, 
The SECRET.A.RY OF WAR. 
F. C. AINSWORTH, 
Colonel, U.S. Army, 
Ohief, Record and Pension Ojfioe. 






WAR RECORDS BOARD OF PUBLICATION. 
_ W .A.SHINGTON, D. C., Jilly 27, 18.92. 
Sm: The Board of Publication of the Official Records of the Rebellion 
begs leave to subm5t the following report of its operations during the 
fiscal year ending .Juue 30, 189~: 
At the close of the last fiscal year there remained on hand, undis-
tributt>d, the full edition of 11,000 copies of Part 4 of Volume$-! and 
Parts 1 and 2 of Volume 35. Eleven tlrnusarnl copjes of Volume 3U, 
Parts 1, 2, and 3; Volume 37, Parts 1 and 2; Volume 38, Parts 1, 2, 3, 
4, and 5, and Volume 39, Part I, were printed and bound by the Pub1ic 
Printer, and were delivered to, a11d distributed from, the docnnrn11t 
room of the War Records Office, <luring the year ernli11g J.une 30, 18U2. 
Four more volumes were printed and were in tliffereut stage~ of in-
dexing at the close of tlle year. . 
Those books cover the operations in the Transmississippi DP.pa,rt-
ment from Jan nary 1 to June 30, 1864; the operations on the seacoast 
of South Caroli11a, Georgia, and Florida from January 1 to November 
13, 18ti4; the wilu.erness campaign and the operations against Rich-
mond and Petersburg from May 1 to June f2, 1864; the operations in 
Maryland aud tlie Shenandoah Valley from May 1 to August 3, 1864; 
~hP Atlanta campaign, May 1 to September 8, 180-!; and t.he operations 
m Kentucky, south.west Virginia, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, 
arnl North Georgia, May 1 to November 13, 18G-t.. · 
The work of examii1i11g files and archives a11d of selecting, copying, 
and comparing material for the remaining volumes of the- several 
series has been continued without interruption during the entire fiscal 
yenr. · 
Work on the -atlas of maps and plans haR also been, carried forward, 
and plates 1 to :.:O, inclusive, have been prfoted and distributed during 
the year. Ten more plates w·ere ready for distribution 011 June 30, and 
the lithographic work upon plates ::H to 60, inclusive, is well ad vauced 
toward completion. 
The following notes of work accompli ,hed in the several department,s 
of publication will convey an idea of the variety and a.mount of labor 
required in connection with the preparation and pulJlicati011 of the 
several volumes. One llutHlre<l and twenty thousand books have been 
received an<l 138,123 Lave been diHtribnted; 44,000 copies of Parts 1 
a11rl 2 of tue Atlas have been received and clistrilmte<l; 6,0!>7 books 
:wd parts of the Atlas have been sold; 11,336 letters, cards, etc., llave 
(-j(ifl 
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been received, and 11,670 letters, cards, circulars, etc., have been mailed 
in response to inquiries; 593,858 lal>els have been prepared, and 184,090 
labels have been compared and verified during tlle year. During the 
same period 16 books have been indexed (163,000 cards having been 
used for this purpose), and the general index to the entire work has 
been commenced and carried well forward toward completion. · Thirty-
seven tlwu~and three hundred and thirty-seven folios of manuscript 
have been copied and compared; 22,064 pages of proofs, in galley aud 
page forms, have heen examined, and 44,0UO sheets of manuscript have 
been verified, corrected, and prepared for publication. 
In closing, it again gives the Board great pleasure· to recognize the 
efficieu assistarice it has received from the officers engaged on the 
work and from the employes connected with the different departments 
of the office. Their labors ·have been zealous and untiring, and the 
services rendered by them have been entirely satisfactory. · 
The SECRETARY OF WAR. 
GEo. B. DA vis, 
Major and Judge-Advocate U.S. Army. 
LESLIE J. PERRY, 
Civilian Expert. 
J. W. KIRKLEY, 
Civilian Expert. 






BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME. 
THE SOLDIERS' HOME, 
OFFICE OF THE BO..A:RD OF COMMISSIONERS, 
W a,shington, D. O., November 30, 1892. 
Sm: In compliance with section 1 of the act of Congress approved 
March 3, 1883, prescribing regulations for the Soldiers' Home in the 
District of Columbia, I have the honor to submit the following report 
of the Board of Commissioners of the Soldiers' Home for the year 
ended September 30, 1892. 
The following statement shows the number on the rolls of the Home 
September 30, 1891, the gain and loss, and the number on the rolls Sep-
tern ber 30, 1892 : 










1,421 440 I 1,861 
~ria~~~·-~~~~i_s_s_~~~~~: ::::: :::: ::: ::: : :::::::::::::: :::: ::: : : :: :: :: : : : 1ig 13: Withdrawn from the Home ..•...........•.... · · • • · • · · · · • • · • • · · · · · • · · · · 
206 
· · · • · · · · · ·1 
Transferred to permanent roll. . . .. • • • • • . • . • .. • • • • • • . . • . . . • . . . • . . • • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . 89 
441 231 I 







The total number of inmates (1,189) are accounted for as follows: 
Present at the Home, 742; on out-door relief, 328; on furlough, 93; in 
the Government Hospital for the Insane, 18; suspended, 7, and 1 ab-
sent without leave. While the total number now on the rolls is 49 less 
than last year, the number of resident inmates is 5 more and is steadily 
increasing, the daily average number of inmates being 745 during the 
past year against 718 the year preceding. 
Temporary relief to destitute discharged soldiers who were not en-
titled to regular admission was provided during the year to the extent 
of 2,847 meals and lodgings for a few nights each to, 452 men. 
Of the 68 deaths reported, 14 were members absent on ou't-door relief, 
3 in the hospital for the insane, and 5 on furlough. 
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Out-door relief was withdrawn from 110 members who were either re-
ceiving pensions from the Government of $8 or more per month or who 
had property or employment which placed them beyond actual need. 
The future intere~ts of the Home require of the Board the grea,test 
care in the expenditure of its funds so as to keep the expenses within 
the current income. It has therefore been necessary to restrict the 
granting of out-door relief to such persons only as are in absolute _need 
of aid and who for good and sufficient reasons can not become resulent 
inmates. 
The conditionr of the funds of the Home, and the receipts and ex-
penditures during the year, are as follows: · 
THE PERMANENT FUND, 
Bala.nee in United States Treasury October 1, 181:Jl ..•.••...••••••.••• $2, 427,986.34 
Settlements for the curreut year and of old. accounts 
placed to the credit of the fund ........................ $172,954.47 
Withdrawn on requisitions for current expenses . . .• .• . . . 111,000.00 61,954.47 
Balance in United States Treasury September 30, 1892 . • • . • • . . . • . . . • • 2,489,940.81 
/ 
ACCOUNT OF THE TREASURER OF THE HOME, 
Remaining on hand September 30, 1891............................ •• 9,535.32 
Received dnring the year: 
l!'rom the permanent.fund....................................... 111,000.00 
Interest on the permanent fund .•.• _ ...........•......... _. _.... 73,549.29 
Effects of deceased inmates .. _ .............................. _... 1, !:169. 38 
Miscellaneous receipts ..••••• _. _ •...•...•.....................•. ___ 2_, _76_3_. s_o 
Dis burs em en ts : 
Current expenses .................................... $196,408.88 
Permanent improvements . . • • . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 244. 55 




The following is a comparative statement for the years 1800, 1891, 
and 1892 of some of the items of current expense: 
1890. 
~~~~j~~~;e~i~f: :·.:::: :: : :·.: :: : : : : : : : ::: : : : ::: : :: : : : ::::::::: :: : : : : $~!; i~~: ~~ 
Expense of dairy . farm, garden, and grounds . • . . • . . • • . • • • . . . .. . . . 26, 6:l2. 40 
Extra_-duty pay and mo11thly allowanc.e to inmates . • • . . • • • . . • . . . . 28, 970. 63 















9, l;.J6. 99 
6,303.75 
The statement of the condition of the permanent fund shows a 
decrease in the settlements passed to its credit during the year of 
$11li,232.44 from the amount received the preceding year. This is due 
to the existing law under which settlements of accounts prior to March 
3, 1881, have been stopped; but, as during the year no expeuse was 
incurred for new buildrngs; the permanent fund has been increased by 
$61,954.~7, aml has :3'bout reached its maximum, the settlement of ac-
count mce March 3, 1881, having been nearly completed. 
T~e current expen es, as shown by the treasurnr's account, were 
196,408.88, bei.llg $3,364.23 less than the previous year, and the current 
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income was $203,135.09. This latter amount is made up of ~he settle-
ments made during the year of payma ters' ~ccounts (?rdud10u , ~u , 
forfeitures etc.) interest on the perman nt fun<l, receipt from nn~cel-
laneous so~rces; and etlects of deceased inmate , the latter ubject to 
demand of legal heirs. 
The treasurer's statement of funds received from the pen ions of 
inmates shows on hand last report $-18, W9.33; received during· the year, 
$98,251.98; paid to pensioners and legal heirs, $97,608.16, leaviug on 
hand in the treasury $49,443.15. 
The act of Congress approved January 16, lS!Jl, requiring the treas-
urer of the Home to keep current funds on deposit in the United State 
Treasury has been strictly complied with. 
All supplies for the Home that could be purchased under contract 
were so purchased. . 
Tbe treasurer's statement of accounts with the farm, the dairy, and 
the garden show that tlte value of the products of tl1e farm exceeded the 
expem,es by $1,G6:!.04, with estimated products not yet gatl1ered val-
ued at $1,821.40. The yield of the dairy was $2,884.83 more than tbe 
expense of maintaining it, while the garden, with which is included 
the expense of the ornamentation of the grounds, cost $402.80 more 
than the value of the products credited thereto. . 
No new buildings have been constructed during the year, and only 
such repairs and alterations have been made as were found to be neces-
sary. 
1'he extension and improvement of First street north to Michigan 
avenue to the southern boundary of the Home grou11ds, making a direct 
and convenient driveway trom tbat part of the city, wbich is made a 
south entrance to the Home very desirable. A temporary gateway has· 
therefore been made at that point. 
The need of increased water supply has become very urgent, as the 
~fforts made during the past eighteen months to obtain water by bor-
1~g have proved unsuccessful. Orders were therefore given recently to 
discontinue it, as other means will have to be adopted to obtain for the 
Home the much-needed water supply. 
The five buildings used as quarters for the inmates ot the Home will 
soon be inadequate to accommodate the increasing number seeking 
a~~ entitled to admission; and the question of the erection of an ad-
ditional building is one that will have to receive due consideration. But 
a~ the cost of constructing a buildmg in harmony with the others 
will be quite large, and as it is highly desirable not to dimiuish the 
permanent fund, which in its interest-bearing power provides about 
tlJr~e-eightbs of the income of the Home, the Board d~cided to defer 
action for the present in the matter, and has adopted other means to 
provide additional room. It has therefore ordered, as a first measure, - · 
that such of the seventy•six retired soldiers, inmates, as have violated 
th~ rules of the Home and shown the least appreciation of the benefits 
e~teu<led to them be discharged, in order to provide room for men 
without means of support. In most cases the pay of retired soldiers 
who have no dependents is sufficient to place them beyond the ueed 
of se~king the beuefits of the Home, especially as the greatest number 
of this class, now inmates, are free from disabilities and quite able to 
add to their income by some light labor. 
~he provision which has been inserted in each of the last four legis-
lativ:e, executive and judicial appropriation acts limiting the settlement 
of old accounts by the Treasury Department to those originating since 
March 3, 1881, withholds funds from the Home which have accrued 
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to it under the aet of Oongress now em bodird in section 4818 of the 
Revised Statutes. The withholding of these sums is greatly to be re-
gretted, a:.; it stops the laudable desire of the Commissioners to accum: 
ulate a fond the interest of which, with the other current resources, 
· would provide a year_ly income sufficient for the proper maintenance of 
the Home in the future, and enal>le the Commissioners to extend relief 
to a greater number of worthy old soldiers, whose needs appeal strongly 
to favor, than is now possil>Je. It is estimated by the Se0ond Auditor 
of the Treasury that the sum witlJbeld amounts to $700,000, which, 
however, in the opinion of the Board, is too low an estimate. Not a 
dollar of this m011ey, if placed to the credit of the Home, would be 
taken out of the Treasury of the United States, the simple interest on 
the amount being all that is re(luired. 
Rt->gular monthly meetings have been held by the Board for the trans-
action of l>usiuess pertaining to the Horne and monthly inspections. 
have been made as required by law. 
The following changes occurred during the year in the B0ard and 
among the officei·s 9f the Home: 
Brig. Gen. 0. B. Willcox, U. S. Army (retired), relieved at his own 
request a~ governor of the Home ,July 9, 18!)2, by Brig. Gen. J. U. Kel-
ton, U. S. Army (retired.)~ who was appointed his successor July 7, 
180~. 
ThP- appointment of Brig. Gen. Robert Williams as Adjutant-General 
of the Army, July 5, 189~, a meml>er of the Board.. 
The library contains nearly 6,000 volumes, and 7 daily and 13 wee~ly 
papers, and 18 monthly magazines are proviued1 affording iustruct1ve 
pastime to those who desire to avail themselves of the privileges of the 
library and n.1auing room. 
The sanitary couuition of the Home bas been excellent throughout 
ilie~~ · 
Good discipline has been m·aintained at the Home and the inmates 
have been provide<l with wholesome food, well prepared, comfortable 
clothing, clean beds in spacious quarters, excellent care when sick, with 
skilled medical attendance in a commodious hospital, a good library, a 
billiard room, etc., with every freedom of action in the bniluings and in 
the beautiful grounds consistent with good order and discipli11e. 
As this report, which is required to be published for distribution to 
the Army, covers all tbe facts necessary to a full understanding of the 
condition and rnanagtment of the Horne; the reports of the governor, 
the attendiI1g surgeon, and the treasurer, together with statements 
ma<le in detail of the receipts a11d ~xpenditures, of the permanent fund, 
the farm, garden, and dairy, and lists of names of men admitted to, and 
discharged from, the Home, are filed in the office of the Board. of Com-
missioners for reference if necessary. 
Very respectfully, 
J. M. SCHOFIELD, 
Major-General, Commanding the Army, 
President Board of Commissioners. 
·The SECRET.A.RY OF WAR. 
WEST POINT MILITARY ACADEMY. 
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DOARD OF VISITORS. 
JUNE, 1892. 
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF TllE UNITED STA TES. 
Gen. LUCIUS FAIRCHILD ............ ............ ...•........ WISCONSIN. 
Hon. A. J. CASSATT .................•. ...........•. ..•....•.. PENNSYL v ANIA. 
Gen. FELIX AGNUS (President) ...........•.............. ..•... MARYLAND. 
• Gen. SAMUEL DALTON ...• :: ............ .......... ..........•.. MASSAnrnsETTS. 
Hon. A.G. HOVEY .........•.................................. OREGON. 
Capt. ALFRED M. OGLE (Secretary) · ......................... . INDIANA. 
Col. JOHN W. LINDSEY (Vice-President) ....••.... ............ GEORGIA. 
APPOINTED llY TUE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE. 
Hon. J. DONALD CAMERON ...•. •• : •................••.••••.. PENNSYLVANIA. 
Hon. MATTHEW C. BUTLER .•••••.••••........••••....••.... SOUTH CAROLINA.. 
APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
Hon. JOSEPH H. OUTHW AITE .•••••••••.•.•••..•••.•••....•. Omo. 
Hon. JACOB A. _GEISSENHAINER •••••••••••••.....•.•••.••.. N1tw JERSEY. 




BOAR D OF ViSITORS 
TO TIIE 
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY 
FOR THE YEAR 18a2. 
To the Secretary of War, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker oJ 
the House oJ R epresentatives: 
The Board of Visitors appointed to attend the annual examination 
of the United States Military Academy for the year 1892 assembled 
a,t West Point on the 1st day of June. The authority for appointing 
this Board, the purpose for which it is appointed, and its duties are 
contained in the following sections of the · Revised Statutes of the 
United States: 
SEC. 1327. There shall be appointed every year, in the following manner, a Board 
of Visitors to attend the annual examination of the Academy. Seven persons shall 
be appointed by the President, and two Senators and three members of the House of 
Representatives shall be designat ed as visitors by the Vice-President or the Presi-
dent pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives, re-
spectively, at the session of Congress next preceding such examination. 
SEC. 1328. I~ shall be the duty of the Board of Visitors to inquire into the actual 
state of the discipline, instruction, police administration, fiscal affairs, and other 
concerns of the Academy. The visitors appointed by the President shall report 
thereon to the Secret ary of W ar, for the information of Congress, at the commence-
ment of the session next succeeding such examination, and the Senators and Repre-
sentativeR designated as visitors shall report to Congress, within twenty days after 
the meeting of the session n ext succeeding the time of their a~pointment, thei~ 
a ction as such visitors, with their views and recommendations concerning the 
Academy. · 
In accordance with these provisions_ the following-named gentlemen 
were appointed to constitute the Board of Visitors for the year 1892 
and were requested to assemble at the Military Academy on the 1st 
day of June. 
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APPOINTED BY TilE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
Gen. LUCIUS FAIRCIIILD -. ... . ........ . . . ... .. ............. ...........•. Wisconsin 
Hon. A. J. CASSATT .... __ ... .... .. . . . . . .... . .. .......... ..... . ...... Pennsylvania. 
Gen. FELIX AGNUS ... . .. . - - - . - ... - - - . - - - . - - . - - . - . -........ -· ........... Maryland 
Gen. SAMUEL DALTON .... . . . .1 •• • • • ••• • •• •••• • •• •• ____ •••••••••••••• Massachusetts 
Hon.A. G. HOVEY ............ . .... .. ... . . .. . . . . ......... ................. Oregon 
Capt. ALFRED M. OGLE . . .... - . . - - - . .. ......... ... -..... - . --.............. Indiana 
Col. JORN w. LINDSEY .. - - - . .. - - . -....... -. . .. ........... -............... Georgia 
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDE:N"T OF TIIE SENATE. 
Hon. J. DONAI,D CAMERON . -. . . . . . .. . ..... . ..... -................. Pennsylvania 
Hon. MATTEIEW C. BUTLER ...... . .... .. . . ..... ·_ ............. ...... South Carolina 
APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF"'REPRESENTATIVES. 
Hon. JOSEPH H. OUTHWAITE ....... . ..... . ................... ...•......... ,Ohio 
Hon. JACOB A. GEISSENHAINE!l ............... . ................. ...... New Jersey 
Hon: JOHN A. T. HULL .... ······ ......... . .................. ...........•.. Iowa. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD. 
The Board of Visitors was organized by the unanimous selection of 
Gen. Felix .Agnus as president, Hon. John W. Lindsey as vfoe.presi· 
dent, and Capt . .Alfred M. Ogle as secretary. Upon a call of the roll 
it was ascertained that all of the members were present except Hon. 
A. J. Cassatt. The secretary was directed to notify Col. John M. Wil-
son, Superintendent of the Military Academy, that the Board had been 
duly organized and was prepared to transact the business for which it 
was appointed. In accordance 'with this direction the secretary ad-
dressed the following letter to Col. Wilson: 
ROOMS OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS, 
West Point, N. Y., June 1, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that the Board of Visitors to the United States 
Military Academy for the year 1892 assembled this day at the place appointed for 
that purpose and organized by the selection of Gen. Felix Agnus as president, Hon. 
John W. Lindsey as vice-president, and Capt. Alfred M. Ogle as secretary. I have 
also the honor to inform you, by direction of the Board, that any communication you 
may desire to make in reference to the affairs connected with the Military Academy 
will be cheerfully received and be given careful consideration. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ALFRED M. OGLE, 
Secretary. 
Col. JOHN M. WILSON, 
Superintendent United States Military Academy • 
.After a short recess the Board reassembled, when the president laid 
before the Board the following communication from Col. Wilson, Su-
perintendent of the Academy: 
HEADQUARTERS U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, 
West Point, N. Y., June 1, 1892. 
Sm: I_ha._ve the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of this 
date not1fymg me of the organization of the Board of Visitors. 
1 shall be happy to afford the Board every facility for a thorough inspection of the 
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workings of all the departments of the Academy, administrative as well as tho ·e of 
instruction,•and in general to do everything possible to assist the Board in its labo:· . 
A programme-of the examination has already been furnished each member. Notice 
will be given from day to day of such military exercises as are ordered for the Board 
of Visitors. 
First Lieuts. Frank L. Dodds, Ninth Infantry; Joseph E. Kuhn, Corps of En-
gineers; Edwin B. Babbitt, Ordnance Department; and Daniel L. Tate, Third Cav-
alry, have been detailed to attend upon the Board of Visitors during their stay at 
the Academy. 
I also take occasion to say that I hope the Board will communicate with me freely, 
both personally and officially, upon any subject connected with the Military Acad-
emy which may be of interest to its members in connection with their official visit to 
West Point. 
In conclusion, permit me to say that I desire to call officially upon the Board of 
Visitors at the hot.el at 4:20 o'clock p. m., to-day, with the members of the Academic 
Board and my military staff, for the purpose of paying our respects to the Board of 
Visitors and to conduct them to a review of the corps of cadets given in their honor. 
', At the close of the review it will give me pleasure to receive the members of the 
Board, their families, and friends at my quarters to meet the officers and ladies of the 
post. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Gen. FELIX AGNUS, 
JOHN M. WILSON, 
Colonel of Engineers, Superintendent. 
President Board of Visitors, West Point, N. Y. 
A copy of Orders No. 86 was laid before the Board. These announced 
that in honor of the arrival'at the post of the Board of Visitors a salute 
of seventeen guns would be fired at 4 :25 o'clock under the direction of 
the commanding .officer, U.S. Military Academy detachment of ord-
nance, and that the battalion of cadets would be reviewed by the Board 
of Visitors at 4 :30. 
The president of the Board announced the committees as follows-: 
Appointments and examinations.-Messrs: Fairchild, Hovey, and Lind-
sey. 
Discipline and instruction.-Messrs. Cameron, Hull, and. Geissen-
hainer, 
.Armament and equipment.-Messrs. Butler, Dalton, and Fairchild. 
Buildings, grounds, and lights.-Messrs. Lindsey, Hull, and Ogle. 
Supplies and expenditures for cadets.-Messrs. Geissenhainer, Cassatt, 
and Agnus. 
Fiscal affairs.-Messrs. Outhwaite, Cassatt, and Hovey. 
It was ordered that the regular meetings of the Board should be 
held daily at 2 :30 o'clock. 
The Superintendent, accompanied by his military staff and the mem-
bers of the Academic Board, called upon the Board of Visitors at their 
rooms, and after an interchange. of courtesies escorted them to the 
parade ground to witness the review arranged in their honor. 
Gen. Fairchild and Hon . .A.G. Hovey were called away on June 2, 
and at a subsequent meeting Mr. Cassatt reported and assumed his 
duties as a member of the Board. 
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The committees named proceeded promptly to inquire into the matters 
assigned to them, and pursued their inquiries with vigor aµd constancy. 
Their conclusions and recommendations will be found in their several 
reports made to and approved by the Board. 
PLAN OF PROCEDURE BY THE BOARD. 
The Board began its investigations with the purpose of gaining thor-
ough and impartial information and of completing its labors with the 
·close of the graduation exercises. By industrious committee work and 
regular sessions for the discussion of important questions it was en-
abled to carry out this plan. The conclusions in this report and in the 
several reports · of the committees, therefore, are· based directly upon 
the observations and inquiries of all the members of the Board and 
embody the prompt results of their work. , 
From the Superintendent and his assistants the Board received the 
fullest facilities and the freest opportunities for investigating every de-
partment of the .Academy. There was not the slightest circumstance 
or suggestion on the part· of the officers to influence the judgment of 
the Board or its members, but there was a gratifying and cheerful will-
ingness to do everything possible to aid its work and to further the 
personal investigations of ,its members. Every officer when called 
upon for information responded promptly. The Board was thus en-
abled to gather a comprehensive and detailed knowledge of the .Acad-
emy, its work, and its needs, and the purpose has been, in the reports 
which follow, to give the information and conclusions as briefly as clear-
ness and accuracy will allow. 
The facts gathered by the committees were fully discussed in the reg-
ular meetings of the Boarq.. These meetings were well attended and 
an · active interest in the discussions was shown by all the members. 
The Superintendent and other officers of the .Academy were present by 
request of the Board on several occasions, and from them much valuable 
information was obtained . 
.At the request of the Superintendent the Board designated one of 
its members to deliver an address to the graduating class on the day 
of graduation. For this honor the Hon. Joseph H. Outhwaite, of Ohjo, 
was chosen. 
The Secretary was authorized, in the name of the Board, to call upon 
the War Department, the Superintendent of the .Academy, and other 
parties from whom information deemed necessary in the preparation of 
the general report might be obtained . 
.After the presentation and the adoption of the various reports, the 
Board finally adjourned on the morning of June 11. 
APPOINTMENTS AND EXAMINATIONS. 
Committee on appointments and examinations.-Messrs. Lucrns FAIRCHILD, A. G. 
HOVEY, and J. w. LINDSEY. 
Your committee have devoted much of their time to the question of 
the corps of cadets, and in this report they may repeat much that has 
been covered by t he reports of other committees made to previous 
boards. If they should do this, it is because the importance of the sub-
ject demands this repetition in · the consideration given to it. 
We fiud after a careful investigation that the capacity of the Academy 
is able to accommodate about 500 cadets; that is a corps of 500 cadets 
can be quartered in the buildings if they are devoted to this purpose 
alone, when the present structure now under construction is completed; 
but to increase the corps to this number it w:iill require a further de· 
tail of officers as instructors and additional expense for building quar-
ters for said officers. 
We also find that if the law on tbe suqject of making appointments 
to fill the corps was complied with its maximum number would be 
347. After this year the apportionment act based on the new census 
will go into operation, and will make the maximum number of the corps 
371 for 1893. There are now in the corps receiving instruction 252 men, 
which estimate include8 two foreigners, who are taught under our law 
at their own expense, leavingonly 250 members :filling places in the 
corps under our apportionment laws. The graduating class of 1892 is 
composed of 62 members, who will soon leave the corps. When they go 
away there will remain 188 members. To these are to be added. the 
incoming class of 1892. This class from the best information we can 
get will be about as follows: Under the operation of the new rules for 
examining the applicants there were submitted to the Board at the 
March examination 205 names. Out of this number only 85 passed and 
received certificates of admission. There are 80 applications now 
pending for examination on June' 13. It there is the same ratio of fail-
ures as in the March examination the class will receive an addition of 
30 or 35 more, making an estimated class of 120 for 1892; this added 
to the 188 left over will make a corps on June 15 of 308, a shortage 
und-er the maximum fixed by existing laws of 40 members. 
We find on investigation that a corps of 400 men can be ·maintained 
and instructed with no further expenses for buildings, nor the employ-
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ment of other instructors. This b eing true there is a shortage in the 
corps of about 150 men; that is, the plant is ample to instruct400 men 
in tead of 250-the number of the present corps. In the opinion of 
your committee it would be a wise policy to keep the corps up to its 
full working capacity, or as near thereto as it possibly can be made 
without increasing the number of professors or making additional ex-
penditures for officers' quarters. W e believe that the principal object 
of the establishment of this institution with the high standard it has 
attained was to supply the annual casualties in and retiremep.'ts from 
the official ranks of the Army; and to this end we think the proficiency 
and operation of the institution should be directed. 
We find that the various departments in which the services of grad-
uates from the Corps of Cadets ~re in demand require an addition 
annually of from 50 to 75 young men. 
If there could be 100 young men graduated annually from this insti-
tution, which we think can and should be done without further cost or 
expense, 1t is manifest that all the claims of the Government upon the 
class could be supplied and that there would be left at least 25 per cent 
of the graduates to go into civil life as a reserve, subject to any call of 
the Government. We think this excess should be permitted, for we 
find this class of skilled men in great demand as developers of the vast 
resources of the different interests in the various sections of our country. 
While we think this excess of graduates should not be increased at any 
further cost to the Government at this time, we do believe that the 
capacity of the institution should be brought to its highest and greatest 
possible fruitage, that every department of the institution should be 
placed o'n the very highest plane of efficiency consistent with modern 
ideas and modern dev·elopments, that the very best results may be ob-
tained, and to this eud should be directed the aim of all men who are 
charged with the care, supervision, and protection of this institution. 
They should see that no legitimate means should be withheld from it 
that would seem necessary for the accomplishment of this great work. 
The qu·estion, then, is how should the corps be brought to its hlghest 
working capacity, which we find to be 400, when themaximumnumber 
fixed by law for 1893 can only be 3711 
The new rule for the examination of applicants that has been re-
cently adopted, we think, in fact we know it to be, an improvement on 
the old plan. It should be continued with some changes. We think 
the rule could be made more effective in this : let the examining board 
meet at the various posts as now designated. Let the appointing 
power of applicants for examination to go before the examining board 
on March 1 of each year, select in the various Congressional districts 
three young men by competitive examination by forms sent out from the 
War Department to be de ignated, as their standing shows, as 1, 2, 3, 
etc. Let the e three men go before the Board at the March meeting, 
all for examination. If number 1 fails, number 2 will have a chance. 
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If number 2 fail s, number 3 will have a chanc . We think that out 
of three men one could be secured. We would uggest when failure 
occurs at the end of any annual examination that this failure be 1·e-
ported to the Congressman within ten day , and that he be reque t d 
to name and send his men before the examining board of the neare t 
post for examination within thirty days. 
These are only the views and suggestion of your committee mad 
for the purpose of calling attention to the fact that some of the vacu -
cies now existing have been unfilled for sometime. This ought not to 
be allowed to exist. If a degree of promptness was manifested in .fill-
ing these appointments when vacancies occur the corps could be kept 
at a much larger number. 
We think that the law on the question of making up the Corp of 
Cadets should be changed so as to restore to the President of the United 
States the right to appoint at large ten young men annually with tbe 
usual number of alternates. These will be in addition to the represen-
tation now fixed by law. They will appear for examination for admis-
sion to the corps in the same manner, and at the same time the Congres-
sional appofotments are made and examined, all vacancies in these 
appointments to be filled in the same way. We recommend that this 
change be made in the law, which would then give the .Academy an 
annual maxtmum of 401. The committee would further suggest in mak-
ing these appointments, everything being::- equal, that preference be given 
to the sons of officers of the .Army and Navy. We are informed that 
under the existing rules there is an average annual vacancy of 25 per 
cent of those entitled to admission. If this is correct, then it would be 
readily seen that to increase the number of appointments to the corps 
as suggested there can be no clanger of our starting the corps beyond 
the capacity of the institution to instruct them. 
Your committee do not want to appear partial in their estimate of 
the ability and standing of the cadets in the various classes, but they 
desire to call the attentio11 of the Board to the thoroughness and pro-
ficiency developed in the examination of the first classmen in the vari-
ous branches taught them. Their example we commend to the corps 
generally. 
All of which your committee respectfully submit. 
L. F AIRClIILD, Ghairrnan. 
A.G. HOVEY. 
J. W. LINDSEY. 
DISCIPLINE AND INSTRUCTION. 
Cornmittee on Discipline and Instruction.-Messrs. J. DONALD CAMERON, JOHN A. 
T. HULL, J. A. GEISSENHAINER. 
Your committee _having investigated the subject assigned them are 
of the opinion that in the matter of discipline there is no room for criti-
cism. Iri institutions of this ch~racter the discipline must necessarily 
be strict, and in the hands of some men might easily become exceed-
ingly irksome to the titudent and do much harm in the formation of 
character. But we are fully convinced that under the present intelli-
gent and efficient management the highest type of manhood should be 
and is developed in. the Cadet Corps. The rules of the institution are 
enforced in a way to win ready obedience and prompt compliance on 
the part of the cadet in all instances. Of course, with the large num-
ber of cadets, full of the energy and daring of vigorous youth, rules 
will be broken. In all such cases of infractions of the rules punish-
ment is swift and certain, but in every case investigated we found pun-
ishment so administered as to meet the approval of the cadets. Tbey 
feel that the power of the Superintendent is exercised in an absolutely 
impartial manner, and that the punishment meted out comes from a 
man whose actions are influenced by an earnest desire for the good of 
the cadet. We regard it as of the highest importance for the good of 
the Academy to have reciprocal good will between the Superintendent 
and the Corps of Cadets. With the present Superintendent this ob-
tains in so marked a degree that we believe the best interest of the in-
stitution would be subserved by extending the time a Supel'intendent 
can remain in charge. It is no reflection on other officers of the Army 
to say that it is rare to find a man so happily adapted to tlie work as 
the present Superiutendent bas proven himself to be. We can ~ee no 
reason for a change every four years. 
There has been much discussion as to the value of modern languages 
as taught here. The two years' course in French is certainly of great 
value, and all graduates from the Academy can, if they will, continue 
the study of the language in after life to very great advantage. It is 
argued by those opposed to continuing the course of instruction in this 
language that the graduate when entering into active army life soon 
forget what he has learned of the French language. That is doubtless 
trne in ome measure, but the same argument would drive nearly all 
studie from our colleg . The graduates when actively engaged in 
th , riou · avoc tions of life largely lo e their fa,miliarity with their 
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college course, but we hardly think it 
that for this reason studie h ul 
many cases the graduates of thi 
linguists from the start received h r , 
to make the study of value. 
The question of the value of th p, ni l 
lished. If it were not for the fact th t 
Spanish in blood and language , w· 
that this language be dropped from tll 
J EMY. 
six months during the entir e four y ar an w 
6 
~ a short period is productive of much ·oot1. It ' m t your ommitt e 
that either more time should be given to tbi tudy or h, t it hould 
cease to be taught. 
We are of the opinion that the cour e of instmction in Engli h could 
be enlarged with great pro.fit, but we recognize the fact that students 
before entering the Academy must be fairly good Engli h cbolars. It 
is also to be inferred that the pride of every man worthy to be an officer 
of the Army will impel him to beco·me familiar with English literature 
and history. 
On the 31st of August next Prof. George L. Andrews will retire .. 
There should be careful attention to the selection of his succe or. 
Prof. Andrews has rendered most efficient and distinguished services 
as professor of modern languages during the past twenty-one years, and 
his successor should be a man of highest character and attainments. 
We believe the work done by Prof. Andrews to have been of the most 
superior order, and that it deserves special mention by this committee. 
He will carry with him into retirement the grateful love of officers in 
every branch of the Army and the profound respect of all officers of the 
Government. 
This committee, in the short time given for investigation, are not 
competent to express an opinion· as to the man to be chosen, but from 
the information we have. been able to gather we should give the pref-
erence to a graduate of the institution, and, all other things being 
equal, we would suggest that an officer of the Army should be given 
preference. 
If there is to be any material change in the course of study at this 
Academy we would suggest the appointment of a special board to 
carefully examine and revise the full course. 
We are satisfied that the present course taxes the student to as 
great an extent as should be done, and we certainly would not enlarge 
the course. 
We heartily recommend the results achieved by the Academy both 
in discipline and iustruction. 
J. DONALD CAMERON, 
JOHN A. T: HULL, 
J, A. GEISSENHAINER, 
Committee. 
ARMAMENT AND EQUIPMENT. 
Committee on Armament and Equipment.~Messrs. M. C. BUTLER, SAMUEL DALTON, 
and LUCIUS FAIRCHILD. . 
The Committee on Armament and Equipment respectfully report 
that they have carefully investigated the subjects assigned to them. 
Their labors have been facilitated by the assistance cheerfully given to 
them by the Superintendent of the Academy and the officers assigned 
by him to the Board. 
The equipment of the Cadet Corps and regular Army troops on duty 
at the Academy is in good condition. 
The cavalry arm is under careful and efficient instructors, but your 
committee are of the opinion that it can not be made fully efficient until 
a material change is effected in the horses in use. The system of using 
the same horses for the artillery and the cavalry, compelling one set to 
do duty under the saddle as well as in harness, is a serious drawback to 
the instruction in both branches. While the cadet can be taught the 
~rst principles of riding with any of the old horses now in service, com-
plete equitation, proper bittip.g, knowledge of the use of legs and .reins 
which are most necessary to an accomplished horseman necessitate 
the use of horses of more than ordinary merit. By this is meant the 
younger animals without acquired vice and of sufficient breeding to re-
ceive training readily. Your committee respectfully recommend that 
all horses now in use in the cavalry service here be inspected by a com-
petent officer and those found unfit for entire service be taken away 
and that a sufficient number of those found fit for the service be 
assigned to the light battery and used for that purpose only. 
The committee recommend also that fifty additional horses be pur-
chased especially for use in the cavalry; that number with those already 
reserved for cavalry purposes being sufficient to equip fully and prop-
erly one class. While under the law these horses can be purchased only 
through the Quartermaster-General's Department, the instructor of cav-
alry at this post should be authorized to inspect every animal and de-
cide upon its fitness for 'this special service before purchase. 
If_ the foregoing recommendations are not adopted, the present diffi-
culties may be overcome by the stationing at this post of a light bat-
tery, whose horses could be used by the Ca<let Corps for artillery 
drill. 
The heavy ordnance at this post, with few exceptions, is obsolete and 
dang r u . The i ge battery can not be used for fear that the guns may 
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schools of the world, its instru ti n i 
nations, short-sighted economy h uld D t 
the school with modern armament. Thi 1 
:first to b~ supplied with new ordnance a n-
facturecl by the Government. 
Your committee suggest that the following ordnance is requir d d 
should be furnished : 
1. Seacoast battery.-Two 10-inch guns, one 12-i 
guns. These to be mounted on proper carriage . 
guns to be steel and of high pressure; the mortar to be eith r t l r 
cast iron, steel hooped. All of these, your committee believe, should be 
breech-loading. 
2. Siege battery.-Four 5-inch steel breech-loading siege gun , two 
7-inch steel breech-loading siege howitzers, six siege mortars, rifled. 
These to be mounted on suitable carriages. 
3. Field batteries.-Twelve new, light, field steel carriages for the use 
of two 3.20-inch batteries now here, with limbers and caissons com-
plete. One battery of these guns is mounted on steel carriages, but 
they are heavy, and the Ordnance Department is replacing these with 
lighter steel carriages. The other battery is mounted upon old wootfon 
3-inch carriages for drill purposes. 
4. Rapid-fire guns and machine guns.-One Maxim rapid-fire gun, 1 
Nordenfelt rapid-fire gun, I Driggs-Shroeder rapid-fire gun, 1 Canet 
rapid-fire gun, 1 Krupp rapid-fire gun. Your committee would add, in 
respect to the guns named, that they represent the most successful 
rapid-fire guns, and the cadets should have the benefit of seeing them 
and of becoming thoroughly familiar with them. 
One N ordenfelt machine gun. 
5. Models.-In view of the fact that most of the mechanisms studied 
by cadets belong to guns of large size, and that it is impossible to have 
ready access to them at the time they are being studied and recited 
upon, it is deemed of great importance tliat accurate models of all our 
own breech mechanisms and of those abroad, which are studied in the 
course in advance, be supplied for the instruction of cadets. It is 
evident that by actually seeing and by handling a thing a greater 
amount of knowledge can be acquired than pages of description would 
give. Experience shows that to be the case here. 
In addition to this, the new museum in the Academic building should 
contain all these models. Your committee, therefore, recommend that 
these models be supplied. It believes that for $10,000 all the needed 
models could be procured and if they could not be supplied at once 
smaller amounts could be used. 
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The-band at this post is well uniformed and well equipped and the 
instruments furnished are of good quality. Your committee would 
recommend, however, that the band be increased to 40 members and a 
leader. The classification of musicians as to pay does not work to the 
best advaRtage. Better musicians could be obtained by paying all as 
one class. The committee recommend that the rate now paid to first-
class bandsmen be paid to all bandsmen. .At present the leader is 
in reality a citizen without military authority. Your committee recom-
mend that he be given the relative pay, rank, and allowance of a sec-
ond lieutenant of infantry. This wol1.ld give him military authority 
and a standing at the post which he should have. . 
In submitting this report your committee urge that the recommenda-
tions contained herein be considered and acted upon by those having 
the authority. 




BUILDINGS AND GROU S. 
Committee on Buildings and Grounds.-Mes r . J. A. T. H LL J. W. L:n•D F.Y, and 
A. M. OGLE. 
Your Committee on Buildings, Ground , nd Light have tb h nor 
to report as follows : 
Your committee first made a general exanuna ion of all the buildi gs 
and grounds in company wit4 the other member of the B ard. 
We can not praise too highly the care that is t ak n of all part of the 
reservation in actual use and of the buildings thereon and of the clean-
liness that is enforced_ at every point. 
A letter was sent to the Superintendent asking for any sugge tions 
he might wish t o y:iake. To this letter a prompt reply wa rec ived, 
and, upon invitation, the Superintendent came before the Board and 
discussed fully the necessities of the Academy. 
There are now fo course of erection new gymnasium and Academic 
buildings. These will both be completed within the next year, arnd 
will then furnish ample and satisfactory accommodations of their class 
for many years to come. 
We find that the choice porti~n of the cadet barracks has, for many 
years, been occupied as quarters by the unmarried officers on duty at 
this place. This was rendered necessary from the fact that no provi-
sion in the way of quarters has ever been made for this class of officers. 
Your committee would strongly recommend the erection · of a set of 
flats, modern in style and finish, which would not only furnish complete 
accommodations for these officers, but which would also be large ' 
enough to provide rooms for the Board of Visitors and their families, 
and also room for an. officers' mess. 
We also find that a number of the married officers are compelled to 
live two families in a house barely sufficient for one. This should be 
remedied by the erection of sufficient additional sets of single quar-
ters to provide each married officer with a house to himself. 
We find that the Government has provided ample barracks for all 
of the enlisted men on duty-at this post. rt has also provided, already, 
a number of sets of quarters for such enlisted men as may bave mar-
ried while here. This is providing two sets of quarters for these mar-
ried men, i. e., the barracks, where they can live with their unmarried 
comrades, and houses where they can live with their I families. We 
think that providing two places of living for these men is an expense 
the Government should not have to bear, and we would recommend 
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that in the future a preference should be given unmarried men for re-
enlistment. 
The completion of the new Academic building and gymnasium will 
render imperative considerable addition to the steam-heating plant, 
which is already too small for the work it is called upon to do. Many 
years ago this was located in the area of the cadet barrack, a place 
that was never suitable for it, as the return drainage of condensed st~am 
is bad. It also takes up room that is needed for formation and drilling 
of the Corps of Cadets in the winter and can not be enlarged with-
out further encroachment upon this space. In addition al fuel has to 
be hauled a long distance from the ·docks and ashes have to be again 
carted away. 'Dhere is also a small steam plant in the building occupied 
by the Superintendent and his assistant. Your committee would rec-
ommend the erection of a plant large enough to heat all buildings as 
well as furnish such power as may be required on the railroad near 
either the north or south dock as may be found best, where coal can 
be delivered direct from the car or boat to the boilers, and where one 
set of engineers and firemen can attend to all of the heating and power 
required on the post. We are convinced that the saving in labor alone 
will very soon pay for the improvement. 
The philosophical department has long occupied a portion of the li-
brary building, thereby depriving it of needed room. This department 
will be removed to the Academic building upon its completion. We 
would recommend sufficient appropriation to remove all of the old class-
, room partitions and bring that portion of the building into harmony 
with that now occupied by the library . . 
Last year's drought showed that the present water supply was inad-
equate to the present need of the Academy. In addition litigation is 
threatened in regard to a part of it. We would recommend the con-
struction of a new reser'\ioir near Fort Putnam. The watershed for 
this will be entirely on lands owned by th~ United Sta,tes, and an 
ample supply for 'all time to come can be secured at a moderate cost. 
The present system of sewerage and plumbing throughout the differ-
ent buildings and the grounds should be continued to completion as 
well as the further extension of water mains where needed. 
Most of the roads are in good condition, but special appropriations 
should be made for placing in perfect condition the roads on the new 
grounds purchased frOJil the Kinsley estate. 
In conclusion your committee desires to call especial attention to the 
lighting of the cadet barracks. The fact that upon entering the A.cad. 
emy a careful examination shows that all who are admitted have good 
eyesight and that of the present graduating class more than 50 per 
cent have had to resort to glasses, is sufficient to convince the most 
sk :ptical that a radical improvement i necessary. A careful examina-
tion how two rea ons for this trouble, viz, a single, badly located, 
old- tyle gas-burner is all that is furnished each room occupied by two 
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cadets, and to make this wor e the 
peyond their capacity that the lier t 
flicker.- The only wonder i th t th 
as they are. We would further c 11 
after graduation these young m n ar 
.Army surgeons, whose duty it i to r d 
all who have defective eyesight. t 
ever over these matters, the Governm 
treating them unfairly. There will al 
ment in having educated them without getting n 'r 
the same. We can not recommend too trongl 
gress that it make an appropriation that will b co 
for the purpose of providing something better in th 
fore the beginning of another academic year. We think th c tl r f 
this light, whether gas or electric, should be left to th di r i n f 
the authorities here who have already given the subje t mu h thouaht 
and who will certainly do what is best to get immediate r lief. 
J. A. T. ULL. 
J. W. LINDSEY. 
A. M . OGLE. 
In view of the fact that the lights were so bad this resolution was 
at once sent to Congress through Hon. John A. T. Hull, of Iowa: 
ReBolved, That the Board of Visitors at the Military .Academy are ·deeply impressed 
;with the necessity of iJ:nproving the lights for the cadets' barracks, and they recom-




SUPPLIES AND EXPENDITURES FOR CADETS. 
Committee on Supplies and Expenditures for Cadets.-J. A. GEISSENHAINER, A. J. 
CASSATT, and FELIX AGNUS, 
The Committee on Supplies and Expenditures respectfully submit 
the following report : 
Your committee were afforded every opportunity to examine into the 
details in connection with the duties assigned to them. They found 
that the standard of excellence reported by the Board of Visitors for 
the year 1891 has not only been maintained, but also improved, by the 
efficient officer in charge, wherever the same was found possible. 
A careful examination of the stores and supplies was made and the 
same were found to be perfect in quality, and in the system of their 
storage all that could be desired. The store-room adjacent to the-din-
ing hall is admirably arranged for the care, preservation, and handling 
of the staple articles in immediate and constant use. , 
The mess hall was frequently visited, and your committee, in order to 
test the quality of the food and its preparation, dined separately with 
the cadets at-their tables and were much pleased. 
In regard to the mess hall, your committee can not recommend too 
strongly the substitution of a marble, brick, or tile floor for the one now 
in use. The present wood floor having been in constant wear for 
years is much worn by the large Corpe. of Cadets, and, subjected to the 
absorption of soap, not only can not be kept in proper condition, but is 
at times positively unpleasant. This condition your committee believes 
to be neither appetizing nor healthy. 
The kitchen, bakery, and refrigerator are kept in a cleanly and whole-
some manner, and will compare most favorably with similar establish-
ments in public and private houses. · · 
The bread furnished the cadets is very excellent in quality. Four 
different brands of flour are used in all bakings, one constituting 
sweetness, another strength, another body, and another color. From 
such a combination the most satisfactory results are obtained. 
A menu is determined upon by the commissary and chef daily. 
There will be found appended hereto a menu selected at random from 
the month of January, as well as one selected in the same manner from 
the month of June. 
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For Thursday January 7, 189,.,. 




Pickled beets, V ariollB sauces. 
MEA.T. 
Roat b ef. 
VEGETARLES. 
Stewed white beans, Baked ma hed potatoes. 
DE ERT. 
Tapioca ou tard. 









BREAKF:A.ST (the following morning). 
Oatmeal porridge, Fresh haddock, 
French fried potat~es, 
Cocoa, Apples, 
Hot 1'..,rench rolls, 
Milk, Coffee, 
Bread, Butter. Sirup, eto. 
For Tuesday, June 7, 1892. 
DINNER. 
SOUP. 















Mashed potatoes, baked. 




BREAKFAST (the following morning). 
Cornmeal porridge, 
French fried potatoes, 
Cocoa., Milk, 
Bread, Butter, 
Broiled porter-house steak, 
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While your committee believe that the expenditures of the cadets are 
most economically arranged, they are nevertheless of the opinion that 
there are several items which should not be charged to the account of 
the cadets; such, for example, as the policing of their quarters or 
other servile work. In order that the term "policing" may be properly 
understood, your committee would say that the same is in the nature-
of work generally done by house servants, and is not to be regarded as 
the duty usually performed by a policeman or a watchman. Again, 
while the cadet is not charged for gas, he is taxed a sum sufficient for 
the conversion of coal into gas. Furthermore, the cadet pays for his 
hospital charges. ·These charges, we believe, should be borne by the 
Government. Among other charges which enter indirectly against the 
cadet is the pay of the storekeepers or clerks. Your committee would -
suggest that clerks for this purpose be furnished by the Government .. 
If the above items could be provided for without reducing so mate· 
rially the pay of the cadet, a sum sufficient to equip him as officer, upon 
his graduation, could be saved therefrom. 
For the equipment of the graduating cadet a monthly sum is set 
apart which amounts to about $192 at the end of the course. From this 
sum all expenditures relating to the purchase of his first outfit as an 
officer must ·be made, and unless the cadet has means outside of this 
$192, he must go in debt for such portion of his equipment as this sum 
will not supply, since he must have-- · · 
Overcoat...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . $60 Shoulder knots...... . . • • • • • • • • • • • • $25 
Uniform dress suit................ 50 Dress belt ..........••••••..•..•••• · 17 
Blouse............................ 30 Black belt........................ 5 
Trousers .......................... 15 Saber ......................... : •.. 15 
Waistcoat......................... 6 Shoulder straps................... 6 
Helmet and cord . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • • . . 26 
Fo:i;age caps ..... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 5 Aggregating • . • •• . ••• • • . • . • . 260 
Besides these the young officer must have some room furniture, pro· 
fessional books, etc., and if mounted he must buy a, horse, saddle,. 
bridle, etc. 
In conclusion, your committee beg to say that they were much pleased 
by and gratified with the management of those departments of the 
Academy which came within the province of their observation and in· 
spection, and they are of the opinion that there are but slight imperfec· 
tions to be removed, and these are owing, in a great measure, to the 
difficulty met with in maintaining the excellence of the institution and 
of improving it upon the sum of money provided. They think that the 
imperfections noted come from the causes stated and from th~ necessity 
of saddling upon the cadet some expenses which the Government, in 
their opinion, should bear. 
J. A. GEISSENH.A.INER, 




FISCAL AFFAIRS OF THE Y. 
Oommitte6 on Fiscal .A..tfairs.-Messrs. Jo EPH • OUTHW TE, A. J. CA ATT, and 
A.G. HOVEY, 
The Committee on Fiscal Affairs, after aminin (1' the su d ct ub. 
mitted to them, present the following r port: 
Your committee first visited the office of C pt. . F. Spurgin, ho 
has charge of the records and books of ace unt which relate to tho 
pay, subsistence, clothing, and general expense of the Corps of ad ts. 
In this office is deposited the money which each cadet bring with him 
upon entering the Academy, $100 being then required; and here is pl ed 
to his credit the pay he receives from the Government, all constituting 
the amount to his credit. The entire sum appropriated by Congress for 
the pay of the corps is placed to the credit of Capt. Spurgin, a treas-
urer. of the United States Military ~ademy, with the Assi tant Treas-
urer of the United States at the city of New York. Every two months 
a muster roll of each company of cadets is made out and forwarded to 
the proper paymaster, the pay of each cadet for that period amounting 
to $90. · Out of each payment is withheld $8 for the cadet's equipment 
fund, to be by him expended upon his graduation in purchasing his 
equipment as an officer. If he is permitted to withdraw before exami-
nation the money to his credit in this fund is paid to him unless necessary 
to pay indebtedness due upon other accounts. The remainder of the bi-
monthly payment, $82, is available for the cadet's current · expenses . 
. The money is not placed in his hands. He is furnished with a book in 
which are entered his credits and all charges against him, such as sub-
sistence, _policing barracks, lights, hospital dues, and laundry, as well 
.as every item which he may purchase from the supplying store, such as 
text-books, stationery, and all necessary clothing. The system is a 
good one upon safe principles. The cadet has before him an incentive 
to cultivate habits of care and economy; and some of them, profiting 
by the lesson, save a small portion of their salary. ' 
The committee append statements furnished by Capt . . Spurgin, upon 
request, pertaining to the matters under his charge, which have been 
investigated. Your committee also spent some time in the o.fq.ce of 
Capt. Wm. H. Miller, of the quartermaster's department, and examined 
his books and papers so far as they relate to the appropriations for the 
support of the Military Academy and the disbursements thereot: As 
we have been furnished with a statement showing fully and clearly the 
-condition of these affairs as we found them, we submit the same as part 
-0£ our report. 
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Your committee, in closing their report, would say1bat fn their opin-
ion the conduct of the :fiscal affairs of the Academy and the business-
system shown therein deserve the approval of the Board of Visitors. 
Respectfully submitted. 
JOS. H. OUTHW AITE. 
A. J. O.ASSATT. 
A.G. HOVEY. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY ACADEMY, QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE, 
West Point, N. Y., June 6, 1892. 
SIR: In accordance with your :request, I have the honor to inclose herewith, for the 
information of the Board of Visitors, an abstract showing the amounts appropriated, 
disbursed, and remaining unexpended under the several heads of appropriations for 
the support of the Military Academy during the fiscal year 1891- '92. 
The funds shown on the abstract as received have been supi,lied by request of the 
Hon. Secretary of War, upon requisition of the Superintendent of the Military 
Academy forwarded at such times as the necessities of the service demanded. 
The amount reported as disbursed is supported by vouchers which are forwarded 
monthly to the War Department for the approval of the Secretary of War, and then 
transmitted to the Treasury Department for audit. 
The amount reported as unexpended is deposited to my official credit, as disburs-
ing officer, in the-Subtreasury of the United States in New York City. At the end 
of the fiscal year such funds as are not needed to cancel !)Utstanding indebtedness 
will be transferred to the Treasurer of the United States. 
In addition to the funds referred to in abstract above referred to, I inclose an ab-
Btract of the fund known as the "gas fund." Congress annually appropriates $3,500 
for gas, coal, oil, candles, lanterns, matches, chimneys, and wicking for lighting 
the Academy, chapel, library, cadet barracks, mess ball, shops, hospital, offices, 
stables and riding hall, sidewalks, camp, and wharves. 
The gas consumed i~ these places costs more than the amount appropriated. A 
tax therefore becomes necessary. Gas consumed at all places not enumerated in the 
act is sold at actual cost of manufacture with a small increase for contingencies, 
which includes a portion of the deficiency above named and also provides for con-
tingent repairs which experience has shown to be necessary from time to time. The 
remainder of the deficiency is charged to cadets. They pay for gas at the rate of 
35 cents, per month for the time they are actua,lly present. 
Attention is invited to the amounts paid by the several classes of persons consum-
ing gas. 
I also inclose an abstract of the fund known as the "special contingent fund, U. 
S. M.A.," which is derived from the rent of certain public structures at this post. 
Congress authorizes its expenditure under the supervision of the Superintendent of 
the Academy, the same to be accounted for annually, accompanied by proper vouch-
ers, to the Secretary of War. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. JOSEPH OUTHW AITE, 
W. H. MILLER, 
Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, U. S. A.., 
Disbursing Officer, U. S. M. A.. 
Chairm,an Subcommittee of the Board of Visitors 
on the Fiscal Affairs of the U.S. Military Acadeniy, 
West Point, N. Y. 
WEST POINT H IT RY .. 
Abstract of appropriations made for ill upport .f th 
and disbursed by Capt. W. H. Miller, a ietant quad ·ma f r rmy 
officer U. S. Military .Academy, du1·ing the p iod om 11 11 ing July 1 1 91 
June 6, 1892. 
Regular appropriations. 
Total .......... .............................. .... .... . ..... . 
Expended .............. .......................... ....... ........ . 
Unexpended balance on hand ........... ........ ...... ........ .. . 
Fiscal year, 1892. 
rceived since July 1, 1891.... .• . . . . • • . . • . • . . • • • . . .. • . . . • . . . . . • . . 54,600. 00 17, 100.00 83,500.00 
xp~nded.......... ... . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . .. . • . • . . • . • . .. • • . . . . . . 50, 212. 47 15, 05 . 06 82, 7 . 9 
1-----1-----:·----
Unexpended balance on hand .... .. . .. . . . • • . . • .. .•• . • . • .. • . 4, 3 7. 53 2,041.94 1 711. 02 




?c!f:~~~;: -~~9_: :: ::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $!~; ~: M ff:~~: :f 
1-----P-----
Expen~~t1::: :::::::: ." ." :: : : : : : : ." ."."." :: : : :: :: .": :::: .": ." ." ." ." .": .".":: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :: :!t: ~~ ~i: it::~ 
'Unexpended balance on hand . . . . • .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. • • .. . .. .. .. • . • • . . 39, 993. 25 37, 187. 71 
* Acts approved February 12, 1889. 
I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures stated have-
been made by me on vouchers approved by the Superintendent of the U. S. Military 
Academy. 
w. H. MILLER, 
Captain and Assistant Qua1·termast~, U.S . .A., 
WEST POINT, N. Y., June 61 1892 • 
Disbursing Officer, U. S. M . .il. 
.Abstract of receipts and expenditures pertaining to the U. S. Military Academy gas funcl · 
Receipts: 
between July 1, 18911 and June 61 1892. 
Sales of coke, coal dust, etc .......................... ~ .. . .. .. .. .. • .. • $581. 03 
Sales of coal tar . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . • • • • • 485. 79 
Sales of gas to officers ............................................... 1, 824. 06 
Sales of gas to civilians ...................................... _... .. .. 712. 04 
Sales of gas to public buildings...................................... 453. 33 
Sales of gas to cadets, in barracks .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • • 855. 20 
~Jes of gas fixtures to cadets ............................ · .. • • . . • • • • .. 229. 41 
Total receipts ......•.........••..••....••...••••.•••••••..•...•••• 5, 140. 86 
On hand July 1, 1891 ...... .... .... ...... .... ....... ...... ...... ...... •••• 577. 33 
Total. . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • . • • . . • . . . . • • • . • . • • • • . • • • • 5, 718. 19 
Expended July 1, 1891, to June 6, 1892 ................................... 5,375.66 
Unexpended balance on hand June 61 1892 .. .. •• .• •. •• •. •. •. •• •• •. •. •• .• .• 342. 53 
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I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures stated have 
been made by me on vouchers approved by the Superintendent of the U. S. Military 
.Academy. 
W. H. MILLER, 
Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, U. S. A., 
WEST POINT, N. Y., June 61 1892 • 
. Director of the Gas Work,, 
.Abstract of receipts and expenditures pm·taining to the special contingent fund, U. S, 
Military Academy, between July 1, 1891, and June 6, 1892. 
On hand July 1, 1891 •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••• ·•••• $2, 626, 30 
Receipts: 
By rent of West Point Hotel ...•••••• "..? ••••••••••••••••• 
By rent of Post-Office Cottage .••••.•••••.••••••••••••.• 
By 1·ent of public stables .......••••..••••...•..•••••••.• 





.By cash received from the U.S. Military Academy gas fund for the pur-
pose ofreimbursing the special contingent fund for expenses incurred in 
4,262.50 
setting up 13 clay retorts in the U. S. Military Academy gas works... 300. 00 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7, 188. 80 
Expended to include June 6, 1892.... • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • 3, 676. 60 
Balance on hand June 6, 1892.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3, 512. 20 
I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures reported 
have all been made on vouchers apptoved by the Superintendent of the U. S. Mili-
tary Academy, 
. W. H. MILLER, 
Captain and .Assistant Quartermaster, . U. S. A., 
T1·eas. Special Contingent Fund, U. S. M. 4. 
HEADQUARTERS U, S. MlLIT.AltY ACADEMY, 
OFFICE TREASURER, QU.AltTERMASTER, AND C0MMISS.AltY OF CADETS, 
West Point, N. Y., June 4, 1892. 
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following, believing that the information 
given is that which you verbally requested when your committee visited my office 
this day. 
The pay of a cadet is $45 per month, or $540 per year. At each regular muster, 
namely: February 28, April 30, June 30, August 31, October 31, and December 31, 
muster and pay rolls of each company of cadets are prepared by the tactical officer 
in charge of said companies in the same manner as such rolls are accofuplished 
throughout the service. 
The Corps o.f Cadets is must_ered by the commandant of cadets on these rolls, and 
after he has signed them as mustering officer they are tram;mitted to this office, 
where they are examined and recorded and from whence they are transmitted direct 
to the chief payma ter's department of the East, New York City, who pays the rolls 
by depositing the amount due on them with the assistant treasurer of the United 
States at New York City to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States Military 
Academy, to be drawn upon by him, in his official capacity only. 
Such pa.yment constitutes the settlement between the cadets and the Government. 
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The treasurer of the Military Acad my thu r i in r u 
and in tum keeps an account with ea h individu 1 ca t, r 
months with his pay and charging him -v ith all um hi h h (t 
expended on his account during that period. u h • d t rmin ti n 
of the cadet with the treasurer of the Acad my i t rm d ttl m nt. 
This account of each cadet with the tr a ur r f the A ad m i itemi Uy sot 
forth in an account book, which book i habitu lly in the p s ion of the 
excepting when it is turned in for entr of cbaro- for article pur ha 
the settleme t, and for balancing at the nd th r of and the cad t can e t ny 
time the state of his account and the items of credit and debit hi h enter into it. 
A. ledger containing t he consolidated accounts of all cadets, by class s, for ea.oh 
settlement is kept in the treasurer's office. 
Out of the monthly p ay of each cadet there is set aside, under no circum -.;ance 
to be expended prior to his graduation, at which time it is paid him, the sum of 
$4 per month, which at his graduation amounts t o $192, and which is int nded a a 
fund out of which the cadet will purchase the necessary a,rticles of his equipment 
as an-officer. Forty-one dollars then remain as the monthly pay of each cadet for 
all his needs. Out of this sum he pays for his subsistence, clothing and r pairs 
thereto, text-books, drawing instruments and drawing materials, washing, hair cut-
ting, blackening his shoes, care of baths, proportional charge for the manufacture 
of gas, proportional share of the expense of the subsistence of cadets sick in hos-
pital, including 41 this latter the extra pay of $10 per month to the member of the 
U. S. A.. Hospital Corps who cooks for the sick cadets in hospital, and for every 
personal expenditure which he may consider necessary, on his written application 
that the same may be made when the same is approved by the Superintendent of 
the Academy. 
Thus a cadet handles no portion of his pay whilst at the Academy, nor does the 
treasurer make any charge against the cadet excepting in pursuance of the author-
ity of the Superintendent. 
When a cadet goes on furlough after having been at the Academy two years, his 
accounts are settled approximately to .the end of the settlement following the 
August muster of his furlough year, and although the treasurer of the Academy has 
not received the pay of the cadet for May, June, July, or August, he advances to 
him all that he will be out of debt at the end of August, less the sum of $22.501 
which sum is held in reserve for necessary purchases of a,rticles, which the cadet re-
ceives immediately upon his return from furlough, to the end that he may start in 
on the last half of his course at the Academy free from debt. 
When a cadet severs his connection with the Academy, by graduation or otherwise, 
his account-is settl~d to the proper legal date, and whatever amount is due him, in-
cluding the $4 set monthly aside, is paid to him in person. 
The statem!3nli of the treasurer U. S. Military Academy May 19, 1891, which waathe 
last settlement of the books of this office prior to the inspection of the same by the 
Board of Visitors for 18~1, was as follows: 
Amount. Amount. 
~ssistant treasurer ....•. ..•.....••... $29,715.84 
5~ft~it~: ::::::::::: :: : : : : : : :: ::: 2f: ~gg: gg 
Cadet hospital. •••.•.•••..••••••••• ~. $8. 88 
Cadet laundry • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • 5, 541. 23 
Cadet quartermaster •• • • • • • . • • • •• • • • 1,898. 64 
Cadet subsistence department....... 687. 82 
Corps of Cadets...................... 11,571, 51 
Deposits .......... ;.................. 190. 00 
Dialectic society. . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • . . . 18. 75 
Equipment fund..................... 31,644.00 
Miscellaneous fund......... . • • • . . . . . 4. 02 
Miscellaneous items . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . 6. 32 
Policing barracks, etc................ 34. 40 
----11 , ___ _ 
TotaJ . . •• •• • . . . . • •••.....•• .. . . . 51,605.07 Total ......•..•....••••••••• ·•.. 51,605.07 
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"The amounts appearing in the left column are the assets, while those appearing 
in the right column are the liabilities, or funds and accounts, to which the assets 
belong. 
The following statement of receipts and disbursements show the work of the treas-
. nrer's office between May 19, 1891, the date of the statement above given, and May, 
16, 1892, the date of the last settlement of the books of this office: 
Receipts. 
Assistant treasurer (amount of 
checks drawn) .........•........... 
i:~be;~~ .~~~~.::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Cadetcash .........•......••......... 
Cadet hospital ..................... . . 
Cadet laundry .............. ; ....... . 
Cadet quartermaster ............... . 
Cadet subsistence department . ..... . 
Confectioner .........•........... .... 
Corps of Cadets .........••..••....••. 
Damages, ordnance .......•.......... 
~:~it~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Deposits ...........................•. 
Dialectic Society ............•........ 
Equipment fund ................••.. 
!!rr~~sd~~::::::::::::::::::: :·:::::: 
Hops and German .................. . 
Miscellaneous fund ................. . 
Miscellaneous items ......•.......... 
Oaths .......••................•...... 
Paymaster .......................... . 
Periodicals .•.••........•............ 
Photographs ........................ . 
Policing, barracks, etc ....•.•...•••.. 
Amount. 


























Total , •••..••.••..•. ~.......... 687, 931, 72 
Disbursements. Amount. 
Assistant treasurer (deposited) $153, 398. 77 
Balances _paid ................. · · • · · 18, m: ii 
~:a~!r~~~ii·::::: :: :: ::::: ::::::::::: 12,238.56 
Cadet hospital. . . . . • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 928. 61 
Cadet laundry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 384. 21 
Cadet quartermaster . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .65, 05?,. 44 
Cadet subsistence department...... 52, 589. 00 
Confectioner...... . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 316. 00 
Corps of Cadets................... .. 177,923.16 
Damagei;, ordnance................ . 508. 23 
Dancing.. ... ..... .................. ~:: ~g 
Dentist .•••.......•.....••.•.•.• ..•• 
Deposits ........•................• •· 17, m: f~ 
Dialectic Society ...••...•.......•• - . 
Equipment fund.................... 15, 198. 00 
Expressage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 44. 20 
Gas fund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 1, 255. 90 
Hops and German................ .. 1,641.17 
Miscellaneous fund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 00 
Miscellaneous items . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 762. 51 
Oaths.................. ............. 24. 00 
~:~J\~~~·::::::::::::::::::::::::: 149, 4~t ~~ 
Photogra~bs... . .... .. ......... •. • • . 54. 00 
Policing arrackR, etc .........•. .. . 
1 
__ 5_, _86_6_. 6_3 
Total . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • . • • • . 686, 234. 53 
It will be observed that certain accounts appear and disappear in this second 
statement, viz, balance paid, barber, cadet cash, confectioner, damages, ordnance, 
dancing, dentist, expressage, gas fund, hops and German, oaths, periodicals, and 
photographs. 
The following is the statement of the treasurer of the Academy at date of the last 
settlement, and inspection of his accounts May 16, 1892: 
Amount. 
Deposited with the assistant treasurer $30, 834. 37 
Miscellaneous items . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • . . 40. 79 
Invested in bonds . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . 20, 000. 00 
Cash on hand in office safe............ 3,496.42 
Total . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 54, 371. 58 
Cadet laundry ............. , ...•.•••. 
Cadet quartermaster .............••. 
Cadet subsistence department .•••••• 
Corps of Cadets ...............•..•. · 
Deposits ...........•..•••.•..•..•••.. 
Dialectic society ..•.............••. · 
Equipmentfuud . .....•.........••••• 













A proper consideration of these three statements, of the receipts and disburse-
ments in the second statement will explain clearly the difference between the first 
and last statement. 
The equipment fund will be reduced on the graduation of the present :first clas8 
$11,94.0. 
- Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WM. F. SPURGIN, 
Captai11,, Twenty-first Infantry. Treasurer U. S. Military Academy, 
Hon. Jo EPH H. THWAITE, M. c., 
Quarterrnaster and Commissary of Cadet.. 
Chairman ommittee of Fiscal Ajf airs, Board of Visitors, 
U. . M. A., 1892, through the Superintendent U. S. Military .Academy. 
WEST POINT MILITARY C DEMY. 
THE GRADUATION E 
The graduation exerci e wer 
They consisted of prayer, three addr 
Military .Academy band, and b n dicti n. 
Mr.-outhwaite, by direction of the ard 
graduating class. He was introduced by 
follows: 
9 
YOUNG SOLDIERS: It may now be said that y ou ha reached he end of your fir t. 
long campaign. You have fought already many b::tttl nd in m t f them y u 
have won. Sometimes you have almo t yielded to th dr ad d air f d fea . At 
other times the thrilling joy of success has spurr d yo u on to forth r vi tori 
Some of you have gained greater distinction than other , and hav m rit d it. Pro-
motion was open to all alike-the :field was free from the beginninO". Y t th r be-
those among you who have not risen above the ranks. . They need not be di our-
aged nor chagrined, unless they are consciou that they have wantonly wa t d the-
advantages before them or failed to do their duty when it was within their power-
to have done it. Even the exercise of unflaO"ging determination, persistent applica-
tion, and dauntless courage does not always win promotion. But in the future will 
be many opportunities for those who have fallen below the average to retri ve the-
past, and possibly outstrip your more honored companions of to-day. Let me con-
gfatulate each one of you. So far you have served your country well. Now, a 
wider range of service and a greater responsibility is to be intrusted to you. You 
have been taught here the principles of the art of war and have been trained a,nd 
disciplined in military exercises and in all the practical parts of your profes ion. 
From what we have observed in the past ten days we can say that there are those-
among you who could properly direct the movements of a battalion of infantry or-
drill a troop of cavalry, or manage a battery of artillery. We have seen a pontoon 
bridge long enough to span a wide arm of this river constructed by you und0r the-
command of one of your number. Your examinations have shown that you are well 
qualified to aid in supervising the construction of parts of our magnificent system 
of fortifications for seacoast defenses. Who should complain that your education 
makes science the handmaid of warf The effective application of knowledge in 
preparation for national aggression or defense may become the harbinger of univer-
sal peace. 
Many of you, young soldiers, are now competent to plan and direct the construc-
tion of field fortifications and adjust the armament thereof, or to engineer and build , 
the ways for advance and attack. Some could prepare the plans and make the maps 
for sieges or for battles, while others, doubtless, could guide the movements of forces 
advancing to engagements at night by the position of the stars in the heavens above-
them. 
In addition to accomplishments strictly within the line of the military profession,. 
you are also prepared to assist in the splendid engineering works being undertaken 
by the Government for the sake of commerce-to improve our great waterways of 
lake and river, and to connect them by splendid ship canals-=--as well as those for 
the enlargement or improvement of our many ocean harbors. 
While you stand ready to take your places in any of the corps of the Army, you 
should from your studies and training of the past four years be somewhat equipped 
for the active service in the purely industrial pursuits of mining, architectural con-
struction, and railroad building, and in the projecting and perfecting of systematic-
and economic measures for supplying ·water to our great cities and healthful drain-
age systems. Previous to our civil wars several high positions wherein abilities of 
this kind were required were filled by graduates of this Academy-their service not. 
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then being desired by the Government. But when they were · needed they returned 
promptly to that service. Yes, the history of your heroes is ~full of the splendid 
~chievements of graduates of the Academy who at once forsook the paths of peace-
ful pursuits to tread again the field of war for the love of country and of glory. 
Young gentlemen, you have acquired here something more than scientific attain-
ments and professional skill, or you are not well fitted to command others. You 
will not make good officers if your intellectual nature alone has been highly culti-
tivated. Within these four years your whole character has been forming. The in-
fluences around you should have elevated your moral nature too. The daily lessons 
of self-restraint, the constant incentives to eradicate from your hearts all mean and 
sordid emotions, the recurring performance of duties, not always agreeable, for 
duty's sake, the continuous practice of virtuous habits, and the generous emulations 
for class and company honors have all purified your minds and nobly expanded your 
manhootl.. Henceforth you are to be leaders among men and exam:ples for those in 
the service below you. He who does his whole duty steadfastly honors his calling 
and helps to elevate mankind. 
In this great Republic the members of this class are but as one to a million of 
people. In that branch of the public service which shall claim your direct labors 
each of you will have immediate professional contact with but a few hundred at 
most . . Your professional competition will be confined to a still smaller number. 
While all rejoice with those who have taken and held the higher places here and 
wish them continued success, a warning that other campaigns are before them, and 
that the contest for supremacy is still on, may not be amiss. Promotions henceforth 
are still to be preceded by examinations; exercises and practical operations will 
have to be supplemented by study. Opportunity will thus be given for those who 
may regard their present lower position as the result of accidents or unfavorable 
circumstances for which they were not wholly responsible. They can have other 
trials of their strength and may surprise success. They need not be discouraged. 
'fhey gg hence with this class to-day. Having overcome one difficulty men often 
encounter the next with pleasure. Victory begets self-confidence, always the help-
ful auxiliary of native power. But he who first looks around for some one to help 
him, when confronted with opposition or difficulty, instead of summoning his own 
resources, and resolving to act upon them in the contest, is in a fair way always to 
suffer defeat. Said Charles James Fox, "Show me a young man who bas not suc-
ceeded at :first, and nevertheless has gone on and I will back that young man to do 
better than most of those who have succeeded at the :first trial." May there no't be 
some such instances in this class f The natural aspiration of every educated man is to 
achieve excellence in whatever he undertakes as his life work. In some this aspira-
tion is strong and continuous, in others it is weak and intermitting. Their labors 
and the results thereof vary accordingly. The great artist and scholar, Sir Joshua 
Reynolds, held that excellence is never granted to a man but as the reward for 
labor; he said: "If you have great talents industry will improve them. If you 
have moderate abilities industry will supply their deficiencies." Nothing is denied 
to well-directed labor, nothing is to be obtained without it. The greatest achieve-
ments of many eminent men have depended upon their thorough appreciation of 
this truth. In Dyci's spelling book, printed nearly 200 years ago, is found these 
lines: 
"Despair of nothing that you would attain, 
Unwearied diligence your point will gain." 
A wise old rhyme; to which, 1et me add, put some enthusiasm into the repeated 
effort . Listless or half-hearted endeavors will seldom relieve disasters. One thing 
that i . cultivated here among you cadets is of gr-eat value to its possessor; itis what men 
oommonly call "pluck." Its lessons are not generally found in the books nor taught 
by the profussor . Yon need not be told how they are learned, you give yourself 
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those lessons. The football incid nt 
be learned. "Up, boys, and at th m 
cal moment, won an important battl 
the day has seemed lost, the rall in 
into victory. In the battle ofli.£ u 
aftermanystruggles. Our own Wa hin<Tt nlo t r 
of the Continental armies; but he ora. uiz d i t r 
7 1 
the end. Let me recall to you th tor f th •r n h ldi •r wh m ap 1 n wi 11 
to make an officer because of hi h r i and llant cl d , but wh d liu d t he 
offered promotion, saying he pre£ rr d to b ill .fi r oldi r of Fr n th o-r • t 
general named him, "the first gronadi r of Fr n ." "our m m r that fir y • r 
after his death it was the custom to call hi nam with the roll of hi om pan , and 
for the oldest veteran in the ranks to t p forward and an w r, "died upou th fi ld 
of honor." Why was he thus honored f Becau e he had t u h an llent am-
ple of courageous and honest performance of individual duty, a companied by 
the greatest self-denial. Upon occa ion all good soldi r must b br. ve, but 
bravery alone is not sufficient qualification for the b t oldier . Fill lit, 7 and If-
denying devotion to duty controlled the soul of the "fir t gTenadi r of France." 
He hesitated not to · consider any consequences to him elf. Hi h art and mind 
were full of the cause for which he had enlisted. His conduct indicat d sub-
lime faith in his ability, in his own way to render the most valuabl ervices to his 
country. 
The true soldier never shirks his duties nor shrinks · from d · fficulties. He meets 
dangers boldly and strives to do his appointed work to the best of his ability. The 
greater his peril the stronger his pluck; with a deep sense of responsibility, his 
determination and resultant energy sometimes stays the hand of death itself. Some-
times the enthusiasm of success is just as potent; but there is pluck also. 
At Ratisbon a young adjutant came galloping out' from the battery smoke and 
rode a mile away to where Napoleon stood to bring him the first message of victory. 
The boy-soldier reached his general, dismounted, and with the :flush of joy upon his 
countenance gave him the good news. Napoleon at a glance saw that the adjutant 
was all but shot in two, and softly said to him, "You're wounded." Still smiling, 
the boy replied, "I am killed, sire." And so he was. 
He had received the fatal wound many minutes before, nearly a mile away, but 
would not die until he had obeyed his orders and delivered his glorious message. A 
different phase of this trait is shown m the story told of a Russian soldier. 
When the Winter Palace was burning, a priest, who had rushed into the interior 
to rescue the pyx, ran across a sentry, whom he urged to :flee for his life. - "No, this 
is my post," he replied, "give.me your blessing." This the priest did, then strug-
gled through the smoke to safety. The soldier was never heard of again. This 
death may not be thought so heroic as the other. It was, nevertheless, a simple-
sacrifice of life to a sense of duty. In this land we do not expect such stolid 
obedience and unquestioning submission to authority. Before the assault of Warsaw 
two Russian grenadiers were standing at their post looking upon the fortifications 
before them. The one, a recruit, asked the other, an old soldier-pointing to the 
Polish defenses: "What think you, brother, shall we be able to take those worksf" 
"I think not, " replied the old warrior, "they are very strong." "Aye, but suppose 
we are ordered to take them.f" questioned the recruit. "That is another question," 
said the veteran; "ifit is ordered, we will take taem." 
With the vete11t1n what seemed an impossibility might become a duty, and then it 
should be accomplished. Those who give themselves orders to achieve certain 
things in life and firmly rely upon their ability to do so are the ones who succeed. 
A man's ambition may be for higher things than his capability should warrant him 
in aspiring to. That is no serious fault. Those who do not hope for promotion are 
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not likely to prepare themselves to reach it or to worthily fill the advanced position 
if perchance it should come to them. 
"The wise and active conquer difficulties 
By daring to attempt them; sloth and folly 
Shiver and shrink at sight of toil and hazard 
.A.nd make the impossibility they fear." 
A few thoughts here suggested by Gen. Agnus, president of the Board of Visitors, 
who has himself seen active service in the Army of our country during the late war . 
.A.s you receive the smiles of approval, and the hand shake of godspeed from those 
who have come hither to join in the plaudits you have won, remember that a new 
-e:ca now opens before you. You have been under the strict discipline of official 
superiors, are about to become yourselves the commanders of men, and of American 
,soldiers· at that. In some semi barbaric countries that title has a significance entirely 
fo(eign to the American idea. There, commanders are oppressors of their inferiors 
in rank. . But educated as you have been carefully and efficiently and with the ex-
perience of four years of soldier life, you have doubtless learned what treatment 
should be given those who may come under your authority. But let me remind you 
.again that the first thought of a good officer is for the welfare of the men whom he 
leads. He will not expose them unnecessarily to danger or hardships that can be 
.avoided. An officer can be a strict disciplinarian, yet neither cruel nor unjust to his 
men. He will share with them the fatigues of their marches,·the privations of their 
-camps, and the dangers of their conflicts in such a way as to win their hearts for-
-ever. Then, when th~ strain of approaching battle is upon him, he may appeal to . 
his troops as did the illustrious Prince of Navarre, who, pointing to his helmet, thus 
-electrified his men: '' See you this plume! When it advances follow me. If it fall, 
.avenge me, but if in turn it retreat, shoot me!" 
".A.nd in they burst, and on they rushed 
While like a guiding star, 
.A.mi<l the thickest carnage, blazed 
The helmet of Navarre." 
And further, young soldiers of the Republic, before you close your present rela-
tion with this institution, recall the patriotic associations that cluster around, that 
you may go forth deeply imbued with the spirit of the place. 
Recall that here was established by your colonial forefathers, in their struggle to 
be free, one of the earliest fortifications of the Highlands; that within full view 
-of this plain are the hills and the island whereon they erected their forts and re-
,doubts and planted their batteries, manned by the minutemen, to defend this val-
ley against the invader; that upon your very grounds these patriots once fought a 
brave and gallant battle against overwhelming numbers. Here Kosciust:ko labored 
as an engineer, and later Washington himself, as Commander-in-Chief of the Conti-
nental Armies, made his headquarters. This spot was virtually selected over a 
hundred years ago for a Military Academy of the Army, grounded on the permanent 
establishment for our frontier posts. You must take pride in the fact that the 
origination of this Academy was cherished by the Father of our Country. He and 
his compatriots, appreciating the military necessities of the times, labored zealously 
in your behalf. In your daily life you have come in contact with many things to stir 
your souls with patriotic :1.rdor. The trophie!'i of foreign wars brought home by 
your predecessors, the standards and the guns their valor won, the memorial tablets 
in their honor, monuments and even the unmarked graves in yonder cemetery have 
deeply impressed their le sons on your hearts. 
Academic de cendant of a long line of illnstrious soldiers and patriots: Ere you 
cea e to tr ad this a r d fi Id, ao-ain resolve that you will ever maintain, even 
with your life th honor of your country and the honor ~f the Class of '92. Like 
th p~rtan mo h r, your Alm 11ater expects you to bring home to her your shield 
untarm ·h d, r b !Jr uo-ht back upon it. 
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THE SECRET.A.R F 
Then the Secretary of War, befi re pr 
follows: 
C E IY. 7 3 
R. 
GENTLEMEN OF THE GRADUATI '"G OLA : Y U are O ll to oe offi er f t h Army 
of the United States, an organization wh p t i full gl r , n he a pir ti n 
and ambition of whose member hould be t r a hp rfi tion in hnroa organiza-
tion. Washington was its fir t ommauder-in- hi f, r ant i r t t gen r 1. 
One helped to found, the other help d to a , t h publi In a hundr d year 
there have been nineteen President of the nit d tat le d b.7 th p pl , nine 
of whom were generals in the Army. The Army tood by th radl f th R public 
and nursed into existence the best att mpt at fr e gov rnment th worlu ha yet 
seen. When threatened with divi ion and d struction it came to the r cu and 
savEd the Republic which it had done o mu h t o estnbli h . Durino- a c ntury it ha 
,defended the honor of the nation in four wars. At times it h as be n t he large t 
organized army known to the world, and during its period of greate t ucce 
.commanded by a general educated at West Point. 
The Army is a delicate machine; to make it what it is to-day we have drawn on 
the military usages and science of war of all t he ages. I t needs t o be well under-
stood to be managed in whole or in part. Change is not r eform, an d any r eform 
attempted in the Army should be long and car efully considered. The Army, h ow-
ever, is not a perfect organization; to claim t his would be to discount the centuries 
and leave you and those wh .J come aft er you without the incentive t o do something 
better than those who have gone b efore you. 
· In entering the Army you turn your back on the chances and opportunities civil 
life offers to win a great fortune; but you a t once secure for yourself an independ-
ence and high social position, as also relief from the uncertainties, anxieties, and 
doubts that too often follow a business career. While you can not hope to become 
millionaires in your profession, you have taken a bond of fate against ever being 
dependent. Your life in the Army should begin a life of study and improvement, 
and your aim and best ambition should be to make the Army better and more effi-
cient than you found it. 
In the great Republic it is hoped and believed we are making substantial progress 
toward permanent peace, but this is not assured. Our Indian wars, which have 
begun with the landing of the Pilgrims, are about at an end. Thefrontierthat has 
gradually grown less as civilization has marched weAtward, no longer exists; it is 
gone forever. There is now no frontier in the United States except that contiguous 
to foreign territory. Apart from foreign war the' Army promises by its mere pres-
ence to be one of the guarantees of peace and order throughout the nation. The 
future would seem to hold within it no such hardships for you as those who have 
gone before you endured, but it is within the ;possibilities greater ones may come to 
you. You may be called upon to bear the fla.g of your country and to do duty within 
the tropics and nearer the polar regions than any of your predecessors. 
The flag float s over territory of the United States further west of San Francisco 
than San Fran cisco is west of New York, and farther north of San Francisco than 
San Francisco is from Florida. The control of the waterway across the isthmus, 
that is soon to marry the two great oceans and open up a new and shorter highway 
for the commerce between the two coasts of America and Europe and the far East, 
holds within it unsettled questions. 
West Point Military Academy, beautiful in all its surroundings and intocesting in 
all its traditions and history, in nearing the end of its first hundred years of exist-
ence, points with pride to its record and the great things it has done. It has helped 
to make great men who have made glorious history. It has enduring claims upon 
the gratitude of the Republic. 
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GENERAL SCHOFIELD'S CLOSING WORDS. 
Gen. Schofield then addressed the graduating class and said: 
G'ENTLEMEN OF THE GRADUATING CLASS: You have now laid-a broad and solid 
foundation for your military education and for honorable career. Above all, you 
have passed the prescribed test of your capacity to learn and to make useful appli-
cation of knowledge. You have sustained the trying ordeal of discipline, by which 
you have learned to subordinate the will of the individual to that of authority, which 
subordination is indispensable, even in civil life and much more in the military, to 
the well-being of every organized socie'ty. Your future task will be a comparatively 
easy and coll:genial one-that of building upon this foundation a structure growing 
more complete, more harmonious, more worthy of honor as time adv_:ances, and des-
tined, under favorable fortune, to make your lives a blessing to yourselves, to those 
who are dear to you, and to your country. 
CONCLUSION. 
One of the last acts of Washington's life was to write a letter to Maj. 
Gen. Alexander Hamilton, commending his suggestion of t he wisdom 
of establishing the United States Military Academy. 
"The establishment of an institution of this kind upon a representa-
tive and extensive basis," Washington wrote two days before his death, 
"has ever been considered by me as an object of primary importance 
to the Government." 
Never was the farsightedness of these great men more splendidly 
shown than in the Teal results from the institution which they pro-
jected and which is without question the best military school in the 
world. It is impossible to overestimate the value of the Academy. 
For ninety years it has been a great and increasing benefit to the Gov-
ernment and the people. It has given to the country some of its most 
brilliant and most usefnl men and its influence in all directions has con-
. stantly grown. Of course the Academy has not and can not create 
manhood, but it has trained and developed it to its highest expressions 
of courage and character. We doubt if there is anywhere a more com-
plete training of the youth than is to be found in its course. It is elevat-
ing and is admirably comprehensive. It is physical, moral, and mental, 
and it brings out all of good in the young man who takes it. It teaches 
him duty, firmness, kin.dness, patience, justice; it gives him confidence 
and self-reliance; it promotes industry and application; it instills into 
him thoroughly the lessons of discipline, and adds to this the needs of 
courtesy without which discipline loses much of its moral force. The 
great fact about it, too, is that this education does not, as in many 
European institutions, widen the distance between the new officers and 
the men. There is the close touch of sympathy that makes our .Army, 
small as it is, one of the strongest in the world. The ..Academy is the 
broad and democratic school which educates the men who make this 
condition possible. 
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.And it does more than that. Many of its graduates have taken 
rank among the best and strongest factors of our scient.ific and indus-
trial life. The work of the .Academy has helped to develop the entire 
country in a material way, and a full record of its usefulness would be 
a large part of. the history and progress of the Union. The more we 
study its past and investigate its present, the more are we convinced 
that it is worth many times over what the Government pays for its 
maintenance . 
.As the leading military school of the country, therefore, Congress 
should deal with it generously. There should be no petty economies 
in its appropriations,.for every dollaris usefully and honestly expended 
for the benefit of the country and of the p~ople. The cost of its sup-
port coTUpared with its results is small, and the sum could easily be 
increased. We would emphasize the need of the Government's liberality 
in or_der that the high standard now attained should be kept up and 
advanced. There is no standstill in educational work; it is continuous 
progress and it demands enlarged expenditure and constant change in 
the courses of study. The .Academy is no exception to this rule. The 
suggestion has been made that one professor be ordered every year to 
investigate the methods of civil and military schools, both at borne 
and abroad, with a view to introducing the best ideas into his own 
department. During bis absence his place could be filled by the 
assistant. This plan would give a rotation of progressive improve· 
ment without crippling the course of the .Academy. It would enable 
the .Academy more succm;;sfully than ever to combine the best methods 
of Europe wi~h those of .America and keep its place at the forefront of 
military education. 
The suggesti_on has also been made that in the future the Board of 
Visitors reach West Point by May 20, so that they may have a 
longer time for their investigation. We. believe this suggestion to be 
· wise. Twenty days can easily be spent in examining into the workings 
of the institution. It is a school that bears and invites the most 
searching inquiry. We wish to testify cordially to the admirable 
management of the Academy as we found it. Everywhere we observe 
order and neatness and efficiency, and we give it as our conviction 
that the institution bas never been on a higher plane of real usefulness 
to the country and ~o the young men whom the country is educating 
for its foture commanders. . 
The loyal enthusiasm which is intertwined with the history of this 
great school surrounds its name with patriotic memories. From West 
Point have come many of our greatest soldiers. From West Point 
have come hundred of as brave and able officers as ever lived. From 
West Point have come and are coming the men to organize the man-
hood of the nation into regiments and armies if ever danger threatens 
war. Great as has been the usefulness of the Academy, its value was 
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never more real than now, and its fortunes in these piping times of 
peace should be generously guarded by a liberal Government and an 
appreciative people. 
/ 
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Retained pay, 54, 55. 
Service corps, 199, 200. 
Adjutant-General's Department: 
Annual report, 51. 
Appropriation for contingencies, 24. 
Army exhibits and statistics: 
Actual strength, June 30, 1892, facing p. 76. 
Adjutant-General's Department-Con tinned. 
Army exhibits and statistics: 
Gain and loss, enlisted strength, 92. 
Po ition and distribution of troops, 78-85. 
List, and means of communication: 
.Armories, arsenals, and depots, 90, 91. 
Departments, 86. 
Posts, 87-90. 
Regimental headquarters, 91. 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 13, 14. 
Adjutant-General's Office: 
Annual report, 191. 
Card index, Confederate archives, 40, 202, 203, 
Clerical force, 202. 
Division of Military Information, 7, 8, 195. 
Exhibits: 
Attendance, college students, 191-194. 
Government Insane Asylum, 201. 
Work done during year, 202, 203. 
Salaries, 24. 
Administrative Division, R. and P. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 658. 
·Advertisements, etc.: r 
Signal Office, 62~. 
Subsistence Department, 448. 
A.gnus, Gen. Felix: . 
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 676. 
Ainsworth, Col. F. C. : 
Annual report, 635. 
Alcatraz Island, Cal. : 
Clothing, etc., military convicts, 256. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 425. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 425. 
Means of communicatjon, 87,425. 
Payments to released convicts, 61, 
Water supply, 425. 
Alcoholism: 
Prevalence of, in .Army, 497,574. 
Alexandria (Va,) National Cemetery& 
Roadway, 39,132,261, 269, ·273. 
Allegheny Arsenal, Pa. : 
Means of communication, 90. 
Ambulances and Equipments: 
Pattern, 1892, 258, 378-386, 455, 456, facing p. 576, 
A.meJtdment of Records: 
Volunteer officers, 647. 
Analysis of Expenditures: 
Quartermaster's Department, 278-325. 
Andersonville (Ga.) National Vemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 361. 
Andrews, Prof. George L.: 
Academic staff, Military Academy, 683, 
Anemometer, Self-registering: 
Artillery target practice, 623, 624. 
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Aneroid Barometer: 
Balloon ascensions, 624 . 
.Angel Island, Cal.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 425. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 425. 
Means of communication, 87, 425. 
Purchase of post trarler's building, 260,411, 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 508, 510, 511. 
Water supply, 425. 
.Antietam, Md.: 
Battle sites and tablets, 39, 261, 262, 268, 274, 363 . 
.Antietam Board: 
Appointment and composition, 261,363. 
.Antietam (Md,) National Cemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 361. 
Roadway, 39, 269, 363. 
Apaclle, Fort, Ariz.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 426, 514, 515. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 126,-426. 
Means of communication, 87, 426, 609, 610. 
Water supply, 426,522,528,529. 
Appropriations: ' 
War Department, 20, 24-42. 
Aqueduct Bridge, Va.: _ 
·survey of road to Mount Verµon, 39. 
Arizona, Department of: 
Annual report of operations, 126. 
Changes of station of troops, 129. 
Desertions, 244, 246. 
Discipline, 130. 
Extract, report of Lieut. Greene, C. S. 0., 625. 
Geographical limits, 861 126. 
Health, 477, 546, 547, 5(9, 658. 
Indian affairs, lS0-133. 
Indian troops, 129. 
Military posts and reservations, 126-128. 
Position and distribution of troops, 84, 85. 
Post lyceums, 129. · 
Post schools, 129. 
Practice marches, etc., 132. 
Report of acting judge-advocate, 242. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 510. 
Signaling instruction, etc., 620, 625, 626. 
Small-arms practice, 132. 
Trials by courts-martial, 130, 242-244, 
Arkansas: 
Mississippi River sufferers, 41, 270, 
Arlington (Va,) National Cemetery: 
Care and mintenance, 361. 
Armories: 
List, and means of communication, 90, 91. 
Arms: 
Wyoming,40. 
Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark.: 
Buildings and grounds, 404. 
Means of communication, 87. 
Patients, 464. 
Water supply, 4.64. 
Army Cooks: 
Enlistment, 15, 448. 
Army Lamps: 
Chandelier or pendant, 888, 389. 
Illustrations, facing p. 390. 
One-light bracket, 387, 888. 
Ano1 M.edlcal Museum: 
Appropriations, 25, 27,454. 
Specimens received, etc., 461-463. 
Army of the United States: 
Adjutant-General's Department, 13, 14, 24, 51-
59, 76, 78-92. 
Annual report of operations, etc., 45. / 
Appropriations, military establishment, 24, 25. 
Army bakers and cooks, 15, 448. 
Articles of War, 209, 211-215, 247. 
Artillery School, 10, 12, 40, 48, 148-153. 
Artillery target practice, 26, 93, 150, 603, 621, 
623,624. . 
Cavalry and Light Artillery School, 11, 18, 




Concentration at military posts, 5-7. 
Desertions, 49, 53, 67; 96, 105, 109, 135, 226, 229, 
233, 238-240, 244,246,250,251,467,468,646. 
Discipline, drill, etc., 46, 93, 102, 105, 106, 109, 
121,125,130,176,200,682,683. 
Enlisted men, 4, 5, 49, 51, 53-55, 58, 59, 76, 97, 121, 
150,184,185,201,207,448,537,579. 
Infantry and Cavalry School, 10-12, 40, 48, 
142-147. . 
Inspector-General's Department, 14, 24. 
Medical Department, 15, 16, 24, 25, 27, ,!8, 39, 63, 
66, 92, 95,137, 138,169, 180-18i, 258, 265-267, 
271, 272, 302-307, 309, 323-325, 378-386, 453-576. 
Military divisions and departments, 24, 48, 49, 
78-86, 93-136, 221-230, 232, 233, 235-~51, 416, 
476-478, 510, 546-549, 556-558, 611,620,625,626. 
Military posts and res!)rvations, 5-7, 15, 27, 39, 
57, 58, 87-90, 95-98, 105, 121, 122, 125-128, 258-
260, 263, 268-270, 273,274,408,411, 416-440, 4_78-
483,500, 508-540, 548-558, 567-574, 621. 
Pay Department, 16, 17, 24,348, 579-590. 
Post bakeries, 258, 393. 
Post exchange!3, 56-58, 72, 78, 95, 125. 
Post gardens, 258, 393. 
Post graduate schools, 9, 10. 
Post schools, 48, 49, 94, 129, 199, 258, 393. 
Practice marches, etc., 55, 93, 104, 113, 114, 118, 
119, 123, 132, 200, 257, 372. 
Quartermaster's Department, 8, 15, 24, 25, 27, 
38, 39, 47, 52, 67-70, 95, 121, 124, 132, 152, 163, 
164, 255-440, 508-514, 536. 
Recruiting service, 24, 49, 54, 115, 118, 120, 123, 
196-199, 468, 469, 576. 
Regimental headquarters, 91. 
Reorganization, 3, 4, 47, 48, 97. 
Signal Office, 18, 38, 118, 593-631. 
Small-arms practice, 2~, 93, 122, 124, 132, 135, 
138, 150, 257, 265-267, 269, 271, 272, 297, 299, 
301, 809, 319, 321, 325, 409, 416. 
Staff and line, 50. 
Subsistence Department, 15, 24, 38, 41, 71. 72, 
443-450. 
Army Reorganization : 
Remarks: 
Howard, Maj. Gen. O. 0., 97. 
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 47, 48. 
Secretary of War, 8, 4. 
Army Service Men, Quartermaster's Department: 
Organization, strength, etc., 268, 264. 
Remarks: 
Quartermaster-General, 256. 
Wilson, Col.John M., 163, llU. 
A.rsenals : 
Appropriations, 25, 26. 
List, and means of communication, 90, 91. 
Articles of War: 
.A.mended act of July 27, 1892, 209, 247. 
INDEX. 
Barracks and Quarters s 
Appropriations: 
Allotments for construction, 258,402 • 
.A.mounts available, 398. 
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Capital punishment, American and British , 
211-215. 
Debits and credits, 25, 265-269 . 
Expenditures during fiscal .rear ending-
June 30, 1891 (in part), 322,324,325. 
Artificial Limbs and Appliances: 
.A.pplicatione and claims, 457, 458, 4.60, 461. 
Appropriations, 39, 454, 457. 
Commutation in lieu thereof, 455, 460, 4.61. 
Deficiency in appropriation, 457. 
Furnished during year, 4G:i. 
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 4.57. 
Statistics, 457-461. 
Artillery School: 
Annual report of operations,' 14.8. 
Appropriation, 40. 
Course of instruction: 
Commissioned officers, 148, 149. 
Enlisted men, 150. 
Final exercises, 150. 
Library, 151. 
Necessities, 12. 
Printing office, 151. 
Remarks: 
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 48, 
Secretary of War, 10. 
Artillery Target Practice: 
Anemometer, self-registering, 623, 624. 
Appropriation, 26. 
Collation of meteorological data, 624. 
East, Department of the, 93. 
Monroe, Fort, Va., 150. 
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 603. 
Telephones, 621. 
Assinniboine, Fort, Mont.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 426. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 426. 
Means of communication, 87, 426, 611. 
'l'ransfer to Interior Depart,ment, 260,417, 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509,513,514. 
Water supply, 426. 
Athletic Exercises: 
See Gymnastic Exercises. 
Atlanta, Ga,: . 
Post. See Fort _McPherson, Ga. 
Atlas, War Records: 
Progress of work and distribution, 665. 
Augusta Arsenal, Ga.: 
Appropriation, 25. 
Means of communication,· 90. 
Bakers: 
See Poat Bakers. 
:Ballistic Instruction: 
Artillery School, 148. 
:Balloons: 
Military purposes, 598--600, 618-620, 624. 
Bands: 
Military Academy, 161. 
Barr, Lieut. Col. Thomas F.: 
Annual report, 221. 
Remarks: 
Previous convictions, 223. 
Summary oourts, 223. 
June 30, 1892, 297, 299, 301, 302, 304,306,309. 
Receipts nnd expenditures, 258 . 
R mittances, 271, 272, 398. 
Authorized exp nditures, 398-4.01. 
Building operations at military posts, 15, 27, 95, 
124, 258-260, 268, 274, 403-407. 
Losses by fire, etc., 412. 
Manufacture of furniture, 52, 68, 69, 258. 
Monroe, Fort, Va., 152. 
Property rented, 413-415. 
Seacoast posts, 47. 
Remarks: 
Quartermaster-General, 258. 
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 47. 
Sanitary condition, 508-514. 
Signal Service, 38. 
Barracks and Quarters Branch, Q, M. G. O, : 
Annual report of operations, 398. 
Financial statements, 398-415. 
Barrancas, Fort, Fla.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 426. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 426. 
Means of communication, 87, 426. 
Right of way, Mexican Gulf, Pacific and Puget 
Sound Railroad, 418. 
Water supply, 426,521,522,526. 
Barraneas (Fla.) National Cemetery: 
Rostrum, 260, 360. • 
Batchelder, Brig. Gen. R, N.: 
See Qitartermaster- General. 
Bathing Facilities: 
Remarks, Surg. Gen. and med. officers, 5:J7-5!0, 
Battle Ground (D. C.) National Cemetery: 
Monument, Ninety-eighth Pa. Vols., 361. 
Battle illonument, West Point, N. Y.: 
Illustration, facing p. 170. 
Progress of work, etc., 9, 168,169, 
Bayard, Fort, N. Mex.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 426. 
Habits, etc,, enlisted men, 537. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 128, 426, 
Means of communication, 87, 426, 611. 
Water supply, 426. 
Beef: 
Average contract price, 446. 
Bellevue Rifle· Range: 
Departmental cavalry nompetition, 124. 
Benches: · 
Manufacture, 258. 
Benecia Arsenal, Cal. : 
Means of communication, 110. 
Benecia Barricks, Cal. : 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 425. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 426, 
Means of communication, 87, 426, 
Water supply, 426. 
Bennett, Fort, S, Dak,: 
Abandoned, 114,115,416. 
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Beverly (N, J.) National Cemetery: 
Roadway, 39,269. 
Bicycles: 
Practice marches, etc., 104. 
Experiments, dispatch couriers, 104, 
Bidwell, Fort, Cal.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 426. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 426. 
Means of communication, 87,426. 
Water supply, 426,521,526. 
Births: 
Military post.a, 500. 
Bismarck, N. Dak.: 
Milit.ary telegraph line, 118, 607, 609. 
Blackfeet Indian Agency: 
Refugees, Canadian Bl.ood Indians, 114. 
Blacksmiths : 
Instruction, 138. 
Blatchford, Lie\lt, R. Mf: 
Assigned, Sub. Dept. Military Prison, 60, 71. 
Report, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 71. 
Bliss, Fort, Tex, (new): 
Building operations, etc., 15, 27, 259, 268,274. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 426. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 426. 
Means of communication, 426. 
Site, etc., 268, 274. 
Water supply, 426. 
Illiss, Fort, Tex, (old): 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 426. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 426. 
. Means of communication, 87, 426. 
Water supply, 426. 
Blood Indians, Canada: 
Troubles with mounted police, 114. 
War party, 116. 
Board of Commissioners, Soldiers' Home, D. C.: 
Annual report of condition, etc., of Home, 669. 
Changes in personnel, 672. 
Board of Publication, War Records: 
Annual report of operations, 665. 
Board of Review (proposed): 
Remarks, Acting Judge-Advocate-General, 208 
Board of Trustees : 
Memorial Hall, West Point, N. Y., 9. 
Board of Visitors, Military Academy : 
Annual report, 675. 
Appointment and composition, 674-676. 
Committees, 677. 
Duties, as defined by Congress, 675. 
Organization, 676. 
Plan of procedure, 678. 
Remarks: 
Academy in general, 705-707. 
Appointment, etc., of cadets, 679-681. 
.Armament and equipment, 684-686. 
Buildings and brrounds, 687-689. 
Discipline and instruction, 682, 683. 
Fi cal affairs, 693-698. 
Supplies and expenditures, cadets, 690-692. 
Reports of committees, 679-698. 
Board on Fortifl ations: 
Appropriation, 26. 
Board on Gun Fa tories: 
Appropriation, 26. 
Board on Magazine Guns: 
Recommendations, 18. 
Board of Ordnance and Fortification: 
Appropriation, 26. 
Boise Barracks, IdaJto: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 426, 514. 
Location, etc., ofreservation, 426. 
Means of' communication, 87, 426. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
Water supply, 426, 523, 530, 531. 
Boots: 
Improvement, 350. 
Issues, Military Prison, 347. 
Manufacture, 52, 67,346. 
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 256. 
Bonesteel, Lieni, C. H.: 
Extract from report, 626. 
Bounty and Claim Division, R. and P. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 660. 
Bowie, Fort, Ariz.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 427. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 126,426. 
Means of communication, 87,426,609,610. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260,411. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 508. 
Water supply, 427. 
Bowman A.ct, March 8, 1861: 
Claims for stores and supplies, 41. 
Brady, Fort, MicJ1. (new): 
Bathing facilities, 538,540. 
Building operations, etc., 15, 27,259,268,274. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 427 . 
Location, etc., of reservation, 427. 
Means of communication, 427. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
Water supply, 427. 
Brady, Fort, Mich. (old): 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 4:!7. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 427. 
Means of communication, 87, f27. 
Water supply, 427,524,531. 
Bridges: 
Expenditures, 258, 408, 
Monroe, Fort, Va., 27. 
Brooke, Brig, Gen. John R,: 
Annual teport, Department of the Platte, 123. 
Remarks: 
Courts-martial, 125. 
Post lyceums and exchanges, 125, 
Recruitment of Indians, 123. 
Small-arms practice, 124. 
Brooms: 
Manufacture, 52, 69, 346. 
Remarks, Capt . .J. W. Pope, 69. 
Ilr1nvn, Fort, Tex.: 
Draina~, sewerag(!, etc., 427 . 
Location, etc., of reservation, 427. 
Means of eommunication, 87,427, 607-609. 
Purchase of reservation, 27,269. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 508. 
Water supply, 16,427,524,525,533. 
Brown's Rauch, Mont.: 
Robbery by Indians, 117. 
Brownsville (Tex.) National Cemeterri 
Care and maintenance, 361. 
Construction of levee, 39, 261, 268, 361. 
I 
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Bruff', Capt. Lawrence L.: 
Annual report, 171. 
Buffalo, N. Y,: 
Labor disturbances, 98-100. 
Buffalo Bayou Ship Channel Co.: 
Payment for improvements, Galveston :Bay, 
Texas., 41. 
Buford, Fort, N. Dak.: 
_)rainage, sewerage, etc., 427. 
.Locati;n, etc., of r eservation, 427. 
Means of communication, 87,427. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
Transfer to Interior Department, 260, 416. 
Water supply, 427. 
Bugles: 
Standard adopted, 351. 
Burial oflndigent Soldiers, Sailors, and ltlarines: 
Appropriations, etc., 39,261,268,274,362. 
Burnsville, Kans.: 
Soldiers' lots, 362. 
Business Methods: 
Congressional investigation, 641. 
Record and Pension Office, 637-640, 643, 647-649. 
Butler, lion. Matthew C. : 
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 676. 
Cadets: 
Appointment, etc., 8, 9, 157-159, 679-681. 
Bill of fare, 691. 
Calisthenic and gymnastic instruction, 160, 161. 
Casualti~s, 169. 
Discipline, drill, etc., 171,682,683. 
Instruction, 159, 160. 
Summary of diseases, wounds, etc., 183. 
Supplies and expenditures, 690-692. 
California: 
Mining-debris question, 40. 
Reimbursement, Indian hostilities, 40. 
Ca\iforuia, Department of: 
Annual report of operations, 104. 
.Changes of station of troops, 104, 105. 
Desertions, 105, 226. 
Discipline, dri.ll, etc., 105, 106; 
Geographical limits, 86. 
Health, 478, 546, 547, 549, 558. 
Military posts and reservations, 105. 
Position and distribution of troops, 80, 81. 
Post lyceums, 105. 
Report of judge-advocate, 223. 
Signaling instruction and practice, 620, 626. 
Telegraphic communication, 611. 
Trials by courts-martial, 223-225. 
California National Guard: 
Regular troops at encampment, 105 
Cameron, Hon. J. Donald: 
:Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 676. 
Camp Nelson (Ky,) National Cemetery: 
Rostrum, 260, 360. 
Canals: 
Rules, etc., for navigation, etc., of certain, 17. 
Canby, Fort, Wash.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 427. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 4.27. 
Means of communication, 87, 427. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 411. 
Water supply, 427,523,530. 
Capital Punishment: 
Death sentences since war of rebellion, 216, 217. 
Remarks, Aotg. Judge-Advocate-Gen., 211-221. 
Carbaugh, Capt. H. C. : 
Annual report, 229. 
Remarks, courts-martial, 230-232. 
Card Index and Record System: 
Confederate archives, 40, 202, 203. 
Quartermaster-General's Office, 262 . 
Record and Pension Office, 637-640, 643, 647-640, 
652-004, 656. 
Signal Office, 623, 631. 
Carlin, Col. William P. : 
Creur d'Alene. Idaho, disturbance, 110,112. 
Carroll, Fort, Md.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 427. 
Means of communication, 87, 427. 
Carthage, N. Mex.: 
Military telegraph line, 609, 610. 
Carts: 
Purchases, 258,377. 
Cassatt, Hou. A. J.: 
Board of Visitors, Military .Academy, 676. 
Caswell, Fort, N. C.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 427. 
Means of communication, 87, 4:.!7. 
Catarrl1al Diseases: 
Prevalence, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 65. 
Cavalry and Light .Artillery School: 
Annual report of progress and wants, 137. 
Course of instruction, 137, 138. 
Organization, eto:, 138, 139. 
Remarks, Secretary of War, ll. 
Signaling instruction, 18, 137, 138, 602, 603, 621. 
Small-arms practice,..,138. 
Practice marches, etc., 138. 
Special appropriation for support needed, 141. 
Suggsstions of commandant, 138-141. 
· Cavah·y Detachment: 
West Point, N. Y., 163. 
Cemeteries : 
National. See National Cemeteries. 
West Point, N. Y., 166. 
Cerebro·spinal Meningitis: 
Prevalence: 
Army of the United States, 483,567,568. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 65. 
Certificates of Discharge: 
A.ct of April 14, 1800, 646. 
Certified Claims : 
Transportation of Army, 267. 
CJ1airs: 
Manufacture, 69. 
New standard for barracks, .351. 
Remarks, Capt. J. W. Pope, 62. 
Chemistry and Explosives lnsti'uctlon : 
Artillery School, 148. 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians: 
Investigation of complaints, 103. 
Cheyenne and Arapal10 Reservation : 
Removal of intruders, 102. 
Cheyenne River Indian Agency, S. Dak.: 




Post near. SP.e Fort Sheridan, Ill. 
World's Columbian Exposition, 103,104. 
Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Park: 
Appropriations, 27. 
Progress of work, 19. 
Remarks, Secretary·of War, 19. 
Chicken-pox: 
Prevalence of, in Army, 483, 567, 508. 
Chief Signal Officer: 
Annual report, 593. 
Remarks: 
Cables for harbor defenses, 603. 
Flying telegraph lines, 595. 
Heliographic signaling, 602. 
Military balloons, 598. 
Military telegraph lines, 593, 600, 
National Guard, 604. 
Practical telegraph operations, 596. 
Signal Corps of Army, 606. 
Signaling, 600. 
Signal Office, 604. 
Signal schools of instruction, 602, 
Target ranges, 603. 
Whistle signals for drill, 604. 
Choehos: 
Murder.by, of a Mormon, 130. 
Cholera: 
Measures for prevention, 97, 98,120, 121. 
Civilian Employes: 
See Employ es. 
Civilians: 
Health of Army attaches, 499, 500. 




Act of ;July 4, 1864, 394, 395, 449. 
Artificial limbs and appliances, 457, 458, 460, 461. 
Bowman act, March 3, 1861, 41, 394. 
Capture of ;Jefferson Davis, 41. 
Commutation of rations, 41, 449. 
Loy!tl citizens, for supplies, 41. 
Miscellaneous, 449. 
Private property, 41. 
Q. M. stores and subsistence supplies, 41. 
Relief acts, sundry claimants, 41. 
Supplies taken by Army in Tennessee, 41. 
Transportation of Army, 267. 
War, State, and vol., 40, 41,579, 580, 584, 586. 
Claims Branch, Q, lll. G. O.: 
Annual report of operations, 394. 
Clerical force, 394. 
Number of claims acted upon, eto., 395. 
Scope and chara~ter of work, 395, 
Claims .Division, C, G. O.: 
Work dono during year, 449. 
Clark, Fort, Tex.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 427. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 427. 
Means of communication, 87, 427, 611. 
Robbery of Major Sniffen, 680, 685. 
Water supply, 427. 
Clark's Point, lass.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 427, 
Means of communication, 87, 427. 
Clerks: 
See EmployeB. 
Clinch, Fort, Fla.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 427, 
Means of communication, 87,427. 
Clothing and Equipage : 
Appropriations: 
Debits and credits, 25, 265-267. 
Diverted, 347-349. 
Expenditures during fiscal year ending-
;J une 30, 1891 (in part), 323, 325. 
;June 30, 1892, 303, 305, 307, 809. 
Receipts and expemlitures, 256, 345. 
Remittances, 271, 272, 346. 
Boots and shoes, 52, 67, 25G, 346, 347, 350. 
Brooms, 52, 69, 346. 
Collections by Pay Department, 348. 
Detailed statement, issuing depots, 353-359. 
Issues: 
Army, 347. 
Indian prisoner!', 256. 
Militia, 256, 347, 348. 
Military prisons: 
Alcatraz Island, 256. 
Leavenworth, 256, 347. 




Secretary of War, 15. 
Surgeon-General, 536. 
Returns received and examined, 345. 
Sales, 70, 256. 
ClothingandEquipage,ReturnsBrancb,Q.M,G.O.: 
Annual report of operations, 344. 
Clerical force, 344. 
Scope and character of work, 344. 
Work done during year, 345. 
Clothing and Equipage, Supply Branch, Q, M.G. O.: 
Annual report of operations, 345. 
Clerical force, 352. 
Financial statements, 345-349. 
Scope and character of work, 345. 
Coal Creek, Tenn.: 
Labor disturbances, 98-100. 
Coour d'Alene, Idaho: 
Map mining regious, facing p. 112. 
Miners' union disturbances, 45, 106-112, 118-120. 
Colleges: 
.Average attendance of students, 191-194. 
Remarks: 
Adjutant-General, 191. 
Secretary of War, 12, 13. 
Columbia, Department of the: 
Annual report of operations, 106. 
Changes of station of troops, 106. 
Cceur d'Alene disturbances, 106-112. 
Desertions, 109, 233, 238-240. 
Discipline, drill, etc., 109. 
Geographical limits, 86. 
Health, 478, 546, 5i7, 549, 558. 
Position and distribution of troops, 84, 85. 
Post lyceums, 109. 
Report of acting judge-advocate, 232. 
Signaling instruction and practice, 620. 
INDEX. 
Columbia, Department of t110-Continued. 
Telegraphic communication, 611. 
Trials by courts-martial, 232, 2a3, 235-240. 
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn. : 
.Appropriations, 25. 
Means of communication, 90, 
Columbus, Fort, N. Y. H.: 
Drainage, sewerage. etc., 428. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 428. 
Means of communication, 87, 428. 
Water supply, 428. 
Columbus Barracks, Ohio: 
Additional quarters, 27, 95, 269. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 428. 
Food and cooking, 534, 535. 
Hospital steward's quarters, 95. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 427. 
Means of communication, 91, 427. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
Tracks, Leonard .Avenue Street R.R., 418. 
Water supply, 428, 524, 531. 
·commandiug General' s Office : 
Expenses, 24. 
Commissaries of Subsistence: 
Duties and stations, 450. 
Commissary-General: 
Annual report, 443. 
Remarks: 
Army cooks and bakers, 448. 
Subsistence supplies and property, 446-448. 
Commissary.General' s Office: 
Accounts and Returns Division, 449. 
Claims Division, 449. 
8alaries, 24. 
Commissary-Sergeants: 
..A.ppointments and casualties, 448. 
Commissioned Officers: 
Amendment of volunteer records, 647. 
Commitments, Government Insane ..A.sy lum, 201. 
Instruction, ..Artillery School, 148, 149. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 75. 
Taxation of personal property, 226. 
Tried by general courts-martial, 207, 
West Point, N . Y., 157, 181, 182. 
Commode Set: 
Medical Department, plate 5, facing p. 576. 
Commutation: · 
Artificial limbs and appliances, 455, 460, 461. 
Prisoners of war, rations, 41, 449. 
Company Field-Desks: 
Manufacture, 52, 68, 69. 
Comparing Division, R. and P. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 661. 
Condemned and Surplus Property: 
Sales, 70. 
Subsistence Department, 448. 
Confederate Archives: 
Card index, 40, 202, 203. 
Congress: 
.Act creating Record and Pension Office, 643. 
Certificates of discharge, desertion and remuster 
acts, 646, 64 7. 
Correspondence, official, etc., 645, 646. 
Investigation of business methods, 641, 
Copying Division, R. nnd P. Offi 
Scope and charactor of work, 661. 
Corinth (Miss.) National Cemetery : 
Roadway, 362. 
Correspondence Division, R. and P. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 658. 
Courts-Martial: 
..Approval of sentences, 209. 
Civilian witnesses, 209, 231, 232, 250. 
Convictions of various offenses, 207. 
Death sentences since war of rebellion, 216, 
Garrison, 208, 230, 233, 236, 240, 241, 244, 245, 248. 
General, 207, 230, 232, 235, 236, 240, 243-245, 248. 
Increase in cases tried, 209. 
Judge-advo~ates excluded, when, 209. 
Proposed Board of Review, 208. 
Remarks: 
Brooke, Brig. Ge~. John R., 125. 
Carbaugh, Capt. H. C., 230--232. 
Groesbeck, Maj. S. W., 227, 228. 
Howard, Maj. Gen. 6. 0., 97. 
Kernan, Capt. F . J., 249,250. 
Wheaton, .Brig. Gen. Frank, 135. 
Summary, 14, 63, 71, 97, 208, 209, 230, 233, 2371 241, 
244, 245, 248, 249. ·, 
Craig, Capt. Rohert: 
Annual r eport, 628. 
Cravats: 
Black silk, adopted, 350. 
Crook, Fort, Nebr.: 
Building operations, 260, 268, 273. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 260, 421!. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 428. 
Means of communication, 428. 
Water supply, 260,428. 
Crowder, Ca1it. E. H,: 
.Annual r eport, 2-10. 
Remarks, summary courts, 241, 242. 
Cullum, Gen. George W.: 
Memorial Hall, West Point, N . Y., 169. 
Culpeper (Va.) National Cemetery: 
Road way, 39, 261, 268, 362, 363. 
Cummings, Fort, N. Mex.: 
Transfer to Interior Department, 260,417. 
Custer, Fort, Mont.: 
DraiJ.1.age, sewerage, etc., 428. 
Location, etc., of r eservation, 428. 
Means .of communication, 87, 428, 607-609, 
Post exchanges, 57. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 41L 
Water supply, 428,522,528. 
Custer Station, Mont.: 
:Military telegraph line, 607-609. 
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Dakota, De'partment of: 
Anuual report of operations, 113. 
Changes of station of troops, 113, 114, 116-118. 
Desertions, 105, 250, 251. 
Discipline, Drill, etc., 121. 
Geographical limits, 86. 
Health, 4i6, 5!6-548, 557. 
Indian affairs, 114-117, 119, 120. 
Indian troops, recruitment, 115, 118, 120. 
Military posts and reservations, 115, 121, 122. 
Position and distrihution of troops, 82, 83. 
Post libraries, 119. 
Post lyceums, 119. 
Practice marches, etc., 113,114, 118,119. 
Report of acting judge-advocate, 247, 250. 
Signaling instruction and practice, 620. 
Small-arms practice, 122. 
Target competition, Fort Keogh, 122. 
Trials by courts-martial, 248, 249. 
Troops, Cceur d'Alene, Idaho, 118-120. 
Dalton, Gen. Samuel: 
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 676. 
Danville (Va.) National Cemetery: 
Construction of road way, 39, 268. 
D. A.. Russell, Fort, Wyo.: 
Company q uarte,rs ancl warehouse, 124. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 428. 
Hospital corps in'struction, 465, 466. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 428. 
Means of communication, 87,428. 
Water supply, 40,270,428. 
Davenport, Wash.: 
Telegraph line, 611. 
Davenport's Ranch, N. Mex.: 
Murders by Indians, 130. 
Davids Island, N. Y.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 428. 
Food and cooking, 534, 535. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 428. 
Means of communication, 91, 428. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
Water supply, 428,523,524,531. 
Davis, Maj. George B.: 
Board of Publication, War Records, 665. 
Davis, Jefferson: 
Claims for capture, 41. 
. Davis, ]tort, Tex.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 428. 
Means of communication, 428. 
Delaware, Fort, Del. : 
Location, etc., of reservation, 428. 
Means of communication, 87,428. 
Del Rio, Camp, Tex.: 
Location, etc., of r eser vation, 428. 
Means of communication, 428. 
Denver, Colo.: 
New pol.it. See Fort Logan, Colo. 
Dengue: 
Prevalence of, in Army, 483, 567, 568. 
Deposits of Enlisted Men: 
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 579. 
Derby, Capt. George McC.: 
ll port, water supply, "\Vest Point, 171. 
D rt •r ' Divl ion, R. nnd P. Offlce: 
'cop and character of work, 65!>. 
Desertitms: 
.A.llPged causes, 67 • 
.Arizona, Department of, 244, 246. 
California, Department of, 105. 
Columbia, Department of the, 109, 233, 238-24~ 
Dakota, Department of, 105, 250, 251. 
East, Department of the, 96. 
Identification of deserters, 467, 468. 
Remarks: 
Adjutant-General, 53. 
Dudley, C:1,pt. Edgar S., 246, 
Groesbeck, Maj. 8. W., 229. 
Howard, Maj. Gen. O. O., 96. 
Hunter, Maj. Edward, 226. 
McClure, Capt. C., 233, 238-240. 
Ruger, Brig. Gen. Thomas H., 105, 109. 
Schofield, Maj. Gen . .John M., 49. 
Wheaton, B1ig. Gen. Frank, 135. 
Removal of charges, 646. · 
Destitute Patients: 
See Providence Hospital. 
Diarrheal Diseases : 
Army of the United States, 496,571,573. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 65. 
Diphtheria: 
Prevalence of, in Army, 484, 567, 568. 
Disabled Soldiers : 
Artificial limbs and appliances, 39, 454, 455, 457. 
National Homes, 12, 40. 
Disbursing Division, Signal Office: 
Annual report of operations, 628. _ 
Financial statements, 629-631. 
Personnel, 628. 
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 604. 
Scope and character of work, 628-630. 
Discharges: 
Act of .June 16, 1890, 53, 54, 72, 97. 
Provost guard, Military Prison, 72. 
Discipline, Drill, etc. : 
A.rizona, Department of, 130. 
Cadets, 176,682,683. 
California, Department of, 105, 106. 
Columbia, Department of the, 109. 
Dakota, Department of, 121. 
East, Department of the, 93. 
Missouri, Department of the, 102. 
Platte, Department of the, 125 • 
Remarks: 
Adjutant-General, 200. 
Schofield, Maj. Gen . .John M., 46. 
Discontinued Commands Division, R. andP. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 660. 
Diseases: 
Civilian attaches, 499, 500. 
Influence of season on prevalence, 499, 559. 
Monthly prevalence, 499, 559. 
Prevalence of, special in Army, 483--498, 567-574. 
Results, 474, 475, 551-554. 
Surgical operations, 507,508. 
West Point, N. Y., 182-187. 
District of Columbia N:Ltional Guard: 
Clothing and equipage, 256. 
Docks: 
Forts Monroe and Ilamilton, 95, 96. 
Domestic Violence 1 
See Local Diaturbancea. 
Donations: 
Money and clothing to post prisonors 61. 
Douglas, Fort, utah: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 429. 
Enlargement of barracks, 124. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 428. 
Means af communication, 87,428. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 411. 
Sanitary condition, 125. 
Water supply, 429. 
Drainage, Sewerage, etc.: 
Authorized expenditures, 419, 420. 
Crook, Fort, Nebr., 260. 
Expendttures, 258. 
Military posts and reservations, 425-440. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 65 . 
Monroe, Fort, Va., 27. 
Remarks, "Snrg. Gen. and med. officers, 514-520. 
West Point, N. Y., 166, 688. 
Drawers: 
Knit wool, 350. 
Drills: 
Whistle signal, 604. 
Drowning: 
Number of cases, 499. 
Du Barry, Brig. Gen. B.: 
See Oommissary-General. 
Duchesne, Fort, Utah: 
Abandonment recommended, 124. 
Bathing facilities, 538, 539. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 429. 
Location, etr.., of reservation, 429. 
Means of communication, 87,429, 607-609 
Water supply, 429,522,528. 
Dudley, Capt. Edgar s.: 
.Annual report, 242. 
Remarks: . 
Amendment of Articles of War, 247. 
Clerks to judge-advocates, 247. 
Courts-martial, 244, 245. 
Desertions, 246. 
Gambling, 246. 
Libraries, judge-advocates', 247. 
Limitation of punishment, 245, 246. 
Dutch Islanfl., R. 1.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 429. 
Means of communication, 429. 
Eagle Pass, Tex.: 
Bathing facilities, 538, 539. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 429. 
Means of communication, 429. 
Purchase of site for new post, 269, 416. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 508-510. 
Water supply, 524,531. 
East, Department of the: 
Annual report of operations, 93. 
Changes of station of troops, 93. 
Desertions, 96. 
Discharges, 97. 
Discipline, drill, etc., 93, 
Geographical limits, 86. 
Health, 476, 546-548, 556. 
Indian prisoners of war, 94. 
Indian troops, Mount Vernon, Ala., 94. 
Inspections, 97. 
Local labor disturbances, 98-100. 
dlnbur T x.: 
Military t I graph lln , 607, 608. 
El tr1 lty In tru tlon: 
Artillery cbool , lf9. 
Riley, Fort, Kans., 18. 
Elkins, Hon •• B.: 
ee ecretary of War. 
El Reno, Okla.: 
Military telegraph line, 607, 608. 
Emergency nnd Field Ca e: 
Medical department, plato 2, facing p. 576. 
Employes: 
Adjutant-General's Office, 202. 
Clerks for judge-advocates, 247. 
Efficiency lists, departmental service, 657,658. 
General service clerks, etc., 58, 59, 92. 
Military Prison, Leaven worth, 76. 
Paymaster-General's Office, 582. 
Quartermaster-General's Office, 344, 352, 394. 
Quartermaster's Department, 326--340, 
Record and Pension Office, 656-662. 
Signal Office, 606. 
West Point, N. :Y,, 184, 185. 
Engineer Battalion : 
West Point, N. Y., 163. 
Engineer Department: 
Depots, 25, 48, 91. 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 17. 
Salaries, Engineer Bureau, 24. 
Yerba Buena Island, reservation, 418. 
Engineer Depot, Willets Point, N. Y.: 
Appr_opriation, 25. 
Means of communication, 91. 
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 48. 
Engineering Instruction: 
Infantry and Cavalry School, 145. 
Engineer School, Willets Point, N. Y,: 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 11. 
Enlisted Men : 
Commitments, Government Insane Asylum, 201. 
Deposits, 579. 
Discharges, act of June 16, 1890, 53, 54, 97. 
General service clerks, 58, 59. 
Habits, etc., 537. 
Increased pay, 51. 
Instruction, Artillery School, 150. 
Noncommissioned officers, 49, 55,121. 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 4, 5. 
Reenlistments, 53, 54. 
Retained pay, act June 16, 1800, 54, 55. 
Retirement, 58, 59. 
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Eniisted Men-Continued. 
Roster, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 76. 
Sales of subsistence supplies, etc., 448. 
Tried by general courts-martial, 207. 
West Point, N. Y., 184,185. 
Enrollment Division, R. and P. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 6~0. 
Enteric Fever: 
Prevalence of, in Army, 485-488, 567,568. 
Erysipelas : 
Prevalence of, in Army, 567, 568. 
Estimates: 
Appropriations, 1894, War Department, 20. 
Estimates and Requisitions : 
Annual supplies, Q. M. Dept., 391. 
Examiners' Division, Signal Office: 
Annual report, 631. 
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 604. 
Scope and character of work, 631. 
Examining Division, R, and P, Office : , 
Scope and character of work, 661. 
Executive Mansion: 
Appropriations, repairs, fuel, lighting, etc., 27. 
_ Expenditures of Disbursing Officers : 
Quartermaster's Department', 398-406, 
Fairchild, Gen, Lucius: 
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 676. 
Farriers: 
Instruction, 138. 
Fayetteville (Ark.) National Cemetery: 
Care ancl maintenance, 361. 
Field Chest: 
Medi9al Department, plate 5, facing p. 576. 
Field Telegraph Lines: 
Batteries, 623, 
Outpost cable ca:i;ts and cables, 622, 6~. 
Practical operations, 595-598,61l-618. 
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 595. 
Files Division, B. and P. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 660, 
Finance Branch, Q, 1\1, G. 0,: 
Annual report of op~rations, 264, 
Financial statements, 265-274. 
Scope and character of work, 264. 
Finn's Point, N. J.: 
Location, etc,, of reservation, 429. 
Moans of communication, 87, 429. 
Fish,rnys: 
Great Falls, Md., 27. 
Florence (S, C,) National Cemetery: 
Roadway, 363, 
Folding Fieltl Furniture: 
Medical Department, plate 6, facing p. 576. 
Food Supply and Cooking: 
Remarks, Surg. Gen. and mecl , officers, 534-536 
Foote, Fort, Md.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 429. 
Means of communication, 87, 429, 
Forage: 
Purchase for cavalry, ll9, 120. 
Forage Caps : 
Adoption of new standard, 349, 
Foreign Countries: 
Tran portation to, reports and maps, 89. 
Forsyth, Col. James W.:-
port, Cav, and Lil,(ht Art. School, 137. 
Forsyth, Col. Jame.s W,-Continued. 
Suggestions, organization, etc., Cavalry and 
Light Artillery School, 138-141, 
Fortifications: 
Appropriations, 26. 
Frank, Lieut. Col. Royaf T, : 
Annual report, 14.8. 
Frankford Arsenal, Pa,: 
Appropriation, 25. 
Means of communication, 90, 
Fraudulent Enli11tmcnts : 
Military offense, 209. 
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 54. 
· Fredericksburg (Va.) National Cemetery& 
Roadway, 39,261,269,273,363. 
Fuel: 
Executive Mansion, 27. 
Wood, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 61, 62. 
Furniture: · 
Barracks and quarters, 68, 69. 
Field, Medical Del)t,, plate 6, facing p. 576, 
Stoves and ranges, 69, 258. 
Gaines, Fort, Ala. : 
Location, etc., of reservation, 429. 
Means of communication, 429. 
Gambling: 




Remarks, Capt. Edgar S. Dudley, 245. 
Trials by, number, 208, 221-225, 228, 230, 233, 236, 
240, 241, 244, 248, 249. 
Garza, Catarino D. : 
Operations against band of, 46, 133-135. 
Gaston, Fort, Cal, : 
Post exchange, 57. 
Transfer to Interior Department, 105, 260, 417, 
Withdrawal of troops, etc., 417. 
Geisse:ri.hainer, Hon. Jacob A,: 
Board of,Visitors, Military Academy, 676. 
General Courts-Martial: 
Remarks, Capt. Edgar S. Dudley, 244, 245. 
Trials by, number, 207, 221-225, 227, 230, 235, 236, 
240, 242, 9A3, 2!8, 249. 
General Service Clerks, etc.: 
Number in service, 92, 
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 58, 59. 
Retirement, 58, 59. 
Gettysburg (Pa,) National Cemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 361. 
New York State monument, 361. 
Gilliss, MaJ. James: 
Annual reports, operations, Q. M, G. O.: 
Claims Branch, 394. 
Regular Supplies Branch, 376. 
Transportation Branch, 370. 
Gilman, Capt. B, H.: 
Report, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 71, 
Goose Island, Wasl1.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 429, 
Gorges, Fort, Me.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 429. 
Means of communication, 87, 429. 
Government Insane Asylum: 
Commitments, officers and enlisted men, 201, 
Government Printing Office: 
Departmental and Capitol telegraph, 27. 
Governor's Island, N. Y. H. : 
New York landing for boats, 96. 
Protect.ion of sea wall, 26. 
Grafton (W. Va,) National Cemetery : 
Rostrum, 260,360. -
Grand Army Encampment : 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 20. 
Grant, Fort, A.rlz.: 
Bathing facilities, 538, 540. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 429. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 126, 429. 
Means of communication, 88, 429, 609, 610. 
Water supply, 520,525. 
Graves: 
Purchase of headstones, 15, 39, 260, 268, 273. 
Great Falls, Md.: 
Fishways, 27. 
Greely, Brig. Gen. A. W.: 
See Ohief Signal Officer. 
Greene, Lieut. Frank: 
Reports: 
Field telegraph line, Separ, N. Mex., 612. 
Signal operations, etc., 625. 
Gri1wold, Fort, Conn.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 429. 
Means of communication, 88, 429, 
Groesbeck, Maj. S. W.: 
.Annual report, 227. 
Remarks: 
Courts-martial, 227, 228. 
Desertions, 229. 
Previous convictions, 227. 
Gymnasiums: • 
West Point, N. Y., 25, iacing p. 170. 
Gymnastic Exercises : · 
Military Academy, 160, 161. 
Remarks: 
Adjutant-General, 55, 56. 
Surgeon-General and medical oflkers, 541. 
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 136. 
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y.: 
Dock, 95. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 429. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 429. 
Means of communication, 88, 429. 
Water supply, 429. 
Hampton. (Va.) National Cemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 361. 
Purchase of additional land, 39, 261, 269, 361. 
Roadway, 39, 261, 269, 274, 363. 
Hampton Roads : 
Naval display, April, 1893, 21. 
Hancock:, Fort, Tex.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 429. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 429 
Means of communication, 88, 429. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 411. 
Water supply, 429. 
Hancock, Gen. Winfield S.: 
Pedestal for statue, 41. 
Harbors and Rivers: 
Appropriations, 28-38. 
Cables for defenses, 603. 
INDEX. 
Harnes and Harn uppli 
Manufacture , 52, 6 , 25 , 393. 
Purchases, 393. 
Harrison, Fort, Mont.: 
Appropri tions, 269, 417, 418. 
II 1,klns, Lieut. Col. H. 
.Annual report, 171. 
Headquarters: 




Purchases, 15, 39, 260, 268, 273. 
Health of Army: · 
Civilian attaebea, 499, 500. 
Comparisons: 
Foreign armies, 473, 474, 560-566. 
Former years, 472, 473, 545 
719 
Military posts and department , 475-483, 546-574. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 63. 
Relative sick, W., C., I., 474, 546, 547. 
Rema:rks: 
Secretary of War, 15, 16. 
Surgeon-General, 472. 
Results of disease and injury, 474, 475, 551-554. 
Special diseases, 483-498, 569-574. 
Statistical tables, 545-574. 
West Point, ,N. Y., 169, 181-187. 
Helena, Mont.: 
New post. See Fort B arrison . 
Heliographic Signaling: 
Remarks and recommendations, 602, 626, 627. 
Heth, Gen. Henry: 
Antietam Board, 261, 363. 
Holbrook, Ariz. : 
Military telegraph line, 609, 610. 
Homestead, Pa.: 




Purchases, 258, 392. 
Hospital Corps : 
Enlistment, etc., 466. 
Instruction, 137, 138, 465-467. -
Loss and gain during year, 575, 
Number in service, 92. 
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 465. 
Uniform, etc., plates 7-11, facing p. 576. 
Hospital Records: 
Volunteer armies, 636-640, 612, 643. 
Hospitals: 
Appropriations: 
Debits and credits, 25, 265, 267. 
Expenditures during fiscal year ending....; 
June 30, 1891 (in part), 323, 325, 
June 30, 1892, 302-307, 309. 
Remittances, 271, 272. 
Construction and r epairs, 258, 409, 410. 
Military Prison, Leav-enworth, 66. 
Hospital Sten·ards: 
Appropriations for quarters : 
Debits and credits, 25, 266, 267. 
Expenditures during fiscal year ending-
June 30, 1891 (in .part), 323, 325, 
June 30, 1892, 303, 305, 307, 309. 
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Hospital Stewards-Continued. 
Appropriations for quarters. 
Remittances, 271, 272. 
Construction of quarters, 95, 258, 410. 
Hotchkiss Gun : 
Appropriation, Military Academy, 25, 
Hotels: 
Monroe, Fort, Va., 418. 
Hot Springs, Ark.: 
Army and Navy Hospital, 87,404. 
Health, 546,547. 
Hovey, Hon. A.G.: 
Board of 1 isitors, Military Academy, 676. 
Howard, Maj. Gen. O. O.: 
Annual report, Department of the East, 93. 
Personal staff, 101. 
Remarks: 
Army reorganization, 97. 





Military instruction, 93. 
National defense, 98. 
Post exchanges, 95. 
Post lyceums, 94. 
Post schools, 94. 
Huachuca, Fort, Ariz.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 430. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 127, 429. 
Means of communication, 88, 429. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 411. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 510. 
Water supply, 430, 521, 525, 526. 
Hull, Hon. A. T. : 
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 676. 
Hunter, Maj. Edward: 
Annual report, 223. 
Remarks: 
Desertions, 226. 
Summary courts, 225. 
Taxes on personal property of officers, 226. 
Identification Cards : 
System,54. 
Illuminating Supplies: 
Army lamps, 387-390. 
Authorized expenditures, 420. 
Executive Mansion, 27. 
Expenditures, 387, 420. 
Purchases, 258. 
Illustrations : 
Ambulances and equipments, facing p. 386. 
Army lamps, facing p. 390. 
Field equipment, Medical Depi., facing p. 576, 
Incidental Expenses, Q. M. Department: 
Appropriations: 
Debits and credits, 25, 265-267. 
E xpenditures during fiscal year ending-
June 30, 1891 (in part), 311, 318, 314, 816, 324. 
June 30, 1892, 279, 281, 283-289, 808. 
R mittances, 271,272. 
Incidental Expenses, Signal Service: 
A ppropriatione, 38. 
Ind Ouit Appropriations: 
Q rt rmastor's Department, 268-270. 
Independence, Fort, Mass. : 
Location, etc., of reservation, 430. 
Means of communication, 88, 430. 
Index Catalogue : 
Library, Surgeon-General's Office, 463. 
Index-Record Card System: 
See Card System. 
Indiana: 
Reimbursement, enrolling militia, 40. 
Indian Affairs : 
Arizona, Department of, 130-133. 
Dakota, Department of, 114-117, 119,120, 
Missouri, Department of the, 102, 103. 
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind. : 
Appropriation, 26. 
Means of communication, 90, 
Indian Prisoners: 
Clothing and equipage, 256, 349. 
East, Department of the, 94, 95. 
Health, 501, 504. 
Indians: 
Issues, subsistence supplies, 447, 
Indian Scouts : 
Number in service, 92, 
Indian Troops: 
Aptitude for military service, 14. 
Number in service, 92. 
Recruitment, etc., 115, 118, 120, 123. 
Remarks: 
Adjutant-General, 196. 
Brooke, Brig. Gen. John R., 123. 
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 94. 
McCook, Bi:ig. Gen. A. McD., 129. 
Merritt, Brig. Gen. Wesley, 120. 
Schofield, Maj. Gen.John M., 49. 
Indigent Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines : 
Burial, 39,261,268,274,362. 
Infantry and Cavalry School: 
Annual report of operations, 142. 
.Appropriation for support, etc.,40. 
Buildings, 140,147. 
Class formed, September 1, 1891, 142. 
Course of instruction, 145, 146. 
Necessities, 12. 
Post lyceum, 147. 
Preliminary instruction, 142, 143. 
Remarks: 
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 48. 
Secretary of War, 10, 11. 
Results of examination, 144. 
Infectious Diseases : 
Prevalence of, in Army, 483-495, 567, 568. 
Influenza: 
Prevalence: 
Army of the United States, 488-495, 567,668. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 65. 
Injuries: 
ature of, and number, 498, 499. 
Inmates, Soldier&' Home, D. C.: 
Admissions and discharges, 669. 
Outdoor relief, temporary shelter, eto., 669,670. 
Sales, clothing and equipage, 349. 
Inspection Branch, Q• M. G. O.: 
Annual report of operations, 263. 
Scope and character of work, 268. 
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Inspections: 
Daily,.:Military Prison , Leavenworth, 71. 
East, Department of t he, 97. 
Medical directors, 4G4 . 
Platte, Department of the, 125. 
Inspector-General' s Department : 
Contingencies, 24. 
Inspector-General's Office, 24. 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 14. 








Transfer to, of reservations: 
During year, 105, 260, 416-418. 
List of, since 1858, 421-425. 
Interments: 
Soldiers, Sf!ilors, and marines, 39,261 , 268,274, 
362. 
Issues! 
Clothing and equipage, 15,256, 347-3!0, 353-359. 
· Subsistence supplies and property, 447. 
Jackson, Fort, La.: 
L"ocation, etc., of reservation, 430. 
Means of communication, 88, 430. 
Jackson Barracks, La.: 
Drainage, seweragE>, etc., 430. 
Habits, etc., enlisted men, 537. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 430. 
Means of communication, 88, 430. 
Water supply, 430,521,522,526,527. 
Jefferson, Fort, Fla.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 430. 
Means of communication, 88, 430. 
Jeff'erson Ilarrl\cks, Mo.: 
Building operations, 258. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 430; 
Location, etc., of reservation, 430. 
Means of communication, 91, 430. 
Post exchange, 58. 
Water supply, 430,523,530. 
Jefferson Barracks (Mo.) National Cenietery: 
Care and maintenance, 361. 
Johnston, Fort, N. C.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 430. 
Means of communication, 88, 430. 
Judge-Advocate-General's Department: 
Annual report of operations, :l07. 
Judge-Advocate-General's Office, 24. 
Judge-advocates, 209. 




.Authority to administer oaths. 209. 
Closed sessions, courts-martial, 209. 
Jurisdiction: 
Military posts and reservatielns, 121, 122. 
Kelton, Brig. Gen. J. C.: 
Commissioner, Soldiers' Ilome, D. C., 672. 
Kennebec Arsenal, Me.: 
Appropriation, 25. 
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Kennebec Arsenal, M .-Continued. 
Mean of communication, 91. 
Keogb J.,'ort lUont. : 
Drainao- , sew rage, etc., 430. 
Location, etc., of resen~ation. 430. 
Mean of communication, , 430. 
Water apply, 430. 
Keokuk (Iowa) Na,tional (Jemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 361. 
Kernan, Capt. F. J.: 
.,uinnal reports, 247, 250. 
Remarks: 
Courts-martial, 249, 250. 
Limitation of punishment,, 249. 
Key West Barrncks, Fla.: 
Location, etc., of re orvation, 430. 
Means of communication, 88, 430. 
Kid: 
Depredations by, and efforts to capture, 130, 13!. 
Kilbourne, Capt. C. E. : 
.Annual reports, Signal Office: 
Examiners' Division , 631. 
Signaling Division, 620. 
Telegraph Division, 607. 
Code for whistle signals, 604. 
Instructions, meterological instruments, 62,. 
Kilbourne, Capt. H. S.: 
.Annual report, 184. 
Kirkley, Mr. J. W.: 
Board of Publication, War Records, 665. 
Kitcl1en Utensils: 
Purchases, 258. 
Knox, Fort, Me. : 
Location, etc., of reservation, 430. 
Means of commumication, 88, 4.30. 
Kuhn, Lieut. Joseph E.: 
.Annual repurt, 187. 
Labor Disturbances: 
Columbia, Department ITT' the, 106-112, 118-120. 
East, Department of the, 98-100. 
Platte, Department of the, 46, 124. 
Remarks Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 45,41. 
Lafayette~ Fort, N. Y. H.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 430. 
Means of communication, 88, 430. 
La Fayette, General: 




Sed Army Lampl, 
Lander, Wyo.: 
Military telegraph line, 607, ~08. 
Laundry, Military Academy: 
Buildings, employes, etc., 178-180. 
Law Instruction: 
Military .Academy, 160. 
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 431. 
Location, etc., of ~servation, 430. 
Means of communication, 88, 430. 
Post exchange, 58. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 41L 
Water supply, 431, 524, 531, 532. 
Leggings: 
Purchase of, for trial, 350. 
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Leonard Avenue Street R. R. Co.: 
Tracks near Columbus Barracks, Ohio, 418. 
Lewis, Fort, Colo.: 
Certain buildings, etc., transferred to Interior 
Department, 260,417. 
Libraries: 
Artillery School, 151. 
Judge-advocates, 247, 250. 
Post, 66, 119, 398, 399. 
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 672. 
Surgeon-General's Office, 25, 45'1, 463, ' 
Lieber, Col. G. Norman: 
See Acting Judge-Advocate-General. 
Lieutenant-General: 
Revival of grade, 4. 
Lindsey, Col. John W.: 
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 676. 
Litters: 
See A mbulanceB and Eqnipments. 
Little Itock, Ark. : 
New milit.ary post, 417, 418. 
Little Rock (Ark.) National Cemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 361. 
Livingston, Fort, La.: 
Location, etc., of reservation , 431. 
Means of communication, 88, 431. 
Logan, Gen. John A.: 
Pedestal for statue, 41. 
Logan, Fort, Colo.: 
Building operations, etc., 27, 209. 
Dra.inage, se\\ erage, etc., 431. 515, 520, 
Location, etc., of reservatioH , 431. 
Means of communication, 88, 431. 
Sanitary condition, 125. 
Water supply, 431,524,532,533. 
Long, Capt. Oscar F.: 
Reservation Branch, Q. M. G. 0., 416. 
Losses by l<'fre, etc.: 
Barracks and quarters, 412. 
Subsistence supplies and property, !47, 448. 
Louisiana: 
Mississippi River sufferers, 41. 
Loyal Citizens: 
Supplies furnished cluring rebellion, 41. 
Ludington, Lieut. Col. M. I.: 
Annual reports of operations, Q. M. G. o.: 
Clothing and Equipage, Returns Br,m~h, 344. 
Clothing and Equipage, Supply Branch, 345. 
Finance Branch, 264. 
Inspection Branch, 263. 
Money and 'Property Branch, 275. 
National r.P,meteries, 360. 
l!lcClary, Fort, Me.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 431. 
Means of communication, 88, 431. 
l!IcCleery, Chaplain J.B.: 
RelieYed, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 60. 
cClure, Capt. C. : 
Annual report, 232. 
Remarks : 
D • ertions, 233, 238--240. 
Pr vious convictions, 2;13. 
oo , Brig. Oen. lexand r . I D.: 
Annual report, D partmcnt of arizona, 120. 
lUcCook, Brig. Gen. Uexander lllcD,-Continued. 
Remarks: 
Indian affairs, 130-133. 
Indian troops, 129. 
Post lyceums, 129. 
Post schools, 129. 
;J>ractice marches, etc., D2, 
Small-arms practice, 132. 
McElderry, Maj. Henry,: 
Annual reports, 180,182,183 . 186, 187, 
McHenry, Fort, lUd,: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 432. 
Location, etc., of reservati ,n. 432. 
Means of communication, 88. 432. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 5u9, 
Water supply, 432., 
Machine Guns : 
Appropriations, 26. 
Mclntoslt, Fort, Tex,: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 432. 
Location, etc., ofreservatiou, 432. 
Means of communication, 88, 432. 
Post exchange, 57. 
Purchase of post trader's builrlin gs, 260, ill, 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
Water supply, 432. 
Mackinac, Fort, Micll.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 431. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 431. 
Means of communication, 88, 431. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
·water supply, 431. 
McKinney, Fort, Wyo.: 
Bathing facilities, 538. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 432. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 432. 
Means of communication, 88, 432, 607- 609. 
Post exchange, 57. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 411. 
Restoratioh of burned quarters, 12-!. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 508,509, 
Water supply, 432. 
Macomb, Fort, La.: 
Location , etc., of reservation, 431. 
Means of communication, 431. 
Macon, Fort, N. C.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 4:::1. 
Means of communication, 88, 431. 
lllcPliorson, Fort, Ga.: 
Building operations, etc., 27, 269. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 432. 
Habits, etc., enlisted men, 537. 
Land for target ranges, 25, 269, 416, 
Location, etc., of reservation, 432. 
Means of communication, 88, -!32. 
·water snpply, 432. 
McPlierson, Fort (Nellr,) National Cemeter, I 
Rostrum, 260, 360. 
Madison, Wis.: 
Soldiers' lots, 362. 
Madison Barracks, N. Y.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 431. 
Location, etc., of reserYation, 431, 
Means of communication, 88, 431. 
Madison BRrrackR. ~- Y. - f'ontlm1 1. 
Purchase of lall(l. ~ •• ~li , :!iJ, .UO. 
Water supply, 431. 
Magazine Guns: 
Examination , etc., 18. 
MallandRecord IHvision, Q. I. O. 
Annual report of opl•rntiou , 3 . 
(.Jard system, 396. 
Results of busi110.~ method , 390. 
Work done <luring- year, 396. 
lllail Difision, H. and P. Onie : 
Scope and ohnractor of w rk, 659. 
Mail Service : 
Record and Pension Office, 65:l-050. 
!!laine: 
Ordnance stores, 40. 
Malarial Diseases : 
Prevalence : 
Army of the United Stat s, 495,571, 5i2. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 65. 
Manufactures : 
Barrack furniture, 52, 68, 69, 258. 
Brooms and mats, 52, 68, 69. 
Clothing ancl equipage, 346, 353-359. 
Company field desks, 52, 68, 69. 
Harness and harness supplies, 52, 68. 
Military Prison, 62, 63, 67-69, 392, 393. 
Prisoners' clothing, 52, 69. 
Regimental field desks, 68. 
Stove and range furniture, 52, 69. 
Maps: 
Cceur d'Alene mining regions, facing p. 112. 
Estimates, 17. 
Reprinting war, 40. 
Transportation to foreign countries, 39. 
West Point water reservoir, facing p.172. 
Marcy, Fort, N. Mex.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 431. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 128, 431. 
Means of communication, 88, 431. 
Transfer to Interior Department, 417. 
Water supply, 431. 
Marietta {Ga.) National Cemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 361. 
Marion, Fort, Fla.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 431. 
Means of communication, 88, 431. 
Marriages: 
Military posts, 500. 
Mason, Lieut. C. W.: 
I 
Relieved, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 60, 71. 
Mason, Fort, Cal.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 431, 514, 516. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 431. 
Means of communication, 88,431. 
Post tixchange, 57. 
Water supply, 431. 
Jllatanzo.s River, Fla.: 
Reservation, 417. 
Mat-Making: 
Military Prison, Leavenworth , 69. 
Meade, Fort, S. Dak.: 
Draiuage, sewerage, etc., 432,514,516. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 43~. 
}.:leans of communication, 88,432. 
Purohase of canteen building, 2Ci0, 411, 412. 
, 181- 1 7, ,.,...,.. 
Changes in personnel, 465. 
Examination for admission to corps, 16, 465. 
Inspections by medical directors, 464. 
Remarks: 
.Athletic exercises, 541. 
Bat,hing facilities, 537-540. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 514-520. 
Examination of recruits, 468, 469. 
Food supply and cooking, 534-536. · 
Habits, enlisted men, 537. 
M edical Depar!,ment, National Guard, 471,472. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 508-514. 
Water supply, 520-534. 
Reports, special, medical and surgical, 505, 506. 
Surgical operations, 507, 508. 




Volunteer Armies, !?36-640, 642, 64.3. 
Medical Reports : 
List of special, received, 505,506. 
Medicines and Medical Supplies: 
Purchases, 456. 
Memori11l Hall: 
West Point, N. Y., 9,169. 
Merritt, Brig. Gen. Wesley: 
Annnal report, Department of Dakota, 113. 
Remarks: 
Cholera epidemic, 120. 
Coour d'Alene disturbances, 118-120. 
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Merritt, Brig. Gen, Wesley-Continued. 
Remarks: 
Forage, 119, 120. 
Indian affairs, 114-117, 119,120. 
Jurisdiction, milit,ary reservations, 121,, 122. 
Military instruction, 121, 
Post libraries, 119. 
Post lyceums, 119. 
Purchase of horses, 121. 
Recruiting Indians, 120, 
Small-arms practice, 122, 
Message Pocketbook: 
Use of, Signal Corps, 624. 
Mess-Chest: 
Medical department, plate 5, facing p. 570, 
Messenger Service: 
Record and Pension Office, 654--656, 
Mess-Tables : 
Manufacture, 258 . . 
Meteorological Instruments: 
Care, maintenance, and use, 624. 
Mexican Gulf, Pacific and Puget Sound R.R. Co.: 
Right of way, Fort Barrancas reservation, 418. 
Mexico: 
Border difficulties, 46, 133-135. 
Volunteers, Mexican War, 41, 584, 585. 
Mifflin, Fort, Pa.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 432, 
Means of communication, 88, 432, 
Mileage: 
See Travel .Allowance,. 
Miles, Maj. Gen. Nelson A.: 
.Annual report, Department of the Missouri, 101. 
Remarks: 
Bicycles, 104. 
Cheyenne and .Arapaho Reservation, 102. 
Indian affairs, 102, 103. 
Post lyceum, 102, 
Practice marches, etc., 104. 
World's Columbian Exposition, 103. 
MiUtary Academy : 
.Academic and military· staff, 157, 
.Academic building, 25 . 
.Addresses: 
Outhwaite, Hon. Joseph H., 699, 
Secretary of War, 703. 
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 704. 
.Annual reports: 
Board of Visitors, 675. 
Staff, 171,173,179,180, 183-186, 694-698. 
Wilson, Col. John M., 157. 
Appropriations, support; etc., 25. 
Band, 161. 
Board of Visitors, 674-707. 
Cadets, 8, 9, 157-161. 
Concluding remarks of Board of Visitors, 705. 
Departments of instruction, 159, 160. 
Financial statements: 
· .Appropriation for support, etc., 695. 
Exhibits, accounts of treasurer, 606-698, 
Gas fund, 695. 
Receipts and expenditures, 174. 
Special contingent fund, 6!16. 
Trea.snr r's statem nts,174, 175. 
Fiscal affairs, 173-175, 178, 693-698, 
Graduation exercises, 699-704. 
Military Academy-Continued. 
Heating plant, academic building, 167, 168. 
Laundry, 178-180. 
Law, ordance, and gunnery departments, 160. 
Q. M. and commissary departments, 161, 175-178. 
Remarks: 
.Adjutant-General, 196, 
Board of Visitors, 705-707. 
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M.,48. 
Secretary of War, 8,9. 
Suggestions of Superintendent, 676,677, 
Sword-master, 160, 161. 
Military Commissions : 
Death sentences since war of rebellion, 217. 
Powers, etc., opinion of .Attorney-General, 219. 
Military Convicts: 
.A..lcatraz Island, Cal., 61, 256. 
.Appropriation for ex.penses, 40. 
Clothing and equipage, 69. 
Donations to post prisoners, 61. 
J uriscliction of summary courts, 63, 71. 
Military Prison, Leaven worth, 52,53, 63-67, 72-74, 
Remarks, Capt. J. W. Pope, 62, 63. 
Tr!tnsportation, 70. 
Tried by general courts-mart.ial, 207, 
Military Divisions and Departments: 
.Annual reports, 93-136 . . 
Contingences, 24. 
Divisionti discontinued, 416, 
List, and means of communication, 86. 
Military Education: 
Remarks, Maj: Gen. John M. Schofield, 48, 49. 
Military Hygiene Instructi()n: 
.Artillery School, 149. 
Infantry and Cavalry School, 146. 
Military Information Division: 
.Adjutant-General's Office, 7, 8,195. 
Military Instruction: 
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M_. Schofield, 46. 
Military Law Instruction: · 
Infantry and Cavalry School, 146. 
Military Posts and Reservations: 
Accommodation for troops, 425-440, 
.Appropriations, 27, 268-270, 273, 274. 
.Arizona, Department of, 126-128. 
.Authority to l&ase, etc., 418. 
Bathing facilities, 537-540. 
Bridges, ro:@.ways, etc., 39, 258, 259, 269,273,408. 
California, Department of, 105. 
Cession of jurisdiction, 121, 122. 
Concentration of .A..rmy, 5-7. 
Custodians employed by Q. M. Dept., 418. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 425-440, 514-520. 
East, Department of the, 95-98. 
Expenditures authorized: 
Lighting, heating, etc., 420. 
Water, sewerage, plumbing, eto., 419, 420. 
Wharves, roadways, bridges, etc., 408. 
Food and cooking, 534-536. 
Health, 478-483, 548-558, 567-574. 
List, and means of communication, 87-90. 
Location, etc., of reservations, 425-440. 
Marriages and births, 500. 
Orders, .A.djntant.General, affecting, 416-418. 
Post exchanges, 57, 58. 
Post trader's buildings, 15, 27, 260, 269, 41l, 
I • 1 
Mllltarr Posts and IlcserrntfoM- utl u 
Public land s t apnrt for, 17, ll 
Quartermaster-a r~1·an t 1-1. :w:1. 
Remarks, Quaterma:<ll'r -< i1•111 r, 1, -
Sanitary condition, 1~.;, 50 :Hi. 
Telephones, 621. 
Transfer of, 260, .. ~1-t2.>. 
Typewriting mnch11H't1, .. ;; 
Water supply, oto., 16, 425 140, 5~0-53 i. 
Wharves, etc., ~58. 408 . 
.Military PriRon, Len yen worth: 
Annual reports, 60, 64, 6G, 07, 71, 72. 
.Appropriations, 40, 52, 61. 
Builtling operations, 15, 60. 
Ch:mges in personnel of om rs, 60. 
Citizens' suit& sent to post , Gl. 
Civilian employ6i-, 67-69. 
Clothing, equipa.ire, and material, 256, 347. 
Daily inspection, 71. 
Discipline and man agem ent, 14, 15. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 65. 
Effect of change to cellular prison, 52, 63, 04. 
Farm and garden products, 52, 62. 
Financial s tatements: 
Donations to post prisoners, 61. 
Receipts and expenditures, 61-70. 
Salee of condemned property, 70. 
Sales of material, etc., 61. 
Sales to officers, 70. 
Value of prison labor, 70. 
FiHcal affairs, 52, 61. 
Fuel, 61, 62. 
Health of guards and prisoners, 52, 63. 
Hospital, 66. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 431. 
Manufactures, 52, 62, 63, 67-69, 258,347,392,393. 
Means of communication, 88, 431. 
Military convicts: 
Behavior, 63. 
Escapes and recaptures, 52, 64. 
Health, 64-66. 
Moral and educational interests, 53, 66, 67. 
Received a:o,_d discharged, 52, 72-74. 
Special clemency, 64. 
Statistics, 74, 75. 
Post library. 66. 
Prison labor, 62, 70, 75. 
Prison school, 63, 66. 
Provost guard, 52, 63-66, 71. 72, 76.' 
Remarks, .A.djutant-Genera.l, 51-53. 
Roster, 75, 7.6. 
Sanitary condition, etc., 65. 
Skilled labor, 62. 
Subsistence supplies, 71, 72. 
'l'ransportation, 70. 
Military Records : 
Volunteer Armies, 636-640, 642, 643. 
Military Science and Art Instruction: 
Artillery School, 149. 
Infantry and Cavalry School, 145. 
Military Service Institution: 
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 48. 
Military Surgeons, Natio1rnl Guard : 
Annual meetin g of Association, 470-472. 
Military Telegraph Lines: 
Appropriations, 38. 
r, niz d. 
R mnrk , djnt n t-
OMt bnt rl 
Mill r Cnpt. ' . P.: 
Ilarrn.ok nnd uart r Branch, 
lill r, pt. , • Jl.: 
' o . 
Reports, flnan c s, Military .A.end m , 091-6 0. 
Mining Dllbri , aliforni : 
.Appropriation for inv tigating, 40. 
Miscellaneous Division, Il. nm.l P . Office s 
Scope and character of work, 061. 
Miscellaneous Objects : 
Appropriations, 40 . 
:Mississippi River Sufferer 
Appropriation for relief, 41 . 
Purchase of tents, etc. , 41,270. 
Missoula, Fort, Mont.: 
Athletic exercises, 541. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 432,514,515. 
Location, etc., of reservat ion , 432. 
Means of communication, 88, 432. 
Water supply, 432,522,528. 
Missouri, Department of the : 
Annual report of operations, 101. 
Changes of station of troops, 101, 102. 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, 102. 
· Desertions, 228, 229. 
Discipline, drill, etc., 102. 
Geographical limits, 86. 
Health, 476, 546, 547, 549, 557. 
Indian affairs, 102, 103. 
Inspections, 102. 
Position and distribution of troops, 78-81. 
Post lyceums, 102. 
Practice marches, etc., 104. 
Report of judge-advocate, 227. 
Signaling instruction and practice, 620. 
Trials by courts-martial, 227, 228. 
Missouri Cavah·y: 
Bounty 15th and 16th Regts., 41, 584, 586. 
Mobile (Ala.) National Cemetery: 
Rostrum, 260, 360. 
Modoc Indians: 
Expenses suppressing hostilities, 40. 
Money Accounts: 
Inspection, Signal Office, 630. 
Money Accounts, Q. 111. Dept.: 
N umber received and dis1>osed of, 275. 
Money and Property Accounts: 
Subsistence Department, 449. 
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Money and Property Branc11, Q. M. G. O.: 
.Annual report of operations, 275. 
Civilian employes, Q. M. Dept., 326-34.0. 
Financial statements, 276-325, 341, 344. 
Money accounts and property returns, 275. 
Scope and character of work, 275. 
Monroe, Fort, Va.: 
Annual report of post, 148. 
.Artesian well, 26. 
ArtHlery School, io, 40, 48, 148-151. 
Barracks and q narters, 152. 
Bridge over Mill Creek, 27. 
Construction of buildings, etc., 95. 
Construction of hotel on reservation, 418. 
Discipline, 151, 152. 
Dock, 96. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 27, 432, 514, 516. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 432. 
Means of communication, 88, 432, 
Post exchange, 151, 152. 
·Protection of shore, 26. 
Sanitary condition, 151. 
Target practice, 150. 
Water supply, 26,432,521,522,527. 
Wharf, 27. 
Monroe, Fort, Arsenal, Va.: 
Means of communication, 90, 
Montana Militia: 
.Appropriation for military stores. 40. 
Montana Volunteers: · 
Services, etc., Nez Perce, Indian war, 41. 
Montgomery, Fort, N. Y.: . 
Drainage, sewerage, etc ., 432. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 432, 
Means of communication, 88, ,i,32. 
Water supply, 432, 
Montpelier, Vt.: 
Soldiers' lots, 362. 
Monuments: 
.A.ppropriatiom,, 41. 
Battle, West Point. N. Y., 9, 168-170. 
Battle Ground, Nat:onal Cemetery, D. C., :JGl. 
New York State, 361. 
Trenton Battle, 41. 
Washington, 27. 
Yorktown, Va., 261,362. 
Morgan, Fort, Ala. : 
Location, etc., of reservation , 433, 
Means of communication, 88,433. 
Moultrie, Fort, S. C.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 433. 
Means of communication, 88,433. 
Mound City (Ill.) National Cemetery: 




Mount Vemon, Va.: 
ur,ey of road from Aqueduct Bridrro 39 
Mount Vernon Barrack , Ala,: 
0 
' • 
.Additional quarters, etc., need d, 93 , 
Drainage, seweritge, etc., 433. 
Location, etc., of reser,ation , 433, 
Mean of communication, 88, 433, 
Wnter supply, 433,523,530. 
Mule Sltoes: 
Purchases, 258, 392. 
Mumps: 
Prevalence of', in .Army, 485,567, 5G8. 
Musical Instrum1>nts: 
Trumpets and bugles, 351. 
11i·yer, Fort, Va.: 
Building operations, etc., 25, 268 . 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 433, 514, 515. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 433. 
Means of communication, 89, 433. 
Water supply, 16,433,523,530. 
Natchez (Miss.) National Cemetery: 
Roadway, 39,269, 
National Cemeteries: 
.Annual report, care and maintenance, 360. 
.Appropriations: 
Debits and credits, 39, 265-270. 
Remittances, 273,274. 
Construction of' roadways, etc., 15, 30, 132,260, 
261, 268-270, 273, 274, 361-363. 
:E'inancial statements, 365-369. 
Headstones for graves, 15, 39, 260, 268, 273. 
Interments, 360. 
Memorial Day services, 360, 361. 
Rema;;ks, Quartermaster-General, 260. 
·· Removal of remains of deceased soldiers, 360. 
Rostrums, 260, 360. 
Superintendents, 39, 
National Defense: 
.Appropriations-for fortifications, 26, 
Cables for harbors, 603. . 
Fortification and armament, 46. 
Gun and mortar batteries, 26. 
Purchase of sites for seacoast defenses, 23. 
Remarks: 
Howard, Maj. Gen. O. 0., 98. 
Schofield, Maj. Gen.John M., 46. 
Secretary of War, 17. 
National Guard: 
Association of military surgeons, 470-472. 
Organization of medical department, 16, 469-472. 
Regular troops at encampments, 105, 135. 
Remarks: 
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 49. 
Secretary of' War, 13. 
Services, labor disturbances, 98,100. 
Signaling instruction, 601, 605, 623. 
·w orlu's Columbian Exposition, 103, 104 
National Homes, Disabled Soldiers, etc.: 
Appropriation for support, 40. 
Rema1·ks, Secretary of War, 12. 
Supervision of accounts, 12. 
National Pa1·ks: 
Chickamauga and Chattanooga, 19, 27. 
Sequoia, 105,436. 
Yellowstone, 27 . 
Yosemite, 105,118,440. 
Navajo Indians: 
.Affairs on reHervation, 130, 131. 
Naval Display: 
Hampton Roads, Va., 21. 
Navy Department: 
Sales, rubber blankets and poncl10s,349. 
Newben1e (N. C.) National Cemetery: 
Roadway, 39, 27013ia. 
I 
Newport, Ky,: 
Post near. See Fort Thomas, Ky. 
Newport Barracks, Ky.: 
Bathing faciliti , 5:38, 539. 
Draiuage, sewerag , etc., 433. 
Location, etc., of re~cn at ion, 433. 
Means of communicatwu, 0, 433. 
Water supply. 433. 
Newspapers and Periodical : 
Purchases for post libraries, 398, 399. 
New York: 
Juri. diction over Plattsburg Barracks, 416. 
New York Arsenal, N. Y.: 
Means of communication, 91. 
New York City: 
Appropriations, harbor obstructions, 40. 
Lancling for Governor 's Island boat, 96. 
New York State Monument: 
Gettysburg (Pa.) National Cemetery, 301. 
New York State University: 
Address of Gen. Francis A. Walker, 170. 
Nez Perce Indian War: 
Service and supplies, Montana Volunteers, 41. 
Niagara, Fort, -N. Y.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 433, 514, 516. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 433. 
Means of communication, 89. 433. 
~anitary condition, quarters, 509,511,512. 
Water supply, 433. 
Nichols, Lieut. w. A.: 
_RelieYed, Military Prison, Leav!lnworth, 60. 
Nrnbrara, Fort, Nebr.: 
Bathing facilities, 538, 539. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 433, 514, 515. 
Location, etc., ofreservation, 433. 
Means of communication, 89, 433, 611. 
Unfinished condition, 124. 
Water supply, 433,520,525. 
Nonc~mmissioned Officers: 
Increase of pay, of line, 49, 55, 121. 
T Remarks, Adjutant-General, 55. 
Northern and Northwestern Lakes: 
Survey. 17, 29. 
Northern Fron tier: 
New military post. See Fort Ethan Allen, Vt. 
Oaths: 
Judge-advocates authorized to administer, 209. 
Ogle, Capt. Alfred lll.: 
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 676. 
Oglethoq)e, Fort, Ga.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 433. 
Means of communication, 89, 433. 
Oklahoma, Okla.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 433. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 433, 
Means of communication, 433. 
Water supply, 433,522,527. 
Omaha, Nebr.: 
New post. See Fort Crook, Nebr. 
Omaha, Fort, Nebr.: 
.Appropriation, 27. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 433, 
Location, etc., of reservation, 433. 
Means of communication, 89,433 
Water supply, 433. 
L. E/, 
Pay Department: 
Annual report of operations, 579. 
Collections, clothing and equipage, 348. 
Financial statements, 579, 584-586, 588. 
Pay Corps, 579-582, 585, 587, 590. 
Paymaster-General 's Office, '24,582. 
Remarki3, Secretary of War, 16, 17. 
Paymaster-General: 
Annual report, 579. 
Remarks: 
Clerical force, Pay Department, 582, 
Deposits of enlisted men, 579. 
Pay Corps, 581, 582. 
Paymasters' clerks, 582. 
Pay of Army, 579, 580. 
Travel allowances, 58C>, 581. 
Paymaster-General's OlHce: 
Clerical force, increase needed, 582. 
Salaries, 24. 
Pay of Army: 
.Appropriation, 24. 
Exhibits, etc., 586-588 • 
Increased, enlisted men, 51. 
Monthly payments, 582. 
Remarks of Paymaster-General, 579, 580. 
Retained, 54, 55, 580. 
Signal Service, 38. 
7:.,7 
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Pay of Army-Continued. 
Stoppages against officers, 582. 
Travel allowances, 580, 581. 
Pedestals: 
Appropriations, 41. 
Pembina, Fort, N. Dak.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 434. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 434. 
Means of communication, 89, 434. 
Purchase of post kader's building;;, 2GO, 411. 
Water supply, 434. 
Pena Colorado, Camp, Tex.: 
Location, etc, of reservation, 434. 
Means of communication, 89, 434. 
Pennsylvania Volunteers, 9StlL Regiment: 
Monument, Battle Ground Cemetery. D. C., 361. 
Perio1licals: 
· Purchases for post libraries, 398, 399. 
P61'kins, Lieut. Frederick : 
Report, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 72. 
Perry, ltlr, Leslie J.: 
:Board of Publication, War Re0ords, G65. 
Phamix, Fort, Mass.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 434. 
Means of communication, 89,434. 
Pickens, Fort, Fla.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 434. 
Means of communication, 89, 434. 
Pierce, Chaplain Charles <.:,: 
.Assigned, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 60. 
Report, Military Prison, Leavt<nworth, 66, 
Pi.ke, Fort, La.: 
Location; etc., of reservation, 434. 
Mea11s of communication, 434. 
Pike's Peak, Colo.: 
Roadway to signal station, 38. 
Pilot Butte, Camp, Wyo.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 434. 
Means of communication, 89, 434. 
Water supply, 434. 
Pittsburg, Pa,: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 434; 
Means of commu11ication, 434. 
Sale of reservation, 416. 
Platte, Department of the: 
.A.llnual report of operations, 123. 
Changes of station of troops, 123. 
Discipline, drill, e tc. , 125. 
Geographical limits, 86. 
Health, 477,546,547,549,557, 
Indian recruitment, 123. 
Inspections, l25, 
Instruction in signaling, 124, 
Local disturbances, 46, 124. 
Military posts and reservations, 124, 125. 
Position and di&tribution of troops, 82, 83. 
Post exchange , 125. 
Post lyceums, 125. 
Practice marches, etc., 123. 
Report of acting j mlgo-arl vocate, 240. 
Signaling instruction and practice, 125, 620. 
Small-arm'! practice, 124. 
Trials by courts-martial, 125, 240, 211. 
Pl tt hurg "Barrack , N. Y.: 
Iluildinrr operation , otc., 27,260, 2G9. 
Ce ion of jnriscllction, 416. 
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.-Continued. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 434. 
Location, etc. , o '' reservation, 434. 
Means of communication, 89, 434, 
Target range, 416. 
Water supply, 434. 
Pneumatic Dynamite Guns: 
Appropriations, 26. 
Pneumonia and Pleurisy: 
Prevalence: 
Army of the United States, 498,569,570, 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, · 65. 
Pope, Capt. J. W.: 
Annual reports, Leavenworth Prison: 
Ages, nativities, etc., prisoners, 72. 
.A.Iterations in prisoners, 74. 
Condition and management, 60. 
Prison labor performed, 75. , 
Roster, officers, employes, etc., 75, 76. 
Popham, Fort, Me.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 434. 
Means of communieation, 89, 434. 
Poplar River, Camp, Mont.: 
Location, etc ., of reservation, 434. 
Means of communication, 89, 434.. 
Water supply, 434. 
Portage, Wis.: 
-Soldiers' lots, 362. 
Port Angeles, Wash.: 
Telegraph sel'vice, 38 • 
Porter, Fort, N. Y.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 434. 
Hospital steward's quarters, 95. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 434. 
Means of communicati-on, 89, 434. 
Water supply, 434. 
Port Hudson (La.) National Cemetery: 
Roadway, 39,261,269,274,363. 
Postage: 
Appropriation, War Department, 24. 
Post Bakeries : 
Purchase of supplies, 258, 393, 
Post Bakers : 
Enlistment, etc., 15, 448. 
Post Canteens : 
Designation changed to post exch1mges, 57.] 
Post Commanders' Inspection Reports: 
Missouri, Department of the, 102. 
Post Exchang,es: 
:Beneficial effects, 57, 58. 
Effect of prohibitory law, 58. 
Military posts and reservations, 57, 78. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 72. 
.Remarks: 
Adjutant-G eneral, 56-58 
:Brooke, Brig. Gen . .John R., 125. 
Howard, Maj. Gen. O. 0., 95. 
Post Gardens: 
Purchase of-supplies, 258, 393. 
Post Graduate Schools : 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 9, 10, 
Post Libraries : 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 66. 






Merritt, Brig. Gen. Wosl y, 11!>. 
Post Lyceums: 
Remarks: 
Adjutant-General, 56, 200. 
Brooke, Brig. Gen. Jobn R., 125. 
Howard, Maj. Gon. O. 0., 94. 
McCook, Brig. Gen. A.. foD., 129. 
Merritt Brig. Gen. Wesloy, llO. 
Miles, Maj. Gen. Nelson ., 102. 
Ruger, Brig. Gen. Thomas JI. , ltl5, 10!). 
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 4 . 
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 135, 
Post Schools : 
, Purchase of supplies, 258, 393. 
Remarks: 
.A.djut.ant-General, 199. 
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 04. 
McCook, Brig. Gen. A. McD., 129. 
Schofield, .Maj. Gen.John M., 48, 49. 
Post Telegraph Lines : 
California, Department of, 626. 
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 600. 
Post Traders' Buildings : 
?urcbase, 27, 260, 269, 411, 412. 
Powder River, Mont.: 
Military telegraph line, 607, 608. 
Practical Instruction: 
I ~ 
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Thomas H. Ruger, 105, 109. 
Practice Marches, Field Maneuvers, etc.: 
Arizona, Department of, 132. 
Bicycle, 104. 
Dakota, Department of, 113,114,118,119. 
East, Department of the, 93. 
Expenses of transportation, 257,372. 
Missouri, Department of the, 104. 
Platte, Department of the, 123. 
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 55, 200. 
Preble, Fort, Me. : 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 434. 
Location, etc., of reservatiori, 434. 
Means of communication, 89, 434. 
Quartermaster's stable, 95. 
Water supply, 434. 
Presidio of San Francisio, Cal. : 
Drai_nage, sewerage, etc ., 435. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 434. 
Means of communication, 89,434. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 411. 
Roadway, etc., 3!l, 259,269,273. 
Water supply, 435. 
Previous Convictions: 
Remarks, judge-advocates, 223,227, 233-235. 
Pi,ice, Utah: 
Military telegraph line, 607-609. 
Printing and Binding: 
Artillery School, 151. 
Quartermaster's Department, 398. 
Prismatic Compass : · 
Officers, Signal Corps, 624. 
Prison Employ es, Military Prison, Leavemvorth: 
Roster, 76. 
Prisoners' Clothin~: 
Manufacture, 52, 69. 
.Appropriation, cavalry and artillery horses: 
Debits and credits, 25, 265--267. 
Expenditures during :fiscal year ending-
June 30, 1891 (in part),315, 317,324. 
June 30, 1892, 285,287,289,200,292, 294, 3'.JS. 
Remittances, 271, 272. 
Average cost of cavalry and artillery horses,258. 
Purchases, 121, 257, 258, 376, 377. 
Remarks, Quartmaster-General, 257. 
Sales, 377. 
Summary, purchases, sold, died, etc., 377. 
Public Buildings and Grounds: 
Appropriations, 24. 
• 'Washington City, 27. 
Public Works: 
Appropriations, 25-38. 
Pulaski, Fort, Ga.: 
Location, etc., of reRclr v1,tion, 435. 
Means of communication, 89, 435. 
Pulmonary Consumption: . 
Prevalence of, in Army, 498. 
Pu11isJ1me11t: 
Abolition of capital, 211-221. 
Death sentences since war of the rebellion, 
216,217. 
Limitation, etc., 210, 223, 245, 246, 249, 250. 
Purchases: 
Clothing and equipage, 353-359. 
Headstones, 15, 260. 
Land for military posts, 268, 269, 416--418. 
Medicines ancl medical supplies, 456. 
Post traders' buildings, is, 260,209,411, 412. 
Public animals,·121, 257, 258, 376, 377. 
Regular supplies, Q. M. Dept., 258,393. 
Stoves, ranges, etc., 392. 
Supplies, post bakeries, gardens, and schools, 
303. 
Typewriting machines, 258. 




.Annual report, 255. 
Papers accompanying annual report, 262, 263. 
Remarks: 
.Army service men, Q. M. Dept., 256. 
Barracks and quarters, 258. 
Battle sites and tablets, .Antietam, Md., 261. 
Boots and shoes, 256. 
Card system, Q. M. G. 0., 262. 
Clotliing and equipage supplies, 256. 
Military posts and reservations, 258-260. 
National cemeteries, 260. 
Public animals, 257. 
Quartermaster-sergeants, 256. 
Regular supplies, Q. M. Dept., 258, 
Telegraphing, 257. 
Transportation of .AI'my, 257. 
Quartermaster-General's Office: 
Barracks and Quarters Branch, 398-415, 
Card system, 262. 
Claims Branch, 394, 395. 
Clothing and Equipage, Returns Branch, 314,84.5. 
Clothing and Equipage, Supply Branch, 345-359. 
Finance Branch, 264-274. ~ 
Inspection Branch, 263, 264. 
Mail and Record Division, 396. 
Money and Property Branch, 275-344. 
Records, Files, and Claims Branch, 396-398. 
Regular Supplies Branch, 376-394. 
Salaries, 24. 
Transportation Bran~h, 370-375. 
Quartermaster's Department: 
Annual report of operations, 255. ,/ 
.Army service men, 163, 164, 256, 263, 264. 
Barracks and quarters, 15, 25, 27, 38, 47, 52, 68, 69, 
95, 124, 152, 258-260, 265-~269, 271, 272, 274. 297, 
299, 301, 302, 304, 306, 309, 322, 324, 325, 398-407, 
412-415, 508-514. 
Battle sites and tablets, .Antietam, 39 261 262 
268,274,363. 
1 1 1 
Civilian employes, 326-340. 
Clothing, equipage, and material, 15, 25, 52, 67, 
60, 70, 256, 265-267, 271, 272, 303, 305, 307, 309, 323, 
325, 345-350, 353-359, 536. 
Construction and repairs: 
Hospitals, 258, 409, 410. 
Hospital stewards' quarters, 95,258,410. 
Contracts, 391. 
Custodians of military posts, etc., 418. 
Financial statements: 
.Analysis of expenditures, 278-325. 
.Appropriations, debits and credits, 265-270. 
Clothing and equipage: 
.Appropriations diverted, 347-349. 
Collections, etc. , P ay Department, 348. 
Issues, 347-349. 
Manufactures, etc., 346. 
neceipts, expenditure~, etc., 345. 
'ales, 349. 
Compensation, civilian employes, 326-34.0. 
Expenditures of disbursing officers, 341-344. 
Military posts and reservations: 
Barracks and quarters, 398-406. 
Bridges, 40 . 
Ro 11ilals, 400, 410. 
Quartermaster's Department-Con tinned • 
Financial statements : 
Military poats and reservations: 
Hospital stewards' quarters, 1410 . 
Lighting, heati:ug, etc., 420. 
Newspapers and periodicals, 398. 
Property rented, 413-415. 
Road ways, etc., 408. 
Shooting galleries and ranges, 409. 
Water, sewerage, and plum!Jing, 419,420, 
Wharves, 408. 
Printing and binding, 398. 
Regular supplies : 
Harness and harness ~upplies, 3_93. 
Horse and mule shoes, etc., 392. 
Illuminating supplies, 387. 
Manufacture, Military Prison, 392, 393. 
Payments, general depots, 393. 
Post bakeries, schools, and gnrdens, 393. 
Public animals, 376,377. 
Stoves and ranges, 392. 
Tableware and kitchen utensils, 393. 
Veterinary supplies, 391. 
Wagons, carts~ etc., 377. 
Remittances of funds, 271-274. 
Sales of quartermasters' stores, 276. 
Trans portion of Army: 
Cost, 371-374. 
Earnings bonded Pacific railroads, 373. 
Practice marches, etc., 372. 
Vessels, hired and owned, 373,374. 
Fiscal affairs, 255-262. 
Incidental expenses, 25, 265-267, 271. 272, 279, 281, 
283-289, 308, 311, 313, 314, 316, 324 • 
National cemeteries, 15, 39, 132, 260, 261, 265-270, 
273,274, 360-363, 365-369. 
Officers, regnlar establishment, 264. 
Public animals, 25,121,257,258, 265-267, 271, 272, 
285,287,289,292,294,308,315,317,324,376, 'J77. 
Quart.ermaster-General's Office, 24, 2Ci2-359, 370-
415. 
Quartermaster-sergeants, 256, 263. 
Regular supplies, 25, 258, 265-267, 271, 272, 278-
283, 308, 810-313, 324, 393. 
Remal'ks, Secretary of War, 15. 
Sales of quartermasters' stores, 70, 276. 
Service corps, 8. 
Shooting gn,lleries, ranges, etc., 25, 265-267, 271, 
272,297,299,301,309,319,321,325. 
Transportation of .Army, 25, 70,257, 265-267, 270-
272, 290-301, 309, 315, 317-321, 325, 371-37,4 . 
Quartermaster's Employes, Leaveuwortll Prison: 
Roster, 76. 
Quartermaster-Sergeants: 
Military posts, 263. 
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 256. 
Quartermaster's Stores: 
.Awards and claims, 41. 
Barrack chairs, 62, 69, 351. 
Military .Academy, 165,175,176. 
Sales, 70, 276. 
Wyoming, 40. 
Railroad Transportation: 
Bond-aided Pacific RRilroads, 25, 257, 270, 372. 
L and-gr.ant roads, 257. 
Randall, Fort, S. Dak.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 435. 
Location, eto., of reservation. 435. 
Means of communication, 9, 435. 
Post exchange, 58. 
Sanitary condition, quartors, 500, 513. 
Water supply, 435, 522. 
RawJlns, Wyo.: 
Military telegraph line, 608, 609. 
Rebellion Records : 
See War of the Rebellion. 
Record and Pension Office: 
.Annual report of operations, 635. 
Card, system, 637-640, 643, 647- 649, 652-654. 6.'.i6. 
Catalogue of records, 649. 
Clerical force, 656-662. 
Current work, 643-647. 
Mail and messenger service, 654-656. 
Office organization, 658- 662. 
Organization, origin, etc., 635, 636, li43, 644. 
Records, etc., 635-640, 642-644, 619, 650. 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 18, 19. 
Salaries, 24. 
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n no, Fort kla. : 
Dr inng , eweraa , etc., 435. 
Location, etc., of r ervation, 435. 
Means of communici;tion, 89, 4:J5, 607-609. 
Purcba e of po t trader's bµildings, 260, 4::.1. 
Wat r supply, 435,522,523,529. 
Rent : 
Property and payments, Q. M. Dept., 413-415. 
War Department, 24. 
Records, Files, and Claims Branch, Q, M. G. O.: 
Annual report of operations, 396. 
Financial statements, 398. 
Reports: 
Transportation of, etc., to foreign countties, 3Q. 
Miscellaneous claims and accounts, 397. 
Scope and character of work, 396, 397. 
Records of the Revolution: 
Remarks, Secretary of )Var, 19. 
Recruiting Depots: 
List, and means of communication, 91. 
Recruiting Service: 
Departmental, regimental, etc., 198. 
Enlistments, year ending .June 30, 1892, 199. 
Expenses, 24. 
Fraudulent enlistments, 54, 209. 
General, 197,198. 
Indians, 115, 118, 120, 123, 196. 
Recruits, 468,469, 576. 
Remarks: 
Adjutant-General, 197, 198. 
Schofield, Maj. Gen . .John M., 49. 
Recruits: 
Examination, medical, 468,469,576. 
Remarks, medical officers, 468, 469. 
Red Bank, N. J.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 435. 
Means of communication, 435. 
Reference Division, R. and P. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 659. 
Regimental Field Desks : 
Manufacture, 68. 
Regiments: 
Headquarters•and stations, 91. 
Regular Supplies, Q. M. Dept.: 
Appropriations : 
Debits and credits, 25, 265-267. 
Expenditures during fiscal year ending-
.June 30, 1891 (in part), 310-313, 324. 
J' une 30, 1892, 278-283, 308. 
Remittances, 271, 272. 
Manufactures, 258. 
Payments at general depots, 393. 
Purchases, 258. 
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 258. 
Reservation Branch, Q. 111. G. O.: 
.Annual reports of operations, 416. 
Finanicnl statements, 419, 420 . 
Scope and character of work, 416. 
Retained Pay, Act June 16, 1 90: 
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 54, 55. 
Retirement: 
General service clerks, 58, 59. 
Rheumatism: 
Prevalence: 
.Army of the United States, 496, 57l, 573. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 65. 
Ricllitrd, Capt. Charles: 
.Assigned, me<l.. clept., Military Prison, 60, 64. 
Report, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 64. 
Richmond (Va.) National Cemetery: 
Roadway, 363. 
Riley, Fort, Kans.: 
Athletic exercises, 541. 
Cavalry and Light .Artillery School, 137-1-42. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc. , 435 . 
Food and cooking, 535. 
Hospital corps instruction, 465, 466. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 435. 
Means of communication, 89,435. 
Post exchange, 58_ 
P ost lyceum, 138. 
Post school. 138-
Purchase of po, t trader's buildings, 260, 411. 
Water supply, 435. 
Ringgold, J<'ort, Tex.: 
Bathing facilities, 538-540. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 435, G14, 515. 
Location, etc., of reservat-ion, 435. 
M.eans of communication, 89, 435, 607-601>.. 
Water supply, 435,525,533. • 
Rivers and Harbors: 
Appropriations, 28-38. 
Cables for defenses, 603. 
Road,,ays: 
Expenditures, 258, 408. 
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Roadways-Continued. 
National cemeteries, 15, 39,132,260, 261, 268-270, 
273,274, 361-363. 
Presidio of S;m Francisco, 39, 259, 269, 273. 
Signal Station, Pike's Peak, 38. 
/ West Point, N. Y., 688. 
Robinson, Fort, Nebr.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 435. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 435. 
Means of communication, 89, 435. 
Unfinished condition, 124. 
Water supply, 435,521,526. 
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill.: 
Appropriation, 25. 
Means of communication, 91. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
Rolls Division, R. and P. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 659. 
_ Rosters: 
Commissaries of subsistence, 450. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 75, 76, 
Rostrums: 
Natioi°ial cemeteries, 260,360. 
Bomu) Valley Indian Iteservation: 
Removal of intruders, 104, 105. 
Rubber :Blankets: 
Sale to Navy Department, 349, 
Supply of, exhausted, 349. 
Rubber Ponchos: 
Sale/to Navy Department, 349, 
Supply of, exhausted, 349. 
Ruger, Brig. Gen. Thomas H.: 
Annual reports: 
California, Department of, 104. 
Columbia, Department of the, 106. 
, Personal staff, 106, 109. 
Remarks: 
Desertions, 105, 109. 
Military instruction, l!l5, 109. 
Post lyceumf:l, 105,109. 
St. Augustine (l<'la.) National Cemetery: 
Care ·and maintenance, 362. 
8t. Francis Barracks, Fla.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 435. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 435. 
Means of communication, 90, 435. 
Sanitary condition, quarten, 508,510. 
Water supply, 435. 
St. Louis Arsenal, l\lo.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 435. 
Means of communication, 435. 
Wattir supply, 435. 
St. Louis Ponder Depot, Mo.: 
Means of communication, 91. 
St. Philip, Fort, La.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 435. 
Means of communication, 90, 435. 
Salaries, Contingencies, etc.: 
Appropriation, War Department, 24. 
Sales: 
Clothing and equipage, 349, 353-359. 
Materials, I ilitar,v Prison, Leaven worth, 61. 
Military reservations, 416. 
Pulili.o animals, 377. 
Quartormaster's st res, 2i6. 
Subsistence supplies and property, 448. 
Sam Houston, Fort, Tex.: 
Bathing facilities, 537, 538, 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 436. 
Location, etc., of reservatioti, 436. 
Means of communication, 89, 436. 
Post-exchange, 57. 
Sanitary con,dition, quarters, 509, 514, 
Water supply, 436. 
San Antonio A:csenal, Tex. : 
Means of communication, 91. 
San Carlos, Ariz.: 
Bathing facilities, 538, 539. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 436. 
Location, etc., of reservation , 127,436. 
Means of communication, 89, 43ti, 609, 610. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 508,509. 
Water supply, 436,523, 52(), 530. 
San Diego Barracks, Cal.: 
Bathing facilities, 538, 539. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 436. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 128, 436. 
Means of communication, 89, 436. 
Water supply, 436. 
Sands, Lieut. George H.: 
A.ssigned, Military ·Prison, Leavenworth, 60. 
Sandy Hook, N. J.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 436. 
Means of communication, 89, 436. 
Purchase of adjoining land, 26,418. 
San Francisco, Cal,: 
Harbor telegraph lines and cable system, 611 
San F,-ancisco (Cal.) National Cemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 362. 
Sanitary Condition of .Army: 
Douglas, Fort, 125. 
East, Department of the, 97, 98. 
Logan, Fort, 125. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth , 65. 
Munroe, Fort, Va., 151. 
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 672. 
San Juan Island, Waslt.: 
Location, etc:, of reservation, 436. 
San Pedro, Cal.: 
Location, etc., of' reservation, 436. 
Santa Maria, Tex.: 
Military telegraph line, 607, 608. 
Soammel, Fort, llle.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 436. 
Means of communication, 89,436. 
Scarlet Fever: 
Prevalence of, in ..Army, 484, 567, 568. 
Schofield, l\laj, Gen. Jolm 111.: 
.A.<l.dross, graduating class, Mil. .A.cad., 704. 
Annual reports: 
Army of the United State;, 45. 
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 669. 
Remarks: 
Army reorganization, 47, 48. 
Artillery School, 48. 
Barracks and quarters, 4 7. 
Creur d'Alene insurrection, 45. 
Desertions, 49. 
Discipline, 46, 
Indian soldiers, 49. 
Labor disturbances, 45, 46. 
Military education, 4. , 49. 
Schofteld, llaJ. Gen. John .• -Continu 
Re.marks: 
Military instruction, 16. 
National clefenses, 46. 
National Gnarcl, 49. 
Post lyceums, 48. 
Recruitini servicr, 49. 
Staff and Iiue of .Army, 50. 
Wyoming disorder~, 46. 
Schools: 
Artillery, 10, 12, 40, 48, 14.8 153. 
Cavalry and Light .Arti1l ry, 11 , 18, 137-142, 602, 
603,621. 
Engineer, 11. 
Infantry and Cavalry, 10-12, 40, 48, 1,12- 147. 
Post graduate, 9, 10. 
See also Military .Academy. 
Schrader, Lieut. F. von: 
Report, Military Prison, Leaven~ortb, 67. 
Schuyler, Fort, N. Y.: 
Bathing facili ties, 538,539. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 436. 
Location, etc ., of reservation, 436. 
Means of communication, 89, 436. 
Me11s hall, 95. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 508, 
Water supply, 436,523,530. 
Scrubbing Brushes: 
tegetable fiber adopted, 351. 
Secretary of War : 
.Address, graduating class, Mil . .Acad., 703, 
Annual r eport, 3. 
AuthQrized to lease public property, 418. 
Remarks : · 
- Adjutant-General's Department, 13, 14. 
Army reorganization, 3, 4. 
.Artillery School, 10. 
Cavalry and Light .Artillery School, 11. 
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Park, 19. 
Clothing and equipage, 15. 
Colleges, 12, 13. 
Division of Military Information, 7. 
Engineer Department, 17. 
Engineer School, Willets Point,.N. Y., 11. 
Enlisted men, 4, 5. 
Grand .Army encampment, 20. 
Infantry anC:. Cavalry School, 10, 11. 
Inspector-General's Department, 14. 
Judge Advocate-General's Department, 14. 
Medical Department, 15. 
Military Academy, 8, 9. 
National defense, 17. 
National Guard, 13. 
National Homes, disabled soldiers, etc., 12. 
Ordnance Department, 18. 
Pay Department, 16, 17. 
Post graduate schools, 9, 10. 
Quartermaster's Department, 15. 
Record and Pension Office, 18, 19. 
Records of the Revolution, 19. 
Service corps, 8. 
Signal Corps, 18. 
Subsistence Department, 15. 
War of the r ebellion, 19. 
World's Columbian Exposition, 20, 21, 
1;. -
ti. 
~ rr d to Int rlor 
Buildinll' operations, etc., 27, 268. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 436. 
Food and cooking, 534-536. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 436. 
Means of communication, 89, 436. 
Rifl.e range, 25, 270, 274. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
Water supply, 4'36, 523,530. 
Sheridan, Oen. Philip H,: 
Pedestal for Ptatue, 41. 
Sherman, Fort, Idaho: 
Bathing facilities, 538 . 
Drainage, sewerage, et.c ., 436, 514, 515. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 436. 
Means of communication, 89, 436. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 411. 
Water supply, 436. 
Shiloh (Tenn.) National Cemetery: 
Rostrum, 260, 360. 
Ship Island, Miss.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 436. 
.Means.of communication, 89, 436. 
Shoes: 
Improvement, 350. 
Issues, Military Prison, 347. 
Manufacture, 52, 67, 346. 
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 256. 
Rick and Discharged Soldiers: 
Provbions for comfort, 41. 
81dney, Fort, Nebr.: 
Building operations, etc., 27; 269, 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 437 
Location, etc., of reservation, 436, 
Means of communication, 89, 436. 
Water supply, 437. 
Signal Corps t 
.Appropriation, 24, 38. 
Number in service, 92. 
Recommendations, Chief Signal Officer, 606. 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 18. 
Telescopes, 623. 
Signaling Division, Signal Office: 
Annual report of operations, 620. 
Signaling Instruction: 
.Arizona, Department of, 620, 625, 626. 
California, Department of, 620, 6z6. 
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\!Signaling Instruction-Continued. 
Colnmbia, Department of the, 620. 
Cavalry and Light Artillery School, 18,137,138, 
602, 603, 621. 
Dakota, Department of, 620. 
East,, Department of the, 620. 
Equipments, stations and troops, 627. 
Heliograpbic, 602,626,627. ' 
Missouri, Department of the, 620. 
National Guard 604,605,623. 
Platte, Department of the, 125, 620. 
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 600. 
Texas,· Department of, 620. 
Whistle signals, 6.04. 
Signal Lanterns: 
Long-ra.nge signaling, 622. 
Signal Office: 
Advertisements and proposals, 628. 
.Annual report, 593. 
Appropriations, estimates, etc., 628, 630, 631. 
Card index system, 623,631. 
Dlerical force, 606. 
Contingent expenses and stationery, 630. 
Contracts, 629. 
Disbursing Division, 604, 628-631. 
Examiners' Division, 604,631. 
Expenditures, 629. 
Inspection of money accounts, 630. 
Military balloons, 598-600, 618-620, 624. 
Military telegraph lines, 18, 38, 118, 593-598, 
600, 607-6]8, 626. 
Salaries, 24. 
Sales of condemned property, 629. 
Signaling Division, 600-604, 620--627. 
Supplies, 629, 630. 
Telegraph Dhision, 607-611. 
Sill, Fort, Okla.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc .. 437. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 418,437. 
Means of communication, 89,437, 607-609. 
Water supply, 437. 
:Sisseton and Wahpeton Indian Agency: 
Removal of intruders, 116, 119. 
'Small-Arms Practice: 
.Appropriations, shooting-galleries, etc.: 
Debits and credits, 25, 265-267. 
Expenditures during fiscal year ending-
.June 30, 1891 (in part), 319,321,325. 
.June 30, 1892, 297,209,301,309. 
Remittances, 271, 272. 
Arizona, Department of, 132. 
.Artillery School, 150. 
Cavalry and Light .Artillery School, 138. 
Construction of galleries, ranges, etc., 25, 269, 
409,416. 
Dakota, Department of, 122. 
Departmental competition, 124. 
Ea t, Department of the, 93. 
Exp uses of transportation. 257. 
Platte, D partment of the, 124. 
Texas, Department of, 135. 
mall-pox and Yarioloi<l: 
Pr valence of, ln .A.rmy, 483,567,568. 
mit11 Brl • Gen. William: 
Paymaner-Oeneral. 
8nelling, Fort, .~linn.: 
Building operations, 27, 260. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 437, 515, 519. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 437. 
Means of communication, 89,437,611. 
Water supply, 437. 
Snelling, Fort, Ordnance Depot, Minn.: 
Means of communication, 90. 
Sniffen, Maj. C. C.: 
Robbery of, at Fort Clark, Tex., 580, 585. 
Snow Flake, Ariz.: 
Military telegraph line, 609, 610. 
Soldiers' Home, D. C.: 
.Annual reports: 
Board of Visitors, 669. 
Governor, surgeon, and treasurer, 672. 
Appropriation, 40. 
Buildings and grounds, 671. 
Discipline, 672 • 
Fiscal affairs, 670-672. 
Inmates, 669, 670. 
Library, 672. 
Sanitary condition, 672. 
Supplies, 671. 
Water supply, 671. 
Soldiers' Home (D. C.) National Cemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 362. 
Soldiers' Lots : 
Care and maintenance, 362. 
Soldiers on Furlough: 
Commutation of rations, 41. 
Special Appropriations: 
Quartermaster's Department, 268-270. 
Special Diseases: 
Prevalence of, in .Army, 483-498, 567-574. 
Specific Febrile Diseases : 
Prevalence: 
.A.rmy of the United States, 483-495, 567-570. 
Civilians, West Point, N. Y., 187. 
Spokane, Fort, Wash.: 
Bathing facilities, 538, 539. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 437. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 437. 
Means of communication, 89, 437, 611. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509 • 
Water supply, 437. 
Springfield Armory, Mass. : 
Means of communication, 91. 
Springfield Arsenal, Mass. : 
.Appropriation, 25. 
Springfield {Mo.) National Cemetery: 
Roadway, 363. 
Spurgin, Capt. William F.: 
Finances, Military Academy, 173, 179, 696-698. 
Stable Brooms: 
Manufacture, 68, 258. 
Staff' and Line of Army : 
Remarks, Maj. Gen . .John M. Schofieh1, 50. 
Standard Supply Table: 
Medical Department, 455. 
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 437, 514-, 516. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 128, 437. 
Means of communication, 89, 437, 609, 610. 
Wat r supply, 437, 523, 529, 
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State, War, and Navy Department Builtling: 
Appropriation, 27. 
State and Territorial Homes : 
.Appropriation for support, 40. 
State War Claims: 
See War Clai?nB, 
Stationery : 
War Department, 24. 
Statues :-
Appropriations, 41. 
Staunton (Va.) National Cemetery: 
Roadway, 39,261 ,269,273,363. 
Steam and Mecllanism Instruction : 
Artillery School, 148. 
Stearns, Col. J. C.: 
Antietam Board, 261,363 . 
Stevens, Fort, Oreg.: 
Location, etc. , of reservation, 437. 
Means of communication , 89,437. 
Stone's River (Tenn.) National Cemetery: 
Care and maintenance, 362. 
Storms: 
Observation and reports, 38. 
Stoves and Ranges, etc.: 
Man ufacture of furniture, 52, 69, 2511, 292. 
Purchases, 258, 392. 
Strength of Army: 
Gain anu loss, enlisted men, 92. 
Statement of, June 30, 1892, facing p. 76. 
Subsistence Department: 
Annual report of operations, 443. 
Commissary -General's Office, 24,449. 
Commissary-sergeants, 448. 
Duties and stations of officers, 450. 
Financial statements: 
Average contract price for ·beef, 446. 
Balances, 445. 
I ssues to Indians, 447. 
Losses of stores and property, 44 7. 
Miscellaneous issues and expenditures, 447 . 
Resources and expenditures, 443-445. 
S-3-les of condemned and surplus supplies, 448. 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 15. 
Service corps, 8. 
Subsistence supplies and property, 24, 38, 41, 711 
72,165, 176-178, 446-448. 
Subsistence S~pplies and Property: 
Advertisements and contracts 446 
Appropriation, 24. ' · 
Average contract price fresh beef, 446. 
A wards and claims for stores, 41. 
I ssues, 447. 
Losses by :fire, etc., 44-7. 
Military Academy, 165, 176-178. 
Military Prison Leavenworth 71 72 
Remarks, Co~issary-General, 446-448. 
Sales, 448. 
Sign 1 Service, 38. 
Suicide: 
Number, and means employeu, 499. 
Sully, Fort, S. Dak. : 
Drainage, sewera~e, etc., 437, 
Location, etc., of reservation, 437. 
Means of communication, 90,437, 611. 
Water supply, 437. 
Summary ourts: 
Power to try prisoner , 63, 71. 
R marks: 
Acting Judge- d,o at -Gen ral, 210. 
Ju<lg -ndYocat s, 22:J, 2251 226. 241, 242, 215. 
Remi . ion anrl mitigation of s ut nee , 209. 
Trials by, numb r, 14, 71, 97, 20 , 2il-225, 22 , 230, 
233, 237, 241, 244, 24 , 2-.19. 
Sumter, Fort, S. C. : 
Location, eto., of reser,ation, 437. 
M.oans of communication, !>O, 437. 
Superintendents, National Cemeteries: 
Appropriation for pay: 
Debits and credits, 39, 266, 267. 
Remittances, 271, 272. 
Supply, Fort, Ind. T.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 437. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 437. 
Means of communication, 90, 437, 611. 
_Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 41 l. 
Water supply, 437. 
Surgeon-General: 
Annual report, 453. 
Contract with Providence Hospital, 463. 
List of papers, annual report, 541, 5!2. 
Remarks: 
Ambulances, improved pattern, 455. 
Army and Navy General Hospital, 464. 
Army Medical Museum, 461. 
Artificial limbs, 457. 
Athletic exercises, 541. 
Bathing facilities, 537. 
Clothing, 5'!6. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 514. 
Examination of recruits, 463. 
Field equipment, 455. 
Food and cooking, 534. 
Habits, etc., enlisted men, 537, 
Health of ·.A.rmy, 472. 
Hospital Corps, 465. 
ldentification of deserters, etc., 467. 
Inspections, medical inspectors, 464. 
Library, Surgeon-General's Office, 463. 
Medical officers, 465 . 
N ationa-1 Guard, _Medical Department, 469. 
Providence Hospital, 463 . 
Purchase of medicines and supplies, 456. 
Sanitary condition of quarters, 508. 
Standard supply table, 455. 
Surplus property, 456. 
Water supply, 520. 
Surgeon-General's Office : 
Library, 25, 454, 463. 
Salaries, 24. 
Surgical and Medical ~best : 
Medical Depa:rtment, plate 3, facing p. 576. 
Surgical Reports : . 
List of special, received, 506. 
Surveying, Field: 
Instruction, ]fort Riley, Kans., 18. 
Sutherland, Brig. Gen . C.: 
See Surgeon-General. 
Sword-Master, Military Academy: 





A.rtillery. See Artillery Target Practice, 
Small arms. See Small-Arms Practice. 
Tatoosh Island: . 
-Telegraph service, 38. 
Taylor, Fort, Fla.; 
Location, etc., of reservation, 437, 
Means of communication, 90,437. 
Taylor's Ranch, Utah: 
Military telegraph line, 607-609. 
Telegraph Division, Signal Office: 
Annual report of operations, 607. ,, 
Telegraphing: 
Accounts, etc., 257. 
Telegraph Lines : 
Cables for harbor defense. 603. 
Departmental and Capitol, 27. 
Military, 18, 38,118, 593-598, 600. 607-fil8, 626. 
Tatoosh Island and Port Angeles, Wash., 38. 
Telegraphy Instruction : 
Fort Riley, Kans., 18. 
Telephones: 
Military poi>ts, etc., 621. 
Telephony Instruction : 
Fort Riley, Kans., 18. 
Telescopes: 
Signal Corps, 623. 
Tenth Street Branch, R. and P. Office: 
Scope and character of work, 6GO, 661. 
Tents: 
Mississippi River sufferers, 41. 
Testing Machine: 
Appropriation, 26. 
Texas, Department of: 
Annual report of operations, 133. 
Desertions, 135. 
Discipline, drill, etc., 136. 
Geogtaphical limits, 86. 
Health, 477, 546, 547, 549, 558. 
Military operations, Mexican border, 133-135. 
Position and distribution of troops, 80, 81. 
Post lyceums, 135. 
Report of acting judge-advocate, 229. 
Signaling instruction and practice, 620. 
Small-arms practice, 135. 
Telegraphic communication, 611. 
Trials by courts-martial, 135, 230. 
Theoretical Instruction: 
Cavalry and Light Artillery ~chool, 138. 
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Thomas H. R Llger, 105, 109. 
Thomas, Fort, Ariz.: 
Location, etc., of r eservation, 437. 
Means of communication, 90,437,609,610. 
Water supply, 437. 
Thomas, Fort, Ky.: 
Building operations, 27. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 438. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 438. 
Means of communication, 438. 
Post exchange, 57. 
Purcha e of site, 268, 274. 
Water supply, 438. 
Thomp on, apt. R. E.: 
Report, military balloon equipment, 618. 
Tbre ·Battalion Forml\tlon, 1nrantr1: 
Remark , Maj. Gen. O. 0. Howard,1)7. 
Tongue River Agency, Mont.: 
Affairs at, 114-118. 
Torpedoes and Howitzer: 
Appropriation, 26. 
Townsend, Col. E. F.: 
Annual report, In fan try and Cavalry Sc 1, ool, 142. 
Townsend, Fort, Wash.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 438, 515, 519. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 438. 
Means of communication, 90, '438. 
Purchase of post trader's buildings, 260, 411. 
Water supply, 438. 
Transportation : 
Maps and reports to forrign countries, 39. 
MilitarypriRoners and guards, 70. 
Signal Service, 38. 
Transportation Branch, Q. M. G~ 0.: 
Annual repol't of operations, 370. 
Claims and accounts acted upon, 375. 
Financial statements, 371-375. 
Scope and character of work, 370. 
Transportation of Army: 
Appropriations: 
Debits and credit,s, 25, 265-267. 
Expenditures during fiscal year euding-
J une 30, 1891 (in part), 315, 317-321, 325. 
June 30, 1892, 290-301, 309. 
Remittances, 271, 272. 
Certified claims, 267. 
Cost, 371-374. 
Expenses of vessels, 257, 373, 374. 
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 70. 
Pacific Railroad accounts, 257. 
Practice marches, etc., 257, 372. 
Principal movements of troops, 257, 371. 
Railroads, 270. 
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 257. 
Small-arms practice, 257. 
Troops and prope1·ty transported, 257. 
Travel Allowances: 
Analysis of mileage disbursements, 580, 581. 
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 580, 581. · 
Trenton Battle Monument: 
Appropriation, 41. 
Trumbull, Fort, Conn.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 438. 
Location, etc., of r eservation, 438. 
Means of communication, 90, 438. 
Water supply, 438. 
Trumpets: 
Standard adopted, 351. 
Trusses: 
See A rtijicial Limbs and Appliance,. 
Tubercular Diseases: 




Preva ence of, in Army, 567. 
Union, Fort, N. Mex. : 
Drain.tge, sewerage, etc., 438. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 438. 
Means of communication, 438. 
Transfer to Interior Dept. recommended, 133. 
Water supply, 438. 
United State Poml.-r DPJIOI. :\. ,J.: 
Appropriation, :!ti. 
Means of commuufr.Lt ion, Ill. 
Vaccinations: 
Primary and revacl'inatiou.~. I 'l, I I, 500, 
Vancouver Bsrr11fks, Wa h.: 
Draiuarr , sew ra~o. I·., 1:1 . 
Location, etc., of rt\8t·n·a1 inn. 1:1s. 
Means of communication, !Ill, t:I , Ill I. 
Water supply, 43 . 
Vaneou,er Barnu•ks Or<ln n I) pot, \\ h.: 
Means of com111unicatiou, 91. 
Ve110re11l Diseases: 
Preval nee of, in Army, 406, 372, Gi;I. 
Verde, }'ort, Ariz . : 
Transfer to Int. D pt. r mmrntl •11, 13:1. 
, Vessels: 
Chartered, impreii,-Pd. :1111! 1•111pl y1·d, :?.37, 373. 
Owned by Q. M. Dt•pt., 257,373,374. 
Veterinary Supplies: 
Purchases, 258, 391. 
Vicksburg (Miss.) National Cem tery: 
Roadway, 363. 
Volunteers: 
Amendment of records, officers, 647. 
Certificates of discharg , a t .April 14, l 90, 646 . 
Claims and expenditures for pay, b ounty, etc., 
40, 41, 579, 580, 584, 586. 
Mexican \Var, 41. 
Missouri cavalry, 41. 
Records, etc., 635-640, 642-644. 
Removal of charge of d esertion, 646. 
Von Schrader, Lieut. F.: 
Report, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 67. 
Wadsworth, F'ort, N. Y.: 
Coal shed, 95. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 438. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 438. 
Means of communication, 90, 438. 
Water supply, 438. 
Wagons, Carts, etc.: 
Purchases, 258, 377. 
Walker, Gen. Francis A.: 
Address, New York State University, 170. 
Walks: 
Expenditures, 258. 
Walla Walla, Fort, Wasl1.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 438. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 438. 
Means of communication, 90, 438. 
Water supply, 438. 
War Claims, State and Volunteer: _ 
Appropriations for payment, 40, 41. 
War Department: 
Adjutant-General's Office, 7, 8, 24, 40, 191-203. 
Annual report of condition and needs, 3. 
Army of the United States, 3-18, 24-27, _29, 38-41, 
45-59, 63, 66-72, 75-153, 157,163,164,169,176, 180-
187, 196- 201, 207, 209, 211-215, 221-230, 232, 233, 
235-251, 255-440, 443-450, 453-576, 579-590, 593-
631, 646,647,682, 683,, 
Colleges, 12, 13,191-194. 
Disposal of nseless papers, 24. 
Engineer Department, 17, 24, 25, 48, 91,418. 
Financial statements: 
Appropriations, 1892, 24-42. 
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Appwprinti n : 
l>riutiuo- and binding .JO. 
alarie. , 24. 
Progr s of worl , 19, 665, 006. 
Remark , :::iccr tary of \\~ar, 19. 
Warren, Jl'ort Mas1>1.: 
Drainage, sewerage, eto., 43 . 
Location , etc., of r e ervatio11 , 438. 
Means of communication, 90, 4:3 . 
Water supply, 438, 521, 522, 527, 528. 
Wasl111ki0, Fort, Wyo.: 
Bathing facilities, 538,540. 
Drainage, 11ewerage, etc., 438. 
H abits, etc., enlisted men, 537. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 438. 
Means of communication, 90, 43 ', 607-609. 
Purchase of Odd Fellows ' bnildiug, '.?60, 411,41 2. 
Sanitary condition, quarters, 509. 
Water supply, 438. 
Washington: 
Ordnance stores, 40. 
Washington, Fort, lUd.: 
Location, etc., of reservation , 439. 
Means of communication, 90, 439. 
Washington Barracks, D. C.: 
Coal shed, 95. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 438. 
Location, etc ., of reservation, 438. 
·Means of communication, 90, 438. 
Water supply, 438. 
Washington City: 
Public buildings and grounds, 27. 
Water supply, 27. 
Wasl1ington Monument: 
Care and maintenance, 27. 
Water Su1,ply: 
Crook, Fort, N ebr., 260. 
D . A . Rmsell, Fort, Wyo., 40, 270. 




Military posts, etc., 16, 258, 260, 270, 425-440. 
Remarks, Surg. Gon. and med. officers, 520-534. 
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 671. 
Washington City, 27. 
West Point, N. Y., 167, 171- 173, G88. 
Watertown Arsenal, Mass.: 
Means of communication, 91. 
Watervliet Arsenal: 
.Appropriations, 25. 
Means of communication, 91. 
Wayne, Fort, Mich,: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 439. 
Location, etc., of reservation , 439. 
Means of communication, 90, 439. 
Sanit.ary condition, quarters, 508. 
Water supply, 439. 
Western Union Telegraph Co.: 
.Accou.nts, etc., 257. 
WestPoint, N. Y.: 
.Armament and equipment, 161. 162, 684-686 • 
.Army service men, Q. M. Dept., 163,164. 
Battle Monument, 9,168, :!.6fl, facing p. 170. 
:Buildings and grounds, 163-168, 187,188, 687-689. 
Cavalry detachment, 163. 
Cemetery, 166. 
Cullum Memorial H all, 9, 169. 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 166. 439. 514-!\19,688. 
Engineer Battalion, 163. 
Health: 
.Average strength and cases treated, 181. 
Cadet Corps, 181, 183. 
Civilian employes, 184, 185. 
Civilians, 186,187. 
Enlisted men, 184, 185, 
Officers, Military .Academy, lR1, 183. 
Remarks, Col. J.M. Wilsou , 16G. 
Illustrations, etc.: 
Battle Monument, facing p. 170. 
New gymnasium, facing p. 170. 
Plan for new reservoir, facing p. 172. 
Improved lights, cadets' barracks, 688, 689. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 439. 
Mean11 of communication, 90, 439. 
Medical officers, 180-182. 
Men and horses for light batteries, 163. 
Ordnance, ordnance stores, etc., 161-163, 171. 
Road ways, 688. 
Water supply, 167, 171-173, 439,688. 
See also Military .Academy, 
Wharves: 
Expenditures, 258, 408. 
Monroe, Fort, Va. , 27. 
Wheaton , Brig. Gen. l<'rank: 
.Annnal report, Department of Texas, 133. 
Remarks: 
Courts-martial, 135. 
Desertion, 135, 136. 
Garza. troubles, 133-135. 
Gymnasti ·~, 136. 
National Guard, 135. 
Personal staff. 136. 
Post lyceums, 135. 
Whipple Barrack , Ariz. s 
Drainng , sewerage, etc., 4:l9. 
Location, ere., of redorvativn, 127,439. 
I 
Whipple Barracks, Ariz .-Continned. 
Means of communication, 90, 439. 
Water supply, 439. 
Whistles: 
Drill purposes, 351, 604. 
Whooping Cough: 
Prevalence of, in .Army, 485,567,568. 
Wtncox, Ariz. : 
Military tele_graph line, 609, 619. 
WiJicox, Ilrig. Gen. O. B.: 
Commissioner, Soldiers' Home, D. [1., 672. 
Willets Point, N. Y.: · 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 439. 
Engineer depot, 25, 48, 91. 
Eµgine.er School, 11. 
Location, etc., of reservation, 439. 
Means of communication, 90, 439. 
Water !!upply, 439. 
Williams, Brig. Gen. Robert: 
Commissioner, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 672. 
See also .Adjutant-General • 
Wilson, Col. John M.: 
.Annual report, 157. 
Remarks: 
.Army servi{le men, Q. M. Dept., 163. 
Band, Military .Academy, 161. 
Cadet Corps, 157-161. 
Condition and needs, West Point, 161-170. 
Sword-master Military .Academy, 160. 
Winfield Scott, Fort, Cal. : 
Location, etc., of reservation, 439 • 
Means of communication, 90, 439. 
Wingate, Fort, N. Mex.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 439, 
Locat ion, etc., of reservation, 1.28, 439. 
Means of communication, 90, 439, 611. 
Water supply, 439. 
Wintl,rop, Fort, Mass.: 
Location, etc., of reservation, 439. 
::Meam, of communication, 90, 439. 
Witnesses: 
Punishment of civilia11, 209, 231, 232, 250. 
Woori , Fort, Bedloe's Island: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 439. 
Loc11tion, etc., of reservation, 439. 
Means of commtrnication, 90, 439. 
Water supply, 439. 
Woodw:ml, Ind. T. : 
Military telegraph line, 611. 
World's Columbian Exposition: 
Encamvment of National Guard, 103, 10£. 
Remarks, Secretary of War, 20, 21. 
Wright, Lieut. Col. J.P.: 
Relieved, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 60, 64. 
Wyoming: 
.Arms and quartermaster's stores, 40. 
Labor disturbances, 46, 124. 
Yates, Fort, N. Dak.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 439, 514, 515. 
Location, etc., of rPservation, 439. 
Means of communication, 90,118,439, 607, 609. 
Post exchange, 58. 
Purchaso of post trader's building, 260, ill. 
Water s11pply, 439. 
Yel101V Fever : 
Prevalence of, in .Army, 567. 
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo.: 
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 440. 
Location, eto., of reservation, 439. 
Means of communication, 90, 439. 
Water supply, 440. 
Yellowstone National Park: 
Appropriations, 27. 
Yerba Buena Island, Cal.: 
Location etc., of reservation, 440. 
INDEX. 
Yerba Buena Island, Cal.-Continued. 
'1.'ransfer to Eng. Dept., 260, '18. 
Yorktolt'D (Va.) Monument: 
739 
Transferred to oustody of Q. M. Gen., 261, 362. 
0 
Yorktoffll (Va,) National Cemeter,: 
Yorktown (Va.) Monument, 261, 362, 
Yosemite National Park, Cal.: 
Care and protection, 105, 118. 
Looe.tion, eto., of reservation. 440, 
Means of oommunioation, "0· 
